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Taft Sits on His

Song

Hands

local

NBC

station.

Via

TV; Turn* Victim*
Television industry’s newest
definition of UHF:

Ulcer High Frequency.

On

De Liagre Hosting

Government,, and
international
'celebs, plus a handful of show biz
reps in from New Y6rlc A feeling"
that theatrical history was being
'Critics’
made, and a nervous awareness of
the impact of the occasion, per“Critics’ Choice,” proposed telemeated the crowded sidewalk and
-theatre lobby long before curtain vision series on which the material
time.
Will be selected by a battery of topLending special flavor and in- flight critics, is being pitched to
terest to the evening, as well as
the networks,
Edmund Morris
authenticity to’ the script, was the
presence of S.en, Robert A. Taft and Richards Sanders will prowith Mrs. Taft and a party of duce, with Alfred de Liagre, Jr.,
friends in a box. As soon as the serving as exec producer-host.

TV

Choice

’

presidential aspirant was spotted,
eyes and necks were constantly
craned to see the reaction of the

The flight of the angels is worrying Broadway.
A leading producer said this
week, “There appears to be growing resistance to theatrical investment.” A veteran general manager
agreed that “promoting the bankroll is getting to be the toughest
part of doing a show.” A composer
whose musical is being financed
added that “writing a score is just
a tryout for th£ real job of auditioning for backers.”
As usual, managerial circles attribute the scarcity of angels to
outside factors. Unfavorable stock
market- conditions, adverse tax
regulations and uncertain business,
conditions
are
mentioned. But
hank deposits are at a peak and
Government bonds are at premium, indicating no dearth of investment
rules

capital.

relating

to

Moreover,
theatre

‘

Some of the prolific backers sugare associated withl
the package, jyhich is being han- gest that the situation stems largely from conditions in the theatre
dled
by
the
William
Morris
office,
sole' person present whose name
are: John Mason Brown, of the itself. Primarily, spiraling cost’s
figures- in the show’s script.
Gen- Saturday Review of Literature; now tend to make legit investing
eral reaction was one of sympathy
Louis Kronenberger, Time; Mar- more precarious than ever. Even
for the Ohio. Republican who takes
garet Mayorga, editor of “Best One at sellout business it takes a show
quite a beating via. one outright
Act
Plays of the Year”; John a- comparatively long time to pay
potshot at him, as well as the
off, and few hits ever make much
famed “I'Like Ike” hit. One promi- Chapman, New York Daily News
(Continued on page 63)
all covering the drama; Lewis
nent Democratic senator, for example; remarked during the inter- Gannett, of the N. Y. HeraldTribune, and novelist Robert Penn
(Continued on page 53)
Warren, both on books; historian
Vincent Sheean,
on reportage;
editor Martha Foley, on the short
Critics

who

—

‘

'•

CBS Course To

Sally Creates

:

story; Frances and
ridge, creators of

Fan Fare

In Exposing 'Secrets’

North,”

At

Richard Lock“Mr. and Mrs.
composerDeems Taylor, on

mystery;

and

commentator
music and musicians.

Ohio Liquor Bd. Set-To
Columbus, May 6.
Rand

told the Ohio State
Liquor Board a thing or two about
her jjan dancing trade secrets last
week, including the fact that
she only creates the illusion that
she is nude.
.

’

Selection of Plays,

Actor Situations Hit
Israel Legit Theatre

Miss Rand appeared voluntarily
before the board to attempt to disProve charges that her fan fare was
lewd," indecent and immoral.” The
charges were ‘filed against Tully V.

Foster, owner of the Club Casablanca In Canton, where the dancer

j

appeared last fall.
They were
brought by state liquor agents who
watched Miss Rand's act all three
mghts.
Inspector Richard Etoll, reporter
Dtto J, Hager, of the Canton Repository, and radioman John Baker,
Jr.,
of WHBC, said Miss Rand
looked nude to them.
Not so, the fan swinger pointed
out. She always
wears a leotard, a
garment used by acrobats to cover
me torso. It's made of mousseline
soie, imported from Paris and
i? a kind of lastex lace that looks
hke skin, she explained.
sometimes she adds filmy panties
’

Tel Aviv, April 29.
Actors being actors, whether in
Tel Aviv or Toledo, the Israeli
theatre is currently in a -state of
crisis. One of its three leading
legit groups, the Chamber Theatre, is in the whirls of a switch
from the traditional cooperative
organization of the Hebrew stage to
a modified commercial -basis, while
the Habimah has been forced to

add lay members

to

its

artistic

board to alleviate fossilization be-

Special schooling in how to win
friends and influence voters via
television is being offered to all
Presidential candidates and Senatorial aspirants by CBS-TV, Web’s
public affairs division in Washington will conduct the classes, which
will stress individual instruction in
how to make TV camera "appearances most effective in terms of
votes from the video audience.
Favorable replies have already
been received from several of the
candidates, indicating their awareness of the tremendous importance
of TV this year ip their vote-getting campaigns. With more than
17,000,000 video receivers npw in
circulation throughout the country,

ing brought on by the co-op setup.
been estimated the' number
it’s
While the cooperative principle will reach 18,000,000 by the time
has produced a theatre in Israel of the political conclaves in Chicathat has made it the cornerstone of go in July. Bigwigs of both politithe nation’s cultural life and artis- cal parties, as well as TV industry
tically the envy of much of the leaders, have repeatedly asserted
thespic world, it has also produced that candidate?’ appearances bea couple of basic problems that fore the cameras might swing that
have threatened to strangle it.
/many votes.
First is the selection of plays.
Sen. William Benton (D., Conn.)
an d a bra.
of
co-op,
of
the
member
Each
and Sen. Irving M. Ives (R., N. Y.)
The garments are
Pasted on, she said, and “there is course, is entitled to a vote. And 'will be the first to go back to
0 Possible
way" X could remove the normal tendency too frequent- school, and there’s a possibility
f,
x
ly has been to forget the aesthetic that their instruction courses may
garments while dancing.”
favor of the be televised for the public. Under
fUdu’t, wapt to speak propriety of a play in
(Continued on page 62)
)’.
(Continued on page 17)
62
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Teach Candidates

How to Use TV

.

Sally

By ABEL GREEN
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Mouths of Babes

•

Howard Hughes Is trying
Louis B. Mayer on “doing

George Jesgel points up the
no - nothingness - about - pix
among the younger generation
with the anecdote about show-

Goldwyn.”

That

is,

to sell
a Sara

have his own

L. B. Mayer Productions, for *RKO
release, just as Ned Depinet and
his organization handle Goldwyp’s
releases,

ing a picture to Betty Grable
and one of her children. Mrs.
Harry James asked the little
girl how she liked it, and the
reply was:

Mayer

would be autonomous,
Goldwyn, but perhaps make

like

more

“Very nice', now let’s see
what is on another channel.”

pictures

than

the

latter.

Other differences would be (1),
Mayer would have the availabilities
of the two RKO studios, the one
on Gower St., in Hollywood, and
the RKO Pathe plant in Culver
City; (2), there might be an interfinancing deal; and (3), Jerry Wald
might come into the operation as
an
executive
producer
under
Mayer. At the moment Wald is tied
to Hughes and the RKO studio.
At a powwow on the Coast two
weeks ago, Mayer accented that
Hughes put up all the financing,
(Continued on page 13)
'

Truman Gets Plan

tax

invest-

ments haven’t changed recently.

'
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RKO, But With
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to reopen the theatre to legit
after a hi&tus of almost four years
audience of local,
was an

t
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Wow as 'Madam’ Sweeps D C.

Washington, May 6.
The National Theatre was. relit
last night (5) with Ethel Merman
in “Call Me Madam” and a sock
preem complete with all the trimmings—kleigs, mikes, sidewalk interviews and ’even a telecast over

WNBWv

MAY

YORK, WEDNESDAY,

.

For Nat’I Theatre
Washington, May 6.
Plans for a National Theatre
.

&

Opera House, tq be located in this
city, began shaping up this week
under auspices of the National
Capital Sesquicentennial CommisMelvin D. Hildreth, exec
sion.
vice chairman of the commission,
placed the plans for the National
Theatre before President Truman
today (Tues.).
Project will involve eliminating^
the production this year of Paul"
Green’s spectacle, “Faith of Our
Fathers,” which was scheduled to
open at the Carter T. Barron Stadium here in June. Pageant ran
during 1950 and '51 hut Hildreth
recommending that it be
is
skipped this year.
Coin in the
commission’s treasury, according
to his plan, would be divided between a $200,000 allocation for improving the Barrofi Stadium and
about $1,000,000 for construction
of the National Theatre.
Five
Senators and representatives have
already expressed approval of the
project.

Jack Robbins Again
Links

Up With a

(Leo’s Son) in

Feist

New Firm

Vet pubber Jack Robbins tied up
again with the Feist publishing
family name last week with the
formation of a new firm in which
he’ll be partnered with Leonard
Feist, oldest son of the late Leo
Feist. Robbins had bought out the
Leo Feist pubbery about 15 years
ago for $450,000.
Firm, which’ll operate as FeistRobbins Music, will publish song-

books and pops. Already on the
new pubbery’s schedule is the publication of a series of books titled
“Everyday Melodies.” The FeistRobbins catalog will be licensed
by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.
Robbins will continue to head

up his other firms while Feist continues as owner of Century Music.

i
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Jewish, Theatrical' Guild testimonial-dinnered Milton
Berlt last Saturday (3) at the Waldorf : Astoria and realized perhaps $40,000 net. That’s good money even in an inflationary
era, and more so in an era when the spending mood is low and
the charity pitches fulsome. Berle was the .honor guest, and he
took the rap for being spotlighted at the altar of charity.

.

By GENE MOSKOWITZ
Cannes, May

»

6.

Fifth Cannes Film Festival
operied to a steady downpour April
days and
23, which lasted for two
literally put a damper On things.
this
finales
It
It’s now in high.
week with top names and brass

The

here for the Saturday (10) finale.
Biggest early yocK of the fest was
the Mayor of Cannes welcome note,
which stressed the sunshine and
weather and -the fact that everybody would be '‘living on velvet.
"An American In Paris" (Metro),
with Gene Kelly and wife Betsy
Blair assisting in person, kicked
the screenings.
Film was anxiously watched by
Kelly and U. S. Embassy rep Gerald Mayer, for this was the first
public showing of the film to
They wanted
French audiences.
the reaction of the* French to the
musical Paris of the Americans.
Reactions were' generally favorable, with' kudos for the ballet sequence, though the practical-minded French balked at the film’s free
interpretation of Paris.
Kelly held a press conference
the next day on the film, for fine
The foreign press was
results.
off

.

impressed by his intelligence and
interest in his pic work. He discussed attempts at creating a pure
film musical art form. His next
film, “Invitation- to the Dance,”
will be a series of five ballets without any spoken dialog at all. A
journalist remarked that it would
be a perfect film for dubbing. Another note was the presence of a
portion of the U. S. Western Mediterranean Fleet under Admiral
Watkins. The night of the opening
bracketed huge
all
the ships
searchlights on the film palace,
giving it the air of a big Hollywood

Robinson Clean
Washington, May

„

*

clean

health

of

bill

Bill
fl.

last"

Robinson went before the
committee at his own request in
a public hearing and wound up by
receiving an explanation that the
committee "has never had any evidence to indicate that you were
any more than a very choice

Continent prior to this opening.
These will include three days in
Scandinavia and two days in the
south of France.

WNBT

named J, ' Howard
Trumbo among

Lawson and Dalton

who "duped and used" him.

In his prepared statement," Robinson declared firmly that .he has
never been a Commy "or knowingly a fellow traveller." He said
he had been shocked, to learn that
persons whom he regarded as "sincere liberals’ 1 turned out to be
Commies who had fooled him.

Aussie Prof Calls U.S. Pix

‘Most Harmful’ in World;

Warner Exec

Hits

Back

de Beix

‘Variety’s’

'

Dies in Paris at 76
Paris,

homes,

May

6.

Berle, personally, deported himself with rare aplomb. He Is
too savvy a showman and too sensitive to audiences not to reWhen blind Mildred Weisenfeld,
alize it wasn’t, a click affair.
on behalf of her sightless aid organization, saluted Berle, who
has always stated "I’ll be there!" when called upon to perform
for that particular charity— or any other—this was perhaps the
most genuinely warm highlight of the "evening. The rest of
the proceedings should have been likewise.

longtime
Variety mugg in France, died SunhosParis
in
a
day (4) morning
pital, where he had been rushed
following his return from the

Maxime

de

Berle’s best rating in the community is his top rating as a
public figure. As "Mr.- Television" he personally sparked a new
vibrant industry with such impact that only ’history may best
be able to appraise it. NBC-TV veepee Pat Weaver touched on
that from a trade viewpoint, and comedian-author Abe Burrows
perhaps even better appraised it by stating that Berle is always
welcome in his home; that his children like him, that "Uncle
Miltie" likewise rates similar welcome into millions of American

Beix,

Cannes Film Festival, which he
was covering for this paper. In
poor health in recent weeks, ascribed to food poisoning and general physical debility, de Beix had
gone to the Riviera for partial recuperation and to look in on the
film fest, which is being more accovered for Variety by
tively
De Beix was beother staffers.
-

*

.

1 -Niters
London, April 29.
Bob Hope, who is booked to play
the London Palladium for two
weeks, opening Sept. 1, will do
several one-night stands on the

MUSICAL DIRECTOR
"YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS”

Robinson agreed that he had led
with his chin and had been misIn response to committee
led.

shown. In the afternoon came a is to make money.. This means
much awaited Japanese film, for they strike the lowest common dethe crix have their eye on Japan nominator of payee taste, taking
revelation
of care that they make no demand on
their
big
since
“Rasho-Mon" at last year’s Venice the brains of people making up
Film Fest.
cinema audiences.
The film, "Waves,” turned out to
"Women in the films are judged
be a holtumy soap opera about the by their sex appeal and men by
tribulations and loves of a Japahow much a woman can get out of
nese Mr. Chips. Film did not miss
them in the way of a good time.”
a turn in its contrived melodraSoftening up ,a little, the professor
matics. Pic showed that Japan was
added, "The Hollywood product injust an ordinary country in' regards
cludes some of the very best as
to films, turning out the quota of
well as some of. the worst films. In
good and bad. Japanese rep told
between these there is an enorVariety that "Rasho-Mon" was a
mous output of mediocre films."
flop in Japan, while the film,
Apart from his work at the uni"Waves" was a great grosser. The
versity, Stout has been associated
second Japanese film to show here,
with governmental film boards and
"The Story of Genji," was a more
other minor setups.
interesting film, though so intenseIrked by Stout’s outburst, Stanley
ly national and literary in spirit
Higginson, Warner Bros, managing
that its two-hour length is tedious
"Professor
director
here,
said:
(Continued on page 15)
Stout is entitled to his views. Nosets out
business
body in the film

Hope’s European

Certainly the after-dinner speaking invariably makes or breaks
a function of this nature. Instead, one heard a' usually brilliant
attorney-orator, a city official, and assorted show biz comics
give out with the same wheezes about Bishop Sheen (Berle’s.
“opposition" on another TV channel on Tuesdays) and Berle’s
predilections for gag-lifting. In short, not only a dull affair but
generally bad manners.

CHARLES SANFORD

sucker.*’

those

make bad

to
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The point
honor

is

that there will be other dinners
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Radio Broadcast Of
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-

London,

Jimmy

TO TOUR

KOREAN TROOP CAMPS

To
(Pleas* Print

Editing Necessary For

London, May 6.
Turnout -for Sophie Tucker’s
opening at the Bagatelle here was

1

34. N. Y.
|

May

6.

Durante’s return to the
Palladium yesterday (M6n.), after
17 years signalled the most hilarious opening of the season with an
SRO house kept at rolling pitch
throughout his 55-minute routine
of perfectly timed comedies.
(Continued on page 63)
The Schnoz wowed ’em with a
great opening. Eddie Jackson came
in for a hefty reception and the
FIELDS
remainder of the entourage, Candy
Candido, drummer Jack Roth and
pianist Jules Euffano, combined to
make
the entire act a nonstop riot.
Rome, May 6.
Schnozzola-topped bill is a
Grade Fields has been signed for This
certain sellout for the entire four
a tour of UN troop camps in Korea,
weeks.
and plans to leave from her home
Only other U. S. act on the layin Capri as soon as she receives
out is Harrison & Fisher, who
her flying orders.
made a heavy impact with their
Her husband, Bods Alperovicl, comedy terping.
plans to accompany Miss Field, on
Others on. the program are Gilthe trip, and is in process of get- lian Lynne topping
the Pauline
ting his papers for it. Alperovici, Grant Ballet, which has
music by
a stateless person, fled from his Leroy Anderson and
decor by
native Bessarabia (Rumania) yeans Loudon
Sainthill;
vocalist
Pat
ago, and has been a political Kirkwood accomped by Bert
Wal
refugee in Italy since that time.
ier; impressionist Alan Clive; Aus
Miss
Fields
recently
toured Itralian juggler Rob Murray, and
r
army staj^oiis, in Germany.
unicyclists Evy'
& Everto.
w

GRACIE

for

and other name
be faced with the same rap—

As for Berle, a past master of the telling barb and the bon
mot, he could have thrown “toppers" at anybody on the dais
and scored. He, had the good taste and the judgment to refrain.
He was the honored guest.
Abel

"U.S. producers, like others in the
industry, always bid to make films
the public wants to see, or what
De Beix’s willingness
they figure the public wants to see. papermen.
extra-curricular services, runIn show business the public is the for
tourist gamut of
ning
the
usual
final judge."
eateries, niteries., hotel reservations, shopping know-how, and the
like, made him particularly unique
5/7
in his cordial relations with show-

Subscription Order

will

frankly, that of a shill for a worthy charity. It is safe to state
that the £. of h. would rather have "stood in bed."

George Jessel, Joe Laurie, Jr.,
the largest of the 'postwar era. A
celebrity-filled audience gave her Abe Burrows and NBC veep Pat
a tumultuous ovation.
Capacity Weaver; along with Milton Berle,
during her four weeks is assured
had to hustle over to the NBC
despite upped tariffs.
Following her Bagatelle dafe, broadcasting .studios in Radio City
Miss Tucker will play two weeks at directly after Saturday’s (3) testiheadquarted in Paris, and during the Empire, Glasgow, June 2, to be monial dinner to the latter at the
his more than 20 years on Variety followed by Liverpool and Bir- Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y., in order to
he enjoyed an affectionate billing’ mingham. She’s slated to spend a do the scheduled half-hour radio
as "the show biz Grover Whalen of two-week vacation in Israel and salute to Berle in person.
Showfolk from Holly- will’ return to England to play the
Paris."
The speeches of all the above,
wood and Broadway, as well as Hippodrome
Brighton;
Palace, along with those of Mayor Imother world capitals, had a highly Manchester, and will wind up with
Lazarus
pellitteri.
Comptroller
fountainhead
of the Empire, Leeds. She sails on
knowledgeable
Jr., James
service and information in Maxime the Queen Mary for .the U. S. Joseph, William Morris,
Gould, had
Er
Sauter
E.
Harry
and
de Beix. He knew the intra-trade Aug. 6.
been taped per the original intenangles of show business as few Eution of editing them down for the
ropeans and/or Americans did,
scheduled 11:30 p.m. salute -to
possessing as he did the savvy of Looks Like Four-Week
Berle, who was the honor guest of
Franco-British
Franco-American,
Guild
and Franco-Italian relations with S(chnoz)R0 After 17-Yr. the annual Jewish Theatrical and
dinner. However, some ad libs
an objectivity, trained to the Amersome
by
certain
remarks
other
ican perspective, that is not the
London Palladium Absence speakers made the rush from the
privilege of many working news-

panies naturally make films which
they hope will make coin, but that
positively does not mean they make

bad

,

the confines of intra-trade Friars and Lambs shindigs. People
paid $35 a head and their valuable time, and the more than
800 present were the ones treated as shabbily as Berle.

lieved* to have been in his 70s.
De Beix, who signed his renews Maxi,, started on this paper in 1929 as aide to Abel
Green, who had been sent abroad
to organize the" Variety foreign
news service and to open a branch
office in Paris on the Blvd. des Italiens. He had carried on ever since
as the paper’s No. 1 Paris mugg,
interrupted only by the Nazi ocDe Beix, born Maxime
cupation.
Levy, in Paris, and educated in
England, went underground to
Toulouse, in the south' of France,
where Count de Beix and his wife
legally adopted Levy to outwit the
Nazis as well as the Vichy French.
When the de Beixes died, their
adopted son, Maxime de Beix, who
favored his new patronym, is said
to have inherited a family chateau
in the Toulouse sector but his life’s
work continued essentially to be
that of a working newspaperman.
De Beix started in the amusement biz as a publicist with Metro
and other American film companies

Film com-

films.

~
It doesn’t hurt for professional weisenheimers to permit
genuine emotions to hold sway. ,Good taste and honest appraisal
are not sticky—assuming that’s "the "Broadway attitude" in relation to honor 'guests.
The intra-trade ribbing is OK within

•

Please send

n.

.

.

questions .he

i

dividual acquiescing to "testimonial^ ^dinners, in the vast majority of instances the gl- of h* -is a benevolent victim of the
charity which utilizes him as -the lure to raise funds. Charity
is a necessity even in the most prosperous communities. What
‘happened last Saturday, therefore, was a somewhat sorry spectacle of johnny-one- joke speakers, general poor taste and, just
judgment in casting the dais.'
as heinous, poor
*

House Un-American Activities
Committee gave Edward G. Robinson a
week.

»

Whatever the human elements and egos that go with any

House Probers Give

Sydney, April 29.
Arthur Stout, Professor of Moral
and Political Philosophy at Sydney
U., made front page news here by
stating that "Hollywood films are
the most harmful influences on
character the world has ever
known.”
Professor added that America’s
opening.
belated entry into the first world
More Jap Features
war had enabled her to get a
of
Third day, the regular cycle of stranglehold on the pic industry
kept the
film projections started, with one the world, and she had
in the afternoon at three and one octopus-grip ever since.
"Australians buy 3,500,000 tickets
in the' evening at nine. Each* pic
was preceded by two shorts. With every week," said Sout. “It is the
the abundance of films to be pro
boxoffice alone that determines
jected, there are manjKevenings mainly the policy of those Hollyduring which double features are wood moguls. Their only concern

-

The

•

j

*

i

»

Waldorf to the

NBC

studios im-

perative for a live rebroadcast of
the evening’s highlights.
The Guild dinner pulled 850 at
$35 a head, and the souvenir program with highlight pieces by name
byliners accounted for another
$24,000.
to
Jessel flew in from the Coast
toastmaster the event, which was

chairmaned by Gould. Jessel broxe
jump back to the Coast by*
matinee and evening Sunday nign
Reading
(4) split in Allentown and
on behalf of the United Jewis
Appeal fund drive.

his

Friars

Honor Garland
Hollywood, May

Judy Garland will be guest
honor at a testimonial dinn
dance to be "held by the Fr
Club late next month wh en

o

j

singer completes her vaude
in San Francisco.
ote
Sophie Tucker is the only
ffemme performer to be h°
s

thus by the tmasculine Friars.

WttfoeftJ-y,

M*y

7,
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TV Finally ‘Arrives MPA A

Decides

;

RKO Theatres Board on Revamp 0.0.
David J. Greene, who lied a bit-4"
ter proxy fight last, fall against the
Bulgies
RKO Theatres management, has
accepted a place on a new threeLoew’s “Movie Memo” has
map committee of the board that
a suggestion this week for a
is studying the company’s holdings
name for three-dimensional
Aim .is to astheatre-by-theatre.
films if and when they are
certain each one is getting maxiever developed.

—

mum

returns, with the possibility
closing any of them, .selling

of

It calls

them

“bulgies.”

them, refurbishing them, changing
policy or converting them to other
use.

Greene,

who won

a place on the
result of the proxv

A1 Daff Reported

RKO

In Rank-Rackmil

of Best Foods, -McKesson & Robbins and other top companies.

London Huddles

Greene and A. Louis Oresman,
an associate

of 1952.

Most recent flock of financial’ reports from, the inajor film and theatre outfits discloses a continued
rend in the. revenue upbeat for
production-distribution while the
top chains are either barely holding their own or losing ground on
the money front. Until a couple
of years ago theatre earnings contributed the lion’s share of the
major company

directorate as a'
battle, serves on the new commitTheatre prez Sol A.
tee with
Schwartz and director William J.
Wardall. Latter is also a director

in opposition to the
management, who was also elected
are getting
reportedly
board,
to the
on very well with Schwartz and the
three other, board members. Meetings' are said to be peaceful and
constructive, despite concern over
a drop of .12% in the theatres’
gross during the first three months

To

RKO

The Hard
Greensboro, N.

May

6.

rectors’

fer to the National Theatre in
28, slashed
his wrists the day before he

earnings from TVp pic production
and distribution in figuring their
annua} dues to the MPAA,
Dues amount to Ms, of 1% of

was

Friday

to

974,000 in 1948, $4,173,000
and $1,195,000 in ’50. The
operating independently in
dar 1951, has reported that
erating net for the year fell

have taken over the

its

henceforth

their

include

domestic gross.
Since divorcement has cut off some of the
majors’
income from theatres,
MPAA taker has fallen off. As a
result it has become necessary to

Friends said he was despondent over the transfer. And
officials
of
North Carolina
Theatres said the proposed
shift will not be carried out.

in ’49
chain,
calen-

(2)

would

new post

making and distributing, racked
up a net of $6,360,000 in 1947, $3,-

meeting in New'York last
that member companies

Hoyt Howard, Winston-SaC., theatre manager
who was scheduled for trans-

Greensboro April

profits.

more, to $1,122,500.
eral trend has been
since ’47.

Television has now officially aiv
rived as far as the Motion Picture Assn, of America is concerned. It was decided at the di-

Way
C.,

Dues Computing

It in

lem, N.

Theatres, apart from film-

y

Include

new

discuss

sources

of

gross

in

order to bro'aden the base of the
collections.
Number of possible sources

op-

slight-

were considered, including widening of the connotation of “domestic gross” to take in film rentals
from Canada and U. S. possessions.
Tliere - were no final decisions or
votes, but a general agreement
that the TV revenues ought to be
included. as .domestic income.
That won’t mean’ much at the
moment 'in supplanting the heavy
loss of the percentage of theatre
San Francisco, May 6.
grosses, since TV activities of the
Government regulation of... the 10
member companies ate
picture industry was tentatively
(Continued on page 13)

The gendownward

Harvey Endorses

.

Alfred E. Daff, worldwide salesOn the other hand, the film end
manager for Universal, will join of RKO had been heavily in the
in talks between J. Arthur Rank red over the past few years, but
and. Milton R. Rackmil in London
he final 1951 results promise to
this week, according to reports in show
a
marked improvement.

Govt. Regulation

New

York. Daff
of-Europe.
is

is on a sales tour There was a loss of $5,832,000 in
1950. While the outfit’s annual reRackmil, prez of Decca Records, port has yet to be issued (it’s due
in England for discussions with any day), in the first nine months

,

Of Film Industry

Board is optimistic that a care- Rank and. his principal exec, John of ’51 the deficit was $145,900.
XContinued on page 13)
Loew’s slide in domestic theatre
Davis, on the proposed melding of
Universal and Decca. The record earnings is shown in an official endorsed this week oy Rotus
(Continued on page 11)
company is the largest stockholder
Harvey, prez of Western Theatre
in U and Rank is second largest.
Newark Cops Threaten
Owners. His views were contained
Rackmil, / who flew to London
State Dept. Nixes Passport
in a column he writes, “One Man’s
over the weekend, is attempting to
Manager With Jail If
Opinion,” in the WTO bulletin.
gain Rank’s support for a merging
To Mike Blankfort For
Harvf.v said that a friend had
of the two companies. Rank has
House Opens ‘Latuko’ indicated
“
no sympathy for the
krapl onagging
^na<rcrin<r ivramer
KVamAr? suggested that the WT0 shodld_
Newark, N. J., police depart- scheme so far.
israei)
demand and strIve t0 get govern
ment has informed the Embassy
Daff is very much liked and reState Dept, has reportedly re
ment regulation of the motion
Newsreel Theatre there that it will spected
-by Rank and Davisf; who fused to issue a passport to Miforce withdrawal of the picture and
were partially responsible for his chael Blankfort, thus upsetting picture industry.” “At first,” Harvey wrote, “I thought my friend
iail the management if it persists
promotion a couple years ago to Stanley Kramer’s plans to make
was just plain crazy but, after
in plans to open “Latuko” Friday
the top distribution spot. He is “The Juggler” in Israel this sumspending a couple of hours discusNorman Elson, head of the also highly
(9).
regarded by U prexy mer.
Blankfort, who wrote the
sing his suggestion, I too .began to
Embassy chain, which owns the Nate
J.
Blumberg, whose stock script, was also pacted by Kramer
wonder. I began to believe that
house, as of yesterday (Tiies.) afterRackmil
has acquired and who is to direct it in Israel, where the
perhaps he was right.”
noon was planning to go ahead
favorable to the plan of the Decca story is localed.
With the showing.
*
All previous efforts to get prochieftain.
Reason for the State Dept.'s nix
Elson was backed by Producers
duction and distribution to adopt
Daff thus stands in a strong mid- on a passport for Blankfort is apRepresentatives, Inc., distributors
a “live and let live” policy had
parently the testimony of Louis
of the African Junglp, pic. They dle position for bringing Rank and
failed,-, the WTO topper asserted,
promised to flight it through the Rackmil together. He’s never in- Budenz before the House Un-Amdr- “and so perhaps the only course
ican
Activities Committee that he
dicated
his
personal
views
on
to
the
attempted
Courts if the police
left is government control.”
\
of proposed merger and whether he’ll had been a Communist.
intimation
interfere.
First
Friend who originated the govBlankfort, testifying in his own
trouble came to Elson from the plead Rackmil's cause or merely
ernment
Harvey
idea,
regulation
Newark police chief, who said that introduce the men and sit in on behalf, denied he had ever been a explained, is a subsequent-run
He was coihanother theatre, which he refused the talks as a sort of technical ex party meifiber.
exhib who has “a beautiful, wellto name, had complained about the pert on tfie company is not known. mended by the committee on leavrun theatre which cost him about
ing
the
stand.
film.
The U sales boss was originally
Fred Zinnemann may now»wind $250,000, He showed me his books
When Elson and PRI continued hoping to return from Europe to
and he paid about $19,000 for film
with plans for the opening, the Em- New York tomorrow (Thurs.), in up directing the film. It was Zinne- rental in
1951, He lost $22,000 in
bassy topper got another call from time for other meetings in the U. S. mann’s desire to make a pic in operation
(after deducting a candy
Israel that originally interested
the police chief saying that a. rep
bar profit), so my friend is going
in
“The
.Juggler,”
ZinneKramer
of the department had seen* the
broke
fast/’
Decca’*
Drop
mann - didn’t like this particular
(Continued on page. 11)
One reason for present difficulDecca showed a drop of about story, however.
25% in. earnings for the quarter
But Zinnemann has one more pic ties is the serious shortage of
ended March 31 in a report issued to do ^or the producer. As a result, salable pictures, Harvey said, ex-

MPAA

Modify

British Pix

To

Actors’ Accents

Up Chances

in UJS.

May

Hollywood,

6.

|

.

Internationalization of the English accent is underway in the British film industry in a growing
move to give Britain’s product a
better chance in the American market. However, it’s a slow process,
reports producer-director-writer Val
Guest, and there’s plenty of opposition.

“British producers are not unmindful of the criticism here,”
Gues.t reported, “in the cases of
actors and actresses whose North
country, Cockney or Welsh twangs
can’t be understood by American

Wherever it won’t mar
(Continued on page 18)

audiences.
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ZANUCK JOINS CUKOR
SEEKING ’RACHEL’ LEAD

yesterday (Tues.).
Consolidated there’s a possibility he’ll accept plaining: “Our own industry is to
net was $236,867, equal to 30c per the Israeli chore despite his earlier blame for the public’s discriminatshare on the 776,650 shares out- distate for the yarn.
(Continued on page 13)
Darryl
F.
Zanuck, 20th-Fox standing. First-quarter earnings in
1951
were
equivalent
to
$314,375,
studio topper, stopped off in New
York for four hours Saturday (3) 40c per share.
before planing to Europe. Following a short stay in London, he
Weather Wilt* Boxoffice*; ‘African Queen,
joined George Cukor in Paris,
Midwest
Ired
where pair are seeking a femme
‘Wild North/ ‘Marrying/ ‘Convict*/ ‘Pride*
lead for the screen version of the
Musical Facelifts
Daphne du Maurier bestseller,
SumTner weather is taking the slightly behind ‘Singin’.”
“My Cousin Rachel,” which Cukor
Reports that “Charley’s Aunt,” steam out of the theatre business
“Wild North” (M-G) is earning
will direct for 20th in Hollywood. “Brother
Rat,”
“Goodbye, Mr in many spots across the country. ^bove-average coin in sufficient
.Zanuck will make an attempt Chips” and “Huckleberry Finn” First-runs in key cities covered by runs to give it fourth position, folto visit the International Film Fes
are getting .the facelifting treat- Variety this week are suffering b.o. lowed by “Marrying Kind” (Col),
tival in Cannes.
While abroad, ment to emerge as musicals have dips in apparently direct propor- “Six Convicts” (Col) and “Pride of
he’ll look into the possibility of prompted the ire of Allied of Iowa
An- St. Louis” (20th) in that order.
tion to the rise in mercury.
producing one to three films in Nebraska and Mid-Central.
“Al- other downbeat factor in some “Macao” (RKO) is sluggish in BosEurope. Pix include “Man On the though it seems incongruous,” the towns is the heavy competition ton but showing enough steam in
Tight Rope,” “Man Who Fooled exhibitor organization states, “we from baseball parks as the new other areas to rate the eighth spot.
Hitler” and “The White Witch Doc- should all look with interest on the season gets underway.
“Mara Maru” (WB) is generally
tor.” Zanuck will be in Europe for public’s reaction to Huckleberry
In any event, the bright sun and mild but takes ninth place in the
three to four weeks.
Finn’s singing as he drifts down the fact that many of the big pro- overall modest field.
“Battle At Apache Pass” (U),
the Mississippi, or Mr. Chips sing- ductions in circulation are winding
ing out a lesson to his cherubs.” up showcase runs combined to re- “Anything Can Happen” (Par) and
Freed, Johnny Green
AINM move all sizzling b.o. performers “Belles on Their Toes” (20th),
perplexed,
Admittedly
which has made only a relatively
To Paris for Kelly Talks asks: “Is opera creeping into in this week’s tally.
Back 'in the "No. 1 position is few appearances, round out the tdjp
Metro producer Arthur Freed, movies in its own American way?
general musical director Johnny Or is Hollywood just mired in “African Queen” (UA) which is dozen of this stanza’s grossers.
Of the pix playing limited numGreen and Lela Simone, Freed’s musicals and attempting to sjng going over nicely in the lesserengagements, “Encore”
of
assistant, hop into N. Y. from the and dance its way to what may now size cities where it’s now opening. bers
(Par)
and “Man in the White Suit”
an American*- type o' A former top-of-the-ladder entry
Coast tomorrow (8). They wing to become
promise. “Deadshowing
are
(U)
sweepstakes,
weekly
the
in
stories
familiar
putting
Paris on Sunday for confabs with ‘opera’ by
Gene Kelly on “Invitation to the to music. It will be interesting to “Queen” was in third place last line U. S. A.” got off to a nice start
was sluggish in
but
in
Washington
Rain”
(M-G)
in
the
“Singin’
Dance,” to be produced in Europe see *wha hoppens’ especially in week.
“Steeltown” (U) was
this week.
the midwest. We cry for human dropped from first to second spot Pittsburgh.
in Denver,
spots
two
in
sturdy
slackened
business
Freed and Green, who are ac family, down-to-earth stories and this week as
companied by their wives, plan to we get them with musical embel after extended runs in several big shaped as average in four Kansas
Cincinnati.
in
okay
and
houses
City
cities. “Song in My Heart” (20th)
be back on the Coast by the mid lishment.
If the cycle clicks, ge
( Complete
Boxoffice Reports on
a\e of the month.
Rhap is doing well enough in new dates
Miss Simone set for something .iike *‘The.
4
** *
8-9)’.
»»
'
" ill stay nn' iii
to cop the third spot with ease, Pages
sody of Monte CassinoV
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Dozen

April's Golden
1.

“Singin' In Rain" (M-G).

2.

vsong In Heart”

3.

“Greatest Show" (Par)*.
“African Queen” (UA5,
“Apache pass” (U).

4.

5.

By HERB GOLDEN

brings it to 1,400,000, slightly
less than that of The Bronx—has
had a curious effect on the nation’s
Whereas
preferences in films.
Virtually the whole population formerly was an “art” audience, Betty
Grable, Esther Williams and Cecil
B. DeMille are now zooming in
popularity.
Cause and effect are obvious.
Prior to establishment of the

7.

Report Phil Williams

8.

“Kettles

9.

Leaving March of Time

fct

Fair” (U).

10r“5 Fingers”

-Phil .Williams, theatrical sales
topper for the March of Time, reportedly is resigning this week.

li. "Streetcar”.

'

tf.-

"Flesh

&

(WB).

Fury”

(U>.

Since MOT severed its distrib ties
with 20th-Fox, Williams has been
running a one-man operation, selling MOT shorts and features, including * the .current “If Moscow Strikes,” for which he has

been negotiating a national

immigration tribution deal.
Williams hias been associated
limited and consisted
of intellectual types with Time, Inc., parent company
In recent/ years, of MOT, for 16 years. He had been
from Europe.
and
with the government welcoming advertising director for
all comers, the influx hias been took over the theatrical sales job
of a lower, less-educated class from a couple of years ago.
and semiEurope, North Africa
'*
Oriental countries.

For

state in 1948,

MOT

’53

So Far

At UA; Eye 36

:

United Artists reps this week
claimed that the outfit has commitments from independent pro-

Israel,

'Producers Gotta
Visit the Public

already 'trending to pix for more
specialized audiences at his small
there.
of
aspect
astonishing
Most
Israel theatres to U. S, visitors are
the subtitles. There isn’t just one
set of subtitles translating the dialog, but as many as five.,. And they
aren’t actually printed on the film,
as is customary in the U. S. and
most other countries; they are on
separate screens surrounding the
main screen and. projected by separate machines.
The titles are written by hand
directly onto a reel of plain, transparent film. These reels are fed
into as many different projectors
(they are special, small-size jobs

is

To Learn Needs'

Rex

^

doesn’t get odt
in the hinterland to. see what people want in a picture is doing himself a disservice.
That’s the opinion of producer Robert Welch, who
just concluded an eight-day tour of
upstate New York and New England" as part of the Counpil of Motion Picture Organizations’ “Movietime U.S.A.” campaign'.
In makiiig his first
trip,
Welch participated in some 69

Danzigers to Film

i

Postwar Sees 131

.

Theatres Shutter
In L.A. Territory

their Paulette Goddard-Gypsy Rose

Lee- John Boles-Richard Ney starindein Bagdad,”
rer, “Babes
pendent producers Edward J. and
Harry Lee Danziger are now readying a full-length theatrical feature
and a series of 40 TV shows. Both
projects will be filmed in England
late this summer, it was disclosed
in New York this week by Edward
Danziger.

that started in this exchange territory With the postwar period has
resulted in the shuttering of 121
conventional'theatres and 10 driveins. Balanced against the indoor

*

-

Picture for theatrical release

merce.
For General Release - Case involves the’ Wycoff Co., of
Salt ,Lake City, a motor common“Tales of Hoffmann” has been
carrier of films, and the Public
cut from three tales to two for
Service Commission of Utah. For
general release. Third section has
years, the 'Wycoff Co. transported
been chopped away from the Sir
film exclusively to points within
Alexander Korda Technicolor muUtah from various exchanges in
sic-and-dance fantasy since its runs
Salt Lake City, under a certificate
at the arty Bijou and Sutton Theof authority by the Utah commisatres in 'New York.
sion. When certain additional 'powThere have been a few squawks
ers were refused by Utah, Wycoff
from customers who recalled the
Co. took the case to court. It
original, on the basis that the adclaimed it was engaged in intervertising is not indicating that the
state commerce, and insisted it did
version has been cut. However, it
not need a state certificate to opstill runs about 100 minutes.
United Artists has just taken erate its business.
U. S. district court held Wycoff
over distribution of the pic from
engaged in intra-state commerce
Lopert Films.
and subject to the- Utah Public
Service Commission.
On appeal,
Bergman Cites Films
the U. S. 10th circuit court of appeals
reversed and found that WyAs
to Retailers

is

tagged
“The
Queen’s
Mark.”
Written by John Roeburt, the story
is a period yarn about convicts who

were senf

to Australia. Venture is
to be lensed at J. Arthur Rank’s

Pinewood studios in a new threecolor process owned by the Danziger

brothers.
Negotiations are
underway for either Errol Flynn

Humphrey Bogart to star.
“Bagdad,” which was turned
out at the Orphea studios in Barcelona, would have cost “between
or

$1,500,000

•

and

$2,000,000”

if

it

were made

in Hollywood, Edward
Danziger declared. Production expenses, he revealed, were halved
(Continued on page 11)

Hypo

Canton, O.,

Mark Stevens
Pic

to

Do

From Own Yarn

Mark

Stevens, currently in New
make a Sbhlitz Playhouse
TV appearance, heads for England
shortly to star in a film to be mafie

York

to

from

his

own

script.

Yarn

is

by a regular film
carrier, within a single state, is
“intra-state” or “interstate” com-

‘Hoffman’ Tales Cut

|

May

picture Organizations.

“The

By helping to get people Into
Winner,” story of a British bookie
the business sections of towns and
U. S. and gets
cities, films are one of the prime
fails to buy a
stimulants for American business,
gambling tax stamp.
the U exec Stressed.
Stevens is partnered in the in“If the number of stay-at-homes
die production Venture with pro- jncreases,” Bergman
said, “business
ducer Bob Baker and cameraman loses a substantial
potential
Monte Berman. British co-producer buying public. The movies of its
excite
financing the pic is Eros Filips.
the latent buying capacity
King Bros., with whom Stevens on the screen women see because
not only
was recently partnered in “Mu- fashions, but all the modem
living
tiny” for United Artists release, conveniences.”
have anotner pic for him to be
shot in Turkey. It's uncertain yet
Indie Skeds 7 Pix
as to whether he’ll do that first or
Hollywood, May 6.
start in a revival of “The Saint”
The indie Mutual Pictures has
series for Sol Lesser.
He flies lined up a production program of
back to the Coast over the week- seven features,
,

.

end.

i

ers, for the

in inter-state

—

6.

The film industry, through local
theatres, is an important factor in
hypoing local retail business, Maurice A. Bergman, Universal’s director of public relations, told the
Junior Chamber of Commerce here
yesterday (Mon.) as he opened a
12-day speaking tour in Ohio on
behalf of the Council of Motion

who comes to the
deported when he

was

coff

Selznick

To

commerce.

—2

title?.

re-registering

DOS

i

|

.

N. Y. to Europe
Amory

Charles M.

Frank L. Andrews

got in line

behind M-G, Edward Small and
20th-Fox on “Caesar” and Metro
and Pandora Films on “R&J.”

MOT’s Red Cross Ho
Red Cross,” 13-minute
film on Red Cross work for the
armed forces, has been produced
for

the service
of Time.

organization

March

United World Films
including two tintTest of the current year. tribute it in June.

will

position.

over East&r.
“Quo Vadis”
(M-G), second in March and

»

George London
Ilya Lopert
George Marek
Arthur L. Mayer

;

Allan Michie
Gilbert Miller
Nathan Milstein

Floyd B. Odium
Catherine A. Porter
Frederick C. Schang, Jr.

Mendl B. Silberberg
Lei*' Simone
Menasha Skulnik
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.
Darryl F. Zanuck

Europe to N. Y.
Van Heflin
Fanny Holtzma.n
Celia Johnson

Vincent Korda
Irving Mills

by

Raymond Paige

dis-

Natalie Schafer
Bella Spewack

Sam Spewack

•

-

champ for
to

that,

months prior
showed enough to

several

still

take eighth place.: This, despite it
obviously getting bulk of its coin
from extended-runs during the

month.
“Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U-),
showing surprising strength in nu-.
‘

merous smaller

cities,

took ninth

place while “5 Fingers” (20th),
eighth in March, was 10th In April.
“Streetcar Named Desire” (WB),
sixth in March and ranking higher
in previous months, finished 11th.
This ,was accomplished by release
on pop-scale dates to cash in on
Academy Awards. , “Flesh and
Fury” (U), taking advantage of
Tony Curtis’ popularity in its bally,
managed to take over the next spot
to round out the Golden Dozen.
Runnerup pictures were evenly
divided, and there was little to
“Viva Zachoo'se among them.
pata!” (20th), fifth in March; “Six
“Deadline—
Convicts”
(Col),
U. S. A.” '(20th), “Steel Town”
(U), “Death of Salesman” (Col)

(Continued on page
*

18)

L. A. to N. Y.

Erik Blythe

Rubey Cowan
Don DeFore
Jack Dietz
Fred F. Finklehoffe

Rhonda Fleming'
Clark Gable
Clarence Green
Joel Grey

Sam Grudin
Mitchell Hhinilburg

Dorothy Hart
Wanda Hendrix
Fay Kanin
Michael Kanin
Howard Keel
Dorothy Kingsley
Barbara Ann Knudson
Zoltan Korda

•

T. S. Eliot

“Your

fifth

'

Sara Arlen
Robert Casadesus
Alfred Crown
Peter Cusick
Robert Dowling
Arthur Freed
Clark Gable
James Garlock
Jean Geiringer
Abel Green

*

and ‘Romeo’

,

By

business have an approximate car
capacity of 21,000, or 46,200 *>ersons on the basis of 2.2 persons per
car. The 10 outdoor closings represent an estimated 8,500 cars or
18,700 persons. However, the territory still has a net gain of 15
(Continued
page 15)

Davis Marshall Holtzmann
Sol Lesser

David O. Selznick continues on
the trail of Shakespeare. He has
renewed his claims to “Julius
Caesar” and “Romeo and Juliet”
with the Motion Picture Assn, of
America title registration bureau.
" Selznick’s priority on
the Bard
had expired since he had shown no
sign of production activity on the
plays in the past 18 months. Metro
moved into priority position on
both

13,000, leaving a net loss in seats
of 65,650 and a net loss of theatres
of 105.
The last 25 ozbners to go into

Johnny Green

Renews Claims

‘Caesar’

captured

was first one week. “Marrying
Kind” (Col), just getting started
late in the month, wound up sixth.
“Snow White” (RKO) (reissue),
11th in March, pushed up to
seventh, being .helped- by juvenile
It

trade

.Hollywood, May '6.
at the boxdffice

Downbeat trend

—

Following recent completion of

despite obviously strong
competition.
“Battle at Apache Pass” (U),
which grossed over $300,000 at the
top key-city theatres .covered by

Variety,

(

Abroad This Summer

.

fourth,

ducers for delivery of 20 features
Additional disfor 1953 release.
tribution pacts with the indies
probably will boost the total to
about 36, it was said. That’s the
same number 'on the sked for the
current year.
Arthur B. Krim, UA prexy, has
a number of deals on the fire
which he hopes to bring to the
signing stage when he returns to
the Coast from* the N. Y. homeoffice in about another 10 days.
Chances are that he’ll issue a new'“progress, report” on the distrib’s
product outlook and its general
operating condition before wing"
ing west

.

40 TV-ers

Technicolor musical rang up nearlv
$1,500,000 gross In April at 25 rep.
resentative key cities covered by
Variety, and finished first three
times in the weekly boxoffice surveys.

preceding month, finished a strong

Although the subject hasn’t been
that have
brought to the fore in recent and outdoor houses
territory still shows
weeks, still regarded as a possi- sprung up, the
COMPO
estimated 38,150
bility
is
an arrangement with a net loss of an
shows along with Hollywood stars Music Corp. of America providing seats.
played the big
Drive-ins
have
O’Brien,
for
indie
Pat
Sally Forrest and
pix by MCA clients for
Vpra-Ellen. His was a valuable ex^ UA release.
Under the ^proposal, part in giving life to new^construcin
47 having been
tion
this
area,
perience, the producer said, for Cary Grant, .Marlon Brando, Gregbuilt from 1949 on and 15 are
it was an opportunity to feel the ory Peck, Gary Cooper and Alan
Ladd each would star in an -.indie either finished or in the work so
grassroots pulse at first hand.
Welch, who recently completed film annually and would share in far this year. Contrasting Is fact
that only 16 conventional houses
“Sdn of Paleface” at Paramount, the ownership.
have opened. Upbeat for ozbners
declared that among the most vital
actually has resulted in over-seatdiscoveries he made in the course
ing for many sections within the
of the tour was that “people don’t
Los Angeles exchange territory so
want pictures of social significance Film-Transit Snarl
they want entertainment, not
a definite slowdown of outdoor conUp Before Supreme Ct. struction is anticipated.
messages.”
After a four-day stay in New
The 121 conventional- houses
Washington, May 6.
York, Welch returns to the Coast
The Supreme Court has been closed represent an estimated 78,today (Wed.).
650
seats, while 16 have opened
asked to decide whether transwith an estimated capacity of
portation of films

(Continued on page 54)
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^

Any producer who

car.

*

much

In Jerusalem, M. Yona Friedman,
who runs the big Edison Theatre

upbeat

ried grosses of strong pictures
to
great height# last month,
with
“Singid’ in Rain" (M-G) pacing
the Easter parade at the national
boxofflce by; a healthy margin. The

“Song in My Heart’’ (20th) was
second in the natio.n, with over $1 plans to shoot in Technicolor in 000,000 total gross. Pic was first
Gibraltar in the fall. He has no one week and second two other
distribution set on it as yet.
times. “Greatest Show on Earth”
Pix will not he co-productions (Pair) wound iip third, slipping
Private
firms.
American
with
from top spot of M^rch mainly besources in the U. S. are advancing cause It wound up the month with
coin, hbwever, for the Yank names. holdover and extended-run dates.
Pallos will he in New York for
“African Queen” (UA), third the
another two weeks.

dis-

was very

about to
as a result,
Louis
get Its first art theatres.
Chizzick, operator of the big Armon
in Haifa, is just completing a fancy
400-seater atop Mt. Carmel there,
and is planning an art pic policy.

UA Deal On

Pic to Re London-Made
Stephen Pallos, British producer,
in New York two
arrived
who
weeks ago, has made a deal with
United Artists for distribution of
“The Fake.”' He’ll shoot the pic in
London during the summer.
While in New York, Pallos is
also seeking American name play“Gibraltar,” which he
ers for

(20th).

;

'

Pallos in

Week

Usual Easter

•

now

pretty

.

“Marrying Kind” (Col)*
“Snow White” (RKO),
“Quo Vadis” (M-G).

6.

Tel Aviv, April 29.,
The doubling of Israel's populafour years-—which
past
tion in tHe

Jewish

(2fith)v

Connie Krebs
David Lewis
Monica Lewi*
Karl Malden
A. Frank Reel
Aarop Rothenberg
Russell Rouse
LorCn Ryder

Tom

Shells

Vincent Sherman
Nate Spingold
Frank Stempel
Karl Stepanek
Jimmy Stewart
Victor

Stoloff

Lee Tracy
Sylvia Wallace

Joey Walsh

N. Y. to L. A.
Steve Carlin
Dietz
Oscar A. Doob

Howard

’

George Jessel
Kurt Kaszner
Joseph Mankicwicz
Nicholas Nayfaqk
William M. Pizor
Adrian Samish
Michael Sloane
Lawrence Weingarten
Robert Welch
Esther Williara*

Fred Zinneuxanfc

1

We<4n~<Uy,

M-y

7,
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4
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*
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Hollywood turned 6pt more pix in 1951 than during any year
since 1944. In addition, the American industry produced the highest number of dims in its history abroad; Figures are laid out in
last week's annual report of the Motion Picture Assn, of America
via disclosures of how many films were okayed by the Production
Code Administration.'^ Variance between actUal output and PCA
approvals is extremely small for the majors.
The 1951 feature" okays numbered 282 domestically produced
films and 32 produced abroad for a total of 314. In the overseas
group are pix produced or co-produced by the Hollywood studios,
plus foreign productions acquired for- U; S. distribution by the

MPAArmember

ft

companies.

Latter include the eight majors, Allied

and Republic.'
Tabulation below shows the number of* pix approved for the 10
companies by the PCA. No comparable data is available prior to

Artists

1935.

...

Domestic Prod.
Foreign Prod

1935 1936 1937 1938 1939*1940 1941*1942 1943
,..£34 337 339 322 366 325 406 369 256
**
*
*
9
5
4
5
12
10

343

Total

Domestic Prod,
Foreign Prod
Total
+

327

329

411

381

266

1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 1951
,.:284 230 254 229 229 252 272 282
6
14
16
16
25
22
21
32
1

..

..290

244

270

245

254

273

294

314*

Data Not Available.

Saks Parleys

Earlier-Than-Usual

Seek to Maintain B.O. Upbeat
To maintain the recent b.o. up-4
beat and to keep sales forces and
‘

theatre district managers constantto
_
ly on the alert, film companies are
Charles M. Amory, 'v.p., in charge
rushing the confal) season.
*
sales
for
Souvaine Selective PicMeetings with district execs, of
usually slated for late summer, in, tures, N. Y., planed to London Sunanticipation of fall biz, are being day (4) on a search for new pix
held this year during the spring. to be released by the company.
He’ll be abroad about a week.
In light of last year’s good summer
biz, companies apparently feel that
plenty of coin can be made during
the summer if an aggressive sales
policy is maintained and pix are
properly exploited.
Palavers held to date and those
coming up consist in the main of
sessions between sales and pub-ad

Amory

UA

execs.
Sales toppers pitch the upcoming product and 'pub-ad execs

the

exploitation possibilities.
Object apparently is to send
the regional and branch toppers
back to their local offices full of
outline

London

Tieup With

Brazil Distrib

In an unusual deal that is expected eventually to prove highly
profitable to United Artists," the
company is taking over physical,
distribution in Brazil of the product of the largest local Releasing

vim and vigor.
Within a month Warner Bros.,
Arrangement was set by
Columbia, United Artists, Para- outfit.
mount, Metro and Universal will Arnold M. Picker, UA’s v.p. in
charge
of- foreign
distribution,
have held regional sales-exploitation get-togethers.
On Monday during a three-day trip to Rio last
week.
(5) Charles M. Reagan, Metro genUA's tieup is with Uniao Cineeral sales manager, opened the
first of a series of fiy:e divisional matografica Brasileira. Outfit hansales conferences in San Francisco dles features, shorts and newsreels
with 35 execs from the home office) and
also
produces
in
Brazil
and five western branches under through affiliates. Features it disGeorge A. Hickey, sales manager, tributes
are
mostly
Brazilianin attendance.
include American,
Confabs will weigh made, but also
current and future operations and Argentinian, Mexican and English.
the prospects for the coming year.
While the agreement, which is
Branches represented at the Frisco effective July 1, calls only for
meeting included Los Angeles, physical distribution now, possibility is seen that it will be ex(Continued on page 18)
tended later to include selling.
This could make it even more valuable to UA in increasing its imCrown to Europe As
portance in the Brazilian^market
and in reducing the overhead of
SIMPP Rep in Talks
its network of exchanges there.
originated the deal while
On French Accord in Picker
Rio in January. He cut short
Alfred Crown, salesmanager for a seven-week European trip to get
Samuel
Goldwyn
Productions, back there last week and close it
planed to Europe yesterday (Tues.) with A. A. Ribeiro, prez of UCB.
to participate as rep of the Society He returned to New York over the
of Independent
Motion Picture weekend. Picker called the deal
Producers in negotiation of a new a “vote of confidence” in UA.
American film agreement with
France.
Eric Johnston, who flew
to Paris over the weekend, and Justice Dept. Hearing:
John G. McCarthy, foreign diVs. U,
Off Again
vision head, will represent the
Motion Picture Assn, of America
Hearing on the Department of
in the talks.
Justice complaint charging UniverSince the agreement is to be sal and United Artists with emMade with the French government, ploying common officers, and seeku S. Ambassador James Dunn is ing to declare invalid UA’s acquisiexpected to name a rep to sit in. tion of Eagle Lion Classics last
"^otiations officially start today year, has been postponed again,
a t Cannes,
where the American this time with a new date as yet
and French participants are at- unset.

UA

OF FILM RENTALS
’ Colorado Springs,
May 6,
Just as some semblance of peace
outfits
of
Ryder’s
Looksee
film industry appeared on the
Loren L. Ryder, director of re- the
try stepchildren. With distribution cording and engineering at the horizon, Allied States Assn.’s board
of directors got together here, and
execs pointing out that the ozoners Paramount studio, returned tp the all
hut declared open, warfare
Goast over the weekend after a
are now providing about 10% of
anew. The collective target was.
brief New York stay to make arthe distributors who, said Allied,
total film rentals for the. majors, rangements in
regard to technical
are virtually bringing about an
the studios are ..looking' on the advances in magnetic' film editing.
economic^ demise of exhibs via
open-air audiencesswith a catering Already utilizing. the scheme are their policies on trade practices.
suoh indie, producers a? Sol Lesser,
eye.
Sentiments' expressed by the AlAndrew Stone and Frank Wlsbar.
Paramount, for one, is known to
lied chiefs were in sharp contrast
Paramount will probably* change
be analyzing what type pix go
to the spirit of conciliation which
over to magnetic film editing within
best in the rampitoriums and figurmarked the recent industry conthe next six .months, Ryder dising what can be done to make
clave in N. Y. on proposals to set
more of such films or, at least, in- closed.. Advantages* of .the new up an arbitration system to settle
system ov&r the old method, he
clude i% as many pi^, as possible
disputes.
At that session Allied
said, are threefold, .Reportedly it
the elements that please drive-tn
reps were among the conferees
costs less, has a better quality and
who. .agreed to the principle that
audiences.
is easier fo* handle.
the best approach to exhlb-distrib
While patronage of standard thedifferences is along the lines of
atres appears to be shrinking each
harmonious
cooperation, or ah*
year, the ozoner audiences are
most, instead of belligerent attack.
steady or building. It thus appears
The
still is agreeable but
principle
to the studios that a minimum
plenty of details must be worked
amount of extra effort can bring
out to Allied’s satisfaction.
in maximum
additional income
In their huddle here, the Alliedfrom the drive-ins, as contrasted, to
ites failed to come up with any
the difficulties of building audinew
gripes but gave their by-now
ences' for conventional houses.
traditional complaints versus the
Council of Motion, Picture* OrStarlight theatres five years ago
film companies a thorough airing.
were existing almost wholly on re- ganizations has been given some
Objected to were “injustices” in
issues or very late runs, and some financial bolstering via an imme- competitive bidding,, over-pricing
are still in that category.-*' However,
diate payment of $95,000 from the of some films, rental demands
some are now in first-run playwhich require, in effect, upped adoff positions, and many. are» in key Motion Picture Assn, of America.
(Continued on page 11)
or early subsequent spots and pay- Of that sum, $75,000 was allocated
ing percentage.
from the $150,000 which the MPAA
With TV about to be expanded had pledged earlier as partial fiExhib Leaders
by 2,000 stations in the next few nancing for the “Movietime U.S.A,”
years, as a result of lifting of the
Studio
Government freeze, the drive-ins tours. The additional $20,000 is to
Take
are being viewed extra-kindly by cover COMPO’s administration exThe auto havens appear penses.
distribs,.
Trek for Pix .Look
to have the least vulnerability to J
Latter payment evens MPAA’s
This week’s Culver City get*
tele, since they have many pescore with exhibs, who had put up together hosted by Metro is shapculiar advantages of their own, and
$105,000 toward COMPO's general ing up as the most spectacular seso they should have increasing im- fund.
MPAA heretofore had con- ries of trade screenings on the
portance in their proportionate tributed
$85,000 toward the operof exhib talent on
overall grossing potential in fu- ating fund; MPAA voted the new books in terms
hand to once-over new product.
ture years.*
COMPO coin at a board of direc- M-G's invitation to spend three
tors’ meeting in N. Y. Friday (2). days at the studio has been acMeanwhile, incoming dues from cepted by many of exhibition's
theatremen has been down to a vir- leaders, namely over 100 theatreindependent
representing
tual halt as a result of their ap- men
parent uncertainty on COMPO’s houses, circuits, cities and towns
Key members
future course in the absence of a of all dimensions.
president. That the exhibs will re- of the five prominent trade assosume their -financial support is ciations are included.
Distribution v.p. Charles Reagan
anticipated Tyhen the
proposed
three-man committee is- named to expressed regrets that all exhibs,
share the proxy's. post until an in- for practical purposes, couldn’t be
dividual
president
finally
is asked to make the trek west. Reps
elected.
of the trade press have also been
..

Drive-ins, once labeled “passion

Many

,

M-G

.

Keough, Fabian
Hinted as
'Big

COMPO

Three Reps

invited.

Naming

of the “Big Three” of
the Council of Motion Picture Organizations, whose job will be the
sharing of the chief exec duties in
the interim absence of an individual prexy, likely will be completed

week.
Allied States Assn., at its board
meeting in Colorado Springs at the
past weekend, designated Trueman
Rembusch, former Allied prez, as
its rep on the three-man committee.
Panel will be rounded out with
similar elections by the Motion Picture Assn, of America and the Theatre Owners of America. That each
of the three groups should have
one man on the committee had
been proposed by Arthur L. Mayer,
who bowed out as exec v.p. last
week.
^
Conversations in MPAA circles
in the last couple of days indicate
that a strong choice is Austin
Keough, Paramount v.p. and gencounsel.
MPAA endorsed
eral
recommendation at a
Mayer’s
board meeting late last week but
(Continued on page 13)
this

Nassers Get Final

On

Reagan and production chief
Dore Schary will share a large part

OK

4-Pic Sale to

Los Angeles, May 6.
David B. Head, referee in bankruptcy, granted George and James
Nasser permission to sell four motion pictures to Quality Films for

TV

of the hosting chores during the
three-day session which opens tomorrow (Thurs.).
Ad-pub v.p. Howard Dietz, following the unveiling of each film,
will detail promotion plans and
(Continued on page 15)

TV

*
1

‘MOST EXTENSIVE’ PROD.

distribution.

Decision was made over the objections of the Bank of America,
which has liens aggregating $431,-

SKED FOR 20TH-FOX

May
000 on the four pix. Francis HurTelevision or .no television, 20th7
wood, representing the bank, inFox is going ahead with the most
sisted that the theatrical value of
production
extensive long-range
the films^ be exhausted before they
schedule In the studio’s history.
are released to television.
That is how Darryl F. Zanuck describes
the company’s shooting
program for 1952-53.
Phil Goldstone. Buying
Quantity will equal, if not surInto Motion Pic Centre pass, the 1951-52 slate, which calls
for a total of 36 feature films.
Hollywood, May 6.
Thus far 30 screenplays for the
Refinancing of the Motion Pic- 1952-53 program are in the writing
ture Centre Studios has gotten mill, and eight of them are desunderway, with Phil Goldstone tined for Technicolor.
buying into the rental studio. ProGrowing importance of tunefilms
portion of Goldstone’s purchase is indicated by the elevation of
has not yet been determined but Sol Siegel to the post of .execunegotiations with MPC owner Joe tive producer in charge of all muJustman are reportedly nearing sical production. Siegel's assign-*
satisfactory conclusion.
ment does not involve supervision
Understood buy-in will signal re- over four tune films currently in
turn of Goldstone to indie pro- work. They are “Bloodhounds of
duction.
He has been inactive Broadway,” “Stars and Stripes
some time. Meanwhile, there has Forever,” “Tonight We Sing” and
been series of directives issued to “The Farmer Takes a Wife.”
From now on, all producers asindie producers on the lot inaugurating general trimming of over- signed to musicals will work under
head.
This includes curtailing his direction. In addition, he will
fulltime projectionist services and take personal charge of “Call Me
keeping lot open 12 hours only in- Madam,” scheduled for summer
filming.
stead of round 'the. clock*
Hollywood,

6.

.

'

Meet of Rules
Group on Arbitration

Call N.Y.

^
’

•

'

.

'

Herman .A. Levy, chairman of
the rules committee for the proposed industry arbitration ‘system,
has called a two-day meeting of the
tei
ln 8 the film festival.
Session in N. Y. Federal Court group for next Tuesday (13) and
Talks are not expected to get had been scheduled for April 30 Wednesday in N. Y.
*" ou n
t° bed-rock, however, until but was called off because Judge
Committee, which comprises reps
next Monday
(12) when the scene Alfred C. Coxe, one of the three of the various exhib associations
s moved
to Paris. Crown will join jurists on the bench, had slated a and the distribs, is to draft a plan
M at that time. He’ll be in Lon- vacation in Europe beginning on the detailed operation of the
on
s week.
Crown is serving around that time. Judge Coxe is arbitration system, including claria
,
s substitute
for James A. Mulvey, expected back in Gotham at the fication on the extent of awards
President of Goldwyn Productions end of this month and the hearing which may be given by the arbiter
-*
panels.
is slated to follow -shortly,
(Continued •an.^page.llh
.

among the component

<

*

,

NX

with pix,” -are no longer ^being
looked on by Hollywood as induspits

-

»

Views

*

1952

fife-:

Itmiyr

Fl*t

*•

Lee Aaker depict* a. particularly obnoxious moppetDouglas -Sirk directed /the J
seph Hoffman scwefiplgy, baaed on
Darwin L.-Teilhet's story* “My
True Love,” undfer the production
Ted Richmond;
of'
supervision
Lensing ahd 'other technical asokay.

“Miss Italy,” Italian Jfcnport
scheduled to open Friday (9)
at the Cinema Verdi, N. Y,
was reviewed from Genoa
by VAKDEWr in the issue
of March 20, 1950.; Gina Lollobrigida, Richard Key and
Constance Dowling star in this
Lux Film release about, a
beauty cpnteSt,
piictpre,
"In- apprairin# the
Hawk opined that although
the behind-the-scenes aspects
of .Italy’s' beauty pageant is a
'

-^i

t

Holly wood,

May

5.

20th-Fox r*lifea*e of Julian Blaustein
production, StaOff, Anne Baxter* Dale Robertson; feature* Miriam HopVInB, Cameron Mitchell# Craig Hill, Barbara Bates,
Billy Lynn, Directed by Joseph M. NewScreenplay* Edmund \H. North;
man.
based on story by Bret Harte; camera,
.

'

Joseph La SHelle; editor, WiUlam-'Heynolds; music, Hufco Friedhofer, Previewed
April 30, ’52. Runfling tjrde, 10 MINS. ^
Anne Baxter
....
Cal.
John OWchyrst .......... Dale Robertson
Miriam Hopkins
>uche*S
,

.

Cameron

Mitchell
Craig Hill
Barbara Bates

yker

fom

Dakin

Plney.,

Billy

Jake

Drunk

<

Townsman

Dick

Lynn
Rich

Akeley
Bearded Miner
George Larabee
Bill

Bret Harte’s “The Outcasts of
Poker Plat” comes tp the -screen
as a grim, heavy melodrama of
violence against a Gold Rush. Days’
Boxoffice chances appear
jetting.
modest, although, .within* its metier classification, it has been expertly fashioned and played. \
There is a rough, crude noteHo
the Julian jBlauatein production
which captures the feel of the
rugged period, a mood further emphasized by lowkey photography.
Both the Edmund H. North script
and Joseph M. Newman's direction play the plot off with a certain
amount of suspense and compact
action.
Harte tale is of a motley
group of characters who have been
cast out of Poker Elat as undesirables and take refuge from a blizr
zard in a remote, deserted mountain cabin.
Film gets rolling with the brutal
murder of two townsmen by Cam-

eron Mitchell during a robbery. He
turns the loot over to his wife,

Anne

Baxter, and flees. Aroused
by the outrage and' other lawlessness and vice that are ruining the
town, the citizens force Miss Baxter, Dale Robertson, a gambler;
Miriam Hopkins, a lady of easy
virtue, and Billy Lynn, town 'drunk,
to leave.

As the

blizzard brews, the group,
along with Craig Hill and Barbara
Bates, a young couple who have
waited a bit too long to get married, hole up in the cabin to wait
out th,e storm.
During the enforced" confinement, an attraction
springs up between Miss Baxter
and Robertson, only to get a set-

back when Mitchell appears on the
scene and by force of arms dominates the group. Smoldering personal conflict finally bursts into acwhen rescuers arrive, Mitchell

tion

violently killed

over production aims, though, there
isn’t much general popular appeal
in the presentation.
Joseph La
Shelle does an excellent job of atmospheric lensing, and Hugo Friedhofer’s music score goes with the
story’s mood.
Brog.

Carson City
(COLOR)

was reviewed from Paris, by
Variety under its French-;
.

.

of “Sous le Ciel deTaris.”
Writing-in the issue of May 16,
1951, Mo$k rated the film as
a “good^arty theatre bet.”
»
Picture unreels a day In the
life of the city of Paris told
through the linked destinies of
Rea group of characters.
viewer felt that director Jullqn
Duvivier “mtfde deft use of. the
Paris' scene” while Brigette

:

mild duller chances.

.

Hollywood,

May

6.

'United Artists release of Alex Gottlieb
production. Stars Richatd Conte, Vanessa
Brown. Lee J, Cobb; features Frank SilHaynes, Hush Senders,
;vera, ' Roberta
Directed by Herbert
Clairfe Carleton.
JCUne. 'Screenplay, Aben Kandel, Herbert
Kline; based on Jack London’s "The Mex-

Auber, as a pert' country girl,
and Daniel Ivemel, as an overwrought rhedical student, are
'

.

"‘standouts.”

ican; camera,'
-

‘

.

.

,

.

.

blamed

Scott outdoor
actioner on early-west goldmining and railroad building.

Hollywood,

May

1.

Warner Bros, release of David Welsoart production. Stars Randolph Scott;
features Lucille Norman, Raymond Mas-

sey, Richard Webb. Don Beddoe,
Mllllcan.
Directed by Andre De

James

Toth.
Screenplay, Sloan Nibley* Winston Miller;
from story by Nibley; camera (WarnerColor), John Boyle; editor, Robert Swanson; music, David Buttolph.
Previewed
April 15, ’52. Running time, 14 MINS.
•

Silent

Randolph Scott

Jeff

Susan Mitchell
Zeke Mitchell
"Big Jack" Davis
Alan Kincaid

Jim Squires
William Sharon
Henry Dodson
Hardrock Haggerty..
Charles Crocker

Henry

Lucille

'

\

..

...

J

-

:

:

-

•

'

'

'

Yon

Groom

•

O'Casey, Vincent Ball, Noel Purcell.

Norman

Don Beddoe
Raymond Massey
Richard Webb
James Mllllcan.
Larry Keating
George Cleveland
William Haade
Thurston Hall
Vince Barnett

Randolph Scott is back building
railroads in the west, and the result

is

good outdoor

boxoffice

outloQk

is

action.

The

promising,

helped by Scott’s name and the
color dressing.
All the fundamentals of the basic
western are contained in the Sloan

Di-

a patriot.
Conte turns to prize- rected by Paddy Carstairs. Screenplay,
fighting to raise money for the Frederic Gotfurt, based* on "They Got
What They Wanted," play by Louis D’Alforay across the river to ton; camera, Jack Hildyard;
cause.
editor, E. H:
rescue a guerrilla leader, Lee J; Jarvis; score, Leighton. Lucas. At Park
Avenue Theatre, N. Y., week of May 1,
Cobb, reveals the need to supply '52.
Running time, 73 MINS.
the latter’s men with arms.
To Bartley Murnahan
Jack Warner
Clifford Stine; editor, Russell Schoenget the money Conte gets a match Bessie Murnahan
Barbara Mullen
garth; music, Frank Skinner. Previewed
with a top contender on a winner- Sally Mufnahan
Joap Kenny
April 29, '52. Running time, 12 MINS.
Norah
Murnahan.
....
.Elizabeth'
Erskine
take^all
basis,
wins
the
fight
and
Alvah Morrell....,
.....Tony Curtis
Derry Murnahan
Ronan O’Casey
Lee Kingshead
Piper Laurie film ends With the delivery of the Jack Murnahan
Vincent
Ball
Herman Strouple
Don DeFore arms to Cobb.
Matty McGrath
Noel
Purcell
Mama
Spring Byington
McGrath
Paul Connell
As scripted by Abeh Kandel and Joe
Elsa
.Lillian Bronson
Tubrldy ...
Michael Dolan
Dr. Trotter
Paul McVey Herbert Kline, the plot is difficult Tom Cassidy
NiaU McGinnis
Mr. Taylor
....Stephen Chase to follow. Nor does Kline’s direc- JLiorcan
aiaa Race
Drnovan
Lee Aaker
John C. Moody
.Sidney Jamls
Will Stubbins
Jack Kelly tion dq much to clear up story Miss Rafferty
Anita Bolster
Cousin Luke
Frank Sully poihts.
*
Conte, Miss Brown, Cobb Sacristan
Tony Quinn.
and the others in the cast are gen- ?.°£5 er
John McDarby
As a romantic comedy “No Room erally competent, although none is
For the Groom” proves very 'light- outstanding.
Film hasn’t been
Art film fanciers who can take
weight fare that will have to de- smoothly edited, another factor in
pend on whatever business the the lack of story clarity, and the an hour and 13 minutes of a story
names of Tony Curtis and Piper big fight sequence runs much too in which the entire cast talks like
Laurie will rate in the general long.
Also, to ringwise fans, it Barry Fitzgerald will probably go
market.
The cbmedy is strained looks just like what it is staged. for this new British entry. Otherand tedious, with only an occasionJames Wong Howe gave the pic- wise, although it’s a pleasantly enal bright spot meriting a chuckle. ture satisfactory lensing, and there tertaining bit of whimsy, its lack
is
a good background music score of action and of name performers
Both script and direction belabor
known to the U. S. public grooves
plot points. After initial premise, supplied by Vicente Gomez and
it for only fair results,
his
guitar.
at best, on
of a GI trying to find some time
Brog.
the sureseater circuit.
alone with
bride
a

A

,

#

—

his
in
household over-run with noisy relatives,
is established, footage becomes a
series of exasperating, repetitious
sequences.
Story is launched with the elopement of Curtis and Miss Laurie to
Las Vegas, but the groom comes
down with chickenpox almost as
soon as the vows ‘have been taken.
Upon recovery he is shipped overseas, his bride neglects to inform
the family of the marriage and
Curtis returns months later to find
his home filled with relatives of
the mother-in-law and no place for
him.
Film then becomes a tiresome

round of antics aimed

at getting

Nibley story, and his script (writ- the couple together, revealing
ten with Winston Miller) applies their marriage and successfully
good characterization and logically fighting off attempts of the mothdeveloped situations for Andre De er-in-law, Spring Byington, to bust
Toth's hard-hitting direction. Cast- it up because. she wants daughter
ing and other production values to marry rich Don DeFore.
A
are excellent.
couple of other minor motivations
Scott, construction engineer, is are tossed in but the whole thing
called in to build a railroad be- is stretched far beyond the foottween Carson City and Virginia age it merits.
City for banker Larry Keating,
Curtis and Miss Laurie are genwho Is tired of having his gold erally satisfactory, although former
shipments via stagecoach robbed plays a big 'drunk sequence, what
by a gang known as the “cham- should have been his best comedy
pagne bandits.” Scott finds the scene, Very poorly. Miss Byingrailroad Idea is not welcomed by ten and DeFore are adequate to
Carson City citizens, wno feel work- the lightweight demands of script
gang riff-raff will cause -trouble. and direction.. Lillian Bronson.
*n Idea encouraged by- RaS’fti.ondJ Paul McVey and Jack Kelly are*

'V-

\

(British)

•-

‘Weak: British waller for lower
*

1

half

dual** ;

LIpp*ft Plctur<i* rel«aif«.of Aubrey BarJng production. Sta**. Dennis Price, Jack
Hawkln*. Siobhan, McKenna; features
Peter Hammond, Gregolre Aslan, Bernard
Lee. 'Directed, by David MacDonald. Story
and screenplay* Robert Westerby; camera, Oswald Motria; editor, V. Saeovskv
-musical, director, Muir Mathioson.
At
New^Yerk. ’Theatre,. N. Y., week of April
Pni

J
29, 5a. Runnin* time, 7* mins.
Pieter Brandt
Jack Hawkins
Hendrik Van Thaal...... Peter Hammond
Clive Hunter
.Dennis Price
Dominic
* • * « •Grc^olrc
Aslrni
Barman.....-- .......... Charles Paton
Anne Hunter
...SiObhan McKenna
.

•-

•

a

O'Connell.
Bernard Lee
Van Thaal. Sr,
Ronald Adam
Chief Engineer
-Martin Boddcy
1st Man in Restaurant
Phillip Ray
2nd Man in Restaurant Walter Horsbrurh
Waiter
.Cyril Chamberlain
•

.

1

Good Randolph

#

James Wong Howe; editor,
leaders who operate as respected Edward Mann; music composed, and
played by .Vicente Gomez; son**, Victor Gray, setting a trap for John HowCordero. Previewed May 2, '52. Running ard, conservative operator of a
*
Against this opposition S'cot t time, 7* MINS.
Richard Conte plushy model agency and school,
starts building the railroad, en- Felipe
Vanes** Brown ffhe bait she uses is attractive
;
countering trouble at every turn. Kathy.
Lee J. Cobb
.... 1
Duranxo
man, and she’s
His worries 'become extra burden- Paulino
Frank Silver* enough to get her
......Roberta Haynes living in luxury. At this -point her
some when Don JBeddoe, news- Nevi*
Sander*
Hugh
old sweetie, Howard Duff is .repaperman, links .Millican to sabo- Roberts
Claire Carletoii
Stella
back
tage, finds.. the villains’ mine is«*iot Luis
Martin Garrala*a leased from prison and. comes
Argentina Bruhettl into her life with a scheme to use
being wbrked and IS killed for his Marla
Rodolfo* Hoyos, Jr, Howard’s models for a racketeerAlvarado. ...
on
Killing
is
troubles.
.Margarita Padilla
Elba
Paul Fierro ing photo- studio where odd charScott, hampering a romance with Jose
Rico Alaniz acters can snap scantily-clad beauBeddoe’s daughter, Lucille Nor- Carlos..
PauJL Marion ties.
Rivas
man, and cadging a breakoff in, re- Tex
Robert Wells
Reginald LeBorg’s direction
lations with the herb’s /half-brothmoves the story along at an exer, Richard Webb*
As a dual bill subject, this tremely* plodding pace that does
Two climactic points are worked screen version of Jack London’s nothing to give a lift to the uninup in the script. The first peak is “The Mexican” is passable but teresting script. Plot moves ontoreached when Scott and his men lacks qualities to lift it above more
the diSLl Climax after Mi$s Gray
are trapped. in' a tunnel by a land- general playdates and mild retries to break with Duff, marries
slide caused by Massey and Mijli- turns.' Star names provide little
Howard and is then killed by her
can.. Successfully out of this when marquee help, and the entertainold sweetie while he is dueling
lightweight.
are
a’hand,
Scott
ment
values
the townspeople ledd
with police, out to get him for
shots
Background
made in •breaking
finishes the road and the gang
parole. Duff is killed in
tries a fyoldup. to'jseize a big ship- Mexico are combined with studiothe fight add Howard goes back to
ment of bullion going out on the manufactured footage in this Alex his
respectable' model business.
ThrilleV- cl o'se finds Gottlieb production to set up the
first* train,
Marjorie Reynolds, occupying
Scott fighting it but in the hills story of intense patriotism and rethe fourth position of importance
with Massey and winning Miss venge back in the troubled days of
in
the cast* shows no better than
Diaz and the rise of. guerrilla
Norrfian after Welib Is killed.
Story scene shifts back the other principals. She plays the
Action predominates during the leaders.
thankless
spot of secretary to How86 minutes of footage, and Scott and forth across the Rio Grande ard. Other casters have little to do
at El Pasq‘ for its Mexican flavor,
is a capable hero who rates expert
in
the
Hal
E. Chester production.
more
had
the
script
been
support from the other cast mem- and
Harry4 Essex and Paul Yawitz are
bers. He is given several hand-to- lucidly presented and the direc- responsible for the script, from an
tion
stronger
Action
film
on
the
hand battles that pay off well for
original story by Alyce Canfield.
the action addicts. While the War- might have rated a better classifi- Stanley Cdrtez did the okay lensnerColor hues are not consistent. cation.
ing.
Brog.
Richard Conte takes the lejad as
John Boyle’s cameras do a good
job of putting the movement on a Mexican who comes to EMPaso
to work with a group of patriots
£an’t Beat; the Irish
film. Other technical credits meastrying to bring about the over(BRITISH)
Brog.
ure up.
throw of Diaz. Moody and taciturn, he refuses to reveal his reaTalky but mildly amusing yarn
sons
for wanting to help until he
about Irish family; fair art
for the
begins to fall for another worker,
house prospects.
Vanessa Brown, and, via flashback,
Lightweight romantio comedy,
tells the story of how his family,
Stratford Pictures release of Alex T.
with Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie
sweetheart
and fellow-villagers Boyd production. Stars Jack Warner,
to help in general situation.
have been' slaughtered by Diaz’s Barbara Mullen, Michael Dolan; features
Joan. Kenny, Elizabeth. Erskine, Ronan
soldiers.. In between his work as

No Room

Adventure

-

(

Only fair screen version ofJack London’s “The Mexican”;

.

Massey and James. Millican, bandit

.'Production credits, particularly
the. camera supervision of Jack
Hildyard, are good.
Stal, *

title

,

basically ’sound idea, “the. authors hav^e overloaded their
script with various bits,. pieces
and cliches -which too often
lack conviction and depth.”

fortdit«, Vi4 Noel Purcell
»* .r-WtobaatffeYatiner Whose son

f

The Fighter

..

tm
way to

-

.

5
Y.,

(

at the Pari* Theatre* N.

'

;

Hollywood, May 2.
way out and is
Universal release of Ted Richmond proby Robertson.
duction. Stars Tony Curtis, Piper Laurie;
Performers respond to the down- features Don DeFore, Spring Byington.
Bronson, Paul McVey. Directed
beat mood of the story with good Lillian
by Douglas Sirk.
Screenplay, Joseph
portrayals of their respective chir- Hoffman; based on story, "My True
acters. Each is effective in putting Love," by Darwin L. Teilhet; camera,

tries to fight his

which preewied Monday

ho*H)r< f h^jth,jrrfMi chael Dolan

_

Discifia

Brog.

are okay.

1

Tom Greenway

Russ Conway
John RIdgely
JKarry T. Shannon
Harry Harvey, Sr.

Vigilante

•

.

sists

Sky

"Tinder ith* *?*#«' Sky,”- a
tnteriutipnal xeiejse

-•

.

Heavy melodrama tiucd in the
94 j^rct Ha tie gtoryj; mode»t pro*-

Ukdtor tho f«rI*

1
-

Released

Models, Ine.

Poorly

done melodrama on
modeling racketeers for pro-

grammer bookings.
Hollywood,

May

6.

Mutual release of Hal E. Chester prot Stars Howard Duff, Coleen
Gray; features John Howard. Marjorie
Reynolds.' Directed by Reginald LeBorg.
Screenplay, Harry Essex, Paul Yawitz;
original story and adaptation, Alyce Canfield; camera, Stanley Cortez; editor
and
associate producer, Bernard W. Burton;
music, Herschel Burke Gilbert. Previewed
duction.

May

Running time, 73 MINS.

2. '52.
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e
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Stoi c

Howard Duff

?

Coleen Gray
John Howard

Stafford

Peggy Howard
P ro ™ n
e
£i J- S**'

Marjorie Reynolds
Louis Jean.Hcydt

in

this

country

by

“The Gre^t Adventure,”

made

British-

celluloid safari into the Afri-

can veldt, appears to have only
minor prbepects in the American
market. ..While, the- story is of an
exploitable nature, unfortunately
the film is handicapped by its slow
pacing, unfamiliar cast and the
players’ overly British accent.
Picture may qualify as a supporting feature on a twin bill with the
aid of extensive promotion. However, it’s unlikely that there’ll be
any word of mouth. Produced two
years ago by Aubrey Baring, this
Lippert release ..mainly concerns
the trek - of four greedy men
throughHhe African wilds in search
of a diamond qathq.
Shortly after the Boer War ex,

commando Jack Hawkins

secures

funds from! Peter Hammond,
Dennis Price and Gregoire Aslan to
finance an expedition into the in.

terior to recover

some diamonds

he hid there. His backers accompany him to safeguard their invest<
.•
ment..
In the course of the trip Price
murdered. ^Vslan, a saloon keeper
who’s lost heavily to the victim in
a poker game, is the prime suspect.
But, it develops,, the actual killer
_

is

is

Hawkins.

First half lags incredibly. Action
doesn’t really assert itself until
Hawkins is trapped at the finale
in a mine collapse. Performances
largely follow a laconic pattern.
Hawkins is grim and thorough as

the leader of the diamond

safari,

Hammond

adequate as a youthful
backer of the expedition. Fair
support is provided by Price, Aslan
and Miss McKenna.
Camerawork of Oswald Morris
manages to catch the oudoor scenes
to good advantage. Producer Bar•

’

ing’s

physical

values

If

Moscow

a

reflect

modest budget.

Gilt).

Strikes

(DOCUMENTARY)
March of Time release of Richard de
Rochcmont production. With Vannevar
Bush, Westbrook Van. Voorhis, narrators.
Based nn Bush’s book, "Modern Arms
and Free Men." Directed by Jack Glenn;
adaptation, Ted Wear; camera. Nicholas
Opened

Cavaliere; editor. Jack Bush.

Guild Theatre, N. Y..
ning time, i9 MIN S.

May

1,

at

Run-

'52.

First full-length documentary
produced under March of Time
auspices in several years, “If Moscow Strikes” is a timely film keyea
to the current widespread concern
over the results of global rearmament. Pic, however, is somewhat
less than the title suggests, offering more of a history of past military weapons than any real insight
into the nature of the “next world
wgr.”
This documentary, moreover, u
too wordy for sustained interest.
Long sections of the running time
are consumed by talks of atomic
scientist Dr, Vannevar Bush to a
couple of town meetings in a Marne
community. The film is designed
as a pictorialization of Bush’s talk,

Stratford Pictures, wholly-owned
subsidiary of Monogram, the picture s clever idea is almost
thrown
for a loss by the heavy
Irish
brogues. \ am, scripted by Frednc Gotfurt from a play by Louis
D Alton, is localled against an authentic Gaelic setting, and its
picture of smalltown Irish
life provides much of its intrinsic
charm.
Story deals with how Jack Warner, as the cultured but
supremely which was aimed at mollifying tne
lazy head of a large famuy,
suc- citizenry’s fear that civilization
ceeds in building a small
fortune would be wiped out in the next
for his troupe via a ruse
he pulls Will*
on the nosey townspeople.
When
In compiling clips of old an<i
an American attorney
arrives in current weapons, the theme Bethe town seeking heirs
to a tre- comes frequently lost and omy
foi^ ulie Warner merely
t
gets back on the track when ur.
arranges to spend an hour
behind Bush reappears in the form of lecdoped tors with him. Neighbor?
turer.
The shots of radar ana
.granted that he’s the sonar
instrument
JjjF®
mechanisms,
immediately zooms his landing equipment, bazooKas,
credit rating.
By parlaying an rocket guns, etc., are all interestearly start, he buildsa
big enter? ing but the pattern into which tney
ni g evei^ thin
g that he are set here forms no Coneren
,

Moon «y

James Seay

Ann

Sue

Banker Reynolds

Carlton

Frank Ferguson

Mutual Pictures, indie production-distribution outfit, has a poorly-made, dull melodrama to offer
as its initital release. Physical values are good for budget outlay,
but the script, direction and troupes are static, making for uninteresting viewing and giving film vefy
modest chances in the programmer

n^u^^h

.

^!y wa nted without acfami
picture.
k® comi ng dishonest.
The script, with its insistent
socko j° b as the frain about the cooperation
.

x

re-

o

i

head of the Murnahan clan,
jai
dis- “science, industry and the
warmth and charm that tary,” lacks depth although narr
role
Barbara Mullen tor Westbrook Van Voorhis doe»
;
Sit;?!
step for step as his his usual competent job of dr a!!L
c
long-suffering wife, and the
°om
chil- tizing the background gab.
market.
a
d by J °an Kenny, Eliza- animated, .clips used for c an
Plot, is one of thpsp me.ller af- beth !i X?
^n
Erskine, Ronan O’Casey
also
and ing radar principles, are
fairs that has a gold-digger, ColeOn Vincent
Ball, are good. In
llerm
'

i

.

for tbp

the positive side:

'•

‘

May

,

7,

On Stories, Etc,
Washington,

May

Delays in getting the film industry off the ground with a campaign
to reduce or eliminate the Federal
20% admissions tax has some exhib associations in the field growing impatient.
Members of both

Kramer Skeds 'Miracle’

A.

•

j

v™

Simon & Schuster under the
Mayer
to Variety in

makes a bow

the foreword for the origin of
the title.
The 64-year-old vet of the
and
exhibition
distribution
ends of the industry retired
last Friday (2) as exec v.p.
of the Council of Motion Picture Organizations after almost two years in the post.
He’s currently on a lengthy
European vacation trip.

7

Union Haps

and pub-ad departments passings
the buck to each other on duds,
as a result of a new arrangement
set

‘

York congent
tribution v.p.

.

9

|

'

1

-------

N

------

The document then state

-

kets.

Tomorrow’s session will go Into
ward an easing of the' Internal newal in September. Especially stories on the boards for 1954 plx.
Revenue boxoffice cut,
unhappy with the division of the They’ll be kicked around and selecare to be ap- film permits is Republic, which
if legislators
(Continued on page 13).
proached individually across the was allowed to export five plx to
country, as has been suggested in Japan during the six-month period
SO me quarters, still another road- of April 1 to Sept 30, the. duration

general opinion of those wwu saw foothold among the clerical and
more thaq one of these (systems) typing help.
was that -they rated in the order
Union, which absorbed the de(t,ontinuea on page 10 /
funct United Office and Professional Workers of America, of
which the Screen Office and Projfessional Employees Guild was a
unit, formerly represented white
U,
collarites at U, 20th, Col and UA.
During the period of reorganization, during which the Communist
„
issue was in the forefront, many,
SOPEG units dropped out. In subS»°™ d
Universal and the Screen PubNational Labor Relations Board,
licists Guild, District 65, DistribuWork- which District 65 did not contest,

block presents itself. Idea here is
for exhibs in all states to acquaint
local congressmen with the tax
burdens now being carried. The
difficulty with this lies in. the fact
that only next November’s elections largely will decide who’ll be
in o^ce to consider the. desired

SPG In

Two-Year Deal

£^

1

-

'

tax-cut legislation,

Processing and Office
the white collarites votied to affilers of America, came to an agreeiate with the Homeoffice Motion If
ment this week on terms for a new
Picture Employees Union, H-63, In-|
pactc for New York pub-ad staff
ternational Alliance of Theatrical
a
£h
.i-i v
Apnr« t r» M

tive,

I

the one agreed to by
took over the white collarites of
the SPG and 20th-Fox.
almost the entire industry and has
Two-year deal calls for a 10%
negotiated pacts for them.
wage hike with a maximum of since
(Continued on page: 18)
$12.50,
double-severance pay in.

.

layoffs,

arbitra-

and an Improvement of the job-security elapse.
Latter provides for eight .weeks!
notice in CRse the company is considering a firing because of Inefficiency, thereby giving
^ the staffer
o
an opportunity to improve his work
or to prove that the charges are
Unfounded. Arbitration machinery
Ms been set up to decide a staleise. Wage increase ig retroactive

March

to last

3.

Contract, like the

concludes
tween. the

one

at 20th,

negotiations

SPG and

five

be-

companies

which have been going on since
November, 1951.
Earlier deals
were set with United Artists, Columbia and Warner Bros.
•

SDG,

MAJORS OKAY

PACT MODIFICATIONS
Hollywood,

May

6.

Screen Directors Guild and the
agreed to modificabasic contract covng
Xages fl nd working condi-

h)ajor studios
tions of their
ti
tions.

Changes were made under

of their eight-year pact,
nich provides
for reopening at
vo-year intervals.
signed

Pact was

ch 13, 1950.
Modifications include:
°*

..

'

1

week and

a tfour-

guarantee for directors on
westerns budgeted
at $100,000 or
®ss
minimum
of $550 with a guarfj
tee
five and a half weeks on
.n
®
r features; minimum for
,
nd unit directors, $500; for
,
st assistant
directors, $300; see0Qd MsIstAnt*,
$170.
,

A

$^50 per

new min-

fW

7

V

I

»»

IjXIHDS 10 Ldjr

I aiat

Win

n if n jp
0* Co op Baity Pending Big

i

tiniito to

‘

I

m

View
Project; Nothing
New York theatre owners are
expected to lay low on their co-op

promotional activities until they
come up with a major project for
sponsorship. There’s nothing in the
wind immediately, and it appears
that the exposition which they had
planned for Grand Central Palace,
Two separate triple-damage anti- N. Y., is definitely off because of
trust suits asking a total of $7,500,Jf Hollywood support,
000 were brought in N. Y. Federal
™
nublicitv organiza-y.
...
»
Court Monday (5) against the eight
wound up its chores for the
majors, a number of their subsid- tion
Farnol, hired for
week.
last
group
iaries plus several theatre corpothree months’ work, handled prorations. First action seeks $4,500,motion for a full year for the out000 on the claim that tlle defend
itself as the OrganL
fit, which bills
... -.
2 pi c t ure j n
New York.
Metrothe
_
politan Motion Picture Theatres
it’s
Colonial,
the
Although
Assn., and Mort Sunshine, of the
charged by plaintiffs Samuel I. Independent Theatre Assn., will
Orson and Harold W. Freedman, jointly take over the activities
merited first-run features due to started by Farnol, including N. Y.
its size and location, they were re- Mitror pic selections and Macy’s
Farnol orfused suitable product by the ma- picture-of-the-month.
jors.
ganization will continue, however,
term
over
school
took
the
Freedman,
of
Orson and
until the end
a lease on the Colonial from (Co- with Board of Education pitches,'
to
exhibit
Februlonial Enterprises, Inc., in
including a traveling
ary, 1951. Shortly thereafter, they schools, a film course for teachers
teachers.
assert, the house was shuttered, and a monthly bulletin to
The
in e theatre organization has
due to the majors’ “illegal acts”
f o
f rfSSTSS'oOO
In connection with film rentals,
vear most
past year,
the riast
allowances,
promotion
clearances, advertising
of it in fees and expenses for the
etc.
outfit.
Pressing the other antitrust suit Farnol
Operating
is T. C. Theatres Corp.
the Biltmore Theatre, Mount Veron
a 21-year 2 N.Y.-Area Theatres
1937
since
non, N. Y.,
lease, the outfit charges that it was
Sold to Churches
c6mpelled to toss in the towel in
Unique coincident resulted in the
1950 after the major distribs allegof
two Loew's theatres
sale
recent
edly refused to grant the house a
in the New York metropolitan area.
fair chance to establish Itself as
company sold the
the
month
Last
a first-run showcase. Some seven
Theatre in Queens to a
competing theatre corporations are Woodslde
Catholic church. This month the
also named defendants, including
Theatre, Brooklyn, was
Skouras Theatre* and Brandt The- Bedford
sold to" Beth-El Temple of God in
atres. Damagaes of $3,000,000 arc
Negro congregation.
a
Christ,

SOUGHT IN
2 N.Y. SUITS VS. MAJORS

$7,500,000

•

sought.

will comprise disAlfred W. Schwal-

Deal Comes Up

,

1

I

week.

confabs, as now planned, will be
other story and production execs
as well as divisional sales managers, when they are available,
First'of the sessions is planned
for tomorrow (Wed.). It will include all of the six division mangers, now here for a sales confab,
With the hassle on picture allot and a* rep of the foreign departments under the Japanese quota ment. Latter’s responsibility will
of 63 films just concluded among be to see that all pix have the
the 10 member companies of the right international tinge to get
Motion Picture Export Assn., a new maximum returns in overseas mar-

Collarites

«

this

berg and his lieutenant Ted
O'Shea, plus Jerry Pickman, pubad v.p.
They’ll huddle with Y. Frank
Freeman and Don Hartman, studio
chiefs.
Possibly sitting in on the

.

Screen

up by Paramount

Distribution and pub-ad execs are
being forced to shoulder some of
the responsibility for story selection, treatment and’ casting.
Under the new deal set up by
prexy Barney iBalabah, sales and
pub-ad -toppers will journey to the
Coast at least three times, and possibly four times, a year for huddles with production toppers. New

*

See Sept. To-Do

to Enlist

6.

try practice of the sales, production

.

Campaign

May

Ground is expected to be out
from under, the traditional indus-

Mayer’s Pic Biofc

label “Merely Colossal.”

^mefnow

Office

L.

Arthur L. Mayer’s biog of
his years in the film biz will
be published In the fall by

Hollywood, May 8*.
Stanley Kramer' Ibought “The
Miracle of Kitty Hawk,” a novel
by Fred Kelly
e
on hitherto Theatre Owners of America and
3' based
fore the Federal .Communications JJJ.'
?J?? v
Allied States- Assn, in the_hlnterCommission on Par antitrust Isconcerning
the
brokers
invention lands feel that the present GovernRalbourn,
Pat
mes With Paul
r
ment bite on the b.o. means the
V?
ha- a total of 24 difference between profit and loss,
1he sVnd"cUmltio°r eoun?5 to
His releasing and they want quick action.
Pr °P«rtles
At
Jrffn*
nrdduced
docudocuproduced
Gladstone
Arthur
j
deal
with Columbia calls for the
ments taken .from Paramount files delivery of
All are agreed that the project
30 pictures in five
which provided the basis for in- years.
should be on ah all-industry basis
tensive questioning as to Par’s mothrough the Council of Motion
Picture
When
tives in acquiring its Scophony inOrganizations.
terest, relinquished in 1949 by conCOMPO’s new exec setup is comThe subject was
pleted, it’s hoped, mapping of tax]
sent decree.
brought up by the Commission for
strategy will follow shortly afterwards. This would be in the form
its bearing on Par’s qualifications
of a fullscale meeting of COMPO’s
to hold TV licenses.
.One document offered by Gladtax committee, which is headed by
Robert J. O’Donnell and Col. H. A.
stone proved something of a mystery-regarding its authorship and
Cole.
.
It was headed, “The
Problem which has yet to be re-*
its contents.
in
Situation
Scophony
solved is how to depict the indusStory of the
any
try’s current economics in
America,” and began with a listing
overall tax-reducing plan.
Any
of the four systems of large-screen
on
are
exhibitors
complaints
that
TV demonstrated prior to World
District 65, Distributive, ProcessWar II in the following order:
ing and Office Workers of America, the brink of financial ruin and
Cathode Ray Tube
the tax relief to stay solvent
1. RCA
need
1
America. rfaff erfaf
pro jection)
agre «^.g w lth
ln « ffec
(Schmidt lens
0"1
J
II cuJLigjt JLIJ.
^UIUUlUiA.
*
_
,
V,
-h
A *. Til nfc avauuAi
!
f’
~
9
KTnrM
eon
(;»rnftnA
KJ4V
«
4 Via ?
True a , era
Tube 20th-Fox Wmei^Bros^ColSmbU
Ray
Cathode
2. Fernsch
Universal and United fbe trade’s detractors. This also
heading
the
heac
of
under
would
come
(Zei S s directive screen), Germany. Artists jj as
.
t gtven up ln its at
wrong-way public relations,
3. Baird Cathode Bay Tube (di- tempt to brin
. Y. acreen white
£
rect projection), England.
On the other hand, to paint excollarites into its fold. At union’s
a
n
t.
inn
lopSupersonic
4. Scophony
hibition today in everything’s-rosy
ft venti on at Atlantic City May 17co
--•
tical-mechamcal), England.
"phis possibility was sttongly insinuated at hearings last week be

case of economic
tion of discharges

New Par Han
Hollywood,

Did Paramount Pictures attempt
theatre TV developto hold back
ments when 'it o\vned an interest
dorp* of America?
in Scophony

N.Y.

In

4'

6.

^
m

»

of the current pact.

Republic^ rep at last Friday’s
fought
(30) meeting of the
strongly for an increase in his eompany’s allotment. As a result, the
confab dosed without a final de-

MPEA

Par Slows Prod.

made. However, aver
Hollywood, May 6.
the weekend, Republic execs donWith a $30,000,000 backlog in its
f erred with prexy Herbert J. Yates
film vaults, Paramount has postby phone and it was decided to ac- poned a number of scheduled procision. being

cept the allotment of five pix, a ductions, presaging the departure
decision that was forwarded to the of several producers from the lot.
MPEA oh Monday (5).
Don Hartman, production execuWith Republic falling in line, the tive, said the company does not
permits were divided among the anticipate any drastic changes in
MPEA companies as follows: production personnel, but Everett
Metro, nine; 20th-Fox, eight; War- Riskin has already walked out bener Bros, and Paramount, seven cause of the postponement of his
each; RKO, Universal and Colum- two scheduled pix, “The President’s Wife” and the James Mlchend Allied ner story of the South Seas. Other
Artists-Monogram, four.
films pushed back until 1953 inSince one month of the new clude Joseph Sistrom’s “Persian
agreement has already passed, talks Gulf” and Burton Lane’s “Look,
for renewing a pact with Japan are Ma, I’m Dancing.”
expected to get underway shortly.
Paramount’s cutback on its own
With only 63 presently going to production will not affect produc(Continued on page 18)
tion efforts by Hal Wallis, Nat Holt*
Pine-Thomas or Perlberg-Seaton.
Meanwhile, because of the postponement of the Michener film, the
studio will have to dig. up another
picture fpr Charles Vidor to direct.
Ho has a one-picture-a-year con*

1

HIGH COURT REFUSES TO

REVIEW BROOKSIDE CASE
Washington,

The majors

May

lost .their last

tract.

6.

chance

the Brookside Theatre Corp.
MILLE DISCUSSES
yesterday
treble-damages
case
(Mon.), when the U. S. Supreme
PIC
Court refused to review the $1,125,000 verdict won by the Kansas
Hollywood, May 6.
Defendants are 20thCity Corp.
DeMille
yesterday
Cecil
B.
Fox, Paramount, Loew’s, RKO, (Mon.) appeared to remove all
Warner, Columbia, Universal and doubt about his continuance with
United Artists.
Paramount despite the dissolution
Brookside, formed in 1936, leased of his personal production corporation last week and the end of his
•the neighborhood *Brookside $hea
tre in Kansas City for 15 years. pact with the studio. He appeared
were
equipment
at the top-level sales confab curIn 1937 lease and
assigned to a corporation in which rently being held here and talked
20th had a minority
' Interest for over with distribution execs five
in

DE

PROJECTS WITH PAR

.

^^

Twelvc y ars

j ater>

ia

1949, Brookside brought its suit,
claiming it had been forced to turn
over the house to 20th. It said the
majors would not provide pictures,
but favored the competing Waldo
Theatre.
Majors contended that the verdiet was based on a contention that
20th and partners made a net profit
of about $375,000 during the years
Brookside arIt had the house.
gued that if it had operated the

projects he now is working on.
“Helen of Troy” seems likely,

from DeMille’s remarks, to be next
on his agenda. Whether the producer will go ahead with it hinges
on action of Warner Bros., which
holds prior rights to the subject.
DeMille asked and got opinions
from the sales execs on the various
pic ideas he has in mind. He. re-

marked that he had been with Par

for more than 25 years and previously had made pix for the comtheatre, it would have made that pany on which contracts had not
much profit. The big verdict I* the been signed until after the films
were delivered.
profit roughly trebled.

—
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)

—
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TAunor
In 2 Spots,
In 4,

Pride’

Slow $22,000

Maru 21G in 3, ‘Encore’ Nice 7^G

Los Angeles, May 6.
First-runs are lagging for the
second straight week, with new
product spotty apd extended runs
slipping. Best of the new hills is
•‘Macao/* in two situations, good
for a total of $26,000. A slow
$22,000 is expected for "Pride of
St. Louis'* in four sites.
"Mara Maru’* is doing a light
$21,000 in three locations, with the

-i

Narrow
‘Tembo” and "Warmii;
of '•'K’BvwKn’i
comho aC
Margin’* a small $9,500 at three
Upped-scale run of
"Encore” headed for a nice $7f500
its initial week. "Anything Can
Happen” is fairly okay at $6,500,

small-seaters.

Broadway Grosses
Estimated Total Gross
$418,300
This Week
(Based on 22 theatres)
Lasi year ......... $461,900
( Based on 20 theatres

(20th)

* Montreal,* May 6.
New entries In all but one deluxer are sparking returns throughout the Consolidated chain. Song
going
in My Heart” Is still good
into the fourth week at Loew s,
with Warners' "Room for One
More” -at the Palace best of the
newcomers..
Estimates for This Week
Palace (C.T.) (2,626;JJ4-60)
"Room for One More’ (WB). Fine
Last week, "Woman Is
$16,000,
Dangerous” (WB). fine $15i000.
Capitol (C.T.). (2,412; 34-60)"Ten Tall Men” (Col). Towering
Last week, r "Distant
$21,000.
Drums?* (WB) great $16,000.
Princess (C.T.) <2,131; 34-60) "Wild North” (M-G). Good $14,000.
Last w,eek, "Bugles in Afternoon”

‘Express,’ ‘North’

Each Hot 16G To
Pace Frisco B.O.

and "Maytime in Mayfair**

—

(WB)

fair $9,000.
(C.T.) (2,855;

40-65)

-

Last week, "Lion bogged down.
Estimate* for This

and Horse” (WB) and “Gobs and

Week

Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65Gals” (Rep), $15,100.
Loew*s. State, Egyptian (UATC) 95) "Frankenstein” and "Dracu"Slngin* la” (both Realart reissues). Only
(2,404; 1,538; 70-$1.10)
in Rain” (MG) (4th wk). Moderate $8,000. Last week, "Mapao” (RKO)
$16,000. Last “Week, $20,400.
$13,900.

—

—

Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60) —
"Boots Malone” (Col) and "Road
Agent” (Col), $6,000. Last week,
"Best of Badmen” (RKO) and
"Kansas City Kitty” (RKO) $7,000.

(RKO)
— "Macao”

Fox (FWC)

(4,651;

65-95)—"San

V

OK

11G

10G,/Maru’
in

Unsteady Clere.

Cleveland, May 6.
Topsy-turvy are most of the key
house operators, who rushed in
summerweight products to match
the weather and mood of localities.
As a result, "My Favorite Spy” at
State, Allen's "Mara Maru” and
"Hoodlum Empire” at Stillman are
doing all righ£ with the Bob Hope
comedy leading by just a nose. By
teaming "Ma and Pa Kettle at
Fair” with “Treasure of Lost Canyon,” the Hipp cahie up with a
strong sleeper combo. "Marrying
Kind” doesn’t look too hot at Palace despite stage personal appearances by Aldo Ray.
Estimates for This Week
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)
"Mara Maru” (WB). Good $12,000.
Last week "Lion and Horse” (WB),

Francisco Story” (WB) and "Jet
(RKO) and "Road Agent’* (RKO). Job” (Mono), weak $11,500. Last
Good $26,000. Last week, "Marry- week, "Deadline USA” (20th) and
ing Kind” (Col) and "Smith vs "Fabulous Senorita” (Mono), $12,Scotland Yard” (RKO) (3d wk), 500.
$17,300.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95)
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro- —"Wild North” (M-G). Strong
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50) $16,000. Last week, "Singin* In
"Greatest Show” (Par) (11th wk). Rain” (M-G) (3d wk), strong $15,Fair $11,500. Last week, $13,800.
000
Hawaii, United Artists (G&SParamount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
UATC) (1,106; 2,100; 60-$l.iP)
"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
"Rancho Notorious” (RKO) and "Oklahoma Annie” (Rep). $12,000.
"Kid Monk Baroni” (Indie) (UA Last week, "Lion And Horse” (WB)
only) (2d wk-5 days’). Dull $5,000 and "Wings Of Danger” (Lippert)
Last week, including Ritz, $13,500 only $9,500.'
Hollywood Paramount (F&M)
St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)
"Anything Can
(1,430; 7Q-$1.10)
"Caesar And Cleopatra” (FF)
Happen” (Par). Fair $6,500. Last and "Seventh Veil” (FF), both reweek, “Women Without Names” issues (2d wk)., Down to $7,500, satisfactory $11,000.
(Indie) (2d wk-5 days), $3,000.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700;
Last week, nice $12,500.
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; BO- 55-80) "Treasure of Lost Canyon”
—"My Son John” (Par) (2d wk) OS)—"Red Ball Express”
(U) and (U-D and "Ma and Pa Kettle at
Okay $5,000. Last week, $7,200.
"Treasure Of Lost Canyon” (U) Fair” (U-D. lively surprise at $10,Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50) Big $16,000. Last week, "My Six 000. Last week "Deadline USA”
—"African Queen” (UA) (19th wk) Convicts” (Col) and "A Yank in (20th, nice $15,000.
Thin $4,500. Last week, $6,300.
Ohio (Loew’s) (1/244; 55-80)—
Indo-China” (Col) (2d wk), $9,500,
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20)
United Artist* (No. Coast) (1,207; "Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (m.o.) (3d
"Encore” (Par), Nice $7,500 $1-$1.25)— "African Queen” <UA$ wk). Neat $7,000. Last week "SailLast week, "Valley Eagles” (Lip) (9th wJc). Final week up to
$8,400. or Beware” .(Par) (5th wk) (m.o.),
(2d wk), $2,200.
Last week, $8,000.
oke $5,000.
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)
Stagedoor
Palace (RKO) <3,300; 55-80)—
(Ackerman-Rosener)
"Rashomon” (RKO) (8th wk). Okay (370; 85-$l)—"Blithe Spirit” (In- ••Marrying Kind” (Col). Moderate
$2,100. Last week, $2,500.
die) and "Foxes Of
i $11,000.
Last week "Flesh and
7Q-$1. 10 )

—

.

——

—

—

221 the-

(Based on 24

_ ^
Week
.$2,211,000

cities,

and 208

theatres .)

‘Queen 3SG Tops

The weekend weather was more

third of $19,000.

.

Pantages

cities,

"Song in Heart!* (20th) (4th wk).
Still good $17,000 following a good

Orpheum (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)—
San Francisco, May -9.
"Shadow in Sky” (M-G) and "It’s
Exploitation upped "Red Ball a Big Country” (M-G). Poor $5,000.
(WB) (2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10) Express” to. tidy biz here this week. Last week, "Another Man’s Poison”
—•"Mara Maru” (WB) and "Laramie Warfield, with "Wild North,” is (UA) and "Pace That Thrills” (UA)
Mountains” (Col) (Downtown only). strong, while remainder of town Is $7,000.

Hillstreet,
12,752; 2,812;

(Based on 24

—

.

-

—

—

Harrow” (20th)
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20)
both
Fury” CU), thin $9,500.
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (3d wk). Neat week,reissues (2d wk), $3,800. Last
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)—
$3,800.
$5,000. Last week, $6,400.
Clay
•*My Favorite Spy” (Par). Kept, on
(Rosener) (400; 65-85)
El Key, Globe, Iris (FWC) (861;
shelf so long that edge is taken off,
"Laughter
In
Paradise”
(Mono)
782; 814; 70-90)—"Tembo” (RKO)
and "Narrow Margin” (RKO). (4th wk), $2,300. Last week, $2,400. but satisfactory at $10,000. Last
Larkin (Rosener) (400; 65-85)— week "Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (2d
Small $9,500. Last week, move"Daughter Of Sands” (Indie), $2,- wk), fair $12,000.
over.
'

Holdovers Big

Minneapolis, May 6.
Two., .standouts
among newcomers, •‘Belle* nil Their Toes’*
ind "My Six Convicts/* and socko
holdovers, "Singin* in the Rain/*
"Greatest Show on Earth,” "African Queen” and "Pride* of St.
Louis,” are bolstering a boxoffico
that has sagged -with the advent
hot weather.
of unseasonably
Warmth and sunshine, a comparative rarity in this neck of the
woods so early in the year, undoubtedly kept many people outdoors and away from the showhouses the past fortnight, when
the temperature soared to 92 one
day, one degree higher than at any
time last summer.

atres, chteflyjlrst runs, includ-

ing N. Y.)
Total Gross Same
Last Xear

Cornels

in Mpls.;

KejGtr&MMS

—

Loew’s

(Indie). Slow $22,000. Last week,
"Deadline USA” (20th), $25,100.
Hollywood, DowntoWn, Wiltem

Light $21,000.

Good 7^4G

,

in

•
or near.
Estimates for This Week.
Uptown,
Chinese,
Angeles,
Los
Loyola (FWC) (2,097f 2,048; 1,719;
1,248: 70-$1.10)—"Spirit St. Louis’*

Mes’ Weak $7,500,

1952

7,

conducive

to

theatregoing

and

healthier.
‘"Singin*

the
the

grosses,

became

fourth
Rain,”

week for

It’s

in

the third .for "Greatest
Show on Earth” and "African
‘Convicts’
Queen,” and second for "Pride of
Additional fresh enSt. Louis.”
Detroit, May 6.
"Flaming Feather” and
tries,
Biz is spotty this week. "African "Young Man With Ideas/* look like
Queen” started off with a bang at also-rans.
the Fox and may hit a top figure.
Estimates for This Week
"My Six Convicts” is cashing in
Century (Par) (1,600; 85-$1.25)—
on the recent Jackson (Mich)
Show on Earth” (Par)
Prison riot for good returns at the “Greatest
"Hoodlum’ Empire’ is (3d wk). Holds fairly steady pace.
Michigan.
Last week, good
Okay
$8,500.
"Rancho
average at the Palms.
Notorious” at the United Artists $8 000
Gopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)—
and ".Okinawa” at the Madison
"Young Man With Ideas” (M-G).
both are below par.
Making little boxoMce progress.
Estimate* for This Week
Fox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95) Thin $3,000 in nine days. Last
“Calling Bulldog Drum"African Queen” (UA) and “Rose week,
Great $35,** mond” (M-G), bad $2,000 for five
of Cimarron” (20th).
000. Last week, "Song in Heart” days.
(20th) and ’•‘Bushwhackers” (Indie)
Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50-76)
$11,500 in third week.
"African Queen” (UA) (3d wk).
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; Lots of boxoffice vitality here.
70-95)
"My Six Convicts” (Col) Satisfactory *$5,000. Last week,
Good rugged $7,500.
and "First Time” (Col).
Last week, "Flesh and
$18,000.
Radio
(Par) (4,000; 50-76)—
Fury” (U) and '•‘Cimarron Slid” (U) "Belles City
on Their Toes” (20th).
$ 12 000 .
Disappointing
$7,500 despite raves.
Palms (UD) (2,900; 70-95)
"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and Last week, "Pride of St. Louis”
modest
(20th),
$8,000.
"Gobs and Gals” (Rep). Fair $14,RKO-Orpheum (RKO) (2,800; 40Last week, "Battle Apache
000.
76)
"Six Convicts” (Col). Fine
Pass” (U) $14,000.
campaign for this one, and critics
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)
Lack of
"Okinawa” (Col) and "Thief of and customers like it.
Slow $7,000. cast names has to be overcome.
Damascus” (Col).
RKOmoves
to
Satisfactory
$7,500;
Last week, •‘Greatest Show” (Par)
Pan for 2d week. Last week,
$6,000 in 10th week.
70light
Fury”
(U),
$4,500.
"Flesh
and
United Artists (UA) (1,900;
95)
‘‘Rancho Notorious” (RKO)
RKO-Pan (RKO) (1,600; 40-76)—
and "Aladdin Lamp” (Mono). Thin "Under Age” (Col) and "Missing
Last week, "Singin* in Daughters” (Col), (reissues). Oldies
$8,000.
Rain” (M-G) $6,000 in third week, sold as "teen-age shockers,” and
five days,
that description undoubtedly helpAdams (Balaban) (1,700; 90- ing boxoffice. Mild $4,500. Last
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (10th week, "Sound-Off” (Col) and "Jun$1.25)
OK $7,000. Last week, gle Jim” (Col), tepid $3,500.
week).
$ 8 000 .
50-76)
State
(Par)
(2,300;
"Flaming Feather” (Par). Maybe
too many of same type of picture
•Marrying’ Sweet 12|G
lately.
No names, .either. Slack
$4,000. Last week, "Something to
‘Cimarron’ 7G, Cincy Live For” (Par), slim $3,000 in

18G
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Cincinnati,

May

6.

four days.

—

World (Mann) (400; 85-$1.20)
"Marrying Kind” at Albee is in
"Singin’ in the Rain” (M-G) (4th
000.
Last week, "Eskanor-FaksStillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80) sweet tempo for what looks like wk). .Still profitable. Okay $3,000.
terbo” (Indie) $2,100.
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep). Bright burg’s best coiner in three weeks. Last week, okay $3,300.
Vogue (S.F. Theaters) (377; 85- $5,000. Last week, "Greatest Show” In fair-to-middling returns on
St Loo Pallid;
$1)— "Clouded Yellow” (Col) (3d (Par) (6th wk), average $8,500 in other
new bills currently, "Steel ‘Apache Pass’ Tops In
last nine days.
wk), $1,200. Last week, $2,300.
Town” at Capitol and "Well” in
Fine at $14,500
Palace have edge on "Rose of Ci- Omaha, 1054 G; ‘Pride’ 10G
St. Louis, May 6.
marron” at Keith’s. Warm weather,
Omaha, May 6.
First Sunday baseball doublehome cleaning and gardening,
Burst of warm humid weather
‘Convicts’
steel and other strikes, and first plus influx of new films sent imheader, plus swell weather, resulted ‘Pride’
home stay of rompin’ Cincy Reds’ proved attendance into the air-conIn sluggish biz at main stemmers
baseball club were no b.o. help for ditioned houses. "Battle at Apache
over weekend.
pix.
Pass” was mosb attractive of the
"Love Is Better” shapes best of
Estimates for This Week
new ones at the Orpheum. "Pride
$10,500
new films. "Macao” is headed for
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)— of St. Louis” i* doing well at the
Paramount.
Omaha had a mud
fair gross. "Song in My Heart” is
"Marrying
Kind”
(Col).
Philadelphia, May 6.
of St. Louis” (20th). Disappointing
Solid $12,okay at downtown Ambassador.
Good weather over the weekend $18,000. Last week, "Song in 500. Friday night attendance got opening with "For Men Only” ana
"Man
Bait.”
Heart”
lift
from
first
five
weekly
cut
down
on
the
returns,
with
(20th)
of
b.o.
(3d wk), held at $12,(Estimates for This Week)
Second week of "African Queen’
000
talent search tryouts on stage.
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 60-75) the new Entries getting the most
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50- Last week, "Five Fingers” (20th), started with a bang at the State.
attention. From a relative stand"Song in My Heart” (20th) and point, "My Six Convicts”
‘•‘The Big Trees” at the Brandeis
at the 99)—"Marrying Kind” -(Col) (4th $9,500."Rancho Notorious” (RKO). Fair Stanton
expected.
did best. "Anything Can wk). Good $8,000 for last five days.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55- isn’t doing what was
$8,500.
Last week, "Song in My
Happen” opened to weak notices Last week, big $12,000.
Estimates for This Week
75)—"Steel Town” (U). All right
Heart” (20th) and "Treasure in
Mastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)— $8,000. Last week, "Pride of St.
but is doing okay.
Orpheum (TriStates) (3,000; 10*
Lost Canyon” (U). Fair $9,500.
"My Son John,” which received "African Queen” (UA) (3d wk) Louis” (20th), $10,000.
70)—"Battle at Apache Pass” (U)
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 59-75)
a unanimous panning from the Fine $16,000. Last week, great
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 65-75)— and "Chain of Circumstances” (U/»
"Love Is Better Than Ever” (M-G) crix, is scoring at the Trans-Lux $ 22 000
First-rate $10,500. Last week, 5
and "Just This Once” (M-G). Fine at an upped admi*h scale. "Pride
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50 "When in Rome” (M-G) and "Jun- Fingers” (20th) and "Return of
gle Jim in Forbidden Land” (RKO).
$14,500. Last week, "Wild North” of St. ’T.ouis” is doing fair at the 99)
"Thief of Damascus (Col).
Texan”
(20th), okay. $9,500.
f
Moderate
Last
$6,500.
week, "Love
(M-G) and "Shadow in the Sky’ Fox but below the expectations Fair $5,500.
Last week, "Aaron
Better Than Ever”
(M-G) and
Paramount (Tristates) (2,800; 16*
(M-G). Neat $12,500.
of the management. "Sound Off,” Slick” (Par), okay $5,000.
70)—
"Young
Man
With
Ideas”
(M-G),
"Pride of St. Louis” (20th).
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50Lyn (Ind.) (1,800; 75-90)— “The coupled with the stage bill of Tiny
$9,000.
Good $10,000. Last week, “SomeRiver” (UA) (4th wk). Poor $2,000. Grimes and the Charioteers, is way 99)—"Singin’ in Rain” (M?G) (4th
thing
to Live For” (ParT, very slim
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55off at the Earle.
wk).
Still on upbeat at $15,000.
Last week, $2,500.
75)
"Rose of Cimarron” (20th) $7,000.
Aidinc (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— Last week, sturdy $14,000.
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70)
Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— All right $7,000. Same last week
"Macao” (RKO) and "Narrow Mar "Anything Can Happen” (Par). Big
—"For Men Only” (Lip) and "Man
$10,500. Last week, "Caesar and "Mara Maru” (WB) (2d wk). Dull on "Flaming Feather” (Par).
gin” (RKO).
Fair $10,500.
Last
Last
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—"5 Bait” (Lip). Light $7,500.
week, "Rancho Notorious” (RKO) Cleopatra” (Indie) (reissue), nice $6,500. Last week, light $11,000.
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— Fingers” (20th) (m.o.) split with week, "Dracula” (U) and “Frankenand "Flash and Fury” (U). Pale $7,000.
hgni
Boyd (WB) (2,360; 50-$1.50)— "Six Convicts” (Col). Hefty $12,- "Kin” (M-G) and "Vengeance Val- stein” (U) (reissues) (4 days),
$9,000.
"Greatest Show” (Par) (11th wk). 000.
Last week, "Loan Shark” ley” (WB) (reissues). Modest $4,- $3,500.
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; Petering out at $8,000. Last
000. Last week, "Narrow Margin”
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)-*
week, (Lip), fine $9,000.
75-90)
"Something to Live For” sock, $9,000.
Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)— (RKO) and "Pace That Thrills” "African Queen” (UA) (2d vkj.
(Par).
Fair $3,000.
Last week,
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50*99)— "Son John” (Par). Great $9,000. (RKO) split with "King Solomon’s Good $7,000. Last week, smasn
"Miracle of Milan” (Indie), $2,500. "Sound Off” (Col)
plus Tiny Last week, "Pandora” (M-G) (3d- Mines” „(M-G) and "Devil's Door- $ 10 000
Shady Oak (St. L. AmusJ (800; Grimes, Charioteers, onstage. Mild flnal wk), off
way” (M-G).
to $3,500.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16J0)-75-90)
"Something to Live For” $12,000.
World (G&S)
Last week, "Rodeo”
50-99)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)— "The Big Trees” (WB) and Pace
(Par).
Good $4,000. Last week, (Mono) plus Sugar r.hlle Robinson "Miracle in Milan” (500;
Lighhsn
(Indie) (3d wk). "Well” (UA). Fairish $8,000. Last That
(RKO).
Thrills”
"Mircale of Milan” (Indie), fair
So-so $2,600. Last week, held at week, "Scandal Sheet” (Col), $8,- $6,000. Last week. "Retreat, Heu
$3,500.
Fox (20th) (2.250; 50-99)—"Pride $2,800.
500.
(WB), all right at $7,000.

W
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Fair 18G,

12G, ‘John’

Fine 9G, ‘Anything’ Big
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Buffalo,

..Hara
Chicago,

May

6.

Eitnmtes Are Net
.Film grpss estimates as reported herewith from the various key cities, are net; L*e,
without the 20% tax. Distributor* share on net take/ when
playing percentage, hence* the
estimated figure* are net in-

afternoons.
Best of the Loop seems to continue to suffer due to strikes,

come.

etc. "With a Song
Heart/' coupled with Johnny
Johnston and the Wiere Bros., in:
person, at the Chicago, is doing
fine. “Mara, Maru” and "Barefoot
Mailman” at the State-Lake should
do well while the other newie,
"Passion For Life/' won’t excite at

warm weather,

The parenthetic admission

My

the Ziegfeld.

the stayover columns "Mir-

In

Milan” at World seems best.
Grand also appears, good with
fourth and final stanza’ of "Viva
Zapata!” “Sin gin’ in the Rain,” In
same frame at the Palace, isn’t
holding well. Third week of "5
Fingers” at the Woods also looks
glim. Of the secopd weekers neither dual of "Jack and Beanstalk”
and "Thief of Damascus/' at the
Roosevelt, nor United Artists* with
"Green Glove” and "Mutiny,” is

prices,

however, as indicated,

include the U.

&

amusement

tax.

Paol-Ford-Rome’

acle in

NSG

Pittsburgh, May 6.
Midsummer weather is apparently sending them out on the open
road or to the drive-ins since
things aren't too hot downtown this
week. Penn has Its first stage show
in months, unit headed by Les Paul
Sc Mary Ford, plus Richard Hayes,

doing satisfactorily.
Estimate* for This Week
Chicago (B&JD (5,900; 55-98)—
"With Song In Heart” (20th) plus
Johnny Johnston onstage. Neat
$42,000. Last Week, "Pride of St.
Louis” (20th) with Ink Spots in

With

(RKO)

(1,500;

"When in Rome,” Setup

isn’t

making much

of a dent and both
"Deadline USA” at Harris and "Battle »t Apache pass” at. FUlton are
running only a fair neck-and-neck.
“Mara Maru” started off well at
Stanley but hit the skids quickly
while "Laughter In Paradise” at
Squirrel Hill and twinner of "Lion

person, $35,000.

Grand

21G in Pitt

55-98)—

Zapatal” .(20th) (4th wk). and the Horse” and "The Last
Time” at Warner are just so-so.
Good $10,000. Last week, same.
Estimates for This Week
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 98-$1.25)
Fury”
(U)
"Flesh and
and Johnnie
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)—
Smooth $63,000. "Battle at Apache Pass” (U). AcRay personal.
Last week, "Quo Vadis” (M-G)’ tion picture getting some attention,
(11th wk), $16,000.
and $7,000 won't be too bad considPalace (Eitel) (2,500; 55-98)— ering the indifferent notices. Last
"Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (4th wk). week, "Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
drew much better reviews and not
Light $8,000; Last week, $11,000.
Roosevelt (B&K) (l,5t)0; 55-98)— as much biz. about $6,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 50-85)
"Jack and Beanstalk” (WB) and
"Thief of Damascus” (Col) (2d wk). "Deadline USA” (20th). Title may
Sluggish $7,000. Last week, $12,- be against this one, since a fine
press and Humphrey Bogart's re000
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98) cent Oscar accolade would ordi—“Mara Maru”. (WB) and “Bare- narily figure to attract more than
foot Mailman” (Col). Light $16,000. sluggish $6,500. Last week, “MarLast week, "My Six Convicts” (Col) rying Kind” (Col), did $7,500.
Penn (Loew's) (3,300; 65-$1.10)
and "Soundoff” (Col) (2d wk), $12,“When in Rome” (M-G) and Les
000
United Artists (B&K) (1,700; 55- Paul & Mary Ford, and Richard
98)— "Green Glove” (UAl^nd. "Mu- Hayes, on stage. Pretty good weektiny” (UA) (2d wk). Dull $9,000. end isn’t likely to stand up down
the stretch and around $21,000
Last week, $12,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)— isn't enough to make up the flesh
Last week, "Singin’
"5 Fingers” (20th) (3d wk). Minor differential.
in the Rain” (M-G) in 8 days of
$13,000. Last week, $16,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)—"Mir- second week fine at $14,00fi.
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)
acle in Milan” (Indie) (4th wk). Ex"Laughter in Paradise” (Indie).
cellent $4,000. Last week, same.
Not
among the new nabe art
Ziegfeld
98)—
(Lapert)
(480;
.
"Passion For Life” (Indie). Light house's front-liners. Maybe $1,500.
Last
week,
"Brief Encounter” (In$2,500.
Last week, "Night Train
Trieste” (Indie) and "Passport Pil- die) an<j “Odd Man Out” (indie) (reissues) dipped under $2,000
mico” (Indie), $2,000.
after promising start.
Stanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
"Maru Maru” (WB). Errol Flynn
Derby
L’ville Help;
starrer got* away fast and then
‘North’ Sluggish
went into a slow dive and won’t
wind up with more than $7,000.
Louisville, May 6.
Last
week reissues of "Dark VicBusiness at the downtown firstruns is slow this week. Kentucky tory” (WB) and "Maltese Falcon”
(WB)
wer£ yanked after 5 days
Derby, which packed over 100,000
people in Churchill Downs, doesn’t and a depressing $3,500.
Warner
(WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
help the film houses. Most of the
race visitors are in town to gander "Lion and Horse” (WB) and “Last
the races and patronize night spots Time” (RKO). "Lion” was switched
tor an annual good time, giving to a double bill here after being
originally skedded to play single
the filmeries the go-by.
Loew’s State with "Wild North” at Stanley, a tipoff. Not much
than $4,000 looked for. Last
much
and “Sellout” is slow.
At the week popscale engagement of "The
"Viva

.

'

.

.

—

•
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9G

j
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Rialto,

"Whispering

Smith vs. River” (UA), dualed with "Big
Yard” is tepid. “Mara
Maru” at the Mary Anderson is Night” (RKO), did almost $7,000.
ught, as are "Green Glove” and
Desert Pursuit” at the Strand.
All exhibs ook for biz to take aft ‘Wild North’ Tops K. C.v_
upturn af / the spring meet of 19
‘Steel Town’ 13G
At
9 a ys at Churchill Downs is over.
Estimate for This Week
Kansas City, May 6.
New attractions show medium
^r^.^tucky
(54-75
(Switow)
Pnde of St. Louis” (20th)
drawing power generally. Best of
the lot is "Wild North” at the MidN* ce $4,000 after last wee
’j
Scotland

7

hG,

good $5,000.

Anderson (People’s)

r:

(1,2

Mmu” (WB). Mi
Hast week "First Tin

75h-“Mara

fn
^
(Col)

5 '? 00

-

big $6,500.

(Fourth Avenue) (3,0(
“Whispering Smith Sc
Yard ” (TOO) and "Rant
nous ” (RKO).
Slow $8,0
r?!?
e ek ttRed Mountain” (P
»«?..7
and j e t. j 0 b”
(Mono) fine $14,
5

&
f*''

—

’

-

ana m.o.

(Loew’s)
njy
1
“Sr.

£
(Col)
(Col), dull $8,500

rand
^, (FA)
”

"r.., c

ft?:*

mifd

45-65

Convicts”

HuemGirr

Pn /

(3,000;

North” (M-G) and "Sella
ug Z ish $9,000. Last w<

J
Slx

’l„

is
as
topping
average,
"Sound-Off” at the Missouri sparked by opening-day personal appearance of Mickey Rooney. "Steel
Town” is average at the Fox Midwest first-runs, and Paramount is
so-so with "Something to Live
For.” Vogue continues good biz
with "Man In White Suit” in fourth
week, and expected to make an
extended run of it. Ideal weather
over weekend kept customers outdoors last week and again currently.
Estimates for This Week
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 5075)
"Song in My Heart” (20th)
and "Stronghold” (Lip) (m.o.). Nice
Last week, "Pride of St.
$2,500.
Louis” (20th) and "Rodeo” (Mono)

land,

Glove

H,200;

$$00?“*

54-75

1UA) and "Des
Tepid $3,5
Blue Yondi
Musketeer ” (R£

(Mono).
've ok
"Wild

—

(m.o.), likewise pleasant.
’
Kimo (Dickinson) (504;

75-85)

"Medium” (LowendahU and "Dance
(Continued on page 17)

*

tops In

Good $11,000
Buffalo,

May

6.

The town was spotty last week.
Tops was "Flesh And Fury/’ dualed with "Treasure of Lost Canyon.”
Estimates for This

i*

-

in

NSG 16G

4*

paving the way
to the top b-O, in Chicago. Latest
with "Flesh
personality,
singing
and Fury” on the screen at the
for
potent biz,
headed
Oriental, is
with prices upped to 98c matinee
weekend
and
evening*
and $1,25
Johnnie Ray

.

7* 19512

Week

—

Buffalo (Loews) 13,500; 40-70)
"Invitation” (M-G) and "Return of

Texan”

-Bailey-Storch 60G

Slow $9,000. Last
Broadway’s first-runs are
week, "Just This Once” -(M-G) and
Nat (King) Cole on stage, 4 days, rently encountering plenty
(20th).

cur" Shrlner (3rd wk). .Heat failed, to
stiff wilt Betty, last session, bringing
opposition in the weather.
New
$135,000.
hefty $39,500,
Previous round
^
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)— Yorl^rs had their first real taste gave house smash' $42,500. Holds
"Lion and Horse” (WB). So-so of summer over the past weekend for fourth and final week ending
and gave outdoor attractions a Friday, followed by vaudfilm grind
$10,000. Last week, "Song in My
-

heavy play, evidenced by heavy policy.
away from midtown. Con- " Paramount (Par)
80(3,664;
sequence was the most severe dent $1.80)—
(RKO) with Pearl
in
weekend business in many Bailey, "Macao”
Storch, Buddy Baer,
months and little uplift Monday Herbie Larry
Fields orch heading stage
(5) and yesterday.
Even new pix bill. First rourid ended last night
with good support from the critics
with okay tally of $60,000. Stays
got off dismally, casualties of the
.another
week,' with
"Rancho
bright sun and high temperatures.
Notorious” to follow next Wednes"Pride of St. Louis” is among day (14).
the disappointments with an unimPark Aye. (Reade) (583; 90-$1.50)
pressive $14,500 in view for a first
"Can’t Beat the Irish” (Indie).
$9,800,
week at the Rivoli. ,/Belle* on Fair
starter at $5,100 for opening
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- Their Toes,”
with Bob Haymes, the week and
continues.
70)
Previous,
"Rancho Notorius” (RKO) Kean Sisters,
and "Whispering Smith vs. Scot- McDonald At Jose Melis Trio, Ray "Faithful City” (RKO) (3rd wk, 9
Peggy Ryan onstage, days), $5,000.
land Yard” (RKO), $7,500/ Last got
underway at a somewhat better
week, "Mutiny” (UA) and "Royal clip at the Roxy
Radio City Music Hall (Rockebut was still slow
Journey” (HA), $7,000.
with $62,000 in view for the initial fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—"Singin’
in the Rain” (M-G) with overture
session.
and revue continued but Easter
"Macao,” with the stage bill com- pageant dropped
(6th wk). Plenty
prising Pearl Bailey, Larry Storch.
run concludes today
Buddy Baer and Herbie Fields’ successful
with final week’s take modest at
orch, made a reasonably good
$105,000.
showing in view of conditions. tomorrow. "Scaramouche” bows in
Show gave the Paramount an estiRivoli
(UAT-Par) (2,092; 70-'
mated $60,000 in the first week.
"Atomic City” is substantially less $1.80)—"Pride of St. Louis’? (20th).
than expectations at the’ Mayfair This among the newcomers vicInitial
Boston, May 6.
in view of the critical acclaim. timized by the weather.
Local angle, on "Walk East on Number of crix hailed it but the Week bringing $14,500, which is
Previous, "Valley
Beacon,” which opened Saturday b.o, hasn’t responded. "City” looks below hopes.
r
(3) at Met, shoula push "this into like $9,000 in the opening week. of Eagles’ (Lip) (4th-final) slipped
to, $8,000.
Continues.
upper brackets. Other newcomers,
"Singin’ in the Rain” winds up
"Macao”
at
Memorial,
"Fort a handsome six-week run
Roxy (20th) (5,886; 80-$2,20)
at the
Osage” at Paramount and Fenway, Music Hall today with
"Belles
on
Toes” (20th), Bob
the final
and "Night Train to Trieste” at week dropping off to
Haymes, Peggy Ryan Sc Ray Mac$105,000,
Beacon Hill shape so-so.
"Wild okay in light of the longevity
Donald, Kean Sisters, Jose Melis
of
North” at State and -Orpheum looks engagement. "Scaramouche”
Trio heading stage show.
Weekfairly good.
"Song in My Heart” in tomorrow,' next is yet to bebows
end was slow but picked up some
set
in fourth round at Astor and “Man
early
in week. Looks like $62,000,
but it in turn will be succeeded
in White Suit” in third at Exeter
which is fair, for initial week ana
by Warners’ "Charley’s* Aunt.”
Heart” (20th) (2d wk), ditto.
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
"Anything Can Happen” (Pat) and
“Wings of Danger” (Lip). Mild
$8,500. Last week, "My Son John”
(Par), 8 days, $9,000.
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)—
"Flesh and Fury” (U) -and /Treasure of Lost Canyon” (UX. Good
$11,000. Last Week, "Ma and Pa
Kettle at the Fair” (U), 8 days,

—

traffic

—

—

Wild North’ Nice

23G,Z Hub Spots

—

continue strong.
Estimate* for This
Astor * (B&Q) (1,500;

Roxy Announced

Week

—

its

agenda

in-

cludes "Kangaroo,” "Lydia.Bailey,”

continues.

Heart”

"Song in
dropped

Previous,

(20th)'

(4th-final)

50-95)
and "Wait ’Til the Sun Shines, to $57,000.
"Song in Heart” (20th) (4th wk). Nellie.” .Republic’s "The Quiet
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
Still hearty with -$10,500 following
Man,” for which the distrlb has an "Tomorrow Is Too Late” (Indie)
nice $12,500 for third.
Held up well enough with
unusually heavy campaign in the (4th).
’Beacon Hill (Beacon Hill) (682: making, is booked
for the Capitol $11,000, or close, for this final
50-90—"Night TJraln to Trieste’* to
week. "Wild North” (M-G) opens
open around mid-August.
.

.

'

and “Adventuress” (reissues). BetLast
ter than expected $3,000.
week, "The River” (UA) and "The
Guest” (20th) wound fourth week
with satisfactory $3,800.
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)
"Laura” and "Snake Pit” I20th re-

—

Slow $7,000 for six days.
Last week, "Sound Off” (Col) and
"Stor-m Bound” (Rep) unexciting
issues).

$ 10 000
,

.

Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)

—

Estimates for Tills Week
Astor (City Inv.) (1,300; 70$1.80)— 'Six Convicts” (Col) (6th
wk). Off further this session with
take of $7,000, slow for the house.
Last week was modest $9,000.
Holds until May 15 when "Outcast
of the Islands” (UA) bows.
Baronet JReade) (430; 7„4-$1.20)

Sat. (10).

,

.

—"The

wk).

Sutton (R

Sc B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
in White Suit” (U) (6th wk).
steady with $14,000 for fourth
frame after $16,000 for third.

"Man

Still

Holds indef.
Trans-Lux 60th
90-$1.50)

(RKO).

—"The

*

St.

(T-L) (453:
Margin’*

Narrow

Nice weekend business infirst week’s take of $7,200,

Perfectionist” (Indie) (1st difiates
start at $3,200 for or over.

Moderate

Previous, "Maytime In

seven days.Continues. Mayfair” (Indie) (2nd-final) hit
Holding nicely to strong $3,5Q0. Previously, "Fashion for Life” modest $4,000.
Trans-Lux 52d St. (T-L) (540; 90Second week .broke Sunday house (Indie) drew $2,900 in third and
final round.
$1.50)
"No Resting Place” (Indie).
record winding with slick $9,500.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4*,820; 70-$1.80) Opened Sunday (4) at slow pace.
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)
"Fort Osage” (Mono) and "Aladdin
“My Son John” (Par) (4th wk). Previous, "Young and Damned”
to
C6th-final)
dropped
and His Lamp” (Mono). Slow Dipped to unsatisfactory $13;000 (Indie)
Last week, “Hong Kong*’ in this final round but, overall, a $2,600.
$4,200.
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060, 70Last week was
(Par) and "Return uf Texan” (2Qth) fair 'engagement.
modest $16;000.
"Carbine Wil- $1.80)—"Marrying Kind” (Col) (8th
$4,500.
wk). Slipping to mild $8,200 in curMemorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)— liams” (M-G) opens today.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80) rent round after nice take of $12,"Dance
(RKO)
and
"Macao”
"The Green Glove” (UA) (2nd 000 in seventh frame.
Sluggish
Magic” (WB reissue).
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—
Sluggish at $9,000 in this
Last week, "Deadline, wk).
$12,000.
USA” (20th) and “Smith vs. Scot- final round after fair $13,000 in “Mara Maru” (WB) with Ballet
opening week. "The Sniper” (Col) Theatre on stage (2d wk). Second
land Yard” (RKO), okay $15,000.
session ended last night (Tues.)
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; 40- bows Friday.
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80) with slow $17,500 after $23,000 in
85)
"Walk East on Beacon” (Col)
first
stanza.
"The San Francisco
—"Lavender
Hill Mob” (U) (30th
(Rep).
and “Oklahoma Annie”
Opened fairly strong and figures wk). The 29th week ended- Mon- Story” follows Friday.
day
with
relatively
of
nice
"When
in
take
Last week,
to build.
Rome” (M-G) and "Love Is Better $4,500, after drawing $5„000 in
Than Ever” (M-G). Tepid $11,000. 28th session. "Outcast of Islands” Tride St Louis’ Pacing
(UA) opens May 15, day-and-date
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)
Unsteady Indols.,
"Wild North” (M-G) and. "Rose of with Astor.
Guild (Indie) (565;’ 74-$1.50)
Last
Cimarron” (20th) ,$15,000.
Indianapolis, May 6.
week, "Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (3rd "If Moscow Strikes” (Indie) (1st
Too much good weather too soon
wk). Ended an eight-day run last
wk), $10,500.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85) night with take of $2,800, below has film trade In dumps at first-run
"Fort Osage” (Mono) and "Alad- hopes. Film moves over to Broad- situations here again this stanza.
din and His Lamp” (Mono). Poor way Embassy Friday (9).
"Pride of St. Louis,” at Indiana,
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$1.80) looks to lead, but at modest figure.
$10,000. Last, week, “Hong Kong”
"Red Mountain” (Par) (2nd). "Jack and Beanstalk,” at Circle,
(Par) and "Return of Texan” (20th),
session
ends
tomorrow
Second
same.
and "Wild North” at Loew’s also
night (Thurs.) with mild $13,500 in
State (Loew) (3,500; 40-85)
are only fair.
Reached close to $14,000
"Wild North” (M-G) and "Rose of sight.
Estimates for This Week
Last in fair opening round. Stays on.
Cimarron” (20th) $8,000.
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.80)
Circle (Cockrill-Dolle) (2,800: 50week, "Whistling in Dixie” and
"Jack and Beanstalk” (WB)
"Loyola” (Indie) (2nd). Second 76)
"Whistling in Dark” (M-G reis'
week e'uds tomorrow (Thurs.) with and "FBI Girl” (Lip). Modest
sues), $7,000.
fairly strong $8,800.
One of few $8,500. Last week, "Las Vegas
pixf on main stem overcoming heat Story” (RKO) and "Gobs and Gals”
‘Fingers’ Trim 7G, ‘Swords’ this stanza and heavy rain previous (Indie). Thin' $7,000.
Indiana (Cookrill-Dolle) (3,200;
brought hefty
stanza when
it
Ore.
Portland,
in
$10,600
50-76)-^"Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
$ 10 000
Portland, Ore.,. May 6.
50- and
Mayfair (Brandt)
"Barefoot Mailman” (Col).
(1,736;
Three first-xun houses have stu- $1.80)—"Atomic City” (Par). Al- Cool $9,000. Last week, “Battle at
dio previews set for this week in though a modest budgeter, this Apache Pass” (U) and "Finders
an effort to hypo biz. Three amuse- held high promise which failed Keepers” (U). Oke $10,000.
ment parks and the Portland to materalize, drawing only medioLoew's (Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
Meadows also opened this session. cre $9,000 in opening frame. Con- "Wild North” (M*-G) and "Shadow
Lack of product has slowed biz tinues.
in Sky” (M-G). So-so $8,000. Last
down at all downtown houses,
Normandie (Normandie Thea- week, "Love Is Better Than Ever”
while nabe spots are going great tres) (592; 95-$1.80)
"Encore” (M-G) and "Just This Once” (M-G).
With two strong pictures.
Holding at nice Ditto $8,500.
(Par) (6th wk).
Estimates for This Week
Lyric (Cockrill-Dolle) (1,600; 50clip with $10,900 for fourth frame

"Man

in

White Suit”(U) (3rd wk).

initial
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(Parker), 1,890; 65-90)
—Broadway
“B roaco Buster” (UI) and

"Shadow In The Sky” (M-G).
Last week, "Flesh
(Continued on page 17)

$5,200.

Sad
and

—

which ended last night (Tues.). 76) "Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
"Tough Girl” (Indie). Slow $4,500.
Stays indefinitely.
Palace
(RKO) (1,700; $1.20- Last week, "Rose of Cimarron”
two-a-day, (20th) and “Secret Flight” (Indie).
All-vaude,
$4.80)
headed by Betty Hutton, Herb Also $4,500.
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BUnMNAIlWAL
Chorine to Be Star Ih
Scot

Production

Glasgow,. May tf.
“Kiss Me, State/* U. S. musical
skedded for King’s Theatre here
June 9, will star former chorine
Elizabeth Larner.
She recently took over in London when the lead became ill and
the understudy Was hospitalized.
Gal was in the third row of the
Sq. chorus
and volunteered to have a
6.
go at the star part.
;

London, April

4*

29.

of the element of risk In
the distribution of British plx has
as a result of the
eliminated
been
extension of the Eady plan, acpublished in
analysis
cording to an
the third annual report of the National
0na Film Finance Corp. with
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The report and accounts, which
•were elaborated by James H. Lawvie,

Hylton Preps Carlton;

May Get Leicester

managing director of

NFFC

at

a press conference, reveal that the
state films bank has operated at
A profit for the first time, having
chalked up a net gain of $30,500,
•Provision for losses On loans, however, has been made at $308,000,
as against $2,100,000 in 1951.
Of the original advance of $8,400,000 made to British Lion on
the formation of the NFFC, there

has still been no repayment, and although the NFFC recognizes that
one-third of this will be lost, no

May

London,

<Jred recently
Paramount for use'as a

legit

MetScluaing

*"*
“An
“to*

«Urted

"Lovo

^

^

"Waters of Moon," Haymarket (50).
"White Sheep Family/' Piccadilly (30),
"Winter Journey," St. James’s (6).

among
to one-

although

Street," Fontaine.
"Caprices de Vlchneu," 'Etolle.
“Ce Solr a Samarkand," Renaissance.
“Chanteur do Mexico," Chatelet.
"Cone res de Clermont," Potiniere.
“Cuisine des Anpos," Ambassadeurt.
“Deuilers Outrages," Vieux Cdlombie.
“Don d'Adolo," Wagram.
"Eternal Mari," Gaite Montparnasse,
"trenges Cemdrades," Montceau.
“O rondo Rfuo," St. George#.
“Horltloro," Mathurlns,
"Jesus la Collie," Gramont.
“J'y Suls |'y Rasta," Gymnase.
“La Feullle do Vlgne," Madeleine.
“Liaison# Dangerewses," Gaston Baty.
“Leriguo' I'Enfant Paralt," Nouveaute#.
“Men Mari at Tel," Capudne#.
"Moulin do la. Balette," Michodiero.
,“Nult des Reis," Ambigu.
-

"Trols Mousquotalres," Porte St. Mart.
"Vais# Tdroadors," Comedle C-E. .
"Veuve Jeyeuse," Mogador.
"Uit vrale Folio," Folic# Berger*.

New

‘Dog’

Comedy

Edinburgh, May 6.
Wilfred Pickles, British radio
star, has a tailor-made part as a
pitman with a racing dog in the
new comedy, "The Gay Dog,” here
at King’s Theatre- on its pre-London tour. Piece, authored by Joseph Colton, has much lively humor and has met favorable reaction from crix.

is

country's
holiday.

Law

.
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1
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permitted the 115 cinemas

don’t

seem

have

to
*

haye to guard against petty thefts
of film from cans on their shelves,
when in transit from one theatre
to another.
or

The

effect

-of

•

raw

the

famine can be gauged by an
sis

of

production

plans

stock
analyan-

is

number

have cut their cinema and theatregoing accordingly; It’s the cost of
the video sets, and not any high
standard in TV entertainment, that
keeps families at home.
Injection, of bigname talent ipto
smalltown theatres is being tried
effectively. Recent star names at
the Ritz Theatre, Irvine, Scotland’s
smallest vaude house, have included G. H. Elliott, Jack Radcliffe;
Alec Finlay and Issy Bonn; Elliott
has also played small halls at Ham-

Emelco, now In bankruptcy and

owing the Industrial Credit Bank
around $200,000 (U.S.); was never
able to release the 'first Argentine
color film, "The Gaucho and the
"Criollo
before
Devil,”
folded
•Bony” and "Colon Theatre” could

be completed.
Emelco had purchased some valuable story material, such as Guillermo House’s
best-selling novel, "The Last Dog"
("El Ultimo Ferro”), "Argentine
Lake” by Carlos Goyanarte, "L’En*

MEXICAN RADIO PROBED

FOR FOREIGN OWNERS

General Belgrano, which produced last year’s biggest grossers,
Locuras, Tiros y Mambos” and

"Que Rico

el

Mambo,” now

plans

Mexico City, April 29.
investing in another Hood boxoffice
Probe of several complaints that bet action serial thrillers of the
iWe'ek ending March 22)
foreigners are operating radio sta- type made for Pearl White years
“Antiinr and Cloopatr#," RoyaL
tions in various parts^ of Mexico ago.
"Cafo Lunchraston/' Intimate.
"Kl»» Mo, Kato," Oacar’a.
with fronting by natives, has .been
One* of the, newest production
“Lovo of Four Colonol#/' New.
started by the Ministry of. Com- units, Cordoba Films, is backed by
"Fatty," ("Moon I# Blue"), AU«.
"Rol»on," Boulevard.
munications and Public Works, in coin fr.ora the province which gives
“FeurjoaUr," Royal (small stage).
control of air affairs here. Beef is it its name. Mario Soffici has been
“Who I# fylvlat" Vasa.
that certain Mexicans, for a cash signed to direct and act the lead
consideration, in most cases very in its first picture, "A Window on
SCOTLAND
little,
get concessions, then turn Life,” which will be shot almost
(Week ending May 10)
over the works to aliens, most <>f entirely in Cordoba and in associa“Brlgadoon," King's, Glasgow,
1 **
Mh.mbr.. whom are said to be Spaniards,
tion with Interamericana.
cnS'oT'"”'
-i. «
Ministry stresses that the law
"Sprigs of Shillelagh,'
Argentina Sono Films has signed
Metropole, Glas.
"King Lear," King's, .Edinburgh.
strictly stipulated that radio fran- gypsy' warbler Miguel de Molina,
chises can only be granted to, and at a reputed $12,000 (U.S.) for
held by, native Mexicans, or com- one picture. For this studio, Lms
BUENOS AIRES
panies composed of natives.
Cesar Amadori is due to start "The
_ (We*k ending^ May 3)
(CoMn 19 Mad)>
Beast Must Did,” from an Anthony
NadSnl? cJrvaSfe*^*"
Blake story, with Narciso Ibanez
"Vendaval" (Whirlwind), S«n Martin,
W * * ** A * ,M <RlaIpo s Llke ThRt >« Maurice Evans to Hand
Menta and Liwra Hidalgo in the
Ma Jpo.

|

—

•

.

open up at 3 p.m. That was
okay for exhibitors, aj most local
cinemas don't start their matinees
until 4 anyway. Idea of 3 p.m.
"Eodai
he Clnema “
to

studios

The raw stock scarcity is so
acute' that some -film distributors

>

PIX EXHIBS 115G

Mexican Labor Day,
most rigidly observed

film

been affected by the crash.

STOCKHOLM

MAY DAY PARADE COST

May

Set Payoff Factor

ilton and Stirling. All these artists
nemie” and the classic poem-story,
receive their norm.al salaries, de"Don Segundo Sombra,” by poet
spite smallness of location.
Unemployment in certain areas Carlos Guiraldes.
l!uis Cesar Amadori is due to
of Scotland is also cutting the
“Occupo Minimum," Palais' Royal.
spending power on entertainment. start work soon on the blaria Felix
“Ombre Chare," Edouard VH.
which has been retitled "La
film,
von .no volt pas las Ceeurs," Rochefort. Top vaude houses which used to
“Pays du Seurirle," Gaite Lyrlque.
double cost of admission for bills Passion Desnuda.” ("Naked Pas"Plain Peu," Empire.
This
“Profeneteor," Hebcrtot.
featurliig top American names, sion”), in lieu of "Thais.”
.“Querente of Qustrs," Mlchcl.
would hardly dare consider such a title, in combination with the beau“Rosurecctlon des Carps," Oeuvre.
tiful Mexican and Carlos Thompmove now.
"Revue Libertine," Casino de Pari#.
“Sur Terre Comma Clsl," Athenee,
son as the male" lead, should prove
“Teto tki Autres," Atelier.
surefire boxoffice.
"Tout pour olios," Bouffes.

TV

City,

•

"Rack

Thespers union Is also disturbed
at the -development filmed
programs, and joint discussions are
being held with other artists organizatlons to consider the establishment of film quota on TV. UnOpera House in Lisbon $nd five less this is done, it contend, scope
more in Oporto the past fort- of employment for live performers
night. Prices were upped to $6 for In video is likely to contract still
single performances and $5 for further,
subscribers to four shows.
Company, 60 strong, was a great
success, especially In "Swan Lake”;

Mexico

TV

(29).

( Week ending April 26)
“Amant de Mme. Vidal," Antoine.

the

Lisbon, April 29.
Sadler’s Wells Ballet Co. grossed
over $50,000 for the 12 performances it did at the Sao Carlos

MEX

Pix, Legit Attendance;

Central and North America, to try
and build up Argentine film distribution.
Oh his return, he expects te be able to get his studio
out of the financial quagmire and
reopen it The. personal fortunes
of major execs in the bankrupt

on the

job-

Exhibitors here on May 1 had a
holiday that cost them $115,000

Cutting Into

.

PARIS

new members were

SHOWS IN PORTUGAL

HCL

nounced early last year and the
of pictures each studio actually produced.
The only studio
"Kiss Me,i Kate," Majesty'#, Melbourne. already, mainly in nabe theatre which has announced .definite plans
“To Dorothy, Son," Tivoli, Melbourne.
payis
households
are
for
this
year
Artistes
Argentinos
Many
districts.
“Seagulls Sorrento," Comedy, Melb'ne.
“Midsummer Dream," Royal, Adelaide. ing up their new television sets Asociados, which has a schedule of
"Swsnlskc," Majesty’#. Brisbane.
and
systeiM,
five
Installment
productions.

1

in

Scot

.

past year
recruited;
The importance of equality in bargaining power Is motivating Equity
to renew discussions with Variety
Artists Federation for an amaglamation of the two unions on reciprocal terms.
Equity report asserts that TV is
the worst-paid branch, due to the
“deplorably monopoly,” with no
less,

1,685

in some cases, owe stagehands, carpenters, electricians and extras for
as long as three months* The only
film workers who seem able to coldirectors and leading
ect are

•

Glasgow, April 29.
Hit by the rising cost of living,
(CLOSED LAST WEEK)
many Scot families are cutting
“Day's the- Word," Saville .(63).
down cinema and theatre attend“Hollow," Ambassador# (48).
(OPENtNO THIS WEEK)
ance from two. or three times a
.(Figures denote preen), date#)
week to only once weekly. Major“Voysey Inheritance," Art# (7).
ity haven’t the necessary coin to
"Moenraker," Saville (7).
"After My Fashion," Ambassador# (8). spend on entertainment. Except at
peak hours, there are no' queues
for the Royal or Grand Circle luxAUSTRALIA
ury sections. The cheaper seats get
(Week ending April 30)
the play.
“Peep Show," Royal, Sydney.
“Kiwis," Empire, Sydney.
Arrival of TV here has had a
"Rlack Chiffon/' Independent, Sydney.
"Phoenix Too Freguent," SJercury, Syd. slight effect on pix attendances
Blliabeth," New (6).
“Zip Ooes e Million," Palace

"Yeun«

C<

members are

•

(3),

(4),

the causes.
half of Equity

is

:

*

SADLER’S SOCK 50G FOR

Draw

.

-

•

Pickles Prime

(51).

•

Pacific," Drury Lane (27).
“Under Sycamore Tree," Aldwych

listed- as

TV, are

continuing
of Argentint
although subject to
increasing headaches In the way
of getting supplies* of raw stock
and financing. New production
units crop ’up flaily, and warrant
suspicions that they are actually
backed by some of the same people who held stock in the companies just* declared bankrupt.
Extras and others are wary of
accepting calls from some of these
new outfits, as tliey do not want
to be caught again, not having collected pay due them from the
bankrupt studios.
Film workers

(32).
Rudell Trio. Gae Foster did the actors,
“Merry Widow," Stoll (3).
,
choreography, apd costumes are,
“Merllmer Touch," Duke of York (1).
Miguel Machfnandiarena, of the
Phoenix
(17),
Nothin*,"
“Much Ade
.as in the show’s former editions, hy
currently .shuttered San Miguel
“Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (10).
Personette.
Joan
“Other Heart," Old Vic (3).
Studios,
has left on a tour through
“Peris te Piccadilly," Prince Wale# (4).

"South

At any one time, one-third

of

Windham

(112).

*

vances, the NFFC is now participating in the profits of most proSuctions in which it is interested,
but so far only five have come out
on the right side, bringing in a
revenue of $92,400.
The
competitor in the* market.
For the first time, according to BBC, it is alleged, regards TV as a
the report, Ealing Studios is among mere sideline for artists, believing
tthe NFFC borrowers, and six pic- they will accept dates at knocktures are listed as being aided. Al- down fees, in return for the pubtogether, 78 British films used the licity.. Equity is still pressing for
film bank's finances last year.
the separation of sound broa'dcaSting and TV, and favofs competition
against the monopoly through a
station earmarked for sponsored
progress.

company.

of 4 Colonol#,"

It

here.

Collin and Fernand Leemans, and
Germany’s Loihar Muller, as well
as Terry Nolan, Chrlstiane de Vos,
Peggy Wallace, Eileen McDonnell,
Tony Mirelli, Kermqnd Bros, and

(6).

''Penny Plain," St, Martin (45).
“Red Letter Day," Garrick OLD.
“Relative Value," Savoy (22),
“Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (90).
“Rbndeiveus," Comedy (1).
t
"Seagulls over Serfsnto," Apollo (96).

rt +iw!
the
cannot be passed on +to
and the spectacular deyel-

opment

'

CoUaaevm

29.

still

•

^

ballet

~r*/'

“Lyric Revue," Globe
*

TV

Balanchine’s
"Ballet
Imperial”;
Ninette de Valois’s "Checkmate”
and "Rake’s Progress.” After the
finals performance, from a stage
covered with flowers, Dame Ninette
de Valois, the troupe’s director,
made a curtain speech, an unusual
thing in Portugal.
Company flew back to England
Dancers Alexis Rastoday <29).
sine and Nadia Nerina will tour
South Africa from June to September for the Africa Theatres
Circuit as guest stars with a local

jr

“Vortex," Criterion

public,

10 )
of run)

Rod," Strand (20).
L Wo/* Hippodrome (11).
»*y," Her Majesty*# (75),

" Duchess (9).
il
“mcitemonfr/' Casino (9).
“KntafcH of Madness/" Vic B*l«ce
“Lime Mu*," Lyric <R3).
“Lenden Lauphs," Adelphl (4).

ton from Paramount was thought
{ 0 be the alternative, to *the LeiApparently this
cester Square.
If the deal goes through,
isn’t so'.
his first production there will bfe
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” with
Carol Channing.

^Ich

Follies”

r*

.

1*

number

tagged "Roller
Skate revue has
become very popular since its suc«
cessful Swiss debut in 1949,
Show stars Nancy. Lee Parker,
in
Others
Nord.,
replacing Gloria
have almost always had trouble
the cast are Belgian stars Elvira collecting from the studios, which,

Belgium..

“Deep Blue

^

17

r

:>

“Call

.

'

.

v

“Bit*

structural alterations involved.
Hylton’s acquisition of the Carl

.

ties” is appearing at the
Hfcllenstadion, a 10,000-seater, May
following appearances at
2-11,

Min-

Theatre.

(Week ending May
••*# indie*!* we«k#

about to conelude a deal with the Rank Organija^ on to take over the Leicester
sqUa rfc Theatre^ There were talks
progress last year, but negotiations broke down partly Over price,
and par tiy because of the cost of

ranking

’

Zurich, April 29.

_

XOHDON

acme

W>itta,!

Member

still

For ‘Skating Vanities’

Dortmund, Germany, and Antwerp,

K

in favor of the film bank loan. British Lion has promised to map a
repayment program . to operate
When the full effects of the Eady
fund are being felt.
Loan repayments of about $1,700,000 during the past year are
N$300,000 ahead of the- estimate, and
anticipated that during the
it’s
current year the figure should exceed $2,800,000.
As a condition of making ad-

Lyceum

the

at

provision is yet being made for
A sug- British Actors Equity
writing off this amount.
gestion from the Public Accounts
Drive;
Pushes
Committee that the NFFC should
nominate a director to the board
‘Monopoly’
Attacks
of British Lion, in order to protect its investment, has been reLondon, April 29;
jected, and the reasons given were
Having passed the 10,000 mark
accepted by the- committee.
u*
•membership, British Actors
Last year the report indicated
that as there was another loan
organization, alsight
/of 100%
the
date,
same
falling due on the
out
NFFC was in negotiation with Brit- that the outlook for the points
entertainish Lion on repayment. It is now
S Un
n *n< s*ry ** *
*
reported that both loans have been jn® t
xtf«
m-T

renewed, with priority

Fourth Swiss Season

Shows Abroad

.

.

Production

steadily In a
film studios,

For the fourth year in a row,
^Kate” will run two weeks here,
VaniHylto following with another fortnight Harold Steinman’s "SkatingZurich

iwm

i"

,

Bueno# Aires, April

,

*

,

1°,
!
help, strong unionists,
to reepperate from marching in the grand
parade that organized labor spon-

sored and President Miguel Aleman led in the morning. But as
two had been killed, 20 Injured,
233
arrested
and considerable
property damage done in a clash

between Communists and paraders,
exhibitors apparently thought
best to stay shut all day.

Theatre
right that

de Sangre" (Espousal# of Blood),

M.rlr,"

Bueno# Aire#.

<Srln.t«

111

Dl«>,

guessed
no cinemas they

would cop
The 12 theatres
stayed open and scored the record
gross, for them, of $23,100.

Out London Film Awards
London, March

6.

Maurice Evans, currently film,M 4 * ^uego" (Fiery Octoroons), ing in London,
will present the
comedu
°“cx*i%e Con Uo» viwdai" (Married
awards on behalf of the British
widow), Marconi.
Film Academy at a gala preview
nV * ,Mln *
at the Odeon, Marble Arch, Thurs
huS" ".'*3.';,**“'”'?’’'*'
"Viud#, Fitr* y Aviv«ts" (Widow, Fury day (8).
and shrew) Comic©
Max Ophuls is due in London
"Do Iipono
ipon
Llfgo Un Confer" (Song
from Spain), Argentine,
tomorrow (Wed.) to accept his
•*-" Modern Art.
"Atfitudo 32*4,
award for "La Ronde,” which was
,

*

voted the best pic of the year.
Charles Crichton will collect his

it

impresarios
)vith
big.

,,,

HEXIC0 CITY
(

Week ending May

3)

“Med#*," Bella# Arlee.
"Husband Has Complexes," Sate Chopin.
"Ooldon Isles," Colon.
"Duches# of Hal Tabarln," Arlwu,
"Counts of C lor* m bard," Cnrucol.
"Little Spanish Slrl In H.

Y„"

Ideal,

lc&ds

The general verdict of "Nace un
Champion «
Campeon”
("A
(Portenfr Film), in which
ex-boxing champ Luis Angel IirP®
plays a part, has been uniformly
bad.

Borp”)

X0EWENTKAL TO OEKMANY
Mexico City, May 6.
an*
Loewenthal,
Rudolph
making several plx in Mexico sine

nJ
1945, is quitting to resume
Oscar for "The Lavender HiL work in his; native Germany.
an
Mob,” voted the best British film.
He’s visiting Hollywood
Other awards will be made for N. Y. enroute to Berlin, where
"Beaver Valley,” "Gerald McBoing will represent Mexico at the n
Bolng” and "Four in a Jeep.”
fair.

,

'

We&taAff, .jmy.. ff,

M5Z

ri€Ttiu«

ii
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Mntaal’s Major Coin
Recent report! making the rounds of high advances being paid fpr
by art theatre. opi in. New York have Created a paradoxical situation
which is bringing /grin# to the faces of trade insiders, Exhibs don’t'
generally, spread by distribs, that they are giving big
like the stories,
front money, since it encourages other distribs to ask the same* On
the other hand, most .of the exhibs don’t, dare deny the stories, since
they think- The talk of big advances gives the pic an importance and
might help blz
All the wjille, few people, including the theatremen and distributors
involved, belteve that the figures on advances being bandied about are
the true ones. But no bhe seems quite sure. They’re further confused
by the fact that there seem to' be plenty of art houses .looking for
product and plenty of \ product looking for playdates. Latest reports
have it -that the Little Carnegie gave, a $17,000 advance for “Edward
and Caroline” .add the Beekman $10,00<hfor “Never Take No For An
Answer.”

Coming From

f.

‘

'

•

•

.

Its

Top

Execs;See Good Risk

oix

Lion’s share of the financing for

Mutual Productions’

first three or
four pictures is being furnished by
the company’s top officers, it was

North

.

the firm’s “flexible” budgets- stems restaurant and hotel accommoda- newed fight for repeal of the 20%,
Federal admission tax. In so dotions, Paramount got away with only
ing, they’ll be carrying out direcholders.
a $7,500 nick on its five-day junket tions contained in two resolutions
Principal ..objective in privately for 50 news writers .last week. Af- adopted at the body’s annual conwas to exploit the pic “Denver vention here, last week.
financing Mutual’s initial efforts, fair

from contributions of franchise’

and Rio Grande.”
References to. symbolism by New York critics in their reviews of
Dietz declared; is to make the newWriters accompanied a troupe
Julien Duvivier’s “Under the Paris Sky,” which opened at the Paris,
ly-formed
production-distribution
that
included Forrest Tucker, ZaSu
to
brought
mind
Monday.
observers
of
recent
Y.,
(?),
a
incident
in
N.
France. Critics' there went all out for a pic, praising particularly the outfit a good risk for banks in the Fitts, J. Carroll Nalsh and Laura
with
future.'
he
said,
Obviously,
Elliott,
which gave shows in 11
effect
the
heartbeat
director
got as his .camera Closed in- on his
unusual
money coming in from pictures- in towns in Colorado, New Mexico
subject.
of
havrelease,
advantage
plus
the
Utah.
Special train also made
and
The director, amazed to read about the “heartbeat,” went back to
have another look at the film. Then he figured the pulsations in the ing an established organization, many whistle stops.
Par f opted the tab for bringing
He had been working in an old, beaten-up studio. The tracks on various financial institutions will
pic.
which the camera was dollied were bent lnd the crewmen had a hard be more inclined to extend credit. the writers from their hometowns
time pushing it forward Steadily. Result: the highly-praised “heartMutual officers* include Hal E. to Denver and for taking them
Chester and Dietz as production home from Salt Lake City. D&RG
beat.”
execs while Moe Kerman and J. J. took them from Denver to Salt
Lake, and its publicity men worked
Film industry’s own World Series will be fought long before the Felder head up the distribution
Franchise-holders report- with Jerry Pickman’s Par crew on
American and National Leagues pennant winners clash for the 1952 wing,
promotion of restaurants and hoschampionship.' 'Contenders are the two baseball picture entries, 20th- edly have been licensed in all 31
elries along the .route to carry
Fox's “The Pride of St. Louis” and Warner Bros, “The Winning Team.” exchange areas. Company’s upcoming releases, according to Dietz, part of the financial freight.
Latter is set fofi June release while former preemed last week.
Effect of launching two films dealing with the national pastime al- will stress “exploitable subjects,”
most simultaneously is being watched With great interest in trade for he feels there’s a “definite ex- HAITI'S
Facetious comments are that it’ll be a pitcher’s duel, since hibitor demand” for that type prodcircles.
both films are biogs 6f great hurlers. “Pride” Is the story of the color- uct.
;
‘BAILEY’
ful Dizzy Dean while “Winning Team” recreates the life of the baseball
First Mutual film to hit theatre
immortal, Grover Cleveland Alexander.
Port au, Prince, May 6.
screens Will be “Models, Inc.” A
Howard -Duff-Coleen Gray starrer,
Stars and press delegation here
Richard Ldrig, serving ifi .the U. S.. Army in Japan, was handed an it’s scheduled to world-preem at or four-day preem festivities in
unexpected leave, of absence because of the filming of “Willie and Joe the RK6 Golden Gate Theatre, conjunction with 20th-Fox’s “Lydia
Back at the Front” hi Tokyo by Universal-International. When the San Francisco, May 21. Company Bailey” headed back, to the U. S.
film troupe, landed in Japan -for location shots, Long, a UI contractee, also has three other ventures either
oday (TUes.) after a whirlwind sewas allowed to play one of the roles. Now he is back in Hollywood to before the cameras or In pre-pro- ries of activities.
finish the picture before reporting back to Tokyo.
duction phases.
Sunday night (4) opening, staged

The convention made history by
adopting a single resolution
assailing high filzp rentals, percentage or trade practices, or attacking
distributors.
It’s- the
first time
not

•

‘

,
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Rather than wait for Mala powers to recover from- her \ Illness,
Universal-International is finishing “City Under the Sea” without her.
Actress missed only one sequence, in which she was to appear briefly
as a bystanderv watching Robert Ryan and Anthony putting on a fight
in a saloon, Her voice will be dubbed in for a telephone conversation

H

i

.

1

Moguy Sees French Need
Of Org m tJJS. Like IFE

Impressed- with the Work that
Italian -Films Export (IFE)' has
been doing to’ push the marketing
Alan Ladd joined the ranks of no-salary stars with a deal calling for of Italian p r od ire t in the U.S.,
50% of Universal-International’s profits on “Desert Legion.” Picture French producer-director Leonide following the preem. Pic deals with
Moguy this week urged that, a simrolls in June with Ted Richmond producing.
Other thesps with similar
episode in Haitian history.
UI contracts in recent months are James Stewart, Gregory Peck, Errol ilar organization be set up in Amer- an
ica to advance.. the Interests of
Pic’s stars, Anne Francis., and
Flynn, Irene PUnne and Tyrone Power.
French film-makers.
William Marshall, are among the
“I believe. that the creation and junketeerS:
•

^

Continued from page

3

breakdown on corporate finances, climbed from a losfe of $246, 0OQ in
computed before taxes. The chain’s 1948 to a net profit of $138,000 in
1951 operating *ptofit of $6,944,000 '49' and a net of $4,128,000 in ’50.
was down from $9,896,000 in ’50, While a breakdown wasn't- given
$12,583,000 in ’49 and $12,472,000 for last year/ theatre revenue conin ’48.
tinued on the downmeat as comLoew’s
production-distribution pared with films. T
•

and other subsids, including foreign operations, had a loss of $4,101,000 in 1948. The upturn began
in 1949, when a profit of- $1,795,000

Continued from pass 4

by shooting the

film abroad. Pic-

ture, incidentally, is the first fea-

ture to be shot in the Danzigers’
.tint method for American and in-

-

ternational release.

_

up from $59,449,000' the
NeW hue"' technique is a fullprevious year.
(In some cases,
such as with 20th,- the mere fact color process which -the Danzigers
that rentals were. on the increase consider a$ the “World’s fastest
does not necessarily reflect produccolor system hi existence.” (Scenes
tion-distribution net income upmay be lensed in fulLcolor, Danbeat; the rise with 20th could, be
ziger declared, and,' from four to.
attributed to a greater number of
six hours later prints may be had
pix in release and commensurately
from bl^ck 'and white slock.
»'
greater expenses.)
Although a special camera was
Domestic theatre receipts were
“Bagdad” in order to utilreported by Skouras at $58,168,000 used on
only black and white negative
ize
for ’51, compared with $60,153,000
stock, the, Danzigers’ color system
for the previous year.
any other method
Although its net profit was off can print from
using Eastman, Ansco, or any other
somewhat,
Paramount Pictures’
and a; regular
negative
film
gross business Tor 1951 climbed. to color
camera, thereafter be printed in
a handsome
$94,628,000, compared
on ordinary
yith $81,825,000 Ih ’50. Net earn- the Danziger system
stock.
ings amounted to $5,459,000, as black and white
Danziger .estimated that the new
against $6,565,000 Ifor ’50.
v
United Paramount’* dropoff In process costs only slightly more
income was mote severe. UPT’s than black and 'white before the
net profit for 1951 was $10,705,000, first answer print. Moreover, “he
including a capital gams net of added, release prints in color are
color
$4,000,000. The corporation in ’50 about half current costs of
bad net earnings of $1-2,141,900, of prints.
the
tthich only- $2,144,900 was listed
in
arrival
the
after
Shortly
as cap gains
U. S. of the final print of “Bagdad”
net.
Danziger
weeks,
Warners similarly has been fol- in the next few
iowing the pattern of comparably will conclude y a distribution deal
favorable money-maldlng by pro- for the film in which several maduction-distribution with domestic jors are said to be interested. He
theatre earnings on the. skids. The then plans to leave for Britain.
318,000,

'

.

.

‘

.

,

new

WB

Meantime, Harry Lee Danziger is
tor me d
upon divorcement, if it had remaining in London to prepare
operated independently in past, both “The Queen’s Mark” and the
wou^ have had a net of. $12,083,- TV series, which is titled “Thea0
*958, $11^327,000 in ’49 and tre.” Each show will rub 27 minS2
^43, OOO i n
utes and will be a complete story
Wb’s film and foreign operations In itself.
.

theatre

company

to be

t

•

.Instead, part of the convention
was utilized to try to line up the
.

newspaper publishers
and editors on exhibitors’ side in

territory’s

the fight against further TV boxoffice inroads and for survival. Approximately 150 newspaper owners
and editors were present as exhibitors’ guests, and the initial
day’s session was given over to
the first newspaper editor-exhibitor
forum ever held. Out of the forum
it’s expected will come closer exhibitor-newspaper relations and a
more united front in protecting

and promoting common
Speakers, including

*

interests.'

Ted Mann,

NCArpresident, actor George Murphy and RKO sales promotion manJ. Bamberger, empha-

ager Leon
sized

had by the

The newspaper

editors left -the

meeting, however, impressed by
t^e fact that while TV is not to
be dismissed lightly as a competitor for theatres as well as newspapers, and that the showhouses
at this critical period need a helpng hand from the press, the theatre-owners- still have some confi«

Board

Allied

dence

Continue* from page 5

regarding

exhibition’s

fu-

They also carried away the
bought that aid can be extended
the theatre by having* a uniform
advertising rate for showhouses
and other lines of business, and by
singled out as
opening news columns as much as
with sales
ture.

•

mission scales, improper
procedures.
Par Single* Out

zoning

Paramount .was
especially “intolerable”
policies which in the

possible to Items publicizing the
past year
theatres and their attractions.
“have destroyed the goodwill of
After the forum, when the exexhibitors it formerly enjoyed.”
hibitors had the meeting to themDrawing Allied's -Are was Par’s
selves, there were both optimistic
continued', distribution’ of, Pinenotes sounded reThqmas production although ear- and pessimisticpresent
and future
garding TV’s
lier pix from the P-T unit have
exhibition.
impact
on
ma’de their way to television. This
Bennie Berger, president for six
was among the assortment of the.
preem at Loew’s State* Theatre last film outfit’s business practices terms who then was supplanted
last year by Mann, was returned
month. Picture closes Friday (9) which the Allie’d board blasted.
to the organization’s head post
after a four-week run.;
The ejchib org demanded that if when the latter, because of the
bidding is to continue,, distribs re- press, of outside business/ refused
•

Danziger Prod.

was reported, and continued with
further profits of $2,712,000 in 1950
and $7,243,000 in '51.
Skouras’ Report
In his annual statement to stockholders, 20th-Fox president Spyros
P. Skouras reported that
1951’s
domestic film rentals were $60,-

functioning ‘of the .IFE,” said Moguy, “are of the -highest importance
to the Italian film industry, tt
seems, to me that 'Italian "producers
are indeed fortunate to have an
organization in .the U.S. whose purpose is to advance! their' interests
by high-level representation, by
careful and detailed study of the
conditions which face their product in the U.&.„ and how to meet
these conditions successfully.”
Not the least of the many problems, Moguy noted, “is 'that. of effective promotion of Italian films
on which it Seems to me IFE will
render splendid aid.” The French
film-maker directed the Italian picture, "Tomorrow’ Is Too. Date,”
which, had a,- highly successful U.S.

such a pastime ever was brushed
over by NCA at an annual meeting.

the community of interests
local newspaper and
theatre, the theatre’s value and imjointly by 20th and the Republic portance to a town and the fact
of Haiti, highlighted the sesqui- that TV threatens newspaper adcentennial independence celebra- vertising as well as theatre patrontion of the West Indian republic. age.
Star and* press-studded cavalcade
They brought out that “the dejunket was given the red carpet mise of the local theatre would adtreatment, with the President’s versely affect the newspaper and
Ball, hosted by President Paul Ma- other business interests.
gloire, held at the National Palace
Exhibition’s Future

.

when she recovers.

Distribs’, Exhibs’ Profits

Minneapolis, May 6.
Central Allied directors

Par’s Tieups Cut Expenses this week were to serve police
distributors that tfie organizadisclosed in New York last week by
On ‘Denver’ Junket upon
tion will oppose industry arbitraexecutive producer Jack Dietz.
By tieups with the Denver & Rio tion unless It includes film rentals.
Balance of the money needed for Grande Railroad and promotion of They also were to launch a re-

!

Sues Over Caron

%

veal all bids following the award reelection.
Berger, who also is
of a licensing contract. Allied con- Northwest Variety club chief barkLos Angeles, May 6.
Music Corp. of America was sistently has been irfoe of bidding er, was elected in absentia, as he
named , defendant ih si $75,0OQ suit as now practiced, asserting that was attending the International
brought in Superior Court here- fhe competitive licensing was orig- Variety clubs’ Las Vegas convenby Ed Constantine-. Who claimed to inally designed Only, as a means of tion. It was the first time he ever
allowing an Indie op to bargain for had missed a NCA convention.
have helped arrange Leslie Caron’s
product on an equal basis with
costarring stint with GCfie. Kelly
majbr
circuits.
Paris.”
-in
in Metro’s ‘.‘American
Allied' directorate took no ConConstantine alleged he made a
clusive
action on the arbitration
‘Latuko’
deal with MCA reps in Paris giving
but made it clear it would
him a share of agency’s conimis* project
Continued Xfom pago 3
not hold still for any system not
sions from Miss Caron’s earnings.
“all-inclusive.”
That is, .rentals trailer and the pic would definitely
He has not been able to collect, he and
bidding method must be in- not be allowed to play. He mencharged.
cluded as arbitrable subjects.
tioned a city ordinance which
The resolution on this stated makes punishable by a jail term
“That the board regrets that the eriiibition of a film showing geni•

>

.

'

L

Grown jo France

3

distributors apparently are un- LtaT organs.
,
willing to agree to an all-inclusive
Elson aimed to cancel the bookarbitration system along the lines ing until he received the assur,recommended by Allied; that its ances of Irving Lesser and Seycommittee (Wilbur Snaper, Nathan mour Poe, PRI heads, that they’d
Yamin's and Abram F. Myers) be back him in the Courts if thete was
instructed to continue the negoti- interference. They took the attiations in hopes of securing such tude that the film is in no way an
an all-inclusive system, and that exploitation or sex subject and the
approving or disapproving action city ordinance is not applicable.
be deferred until a final draft of
They pointed out that the film is
a plan acceptable to the distribu- a dignified treatment of the life of
tors is presented to the Allied a native tribe and is owned by the
board for its consideration.”
American Museum of Natural His[

Continued from pace 9
,

jp

7-r.il

•

and chairman of the distribution
committee of SIMPP,'who has previously represented the indie group

in international negotiations. Crown
will be bafck'in'New York in about
expected.
10 days,
Pact to be.* negotiated will replace the present extensions of
the original agreement made in
1947 between U. S. Secretary of
State James F. Byrnes and French
.

Foreign Minister Leon Blum. Pact

June 30.
American negotiators aim to
have lifted completely or increased
the quota of 110 import permits
annually for the majors and 11 for
expires'

the indies.

tory.
It was shot by a leading
Dividend of 25c per share was American
industrialist,
Edfrard
by Warner Bros’, di- Monsanto Queeny, board chairman
rectors at a meeting yesterday of the Monsanto Chemical Co'.
(Tues.) in New York. Coin is payPic had a highly successful run
able July 5 to holders of common on the Coast. Ban by New York
censors is now being fought
busiof
State
of
record
at
close
stock
in the courts.
ness, June 6.

declared

.
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No Improvement Seen

Hngta Wants

|

'i—

whereas Hughes wanted Mayer to
provide the $5,-^10,000,000 revolt-

European Import OK’s
Independent American,

own product.
Mayer’s attorney Neil McCarthy,
hush-hush poV/thur
home
whose
at
wow was held, countered -that deal
benefit than
Hughes*
to
was more
anyone else, for two broad reasons:
assume that
to
reasonable
(1), it is
the Mayer alliance would boost the
KKO stock; and (2), it automatically insures a revitalized production
line of new film product for the
ing credit for his

RKO

RKO Theatres

In Indie U.S. Distribs*

Continue* from paf* 1 j£s

tors are finding

it

very

ful reappraisal of all the

from the sales viewno secret that RKO has
been faced internationally and on
point, it is

the domestic sales front with the
problems of intra-organizationah
morale and the usual, competitive
sniping' (“sign for oUr product;
Assurance what
you’ve no
kind of pix it has and vyhen you’ll
get them,” etc.). D>pinet and hli
foreign sales chief, Phil Reisman,
have countered this by reissues, acquisitions of “outside” product,

management producing more

Company

Continent.

an

has.

*

’

.

shortage, Pizor

Hughes emphasized that havingrhsaid, has brought, about a wave of
Mayer as an on-the-lot top produc- remittance restrictions which show
no signs of lessening. Moreover,
er is an ’.obvious plus for RKO. It
physically 'impossible for ah
it’s
is presumed that if and when a
independent
to get money out of
deal comes to pass, both will covirtually any country without perfinance, with Mayer having ab-,
the
government. “The
mission
of
much more
autonomy
solute
'

only way to’ convert earnings into
dollars,” he added, “is to do it'
with Wald-Krasna Produclegally.”
tions (now 100% owned by Jerry
While abroad Piior looked over
Wald, who has bought out Norman
a number of foreign films with a'
Krasna).
view
to distributing them in the
is
also
insistence
on-the-lot
The
Some 10 features are being
to insure that 10 to 15 pix flow, as U. S.
he revealed, but no
considered,
year
against Goldwyn’s one every
final decision .will be made until
or two.
with company prexy
confers
LquIs R, Lurie, San Francisco he
financier, who was close to a War- Robert L. Lippert on the Coast
ner Bros, buyout last year, is al- next week. .He expects to plane to
ways “on call” to Mayer for a Hollywood*Sunday (11).
But .Lurie has stated
bankroll.
Mayer “hardly needs my financing
—he has K. T. Keller (prez of LESSER
INTO
Chrysler),
Benson Ford, Henry
Ford II, and, of course, his own
than the conditions that prevailed

*

from

$4,032
!

with a

tions,
case.

Monogram Produc-

7% 'penalty

in each

|

setup
of its

COAST OZONE CHAIN

is

now

cold, chiefly

because

cumbersomeness and Hughes’

J

.

idea of a $11.50-per-share price, as
against the $9 Hughes paid Floyd
Odium for his 24% control).
Wald fits into the picture reportedly because of a long regard

and Col.
with
Fred Levy, Lesser has bought a

Mike Rosenberg

Pacific
in
interest
substantial
Drive-In Theatres, Inc., one of California’s ^outstanding ozone circuits.
Pacific, headed by William R.
Forman, will increase its activities
as a competitor for top product
in this territory. Position of the
ozoners in the first-run field has
’

by Mayer for the producer when
he (Wald) was at Warners. Before
Hughes paid the' Burbank plant
$150,000 to spring Wald from WB,
Mayer wanted him to shift over to
Metro.
Meantime, Wald is. tied to Hughes
and RKO until the end of this

tres.

?

In the nitery field, business was solicitations, John 'J. O’Connor;
better than pix. on the basis’ television,
Leopold
Friedman;
of the 20% bite on nightclub *tabs. titles, Albertis, Hobson, .
a

little

.

Uncle Sam’s March take, reflecting
February business, was $3,497,000.
This bettered the $3,603,000 for the
same month of 1951, but was nearly $500,000 back of the figures for
\Lim
the month before in 1952*

The 150G has been worked
by amortizing against, the.
Wald-Krasna. pictures. Reportedly
Hughes wanted Wald to head up
off

-

BKO

production, when Krasna Was
bought out, but Wald countered
that ‘‘it would only be changing
my hat the same thing all Over
again on limited authority, particularly
budgets, players and

Levy, Arthur Gardner
Hollywood, May 6.

—

scripts.”

CQMP0 ‘Big 3’

Hughes himself, as is attested
I
— Continued from page 5
»
by RKO prexy Ned Depinet, who Jules Levy, Arthur Gardner and
has just returned from am extended Arnold Lavan as co-producer*
did not .formally name its candiCoast stay, is heavily involved with
Deal calls for two pix annually date. Much time at the session was
•

.

factory in
reportedly has be-

Arizona, and
tween a billion

and two

for

three

“Harness

billions in

years, teeing off with
Bull,” Leslie T. White

novel which Lesser acquired five

backlog orders for Governmental years ago.
and other aeronautical orders,
Lesser is
It starts in mid-July.
hence the film .plant is relatively
also propping a tfeleseries -of 26
a lesser adjunct.
half-hour travelogs tagged. .‘It’s a
Wald’s buydut of Xrasna’s interWorld,” ffqm travel footage

Small
unTeleased films and
acquired from" Burton Holmes.'
the residuals Of those now. in dis- he
tribution was .fa^ about $260,000,
It was predicated
ott both estimates
est in their

1

and

profits

realized

actually

“Blue

'

to

v

date.

-

„

hat produced a not
$8&0$)D. ..^Ciash -By'
Night” (Bartoih-i^nWyci,. Haul
Pouglas,- Robett Ryan and'Marilytv
Monroe)*^ just. going into release,
and ‘Lusty Men” (Susan Hayward,
Robert Mitchum.- and Arthur KenS
k £!J se t for July 5 distribution
Team's “Behave Yoursel f
just about broke even.
Rf asn a will devote his future to
Jilting, as he did before going
nto the indie
setup with Wald.
alter win operate
the new company, with
TahnenbaUrtt as frresient and Milton
Rickman as v.p.
nd general manager.
of

•.

;•

.

Continued

Veil’.’

Irojjx yajfr'Jl'

about.

:

.

i

ing taste. Over the yeaf^. we" 'baye
produced so many fine pictures W«-’
have now educated the public to
where they will only buy ‘good’
pictures and nothing will induce
them to go to the ‘lesser* grade of
pictures.”

He

also charged that high film
rentals were driving exhibs to

bankruptcy and declared: “Those
film companies that paid $34,860,000 in dividends in 1951 as
against $36,941,000 in 1950 had
better change their stripeS closed
theatres pay no film rental.”
-

—

v

Plan

•

-

that
!

seem

7

to offer the

,

best eoin-prbducing possibilities.
New system, iU is; Hoped, will
eliminate—-or at least keep' to a

minimum—those- pix; which arrive
in New York to find the sales and
’

pub-ad

“How

departments’ muttefihgs:
could they ever have" made
..

•

serious economic problems abroad
which may adversely affect U. S.

films in 1952.
The past year, Johnston reportsaw a great increase in techni-

ed,
cal

improvements. These included

Such films; ;.as a result, suffer the extension of the use of acetate
from lack pf enthusiast in. han- safety film; improved definition,
dling; Alsb-^more basically
sales range and safety exposure of new
and, pub-ad exe.es, being closer to film; perfection of new and simexhibit are 'generally in a better plified color processes, advances in
position to judge' what will go, the design of theatre screens. In
Which colors their attitude.
addition, he noted, active research
ft will
also give Pickmah a and development are continuing on
chance, to* steer* the studio away devices to create the illusion of
from those yarns whith seem to depth in films and that several
offer ho “handle”'- for publicity or processes appear ready for: comadvertising campaigns.
They are. mercial tries; hopeful experiments
the most difficult, of course, to sell have been made in the magnetic
.

to

a $200,000,000 projectile

made
*

tidns

I

that?”

Sol Lesser set up" Sequoia Prowith
partnership
in
ductions,

'

New Par

Continued from page

I

Discussing the foreign situation
relation to the film industry,
Johnston noted substantial increases in revenues from abroad
over the preceding year. Revenue
currencies,
he
gains
in
local
pointed out, offset the 30% decountries
number
of
valuation in a
overseas. Dollar remittances were
estimated to have been the second
highest in the industry’s history,
topped qnly in 1946. He warned,
however, that there were signs of
in

v

been strengthened by recent FedBroadway seems to have borne
eral Court rulings upholding the the brunt of the sag, accordingvio*
rights of drive-ins to enter_the bid- receipts in.New York’s 3rd Internal
ding market with conventional the- Revenue Bureau. There the genatres.
eral admissions tax yielded a puny
$2,916,000, one of the worst in recent years. Broadway's nitery lake,,
Lesser’s Indie Co. With
was $291,376. Both figures were
far short of the previous month.

year.

-

MPAA

*

BUYS

and liquid resources.”
(A previous reported dicker for
Mayer to buy out the entire RKO

MPAA Rues

committees were named

--

Washington^, May 6.
February sagged at the boxoffices across the nation,' according
to tax returns In Marchi which generally reflect the previous- month’s
biz* * Total admissions fax tike
for the Bureau of Internal Revenue
amounted to a thin $19,863,940,
bureau reported last week. This
was far short of the $25,625,000 for
Hollywood, May 6.
the same month of 1951, and also
Sol Lesser, in addition to his trailed the $23,891,500 of the preceding month in. 1952.
the
into
other activities has gone
About 80% of 'the‘*.tak. itake isdrive-in business, In association
figured to come from picture tjma-:

*

MPAA

by Johnston for the year, and the
-J
Continued from page 3
r
following chairman elected: executive, Johnston; finance, Fred W. very limited.
It could mean a lot
DuVail,,
treasurer, ex offi- in the future, however.
cio; membership, Jack Cohn; disThe income problem facing the
tribution, A1 Schwalberg; law, Aus- finance committee, to which it was
tin C. Keough; international, John referred, is not quite so acute as
G McCarthy,, of the MPAA, ex offi- it appears, since the whole Vi of
cio; advertising-publicity, Charles 1%
assesstment normally more
Simonem;
advertising
advisory than covered the budget.
Comicouncil,
Gordon White, of the panies got a rebate of the unspent
MPAA, ex officio; copyright, amount each year. With less inAdolph Schimel; exhibitor and come, size’ of that rebate will be
community relations, Ned E. Depi- cut.
net;’ foreign legal advisory, Roger
Johnston’s Report
C. Clement; international film rePreceding the director’s meeting,
lations, Lawrence Lipskin; newsMPAA prexy Eric Johnston rereel,
Walton C. Ament; public viewed the year’s activities of the
relations, Nate J. piumberg, chair- association and presented its anman, and Joseph H. Hazen, vice nual report to the general memchairman; research, Paul Raibourn;
bership.
1

.

large

VP.

Hetzel Set as

FOR 25G ON TAXES

,

RKO

I

SUES M0N0-AA

autonomy that Mayer would re- organization also plans to make
ceive, with the same “highly ad- two pictures., in Italy this year.
vantageous” terms as Goldwyn One of th(?$e will 'be “Cairo Inci(20% fee), then it should be no dent,” a George Raft starr.er,
concern to Hughes where Mayer scheduled to roll Sept. 1.
might produce or how he would

at

138G Net

Theatres’

theatre

MPAA Reelections;

.

—

RKO

and ofher

with

Johnston Heads

ar-

s

dollar

associated

'.

•

Europe’s

stores, offices

property

Concentration of major companj
sales efforts on those foreign mar
that remain relatively un*

lcets

.

rangement' with Exclusive. Films,,
Ltd., calling Jfor production of five*
pictures this* year and possibly six.
next year. While- in Germany Pizor con*
and the like.
ferred with officials; of a company
Mayer and McCarthy stressed he declined to identify in regard
that if Hughes attaches so much to a joint film-making venture to
importance to the 100% Goldwyn be made in that territory. Lippert

finance.

nue from

^

reve-

tapped was urged by Eric Johnston
RKO Theatres yesterday (Tues.1 at
the annual meeting of the Mo*
reported a consolidated net profit
holdings.
tion Picture
Assn, of America
In cases where houses are .un- after all charges of $137,867, in- membership in New York last
productive and -offer little oppor- cluding $7,264 on the gross sale of week. Prexy also emphasized that
tunity for improvement in earn-, capital .assets, for the first 1952 there was a much greater
potenings, board is planning to put quarter.
tial to be had from Latin America,
Chain’s net in the corresponding although
them' on ‘the market.
Since such*
that area is fairly well
theatres are extremely difficult to 1951 period amounted to $441,941, exploited by Yank distribs.
including $370,703 on the sale of
sell, now, however, possibility is
Some territories have reached
also being considered of switch- capital assets.
their peak, Johnston pointed out,
ing them completely to sqme
other
and added effort in them can pro’
form of enterprise.
duce only small additional revenue.
While he didn’t mention the coun„ In other cases, "board is preparing to invest coin in dressing up
try by name, England, for instance,
rundown theatres in 'the hope of
is known to be contributing each
improving biz and reaping better
year a smaller percentage of the
.profits.
Also being considered in
majors’ overall foreign take".
situations where there’s bidding,
Johnston’s text was that instead
for product is a more aggressive
of knocking themselves out trying
policy in an effort to get better
to get a few added bucks from such
pix and a possibly bigger payoff.
countries, they’d do better looking
V
to such markets as Africa and parts
of the Far East Where the theatre^
LA.
going habit is still in its Infancy,
Ralph D. Hetzel, Jr„ who joined
MPAA members indicated agreethe Motion Picture Assn, of Ameri- ment with the thesis.
Contra!^ to Europe, where the
ca In December, was elected a v.p.
Los Angeles, May 6.
law of diminishing returns has set
The City of Los Angeles has at the annual meeting in New York in, the MPAA prez said there was a
filed three suits against Monogram Friday (2). All other officers, headlarge amount of added revenue to
and Alligd Artists with demands ed by- Prexy Eric .Johnston, were be had in Latin America. He made
totalliiigi more than $25,000. City
reelected. Directors were likewise what was considered a. pitch for in’
contends •that the license taxes
creasing MPAA manpower there,
paid by the companies cover only renamed.
pointing out that while in Europe
Hetzel is in charge of the
the actual' production of films and
the Association had reps in Paris,
do not include such activities as MPAA’s New York office. He was London, Stockholm, Rome and'
loanouts, distribution and rental of assistant administrator of opera- Madrid, it had only one., man,
studio space to indie producers. tions for Johnston when the MPAA Joaquim Rickard, in South AmerFor such activities, in 1948, topper was on leave of absence to ica;
1949 and 1950, the city wants serve as Economic Stabilizer last
$13,5j)0from Allied Artists, $6,088 year, and Johnston came to know
from Monogram Pictures and. him there.

’

RKO

Sales Effort to Untapped Areas

Among

countries... And no improvement in
the situation can be expected for
some time, according to William M.
Pizor, veepee and foreign chief on
Lippert Pictures, who returned to
his New York headquarters last
week after a two-month tour of
the Continent.
Pizor made a swing through
some 10 countries in connection
with setting up franchise-holders
for Lippert films as well as to discuss co-production deals with studios both in Britain and on the

distribution plant.

3

company’s

holdings cau be productive of a
considerable increase in 'revenue.
other things is seen the
possibility of improved real estate

distribu-

difficult to

secure film .import licenses which
are required in most European

In the east,

Continued from page
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—

.

given to further efforts to .induce
president Ned E. Depinet to
take the COMPO prexy’s post for
at least a limited time and preclude
the need for election of the threeman unit. Depinet persisted in his
A board,
nix of the job and the
which comprises film company successfully.
presidents, agreed that the commitThe New York. exec contingent
tee of three -Was the only solution.
is expected to fly home from here
TOA. Similarly hasn’t officially over the weekend.
named its" rep 'but much sentiment
is known' :tp favor S. H. Fabian.
Both. Keough and Fabian, like
Gcring’* Sea Tinter
RembiUHih, h^ye been strong adMarion Gering, indie producer
industry unity via
-^oi^O^flKdesignations of- them and director who’s partnered with
dbubtlesPWwrd win unanimous ac- Ed R. Lewis in G-L Enterprises,
ceptance by the other member haS. put a color feature, “Main
Street, Under Sea,” before the
groups of the all-trade outfit.
Naming of the “Big Three” will cameras in Bermuda. Test shootbe followed by,. thec election of a ing is now underway at the island
successor to May6r jjs exec v.p. In resort and actual production is
scheduled to start in June.
this respect, it's generally figured
Bronson B. Hartley, marine zothat Robert" W^; Coyne, special, counsel for COMPO, is a clear cut ologist and underwater photograchoice for! the. job.-., With Mayer pher, will direct. A. J. Palmeria,
away from the scene, Coyne is screenplayed from au original by
working' as COMPO’s top exec Gering,. and Jacques Bellasco is
along with Charles McCarthy, pub- writing the score. Vdhture will be
filmed in the new Eastman color.
lic relations director.
'

RKO

.

MPA

;

recording of film images. Progress

rtiade in 1951, he stressed, emphasizes the need for even greater
efforts to improve the industry’s

•technical

needs.

He summarized

the industry’s ef-

forts to obtain a

frequency chan-

nel for commercial theatre television and pointed out that hearings before the Federal Communications Commission would be held
this year.

For the future progress of the
industry he made six points about
which a program should revolve:
Continued improvement in
quality and appeal of films; (2) Intensified promotional efforts; (3)
streamlining of traditional distri(1)

bution methods; (4) keep foreign
markets open; '(5); continued technical research; X6> removal of such
barriers as taxes, antitrust litigation and censorship.

*
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FCC Probe
Continued from page 7
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Change named as far as commercial qualweek ity was concerned.”
What puzzled Gladstone was a
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11%
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Quotations furnished by Dreyfus

Washington,
Television’* ravenous

May

6,

appetite

r

’

’

May

6.

-

“substantially

inferior

position”

because of great buying power the

new company would

enjoy.

Testifying at hearings on Paraantitrust and related issues,
Donald A. Stewart, film coordinator
for DuMont network, said UPT, as
a $30,000,000 a year buyer of feature product, would give ABC a
big advantage over other TV purchasers of film.

mount

Following Stewart, Arthur Levey,
prez of Skiatron Corp., which
acquired patents of Scophony Corp.

in which Par had an interest until*
its preparation,. which in New York and KNXT, Los An- it was forced to diyest itself of it,
geles. Features actually used, in was on the stand today
was probably for Par attorneys.
(Tues.). He
In addition, expected to
contradict testimony
Gladstone reminded Raiboum he 1951 cost $423,000.
film
by. Par TV chief Paul Raibourn on
had previously testified that he CBS paid out $1,084,000 for
Scophony. Meanwhile it became
ranked the four\ theatre TV sys- for syndication.
DuMont paid out .$533,000 for apparent the hearings will go on
tems in the order named in the
$240,000 for another
two weeks as FCC andocument. He .began naming* the film in 1951, of which
product.
nounced it would quiz six. more
systems when Par counsel Paul went for feature
Data from NBC, which is not a witnesses on Par’s former theatre
Porter cut in:
party to the hearings, was not operations.
“Straight, place and Show, What
available.
Stewart was put on the stand to
is the fourth onp?”
_
back up position DuMont has taken
“The fourth is also in the
through questioning of UPT witmoney,” Gladstone shot back.
'53
Scene
Mexico City
nesses.
DuMont counsel Morton
Raiboum said he thought GPE
Galane has declared that DuMont
(General Precision Equipment Of Variety Clubs Meet;
does not oppose the merger if the
Corp., which also had an interest
company is allowed -to have its
in Scophony) had finally assembled
Award to Helen Keller quota of five owned-and-operated
one of the projectors.*
stations. Question of Par control
Las Vegas, May 6.
Gladstone pointed out that Raiover DuMont, which freezes latter
Kudosing to Las Vegas hosts to its three stations,
bourn had previously stated GP^
is also am ishad gotten one of the. projectors to from all delegates attending the sue in proceedings.*
International
operate on the American 525-line Variety Clubs’ 16th
Stewart testified that if the maroundup last week proclaimed the
standard.
jors decide to accept the price TV
conclave one of the best In the
can afford to pay for features in
Q,, “So that the statement
folded
Canvasmen
history.
or&’s
it wqs impossible to put them- toinventory or to make special“film
tip all tents and departed last Frigether again is inaccurate,, is it
day (2) after more than 750 Regis- Tor TV, “organizations that will
not?”
distribute
such film to TV stations
trants, were guests of local. Tent 39
will be customers of the major
A. “It is a. little strong.”
in tiie four days of work and plavwhich began Monday, April 28. distributors and will compete with
Q. “It is inaccurate, is it not?”
each other to get that desirable
A; “They found it possible after aftd concluded with the Humani- product.
To the extent that any
Awards dinner at the
they gdt all the parts and located tarian
one
organization, such as ABC, enthem to put them, injjtheir proper Flamingo Hotel on Thursday (1).
tha gaged in that operation will be
during
events
Outstanding
positions.”
convention included dedication .of combined with a theatre chain,
Sabotage Probe
such as UPT, it is my ooinion that
jLas Vegas Variety School for spethe present $l,000,000-or-less volGladstone then, asked Raibourn cialized education; naming of Pittsume.
of business that another TV
confermidyear
if he subscribed tor the statement burgh for 1952
ence in commemoration of 25th customer could offer to the, major
regarding sabotage.
producers
would put that TV cusClubs
Variety
Raiborn replied: “That I take’ it armi celebration of
tomer into a substantially inferior
founding; pledges for next fiscal
is a conclusion, -of the gentleman
position
a buyer in relation to
as
to $2,600,000; the
who happened to have written year amounting
“Hey Rube” dinner attended by all ABC, which is also a $30,000,000

ticipated” in

Q

734

Him

conipiLriyft

m

—%
%

17/a
53/4

pa relit

.

+ %
—
%

Ask
4%.

4%

.

.

.

Cinecolor
U. A. Theatres

(British

agents completely dismantl.ed/’the for film was shown in some figures
hand-made demonstration
o det submitted to .the Federal. Commusets and scattered, and mixed up nications Commission last Week in
the parts so that it Was impossible connection with the Paramount
to put them- together again eVen antitrust.'
data
hearings.
The
for the lower-standard reception showed that ABC paid out $1,for which they were built.”
which
film*
of
last
for
year
310,000
Then followed the sentence: $884,000 -represented features.
“Such an attitude is impossible to Films actually Used by the web in
understand unless it was deliber- 1951 cost $1,091,000, of which
ately planned to sabotage the en- $714,000 was for features.
tire arrangement from the start.”
CBS paid out $615,000 for feaQuestioned about the document, ture product last year, of which
Haibourn said he thought he “par- $346,000 was charged to, WCBS-TV

—%

21%*

Bid

Ltd.

Washington,

The Federal Communications
Commission was told yesterday
(Mom) that merger of the American Broadcasting Co. with United
Paramount Theatres would put
other TV customers for film in a
.

FCC Reveals How Much

hindered With Regard to any research as to Scophony’s supersonic
methods by the fact that Scophony,,

—1%

N. Y. Curb Exchange

Du Mont
Monogram

Preferring, to Scophony')
efforts to exploit its projector. It
stated: “They were considerably
‘

+ %
+ %
—1%.
—%
+ %
—%
+ %
—
%
+ %
+ %

161/4
263/4
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43

25

%

33/8

10
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43%
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Cannes Film Fest
Continued from page 2

western audiences. In beau- serving old film masterpieces and
tiful imagery, this recounts the generally raising the film’s aestheodyssey of an eighth century prince tic level and prestige. The Interwho is searching for a true love. national Film Critic’s Group (FriAn excellent recreation of a pe- preci) will present a prize for the
riod, with good production dress, best, film shown here, whether in
this might be of interest stateside or out of competition. Also awaited
are MPAA reps Eric Johnston,
for small arty spots.
A double-feature evening had a John McCarthy and Gene Van Dee,
which
film
who will start negotiations herb on
sentimental Venezuelan
was well made, but too floridly the. coming amending of the Blumplayed and blatantly sentimental Byrnes Agreement.
for the sophisticated* fest, audience.
“Medium,” the Giap-Carlo MeThe second filing the Swedish “She notti pic, has been scratched as an
Danced One Summer/’ Was a beau- tl .pic, has been scratched as dn
tiful story of a young lpve that entry. The remaining U. S. pix in
runs its course in Spite - of the the lineup are still “Viva Zapata”
bigotry and misunderstanding of (20th) and. “Detective Story” (Par).
the country comihunity. Brilliantly Reason for the yanking of “The
directed and played, the film made Medium” is that, it got on the rale

for the

.

a hit here,

1

adolescents is consummated- Pic
has already been hought for the
Cinema D’Essai in Paris by the
house’s rep on the spot here. The
fresh young Stars of the pic are
here and getting a big play from
press %nd photogs. Girl, Ulla Jacobson, looks like, a good bet for

Hollywood on her charm, freshness
and talent.

•

"

.

^

was “Tico
evocation of the
life of the popular musical composer who penned “Tico Tico.” Pic
was simple and naive, but kept
moving and dancing for a favor*
able critique, considering it was
from a Johnny-come-lately country
in the film game.
France’s big
“Fanfan La Tulipe,” which is currently breaking records in Paris,
was also a hit here. Film’s frantic
pacing, good humor and exuberance went over big With the audience. German film, “The Last Command,” shows the German pix to be
still in the morass of their obvious
symbolism, full of self-pity and
making characters allegorical' rather than real. Pic was well done
Brazil’s

Tico

contribution,

No Fuba,” an

technically, with
er moments.

some good

thrill-

Strong IT. S. Lineup
French starlets Francoise, ChrisOdile Versois and Maria
Mauban are getting the big play
from photogs.
Van Heflin is Vacationing on the
Biviera, but has not shown as yet.
Hedy Lamarr and Marlene Dietrich have been
given up, but still
expected
are
William Holden,
Wanda Hendrik, Yvonne De Carlo,
Marta Toren, Elia Kazan, William Wyler, John
Huston and Anatole Litvak.
Mack Sennett is to be
nere, and the
French fUm^museum
ls arranginga special showing of
? Sroup of old Sennett comedies to
n 0r .the
master of slapstick.
°v
Various international groups will
ipeot here in the latter part of the
tophe,

•

le st.

International

Assn,

will
to discuss -international

Film Authors
have its first meeting

is

as-

au thor’s rights. Jack Kirkhere repping America. The

lernational Film Academy and
Jioclucers Assn, will also meet to
scuss ways and
pre-

means

of

j

Paris by mistake, for it .had
already been showq at. the'* Venice
Festival, and therefore wasn’t
eligible for the fest here. Though
the Vittorio Di Sica pic, “Umberto
D,” played at the Punta Del Esta
fest in Uruguay, it is still allowed this.”
v
to be in the running, for the punta
Q. “Was it also your conclufes.t Js not considered an official
sion?”
fest, 'with only Cannes and Venice
A. “All I will say is that I have
now being recognized as the only
two competitive ones. Other fests, never befen able to understand why
such as the Edinburgh, Locarno, that was done.”
Q. “Is it your opinion that » it
Berlin and Madras manifestations,
are entered for only commercial was deliberately planned to sabotage the entire arrangement f rom
reasons.
the start. ... Do you assert that
in

.

Nudity With $act
There is a nude scene between
the two lovers, done, with tact and
taste,
as the pure love of the

‘

Film

.

,

past Chief Barkers; reading of the

,

i

|

now?”

L. A.

Theatres

Continued from page 4
drive-ins, with capacity for 12,500

cars or 27,500 persons.
Jump in drive-in construction got
underway in 1948, when 22 were
erected as compared to the seven
that had been built in the territory
from 1934, through 1947. I/l 1949,
21 went up and that figure was
duplicated in 1950. There was a
slowdown in 1951, whe,n only five

Heart Reports with Tent 18 of
Dayton, O., given charity citation
during Humanitarian Award banquet for its Variety Manor, center
for mentally disturbed, children:
selection of Mexico -City a5 1953
convention site; election of Jack
Beresin to International Chief
Barker, position, with former head
Mare 3. Wolf receiving honorary
post of “Main Guy”; and presenHumanitarian
of
1901’s
tation
Award to Helen Adams Keller, accepted in her absence by Robert
Barnett, exec director of American Foundation for the Blind.
Solemnity marked the finale of

A. “No.”

Gladstone later brought out that
in 1941 Dr. Allen B. DuMont requested that Par increase its investment in DuMont Labs but that
Stanton. Griffis, chairman of Par’s
finance committee, objected, saying he would not put “a dime” in
TV. Dr. DuMont then reminded
Par of a promise to advance more
capital if the management was satisfactory and he suggested that Par
either carry out its commitment of
pull out its interest.

the

conclave

when

delegates

as-

••

exchanges have phony; that is, make an initial inlost revenue from 48 others, 26 of vestment only but not advance
part-time oper- funds for development of patents.
become
which have
ations and another 22 swinging ex- Raiboum replied in the negative.
Spanishor
to
art
clusively
I n re-direct examination of Railanguage policies. During the' past bcurn, Porter brought out that Par
few years a total of 23 houses have hoped to develop a valuable syseither burned or been dismantled. tem of patents through its investSome of the burned theatres will ment in Scophony, but later abanbe or have been replaced’.
doned hope the patents had comHotbed of new ozoner construc- mercial value.
Raiboum said he had always
tion this year will be Arizona,
where 13 of the 15 are scheduled. considered theatre TV of “imOne will be an all-Spanish drive mense advantage” to the theatre
in, located near Tucson. The other and believed the Scophony system
was the': answer* He said he saw
two will be California houses.
should try to
Despite there being evidence of no reason why' Bar
boxoffice, suppress the.- development.
a slightly improving
testified that Scophony,
Raibourn
of
closing
further
be
there will
had tried to sell its stock in
theatres, mostly conventional, in Ltd.,
Television the. U. S. on the basis of Par’s oneexchange area.
this
Scophony,
in
comes in for its full share of the sixth investment
Whenever Par tried to
blame, but most operators tie the America.
he added, there were
conditions to economics. A public sell -its stock,
financial houses who
hard put to meet the grocery bill protests from
action would depress
and pay for other necessities feared such
of the shares. Par’s indoesn’t have much leftover change the value
was “the chief
said,
for filmgoing, exhibs point out, so terest, he
asset of the situation."
stay home to view video.
theatres,

,

t

Capacity Supports Spending

“The point

is that the theatre
chain has a seating capacity and
attendance
that
supports
the
spending of $30,000,000, and substantial portions of the money can
be bid for the current product of
any major producer tnat might
also tip a supplier of features or
special film to customers that buy

for

TV

stations.”

Pointing out that purchase of
product for TV is not made by
competitive bids, Stewart contended that total buying power of the

sembled at the Flamingo for the
Humanitarian Awards dinner. merged company (ABC-UPT) woul'd
Toastmaster Marc Wolf, after intro influence the producer to negoby Chick Lewis, brought many of- tiate a favored-customer status for
ABC.
ficials of Variety to the rostrum
for brief talks. Governor Charles
memRussell of Nevada, horihrary

were built, but 1952 is jumping
Raiboum ber af the local tent, teed off.
asked
Gladstone
back with a total of 15.
Whether Par was doing with Du- Other key speakers were. Bob
aims and
In addition to tjie direct loss of Mont what it later did with Sco- O’Donnell, who^extolled
closed

customer, although the $30,000,000
is spent on the separate theatre
operation and is broken down for
each feature on a bidding basis.

significance of the .organization,
and exec director Bill McCraw.
Presentation of the Humanitarian Award to Helen Keller via
Robert Barnett was highspot of the

evening.

M*fl Studio Trek
Continued from page

5

conduct a forum among the exhibs
on merchandising possibilities. Ad
head S. F. Seadler and Dan S. Termended by the committee following his appearance.

Big show after the award presParadoxically, Fred Zinnemann
entation was made up of head- rell,
exploitation manager,
will,
liners from resort hotels along-Ahe Ljoin Dietz in discussion of the pix
Strip, including Betty Reilly, Jack
bally.

Morton
Films to be screened are: “ScaraLewis and Connie mouche,” with Stewart Granger,
Eleanor Parker, Janet Leigh, Mel
Ferrer, Henry Wilcoxon and Nina

Carter, Robert Q; Lewis,

Downey,
Moore.

Joe* E.

Gable to England

To Make M-G Film
Bound for Britain where he’ll
Go,”
star in Metro’s “Never Let
Clark Gable sailed on the Liberte

Me

Project rolls
yesterday (Tues.).
shortly with Clarence Brown producing.
Also sailing were indie producer Sol Lesser, film attorney Men.

Menasha
actor
Silberberg,
Skulnik, concert pianist Robert Casadesus and James Garlock, stage
and costume designer.

del

Foch;> “Ivanhoe,”
Elizabeth Taylor,

Robert- Taylor,

Joan Fontaine,
George Sanders and Emlyn Williams; “The Merry Widow,” Lana
Turner and Fernando Lamas; “Because You’re Mine,” Mario Lanza
and Doretta Morrow; “Lovely to
Look At,” Kathryn Grayson, Red
Skelton, Howard Keel, Marge and
Gower Champion, Ann Miller and
Zsa-Zsa Gabor, and “Pat and
Mike,” Spencer Tracy, Katharine
Hepburn and Aldo Ray. All except “Pat and Mike” are in Technicolor.

1
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theatres get" some^minor aid from
the municipality, of Tel Aviv.
Chamber, for instance, gets £500
yearly against Its payroll of £20,000 and rent of £15,000. Theatres
Continued from page 1
are also aided with U. S. dollars
potential role each don t get the admission tax im- through American
size of the
Fund for Israel
member felt it offered. The result- munity of the standard houses.
institutions (Norman Fund), which
pl s supports all sorts of cultural activiant hair-pulling has at times been
?7
tii
h
before tbe «es. Ohel also gets help from the
more dramatic than the vehicle in
seated four years ago Histadrut, and Habimah has some
process of selection.
Ut
r
id
l0 lca
once
is
that
an
Sou th African benefactors, but all
No. 2 problem
°f +l°
?,
]
reason?. Most of
them ?S
idealized
are basically dependent on the boxactor is taken into the co-op’ it’s
life
the
countries
from
which office,
•impossible to get rid of him. No
have come the new citizens oF'Isplaythe
good
shed
to
wants
one
Habimah and Ohel each had
choices of rael and there’s little to feel
ers, of course, but the
about 25 members, and 'Chamber
new members over the years idealistic or nostalgic about.
had
16 when it decided recently to
Only three modern Hebrew plays
haven’t been uniformly fortunate.
end its co-op arrangement, These
Result is that each of the theatres are contained in present reper- include actors, directors and some
has found itself with a group of toires, since the nation is so new technicians.
In addition, actors
alleged thesps who are not only few writers have had a chance to and technicians are hired
by the
In any case, the whole
an aesthetic millstone, but among develop.
co-ops when required.
whom the slim income must be population of the country is only
Part of the income is chewed up
1,400,000
a
little
less
than
further diwied>
The- Chamber, which is the that of the Bronj£—so no great lit- by traveling expenses, each of the
theatre
groups playing in Haifa
flexible
and
most
erary
the
volume
can*
be
anticipated.
youngest,
“Call Me Siomka,” by Nathan: and Jerusalem for five performfar and away the most vital of
ances
or
m(> re a month. Transport
has
recorganizations,
Shaham, done by the Chamber and
the theatre
ognized the handwriting And taken Moshe Shamir’s “Hillel’s House” bein 2 one of the least available
items
in
Israeli life, some of the
drastic steps within the past few and Meged’s “On the Road to
months to change its setup. It has Elath,” both done by Habimah, are intercity-touring is done necessarib y taxi which takeB a heft y bite
called off its co-op status for a the modern Hebrew plays which
two-year trial period.
have had some success.
Habimah has a large, well-deA board has been established
Translations of the others into signed and attractive theatre buildconsisting' of seven of the former |*the language are almost all done ing of its own in Tel Aviv with
members, plus five “public” mem- by three men Nathan Alterman, 1,100 -seats. Chamber shAres tha
This group will not only Avraham Shlonski and Raphael Mograbi Theatre with a cinema,
bers,
choose the plays and directors, but Eliaz. The trio, probably not en- which operates simultaneously on
hire 'actors on a regular salary tirely by coincidence, are also Is- the floor below.
It’s a“ bleak and
basis and determine how much rael's
best poets.
Shakespeare somewhat uncomfortable 600-seatthey shall be paid (subject to translations are particularly inter- ,ed in the austerity mold. Ohel, viA
union minimums, of course).
esting in the way they maintain its labor union connections, shares
While Habimah, which is the the meter and the poetic quality, a building thAt gives it a small, atoldest of the Israeli legiters, hav- but are stylized and easily under- tractive auditorium,
ing been established <in 1917 as a stood. They are comparable to the
All the theatres provide constant
kind of outpost of the Russian Art English
of
Robinson
Jeffers’ reminders of how recent and still
Theatre, is sticking to its co-op “Medea” translation.
imminent
is the war with the Arab
arrangement, it is in the midst
states
Windows are - bricked up
Import of Guest Directors
of a year’s trial period of having
and
every
entrance has a brick
rr,
..
OT ,
M
a board with outside members parroaze to P^ otect occupants from
ticipate in selection of -plays and
Govembombs
bursting outside.
casts.
direcmen t re f use s to permit removal of
tors.
Thus the contributions noted these baffles as yet.
Ohel Is 3d Key Theatre
Herb.
Above of Clurman and Strasberg
Third important theatre here is Englishman
Peter
Frye
**
has
like,
,
the Ohel, a labor group. It’s also
wise brought in a fresh perspective
(.OHYICIS iJCCS 1 OTOlltO.
in something of an internal mess
with
his staging of “Mice and Men.”
generated in part, it is said, by
Another Briton, Norman Marshall,
the fact that some of the lesser
$17,000
With
is now prepping “Volpone” for the
artistic talents have been domiToronto, May 6.
Chamber.
plays
nating the better ones when
pacing
Convicts”
Six
“My
With
The outside directors are most
_
y
and policies were voted. There
important’ because the theatres as the town, plus This Woman Is
was a rank-and-file revolution last
PimperElusive
and
Dangerous
a whole have suffered from the
year against the artistic director,
tbe top new comers,
an? 01
nel
?ff
Moshe HaleVy, forcing him to re- Russe style introduced by the orig- such
holdovers
inal Habimah crew. Acting has
the
to
sticking
is
Company
tire.
.
co-op principle, but bringing in been too gestured, too mannered. .rE
re „ are als0 he }ty for a gen
guest directors to stage its plays. Habimah is still pretty much in
„ nice main stem take
that idiom, while the Chamber
Still another theatre is the MaEstimates tor This Week
(which was organized seven years
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, Maytate, which puts on satirical, topical revues. It is small and con- ago by udhappy ’Habimah and Ohel f a i r% ScarborO, State (TaylOr) (863;
from
it.
actors)
has
moved
away
1.059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)
tinuing its co-op existence. LiLaLo,
The overdone staging, as a mat- “Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and
less important artistically than the
So-so
ter of fact, however, adds consid- “Woman in Dark” (Rep).
others, has gone completely com
Last week. “Okinawa
erably to the fun of the current $14,000.
mercial since it has turned to va
(20th),
$15,000.
“Suez’
Played (Col) and
riety shows. Constant change of “Taming of the Shrew.”
G.080; 40-80)
performers required by the vaude broadly for laughs, it becomes al- Ii _¥^? nton
d
'
Elusive
impractical. most a ballet and 100% enjoyable
format

IT

Selection of Plays
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Smash

made a co-op
Chamber

Habimah,

and

Chamber

is

now

alternating “Of

Mice and Men,” “Lady Precious
Stream” and “The Glass Menagerie.”
Habimah is now doing
of the Shrew” and also
Night’s
“jMidsummer
in its repertory. It did
excellently last season with “Death
of a Salesman”; “Montserrat” (directed by Harold Clurman), and
“House of Bernard Alba”* (directed
by Lee Strasberg). Ohel last season did “Mad Woman of Chail-

“Taming
Includes

Dream”

lot.”

Chamber’s

repertoire

als.o

in-

cludes “Born Yestbrday” and Moliere’s “Tartuffe,” while Habimah’s
includes “The Little Foxes” and
R. C. Sheriff’s “Miss Mabel.”
All the plays are done in Hebrew, as are all the operas, incidentally, of the National Opera Co.
(“Fledermaus” has been a 100%
sellout for the past seven months).

Emphasis on Hebrew i? by design
in an effort to create a unified
culture among the dozens of disparate nationalities that now perr
force comprise the new nation.
As someone has said, “Israel is
not a melting pot, but a pressure
cooker.” And since language is the
basis of all culture and the language of the theatre tends to become the standard in any* country,
the government has been insistent
°n plays and- films being translated into the national tongue.
Yiddish, which initially is understood by many more of the im
-

.

migrants than the

much more

dif-

and historically-classic He
brew, was forbidden for a time on
any stage. Since Hebrew now, how
ever, has such a
solid hold that
uddish is no longer a threat to it,
the bars are down and seven or

ficult

eight houses are

Equally imaginative,
but utterly in contrast in its realistic approach, is Frye’s direction
of “Mice.” Sets in both cases are
attractive and completely serviceable, those in “Mice” being on the
suggestive, rather than fully r£alIstic, side, caused as much as anything by the material shortages

Ohel Shakespeare.

are all rep groups. They do combos of world classics and plays
out of the modern theatre of New
capitals.
York
and
European

delighting older
audiences with
ancient Second
Ave. material*
*These are not considered “cultural*” however, and

^
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“5 Fingers

000

(20th)

(7th

t

we ek

,

wk), $5,-

.

Hyland (Rank) (1,500; 50-70)—
“Encore” (Par) (4th wk). Still hold-

w
game

strong at near-capacity* $8,000.

(Continued from page
Magic!’

Holliday Big 11G, ‘Flesh’

9)'

Fairish $1,500.
Last week, “Miracle in Milan” (Indie) (3d wk), light $1,000.
Midland .(Loew’s) (3,500; 50-69)
(Indie).

Top
—“Wild North” (M-G) and “The Queen”

attention
finds

it

“African

for

holding

at

two

houses, 3rd week at Orpheum and
2nd at the Blue Mouse. Another
(UA) and “Love Is Better Than front-runner is “Singin* in Rain,”
currently 4th week at the Music
Ever” (M-G), sad $6,000.
Hall.
Palomar is dark for two
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
for renovations.
“Sound-Off” (Col) and “Thief of months
Estimates for This Week
Damascus” (Col). Bettering recent
weeks at $7,000. Last week, “MaBlue Mouse (800; 65-90)— “Africao” (RKO) and “Whispering Smith can Queen” (UA) and “Royal JourVs. Scotland Yard” (RKO), weak ney” (UA) (2d wk). Day-and-date
Sellout” (M-G).’ Topping average
at $11,000.
Last week, “Mutiny”

$5,500.

at

Good

Orpheum.

Last

$4,500.

Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; week, solid $5,800. Big,
50-69)— “Something To Live For”
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65Fairish $6,000. Last week, 90 ) “Okinawa” (Col) and “Thief
(Par).
dull
the
(WB),
“Hon and
Horse”
of Damascus” (Col). Good $9,000.
$5,500.
Last week, “Aaron Slick” (Par) and
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra- “Man from Black Hills” (Mono).
nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; Slow $5,900.
700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Steel Town”
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
(U) and “Treasure of Lost Canyon” 65-90)
“Marrying Kind” (Col) and
Average $13,000. Last week, “Storm Over Tibet” (Col).
(U).
Big
“Song in My Heart” (20th) at all $11,000.
Last week, “Deadline
four, with “Stronghold” (Lip), also USA” (20th) and “Desert Pursuit”
at Tower and Granada, holding (Mono). Nice
$8,000.
sturdy pace for hefty $17,000 ana
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65moveover.
90)—
“Flesh and Fury” (U), and
Voffue (Golden) (550; 75-85)—
“Man in the White Suit” (U) (4th “Bitter Springs” (Indie). So-so
.Last week, “Kettles at
wk). Settled down to steady pace, $6,5,00.
Last week, satisfactory Fair” (U) and “Here Come Nel$1,700.

—

—

$ 2 000

Okay

sons” (U) (2d wk).

.

$6,700.

.

Music Box (Hamrick) (850; 65-90)
“L’Affaire”
(Indie)
and “Lady
Peek-a-boo”
Sour $1,800, a
erate $1,500. Last week, “Navajo” Paname” (Indie).
new low. Last week, “Clouded
(Lip) (3d wk), slow $1,000.
Yellow” (Col) and “Native Son”

Warwick (Fox Midwest)

—“Mr.
85)

(900; 50(U). Mod-

*Wild North’ Neat
15G, Prov.; ‘Apache’
Providence, May

Poor $2,900.
Music Hall (Hamrick)

(Indie).

9G
6.

(2,282; 65-

90)— “Singin* in Rain” (M-G) and
“Shadow in Sky” (M-G) (4th wk).
Good $6,500 after swell $8,60Q last

“Wild North”, at Loew's State week,
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65and “Battle of Apache Pass” at
Majestic are liveliest in a fairly 90) “African Queen” (UA) and
average week. Fairly nice week- “Royal Journey” (UA) (3d wk).
Last week, swell
end didn’t help any as most were Fair $8,500,

—

$10,600.

interested in hitting the road.
Estimates for This Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—“Ma
and Pa Kettle at Fair” (UI) and
“Treasure of Lost Canyon” (UI)
Last
Steady $7,000.
(reissues).
week, “Deadline USA” (20th) and

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
“Rose of Cimarron’* (20th)
and “Yank in Indo China” (Col).
Poor $5,000 In six days. Last week,
“David and Bathsheba” (20th), six
65-90)

—

.

days, $5,000.

Tough Girl”

(Rep), fair $6,500.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)
Battle at Apache Pass” (U) and

Monk Baron”

“Kid

(E).

Good

’

D.C. Steady; ‘Singin’

$9,-

000. Last week, -“Song in Heart”
(20th) and “Royal Journey” (UA)
(2d wk), good $6,000.

44-

Plus Vaude Sock 32G
Washington, May 6.
General level of main stem biz
currently, with a

Metropolitan (Snider) (3,100;
65)— “Tembo” (RKO) and “Follow continues steady

few

standouts
raising
average.
(Rep). Hopeful $5,“Singin* in the Rain,” plus vaude,
Last week, “Okinawa” (Col)
at Loew’s Capitol, is a smash new(reissue),
and “Lady of Burlesque”
comer, shaping best bet here sinqe
okeh $5,000.
the Johnnie Ray stint four weeks
44-65)
(3,200;
State (Loew)
back. “Deadline USA,” at Lopert’s
“Wild North” (M*-G) and “Rose of Playhouse, opened to solid biz, and
Cimarron” (20th). Peppy $15,000. “Anything Can- Happen,”, at the
Last week, “Wild Blue Yonder” Dupont, second Lopert arter, con•(Col) plus Les Paul and Mary Ford tinues big in its second stanza.
onstage, okeh $17,000.
“Song in My Heart” at Loew’s PalStrand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) ace surprised with a fine third week
“Something to Live For” (Par) and is steady in its fourth session.
and “Yank in India” (Col). Opened Everyhting else okay.
Monday (5). Last week, “My Six
Estimates for This Week
Convicts” (Col.), fairly good $8,200.

That

Woman”

000.

.

last week,
imperial, Nortown (FP) (3,373:
Point”
“Sword’s
50-80)
959
(RKO). Fair $11,000. Last week,
“Big Trees” (WB), $9-500.
from which all of Israel suffers.
Loew’s (Loew) (2.748; 40-80)—
Legitophiles feel as a whole that
the Israeli theatre is hurt by not !*£ fri<iail nSj166 ? QtJ
ninn’
Last week, $15,000
JIO.OOO.
Nice
being itself, by tending to become merely a copy of New'-York
(Continued from page 9)
Convicts" (Coll. Smash
and London. In the process we re
Last week, “Return of Fury” (UI) and “Calling Bulldog
17 0 00.
just sawing off the limb we re sit- rj. ex an »
2 oth), pulled after four Drummond” (M-G) (6 days), $6,300.
ting on,” explained one leading d
for sad $ 5,000
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)— “La
His plea was that
40-80)
actor-director.
(2.396;
(FP)
shea’s
Traviata” (Indie) and “Faust” (Inthe theatre should find fur itself “Song in Heart” (20th) (4th wk). die).
Last week.
Slow $1,100.
individual niche still lusty $12,000.
Last week,
the same sort
The Lavender Hill Mob” (UI) (3d
in Israel that it has developed in $13,500.
.
wk),. $1,500:
„
Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436;
Ireland.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)'
Woman Is —“Invitation” (M-G) and “Stage
Most actors under the co-op sys- 1,558; 40-80)
Fine $12,500 Struck” (Mono).
Okay $7,000.
tern received the minimum set by Dangerous” £WB).
(Par) Last
Sailor Beware
week. “Flaming Feather”
the Histadrut, the confederation of Last week.
(Par) and “Two Gals and a Guy”
labor unions. For a married man (3d wk), $11,500.
Uptown
(UA). $7,200,
’
with one child, that was £71 (IsPats” tu? (2d
P
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
/Commercial
raeli) per month.
t =
week, $8,- “African Queen” (UA) and “CloudLast
6 500
wk).
$
rate of exchange of the Israeli 000
burst” (UA) (3rd- wk) (m.o.). Big
been
have
pound is $1.) Top actors
$5,000. Last week, $5,300.
getting £81.
Oriental (Evergreen) (2,000; 65With the cost of living rising prePicker Joins
90)
“At Swords Point” (RKO) and
cipitously, minimums are now be“Drums In Deep South” (RKO).
Hollywood, May 6
ing raised to about £100. Even
Good
date with Orpheum.
day
Amerof
Albert Zugsmith, head
Last week, “Pride of St.
so, the actors say they can’t get by,
ican Pictures Corp., signed Leon- $3,800.
since
To
Mars”
“Flight,
(20th)
and
Louis”
which is understandable,
„ .
^ A
a rd
a S. Picker as executive v.p.,
3
(Mono), day date with Orpheum,
prices on everything but rents are
„
12
6 000
about the same as in New York.
eallw hiie, Picker will continue $
Orpheum (Evergreen) (1,750; 65Most Habimah, Chamber and Ohel witIl h j s indie production unit,
90)
“At Swords Point” (RKO) and
othqr
and
work
recital
members do
j n a ssodation with his brothjj s | a
“Drums In The! Deep South”
odd jobs on the side to enable ers gjdney,' Eugene and Arnold

—

—

:

So-So $6,500, in Seattle
Seattle, May 6.
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PORTLAND, ORE.

Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)—
Rain” (M-G), plus
“Singin’
in
vaude. Hefty $32,000 and will stay.
Last week, “Wild North” (M-G),
plus vaude, good $24,000 for nine

jj.

’

(

W

—

4

.

—

APC

,

^

them

—

’

economics are even
more strained than on Broadway,
Deis £lt4.
admission
since top
sellout biz in large houses,
and 45 to 50 performances ’A
month, the theatres can’t pile up
sufficient reserve to avoid finding

,

,

to live.

Theatre

spite

M

225 P.A/s

in April

Hollywood, May 6.
April was a busy month for the
,,
J*
if--,
Hollywood Coordinating Committee, with a total of 89 motion picture personalities making 225 personal appearances on 96 public
service, patriotic and fund-raising

(RKO), also Oriental. Good
800.
Last week, “Pride of
and “Flight
(20th)

Louis”

Mars”

(Mono),

also

$6.*
St.

S-*

$8,800.

— “Five

Paramount

<

•

Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 50-80)
(UA). Satisfactory $5,000.
Last week, “Raging
Tide” (U), $5,000.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
“Anything Can Happen” (Par) (2d
wk). Big $6,000 after sock $7,000
and stays indefinitely.
Keith’s (RKO) (1.939; 50-85)—
“Macao” (RKO).
Firm $10,000.
Last week,

“Snow White” (RKO)

(reissue) (3d wk),-fine $8,000.
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 5080)—“Okinawa” (Col). Panned by
cricks and looks like slow $4,500.
Last week, “Indian Uprising” (Col),
okay $5,000.
T
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—

“Mutiny” (UA) plus “Vatican City”
(MOT) (reissue). Sad $3,000. Last
week, “Favorite Spy” (Pa?) (3d wk),
okay $4,500.
Palace (Loew's) (2.&70; 50-80)

“Song

in

Heart” (20th) (4th-flnal

wk). Okay $9,000 after surprising
$13,000
last
week, well above
hopes.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)

Big
To —“Deadline USA” (20th).
$8,000 and stays.
Last week, “5

Oriental,

(Evergreen) (3,400:
Fingers” (20th) and
6fi-90)
“The Great Adventure” (Lip). Fine
Last week, “Las Vegas
$7,100.
Story” (RKO) and “The Big Night”
themselves- with a deficit should
(UA), $7,100.
they suffer two flops in a row. A
United Artists (Parker) (890; 65,
new play costs between £7,000 and missions.
During the first four months of 90)—“Singin’ In Rain” (MG) (4th
£8 000 on stage
758
ap
have
made
Last week,
wk).
Swell $5,500.
names
film
1952
Aside from 'the fact that admis$7,300.
pearances on 274 programs.
slon t/txes are not imposed, the
*•

days.

—“Fort Defiance”

Fingers” (20th), nice $3,500 in 9th
week.

Warner (WB)
“Red Mountains”
tory

$11,000.

and

Horse”

(2,174;
(Par).

50-80)
Satisfac-

Last week,
(WB), below

“Lion
hopes

with $7,500 for 6 days.

Trans-Lux

(T-L)

(654;

60-$l)

“Six Convicts” (Col) (4fh wk). Satisfactory $4,000 after fin£ $6,000,
andistays,-

Wcrifteid*?*

» »

MHH

t I

M

>»
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football 'star, will

»

vacation .managing

1 Wa.uc«9
-at Harrison

spend summer

Rose

Drive-In

City.

--

Continued from rare

1$52

Paramount

V. &‘S. Amus. Corp.,
took
Joseph ahd Seymour Selig,
Th
21-year lease on the Rosedale

and

St,

Paul

RKO-Orpheums open- Mf»W^gt 0 n.

’

.

NuSber o!m

a nagerial transfers
Theatres in the

effected by Loewis
Y. metropolitan

N

Frame

area.

of

manager
Doherty, formerly
moved to
Loew's 86th Theatre,same capac
the
in
Apollo
T ofew’s
°
L
Allan Isaacs,
ity/
the
a, switched to
Lcew’s Avenue B,
’flssumeu
Mrs. Bessie Dove
B6th
Avenue B.
the
at
berth
old
Isaacs’
at the Apol
Irving Gross, formerly
in is now at the Victory.
thc Victog
from
Stark transferred
went
in the Snooner. Jack Blum
the
to
Spooner
from the
from the
Leo Sidosky moved
Jo
Boulevard to the 167thSt, to tne
St.
EDsteln from the 167th

«

for-

Burnside. Sylvia Schariman now
is
merly with the Burnside,
Carl Peppercorn,

RKO

Canadian

*°
re r ed
manager,
district
J heie
Toronto following confabs
with homeoffice execs.
sales
Leon J. Bamberger, RKO the
promotion manager, back at

^

M^eapolis,

from
homeoffice
Nortn
where he addressed the
convention.
Allied
Central
C
Owners
independent Theatre
last week
Assn. -at regular meeting
Harry
nominated following

officers:

president; David WeinCohen,
stock, 1st v.p.; Max A.
3d v.p

M

Brandt,

vp,; William Namenson,
RoJulius Sanders, 4th v.p.; JeonGold1
treasurer; J -Joshua
senblatt,
C. Bone,
berg, secretary, and John
Jr., sergeant-at-arms.

Film Industry Golf Tournament,
nai
sponsored by Cinema Lodge B
22 at the
.B’rith will be held May
TuckaClub,
Vernon Hills Country
comY. Chairman of the
hoe, N.
mittee

is

Paramount

sales

.

^

chiel

«

'

ST.

LOUIS

Ruby S’Renco, owner

DALLAS

of .Art
•

exchange offices
Canada.
In addition to the 65 alPresiding over the* meetings is
lowed the majors, indie filmites are
to
W. ‘Schwalberg, prexy of ParaA.
pictures
15
permitted to send
japa n. Feeling is that the overall mount Film Distribution Corp.
the homeoffice are
Representing
temporary
t6tal of 78 j S only a.
quota adopted by the Japanese gov- Barney Balaban, company prexy,
O’Shea,
Jerry .Rickman and
ernment on an experimental basis. E. K.
Future quotas, of course, depend Sid Blumenstock. Division manon the financial situation of the agers include Georgp A. Smith,
J. J. Donohue, A. M^iKane, H. G.
country.
Minskey, Hugh tfwen, Gordon
Two representatives of the Mo- Lightstone
and Joseph A. Walsh.
tion Picture Asn. of America are
WB concluded a series of meetMcRichard
already in Japan. Col.
ings last week *held in New OrDonnell, of the Washington office,
out of leans, Pittsburgh and Chicago. On
i s dickering to get some yen
Monday
(5)
Harry M. Kalmine,
Erlanger,
Herbert
and
Country,
the
Japan.

,

named

«un«

jhtjwil
Mf Uu
Columbia and United Artists conestablished to pool fi\m sales for
occupation, cluded a series of regional sales
mainra during
durhm the occupation,
the majors
fests
several weeks ago.
With end of occupation and reestablishment of individual comin
pany offices, activities of
Japan were no longer necessary.

&
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month ended aside from those

British Accents
;

^

-

Comerford circuit in Binghamton, N. Y., fiamed general manager
of the Greater Indianapolis group,
for

Siw

i

Union

.

.

,

.

..

.

.

..

.

.

District 65, electing to maintain its
hold in the publicists field, decided
to concentrate in that direction and
let the white collarites go by default.

Following the signing of pacts
for pub*ad staffers at 20th and U,

J

‘

*

MINNEAPOLIS

KANSAS CITY

chinson, Kans.,

May

14, in the Fox,

Midland and Strand Theatres.

RKO

of the warfare, Paramount,
Pictures,
Theatres, Metro
Loeyv’s units quit the body

RKO

65 faces

-

PITTSBURGH

»

:*

1628 Webster St.
Oakland, California
Telephone: Templebar 2-3360
(Exclusive Broker)

^ f** *

mu
cm min
C«M«r

]

ites, District

v

WARREN TUCKER

to

handle some stout grosses. “Rancho
Guest’s^ own firm, Conquest Prowith Notorious” (RKO) and “Scandal
(j u^tionsr works ifl conjunction
Sheet” (Col) also came through
t be J. Arthur Rank Organization at
“Sailor
with nice additional biz.
Outfit recently compi ne ^ood
Beware” (Par) was in a like cateleted - Penny princess,” which co
gory, finishing 12th one week and
Dirk
and
Donlan
Miss
stars
“Rashotop runnerup another.
Bogarde. “Weather Man” has a
monV (RKO) did nice to sock
dat « at P in6w0 “ d
1
;
trade in arty spots.
Story is basedon the snarl, created
“Anything Can Happen” (Par)
by Britain’s freak snowstorm of
was a hit uneven at outset of its
ago.
months
some
“Meet Danny Wilson”
Search for an American star for release.
the male lead is in line with the (U), which managed to finish sixth
growing concentration of British one week, just missed honorable
producers on packages that can mention rating. “Big Trees” (WB)
reap revenue in the U. S. Except mainly continued its mild ways, alfor such packages and a few special though runnerup orfe week. “Cap(UA) mapaged some
pix, Britain has a comparatively tive City”
small market here although its film nice showings where given strong

and revenues on the Continent are high. bally.
“My Son, John” (Par)
and Germany, for example, has become started out mild to good, being on
a prime market, and the British disappointing side so far. “Bugles
and both RKO units output also is in demand in France, in Afternoon” (WB), . among the
and Loew’s teamed up with the Spain and Italy. Even Japan has Golden Dozen in Marcn, wound up
Sign, Pictorial and Display Union,
ope ned life) considerably for British ninth one week.
Local 230, AFL. Metro remained
recent months.
unaffiliated.
Guest, a foftner newspaperman,
These unions, which entered the was writer-director of “Mr. Drake’s
publicists field for the first time, Duck,” which costarred Douglas
are not expected to take District Fairbanks Jr., and Miss Donlan,
65’s
organizing
attempts
lying and
wrote
“Happy-Go-Lovely,”
down. Since the IA outfit already Technicolor tunefilm which cocontrols most of the white collar- starred
Vera-Ellen
and David
miit

an extremely
Community banquet, square
George
Vet Metro
tough task in trying to pry them
Turner and circuit owner Clem dance, parade and entertainment
away. Latter’s approach may he
Jaunich on vacation auto tour of are being planned for Lamed,
Kans., on May 15 to honor John to go after the white collarites at
far west.
A do Ray in town to make per- Schnack, Electric Theatre, who Metro, National Screen Service and
celebrates fifty years as an ex- United Paramount Theatres, all
hibitor week of May 11-17.
of which have no union ties. Meanwhile, H-63 and Local 230 which
have gained footholds in the publicists field, undoubtedly will try
Larry Knee, with WB circuit
expand their representation in
many years, resigned as manager to
this category. Since both are AFL
Franklin Thtatr# Property
of the downtown Warner Theatre
unions, there will have to be some
to run Stockland Furniture Store
Oakland, California
8
one
on Route 51. Successor hasn’t been
will eventuallv^v* 1?
named yet.
(Land, Building and
Another WB pilot just resigned their testa will’^be
DktHnt 6fi?
j has managed “fi
is Bernard Davis, of the Victor in District
to ofiS
obtain
Thoatro Equipmtnt)
McKeesport. He’s being replaced by
acts for the fiacka « repS22S® P
John Petros, Jr., an assistant for resents.
Address All Inquiries To
Warners in Washington, Pa.
Most serious problem confront-

FOR SALE

“The River” (UA) continued

availability.”

made other affiliations. Paramount'
Perjoined H-63,

Bennie Berger, who until the sonal appearance troupe from 20thpast year was North Central Allied Fox will include George Jessel,
president during its entire ex- Jean Peters, Hugh Marlowe and
istence,' missed a NCA convention Helene Stanley.
Kansas-Missouri Theatre Assn, is
for the first time last week when
he went to Las Vegas to attend the attempting to stage its annual
spring
meeting to coincide with the
International Variety clubs’ annual
convention and the national Allied “Nellie” preem. Exhib organization
is
lining
up a special train for
States directors’ meeting at DenBerger is Northwest Variety about 125 theatre men, and will
ver.
hold
the
contention
on the train
national
club chief barker and a
which leaves here May 14.
Allied States director.

salesman

appointingly weak on its initial
two dates.
“Wild North” (M-G), which finished 12th one week, shows possibilities based on some nice show-

'

into national release this manager! setoff “hoodlum Em
it\ull launchits organmonth, starting with “Kansas Ter- pire” drive with press luncheon cated that
ilem « attempt
This wiH not only
ritory.” Others are. “Desert Pur- and
- screening
-include
inciuae
the
tne
white collarites but will
wn
Treasure.”
“African
Jack Flex, formerly Terre Haute
suit” and
marked by an effort to regain
manager for Alliance circuit, shifted to northern Indiana territory the pub-ad units which have joined
with office at Marion.
C. A. rival, unions. Flacks, like the white
Mathews
describing
succeeds him at Terre collarites, underwent a period of
“Big Jim” Morton,
internal convict when UOPWA and
himself as “former Public Enemy Haute.
District 65 leaders were accused of.
No. 1,” who finished aa Illinois
Communist sympathy, ^s a result
prison term for robbery throe

World preem of “Wait Till the
Sun Shines, Nellie* Is set for Hut-

al-

ready placing among the winning
grossers.
Both ’iConvicts” and
“Marrying Kind” promise to be
heard from further. “Man in White
Suit” (U> and “Encore” (Par) both
loom sock, although obviously the
bulk of their patronage is going
to come from the arty theatres.
“Mara Maru” (WB), new, was dis-

ings the final week In the month,
about it.”
Guest, here to line up a male “Macao” (RKO), another newie,
lead to costar with Yolande Donlan was inclined to be spotty. “Green
with luncheon and entertainment in “Weather Man,” is optimistic Glove” (UA) Was okay to good in
at Hotel Warwick
about the future of British films, some spots, but mild In others.
Palace Theatre joined ranks %of <pjje outlook is constantly getting
“Jack and Beanstalk”
(WB)
the four all-night Market St. brighter he nointed out, and the
made a nice spurt around Easter,
houses,
when Stanley Warner number of independent producers
nmrfnrprs
with its appeal to kids, but slipped
closed the Savoy
is growing all the time.
sharply after that. Film generally
-“Shooting space”, he added, “is was very disappointing. “Hoodlum
the principal problem. Financing Empire” (Rep) collected some sizeisn’t easy, but after you finally get able coin with several excellent
Office
an okay you’ve got to figure out a playdates.
schedule that conforms to stage
Continued from page 7

tures

—

Continued from page 3

the authenticity of the portrayal
for the home market we’re trying
to cut down on accents. But at
some they point out that the shoe
other foot
£
^vA^va^nnklvnaccents^ 0 r exExcessive
liriri Ar_
ample, frequently cant be unde
but
stood by British audiencesHollywood isnt doing anything

.

INDIANAPOLIS

April Grosses

Mc-

Donnell and Erlanger will hold
Continued from page 4
preliminary talks with Japanese
to re- and “Bend of River” (U), fourth
officials
i/**av*maw on a new agreement
°
place the* one which will expire in in March, comprise this list.
September.
Few big pictures loomed as the

PHILADELPHIA

,

radio.

quite possible that both

It’s

|

•-

years ago, here in interest of “My
Six Convicts” and delivering talks
on crime not paying, from RKOOrpheum stage, />n TV and over

president and general manager of
WB theatres, held a meeting of
zone managers at the homeoffice.

*

succeeding Jack Keegan.
Fountain Square group closed
the Sanders, south side nabe, and
will convert for commercial rentals, leaving only one house in community that had three a year ago
Manny Marcus now operating
Monogram putting on its hrst the Ritz, north side nabe, on oneAnnual National Drive-In Week a-night foreign film policy. Several
an nabes here closing two nights a
sales campaign, May 24-30, as
inducement to ozone theatre oper- we ek.
Drive-in operators, favored by
ators.
.
,
Lippert Pictures obtained release good weather, report biz 10%
rights to “The Return of Gilbert ahead of this time last year.
New 1 000-car drive-in under
and Sullivan,” a 35-minute tinted
Iu "
featurette produced last year by
ToHS; IS
living Allen.
Monogram sending three picBaraev Brawr EeMbficbiSnch
,

,

theatre, convalescing at his home
Don Foster, former booking after major-surgery*
manager for Paramount exchange
New ozoners under construction
here, promoted to salesman, re- in St. Louis trade area include a
Daumeyer.
John
project near Louisiana,
„
350-car
placing
„
Fred R. Hansen named manager Mo,, for the Armentrout Circuit.
of National Theatre Supply office pittsfield, 111.; a 300-car project
here,
.
near ^ Thayer, Mo
R. C, Frankenburger
Beck, owner-operator
manager of Twin Drive-In recently in Thayer} one for the
opened at Victoria by Long Thea- rar Theatres, Harrisburg, HI., near
Davis,
tre Circuit. Ozoner has 1, 000-car that town; one for Larflin
owners of the Strand in Ellington,
capacity.
_
Gay
his
.sold
200-car
Virgil Stephens
m., near there; and a
Theatre at Kountze to Tom Easley, project near Paris, Mo., for Mrs.
who has moved there to take over. Edith Major.
Cecil Scott named manager of
Lloyd Schmidt, Hiamgua, Mo.,
lighted his new 200-car ozoner near
the Caprock Drive-In at Slaton.
William Harrison named man- Marshfield, Mo.
ager Of the Beverly Hills Theatre,
Paul Schroeder, lessee of the
operated by Row- Alamo, a 350-seater, Lebanon, 111.,
localvv art house,
«
1 rwKV
A
YY«
m Jam
.
•
A
H A
ley United Theatres. He was for- shuttered the house for an indefimerly assistant manager of the nite period.
Rosewin.
J. C. Davenport, owner of the
Glen H. McLain heads a group Warner, Salem, Ky., sold the house
which purchased the Long Thea- to Harold Schaer of Salem.
tre circuit properties in Cleveland,
McLain has been with the
Tex.
chain since late 1932.
Audie Adwell named manager of
Esther Williams will make perFiesta Drive-In which, sonal appearance here last week
th? new
- ,
„
,
A
T
J. Howard in May, in conjunction with preopened at Midland.
Hodge & Associates operate the miere of Metro’s “Skirts, Ahoy/,’
550-car capacity ozoner.^
at the Randolph...
„
B. L. Wallace purchased the
Goldmanexploitation staff pullSouth San Theatre, San Antonio, ing a switch for local visit of Tony
from Clifton Brome. .Wallace has Curtis and Piper Laurie, at preem
also leased the Rainbow Theatre, of U-I’s “No Room for the Groom.”
Castroville, Tex.
Stars will make personal appearance in lobby of -Midto wn Theatre/
instead of customary stage bow.
Motion Picture Preview Group
Tom Walsh, former city manager acColaded top local industryites

Alfred W. Scliwalberg.
Leon Brandt, ad-pub head of
Lopert Films Distributing Corp.,
on the
will serve as promotion rep
three films acquired from Lopert
regeneral
for
Artists
United
by
of
lease. Trio consists of Outcast
the Islands,” “Tales of Hoffmann
and “African Fury.”

,

they

*

Warner- exchange will celebrate
Jack-Kalmensori Week in this area
and
hot
unseasonably
Aided by
JuJy 27-August 2. Kalmenson’s
clear weather, most of territory s head 0 f the Pittsburgh exchange
started
which
of
bulk
drive-ins,
and brother- of Ben Kalmenson,
heir seasons during the past IQ WB general tfale:? manager,
than
openings
better
report
days
lays,'
year ago
«

0

'

'

ing day of -“The Marrying l£ind
a in which he plays male lead.

executives

sales

opened a week:long sales conference on Monday i(5) to view 13
films to be released between July
and December and to formulate
sales policies, for the;: U. S. and

t

»

-

%

manager.

Jap Liceases

.

Blackshere Drive-In in
Clackshere Park near MawnmgtOfl,
en May 20. Owners

m H M M H **++

NEWtORKbeadedby

6

at

May

eastern publicity chief, and Jeff
Livingston,
eastern
advertising

New

-

From Film Row

Clips

th

,

VKC8UWHI

18

The 1,000-car Westmont Driven ing District
65 is ridding itself of
In in Johnstown sold by the Westmont Enterprises for $147,500 to the Communist stigma, a move that
County Amus. Co. of Somerset, will reportedly he made at the Atowners of the nearby Richland lantic City convention. According

JloclufclUr

Niven.

“SCARAMOUCHE*
W
D£Mi
IMT

IKMIT

niKUrUHTLIlH-FEIIEI

Sales Parleys

Color by

Portland, San Francisco, Salt Lake
City and Seattle.
Universal’s Meet#
Universal will hold a series of
ton-level

meetings of

its

homeo^ieT«w

execs, district managers and j?ubad toppers In Chi cago, Wednesday
to Frida y. Ma y 14-16, to map sales
and promotion nolicies on “The
World in
and other
product to be released during the
summer months. Alfred E. Daff
global sales topper, and Charles j!
Feldman, domestic sales chief, will
head the group of sales execs attending the Chi confab. David A.
Lipton, pub-ad v.p., heads the delegation of promotion toppers who
include Charles Simonelll, eastern

ozoner Westmont built two years to Insiders, an .attempt will be
made to rejoin the CIO, which
ago at a cost of $230,000.
Tar Onder,
Penn Township originally tossed it out because of
schoolteacher and former Pitt. U. the Red issue.
pub-ad

HU

Cs'

manager;

Phil

TWO—

•
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Continued from page B
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POINTING
u
TO THE SLEEPER” OF THE
YEAR FROM PARAMOUNT
IS

tho surprise film of fho

L

And The Public
FIRST

Is

Discovering

It

ytar!”—Doily Mirror

}

Too As They Rush To

Its

ENGAGEMENT— MAYFAIR THEATRE, BROADWAY NOW!

Clarke • Michael Moore • Nancy Gate* • Lee Aaker
"Th« Atomic City" with Gena Barry * Lydia
Hopper • Written by Sydney Boehm
Produced by Joseph Sistrom • Directed by Jerry

A PARAMOUNT

PICTURE

,

iMAerfay, May

tv-fiuws

7, -1952

Hollywood
There

is

a growing

demand

Andy Clyde pacted by Interstate
Television, Monogram vidpix sub*
for

15-minute vidpix programs, due to
and "Skating TKeatre' To
the increase „of time charges
to
live production costs, according
manfrom a Joseph Poland script
Halsey Barrett, eastern sales
Preem With "Goldilocks’ ing
Television
Michael St«e!e *et for rolfe. in
Consolidated
. .
ager of
"Skating .Theatre,” projected se- Krastot^Cross’ "Big. /Town” telepix
Programs. Cost factors are prodstories at
dramatize
will
<
the
which
ries
out
Service studios
General'
\seek
ding bankrolled to
for kids in an ice-show format, Williaihii, F.£\BrWtfy Productions
quarter-hour stanzas,
Bill
"Wild
more
six
gunned
To answer this need . CTO to pedSunday “ai^t Hickok” vidpix, with Guy Madia*
“Goldl- and ‘Andy Devine * 1 Gloria Fail
Wtlai’
cast in "Racket §qtiad,” shooting
‘
and
Ken
studios
at Hal Roach
by Ted Hoblnson on^tjie^Coast
Kenrich
ty
of
Pa kage ls proper
letenim
scr pted by Bill Roberts,
productions head(!(i up by Hal Krippene, James Black and Robert
vidpix
comnew
formed
£
Collson
Eekhardt y.p.
"
pany, plan- series of 52 13-minute
avauawAw,
a™ilab.e“ emphasizes
telepix localed in South America,
^rather than name stars, and deals
probpsychological
.
with Krippene director-writer
with solving
John Archer stars in "America for
LENSING
lems of everyday life. CT{3 is also
15*
a
TV-commerFairbanks
Jerry
Me;”
handling “Cyclone Malone,
pic being made for
mlnuter which the outfit produced
VlDFILM SERIES cial-theatriefil
Following new
Greyhound
.
.
screened in
itself and which was
policy of casting established names
6.
Hollywood,
May
market.
Los Angeles
producerTheatre,”
"Fireside
for
International
Crown Pictures
P S b
will take advantage of lower pro- director Frank Wisbar cast Jane
_ Tw* ?A Ath
A tii&
Collegiate
Shelton
in "Love
Wyatt
and
John
telecasts duction costs in Mexico and film a
s
tl ght
Without Wings,” shot at Eagle“iSdder. this fall £ new series of half-hour mystery Lion studios
er ®
Jameson
Brewer
of. u ” ifl
® interest in filmed vidpix south of the border. Maxwell
Y
Inked to script first three of
hypoing
told J. Fenmore, CPI prexy and general George Brent Productions’ upcom
footbaU
counsel, laid the groundwork for
although
ing vidpix series, "Address—rAlg
Variety. Barrett said that anno
with
uddl
deal in a series
s of huddles
h giers.” Brent also bought untagged
are the Heal
ifs still early in the year ttere
All-American
Jack
..
series from Ha] Conrad .
.
hot queries on the
stuflms_
J. Gross and Phil Krasne shooting
Game of the Week:’ vidpic package
InMng of the deal Is being held
Town” VidCTS is syndicating for Sportsvis- “P Pending completion.of negotta new group of sitf "Big
pix at General Service studio's,
beamed
ion, Inc. This stanza was
with Charles Haas and William
Pontiac
in the '50-'51 season with
.erie?
ar
S Fenmore^ilans Asher directing, and writers inABC-TV
41
on
tab
picking up the
s
e
cluding David Chandler, Lawrence
,

.

KISS'S

ri-

for "Buffalo Bill” series,
toplining Jimmy Ellison, and now
rolling, with Yjewifi Collins direct*
sidiary,

*

as

.

.

Yvonne De

«"*”’*

^

^

.

.

.

*

gg

.

.

^m

’'All-American” will
cover the top grid games with four
cameras, the action being edited
down for a half-hour airer, includsome slow-motion. and teling
escopic lens footage. Prints of. Saturday’s game will reach stations by
Tuesday, and in some cases by
Monday night, Barrett said.
Consolidated is owned by. Norman Chandler, publisher of the

^^

EM0

’

GOP’s Telepic As
Political

Fodder

Washington,

May

6.

TV

which
,

_

"ROtE I’D LIKE’ SERIES

WITH TOP PIC NAMES
Hollywood,

May

6.

names are being

pie

working.
In N. Y. alone, WCBS-TV, the
web’s flagship, will be Carrying 25
hours of film per week. Station
now airs 21 hours of film weekly on

calls

drama.

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

*6 half-hour adventure telepix.
Cast; John Baer. Mari Blanchard. William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschen.
Producer: Dougfalr Corp.
Director: Dick Irving.
>

JERRY FAIRBANKS
Sunset

A052

a local, participating basis' via

its

"Early £bow,” "Late Show,” etc.
David Savage, manager of WCBSTV’s film department, has been
successful to date In obtaining film
for the station, but it will also be
his job to buy product for the netWhether he’ll succeed in
work,
loosening ^ some backlog product
from one of. the Hollywood studios

remains to be seen.

May 2

as of Friday,

ANp THE PIRATE*"

INC*

California Studios: Hollywood
Three series of 13 'chapter plays each
"SON OF ROBIN HOOD" skedded to beKin shooting latter part of May.
Producer-director: Clifford Sanfortlr'*
Associate producer: A1 Westen
Assistant director: Nate Barrage!’
Writer: Howard Laurence Field

Saturday

hour Pepsi-Cola show and the hourand-a-half "Songs for Sale,” which
Web will hold its
sustaining.
complete station lineup for all four
hours, which means .the film must
he gopd enough to warrant net-

Films in Production

ATHENA PRODUCTIONS,

the

is

for a living room
scene, opening with the name star
discussing the role he’d like best,
with discussion dissolving Into a

Format

retaining

Is;

night at 8 slot, also wants to use
film as a summer replacement for
the Ken Murray show, as it did
In addition* CBS plans
last yearto program With film from 9 to 11
Saturday nights, replacing the half-

dickered by thq newly-organized Teleradio Production for 26-half-hour
vidpix to be tagged "Role I’d Like
To Play.”
Peter Godfrey will direct the
'films, budgeted at $20,000 each.
Eddie Moran is producing. Wade
Crosby is heading distribution setup for the firm.

Top

Kimble and Fenton Earnshaw

ThTyear

Los Angeles Times.

•

.

<

£

McCrea,

Joel

Carlo,

Jack "Carson and others.
A

MEL MEXICAN
OF

.

;

.'

.

'

Turning to television, film producer Howard Welsch plans to use
many as are available of stars
Who, appeared in his pix, for upcoming dramatic series, and will
CES plans to ‘fill its Tuesday
begin talks with Ann Sheridan, night at 8 period, currently susGinger Rogers, Marlene Dietrich, taining, with, film.Budweiser,

..

‘

1^,pV

Deals With Top Stars
*?
Hollywood, May 6,

.*

In line with the hefty ratings and
spot
business
lucrative
being
racked up by local TY stations with
feature; film, .oldies, CBS-TV has
elected to program four hours per
week of film in cream hiatus time
With- goad feature
this, summer.
product becoming increasingly unavailable, it;i. expected that the
web will encounter considerable
difficulty iii obtaining- sufficient
*
VIproduct.

Blvd.,

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center, Hollywood
Series

"The

vidpix

52

of

China Smith"

of

Affairs

Coral Gables

May. Dan Duryea

roll in

starred.

Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Steven*

Hollywood

As Vidpix

Center

PHILIPS ,LORD PRODS.

"THE ©HEAT 1ST MOTHER," half hour
special program for Family Theatre presentation on Mother's Day now shooting.

Visual Drama. Studios: Hollywood*

"GANGBIJSTER"

KTTV Studios. Hollywood
Ethel Barrymore, Loretta Young,
"RAMAR OF THE JUNGLE" 28 half. Cast:.
Ruth Hueeer, Gene Lockhart.
hour jungle adventure telepix series be-.
Peyton
gin shooting May 1. Producers: Harry $.
Director* Arthur .Pleraon
T.Ann- nvnmirnce
Rothschild, LeonFromkess.
Assistant .director; Joe -Beyle
Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Director: Lew Landers

series

for

NBC-TV.

now

shooting.

Miami,

May

6.

Ball TV Productions, first outfit
with adequate financing to attempt
establishment of a TV-film setup in
LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS. this area, has started negotiations
KTTV Studios: Hollywood
FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS "FILE OP JEFFREY JONES" series of "or extension of their facilities
8528 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood *
half hour adventure
telepix
resume rom the present twin-studio setup
BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.
Casting: Virginia Mazzuca
shooting May 12.
General Service Studios: Hollywood
available to include the huge Coral
First five of twenty half-hour jungle Producer: Lihdsley
"SAFARI BILL" *«ri*« of 26 haW hour adventure t*liypix hi "SMILIN' ED'S Associate producer? Parsons
Warren
Douglas
Gables Coliseum which has been
telepix to begin shooting May 18. Location GANG" series to resume shooting mid- Directors: George Blair, Lew Lander*
a sports and special events arena
shots to he filmed In British East Africa. May. EdMcConnell, Nino Marcel head cast. Assistant director: Rex Bailey
Martha* Hyer heads cast, parts to fill.
Producer-director: Frank Ferrin
for the suburb. According to Fred
Producer-director: Brcakston-Stahl
Associate producer:_Ralph Ferrin
ROLAND
REED
PRODS.
F. Frink, prexy of the Ball group,
Associate producer; Irene Breakston
director:
Assistant
Don Olsen
Hal Roach Studio#: Culver City
Technical executive: John R. Carter
Now shooting "BEULAH" series of half- it will make for the "largest set of
sound stages in the country, outhour
corned;
aedv
telepix.
telepj
FILMCKAFT
PRODS.
/
WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS.
'
Producer;; -Tom MecKnight
side of Hollywood.”
•451 Melrose, Hollywood
Sunset Studios, Hollywood
sponsored by Chesterfield,
Producer; Phillips Lord
Director:

Lew Landers

*.

Video films of professional calibre invaded the national political
campaign with "The Case for a
Congress” launched
Republican
Sunday (4) over NBC.
The 30-minute film, originating
in DpC. and carried on 43 stations
throughout the nation, has been
turned out by the Republican Con- plx"WILD BILL HICKOK," half how teleseries sponsored
Kellogg's now
working shooting third series by
Committee,
gressional
of thirteen. Guy
with the Republican Senatorial and Madison and Andy Devine head cast.
Producer: William F. Broidy
CommitNational
Republican
the
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
tee. It was the first of 17 showings Director: Frank McDonST
already skedded. Film is expected
CBS-YV
to get plenty of wear over the na"AMOS 'N' ANDY" Hal Roach Studio*.
tion’s TV outlets between now and Culver City series of character comedy
telepix now shooting.
next November’s election.
Sponsored Blatz Beer.
Freeman Gosden, Charles
Film follows the general format Supervisors:
Correll.
of a courtroom, with three profes- Director: Charles Barton. *
sional actors and several leading Producer: James Fonda
Republicans in Congress getting
JACK CH&RTOK PRODS.
together in a dramatic presentation
General Service Studios. Hollywood
of the story of accomplishments of
••LON* HANGER— h.lf hour «tlM of
vldeoaters
begin shooting May 19, John
the G.O.P. 80th Congress, and conHart, Jay Silverheels set leads.
trasting this- with what has been Producer: Jack Chertok
done under Democratic Congresses Associate Producer: John Morse
.

in recent years.

Taking the witness stand in the
.courtroom to tell the Republican
story are Senators Styles Bridges,
the party’s Senate leader, and Karl
E. Mundt; and Reps. Joseph W.
leader;
Martin,
House
G.O.P
Charles A Halleck, Clarence J.
Brown, Daniel A. Reed and Walter

Invisible jury,

from which
-

American

public.

—

REVUE
*

Producer: Revue Productions
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Lloyd.

FLYING A PRODUCTIONS
6920 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
"ANNIE OAKLEY" new series of 82.
half-hour vldeoaters begins shooting April
22, Gail Davis. Billy Gray head cast.' Parts

ROY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn

GROSS-KRASNE, INC,
General Service Studios: Hollywood

Now
-

,

.

Hollywood

shooting ten oater
Vidpix are half-hour each. Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat Brady
in support. General western parts to fill.
Sponsored by General Foods for NBC-TV.
Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey

Producer: Louis Gray
Director: Wallace Fox

.

Studio.

ROY ROGERS now

telepix.

filL

shooting "BIG
FRtric)c

TOWN"

,

McVey

i-^cier : Boh Walker

series „of 26

SCREEN GEMS

Jta. M.'h

Privately backed, the Frink project is currently in the preparation
setup on a strip show featuring
Margaret Lindsay in "Carrie Williams, Justice of the Peace.” According to Addison Smith, former
Paramount
soaper
and
radio
writer-producer, the series will be
shot in 260 15-mlnute episodes,
totaling
65 hours of product.
Smith’s brain-child
he’s producing and writing will 'approximate
some 35 or 40 feature films, to be
canned in some six or seven
months.

—

—

jritlpad
«
*
xeaas.
Producers: Jack

Krasne

J.

1302 N. Gower, Hollywood
U. S. A." began shoot-

"CROSSROADS*

Gross and Philip N.

ing April 23. Brown Holmes scripted.
Producer-director; Jules Brlcken
Assistant director: JEddie Seata

Director: K. A. Dupont.

.

•

4

.

.

4

•

what sleazy and fumbling lawyer

The

Dircct <>* Abhjr Berlin

MARX

starred in 3® half-hour
participation film productions, to

.

.

occasional questions are addressed
to the witnesses, represents the

GROUcfiq

i

PRODUCTIONS
be made once a week, began Aug. 23 for
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth .sponsoring.
Half-hour series of adult drama teleProducer: John Guedel
,
pix resume shooting for Revue Prods.
Film producer: L Lindenhaum
May 6.
Directors; Bob Dwan, Bernic Smith

Other projects in mind led to the
expansion idea. If the Coliseum is
not feasible,., either for sound or
rebuilding, the Arm will build their
COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
United Producers Studio
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS. own iet of Bound’ stages. Ball TV
BOO
Taft
Bldg.,
Hollywood
Shooting "Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
has on gchedule "Call of the Ever®*8lc Lion Studios. Hollywood
"LIFE WITH LINKLKTTIR," starring
Series," B8 15-minute telepix.
"ELECTRIC THEATRE" series of half- glades,” an adventure series based
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr.. Ann Sayille, Jack Art Linkletter in Aeries of 16 vrdpix, halfhour- audience participation show for bo*?!; drama telepix shooting resumes
Harris, Norma Fenton.
on the wildlands fringing the
end
of
May.
ABC
web,
shooting
eyery
other
woek for
Producer-director: Jerry Courheya
Producer: Gil Ralston
28 weeks.
glamour spota of the Florida coast,
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Mcn^re
Director: Victor fitolofit
Green Giant sponsor*.
as well as several other afternoon
John Guedel
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES Producer:
show ideas. Shooting on the "CarDirector: Irvin Atkina
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
s
RKO-Pathc. Culver City
Williams” strip will be started
rie
Culver
City
"RRB0UND" series of bklf hour adult
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
*^y AD" »«ries now shooting in early summer.
dramas sponsored by Packard Motor Car
Director, acv
half
hour telepix series.
SERVICE
Corp. resumes May 5.
cording
to Smith, will be Joe LerProducer:
Hal Roach, Jr.j Carroll Case
Executive producer: Basil GrilloRepublic Studios, North Hollywood
ner, currently filming indie pic, "It
Producbr: Bernard Girard
"COMMANDO CODY-8 KY MARSHAL Director: Jim Tinling
Director: B. Girard
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 3ft halfHappened in Miami,” with John
SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS
Half hour series of adult drama films hour sclentifiction telepix now shooting.
Loder and Lili St. Cyr starring,
for "CROWN THEATRE" resume shoot- Judd Holdren. Aline Towne head cast
177 5. Beverly Dr.. Beverly Hills
ing May 5.
with William Schallert In support,
shooting
featur* also at the Ball Studios.
Producer: Richard Dorso
mg different artiste tclescrlptlons
Producer: Franklin Adreon
each week
***“****
mid-May.

H. Judd.
The professional actors Include
Maurice Franklin as the judge,
Wilfred Lytell as the people’s
counsel (Republican, of course);
and Henry Hamilton, as defense
counsel (for the Truman Adminis- Producer: Richard Dorso, Bernard Girard,
tration).
Hamilton plays a some- John Nasht.
in contrast with the fine, upright
character portrayed by Lytell.

.

.

•

.

DESILU PRODS.,

INC.

Director:

Fred Brannon

Producer: Louis ^ D. Snader

—o>—

HOUR GLA$S PRODS.

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.
.888 N. Fairfax;

6525 Sunset: Hollywood

Shooting
_

General Service Studios, Hollywood

"MAH OF TOMORROW"
...

with William Trawler, Viv|«n Vance
support.

No

parts to

M

fill.

Producer: Jess Sppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers:
Jess
Oppenheimer*

Madelyn

Pugh. Bob Cdrroll

Montreal
After a five-year
DONLEVY CORP.
stint on CJAD’s "Musical Clock”
Republic Studios, North Hollywood
program deejay George Bishop
"DANGEROUS ASSIGNMENT" halfbows out and Paul Allen, formerly hour adventure series starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week. 32
of CKOY in Ottawa, takes over. to
be shot to June.

Bishop, who built this program to Producer: Harold E. Knox.
the best morning rating in Mont- Director: Bill Kara
DOUGFAIR CORP.
real, leaves this week for the Coast
668 N. Robertson Blvd.t Hollywood
a* a freelance publicist
Resume shooting' May 26 On’ "TSRRY

Director: George

^
deNocmand

KENNEDY-CRIMINOLOOIST"

half hour series of >second 13 adventure
telepix footing td June 12.

Q. Wllsen set leadr with general parts
*

to

be

RKO-Pathe: Culver City
half

eerier ef half

comedy pix begin shooting May

3.

Produbtf-dlrcctor: Bernard Girard

turif-

ZrVTY
how

telepix aerie* starts shaeUng May 5.
Producers: Bernard Girard, Richard Dorso

how

_ &233 Clinton st.. Hollywood
Four In "UNEXPECTED" aeries ef halfhour telepix shoot in May.
Seven "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix

scheduled for May shooting.
Director: Paul Landr**. Eddie Davis, **iiArtiA

wy

May

6.

Series ef .104 quarter-hour kid
shows with Art Linkletter has been
contracted by Lushane Investment
Co., recently formed by Maxwell
.

|

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.

'

LANCER PRODUCTIONS

Hollywood,

•

cast.

Producer-director: Adrian Weis*
California Studios: Hpltarood
Assistant director: Bob Farfan
First 10 of a series- of lW-'3-minut«
telepix based on classical music, featuring the Janssen Symphony Orchestra of
Esyrt* Lion Studios: Hollywood
Los Angeles, conducted by Wernex Jans-*
FIRESIDE THEATRE" *«ries
•en, now shooting.
hour adult drama* now shooting.
Producer: -Stanley Neal
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Director: Sobey Martin
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

"CORNY JOHNSON"

KID VIDPIX SERIES

Wood, Sydney Mason, Lewis

WERNER JANSSEN PRODS.

"TMOfl WERE THE PAYE"

LINKLETTER SETS

Hollywood

series

LOVE LUCY"

half-hour comedy **
for CBS-TV. sponsored by Philip
Morris. Shoot* to June.
Cash Lucille Bell, Deal Arner; set lead*

"I
rle*

r

Shane and Alfred and Sidney
Lushing for the production of television shows. First block of 13 will
be completed by Sept. 1.
Contract covers three-year period,

with John Guedel and Irvin Atkins
associated with Linkletter in the
venture.
Shane produces and
directs.

1
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TV Score

When NB C-TV’s ambitious “Victory At Sea” series of 26 .halfhour films preems in September, Richard Rodgers, who was commissioned by the. network to do an original score for the project,
will have completed 13 hours of original composition. Thus far he
has composed one-third of the music. Richard Russell Bennett is
doing' the orchestrating.
NBC Video execs and members of the NBC Symphony Orchestra,
who .will .play the score for the “Victory At Sea” series, say that,
on the basis' of what they’ve heard, • Rodgers’ descriptive music
represents probably his greatest creation to date.' At recent rehearsals of the NBC symph^or the scoring of the initial film series
{six of the films are already in the can), the members of the orchestra rose and. applauded the score.
RCA plans bringing out an album of the “Victory” score highlights next year and a full-blown performance is already scheduled
by the NBC Symphony for the fall.
“Victory At Sea,” which represents the most ambitious public
relations job ever undertaken by the U. S. Navy (which is cooperating with NBC), is being produced and supervised for the
network by Henry Salomon, Jr. The web has earmarked more than
$500,000 for the series, which cannot be sold until after the initial
run of the 26 installments.

4

The network radio

rate, slash

-

brought

back

reported that CBS, as a forerunner foN a scheduled slashing of
nighttime rates by 50% in the fall,

at

Now in its second cycle, “Today” has improved 85%, billingsout.

wise, since Conclusion of the first

CBS video web in?
N. Y., and it will probably be
placed on other stations in the

tion of the

with

a

in

25%

slash

promised

<

rates for the fall—with

..

now

clients

13 weeks. The program's promising financial upbeat Is in sharp
contrast to its bleak outlook and
dubious future ‘when initially projected on the TV screen.

a 20-second singing
commercial, was produced in
1948 by Ralph Cohn and Jfcles
Bricken of Screen Gems, Columbia Pictures’ subsid. It ran
.three years in a number of
cities
but Was dropped by
BVD last year as having run
Spot,

be added on in the event of

to

further slashes. This 25% cut is
reported as CBS’ contribution to
the new rate formula, with the

be tapped

stations reportedly to
for the remaining 25%.

CBS Shows Day Later

.

of Procter & Gamble
renewal of Its 45-minutes. of

Wrapup
for

a.

..

immediate future.

in

any extras

Unique aspect' of “Today” as an
ad medium ’(and a major factor in
its ascendancy as a permanent NBC
fixture) is the multiple sales for-

mulas promulgated by video chieftain Sylvester L. (Pat) Weaver. (It
was Weaver who went out on a
limb on this early-morning “baby”
which he created, taking the initial brickbats in the face of .some

cqurse.

its

early-evening cross-the-board programming (Lowell Thomas, ‘‘Beulah,” Jack Smith Show), plus last
Subs
‘Lucy’
‘Margie’
week’s signaturing of Campbell
network’s afternoon radio proSoup’s “Club 15” for another
Hollywood, May 6.
gramming was brought to light last
Biow agency has chosen the sit- year’s ride, is reportedly based on
week at the NBC Station Planning
Such
a discount formula,- with
uation comedy, .“My Little MarAdvisory Committee spring powgoing off the time charges
gie,” as summer replacement for “I 1VA>%
the
remainder. purportedly
and
some
of
when
New
York,
wow in
Series filmed by Hal

1

'

Situation of one major network 4
playing back repeats of a rival

Love Lucy.”

NBC

the

members

affiliate

serious-

ly questioned the wisdom of such
a practice, and in one of the rare

instances in network-affiliate relations, threatened to lop off spon-

sored programming.
negotiations
After protracted
with Procter & Gamble, NBC succeeded a couple weeks back in persuading P&G. to- buy two quarterhour cross-the-board segments on
the network. P&G is installing in
these time periods two of its CBS
operas “Young
soap
afternoon
Dr. Malone” and “The' Brighter
Day,” with NBC to get taped playbacks of the previous afternoon’s
stanzas. Thus the brace of P&G
shows will be getting a duplicate
ride on most of the major markets throughout the country.

Freeman and Charles

‘

NBC

repeat, will invite morning
dialers
affiliate boys
Some of the
can’t see it that way and don’t see
why they should be airing' CBS
shows. of the previous day.

NBC

bas

precedents
In isolated

in network radio.
case, such as “Strike

It Rich,”
version is heard on one
network and the audio playback
on another, while the Miles-spon
sored Curt Massey late afternoon
show, on CBS gets a next-morning
repeat on Mutual, but in the latter
case the MBS spread penetrates
smaller markets.

TV

the

NBC Symph Dirge
On

U1 Steel Biz

The ‘nationwide steel impasse
threatens to leave a programming
casualty in its wake. Generally by
this time of the ‘year/ NBC has a
radio

commitment from U.

S. Steel

talent

contributions.
Philip

understood,

it’s

Morris has-been wooed in under
variations of the discount

maneuv-

of
as

more

n gh

ra e^ fron
!
!f
i *5 +u
J*
to 15% initiated
the new order
netwdrk dealings, promoted by
advertising pressure
t

tl

Play Second Fiddle

full

hour

this

summer.

It's not expected, however, that
the strike will have any effect on
L. S Steel returning in the fall
with “Theatre Guild,” one of the
major and lucrative- entries on the
NBC programming roster, .-/m-

'

,

S

ever produced. In a presentation
sen t 0ld;
we Qj£ to agencies and
potential clients the web listed
fhe hour-long variety program at
^ £ross talent and production
budget ot $66,173 for the lull hour,
pat
or | 33>500 f 0r a half-hour. Time day lnto
charges are not Included, and es- success story.
calators would bring- the gross
budget up to $72,075 for the third

;

-

.

m

Thus far NBC* it s understood*
has -done nothing to counter the

CBS move. While it’s been an
open trade secret that the networks have been indulging in in-

dividual bargain deals with clients,
the anticipated 50% slash by CBS vmt’
* cdl
t j
:l.
x
would write a new chapter in netCBS-TV has tentatively earLocal and state„.election coverage. work radios current turbulent .ca- marked the show for its Saturday
reer.
other
campaigning
and
night
political
9 to 10 slot in the fall, in
an attempt to buck the high-rating
special events being aired .in in‘Show of Shows” on the rival NBC
creased numbers by local TV outvideo web. With Ken Murray conlets around the country are sna
tinuing in the 8 to 9 Saturday
fuing thq"‘TV networks’ program
night period, and with “Songs For
schedules in a manner never beSale,” probably continuing from
for experienced. CBS-TV sales de10 to 11, CBS execs think the
handled
for
example,
partment,
parlay with Gleason will give them
more than 20 separate “release ora
chance to knock off NBC’s Sid.
ders” during the last week for
Caesar-Imogene Coca display.
affiliates released from a network
Next fall may witness a drastic
Gleason himself reportedly is
lineup in order to carry some local reshuffle of the Sunday night CBS
.bucking CBS’ Saturday night plans
special show.
ure puotpost- *
1C
in the
Xll
schedule
television
leievxbiuu &UUCUU
_
rtr|
oeenmr,+lnn +V10+
Releases apparenUy doti’t cost "Toast o£ the Town .- periods, with
eom P etition
too hefty
the webs anything but time and likelihood of the Burns
Allen
Ior a sianer. wnn no omer nour
inonnironipnoo smee tiiA
u
c
i n « w,
oanx show
wep hanktne woh
inconvenience,
p.m.
,
x
moving to the Sunday
10
unless
the
web
drasticalrollers merely don’t pay the webs segment as the back-to-back atfy* resnunies the iesi
proro
resT 01
of us
its P
for the stations released and the traction with “What’s My Line.”
believed the
nets, .in turn, don’t pay the stations ~ Yhe B&A show is currently slotSotected^turdav
ntehr^etun
night
setup
i-xx^. time.
a„.v. But, with most local ted Thursday nights <u,
for the
iwx
alter8 u«
on auctat o
pn through
Mi * k
r Carnati
" ate weeks
In Us
_ presentation,' CBS said the
f? goes weekly, with
moral Next, season it
^eSted
h
to mount
the releases are expected
h
xsnuw
MIUW wiff be delivered as a" comor* 4U a riftlitinol, conventions
^ 1 *• 2 m?
t.
1
^ IL.
the political A/lTVtfftTl f 1AT1Q Goodrich
steadily as
Tire buying the alternate _ lete uackage with Gleason himdraw nearer and may total even period.
Goodrich now sponsors
^ produc i n g Budget of $66 175
"CelebrityTime” in the Sunday
the
year win inctode. In
the November elections.
niche on. CBS-TV, but add iti on to Gleason, top-name CBS
m.
10 p.
webs prob- while it has given no indication of v t deo personalities as guests; a full
Illustrative of
lem is the record of WMAR-TV,, cancelling out, it s anticipated that east as reouired bv the scriot*
CBS-TV’s Baltimore affiliate, dur- it will move B&A into the Sabbath sammv Soear’* 18-niece orch*
tag the last week. With the station period.
Bimetto, whom Gleasm is
,
Move would require an okay
devoting considerable prime evebringing over from his DuMont
ning time to coverage of the Mary- from Carnation, but since the latV VWWA
“Cavalcade
of
WA MVWAW
Stars” as director:
va
j,
eI
land primary returns this week, it ter client isn’t too happy
physical production, and rehearsal.
c 4
cancelled out in one week CBS- Thursday situation, which finds Rehearsal time Is not to exceed
B&A competing for adiences with 10 hours on camera and four hours
(Continued on page 36)
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Weaver’s newest

Fontaine’s

CBS 3C

Standup Comedies
CBS this week auditioned the.
new Frank Fontaine radio series
on
the Coast and so enthused
..

$e

is

w®]* ° ver the comic’s poten,
that the show is getting prime
Sunday time for the summer* Productlon nut for the Fontaine standup comedies will run about $3,000
a week, which is practically unheard-of sustaining coin today.
With Lucky Strike buying "FBI
In Peace
« and War” as- the Jack
Benny summer replacement, the
Sunday
at 7 slot becomes vacant,
- - - with Luckies preferring tlie present “FBI” Thursday segment. Fontaine will either get that Sabbath
7 o’clock spot, or the 7:30 period,
which opens up When Rexall takes
a hiatus^n “Amos ’n’ Andy.”
Fontaine show will get some fullblown production values, with Lqd
,

•

Gluskin rsa orch, Harry Von Zell,
singer Helen O’Connell, with an
assist from four of Fontaine’s eight
children.

fZ”

Vitamin Dickers

|

^

-

1

NBC-TV’s Groucho Marx show,

CARTER, DOLORES GRAY

new

^

WNBT

tre.

-

Anew

MBS

Strip

(Continued on page 30)

KPRC (& TV) PLANS
NEW $400,000 CENTER

the-board five-minute news commentary by Gabriel Heatter.
-VCA, for its Rybutol Division,
has been bankrolling Heatter’*
quarter-hour evening stanza one
night a week, but Went off last
•

Houston, May 6.
$400,000 TV-Radio Cenbe constructed here by the

Wednesday

(30).

A new
ter is to

Nielsen Inks DuMont
Houston Post Co., operators of
and KPRC-TV, according to
Chicago, May i.
an announcement made by W. P.
A. C. Nielsen research firm last
‘Children’s Theatre’ Hobby, prez. Construction is ex- week Inked the DuMont web ai a

Buick,- handled by the same
Miles Shoes is picking up the
agency, Kudner, as Texaco, has
“Children's Theabeen negotiating for the oncr-a tab on WNBT’s
10:30
month Tuesday slot, and Myron tre,” a Saturday morning 9 to Sponfeaturing kidpix.
attraction
the
for
director
radio-TV
Kirk,
has
which
stanza,
the
of
agency, is envisioning the Carter- sorship
as host, starts this
Gray series as the alternate at- Ray Forrest
GO).
traction on behalf of the auto com- Saturday
Hirshqn-Gafflqjd;.ls '.the. agency.
pany.
.

For Heatter

Vitamin Gorp. of America is
gabbing with Mutual about a cross-

it’s

considered a certainty that Carnation will go along.
The preceding Sunday half-hour
on CBS, 9:3Q to 10, is occupied by
Eristol-Myers’ “Break the Bank,”

IN BERLE SIT-OUT SLOT?
In hour revue co-starring Jack "op
Carter and Dolores Gray may get

vital

non-committal, and- unless there’s
an early settlement NBC is alerted
to the prospects of sustaining the

Jackie Gleason show which

announcement St®"night* entw'next taVwUMw
about 14 months ago that it was the mist expensive the web has

ior a
toe Parks snow tor^
lopert
the nod for the every-fourth-week P
nights,
replacement for the Sunday spot on NBC-TV Tuesday
night “Theatre Guild On* the Air.” 8 to 9, under the new “play-threeMil Miles Shoes Sponsors
for
arrangement
lay-off-one”
Thus far U. S. Steel, concerned
Star Theawith
issues, remains ton Berle and Texaco

summer sponsorship pickup
the NBC Symphony Orchestra

for a

New

sudden

CBS’

TV Network Shows

In terms of programming costs,
means a hefty saving to P&G.
Likewise, the client justifies the
move on the basis that it will invite a new audience, despite the
two-way ride in individual markets, since the CBS slotting attracts afternoon listeners .and the

Situation

in

Similarly,

•

it

few

made -up

ering.

Farrell.

,

—

universal panning,)
The multiple saturation buys
(Florist Telegraph Delivery’s $20,000 quickie plugs' in advance of
Mothers’ Day, etc.), the on-and-off
Kaiser-Frazer $30,000 campaign;
the inviting of such new TV clients
as the Bauer & Black surgical
dressing house, with limited budgets; the “open house”, for other
media coming into TV, such as
Ladies Home Journal, Saturday
Evening Post, Newsweek, Life and
Ti me
and
Klpllnger’s
we'ekly
newsletter; the permanent sponsorof
n<
Gelatin, Florida
J?
Begeflt Cigarets,
Doeskin
Tlssues Armour (buying the daily
weather strip)
these are among
multi**facfitedr bankroll aspects
that «Ppear to be portraying "To-

.

Jr., runs for 12 weeks after
the last broadcast June 23 of the
Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz farce.
Starred in “Margie” are Mona

Roach,

early-

the sponsorship availabilities sold

#

radio

inviting

Js

NBC whs

showcase moved into the black ink
phase of its operation for the first
tim&.
Gross billings on' the show have
reached $1,250,000, with 35% of

break BVD spot, produced
fom* years ago, has* been returned to video, Hirshon-Garfield,
agency for BVP, has
pacted to air it Wednesday
nights on WCfiS-TV, key sta-

It’s

at

week when the

morning two-Mour cross-the-board

viewers’ request, the station-

passe.

‘

being

TV programming

clinched last

In what’s probably the first
instanoe of a TV spot commercial

“Today’s” manana In the schehus
of

BVD’* SOS

situation, which hag had the industry in 'a turmoil for the past
couple of years and has been held
largely responsible for AM’s decline in prestige, appears to be
moving into a new and critical im-

.

Should Play

21

KPRC

pected to start within the next sev- subscriber to its national TV in
eral weeks.
dex service and the New York TY
The new building will be 215 feet rating reports,
Surveying
outfit previously
will
It
wide.
feet
long and 190
have 31,250 square feet of space snagged NBC as a video- client and
has
been
wooing
One
CBS-TV and ABCaffair.
and will be a two story
of the studios, 40 x 70 feet, Will TV to give it an all-industry
j

have

fdldiijg ^utniiiuhL,bl6achel;^

1

work spread.-

-t

'May 7, 29$2

PSBsnm

Some primary

various major networks, which are
planning to enter television for the
first time now that the freeze' has
been lifted, may have to seek TV
That was
affiliations elsewhere/
one of the major points established
at CBS-TV’s two-day, clinic on TV'
station operations, which closed
Friday night (2) at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria, N. Y.
With more than 250 TV and
radio affiliates attending from all
parts of the country, top network
brass pointed out to them that, on

tUEY'S’ 29,000,000

TV VIEWERS PER WEEK

*

Underlining again the hold the
top-rated video shows have taken
on the American public’s entertainment. .time, CBS-TV’s “I I*ove
Lucy” is now seen by ah average
of 29,000,00$ viewers each weeki
And that’s more than double the
number of persons who see the
average jECollywood A film during
domestic first run.
a strict dollars-and-cents basis, it its total
“Lucy” record is based oh the
would be extremely unwise for the
Bureau
web to ditch a TV affiliation al- latest American Research
the show is
ready established in order to sign statistic*, which reveal
over
affiliate going into the first Oh* in TV to reach
with

'

i

A

HARRY SALTER

•

on

an

AM

for the first time—particularly
if that meant switching from a
channel in a particular city
Sponsors and agencies
to UHF.
could not afford to make the
switch, and the web, for that reason, will have to string along with
its established video affiliation in

TV

VHF

'

World Video To

Program veepee Hubbell
Robinson, Jr., stressed the need for
creative ability in programming
and the steps being taken by the
web to comer the market on such

indie outfit to

CBS-TV.

Goodrich had been unhappy with
“Celebrity’s” rating, dipping since
the entrance of Procter
Gam-

&

Red Skelton show opposite it.
offered to ‘throw more into

ble’s

CBS

4

.

the
show”
players,
contract
scenery, production facilities, etc.
if it was given the production

—

reins.

•

BBD&O

had obtained the right
to assign the production chores following various
executive crises
over the past three years as
prez Henry White moved over to
talent.
Columbia, Dick Gordon left to
Stdnton, addressing the group on
(Continued on page .34)
$1.79.

WV

— WV

.

Friday, told the affiliates that TV
is the greatest mass communications medium ever known and said
that it has come along at just the
right time in the nation’s economic
picture. TV, he said, should play a
vital role in mass distribution of
goods at a minimum cost now
being turned out by the nation’s
Increased plant facilities.

'Game of Days’
79 Sponsors
With the baseball season only a
few weeks old, Mutual’s “Game
of the Day” has racked up 1,879
local co-op sponsors on 245 stations, giving the web an all-time
record of 4,485 co-op sponsors on
all programs.
Only half of the
“Game” is available on co-op basis,
since Falstaff takes 4Mz innings on

Stop th* Mu»io—’ABC

ARB

.

ately after the lifting of the freeze
to apprise affiliates on costs and
Van
operation of a TV outlet.
Volkenburg sketched the stride*
made by TV since the first CBS
video clinic in March, 1948. Sales
veepee Fred M. Thrower detailed
how CBS has upped its gross billings 95% while bringing the costper-thousand down to a new low of

MUSICAL DIRECTOR*

10,000,000 homes regularly. ARB’s
April* 'report shows “Lucy” was
tuned in by 10,600,000 bomest.
also estimates that an averageof 2.9 viewers now watch each TV
screen, which gives a total of well
over 29,000,000 viewers for. the

show each week.
Record was made possible, of
such markets, it was pointed out.
course, by the wide coverage the
Cited as one example of such a
gets.
It!s now aired in’ the
show
move was Cleveland, Web’s AM near-maximum number of 62 maraffiliate in that city is WGAR,
26 live and 36 by
including
kets,
owned by the estate of the late
kinescope,
G. A. Richards and now operated
by John F. Patt, prez of Goodwill
Stations. WGAR has already filed
for a TV construction permit, but
since no. new VHF channels have
been allocated to Cleveland, it
must go for a UHF channel. CBSTV, meanwhile, has been affiliated
with WEWS, a Cleveland indie, for
more- than five years. It would be
impossible for the web to abandon
Board of World Video, Inc., one
the VHF audience established by
the first television package firms,
WEW$ for network shows in Cleve- of
voted last week to suspend all
gamland to join WGAR-TV in the
activities of the corporation. Virble of opening up the virginal UHF tual demise of the outfit was due
audience.
to the fact that BBp&O, agency for
Top CBS execs, from prexy Goodrich on “Celebrity Time,” the
Frank Stanton down, addressed the last of WV’s 'shows on the air,
clinic, which was called by CBSTV prez J. L. Volkenburg immedi- shifted production chores from the

a large

rather than the scheduled hour
Washington, May 6.
Margaret Truman, a. sideline ob- What few knew, however,, was that
server to her- father’s TV "person** the show *lyno*t started two minally guidfcd. tour of the White ute* early*' Mailgaret,Truman came
House Saturday (3), was asked what down the steps Jtist before her
she thought of him as an -enter- father, Who had gone up to make
his camera entrance. The lensers
Quipped the concert-radio-TV thinking it was the President, startsinger: “With three networks, how ed grinding, but were stopped in
time.
could he miss?”'
Miss Truman, home for a month's
Exponents of educational TV
concert
the
trekking
visit before
circuit :agaiih carefully kept out of have reason to gloat Over past Saturday’s
performance. The educashe
though
range of the cameras,
tional impact Of the President’s
stayed with the tour throughout.
stint, with. its frequent and intertwo-piano White House concert esting historical side comments, is
looms as a possibility as result of being widely touted as a victory
a spur-of-the-moment inspiration for teaching via video.
on the part of the President during
A reference to motion pictures
his video junket around the White
was one ^sidelight of the tour.
House.
As he demonstrated the tone of Pointing to a picture of Calvin Cooeach of the pianos in the East lidge, the President recalled an
Room, President Truman suddenly incident which resulted in reshufsaid: “I’d like some day to have a fling of the Coolidge and Hoover
two-piano concert In this room with portraits:
“One time we were having a
two of the world’s most famous

of the

affiliates

FOR WBKB DIRECTORS
May

have to be, of course.”

-

-

1

RWG

RWG

-

RWG

Jr.,

who has 708

local bank-

on 368 stations. He’s followed by Cedric Foster with 320
backers on 158 outlets.
Newest co-op is Bert Bachrach’s
VMen’s Comer,” aired Wednesdays
at 7:15.
Novel sales gimmick on
the show, which is backed mainly

rollers

.by

haberdasheries, is that Bachrach informs local retailers in advance about men’s items he’ll push
on each show, and the local store
can tell listeners during its cut-in
that the merchandise is available
r
at its counters.
v

•

i

4

—

-

6.

Directors and floor directors at
are splitting a $32,045 back
pay melon handed out by the indie
TV station after receiving an okay
from the Wage Stabilization Board
on the fee and wage structure of its
pact with the Radio-TV Directors
Guild. Stipends date back to last
July, when the contract went Into
effect, but were frozen pending the
WSB ruling.
Eight directors and
four fioormen share the retroactive
pay.
RTDG negotiator Sanford (Bud)
Wolff is currently working on a
new
pact, with the present
pearances, so WNBT, effective May
paper expiring at month’s end:
With TV pacts with the indie and 19, will just say goodnight and
ABC and NBC here; the union is let it go at that,
Besides, Miss Kay Is having a
now drawing an organizing bead on
the WGN-TV cuemen.
baby.

WBKB

WBKB

P&G’s T§ Year

Faces Video Axe

Miles Stands Pat

sent cross-the-board daytime slot
on CBS-TV at the end of the
current cycle. P&G will give up

s

the

CBS

On

time period but plans to

buy a quarter-hour directly preceding the Kate Smith show on

MGM

Lewis,

Allocation Plan

t

Web’s lineup of co-ops has been

Increased to 25, with the
Radio Attractions (five shows) accounting for big spurt over last
year’s co-op sked.
Mutual co-op
director Bert Hauser reports that
the MGMRA shows have been
picked up by 625 bankrollers.
King of the co-ops Is Fulton

TV

Jones Brands

RWG

of stations.

list

.

half scared us to death.”
Taking it as a sign that the
Local stations were left holding “cloak and dagger boys were after
Growing reliance of the net- the bag when the Presidential tour us,” the picture of the two Presiworks on their staff news and con- clocked a little under 50 minutes dents were switched.
tinuity writers is pointed up by
the threatened strike of .Radio
Writers Guild scribblers working
for CBS, ABC and NBC in New
has issued a list of
York.
more than 100 shows which are
being written by web staffers rath• 9
er than freelancers.
Reason for the increase in shows
being penned by staffers, is economic, since the webs find it cheapColumhu*, May 6.
er to hire writers who can’ work
Federal Communications Com*
on several shows for a set weekly
missioner Robert F, Jones, in a
figure. Some scribblers on staff
Columbus, May 6.
scathing indictment of the liftare doing as many as four or five
Was the lift-freeze allocation
freeze television allocation report,
programs a week, ranging from
plan a “bonanza” for the existcharged the agency with foisting on
music continuity to hour-long draing VHF licensee? Here’s how
the nation a plan of assigning stamas. Workload, of course, Varies
FCC Commissioner Robert F.
tions which “throws the heaviest
from network to network.
Jones described it in his adfinancial burden upon those least
claims that many of the
dress here last week before
able to pay,” and branded the plan
new documentaries, which combine
the Ohio Assn, of Broadcasta “lollapaloQza from Lilliputia.”
narration and tape recorded- segers:
Addressing the Ohio Assn, of
ments, axe being written by
“The FCC has opened a pew
Broadcasters here last v/eek, Jones
members whose work borders on
era. Gone is the pioneer who
followed up his vigorous dissent
the directorial and. editing phases,
trekked across the desert from,
to the April 14 report by asserting
and. that this kind of work is inthe prosaic East to the adventhat the Commission pulled “a
creasing as radio goes in for more
turous get-rich-quick sands of
new rabbit out of the hat” in order
taped “actuality” airers.
Sutter’s mill. Gone is the picto justify its original assignments
About .70 writers are involved
ture of the venturesome soul
of, VHF-. channels to the. large
in the dispute, one of the key isleading his ‘ass’ loaded down
cities. The assumption that VHF
demand
sues of which is the
with pick and shovel, skillets
can cover. the rural areas better
for commercial, fees for staffers
and pans, and food and water.
the largest cities, he said,
from
turning out sponsored programs.
This lonely old character,
“is about as sensible as measuring
Among the shows which may be
dramatized in still pictures and
the
depth
of a well by the length
affected, according to the union,
movies for a century, is now
of the pump handle.” Such reasonare: On ABC, “Mr. President,”
replaced by the 20th Century
ing is “fallacious” from an engi“Newsstand Theatre,” “Opera AlTV pioneer who for 3V6 years
neering standpoint, he added, “bebum,” “Escape With Me,” “Ladies
sits
need I complete the decause either group of channels,
Be Seated;” on NBC, “My Secret
scription? while the FCC on
VHF or UHF, can he made to cover
Story,” “Hollywood Love Story,”
its own initiative stakes out
wider areas than the other.”.
“NBC Presents Short Story,” “Best
bigger and better claims in his
The engineering standards adopt(Continued on page 30
name,' works the ‘lode’ and
ed for use of the channels, Jones
comes out with a refined prod*?
charged, “have as little relationuct better than you dared to
ship to efficiency as tossing poker
Mary Kay-0
dream you’d possess.”
chips upon the maps and drawing
Mary Kay, WNBT’s “sign-off
circles around them.”
gal” whose nightcap spieling com-Among the faults Jones found
in the allocation plan were that:
manded as high as a 7 rating when
“It cheats many cities out of
the station was folding before midhaving any local TV facilities” by
night, is going off.
confining service to the 1,274 .comNow that her nightly chores
munities specified in the table.
don’t come off until 12:30 or later,
It assigns only one station in
following “11th. Hour^Theatre,” the
(Continued on page 30)
ratings aren’t what they used to
Procter & Gamble’s “First 100
be, with result that her sponsors
have dropped out. It costs $1,000 Years,” the first television soap
a week to sustain her nightcap ap- opera, may be axed from its pres-

Of RffG Threats

—

32G BACK PAY MELON
Chicago,

cloak- and dagger movie downAsked if this would, be before stairs,” he chuckled, “Mr. Coolidge
-took it into hi* head to fall
PresiHouse,
the
White
he left the
dent curtly observed, “It would down at that very moment and

pianists.”

TV-Fnn

Chicago,

for a video version of its
“Welcome Travelers,” now aired

With Ulcers

J.

L.

be like after they get into TV. He declared:
“You’re going to work harder than you ever believed you could.
You’re going to get into complications you never dreamed could be
so complicated. Your wife is likely to say, ‘What do you do there
all the time, anyway?’ And your children will be asking, ‘Mommy,
life will

who

is that man?’
“Your golf game will suffer, your old friends will think you've
gone highhat because you pass them on the. street without recognizing them. And there may be some mornings when you wake up
screaming. %But, if you ever get the time to ask yourself why
you’re putting up with all this, the answer will come easy:
“It’s because you’re in the most exciting, creative and rewarding business in the world. It’s because you’re daily giving every-

thing you’ve got in experience, ability, tact; intuition, imagination
and general all around savvy. ,It!s because you’ll be having more*
fun than you ever had .fti ytrtir life.”

May

6.

mornings on NBC radio.
its present quintet of strip radio
While “100 Years” has been shows riding on NBC, CBS and
listed among TV’s top 10 daytime Mutual.
Status of. its alternate

Van Volkenburg, after inviting the web’s nonvideo affiliates to plunge into the medium during the two-day TV
clinic last-weekv predicted from his “own experience” what their
prez

Shows

After hearing pitches from four
networks last week, Miles Laboratories has decided to stick with

NBC-TV

CBS-TV

Strip
*

entries, P&G reportedly feels that week
sponsorship of NBC-TV s
the 2:30 "to 2:45 p.m. strip cannot “One Mdn’s Family,” outfit's lone
draw the audience desired. Bank- video entry, is still tip in the air,
roller now has the opening quarter- dependent upon the web’s success
hour segment of Miss Smith’s show in lining up a hew co-spons.or now
on a cross-the-board basis, so put- that Manhattan Soap has checked
ting “Travelers” into the preceding
off the Saturday night half-hour.
quarter-hour would give it a halfofferings getting an endorser
NBC daytime Video. ment are NBC’s “News of the
100 Years” is packaged by Benton
and “One's Man’s Family*
& .Bowles, which handles P&G’ World”
back-to-back quarter-hour strips;
Tide account on the show.
CBS’s “Hilltop House” and Curt
TV version of “Travelers” would Massey Time,”' also quarterhours,
^.r0m Chicago, where the
and Mutual’s replay of the Massey
show is localled, and presum** strip.
ably would preserve the radio
the
Miles billings are handled by
r
format:
* r -
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.

*
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Pitts ‘Swing Shift Theatre All-Nite
NBC’s ambitious

TV film project designed to leave for posterity a

half-hour visit with the lives of great men who have made a notable
contribution to' world culture, politics, art, sports or/ for that matter, any facet of living, will premiere on Sunday afternoon, May
The initial installment will
18, in the 5; 30 to 6 p.m. segment;
be on Lord Bertrand Russell, with the release date coinciding with
his 80th birthday. (Russell has also agreed to permit NBC-TV to
re-release the telefilm on the day of his death.)
Film was shot in London and although done in the form of an
interview with Romney Wheeler, who is in charge of NBC’s
London office, actually Russell is on screen virtually the entire
30 minutes, telling about his childhood, what life has meant to him,

TV

etc.

NBC-TV program

exec Davidson Taylor in blueprinting future
episodes, has thus far encountered two turndowns. Churchill nixed
the offer, claiming the burden of duties while in office was too
heavy and exhausting. BBC, on behalf of NBC, approached Queen
Mary* She expressed interest, but said her health wouldn’t permit
“
•a
*

*

‘

N

it.

By GEORGE ROSE#

An

v

Bloomingtoivlbd., Kay 6.
updating of the Sarkas Tar-

zian saga, anticipating the postfreeze era of 2,000. new television
stations with all the component
materials that go into them, would
require the “unfreezing” of a flock
Only 18 months
of new figures.
ago Variety, in championing Tarzian’s contribution to

the

TV

in-

dustry, was hailing the Armenianborn electronic wizard as a “OneMan Industry.” Today, on the
threshold of a new career in
•

UHF,

Peabody Ceremonies Held

“Best Yet’

i

As Morrow, Menotti, et aL, SoundOff
Award Playback
The' major Peabody awards
last week added up to a playback of Variety’s annual
Showmanagement
presentations announced a month ago.
The reprised accolades included the Ed Murrow “See It
Now” show on CBS-TV; “Celanese Theatre” on ABC-TV; the

largest turnout ever, but winners
selected by the committee, were
generally applauded by the trade

.

and the speeches themselve^ were
distinguished by good ta&e.
There Was CBS iEd Murrow*s
timely warning that radio and tele-

CBS Radio documentary series,

vision are not being as vigilant in
their defense of their right to access to the news as they should be,
and his criticism that the broadcasters are depending on the “print
media’’ to defend this right,

“Nation’s Nightmare,” and the
NBC-TV Opera Theatre’s presentation of “Amahl and the

you think they should have coming
to them.’’

Noting the American tendency
to keep the radio playing in the
background, Cooke quipped, “You
regard radio as audible wallpaper.”
English listeners tune in to get
weather reports and classical music, and they like to sit back with
a pipeful and hear a man express
.

“In short,” Cooke commented, “the American listener sits
forward and the British listener
leans backward.”
He remarked that he is “sponsored” T— by/ the British people,
“who pay a tax so they cart hear
me once "a week beat them over the
his ideas.

.

(Continued on page 30)

‘Dufy Runs Into
Pile of Trouble

»

quently

been callpd the

richest outlet, left

home over the weekend
ly a.
after

TV

affiliate,

change
goes

XEW. becomes an NBC-TV

which
.

into

.

will involve an ex-

programming

of

effect

diately.

,

Azcarraga

almost

that

imme-

,

he 'will use. kines
of some of NBC-TV’s top shows
and negotiate in Mexico City
(where practically all the major
U. S. agencies have offices) for the
same clients to ride along with the
Mex pickups. However, there will
said,

be no Spanish dubbings, since the

WBC

shows will be channeled

Show, budgeted at $40,000, reportedly already cost $55,000, runs
91 minutes. .“Duffy” is an hour
show.
Among chief complaints are that
show never moves out of 'saloon

and that

script

spe-

Final decision
NBC after laughintegrated into film. Top
agency men repping Kellogg, Pet
Milk, Snow Crop, and either Pat
Weaver or Fred Wile will fly here
to pass judgment on completed

to monosyllables.
will be made by

track

is

film.

Ford Mulls Wafly Cox

for

the

400,000

As NBC-TV Summer Sub

within

ra nge of Azcarraga’s station
-

the District.

ton* the auto company’s agency, J.
by August, Azcarraga will also Walter Thompson, is on the prowl
preem his newest station, XEQ, lo- for a substitute show for the sumcated at Cortez Pass, which is mer.
Client has been considering the
* ®
feet elevation, will perJ5.000
nut for
beaming 300 miles away, new Wally Cox program auditioned
iiiat probably
It’s a
sets a new distance by the network last week.
Jnark.
anywhere, on a. regular situation comedy titled “Peppers.”
transmission basis,.
Kina was produced by Fred Cos.
.

,

New York was literally
jumping with visiting broadlast week and from

casters

Monday
like

to Saturday

it

looked

“NAB Week.”

SRO

Clients

states.

Already Tarzian

is at

work on

parts of the country the video hopefuls came for
some briefing at the two-day
TV Clinic set up by CBS. Run-

ning

CBS

all

day-and-date with " the
conclave was the NBC

Promotion parlay, which also
attracted broadcasters from all

As the
the'NBC Station

parts of the country.
latter arrived*

Planning Advisory Committee
departed..
ATfco last Thursday’s Peabody Award presentations cued an influx of broad-,
casters.

And
during

reported
it

all

hiding

out

was the NBC"

Rump Committee led
by Walter J. D^mm/of WTMJ,
affiliate

Milwaukee, Which would like
some scores with the

to settle

network!

May

match box size for his initial UHF
Westinghouse and it’s con-

—

client,

ceivable that this new operational
sphete in UHF tuners may project
Tarzian into an even more, enviable role as Bloomington’s electronic miracle man.
’

to $3,000,000

Visiting broadcasters hopeful of
horizons
a stake in the future
come to Bloomington in .weekly
carloads for the lowdown on “the
Tarzian way,” up to and including
inquiries whether he can turn out
for them the same “economy-size”
TV station package. (Tarzian will

UHF

(Continued on page 37)

There’s an

NBC Future

0.

“Swing Shift
Theatre” operation/' the. first and
still the only one of its kind in
television, is drawing ratings at 3
and 4'o’clock in the morning which
better those of many shows aired
during daytime hours. Program,
comprising entirely film from midnight to 7 a; m. five nights, weekly,
has been SRO and operating at a
profit since it took the air and now
has a waiting list of more than 10
ail-night

bankrollers wanting to buy In, according to Harold Lund, general
manager of the DuMont o.&o.'er.
Station, which buys all the film
its uses oh fhe show from Matty
Fox’s Motion Pictures for Television outfit, sells the time at a
package rate approximating its C
time charges.
Lund declined to
reveal tlie total weekly billings,
but said the first feature screened
each night, the only one sold to
a single bankroller, goes at $475.
Rest of the program is sold on a
participating basis.
Station pay£
MPTV an estimated $10,000 per
week for the product.
Lund disclosed, that, operators of
.

other TV stations
around the country have„ queried
Whim on the all-night- operation and^
predicted that outlets in at least
the top 10 video markets will pt’aem
their own “swing shifts” before
the end of the year,
(It’s been
reported
that
both
DuMont’s
a

iff

lune

a

UHF

WDTV's

,

From

.

would be more

adaptable to radio. Music is supby piano although Jeanette MacDonald is singing guestar.
plied only

With Ford deciding to retain the
who 9:30 to 10 p. m. Thursday TV
understand English.
This repre- franchise on NBC, despite the fact
of those owning sets in it has cancelled out on James Melcifically

for (the manufacturing,
end of his enterprises, which encompasses a $15,000,000 annual
gross output of: TV tubes, the
Tarzian tuners (he still makes
most of them in this country, with
virtually all of the TV manufacturers as his customers), plus his
4,000,000 selenium rectifier units a
year.
Today this electronic empire adds up to a $2,000,000 net
business a y.ear, with a. five-plant
spread in midwest and eastern

scorecard

Conversion

month’s stay.
He departed Rudy Vallee, also guesting, is said
completion of negotiations to have had speaking part reduced

whereby

.

world’s
for
after near-

New York

matched only by the

is

It's far cry frdm the Tarzian
who, quitting his RCA job here
back in 1944, stayed on, invested
his $40,000 life savings to go into
Hollywood, May 6.
Four days’ shooting of “Duffy's business, and started with an outTavern” for “All Star Revue” put. of 50 tuners a day. Today hiS
brought disappointing results, so annual payroll exceeds $3,000,000.
The real excitement, however,
NBC and three agencies involved
agreed to a postponement from started for Tarzian when, in NoMay 31 to June 21. A fresh start vember, 1949, '’he “premiered”
WTTV in the smallest TV comwifi be made.
Understood network production munity in the country.
execs after gandering the footage
Today it’s not only a model for
completed by Ed Gardqyr, recom- successful smalltown video operamended the postponement. Agency tion that has made a community
reps, not permitted by Gardner to TV-cOnscious, but even more resee completed film 'until after markable is the inroads it has
laughs were dubbed in at audience made in the metropolitan Indianrunoff show, are scheduled to view apolis TV market in audiences and
it Friday. TVo of the agency reps sponsors.

In

sent form.

Emilio Azcarraga, Mexico’s “Mr.
Radio” and owner of XEW, the
Mexico City station which has fre-

a minor-league RCA dynasty
goes double.
The facts and figures attending
Tarzian’s parlaying of his Bloomington TV station from a smalltown experiment into* a major pheof

40G

here, attendant, at shooting, voiced
disappointment in teletypes to
homeoffices, one of them advising
unacceptability of show in its pre-

On NBC-TV Pickup

midwest approximation

converter (he calls.it a translator) adaptable for both UHF and
VHF, which has been reduced to

Night Visitors.”

A

highlight was Alistair Cooke’s
dissertation of the differences between" American and British radio.
Yank- attitude, t-he BBC correspondent said, is that “people deserve to get what’s coming to
them,’’ while the British concept
is that “people deserve to .get what

this

nomenon

Peabody Awards ceremonies atf
the N. Y. Radio Executives Club
luncheon last week (1) marked a
high point ht the annals of the an*,
nual event. N<?t only was it tlie

Ratings,

Pittsburgh,

'

-

Up

Piles

m

•

it

m

Up lo

number

WABD

of

N

and NBC’s WNBT,

,

Y.,

are contemplating such round-theclock programming.)
Ratings, of course, can be taken
Ultra high frequency, stations only by diary or recall methods,
coincidental
pliotle
calls
will give tele set owners a. mu&h since
greater selection of channels than would he impossible during predawn
hours.
Pulse
has
come
just
generally expected, a Crosiey TV
exec, said last week at the demon- up with its first study of the show,
stration of the firm’s new “Ultra- which discloses that it starts at
tuner,” adaptor permitting UHF midnight with a 20.0 and then dips
gradually through the remainder
reception on conventional sets.
of the evefiing.
At 1 a. m. the
L. F. (Len) Cramer, assistant
rating is down to a 9; at 2 it’s a 5.8,
general manager in charge of elec- and
at 4 it’s a 2.8.
Latter figure
tronics for the Crosiey division of
still tops the ratings of a number
Avco Corp., said that although a
(Continued
on
page
37)
half-dozen stations may bS assigned
to a community many more outlets
"than that may be received in these
areas.
For example, viewers in
Wilmington, Del., could potentially
get seven VHF and 24 UHF stations, Or a total of 31 channels;
San Francisco-Oakland territory
might be able to get as many as
30 UHF and VHF channels, Indianapolis, 27; and Atlanta, 25.
Prospective clients are apparThe reason for this great selec- ently shying away from NBC-TV’s
tion, Cramer said, is that viewers $40,000 asking price fop* the new
in many cities will be able to pick Worthingtoh L. (Tony) Miner hourup stations in other localities. UHF long dramatic series, which the
will have wide propagation, he de- web would like to spot in' the
clared, because stations will be Wednesday night 8 to 9 segment,
ablb to go up to 1,000 kw. and 2,000 which Kate Smith is exiting. NBC
prexy Joseph H. McConnell, as one
foot in antenna height'.
Cramer’s emphasis on this point of the ipajor items on the .business
was to underline the “advantages” agenda, has been concentrating on
of continuous tuning sets as com- pitching the show up to Reynolds
pared with “step-by-step” or turret Metals, which has been splurging
tuning* He said that the insertion heavily in NBC AM-TV attractions
of a “strip” in turret-type tuners, for the past year. However, Reynenabling the set to receive a UHF olds is reported to have nixed the
channel, might result in the sacri- outlay (which would also entail a
weekly expenditure for
fice of a present VHF channel, $49,000

31

TV Channels

Studio Miner’

At

40G Too Costly?
i

1

*

could cause complications when a time.)
Lacking a client for the Wednesset is moved (from the city to the
country, for example) and might day segment, NBC has settled for a
sustaining
replacement starting
Despite "Big Show’ Exit not be as sensitive (due to space June 18. It will be a musical series
limitations) as the “Ultratuner.”
Virtually all the regular com- With “strips” some step-by-step titled “Heritage,” emanating from
ponents of the NBC “Big Show,” tuners would be abl'e to get a max Washington.
which permanently faded off the imum of 12 stations (both UHF
airlanes couple weeks back, will and VHF), “but the public will
have a future stake in NBC proGranik’s Palm Beach
(Continued on page 37)
gramming. That goes for Tallulah
Bankhead, who will probably head
In Application Bid
up her own TV show in the fall,
Palm Beach, Fla., May 6.
along with a half-hour sltuatipn
Debut
Honuel’s
EngelBeach
series;
Dee
Palm
radio
TV, in which Theocomedy
Chicago, May 6.
dore Granik is one of the major
bach, who will retain his producercur
Girl
Review,”
“Hormel
All
stockholders, has been .formed to
director staftis on the Bankhead
shows and, pending their preem, rently riding on CBS radio under apply for Channel 5 in West Pains
will assume an executive produc- the auspices of the Hormel pack Beach. Attorney William Hi Cook
tion berth under NBC program ing firm, will make its video debut is .prez of the outfit, and J. Robert
this fall via the film route. Kling Meachem, owner of WEAT, Lake
veepee Charles H. (Bud) Barry.
the Worth, is veepee and general -manMeredith Willson, “Big Show’s” Studios here starts lensing
instrumental dis- ager.
musical director and one of the femme vocal and
batch
first
the
when
May
28,
Group plans to. affiliate with
program’s major entities, will con- play
goes into NBC-TV if it is granted the chantinue his late night disk jockey of eight half-hour shows
nel. Coaxial cable to Miami passes
show, his daytime strip and wifi production.
According, to present plans, the through W. Palm Beach, to which
also baton the new Bankhead TV
stanza'. The writers will be integrat- mea$ company will place the pix has been assigned VHF. channel*
ed into the web’s programming on a spot basis rather tfian using 5 and 12, .a* well as two UHF
a network.
1 channels.
rosters.

For

Tallu, Engelbach,
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Television could use more of the
hard hitting, courageous scripting'
east of the famed Kentucky Derby that went into last week’s installcame off. successfully. Technical
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WBC-TVyrret* jtm Xor&
The pattern in which television
used to shape the course
ventions
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and the November

of

elec-

tions has not yet emerged. Yet
there *** facet#’ of the' subject
wMcfl *« dear;
of course!
is that video* will pl#y a key part
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ment of “Ellery Queen” on ABCsetup functioned' sihoothly, ana
TV, Within the framework of the ari limisiialiv good first act: in such as his riding on a train (of a
narrators, technicians, even the
half-hour production, which genor having a new
give
to
weather man, cooperated
all the establishing factors wedding gown)
erally hews to the standardized, which
viewers coast-to-coast a sound and pedestrian cops-and-robbers fdrmu~ and customs were richly punctu- *£>om
race,
great
the
picture account of
la, producers Irving and Norman
8
Henry Mtaock end most equal ni impact, put
.F&cus.
to be no target for
'apart in a
that Tftofdfd 'to
Donald Richardson, aided act seemed to come,; and uneven;
his jibes. When he whs teamed
the famed CburcMll director
abetted by star Lee Bowman welter of' confusion
and
to the
Bsil
Miss
with
Downs ovah
.
.
and such capable. TV thespianfc as performances.
Over the whole route as caught
Technical
Taylor, detoured into- seV
Vaughn
P*ocrew,
locally by the _ WHAS-TV
foi*
producer(j om p^ ne trated video avenue's
of the wfc jected/ Joseph Santiey is
headed by Orrm Towner.
J*r a vivid exposition of bigotory and
different
cameras were mounted at
practiced in some
intoleraaxc ^
,
- . ~
.
the ~rr
credits in yic
inespin# creuxv!,
with toesptog
away wiwi
*|Jf“
points of vantage, two on $?*
b
sectors of the United States.
BnU
Bring directin g +the orch.
of the grandstand i Clubhouse)
recent accounts of quietly emotional role of Mrs.
by
ingpjred
overlooking Ihe track, one on the g 0 gg^ n g S an(j attacks of minorities
tradeGleason’s
Jackie
.Three
of
in
K^uvvas
“honors “or” WiR
judges white cujjicle
by masked marauders in small
characterhatjons supphed
field, and one atop the Clyhhouse communities of the country, this her diehard cantor husband: steeped marked
Toast
Sullivan’s
of
Ed
half
enabout
Li^Clubhouse
fathers.
his
of
«
roof overlooking
Bller£> epi so <ie had something im- in the tradition
debut, is of the Town’Mxour on CBS last
closure, rock garden, etc.
port ant tcTdepict, and did it with onel Ames, making his TV
of. the
big
The
Sunday
(4).
d
camera
e
in
the
who,
lad
Sanders,
commendable forthrightness and, a tall,* goodlooking
of boundless energy opened the show
tor, used good
.5S» honesty. It told of a reign of hooded lead part of the fifth generation
panto,
his. “The Poor Soul
led by the cantors turned blackface chanter with
small
town,
a
in
terrorism
*rS
S
mayor and sheriff, ostensibly' to rid
^?rhnicS
detechnical
.®hPejyismg
s
fhe 5Jt
the commun ity of ‘‘foreigners” but
tails of the big event.
actually motivated by the rtown’s
role. The first was a good
Sam Renick, CBS narrator, gave vestedinterests bent on retaining the singing portions. He rates bitt”
laugh-getter based on his shenanessential details of the race, crowd their fimng
hardwire other opportunities# The veteran ig»ns
stations,
the gallery of a picture
himself
acauifc
delivered
smith
Howard
crispy
description, all
when competition
etc.,
stores,
sketch, paired
capably as the producer* and Rubin house^In tbe’Second.
for good effect. Traditional play-- threatened to move in.
bis regular, Pert K^ton, on
with,
and
charactexizagave
fine
anthem
Goldberg
national
a
jj. was not a pretty picture, which
Ing of the
domestic
My Old Kentucky Home, with S p aim£<i the gamut of the tar-and- tion as a Mend of the Habino^
Were Skillfully timed for large
Palmer was attracthe tenseness of witne^mg the feather brand of terrorism to ac- witzes. Betsy
.
,
horses being lined up m. the start- t ual lynchings. All concerned ac- ive and poised
all
pole,
quarter
champion
and
the
gate
at
hag
Ui^ e d themselves in. fine style
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Bet* French
Froducer; Jodttm Bailey
Sawder#
Study
JHreetor:
3# Min*., S#t, (% 4:Ifr **».
.CBS-TV, from Louisville
Yirst time for a network tele-

r~T'

f

MV m tHg UNCi
RepaMkau

wkk wsHWCja- dbrb*
Sam HtnkK
Witli

.-.-i

-j

Tpgr

tile y6tets. It’ S evi
ucut, too,
wu, that
denf,
uum wetwprjts
networks <are s<
scrupulou5, y tryinf( to ma teiii an
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equal balance between the two major parties (although the amount
of time that will be apportioned to
the mmor parties is 'still an uncer-

'

,

M

tain miantity).
ther» that the

-

It’# 'apparent, furwill .allocate
to

web#

a good proportion of theip time
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yet to be hiOnmered out.

they re oil
with over-accented spiels and a ,<W«
.....
Bryan Field, who has called the diskg filmed commercUt Ueatar- „ThV tw-way commerdals, by
4.UCO and Cavalier clgaleiainc General Tires
race
ce many times over radio, gave i ng Bobby Clark’s cigar-wielding.
the race a good call. It’s a difficult [comicalities) that was” so out. of rets, were spaced out on the halfTraiu
to follow the horses partic- tempo with the hiOf-hmir stanza as hour breaks, as usual.
job
%
»*.
I_l. 1
11.
L«««« <\lt nrl fkHf)
«
At
^
l’f
1
ularly when they are' bunched, and to make the. whole thing ludicrous*
Lucille Ball* whose vidpiO series
Held with the aid of powerful biHose* I
is topping the Nielsen parade, did
noculars called ’em accurately*
Santson Raphaelson’s -W. J
even when the pack was coming
» live guest shot on NB 6-TV's ’’All
,
ETrade as
acft>v> Doimn^ fi.tnrJiflv
Vr?
a star"*™'’
made toe grade
Got Singer” h
Ed
"toe- sU-etc^head-on,
(starring George Jessel- Wyrm . she did two sketches, one
slightly jumbled in identifying the letter
show horse correctly, but gave a 1925) and as a film (starring A1 so-so and one socko. The click was
clear, correct call on the winner, Jolson, 1927), Ba it# vidrama form a reprise of the “silent film” numHill GaB, and the place horse Sub as the third of WOR’s cross-board ber, written by Leo Solomon, Hal
Fleet. Cameras got good shots of “Broadway TV Theatre” it must Kantor and Seaman Jacobs, in
the tote board, which gave viewers suffer inevitable comparisons. This which Miss Ball made 'her tele
a gander at the standing at the is so because the Warren Wade- debut three years ago on Wynn’s
produced series claims ultra fideli- CBS-TV layout. It field up beauts
finish, odds paid, etc.
““
Four cameras With long-range
lenses brought toe homes into toe ^ptotion. and toen omy where Hari, to brunette wig and tomd
this
toe
time
element
§W“dhy
to
toappings. twng to part
picture clearly, and likewise were
pattern.
from some military secret. Her
able to sweep the tremendously yu
Why, therefore, was “Jars Sing- come-hither slinking from love-seat
Urge racing plant to bring to the
viewers nation-wide a clear view f r updated in spots to givf the to love-seat and some masterful
of the crowds in the grandstand impression of a current slice, of business with title cards helped
P
and
ttieSld. Jewish life instead of remaining put over Ttop tower' item.
althful » as Per pre-preem promNot
so
was
her
first
good
bit,
as
Phil ouweraem,
Sutterfield WHAS-TV
rim
wsiAo-i. v anan f,
around which Ranhael-. jm nvArwSirhf damA. +rvirux tn w.
nouncer, and Pete French, handled
r?Sf
hadpeggedlt? Them S 3® dSce
Suit
^ynnjS otS.
UCe town’s
gym.
^was^x^orely
iIahKI flinX
TminKli
Jaw
celebs before the race. After
race, and during presentation
cry,
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comedic

OPERATION NEW HORIZONS

through a number of transitions
aR d -breast-beatings in the quarter
nt u
° r s0 s nce Raphaelson put
£? t
f
^
on P a P er *...
u
But this fielder’s choice
criticism
aside, the incandescent theatricals
f the basic work was almost
5
1?

^

£^

Pearl

elements.

as

other)
Bailey

_

^

+£?£;•

S

Edward

AM-TV

Ingle,

director

Republic!
of the Republican
National Commlttee, wrapped up an impactful
.L„,n
show ’on flhn*SimdW M). lensed'iin
Washington with a courtroom sei
set-

I

ting.

^

A ‘‘prosecuti

Rented his brief
Congress, calling on three senators
F/vmft and fiv^representativeMU from
the ‘GOP delegation to give evidence on his jloint#* The audience
«t>^d^hvTj^n^ET^r^an°franrn
id ®53y
was the jury.
f
This fomat gave the presentamri^-prop
anf
puttinl
p
'
over om e corldllg straight dido! tion a .dramatte flavor, and thus
on. the slack rope. The
was may have, attracted viewers who
v.q VP j fn f^isanVin’e «p nnr. c* n7tv* would shv from straight uolemical
y*?
J^d
£f
the
h£ammilS
dine ^th dSfestionaf touen,^Tnd
o ns
u
13vb?fhf«f
ana tte
me ToJ
s 010
13 6 41115
by design, xessionai
i." / , ,
^assameness
but it tended
toward
in
Ululate
ate
micu
over
as
pVf°l ®ame
p
At the midway point, Sullivan ??
spokesmen
via the cross-examinaifferviewed Nate Eagle’s troupe of tion. Three pro actors were used.
inii rmtiang and Ted Evans, the
Mrvrr^fi.
^0 a /nioefioift
:

th^r^r

—

^w

Sthne
^ma

Tde£l

to^

? *u

{

I

on

the viewer’s eye off the factual .political ball. -Thus, the cariatu
e“^e C0UD
'A
S? Adnmnstiation,
Taffi forthe
?
TajoH,
as a snide,

problems in wardrobe,

+

etc.,

&®ser w« I^^uciano
Sose^w^Itjd^Luriano
laa teu o:rm a Neapol1
English, An
Snakehipped Ben Wrigley please
a^?’’ t0Q fead
P
ed with his rubber torso didoes. fb 5r SS»+ ^Jia
3
foU °w nmutotally obliterated, so much so that These were nicely integrated into
no alequate
e C
actlc chantlll « of
sacred a haunted house skit complete with !*L£?55i ne song
Trcu.
Ko1j ir^
0]Q
eve of Yom Kip- revolving panels* mummies and showcase J
T)ur
"
Duv ftf
AtftBPTYlhnt
M,ViTr»fi
cimlloY.
oatoia
"hftrwipp
T)nn/>*n
ur—that Day
of Atonement which similar comic horrors.- The Duncan
Bud Abbott and Lou Costello,
Is the most solemn and majestic in Sisters, vande vets, reminiscing
tlie Jewish calendar
was shadow with Wynn on his 50 years in show «>r their season finale on NBCwithout substance. Vocally, includ- biz, did “Side By Side,” “Double TV’s “Colgate Comedy Hour” Suning the pop song end that figured Dee Do” and “Smiles,” to a good day^ night (4), slipped back to the
stodgier pace of
I SOI
some of their
previous shows this year. Comedy
team revived a number of their old
.

ul
senators and repreSentatives. with
GOP getting the kickoff spot.

the

TooteW’°Mte'r

exercises by virtue of an oversized
suit that concealed her real move-

ments.

wf

|f

contemptuous slouch squirming
under we weight of the GOP at*
was devastating—but it was

|

S^

^

the

.

1

•

—

technique Of demolishing a
straw man. Some citizens may feel
that emphasis on razzle-dazzle may
air*
{nu/tfiJhnufA substitute for
fltf
bd an
inadequate
squarely meeting jthe issues. In
entry,
fairness to the Republican
however, it did tackle most questions in forthright maimer.
;

.

1

Bril,

routines which, while still amusing, NEWSREEL
nryA fiaurlin Tonv Carvell
have been seen too often to sustain wffh
i*
1“ Min#.! Mon.-wUrU-yri., 11 p.m<>
lrrmacL Vera 7nnmi
HEALERS
CHEVROLET
pallet spot, looked as though she
hadn’t rehearsed her dance suf- WRGB, Schenectady
ficiently "and singer Tony Bavaar,
-News program, handled live by
lYTMtl A
—J
t
.
while good"
oT°his Vingle'^tune’ Ted Baughn (dinitorPf production
A3 * MSUlt:

V?^m

Producer: Sterling Quinlan
15 Mins*; Mon.-thru-Fri., 2 pm.
Sustaining

•

¥

WBKB,

Chicago
Extent to which some of the
commercial TV outlets are cooperating with educational groups

uTtoXT-

lT^s

V

-

tacular risley act
making their TV d

what little flash the ***„« UrtU
Program had a miniscule riorv tractive hour,

ambitious for stations of their own
demonstrated by this daily quarter-hour set aside by indie
for use by the school men to tell
their plans for the utilization of
Chi’s Channel 11. It’s a straight
talk show, using slight production
and visual dressup but it at least
gives the educators an opportunity
Is

.

it

has built a sun-

with Abbott taking Costello to stantial audience. Baughn’s service
Carvell s,
France for singing lessons
for is longer and larger than
what purpose was never explained although the latter brings to tne
As a result, the opening scene was show one of the best, deepest
set at an ocean Uner’s pier with voices heard hereabouts,
the two comics going through their
Baughn, with his prematurely
Baccigalupe routine and Costello, grey, wavy hair, i£ distinctly photoas usual, getting banged sporadical^ genic resembles a younger Nelson
ly on the head. There was also the Eddy. .Speaking pipes are clear,
old business about climbing into
a but tone is rather hard. If Baughn
hammock afioard ship and a final developed a warmer camera percourtroom scene with the* usual sonality, .he could be outstanding,
riapstick and telegraphed payoff. Handling of commercials is comCostello got some laughs by team- petent, albeit on one shot viewed.
1
s P°rt Morgan, the dog Baughn broke out in a rash- of
f ® .J?
from
Top Banana,” for a singing fluffing. The telenews portions wm
never win honors for sharpness of
_
Miss Zorina, -in an interpretive projection or ease on eye. Carveu
dance, seemed to have lost her does not appear on the screen--*
<
1*
Bcored solidly with Baughn tabs at the outset. The
£
i« +
ms
tune, but then was wasted as halos around and reflections of
tile singing bailiff of
the court, Bgughn’s head sometimes beco. ^®
Ashtons, however, must have distracting. Problem of eliminating
brought viewers to the edge of them has not been licked.
e
s .
with some jet-paced
fl
prnffrnn,
Pt in a news room*
a ^°-tumbling. It’s
^th foot clocks for the different
1116
time zones and a revolving sphere
its kind in the business and should
Exposure of scanners
b# much in demand for vaude, 0 f the world ^Srolet” is conto the nmne
(Continued on page 36)
stant during live segments.
line,

WBKB

—

to get their message across.
Edition viewed (2) boasted a topnotch, articulate lineup and was
tied in with the American Council

On

Education convention being
held in the city. Entire week’s strip

was programmed by Loyola University with Prof. Norbert Kruby

cussion of the potentialities of the
medium. All in all, it was a good
effort in a meaningful pub-service
series by the indie.
Dave.

assistea

|

+{;??:*

with only occasional flashes of fun,
v
as when she goldbricked on her.

With Norbert Hniby, Rev. James
T. Hussey, Rev. Theodore Hcsburgh, Ralph Steetle

moderating this segment. Guests
were Loyola prexy Rev. James T.
Hussey, Rev. Theodore Hesburgh,
Notre Dame exec veepee and chairman of the ACE’s TV section, and
Ralph Steetle, director of the Joint
Committee On Educational TV.
Guest trio obviously was bullish
on the future of teaching by video
and succeeded in projecting their
enthusiasm via their detailed dis-
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v^ t
™r her
ino uiui "
ner Sff
to CuCK over
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1

0tx "Hata in'ttie Ring,” NBC-TV
(j onating a Sunday half-hour to

festtwo^edttiins
vw the
are .being devoted to
vmv two
MTV parpm-

gWfiedo^ver^from the Paramount
iN.

m

>
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Program was loaded with
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relied, on.
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interviewed the owner, trainer wife
of the owner and other oersonalities usually accorded admission to
the Charmed winner’s circle. Lads
both- handled their assignments in
top style.
Commercials were films and the
usuai Glltette
While the
horses -werebeingnut hi the gate
for the^tert an Dl§ film rommeS
eT *
•
...
w!...
cial with Bill Corum, prez of
Churchill Downs, plugging the
product, was inserted. Seemed a
little on the corny side to spot the
oldie commersh just before the
start of the big race.
Wied,

-

familiar helter-skelter ir®
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And

a key question^ how much the issues will .be discussed and how
much production gimmicks will be
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MARILYN ROSS
STARTS SINGING ENGAGEMENT
LATIN QUARTER, NEW YORK, MAY lg
Personal Management: BERN IE THALL
Hotel Walton, New York
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ALL ABOUND THE TOWN
Wltb

Wkn

Wallic«, Ball

wnyAt^rpm,

PEPSLCOLA

_
mow)
„

CBS;XV, ix out New York

Producer: Richard Neale
Director; Joseph Scibetta
Cobb,
Buff
and
80 Mins.; Tburs. (1), 8 p,m.
Wallace
Mike
team who’vc F. LOKILLARD
husband-and-wife
afternoon.
in
an
ABC-TV,
from Cincinnati
disporting
been
(Lennen & Mitchell
CBS-TV cross-the-board show for
gome
This was heralded as a historic
Emerson s spot for-PepsiCola on occas i on without precedent since
the same net Saturday (3). After £he Liucoln-Douglas debates, but
Miss Emerson exited the time slot the gathering of five aspirants to
e
e the ^residen
Py (and a representamffc tte
+hi°h
9 w hom^lvpn
haH-ho^evenoutfit fiBed ^t
of a sixth) on the same stage
^bj ects. The tive
jtog segment
to answer questions before *telewho-are
packagduo,
Wallace-Cobb
vision cameras did not register
ed by CBS Network, reportedly will wjth the impact that might have
hold down tlm_^^e until mepi^- been expected.
However, the
tion of the sponsors Jlme contract, kingsize forum did come across* as
.

*V-nm pM

CITIZENS’ VIEW OF ’W
MEDICINE AND THE MIGHTY
With Estep Kefauver, Harold 1.
ATOM
Stassen. -W. Averell Harrinlan, With Ben Grauer, others
Robert S; Kerr, Paul G. Hoff- Producer: John Rills
wan. Earl Warren; John B*ly» Director; Jack Dillon
,
emcee; Dennis James, announcer Writer; Budd Fishel

Mb;

various aikllenoe ruesi*
Producer-director; Bii Parly

It

MWIEWS

1

30 Mins., Sun*

(4),

1:30 p.m.

NBC-TV, from New York*
NBC, in association with the

By

American Medical Assn,, joined
forces Sunday (4) to put on an unPEARSON
usual 30-minute video documen- Director Bob Massell
tary. -The program originated from
Producer: Willie Me el
the Brookhaven National Labora- 15 Mins.; Sun* 11 o.m,
tory, the atomic energy station loCARTER PRODUCTS
cated at Upton, LJ,
ABC-TV, from Washington
Marking the first time that mo(Ted Ratesl
bile TV cameras have penetrated an
A staple on ABC radio for many]
•atomic energy 'installation, “Medi- years. Drew Pearson is now doucine and the Mighty Atom” gave bling on the web’s videolartes in a

DREW

When

HERMAN

A.

LOWE

Washington,
the President

May

G.

of

th*
United States and his First Lady
hold a state reception for 1,500
people its success can be chalked
up as a tribute to the technical
skill and know-how of’ the White
House staff. When the President
home viewers the rare experience late Sunday evening slot. Although was “at home”. .to an estimated
of. witnessing experiments with
not an effective gabber by any 30,000,000 televiewers last Saturnew radioactive' isotopes, with sci- means, Pearson has managed to day (2), success and smoothness of
It has six weeks to go.
probably the biggest that's likely entific authorities demonstrating build his
audiences with event must be attributed to the
the use of atomic medicine in prac- dramatizations of- the news via his technical skill
For their initial performance to be set' up for some time.
and know-how of
One weakness was the time limit; tical application to ‘patients.
exclusives, predictions and cru- an entire industry. To this must be
under the Pepsi banner, Wallace
Thanks to a particularly effec- sading appeals against corruption added the very
another that not all the candidates
personal savvy of
and Miss Cobb elected to take appeared.
tive and clarifying commentary by in high plaoes.
. Gen. Dwight D. EisenHe's working the the Chief Executive himself, plus
viewers on what was literally a hower, of course, is abroad and Ben Grauer, the program simplisame formula on TV and it should a warmth and informality which
Chambord
Restaufied
and made understandable to pay off with Chual results,
guided tour of
was represented by Paul G. .Hoff*
undoubtedly charmed a nation^
This, TV series has a straight
rant, swank eastside eatery. When man (on leave as Ford Foundation the average layman a scientific
The video four of the Executive
proxy).
Sen. Robert A. Taft project which ordinarily would bg news format in which Pearson
not too busy waxing poetic oyer
Mansion had all the impact of th«
(R., O.) and Sen. Richard B. Rus- beyond his comprehension. In this purveys his various scoops
and,
Chambord’s history,, cuisine and sell (D.,Ga„) declined invitations. Grauer was ably aided and abeted
speculations from behind an office precedenb#hakitik, pattern-making
what-have-ybu along with generous Candidates of the minor parties by the TV cameras and the staff of desk. On his kickoff stanza (4), event it was. But, mostly, it
Brookhaven experts, both, medical he used only one film clip and that emerged a personal triumph fox
mentions of that, “more bounce to weren't ihvited.
The politicos were each given and scientific, who were surpris- one wasn’t particularly timely t>r the man, Harry Truman* The audijthe ounce” drink, the couple iningly at ease and adept in their modest. The clip showed General ence impact of
seeing the refurb*
troed a round of celebs. In this about four minutes to answer a extra-curricular
assignment.
Question
picked as the most pressPearson
a
Eisenhower
giving
instance they included actor Regi'
In a swift-moving documentary “Father of the Year” award sevnald Gardiner, songstress Jane J&S 1 !suf J?? members of the
Morgan, agent Barron Polan, au- League of. Women Voters, at whose virtually packed with drama, the eral years ago. It was a cozy way WHITE HOUSE TOUR
thor Cornelius VanderbiltpJr., and convention the telecast took place. Brookhaven TV tour was awe-in- of establishing a relationship be- With President Truman; Commentators Walter Cronklte <CBS)
Renzo Cesana CVThe Continental”), Key domestic question, according spiring in its glimpse of the atomic tween the General and Pearson
to the LWV baRot was: “How potentials in the realm of medi- but the latter admittedly had nothBryson "Rash (ABC), Frank
among others.
cine, and the enormity of the ex- ing new to offer about EisenhowRourgholtser (NBC)
Producer: Three webs combined
er’s plans.
penditure necessary.
CBS-TV’s remotes from the Stork foreign policy poser .in the LWV
The visit of the TV cameras into
Pearson came up with a hot 50 Mins., Sat. (3), 4 pan.
Club with the same clink of glasses, poll was; “Would you increase', or the “hot
story
his
secret
Narrator:
unveiling
of
a
(the
Stuart Ripley
lab”
radioactive secIn
the same sea- of white tablecloths reduce the amount of economic aid
tion); the quickie tour of the bio- 1945 memorandum sent by the Sustaining
j
and people indulging in small talk. to foreign countries?”
logical lab; the actual climax show- Chinese Nationalist government to •NBC, CBS, ABC, .Washington
Miss Gobbwpr should we say Buffy?
ing the treatment of a patient with its attaches in this country asking
these
queries
Panel
tackling
hither
and
thither
.busily
flitted
radioactive infusion;, the intense them to collect information on new
buttonholing^. And Wallace, like- comprised W. Averell Harriman,
precautions practiced by the doc- U, S. weapons. He also disclosed ished White House under the guidwise* scurrjed about grimly intent Mutual. Security Agency director;
tors and nurses coming in contact some behind-the-scenes info on ance of the present occupant ii
Term.),
Sen,
Estes
Kefauver UX,
upon missing nothing. However, to
Sen. Robert S. Kerr (D.,Okla.), with the new and miraculous medi- the steel situation as well as mak- almost awesome. But the fabled
the couple's credit, they have
cal hope—-here was science both ing a prediction on how the Su- folksiness
Cal.),
Harold
‘Goy.Earl
Warren
(R,,
and “common man"
for adUbbing and future
flair
preme Court will act on the* Gov- touch of Mr. Truman, so often
dramatic and exciting.
stanzas should iron out some of the ®*. StasseU, former Governor of
Here, too, were "the fruits of ernment seizure of the mills. An- lost von his more formal TV
(for
Hoffman
Mr.
confusion and undue hustle and
stints,
atomic* energy research presented [ other, important exclusive involved supplied
bustle that. permeated .the preem. Ike). The order of -their speaking
the personal* element in
was determined by lot and* each in a form that held forth hope for the use of economic pressure by’ a sock manner. Sum total,
Glib.
de•the
Democratic
Party
machine
gave®* straight presentation of his huinanity in contrast to the recent
spite some technical quirks, add#
regulars on primary delegates supviews, without cross - discussion. Yucca Flat nuclear performance.
to a new height in TV achieve*
up
porting
Estes
Rose.
Senator
Kefauver
in
Speakers had been informed of the
TELEVISION STXrBEAMS
ment.
Ohio.
questions beforehand and most
With Bill Vaughan
The Arrid commercial, with its
Teeing off with the Presidential
read their replies. In each half of HOSPITALITY HOUSE
Producer-Dlrectorr BUI Donovan
the program there was enough With Kay Lande, John Moimteer, shot of under-arm perspiration, is “at home” card flashed on the
15 Mins.; Fri. 0:15 pjn.
The
in
the
worst
possible
taste.
additional
time left over for one
ADAMS DAIRY PRODUCTS
Frank D'Armand Trio
plug for Carter's Little Liver Pills screen, cameras panned across imquestion addressed to one of the Director: Bill Mulvey
WDAF-TV, Kansas City
pressive exterior of White House,
is only A slight improvement.
office-seekers.
(Valentine-RMford
15 Min*.; Toes., 10:45 "p.m.
took viewers through the main
Hem.
Scheduling of this show Oh The format permitted a fair (if UNION-FERN FURNITURE CO*
door, where the White House rep*
WDAF-TV last’ Friday night Is sketchy) presentation of ’the can- WKGB, Schenectady,
for each of the three participating
REYNOLDS ON SPORTS
something of an event here, for it didates’ views, without confusing
iHevejtor)
web’s awaited the President as h«
brings to video one of the veteran verbal fireworks. It gave the auA new cast entertains for the With Frank Reynolds
descended the big staircase in fhe
and revered departments of the dience an idea of where the men furniture chain in the removal of Director: Bill Taylor
Kansas City Star. “Starbeams” has stand on some' problems,' and a “Hospitality House” from Sunday 15 Mins.; Tries,, Tfcurs* 10:45 pjn. remodelled state hall. From then
on, with only one hiatus, first Walbeen a standard feature in the Star chance to_ „see_ thSm
to Tuesday evening. Ka£ Lande, Participating
in action
„
ter Cronklte (CBS), then Bryson
for many years, and in recent years Kefauver taking a note or polish- featured singer, won an. Arthur WBKB, Chicago
After grooming as an understudy Rash. (ABC) and finally Frank
es written by Bill Vaughan it has -ing bis glassed? Harriman straight- Godfrey talent competition. John
been a column of pithy paragraphs erring the things on hi3 table pre- Mounteer is an announcer-disk vto Joe Wilson who has switched to Bourgholtzer spelled each other in
in the vein of wry and dry humor,
cisely; StassCn listening intently, jockey at WXKW, Albany. Frank Mutual for its “Game Of the Day” Carrying a portable mike to catch
airers, Frank Reynolds has the Presidential
comments. FuncVaughan has’ more than made etc. Harriman, who has had little D’Armand, pianist-leader, formerly baseball
and now emerged asL WBKB's chief tion of the trio of commentator*
his mark as a humorist and has 4c- campaign experience, seemed least served as director for
spor
tscaster. A smooth ‘spieler with
of
then
for
WPTR,
Albany.
intricacies
fan^
ar
the
veloped a firm following among
was to steer the Truman running
voice,
he
good
stacks
up
as
a
Show caught had gobd musical
Star readers. This session aim?; at ^deo performing, while Kefauver,
welcome addition to the Windy narration, to ask leading questions
visualizing Vaughan and the qua!- Stassen and Warren seemed most quality, thin story line, fair proand to keep the show “tight” and
duction and smooth message pres- City AM-TV sports fraternity. Only
itiesr which have endeared him to at ease before Ihe cameras. Emcee
orderly.
Actually,
although all
a Seed entation, but missed, a little on in- handicap and one that Could easily three
the reading public. Generally, the
old hands before the cameradicated
is
his
to
be
be
tendency
tegration and identification.-. Miss
show succeeds fairly well, albeit J°b in that department*
era
as
well
as
in
quizzing the Preslittle cool and diffident during
there were plenty of first-time
Productionwide the show lacked Lande, a cute blonde, opened fittperformed their chores 4
the interview segments of this new ident
rough spots in the quarter hour,
Lighting was poorly ingly and bouncily with “Easter
slickness.
Parade,” followed with flight-touch late-evening quarter-hour* Also, smoothly, Mr. Truman carried the
Hie
camof
handled
and
shadows
The setting introduces bespeo
warbling of “My Wife Won't Let since the station has sort of a" sightseeing ball almost without
tacled,- sober-miened Vaughan,, in eras were visible^ven gat of a
Me” latter under a street fight. working relationship with the Sun- prompting.
his shirtsleeves at his typewriter, cameraman motioning to Harrmian
Cameras moved to* D'Armand's Times it might be possible to latch"]
As star 'of the show, President
from which he turns to gab about to look at theother camera. Conthreesome, which" played expertly onto some late sport pix to spice Truman gave a natural, human perparof
the
the
VTP
status
sidenng
the subjects of the day. He turns
a brisk, number, not clearly an- the show.
formance, varying his straight
Cai3 er
his attention on various items,
program,
venFormatwise,
the
i the
fL *SjS|J
Mounteer bounced off
affair nounced.
used and
there being few limitations on his
tures on to no new trails, sticking “guide” chores with humor, solthat set to keep an “appointment
comments and eracksl and adds a staged with a surer hand. Use of with the vocalist, this ,segiiing into to .the usual gadgets, leading off emnity, a touch of drama, and oven
e
e
a display of musical virtuosity.
few visual props for 'the benefit of %£JL
Finale spot- with the spot news and finaling
tn
to Umcy from Gotham or a long commercial.
Viewers. As *a performer, he ap-c
lighted Miss Lande, cassock-garbed. with a chin session with visitors. Latter, coming unexpectedly in repeared a bit ill at ease, and no other production centres, would In “The Lord’s Prayer/’
to off- A couple of apprentice jockeys sponse to Bourgholzer’s request
helped,
doubt will overcome his as he
that he be permitted to strike a
were aboard session seen (24).
screen organ accompaniment.
learns to relax and pace himself
Program was staged with the asDave.
few notes on one of the pianos in
Jaco.
with more programs under his belt, sistance of Life mag.- Idea develthe East Room, formed a high spot
Commercials devoted to Adams oped partly as a promotion for the
in the Presidential performance.
ON STAGE IN MANCHESTER
milk and ice cream, a product sold Robert Montgomery show on NBC MIDWESTERN HAYRSDE
HenWith
Robert
Wilson,
Mafgo
Typical of his ad lib, impromptu
in supermarkets in the area, yrere radio, which Life bankrolls, and a With Bill Thall, others
derson, Alec Finlay
style, the President responded to
Producer-director:
Charles'!
handled by" big Dick Gillham of radio edition was aired later
Producer:
Eric
Fawcett
the commentator’s request by playVaughan
the studio staff. These, too, showed Thursday night (1) .at 10:35 p.m.,
20 Mins.ing a few bars of Mozart's Ninth
Mins.,
30
Sum,
p4ri*
3
much first-show roughness, and immediately, after the Montgomery NBC-TV, from Ciridbriatl
DBG, Manchester, England
Sonata, then impartially striding
will take a deal- of smoothing.
gabcast. Life got cuffo plugs via
This bright all-Scottish stanza, across the great ballroom to
“Midwestern
Hayride”
returned
t' e
«>vers planted around
Basically,
show- has the ingredito NBC’s TV web Sunday after telecast from the British Broadcast- flew Baldwin to strike a few chords
ents for. a steady humor entry on Paly’s desk *nd -offer of a booklet
ing Corp.'s radio and TV exhibition
noon
(4)
with
fast-paced,
coraa
on
that,
too.
the WDAF-TV schedule, and un- reporting on the forum;
cocted variety stanza that’s been at Manchester, England, shows
Pride of the Manor
doubtedly Vaughan will be around - Old Gold commercials weren't its trademark since it was launched what colorful Scotch acts can
for some time to come on video.
of the best, Sponsor rightly sought on WLW-T, Cine
ample use of kilt
Besides impressing as a consumin 1948. The achieve.' With
y
very
to
use
an
institutional
they
add
up
to
and
Scot
songs,
type of alfalfa styled songs, dances and
Quin.
mate showman, President Truman
message, but with Dennis James
varied his role with that of proud
comedy are belted out with enough favorable TV entertainment.
puffing on the cigaret as he spieled
Robert Wilson, Scot tenor, dress- home owner, historian, sentimenspirit and amiability to please the
these came over as sales pitches
cosHighland
in
ed
picturesquely
web’s urban viewers as well as the
talist, and, finally, a citizen with
Nesbitt Tassing Parade'
instead of the distinguished mentume, sang Scot songs, including his a deep sense of pride in his councombelters.
tion. Also, the placarding of Old
&
fine* imr d
r*
Hour-long show is knit together own new composition “Gaye Gor- try's possessions. Time and again
’
Golds
name
over
Daly's
desk
As LBo-lY bummer rare
emcee Bill Thall whose festive dons.” Wilson, with a good appear- he showed his kinship with any
seemed an over-commercialization. by
introes set the mood for the rest ance, is sure material for video and man-of-the-house, such as when he
Bril.
Hollywood, May 6.
q£ the program. The quips and has already televised in the States. pointed to the Sargeant portrait
Surprise hit was Margo HenderNew half-hour television series
sketches have a crackerbarrel qualof Theodore Roosevelt, with the
ity that’s pleasing and which Thall son (of the act Kemp & Henderson),
Pioneer* to Elect sells with ebullience. His easy-go- making her TV bow in very pleas- comment, “That’s the most expenParade"" may^pSem^on
sive picture we have.” Time and
the
piano
songs
at
style
with,
ing
this
New York chapter of Radio Pio- ing manner should win him lots of
summer as a replacement
and impressions. Here’s another again he recalled the historical
show. Nesbitt, who produced a se- neers will elect officers at dinner fans.
background of the rooms and its*
video
potenstrong
Scot
act
with
The hayseed entertainers surries of shorts for Metro under that meeting next Wednesday (14) everounding Thall include square tialities. Alec Finlay, Scot come- furnishings, frequently chuckling
title for a number
of years, is the ning at Henrik Hudson hotel,
the
and
danced,
played
dian,
sang
over an anecdote. With a sense of
dancers, yodelers, harmonica play
packager.
Nominees are Dorothy Gordon, ers, barnyard animal impression- bagpipes and a miniature concer- the solemnity of his recollections,
CBS-TV Coast veepee Harry for prez; Patt Barnes, first v.p.; ists, etc. All handle their assign tina, gagged, and looked sprightly he pointed to the chair in which
Ackerman Is also studying a new Frank G. Silverrail, second v.p.; ments with an infectious gaiety a la Sir Harry Lauder. With better FDR had made his “fireside cLats,”
Panel show idea, submitted by Bruce Robertson, secretary; and Acts move in high gear all the way joke material, he’d register more and reminisced that
the East Room,
writer Hal Kanter, as a possible Charles A. Wall, treasurer. Other keeping the stanza at a steady clip strongly, for he has a clean, clearscene of White House Weddings,
summer entry. Kanter would su- nominations may be made from Direction and camera help sustain cut act with the tang of the heather
1
(Continued
oil
page 37)
Gord.
hills about it.
Gros.
pervise its production.
pace.
the floor.
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building oariy

is
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.

momentum

westinghouse

for one of the biggest seasons in Its
history - for 1952-1953

The

CBS Radio Network

Fall schedule of the
*

1

•

'

already.

Radio’s election coverage...

philxp morris will start a second half-hour, show. ...
is

!

months ahead of previous

80 per cent as far along aS

schedule tcas

CBS

;

.

getting set

series— and

present a get- out-the-vote

-will

on September

And

1st.

ICAN TOBACCO

years. Its

years

last

. . .

R.

T.

REYNOLDS . . LEVER BROTHERS

PILLSRtJRY MILLS .

• . .

.-

. .

HORMEL *•

1

»
it’s

among

aglitter

TONI.

^ .

MARS

—

•

other bellwether advertisers.
i

with Such magic-name
•

stars, as

.

All these pre-season signs are a tribute not only

.

I
<

•

jack benny

(in his 21st
*

to listehers’

and

-

tire

»

values of

all radio.

t

*

*'

»

«

showman

CBS Radio— but to

to

year of radio, a greater
critics'

»

thanever)
*

For

. .

about radio

there's a conviction
*

.

,

-

*

6

,

•>

m

witli three of radio's top-rated

Spreading

competition I can. remember, radio has proved*

over again, the best way to create volume

—

guaran*

tee that "People

'

agency executive says—"In the face of the liveliest

itself, all

sure,

through business; a prominent

all

•

“My Friend Inna”) ...

art linkletter (nimble emcee and

»

*»

„

shows) ...

marie wieson (blonde beauty and shining dimwit of

that's

,

.

Arthur Godfrey (marathon host and salesman—

soles— at lowest cost everywhere in the country

Are Funny'') ...

*

j

•

”

There* * a new radio listening pattern
that assures continued low cost
1

ALL THE HOLLYWOOD CELEBRITIES Of "Hallmark
Playhouse/' "Suspense/' and "Screen- Guild Theatre''

...

As well

•
»

SEVAREID,

as
»

edward
•

I

r.

morrow* erig

Listeners today are buying

*

s

.

LOWELL THOMAS, ROBERT TROUT— and

.

lion

new radio sets

:

0

more than a

half mil-

every month. ; ; .They keep on
^

®
‘

'

*

*

•

<

more than 25 other top newsmen— reporting the

buying new radios to match listening habits with

drama of an

living habits .

election year.

With a new season a half-year away, sponsors
too are off to an early

Procter & gamble
r

start.

On CBS Radio—

will continue its

10 shows —

In addition to 36 million living

its

kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms,

dens... and

and

•

911-week sponsorship..

Details of computations in this advertisement availaJde on request*

radios,

they ve bought 41 million "secondary" sets— for

«

and

room

23 million

sets for

*
«

automobiles.

•

.

Mw
.»•

'

..IV..

-

7

,

n

*,-

<*.

c

>V

established

Is

ever/’
o

• .

Advertisers. find die' advantages of radio greater
Jpt.

f*
•

•

« >

v; \

a
.

,

on CBS Radio than on any other network:

CSS

Rqdiq has the biggest average audience:
.

(Clock radios alone are soling At the astonishing
*

rate of

100,000 a month.

„*

*•

One manufacturer has
'

already sold more: than two million.)

The
ing

is

result:

More than half

outside the living room.
«*l.'

tening, people

of all radio listen-

.

And in total Us-

t-

0

'

spend more time with radio than
ort

HiulsUnSuttngs, Ocf/SI-Murdt

,

(1st r*purt] Si'

with any other medium.
•v

This is the basis of radio s continuing economy*

CBS Radio has most of the

top programs

— more

t

«

a

than all other networks combined:

The choices that face advertisers,
today favor radio
V

In terms of audiences, a

mass advertiser today

may choose to spend a dollar for 944 radio
v

ers ...or

365

#

listen-

“

television viewers... or

zine readers . . . or

;

334 maga-

240 newspaper readers.

*Sus*d *n

In terms of advertising frequency , he

may

>

CBS

Otf.'SI-Jan. 'St

|

.

Radio ofers the lowest cost~per~thousand:

choose to reach a given number of prospects once
in

newspapers.*, or 1.3 times* in magazines... or.

1.5 times, in television ... or 3.9

ixi

radio

— at no

difference in cost *

With pther media rates still on the rise, the continuing

low

advertisers.

cost^ of radio

For

that support

it offers

volume

has

new

appeal for

*Ay*r 0 t»», Advinc. Ni*h*n-katlng hush, Ocf.'Af -March

(1st ropart)

52

*

die numbers of people

that secures profit

And

it

Next season give your product the support of netp.

permits frequency of advertising impressions—the

*

work radio '-in all seasons the most efficient force

i

pre-selling repetition that is today’s best stand-in

in mass distribution «

On CBS

Radio, give, it more

•»

for clerks in self-service stores.

of

what radio can give it best.

THE CBS RADIO NETWORK
Where America Listens Most

j

; .
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RAMA MKVKKWS

2&
VALENTINO

.

We<irte*ciity,

RALPH EDWARDS SHOW

With Barry Valentino

the eternal light
(Stephen Wise—A Voice

producer; Vincent Lopez
Director; Robert Greiner
Writer; Arlene Wood

nounce* Charles Lyon
With Norman Rose, Paul McGrath,
Joseph
de Writers; Mort Lachmsm, Paul EtV
Seymour;
Anne

Mny -7, X9S2

Demp-

foe Jus- With Claire Phillip*, Jack

ahdlence participant*; an-

sey,

tice)

.

.

ward*, Tom Adair
Producer: Ralph Edward*
Director: Ed, Bailey
30 Mins.: Sat,, 8:30 p.m.

25 Mins,; Mon.-thru-Fri./lfoSS p.m,
Santis, narrator
ABC, from New York
Producer; Milton E. Krente
radio's
Edward Kin*:
with'
Director;
up
ABC has come
answer to The Continental in its Writer: Marc Siegel
I

¥

Susiainifiir

*

¥

l
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cross-the-board series simply 30 Mins.; Sun., 155:30 p.m*
NBC, from Hollywood billed "Valentino" and pretentious- Sustaining
Spotted In a Monday-thru-Frily suh-billed "Prisoner of Bo- NBC, from N. V.
4
segment this year,
"Eternal day dayime
(4)
Sunday's
Last
mance.” Show is aimed to bring
NBC’s “Ralph Edwards Show”
love afid romance into a hfcusfrau’s Light" segment, a drama-biogra- preemed Saturday (3) as a. halfdreary afternoon biit it's destined uhy of the late rabbi, Stephen hour nighttime airer, long his trato destroy any thoughts of amour Wise, proved to be a very moving, ditional stamping ground.
Tranin the constant dialer. In its at-J inspiring program, and a credit to scribed in Hollywood, the stanza
tempt to blend sentimental melo- the Jewish Theological Seminary retain* its familiar audience parpro0 f America and NBC, who jointly
dies with a saccharine script,
and contest format.
ticipation
gram succeeds only in building the sponsored it. A stirring tribute to There's hardly any sophistication
kind of ersatz romance that s found a great religious and civic leader, or glamor in the program’s cona unique figure in America arid
in pulp mags.
tent. rHowever, the simple downAmerican. Jewry, it proved to-earth approach still' has’ ample
Barry Valentino, the "prisoner,"
to be good entertainment as well
delivers
who
singer
is an effective
grassroots appeal.
a love ballad with impact, but he as- fine public service, always a£On the Saturday inaugural Eddoesn’t let ft go at that. Be pre- Acting and sometimes eloquent wards came up,, with
what he
faces each number with a hokey Scrioting was punchy and realistic abeled as his 1,002nd contest-' This
remembrance of things past such to keep the yarn down-to-earth, called 0 for a- vacationing Tulsa
expert' grocer
as "Do you remember that night while performances were
to "shout names at jack
'
*»
- / Dempsey. “If you aggravate him
on Lake Como?" or "I was long- and choice.,
^
Program gave the.
highlights,
ing for you in Rio.” He sells all
enough/’ Edwards told the particithis in a deep, serious voice that's the late rabbi's life, his bold par- pant,: -you get a \|100 defense
marked by a slight accent. It’s tMpatlon in social and civic Issues, bond.” Announcer Charles Lyons
supposed to develop intimacy, it’ll often on the unpopular side; his •was posted outside the ex-heavyeariv recognition' of, arid .fight rweight* champ’s house to chick' the
probably create animosity.
If Valentino concentrates on the against, Hitler; his .struggles for results via -a tape recorder.
to
tbe Nazi's victims; his fight for
gab
his
songalog and minimizes
For his “fabulous folk” portion
something that resembles reality, Zionism, which ended in the cre-j of the show Edwards Interviewed
he could develop Into a sock radio ] atlon of *the state of Israel, and dttetihle Americaa spy Claire Phil>ersonality. His renditions of such | Ms successful efforts in founding lips in connection with her -warfunes as "You Belong to My Heart," tbn Free Synagogue In N. V.
time experiences in the PhilipProgram, could easily have been pines. 'Her reward for appearing
•‘Begin the Beguine," "Because of
You" and "Temptation" on the stuffy 'and moralistic', but- wasn’t, on ;the program was 'a Crosley* TV
preem stanza Monday (5) are a case Joseph de Santis was a skilled, set
Curiously, no mention, was
in point. But, if he continues along sympathetic narrator, while Nor* made oft the Monogram film,; “I
similar script lines, he’ll probably man Rose proved an impressive Was An American Spy," which is
end up with a handful of frustrated w>bbi. Raul McGrath, as President based upon Miss Phillips exploits.
Gros.
Wilson, arid Anne Seymour;. as tKe
femme fans.
In more than 10 years on the air
rabbi’s loyal wife, gave fine sup- EdWards has .shown that he has a
This, alter was fitting tribute loyal following.
mr(inu CLAY
No doubt there
mcii'iiAi
i
av BUYWITH
ALL
to a great citizen..
BrorvJ
are still plenty of dialers .around,
who’ll .get a chuckle oufcc of his
Clay Bryant, Russ Rose, Mar-

new

*

/

i

y

ABC

prez Robert E. KJntner, v.p. Ernest Lee Jalmcke, JrM and
stations director William. Wylie attended the jveb’s regional affiliates
meeting in Fort Worth, Tex., Monday (5)....Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample radio' tele Chief Adrian Samish to the Coast for a week, returning Monday
staged an all-day marathon for the St. Charles School
(12)
in Harlem.... Lee J. Cobb will play the role of- Abe Lincoln in the
American Theatre Wing’s -production of a Norman Corwin script on
Martin -Starr, WINS legit critic,
nfext Sunday (11) afternoon
elected to the Drama Desk, organization, of top N.Y. dyama editors
Jim Hardy, who was assistant
Jan Miner into NBC’s "Counterspy”
director on the NBC "Big Show,” recuperating at University Hospital
following surgery, result of recurrence of war injury.
John Derr, CBS Radio sports director, .back from week in Louisville
Don Blauhut, ex-Peck agency, has joined Emil Mogul
for the Derby
.Harry Fleetwood added to
announcery
as radio-tele director.
traffic department
Richard Sassenberg named supervisor .of
V.
EckhardtXp.)
are
Kenyon,
8?
expecting an
The Hai Davises (he’s a
"M-G-M’ Musical Comedy. Theatre' of the Air”. will
addition in July.
wax “Two Girls and a Sailor” oh Friday (9), Last week the Metro
outfit cut “Luxury Liner” with Audrey Totter, Igor Gorin,.. Doretta
.Rathi Norris has
Morrow, Paul McGrath and Lyn Duddy choir.
added a guest-interview stanza, “Anybody Home,” on NBC. (except
WNBC) Saturdays at 9:30 a,m.. .-.WCBS* John, Henry Faulk addresses
Gagwriters Institute today (Wed-.) on sectional humbri ... Stanley B.
Ryan and Cecil & Presbrey, new account exec
Wood, ex-Ruthrauff
'Recordings
for
A. Frank Reel, AFRA exec secretary, back this week from his trek
to the Coast. .. .Assn, of National Advertisers has added John M.
Royal, ex-Dow Chemical, and John K. L$e; ex-Gates Rubber, with the
latter to serVe as secretary of the AMrTV. steering committee
Hume
Cronyn to narrate “Hidden City,” mental, health show on Mutual Monday (12) evening. .-. .Sid Gross, the BBC disk jock; now doing a jazz
record show for] ABC network, moves to a new time Saturday (10),
4:30-5 p.m
Margot Stevenson, Roger de Roven, Lb<m' Janney and
Abby Lewis artd RichLinda Carlon Reid added’ to “Lorenzo Jones”
ard Nqwton with "Our Qal Sunday”. .-Ara Gerald, and John Stanley
Peter Capell jnto “Front Page Farrell".
with. “Just -Plain Bill”.
.N. Y. Daily
Ross Martin with “Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters".
1?
amusing contests, and homespun News’. Ben Gross "crashed’ thri Congressional Record last week, with
of
“dean
radio-TV
Sen.
Inscription
eulogy
as
critics."
Johnson’s
and
humor despite ,the growing. competition of TV for the public* atten
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O’Neill, Joe

INVITATION TO MUSIC

Hennessy, BUI

With James Paaaett
JwawjJ

Producer-Director: Marjtle O’Neill
38 Mins.;' Sun., 8:30 p.m,

MIDWAY NATIONAL BANK

.

CBS, from

Sc

m

**

NX

Returning for its
AMERICAN FURNITURE CO.
$BS. to replace the
WMIN, Mpls.-St. Paul

During the fall and winter Hniversity of Minnesota football and
baskethall head coaches and such
a stellar hoop, artist as George
Mikan of the Minneapolis Lakers
world’s championship basketball
team have had their own locally
produced radio and TV shows here,
But Clay Bryant, former big league
stellar twirler and new Brooklyn

pne music.

Gilb.

tion,

*

Stressing the hupiari

music..commentator James Fassett built the
longhair disk jock airer around a
cl ll ldrcn’s Program, focused- ona
visit to N.Y/s Central Park, with
music based on parks, zoos and
3

ery, Joan Lorinr*. Le<m Janney,
Seri. Herbert Lehman, other*
Director: Himan Brown
.Writer: Millard Lampdl
Music: Elliot Lawrence
30 Mini;, Wed. (30), 10 p.m.
NBC, .transcribed
-The United Jewish Appeal’s third
network show- of the season, Wedriesd ay’ (30). was a lighthearted
stanza that mixed vignettes of the
sorrow arid joy that went into, the
building of xhe. pew country, of Israel. .At times the yarns seemed
.

•

.

•

*
St. Paul American f&iry tales. .
Intermission wa* filled with
baseball team manager, is
somewhat
overlong,
and a hit stiltthe first personality associated with
ed, self-conscious description of
his sport to hit the kilocycles.
the
noted
with
its background a bit mpre vaude-vintaged than Is
park;
Thus, the initial Twin C i t i e s
e
bandied
ether baseball show, "Baseball in hiusic, its band concerts, lakes. raeli but they
With Clay Bryant" looks like a lawns and of course, zoo. But sub- with taste and delivered' in an efcinch bet to enlist a sizable audl- jeet-matteg was of sufficient inter- fective serlorCQinic vein*
The. blending of bitter and sweet
ence of the diamond game follow- e ?t to overcome a little heavy word*
ers.
Primarily aimed at the St. age, while selections Fassett chose fables Syas.sfcripte'd by Millard LamPaul public, of course, inasmuch to play were very choice. His- in- pell who rates plaudits for making
as the discussion centers mainly troductions to these, too, were all the stories, old and new,' fit into
Around the St. Paul club’s perform- short, to the point, and-. Informa a neat ‘pattern. Robert Montgom-.
cry,* as 'emcee, set the scene for
ances and because its co-sponsors tlve.
Program opened most appropri- each vignette in a straightforward
are St. Paul concerns, the show
nevertheless also is calculated to -ately with Harl McDonald’s cliarm- mariner- whiph aptly complemented
appeal to Minneapolis and other! lug ‘-Children’s Symphony," com* the quip or sketch that “followed.
Minnesota fans. The reason for tiniied after the intermission talk Sid Caesar garnered yocks in each
that is not only because many peo- with the delightful Saipt-Saeps segment .in an earnest, deadpan apple outside of St. Paul follow its "Carnival of the Animals " with no proach that, camif across solidly,. He
team’s fortunes, but also because less than Noel Coward 4$ narrator was capably assisted In the sketchimportant baseball happenings gen- and concluded with the evocative, es by. Joan Boring and Leon Janerally are touched upon, games graceful Ravel "Mother Goose ritey..'.;
\
Sen; -Herbert Lehman handled
other than St. Paul’s get attention Suite." A fine substitute for the
and the day’s big league and other orchestra concerts, and- a.mosf 'the /closing UJA pitch in a brief
nleasant Sabbath afternoon listen* but sincere statement
A. A. scores are, announced.
h i c h hit
Bron.
Gro$.
home.
There’s a permanent panel com- Ing.
prising
Marine
O’Neill.
sports head and baseball game
broadcaster; Joe Hennessy, St.
Paul Pioneer Press snorts editior.
and Bill Kane, a red hot fan, one
of the eo-soonsor’s partners, and
World, Broadcasting System signed 42 new Subscriber-stations in the
which directs its auestions at Bryant about his team’s play and his month following the NARTB convention in Chicago, bringing the total
generalship and about baseball number of subscribers to over 900.
matters generally. Pro manager
Robert W. Friedheim, general ’manager of World, said that the record
handles himself like a veteran ra- number of new subscribers inked Ip a' month' was due to the new comdio performer
answering mercial features and local celling campaigns the library- service has
those queries and others which lis- introduced, -helping the local. outlet sell local advertisers on special
teners are invited to send in. When campaigns. Two 'new features, for example, are based oil
the elecSf .Paul’s traveling, Mel Jones, the tions and baseball.
club’s general manager, will pinchFJection, series is “The People Choose," 13 half-hour shows with
hit for Bryant.
Each show also will have a base- scripts reviewing highlights from past national conventions, and elections, discussing parties and candidates.
It has already been sold'on
ball. celebrity guest, the first of
whom was Russ Rose, the Saint’s 173 outlets.. "Get a Hit, "quarter-hour weekly. baseball stanza, has been
new shortstop, whom Bryant ques- picked up by 305 stations.
Judy Canova is doing a new show for World, "Country Fair,” for
tioned about his career and his reasons to playing in the A.A. as which sales material and audition disks have been mailed to subcompared to the lower classifica- scribers.
tion league in which he performed
la 4** season.
GeUing its own lipks In at last week’s two-day CBS-TV video clinic
With all the show DartioinnnK ,
n
ew
full-page ad in the
Times
knowing their onions, O’Neill and
f
Hennessy smooth moderators and Friday (2) so that affiliates would not forget radio. With tlW ad copy
detailing
"What
has
happened
to
radio"
during TV’s new ^ascendancy,
Brvant the possessor of a topnotch
radio voice and an ability to ex- veepee Lou Hausman had 200 copies distributed at the
clinic as a
«
.
press hlm'self concisely and well 3ag.
v
That the gag, as well as the ad, paid off was seen In the resolution
and not inclined to dodge any Questions. the proceedings never drag. adopted by the affiliates praising CBS for its stand on radio.
Intro4
duced'by Allen Woodall, manager of CBS’ Augusta, Ga., affiliate, the
H’s. all in a pleasantly informal
^
and extemporaneous vein. Rees,
[resolution lauded CBS for "aggressively selling all segments
of its
pconsolidated operation.”
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out 18 original stories for musicalized half hours to serve the talents
of Gordon MaoRae, coming into his fourth consecutive 52-week season
for the railroaders
KBIG. town’s- newest radio station soon to unveil its transmitter on Catalina, .staffed, up with four disk spinners:
Larry Berrill, Carl. Bailey,. Gene McGehee and John Maradon.
.Larry
Finley, KFWB dee jay, will have his Philco^sponsored' program shortwaved from Hawaii for a week
ABp .took bn Joe Magglo as director
of display advertising and aide to C.. Merwlh Txavi*, “sales promotion
boss on the division
BMI-S<£ Cab Broadcasters clinic drew the
heaviest turnout of any previous meeting of the minds. George Alien
of
best summed it up when he said, “we’d all.be better off if we
put to work what we’ve heard”. .’. .John Guedel, who is more the pixie
than his business partner,' Art.HnkIety$r, let. out alii stops as emcee of
the very chi chi Las Florista'Head'Di'esS Ball.’ There’ll *:be no stopping him now.
, There
were scarlet Jkissers ^t the festive ceremonial
for .20th anni of “One Man’s Family," whicfiv NBC’s John K* West
hosted. Big moment was to come while’ the , pouring subsided when
the special broadcast; Was to be piped in. . WbuIdiiT you-Jknow that
someone would .grab the- wrong tape and play it for the Celebrants,
complete with sponsor?...; Robert Kintner moved into tovm. from
Texas’ for a session with ABC’s western^ affiliates.,* ..,Ed Cashman is so
smitten with the sunshine* that he. refuses to go indbbrs.* He’s bn short
leave from his N.Y. labors at Foote, Cone Sc Belding. . .‘Harry Koplan
and John Christ audition their ’‘Children Should ^Be Heard” for CBS
summer radio* It’s a new twist; withf the little shavers interviewing
the big shots.
,

:

KNX

i

.

TV

program director,
has been upped to head the pre-

'

^

.

CHICAGO

IN

Dean

.

.

.

ABC

Linger, Chi.

proihntion manager, 'ankles, the post to take
over^as promoter, at KNW, CBS’ Los Ang^lqs tele adjunct. .New
assignment starts next week.
AFRA booking into ‘the circumstances
surrounding the sudden dismissal of staff gabber Dick Elliot at WCFL
NBC commentator Clifton Utley added another award to his long
string, •receiving the U. of Missouri Sph’ool of Journalism^ distinJ
guished service kudo*.
.Del Ward;
s femme .disk spinner,'' preemed another 15-minute evening platter ^session: / Sun-Times »Cplumnist
Irv Kupcinet’s nightly chatter show on
now bankrolled by
Junex, Same firm has also picked up Daily News columnist Tony
Weitzcl and frau’s noontime interview show from the Conrad Hilton’s
Park Row aired -.on WMAQ.
.WBBM spieler Fahey Flynn and missus
vacationing on the* Coast with Hal fstark subbing on Flynn’s numerous
airers
Gard Industries account, with $500,000 set a’side for radio-TV
and newspapers, has moved from Henri, Hurst Sc McDonald to Ross Roy
.Miller Brewing Co.^haS renewed' its nightly quhrter-hour slice of
HI s ^ S k show on WGN. ...Eddie- Cantor here making a series
\
r
of blood donor appeals, guesting
on Tommy, Bartlett's "Welcome Travelers today (Wed.) on NBC.
WBBM farm director Harry Campbell
0ff °,n
J aunt this* week with'Ed Scott and Jack Taylor subbing
„ir hmg
n sman Frank, Plath, only Chi radioite covering the Yucca
vi *
tT
riats
A-Bomb
blowup, airing his tape coverage' bn, the FMer this week
Sa ^ es vee P ee -fide Hult out- for the annual spring pitch
,
to Miles Labs.
.NBC commentator giiestspeaks at the West Ridge
Community dub next Tuesday (13)
For .the first time since the.
daily snow bowed five years ago,
emcee- Tommy -Bartlett failed to make
fPP earaiJ ce °n NBC’s "Welcome Travelers." H6 was knbeked out
,
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Two local stations boasting public service awards this week
WWDC-Mutual copped National Safety Council’s "Public Inte
Award” for second consecutive year, and suburban station WC
.

.

{

-

(Silver Spring, Md.) given Montgomery
County Safety Board’s “Sa
Award Citation for '51. .. .Mike Hunnicutt, WOL-Liberty d.j., d
1

®n

«^

all-night sho\v( past

week

in collecting funds

saj^tin'g lirvini:' Berlin’s birthday with a sp<
ib the: Air"' show next Sunday . .«
Rubljc ,A^«<ir$ 'Department here- broadcast more sp<

te
n its e ular
xT°
^ I

•

,

.

^J^tf
mphth since end- of World Wai
rie ^ shows ^fitted'
"Pentagon-W
'regular' schedule ...
gram department. S.he replaces, ^
mgton, Department of Defense
Weekly telecast* over DuMont, <
Emerson Smith, who resigned on °f Eisenhower’s Abilene '(Kan.) speech June 4. produce network shows orates
its first anni this w.eek.
f r<>m N]
switches,
.John E. GbiJWn
May 1 to join- George Baker Ad- f°r Eisenhower and do preliminary planning of the convention
WMAL-ABC, where, he has been named assistan
vcrtislng agency as a partner.
age.
April -than in anji
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_
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__Sait Lake. City—-Mildred Baker,
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interest "approach^ to
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Jerry Lawrence and Robert Lee have their work cut out for them
third year' on THE BITTER AND THE SWEET
departed; N.Y. With Sid Caesar, Robert Montgom- this summer. They’ve been commissioned; by'“Railroad Hour” to turn

fhRharmomc, "Your Invitation; to
Music’ filled DO minutes Sunday
afternoon (4) with good talk, and

I

.

1

.

^

*

(.program director and director of
advertising

and

publicity.

.

% V&1

Wedb—ed ey, Hay
contest and a variety revUe’V.* *
frank Jtoclto to N. Y.
NgC-TV
shots . . r
director, and **ThMti» World'' tdir

Jm

Bhus pun

tor Baalel

i

880 communities, ’"iwt*
WorldT
that the
hi« Toot on KLAC-TV'* withstanding the fact
Communication*
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©f the Communications
of
touchstone
following
"Angel Street”
-Kansas City, May 8
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n neitt
??
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Atmewc
Vincent McConnor upped from

for the Police

.
.

lormeny on
Open House,”

new memoera

with

1 swikm

in-

it

Science*
his own. . umS> Jdfcin
Jlmnay 0a*
1&
eluding
1C W4*t» Jimmy
yesterday (Tues.)
Others
814 Caesar.

«*

vu*

to small cities, wasting the natui&n
UHF over manral potential of UHT
end 814
and
post of script editor to producer show op WJZ-TV
producer
Web
NBC-TV
"The
at 6:45 p.m. . . .
to head committees include: made noise” by hot assigning these,
of Goodson-Todman's
n _ committee,
Hirschman, Ckmiin#
.addresses first class Exe
/rmc .tvi
ii»eh«irt
liurke addresses
K«Hnai Blacks
Black- channels primarily
iwitwo^liv to
fn the
fh« biggest
bitftfeit
Herbert
Herman
Caroline Burke
(CBS-TV).
Shews; pities.
writers, :Cbarles
continuing to alternate with Lela 0 f students getting hiastersde- horn;
to the
rights”
Swift as director, *iso becomes a^ grees in TV at Syracuse U.. today twardi
Hal Hudson; technical,
"squatters'
it give*
producer. .NBC feteing (Wed.) She 11 also belionored at the
sociate
ar^y Lnbcke, film, Guy
existing VHF stations Whether they
Ted Granlk with a luncheon at the Ad -Sales Execs Club's annual ft - Awards structure being re.
efficiently or rode
Essex House today (Wed.) on the ladicg day Monday (12) and ad- yamped to glv e local channels
Sechin*™ ”
24th anni of his radio-TV “Ameri- dresses the American XT. AM-TV. break next year, with kudos for *
enable* existing WHF^operGarry
Lee
.
.
Air
C.
D.
*
the
28
in
,
category
of
May
Guild on
in Separate
can Forum
sites
J
mitter sites,
to select transmitter
arri ve d in Gotham Sunday
*
Christman, who directs L. A, ftors
Moore vacationing from his CBS Xracy
nuhlto .eryle.
S~toie *how this week, with Bill, ( 4) p or t « taking over U.yd Nokeep
lorevex
which
will
K.ren
!{** Ian’s “Martin Kane” role..
subbing
Gilbert
Siow, ^‘The Ibln Blue Line, ,®“ heights
of each, other s
daughter of the late actor, Alan
kjjjjh, drew -a' ticket for going competition out
H*le, makes .her TV dramatic bow
through a red light. Show stresses service areas.
HnllTWnnd
Hollvwood
tele on
jf0
today (Wed.) in a feature tole
Charles Wlnnlnger, who. Inked
CBS' "Egg and I”> .Badio, TV,
is
Stage and Bandleaders division of with Stempil - Oleinck agency,
the fan, „
the XJnited Jewish Appeal citing prepping a video Series for
ibe
Kicnwo
V^nicggo
Carruih named account
Hill Carmih
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Fd Sullivan With a testimonial f.
Les
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. Frank Reysales Of $43,970,356
GlMSflll
I
"lwSI«W*l
II
m.ia.i
sTMirts session
.cession ex- I
II
sports
nolds'
the
under
panded cross the.
continued from pai* II
sponsorship of Trim-O-Seal v , ,
‘Pontiac Dealers shelling out $3,- without facilities, plus 30. hours In
850* weekly' via WENR-TV with rehearsal hall and two days in the
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P^,

Jaek Dreee/at the mike > . Gabber Karl Nightingale .‘working- a
.

^

commentary

night

Sunday

WENll-TV

BeU

.

sal

'

theatre,,

^

e b claims the show will have
on a jj the production backgrounding

Savings^

A

of a « Z iegfeld Follies/' including
14 ^als <the June Taylor dancers
and Conover models). In addition

hu
wSrtv ^gt^tSv^h WNBG’s "Home

to CBS With him hto mmEB« R*«d’i “Top O' the;Wegthei” tog r.verplayera
from "Cavalcade”
on WENKiTV hahkn»l*W *y the PorUM
Art Carney, Pert Kelton, Jerry
Equipment Co.
Temperature Eqiiu|imehi
Bergen, Zamah Cunningham and

Don

1952 PEABODY AWARDS

$1

costumes

M

Russell,
dentally, has
place Gleason

.

show.

•UIST APMARAkCK
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plus announcer
Lwrry Storch, incibeen signed to reon the "Cavalcade”
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Kansas. City—John
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Schilling,
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COSTUMES EXECUTED BY EAVES”

men on
ti 0 n

lishing company, and officers and
stockholders of the Phoenix Broadcasting- Corp. and Phoenix Television,, Inc.

in the

,

shine.

air

Lfh
with fL
the same

same

largo

Hwfl«

t*p «f HHMkm li ttery aft. building.
Magnificent view. Reeded with tun*

“

“!? $5
tne
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r «
E. m
T. Meredith, ,v.p.
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general manager, and Henry Goldenberg, chief engineer, were
n VAV euv^vo
guests
Phoenix, May
JTJ1UCJUUA,
lUdJ 6.
Vt.
Meredith ^Publishing Co. of Pes of honor at a P arty^ given as a surthem by staff members of
Moines, ha* purchased KPHO and

KPHO-TV, Phoenix AM. and TV

LUCKY STRIKE
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Corel Reeerdief ArfUtDlrtcHeni MCA
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presented
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Eileen

*

Joyce Bandolph,

winning

special
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strike materialize, freelancer* not
covered by contracts might also
withhold their scripts,
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that

join

Both stations had been oii the
block for some time, but stockholders of the radio-TV unit turned
down several offers within recent
months* including one bid pf $1,250,000 from Loretta Young and
Irene Dunne. Station operators reportedly were holding put for
$2,000,000 but decided to Slash
*

in

conaratulatinq
^
w

everyone concerned with

“THE CELANESE THEATRE"
and

“AMAHL AND THE NIGHT VISITORS”
EAVES COSTUME

COMPANY

Thomas and Andrew Geoly
151

West 46th

New

York City

lift of TV freeze
and subsequent rash of applica^
tions for local video channels.

price ’following

Street

A

separate contract was signed
general manager John C.
l(dth
Mullins
Mumns naming him as managing
director and consultant under the
new setup. Also contracted to remain as consultants are the present officers and stockholders, John
B. Mills, chairman of the board;

mm

weVf'E^kSe cIldwelfy^ and
Riney B. Salmon, veepee.
Meredith publishes Better Homes
and Gardens, nationally circulated
monthly, and Successful. Farming,
n /Vv»l rt»iT
Mnl
W
"D t«
41^ a
rt4
agricultural
mag.
For the
past
4»to'i

rt

toVto rt

*va rt

three* and one-half years it has
owned and operated fWHEN-TV
in Syracuse, and last year bought,
WOW,
and TV, in Omaha.
*

AM

Phoenix

sale is subject to'

FCC

approval.

SCO’s the Rave

Wave

On WFIL-adelphia

Sets!

Best 4/5 buy in Philly these
days isn’t 90 proof. It’s ‘WFIL’s
share of the city’s radio audience
—and it’s 100 per cent proved l
Says Broadcast Measurement
Bureau’s latest survey: fourfifths of Philadelphia radio

m

'

i

kilocycles.

That means when you schedule WFIL, 1,400,000 people are
listening In the city alone. That
m™n3peoplewlth$3, 682,770,000
in disposable cash hear your pitch.

And if you want to Spread
around a hit, count the ears lent

WFIL outside the city— in all
the 14-Oounty Retail Trading
Area. Here are a million more
prospects . . . another $3 billion
in buying power.
to

•

And then

L

own-

regularly set their dials to
^rrn-r

I
m
p
f§

fe

560 kc.
%
|
paaUclptta
^
M
P inquirer station
8

m*

?5f

fl
||

Ah ABC

§
i

huge |
bonus area beyond > . but why 1
go on? Just remember, you’re 1
Crst on thi
Amerioft .,
^
+x. fvi »
ket: whcn you 8ctLea"

First

there’s the

In

I
1

Affiliate

on the Dial

*

1

America's Third Market |

.

Phoenix station has been in
operation for two and a half years,
and is the only video outlet
Arizona. TV channel is affiliated
with all four networks.

m

^l^

r
wijiL.

^

!

Rtpri.jfenlsd.by
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v

^President

.4* v;.

Aa'. undergraddate icboUrihtp
t students .majoring, in pure scienfef or engineering was established today by the Radio Corp. ot
America at the University of Notre
Dame. Dr„ Charles. B- .JolUffe, veepee .and technical director of RCA,
announced .(that “the award proWdes an annual grant, of $500 and
Will be known as the Frank M.'Fol•som Scholarship in' honor of 'the
4
president of RCAi”
.

.

NBC-TV^ldmriW©ff attempt* of
l**o

three

Bill

new

(Hopalop^-S^^' *****

illiM, succeed-

series,

ed this weete'fc'Pactia* the tow^oy star tt* *: j^w 1^-yeer exclusive
ITndefr v tetmi of theppacf,
deal.
Boyd is to^jffti.lj' ierie* of 52 balf>

'

.

“For* several {years Mr. Folsom
nextfwp has been interested in higher edu;
hour'
cation a* a trustee and hpard memwM. be syndicated to ber of' various colieges ahd Univeryears,
stations throughout the country by sities,” Dr. Jolliffe stated^ Re
syndication depart- added that- the president of RCA
NBC^
*‘ "
ment^
j> v*»
is a .member of .Notre Dame’s Ad*
Details -.ft! tb* fret were not. re- visory .Council for Science and EnNBO
that
believed
gineering.
yealedy but it's
will share Irt financing the vldpix
Candidates for the Frahk M. Foland also get a, distribution fee fbr som'! Scholarship will be selected
.

,,

•

»•

....

.

t

.

„

‘

Pix will mark by academic officersof Notre Dame
Boyd has add: recommended to the RCA Ed-

syndicating them:

new ones

thfe first

that

104$,, since

ail

tfioae
ucation Committee for consideration.
The' first recipient of the
of
featurere-runs
reputation were
award will’ be announced during
length product. he made originally the fall of- i 952.
for theatrical^ release.
Other RCA Scholarships are ofCBS-TV, Hatty Pox's Motion fered, on a competitive basis, to
pictures for .Television, and the outstanding, undergraduate science
Frederic W, Ziv Co. had all been students at 17 universities throughNBC-TV sales out the U. S.
pitching' for ^Boyd;
and operations veepee Edward D.
weeks ago
learned
several
Madden
that' the oater Star was close to
Ruth Lyons’. Flood Flea
signing with Zlv. As a result, he
Cincinnati, May 0.
and John B, Cron, head of *the synFive-day plea on the NBC-XV
dication department, rushed in' to
wrap up the new' deal for NBC In Ruth Lyons’ 50 Club show from
all-night session which rang up a WLW-T here brought $20,800 for
hefty phone bill between N. Y. and American Red Cross, fiood relief
Los Angelp^.
fund.,
Hoppy was first syndicated for
TV and theh bought on a nationwide basis by General. Foods for
sponsoring on NBC, 'When 6E
picked up ..the. new/Roy Rogers
show at fh* atartpf .tills; year, NBC

made

.

siiice

on which he established his TV,

.

1

,

’

./

*

i

Washington, }Amy
,Truman. today

si

6.
<«)

FCC

Commissioner Rose! Hyde; Republican member from
Idaho, to a full seven-year term -on
nominated-

the agency. Hyde Was appointed
six years ago- to fill Out uneXpired

.

Number

new

of

which

electronic de- or 80c per common ahare. for thofix*st
quarter df 1951. .Company,
showed gross sales for the first
.three months this year at $163,-

should greatly interm of late William. JH’ 'Wills, who crease RC A s business volume,
died in office,
The. term ends were revealed, at the company’s animal stockholders’ meet: yesterday
June 30.
Government career mari who (Tues:) by^ Brig; Gen, 'David Sarentered the aervice, 28 years ago, noff; board chairman. He also preHyde joined Federal Radio CpnK dicted that international TV .will
mission, predecessor .to FCC/ An
1828 as an attorney. He was gen-, be .m reality within the next five
eral .counsel .j prior. 4o becoming- years’ srnd said' thdt: prospects are
commissioner.' In-eVerit of a Res good, fox* increased gales during the
publican victory in' November, it remainder of the year tb offest the
is expected -that 'either Hyde or
slump fn net profits of the first
Commissioner Robert Jones, will'
quarter. be named chairman.
Among fhe new RCA developments, Gen. Sarnoff cited an automatic electronic color corrector,
Freedom Foundation
Which reduces by. at least 50% the
Cites
for ‘Essays’ time required to make color plates
for printing.
He said this will
Denver,. May, 6.
KLZ, CBS affiliate here, has re- soon make it possible for daily
ceived a special certificate of recog- newspapers to print
vices^

?

.

’

A

;

1

.

871,331, compared with $185,590.'755 for the same- period lgst year,
Gen, Sarnoff attributed the dip to
a*

decline in

TV

set sales

Record Attendance

1

-

KLZ

.

pictures of
nition from Freedom Foundation
events in color and for'
for its series of “Freedom Essays” the day’s
last year, in which k number pf Weekly magazines to print entirely
political, religious and civic leaders in color.
He also listed an elecof Colorado participated, in writing tronic inventory control system,
and broadcasting their own ideas «eW uses for electronics In medion “What' Democracy Means to cine, RCA’s new. “walkie-lookie”
Me.”
TV camera, the company’s work
Citatidn lauded KLZ’s “outstand- With transistors and k new magneting achievement in bringing about ic sound-recorder for film.
-

:

„

.

,

RCA topper reported first quarunderstanding of the
American way of life during 1951” ter earnings this year at $7, 0*76,520,
yia the series, which was aired equivalent to 45c per common
share, as compared to $11,901,542
nightly for three months.
better

a

‘

Meet was attended

,by an esti-

mated

shareholders,
4,000
reportedly a record for the company. In a question-answer period
following Gen. Sarnoff ’s report,
proxy Frank Folsom declared that
RCA is powerless to control pricecutting in record retailing.
He
said the company cannot dictate
prices to retailers and cannot stop
selling to. those who. cut prices.

Company also cannot lower its
production costs on disks.*
Gen. Sarnoff said that .subscription

TV

is

noted that

technically feasible

RCA

system.. But, he said, in his
Opinion, such a system of Video is
years away, Since It would introduce a “public utility element’*
into broadcasting which- would re*
quire some, form of Government
supervision. He declared that theatre TV assumed the status of 'a
-

mass-audience entertainment medium during 1951, and noted RCA’s
current work in providing for Conversion of existing blg-screen sets

to color,

tossed the' NbPPy films back into
syndication
» they
are, now
sponsored locally or regionally In

number o| markets.

Ft's expect-

ed that, the; Incumbent
will get first crack at

bankrollers
sponsoring

the

new

series of vidpix

• e s c c

when they

i

«

i

preem inO^tober.
f

*

‘Meet Champ’ Siatas
Still

in

Doubt;

ABC-TV

‘Super-Grciis' Stays

*

On

lllllllllllllliillllllMI

ABC-TV

will keep “Super-CirSunday afternoon hour, oh
through tha summer, although
Mars candy, which has the" 5:30-6
cus,”

p.m. half hqur, is taking

a l3-w®ck
»

hiatus.

A

Canada Dry, which had been alternating with Peter Shoe in the
5-5:30 spot, hasn't decided yet on

steady habit

•

•

hiatus status, but it looks likely
the soft drink will stay on through
the summer. Peter shoe has given
up its
participation, x However,
there are several sponsors interested in 6 picking up a portion of
the
show, with General Mills
its

among those looking:
American Tobacco

mull-

is* still

on its “Meet the
beamed Thursdays at
with no decision yet as

ing the situation

Champ,”
9:30 p.m,,
to staying

on through the summer,

taking a hiatus, or cancelling altogether. Armed forces have been

Plugging for retention of the .show,
which tours service bases with
amateur fighters.. Circle doesn’t expire until end of June and a decision is expected in about a week
.

via

BBDdcO

agency,'

of steady

i
t

WBAP's 30ih Anni
Fort Worth,

^

May

6.

Quietly and with no fanfare,
WBAP celebrated its 30th anni last
Friday (2).

When

During
period,
this
30-year
WBAP has grown From a .'shaky
10-watter to a powerful 50,000
clear channel station.

at 2 o'clock

Hollywood Playhouj*

show that

TV

literally

screen

hits the

tune-ins really jump.

Here

captures audiences.

is

It

a

MON. THRU
2

has

TO

SAT.

3 P.M.

•

become an afternoon

WFIL

Dooley Exit*

Philadelphia, May 6.
,
Joseph E. Dooley, publicity director of the WFIL stations for
me last six years, is leaving to join
me Lewis and Gilman Advertising
Agehcy, May 12.
•

fans.

We

habit with thousands of

another of advertisers whose products are sold

on

Hollywood Playhouse.

Complete

details

.

Dooley will b* succeeded by
John J. Hyland, a WFIL' staffer
tor two
years. Edward J. Uhler,

TV

m

can give you one success story after*

Television Baltimore

WBAL-TY
NBC

on request.

in

Maryland

'

™

joined the WFIL organization
November, has been named to
succeed William E. Bennett as di-

last

rector

of

merchandising.* Bennett
26 to study and
Europe.

leaving May
f
travel
In

Nationally Kopfotontod

by EDWARD ffTRV A

and

has developed its

own

;

a

combined

with earlier, scare buying, which
abnormally Iqcreaaed inventories.

COMMNV

.,

All prevailing trade winds

pom

straight to the Plus Network

Mutual

.

.

one radio network

is the
+

*

with a plus in client

After

billings.

the only foil-year gain in the

-

over’S

Network time

sales for the first

quarter of ’52 are

,

11% ahead of ’SI.

Mutual is the one rad4o,neidmk. ;^
s

with a plus in share ofaUdieneeK
t

,

Latest Nielsen data reveal the only
:

increased share in the industry:

Jam’52

•

i%% ahead of Jan. ’51.

is

i

Mutual
V

one radio network

is the
'

*

v
v

with d plus in

\

*

'statiofa facilities,
'

.

Qwr

12-year pattern of “the most stations
*

in the

most markets” now inspires

by all other networks.

imitative efforts

All prevailing trade winds point
’
>

\

'
.

straight to the Plus-Network . .
*

wherew the most sales-productive
'

fields in all

U/Sr advertising

•-

-

m

await your plowshare—and where
«

the lowest costs prevail, too.

the

550

MUTUAL network of
affiliated stations

east, west, north,

south

'

ABIO-TKLEVISIOI'r

Si

KPRC’f

‘Here’*

conducted

w
^_

rriipkjtii'' P'

’

:

fields;

of 242 non-pro television channels
has the nation’s school men twidj
dling their Phi Beta Kappa keys in
pleased—if slightly bewildered-r-

Vo*

s'?

,

up grassroots enthusiasm
lhk overall vehture, the Couhorganize regional task
cil
forces to “sell”, the .public on the
value of the non-commercial outlets to the local communities. And
there will be set up one or more
national centres which will serve
as clearing houses fpr the development and distribution of film
and/or kine educational programs.
ACE put its stamp of approval
on the activities of the Joint Committee ‘On Education Television
./to stir

foip

That the educators recognize the
plum presents them with
complex problems close to Einstein
proportions was indicated by the
attention given video at the annual
American Council On Education
electronic

conclave held here last week. The
is the .pedegogues’ top ‘'trade

ACE

comprised of college
proxies and divers organizations in
the teaching field.
Besides discussing such matters
as how the individual educational
stations are to be financed and programmed, the TV section centered
much attention on the FCC’s one
year time limit on the reservations.
There was some talk of formallyworking to get the agency to extend the. period during which the
set-aside channels can go unchallenged by commercial applicants.
Subsequently kickaround, however,
by the resolutions committee eliminated any hint of complaint of the
association,”

:

:

;

anticlpation.

aii all-out

CMttBaa4JfrMBlKZf!l

KPRC

join (and
Foley* etc*

which
campaign

to hypo interest in the precinct flections last week, are
credited with getting out a
vote, that was 50 times bigger
than
194B^the Jblggest
in
turnout in the area’s history.
An' interesting sidelight is
that lor the first time in the
memory of any Texan, Repuhlican voting at the precinct
level, ‘was' greater than the
Democratic Voting,

ding stations and
f^vtfqndr
M*y,t
jading
Chicago, M$y
will? suryey'i-tti*
siifv©V*tl8S programming retvA» nw & »iit
dumped wllh
The educational bonanza
Reaching
and allied
sources
oLfhe.
*'
In their laps by the FCC's stake-out

.

,

‘

recommendations

Upon

from

the video committee, ACE delegates did okay a series of resolutions designed to throw the full
weight of the organization ‘behind
the potential wedding of the young
communication medium and the
The group
educational process.
vd!fed the establishment of a national- TV commission, to embrace
top level educators and interested
laymen, with the overall assignment to promote education a la
television. The group will also concern itself with the procurement of

’

;

.

the

1

Stark package, will have winners
of the first five .programs' compete
on the sixth, with -a jackpot win*
ner of the 13th program to get a
minimum of $1,000 worth of professional bookings.
Franklin, besides doing the “Record Shop” on WJZ, an “antique
disk” show, also has staged various
events at Carnegie Hall, such as
the'Al Jolson memorial and Eddie
Cantor’s one-man show. Show will
be directed by Paul Btirggraf.
t

r

f

Broadcasting Co., operator of

D^Moines,

Market,

KSO

for $80,000; Cassons

Inc.,

$80,0QQ.

Alan, Anderson, son of playsuit
Murphy
wright Maxwell Anderson and for Broadcasting Co>
and Gumer
the past three months WV’s v.p. in Bisignano alleges
that
Gumer
charge of program development, made “false and defamatory”
statehas formed his own packaging; out-, ment* about him In a radio
profit, _ AlanAnderson Enterprises/ gram over KSO /on April 25,
stathad been without a prexy ing that Bisignano is a member
of
since the end of last year, when an organization called “The
Big
Arnold Michelis left the post. Six,” alleging it 1$ an underworld
Among the stockholders was John organization controlling Polk counSteinbeck, Robert Capa and RKO ty; alleging that if you don’t
beforeign chief Phil Reisman, al- long to the organization you will
be
though they had not been active raided by the - sheriff’s officerecently;
alleging that to sell beer and liquor
Although, WV 'didn’t earn back in the County you must buy meat
!

RTDG

i

"Ac-,

Directors Talk WV

.

i

shows included

>

Stanzas.

demand for a clear-cut definition^
of the duties of directors, associate
directors and floor managers in
‘Spotlight to Stardom’ television. The duties performed
|by. these persons differs from one
Joe Frariklin launches an hournetwork to another, and
long talent hunt, on WJZ-TV, N. Y.,
wants a uniform classification.
oh Monday (12) in the 10-11 p. m.
What may make this' a ticklish
to.
Star-,
“Spotlight
Titled
slot.
question in some 'cases is that didom,” the Harry 'Eolow-Charles
rectors’ functions at one chain

V

tors

against
show.” “Kyle McDonnell Show,” the- broadcasting Arm Gumer and
for $80,000“Patricia Bowman Show” and the Bisignano
against Pinkie George'
Faye Emerson and Ilka Chase.' gab DO* Moines sports
promoter, for

Sets Franklin’s

.

WV

ah*.

Page,”
“Front
Studio,”
.‘‘Couple of Joes,” “Eddie -Condon

Radio Television Directors Guild,
which is demanding a national contract in its negotiations with the
AM arid TV webs, lias been offered
a compromise by the chains. The
networks are offering the union
“national
recognition/*
which
autheir
mass
and
telecasters
cial
would mean that RTDG would be
dience targets and' the future
teaching telecasters and their spe recognized at all network ownedand-operated stations, but that sepciallzed goals.
Taylor’s recital of the web’s pres arate pacts Woujd have to be negoent and projected ‘education pro- tiated with each of the o-ahd-o outgrams obviously impressed the TV lets. Bargaining is still going on,
section and he won a hand as h'e and another session was, held yesfinaled with “the hope the time terday (Tues.).
never comes when commercial staA key issue raised by the itTDG
tions think they can relinsuish the
at its membership, meeting Monday
responsibilities in these areas.”
(5) night, and which may he a
touchy issue in the talks, is the

WJZ-TV

PW

....

:

’significant starts toward filing. _

.

.

WV, is still in existence as a
Hal Gumer, canlegal corporation and retains most
didaUr -for the RepubUcan nomiof the properties it once fiad on natiph
for sheriff; and the Murphv

'

educational
those
out
squeeze
channel seekers who have ma'de
,

Others
1

general production exec, who effectively ^blueprinted his-, network’s
philosophy and activities along the
educational line? His detailing of
NBC-TV’s "covert” teaching approach by the incorporation of informational and cultural items into
popular shows brought out the
basic divergence between commer-

limit may actually aid the educators in their search for funds, either
from state legislature appropriations or private foundations. Also
it was figured that it’s unlikely the
commission would slap on an arbitrary shut-off date that would

Qeorfe
bad

alibi

WV

'

Only industry rep taking part
was Dayidson Taylot, NBC-TV’s

.

The agency

Mib, Slaps

(

,

cational frequencies incorporated
in the FCC'S final jigsaw.

12-month period of grace. It was
argued that the “urgency”- overtones supplied by the FCC’s time

leave)

later

'

'P*1 Moines, May 0.
picked up right to the 'show's title
Al' (B*b#L Bisignano, widely,
(which 'originally- waa “Riddle Me
*e*Uiir*nt operator, and
for ahput.%;
Thii”), but kept
year to produce the aeries.’ Rfcb*'
;.*!•***, 'Inc./ of ...which
ard Lewine, producer, and Herb BUifiiuno it president,
have filed
Hirtchman/ director, continue dn dajnjife
kbits totaling $240,000 i
n
the stanza. in the same capacity,
'dtstrict
court here- as follows:

which under director Ralph Steetle
spearheaded the drive for the edu-

«

1952

‘

of radio and television;
and KPRC-TV here,

TV

Plum; Explores Entry Into

7,.

How’

Houston, May 8.
In a striking demonstration
of the public service potency

•>

M*r

.

may

include functions performed

1

for its investors all the coin they from Cassons; alleging that Bisigput in it, the' firm reportedly was nanu owns And controls Cassons.
making money during the last year etc,In the suit against Pinkie George
or scf, had paid off its debts and
plaintiff
alleged
was realizing some return to the the
George
‘caused to be published and dishackers.
tributed last March a certain column entitled ‘In This Comer’ In a
Rides Through.
wrestling program, in which he
suggested that Bisignano was a
dii
member of the ‘Big Six’ jyid accused
Bisignano ‘of corrupting
WCBS-TY, flagship station of the
CBS-TV web in N. Y., this* week sports and engaging in a conpacted
wit;h
Local. Chevrolet spiracy with alleged members of
Dealers Assn, for a 13-week re- the. ‘Big Six* to violate liquor and
newal on its 10-minute news show gambling laws.”
six nights each week.
Renewal
order means the show continues
to
through the summer.
Deal represents part of the
Boston, May 6.
$400,000
which WCBS-TV has
-Norman Furman, prexy of Furpacted during the last- two months. man, Feinejr ad .agency,
was elected
Agency for the Chevvy dealers is veepee-general manager, of
WHEE
Campbell-Ewald.
here, at the last board of directors
meeting q£ the "Friendly Group.
Furman has taken a leave from
the agency to manage WHEE.
CBS-TV
Shuffle

Chewy

WCBS-TV

Summer

s

.

Furman

by members- of other unions at
another wel>. However, it’* anticipated^ that these minor difficulties
With CBS-TV moving “Your
will -be' ironed out without any
Surprise Store” into the 10:30 to
jurisdictional wrangles.
11:15 a.m. slot Monday through
Involved in the dalles, which have Thursday starting May
26, “Bride
been proceeding smoothly over the and Groom” will be moved back
past two weeks, , are CBS, ABC, 45
iqinutes.
Now aired from
NBC, DuMont and WOR and WOR- 10:30 to 10:45, “Bride” will go
TV* (N. -Y.),.with both
and TV from 11:15 to Jl:30 Mondays
covered. Union is asking for wagei through. Thursdays,
and from 11 to
increases and, for the first time, a 11:3Q, on Fridays.
welfare fund.
Friday schedule is slightly difAt Monday’s meeting the nomi- ferent, since on that
day Arthur
nating. committee presented its Godfrey
does his CBS morning
slate, which includes at least 'two
radio show from his farm, which
candidates for each office. In ad- does not permit
a simulcast in the
dition, several names were added
10:15 to 10:45 segments as in the
from the floot, so that for some other four days.
“Surprise Store”
offices three nr 'more candidates is
a new ‘audience

WHEE

Ayem

RADIO-MUSIC QUIZ:
Who doet the music /or
“EVELYN WINTERS”—Heard
Daily on ABC?
.

AM

lu PACK

n

'

Cushing’s Citation
Detroit, May
.

Now starring on NSC's
ALL STAg REVUI
KDST

Award”
Speaking Union

standing

Saturday'*
Mat.:

6.

George W. Cushing, moderator
of WJR’s “In Our Opinion” program, has been announced as the
winner of the 1951 “Better Under-

William Morris Agency

of the Englishof the United

are running.

Election takes place show starring
Vying for the presidency emcee.
are Frank Schaff'ner of CBS-TV,
and Fred Weihe, NBC radio,
RTDG, expanding with the
growth of tele, last month char-

June

States.

2.

tered a

TV Audience

Profitable

50

Caftlag CapHaaltias Beautifully
Procossod by- Coart StMoqraphsr

SAN SOM — BE 3-3381

participation
Parker as

Lew

1M Noum

'

new

COPIES

3c par P«9« par Copy
5c Marlas, TV Plays, DIoIo^mr*

St.,

H*w

Y.rk City 3t

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

local in Cleveland.

WDTV’S 125G PALSY
PLEDGES IN TELETHON

exclusive with

*•

*

Pittsburgh,

May

6.

Fourteen-hour
telethon
over
Saturday night and Sunday
morning for benefit of Cerebral
Palsy had accounted for $125,000
at last count, hut money was stillcoming in as late as last night
(Mon.) and figure was expected to
go well over that. It was by far the
biggest teeVee benefit, in point of
return, that has been staged here

WDTV

WGAL'TV
LANCASTER. PENNA

yet.
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day. Adams was assisted by A1
Kelly, and locally by dozens of
others, including Bill Hinds and
David Burns, of “South Pacific,”
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who’ brought over a crowd from
that show early in the morning.
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KPRC’s 115G Telethon
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Represented by

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
N«w York

top Angola*

Sen Francisco

Chicago
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6.

Telethon beamed by KPRC-TV
here amassed pledges totalling
over $115,000 for the cerebral palsy
fund, after all the mail was in.
Georgie Price and Lou Holtz
headlined the 16-hour event.
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Considering the sterling quality of
P ast performances, the TY’er of
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Sidney Howard’s Theatre
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being permitted to televise a show from Eastern Parkway
same night, Monday,, that
does. Since DuMont is
networking its bouts on' a co-op; basis* it is able to spend about seven
times what;
is paying for TV rights, and- the local indie felt it was
unfair competition, Howev.err the boxing 'com^ussion told WOR-TV
) Connor,
sports director Bob O'Connor,
ifter. two hearings On. the matter, that
after
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osts are. not subject to commission rules. Fort
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kick in to the state tax coffers,
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5 over two stations in
Unusual instance of a TV show being
beingf aired
the
same city came tonight
to light this week with the pacting of WABD, Du#
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Mont’s N.Y. flagship in New York, to carry the National Assn, of
Manufacturers' film series, “Industry ..on Parade.” While WABD airs
the films on Sunday afternoons, the same films are aired the preceding
day on WNBT,- NBC’s key N.y. outlet,
WNBT screens the pix each Saturday from 1 to 1:15 p.m., while
WABD transmits them Sundays from 5:45 to 6. Film?’ format is on
Tony, her grape-growing? busAs T
Ra<fl 0 ’s> contribution to interna-*
interna- how things are made, with each reel including at least one trip behind
batd
Frank ^PimlircaTv^
Pu^ia caughtt the tional
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•
an autonomous operation, network chief Chris J. Witting this week
tiveness, revealed that the hired NBC.
TV educational program: “What separated the .local sales staff from p the 'network sales department,
hand, Joe, had ‘fathered her forthcoming- child. While comparisons in the World,” WCAU-TV, Phila- WABD salesmen henceforth will report directly to Richard E. Jones,
are often odious, there was no delphia (CBS-TV).
recently-named manager of DuMont’s o.&o. stations with the web
doubt of Puglia’s fitness for the
Television news and interpreta- salesmen continuing' to report to w4b sales 'chlAf '*Ted Bergmann
role alongside s u c h forerunning tion: Ed Murrow and “See It
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back to the Allies was cleverly contrived and held top interest,
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As

usual, Reynolds took- advantage of his foreign locales and foreign actors to give the story almost a documentary treatment. H!is
direction, which had become somewhat static, was also much better
paced in this stanza. He himself,
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an Alfred Hitchcock, appeared in one scene as an extra,
Reynolds used the story to play
tribute to the espionage agents in
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video
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of the White Sox and Cubs games.
The Chicago Tribune station started piping some of its diamond
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pickups last weekend to WHBFContinue* from page 21
TV, Rock Island, and WOOD-TV,
TV’s “Lux Video Theatre,” “Clau® and Bapids, Mich.
dia
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meanwhile, are
shows on a one-time

stations,

only basis for other special local
coverage, with those in single-station markets who get some network
shows on a kinescope basis especially forced to follow this procedure. WDTV, Pittsburgh, for example,. dropped CBS's
“Police
Story” Saturday night (3), aired via
kine, in order to cover a local cerebral palsy benefit.
KSD-TV, St.
Louis, which carries “My Friend
Irma” by kine Saturday afternoons,
cancelled last week (3) to pick up
the pool telecast from the White
House.
And WJIM-TV, Lansing,
which airs CBS’s “Big Top” Saturday afternoons, shifted the show
1
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was extended this year to .cover .six cities, and
the program itself is getting some

fast,”
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have been a scene of some cpnfiir
sion, the projected picture Wad, one
boiet and calm, with only the
President and his Interviewer, plus
the inevitable mike. Occasionally,
a Secret Service man or attendant
fl
flitted
N*ed in the background. If any
criticism were to be made, it might
be that absence of the' fanfare
one would expect of the* Preside!*tial presence—-the ever-present Se~
cret Service, White House staff, etc,

,

someone decided

Finally,

the annual spring tour

'
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win,.** from

pictures of some of the^ rooms in
the family quarters, traditionally
kept for the private use of the
First Family, .were flashed on the
screen. Actual route of the tour
lay through the rooms and passages used in public sightseeing
next fall.
jaunts and in state receptions. The
Gottlieb envisions the show as rooms tised by the Trumans—the
something akin to what .the late private dining room, the bedroom
Alexander Woollcott did on radio." suites, the upstairs study, etc,, were
01^1 VIM AM «VIAI«U wlllTA AAMHIMa AM
"Wire
t*Y\
Miss Skinner
not shown.would give commen- nnf
taries, readings, interview
guest
At the end of the TV tour the
celebs and perhaps spin occasional President escorted his network
records. Series would tie in with “guests” through the front portico,
the current stress oh legit readings, where the cameras picked up the
such as the First Drama Quartet’s general view from the front door,
“Don Juan in Hell” and Emlyn fading away against the comment
Williams’ Charles Dickens read- taiy of NQC’s Stuart 'Finley and
inps
Rhrtw wrtiii
ca -a*
<i,uu *.u ^ wruuw.i » i.
.

.

—

and the William Morris- office,
which agents her, for a half-hour,
once-weekly series, which tentalively would originate from the
cities in which she tours her show

.

Y

'

-

also held the bodies of dead
Presidents as they lay in state.

Gottlieb revealed this week that
he’s dickering with Miss Skinner

•

on the

picture

t-

show had

on Broadway, “Paris ’90,” may do
a similar stfnt bn CBS Radio next
A brief rest period was provided
fall.
CBS program veepee Lester for the famous guide While still’

^

on his <?ro$$doesn’t feel the pjnefi
McNeill,
a. m, stanza.

the-board 9

whose program
wn
* ha

Prepped for cbs Radio
Cornelia Otis Skinner,
starring in her one-woman

;;

*

1
1

w

•

^

_
Truman While House Jour

Cornelia Otis Skinner

.

,

may have

Radio’s values

Money

w

AM piuj
Knfrv
new /ip
a4 N^w

IJli'A

Evils
Evi1 * ol

w

;

Crosley engineers
iGiosley
enters .broke
.brokfclntq,
Into
s * At last
cojd
Wednts^y
* c
a
°w sweat
J* st Wednesday
.tbey. were setting
wbftn .they,
f30)
settlttg
^30), when
u p «,a demonstration of their
up
“Ultratuper,”
ne
new
“Ultratuner,
gadget
which permits a conventional
tele set to pipk
pick up UHF stattQps. Prior to the actual test
tions,
for the press and dealers, the
technicians*. were rehearsing
technicians'*,
the hew tuner, picking up the
-UHF stalone experimental 'UHF
sta.
tion
in
Bridgeport,
Conn.,
re-hroadcasts the
which merely re-broadcasts
programs from WNBT, N. Y.
Everything was working beau.beaur
tlfUUy until the set suddenly
dead,
Electronics men
Electronics,
went dead.
worked feverishly but
hut they
still couldn’t bring
Bring In a sig-

VfLtl Pi
B fast Chiu Show

L

.

A

r & Sgt

WWJ

:

‘

mst

.

'

1

4
the device
: Crnsiey demonstrated -the
August, which will •:CWSlerdemunstra<ed
In a hand-made
(which
handmade
(Which was shown in
permit him to st»y in Chlcego durago) to “reasreasone ye'ar
y* ar ago)
July to participate In ABC’s model just
‘

month

the

of°

^ 9xttU^m

iiig

ventions

-

.

,

.

•

*

sure the jublic that UHF, as it-deVtlops; ‘Will *Adt 'obsolete* the mil-

Unne
in
AmpWpaYi
in
receivers .in
American
lions of funtoJiwrt
homes; that, in fact, it will enlarge

•

Emcee wants to confine his

tele

shows. In ’50
nighttime video
stanza- for ABC-TV, but dropped
He feels’
it as too tough a chore.
nighttime TV audience
fljat the
wants a different approach a faster, slicker pace-^-than daytime perThe only daytime
sonalities use.
AM-er who has clicked in “wham-bam nighttime TV,” McNeill said,
Is CBS’ Arthur Godfrey.
He Is interested, however, in
“Breakfast”
Simulcasting the
sessions, 'which wouldn’t require.
activities to* guest
aad ’51 he did a

th® service of these receivers wherever stations gp on the air.
' At 'th’e' demonstration the “Ultratuner”, in Bye, N- Y., picked up the
signal from experimental UHF staBridgeport,
'in'
tibh* ‘KC2XAK
Conn., 40 ’miles away. Reception

j

I

‘

—

.

'

*

’

'

was

excellent.
will

‘“Ultratuners”

for

sell

won’t push them,
making, them primarily as “a
service to our customers,” a corn-

$39.95.’* 'Crosley
fo

AM

ut i s

part y

much in special work on his part.
Cost of such a two-way spread
would be high and It’s not an im-

spokesman

said,

-

Tariian

mediately possibility} he- said*
On his L eastern swing (which folfrom Hge
J»A|.V
Continue^' IIVIU
LVfitmUCU
.
a. southern trek earlier this’
year), McNeill «»i-Ua troup* el 20- „•
th'*' iff.-" transmitter
t
Vlsltea Boston, H»i;t(qrd. Wsshinij-.
*
v/.p-tnin-ohn-V
7l50,W0J
all, for
ton, .Baltimore -and Pfiilly for one- and
-WTT-V,- -now among the more
-day stands, then irit* Ni ;Y.* for fivebroadcasts last, week, . Tfiey^ played, successful TV operations in the
country (with a basip pickup of
to some 20,000 fans.
Junket is an expensive * opera- -NBC-TV* shows because the In-

lowed

M PMM
~

,

•

'

•

*

•

•

-

•

•

since auditprlums. fiayp.to be. dian^poli? .fUtlon is *
rented and. 18 musicians hired in ate), plays to zl0,()00 sets Within a
each city, but it's well 'worth “the* -l'ange* efiermg- a* potential viewingpromotional payoff, .McNeill, fed?.. Aufiicnpe .of, ? <000,000. , In WooraHe returned to homebase in Chi on ington alone there are 19,000 sets

tion,‘

•

Sunday 04), from where he did a (in -a town that only ^f**^*'^ *
of 28,100)—
cut-in fou one of his sponsors, permanent population
and
Philco, on NBC-TV’s “Television so. video-minded have
Playhouse.” It’s another aspect of his manager and major .factotum,
the
populate
made
Lemon,
Bob
the promotional push.
— T
-r Out of the single studio at' the
a 40-acre
VA* M
location, on*
UV VV avvwvavw,
UUU O new
station's
M4
hilltop on the outskirts of Blo.ymIf I FF
FI? Nnitf If[
RS
IVLIX
liQW IVLDm
ington, come 44 live shows a week,
programs of aU types^ varieties
Houstofi, May 6.
With the approval -of the trans- and sizes. And with WTTV’s- coyfer of KLEE' from- the. W. Albert crage penetration extending into
75-mile
within. a
Lee interests to B. R-. and Gordon 57. counties
B. McLendon, whei with' local oil radius/ the rate- Card -is. going; up
man H. R. CUllen own and operate in September from $200 to $500
The. station’s advertisers
tho Liberty Broadcasting, call let- an hour.
ters have been changed to. KLBS. are convinced that-even at ..the two*
Outlet will be fiag station of the and-a-half-times hiked fee, it’s still
Liberty web.
a choice buy.
McLendon has, announced that
At the $500 per hour rate Tarheadquarters will be moved here ^iim is 'confident of a $1-, 000,000
from Dallas.
For a town
billings year in; '53.
Ray Lewis,- general [manager ,o£ of " 28,^90, ,that|S the? Hoosler
live

Taman

:
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•

—

'
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.

ales
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Don’t judge

all

some

.
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the

McLendon owned
A

aagh has

*•

Cava*
KLBSl’Tdm
^
been named general man-

.

People in

,get

PHI ‘Swing

\
Pittsburgh -*-Cy*Tomashoff>
Cy * Tomashoff> who
graduated in"' architecture- from

TV really means something to viewers in the three. city’

<

.-

Shift’

^

t.
WLW-T*1

‘

'

uninspired programming you see in

static,

\

.

stations v will "miracle of television.

be supervisor of
Wa
.

Ey the

the morning hours with fresh, bright shows that attract big audiences.

.

.

Morning

»

."

,

cities.

television

led in programming
market of Cincinnati, Dayton and Columbus-because WLW-Television

*

•

morning

WLW-Telcdty watch
every day with

:

sales;

'

-1

’

•••

-

•.

i.-.
.;

0® «!<>»>»« programs— advertisers p«rte

When you plan your

advertising <:aimpaign, consider

Continued fr«m"i)aj;e 33
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the potential of this great mbrni«g.$»rket with

^ytW

shows. HtteV ai’begie Tech in 19.50, is .now on ot network
» different
ABC-TV’s
ABC-TV's technical
techWcal^ staff,
Staff!' design- burgh’s Guldepost took
wg for “Space Cadet” and '“The
mg
that at 1:45
discovering
rating,
“The
v
Arthur Murray
a, m. the -show- draws 10.8% of all
Murray. Party”
Partv”
TV homies in thife. area, while .at 4
a. m. more than 2% of the homes
are tuned in.
While, ail the film now being used
on the show is' first-run In the Pitt
„
CmmcH«»
(Cm,Uwm4 Uk.l area, Lund’ foresees no product
^ *»!•••, rmnJotn,- f*«r reein far- shortage.- He pointed out thfet,
the show draws the. 'swingKfHtW ^•rck, kaiMififal since workers:
who can see no other
shift
video, it will be possible to use
features subsequently which .^*7
iH 2-M41,
have: been Aired -prevlbuely Muring
w#*; ’»*#The) would still be
the daytime
.

over

'

.

.

$5%

billion.
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By JH£RM SCHOENFELD.
4i

Tht Bigger

>

Figtire -“"Boney Bones” (Golumbia). In "Bigger the Figure,”
Louis Prlma* conies UP with, his
most potent <noyelty sideinatoU;ple of yeats. ) *?Uhe is *;;,travesty
on a familiar aria, from .the opera,
"Barber of Seville,” arid sells via
solid comedy lyric and Priraa’s lnV
Surefire juke
fectiops delivery.
fare. Reverse is in a. conventional
rhythm groove with fair impact.
Alan Pale: "Here in My Heart”"Pm Sorry” (Coral)t "Heart” is in
the 'big ballad category with a suf-

the

:

•

;

that’s

and easy
eludes
the

.

I 1

.

.r

x\

,

cial distinction to help it step out.
Sisters:. "Rutza»
Rutza”?
Bell
"£qo-Hoo” (Victor), "Rutza ” a

^Compiled from

.

Statistical Report*: of Di*tribuilop.

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets
•

9

Published in the Current Issue

tit

for

,

-

:

Fire” -and "Delicado” (Decca) : ,
Another good version of "Kiss, of
Fire” by Lea. Baxter brch with
Dick Beaver*, vocalling (Capitol)
. Elliot Lawrence orch belts out
a neat instrumental in "A Little
Wake-Up Music” (King) . , . Johnny Desmond has a' big-sounding
side in "How Much Will I Miss
You” (Coral) . . i Sue Evkjis and
the Graham Prince combo have a
cute aide in. "You Can’t Make
Honey” (Cadillac) * More standout harp sides by Bobby Maxwell
*

.‘

,

in "LimehoUse Blues” and "PUnk,
Plunk” (Mercury) \
Plank,
hbra reminiscent of ".Tzena Tzena Mindy Canon has a pleasing aide
Tzena” gets a colorful, even if in “Ho-Ho” - (Victor) , , More
slightly noisy, interpretation iri tasteful
by Johnny
jazz
slices
this slice by the Bell Sisters and Hodge*’ orch in "Who’s Excited’’
Henri Rene’s orch and chorus. and "Below the Azores” (Mercury)
Good juke and jock material for
Mantoraiii has cut a flock of
specialized situations. The Voices standards for Londbn, including "I
of Walter Schumann give "Rutza” Love You Truly," "At Dawning/!
a more polished, but less vigorous "My. Moonlight Madonna”
and
1

.

.

WEEK ENDING MAY 3

/

NOTE: Tti* current comparative sales ttrength of the Artists and runei listed hereunder Ct
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlet» enumerated above These .findings are correlated with data from wider sources, which are exclusive
With Variety. The positions resulting from these findinge denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of pointt scored: two waps in the case of talent; {disHs,. poin machines),
arid three ways in .the ease of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet music).
'

i

TALENT
POSITIONS
This
Last
'week, week.
*>

1

TUNE
Wheel of Fortune

ARTIST AND LABEL

1.

KAY STARR

2

EDDIE FISHER

(Capitol) ...

»*e #«*'

• s • • « e » • e

fAnytime

.

.

rendition for Capitol. On the Vic- "Mexicali Rose”.". . . On the same
tor reverse, the Bell Sisters handle label, Vera Lynn comes Up with a
the oldie in -cute style.
fine version of “Be ..Anything” , ,
Trudy Richards - Artie Shaw Deep River Boys have good side in
Oroh: "I May Hate Myself in the “All X Need Is You” (Beacon).
Morning”-"! Waited a Little Too
Standout Western,’ folk; blues,
Long” (Decca). Trudy Richards, rhythm, religious* polka, etc.;
who is riding with a current mod- Leroy Jenkins: "Tennessee Sun
erate hit in "I Don’t Mind,” is shine” (Columbia) . , /Wesley Tutrapidly developing into one of the tle: "Devil's Heart” (Capitol) .
most, consistent producers of fine The Trenldrs: "Hadacole That’s
wax in the femme* vocalist con- All”* (Okeh) . . , Le Feyre Trie,
tingent. In "Morning,” she works "Working
On The 'Building”
out On a solid tune with .an excel- (Bibletone) . . ( Earl Wllliama,
lent style and with some important "‘Lost Without You!’. (Okeh) * . *
backing from an orch under. Artie Chris Powell, "Darn That Dream”
Shaw’s baton. The Lancers; a vo- (Okeh) , , , The Blenders, "Just a
cal combo, also give this tune a Little Walk With Me” (Decca) . .
fine ride for Capitol. On the Decca Country Paul, "One More Time”
flip,
Miss Richards delivers a (King).
torchy Item with mamierijsms that
echo tpos'e of Johnnie Ray.
Helen Grayco: "Walkin’ to the Larry Adler Clicks

Ma

J Forgive

(Victor). ..1......

•"•’lrm,Yours ,
.(That/s Chance You Take
.

.

.

»

RetaH Sheet Music

Retail Disks

Coin Machines

by
small combos fronted’ by Benny
Goodman, Buddy Pe Franco, Red
Nichols, .Julia Lee, Nat Cole and
Bir Sid Catlett
* Guy Lombardo
has a firstrate coupling in. "Kiss of

,

r

,

(-

Capitol Records has packaged a

"Blacksmith Blues” side, although
Miss Morse socks this number over
with considerable drive.. Flip is a
straight rhythm entry with no spe-

'

i

firstrate jazz set featuring jazz

tine eight-to-the-bar item with a
fair lyric. It’s a letdown from her

•

—

V

4

.

2

Platter Pointer*

rangements on both, sides/
Ella Mae Morse: "Oakle Boogle”"Love Ya’ Like Mad” (Capitol).
Ella Mae Morse has mediocre material in "Oakie Boogie” a. rou-

J.:

,*•••

,

l»5l

r* f*

\

/

designed

•

schmaltzy veneer to click
in the current market. Alan Dale
projects With suitably overcharged
tremolo pipes which have also
gained widespread acceptance. Reverse" side is effectively pitched up.
by Dale in the same style, Ray
Bloch backing up with rich ar-

.

for, dancing
listenability,
*Setf in*

,f
standards. \ YoU’re
Brivid^ Me: Gritey/V "TOfcn Your
Lover Has Gone," "Perfftdia,”
“Diane" "Please Be Kind” and
"Tenderly,”

ficiently

4

.

OF

set showcases May's style in a variety of tempos: ^ Band plays slick
highly
reedy., arrangements jji
polished style with a. topdv but.;pdt],
eyciting
heaty
It**,
too.
music* How-,
‘ever,

'

i

llv:

wlL-

Xouls Prima Orch:

1%**

£

DON CORNELL

91

(Caral)

*

Yours^

'fl'm

.

LEROY ANDEltSON

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mbreury)
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
FOUR ACES (Decca)

*

|
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.
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'

'
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-TUNE.

PUBLISHER

.
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i
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PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA
ANYTIME
.1
9

Laurel

Hill-R
,

^ CJUX^ IS A 1x1X3^
.

.

.Duchess

*

BLACKSMITH BLUES.
FLL WALK ALONE.

-

.

Mills

KISS OF FIRE

.

attack.

a

WHEEL ,0F FORTUNE
blue Tango

.

-

Be Anything

TONES
This
Last
week, week,

Town

*

"Iperfidiii

(Mercury)

POSITIONS

Mailbox”-"To Be Loved by You”
(Mercury).
Helen Grayco (Mrs.
In
Hail Recital
Spike Jones) is a good vocalist but
she cap do 'nothing with "MailLarry Adler drew a near-capacbox,” a Latin tune mismatched ity house at Town Hall* N. Y., Satwith a poor English lyric. "To Be urday afternoon (3) for his first
II
«
Loved by TV
You” is a pleasing side U. S. appearance since 1948, The
with mid-hit possibilities.
,
harmonica virtuoso, who had been
Frank Sinatra: "My Girl”-"Walk- touring abroad and
had recently
Ing In The Sunshine” (Columbia).
concertlzed for the United Nations
"My Girl” is ah appealing ballad troops In .Korea,
.received
an entailormade for Sinatra’s crooning
thusiastic welcome from an audi1

EDDIE »OWAR,D

9

.

I

Blue Tango
Pittsburgh Penn,
Kiss of Eire
Blacksmith Blues
A Quy Is, a Guy

(Decca)

CITY MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Columbia)

.

4

'

,„ ,,i,|,,

,li,, 4

.^.Mayfair
4 f

LtldlOW

Oxford
Hill-R

...

. •

YOURS
BE ANYTHING

...Algonquin
...Shapiro-B

a quiet side, maybe to6
for current disk appetites,
It’s

ence which had a strong show bit
quiet
but it stands up under repeated representation uf producers and
spins. "Walking” is a rhythm en- thesps.
Accompanied by the Little Symtry with A cute lyric which Sinatra
belts. in catching style.. Good jock phony Orchestra, under the -direcand juke potential.
tion of Daniel Saldenberg, Adler 1
Perry Como: "Why Did You scored effectively .with a flock of
Leave Me” - "Lonesome —r That’s selections ranging from the world
All” (Victor). Perry Comb doesn’t preem of Vaughan* Williams’ "Ro-.
have much chance to break through mance.for Harmonica and Orcheswith
this
lacklustre
coupling. tra” to themes.- fronf the opera/
"Leave -Me” is a slow-moving bal- "Carmen.”. In thefirst half. *>f the
lad on which Como seems'to exagprogram, Adler, who was backed,
gerate: his vocal mannerisms.. Como,
by Lee.Dell'Anna at the keyboard,
is more relaxed oh the reverse
gave the first. U. S.. performance
tune but it’s a corny, melody, ,,
Kin*) Cole:. "What Does It of Marc Lavry's "Israeli Suite for
Harmonica
and Orchestra” and the
Take To' J^ke You Take To Mc”"Somewhere Along the Way” (Cap- standard "Roumanian Rhapsody.”
Audheld
him for three encores.
itol).
Tongue-twisting topside title
lias cute idea which Cole bounces
Grot,
put in light rhythmic style. Side
.

BETAIL SHEET BEST

•

-

for okay impact via this
rendition. Reverse is more in ‘the
recent Cole ballad groove and .has
the quality to take off in the hit
Cole’s selling talent on a
difficult tune is strikingly display-

ed on

this side.

•

Trio:

no?*?®
St.

though neither of these sides

Alis

destined to make much noise in the
PpP market, they are topflight
etchings in the small-combo genre.
Krupa’s hew crew, with' Charlie
Ventura on sax and Teddy Napoleon on. piano, generates a big,
driving sound unusual for this size
combo "Stardust” is excellent
while "St. Louis Blues” is somewhat marred by ah elaborate ar-

rangement.

Album Review**
"Big

Carle Baud Grosses
$865 in Canada 1-Niter
London, Ont., May 6.

Frankie Carle’s engagement here
London Arena- last week (28)
"Stardust”- drew 800 paying customers with a

Louis Blues” (Mercury).

May:

1

Band Bash"

at the

disappointing gross of $885.
Ralph Flanagan is due in on

i

Survey of

Alan

music

"dud showing comparative sales
fating for. this and last week:
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Hating
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wk. wk.
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"Cry” (Mellow)
"Ay-Hound the Corner"'
"Forgive Me” (Advanc ed) 7'.
"I’m Tours” (Algonquin)
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beeri

(Capitol)
Billy Ma>’» onto has pole Music for the past two years,
been in the spotlight for the past is leaving the firm for a. partnerseveral mohths as thfe outstanding ship deal in another pUbbery
with
new band combination, and this Jack Ostro.

Ui

2

S- I

*8

shifted from Decca to the latter’s
subsld* label, Coral Records.
Switch was made after favorable
reaction to the old Dale masters

which were held by Signature Records and currently released by
Coral under a recent deal.

1

S'

to Coral

Dale

;

v

V

'

5?

"Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel) ....
"Blue Tango (Mills)
»
"A Gu Tli a Guy” (LudloW)

$
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Title
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National
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Singer

retail sheet

sales , based on reports obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities

13.

Alan Dale
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With elections for officers of the
American Society of Composer*,
Authors and Publishers slated for
special board meetthis week at a
of influential writer*
ing, a group
advocate "young
to
have begun
blood” for the A SOAP leadership.

.

in Texas Tour
San Antonio, May fc.
Vyoung
The "Grand Ole Opry” troupe
Reference to the need
blood” by a couple of board mem- which is touring the state has been
bers is seen as an implied stand playing to sellout crowds at most
The group consists 'of
against the rejection of Otto A* stands.
Harbach, incumbent prexy who has Whltey Ford, Ernest Tubb arid his
consecutive
Texas
one'*
Troubadors,
Hank Williams,
served ’for two
for.

.

.

.

'

’

Carter Sisters, Mother. Maybelle,

'

year terms.
While Hajrbach**

.

Annie

,

work for the Soduring his' two-year tenure is
unanimously praised; some writers
are opposed to regarding him as
"the indispensable man” for .the
prexy post. In short, these writers
on the hoard will be opposed to revoking an ASCAP resolution which
bans any president irom serving
more than two years in a row:
opposition,

this

•Despite

‘

Johnny Burke and Jafries
are .-also skedded for
a Broadway musical showcasing.
and'
Van- Heuseri. jure colBurke
labing on "Carnival in, Flanders,”
Hilliard and -Robin are pCepping
"Hazel Flagg,” and Cahn and Duke
are due with. "Casey Jones.” Jpbke,,
incidentally, ‘will also be represented with "John Murray- Anderson’s
Almanac,” which he penhed with
Qgden Nash, "The Baker’s Wife”
will have a score by Frank Loesser, while Harry Revel is expected
With "Saddle and Go.” "Between
Two’ Rivers,” a revue, will have a
score by Harry: Ruby and Bob Hilliard and Leo, Robin is penning

yan Heusen

ASCAP

Music publishers, most of

whom

are trying to cut costs in preparation for the slow summer season,
are burning at the consistent practice of some jobbers to over-order
sheet music. Since the copies .are
sold, on a consignment basis with
a 100% return privilege, these jobbers take no risks hi inflating their
orders “beyond' normal requirements. These jobbers stock up on

been Oscar Hammerreason for not running as
they lack the stature to
command the support of sufficient
writer and publisher members of

which has
jstein 2d’s
prexy, or

“

i

•.

liard,

Younger members on
candidates.
board either have inthe
dicated they would refuse to run
due to pressure of their Owh work,

t

.

-

:

.

youthful
credited

generally
with having a good idea but no

the board.

v

"

'

,

ASCAP

are'

officers

J

•

!

j

’

'

In a

from

*

ONE-NIGHT PACKAGE

.

•

HMV

1

,

Do

'

'

^

w

-

teers,

^ c Co. chartered to conus ic publishing business
^ork
W ^
Capital
is 200
lls *.

la

iharA
area »

*

n o par value.

stock

vocal,

year pact with Keystone, indie
bel operating in Philly. .

Combo’s

initial platter for

stone was released last Week.

Italy

la-

Keyj

and Spain

in

September

In,

BML brought

Marks and

to counter

ASCAP

claims.

suit

•

,

While, only three -composition*
were inVolyed in the BMX-Macks
action, these’ formed the basis for
a' test, case involving; k number of
other, tunes in the! Marks Catalog,
The bulk of the Anri’s catalog Is
not affected by the case since .these
song* were written by cleffers who
were not. ASCAP -members at the
time they werp published.
Decision of RMI to withdraw its appeal
door
open
for
the
leaves
other
now
ASCAP writer* to deny Marks any
right to transfer .their share of the
performing rights to their song*
to BMX.
That* could theoretically
Involve about 3,000 tunes in Marks
catalog pf 20;00Q numbers, al;

•

.

,

;

though no movement in this* direction has been evident up to’ now.
With the Federal antitrust consent** decree having' been imposed’
on ASCAP since the Pecora decision was handed down, it's believed
that BMI arid Mirks are now satbeen squawking isfied with’ non-exclusive ownerexecs, , WhO’ve
about the small return on the vet’s ship to the tunes written by
high guarantees, the top singers of ASCAP members. That was the
five or more years ago have be- original proposal made by BMI and
come just * myth ;to this group. Marks to ASCAP a* an out-of-court
Although many of the vets have settlement but the latter turned
successful video arid radio shows, the 50-50 proposition down and deand have appeared- In films, the cided to battle for exclusive rights
kids are brushing off their disks all the way. Tne consent decree
in favor' jof the wax newcomers eliminated exclusivity two years
who' they’ve seen' at a local pres- ago.
entation house. It’s already been
Pecora, incidentally, has since,
doesn’t have joined the firm of Schwartz
evidenced- that
buyingrecord
irtipaet
pn
which
same'
Frohllch
thehabits as an ; in-the*flesh appear- ASCAP in the 1946 suit.
have
singers
ance and big .name
decided to hit the road to win back
v
the disk buyers.
.

•

BUILD ‘BAND BATTLE’

Ray

BML

,

to

There
get the operation rolling.
has been talk also of a pressing
Israel.
plant in

.

’

•'

•

•

•

>

Press in

•

•

.

1

-

*

newcomer*,

sizzling

nal case stemmed from Marks*
switch from ASCAP to
affiliation with subsequent claim* *by
ASCAP to some tunes in Marks*
catalog which ASCAP member*
had either. 'written or collaborated.

'

'the'

the copies represent a total loss to
the pub's who have to foot the bills
for paper*, printing and- packaging.
Some Arms havo been cutting off
Slated to! Go Over
jobber* !who have shown such a
'
regular- tendency -to order., niore
Million Sale Soon than -they can sell,- Most jobbers,
Although the accent in recent however, operate within reasonable
years has been on vocals, Decca estimate* of Sheet music sales.
Records has come up with the top
G. A. (Joe) Biondo flies back
to Rome after an extended stay in
current hit via an IqgtrUmental,
Leroy Anderson's slice of his own
New York huddling with RCA,
prexy Frank M. Folsom on the. procomposition, "Blue Tango,” Side
1* slated to go. over the 1,000,000
jected RCA Victor .pressing plan|
in tfie Italian capital.' ft starts!
mark within a few weeks after
later this? year. Biohdo is head of
building slqwly but; steadily since
Hollywood, May 6.
merchandising operations in
Its release nearly six month*- ago.
RCA.
of
series
"Battle
the.
of
New
,
Other instrumental side* show- Bands” one-nighters tees off Fri- Italy and frequently commutes to
the D. S.
ing strength in the present market' day night (0) at Long Beach Mu
The RCA Victor record pressing
are Hugo Winterhalter’s version* of nicipal Aud with Big Jay McNeeley
“Blue Tango” for KCA Victor and pitted against .Georgie Auld. Plan plant Is forerunner to RCA’s proPercy Faith's cut of "Delica<lo” is to build a regional wheel for posed new factory In Spain, ‘with
for Columbia.
LeRoy Holmes, the one-nighters and eventually an eye to utilizing the Iberian penM-G-M Records maestro, has beeri- trek east with' the same pitch, pair- insula as a focal manufacturing and
business
getting action on his instrumental ing different types of orchestras shipping plant for RCA’s
with the Middle and Near East-j
of "In a Persian Market.”
against each .other.
Meantime, George Marek, htad
Package is being shaped by NeMajor diskers have been giving
of Victor artists and repertoire,
renewed interest to their instru- vada hotelman Morey Brodsky,
flew over to London to huddle with
mental releases eVer since the Bill George Liberace and f>orney John
His Master’s Voice *on utilizingSnyder orch clicked With its revival Jacob Jr. Battles Will be refereed
(British affiliate of
more
and
88’
er
brother
of
Liberace,
by
of "Bewitched”
on the indie Tower
RCA Victor) pressings for the
label t\yo year? ago.
More recent- George? Liberace,
market.
It 'is essentially
American
ly.
Montovanl's orch, British outfit,
a merchandising idea. Marek" also
hit big with
its slice' of "Charto Italy
quickie
detour
makes
a
Benefit
For
to.
ntaine” on London Records, while
from England.
Anderson had another big number
In line with Folsom’s extended
•tost year
Cerebral Palsy Center merchandising plans for RCA and
in another of his compontions, "The Syncopated Clock.”Albany, May 6.
its affiliated industries, the- new
Johnnie Ray has agreed to per- home airconditioning units have
form for the Cerebral Palsy gone on the market, as part of his
Center Mardl Gras at the State idea to add more "white goods”
Decca Net Off
Armory here May 24. Louis Ra- (appliances) as a natural adjunct
Tailing off last
year’s pace, mundo’, a graduate of the local to RCA dealers handling television,
D®cca earnings dropped 25% for Cerebral Palsy school* is producing
radio, records, etc.
uarter ended- March 31 in a ‘flip *how
RCA Victor will also merchan.2? li
>ldersl report issued yester-'
The tab. will be $2, the proceeds dise its own tape-recording equip•JL^nes,). Consolidated net was going to the Cerebral Palsy Cen- ment -later this year, along with
e
“iK?’ Tual to 30c per share on- ter now under construction.
other plans for electronic gadgets
th*
o 776,650
shares outstanding.*
and kindred merchandise..
rs
carter
Label*
Switch
of.
earnings
RCA board chairman David Sar1951
Charioteer*
u/5!
*
3 ^* *<B*ivalent of 40c
will probably go abroad this
noff
with
years
11
than
more
After
share^’
survey,
Columbia Records, the Chario- summer pn a two months’then Folsom plans going to
4
ind
twoa
inked
combo,
;

;

quaint themselves with the new
crop of planter buyers. The tours
are being planned at the suggestion of agencies and record company eicecs who claim that the vets
have lost touch with' the youngsters in the 10 to 16 age group,
which comprise* almiost 85% of.
the disk buying market.
According to “several diskery

Decca ‘Blue Tango’

-

the

away

to take the play

years, vet disk artists kre mulling
personal- appearance treks to- ac-

.

•

•

move

who’ve been dominating the wax
market for the ,pa$t couple of

’

By tradition, ASCAP. has always
named a writer to the post of
Several former' .prexies,
prexy.
such as Gene Buck, Deems Taylor
copies- as -if each number was desand Fred F. Ahlert, have also been
tined to become * smash hit.
mentioned as strong possibilities to
In Some bases publishers have
serve again but no candidate to'
date has stepped out with a com- received, back 3*000 to 4,000 copies the tune* for "Hazel Flagg.”
on
a 5,000 order with the bundles
Season will also display
manding lead.
not ‘even untied. Since the returns
(Continued on pige 44)
are made when the songs are dead,

'

We*

•

how-

.

more

*

Decision, by Broadcast Music,
week to withdraw its longstanding appeal from a seven-year*
old N. Y. Supreme Court decision
involving the Ownership and as«*
‘Songs tor Sale’
signment of song copyrights is ex«
pected to have far-reaching conseChicago, May 6.
Amateur *orig writer* -may be quences for the music business in
getting a break' if plans for Chi- general and the E; B; Marks Music
cago southslde bistro work out. A1 firm in particular..
Originally, made by thfth-Judge
Fenston, owner* of the Nob Hill, is
working out details with schools Ferdinand pecora, the decision
at present, but. expects that the ruled that the Marks firm was. not
general public will also want in the sole owner of the songs in it*
*
-*
catalog; and that BMX could not
later on.
Each. Monday, night orchestra have v the sole performing right* to
will play compositions
the tunes written by members of the
of
novices and special arrangements American Society of Composers,
will be given the composers. .In Authors* & Publishers.
The origiInc., last

;

known

Advocates,' for

*

Tha coming 1952-53 Broadway
season will see a bumper crop of
tunes from legit musicals hitting
the market. Although *ong*- from
legituners haven’t had much impact in the music market in the
past few years, the impressive
number'’' of legit score* dpe for
release is expected io be a strong
factor in reversing the downbeat
trend.
The
publishing
firm*,
which’U handle the; scopes; are
gearing themselyek for a big push
bn the upcoming entries.
The return to the songwriting
Scene of some of Tin Pan Alley’s
top songsmiths Is also expected
to add Impetus, to the showtune
hypo. Heading the list are Cole
Porter with "Can Can,” Irving Berlin with "The Works” and Richard
Rodgers-Oscar Hairimersteln 2d,

put oh four shows; The Del Mar
addition, contact, men and station
Auditorium at Corpus holds 1,800
representatives will be present to
and each time it was filled to capick .up any tunes.
pacity* At Beaumont, some. 5,000
crowded into an auditorium which who are working on an untitled
has a capacity of 2,500.
musical.
Also in line for production next
season are musicals by Alan. Jay
Lerner and Frederick Loewe, currently represented oh Broadway
with "Paint. Your Wagon,” and
George Forrest and Robert Wright,
who penned "Song of Norway.”
Such vet tuneSmiths as Frank Loesses Harry Revel, Leo -Robin, Ver?
non Duke, Sammy Cahn, Bob Hil-

inclination to reofficialdom.
tire
No other possibility for the prez
spot commands as much support as
Harbach at the present time.
;

Lew
’

may be

from the

9c'

.

asked to run
by the majority of the board, despite his

Lee and Danny

Childre.
In Corpus-' Christ! ithd in Beaumont, instead- -of the three shows
originally {scheduled, the group

ciety

ever, 'Harbach

\

,

‘Grand Ole Opry* Troupe

.

,

&

TV

represented

:

-

!

;

The disk jockey* around the
country are also confirming need
'

..

.

The
of a )uack-to-the-road trend.
deejays claim that they giVe equal’
spinning time to the vets’ etchings
as; they give: the new artists but.
the former’s disk* 'continue to
move- slowly oh the

retail level;.

Jocks" admit that' they prefer to
play" the quality etchings but over-

whelming request* for the new
voices and gimmicked disks indi-%

Merc Sets

A&R

‘Open! House’

Policy for Pubs
’

In

More

to

Hear

"open
along,
the
Following
house” ’lines initiated by the artists
and repertoire departments of
most other major diskers, Mercury’s a. and r. topper,.' Joe Carlton,
has set aside Monday and Tuesday
of each week to see all publisher*
and writers. MoVe was iriade to
.

cate the sympathy of their refcordbuying apdiences.
forestall brushoff squawks coining
In planning; the treks, vets are
from the small pubs and to streambeing advised by publishers and
Carlton’s interviewing and
line
diskers to concentrate in the ‘midpressing schedule.
'

western territory, which they conAlthough Carlton will, see the
sider the' biggest record buying
bulk of pubs and timbsmiths On
area in the country.
the

allotted

days,

he’ll

also .be

to special appointments during the latter part* of the week.
The bigger pubs, who’ve been objecting’ to the "open Jhouse” policy
because, they don’t want to be
grouped with the indie writers, are
expected to stick to ' the special
appointment system.
Diskers, however, claim' that they
Can no longer afford to give the
unrepresented writer or smalltime
pub the go-by in favor of the big
league firms. Recent crop of disk
clicks' which have developed out
of left field has pointed up /the
necessity for the a. and r. chiefs
to see all comers and listen to all

open

AFM MAT DUMP

•

.

5% VlDPIX BITE

Hollywood, May 6.
After hearing pitch from local
47 execs and members on dumping
5% pix-to-video format, American
prez
Musicians
Federation
of
James C. JPetrillo agreed to "take
matter under -advisement” and. consult with the AFM exec board.
Meantime, Petrillo indicated he
may send his tele assistant, Clair
Mceder* to Coast May 21 for a
survey and huddles with union
execs and producer*,:
tunes.
Union members beefed format
has cost them job* in fhat it dis-

•

<

Jean Gelrlnger, Broadcast Mucouraged filming.
They were
joined in beef by local prexy John sic; Ine,, foreign relations chief,
planed
to Europe yesterday (Tries.)
Groen, veepee Phil Fischer and refor his annual o.o. of the overseas
cording secretary Maury Paul,
music situation.
,
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New TJ). Vocalist
i Houston, May 0.
Marietta Cox will join Tommy

Tokyo, April 20. 4
Japanese record biz, on a steady
for the past couple of years BritishU ATooters Ban
imports,
largely because of ‘western
w iH be hypoed the next fewmonths
Dbndon, May 6.
11. S. masters for
by a new influx of
A public protest meeting 'against
stems
local pressing. „ Optimism
the policy of the' Musicians Union,
from recent word .from* the U, S, in barring- American musicians
are. no longer
that copper masters
from working in Britain,, is to be
subject to export licensing, a pro- held in London; next Monday (12).
cedure that has kept the flow of Meeting has been organized, by
masters to Japan! at a -trickle for band agent James. Godbolt, .who’ll
preside.
the past several months.
He says this- isn’t an anti-union
Western music, mostly from the
but
demonstration
a
U. S., accounts for a good slice of meeting,
the
leadnation's
for
sales
agAinst
the MU’$ ''shortsighted and
platter
It’* reported .that destructive policy in regard to iming diskeries.
about 50% vof .Japan Victor's gross portation of foreign musicians.”
sales are imports, while Nippon
Columbia claims 30 to- 40% of its
output are western recordings. Majority of local pressings of imports
are pop tunes," but longhair disks
also are in steady demand.
Japan Victor, former, subsid of
American Victor, handles that comNippon
pany’s product in Japan,
Columbia, also a one-time subsid,
has a deal with Columbia Records
in the U. S. and recently made a
Other
pact with M-G-M Records.
native diskeries which have joined
With the music biz currently on
the import bandwagon. ,are King,
.markets
Capitol
label, a revival kick, record company
which
Teichiku (Decca) and Taihel (Mer- execs are digging into their vaults
Royalty rates are under- for old pressings that could click
cury).
stood to be abqut 3% of retail on the comeback trail,
That the
price, currently 280 yen’ (75c) for vocalist or instrumentalist
may no
10-inch platters and 420 yen ($1.15) longer be pacted to the diskery
has
for 12-inchers.
not deterred it from reissuing ‘the
platter.
U. fiLFop Leaders
In recent weeks. Mercury ‘RecAmong the American recording
artists currently enjoying a popu- ords has released a flock of disks
larity boom in Nippon, via locally and albums by Frankie Laine and
pressed disks axe Doris Day, Jo Erroll Garner, both of whom are
pacted to Columbia.
Stafford, Rosemary Clooney, Frank currently
incidentally,
has been
Sinatra, Frankie Laine, and Les Garner,
waxed
by
about .30. other labels
orch
on
Brown
the Columbia label;
Perry Como, Tex Beneke
and and they too have been reissuing
Ralph Flanagan on Victor; Bing some of his top keyboard workers
Crosby,
Gordon Jenkins, Jerry of fave oldies. .Although Louis
Gray, Andrews Sisters and Ella Armstrong is now etching on the
Fitzgerald on Decca? Stan Kenton, Decca label, Col recently brought
Les Paul, Ray Anthony orch and out a successful long, play album
Kay Starr and Tennessee Ernie on series of Armstrong’s, earlier clasM-G-M has reissued some of
Capitol; and Vic. Damone, Patti sics.
Page, Georgia Gibbs and Johnny Sarah Vaughan’s y old Musicraft
Long orch on Mercury.
Only slices despite her current affiliaJimmy Dorlocal M-G-M release so far is the tion with Columbia.
sey is now clicking on three labels
“Show Boat” album. .
”
Latest production figure for the via the Col etching of “Wimoweh
Nipponese disk industry, for month the Coral waxing of “I Hear a
of February,
shows more than Rhapsody” and the M-G-M reissue
of ‘‘Moon Over Miami."
1,500,000
platters,
out.
turned
Disk execs aren’t .squawking
Breakdown showed Nippon Columbia with
652,544," Japan Victor about the mix-up in Artists’ label
355,433,
Teichikh 227,837, King identity since they .figure if the
oldie can break through it’ll spark
186,384 and T*ihel 80,000.
j

Dorsey orch as featured vocalist,
replacing Frances
Erwin, who
leaves the band to join Don
McNeill’s “Breakfast Club” show
on ABC.
Mis Cox was appearing her* on
KPRC-TV in "Matinee 7 and “Star
Room.”
She was also formerly
with the Art Mooney band.

'

‘

.,

.

,

‘

.

<

.

,

.

sales of their artist’s new releases.
On the retail level situation hasn’t

caused any confusion yet since the
buyer is interested in the ‘number
and artist not the label.

Froman’s Comeback Saga;

RCA Issuing 2 New Sides

.

In a show./hlz saga paralleling
Jane Frohman’s comeback- after an
airplane
crash,
pianist - Barclay
Allen, who was severely injured in

jn auto accident severed years ago,
is reentering jt
he music meld via

1.

+

2.

Victor rerecent etchings.

I’LL

4.

The two sides, "Cherokee” and
After You’ve Gone,” will hit the
*
market May 23.-

:

‘

,

Just

,

.

and-a-half years ago.

were cut via the
technique,
have
Piano soundtracks
»ass and drums

Sides,

show
two-

which

multiple sound
different
four
superimposed.

dubbed in.
a member of the Lutheran
in
North
Hollywood,
y/eve

Allen,
1

J?

?? 1

bis

Jjni

belief

in religion

for

Un £ him through.
When he
up at the bottom of "the
five’ hours after the ache had no will to live, but

membership is on the horizon.
This convention is only distinguished from ones held in the last
couple of years in that there are
Omaha, May 6.
no rumors of Petrillo’* stepping
Continuing his announced- policy down as. proxy. Up to now, that
of. name bands for the summer, Joe
has been an annual report circuMalec, operator of Peony Park, lating among the delegates as a
has gone out for still more names. teaser until Petrillo tossed his hat
.

.

Roster for

Added

Summer Biz

to Joy Cayler,

.

name bands

in

the

of

it

.

.

BE MY

LIFE’S

mer BSO

Kay

lin chair. 7

......... ..Capitol

, .

.

........
......

•

.the interim schedule concerts will
Don Cornell ; . V*. , . . .Coral
Guy Mitchell-M. Miller. Columbia 4 be giyen from Thursday through
Sunday, with the Same program ofDoris Day
~ Columbia
fered weekly. Another switch is
Georgia Gibbs
,4 . .Mercury f billing the concerts as “Symphony
Hall Pops,” with title reverting to
Ella Mae Morse . .... ...Capitol
familiar “Boston Pops” when th*
Eddie Fisher .......... v Victor
first stringers return from their
sDcccat T
*-4 # •
Four Aces
European junket.’
.

,

(Oxford)

(4)

Siarr

.

,

„

r.

,

,

*

:

»

*

i

(1)

Eddie

-

(Paxton).

JFxthcj*

<*

•

e •

tVictor

t

Pluggers Set Pension
Ray Anthony
Eddy Howard

*

M

r.nlnmhin.
Frankie Laine ... i,.. , .Columbia
Frank Sinatra .. . . . Columbia
Johnnie Ray ........ .Columbia

Talks With
*

4»

Decca

Four. Aces
I

Victor
Eddie Fisher
Jo Stafford ......... .Columbia
...
Columbia
Rosemary Clooney
Patti

-

(Morris)
j

ployees’ pension plan activities will
begin rolling after May 16 whenthe union launches a series of
huddles 'with the Broadcast Music,
Inc., execs. The BMI clinics will
keep the execs busy until then.
BMI execs, , representing th*
member firms, will discuss terms
of the plan, which calls for a
assessment of a $100 weekly yya ge

Page

Decca

Mills Bros

both pub and plugger, with
pension cbmmitte*.
the MPCE
Meantime, Bob Miller, MPCE prez,
is huddling with American,, Society
of Composer, Author and Publisher

£

X

£

firms individually.

Film Mn*lc, firm whlch’U 'synchronize music and sound effe ct*
and video fllms. li** be*n
formed by Alfonso Cofolli and
Fred Jacob*. Company** catalog of

.

l

-j

•

?

I

S

"Jazz
of the Mountain

UPigures in parentheses indicate

n Celebrati0n ° £ BarClay

We ek.

t,

Johnnie Rap

number

of

weeks song has been in the Top

to pic

Okeh

*

103
1

background music
British composer*.

.

3%

f
Mercury J from

Johnnie Ray .........Columbia
Don Cornell ............ L Coral
.^.Victor
| Eddie Fisher
Coral
Ames Bros.
Kay Starr v * w e w ........Capitol

’

T

BMI Firms

Music Publisher* Contact Em-

< *

.

(Shapiro-B)
(1)

Victor
Capitol
ercury

Eddie Fisher

,

.

four or five
brought in

locals^ and eight formusicians that had either
or transferred to other
rallied to the call for thp

Ordinarily, Pops concerts ar#
Leroy Anderson 4 »•>•*» Deccd - * presented nightly with a change of
Capitol'’ program ’each nighty but during
(Les Baxter .........

V

y
Kin» » ?

9, AFM,
men were

Hub’s Local
first-chair

from outside

.

J

/

COMPANION

were

on

Sellers

H.
(7)

Fiedlejf

a competent group of
While majority of member*
recruited from ranks of

batoning

*

..

•

COME WHAT MAY

week with maestro Arthur
subs.

1

THE CHANCE YOU TAKE

(E.

-

month’s engagement,'
Frankie Carle has signed a fiveAmong the newcomers are 10
year deal with Music Corp. of femme musicians—during the war,
bassoonist Anne DeGulchard filled
Starlight Songs chartered to con- America, effective July 1. shifting
”
in. 'but .this is the first time th*
duct a music’ publishing business from Associated BOoking.
MCA also signed Henry Jerome orchestra has had’ more than on*
in New York. Capital stock is 208
Orch.
distaff musician. Also on the rosr*
shares, no par value.
ter are two husband-wife team*,
and a Chinese, Ma Si Hon, who
at the BerkWook of May 3 was concert master
shire Music Center last summer,
currently holding down a first vio-

-

TENDERLY'

Boston, May 6.
Although the Boston Symphony
Orchestra is currently oh concert
tour of Europe, Hub’s Pop Concert season got under way last

symphs

names to get
summer.

(Ludlow)
(Duchess)

.

Sidemen to Sab For

retired

.

takes
business during the
believes that

ANYTIME (14) (Hill-R)
AT LAST (6) (Feist)
- BE ANYTHING (2) (Shapiro-B)
t GANDY DANCERS BALL (Disney)
I HEAR A RHAPSODY (Broadcast)
t CRY (15) (Mellow)
TELL ME WHY (16) (Signet)
AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank)
-

rouj>h the efforts
of his wife, his
a nd his church, he was able

1

history

Omaha’s ballroom business. Malec

(5)

(Peer)

»

At last year’s convention In New
Lawrence Duchow, Tiny York City lack of opposition among
J
Hill, Russ Morgan, Jimmy Palmer; the delegates resulted In such boreDick Jurgens r Les Brbwn, Paul dom that Petrillo’had to stir up the
Neighbors, Frankie Carle, Henry: conclave with a slashing attack
i)usse, Ray Anthony, Jan Garber; against a so-called “elite class”
Tex Beneke, Blue Barron, Chuck among musician* who resisted his
Foster, Clyde McCgy, Shep Fields, settlement with the radio netRalph Marterie and Ralph Flana- works. That “elite,” which was
gan.
held to be mostly a figment of
These will play mostly one and Petrillo’s Imagination by some
two nights on week-ends In the delegates,, is nowhere to be seen
park’s Royal Grove’ if the weather in the current situation and It’s exis good or in the Royal Terrace in pected that th*; ARM prexy will
the event of rain. Roster repre- have a tougher time this year in.
sents the biggest mass signing of arousing the delegates’ (interest.

::

.

comeh*ck road.

in the ring.

6f. tho standard longhair and showtun* repertories which have been
In great demand since the advent
of DP*

Pearl,

BROKENHEARTED (5) (DcSylva-B&H)
During
~
the years
of his. recovery Freddy
I I’M YOURS (Algonquin)
n
w
hose
played,
orch
Allen
rinw
r °yalties on
,
disks _
tn
YOU
m anc* l* 5 * year several
Capitol Rec- - I WANNA LOVE
release d a platter of an old **
Aiif
CLOUD G3) (Spier)
a ster,
Pizzicato,” ** LITTLE WHITE

+

Vaughn Mon-

classical catalogs containing most.

roe and others, he has signed Ray

Second Group

,
was picked
jiff almost

>

Up Big Band

Lines

.

release, it will be
Allen’s first
biz effort
since the accident

Current disk price v war. ^s\ also
pushing the low-priced labels, Including the recently-formed Plymouth Records.
Other furniture stores, spurred
by the Ludwig Baumann click,
have been making inquiries about
sotting
up record departments
problem of unemployment, no Im- along the. same lines, -All of the
portant issue- which can split the low-priced firms have developed

Omaha’s Peony Park

PERFIDIA

(5)

of

Mu-

sicians set for June 0 in Santa Bar“Too Young,” are repped on the bara, Calif., the conclave is shapColumbia reverse^ 3side with an- ing up as one of the quietest in
years.
other ballad, “I’m Lost Again.”
Opposition to the leadership ot presy James C. Petrillo is
nowhere to. be seen and although,
'
the uniofi ls agaln facing its chronic
-1

9.

10 . 'THAT’S

the American Federation of

sion. Sid Lippman and Sylvia Dee,
co-cleffers of last year’s hit ballad,

*.

7.

cliff near Reno,
independently
vaxed the masters while working
from a wheelchair.
With.. Victor
Picking up the masters, for general

A GUY

a Siesta; No

s

KISS OF FIRE (1)
BLACKSMITH BLUES (7) (Hill-R)
FORGIVE ME (2) (Advanced)

6.

'

Allen,

*

IS

(

My

(Mayfair)

(2)

-

Cols Top Click

PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

A GUY

5.

whose spins was severed
m two places and who suffered a
broken neck when his car ran over

WALK ALONE

Reason be-

label*.

hind the move is that the full 40%
markup can be made on the lowpriced disks, on which nobody^ as

Trails, Inc,
New firm's catalog,
whlch’ll be licensed by Broadcast yet, has' been giving discounts'.
Music, Ihc., will include country
Net take on Hie low-priced disks,
songs and~folk_tunes only.
such as Remington Royale and th*
Capital stock is 100 shares, no Plymouth label, Ras been so good
par valufcT. Richmond’s other sub- in some spots that department and
Tony Bennett, Columbia Records si ds are Cromwell, Ludlow* Dart- furniture stores, which ^previously
vocalist who rode with several si- mouth and Folkways,
carried only small disk departmultaneous clicks last year, has
ments, have been accenting .thes*
come up with the digkery’s current
platters in .their advertisements;
bestseller in “Here In
’Heart,”
Not only have the disks been solid
a tune recently launched on a small
profit-makers, but they have been
indie label, BBS, by A1 Martino;
effective in getting customers into
Col pressed 80,000 platters bn the
the stores for other merchandise,
first run of the Bennett version
One Of the most lucrative opera**
but upped the figure to 140,000 late
tlons in this field has been devellast week" on the basis of distribuoped by Ludwig Baumann ’$ stdres
tors’ and retailers’ reaction.
in the New York area; Via ekttn*
Martino, meantime, has been,
live spreads hi national.: Sunday
inked by Capitol Records as. a- re[supplements, the stoSre has created
sult of his indie waxing. The tune
a big turnover for the low-priced,
is
getting wide coverage with
disks, at the list price.’ Sam Goody,
With the annual convention of one
Decca releasing an Alan Dale verthe prime movers; in the

WHEEL' OF FORTUNE (12) (Laurel).
BLUE TANGO (11 (Mills)......

3.

RCA

the forthcoming
lease of two of his

Fifth Firm Under BMI
.
Howie Richmond added another priced LP disk
firm to his string of pubberies last
week with the formation of Melody

PSHiety 10 Best
1

Howie Richmond Opens

—f—

^

1

With the continuing price war
market cutting profit margpis to the bone, an
increasing number of retail outlets
and department stbte* are switch*
ing. to the promotion of the lowerin th* long-play platter

.1*

penned

Y

.

}

:

^

i

*

..... ,

'

B

\

'

WiJnwdky, May

'

v.. 1 “ Im
Clark,, King Records'

_

- *

Mack

.

out this

licity topper, head,

..
r

*

,

hjjxd

lye^toird Kobrlck currently in ft
itWo' week stand in the Southern

,

pubr Mansion
leu Stoner, Ellen
.
Week muM* and leu Wills, Jr., into
,

Survey

Week

of AfirH

The top 30 sonpf^d/ meek (more

in

ewe of UetJ based

•

,wi

copyrighted Audience Ctiye.rttge Index & Audienpe Trend Meg*
Published by Office of Research* M+* Dr* John Gray peatman,
’’
Director^ Alphobeficdnir listed*
’

'

-

<

. .

.

Dolph

YrayjttOri

Trio parted hy
. .Milton
Corp,
disk promotion for thevJoae

begihnirtg toy 1$ . . . Jimmy
ftqSfcte* orch ‘into ;th*<Lathi Villa
Coleman Hawkins
ni$nth'
0p&d’ at Tootie’s 'Mayfair May 2

members

.

MelW

GwYy

\
»
J**°
N, v
Three Rivers Xnn, Syrac^se, *r
Friday (9) . . ,
orch working its yy.- «»|t .,#« >,.»
string o4 one - nitcrsL winding In
Asbury Paik, N. vu ? May. 31,* »
*

.

*

*

.

A Guy,l^g Guy.^.v;.. .V..;,
Am I ih 'Lpve^vt^Soh. of Palefacb’\

'!

Anytime

fairyland ^arfemitdoor amuse'

,

•

v

* .

*

,-»'*• «

*.>f *

, ,

, ,

...

, *•*,*

i

?

, ,

i

,
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nighter at West View Park May 20 JSSmiI?. . « Eva. Sanchez is back at Canttr'
Lounge as Luis Mof ales'
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vocalist,- replacing Loia Frmman, ??.*
who has gone on the road with; an
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After I Say I’m Sorry
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Life......
Ay-Round the Corner;
California Rose. ......
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.Bourne
.DeSylva-B-H'

Goody Goody,
.

«Y.
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, . . .

.Algonquin

—t‘‘Aaron Slick”. ........ Famous
Marks

.

Red Casino,.. Hag^head* North Carolina,
replaced* 'the ailing
J.
„
French, recuperating from an- ,
other heart attack, in Luke Riley's
7ICT0R.PBEZ :
house band- ak the Casino, ».
Mexico-^City, May 6.
*
Joseph P, Toole is the- new pre?
*4.
Kansas Glty
Of RCA Victor Mexicapa,
He succeeds Rodrlgio Azcarraga>
Sammy Walsh will do a onepight club date at El.Casbah here who died recently while visiting
May 10 , . , Ernestine Mercer with Detroit on business,
\
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symphony

WAHace H, Campbell.

president
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Top mSongs On TV
AyrRohttdf-thA Cottier

Frank

Be -My

Morris'

Life**

Companion

Blacksmith Blues
Cry. .......
Forgive Me
v.

!

.

.

. ,

...........

Hill

Advanced

Walk Alone

I’ll

I’m YOurs
Please Air.- Sun
Singln’ In the Ra.in.

Wheel

of-

& R

Mellow'

r

.

Mayfair
Algonquin

W eiss—
;

Rohbiiis

. i

Fortune.-.

Laurel

FIVE TOP STANDARDS'
Blue Mooh.
Fine and Dandy.

.

Mama

.

.'

.

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes. .
.Thunder and Blazes
t

•

Fitmusicah

«»,?

*

*

*

.

Robbins

Harms
Marks
Harms

Inez..

Y

Fischer

.
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Inside Orchestras—Music

Oipp Blftckstone,. former Variety mugg from Shreveport, La., has
published the first section of a revised edition of his “Index To Jazz,”
originally published ?tx years ago.
Blackstono is attempting to list
every record Issued to dftte in the whole field of jazz and blues,
ineluding dance bands with jazz instrumentalists. First
section of the
index covers some 1,100 artists and 15,000 titles. Second
section of
the index will be issued this summer.
,

NoW

,

TEX
BENEKE
And
His Orchestra Play

SINGIN’
IN THE

RAIN

j

1

THE WEDDING
OF THE
PAINTED DOLL

MGM

11189
F llltl

7S

Ai

RPM
RPM

M G M RECORDS

&

waxing session financed
by maestro Tony Acquaviva. Acquaviva shelled out
$7,700 to etch the
masters which he hopes to peddle to a major diskery.
He conducted
a 55-piece orch on six tunes, two of which were
penned by singer Bob
Haymes, whom he manages; two by his brother
Nicholas, and two
whlcb he penned himself.
y

1

p«PS 9 n

COLONY CLUB
III.

Current refe&s®

»

Pointing

“DESIRE

.

“BLUE BOY"

up

influx of foreign originated tunes
in the U. S, market.
International. And it* .affiliate, Southern
Music,’
.

plugging * four-country ,ong parlay.

are currently

Tunes ate “Mandoline, Mando-

Usl * d > from Mexico; and “A Mother
*:
adapted from, a Mayor! (Australia) folk aong.

0

in

C,

outfit spedializing in off-beat releases. Also featured
on the Handy disk are the compo^er’s daughter, Katherine Handy Lewis,
pianist Dr. Charles L. Cooke
and the N. Y. Choral Ensemble under Dr. Karl Adler’s
baton.

H

v

*

|

McClure.

Handy, “Father* of the Blues” who is now
78 and blind, reeently cut a long-play documentary disk
on which he recorded liis life
and works.. Handy narrates, sings, plays the
guitar 'and trumpet on
he platter, which will be issued by Audio
Archives, an

Pew

app'tartof

j

Further pointing up the lengths to which singers and
orch leaders '
will go for a diskery tieup is the recent six-side

Wi

A*

6.

Both Arthur Fiedler, conductor
of -the Boston Pops .Orchestra, who
conducted here last season, and
.Leopold Stokowski have sent back
contracts to’ the Seattle Symphony
for guest appearances next season,
but neither will- be signed up unless. the drive for. fun^s picks up,

Ridgeway

i

A’Comin’ In.'..”
That’s- the Chance tVou Take
There’s, a Cloud In My Valley of Sunshiiie
Whistle My Love.

.

•

•

. t

/

.Peer

'

May

Currents' drive for funds by Seattle Symphohy orchestra isn’t going
well, and recent week-long tour of
city by the “Symphony Band.wagon,” In which symph musicians,
radio and television stars and
Others did shows, was a dismal
flop financially.

.

Happiness Is This.
Y.J’m^Yours.
Life Is a Beautiful "Thing
.Manhattan. .V.
...
Noodlitt’ Rag-. ;Y>
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Seattle,

'

Famous

.

Fund

Drive in Slow Teeoff

,,..Fox
Frank

Festival

*

Seattle Syiitiph

Miller

My

All

Tommy

Held’ inked for
Waned; Lake‘ Casino, >Mich;,. June
a
,*
^
in ??
peony Park;
OmftharJuhe. 10-22
Griff WlllUm«sp4rks Home
Show at LaPayette, Ind.rVime T1
for hve days / , .
;*?•
ftyf*
tum?, to. GaValier Hotel,*
Virginia
:

;

Johnny Pineapple
unit and band Extended for add!-

the organ
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.Second Group
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Signet
Reipick

., ...‘/.I.*.
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To Be Loved By You
and Down Mambo.
Wheel of Fortune
Would You— t”Singin’ In the Rain”.

-

4^‘T

4

*vr** w
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r

currently

pearing at the Hotel Roosevelt
N. Y., with Jhli band, was cleared
ip a New- York City court of responsibility for an accident in
which his auto, struck and killed a
man in .Queens last December.
Magistrate Corning G. McKen\nee ruled there was no evidence of
negligence on Lombardo’s part.

I

;
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In Auto Fatality

Guy Lombardo,

|

.TBC

.

f

MAv O

Lombardo Cleared

i
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.....Leeds
Little Candle.
.. 4...*.
....... Jt^eei*
,,«i,
Peifidia ....
. »^.
Please Mr. Sun v . ....
.1
Weiss-Bj
.
Singing Tn ihd Rain— f."‘Bingin’ In the Rain” ....... Robbins

tw*

ous Mexican affairs and censured
,Dan Platus for non-union activities.
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Love Where Are Yon

^ 10 . V ,:.Larry Faith returns' to-, MelBay Rbbbins
28 .,
one- ody Mill May
for
xv* VMV",
,..[(.1, .,>1 1/S

Pittiburgh
Kenton booked
uwncw
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ChurehiU

Savannah

the Suburban y Club,
Brooklyn, ..May 23.
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footers are Paul R
was also fined $100
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Kansas City^Club
TUvStmT Gene Meigs and Cheshire Cats (3)
0 d ilt0
iSmSt^olfniionnrSi opened at Buster's -Club, Orange,
tw»v i *
.".'Hatty Henley
./Rjft?'-Theatre,, n. x», Tex., April 25
the Apollo
opens, at Vd*,’
Trirt n+
oiup, TipTln
ca.
circle ctiivr
Delta, T,»
at pffniV
toy '23 ... Kwklne Hawki«s prch

wKii

Ybave,’ -who"

for playipg with a non-union crew
at the Million Dollar Theatre,
and
I edr ano
ho was fined
J
a nd Pf
laced
on
the
unfair
list
,
Union’s, exec board put non-mem*
ber .O^oat'S. Saldana on the unfair
list dor Tlsing a large band at
vail,

*

SR» %:r t a
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Blacksmith Blues, ,
i.*,. xx.. v.t.
^Mills'
Blue Tango*.
•PcSylvj“B HBroken Hearted ..v,
For the Very -First Time
Berlin
1 ... ............ .
Forgive Me
. Advanced
x
....... .Dhney
Gandy Dancers’ Ball.,,...
Life
V
Glorita
Goin’ On a Hayride *“Three Wishes For Jamie”.. Chappell
v
.ShapirorB
Homing Pigeon,
...... ...
.Lion
Honest and Truly.......
How Close *,«
i, 'Xj1(d
^
.Broadcast
I Hear a Rhapsody t”Clash By .Night”
Witmark
If Someone Had Told Me
I’ll Walk Alone— t”.With a- Song In My Heart”.... Mayfair.
Kiss of Fire
.Duchess.

.
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v

Be Anything .(But Be Mine)
Be My LifA'a f^mponion

johnny ;Co«n orch In
helw 4
oneihighter at' Pla-Mbr. :Ballroom
\fav;: 3 .f ;
Bftraard Weidmah.
.

Last.

^^t

merit, opening for the season May
6 with' Harty Durtcan again at the

«
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Hollywood, May 6.
Local 47 bounced
two
for .playing with
non.union bands and placed two
other
tuhcsters bn the unfair list
for
other violations in a new enforce-
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cities and showing com*
partitive sales rating for this
'and. fast week.
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draw

a hefty trade.
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Thi* Last
wk. , win

and viewing, delivering ihj.aH de^
partihentS with top showmanship;

HM
I

Major asset is maestro’s ‘genial
Neighbors not only
personality.
gay,
sparks the band in its
rhythmic renditions but he projects mood to te’rpsters and tablers
as well.
His friendly, homespun,
gab clicks with the Statler clientele
and they’re with him throughout
each set. He’s in continuous action on the bandstand and delights,
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Anthony and sideman Loreh
also, effective. Thrush
Dorothy Olen supplies okay eye
appeal and sells her songalog with
neat rhythmic styling. Complete
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Trianon ballroom here, which incurred $80,000 damage in a fire
Dec. 22, Was reopened last week.
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SONCUN

JOHNNIE RAY

BDN-309
KDF-309

M-G-M
-

C2-88

DA-823

E-93
K-93

.

.

L-309

OUYJ AND DOtM
IroMway CattDecca

FARIt
Hollywood Coil

ALiOM
Columbia
CO-6190

•Capitol
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* •
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WITH A

M-G-M ^
K-113
E-113

*

MY HEART

ALBUMS

RAIN

9
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FIVE TOP

and features three bands,
for the straight terping and Ernie Lang and Slim Wilson for the rustic tempoes.
vated,

Bud .Spence

y

(Capitol)

S1NGIN' IN THE

B-2-88

9-203

,M-93

•

DLP-0036
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LEROY
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Bumper Crop
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works

Among them
t>fr* tffatt:

GAC

It’s.

Made by

JESSE GREER
Ffagram Today Yoitorday’i

'

is

new writers.
Albert Hague and

several

of

are

Albert Gamse with “Look Ahead/’
William Roy with, “Maggie” and
George Lessner and Alice Hammerstein with ““Gumbo Ya Ya.”
Upcoming schedule is in sharp
contrast to the' 1951-52 season
which produced’ only three new
musicals, one reVue and three revivals., New season will tee off
early with ‘‘Wish' You Were Here”
due for a June pfcem. Show s store
was penned by Harold Rome.
With record company execs veering from cornbelt tunes and nov.

.

.

are already pitching for rights to
wax original cast albumris as evidenced by the quick grabbing of
“Casey Jones” by Capitol Records.
Cap, by the' way, dominated the
1951-52 season with Broadway cast
etchings of “Pal Joey,” “Top Banana,” “Three Wishes for Jamie”
and the forthcoming ““Of Thee X
Sing.” RCA Victor waxed “Paint
Your Wagon” and “Music in the
Air,” while Decca came up with
“Two on the Aisle.” Columbia,
meantime, has been releasing several Wax' versions of previous click
musicals.

HU

(Mill! Music)

elty concentration to .quality songs,
the showtUnes are expected to get
top diskery coverage. The diskers

fWeek ending April

mt

BNI

yours

I’M

29.

Unforgettable

Bourne
Cry
F.D.&H.
Slow Coach
Sterling
Always Our House .. Connelly
‘

.’

.

.

.

Tell Me Why
Morris
Mistakes
Wright
Won’t Live in Castle Connelly
Little White Cloud
Spier

Be Life’s Companion.
Ay-round The Corner
Saturday Rag
I Wanna Say Hello.

.Morris'*

Dash
Fields

^..Sterling
.

r«hli*h«d by

Second 12

Rtcardarf by

DON CORNELL

/victor!

"g?,

EDD.E FISHER

(xclviivoljr iic«nf*d

Wheel of Fortune, .. .Victoria
Please Mister Sun ... Chappell
At Last
Pickwick
Never
F.D.&H.
At End of Day ....... Chappell
Why Worry
Macmelodie*

Domino

by *MI

Contract, Sets 3 Orchs
Meyer Davis has been appointed,

I'Ovliest

......

V.

r-

PROGRAMMING

'

Davis is due in White Sulphur
Springs Saturday (10), when he’ll
personally conduct ,for the anniversary ball connected with the
Greenbrier Hotel’s spring festival.

MOTHER $fijp

^

A'

June McMechen
tured

;

cri?

musical director of the'Tnew deluxe
liner SS United States, and will
have three orchs on the ship permanently. Craft's maiden voyage
is July 3. „
,

Charles Paul will conduct the
N.
Y.
Philharmonic Symphony
Orchestra in a George Gershwin
program at Carnegie Hall, N. Y.,
Saturday (10).
Hazel Scott, Todd Duncan and

26)

London, April

MDLU MUSIC, Inc.

UJS.

>$

EVES

Chas. Paul’s Concert

Best British Sheet Sellers

.

4#4/*«f

ANDERSON

Meyer Davis Gets SS

-

?

COLUMBIA #J
FAUL WIJTON m4 ORCH
MERCURY #1754 HARMON 1C ATS

6.
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.
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Cy****'

May

Trianon Terpery Reopens

(Capitol)

^Ay-Round the Comer”^-3»653

Continue* from

Victor.

Bros, vocal group
Opened here at the Mural Room
of Baker Hotel. They will be followed on May 15 by the Ted Lewis
band and revue.
Xavier Cugat band has been
booked into the spot on May 30
through June 7, followed June 9-21
by the Continentals

20

ft

*>

JO STAFFORD (Columbia)

***

RCA

Dallas,

_32'*'

0
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—

RAY ANTHONY
..

orch,.

The Ames

.v

•

..

“At La*t>'—1912

16B

.

Morrow^ Waxes for

t

(Mercury)
5833 ......

“Blue rfTango”—1966

16A.

All-Around Switch
Barbara Nelson pulled a trade
and record -company switch last
week When she ankled her post as
secretary to Dick Linke, Capitol
Records eastern publicity manager,
to sign as warbler with the Buddy
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“Jurico

Reflected

board of directors were. Andy Izzo, Art Black Ar.
thur (Ruddy) Fields, Russ Weaver
and Bob Turner. Also named to
the -board were Jack Weick
and
Carl Austin. Terms run for two
'
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HUGO WINTERHALTER

;
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re-elected

secretary.
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—5815

RICHARD HAYES
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orch gets into the act occasionally
for brisk choral renditions of such
lave oldies as “I Wish I Had a
Girl
and “Darktown Strutters
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Jack Cooper wa£ elected
Howard Greene, treasurer

George Clancy was
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Selvin’#

Song Prowl
London,

Ben

Selvin, general

May

6t

manager of

Southern Music, arrived In
Lonla
ek on the Prowl for
,
?i British song
likely
hits.
He s scheduled to spend a. week
here, after which he
begins a continental
tour embracing - Paris,
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Milan,
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AUDITION
RECORDS
High Fidelity Disc and
Tape Equipment
Steinway Grand
Studio and Tape
Facilities

*

.

•

$12 per

hr.

-

Rome and

Switzerland.

GMS

Recording Studios
11 WEST lttk STREET
Naw York 11, N. T.
OR S-2317
.

America's Fastest

Leeds
Night, Year. .F.D.&H.

Only Fools
Sun
Anytime
....Victoria
Enchanted Eve.
.Williamson
Charm^ine
Keith. Pr,o wse

Selling

Records!

.
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of

Federation of Musicians
Week. Formerly veepee, Werh*d .moved into the top spot 14
month*, ago when Jacjc Ferentz left
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DON CORNELL

Musically, the orch is tasteful) oa
the ballads, bright on the novelties and o driving on tWe rhumba*
samba workovers. .Comprised of
five brass, lour reed, one string
and three rhythm with Neighbors
coming in occasionally on the timbales, band provides a. rich, lull'
sound that draws the tablers onto
the floor. Arrangements are 'earappealing and book displays-?* neat
blending of standards,, pops and
Latino tunes.
>
Sideman Ralph Anthony gets the
.bulk of the Vocal' alignments
which he handles in firstpate style:
In strong baritone Style he handies such tunes as “At Last’- and
“Manhattan’' lor „ a big score.
Neighbors, projects nicely "in pis
vocal workovers of -several light
Items and the Three Neighbors,
vocal combo comprised of -Neigh-
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has the kind pf. appeal, that’ll pull
in the irassiroot visitors as well
Crew ,ds
as the hometowners.
geared lor dansapation, listening,

.

4

-

I

Hotel Statler’s Cafe Rouge. Band,
which debuted Mohday (5); is set
lor a four-weekt stand ..and from
opening night indications, it looks
it’ll

retail disk best

Survey oj

sellers.' based on reports oh>
tairied jtom‘ leading stores tti

years, looms as
Hood- beL‘ to*
peat his ouhot'-toWn cUoksi iri : its
initial New York appearance, at the

like

a
&

-i.-

V
Hotel Statlef, N. Y.
.Paul Neighbors orchf jWhith has
been .toyring* through the ^midwest
and the* Coast tor the P0&: thjfefe

•

May

Detroit,

•

1

U.r

:
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Ve*i
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Hollywood, May &
Margaret Whiling heads A 'spevaude unit of Capitol Records' ^stars Which Music Corp, of
America has packaged for a series
cial

May

Buffalo,
to

SMutd^^l^rSw

Satlnee"l>«ti<»nn«nc* jrf Biro**man show biz cavalcade at Kleinthe benefit;
han’s Music '.Hall* for

Red Cross Blood Bank. The
veteran comic turned up looking
of

the

pressing strong

fresh as a daisy $nd
plasma pitch.
in his charity

&

of dates.
Sht>w bows May 16 at
* Booker A1 Rickard!; who pactsacts
the Chicago Theatre, Chicago, for
for the Steel Pier* Atlantic CRy, has
Only other date Set
a fortnight.
*%?.
K
*
Dicker Arnold,
Cisco
Bfeiihett Pdcted
thus far. is a pne-weeker, starting
Up a complete season of
June
nam.es fpr that spot without buying
at Loew’s Penn Theatre,
6,
For Houston Stock
Jpor Clev^. Vog^ie
from Mtisie Cortp. of America.
Pittsburgh,
Houston, May*®i v>
cieVeland, May 6.
Rickard declared that he avoided
Others -in the unit are Joe
N
Eddy Arnold and his radio “Fingers” Carr and the Four Aces~
headliners although there
Tony. Bennett goes, into Hollcntroupe and TV’s “Cisco Kid and Batter are Decca
den’s Vogue Rooih May ^6 for two were many he would have liked
artists.
Pancho”are being mulled for the
weeks on his'ftrst downtown nitery to ii$e. Reason*, he said, was the
1953 Houston Fat Stock Show,
appearance,
Deal* Was set by 29-day cancellation clause in
opening next February. Duncan
said that when,
Merle Jacobs,- hotel’s entertain- talent contracts,.

+

#.

Tour

***»'.*«“'

TV

Tohy

X

ment

for the Vogue Room’s
sdn, has moved in
Gedrge Duffy's crew.

to

<

sea-

replace

6.

1

diversion for host of
v
town for the premier
sports event. Most of them splurged
with shows* and names. Rig majority Of local night spots playing.]
acts usually have small- combos,
organ and the like, It’s likely that
some of the places which having
been hanging on to reap the Derby
bonanza will fold after the-. race
meet. -Meanwhile, they’re making
strong pitch* for the influx of
spenders who come to town for
annual Derby spree and stay over.
Club Trianon, town’s newest
suppery headlined JGracie Barrie,
with Angie, Litz, Jay Wray, .and
Pat
Patton’s
orch.
Iroquois *|
,

in

)

Begins June 23
i

•“

prevail,
,

AGVA

,

Rases

May

curricular

visitors

..

Jerry

summer

is

’

Louisville,

•

50):

invoked, he’s placed in*
an extremely awkward position.
Clause permit* performers’ to cancel up to 29 days' prevlous to start**
ing date*
Rickard stated that there were
several occasions last season when
the 29-day clause was invoked on
the last day* He .was thus hardpressed to find a headliner *on comparatively Short notice.
Another obstacle, according to
Rickard; is that with the cancellation notice clause,' attractions could
not be advertised. Thus the theatre or cafe could hot get full value
out .of the /name,
MGA, of course, put in the clause
on the assumption that, an import
tant film, legit or tele commitment

Local niteries went ajl out Derby
weekend (3-4 to provide extra-

American Guild of Variety Artharkback riVtlckled the mob, and
23’ as the effective
his natural combination of top tal- ists has set June
ent and grassroot humility cap- date for k, ban on cuffo perform...
on cafe-originated disk
ances
tivated them at once.
The performance was a remark- jockey .sho'vvs. Ban’ declares that
able tribute to the showfolk of _no performer shall appear on any
Cantor’s generation which should show emanating from a cafe unless
Club-date ^ minimums will
pay off doubly in good will as an paid.

page

_
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MCA

Singer recently ap^ this

director.

peared here in a vaude unit at
new’s State and had td close' tour
Spot
because of throat trouble.
has inked Beatrice Kay for May 12.
sevenSterney’s
newGeorge
piece ‘orfch, specifically* organised

cattle

by the

.<pTh

k-

Be

Carrillo

V

found
him refreshed and ready for 60
years more.
It was a' typical weekend crowd
out for peak expectations, and
Cantor met and conquered them
head-on. Admitting his 43 years
on stage this coming' May 18, Cantor recited the numberless names
and dead
of stage notables living
who were and are his pals and acHis early .American
complices.

(Continued

..

‘

CW

the inspirational reception
public all along the line now

feld. Will Rogers, Irving Berlin
and FDR. At intermission, he did
a smacking plug for his latest
Welch. Wine, -which
interest in
should easily return tjie -cost of
at the close he told
and.
tour,
the

'

»

MCA

'l

.

.

Room

on^Fouie

outstanding public-spirited contribution to an important cause, and
in dignifying and raising the acting
profession.in the eyes of ynany in
an audience like this who are nofiregular theatregoers.
Tribute to Greats
High in the performance were
Cantor’s tributes to'Florenz Zieg-

»*-.

!

The 60-year-old Cantor was In

Xn

.

Show

audit Sh p*s the
opera netted $90,000,
the
year's net was
previous
While
il+fiaa
ail
a
the wav statina that
«».
Rogers headlined this
to $29,000. Roy
h« aUrUd
»
± AiL-i, year’s event with Pale Evans.
Boston he was fatigued but that
U

‘

President Georgie Price

said that heHhoped that the. American Federeation of Radio Artists
would adopt the same attitude on
cuffo appearances.
Price also stated that waivers
may be'' granted for certain types
of shows. He cited as an example
a program, such as “Luncheon at

may come up
'

-

v

not th e case. He says that in
out-of-town spots, he couldn’t
go into a beanery for a sandwich
Variety
Guild
of
American
for fear of having a mike thrust in
Artists has., restored the agency
front of him and then “suokered”
,
T
„
franchise to. J^vy- R°scn which, ^to
a ct. “And they hate
was revoked recently* because of
don’t,” said Price.

take

it.

"to

’

It

be

i
A
applies
.

who are
open mainly to performers
under contract to ‘picture studios

Palace Theatre, N. Y., will,
with an eight-act bill Saturday (10),
one day after Betty Hutton closes
the two-a-day policy* It was orignally hoped that Miss Hutton,
normally scheduled to depart Friday (9), would stay over for Saturday and Sunday trade, and thus
give the house plenty of time to
get the screen and lobby boxoffice set-up for a Thursday preem.
However/ state of her voice is such
that she feels It would be taking
too much of a chance to hold over
1

-

*

?

is

to-

time and

at' any.

performers

its*

position

Gardens Derby show had Joe Frisco, with Rosita Boyce Birds, Paul
Carlton, Jerrilyn Jones, Winnie
Hoveler Girls, and Eddie Camden
orch Stufhple Inn showcased Princess Chlo, Olga Tarnova, Bay Haig,
and Johnny Alberding band While for the extra period.
Sardi s,”* ah afternoon show emaO’clock Club “came forth with
from Sardi’s restaurant,
atlng
As a result, the Palace will exoi$ de Fee, Carmen Hope, Danny
opening
days.
with
which never had a floorshow, and Spruce, Phillis Miller,’ and Bill periment
Signed for the first Saturday layCO mes at a time when it doesn’t Merrill’s orch.
Dresden,
Artie
where
out
are
&
Cabot
compete with cafe shows
ac-J
Club Sahara’s Derby show was.
June 8c Martin Barrett,
tors are gainfully employed.
headed by Dick Gale, supported Dann and
Next bill, also, a. Saturday opener
Price declared that, although it’s by Bobette, 3 Royal Rockets,
claimed the ban is. primarily aimed Joyce Baylee, John Gatewood, and (17),. Will include Tommy Hanlon,
and Steve
.at New York cafe disk jocks, such
Club Neon Three Chocolateers

|f

wants

Bob Summers crew.
made strong pitch with Smiling Evans.

who are subject to studio recall
in 30 days.
Said it needed
the extra day to expedite matters,
Without, that clause,
feels
.that it Would be spending a great'
deal of time Jn the courts* since a
performer £Q.uld then be in a position of having to work for two
employers at the same time. ,
arid

MCA

.

MOA

Its

The William JMorris. A gency
video and film names makes

deals on the premise that
liner who may be recalled
and video work can give
six "weeks’ notice.
This,

a

.on
its

head-

for film
four to
a '"WM

spokesman

stated, is done With the*
General Artists
Corp. spokesman stated that the
office generally knows .what a head*
liner will be doing for-about three
months in advanced They prefer,
not to make any but firm deals for

hooker’s consent.

their attractions.

•

•

'The May 24 bill will he for six
Trio,
featuring
“Gylspo”
Joe
Signed .so far are Prof.
Alonzo Stewart; Rosewood Club days.
Lions, Lee Davis, Buster
Keller’s
Show topped by Leila "Chan,
Jamai .and Blondell Sabs Gypsy
and 8c Jeannette, Jimmy
Larry
Randell,
Suzanne,
The openiijg day
Jackie Bright.
combo; New Skyline
Esquires
:In iBEW’s 2d Revue
after ^that will be on Friday (30)
if you
Club, Renee & Escorts heading,
an alleged vjolatiom.of union rules
He decIared the situation is *Hm.. with Ann Simms, sepia vocalist, as with Ken Whitmer,.Lee Marx and
Minneapolis, May 6,*
relating to his contract* with comic
Gilbert 8c Russell signed so .far.
possibI e 7 i* jhany places' and that
Because Gypsy Rose Lee is reHowever, execution j^ ew York was one of the cities extra feature.
Orson Bean.
Should the RKO toppers want furwith
Bubbles
Cabin
Club
maining
Log
led
in
Europe longer than
of the revocation had been stayed
where the evil was least prevalent, Darlene, surrounded by Frankie ther experimentation to- determine originaRy planned, the Internationpending Rosen S appeal to the
the best opening day, there will be
O’Leary,
Ginger
Johnny
al
Brotherhood
of Electrical Work*
JjPapri,
AGVA convention next ’"Month in
more six-day bills. *>
ers, AFL, has substituted Joan
Kinney, and Larry. Lloyd’s Society
Los Angeles.
During the summer, circuit
$56,200
girl
Club
show
Blondel|
her
for
as the star of its
Music. DixielandUnion revoked the 'percenter’s
execs will, attempt to line up a
second stajge revue. Latter is being
spots exotic dancer Dreamie Darlicense claiming it; was illegal; for
complete schedule of names for the
Other
presented in the Twin Cities* and
nell, also Delilah Wilde.
IN
hlhi to have signed au exclusive
fall in order to insure two-a-day
some of the other towns that are
clubs added 'acts to their regular
agency deal 'with the- comic while
Los Angeles, May 8.
operation. Theatre brass feel that
part of the Northwestern Bell Telincluding
Rosen’s wife, Ruth, had an excluJudy Garland racked up" a band standbys, these
intermediate names cannot carry
ephone Co. system.
Lounge,
Gordons
Rancho,
El
sive personal management contract smashing $50,200 for the second Club
boxoff ice weight at two-a-day, and
Purpose of the revue, with six
with Bean. Union stated that pact- week of ner four-Week stand at the Club. Kenwood, Arch Club, with the house cannot make any money
Jag of Bean..
Philharmonic And, grabbing an- Patsy Blopr all-girl show and Bud by remaining closed while waiting to eight standard acts and a line of
Paridnoor
orch,
and
Brock’s
dy
glrls
NBT employees
Rosen was a subterfuge because in other *>30,000 net as her -share! of
r is to woo
for suitable talent to make themreality, Rosen* would be both his the
take- under her 76% deal, With Ray Bahr band.
selves available, Tluw by devoting away from the Cip union, which
them,
represents
to the AFL
now.
•gent and pejWnA&mahager.
Though slightly under the first
the cream fall and winter months
union. Admission is cuffo to the
Rosen appeared before the -N. Y;. week’s dollar figure, tally actually
to $4.80 operation, it will be easier
telephone companies* workers and
audience, JUST
executive boardlakt week'together represents .a
bigger
to get the desired* performers to
with his- attorney, AlAnSaunders, since first frame’s total included a
come in and house, will be in a between acts the audience listens
to i brief .talk on AFL membership
•nd produced^ affidavits
Stating sellout opening night at $6 top
BRIT. VS. U^.
si | srior bargaining position.
in preference to CIO.
that he had .released; Bean from an against the $4.80 norm.
New York.
Revues are produced in Chicago
•fency pact and hlS wife.had done
At the. pther- end of the scale, Editor Variety:
the. same with her.- personal man- “For Land Sake” skidded in its
and routed out of there. Firsts of
Haying returned recently from
1G
39
them,.
offered here a fortnight ago*
•gehient paper. Aptbe same time, second week at the 400-seat Las
A three-year tour in England/ your
Rosen agreed that lie Would not Palmas,
registering’
a
wdeful editorial re the Palladium and
had Beatrice Kay as its star. More
142G
•ign to an exclusive agency deal .$1,200.
are scheduled to follow the
shows
is
about
under
3D;
Gross
$750
IN
the Palace was of particular in•ny act with* which his wife held a operating costs.
current one which also features
Musical holds at terest.
The fact that the EngThe two-a-day at the Palace, Jayne Manners, among ^others. In
Personal management- contract. He least through this week.
lish drive on the left and we on N.Y., is still Scoring terrifically,
Minneapolis they play one-nlght•iso produced! an affidavit from his
the right should explain the situa- with a $39,500 \ gross for 10 perers in the Lyceum, local legit
Wife stating 'that she. would not
tion.
formances during, the third, week. house.
*ign to a personal contract any act Elected Mpls. Mayor
Although if still gasps and grows Bill headed by Betty Hutton has
with whom hep husband has an
vaudeville
times,
deathly ill -at
been a consistently high lure. First
r
v
•gency deal.*
Jnve-Drink Issue never died in Eritain. Week after week the house recoid was broken Seattle* Clears Carnies
Rosen is currently r In a Boston
Week, the same acts stagger from with $59,000. Following week hit
May
Minneapolis;
8.
,
hospital undergoing' surgery and is
If Part of Civic Setup
John DAubney, 32-year-old* new- one stage to the next. You’d think $43,500. Total racked Up so far is
expected to be away from *hi$ desk
"
Seattle, May 6.
comer to politics, who made the a regular variety house patron $142,000.
lor three
weeks*
but
the
up
acts,
same
winds
of
the
show
Miss Hutton's
sale of liquor to minors in niteries would tire
The City Council here has eased
For
starts
repetition.
-four-a-day
on
is
bred
(9)
and
Friday
Britisher
one of his main issues and "specithe ban on carnivals playing inside
at 8 a. m. Only the BBC Saturday (10) for the summer
Cipango, Dallas! Sold
fically attacked city authorities for example,
the city, but with reservations. The
not revoking the license of the home service is on the air. I’ve months.
Dallas, May 6,
ban, in force for the past 13 years;
John A. Erhard, local 'attorney, St. Paul Flame after latter’s con- picked up the same broadcast no
was changed to allow “community
»nd Eddie Zimmerman have pur- viction for selling to juves,- has lfcss than nine places on the dial.
Stripper, Mgr* Po»t Bail celebration” licenses.
is true of the better (usThe
same
chased the- Cipangb
He
mayor.
elected
St.
Haul
been
Club for
The new ordinance contains -k
Hollywood, May 6.
W75,ooo. The sale* includes the "defeated the two-term incumbent. Ihg the term loosely) shows.' Thai
Burlesque stripper Betty Row- provision that community celebrais, they are repeated as many as
tion
licenses shall be granted only
three or four times during a week land and New Follies Theatre manSo the radio listener, since there is ager. Maurice Rosen were freed on for the year commencing June 1,
naq gefn* unner lease money ai a jniaui.oj.uv.Hno auj.
and
purely as an Experiment, be
hom Lewis & Lambereth, general parties. Ho cited vouchers showing only one BBC with twq outlets. Is $1,000 bail each following appeal
limited to bona fide community
contractors. The hew owners will -expenditures from the mayor’s con- exposed to the same thing over and of sentences of 120 days each for
groups,
one to a community in anjr
Cops stopped
the property to the club, tlngent fund at the Covered Wag- over. Week after week.* He gets to lewd performance.
the the show last January and pair one .year, and none for longer than
Wnich will continue to
be operated .on nitery* $26.65 and $16;40 for where he doesn’t mind seeing
were convicted after a jury trial a sty days,
the officers >and board of gov- “balances due.”
same acts in variety.
'fnors.
/ Strict provisions designed id
^
As a rule, British comics are month ago.
-TMunicipal Judge Byron J. Wal* eliminate gambling and other obBritish
humor,
All
y.^^d i« prex Of the spot and Geerire B« Hwrke, former head Of real cornballs.
mmerman Is veepee and man- [General Artists Corp* legit depart- with dialectic stuff excepted, is ters, in passing sentence, classed jectionable features are also Ibr
striptease with “lewd' art cluded, along with designation of
told, that the
personnel changes .are ment, baa opened, a. personal
•ersonal man* basically American. I’m
Sj*
J
types of entertainment permitted.
pornographic literature.”
Wuiined.
(Continued on page 60)
York.'
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7,

•olo d*nc*, *nd a Grenadiers
num*
b*r
colorful »U*«d°
Bnftkgrouiraiaf
by the T nm
Legend* and tradition* are alfamiliar fhS
with achievement a
Three fine numbers sire brightly ways associated
long since past, god perhap* that's
garbed by Grace Houston, ana the
Jane Froman has achieved Roberta Taylor
where
eight popicuties are ogleful in
rhumb* band they
hey
some measure of good fortune. The alternate the teyping
some, audacious, inventions set Off
music.
good fortune He* in the fact that
in Stunning seasonal tints. “Sum*
Myro,
Miss Froman, in becoming a show
rrief Symphony" and "Rockaway biz
legend of. courage, is able to
Beach" vtunes are hypoed via the enjoy that status while still at the
lie**** I*it, 1Lm« Vegas
graceful straight, and aero hoofing
of her career.
peak
of the Madills, a boy-girl team of
Froman
retains, probably,
Jane
considerable strength as an indithe Carttr^rnttv R«(Uv,”te
vidual fum and worth watching in the greatest legit voice of
DIb/otS
singers around to- (4), Btll Russell, Lee LinliZif
this connection,
Mike Durso ex- femme popular
at Bill Miller's Riviera; £>P« Girl, (gJ
day.
And
Copa Men
perts the showbacks in., cuerperfedt
i!
she opened for a 10-day Carlion Have, Orch (11); no
style, and Frank Marti operates the where
cover
er
date last week following a week’s or mintmwn;
rhumba sessions with customary postponement,;
Miss* Froman is
authority.
Trau,
dishing out a flock of standard
Aithougfl marqueed as a revue
tunes that, more or less, have been
^Package, from the Miami
Her .opening Beach Is no different from
Identified with her*
MoeanalM>4
standat the Riviera, was coincidental to ard, nitery formats, touting
Hollywood, April 29,
hpart
20th-Fox filmbiog closing at
with® tS&
Herb Jeffries, accompanied by her
the Roxy on Broadway.
Betty ^Reilly,
gymnasts
Dick Hazard; Eddie Oliver Orch
Les
With- a vibrant voice, beaut Diagoras apd Copa line of
gals and
(7), Felix Martinique Trio $1.50, looks,* tasteful gowning and groomguys.
Since packets have madi»
$2 minimi' im.
ing, Miss Froman is a click all the this spot their chief
»
C
stopover point
way at this Jersey roadhouse. If
There's
no special boxoffice therd is some captious comment and heretofore have proved to be
magic in this third return date for about her lack of special material, excellent draws, there's no reason
Herb Jeffries within a year. let it be stated for the record that to underate this one’s potential
Jack.Carter abounds with zest
Chances are the Mocambo will find Froman fans are not the type lookthe singer 'little competition for ing’ for special material; they're and determination to
set
the
house
afire with his brand of
Josephine Baker who moved’ in just content to listen to her belt
comThat he al s short most of
later in the week for her Coast out Tamil standards as "Singin* in
+,
,I l
nitery bow at Giro’s, just down the Rain." "Begin the Beguine,” the time^would be exaggeration,
Sunset Strip.
Jeffries' stint is "Night and Day," "Love Sweeping but hi* TV and Florida boite eminence
is
not
too apparent here.
pleasant enough; it’s hist that he the Country,’’ etc.
It's a voice
it°t ovea'iy steady, 'and when
e
doesn't
generate sufficient b.o. with nifty phrasing; breath control
his, material lays, makes much ado
voltage as a solo offering.
and a flair for gettting meaning
in
He's
conventional
dinner out of the lyrics. Eyen for those about "not being the regular
* v? s lly overworked slap
jacket this time around, dropping with an ear for* Something "differApes certain contemthe "beefcake" getup that touched ent," Miss Froman makes at least at tablers.
poraries; in
forms of "insult"
off a ringside controversy- at his one concession,
"Southern .Cali-?
last appearance. \ His singing is fornia Blues,” a lyrical kidding of comedies which are long overdue
good but short—-a scant 17 min- the Coast’s amusement stronghold. in limbo.
However, when Carter has his
utes opening night serving as the
Comedian Phil Foster head? the
audience with him, he foregoes
eiitlre floorshow.
bill (reviewed last week) held over
the
noxious blasts at ringsiders.
Jeffries makes his entry with from the Riviera’s opening, week,
"Bayou," and slides neatly through when Jimmy Durante went in to and slays 'em. Material, by and
large,
has. been around these parts
"Jump My Heart” "Old. Man play just the ‘first night for Miss
River-," "St. Louis Blues" and the Froman when she - became indis- befofe, which is no slap at Carter
directly,
but toward a genre of
'inevitable. "Flamingo." He sells it posed following a plane crash in
comics Who keep harping on the
all excellently, making good use Of which her husband was injured.
same
old
subjects.
Even the
his rich baritone.
The rest comprise the Cabots,
Accompanist Dick Hazard guides two boys and a girl in Interpreta- switches have: switched back to the
original
stuff
from
the
files.
the combined Eddie Oliver and tive dancing; the Rivera Quintet,
Above par are Carter’s various
Felix Martinique crews in a neat two Cuban, boys and two girls in
impressions. Even they sometimes
job of showbacking and the two Latin song and dance, with costumborder
uncomfortably close to ingroups split the dance chores.
ing to match, plus the terrific Bassf
(Continued on page 48)
„
Hap.
unit of two boys and a girl footbalancers.

the mark, particularly his Slavic
routine and Groucho Marx tangle.
Hla mod#
be-bop disk Jockey Is
not ..ah especially good exit;

m

U

-

Midway,
In the. hush 'passages,
it*.
Daniels adds umbrella .and derbyfot
JEhtratter
his London PailadiwmHhapteed edikprinflt 'tevue> atarritta BWta-.ftarttel*:
Side of .Street,"
with Benny Payne, leaturing Bobby tion of "Sunny
Bale, Madills with Payne in -twin pUno-vocal
Sargent, Harbbrs
the.
Initial begoff*
earns
that
assist
Hanley,;
12), Betty Johnson,. Peter
Danietsprecedei '‘Love for S*ta£
and Frank
Une. (8)* Mike
its history as an
vignette
a
on
with
D&ug
Marti orchsj productfmv
Corny; nostumes,Grace Houston ; insert in the old "Hew Yorkers" relynca,:Joah. Edwards vue, and in rendition itself comes
imtt^sric and
and Lyn Buddy; $3.50, $5 mini* across with- his patented employment of snapping fingers ana, facial
mums.
mobllistlcs that* complement the

H.

"

Me*

PodeWJadk

'

.

Bum

<

1

'

•

.Billy Daniels is 'working that old

black magic at* the Copa, where he
lead off Thursday (1) to follow
Johnnie Bay’s smash three-weeker.
The Daniels booicing should be
strict’y money in the bank for Pa-

&

Entratter and, coincidentaldell
,.ly/ bring a new evaluation of the
singer as one of the prime show-

men, exjant.
Daniels*' 10-part songalog fh carrying the last half of the cafe's
spring stanza was a series of
showstops when caught. The engaging go nw 3-on preceding .him
simply gave the show an all-around
click; without him, a very good
show. Indeed; with him,- a performance in tjie 21-gun salute class,
Daniels* comes on after some 40
minutes have elapsed and proceeds
to take command with an opening
"You’re the Top.", That?: the- command is not one way can be credited to the free-wheeling chirper's
arranger and accompanist, Benny
Payne, to whom Daniels pay frequent obeisance, and rightly so. As
a tandem, they are terrific, while
giving consideration to ‘the socko
singing-showmanship of Daniels as

new

r

downbeat, aging lyric: High point
is marked here with Payne, conducting' Mike Durso-’s sldemen,
kudosing the crew in oo-la-la pantomime .denoting personal thanks
for it salvo job to musicians working in anonymity*
Daniels goes real gone ih "Bye,
Bye, Blackbird," with: nifty orch
backing and a Payne me-tbo ’lifting
the tune beyond its normal potent,
Stopping the show cold. In a quick
switch comes the inevitable "Yiddishe Momma,” in cantorial chant
andoschmaltzy violin support; some
of the lyrics in the Yiddish idiom
are shared between singer and accomp; again a loud mitt. For finish, there's nothing in the Daniels
log that's better than his ."Old
Black Magic," hon-tailored version,
a tdur-de-sex that sends Daniels &
Co. away amid a tupiiiit of ap1

.

plause.

Pre-Daniel^ production is gay
and tuneful, With an appropriate
springtime score from the Joan EdwardS-Lyn Duddy manufactory,
Which is nicely fronted by production singers Betty Johnson and
Peter Hanley. The two betwixt acts
are bowed in by Hal Harbers &,
.

Georgia Dale, a handsome duo' operating in the'ballroomology trough
.*
with a fine admixture of four stansoloist.
"If I Should Dose; You" 1$ tn zas, Best of their set are a Dixieterp
with whirlaway
slow-beat. stylishness, 'fc^rying as a medleyed
prelim to a sizzling rhythmic ex- finale and an opening one-arm butcursion into "After You’Ve Gone," terfly .that draw fitting reaction.
The -comedy niche is berthed by
with Fayne*ehiminjg in, that brings
the best mitt up to this point. Al- young Bobby Sargent, who is
tering the pace, Daniels works oh sometimes superior lo his material.
his throaty triU-diller, “The Thrill His patter' is* generally weak, but
Is Gone," demonstrating prowess his characterizations get him over
‘
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The

Nye

Walter

Campo
fallow

and

Pup!

orchs are nifties for the

and dancing.

Art Johnson is
the production singer and emcee,

7

Kahn*
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London

Flgalle,

X

London, April 30,
Bill
O'Connor,

ONE YEAR!

Mary Meade,
Maureen

Clarke,

Patty.

Sinnott,

George Baron, John Blysdaet, Ann
Qlliver, Dancers (12), Showgirls
(8); musxc and lyrics, Ian. Grant,
Lew Stone, Bruce Merryl, Tea
1

.

Grbuya, Berkeley Fase, Geoffrey
Parsons; production, George Carden; costumes and decor, David de
Bethel; Lew Stone Orch, Roberto
Taylor Rhumba Band; $2.50 mini-

StAanttfadf

,

.

Although we*ve loved every minute of the
f

27 weeks we. Spent on '"YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS"

mum

.

.

%

*

*

’

•

X

.

"High Button Shoes* and *0ae Touch of

r
ie
kl c]lcd0wn
eo?n **i?
\?
$2^50, the Pigalle provide*

™

is a vacation?
I

six months, and current
tion is the third since last

t

1

With Love and Gratitude

satis-

Aelle

H*M V«n Cvrttf T«f ftwn)
HtftiHy $M9ft MaRJay

WSNV » f cfimetaJy

i

'i

PAUL

u
Productions
^ f ai J
are distinguished
by their ambiand expensive cOsttim*
mg.
Mary Meade, in the Solo
cabaret . act at the same-owned
Society, stars in the new
revue
ana is allocated four major spots,

tious, staging

-

? 03 f1iJ>arI stan of

I

Amerir
s el6.Santly gowned and
is
i .
a biondelooker.
These two factors

s

and

Sit

m aterial

"THE LAFF
AUCTIONEER”

produce
spring's

respects, the format is

,J*L

%

all

*

HELD OVER

•

Loew'i Capitol Theatre
Wathlnqton, D. C.'
Thanktl

AUEN

ZEE

AM

HiNOOLD
LEO COHEN

m

her success as
does not always do
of the act fol-

Much

«>

P a pern established in her

fjeWuf ftoM

u llne but her participa^P
nurn ^ er3ju ee t with more ready
r
respense in this less sophisticated
room.
.^P'art from Mis* Meade, the
d es not» succeed in devel?u
n? 0ther
P e£son ahties, with the
S£l
M exception
possible
of Bill O’Connor whose voice could be used
»

(?

S.

‘

Owr H*w Management, Jack Vaughan and P«gg!«

0at«s B can bn reached at

MU

S

P 0fitably and ^ is IMU?
T?^.
,
n]£ fn comedy.
The two prinm
ale dancersy George Baron
T

7-37f9.

obn ^iysdael,
i£

)

^

DARVAS

i.

ifP? 1

\
-o

nt

a

factory meal and the most elaborate floorshow in town.
Normal
pattern is to hold each show for

*» v

To You and the Gang,

AAfir

ment.

—We want to ask one question, This
«

Staff,

frisnde

Thank youl

.

Provincial; four*?
** 110 htzy
luring
the elite from the Continent and
America, but specialize* in giving
toP value for money in the
*hape
of food, dancing and entertain-

asked us to pop. in to PITT STADIUM for

Hyat

all jny

-I

ment, but ha* undoubtedly paid off,
by attracting a new nitery public
}
which
is. drawn mainly
from Lpn-

beginning MAY .6—Then WiLMAM WYMETAL.

'

w

first popular priced' cafe,
offering the only full-fccale cabaret
production in addition to dancing
facilities.
It wa* a bold expert

*

us to visit_with him at the COTILLION ROOM

Venus*

«n 4

Last year, the Pigalle broke new
ground when It opened the West

t

.

i

t* lf» Managtmvnt,

($3,50 Sat.),

\

—and now STANLEY MELBA wants

this season

%%

set the pace
they *re always ahead
the
SiL
very average dancing line. of
Ann
A n eat ^ ob as a strip.
per, Patty Sinnott
has an effective
.

and

JULIA

Wbwa
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THANK YOU, ROBERT 0
backing up my judgement in choosing you
year during Variety Clubs International Convention
cords for all times at the Thunderbird.
for

.
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biggest
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VARIETY
H U^
big
Clever songologv coupled with clicko personality put him
HollcUj|a fm,sii ponies audience
audience s
a kind of naivete fhot captivate*;
coupled *ith his ebeko. the
stuff
variety
of
fop
wide
the
requiring a begoft
he s
m, matter wh
manner
in
like
received
should
be
humorist
owlish-looking
i

«

I

.
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booked.

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
" Robert Q. Lewis,

his initial

n.tcrv

debut

w as

a

solid click

VARIETY

opproach, hitting upon gob to emphasize
builds into begoff.
comic carries headline spot with ease and
\

Completely disarming

Exclusive Representation

-

in

Name's The Same”

Robert Q’s

his songs,

Ttd Ashley AuociatM
Press Representation - Solters,

'The

sen

show business.

in

DAILY
I

from bc-

hesa new

ha^ the audience rocking with laughter

ginning to end
sation

making

ORourke and

Associates

ABC-TV

Waxworks” CBS Radio Network

•

MGY. Records

VAVMKVIIXB
Old Timey Songs” with yellow and
white color scheme and Ricker illumination- eye-catchepf. for its

fiollywodd
Hollywood, May. 2
Josephine Baker; Fred Stammer.
'

,

.

.

Marry

finish.
sfc

Hob

Edsori,
,

Vega*

m

La

I

.
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from New York .’for mady years,
Les Diagoras wow with super .and thus he's a re-entry in the
gymnastics. Team of three guys New" Acts column* Another Florida
and femme assistant go into aero import ''is Pat Morrissey (New
gendered. Acts), a
stuff seldom
control
chantoosey who similarly
Constant ^applause comes up as looks like a potent turn*
combinations of hand, to hand,
The holdover item here is Jana
balances
head to head, lifts and
Jones, one of-tjhe more interesting
are put forth by twos and threes. finds of the infimery season. She’s
"

is headstattd on rubber an
impressive singer with a highly
balanced on pate of under- developed style, Arrangements are
stander. Then, sans handholds, expert and bring out her, essential
topmounter whirls rings as partner, freshness and yet accentuate a sexy
oh floor juggles tenpins; On see- note.
/;
saw contraption placed oh table,
Miss Jones, *at this point, shows
husky understander begins windup a tendency to oyer dramatize. More
in* precarious stance. Partner takes control
of* the hamola would ultielevation,
one-hand topside
a
mately work, oUt to her, advantage.
meanwhile pinwheeling ringst: on As it IS, this youngster has a tremduthpiece, arms and feet, Terrif mendous v start and already has
reaction greets this exit display.
made" headway in this important
Oopa line steps out gorgeously talent centre. Her reception here
caparisoned. Eight femme lookers is big,
'k.
SPECIAL lightly terp, but accent in chorees
With this bill, the Proser hospice
PROFESSIONAL falls upon four guys, Lee Lindsey
had one of its biggest preem
'RATES
production tunes, breaks nights. Apparently those who have
AviHuu at Bfceiridaa ftud. chants
effectively.
LOaaMaah I-2IW away, in each to solo
made a ritual of attending the
Midway rorutine receives best at- Park Avenue, Miami Beach, felt it
opportune to get another gander
at Farrell within a taxi ride of
home, at the same time. La Vie en
Rose, with this program( steps
down temporarily from the aura

.Gasper
ball

'

•

.

:

'•*

&

-

Kenmere
t|lln*lt

-

HERBERT BERGER’S

of an exclusive dining spot. The
down-to-^artliiness of both Farrell

and Miss Morrissey

is

not exactly

The

chichi, but it’s still boxoffice.

Van Smith Trio provides

,

Scott, ex-world figure skating
champ
star of “Hollywood Ice

md

Mutlc:

Revue,” was ransacked during
opening night of show’s Toronto
boniface HAL Hover has only one engagement ; at. Maple Leaf Garproblem1—who's going to follow dens, Theft of furs and jewelry toJosephine Baker? Current stand is taled some $25,000 but also
ina top example of nitery showman-' cluded brooches and bracelets
of
ship and will probably ring up a sentimental value
presented to her
new cover record for giro's, de- by many international
They'll be hanging from the rafters here forthe next fortnight and

spite

upped

civic

:

prices.

-

cials

and press

offi-

clubs,

crowd got an added
demonstration of Miss Baker's
First-night

Thieves; however, did not touch
high-voltage offerings as she suc- the glass cabinet in the living
cessfully overcame the stage-wait room containing the medals and
letdown provided by the stale decorations of the skating star's
.

comedy purveyed by Bob Hopkins.

late father, Col.

Clyde

Scott.

He was

quickly replaced and for
the duration of the stand, the periods when she’s changing, the
“window dressing” will be filled Jby
trumpeter Harry Edson, whose torrid tooting now enhances one of
the several routines MisS Baker
does in the regular show.
Save for the trademarked “Two
Loves Have I” windup and* the Latune “Felicidad,” Miss. Baker is
offering mostly new material in
this Coast nitery bow.
Even the
wardrobe is new, bringing added
gasps to rlngsiders who had journeyed downtown in months past to
catch her two local vaudates. Song
parade includes “Baris,” “Amour,
“Trois Mayefts
“Minuit” mid the

Me

Vol Ben” begoff. It’x a
“Te
k o blending of savagery and
sophistication, slickly staged routines by director-manager William
L. Taub bringing constant salvpjS*
s o c

Conductor-arranger Fred Stamat the piano guides the Dick
Stabile crew in an excellent job iif
backing and the Stabile men alternate with Bobby Ramos on the
dance chores.
Kap. .

mer

M

Meal

tor $r*J*ctlR| wng tlldei
idvortiilRR sllrfe* In the*.

Vo*,
j
..
.NiRiIlM

drive-thi.

"*.

.

•lubfc

1r«(n{R| "RHbjMtt

htttl*.
resorti
f«r vitual

*ttd
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Fr»)a*n * flUo,

*h»r|r,

•I«ar|y defined

By Happy Benway
Saranac Lake, N.Y., May 6.
When Herman Burl, mainten.

ole.

Wrf *
weahr, with ntellen pie.
l
Fflt.
lur* Wl|l»ney attained «n greens up te 21
IMf WlOi

.rreJeeU an JnUHM, nuNt,
a Rhnrp ed|« fr»m hud ipet te

Saranac tale

MhHl* and

••11*1*1,

test with
Fait

flood.

pperatlng F-idlde e*l*r humerans.

H

rium Int# any
0 -v*lt *ut|*t.
Me heavy re*
tatliu MulRMtnt netuury,
AdJuitabU, nlfreiulallnp tran*t»rM*r 1 * an Integral p»rt ef
the bau.- AuNnatl* are eentrel.
Trim ef
carbui burnt Id minute*.

Write for Fr§o IHototbra and Prices

THK STKONO ELECTRIC CORPORATION

•

Av»nu* •

74*Clty Park
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HAROLD CARR

Toittlo 2, Ohi*
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IN NIGHT CLUB ENTERTAINMENT

Lyric* MATT DU BEY

6.

family home here of Barbara

Ann

ance manager and projectionist, left
accompaniment.
Another added starter here is the job here, there ,was no one to
Nat Hariris, former manager of the run the twice weekly pic., Charles
Latin Quarter, N. Y„,' and* boni- Griffith, owner-manager of Burnsface at the now defunct Harem, ville, W.Ya„ theatres (whose progHe's one of the managers here.
ress is an o.k, item), stepped in and
Jose,
is now doing an emergency job of
filling in until an operator is hired.
Helen Davis motored in from
Cha*e,
L«o
Elkins, N.C., for weekend vacation
to chat With William Joyner, own, fGHASE CLtBR
Louis, April 30.
er-manager of Mt.' Qilead, N.C.,
Beachcombers (4) , Duke. Dor- theatres, who is. progressing while
relL Sarnia Gamut Norman Lee on observation.
Orch (12);
cober; no mini
A real treat is to see many formum,
mer .bidders who were thought to
be on their last mile taking daily
Although she receives top bill- exercise o.n
the. hospital grounds
mg, the redhaired; Samia Gamal, before
receiving their final gomaking her local bow at this home. papers.
Among them are
swank west end hotel comes but
CIATSE) Stott, Charlie Grifthird In a three-act show".
She f^e
fith, Ted Brenner and Grace
Davidis topped by other newcomers, the
son.
Beachcombers and Duke Dorrell.
Write to those who are ilL
Miss .Gamal displaying more
epidemis than probably any other

HOURS
A NEW DESIGN

excellent

May

Toronto,

Ramos

'

•

Baba Scott’* Toronto Home
Bobbed of 25G at Teeoff

XHck

Mopfcins,

Carlton Hayes picks up all Stabxl& .Orck (8 ) , Bobby
musical tabs with tap batoning and Rhumbdttd (5). $2 cover
orchsters respond without a hitch. ing night, $5)*

Continue* from pare 4*

proves her ability to ease, from*
Ho8«rii: Iii)i, liii
Latin kick to hillbilly -to torch--suiting tile perpetrators. Home .and all good. Primes with “JaD
ground Is reached during kidding isco/' and “I Get Ideas’* with Latin
chirp
Vie
ST# Y#
of war pix and familiar newsreel and English linguistics, to
which includes shots of Churchill away on a cprnbalh concoction
Charlie Fart ell, Jana Jones, Fat
In
followup;
“Molasses”
as
called,
and Truman.
Morrissey,
Van
Smith
Trio;; $5
current
on
rib
'this.' a hilarious
Betty Reilly emerges as really
weaves minimum
Reilly
Miss
novelties,
performer With this
first-class
and
Davis,
Bette
Vaughan,
Sarah
showcasing. Prior appearances in Margaret Truman spng mimes into
Monte -'Proser will -probably
Vegas have left a lull deeply felt the uproar.
continue to do rope's up business
by the thrush; Recent refurbishing
.ath the current lineup. With this
single
with
Steinway
the
Atop
with
of all material in conjunction
show, :he's leaning heavily -on 'inher accomper. Bill Russell, has spot pinpointing the interlude, she gredients that jelled in Florida.
and
with “Babalu”
succeeded fn emergence of practi- continues
Charlie. Farrell, who is partner^ of
cally a new personality. Here she “Cry.” Jumps centre for a wild the late Chic Endor made up one
“Cumbanchero,” pulling an ova.
of the top saloon teams during the
followcontinues
into'
tion which*
Prohibition era, has been away
ing line number.

Lawrence
Chlsape 40,

May 7,-1952
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femme

to

appear

at. this

nitery

(and what is not openly shown is
veiled by,, a "diaphanous
blue skirt) presents the “Dance’ of
the Nile which .consists of torso
twisting with
a few modified
bumps thrown in. The only difference from a strip routine is- no

INN

thinly

1

peeling.

LAS VEGAS

*
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The Beachcombers, with the

gal
looks .like a
three stalwart
males, captures the mob at the teeSbe's attired in a yellow;
tight fitting off the shoulder -gown
and wears * corsage - of pink orchids, and a rhinestone, necklace
which, together with her jet black

a tiny Hawaiian
doll

who

.

hair,’ presents,
.yhe gal'

an

eye-filling

JAN

.r*r«HMll r

hr E.M.C.

HELENE and HOWARD
CMrrtRtly

Radio City Music Hall
M.C.A.

Dir.:

Par. Mgt.

pic-

has swell pipes and
lead the lads with a new treatment of “Hawaiian War Chant,”
the closing number, and cops a deservedly heavy mitt.
Quartet also scores solidly with
Jnterp of ‘‘Million Dollar Baby,”

Starring

PATRICK

among the

JAY

TOM

SHEII*

DARVAS

MARSHALL

Mandy,” “Lucky Old Sun” and
Skip To My Lou,' with the whole
gang teaming up for a comedy
square dance on this last ditty.
Dorrell, a comedy violinist, uncorks more methods of playing the
instrument in unorthodox style
.

;

JESSIE ELLIOTT
\

Now

May

JULIA

Ashes

He scores the bow in his ear, between his thighs, on his knee, under. his^hin and between his teeth

JAY BROWER

Appearing:

and

than could scarcely be imagined.

Seven Young and Talented Broadway Performers

Musical Director:

Manufacturer
of Fin# Qualify
Cigar#tt#

using both hands, manipuiates the instrument with telling

For All Mranche» of Theatricals

SILLY
GLASOK'S
THE OMGINAl

FUN-MASTER

SHOW »/Z GAB Flli
CTh* Borvlco of tho-Gtars)"*
as issues sis

He also manages to make
sound like a banjo as he abandons the bow and plucks the
effect.

12th:

COMEDY MATERIAL

Management:

MARK LEDDY

and,

it

GHUBBY’S

Deshler-Wallick Hotel
\

Columbus* Ohi#

0

^

v

strings with deft digits.
Then to
dempnstrate that his talent is not
confined to comedy, Dorrell socks
oyer his versions of ‘Mystery of
Life” and “Tico Tico,”

Camden, NeW Jersey

Available for Bookings

Proceedings open with Norman
Lee and his tooters presenting
‘Clarinet Unlimited” and the skinbeater doing some nifty work with
the sticks.
Orch backs the actsin okay style;
Sahu.
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WILLIAM MCNRRIS AGENCY
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HOW TO MASTER TH1

HOTEL AVERYl
A vary

First
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$2$ «
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PAU1LA ^MITH
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Show
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GIANT CLASSIFIED BNCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS, ISM. Worth *v«r a thousand
200
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comic*, to allhuve the i*Jhe »at*. than it is,
ao»*
of which
Neediest, to say there are quite
rUt.
a few British acts which are origUy
inal but ..diskette, life* Monsewer
fine, over
especlaUy lir places like Sunder- Eddie Gray, which
l»d t w^*h^.4»«^.f«^VMlSj there but would flop here. By the
** same token, Herb Shriner might
hops*. ,XfcW;ktt
disk jockeying,
play an atomic bomb at the Pallaa
‘tow and most are very reserved. dium without i change .of patter.
Notably successful for an unusual Most American, humor can be
— the eld bandman^Jack
approach? Is
easily 'converted for English con,
n
Jackson, who corns up the £>atm> sumption but. unfortunately, for
material
with
watch
late
them, anyway, the reverse’ is more
day night
from., Jtayburp & difficult.
lifted -bodily
More American enterFinch, Ted Brown and other N. Y. tainers can click there than the
who^never
British,
the
Tq
few Terry-Thomases
comparatively
Jocks.
k
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It was a Stunning performance
po StonMay6.
doing dou•* VWdAVVA and p
Henry Tobias
and j.juvxu.,7,
UUViUWJl Cantor
ever-youthful
tile CVCiV
for the
^ rVd auu
xor
Eddie Cantor kicked off his
a
the oldsters in the audience found ble piano accompaniment, ran
corraling
w
^vJiwi*
tour
corraUng blood
hqurt Sketch- a
it a 3 nostalgic as a December morn, full two and a half
tied Cross at Hub’s
rtTinr- 4wthe
or +be Bed
show biz tow*
itt
Show* business'!s sufeto gain m- jn g his‘jiear'43 years in
£
gag*
stepping, •
eyes of. the with
songs, sicppmsr
v
Or so sonK^r
v«vs*-.w -in the’
\
with 20 or
^uw Mstature
Wt
creased,
Crtufii Tinston last Tuesday (29),
SjL.
public Iran projects such as this and stories of personal experiences
nearof
crowd
overflow
and prob- m?
should
recounted many of his engagestars wwuiu
he rccuuuw
other Slavs
and oxner
ana
hundred more
~
I
*
*
here,
mentsherc.
ably will emulate Cantor in simi- ments
to local
0
"
Mayor
Cantor Was introduced by
lar efforts for other charities.
Tickets were distributed
“J?**?*
Carl- W. Bich and presented with
“
“
Cincy SftO
&** * }*°* °i “Mkft.
Cincinnati, May 6.
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Ignorant.”
abort, without Amerfor his devotion to humanitarian ra akes regular trips to the States to ican ideas’ and material, their
vaThen h^ riety and other forms of light en,
causes,” Plaque was* turned over
material,
u
1*t to all tho. tertainment Would he far worse
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is the epitome of
neat bally via local dailies, radio British Variety. Only the best are
'Pittsburgh, M»y S.
by
cut
disks,
headliners there. Singe there are
and TV plugs with
When Mayor Lawrence inover few top local acts, the choige ia
aired ^frequently
Cantor,
troduced Eddie Cantor at the
and WMEX, but the spread thin. America has so many
WB2J,
second pf the two Red Cross
terrific turnout was ar solid tribute good turns, with so many ways of
blood donor shows the comic
entertainer,
indefatigable'
projection (radio, TV, night clubs,
the
to
Thurslast
wftS forced, to give
He teed off his two and a half combined film and vaude) that it
day night U> at Syria Mosque*
about
reminiscing
flight,
solo
hour
j s hard to select a troupe with one
DoHis. Honor turned to Carl
holdover engagement, hoffo after another. A second-rate,:
first
his
zer of the committee and said:
allotted
his
nine,
kid
of
a
as
when
hut very good, performer from
“At last I’ve realized a lifetime at summer Camp was extend- here can lay them in the aisles at
r
long ambition playing two-aentertainas
an
"dick
"to
due
his
ed
the palladium, simply because he s
day With Cantor.”
er. This contact with benefits of new He can’t stay too long, though,
was
it
his
him
immediately
show niz convinced
because his material
finds its way into the old acts that
* v
A
TUT«nf
Jfthn 'forte,’ with the rest history*
a special i^vard of Ment by
Balance of stint consisted of complete the circuit every few
chapter
Cross
BL Clippinger, Red
Harrigan - mon?hs>
da „
$ongs
Another minor point
his and might be the monetary angle. For
hv nlane from etjc ’» anecdotes regarding
experiences In example, I could have viewed Judy
contemporaries
***
tktJfJwtfWhe coSc was greeted
wrapped In typical Garland from a choice seat in Mana hiahscbool show
Cantor style, comedy, interwoven Chester for 65c. Instead my wife
a J*r^?S»Sv sneefai radio
With seriousness.
decided to see her at the N. Y.
Section of last stanza was de- Paiace, where we paid $4 to sit
^m thldav “Maybe voted
to-answering questions writ- near i side exit.
The Stateside
customers and picked at neaaimers
*cju by vuiumwi,*
dough
good uuugu
draw y,uuu
headliners may maw
Cantor tcn
with one query, a
comic
random
by
a*
+h*»
Pan»dmrn
.but
By
t the Palladium but the lesser acts
his aolo
remll^T W^^artjng
*’
**Are you the only actor who be- probably get paid off mainly in
'
performance,-’
^
came successful without sex apTo newsmen Cantor quoted Jnn- peal?” prompting the squelcher “I prestige.
It all boils down t0 th e fact that
fjny Durante as’ Saying he would
that can be no accurate comparidcr a similar tour following a trip
son between the Palladium and
to Europe,. -and also that D.anny
C
two differLewis, Dinah
Kaye, Martin
fi^ “N°eve?” the Palace * Thfe7' areand
distinct.
Shore and Jack Benny had indiw
V^radi^and ent worlds» separate
cated desire, to. do shows for blood

Copt HV„E. Swinneyi
(USAF-AFPS).
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Rush of Red Cross blood donors wer
with a stale routine, warmed
who wanted tickets. forEddie Can- gresslonal MWhl of Honor^ Wltihsr, timA
over between hamlets.
last
doMosque
bipod
Syria
pitch
;fori
added,
his
show
who
tor’s
at
Britain his the BBC Light ProThursday night (1) was so great nors, and a local woman who has
often like.
that committee realized couple, of contributed 74 'pihts of blobd since gram, (WNYC and
'
WNBC after midnight) and the
days before the performance they fhe start of World ’Wai' IT*
Canservice,.
They
have
one tele
Cantor also revealed he plans home
were oversold and 'requested
tor to dQ an extra stint. Entertain- .to recruit at least 100 entertainers vision station and no money with
er .promptly agreed and instead of to travel the “BlOodHonor Circuit” which to, provide good programs,
working just two hours stayed on in attempt to hypo the' lagging do- writing or even lighting effects.
.'
They have few, if any, locally
for nearly four, H
natibns.
originated standard shows. From
First show 'jiunpacked* the 3,800the States they have “What’s My
seat Mosque, 'After dt wa’f over*
50,000 Pints, from Tour
'
out
file
crowd
to
Lims?” “20 Questions” and such
Cantor asked the
Chicago, May 6.
arid. make,. room for those on the
shows as “Ignorance Is Bliss,” comEddie Cantor last nighty
get
outside who were waiting to
wound up a whirlwind drive for plete with sixnilaf: characters, para-

Pittsburgh,

Covington, Xy.

Chicago,

Extra Show in Pitt
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Town Casino
Buffalo, N. Y«
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Under Direction

The Day Dreamers
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Harry W, lawranco

Would
oh

like

c/ 0 Frank Sonnts Agency
Gibson Hotol

KHAPP
."Sotlr*

Don Saphire
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$ong

in
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Currently

Don Hammond's

Charge of Production

THE FROLICS

Omaha, Nebr,

Direction

MCA

r

DARVAS
•

OPIHINO MAY

FOSTER AGENCY. LONDON.
Presents

11

Latin Quarter
NUW YO«K

and

result,

from

lie estimated that similar
shows, by big names can pull over
250,000 pints. Revue, done at his
own expense, broke a 35-year traChicago
here, with the
dition

Board of Trade giving

its facilities

for the second time to an outside
The first was to
organization.

for a Liberty Bond
drive in 1917. Group built a special stage for the show,
Cantor- appears at a Heart Assn,
rally in St. Louis tonight. (Tues.)
and then trains back to thb Coast.

Clevc. Sellout, New System
Cleveland, May 6.
Eddie Cantor played to capacity
2,100 at Severance Hall last Saturday (3), building good will and
future contributions for Cleveland
chapter of Red Cross Blood Bank.
Ernest S. Dowd, local general
chairman, injected a new twist into
Cantor’s fine recruiting work by
having pasteboards distributed on
basis. They were given to
members of “gallon or more”
donors club, to chairmen of in-

Now

Appearing

Brusstls, Belgium

Grant's Riviera
RESTAURANT ANO UAR
W. 44 5t., New Yark LU 2-4411
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TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS
Prlrs: Professional

OddlioHlt Cruet

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI -AGENCY. PARIS

American Rsp.

IN THE HEART OP CHICAGO'S LOOP
near the Oriental, Chicago, Harris,
Selwyn and Erlanger Theatres it's the
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W.
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Franklin 1-47-tf
Special Rates for Shew Folk
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Hew Management

1

b

Mtft

CMS

TiM

St,

Newly Decorate*

dustrial plant campaign units, and
1,000 frequent blood’ contributors
whose names were pulled out of
files at random.

Dowd’s staff worked out the system after hearing of headaches encountered in cities that oversold
idea of giving a free ducat for each
new pint of blood donor, and
didn’t have enough theatre seats

handle unexpectedly heavy
Merit tickets for past
crowds.
services brought far more satisfactory reactions here, Cantor agreed
during much kudosed program.
to

minutes

in

17*h

Woak

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
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able,

priceless,
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York.

.....SIDNEY PAGE
Okenifenekee Swamp, » -Al IGATOR
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DUNDEE
(Beauty and
the least)

A new

note In

Glamer Comedy
currently
Theatre Beyale
Sydney Auitralla
.
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A

Grade,
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BLACK

Mary Pickford
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that oyer 50,000 pints of blood
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Cincinnati 30, Ohio
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Ltd.
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ARTHUR WARREN
and

hit orchestra

1951-52 looked Solidly
Lombardy Hotel, Miami Reach
22 Weeks
Shore Club Hotel, Miami Reach
20 Weeks
©alen Hall, Wernersvllle, Fa,
28 Weeks
Currently Village Barn,

New

York

Management
HERRERT MARKS AGENCY
154

W. 54Hi St.
New York

400 Lincoln Rd.
Miami Reach

JACK DENTON
WORLD’S GREATEST COMEDIAN
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Dir.:
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ALHAMBRA GOES
NEGRO IN SOS TOY

CLEVE.

May

Cleveland,

London, April 29. '4
campaigned unsuccessConey
for more than two years to
•

.
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Having

fully
establish a quota for foreign cabaret artists working In the West

Under Hamiuer Juiie 25

Feitman’ir a Cdney Island landEnd, the V»]rt«ty. Artists Federa- mark, will be sold at auction June
tion is. preparing to launch; a new 25
Present owners of the famed
A
attack, and will use as its main Brooklyn eatery
And amusement
ammunition details. of all tHe centre, Benno M. Bechhold, execuBritish acts available.
tive veepee of the. Savoy Plaza
-As first move in- the new cam- Hotel, N. Y., Alvan Kallman and
paign, the' VAF ha*, taken a full Harry Socoloff, are putting the
page in its official journal, The property on the block. They acPerformer, requesting details of quired the spot -in 1946 from
all British aets suitable for West Charles LVahd' Alfred F. Feltman,
End cabarets. Full particulars of sons of the founder, and Charles
each act have to be- sent to the A. Feltman, a grandson.
secretary,
general
Federation’s
Rite to* be auctioned by Joseph
W. C. Bass.
Inc.,, includes the two-P.’ Bay,
were
received
withrestaurant, bar and carousel,
story
First replies
in a few hours of publication of original site of the business startthe' ad, and lists are to be kept ed in 1874.
"
P
open for about one month. If the
response comes up to ^expectations,
will
renew
its
union
vauder’s
the
FRISCO FOX’S
confabs, under, guidance of the
Ministry of Labor,, with the Hotel
28
and' Restaurants Assn.'
When the -..VA^ first sought a
Ran Fi*ancisco, May 6,
asked
for
terms
cabaret quota,, it
The Fox, a Market St. 4,651camparable with those agreed for seater, will establish a permanent
West End vaudeville, With a limita- .stageshow policy- starting May -28.
tion of 50% of foregin acts in It had long been rumored that the
any one bill. The stumbling block theatre, which up to about 20
throughout the protracted con- years ago featured high-budgeted
fabs was ’the claim 'by cafe oper- stage productions, would revert to
ators, supported by many agents, that policy.
Herman Kersken, local Fox
that there were insufficient British
names available, to justify such a West Coast exec, will supervise
and bookings, with
quota. Promises to Use local artists production
whenever possible was not con- planned* emphasis on top names.
Recent
record-breaking
Martin &
compromise
suitable
by
sidered a
the VAF, an<f the Labor Ministry Lewis week at^the Fox gave imwas brought in to resolve the dead- petus to present plans.
Teeoff of Fox’s live policy will
lock. Now the union hopes to prove
its case and get its quota, by sub- day and date the Andrew Sisters’
mitting a formidable list’ of local week at the Warfield, another ma.
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Cops Close

ID.

Cafe

’

Murder

After Owner’s

May

St. Louis,

6.

Less than 24 hour* after Thad*
deus R. Bkeer, owner of the Hi-Ho
Club, a nitery in Madison, 111.,

*

across the Mississippi from here,
was shot to death last week by an
unknown assailant who escaped,
local and state authorities shuttered the spot .and announced that
the closing was permanent. Hi-Ho
was highly patronized, because of
its lurid shows.
The nitery was reduced to shabbies by more than 250 customers
,

•

.

the union’s lawyers, Silverstpno
setup from legal as well as practiRosenthal, .declined.
.*
cal viewpoints. Union has been in
the courts on that account several
times..

Another

criticism. of

Con-

nors waS that he’ was devoting too
to the insurance program and neglecting other duties.
Thompson, Kata in Lead

much time

Mexico City, April 29,
,the shooting and
Top TV draw "Currently Is Jean
So -far, .Wade Thompson, of
Fixtures; tables, chairs, glas* Radio
Coca-Uola's weekSablon,
featuring
City Music Hall Glee Club,
ware, etc., were destroyed as the
and Henry Katz, union’s resident ly half-hour show; “All Aboard,
crowd dived through the first-floor counsel,- have been mentioned as- Music,” at local station XEW-TV,
windows seeking safety,
Cohnors’ successor. Another idea channel 2, Sablon is the first top
The one bullet that passed was to query colleges for promis- foreign entertainer to appear on
through Skeer’s bady, severing the
ing students in the field of labor re- Mexican video.
spinal cord, also struck a femme
Sahlon is also sock in the bistro
lations. However, before that sugcustomer in the hip. inflicting a
belt here, He’s, breaking record*
gestion can he acted upon,
slight wound.
Skeer was known, will
have to repeal a law stipu- Josephine Raker established at the
in Madison and to customers as
swank nitery, Rumba
lating that paid, executives be se- newest
Jack Kelly.
He had frequent lected from among its" 'own mem- Casino, whidJi dhe colored star got
clashes with cops over law violaoff to a big start with her Barisbership. /
While union was in the midst Of style presentation. Sahlon opened
the insurance discussion, a resolu- April 17 at the spot for -three
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was passed accepting the In- weeks,
Company of North AmerTerrelT
Jacobs Wild Animal Cirica’s notice that it would disconcus, Inc., has been chartered in
tinue being the company for the
Albany to conduct'* theatrical busi-

tion

surance

AGVA

policy’ a* of November of
ness, with offices in New York.
Step was taken to en- Capital stock Is 250 shares— 150
this year.
able the union to look for another preferred at $40 par value and 100'
company. At the same time, it was common at no par value. Charles
.

felt that such a
necessary so that

resolution was Rosenthal, N, Y., is a director
a better deal filing attorney.
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Bradford, Pa., Bookings
Club, Bradford, Pa.,
is slated to open May 21 on a standAlan Carrier * 3d in N.I.
Harvey Stoned Londoner ard act policy..
Alan Carrier, returns to Charlie
Harvey Stone has been signed
Anrie Russell is set for the preem
Ventura** Open House nitery, Col- for the Palladium, London, starting show and Jane i)ulo goes in June
lingswood, 3ST, J., May Id for two June 22, on the bill to be topped 16.
weeks.
'
by Lena Horne.
%
It will be the comiote third apDeal set by the Lew & Leslie
Frank Sinatra set for the G{hez
pearance in the spot* A
Grade Agency of London.
Paree, Chicago, June 5,

cabaret attractions.

Connors, becapie available, the' -company:
could hot say it. needed a year’*
notice as per .agreement,
9 Thus AGYA is npw In position to
look for new deal* and invite other
insurance companies to submit
plans.
One pf the Stipulations*,
however, must be the acceptance Of
Matthew M. Adler as broker.
Union Is bound to him by an agreement which ha$ two years to go,
Connors,
Contents of the letter A 15-year contract, originally- held
weren’t divulged, but it reportedly by Adler, was cancelled and a
had to do with the subject of ‘the thr^e-year deal substituted.
Another aftermath of the insurunion’s accident insurance administration which has been subjected ance program Is that Connors*
to considerable criticism within Adler and Henry Dunn, latter the
former national
administrative
and without the union.
Connors has’ come under attack secretary, are being sued by David
mainly because of the insurance Cohen t who claims to. have origin
the plan AGVA is how using.
program. It’s been conceded that nated
He’s asking |3Q0,Q(H>t Union is nok
he was one of the' union’s most
a defendant.
Connors asked that
skilled negotiators. There has been
union, attorneys defend him, hut
dissatisfaction with the insurance
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Resignation’’ of

head of the. outdoor department of
American Guild of Variety
Pacific” singer, started new ex* Artists, was picked up last week
at
meeting
a
of the union’s execuperiment for room with Todd
Rhodes’ orch backing her. Three tive board. Resignation had been
to
submitted
the union’s national
Peppers are inked for May 12 and
board meeting last Jamiary.
Dorothy Dandridge, May 27.
The acceptance came unexpectRadical change was made after
Willie Shore filled an engagement edly shortly after AGVA .prexy
that failed to pull the dub out of Georgie Price read a letter from
tainment policy.
Juanita Hall,
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youthful appearance,
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gentlemen”; anotner
genuemen
another to kiss me.
the.
first bald head shp encounters andja third to insist b$r name is
Mary
McCheeslewacker. Gals obey his
4 "n ffy»i i
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amv*c
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Ctui.ua,

One
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tt

Morton blindfolded

to

^.^

w
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t)l|
himself
self and correctty *MV*«VW
recites to MM
Castle,” even essays the all-Scot- merical order the names of 25 obtish
hit,
“A Gordon for Me,” jects written on blackboard by
though not too satisfactorily here femme stubholder as instructed by
with the native accent- Recording audience.’ While " the entire prothrush
‘brush has possibilities; but ceedings are baffling, yocks are
louldn’t hide her face with a plentiful, with Morton’s showmanshouldn’t
ship 'savvy hypoing the overall immuch.
mike
ike too much,
#*««**•-»
are' bright, .wi^^opdJpRe^
Scenes are*
v

w
f6“SM

c
ne j
0
regular policy.
a
mmute tab In which
W hL°h the
th magiXT . a A1 J_ ^
’Not that show -isn’t pleasant eo has lost none of that vivid showenough, but it’s rather lacklustre, manship which has sustained him
Record peak of Paul-Ford combo for four- decades. In the same trawas reached long before this, and dition, he’s still surrounded by
what looks like another hit for beautiful girls Who are gorgeously
them, “I’m Confessin’,” hasn’t been costumed, plus the male assistants
out long
urn,
enough to be
mjuk cuuuku
tuetr nauy
we reneciea
reflected in in their
natty wnite
white mess jackets
iackets
the b.o.
b.o, for them. Their turn is a and gold-striped blue trousers
pleasant one, and with Paul’s sock
In this one-hour stage allotment
guitar-fingering and -Miss Ford’s Blackstone isn’t doing his involved
softly attractive way With a song, escape' acts or levitations,
Ais
they run engagingly through their saw severing r>f inv#»iv lanLc a.,

perspiring from heat, shivering
Xmama a.a.1 A
J
1 -1*
_
from cold and
playing violins
at
concert attended by. President and
Mrs. Truman. He also convinces
them that they are Attending a lively party with one subject,* reacting- to his suggestion that he’d had
too much too drink, lying on floor
r
bemoaning his terrible hangover,
Doling out imaginary aspirin tablets, the group is revived sans
headaches.

•

1

’

his song cycle, winding up on
high with his latest Mercury release, “Junco Partner,” the Cajun
in

folk tune, which gets him off solidBoyislflooking singer skirts the

taumei ana

iranSIiO Litton

Hk
I

miniature mass

.

riot,

when caught

Bnir

and he is still cheerfullv
P
bllV pockets
11 n RTIOA- ftCfllcrr
the
fils autonee
LA/VKCLa UI.
of hi.
«ti?t?
ants and even aDnrooriating thJir
wrist-watches. He is also giving
away rabbits and boxes of nhnott
lates to otherwise-frustrated vmimT
sters who don’t know their pond
fortune until they walk down the
ramps with their trophies
I
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novelty sans® bow. Leads
flew Leroy Anderson tune, “Waltz-

e
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it all
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sensational wlth a routine
bas^d largely on her Decca plat

™

tri/ilrff

his card and rope work’ all swifflv
interpolated with legerdemain for
*
full-stage effectv and
A r u spcvviicie,
sDectacle
-rri
p
invitation to audience *T>ar^
ticipants tobU' MMJUAv
come UU^jIAkB
on-stage Was R
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However, Miss Southern sh 9JJr
ve^**
torch
t
orc h potency in a dramatic version

“R Must Have Been Something
Dreamed ‘Last Night.” Latter nas
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and

class,

and far

other numbers..

surpasses
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More
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would put the
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New

Acts

CHARLIE FARRELL

FAT MORRISSEY

Songs
30 Min#*
La Vi* En Rose, N. Y.

Sour*

Charlie Farrell, who hasn’t faced
than
a New York audience in
15 years* cannot be called' a new
sense,
he’s
hut
strictest
act in its
new to many New Yorkers, includgeneration
new
entirely
ing an

mom

weren’t around

15 Mins,
L* Vie Ew Rose, N. Y.
Pat Morrissey, eccentric

songattention in
Miami Beach the past winter, looks
like a likely candidate to make
good in these parts as well* She’s
a provocative, . uninhibited per*
foymer who sells a sexy, delivery,
erotic noises and gestures, and a
general aura of whackine,§s which
should be entertaining lh most
stress

who came

iii

the.

.

'

to

'

.

‘

-

.

-

.
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*

.
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FRANCES GREER

.

*

.

.

.
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>
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.
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*

TAMARA HAYES

ploying.

/

Happy

'

.

Tune”

with

infectious

sweetness.

THE BO JOS

(Z)

.

Gilb.

'

'

,

WILSON

'

«

...

Her

,

Her showcased version of Mu- Balinese Dancing
waltz song from “La Bo- 7 Mins.

setta's

heme,” using a spicy English lyric Apollo, N.Y.
The Bojos, male and female terp
composed- for her by Eddie Eager,

Majesty’s, Carlisle, Scotland
Scot singer has a colorful act
that’s a natural for U. S. audiences,
particularly in vaude and video. In
his home country he is the biggest
draw since the days of Sir Harry
Lauder, and he enjoys-' a wi<je following.
He dresses immaculately
in the kilt* and Highland dress/ and
has an excellent tCrior voice to* put
over Scotch sqngs, new and qld.
Add to this a good clear;, speaking
voice, a lively personality And a

'<*

v
•

;

^*.

;

v.

.

Pavilion,
.

}

.

remained

himself,

Taftf,

calm,

laughing at the show/s punch lines,
hut sitting on his hands during the
“I Like Ike” show-stopper-.; Same
can be said for the rest of the
party, which consisted of Senators
•Welker, Kepi, anjft Schoeppel, as
well as the William R. Hearsts arid
Garvin Tankersleys, who were
hosts to the party. Mrs; Tankersley is a niece of .publisher Robert
R. McCormick, strong supporter of
the Taft candidacy.
.

.

A

Henri

Vadden

Young ;

twice nightly

Girls,

Jiminy

This is the Average* vaude fare,
with acts good, bad and mediocre.;
Bare settings apd labk of top pre1

sentation injure the potential.

.

Program is topped by Jimmy,
Young, new star singer pf British
disks, who has a following in the
States via dee jay programs. He’s'
w.k. .in Britain for his' waxing of
“Tpo Young,” a song; he lias made

*

'

virtually his own,
He has a pleasing, style and ‘a- disas* tlie above, arming Smile, and
renders pop
plus the sensitivity of the Capital numbers, in excellent voice. Stocky
audience to each reference to na- In build and with' a handsome ap**
tional politics, /Washington, figures; pearapee, singer attends to his own
and diplomatic' protocol, i.earried ivories, and registers iplidly. He"
across the footlights to the . cast. concentrate# .on latest pops, Jriclud-.
Latter responded with a fresh,* ing “ Always' Room at' Our HoUse/ r
lively performance that stopped “Little White Cloud,” “Life’s Comthe rtiow time -and time again, panion,” etc./
Margo Henderson Sc Sam Kemp,
That “Madam” is a natural for this
town was. conclusively proven l last Sept duo, have a musical offering
of
real promise. Distaff half sings
night.
It was received with huzzahs' by the people Who live the at the piano, in a fetching gown

Such highlights

.

.

1

’

(

•

*

and
one

gives*, impressions,

Including
life it lampoons,
of Phil Harris.
Male partner
Irving Berlin, flitting in and out
plays instruments, ending with the
of .the wings in apparent last-minScotch bagpipes.
Act, fast upute doctoring, and writers Howard climbing here, is of
high quality.
Lindsay and Russel Crouse, wepe
The ’man from Wogga-Wogga,
on hand to witness the triymph of Australian Bill Kerr, whose catchtheir hit in its natural locale. Also phrase is “I’m Only Here for Fdur
here from New York were the Na- Minutes,” scores nicely with hi*'
tional’s -'new operators,
Richard unusual brand of dismal, mournful
Myers, Richard Aldrich, Robert humor. .He makes entrance with
Dowling and Louis Lotito. Ditto deadpan face, then talks pessimisRay Middleton, 'Miss Merrfian’s tically of the present and .future,*
leading man in “Annie Get. Your reading current headlines from a
'

'

..

.

,

.

newspaper

Gun,”

in a sad, croaking .yoice.

He raises laughs even by saying
Vice-Presi- nothing, and audaciously I'ouses audent, nor, as nearly as could be dience by' telling them they “may
determined, any mpmber of the go home tonight and not waken up
tomorrow morning.” Current ausCabinet or Supreme Court was
terity and depressing conditions in*
present at last night’s preem. How- the
U. K. are basis for this unusual
ever, a" good share of the latter comedy line,
which might not
groups hold stubs 'for future, per- so well in a land of normal scorfc
prosformances in the four-week run.
perity,
•
Present last night "were at least
Vet* act of music-hall, Herschel
nine senators, including ‘Eisenhow- (Jizz) Eenlere, With musician’s: long
er campaign leader Sen. James flowing hair and Bohemian-style
Duff (R., Pa.), arid Sen. Paul Doug- garb, shows craziness at the piano/las *(D., 111.); numerous Embassy offering stubholders a choice be-

Senators

•

Not the

Show Up

^President,
.•

'

*

-

,

*

.

MARK
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:
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*

'

.

,

.

*
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Continued from page 1 55;
Glasgow^ April 30/
Variety, with Three CofoiieU,
mission that he felt the show was
rough
“unnecessarily
on
Boh Jack Miiroy A Maty Lee Ivy Carey*
Herschel (Jizz) Hcntere, Margo
Taft.”
Henderson & Sam, J£etftp. BiU Kerr,
Gang Is Loyal

•

‘

ball-bouncing sequence and
twists ahd turns. -Reac^
good,
Lowe,

acrid’

is

r

•

,

a

•*.

•
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late,
self-styled^. “Laugh

Auctioneer/’ gets 'em rolling in.the
with the antlcst pf his Audi*
ence sfboges, Format of act follow*
the radlo-TV* giveaway patterh,
with the standard gagis.‘grid volun^ v
teers,
A hat-changing gimmick'
with five men is a surefire ribtickler/and is high spot of act. The
ribbing is inoffensive and good-humorcjd, with Benson carefully *itbt
letting it get out of hand,
3tUbholders apparently gotfor thfc vaiide
Version of the type, of show with,
which they are obviously familtar
oh the* video .-screen ind the' airWaves. Fine mitt Action gives Benson add his femme assistant a hefty
**'•.'
*.
sendoff/

tion

.

—

warmed 'up

v

.

*

give her gob#

galleries;

is,,

Paul Benson;

°

*

"

it

slndoff, but

-

'

‘

As

.

'

*

aceomp
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€»»Kol, Wa*h*
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continued from i**e sr
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punctuate the non-vocal.‘ passages!
Tall, dark lad is plussed by- a smib*
ing shyness remindful of an early
Tito- Guizar, His English diction is
excellent, with just enough Iberian
accent to supply charm.
In the U.S. groove, he .does well
.with “All My Love?’ ami “f Talk
Al- and Connie Fanton make.*,
to the Trees.”. Closer* is surefire pleasing
"With a rou“Rancho Grande,”- in Spariish. He’s tine or- curtain-raisers
precision terp number*
worth o.o. for wider spotting.
marked
by
special gimmicks, such.’
Trau*

•

appealing, yet light enough team specializing In. Balinese deto convert anybody to -opera.
‘T signs, have run-of-the-mill routines.
a ring iridescent headdresses
Only Have Eyes for You” as Well
as “If You Go” are. sfhartly deliv- and scanty attire, duo indulges in
ered, but they’re merely- appetizers a flock of hefid-bob]bing And sinufor her wistful ballading of “Qo ous baok-to back motions,
Hlghlights is- a bit in which .the
Way From My Window.’’: Tt* gets a
terrific hand from ringslder*. For Jtnale violently rotates his head* as handsome appearance.
Wilson writes many of hi* own
her dinner hour show Miss Greer, though it were severed from the
whose gowns look like costly origi- neck,' The Bojos undeniably have songs and unearths attractive ,new
nal creations, closes. With a rollick- a novelty, appeal such as for carni- Ones as. Well as.* featuring 'many
ing Rodgers-Hart medley. Her ar- vals or sideshows, but until they oldies. Among his .newest are “A
rangements -are* silk-hat stuff, with- incorporate a greater ..variety, of Gordon for Me,” “Gay Gordons,”
steps they, can’t expect to increase “Bonnie Lass o’ Bonnie Upon/’out ever going longhair.
‘Full.
Critb.
their saljS potential.
“Gathering of the Clans,” "/Way
Up In Glachah” and his signature
SHECKY GREEN
tune, “Dowrt- in the Glen!” Tops in
BOBBY RAMSEN *
Comedy
United Kingdom popularity is “A
Comedy
24 Mins.
Gordon fbr Me,” based On an old
IS Mins,
Five O’clock, Miami Beach
Sc Eddie's, N.Y.
regimental Aberdeenshire ballad'.
Leon
Here’s a personable and fast
Bobby 'Ramsen is now the pinchCord.
punching youngster who shows
plenty of possibilities in the up hitting comic for boniface-entercomers league of laughmakcrs, tainer Eddie Davis, who took a JACKIE LAIT
with delivery and timing in the week off for a rest. As -such, Ram- Dance.
vet vein., He’s not too far away sen succeeds in a spot that has 7 Mins,
from the better cafes and video been variously held by Joey Adams, Leon -A Eddie’s, N.Y.
Alan King, Jackie- Miles and many
Jackie Lait is a- personable tapsituations.
ster with a good set of commercial
Current lack is a tightly, knit others.
Ramsen has a bright, breezy and routines. She winds up her num-r
act, as well as need for material
tailored to. his style. He’s al husky thoroughly commercial manner. bers with a series of fast spins' that
lad, looking. like an ex-footballer Material is hit-and-miss, though he give per. good finishes 'and peppers
There are her routines with some tricks,
.or fighter*
In "his mid-20s, he can handle audiences.
go which, although riot strong enough
still attains a know-how and con- some blue lines, but he doesn’t
fidence onstage in a’" tough room overboard.’ He looks like he can-do to gain midterm applause, at least
which lias featured the better run justice to most cafe* assignments keeps interest in\her turn.
of comics, to garner himself hefty and can tailor his material for
There are a few ‘slow stretches
Jose,
which should be cut .short. Miss
mitts.
At times he has to fight .vaude.
lor the aud build, leading to an
Lait incidentally, is unrelated to
N.Y. Daily Mirror editor' Jack Lait.
easily eliminated tendency to toss BOB SAVAGE
.up some blue tinged lines for the Songs
Jose.
toppers. As is, he sets, up a series 17 Mins.
pi cleverly mugged .gags, ad libs Main Street Club, Cleveland
STEWART
.the Songs
of
Savage,
Bob
one
with a ..aud,.- and Vocalisfics his
new singers in Capitol' Records’ 10 Mins.
forte^-for. a solid stint
Has a. funny, original on kids at stables, is a rather, refreshing Leon 9a Eddie’s, N.Y.
school and their Catling idea's, lead- contrast to many current cry-yo- : Mark Stewart has a well-develing into a. switch-voice operatic delers with freak deliveries. This oped voico,’ a pleasing stage desequence' for a fast giggle raiser* newcomer from California break- meanor and can handle a variety
Works in Brooklyn ideas oh dames, ing in new act at' Main Street of tunes in a straightforward* man1
them with his versions Club, trip spot here for disk ner.' His baritone is vigorous and
ofr?
Johnnie Bay and Frankie Laine. crooners, possesses a ' legitimate sharp, arid he appears eligible^for
"
'
Encores with a punchy fighter rou- baritone that has a ’lot of dramat- most cafe assignments.
tine that fits his phiz,-, with tighten- ic color and a far better than avStewart’s emceeing comes off. afJose,
fably. *
ing an^d elimination of some tired erage range.
hnes, it could .be a sock sequence,
Standing six' feet, three inches
finales with a straight version, of tall in midnight blue summer EYDBB GORME
Lucky Ol’ Sun!’ to. show song- formal suit, he’s the kind of Song*
* b Jbfy.
Has them all the way.
husky jgood-looker who inspires SMIim.'
Tailored material ,with a bit the gals to give him an apprais- Leon Ar Eddie’s, N.Y.
n?°* e
experience and direction ing double-take.
What do not
Eydle Gorme is ohyiously .an exshould, move him up fast, I<ary.
hurt .his chances, either, are hi* perienced singer- but' ’hasn’t been

is richly

for botli

it
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aisles

Spanish youngster
operates smoothly in his native
idiom plus American pop s. His
guitar is more than a prop, em-

•

.

Newt.

.

.

Those

.

torrid interp of “Fire Dance” for
plenty of attention.
Except for some unnecessary pat*
ter between a*couple of her routines, Miss Del Oro has all the
physical' attributes and natural talent to make hen a Cincherpb for
any visual medium, - particularly
the theatre cafes and video.

MIGUEL

.

.

•

.

-

.

the. idea -of .showing the union’s
support of the new management.
present included .couhoU’
members Alfred Drake, Bill Ross,
Philip Loeb, Frederick O’Neal,
effective*' as ever.
Gaf is tall for Edna Thomas and William C4
this type of hoofed and her Latin Smith, and executives Angus Dunundulations are further enhanced can, Ben Irving and Rebecca
0
by a trim chassis. An assortment Brownsteln.
of flamenco dances is topped by a
^

3 Mins*
Bellevue Casino, Montreal
This is Vadja Del Oro’s second
appearance at Bellevue Casino and
her torchy Spanish terping is as

in
Daniels’ mannerisms, but generally
he has a promising/ showy tech- NITO SAN
Sonfg-Guttar
nique of his own,
Despite his.
mike-wiseness, his endency is to 15 Min*.
HaVaita-Madrid,
N.Y,
put too much volume in his num- Clean-cut
bers.
Pull,

Downbeat, Montreal
Room, Cleveland
Much of, the "success of the
experience
Vocal
reaped by
Frances Greer in Met Opera, con- Downbeat’s new phlicy is due to
cert stage, and in operettas,, added the musicomedy of the Bob Hahn
to a winsome /intimate manner of combe, who not only split dansapresentation and* .a smartly ar- pation sets with' the house orch
ranged repertory* of pop. songs and but fill a neat spot during producclassical arias, resulted in- sock au- tions,
Group comprises native Montredience /reactions on her supper
club
bow in Statler’* Terrace alers, with Bob Hahn and his sister,
Joyce; the vets of the outfit, having
Room,
*
Darkrhalred, attractive soprano played and sung Across the. contispells class in' nearly every-respect. nent in vari-typed shows since they
She looks, as glamorous as she did were kids, Hahn; the leader and
in grand opera and ha? a beautiful, accordionist, is supported by Marlilting voice.
There- isn’t' anything cel GCrvais on guitar, and v Brian
condescending about her approach McCarthy on bass, with' Joyce cutto a hitery floor, on which she ting a neat visual figure and scorworks with- an air of gracious as- ing with her clean, sharp piping,
surance that’s as. buoyant as all tier Which is equally at home on a‘ ballad .or an off-the-cob routine.
tunes.
Extensive radio and experimental
Refraining from the. usual thehave bookings..
shots* - in.
'Montreal
atricaLgestutes. pi divas, she opens TV
singing several bar# of “Te Quieno smoothed- out their mike technique
Di Jiste/’ segueing into .a gay and with their okay arrangements
VLife Is a. Beautiful Thing.” Chan- and solid adaptability, this ’four- ROBERT
teuse. really
starts
enchanting some is a cinch in an alternate 30 Mitt*.
finger
Newt,
them when she trills 4, I Whistle a band-specialty slot.
Statler Terrace

;

You” and .“Confetti.” Once
a while he catches some -of Bil.y

Min*.
Apollo, N. Y.
•.Embraoed in a form-fitting strapless gown, lissome Negro songstress Tamara Hayes presents an
attractive figure.
Unfortunately,
her voice falls to reach .the- same
level as her visual values.
She
opens with the breezy “Deed I
Do,” which isn’t a fair indication
of her talents since loud accompaniment from the band, almost
drowns out her refrain.
In handling “Be Mine,” a slower
tune, Miss Hayes verges on losing
the melody by making it too dra-,
matic.' “All.' of Me,” a standard, is
embellished .with some hip-weaving, .Gal uses a recitative approach
on “Tonight You Belong' to Me”
that misses the mark.
While
possessing talent, she needs to. develop better volume* and' an im*
proved sense of melody before she
can move on to the more lucrative

Singing, conledy
25 Mtaa,

Songs
20 Mins.

She’s okay on lyrics
Delegation representing Actor#
and rhythm tunes, and makes a Equity, whose anti-discrimination
good appearance as -well. Jose.
stand fed to the three-year conversion of the National to a film
policy, attended the “Call Me^ MaVADJA DEL ORO
dam” opening at the National, With
Dance

trick for her.

of

U
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*

Out

'. ',',

documented in the New Acts file. run. She goes from here to HolHer know-hOw Should get he* lywood* to make the film version on
across in most situations.
the 20th lot.
Miss Gorme has reached the state
Where a recording might turn the
Equity Delegation

.

Song*

BOB HAHN TRIO WITH JOYCE

*

easy humor, sense of stagecraft
and youthful vitality in whipping
fresh theatrical vividness into old
standard ballads.
In this respect. Savage’s style
sounds individualistic.
He takes
“Chloe” over the vocal-and-emotion rifling hurdles,
but with
clean phrasing, as a starter.
He
dramatizes
'‘Old
Moon”
Devil
with the same high-voltage intensity and then throws some amiably ironic byplay into "It’s a
Lonesome Old Town,” as the late
Ben Bernie did it.
Formerly a bandmaster, the.
song-composing
singer
gets
a
socker across when he projects
his
own
waxed
composition;
Jungle.”
It’s one of those pulsating,
barbaric atmospheric
pieces which he surcharges so colorfully ihat this club’s patrons
beat their palms' red. Yet it’s not
a perfect bow-offer. *He has to
follow with a lighter-keyed “Talk
of the Tqwn” before snapping- dff
the lights.
During the mid-half section, Savage’s strong baritoning finds good
material in “My Downfall,” “Kick
,

speakeasy and Immediate popt-Repeal
Farrell was partnered
period.
with the late Chic Endorsin an act
that was extremely popular dur- situations.*
Miss Morrissey has latched onto
ing the prohibition' era. For many
years, he’s been in ^Mlami Beach a highly .stylized specialty while
working at the Bark Aye. Restau- selling .a basically good voice. She
rant. ih which he’s a partner, has the manners and routines of
where -he built, up a sizable a weirdie, and looks -that pretty
well -match. /Heftily, built, with
clientele,
Farrell impresses as being of highly blondlned hair and an ambreed
of
performers
ple
display of cleavage, she’s lusty
that hardy,
Her' songs, while
prevalent in the former eta, He’s all the way*.
from standard catalogs!
an
selected
entertainer
with
asa durable
sortment of salty* songs and stories, are. treated in a manner that should
and with sufficient material tb stay be hidden from the youngsters.
on the floor for a* long period. At For instance, the stress that she
gives her lyrics by rubbing her
show caught, he overstayed.
Farrell's songs- and stories are. derriere up against the piano.
Miss Morrissey is, undoubtedly,
frequently on the blue, side, .However, he doesn’t overplay that an- an entertainer* who; 'cannot be disHer style is still
gle. His delivery is forthright, he missed lightly
knows how tp “work audiences And experimental but she can work
displays, a high, brand of Showittan- most intimate cafes where they
He should attract, equally like lusty entertainment. Further
ship.
as well in* northerii areas, espe- refinements could broaden her emJose.
ployment horizons,
Jose.
cially in intimate spots.
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reps,
Mrs. Gwen Cafritz,
town’s current No. 1 hostess; former Ambassador to Russia Joseph
Davies and- Mrs.* Davies; and exSec. of State George Marshall,
National shuttered July 31, 1948,
after months of controversy over
a “white only” policy. Equity dealt
a death, blow by ruling that its
members could not play ,in any
theatre here with such a policy,
Marcus Heimari, then lessee of the
theatre, converted to films until his
lease expired and the present op**
erators took* over,
t
Ethel Merman is playing* her
1 sole road show date in the D.'G.
,
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tween what he terms
classics..

act
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much on
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Is a well-established*
for modem times, » too:
the lengthy arid repetitive
:
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side.

Scot comedy duo. Jack Miiroy Sc
Mary Lee, have a certain talent but
poor script, and arg in the n,$,g.

class,
Miiroy 'is, ,a naturally funny
[should, work out
better tputtaes; lie’s funniest as a
barely-clad Red Indian, Juggling

young man who

oL Henri Vadden .Jc'-Co;, good
prano stuff frorir hewcotatr Ivy.
Garey/ and the conventional dghfcJ
Tontines of three giris-bjUled* as the’
Coronets, complete a Ur from satisfying* bill*
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.
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fashioned magic lantern) as theree theatres have shows at 3:30, 7 and
3ecaju* of the Sabbath there
are languages to he translated* Thea
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for biz despite the
watching! the picture is a lingual
fa^ that Sunday la , normal work'
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everv
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1
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from
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65Q
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Joe Dl Laila
Kaye
Sonny Roy
can
murder,
Tho
operator
Townsman
(3)
careless
Eddie Arnold
Tax rateg, which formerly were
Ginny Lowry
Peters Bros
Mary pack
Pierre Bel
3- Palmers'
Manta Carla
Johnny Conrad Sell a him, particularly a comedy, by on an increasing, scale (1.5c. on
Stevp Gainer
Les Alyxson*
Stan Stafford
a
falling asleep at his switch, 'And, 7.5c net- ticket,
Frank Linal* Ore
Day A Alva
H A A Ross
Sally Summers A
11.5c tax on a 12c
Sherry Frantanaa
it has been, known to happen.
LEEDS
Ama Barnett 3
Dizzy
l6 ket, 25C on a 22c
ticket,
Kobyin.
Lae
etc)
Nautilus
Bob Hulme,
Natal
i
Empire (M) I
lingual expert in' the audience can have^now^^n
San Kanes Ora
Guy Rennie
Rita Shearer
ximplifled.
Dave Morrli Co
On a
Frank A
also go crazy trying to keep, up. 7
Julita Romero
.Allen Bros St June' -Wood A Rufford
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2.5c and on
Leonora A Stan
J A S Reyes
Dytenham Girl.
and
the
screen
dialog
on
3 Lesters /
with
the
all higher price seats it is
Allison Natal
Freddie Calo Ora
Ruddy Bolly
100%
watch- the title translations in two,-,- of the net top.
Beachcombers HD
Park Avenue
Mandalay Singers
AleX A Nico
Exhibs prefer the
Enriea A NoVello
Charlie Farrell
Whiteley Zlo *
three, four or five languages.
Betti Lee
new deal, tlnce it enables them to
3 ’Conttnantals
Angels
Tony Faster1*
LEICESTER
Alfredo. 8*villa
Since about 80 9o of the films in
JacftJe Small
SHEFFIELD
round figures and
Palace (S) *
Joe SedJa
Chl-Chl Lavema
Empire (M) 3
Israel are Hollywood product, most avoid the small coin, shortage
Eddie Gray
Robert Richter HTt Kitty O'Kelly
Billy Cotton Bd
which
Arthur English
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of the: translations are from Eng- has been a problem.
Jamie Lynn
Mills A Bellta
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Roberta
Sherwood
Arthur Dowler
Pat Bacall
lanof
Number
different
lish.
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Cycling Aston*
Charles
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American plx are far and away
A
Kenny Lynn
Butlln Dancer*
guages required depends oh the the most popular.
Roney Plan Hotel
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X Playboys
Other imports
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neighborhood.
Practically every include
Donovan A Haypf
taps Baud Natal
a- Sprinkling of Russian,
Chris
Quin
tones
(S)
Sands
.
Viking 3 A
house has subtitles in Hebrew and French,
Rosetta Shaw
Michael
A
SHEPHERDS
Jackie
BUSH
Hungarian,
Charraalne
ItaUan and
Eddie: Snyder
Laity Seldln Dot*
Empire (S). S
French and they generally run on British, 'The
Brian Kent 4
Sa caaas Qrc
Russ * product was
President Madison
Eileen Kogan Girls
screens at the sides of the regular big
Herman-MagnaT
Joe Black
a couple yeats ago, but now
Stan Barrett
Dancers
LINCOLN
Eddie Gordon A
screen,
the
bottom.than
rather
at
The Martins (l)
only one house, the Eden In Tel
Saxony Notd
Royal (I) S
Nancy
„
Sandra Starr
.Momlkai
Skating Sayers
There's only, one house with five -Aviv, plays it. The lessened
Roger Came
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InterHenri Rosa
Potter A Carol*
t Alfredo*
of
titles*
That's
sets
,in Jaffa, the est reflects hot So
Regent
Bob
Ore
Val
Olman
tee
"much an increasLadd West
Eric Williams
Five O'clock
Barry Douglas
old Arab city adjacent to Tel Aviv ing Israeli political orientation
Claude William*
Barney Powell
Raya
Martha
toTano
A Deo
3 Aristocrats
B A J Clyde
and now occupied .largely by new. ward the west as it does the fact
Shecky Green
The Hawaiian* (4)
LIVERPOOL
SOUTHAMPTON
Rusk Sobey
immigrants.
There,. Hebrew and. that the Soviet product is
Empire (M) S
_ tea Gull Hotel
Grand (I) ft
so
propft
Ben
Yost
Faith ConduUo
Winifred 'Atwell
Ossie Morris
French run underneath the film, aganda-loaded that even the ComLett Dawson Ore
Mae Bin Dcrs
'Jack Jackson
Rita Page
N*r*m Club
Roumanian and Arabic run along mies find it. lacking in entertainNorman Loafer
Fayne A Evens'
Morris Redly
Sherry Pahay
CharUa
Pago
3 Monarch*
the
sides and Bulgarian runs on ment.
vie Silver
Toni King
tea. Isle Hotal
Peter Raynor
Harmonica Hfctter* Franeai
Lynn Starr
top.
Lager
Lamar
Rhoda Dispc
Israel's pretty much like other
Bobby .Barton
Seymour
Hoffman
O
Jimmy Wheeler
Dort Steyetis
Biz throughout Israel is fabulous- countries in. that its biggest
Frolic Club
Deauville
Durante
allDancing Kingefs
Myra- Davis
Joe Mooney
ly good.
Reason is partly that time grosser is “Gone With the
LONDON
WALTHAMSTOW Hughie
Jimmy Day
Barrett
Palladium (M) I
Palaca (1) S
there are practically no consumer Wind” (M-G), despite the
Princess Tulane
Delano Hotel
fact that
Jimmy Durante
Noni Nets A Dody Rita* PrlnxelL
Doric Dale
goods to be bought in tlm shops, a drama of the U. S. Civil
Harrison A Fisher
Len Childs A* Mollis Zina Raves
War
lfozelle
Pat Kirkwood
so there's a good bit of spare coin south would seem to be pretty
3 Sitapsons
Schaw Puppets
Willie ^pllandar
far
Alan Clive
Tommy Dee.
Tommy
Nunos Oce Freddie. Daw Ore
for
amusements.
There's,
lit- removed.
alsp
Pic
Rob Murray
grossed
2 Ashtens
10,000 Brittle competition, with TV not even ish pounds
Evy A Everto
Smokey Dokeg
in
($49,000)
original
its
CHICAGO
P Grant.. Ballet
YORK*
in remote prospect.
;1041 .release here, and is now in
Palladium Girls
Implrs (I) I
Edgewater leach
Blackhawk .
Skyrockets Ore
Billy Whittaker
Advertising-publicity budgets are reissues It'll get about 35,000 IsKay Coulter
P Spltalny Ore (34) all'
NORTHAMPTON
Mimi Law
but unheard-of.
Except for ;rael pounds (probably around $75,itb. Evelyn. Rose
Kenny Bowers
New (I) S
\ Eric Marsh
brie, Viola.
Reg Varney
Grant Eaetham
Jack Lennard
,
Kurt Unger, distrib for United Ar-- 000, since the exchange rate was
Velma A Janet
El G’ranada* A
Pat Carroll
Gradiner A Baxter
Conrad Hilton Natal tists, wh§’s a believer in the Value •witched during the release) on the
Peter
Dave LeGrant
Frances .Whltmer
Aniold Shod*
Earl A. Oscar
Barbara' Cook
of display space, advertising is lim- second- time around.
Lillian Brow
Phil Bamayne
Les Cavelier* De
Ed Begley
Windmill Follies
ited almost completely to direcTarry Brent
Chanson
Mferlann D*Or'
Debg
- Biblical pix—since the locations
tories.
General attitude is: Since ere
Hanry Brandon Ort Three Reporter*
familiar ate
great
here.
Andrea Kekesy
Chez Faroe
we
can
hardly
pack
any
more
Jay
Seller
“Samson and Delilah" (Par) earned
Arthur -Loo
Scotty Hard
patrons into the theatre anyway^
Simpkins
40.000.
pounds
“David
($112,000).
Boulve-dears (8)
Buddy Hackett
Cabaret Bills
Ortln Tucker O HL3) what’s the use of wasting money on and Bathsheba" has not yet been
Do Matfiaszi*
advertising?
Johnny Martin
Felmor House
released. “Sword In the Desert/’
Che* Adorable* (R 'K Thompson A The
B Farnon Ore <•) c Williams Bros (4) _ Grossly insufficient number of story ; of modem Israel filmed here
houses is another reason for the by Universal, and “Johnny BelinShort!* Rennard
PierT# D'Angelo A
Charies Senna
Ana
queues .everywhere.
There are da'' (WB) are tied for third place
Georgia Day*
Martin Bros CD
Blrdlsnd
Hotal Tall
N Miller Dart (12>
M Abbbtt Dors (8) only 113 theatres In all of Israel -<wlth about 15,000 Israel pounds
Art Tatum
Vincent Lopes Ora
Brian Farnon Ore
E O'Neal Oro 03)
Enroll Gamer
Latin Overtar
and a. good many of them are. gross ($42,000).'
Blue Angel
Darya* A Julia
I „
broken - down open-air affairs.
Frere* Jacques
Costello Twine
LOS ANGELES
While dramas used to lead the
Kay Ballard
Corfnne A Tito
Which are able to operate for about
Way, musicals now average the
Stuart Rosa
Laila Sc Steffen
Ambassador Hotel
Hodge*
nine months of the-year. Of the
Ellis Larkin Trio
Ralph Young
Andrews Sis (?)
highest -grows.
Wldeler Bro* (3)
“Great Caruso"
Ban SoVr
Etxmy Stevens
total, 13 houses are in Tel Aviv, the
Eddie Bergman Ore GaU Gali
(Mr G), which has gone into release,
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Pamela Dennis
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largest city. Eight of the 13 are
Kirkwood A
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Doodle* A Spider
threatens to break records, ..and
Hal Dervrin Ora
Goodman
first-runs,
the largest being the
Shellah Barrett
Jane Morgan
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Jimmy Daniels
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Jana Jones
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Three Riffs*
been terrific*- “Belinda," “Mildred
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Haifa with 1,700 seats is the counEddie South Trio
Eddie Bradford Ore Jimmy Brooks'
Pierce" (WB) and “Best Years of
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Chateau Madrid
Van Smith Trio
R Gray'*. Bandbox
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nearest approach to New
Harry Mlmmo '
ciro's
Our Lives" (RKO) have topped the
Billy Gray
La
Ruben
Blau
Sylvio Flory.
York's Radio City Music Hall.
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Patricia Bright
Patti Moore
dramas.
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Mickey Deems
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Pepper' Sis 63)
Ellen Hehley
Comedies are- n.s.h., since they
tive, there are only 43 to
Billy Daniels
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t
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45 pos- lose so much in dialog translation.
Benny P»yn;e.
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Big westerns do fairly well, hut the
Eddie Oliver
product.
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There are no circuits. 1.000.
Eddie Davis
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The Roger*
Except in a few cases where an lesser on.es find little audience.
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Mark SteWart There’s no ^regular production
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in the U.S.,
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and
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Joe Whltehouso

Lloyd Martin
3 Glens
Celebrity Singers
Jeanne Cameron

Guus Brox
Myrna

Sc

Violette

'

.

Chribl

Wally Botg
Rosit* Alexander

-

.

Gerd Bjomstad
I

(T)

.

.

.

i

,

Black Sc Dundee
Marquis Sc Family

,

'

•

3 Fayes
Pat Gregory

Valerie Keast
June Lansell

•

RAM
TAG

McGuire
Dandnk Boys

Melbourne

'

S

'

Ciasy Trenhobn
Terry* Scanlon

,

Sc

J

'

BRITJJH
Max

ASTON
Hippodrome
Western Bros

(I)

Tih-Boult
Brlxten

Leslie Sarony
Stanelli

Impress,

Manley

Sc Austin
Whitely Girls

(M)

Leg Marohislo
Nixon Sc Dixon
Frances Duncan

I

Laurel Sc Hardy
Clayton Sc Ward
Lorraine

%

...

Julie Andrews
Paddy O’Neill
O’NelU

Jack Melville
Elliott

BLACKPOOL
Palace

5

(I)

,

.

Palace (I) 5
Charlie Clapham
Donald B Stuart

LaPicrre

Ro83
Bessie
Rex
Lester Sharpe

1

CHELSEA

Jimmy Young 3
Sc
St

•

Ossie Noble
S Fisher Girls
•4 Fredlanls
Patricia Sc Colin

Sc

St

:

'

Jack Stanford
Dick Henderqon Jr Marjorie Holmes
Wcbsfers
Eleanor Beams Gls
Kobe A Kalee
Harry Worth
London Girl Pipers
Kay Kortz Sc.

Eugene

•

Smiths
Knlcs French
Houses
Oscar Konyots
Lions
Gt Alexander Tp

Empire

3 Lorandos
Mars Tp

A rrlgonis
.3

Houcs

Jimmy

Jimmy

Hippodrome

BRADFORD

M

(3)

Dorothy Squires
Gladys Morgan
Eddie Calvert
Mitchell 3

Archie Elray
Dorothy

Sc

BRIGHTON

Hippodrome (M) 3
Del Cortina
Terry-Thomas

Billy

EAST

St

Doyle

Hippodrome
Ice

(I)

l

(S)

-

<*>

11

5
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Rev

Metropolitan

Doreen

3

Victor

EDINBURGH

3

3

-Derek Roy
Eve Boswell
3 Falcons

Downey

Sc

Daye

Bel Argay

F
A

Whiteley Girls
Sc

L Ward

GLASGOW

Empire (M) 3
Donald Peers
Cyclo Bros . A

>

'

'

’

[

Sc

Show

>

(i)

Harry Roy Bd
Loew Sc Webster
Jay Howard

Empire (M)

Empire (1) $
Harry Shields
Prince Nareda Ca
Van Luln
Vera Demonte
William Greer
Rex Docring
Palace

*

*

George Sc Lydia
Leslie Bryant
Nelson Fletcher
Campbell Sc
Rogerson
Nino

Pets

BRISTOL

Joe Stein
Louis Hayden

HAM

Charles

West Co

Louise

& Warren

[AAV Farrell

Suzette Tarri

&

•

Morris

Grainger Bros
Jenny Hayes

Renee D.vmott
Hnckford

•

Dick Whittington

Laurie Watson
Larry Gordon Girls

•

3

O'Neill

Jimmy Robbins
3 Imps
Roy Jefferies

Clrcuscttes

M

($)

Nelson

Granada (1) 3
Marie Louise Sc

Annettes

Alhamba

1

Kitty Masters

Bill

RKO

.

DERBY

Chuck

.

-

Ken Barbes Sc Jean
Peggy* Ponies

Flying Constellation
Little

>

.•

,

Cb

Billy

:

’

'

.
•

Victor Seaforth
Allen Sc Lee
:

Babs

Scott

.

J

(S)

Frasers Harmonic*

*

Victor Julian Sc
Pets
Enles Animals
4 Richays

,

,

CHISWICK

*

'

-

Marcellle

Tower circus (I) s
Charlie Calroli St- X

'

'

Bunny Baron

Iris

1

.

1

Alfred Marks

Mackenzie Reid
Dorothy

|

I

•

Sterlings

Naunton Wayne

Saveen

cm

_

.

,

CARDIFF
New (*> S

Kcnways

Newman Twins
Jimmy

sew rosx

Sick!

BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome

S

(I)

Tessle O'Shea
Freddie Sales

Delys

F

Carole

Erie. Lloyd

I

—

|

.

—

•

’

.

'

1

•

W«d»«#d»y, Ht*j

unmiAn

MS*

7,

Madam
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'been pouring

who have

tfahdiaf*,*

the
out a aeries of broadcasts on
‘‘Disintegration of the American
/’ Reds, in their
Culture
Bourgeois

Radio* Moscow outpourings to the
derest of the world, have also
nounced XT. S. films and literature,
have
complaining that all our arts
been .turned into, propaganda organs for Watt Street and do nothing but attack Communism.
Latest broadcast attacking
1

legit

Broadway

Government

•

Previns at Braitdefe Fest
Boston, May 6.
in
Tahiti,"
be
will
at the Festival of Creative
Arts, to be- presented at Braudels
U., Waltham, Mass., June 12-15.
Bernstein, professor of music at
Braudels, is also the festival director,
Event will also get the first per-

"Trouble

preemed

week.

Fenny Opera."

v

theatre life, only disgusting slanderous works, concocted after one
very simple recipe, were shown—*
a good portion of frank pornography, mixed With a good amount
Alof hortor,.
.

^

»«*»•«»*

most

all ‘fhe

plays

w°rk on

them<^
*ame- nJfSSL

disappointment, in

and

life

n
"Thus^CliffOrd Odets'

'

Country Girl/ tells
of an alcohol addict.
Williams in one of

play, ‘The

’Review

;;

ft*

•

1

’

186 ‘Sing Backers,

.

L

&

1931-32
Pulitzer
Prize
musical
play will appeal to' the particular
£ a5 eiS
these few men, they can- which opened Monday night (5) at
n0 £ ^are to bring the play to the Ziegfeld/N. Y., has 186 listed
Broadway.
backers, a record number for a
plan involves the establishmcut of a review committee, sim- Broadway production. The total
An
|j ar \ n many ways to the National Includes a number of,.comhinations:
Board of Review. which operates in of two people sharing a unit, blit
Ms
^?*2L“2' '-the- film business. A small admin- excludes multiple syndicates such
j s tra tive staff, operated by ANTA
.itand SU pp 0rted by small contribu- as a New Haven group calling
Communist Propaganda. It must t j ons from producers who bring self Lucky Twenty and holding a
be noted that this crude and cl urn- a j ay to Broadway, would prepare $1,000 share in the. show.
p
sy work was soon rempved from a hst of from 5,000 to 3,0,000 peoAnthony B. Farrell, a ptollftc. in-

Excelling
Jp; Jft
unis
anti-C
gangsterous
propaganda, the reaetionary American playmakers reach the limit of
Thus,, last season saw
stupidity.
a
the performance of a play
J>y
de r sn
n,
certam (Maxwell)
In
Athens.
in
Ambassador
named
.
of
jpljy, the
„
his de&th serve as a background
for shameless slander and anti-

omm

j.

^

’

pie (this number is very tentative
j i
® refusal to deal with cssend fs no t based on a carefuli
tial problems of life has led the ana i
ys iS )
American bourgeois theatre to
The
woul J con$ist 0 f pe0creative impotence and total deca- plewho 1Ik<? the theatre and who
deuce. Even the attempts, to pro- would cnjoy being called' every
duce sofiie of the classical plajs now and then to attend the first
failure. Ibon
night performance of a play. The
sen s Enemy of the People failed toU1 first.night ^tendance might
against the conslst
attacks
political.
due to
baOf of this
of
, ny
play, as the contemporary obsc
committee.
As these committee
antists discovered In it Gommun- members leave the. theatre, they
no' more and no ^dil drop in
ist propaganda,
with
a form
a box
*
*
less.
.
their opinions written, on it,
_
«
^
Peer Gynt was so modernized
the
morning’s
jn
following,
and Americanized that even the papers the regular reviews by the
American audience, used as it is cities will appear. The morning
to many a thing, refused to watch a fter
every metropolitan newsit.
Griegs music* Was replaced p a pe r will carry ;in a box thejudgby jazz; Peer Gynt was presented ment of the committee. In this
as a gangster gone crazy. Even the y/ay the average theatregoer can
bourgeois American press cannot distinguish betwe'en the often tooconceal the* state In which the intellectual opinions of the critics
theatre finds itself.
.
and the tastes of thie average man.
1 confidently, feel, that at least
one-fourtjti of the plays that curMonterey
Fest,
rently die after a few performt j-w

^

„m

„

-

:

:

•

vestor in Broadway productions,
particularly musicals, is not. among
the backers of "Sing,” although

he has been partnered With both
Gowles and Segal in several pre-

Success

„

ANTA

-

C

a

ist Season

111

x

Monterey,

The

1

Cal.,

May

^

6.

Drama

Monterey

Festival, extensive regional .theatre activity sponsored by ANTA,
broke even- or better at the boxOffice following seven days of runmug recently at -the 152-seat

Wharf Theatre and other Monterey

peninsula

2-27.

April

houses,

'

"Oedipus
Stepping off with
Rcx’\ and "Dr. Willy Nitty,” presented by the Hittbarn Theatre of
San Mateo, a, total of^ll plays was
presented, including

"Fume Oak”

by an all-blind cast from the San
Francisco' Center for the Blind.
Gross of $6,500, with a $2.40 top,
Is expected to more than cover the
outlay, which attracted over 3,500
visitors

from Northern California.
Ander-

Notables included Judith
son,

Robinson

Wcstplialen,

Jeffers,

Christian

Clarence

Derwent

and Dana Andrews.
Northern California little theatres which participated in the
festival were the Hittbarn Tlieatre,
San Mateo; San Jose State College
Drama Dept.; Barn Theatre -of Fortervillc;

San Francisco Children’s
The Interplayers, San#

Theatre;
Francisco;

Wharf Theatre, MonReno Little Theatre, Reno,
and San Francisco Center for the

terey;

Blind.

,

Directors of the Monterey Festiwere Rollo Peters, president;

val

Thomas Brock, executive
(Continued on page

director,
58)

ted,
written- large,

upon

their

Then came a long wait

.

«i

* own, mohey on the production#
which underwent conslderahle re-

i

.1

m

1

‘

Usortment

•

xhen cahie a master stroke of vision during its tryout, tour.; As
shownfanthipi Judy Holliday, the of April 12, the musical had earned
star, In the pajamas she wears in $524,694.49 profits after returning
Act I, stepped through the cur- its $275,000 Investment,’ The distributed profit was $45.7,875 as of
now' I’d father to 'be the same date*. In the three Weeks
home in bed. Things, here have since then, the show has netted
been catastrophic, to say the least. about $26,000 more'.
But I think we’re ready to go
"Madam” opened its tour Mon^ow. But all I can assure, you is day night (5) at the National#
this will certainly be a most Washington,
thereby
returning
unusual and interesting p^rfotm that house, now under the manance. It might even be good.
agement of Aldrich it Myers, the
And with that, the capacity au City .Investing Co, and Louis 'A.
dience broke into cheers, the cur- Lotito, to the legit fold under a
tain went up and the cast acted nori-disCriminatory policy.
It had
its hearts ou t for the people. Local been operating as a film stand for
crix didn’t quite go along with
(Continued on page 58)
Judy’s "might even be good” line,
finding that a stumbling pace to
some of the scenes rubbed off a lit St Loois Stock Season,
The 6ast
tie of the play’s magic.
won an ovation .when the final curin Red, Will Resume;
tain fell at midnight and that
seemed to make, the whole thing
.

.

.

.

35G

,

*

*

studios,

$1,000;

M-G-M producer

Armand Deutseh, $4,000;

occasional

producer Clinton Wilder, $1,000;
theatre owner-financier Howard S.
Cullman, $4,000; his brother Jo
seph and the latter’s son Edgar
Cullman, $2,000 each; lyricist Ira
'

Gershwin, $2,500; Gordpn H* Jghnson, of the Dancer, Fitzgerald,
Sample ad agency, $500, and
.

.

i*

fn /*Af ¥
fZ.UjD III
•
ft

James

E.

Stroock,

president

of

Brooks Costume Co., $4,000.

The show is capitalized at $180,38G PettlCOatl. LOSS 000/
and there has been a 20%
"Lace on Her Fettleoat ” Aimee overcalL.
Stewart’s London success which
Herman Shumlin produced on
Broadway last fall, involved a $38, 'Guys’ Weekly Profit 21G;
695.01 loss. The Venture was capi-

In ’Long

Watch’ Foldo

St. Louis,

6;

l

!

city

It lost

90G

‘

w Do
V

midwest

clrcultl

v

found that a $2 top
was too meager and there is a like-

The

Ansells.

lihood of a hike to $2.50 for next
season. Visiting stars, it's felt, also
were paid too much and that scale
may be trimmed considerably.
Some of the big names drew from
$2,000 to $3,500 for a orte-Weck
frame. Converting the .house for
.

purposes cost approximately
The season gross was approximately $127,000, minus taxes.
The only shlpw that made any
coin was "Voice of the Turtle,”
with Geraldine Brooks and Gene

legit

$20,000

:

Myoe
^

VCHUS

Raymond.

"We can’t pay those big salaries
next season,” said Joseph Ansell.
"No star is worth more ttian $3,000
for a week. Some of them admitted
But. their agents jack up the
it.
prices for all they can get. Whenr
our payroll amounts to as much- as
$12,000, as it did for one week, you
just can break even. It costs $7,000
a week just to run the theatre including wages to grippers, b.o.
help. yer. ry materials, rent, etc.
The stars will have to gamble with
us next season, taking a split of
'the profits with a smaller guar-

m

1

.

.

costumes

May

venture into the legit field
by the Ansell Bros., Louis aud
Joseph, owners of a chain of indie
pix houses in St. Louis and adjacent St. Louis County, resulted in
loss of approximately $35,000,
but they are planning a bigger
and better sked*for the 1952-53
Initial

‘Long Watch,” recent, Antliony season.
B.. Farrell-Gharle* Coburn producStarting last Jan. 8, the legit
tion. of the Harvey Haislep 'play
sked at the Empress, converted
(Morrie Ryskind withdrew as co
from a film theatre, ran for 16
author and- so)d his interest during
New sked calls for 26
loss of $97,- weeks.
the tryout),' involved
weeks, starting next September.
985.27, according to an accountcall for presentation
plans
Present
ing sent to- the, hackees last week,
about of musical comedies, which weren’t
comedy-melodrama
The
Pieces produced
year.
this
WA'VES at an -aii-sea rescue base given
here also may be sent on a fourinvolved a production cost of $49,

$23,451.75 during a fiveweek tryout in New Haven, Boston
and Philly, and dropped $19,149.10
more on its 12-performance, run at
Closing exthe Lyceum, N, Y.
pense added a final $5,437.34 to
talized at $36,000, with provision
Paid
Another
Divvy
deficit.
the
the
proHowever,
for an overcall.
Venture was financed at $75,000,
ducer elected to pay the $2,695.01
Another -dividend of $90,000 h^s
deficit himself.
been paid by "Guys and Dolls,” plus 20% overcall, so the producThe drama involved a production bringing the total distributed profit ® r s had to make good the $7,985.27
cost of $27,027.17, had an operating to $808,191.81 thus far ort the Cy overage.
loss of $4,452.62 on its 79-perform- Feuer-Emest H. Martin ptoducance run at the Booth, N. Y. r plus tion.
With the total -net return
A1 FrCSCO
J-l" 5 to
$6,075 for extra advertising and on the two companies now averagL^ftd 111 Fltt S
$1,140.22 closing expense, less $2,- ing around $21,000 a week, It’s exooo revehue for the stock and ama- pectcd that the distribution will
Pittsburgh, May 6,
jeur rights,
top the $1,000,000 mark some time
Although Pittsburgh, won’t see
June, after approximately a year R Usse ii Nype in "Call Me Madam”
when that show comes to the
THomaxville
C.) Show, and a half of operation.
As of April- 26, the original pro- Nixon the week of June 2, with
Greensboro, N. C., May 6.
total
of
$3,- Elaine Stritch in -the Ethel Mera
grossed
had
duction
planning
a
Thomasvitte, N. C.,
at man role, the town will get a load
pageant as part of the towns cen- 279,851.40 in its 75-week run
the of the young, leading man later in
tenmal celebration Sept. 14-20d has the 46th Street, N. Y., and
profits on both com- the season. He’s just been signed
rejected the idea of leaving the total operating
$1,324,536.07. by the summer opera company for
staging to amateurs and has signed panies had reached
Broadway company is going the original Kenny Baker part in
a contract with John B. Rogers The
along to standee-limit business, "One Touch of Venus” at the Pitt
Co., Sestona, O., to write and pro
with an unvarying gross of $44,400 Stadium. Nype will be co-starred
duce the spectacle.
edition, in the musical, being presented
Cost of pageant, which will have a week, while the touring
11th week at the here outdoors for the first tune,
cast of about 500, is estimated at currently in its
Chicago, has been con- with Kyle MacDonnell and Dick
$4,500, including furnishing of 350 Shubert,
Smart.
sistently topping $50,000.
by contracting firm.

inomarriue (N

Coi*

.Besides the regular $225,000 financing, producer Hayward also
accom- spent, approximately $5O;0OO of hit
faces,

:

'

dnlUnlUl AUteS
or»n

grejater/and

reduced.

(

can go on to make good
money under my system. On the
other hand, when a play dies un
to this ’system, everyone concerned will know that if deserved
Howard Goodkind
di e
.

is

Is

Own

Hayward’s

,

"

!

.

ances

”

net

the operating nut

the customers were admitthey filed in with hostility

In fact* Farrell
vious ventures.
issued a ^statement early last' week
to the effect that "although wishing Ben Segal, his general manager,’ the best of luck” in the production, he "has no financial .interest whatsoever in the musical
Segal
in any- shape or manner.”
has since resigned as g.m.
include
Usted backers of “Sing”
Mrs. Don Walker, wife of the' musical arranger, $500; owners of the worth While#
Shubert, N. H., of which Segal is
House is managed by Albert
Paul Rosen and Albert Lewis on a 20general .manager,
$1,000;
Newman; of the Yale Drama week summer deal.
School faculty, $500; orchestra
leader Meyer Davis, representing
a syndicate, $2,000; William Nolan,
head of Nolan scenic' construction

Drama

n

ual, so the total

When

.

.

.

•

U

view of ^he skyrocketing costs of
production, very few .producers
"Of The. X Sing,” Chandler
can take this .enormous gamble. Cowles-Ben Segal revival of the
Unless they feel certain that them

+Vlo i„

.

.

i

Under the plan now in' opera^on, a very few men have the
powep to m e or break a play. In

h

Crouse, played 644 .perforpiances atitfie Iihperlal/ N. Y., earning; a pfofit of ‘about. $550,000 on
In Snafued Stock
its $275;000 investment.
Stitt to.
'Newark, N. J., Mlay ficome. is $25,000 pf the show’s 40%
Showmanship triumphed over share of the $250, poo ' film sales*
circumstances in the reopening of plus returns from 'the click. London
the Maplewood \N. J.) Theatre edition.
/
/.
Saturday (3) as a le^it house' after
The "Madam” financial setup ia
years as a filmer. Opening of- unique: The entire $200,000 otlg-i
fering was Elmer Rice's "Dream
Inal capital, plus $25,000 overcall,
Girl,” a large assignment" for stock
was supplied by RCA, which gets
technicians.
proved ‘pretty 35% of the profits, instead of the
It
tough for the Maplewood Crew, and hacker’s customary 50%. Th® lowas a result, the opening-night audi- er split of the net is theoretically
ence of 400 was kept standing in offset, however, by' the' fact .that
the streets until almost half an the author-director-star percenthour beyond curtain time, 8:80 ages of the gross are less than us-

Bow

.

album.

•

.

?* eser* review situation fn the

,

the s

book by Howard Lindsay and Rus-

Aisd,. she’s fig?

from the Decca 'record

.

sel'

have taken a healthy,

to.

payoff

Here very briefly, is the plan I
have devised which should, I beBeve h e ip a g reat deal to balance

plays,

th

in.

N w york

,

ytAmx

Edit0 ,(

Aired

losers,

duction of the musical comedy
with songs by. Irving .Berlin and

Jersey Crowd Soothed

r

SnnnlMiuMrf to Critics

(

Bert Con-

V

,

profits to date.

14,

were "To Be Continued,” a.
way .will .direct the production,
revival of "Much Ado Abouf NothCurrent production Is "Room ing,” "Hook
Ladder” and "The
Service,” which will close its local Victim.”' "Madam” went on tbitty
run May 12.
the others to the warehouse
’Madam,” Leland HayWard**; pro-

•

Committee Urged As

-iff
Tennee;

Ws

of

the

paints

f
moral
Americans sonmwhere
d

hat e

•

May

opening here on

10%

this

,

Ethel Shutta will -’play, the lead five, of the folderoos the week Bein the Playhouse Theatre
fore ended in the red* Last week’*
presentation of "20th Century,” other
four closings; alt quick coin

40%

formance of Marc BUtzstein’s adapof Kurt Weill’s "Three

"Throughout the 1051 season on
Broadway, the cfentre of Americaij

Moreover,

For the second stanza in succes.Broadway had five cioslnfi
last week. However, one of the departures, "Call Me Madam/ wan
a boxoffice bonanza, whereat all
sion,

role

will include the show’s
share of the $250,000 picture sale and the returns from
the smash London edition.
Thus far, the singer-comedienne has received ?s% of the
gross on the legit run, or
$338,474 on the total gross of
$4,188,546.50 for the 85-week;
run (including the four-week
tryout tour) and approximated
ly $55,000 as her shqre of Hie
slice

has been picked tation

by

4-

Shutta Set for Lend In
Houston ^Oth Century*
Houston, May 6,

Mesta-like
ambassadress, in
the^ 20th-Fox film version of
the musical.
Further, she’ll
continue to get 10% of the
profits from the original legit
production, .which has been
averaging about $10,000 a

Leonard Bernstein's new opera,

official TJ. S,
monitors and says -in

out ‘Of the ether

star of "Call
after tfie
current

four-week engagement in
Washington, will presumably
continue to: clean up on the
show for some time to come.
First of all, she will be paid
$125,000 for repeating her
characterisation of the’ Ferle

Broadway theatre has gone to Bernstein, BHtzstein
Russian propa-

nieces, according to

Madam

Me

draws as
Madam’'

Washington,

Mint

Merman, who with-

Ethel

IS

i

antee.”

•

ottensiye hat indoipltdih English
professor whose innocent plan to
famous farewell letter of
Bartholomew VanSettf precipitates
rfead the

Ot Th«^lSlmg

Six months have .passed' since f^y
blew up? in the faces
eMUithor Nug®nt pyes^*>1610 ^ 500 Cout .agels at a *ost of mor* ^t^^^'juidlnaiSnnc
>««»*“
the
vongs
In
w
j*-**^«*“^ «£t the”
Am«« tea rfamfeut
J
of salvgtfng anything from the show. Emericor® are "Winwell-rememb*red score
well-remembared
JfwmSS SJifT Andltob- is absolutely no chance
comnrittee hasn't eve4 been able to si^ape^p enough
tergreen for President/ “Love Is
coin to finance an audit of the operation. Bights to, the title pow have
Sweeping the Country/’" “Of Thee I American
dve
ijves *
a powerpvw.
naiipaea, Kiyca
c.atw«
Viiifiiwn'K Arte5ean°halfback
t. i n.n« Nriwi
**.

Donald
BojWd
3

KS
'.^v
S&Jftfe
t3SS?% Safes book
^org* *>
s
by George
hwK
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UnCllOIV VA »uua»vw
scene.), . with
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by

whitting
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Jac)

Son;
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F.
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and

Fost®*
Forfar

»**> Riinofi,

-

Lonore Lo»«rg»n,

_

WPS nrTrWVtT^Va ISro mil have

The Albert Johnson
•

pace.

c<

reggy
Levine;
Section
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Even if it were a lot better, “The Miss Coburn found two old asso- has returned from a tour of South
Victim” would be a dubious box- elates at the Pitt Playhouse work- Africa,
Eleanor ‘Harvey, assistant genoffice bet* But since it isn’t even ing on the original Richard Geh-
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Amanda Randolph
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Gene Tierney
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Carson team for an Old fashioned Wally Myers
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n not
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southern belle
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Theorizing aside,
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cally inadequate.
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entertain"‘’gives a professional touch -to sev- ment, but a play whqse secondary
eral small character parts. There plea for freedom of thought has
is some brief, lively dancing by a new and vital urgency.
Even
Joan Mann and Jonathan Lucas its good-natured ribbing of feeble(played in the original by June witted college athletes and footOlbea and George Murphy). And ball-mad graduates has added
generally effective character parts point against the background of
are also played by Lorlng Smith, recent sports scandals.
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nal role of the French ambassador), of a show, triumphantly presented.
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Managing director Jack Reed of

season
Howard Morton, who
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appeared in stock productions at
the Playhouse in Albany the past
season, will join the strawhat company at Arden, Del. He has filled
many radio and television dates in
New York.
“Thanksgiving Day/' new play
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for adaptation for a video oneAt any rate, this Of Thee lbing
Tuesday night (29) shot.
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muen after one performance.)
revival never seems to gather ^nuen
Adapted from a novel by Saul
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momentum. and in the book-mired
Bellow, the play is a rather opaque
second half steadily slows down
Tfi* 'Mala Animal
study, of how a weak failure
to a standstill at the finale. Al(T .
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Paul Hartman, such
Murth* Scott fensive attitude toward it. but the
Kuiott Nugent, idea? remain obscure and even the
dental comedy interludes as the Tommy Turner
;N^cy Nu,ent
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antic screened election, returns, a
har; ctefs laU to emerge clearly.
it;
couple of slapstick dance numbers D, an Damon.. .......... Hkniweii Hobbes
In the title part, Elliott SulliJohn Gerstad van Is
and an occasional mirthful line. Micbaei Barno*
Restrained as to be pracBut by contemporary standards
tically mute.
Lloyd Gough is exKeller
the George S. Kaufman-Morrie
......Matt Brigg* pertly insidious as the failure, a
Kegin* Wallace psychopathic creep. In the secondByskind book, long regarded as a hurtle Ke^er^
now seems /tinted and
classic
fiSffij ary parts. Anhe Hegira IS believpainfully thin; the George Gershable as a frantic mother, Lou Gilwin score, for all ite melodic apjf the current revival of '"‘Pal bert registers as a gabby neighbor,
6
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enUUed
Y. Salem -Ludwig has dhnensioiL as
'to the
la?ks drive
d? ve and Drama
fhe
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whole show lacks
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friend and^^^^^^^^
Critics Circle award as the
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best musical of this season, then Gregor Gibb is acceptable in the
Amazingly, considering the show s this City Center edition of “Male underwritten remaining role.
George Auerbach’s staging is
iUustrious history, there’s little im- Animal'' is the best straight play.
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pressiye singing
Fo r At.
Thurber-Elliott understated, but Leo Kerz has crethis James
except for the two dance clicks, Nugent comedy about the battle ated uncanny scenic atmosphere
the comedy is the sort of political 0f the sexes, football mania and with skimpy materials and. fine
kidding that has become a hack- academic freedom actually seems lighting. Incidentally, this is the
neyed trademark of second-rate funnier, more touching and vastly second of two productions (first
Orginally it was more pertinent than when it first was “Dark Legend,” a quick fold)
radio gagmen.
bright and amusing, no doubt, but scored a Broadway smash in 1940. by this new management at this
endless imitation -.has made it deIt’s a boxoffice natural all over tiny (299 seats) house just off the
pressing, no- matter how the topical again.
Earlier, in the season the edge of the Times Square area,
references may have been revised, snow would have been a candidate
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(Closed
Saturday night
(3)
Carson and Hartman make a for transferral to Times Square for
heroic effort to get the show off a commercial run, but it's prob- after three performances ).
the ground and* keep it. moving, ably too late now, even if the stars
As the brash John P. Wintergreen, were available.
About Nothing
Perhaps the dismal quality of -Luther Greene (in auwocUtion with
who is elected President on a platT ,hB? an) rreaentation of comedy
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drama tour of

Players,

Inc.,

ANTA

Group on Coast
precedent to he followed, by such
Professional committee will *be
organization 8 88 Equity, .ANTA,
Pentagon
to
formed
Coast by ANTA to
on
the
according
etc.,
~
revitalize legit in the area. Mel
sources.
10
*of
Ferrer probably will head the
Drama group, composed
men and three women, and head- group and chair a., local committee
ed by Esther Gilbert; V. Hartke, fin. -Los Angeles, which will evenhead of Catholic U.’s school of tually produce a series of plays
speech and drama, returned rer Which could be toured in the West,
Kenneth Macgowan, now ANTA
cently- after a -six-week trek of
Japan and Korea. Group, which chairman on the Coast, will step
troops
in
down from Die post in order to
played to about- 20,000
24 performances, gave an informal permit, the committee to stress the
report at a press luncheon -here. professional aspect of ANTA’s acPresent at the lunch was a De- tivities, but will rep the educationfense Dept rep, who delivered a aT field oh the committee. Coast
message of appreciation and kudos [group also plans a drive to recruit
from Army Secretary Prank Pace. more members .and help ANTA
University Players, an incorpo- reach a national total of 2,500, so
rated professional troupe, made that the new bylaws can be put
the trek as volunteers under' an into, effect,
experiment by th« professional entertainment branch, of -the Armed
Forces, to test reception of the 'Death Knell' to Concerts
classics by men in uniform over•
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and Sheridan’s "School for Wives.”
Bureaus, Artists Blamed
Playing to audiences ranging from
300 to 1,500, in every case capacity
Duluth,
for playing space, and in many Editor, Vamety:
cases to men and women who had
My business Is sponsoring outnever seen a live show, reaction standing artists and attractions
was reported consistently enthusi- hereabouts. In addition to Duluth
astic.
and Hibbing, we also take* our
Official reports' from C.O.’s in attractions into another half-dozen
each area covered carry rave communities whose population
Comments included such averages about *14,000 per tbwn.
notices.
as
superlatives
and
'"superb,*'
I am writing to air a gripe which
"finest of this type to perform I feel should be called to the attenhere,” plus requests for more of tion of the entire trade. This gripe
the same.
is one I have been hammering the
Indications .are that the troupe past four years (ever since I started
will make further treks to other in' business) to the various concert
areas, on the same' basis, with the agencies, artists themselves, and
military supplying* transportation whomever else would lend an ear.
and per diem ($3 per day) sup- This gripe concerns lightening an
*
They're too
port.
program.artist's
heavy, in the main, for popular
seas.

,

tastes.

Amer. Legion

In

about

It’s

time

artists of stature

Pre-B’way D.C. Stand
Washington,.

May

C. American Legion,
which recently picketed a motion
picture theatre, spread its activities to a legit house last night (5).
It picketed the
Gayety Theatre
where the N. Y. City Theatre Co.
opened a one-week stand or a re-

vival of ^’Tovarich,”

prior to its
run.
Last night's picketing was aimed
at Uta Hagen and Luther Adler,
although only Miss Hagen’s naime
.was mentioned in the signs carried
up and down before the theatre
by three /Legionnaires,
While
‘

woke up

grams which the majority
using.

6.

The D.

New York

concert

that

to the.

fact that they are tolling the death
knell of the recital business by
sticking to out-dated styles of pro-

Hagen-Adler Tovarich’

’

others looked on.

Signs read, "Not a Strike, But a
Demonstration- for Americanism”
add "Uta Hagen HaS a Record of
Supporting ‘Communist Fronts.”
In a

statement this afternoon,
William J. Holliman, Commander
of the American Legion, District
of Columbia Dept., said: “Both
Uta Hagen and Luther Adler, who
play the leading roles, have been
cited by the House Un-American

Committee for their
membership in Communist sup-

Activities

porting organizations.”

A few weeks ago, the Americanism Committee of the D. C. Legion
picketed
the
Ontario
Theatre

insist

on

-

•

We hooked Nelson Eddy here
recently, one of- the most- personable artists we’ve ever presented,
both offstage and on. This is not
a criticism of Eddy, but rather of
the archaic recital system which
he represents;- The system is obsolete because it demands of an
artist that he present the same
program to every town in which
he appears.
My contention is that an artist
must be willing Ao adapt his program to the type of audience before
which, he is appearing. Who will
decide what type of audience he
Is the
will' find in each town?

run.

sentatives

came down

off

gram should be flexible because I
know that while Eddy's, program,
for example, was too heavy for
and Hibbing* it met with
Repertory Legit Idea Duluth
almost unanimous approval at

Margo Jones Molls Spread
May

Ishpeming* Mich., just 275 miles
Jay' Lufye.
Margo Jones’ plan to extend her away.
professional repertory theatre policy to other communities may take
Dallas,

6.

Shows

in Rehearsal
concrete form this summer.
The
extension of activity will be in ad( Musical )
Keys: P (Play) t
dition to her planning for the
"First Lady” <P)—N. Y. C, Theaseventh season here of Dallas The- tre Co., prod.; David Alexander,
atre '52 next year,
dir.; .Helen Gahagan, Edna Best,

M

Jonathan Seymour, formerly on stars.
“Forgy and Bess” (M) Blevins
the Jones directorial staff, is curDavis, Robert Breen, prods; Breen,
re/tly here to
discuss the matter dir.
-With Miss Jones. The groups would
"Sunday Breakfast” (P)—ANTA,

—

operate

under her managing directorship, each with its own professional company, performing new
scripts and classics
as here.

Richard Krakeur-Fred FinkleHaving apparently ironed out a hotfe production,, a Broadway hitr
situation- with Actors Equity on last season, is. being booked for
the proposition, Leonard SiUm*n further touring next fall, opening
and Walter P, Chrysler/ Jr., have immediately after Labor Day for
announced the formation of a new a two-week stand In Detroit, then
talent agency, Entertainment Man- going directly to Chicago for an
It’s not decided
agement Corp. Sillman is presi- extended run.
dent, Chrysler is executive VJce- whether any of the present oast
prez and Hyman I. Bucher, an at- will be available for next season.
Current tour ran two months.
torney, is secretary.
The hitch 'with Equity reportedly stemmed from the fact that
some of the talent signed by the Sheltonos Sets
new agency is to appear in “New
Faces of 1952,” latest series of

Am

Sillman’s intimate reviews.

The

producer
apparently
convinced
Union officials that no pressure
was involved In signing the cast

members

to

management

Up

12-Week Ontario

London, Out,, May 8.
Lineup for the 12-week Shelton.

con-

tracts.

summer season
chairman of
major backer was announced by H. Ken Baskthe Grand Theaof “New Faces/ having an invests ette, manager of
ment of at. least $58,750. Bucher tre, following Conversations with
and Ruth Amos in
is also involved in the financing of Hall Shelton
the show, being the designee for New York,
members of the Barber steamship
A new link- between the Niagara
family, who have invested; at least Falls Summer Theatre and the
$23,000. The revue, currently try- Shclton-Amos Flayers season here
ing out in Philly, is due May 18 was revealed at the same time.
Chrysler,

Amos

boprd

here

Players

•

Chrysler Motors,

is

a

of the S-A
Baskette,
group in previous years, will also
manage the Niagara season. .There
may be an exchange of leads at
times.

manager

at the Royale, N, Y.

NO SEGAL SUB MAPPED
FOR FARRELL'S SETUP

Miss Amos, who rarely missed
Anthony B. Farrell' does not more than two weeks in any preany replacement for Ben vious season, will be guest star this
Segal, who resigned last week' as summer, between appearances with
The Indus- other theatre groups, She is schedhis general manager.
trialist
and theatre owner-pro- uled for one week with the Niagara
ducer intends to 'manage hls' legit Falls troupe, three weeks with the
activities personally, with his pro- Salt Creek Theatre, Highland Park,
duction secretary, Dorothy Hub- 111., and three weeks in June at
plan

prod.; Stella Adler, dir.

—

"Wish Yon Were Here” (M)
Leland Hayward, prod.;' Joshua
Logan,

dir.

Although there may be fewer
shows on Broadway this summer
than In many years, Indications
are that there will be a record inof visitors and a resultant
in business.. Advance hotel
bookings, plus a number of large
conventions scheduled and prospects pf unprecedented volume of

flux

boom

tourists

or planing from
are figured omens of a

sailing

New York

likely legit hypo.

•

During May. and June? before
the annual inflqg of Sightseeing
vacationers arrives In town, there
are 119 conventions and ’meeting*
scheduled* for New York, Accord-*
Ing to the N. Y.. Convention
Visitors Bureau, these gatherings,
will bring an estimated attendance
of 64,700 out-ofrtowrier*.
During July, conclave* of such,
organizations as the American Library Assn. (6i,000 delegates), Elk*
(10,000 visitirig delegates), and the
National Assn, of Music Merchants
(5,000 visiting delegates) should
also stimulate legit trade.
The;
American Legion convention, the

&

week in August, is expected to*
bring 100,000 members and, families, with an attendance of several?
times that many visitors from.'
nearby cities the day of th* Legion parade.
Theatre managers arid treasurer* are inclined to minimize, the
beneficial effect, of Legionnaire
trade on the b.o.
in Some in-,
stances in the past “the -huge veterans' organization Influx- is even
claimed to have hurt legit attendance, since relatively few of the
Legion members appeared to go
to the theatre, but while patronise
ing niterie* and less^ expensive
restaurants, used hotel accommodations
that playgoing- out-of(Continued on page 60)
last

.

*

1

l

Power, Wilfiasts Readings,
Opera,

Ballet,

In Philly

Concerts

Fornm Season

Philadelphia, May 6.
Prompted by the sellout success
of the First Drama Quartet earlier
this year, the Philadelphia. Fbrunt

has hooked two concert readings—
Tyrpne Power heading a Hollywood
group in a reading of Stephen
Vincent Benet's "John Brown’s
Body,” and Emlyn Williams in
ner, in charge of his office in the Worcester, Mass.
Hellinger Theatre, N, Y,
Opening play pf the season here, Charles Dickens monologs for
Robert MacArthur, general man- starting July 7, will be "Yes,. My the 1952-53 seasonJh the Academy
of Music.
ager of the Ramsey Chain Co., Darling Daughter.”
William K. Huff, executive diwhich Farrell owns, recently Rad a
Bruce Brighton will return with rector of the Forum, announces a
heart attack and will be out of ac- the company as director with oc-

—

•

So, for the im- casional acting appearances.
tion Indefinitely.
His
mediate future, Farrell must di- wife, Laura Lee, will continue as
vide* his time between Albany,
ingenue. His riew play, “Be Quiet,
where the business is located* and
Love,” might be given a showhis home and theatre interest* in
performance here. Shelton

My

case

their

high horses and admitted that they
are completely out of touch with
the American musical scene, except for the now-and-then visits
they make to the major musical
The only person in a
centres.)
position to judge the type of program to be presented before a
particular type of audience is- the
He knows
impresario himself.
many (sometimes even the vast

of say-so.

.

(16-17).

,

I maintain that an artist’s pro-

Of

Week

.

,

New- York.
may also make a couple of stage
Meanwhile, Chandler Cowles and appearances.
Segal, whose “Of Thee I Sing” reartist in a position to make this
Roy Irving may be borrowed by
decision? Absolutely not. Is the- vival opened Monday night (5> at the London group from Niagara
concert agency in a .position to the Ziegfeld, N. Y., win move for one week,'' Others engaged are
make this decision?’ Emphatically their offices May* 31 from the Bel- John Fletcher, Pauline Drake, Conlinger to new quarters to be
not. (It’s about time that the New
stance Dix, Wyatt Cooper, Dan
York and Chicago artists’ repre- selected.
Slate, Sheppard Kerman -and Mil-

where “Death of a Salesman” was majority) of them personally. He
given its Washington preera. ' Le knows their tastes. Besides that,
gion indicated that it would picket he foots the bill and pays the
Tovarich” for the entire week of freight. He should have some right
its

tomorrow
here
nignt (Wed,), as a- showcase offering for possible nitery dates.
Show, tagged “Strictly Informal,”
is a two-hour offering by George
‘State’ Closing Tour Next
Tibbies and Ramey Idris*, with
special material by Jerry Seelen
Alter 2-Month Run
and Phil Shuken.; Players -Ring
"Affairs of State,” Louis VerTheatre will present It for- a sperteuil
comedy currently at the
cial lfl-day run.
If it meets genone
eral acceptance here, It Will be of- Hanna, Cleveland, will play
before shuttering for
more
week
fered as a package for niteries.
the season. With t H*iia Stoddard
in the starring role played originally by Celeste Holm and then
by June Havoc, the show goes to
the Erlanger, Buffalo, next Monday-Thursday (12-15), and then the
Auditorium, Rochester, for the season finale Friday and Saturday
...

.

profes-

Catbosional repertory troupe of
is likely to set a
fic U. alumni,

.

&

Intimate revue will be

worid-preemed

varied roster for next season's 12
events.

is Ted
Dance
he followed

Opening attraction

Shawn's

Jacob’s- Pillow
Oqt. 29, to

Festival,

by the Danish State Orchestra, with
Erik Tuxen and Eugene Ormandy
conducting, Nov. 24, and Charles
Wagner's Opera Co., in "Carmen,”
with Lydia Ibarrondo and Albert
Dehaye starred-, Nov. 28.
Other events and their dates include: Power and group, Dec. 18:
Fred Waring’s "Festival of Song,”
1

Jan, 5; Boston Symphony OrchesCharles Munch conducting,
tra,
Listed as a possibility for pro- Jan, 15; Gershwin Concert Orduction is Truman. Capote’s “The chestra, Jan. 26; Ballet Russe deGrass Harp”' which would star Ger- Monte Carlo, Feb. D; Williams,
trude Flynn.
Other productions Feb, 26; the Dublin Players, under
pencilled so far are “Three-Cor- Eddie Dowling, March 12; Littlenered Moon,”- “Petticoat Fever,” Orchestra Society, with the French
“Over Twenty-one/" “This Thing pianist, Monique de la BrucholCalled Love,” "John Loves Mary,” lerie, March 25, and' Ballet Theatre,
"January Thaw,” “Personal Ap- April 13.
pearance,” "Made in Heaven,”
"Philadelphia .Story” and "Traveler’s Joy.”
Mitchell, Bainter Set
Ted Sheraton will continue as
stage manager.
For Strawhat Tryout

dred Baker.

Mowbray

Casts Air Force

Jet Plane Play on Coast

May

Hollywood,

8.

Alan. Mowbray begins casting J;o(Tues.) for “Flameoiit,” jet
plane play which he wrote and will
direct for the Air Force.' Total of
30 Air Force servicemen have been,
flown here from all parts of the
country, and Mowbray will select
a cast of 12 and three understudies
this week. Rehearsals get under
way next week.
Cast is made up of professionals
now in service. They’ll tour Air
Force bases with the one-setter,
and the play may go to Broadway
next season as the first Air Force
venture into straight play produc
tion. Mowbray will receive no compensation for either writing or directing, unless the play goes to
New York. In 'the event of a pic
sale, the Air Force will participate
in the price.

day

•

Better Part of Valor
Hart,
Bernard
Producer
whose last Broadway show was
his brother Moss Hart's “Light

Up

the Sky,” presented in
1948-49 In partnership with

Joseph Hyman, says he

hasa

fool-proof policy.
“As long as you don’t do
I!
anything, they can’t pan you.”

Albany,

All-Bali

Prepped for UJ5.

May

6.

Mitchell and Fay Bainter will play the leads in "The
Hemlock Cup,” a comedy by actor

Thomas

Dance Troupe

Bow

Edward Hunt, which Courtney
Burr Is scheduled to produce in
the late summer. Hunt appeared
at the Playhouse here for weekend
performances of "Light Up . the
America
first
visit
to
tions for the
Sky”’ to aid the stock theatre’s
of a troupe of all-Balinese dancers fund drive.
and musicians. Indonesian governThe opus, on which Hunt has
ment invited Schang to see the been working for two years, tells
dancers perform in their native of a high-school teacher who
surrounding*.
shocks the town with a* book hi
Columbia will book the dancers writes to prove his points about
and a complete native gamelan education. Mitchell will portray
orchestra, beginning with a four- the teacher* Mis* Bainter, the
Burr probably will preweek engagement in New York in wife.
Indonesian govern- miere the comedy at an eastern
September.
Broadway
ment is bankrolling troupe’s trans- strawhat in August.
portation by air from Bali to New presentation I* * tentatively slated
York, With Coluffibia financing for September. Hunt will nob* act
in his brainchild.
them while in America.

Frederick C. Schang, Jr., president of Columbia Artists Mgt.,
planed jto Paris Saturday (3) en
route to Bali, to complete negotia-

'

'

A

—

*

j

1

May

1952

pUr the
Tf7 ,

young 'rqmahtic pair, slit
h# very hand«
fpmrtk* MeMiWf-,, Cooper in highly amusing In the broadly farcical
Continued

in the charming, melodic Scotch

•!

Ntew

“Nanty Buts Her Hair Up.
Virginia Do Luce, a ;dudous dish,

With Cotsworth, Kirkland

piece,

Philadelphia, May % „
Leonard SUIltt»«n
who wanders* repeatedly before
two M«t
song,
Robert rn-fSilSSn
Carroll,
June
l*r,
2?rk^i v^' the curtain trying to sing ahaving
Conroy, Virginia D«L\ic«, Micha*ll>*(but is always cut short by
Gr.)1»m,
]R0nny
Gho.tley,
SlScJf AUc/
•to announce, the Iiext number; PaLiUtntft Cirol ljiwi;trtc<». ?*ul
HapUhetMe, ? Carol Nelson
•tricla
taa in
Mulllkln, Carol N*l*o®* R<»<^(rfr\aty
^m“d* ^»t>4 and Carol Lawrence are also able
O'Bftilly and Jlnuny Ru«»ell»
Arthur on the distatt side,
music by Graham. Mliu Cat^U*
Sheldon ttarnlck *nd Micnaei
fileyal.
Among the men, in addition to
Brown; sketches by Gr»h*rn»
Production de- ;he versatile Graham, there ig pintVries and Melvin Brook*.
Robert Clary, a young
sized
by
staged,
and
vised
Weh»r4'P»r»t»w, Frenchman, Who. shines with the
choreography,
aon;
w
and has a couoldie, “Alouctte
ones. Good
new v,.v»v>~'~ too
good nee
of ruuu
ple
pie ujl
are Paul Lyade.’BlU Mulllkta, Joe
t
1V4 A Allen
All on Conroy,
rinnrnv
Lautner and
Songs, in addition to those men*special men-,
deserve
Decidedly on the credit- side of tioned, which
a
,

—

.

'

.

the ledger and with only some
necessary but not - too - difficult
pruning, re-arrangement and sharpening to he done, “New Faces of
1952” comes along to give Philly
a happy ending to a pretty dreary
season, Just about a ye Av, ago, another revue, “Two on the Aisle,
tried out here and, went on to win
favorable Broadway notices. This
one is a generally superior production oft most counts, and should ao
at least as well as “Aisle.

nd
^^'>7a?tvhf''l
ityle, and

AlUahco produotioa of Shak****>ar* concert rttifiaf lit’ two acts. ^Diroptod by

Jama* Kirk Merrick} .sound •SocU ^y.
Will* H«u**,. At PUy* A PUy*r«.Phlla-

»,*SZ.V

del phi*. April
Pir#t witch

Margaret Anau*

Fall.

‘

&n.1wn
Macbeth.

cVrmt^u M»nnin*

1

^
.*

vi'mee* ki rk °it «• rkk

MkcduS
Sog

Ol IttCttUR

pr^ma
«rbv<»d

h

wm a boxoffl« for th™^
?h"".
«u

to

be expected that the

would be

little

theatres

on the band wagon

first

for this simplified form of play
Elimination* of' cosIt’s an in- production.
they’re a top asset.
and
timate-revue. but often done in tumes, Scenery, scene changing
places the whole
movement,
even
lush Ziegf eld style. Thomas- Becht
modem drama
er's costuming, especially his black classical ana
range of the little
and . whites for the girls, are about
as tasteful and stunning as any groups
and the
James .Kirk
seen here in some seasons.
The whole show is a tasteful, ar~ dra ma .committee of -the Philadelr
exenter-?
been
have
tlstic and yet unmistakably
p^ia Art Alliance
^
The fine, artistic hand of John taining affair.
+Waters.
perlmenUng with b.re-St«*. pre- r
V
Murray Anderson is seen: everynotably
time/
some
Suctions for
4l
where in the show, several numrrVitf*
TTnMn^eted Gucst^ coupled
bers, in fact, being reminiscent mf
with “The gowning Version/' and
Boston, May 2.
apme of bis top effects in .his
prosentjitipn of Don .Totheroh's /‘Fools in the ForCo.
Th**tr#
Bx-nttU
•'Greenwich Village Follies,
drama, fti three act* by «eprae Bernard esf,” all this season.. Merrick heard
Straight, Philip
On the whole, however, New Shaw, feature* Beatrice rater
Cook.on Staats Cotaworth'and Muriel KirkBold,
Faces” is Of the “little show” va- Bourneuf; r.ranco*
Directed by b«.u Langton. set*. Bobett land in a reading Of “Macbeth” at
riety, which means that, with~ the
“
W.;sdfai«gn<i <auh„toa^y«*
dance
and
vocal
fed
•lisual number of
and asked the two actors to. come
Cambridge; Mih./ May a. '5S.
lost' of its
interluaes, it spends most
Captain shotover
to Philadelphia to give it with
satirizintf
satirizing
or
lampooning
time
Mu*abyi::.; .J»*»tTice straight more of a production.
peter Cook»on
either current fads, foibles or Hector Hu«habye....
,Ptanc«* Keid,
ABadne^ utterword
The Art. Allien c.e production
_
trends in fiction and stage' shows,
Stayed strictly hi the concert readIn this last respect, “New. Faces”
.Bari Moni|omery ing category, employing script
returns to a -feature of such oldies Maxzlni Dunn
Bokert Tletcher stands and mikes apd Itist /enough
as the Cohan revues and some of Randan utterword.,...

-

m
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immediate

Merrick

•

*
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Heartbreak Reuse
•

•

I

I

M^SSK
jw*

:

‘

'

.

I
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Show" but

“Heartbreak

WUfa.

movement

^

is nothing outmoded about
Leonard Billman's new show; it is

there

‘

«.

chan**

/and
w
1
the several other cast
in ‘^am'Mtt tlu next

The King

few weeks
plIco

Bichard- Eastham

as

male

(ST,

ansi X
JAMES, N.Y.)

A

lead,>Ith co-star bffling.

year’* rpn and several imporAlthough Miss Merman will no ant cast changes have altered
longer be In the show, she will some of the. values of “King and
continue to get her 10% -share of I,” hut have not .lessened the overthe profits, including the return all quality pf the Richard Rodgersthe picture, rights, London Qscab Haihmerstein 2d show as
f
prodtlc ti 0 n, etc. Others sharing in superb entertainment. Still the top-'
Broadway ticket, it looks
the profits are Berlin, 15%; Ltnd- demand
continue s q Indefinitely, with
each;' stager set to
Crouse,
gay
Celeste Holm’s scheduled substituHayand
Abbott,
4%,
George
tion for Gertrude Lawrence as stay
ward, 21%. While In the cast, this summer not likely to impair
Miss Merman gets 8% of the gross. Its impact;
r0 ”’
BetWs roy.lg
Since the material loses none of
its ljistre on repeated hearing, the
ftnd' Abbott ((cts lVi/o. Neither variables in,- “King and I” tend to
Miss Strltch nor Smith will r«-* be iii performance. In general, the
portedly be on percentage,
level remains remarkably high in
167G Doaa on Four
the case of both individuals and
The other four closings last week Ensembles, even including the moprepresented an aggregate loss of pets playing the' Siamese* ruler's
children, bliss Lawrence’s singing is
about »167,0«0 with little
pec t of any future return, Con- now spotty, with some painful flatparticularly in the slower
t inued” Guthrie McClintic's pro- ting/
tipued,”
she-, is still giving a
duction of a William Marchant -songs,- but
comedy-drama, played 13 perform- vigorous, authoritative, believable
dramatic performcharming
and
ances at' the Booth; N. Y., dropance, Even vocally she- successping its entire $45,000 investment. fully puts over such lively numbers
Much Ado,” Luther Greene re- as “Getting to Know You” and
Ai- “Shall I Tell You' What I Think
Fustrel aPd Melville Cooper, pf You?”
;
,
. J
fn1ir Twrformanees at the

^

•

7^%

’

Mg-

-

.

.

,

wWgg
Principal v^o^ln*

forward to the stands.
Bernard lighting Use was- spots encircling

House ”

Dogberry, the malapropish
Barry Macollum Is an,

constable.

'

First

,t

Asleep,

role. xof

,

Among

Ever'
wtvl since, the
77~

“Don"t
Dont there

In this case if wouldn't be fair
to dismiss, the sets and costumes
This time
as just another asset,

H

'

DfiMt Cpmmlttoa

>

•

par*

last

:

Philadelphia, Ai
of MilUdnipwt

revufc hl

‘

h«a

three years by Marcus amustag Verges, and Jay Bobinsod
Holman, who refused to alteif its gnd Cart Harbotd a capable pair
of villains,
Peggy Nelson and
racial exclusion rule.
For the four-week Washington fUimonda OrSelll, as two ladies-inengagement, Ethel Merman con- Waiting, are highly decorative and
strong assists,
tinues as star, but. then exits to
Biit the overall effect, somehow,
the role
go to the Coast to repeat
'
is that of an. overproduced, overthe ladv ambassador ltt the played trifle, a
little tiresome and
muslthe
20th-Fox him edition of
hard to take,
Bron.
cal. She will be succeeded. by. (Closed Saturday (3) after
four
Elaine stritch, who has been her
performances.)
understudy, while at the same time
in « *«•*«««< *
*•
tured spot in the revival of Pal
the Broadhhrst, "N, Y
joey,"
the

.

,

Yul Brynher has grown

in the

part of the king. He still catches
the disarmingly boyish arrogance
pi the well-meaning despot, and although hi{ singing of “A Puzzlement” is still somewhat harsh and
unmelodic, his enunciation ls clearwere not times at the tiny President, for a er and his characterization seems
York than here. Other sketches With su
a sendoff, play should the musical sound effects
Spoofing plays or stage trends are build to fairly large proportions too good,
loss* of around $12,000, “Hook ’n’ to have more humor than origin--**
-1
.
one
one on a Bestoration comedy,
More than a. score of players, Ladder,” the Al Moritz production ally, He is, pf course, physically
during lts three week stint here
Death of
a Sales-i AVA
hurlesqumg
assisted
abilities,
a
in
•%
preem
VVAM
varying
A**®
to
VV
VAiaAAWO AAVAMWA
Horner and ideal for the part.
productions
widely
j^JkVUVIVVgVJUO
ffAUVAJ
X<\A. VV by
AUTT
ew
0f A
Ol,
a farce
MJ Charles
1
j or f
r
/L
1_T 1_
*j
ikytiloYi
ixroc
TglrAfl
ftllr.
OT
i
,1..
iri
ot
out
taken
m?h” Which was
capacity house, potential customers the two leads. Cast in the main ad- Henry Miles, folded after a single
Dorothy SarnofT has, if possible,
Curtain Going, Up, .. a jmPPO, apparently preferring to wait for hered to reading^with no^ acting performance at the Royale, at a i top roved, as Ledy Thiang, the
which closed here in the_wintei), -yy-o^ef.niouth reports. First pre- business. Cpts worth, in the dc loss of about
king's favorite wife. This is par$65,000.
mie which has a lot of fun wltn sen d
public 32 years ago, nianding title role, however, was
Out of town, “Remains to Be ticularly true of her fine singing,
Yma Sumac, she of the unu^iai the theme is as topical as the atom permitted more leeway, partlcularSeen” folded after four weeks in in whicn her diction seems clearer
a"
1
voicft
arias.
Bhakespearean
and
verlong
bomb,
and
while
lengthy
the
to
ly
in
.,{?„
i
nir
wS
Chicago, ending what had been than originally, but Also apples
hose, the Shavian Wit, plus the Seldom, however, did he wander
performance. Inci^ iihn
planned as a cross-country tour. her .dramatic
dium and
sparkie 'projected by the cast, com- away from the, reading stand and
dentally, Misg*'Sarnoff leaves the
The Hayward production of the cast
Another sketch, with
the mike.'
May 31, when her run-of-theif/ul bine' for enjoyable theatre.
farce-melodrama
Lindsay-Crouse
T< p ille ls ih * ytt
play contract ends, with her underswift ana
n nd
Merrick’s staging was swnt
CCS e
a^^chu^kle^^^^tAe^dec^ent
o.
5
^
?u
l
a slight profit, figuring study, Normal Larkin, due to take
Straight, who, as the eternal busy- fl u i d w ith nd waste motion in' get- Represents V
f
^
over.
tin* sn th« princlpol,. Th«pl«yers }«/«>„* l*«w» .•?0.0«»_
other &&*.
her assignment with understand*- were recruited from local radio the film sale. The show, financed at
Stephanie Augustine, ^ho has.
material than that of the burlesque ing; Philip Bourneuf, the
philoso- an d little outfits and had little re- $75,000 and Involving a production replaced Doretta Morrow 'as TupThere, is i‘ particularly
variety.
phizing Captain Shotoyer (a fa'c- hearsing despite obvious casting cost of $88,727.68, earned back
tim, the Burmese slave, is an eminice, well-sung and artistic Scotch
simile of Bernard Shaw); Peter flaws, the reading mounted in dra- $73,866.22
during
its- 24-week nently acceptable successor, both
scene, with sentiment well done, nAAlreA*** 4 k A
%•
AmIIa Kill-’ otherA
1
t. _S J‘
w
Cookson, the romantic
but'
and a catchy tune. There is a wise Useless* Hector Hushabye, and matlc interest and held its audi- Broadway run. Preliminary tour vocally and dramatically, although
ence,
Costworth
dominated
the
expenses
were
and the Miss' Mprrpw’s looks were one of
$3,227.56
swingy affair (also taken from Frances
Reid, as the cold-worldly proceedings, not only through the road losses
were about $30,000,
the handsome show’s assets. Ron“Curtain Going Up’*) dealing with Adriadrte
Uttertvood, are equally scope of the role but through his
Lizzie
Borden
case.
the famous
nie Lee is satisfactory^ but lacks
plausible in their' respective Toles. reading, which went all-out in traThefce is a touching and very well
the skill and authority of Johnny.
Suppbrt by Mary Lou Taylor, the ditional declamatory style to -prodone piece of nostalgia, with Henry youthful,
Stewart, his predecessor as the
naive Dunn, -whose plan ject the doomed Scots thane. Miss
James overtones, called “Time Tor to marry, middleaged
Plays
Crown* Prince;, and Sandy Kennedy
tycoon Alfred Kirkland's Lady Macbeth se/med
Tea,” and an immensely funny
has
become a trifle careless about
(Larry Gates) for security a trifle too refined for the venoContinued from page St
number inc which- all the characters Mangan,
his
enunciatioivin the part of Ann's
is stymied by. the occupants of raous opening sequences, but she
speak exclusively in well-worn
young
son. But such principals as
Nothing
Heartbreak House, ii convincing, made a truly tragic figure in the
cliches.
Juliano, Robin
Fletcher plays^ the role of mad Scene of the finale, going off son isn’t hard to figure. Shake- Larry Douglas/ John
• The
humor is intelligent and Robert
Craven,
Charles Francis and Len
the obnoxious, foppish Utterwood to the only applause that' inter- speare, a wise old bird,
knew he Mence seem as good as ever.
adult: one fault with the show
to the hilt, and Olive Reeves-Smith irupted the proceedings all evening. had little when he
penned “Much
may be that at some points it gets
The stunning scenery and cosBallantyne lend adequate
too subtle for this kind of an offerEven .with its flaws and the Ado About Nothing,” and found
tumes, one* of the strong elements
ing. but that’s such a ‘rare fault
marked disparity between the guest most appropriate title for It. of the .show, still look immaculate,
T-r
stars and their associate cast, the Either he relied on the generosity John van Druten’s staging has genthat it- almost becomes a. virtue.
9 3je ari
a !i Art Alliance “Macbeth” proved a of his audiences or the sterling
\Since Graham wrote a lot of the
^
erally been painstakingly mainbetter sketches and pretty nearly
dil'* evenlng Th spectators performances
of
r
his
actors
tained and the Jerome .Robbins
?
dominates the show, lie is entitled to the 2verall /ltck pratet?o n didn’t zeem to miss the crepe neither of which was in complete choreography in the “Small House
Lone fault at opener' was the’. eX- whiskers and costumes, lumbering evidence opening night
to top credit.
Philly lad, wellat the Mu- of Uncle Thomas” ballet retains its
known to nitery .addicts, Graham treme length of the play, which ran B i r n a
Wood and the dubious sic Box. Revival seems due for a edge, though the number seems no
me.
swordSplay. For his production, limited run.
has mostly new material in this almost three "hours.
Hobe.
shorter than originally.
show and clicks in everything he
Shrewdly-tabbed comedy Is a
Merrick used the reading version
Tovaricli
does.
There is yeoman support,
employed in the Margaret Web- lot of hubbub about trifles. There
however, by a lot of the other playster-Judith
Washington, May 5.
Anderson-M a u r i c e are two story threads, one conNew York City Theatre Cot. presenta- Evans production of 1941-42.
Alice Ghostley draws a rioters.
cerning a silly plot that keeps two
of corned* in two acts (four scenes)
ous reception for her “Boston Be- tion
young lovers apart, the other a
Gagh.
by Jnoqucs Deval. adapted by Robert E.
(uine,” and also scores emphatlcal- Sherwood. Stars Uta Hagen. Luther Advariation of the “Taming -of the
Continue* from Rase 55
fy in the Scotch and “Tea” sketch- lei-, Herbert Berghof, Romney Brent,
Shrew” theme, about another set
Paula LaGrcnce; features Pat Crowley,
es, in the “Salesman” takeoff, and Rayipond
of lovers separated by their acid and Robert Carson, program direcBramley* Pet el* Brandon. DiContinues
and
in a funny bit. “After Canasta*— rected by Harry Horner. Setting, Horner;
tongues
and
enormous
pride. tor. National public relations
Dublin, April 29.
What,” In this', She plays with costumes. Noel Taylor; musical super
There's little deep wit or poetic exploitation was headed by Mrs.
William Brodks. At Gaycty, WashAbbey
Theatre
directors
have
reJune Carroll, who is -another high- vision,
lines
to
keep
lngton. May 5, '62.
a listener intent on Jehanne Molitpagle.
.
light of the show.
She is an ex- BiUposterf.
Arny Freeman fused to accept Irish Actors’ Equity the goings-on, even were this the
A- total of -600 performers and
prince Mikali Alcxandrovitch
as official negotiating body for the best of presentations.
cellent' comedienne
and has
An
assort- personnel took part in the event,
B
tleasing voice which she uses to Grand- Duchess Tatiana
uu HSen acto rt> employed at the theatre, de- ment of acting styles and lazy di- of which over 300 engaged in ac*
frequent
advantage,
sometimes
sudie Bond spite recommendations made sev- rection defeat this production.
tual work of direction, production
Johii HflldflbJCflnd gmI nnoiith^ hjiolr hv fhA Tpl th T aSt ^ ^ * 4 Brclccnslci
WjWi songs of her own compost Chauitourier-Dubieff.
the credit side are some> satAriSfl i-»
.Raymond Bramley ?- 1 ir 0 ”:ns « aC ii
?
and acting.
_
j
.
•ifon.
Martelleau
Arny Freeman bor Court. Equity asked that rec- isfying individual performances,
Seven theatres In Monterey, Pa*
The score of “New Faces” is of
- T
U
pmmendations be used
basis for neat sets and fine costumes, and
.;
fclflc
Grove * and Carmel, ranging
a generally high quality, with at Sff'4af::.:::
good
supporting
discussions,
with
the
Labor
Louise
music.
Court
..Edna Preston
Claire from 150 to 1,800 seats, were used
least four and perhaps six or seven Georges Dupont..;
.Peter Brandon rep sitting in.
Abbey lUxcd tills, Luce, as Beatrice, ‘and Antony
during the run, consisting 01 two
numbers headed places. OutstandC
5aId such a man would not Eustrel, as Benedick, play the pair
coiSerg^°"V.V.\\.\V.\wuKm inckey t(^°'
pix houses, three school auditorier .probably is “Love Is a Simple Mme.
Van Hemert
ri^cabeth Dillon appreciate the difference between of flery-tongued lovers, enacting
Thing,” first sung by a charming Mmc. Chauffpur^er-Dubiefl:•.. ..Julia Adler conditions and
hall and one litthey performed in 1945 at ums, one
annllf*
* x ^aUlaUOnS appllc- the Shakespeare
Theatre ot
miss. Rosemary O'Reilly, and then Comml war TJorotohenki.... Luther Adler C ? i
f
Memorial Theatre tle theatre, the Wharf
able
wdrk
to
the
an
artist
of
and
reprised by Miss Carroll and
at Stratford - on - Avon.
Monterey.
„
,,
f
(Eustrel,
There’s still a lot of life, laughs those for an artisan.
others. Still another femme vying
Success of the festival in its first
th ®. Production, is
Having surveyed tha correspondas
for top honors is Eartha Kitt, who and good theatre left In “Toestablishment
making his °L
assures
its
season
Broadway
acting-diU
does the Yma Sumac number capi- varich/’ it was proven tonight (5) ence,* Equity toppers decided to recting bow.) Duo
romps through an annual eyent in .Monterey (1JJ
tally and has a couple of other to the complete satisfaction of a drop the whole thing in the lap of the lead roles
somewhat too kit* miles south of San* Francisco),
Congress’^! Irish Unions, and let tenishly
ataiidout moments,
especially 1 first-night audiepce.
ojnof
sometimes,
center
thoroughly competent cast it decide the next steps to be who]e commendably. but on the which has become , a
number called “Monotonous.” Vlrtural and art activities in North(Continued on page 60)
taken.
ginifc Rosier ha* her best chance
Eric Sinclair and Deirdre
Owens ern California!
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h N. Hayes, Providence
New Haven, May 8.
? “Member Of the Wedding” came
in last weekend in. what.looks like
the season’s finale at the Shubert.
Ou a four-performance, stand ,(1-3)
i.,

Chicago,

•

May

6.
1

With dhlc$8° ** * hut of the
and oil strikes, theatric box*
has been hit drastically* An
additional h’e* ha* been., the midsummer weather, in the ;80’s,< which

1

at $3.60 top, gross reached, a fair
largely advance lb u lit
$7,400,

steel
office

has not, helped the wfaidow sales.
Advances for all show* are remarkably light with weather* economics,
no conventions and 'politics £11
blamed.
Opening this week is "'two on
the Aisle tonight (6) at the Great
Northern. “Bagels and Yox” comes
into the BladwtOne May 11. ^Re.

.

•

week

Pacific/’

recorfTwith $48,358.. -Show topped

opening stanza by around $450, difference representing the firstrweek
press. Hat;

*.

•

light
3

'

the

l

•

.

.

Albany Foliowring Drive

.

.

*

.

The. Constant,. ..Wife,” which
bowed; Into the Plymouth Monday
newcomer in the
(5),- is the lone
Hub’s legit fate this stansa. “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes” continues
strong in its third week at the
Shubert and “Heartbreak House”
shapes okay. at. the Brattle, in. its
second frame,
Estimates for Last Week
“Cocktail. Party,” Colonial (3rd
wk) (1,500; $3.60), Okay $10,000 for
final- frame.
House dark, with
nothing in sight due to “Shuffle
Along” cancellation.
“Conscience,” Plymouth (one wk)
(1,200; $3.60# About $6,000.“Gentlemen prefer Blondes,”
Shubert (2nd wk) (1,700; $6 Fri.Sat.: $4.80 rest of week). .Topped
first week with tall $41,100.'
“Heartbreak House” Brattle (1st
wk) (454; $3.60). About $3,000.

$55,000,

"

.

'

$6300 (4)

‘Faces’

Atterbury 'described response
to'; the pleas -“excellent,” but exact
figures
been anhaven’t
nounced. The second of two Ten
*

„

Eyck -Hotel fashion shows, to aid
the Playhouse, was staged Saturday.

.

.

.

•

CORNELL SMASH 26*G
IN WASHINGTON WEEK
Washington,. May 6.
*

Katharine Cornell, in “Constant
Wife,” racked up a smash $26,5.00
week at the Gayety Theatre last
week, playing to a $4.20 top. It was
the strongest business the house
had done since last * December,
when second week, of the ‘Met
Opera’s “Fledermaus” hit $32,000,
at a higher scale.
“Tovarich” revival, starring. IJta

Hagen and -Luther Adler, opened
to a mild advance

^

-

.

,

A

t

:

m

.

,

.

-

-

.

.

IN SPLIT-WEEK
•*

!

\

..

1

lova and Frederic Franklin is getting’ $3,800 a week for .strawhat
bookings. With the price including company, .costumes, ..music, etc.
iLofraihe Havercfoft; currently
in “Paint Your Wagon,” at the
Shubert, Nr Y., will; be a principal
in the resident, company this summer at the Cape God Music Circus, Hyahnis, Mass... The -Westport (Connd - Country Playhouse
will open June. 16 for -a ^week
season; Ralph Lycett will again, be
subscription -director and- press.

.

.

agent,

for a final performance of a week’s
run at the American, St. Louis.
The show Ridded $1,500 in a onenighter Monday .(28) at. the. Washington, .Quincy, HI,; picked up- $5,^
000 in two more showings Tuesdaye d ii e s d a y (29 T30) at the O
pheum, Springfield, 111.;, got $3,700
mote Thursday (1) at the Lincoln,
Decatur, 111.', and wound up the
series with $7,600 for two evenings
and a matinee Friday-Saturday (23) at the Shrine here.
.

W

-

Mae West

will tour the silo cirCurrent Road Shows
cuit in “Sextette,” which she has
*
(May 7-17)
co-authored with British play“Affairs Of State” (Haila Stodwright Frances „ Hope . , William
Dodds will be resident stage man- dard) Hanna, Cleve. (7-10); Er.

•

ager. at

—

.

Ron Rawson’s Weslhamp-

ton (L. I.) Playhouse.. .Eva Gabor
in the old Jeanne Eagels vehicle,
“Her Cardboard Lover,” .will open
the season June 6 at the Olney
(Md.) Theatre, with Joan BlonjCll
in /‘Come Back, Little Sheba,” as
the. second bill. The house capacity, formerly $10,500 but raised last
.

..

langer, Buffalo (12-15); Aud., Rochester (16-17).
•

.

“Bell,

.

Book and Candle” (Joan
Zachary Scott)—Selwyn,

Bennett,

.

.

;

Me Madam”—N a t i o tt a

“Call

1,

(7-17).

“Conscience” (Maurice Schwartz)

Locust,
—
Montreal

Phila. (7-10); Majesty’s,
(12-17).
to $1,1,016, will be upped
Party” (Dennis King,
“Cocktail
to $12,300 this- season.
Dorothy Gish will tour the barn- Estelle Winwood) Majesty’s. Montreal (7-10); Royal. Alexandra, To-*
yard belt in Mel Dinelli’s thriller,
(12-17),.
“The Man,” In which she starred on ronto
•

-

—

’

’

,

$5,600

in Split

Raleigh, N. C. f

Week

May

6.

Third company -of “Moon Is
Blue” was on a starvation diet in a
split-week

and several one-nighters

week. Total for the eight-performances was a sad $5,600. F.
Hugh Herbert comedy concludes
its season with this week’s stand, at
Ford’s, Baltimore.
Last week’s lean string opened
with $3,800 for four performances

last

Monday-Wednesday (28-30) at the
Tower, Atlanta.
The show next
drew a feeble $200 for a one-nighter Thursday (1) at the Carolina,

m

legit-unconscious Spartanburg,
got a lean $800 for another
one-nighter Friday (2) at the NaC-;

tional,

Greensboro* N. C., and
staggered to $800 for matinee and
evening Saturday (3) at the State
here.

‘Affair*’
._

9G, Toronto
Toronto,

May

6.-

S
e
o* x ,?^ ?°°d notices, “Affairs of
State,
with Haila * Stoddard -and

Reginald Gwen, didn’t draw last
the Royal Alexandra here*
was under $9,000; with the
i Si
1,525-seatep Scaled at $3.50, tax
deluded.
•/
With Harry bannister ill, with
Pneumonia, Fred Cotton is durrenl;.

JJ;eek at

iy

replacing.

’

“Candida”

ment^

revival*

South

“Constant Wife”. (Katharine CorEdBroadway two seasons ago
win Child, who has had the Dix- nell)—Plymouth; Boston (7*17)>
Prefer Blondes”
.

.

.

field (Me.) Summer Theatre for
three years, will also operate the

Summer

Keys: C (Comedy),
( Comedy-Drama,) /

CD

D

Majestic <159th

$44,600).

•

^Stalag*. I7 r” 48th St. (52d wk)(C-$4.80; 912; $21,647). About $lt r^
600 (previous week, $13,500).

(Drama),

“To Be Continued” Booth (2d

R ( Revue )

wk) (C44.80; 900; $20,235). Almost
Musi- $5,700 (previous week, $5,700 for
cal Drama), O ( Operetta).
first six performances, including *
Other parenthetic 'designations preview); closed Saturday, night (3)
re-fet, respectitftltf, to .top pri£e: after 13 regular performances, at a
*
number of seats, capacity gtoss and loss of about $45,000.
star#., Price includes -20% amus^
“Top Banana/’ Winter Garden
merit taxi but grasses are net: i,e. f (27th wk) (MC-$6.60-$7.20; 1,519;
exclusive: of tax.
$51,881). (Phil Silvers).
Nearly
“Call
Me Madam,” Imperial $33,200 (previous week, $41,000).
“Three
wishes
for
Jamie,”
Hel- *
(81st wk) .(MC-$7.20; 1,400; $51,847) (Ethel Merman).
Finaled at linger (7th .wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,527;
(Anne Jeffreys,
John
nearly $42,406 (previous week, $51,300)
$47,300); closed Saturday night Raitt)., Almost $29,400 (previous
(3) after 644 performances to tour; Week, $39,000).
“Victim/’ President (1st wk) (Dearned a profit of about $550,000
$3,50; 300; $6,000). Opened Friday
(details in separate 'story).
“Candida/’ National (2d Wk) (2) to one mildly favorable review
(CD-$4.80; 1,172/ $25,500) (Olivik (McClain, Joumal-American) and
de Havilland). Almost $6,000 (pre- seven pans (Atkinson, Titties; Colevious week, first seven perform- man, Mirror; Hawkins, World-Teleances, $9,500, plus $1,600 for pre- gram
Sun; Kerr, Herald Tribune;
Compass; Watt, News;
view); limited engagement ends Pollock,
Watts, Post); closed Saturday night
May 17.
three
“Chase,” Playhouse (3d wk) (D- (3)
after
performances;
$4.80; 999; $21,500) (Jbhn Hodjak, grossed about $1,000, lost around
Kim Hunter). About $8,800 (pre- $12,000.
vious week, $13,000); closing SaturOPENING THIS WEEK
day night (10).
“Of Thee I Sing/’ Ziegfeld (MC“Don Juan in Hell,” Plymouth $6; 1,628; $48,500) (Jack Carson,
(5fh wk) (CD-$4.80; 1,063; $31,000) Paul Hartman).
Chandler Cowles
(Charles Laughtofi, Cedric Hard- and Ben Segal revival of the 1931wicjte, Agnes Moorhead).
Over. 32 Pulitzer Prize winner, -with book
$28jl00 (previous week, $30,700); by George S. Kaufman ,and Morris
limited engagement end* May 24, ftyskjund, music by George Gersh“Four poster/’ Barrymore (28th win, lyrics by Ira Gershwin, .fiwk (C-$4.80; 1*012; $27,000) (Jes- nanced at $180,000 plus $36,000
sica Tandy, Hume. Cronyn). ^Nearly ^overcall, Involves around $165,000
$21,400 (previous week/ $23,800).
production cost (plus $26,000 tryout
“Gigi
Fulton (24th wk) (O loss and $23,000 in bonds and de$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hep- posits) and can break even at
burn).
Almost $14,000 (previous about $33,000; opened Monday
week, $16,500); closes May 31, will night (5) to four favorable notice*
tour in the fall.
(Atkinson, Times; Chapman, News;
“Guys and Dolls,” 46th St. (76th Coleman, Mirror, Hawkins, WorldWk) (MC-S6.60; 1,319; $43,904), As Telegram 8c Son), three unfavqm
always, $44,400.
able (Kerr, Hcfald Tribune;
“Hook ’n Ladder,” Royale (1st Clain, Journal-American; Watts,

MG .(Musical

'

.

Comedy),

MD

;

(

:

;

<|

&

•

.

“Gentlemen,.
(Carol Charming)

—Shubert, Boston
—

(7-17).

.

.

•

Theatre
Lyceum,
“Good Nite Ladies”
this season . .Maude F, (Mrs. Ed(7-10).
ward E.) FraUchot advises that she Mpls.
Doll*”—
Chi.
“Guys
and
Shubert*
will not be associated in the straw*
hat td be operated this summer at (7-17).
“Mister' Roberts” (Tod Andrews)
WilHamsville, N. Y. r by Richard
Murat, Indianapolis (7); HartWesp. She will return for another
man, Columbus (8-9); Hanna,
season at the Niagara Falls (N. Y.)
wk)
(C-$4.80;
$27,000).
1,035;
(12-17).
Summer Theatre, where Wesp was Cleve.
Tuesday night (29) to
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co) Harris, Opened
her pressagent last year.
unanimously
bad
notices
and
(7-17).Chi.
after the one performance:
Herbert Ken with, will open Rme
“Moon Is Blue” (3d Co.)—Ford’s closed
rossed about $1,500, lost around
23 for his sixth season at the Baltimore (5-10).
Princeton Summer Theatre, play“New Faces” (tryout) Forrest, f65,000.
“I Am a Camera,” Empire (23 d
ing a 10-week season through Aug. Phila. (7-10).
wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
the
owner
of
Manny
Davis,
30...
“Shuffle Along” (tryout) ShuStill apparently
Lyric, Allentown, Pa., will open a bert, Phila. (7-10); .Colonial, .Bos- (Julie Harris).
getting a hypo from the; N.. Y,
new spot, the Neptune Music Cir- ton (12-17).
cus, at Asbury Park, N* J. The
“South Pacific” (Janet Blair, Drama Critics Circle award; $21y
800 (previous week, $23,900)..
musical tent will play an 11-week Webb Tilton)—Nixon, Pitt (7-17).
“King and I,” St. James (58th
season starting July 1, in affiliation
“Tovarich” (Uta Hagen)—Gayewk)
(MD-$7.20;
1,571;
$61,717)
with the" Lambertville (N. J.) Mu- ty, Wash. (7-10).
(Gertrude Lawrence).
As usual,
sic Circus. .Robert Jarvis will re“Two on the Aisle” (Bert Lahr, over
$51,700.
turn this summer as director at Dolores Gray)—-Great Northern,
“Male Animal,” City Center (1-st
Lambertville. ..The Wagon Wheel; Chi (7-17).
wk) (C-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Elliot
Playhouse, Pittsburgh, will open
Nugent,
Martha Scott, Robert
June' 30 for a 10-week season un‘Aisle’ $29,700/ Detroit
Preston). Opened Wednesday night
der the direction of Francis Mayraves; first eight
Detroit,.
6.
to
May
unanimous
(30)
reville . Don Swann> JrM will
“Two On the Aisle” grossed Over performances through Sunday
open May ’26 ’for a 16-week season,
second
night
grossed
over $24,000;
eight-day
in
an
(4)
$29,700
Theatre,
Summer
at the Hilltop
Emersons’ Farm, .Lutheryille* Md., week at -.the Cass. .Theatre .now is limited engagement ends May 11.
“Moon Is Bine,” Miller (61st wk)
with J. Stuart Wailing ton as di- dark.’
The Shubert reopened this week (C-$4.80; 92.0; $21,586) (Barbara
rector and ..Ray .Hamby assistant
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook* Barry
with “Bagels and Yox.”
to the producer.

Rangeley (Me.)

Pacific,”

wk) (MO$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Marth*
Wright, Georgy Britton).
Just
missed $40,300 (previous week*

!

.Chi. (7-17).

Wash.

=

.

.

Sad.

engagement

.

play is splitting this week between
Barn Notes
and Columbus.
The touring ballet troupe headed Indianapolis
Last week’s string started Sunby Mia Slavenska, Alexandra Dani- day.
night (27) with a $1,300 take

summer

3 Troupe

STANDS

„
\
“Paris ’90,” the limited-run ’Hon
Peoria, 111., May. 6;
Juan in Hell/’ “The Chase” and at
“Mister 'Roberts,” with Tod An- least two Others,
,
drews as star; had .another healthy
There are two openings this
gross last week, getting almost week and two more listed, for
next
$19,100 for. .eight performances. week.
_
The Lelgnd Hayward production of
Estimates
for
Last
Week
the Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logap
»'

•

’

.

'Moon’ No,

.

•

•

•

(5)

•

;

’

night

.

>

Albany, May 6.
,(
Previous week, gJ3',lQ0t
“Moon IS Blips,” Harris (53rd
Malcolm Atterbury. will continue
wk) ($4.80; 1,000). Hurt tod, with presentation .of fall-winter stock at
^
$10,400.
the Playhpuse for a sixth season,
“Remains to Be SoOn,” JSrlanger actot-manager* said Saturday (3) at
(4th wk) ($3.80; 1334). Closed Sat- the Conclusion pf foUr beliefit perurday (3) with light $11,700,
formances of “Light Up the Sky”
for the theatre,
Atterbury had revealed two
months ago that .the playrou$e, in
the purchase and remodeling of
which, he andhi* actreSS-wife Elleh
Hardies had invested about. $230,000, had been operating. $150 in
the.red for sometime.- The couple
appealed ..for public donations to
keep going, estimating a need of
Boston, May 6.

last
sale.

fi

•

tolls,*- Shubert TIOth
wk) ($6; 2,100). This also was afbut
aSihtly, With $5 1,800.
fected,

4

•

•

*

..

“Guys and

rt

•

*

'

Pittsburgh, May 6.
in its second
at the Nixon, set a new house

“South

.

Russell, garnered,
$18,000 for her last wh$k'
*
show.

*

.

Musical will give an extra performance Sunday night (11). for
mains .to Be Seen*’ broke up at benefit of Red Cross Flood Relief,
with: scale ranging from $5 to $15.
the JSrlanger Saturday (3).
^
Regular- price range is $530 top
Estimates Tor Last Week ;
week-nights and $5.85 Fridays and
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Great
Saturdays.
Northern (10th wkl <$*BQ; 1,500).

Rosalind

around’ the Ethel Waters name, /
First half of week, at the ‘MetroBusiness slumped sharply on Nelson). Qvey .$15,160 (previou*
politan,,
Providence,
show /got Broadway again
last week as the w§ek, $16,700). /
$3,500, for week’s total of
traditional late-sprihg decline hit'
“Mrs. McThing,” Morosco (11th
The wk) (CEP$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Heleu
all but the few top smashes.
downbeat continued all week, with Hayes), Nearly $21,600 (previou*
the arrival of daylight-saving time week, $25,000) s
perhaps an aggravating factor.
“Much Ado AboUt Nothing/*
Although’ the three top sellouts had Music Box (1st
wk) (044.80; 1.012;
clean statements again, even they $27,000) (Claire Luce, Antony Eusreportedly have, dwindling advance trel, .Melville Cooper).
, Opened
appear,
likely
skies, so it begins to
Thursday night ,(1) to two mildly
that not a single current entry will favorable notice* (McClain/. Jourv
Philadelphia, May 6.
get through the summer with solid nal-American; Pollack* Comp***)
It was rough going for the tyro capacity trade. With the exception
Tune*;'
shows on the boards b e ** last of such brief boxoffice pickups as and six pans (Atkinson, Mirror;
week. Both offerings .were pre- the Memorial. Day weekend, at- Chapman* News; Coleman,
Sc Sun;
Hawkins,
World-Telegram
Broadway tuneups of musicals and tendance is expected to decline
post);
born w.ere generally IgnoredW/Shuf-. Steadily until the annual upturn in Kerr, Herald Tribune; Watts,
closed, Saturday, night (3) after
fie Along,” latest edition of the mid-August.
four performance*; grossed about
Negro series, drew only passable
$5,000, lost around $45,000.
Hie total gross for all 25
review^ while “New, Faces of shows
last Week Was $549*940.
“Paint Yon* Wagen” Shubert
1952,” newest version of the 'Leonhcapacity. Week beof
75%
*r
(25th Wk) (MC47.20; 1,381; $46,0001,
ard Sillman fevues, got favorable
fore last the total for 26 shows
.(James Bartoh).
Almost $29,000
notices and little business.
^,waa $664,300, or ^7%, a drop
(previous week, $36,200).
“Shuffle” grossed under $10,000
of
from > the preceding
“Pal Joey,** Broadhurst (18th
St the $hubert* going deep into the
week.
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1*160; $39,602). A*
hole for th'e Stand. In fact, things
year ago last week the
were so rough that, the manageusual over $40,000,
total
for all 23 shows Was
ment had nokds in the local papers
“Pirb *90,” Golden (pth wk)
$5$#,$60, of 75% of capacity, a
last weekend ' ahd the- production
(MC-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Cornelia
drop Of g%, ^
had tp be hustled into New York
Otis Skinper). About $6,8.00 (preto curtail further losses.
Of the recent entries, the limited- vious week, $6,300); closing May IT,
’•New FacCs” didn’t get
uch engagement revival of “Male Ani- to tour next fall..
boxoffice reaction from its critical mal” drew unanimous rave* and is
“Point of No Return ” Alvin
approval, drawing Under $6,500 for a' prospect tp be pmpved to a Times
(21st wk) (D-$4,8046; 1,331; $37,its first four performances (Include Square house for a commercial run,
mg. a preview) ThurSday-Satiirday but the week’s other three open- 924) (Henry Fonda) Y Over $29,600
(previous week, $35,400).
(1-3). .at the Forrest.
It remains ings, “Hook ’n Ladder,” the rer
“Shrike,” Cort (16th wk) (Dthis weelc and then moves to yivkl of “Much Ado About Noth$4.80;'
1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
Broadway.
ing”
and “The Victim)’ were
About $17,600
panned and flopped out, Also clos- Judith Evelyn).
(previous
week,- $19,500) ^ scheduled
ing last week was the recent “To
Re Continued.” Due to shutter to close May' 31, when Ferrer
this week or/next are the limited- leaves the ’cast Tor'a film commit^
-

.

—

—

—

.

—

,

Post)

and one indecisive (Pollock,

Compass).
“Shuffle Along/*

Broadway (MC$4.80; 1,900; $47,000). Irving Gaumont production of a new all-Negro
musical with book lyrics and score
by Flournoy Miller and Paul
Gerard Smith; production financed
at $150,000, cost about $140,000
(plus
$30,000 tryout ldss and
$20,000 in bonds and deposits), can
break even at around $28,000 'grot*?
opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).

.

Stock

Bills

.

.

.

.•

(May' 5-18)

—

“Kiss Me, Kate”
Paper Mill
Playhouse, Millburn, N. J. (6-17).
“Room -Service” Playhouse.

—

Houston (5-12).
“So in Love”

'

‘

•

.

.(tryout)
'52, Dallas- (5-17).
'

-

—Theatre

•“Twentieth Century” *( Et hel
Shutta) Playhouse, Dallas (14-18).

—

:

.

.

.

.

—

;;
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—
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11

douY backer. That
he remains glum throughout most
try to impress a

Ti*e Moflliner Totteli
London, May.

'the prbc€edi*igu ft quite' uhderfarcical tradition, with the victims of
stahdable.
Apart from the ^dancin hot pursuit of the .swindler, who
ing
of Sara Luzita and Tutte Lemof dehamps with a fresh victim, a^
.

1.

Acotfuctfeinir preatniatlon
ihtee acts "by Eric Llrtklater.

tfcmjent

comedy

’.

.in

1

kow, the only noteworthy contribu-

wealthy widow.

Roger Llvesey, '•JPamela Brown, Directed by George Devine. At Duke of
‘YprVff. London, April OQ, /52J.JM top.
Stain

The two

stars

characterizations

•

comes from film

tion

give excellent
of the leading Dors,

who makes

starlet

the crown prince less the aristocrat and more thj? servile peasant.
Romney Brent' as -Charles Bum
pent, the .French banker, and;
Paula. Laurence as his. wife/ jFtiS-*
nande, check in with above-average jobs, while' Edna Frestfin.
turns in a nice bit .as the cook.

Diana

a vivacious

West

Brown roles, with chief support *by Mer- End debut. In -other respects much
O’Leary
The t>ne
Professor Mortimer *..;V,..Hogev Uvescy
Johni- as manservant-curm- .good talent' is wasted.
Johns vyn
. Meryyn
Shurie
impressive thing about the producDuke of AppiecroW. ..... .George Belph assistant, and Gebrge Relph as a
Myra*
...Mortk Waehbourne ducal
Wrs. Bonamy
.customer for .transmuted tion is the decor.
Alfred Shirmey..,/. ...i.. ,.3fol»n Gerley gold.
Varying types, are suitably
Molly OVquhart
Mrs. Shlnney ..
Miss Sobleski-Smlth. . . .Daphne Newton handled by the remainder of the
E*m* Cannon cast, and George Devine gives the
.
Julia Sofolcskj-Smlth .
.Tom Thlstleton ........ .Richard Pearson play
Clem,
spirited direction,
Glen Alyn
Mrs, Thiajtleton
Mervyn
William
Major Kemnay
.

.

i

.

;

.

.

.

,

•

. , .

.

.

'

Continued front p.t£e

.

,

.

.
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this charade-like opus come
.any unknown, its chances of

Rendezvous

Had
from
*

presentation would have been negr
by Eric Linkand tjie strenu-

Backed
ligible.
later's reputation

ous enthusiasm of its cast, it still
remains much of a gamble. For
the U: S. it would be an even
tougher hazard.
In common with most 'Scot dra*
inatists, the author enjoys poking
fun at his own race. He presents
a modernized tvtist of Ben Jonson's “The Alchemist/' showing
Roger. Livesey as a benign charlatan.
Having acquired, through,
dubious means, the lease of a mansion, he mulcts all and sundry ris
a phony seer, palmist, atomic ^ci-.
Pamela
entist
and alchemist.
Brown skims briskly through a
'

'

series of personalities, assumed to
impress different clients, portraying a laboratory assistant, American neice, receptionist and door

London, May,
Haywood

South Raeifle
(DRURY LANE,- LONDON)
Loudon, May 1.

2.

&

Bichat d*on. Ltd,, presents*
tlon of Intimate revue In two acta, from
the Norwegian, by. Finn Bob, with adaptation, -lyrics 'and additional music by Michael Treford,- music. Jack Lemkow. Directed by Tor Lemkowj choreography.
Alfred Rodrigue*; ^ets, Colin J. Mackenzie.

At Comedy, London, May

l, '52,

•

•

In. the- six

since "South
its
way into

months

stormed

Pacific",

Drury Lane, there have been only
two major cast changes, due to departure of Ray Walston (Luther
Billis) and Hartley Rower (Captain

„

•

’
V

W

v

towners

might

otherwise

used,

|

vsicals

X

V-

Itt ftfr

Two Weeks

New

Hope,' Pa., May 6.
Bucks ; County Playhouse, bucking 'increasingly serious competition from Lambertyille (N. J.) Music Circus two miles, away and
saddled with a -new local amusement
tax. begins its J3th season June 6
With Kitty Carlisle In "Lady in the
have,
Dafk." 'Show -will run for an unpre-

Lowe*

Way

Commie

.

j

t

I

tionally, describes tlfe attempts of
a group qf .theatrical hQpefuIs who

Howeyer, some b.o.men /believe
that legit, attendance' by visiting
Legionnaires is greater than genThey say that,
erally believed.
unlike groups such as the Shriners,
virtually all of whom wear fezes,
many Legion members don’t wpar
regalia and are thus not identified
as such when buying tickets or
actually attending shows.,
‘

cedented two weeks.
Also definitely scheduled for the
15-weefc season are “Count Your
Blessings," new comedy by Carl

and Dorqthy Allensworth, directed
by Ezra Stone, June 23, and "On
revival dhe in August.
^ Stars fined Up .include John Car-

Your Toes//

radine, Kay Francis, Sylvia Sidney,
Victor Jqry and Arthur Treacher.

Giovanni
Resident company is substantially
John Martin
Rex Benton...
"Money-Spenders Seen
pen Benson
..... Roberta Huby Brackett),
unchanged/ Director' Robert CaldCurrently,
however,
Peter Conway ........... Robert Doming
It’s expected that new express well is pi(turning\ along with’
Ruth
"Bingo" James
.Walter Criaham, star Mary^Martlh *is vacationing on
York will also White, Carl White, Ronald Telfer
Carlo A Carlotta
Sara Lutlta'fc Tutte doctor's orders, ana, her .tOle is be- highways; into
*•Lemkow ing temporarily filled by -her help, to bring additional 'Visitors 'and Gene Blakely. Newcomer is
Campbell
....Keith
Dr. Relth.;..,
to town, thus summers Relatively'
Avei%.
Jane Keith
... ChUi Bouchler stand-in, Patricia; Hartley, whojhas
Freddie Felton.,.,, ........ Arthur Young". played a small role in the produc- high consumer income currency,
Music Circus across the Dela,*T. ...plana Dors
Doreen Dawne
plus* the* all-time high in savings
tion.
ware definitely is cutting PlayJacqueline

Ethel

.

. .

:

.

•

New

.

'

,

t

Tom

a tough assignment for
It’s
to follow Walston,
but' he succeeds, getting, his full
of
laughs.
He doesn't t'rv to
share
copy his predecessor’s style. John

seen as

accounts, are
of a probable
of-towners to
they are here,
Among the

indication's-

house fake* says producer Theron
willingness of outspend mdney when Bamberger, and booking of “Lady”
and “On Your Toes", is obvious effort to compete. Last year, Carol
scheduled convenMcLaren, who has switched from tions this week, with the estimated Bruce In “PaL Joey" drew top b.o.
the Commander Harbison to Cap- probable out-of-town attendance in a season which, otherwise saw
the 432.-seaiter’s gross slump to
tain Brackett role, doesn't com- of each, are: May
3-8, Boys’ Ap-^
$80,000 from. WO’s $90,000.
pare so favorably with Hartley parel Manufacturers
Assn. (2,500)
Power. Performance is in a he&vy
St. John Terrell, Music Circus
*5-9, Practical Nurses of the
monotone without adequate shad- May
producer, reported, gross in 1951
ing,
John Harvey now plays State of N. Y, (400); May 5-9, Na- was up 20%. Music Circus seational
Council
Fire
of
Camp
Girls
Harbison well.
(2,500); May fi, Germological Insii-' son, Which openk June 7 with
Main criticism of Miss Hartley tute (130); May
“Blossom Time," will see five
6, N. Y. Sjtate Fedis that her performance te comeration for Planned Parenthood shows running for two weeks, as
pletely modelled on that of Miss
against three last year.
'May
Planned
(250);
7-8,
ParentMartin.' Every smile, every gesTentative /sked Indues “Blossom
ture, is a near-perfect .carbon copy Hood Federation of America (250);
pf the .original, without, however, May 7,. Home Fashions League Time," “Firefly,” “Roberta," “Car“Student
Crazy,"
“Girl
the star's vibrant personality to (200); May 7, Republican State ousel,"
**
“Three
Musketeers,"
capture the audience.
Nonethe- Committee (300); May 7-8, Ameri- Prince,
“Allegro,"
Kate/’
less, her’s is a commendable effort. can Institute of Chemists (150).
“Kiss
Me,
Also, May 7-8, N. Y. State Con- “Where's Charley?" and “Hot MiStill an SRO
attraction, “Pacific" is as slick- and polished as sumer Finance Assn. (150); May kado.”
ever. Wilbur Evans,, Muriel Smith, 7-10," International Foundrymen's
Betta St. John, Peter Grant And Congress (250); May 7-1
Ma0,
Wally Peterson Continue in top chinery Dealers National Assn/ Split-Wk. Stock Season

To present an intimate revue
Within the framework of a story
would be a sqund, idea if the material was good, enough, but thisadaptation from the Norwegian is
a hapless, witless concoction .which
is
well below general London
standards. It has’ only slim hopes

Fredd Wayne

.

*

*

<

.

.

.

,

maid, hut fundamentally being a
slut.
She makes no bones about
leaving her trickster lover when
a fresh .conquest looms Invitingly.
The unmasking of fake cures

of survival.
There are 23 songs }n the production, yet not one rates special
Many are outmoded.
mention.
Some are just plain dull, and
and scientific claptrap gradually others harp on a hackneyed thepie.
terminates in a grand chase in true
The plot, to use the term conven.

t

*

v

form.

Plays Oh! of

Myro/

Town

Continued from page 58

that Ada
(no week, with announcement
Phar- Fenno and Gianni Pldale, who last
Mill
macists Assn.
Used year produced stock at the.
Car Dealers Assn. (500).
End Theatre at Pleasant Mills, 19
miles north of here, signed an
agreement with Ezra Bell, owner
of the Morton Hotel here, to play
a split week at the hotel's Quarterdeck Theatre during the eightweek’ summer season. Season will
Rehearsal open July 7.
(LENOX HILL, N. Y.)
According to present plans,
Buckingham’s “The Rehearsal,"
Pleasant Mills season will open
a sparkling. 17th Century satire on
July
3 in the Mill End Theatre,
the theatre, has little lustre in its
Thursday, Fricurrent experimental Equity Li- with plays offered
Saturday nights. The comday
and
brary Theatre offering, produced
by Paul Leaf, at the Lenox Hill pany will then move into the Morton theatre for Monday, Tuesday
Playhouse, N. Y.
Completely lacking in style, and Wednesday nights. Prices will
staged in modern dress, bears lit- run from $1.20 to $2.40. Quartertle resemblance to a Restoration deck Theatre seats 1,000, while Mill
comedy or even to a rehearsal of End seats 290.'
one. As directed by Rose Ellovich
Summer theatre was offered in
Parfrey, production never gets the Chelsea "'‘Hotel here last year
near the ensemble effect that, pe- by a Baltimore group, which Introdemand today. This duced the theatre-ip-the-round verexhibit is more lilce .an evening of
impromptu stunts by guests at a sion.
party. And 'some of the stunts are

May

Tovarlch

8-18,

estimate);

sinks its teeth Into the several fat
roles and comic situations to shake
out an assortment of audience reaction ranging from chuckles to
belly-laughs;
“Tovarich" is the story of a refugee. prince and grand duchess in
-Paris who are practically down to
their last sou when they get jobs
as butler and housemaid in a bank-

home. There everything goes
along swimmingly until a fancy
dinnerparty one night.. Guest of
honor is the Soviet commissar who
once arrested and tortured both of
them, and who is being worked on
er’s

I

to yield oil drilling concessions to

western European and American
.

Interests.

However, the grand duke carried out of Russia and .deposited
in the Bank of France the czar's
personal fortune.

(100); May 7-1 Q, Pilot Life Insurance Co. (175); May 8, National
Skedded in Atlantic City
Assn._of Wool Manufacturers (150)
Atlantic City, May 6.
May 8-10, Accoustical Society of
Resort was assured its first leAmerica (300); May 8-10, N. Y.
the season this
Federation of Music Clubs (100); gitimate theatre

In the end, the

commissar prevails on the duke
over the money, so that

to turn

Annual Hobby Show

May

10, Hospital
(250); N. Y.

.

The

r

.

Russia can develop its own resources and not be forced to sign
away the concessions.
Strongly
sympathetic role of the commissar pretty uninspired.
Of the heterogeneous, ambling
is the- only note in the play which
reminds that it was written in a cast, three members, Anna Leonpre-W arid War II period, when ard, Tom Turner and Antony VorAmericans generally looked on no, succeed in bringing both style
Commies with a lot more sympathy ahd humor to their relatively
small parts.
than they do now.
Woodrow- Parfrey
Show’s weakness is that it runs works hard to wring out every
overlong, with some drag in the ounce of humor in his central role
first -act.
* P? Pous playwright,
Simplest start on whittling it ,to size would he to give while Van Williams and Bill .Myers
the heave-ho to the street scene are only adequate as the satiric
overture which opens the play to commentators on the action. Wilbanis also contributes some agreeset the mood.
It doesn’t help.
The performance is virtually a able harp music.
Choreography by Robin Gregory,
personal triumph for IJta Hagen
as Grand Duchess Tatiana Petrov- devised along conventional musina. flaying with a combination of cal comedy lines, seems inharfire and restraint, she -dominates monious in this Restoration play.
the stage and seems constantly to Settings are by Herbert Leopold.
give the remainder of the cast a
Vene,

MODELS FOR SHOWROOM
P«rm«Hi<Mt and Temporary

EipwlMc* U*M»c*M«ry
Knitted

Dr*M*f

Sweaters

,atid

Lass 0‘Scotl«nd, Ltd.

NEW YORK

BtOADWAY

1407

m

.

CORNELIA OTIS

International Attorney
O0I NO EUROPE-OFFICIAL »U SI NESS
«nd Far Ka>l—Jwn« t* Auputt
contacts
Exc*ll«nt bvrinfu and
WIN •x«cut« comm?«tion«
Mail Bax V-5252/ Variafy,

Mlfidl*

154 Wk*t 44th

It.,

N«w

York 34

.

hft-

Audience watched her

A

THE BARTER THEATRE

ESTATES
AND

to-

night with special interest because
of American Legion picketing outside the theatre.
However, her
work showed no signs of anything
untoward.
Sharing top honors with her is
Luther Adler in the part of Commissar" Gorotchehka* He makbs his
commissar a very real and human
person.
cut below these two
is Herbert Berghof as Prince Mikhail
Alexandrovitch
Ouratieff,
Berghof, last' seen' in this area in
*2 Bl-fated strawhat turkey called
Souvenir From Italy," is a very
demonstrative actor, whose hands
are constantly in motion. Result
of all the gesticulation. is :to make

Live Talent

Hypo For

LARGE

Chi Area

Filin Grosses
Chicago, May’ 6.
Nearby suburban theatres are
going back to live talent to hypo

in

SMALL

Baaatlfiri Rockland County
21 MIIok from Broadway

,

declining

film

Emma, owner

grosses,

of

the

Joseph
Deerpath

Theatre in swank Lake Forest,

is

starting a series of one-act plays'

on the off-nights.
In Downers
Grove an amateur group is offer-

ing full-length plays in addition to
the films.
Capacity houses have been reported for the unique doubling
bills.

.

,

e „
-

Inquire
SI4n«y Rubin, Sprlnf VMIty, N.Y.
Sprint VtMpy t-1511

PNm

SUMMER THEATRE
FOR RENT
FULLY

IQUimP

Eighty Milo* from

Now

York

Doato Population
Roatonablo Rontal
\

Tolopfetaa

ACadamZ

II

*

t

*

W^«dr,

M.y

7,
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and meritorious service
rendered by a UV S; newspaper”;
Anthony Leviero., N,'* Y, Times’
Washington correspondent, for reporting on national affairs; George
de Carvalho, Of the San Francisco
interested

as

Douglas Fair-

‘Sir

He has an honorary knightbut cannot use the title—-yet.
it won't bglong before America
But
reporting;
joins
British Empire.”
banks.’-

hood,

for local
Chronicle,
the
Louis LaCroSs, of the St. Louis
Globe - Democrat, for editorial
Late A1 Cohn's; Book
of
the
Packer,
L.
Fred
writing; 1
_
House-Warven, Hollywood pubN. Y. Mirror, for cartoon work; and
John Robipson and 'Don Ultang, lishing firm, ffas bought, a tome of
both of the Des Moines Register reminiscences of the cinema capital
by the late Alfred A;* Qohn', one of
& Tribune, ior photography.
pioneer film
scriptwriters
Prize for* the, best history was the.
awarded to Oscar Handling “The (“Jazz’ Singer,” “Cohens and KelUprooted,” while Merle J. Pusey’s lys,” etc.)i Book, skedded for late
“Charles Evans Hughes” and Mari- summer release; was brought to'
anne Moore’p “Collected Poems” publisher's attention by Rupert
won the biography and poetry Hughes,
awards, respectively. Music prize
went to Gail Kubic for his “SymDems Name Brightman •
phony Concertante.” Special citaSamuel C. Brightman, of Louistions were, given tp the Kansas ville, Ky.,‘ has been named acting
City Star for the news coverage .director of publicity .for the Demoof the 1951- floods in Kansas’ and cratic " National Committee.
PreMissouri, and to Max Kase, of the viously a Washington correspondN. Y. J ournal-Ameflean, for his ent for the “Louisville Courierexposure of bribery ana corrup- Journal,” he joined the Demotion in. basketball.
cratic flackery staff in 1947.
sta-

•

Head of the Chicago Defender,
for which he claims 200,000 weekly
circulation, he also owns Louis-

Avon brought suit against Z-D
and Approved Comics last year
it discovered that the defendants started. -publication of a
Quarterly comic mag titled “Eerie
Adventures.” .
Tag was ’later
changed to “Eerie' Mysteries.?'
Justice Frank held that the combination of size,. style, format, run-

Defender,

ville

.4.4,000

.readers;

MemNew York

Michigan Chronicle, 33;0Q0;
phis Defender, 14,000.
Age has 15,009 readers.

,

while filming the war In Korea.
Headliner valor medals were
voted to Gene Zenier, of WarnerPathe, Bang Young* Lee, Korean very afternoon.
So I pinned on my Civil Defense badge and hopped over to Par. I
newsreel cameraman, for Metro,
apd Wade Bingham, .television entered a darkened stage and the first thing I saw was a huge nylon
news cameraman for Telenews pro- sleeve .about 40 feet high* and 10 feet in diameter. At least 25 lights
ductions for '“bravery in newsreel of various colors were focused on the white nylon cylinder. It looked
coverage of action at the front in like a lesson in abstract art. I asked Gordon Jennings, Who has been
producing special effects at Par since 1926 and has Won six Academy
Korea.”
Awards, the last this year for Pkl’s “When Worlds Collide,’* what’the
GIniger's Literary *Qpest’
thing .was.
Capt. Kenneth S. Gipiger, editor»“WeIl, I guess you’d call it a Sort of stand-jn for our A bomb. When
in-chief of Prentice-Hall oA Je’artre the bomb explodes it will go upward along the lines of' that cylinder^
to the XT. S. Army, has Been granted So we’re using the cylinder to line up the lights and cameras. When
leave by the Army to make his an- we’re set we will pull the nylon stocking to
one side and Ignite the
nual literary sdouting '"'trip .to
bomb.”
Europe for the publishing house.
What
in the hext few minutes had' a Hooperating of 190 *
happened
He departs for the Continent this for excitement. The lights around
the rest of the studio wen£ out.
\yeek.
The huge smokestack of white silk was pulled over opt of camera
range. The cameras started spinning, and when they had reached three
CHATTER
times the normal speed the’ bomb was ignited and shot skyward. The
Harry Madison appointed South- mushroom effect
of the A bomb was perfectly simulated. * The whole
ern California representative for.
deal took, about six seconds but with the cameras grinding three times
Reuters, Ltd.
T. C. Kemp in Hollywood to normal speed this gave Pal a lot of footage on his one-shot- Cameras
round up interviews for the Bir- were catching it from three different levels.
This was only one of the score of special effects which Pal has inmingham (Eng.) Post.
"Joseph van Cottom in Hollywood, corporated into his new interplanetary pic. Altogether he expects to
to round up interviews; as editor- spend four months on this phase of the picture, and has not only
publisher of the Belgian mag^ Cine- Gordon Jennings heading up this phase of the production but Byron
Haskin as welL HaSkin has been in Hollywood since 1919 and has been
Revue.
Jess Gorkin, editor of .parade, is everything from a Cameraman to a special effects department head,
a featured speaker at the 43rd and Is now directing “The War of the Worlds.”
Journalism Week program this
Where Stars Mean Just That
week at the U. of Missouri.
These special effects, incidentally, lire the stars of the picture, pf
Hy Gardner’s two-parter pn course, there are. actors in it Gene Barry, Ann Robinson, Les TteJohnnie Ray, “Prince of _ Wails,” mayne and. others, hut the stars. .me really stars.
_
due soon. N. Y. Heraid Tribune
It is more than 50 years since H. G. Wells wrote the original story
columnist to Hollywood again in'
''
and
15 since Orson Welles topped him. It remains to be seen whether
10 days.
Don Herbert, conductor of NBC- George Pal can Scare the peasants out bf their wits and at the same
TV’s “Mr. Wizard,” signed last time keep them* glued- to their seats;
In general, screenwriter Barite Lyndon has followed the general lines
week with Windsor Press to pen
a popular science tome for kiddie laid down by the past masters in, the subject, but Pal has added a new
note in that when all else fails to repel- the invaders, one of God’s
consumption.
Bill Ballinger, TV producer- smallest things succeeds, and this in answer to the prayers of all surOne other change is that the story
scripter, has his fifth tome, “The vivor^ of this Martian invasion.
Darkening Door,” off the Harper’s which was Set by Wells in London and by Welles in the Jersey marshes
f esses. 'Three of his hovels have is set by George Pal in a suburb of Los* Angeles,
S een bought by pic studios.
The invader first appears as a huge meteor which :tums out to be a
Fred Fehl, staff photographer of Martian machine which rests on three pulsating beams. From the
Dance mag, is compiling a series machine a hooded shape rears itself 15 feet higher than the body,
of photographs of famous baller- which, is on legs that are -30 feet long. The machine Scans' the couninas dancing the role of “Giselle,” tryside and wherever people or buildings
come in its way it pours out a
to be published in book form,
deadly "heat wave whicH immediately reduces all concerned to ashes.
XJ. of Pittsburgh has received a
Bomb. Lays An Eg**
A
grant from the Buhl Foundation
The army rushes' in with its A-bomb, which Is where T came in, and
to purchase manuscripts, books,
this was most effective a^s a spectacle it has no more effect upon
While
papers and effects of the late Hervey Allen, author of “Anthony Ad- the Martian invaders than Pal’s bomb had on Hollywood. When the
A-bomb fails, the world IS really -in a panic. One group has taken *to a
verse.”
“Business Be Damned,” by Eli- chapel in the hillk: An. approaching Martian machine stumbles. Its
jah Jordarf, of Butler U., a study beamlike legs buckle.. It fans.
of business and its methods as they
Other Martian machines following it -suffer the same electronic palsy.
affect. U. S. art, politics and edumiracle has happened. The smallest creature created by God has
cation, to be published May 26 by stopped the Martian invasion. It seems they have come from a sterilHenry Schuman.'
ized world and therefore have no .resistance t.o‘ diseases which now are
Bob Thomas, AP Hollywdod common on earth. Thus what the- Russians have been claiming hapcorrespondent, sold his first orig- pened in Korea'takes place
Jn “The War of the, Worlds.” The Martians
iiialstory for the screen tp M-G-M.
go doWn under k*rifi Warfare, having developed no immunity to even
It will be ..filmed under title of
the commonest pf children’s diseases:
“For- the Love, of Mike”. Sol
The picture will be! in Technicolor, as was; “Destination Moon,” hut
Fielding will produce.
Pal's previous Successes. Hal
N. Y. Times music editor Howard will have lots more special effect than
Taubman wa$ reelected chairman Pereira did 1,006 sketches to guid.e Gprdon Jennings, Byron Haskin
in
Pal ifi no slouch at this
and
the
specialists
miniatures.
^dealing
of the iL Y. Music Critics Circle
Monday T5). Saturday. Review’s sort of work eithezV' He started but, in fact,* to be a designer having
in
from
Academy of Arts, though
a
degree
architecture
the
Budapest
got
veeIrving Kolodin was renamed,
pee and, the Compass' Albert tte never Worked at 'Architecture ‘but Started in pictures as a. set designer. After he ‘had VApne this, for 14 pictures abroad he hit^pn the
Elias treasurer.
Samuel Goldwyn closed a deal idea of giving animated cartoons a third dimension. by using puppets.,
the
for
Dunlap
&
Grbsset
with
Rat &es 6af Of This World
publication of three special ediWith the hot breath of Hitler breathing dowh his heck he managed
tions of “Hans Christian Andersen” to get to AmeriftC ih J9S9 oh a g$U from Paramount and has been there
in October. Editions, 'ranging from more or less ever since. Tn
T949, however, he tried his hand at a full25c to $3, will carry illustrations length productiojh.statring Jimmy Durante and a squirrel in a picture
from the filmusical.
“The 'Great BUpert.” But this wasLOtaly a transition. He didn’t
Bans on six novels, imposed by called
going until he and Robert Heinline got together on Hemthe Irish Censorship Board, haVe really get
been raised by the Appeals Board. line’s science fiction story, “Destination Moon.” It wiis the first Techpicture
nicolor
dealing with the subject of science fiction to be made,
Seed
Books freed include. “The
Beneath the Snow,”' by Ignario and it was such a hit that it started a cycle. Fused to tell people
in
Eve
wherever 1 traveled to be sure and see it as basic training before trySilone, and “Adam and
America,” by Luigi Olivero.
ing to understand my “Behind the Flying Saucers.”
been
has
Fired by the success of “Moon,” Pal asked Par If it wanted to sell
NThyra Samter Winslow
signed by the Clark H. Getts lec- ”When Worlds Collide.’ V It had been lying on the shelf for years,
Subtour.
ture office for a national
having been bought With tile hope that one day Cecil B. DeMille would
ject will be her series of self-im- get around to malting it. By 1950 Far had lost all hope and .decided, to
provement books, the recently-pub- writ? off all previous work on the script as a loss’when Pal came along
lished “Think Yourself Thin,” and and indicated he wanted to buy it. He had hardly bought it when the
the forthcoming “Think Yourself front office decided that It would like to have him and the pic back
Successful.”
So be signed with Par to produce, for them and then
Attempt by the 850 .employees as a package.*
“When Worlds Collide.”
of the Cincinnati Enquirer to raise resold
While it didn’t haver quite the boxoffice appeal of “Destination
$8,000,000 to buy the* paper is
no trouble selling them “The War
strikingly paralleled in fiction by ;Moon” it did all right, and Pal had
“Morning Star,” British novel by of the Worlds,” which he bought from the estate, of H. G. Wells. He
After seeing what Lynscreen-play.
J. L. Hodwm which Simon A Schus- assigned Barre Lyndon to do the
ter publish on, May* 26. Tome tells don had done with “The 'Greatest Show On Earth,” and the special
of the fight by the staff of an in- effects Gordon Jennings had accomplished in the train Wreck whichdependent British daily to prevent featured that picture, Pal was sure he had a winning combination.
While H. G. Wells set his story in London in 1899. Pal had the choice*
Its being swallowed up by a large
newspaper chain.
of either presenting it that way and running into a horSe-and-buggy
era or bringing it up to our -time. He might, of course, even have Set
FITZUERAID’S GERMAN SOCK It a little in the future, which would make it even more believable, as
everybody seemingly fears the future, but he set it as of tomorrow
Frankfurt, April 29.
Ella Fitzgerald, a great success afternoon.
AltFranz
He has a great crew working on this picture* all of them imbued
weekend
at
here last
hoff Theatre under auspices of with the pioneer spirit, and at least Haskin comes by it honestly, havFrankfurt Hot Club (German), was ing directly descended from Daniel Boone. He can’t prove lt, though,
even more wildly received at her because he gaya his coonskin cap^ to Ertes Kefauver, who gave lt back
second appearanceV
.
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Court Deplores Comic Book Rise
Digressing from his decision on
an infringement, suit brought by

i

.

J

Avon

Periodicals against the Ziff.

Davis Publishing-Co., Justice Martin Frank in N,-Y, Supreme Court
last week took Time out to deplore
the rise of the “comic book” on the

1

A

American

literary scene. Sale of
these publications, , the court observed, has “soared fantastically”
with an estimated 80,000,009* copies sold eyery month through some
90,000 retail distributors.
:

‘

“By the immortals” Justice
Frank noted, “literature has been
called the highest form of human
expression' and the 'greatest of all
sources of refined pleasure. The
growth In cohtemportary literature

'

.

of this

new and

contrived as

it is

malignant- form,
of lurid illustra-

and language untouched by
of grammar, gdod
and careful vocabulary,
prospect, indeed,
a
dreary
makes
for the art of American letters.
What an unsavory dish to ’set betions

Linton Resigns Funk
Douglas Lurton, veepee ana a
director of Wilfred Funk,* Inc., last
week resigned. after more than 10
years with the firm, in 1941 heacquired a 40% * interest in the
company, and during his term as
general manager he* was credited
with developing a number of successful books.
Lurton relinquished active management of the book company in
1950^ ip order- tp devote more attention to the Your, Life group of
magazines which he and Wilfred

(

the

:

essentials

taste

fore posterity.”

Headliners'- Awards
Television and radio stations and
personnel
as well as combat
their
radio correspondents will be honored at Atlantic City at the 19th
annual Headliners' Frolic scheduled
for the weekend of June 6, 7 and
With more’ than .a thousand,
8.
Funk own.
entries received from 400 newspapers, radio stations and syndicates,
The Best ef G. J. Nathan
announcement of the results of the
The World -of George Jean Headliner award competition conNathan, ”• as edited by Charles An- ducted annually* by the National
goff (Knopf; $5) is the best of GJN. Headliners' club was made over the
It s a must- for anybody who has weekend.
anything to do with the printed
The award for outstanding teleword.
And particularly so if vision coverage of a news event
hmehing^on any of the 'lively arts. this year goes to Charles and
Editor Angoff'*. association with Eugene Jones, of NBC, for their
Nathan and (Henry L.) Mencken film and a tape interview with
dates back to the original Ameri- Robert Vogcler following his re9^? Mercury. His excerpts of a lease in Vienna.
xnira-of-a-centuiy of Nathaniana
An award for consistently outcertainly evidence that- he’s a standing news broadcasting goes to
student of his favorite author. KFI, of Los Angeles, for its proAnd deservedly so;... AngolE has gram, 'KFI Calling,” weekly news
culled from' wide and divers writ- feature with recorded telephone
mgs by Nathan—^magazine ip books interviews with people in the news
an « the subject’s observations all oyer the world.
fwnut, off- -and onstage.
An award for consistently outNathan is pithy about divorce, sex, standing radio editorials goes to
bachelorhood, the passing show of KFMS, San Diego, Calif., and exexP*rt about the pass- ecutive editor Paul W. White for
•ing
sh<Wr*bur^f; ^A»foff makes “courage in taking an editorial
-

*

'

<

•

.

;

»

'

-

’,

ning heads and title of the magazine Constituted the vice.
Moreover, the court addled, if ‘Ziff-Davis
wished to use. the word “Eerie”
in its title it must do so in such
a manner as would, distinguish it
from Avon’s, to .,avoid confusion
and prevent .a deception, upon the
purchasing public., An interlocutory decree. Justice
Frank stated, “will be issued enjoining the defendants from- publishing. 'Eerie Mysteries’; with its
cover in its present form.” Proposed
decree will also name a referee; to
take proof, ascertain and fix damages sustained by Avon. Latter was
repped by .attorney Robert E.
Nickerson of Gold & Nickerson.

Hollywood.

.

1

;

I

b

Having caught three disappointing atomic explosions’ to date, I over’-*
heard Mme, ScuRy mumble, “Bet Geox*ge Pal’s bunch could make more
believable blasts, with a piece of cotton and a matchstick.*\
Now, some .guys may dose through remarks like thfrt,' but not me.
To; me a tip may came from the' most unexpected* sources, and a smart
[.newspaper man should never fin’d hiihs&f napping. Homer might doze*
but. not a VAanwcr. mugg.
So I called up George Pal, found he had “The War of the Worlds”
in production on the Paramount lot and that, wonder of wonders, he
Was going to simulate the explosion of an atomic bomb on Stage 7 that"'

*

Sengstacke’s Mass Readership
With the purchase of the New
York Age Monday (5) John H.
Sengstacke emerged as the largest
publisher of^Negro- weekly papers.
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Avon's Court Win v*. Ziff-Davis
Ziff-Davis Publishing Co. and
Approved Comics, lnc M its wholly
owned subsidiary, lost a legal bout
with Avon Publishing Co, last; week
when N. Y. Supreme .Court Justice
‘Martin Frank ruled that Z-D’s
“Eerie Mysteries’’ unfairly competed with Avon's comic book,

lost

;

;H
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the chief speakers, said; “The toastmaster rightly referred to the

chairman

W. Browning,

Phillip

i
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Capt.

USAF; who
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stand on vital issues of local, state
Ond national importance.”
To combat radio correspondents
from the Department of Defense,
for a consistently outstanding job
of radio under'dangpr in their role
of providing American radio audiences with a “listening post” with
their tfoops at the wont, as ex*
emplified by the work of Lt. Col.
Wes McPherson, It S. Army, and
Sgt. Gene Coons, U. Si Marines,
goes another award.
A Headliner valor medal was
voted to be awarded posthumously

the most of it.
The reader will
FtiUtse* Award*
«Th« Shrike,” first play by ditto. It's one of those* books that
j 0S eph Krarnm to. he. produced, can be picked up at random and
was awarded the Pulitzer PnzC defies putting down. It reads with
Monday (5) **s. the best original ease, due to the snappy writing and
American .play for 1952* .The skillfully edited excerpts. Abel,
Caine Mutiny,” by Herman Wouk,
received the prize for the best
Dupcunte'js .Shy $ide
novel by an American author,
Jimmy Durante and Hermione
“The Shrike/ currently running Gingold were among the guests at
on Broadway, stars Jbse Ferrer a Foyles Literary lunch at the
tt ^,.pt
and Judith .Evelyn,
S7 Dorchester, in London, last Friday
"Caite Mutiny”
sented by Ferrer
(2), to launch the British publicawas bought for the. .films several tion of’ “Schnoziola,” by Gene
Kramer.
months ago -by Stanley
Fowler, and Miss Gingold’s autoWouk and Stanley Robert are cur- biography, “All My Own Unaided
rently preppihg! the screen treat- Work.'
Wouk, who’s also* a playment.
"I wish a trap’ door could open
wright, was repped nn Broadway up and I could slide through to thfe
At Savoy,” commented Durante. *T
in 1949 with “The Traitor.”
one time he was* a. gag, writer for suppose X could be christened ‘Miss
Fred Allen.
Anticlimax of 1952’,” said Miss
Prizes .were also awarded the Gingold.
St. Louis Post. Dispatch for “disBeverley Baxter, M. P„ one* of

.
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Why

CBATTO
accepted*

Amato’s, has Wan approached to
run for mayor,
„
a
Sujata At A#oka here ip do .x
*
Georgia Ptic*,iiai!hed to-the
dance recital Of Indian stuff at
CommURacing
York
*f the New.
Oumanaky’s Magic Ring,
8l
Walter Hoffman, Paramount Reid
°Ch»rlej( C. Moskowitk Locw's man* in town for a few -days to
off art, .hi* annual, Miami work forthcoming pic campaign.
y,p,

by Burg Theatre. Kaethe

1952

Hollywood

Dorsch will play lead.

Lradoi

%

Thiersee film studio lit Tyrol ocW.t$. King Vidor filed suit
for
cupied' by Frans Antel Co^ to shoot divorce,"
^
Man In Bath Tub.”
“A
Bing Crpsfty celebrated this 48th
«
urday (10).
directing
Borsody
von*
Eduard
birthday.
Sophie Tucker will appear at the Eduard Roesch him production;
Celeste Holm .’divorced Schuvler
Albert Hall, May. 30 Burma Yet- “Honeymoon ip Winter,
^
,
Dunning.
s.
erans Rally.
•Paul Hindemith’s "Harmony of
June Havoc in from N.Y. for a
At Ryan, Rowena, and
out well the World” preeiiied in KonzerHannon
sold
was
’Bagatelle
The
*
- ^Monica
Lewi* Ih town for Dem*r Ac Denise hel<t for second
TV show.
advance for Sophie Tucker’S thaus, Paul Sacher directed.
Robert Fellows returned from
M-GrM Radio' Attractions show, inning at Amato's Supper Club, opening night Mdpday (5).
Alpenland Film bought Gabriele Honolulu.
then back jto Metro.
of
"The
Continentals follow.
star
signed
as
Mills
John
"Vacation.”
£azenhofer’s
script,
pro
Marilyn Monroe recovering from
Metro*
Nicholas Nayfack,
Nick Lucas, Danny Marty n, Long Memory,” which starts roll- Axel Ambesser with play lead,
appendectomy.
ducer, returned to the Coa^t y®* Cooper* Sisters, and Burns Twins At in g ln Jun^ for J, Arthur Rank redirect
- Ktauss
Will
Clemens
with
Ricardo Cortez hospitalized with
visit
a
terday (Tues.) after
Kvelyn are putting on a socko bill lease.
world preem of Richard Strauss' appendix .trouble.
at 1952 Home Show here.
Ids family here.
Alec Guinness and Pamela Brown "Love of Danae” in Salzburg Aug.
Ann Blyth planed in from her
are doing a recording for Decca of 14.
New Yorker Hotel prextf Frank
Hawaiian^vacation.
left for
“Hamlet,” with the Qld Vic Co;, In
X,, Andrews’ *and hU wife
Quinn recuperating
*
?U
a fiye-week business trip and holifrom "minor surgery.
6eg Dixon has taken ovjer the
They’ll visit France, Italy,
x
day.
.Cleveland
in for twor
Hunter
Robert
Tab
Stack
Filmster
in town after TV
sUttfng role lh E mlle Ltttler's
Spain and England.
day personal.
Aldo Ray did two personals at appearances in N. Y.
"Zip Goes a Million” from George
..Floyd B. Odium, f pre* of Atlas
t0 V S ^
Bal
Andrew
Marton
in town after
Formby,- who is' hospitalized,
RKO. Palace to plug Columbia's
Jf Dolls
Corp.; Nathan Milstein, concert the Guys and
star.
four months in Germany.
'
Godfrey Tearle inked by Mike "Marrying Kind.”
violinist, and author-historian Al-In
for regional Frankovitch for a lead role irt "DeWarner
George
"Bullets”
tooting
In
Joe Flynn in town
lan Michie off to Europe last night Warner Bros sales conventioii.
cairteron Nights” on which location whistles for "Mister Roberts,” due from ’N.Y. with his bride.
(Tues.) on the, QUeen Elizabeth.
Gene Raymond in from N. Y. for
Joe -Shea arrived to take over i ens i n starts ih Spain* this Week.
at Hanna next week.
g
producIndie
film
Cusick,
visit
Peter
in 18 months.
J. B. Priestley’s "Dragon’s Teeth”
Muggsy Spahier plus his singing his first
Claudia Cassidy, Chicago Trib- opens at the Winter Garden next stepson, Buddy Charles, set for
er, to Europe yesterday (Tues.) to
George Sidney checked in at
make arrangements for a new pic* une drama critic, off on four mopth f^ eg y (13 vith Michael Deni- Main Street Club May 18*
Metro after a month in N.Y.
Hell tour.
ture to be lensed abroad.
Sam Kerner out of the hospital
sonr-Dulcie GraV, Rosamund Johns
L. Bramley Carlson quit Lakexf* xu
x
tt w*
> return to the XJ. S. Ih six weeks.
TJ. Wa-Mu musical
Northwestern
and' Norman Woolland.
wood repertory theatre after di- after a siege of pneumonia."
Kingsley to New EngDorothy
Tillie (Mrs, Barney) .Balaban has show began Monday (5) for *
seasons.
several
formerly* recting it
Caw,
***
*
recorded a special waxing of “A weejc s run*
Frank Yankovlc, Columbia re- land for a fwoAveek vacation.
Vince McKnight In
Thousand Violins” backed by Eli
polka
maestro, opened * Victor Blau goes to St. Louis
cording
'
EU't to be peddled at $100 a platter Bagels- and Yox which opens at publishing business, having become new music school And store here. May 13 to wed Edith, Carafiol.
Scott R, Dunlap returned from
(only 100 copies), proceeds to her Blackstone, May 11.
, ,
managing
“
director of the Falcon
,
Ann Dvorak, film and TV acthree-inonth tour of Europe.
Sidney Keller, manager of White- rre55
charity trust fund.
p r,! *
tress, flew in for short vacation a
Hotel, and his wife off for SixVincent Price to Salt Lake City
hah
a
forWade,
to
commuting
husband,
Nicholas
with
Berlin
Irving
to rejoin "Cocktail Party” troupe.
European trip,
mer Clevelander.
Connecticut hospital where his, 72- week
Murvyn
Barney Balaban in to visit,
Vye wrote a play, “Fifth
ill;
seriously
from
*and
hack
Singer’s
Johnny
brother
is
year-old
brother, Jon, who's resting at
Minneapolis
southwestern tour for hot-weather Position,”- for eastern summer
Mrs. Berlin remaining on Coast
stock.
Michael Reese Hospital,
Lexie
Room,
with
at
Bronze
riin
with daughter Linda who has a bit
By ies Rees
Richard Jaeckel laid up 'with a
s. Jesse .Lasky in nearby Joliet to
In a Pasadena stock,
S 1 n g i>n g comedienne Marjorie Lambert as hew vocalist.
view national highSchool band win?
K. Elmo Lowe and Mary Hop- wrenched back after an accident in
ner for his forthcoming "Big Brass Garretson in town to have records kins, who clicked in Play House’s a gym.
pressed
Ray Heindorf returned to work
Band.”
Hotel* Nicollet Minnesota Ter- edition of “Born Yesterday” last at Warners after a week
Cecil B. DeMille spending the
off for
season, united again in revival of
race has comedian Larry
of
opening
here
before
weekend
illness.
it.
Gaghan
Ac
Ernie
Ronnie.
Jerry
and
dancers
By
"Greatest Show” at the Palace on
John
an*d
Roy
Boulton
in
from
Wade Whitman new distribution
Local ‘songwriter Max Conrad
Sigrid Fox, dancer due at Big Thursday (8)*.
for huddles with Dore
of Columbia disk agency
Bill’s, cancelled due to hassle in
j0?e Ferrer set for one-man re engaging in effort to break non manager
Schary.
stop
trans-continental speed flying here, succeeding Ted King, who
Pittsburgh.
°P ^am
cital Sunday (11) at the Ziegfeld in sl
Jean Gillespie and Bill Thunwent into biz of managing platter
^Stanley Schwartz, co-owner* of advance oI "Anything Can, Hap- record.
hurst in from N:Y.-for studio conCurley’s nitery has comedian artists.
the Tabu, to Hahnemann Hospital uen" which
there
ferences..
Steve-Kremchek- quit stodk-brokWinehilJ,“exotic dancer Frosty
<11 for minor surgery.
Janis Pzdge and
Cooper
William' T allman re-elected
erage business to join his summer
Bandleader George Sommer and threw a Closing night (3) party for Winters, singer Maxing Carroll
of Hollywood Actors
- producing
stock
brother, John chairman
,Bob
Diane,
and
skaters
.roller
his manager, Bill Honney, have ca^h of “Remains to Be Seen.” WalCouncil.
Kenley,
in
forming
strawhatter
at
A
LisaJprk, who broke Hotel Radinked a new five-year contract.
ter Anderson, of that company, is*
Ginger Rogers left for a vacation
Andy Arcarl, nitery accordionist, motoring to the. Coast to pick up initial local appearance last year ^Franks
Frank Sennes agency is bringing after finishing her role in “Monkey
Business.”
has skedded concert recital for picture roles.
and was held over for -two weeks, Diosa Costello’s Latin revue into
Jany JoosSen, Mile. Cine-Revue
Academy of Music Foyer, May 17. A Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott back
Alpine
Village after "Minsky Folcurrently 'for a single week.
00
lead
over
the
roles
"Bell,
in
Belgium, irt town to gander the
t
k
Comedian Ken Barry was in“Good Night, Ladies,” currently lies” _ ends record-cracking .one of
film studios,
J
'
I
to
hack"
Oscar
Homolka lost a plea to re;
I
(29), when his car collided with a
When Sally Rand opened at his
two-for-ones. Show,
thT^oTst^Vn^Dennb ^rice* planduce the alimony he pays to his
trailer truck.
^
played- here,
here once before several new Tropicana *.Club, oam Borsel- former
inv
England pacJC to ^
•.
8 hack
wife.
Label Spiegel's Blue Angel, midyears ago, will, ring down season’^ lino tried to fix lights hut only
Danny Thomas will headline the
succeeded in blowing out fuses for
town spot, has been sold, back to
curtain for legit here.
"Italian
Night
of Stars” benefit in
Playing to packed houses on con- all spotlights and refrigeration.
Sy Kaliner, firm whom Spiegel
Chicago, May 20.
purchased it in 1950. The Kaliner
cert tour of three Minnesota towns
Ray
Rennqhan
is the first moBros, had operated' the room 17
Hibbing
and4*91 Bemidji—
-Duluth,
By Maxwell Sweeney
*
i ,
*n
ion picture cameraman to be
years as the Little Rathskeller,
Agent John
1
d o n in from but passing up Twin Cities, Marnamed
in Who’s Who.
garet Truman declined to be in>ndon. to look at new talent.
Janet Leigh appeared in a short
Austin Clarke, director of Lyric terviewed by newspaper and fadlo
produced ,by Frank Whitbeck for
Continued from puk* 1
Theatre Co., Dfiblin, named prexy end TV reporters when she stopped
benefit
of blind children*
Miami Beach
he
klrf“y
r0Ute t0
°£
C d
t toS
“
the Pl“. which was brjanehllded
Harry and Ben. Smith In town to
LoS(o^
.
d ....
d 2«5
cago.
Longford
Productions. skedded
By Lary golloway
_
the CBS ^TV Press Information round up talent for their Prince
by
Day, Dawn & Dusk held over at Irish preem of Christopher Fry’s
department, the classes will ,be George Hotel in Toronto .
*
Venus Observed” at the Gate,
Mother Kelly’s,
Margaret Sheridan to Minneconducted in the studios of WTOPHenny Youngman into Casa- Dublin, for the coming season,
TV, CBS - video’s Washington af~ apolix for North Central n d 1 e
Scotland
J/- M. Synge’s Abbey oldie, “Play*
blanca’s Club Morocco.
theatre
owners’ convention*
filiate. Politicos will learn how to
Gloria Swanson stopped off here hoy of Western World,” recently
By Gordon Trying
Samuel Goldwyn appointed
walk, talk, and read a
was staged jit Contra-Krels Theaon way to Mexico
City.
Jimmy Young. British singer, sit '
A
member
of Trade? ana Industries
Stan Nelson Trio, Raul At Eva tre Bonn, Western Germany, by topping vaude at Pavilion Theatre, script before the cameras.
InCommittee of Bonds of Israel.
'
Kurt
structors will include
as
Club.
.
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Jfciunfe progtam* will. be
broadcast from the Palladium Sat-
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Hoffman
"The Impostor Glasgow.
Norman Pincus, TV producer, f*Wrt Mayo.”
Heath. Joyce directing '.‘Half-Past
Hubert R. Wilmot back from the Eight” Summer revue at Theatre
vacashing at the Saxony
Louis Armstrong set for May Id London opening of his play, "My Royal, Glasgow, opening May 29.
jazz concert ht County Auditorium* Name Is Wilde,” will direct reEve Boswell, South African
Franchot Tone house-guesting hearsals for the Ijrisfi preem of "A singer, broadcasting In Eddie Eras
with Maurice (Giro’s) Pollack and Streetcar Named Desire” at Arts er variety program ’from Glasgow
Theatre, Belfast*
.atock producer Sandy Scott.
studios.
‘
..
Walter Jacobs and freres headd<
n
i flown Vto Arabia to
north
ed
to prep their Lake TarleEmpire, being
Reyes into Clover

.

.

i

*™

ton Club (N. H.) after officially
closing the Lord Tarleton here for
By
summer. Last guests were the
Bandleader
R
Harold (Variety) Erichs. *
th
Mnn 1
t

do one-night stand for employees

Hal Cohen

^Tammv Parivn

W

San Francisco
„

t

By Ted Friend

Galli Galli set for 365 Club.
Lowell Thomas at the Mark
Hopkins.
Mel Ferrer and Dana Andrews
sampling Fisherman’s Wharf.

comedian Tommy Lome,
playing lead in “Jeannie” with
Fraser
Neal Players:
Playt
at Opera
**
w
hunf^rtnllnp
Dunfermline.

late Scot

a

mii
Checks into Bill

Monday

Green’s on
week’s stand.

Irene Corcoran^dafigHter of the

in+n

ft ^for
Hospital

ewvfm
Barber

‘

for a

(12)

Bobby Fife combined

visit to his

folks in Louisville with the

Ken-

VicilHR

|

tucky Derby.

Howard Newman takes over
press work for summer opera company

Wood,

Jeanette MacDonald opens her
TV summer
concert tour July 14 in
producer Robin Hood DeU, ^Philadelphia.
Charles Von Fremd, and associate
Paul Wellman, author of "The
producer Alma Walker.
Iron Mistress,” visited Warners to
Films and kinescope? of the can- see how his brainchild was faring.
didates in action are to be reBob Hope played host to U.S.
viewed and criticized, With CBS- mailmen, who collected contribuT V picking up all costs. Use of live tions in the cerebral palsy camcameras will make It possible for paign.
Joseph M. Sehenck .will preside
the candidates to take actual classom c<wrses, while monitoring de- at memorial luncheon sponsored
yices ar al so *° be provided so by A. P. Giannlni Scholarship
y*
f. ,
the candidate can study his own Foundation.
Melvin Frank and Norman Panaperformance. Web to date has .is
to
sued invitations to the following ma heading for Washington
show Army brass a print of "Above
Presidential aspirants:
and Beyond.”
Sen. Robert A. Taft, Gen. Dwight
Foreign Press Assn, tossed an
D. Ejftenhower, Harold E. Stassen, English luncheon for Constance
Gov.’ Earl Warren and W, Aveflll Smith, Michael Rennie, Edmund
Harriman, and Sens. Estes Ke Gwenn r Terence Young, Max Byfauver, Rdbert S. Kerr, Richard B. graves and William Hebert.
Russell and Brien McMahon. Bids
were also extended to 31 senators

and

public

.

affairs;

.

.

,
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Bill

web’s Washington director of

By Emil W. Maas*
First newsreel theatre
Gratz, Styria.

this season.

opened

in

Opera orch leader Felix
Ella Mae Morse pencilled into
Janet Baugh, TV singer, makes Prohaska to -South America.
"Say When,” ditto Nellie Lutcher. Playhouse dehut in the
musical*
Chic-Combo
(George Maycock) up for reelection this year, as well
"Miss Sah Francisco” competish
Wonderful Good.
orch inked by Grosse Konzerthaus as to members of the House who
held in Mural Room at St., FranJosef Laytes around for inter- here,
are candidates for” the Senate.
cis Hotel.
;

State

’

>

;

Jeff

reem

Chandler

world
of "Red Ball Express” at
in

fpr

views in connection vrtth his picFaithful City.

Elfte

Mayerhofer,

stage star, inked by

local

film-

Munich State

C. Vidal-Gomis
Nicole Blanchery at Folies nitery.
violinist Camila Wicks
at Palacio dc la Musica.
The Barcelona Theatre has Pilar
. Sally Creates
I
Lopez’s Spanish Ballet.
itmtmmm COhtiRUCd lfODl pKffO 1 Tnii u
a
Argentinian Juancito Diaz
Theatre.
out in open court at first, for fear recital at the Barcelona
&
Dafne
The
nitery
has
Rigat
she would give away all her seStanley and Upshaw Ac Kuprina.
crets. She insisted on a statement
Poliorama Theatre f housing the
in writnig.
legiter, "Este ano Estoy fie Moda.
"You wouldn’t ask a magician to
Kaps Ac Joham’s new musical,
tell how he pulls a rabbit out of a "Vienna
Carousel,” is At the Comhat, would you?” she asked the ico.board.
Maria Guerrero and Pepe Romeu
But they wanted fan danefer to Co. at the Calderon with Jacinto
testify out loud. Board chairman Benavente’s play "The Harm They
Frank Krebs told her, "You are do Us.”
Legit author Valentin Moragas
leading necmle tn hp>U#»v#* vnn
ui
sLrkLkedan^^
starx
na kea ana have only fans to Roger has given his new play BarNo Importance” to Catalina
vrtn »
„ IT might
cena
who
is staging it at the Borras
as well retire from fan
.
Theatre.
dancing right now,” said Miss
Theatre has new legiter
R^d, "now that my secret is out. byComedia
writers Vaszary and Alvaro ae
You can buy another nightclub li- Laiglesia, "Scandal of a Naked
cense but you cannot buy another Soul.” Leads- are Isabel Garces

Hale McKeeh signed again by Opera.
la
Carl Low to direct,
Austro-Film (Carl R. Moehner)
7 Bag?
seven S
their White Barn Theatre.
shooting a documentary "Serving
hills prior to TV showing from
John Kozek, of Playhouse tech- Health.”
Curran Theatre.
meal staff, back on the job followStadt Theatre will open with the
Carol Irwin ip and out after ing the death of his father.
operetta, "Sensation in the Sky
quick visit with author Kathryn
Bev Kelley in town beaidng the scraper.”
Forbes and dinner at Trader Vic’s. drums" for "Call Me Madam”
Paul- Schmitz of Kassel ihked as
which> the Nixon gets June 2.
new director of Gratz (Styria)
Wendy Barrie comes in today OperA House.
(Wed!) to "speak before the worn"The Moon Is Blue” produced by
Portland, Ore.
en’s division of United Jewish Fund Academy Theatre, with Ullrich
By JR ay I’oycs
drive.
Bettac as director.
"Ice Follies of 1952” set for PortBill Saal in town making arSwiss opera, "Red Boots,” by
land Ice Arena, June 2-15.
for
orld p e
of Heinrich Sutermeister, preemed in
T
? ,^
Eddie Peabody is headlining
* Hream of Jeannie
here Gratz opera house.
Shrine Circus here this week.
next month.
Lower Austrian Ton Kuenstler
Duke Ellington orch did only
Ann Barrett, former local gal orch inked Gustav Koslik of Stuttfair in one-nighter at McElroy’s,
who replaced Betty Hutton in "Pan- gart as
«« new director.
Chuck Miller Trio and Zarcos & ama Hattie,” comes home Friday
Last operetta, theatre here,
D’Loris’ in at Clover Club for two (9) for Monte Carlo date.
Stadt Theatre, closed down bestanzas.
Georgia Sothem comes back to cause of lack of biz.
Spike Jones and his revue Casino this week for her fourth
Annual Sascha Cup (Austrian
packed the Auditorium on one- engagement here this season, an Oscar) went to Styria Film Co.
nighter.
all-time record at local bur ley! for "A Woman-Devil,”
Earl Mossraajv pressagent for Jiouse^
1
Noel Coward’s '“Relative Values' career.
r--

Sirpheum.
Red Skelton

doing

.

the

.

,

^

.

*
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Barcelona
By Joaquin*

American

m

i

.

and Mariano Asquerinov

tirelas, diod’ht Worthing* England;
'
recently.
4

3

Brother; ?7,
A H. Blank; prexy
at Tristates Theatres Corp. (United
Paramount ) f died in Des- Moines,

prank poster
Frank Foster, 4% head

1

of

Gen-

eral Artiste Corpus Dallas branch,
died in that city May 4. H* had
been with GAG since the summer:
*

^

"

Ernest Hough, 65, general man-

.with Hazel

when he appeared
Dawn in.- "The Pink

Lady/ r He

later

“

Harold Loeb, 53, 20th-Fox city
salesman, died in Chicago* May .4.

career in 1913

&

performed with He had been with 20th for 30

Shean*
Gallagher
His wife and sister survive.

-

1

Coutinirixi

from pag«.

,

v
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^l. estaTObed manage'ments now
growing
c°m- supply
the bond, money .put of
.s
/ ^
.

£

m

years.

Alfonso Candel, 40, Spanish actor, died in Madrid May 1.
He
J. L. FRANK
was associated with Tarsila *.CriaJ, L. Frank, 52, theatrical agent
do's company*
\
died
in
Nashville,
promoter
and
RUTH HART MOORE
Ruth Hart Moore, former legit, in Detroit, May 4 of coronary
Leander Q. Stockton, 82; retired tice of some managements of descreen and Vkude actress, died in thrombosis.
Frank was personal manager for dog act trainer, died in' Troy, N, H„ laying the return of available capNew York, May 2. She performed
many.of- the performers on the recently. A son and daughter sur- ital or distribution of profits.
in the 1910a and '20s,
vive.
She started her career as. secre- "Grand Old Dpry” program, WSM,
several cases* sizable sums thus
Nashville*
A1
H.
Woods
tary to legit producer
Father, 93, of opera stars Rosa Withheld, were subsequently lost
and later became associated with
and Carmella Ronselle, died in in unprofitable Operation. In one
LOUIS A* PAIGE
D. W* Griffith in .his early film
Meriden, Conn., April 26,
the
productions. She appeared in
Louis A. Paige, 51, prez of ElizaSuch instance the producer wrote
,r
Bethulia."
Bethulia.
and
"Judith
pic,
of
Local 151, American
beth/ N*
1913
Father 62, of Peart Bush, .con- to the backers to express regret at
of
Musicians,
died
in Griffith’s "Biograph Girl.” She 'Federation
the
"had guess/* but a number of
cert and radio-TY harpist, died' in
also played In several films with April 28 in Elizabeths He was also
those affected expressed the intenNew York City April 30,
Mary Fickford. She appeared on an aide to Harry J. Steeper, AFM's
tlon not to invest In any future
Broadway in "The Clansman/' national treasurer* He was chairMother of John Pavls, ABC pub- shows of that management.
from which Griffith derived “Birth man * of the Music Performance licity staffer
y
in Chicago, died in
In^me^set, particularly with
Before her retire- Trust .Fund and at one time led
of a Nation/*
that city May 1*
ment in-the late 1020s, she played his own orch.
distribute profit, every
opposite John B* Hymer in yaude,
**c*^./°
His wife, a. son, a sister and a
Jack Bond One Alfred Welch),
Surviving are her husband, Wal- brother survive.
»« mo»‘ Pfvtn^hlp. egree\
53, stage and screen actor, died
ter J. Moore, pres of the old H: C.
specify. With operations like
hients
April 29 in Hollywood,
Miner Co,, theatrical lithographers;
"South Pacific" and "Guys and
NATHAN FLEISHER
two sons .and a daughter,
Nathan Fleisher, 67, retired
Wife- of Kenneth Blewett, man- Dolls," for instance, where the payoff Is already large and the weekly
Philadelphia;
commentator
WDAS,
agter
of
Regal
Chithe
Theatre,
FRED
-profit-lx exteemelv hlg, JA. !s,.simrInd former managing editor- of the cago, died May 1' in that city*
Fred Crow, 73, manager of the old Jewish World, Philly newspier to make distributions in siraErlanger Theatre, Chicago, died paper, died in that city April 29.
Father of Stanley E, Johnson, ble chunks. The backers involved
in Chicago, May 4. He started his He was with the Jewish World Paramount
screen editor, died appreciate this and approve the
career as manager of the. noted from 1920 to 1935 and then joined April 30 in Santa Ana, Cal.
policy. Also, as If happens, they're
Creatore brass band and then was
AS,, retiring in 1949.
so pleased with their investments
managerial exec for RKO circuit
John Kiefer, 68, former dancer that they’re Inclined to okay everydaughter survives*
A
in St Louis and throughout midhad operated a dance studid ting the management does.
who
west .and Canada, v In Chicago,
since 1927, died May I in Toledo.
>*
„i.
CARLOS N. SANCHEZ
, * .
.
i
In the case of musicals, most
after several years at the Majestic
Carlos, N, Sanchez, 93, former
partnership
(now the Shubett), he switched to lyric tenor and voice, teacher, died
Otto L. Tiedman, 49, WBAL,. BalA
the Auditorium, in 1934 and left in New York April 27.
He ap- timore. sales staffer, died April 26 monthly dtitributionofcapitalor
in 1938 to take Over the Erlanger. peared in concerts and: sang in in that city.
‘ f 25 (0
He was w.k. to servicemen and opera- in the U. S. and abroad. He
plays, the refund. .With straight
veterans, often reserving choice taught voice at the Peabody Conset at '$10, OOO. But
is
usually
serve
AlschulCr,
Morris
68, theatrical
seats for the wounded on week- servatory, Baltimore.
attorney, died in Chicago, May 4, a number of managements ignore
ends even at anticipated sellouts.
A *daughter and two sons survive.
the terms of the agreement and
He headed the Actors Fund of
accumulate,
coin
available
let
Chicago.
..
ARTHUH H* BAEBLER
sometimes with the frank intenAbbe Lane to Xavier Cugat, tion of using it to cover possible
Arthur' H. Baebler, 56, district
<BIG BILL* CAMPBELL
manager for the Alexander Film Miami Beach, May 5. Bride is vo- future losses* In several recent in"Big Bill" Campbell, 57, radio Co., St* LoUls, was. killed April 21 calist in groom’s orch.
stances, the money thus dropped
and stage star of wild west shows, in an auto accident near Lebanon,
Geraldine L. Heath to John
been recovered rfnd shows
died in Ipswich, England, April 25. 111. He lived in Kirkwood, Mo.
Terry Knight, Long Beach, CaL, has not
that might have made a substanHe had broadcast, for many years*
His wife and two sons survive. April 27/ Groom is singer’ on
on their investment
return
tial
in Britain.
*r
native, of Medicine
Horace Heidt’TV show,
Hat, Alta./ Can;,: he made" his first
Jean Bradford to Bobby Dennis, have repaid little or. nothing.
Mrs. Bessie Marsh Brewer, 68,
stage appearance In 1911 in Sas- painter noted for theatrical posters Ellesmere Port, Cheshire, England,
One budget Item that arouses
katoon. His London dehut was in advertising appearances of Sarah April 18. Bride is a member .of to- frequent backer criticism is "of1935 at the Coliseum*
singing
comedian.
He was- Bernhardt and Anna Held, died in tal duo; groom is
flee expenses.” This varies from
known to millions for his catch- New York April- 29. She was the
Patsy Glavin to Bernard Lever, $150 to ^3
with different manphrase, "Mighty Fine."
mother of Sam Pope Brewer, chief London, May 1. Bride is Hollywood
His wife, Peggy Bailey, was vo- correspondent in South America actress-model*
excepi. mrcly
th^e
I p/oM
calist in his show.
Joan Alicia Slevan to Pat Tucci, tion to the deduction. But profor the New York Times/
Pittsburgh, May 3/ Bride Is a
to
continue
ducers sometirites
Merton V, Wieland, 63, director dancer; groom is with Tommy'Car- charge the full amqunt Cven'when
SAM
George
Herman Jacobs, 63, and v.p. of. the J. Walter Thomp- lyn orch. Cycoski to' Ed Bruchas, i show is operating at a loss, ocIrene
known on stage and screen as son ad agency's Chicago, office and
an
t
(
th C
y
Groom is a C
Pittsburgh, May 3.
Sam Ward, died
1
the Vet- a 19-year staffer, died. April 30 in
''

'

•

‘

.

'
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1

Hammerstein and him back into
4

the position of having to audition

experience some years ago
helping the Theatre Guild raise
the coin for "Oklahoma,” he doesn’t
relish that prospect.
^ or
but a few of the most

table

^

successful managements/ lining up
the financing fora musical or even
a straight show is now an ordeal,
Exemplifying present conditions Is
recent experience of Chandler

Cowles and Ben Segal in getting
backing for their incoming "Of
I*viv«i,

—

Edition.

wer p held.net only in New York,
but in phiudelphi., Boston, New
TTsvgd
Greenwich conn,
Cohn ana
and mse
else«aven, Gxeenwicm
'

’

CROW -

i
4

and- ^/thpg. .osm fqridsV '.'^odgeS
Hamcounting methods’ Of some manage- mexstein makes apractlce/of buyments/ However, these are gener- ing electric eq^ment* and’ renting
sine*
»Uy not h&t,
the position of. >n »ngel Is tr»di- lend |ng it without ch.rge. Newly
tionally weak, end most hackers .u producers inue accounting
we reluctant to incur managerial statements promptly and .explain
displeasure and a. possible black- any questions involved. Most are
Hsttog from pwticipatmn in a po- cwelul t0 rttartl av»U»ble capital
tentlal ftiture hit. With, the prog- , nd abWbuto prollts as quickly as
ressive dearth;of finanting, angels possible,
are increasingly in demand, so
Kven lhe mostf successful man4-Vipw
catered to -more
*g*Bients are inclined to treat
° re 3rt C
backers and potential backers with
and critical.
Md gloves these days*. For, as
Delay on Returns
cpmposer-prodqcer Richard Rodger$ t'0 1 d a reporters’ luncheon
.vnnntf ivainOn* pointed squawk among
ime time kgo, hrsupposes that It
vestots recently has been the prac- would take aboiit two' flops to put

HARRY

.

-

plaints about production

-

Los Angeles.
His sister; Frances, Is a personal
manager, and two brothers, William Foster and Ed. Fishman, are
a booker and Coast agent, respecIn addition, his wife, two
tively.
sisters and two brothers survive.

4

;

ager'' of
the Warwick Cinemas
RAPPS
management, representing Archie
1
Harry Rapps, 60, former vaude group, died in Manchester, EngBleyer, Arthui Godfrey’s muclal diland,
April
21.
He
Twins;
LOS
Angeles,
AprilSiamese
died
violinist,
in
the
and
rector,
had also operated a booking agency 29. Rapps began- his theatrical

in

1

•

A

|

-

-.-;

The^e are
.

M

chestra Corp. of America. He was
associated With Other hand agencies before he: went into personal

4
-

Rut

losse^ipn; flops -kfOpf ptoducei s"going obt o£~thelr v way
to win and placate backers: ^Sevgetting higher* i
.

;

'

1

-t-

profit.

.

of 1951*
Foster, in show bis for the past
25 years, started, his career as a
booker with the- now defunct Or-*
•

recently,
*
;D G|NG
Leonard Ging, 73/ Who had op*
George Murray.
itey/ 55*
crated4* nabe theatre chain for 20 former manager of the \ Empire
years from 1929, died in Dublin Theatre, Edmonton,. 'Altg». v died
April 25. He established theatres April 21 in Edmonton, »..-*
outside' Dublin city limits, hilt sold
out all but one to J. Arthur Rank's
Wife, 40, of John
s Siercovich,
Odeon (Ireland) setup hi 1949. He chief engineer of KITE and IQLTE^
was former prexy of Theatre and FM, San Antonio, died April, 30 in
Assn* of Ireland.
that city.
; Cinema
son and daughter survive*
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U.on of s h?ws, It Is mostly , matter
of necessity rather than choice that
productions now tend to have several times as many backers as they
once
Few producers turn down
the rare angel with a big chunk of
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"May

in
erans Hospital at Sawtelle, CaL A that city. Wife survives.
graduate of burlesque rand vaudeWilliam Purcell, 64, manager of
ville, h« played straightmau for
the late Charlie Chase in a series the Capitol -Theatre, Antigonish,
of Hal Roach comedies on .the Nova Scotia, died April 24 in Antigonish.
Survived by three sisscreen.
For a long time he was asso- ters.
ciated with the late Boh Murphy
Mrs. Margaret Tyler, 77, former
at the House* of Murphy. ,
chairman of the Chicago Music
Festival,
died April -29. in ‘Los
^ CHARLES A* SMITH
Charles A. Smith, 54, general Angeles.
manager of Western Massachusetts
Theatres, Inc., died 'of a heart v Nora B. Hall, 63, director of
attack in Springfield, Mass,, May 2. WTNS, Coshocton, O., died in that
He had-" been substituting for city May 5. She was also presiEdward A, Smith (no relation) as dent of the Coshocton Tribune.
house manager of the Paramount
Theatre, Springfield, for the past
Father, 67, of Sid Rechetnik,
two weeks. Latter had been hos- trade press contact for Warner
pitalized
following a near-fatal Bros, homeoffitie, died in New
heart attack.
York, May 6.
•

Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rausch, .son,
Culver City, Cal., April 30. Father
is head of the personnel departuient at Columbia studio.
Mr and
Tom Kettering,

^

Glendale, Cal., May 2. Mother
is the former Shirley Deane, singer; father is nitery editor of the
l. A. Mirror,
an(j Mrs. Seymour Stern,
Los Angeles April 24 Father
St h e?
fee when Is biographer of David Wark Grif

;

‘

;

the producer. In his selec-

f««ng

**

^

WARD

what It once waS. Thut, while some
managements (notably Kermlt
Bloomgarden encourage sma)l tovestment units With Eh* idea of

dl"

h1^ t
:
former nitery pressagent.
Helen Vance to Lee Sholerh, Hol- managements reduce the
lywood, May 2. He’s a screen di- a show’s gross declines, .and in
.

r

1
*

.

fith.

s

*

.

Mr. and Mrs. John Twohey, son,
instances '-after the. investreturned* and ar .profit is April 28, Chicago.
Mother is a
He’s a 'screen- being earned. •*/
lywood, May 3.
radio-TV- actress there.
actor.
resentThere ii fairly .geperM
Frank Shaw,
r.
and' Mrs.
Paula' ' Goldberg to Irwin Marment among backers agaijti.st proHollywood, April 27.
gulies, in New York, IVJay 1. Groom
fiucers Who. change the- same „ ,
is show biz -attorney.
assistant
director
airector
^
amount of office. expense. .against
-at UI.
Several companies of the
;
Mr, and Mrs. Julian Kantor, son,
show. In some Such instances the
amount involves totals $i,0QQ or April 27, Chicago. Father is asmore per week, obviously provid- gj s tant program traffic manager of
*
Continued from page Z
net
there*
men and their families visiting ing -tiie management a sizable,
TV- station
in addition to its regular share of
«nn
France,
De Beix had been lightening his
Father is a
to
object
ers
years,
in
recent
bit
quite
a
load
C
tiP
S
notably with the assistance of
Budd Getschal,
and
ahd me
tt71ame%h^
same show, ana
Gene Moskowitz (films) and Lytle panies of the
May 2. Mother,
gon New y or
Frederickson (stage). The latter, way ^ome. company and general
specialrector at Universal-IntematipnaL
Evelyn Ellis to John Fritz, .Hol,

some
ment

is

•

4

•

*

*>

.

M

m

.

same

Do Beix Dies

_WBKB

W

X

.

Sfof

^

^

gve jyne Love Cooper, Is
himself 111 in the American Hos- manager and pressagent salaries ma t*erial writer; father is of adverMother,. 59, of Arthur Davis,
scale when
J. L. FRANK
firnlj Getschal A Richards.
pital at Neuilly-sur-Seine, has re- are maintained at fuH
J. L. Frank, 52, manager of the prez of Arthur Davis Associates,
succeeded by Thomas shows are operating at^ a loss, in
Mr RJld MrSt Fred Gjunfeld,
Pee Wee King orch, died in De- foreign film distrlb, died in New cently been
some cases with casts, author and son< ew york, April 2%. Father
Americanlongtime
CurtiSs,
Quinn
troit,. May 4,
He was King's fath- York, May 5.
continue director on cuts.
.

jq-

emcee-producer of "Music Magazinc" on WQXR, N. Y.
New Financing Angle
_ * .
and Mrs. Galen Drake, son.
Mr.
^ dislike the way
Some investors
Father is
York* May '2.
j^ ew
some producers require new fi- wcRS N Y aabber
Maj’ and Mrs. William Harper,
Son, Bethesda, Md., May 4. Father,
that the financial risk of such yen wjj 0
photographic service
|n
tures is thus borne entirely by the 0 £ Marine Corps, was formerly acbackers rather than shared with tive in pic production in New York
the management. But the occaproducer, died in Philadelphia,
Hollywood,
May 4. He produced "Der Karapf,"
sionally-heard uugel^ c o m plaint
an ^ Mrs. James Cairns,
the last Yiddish play at the old
of shows daughter, Chicago, May 5. Father
against "over-financing
Arch Street Theatre, Philly, in
is not taken too seriously, since it is £ idw e S t profession^ manager
1935. He was founder of the Jewarrangements, which by his re- actually costs the investors nothing fpr Broadcast Music, Inc.
ish Legion during the first Wjjrld
Services are and in some cases may mean a subMr. and Mrs. Lou Wills, Jr., son,
War,
Mrs, Edith Holden, chairman of quest, were simple.
stantial. saving.
New. York, April 12, Fkth^r Is legit
.
His wife, a, son, .and two. daugh- Rossendale Pictures, Lt<3U-and w.k. set for tomorrow (Wed.) morning
,t
r
*
There is an increasing 'trend bf ^ and Mt6i y’’'da^c e5r:
ters suryiyg*
in north-pf-England cinema exhib at Notre' Dame,* des-Champy;
.a
who’ll
with the live-show coverage.
Per schedule, Abel Greqp, editor
of Variety, is flying to Europe tomorrow (Wed.) on a previously
planned annual business trip to
London, Paris, Cannes, and Rome.
Phil Reisman, head of the RKO’s
foreign pictures operations,* by coincidence here at the Hotel George
V, and Borrah Minevitch, longtime
AdelbOrt B. (Dell) Coon, 50,. forParis resident, -along with the other
mer orch leader, died in. Round U.
S, showmen/ meantime have exSurvived by
Lake, 111., May 2.
pedited Maxime de Beix’s funeral
wife and six children.

„At one time Frank
Alan J, Wilkinson, Australian
managed such artists as Gene Au-j
try, Fibber McGee & Molly, Smiley rep of Gaumont British Films and
Burnette, Roy Acuflf, Ernest Tubb later of J. Arthur. Rank, died in
and the Hoosier Hot Shots.
Sydney, May 3,
Surviving are his wife, two sons
Father, 85, of Frank Webb, TV
and three daughters*
cartoonist; Robert Webb* casting
director,
and William Webb, screen
JOSEPH ZITT /
T
Joseph /Zitt, 60, Yiddish play editor, died April 30 in Hollywood.
er-in-law,
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Julie Harris, star of “X
A
.Camera/’ and Jose Ferrer, of “The

Nathan , who has
George jean
v
at
just' reached 70), looks, around

'

'

and

‘current ‘theatrical scene
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'Shrike,”

were
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Royalty’s

overwhelmingly

:

Tel Aviv, May l3.
picked as best actress and- best
The
Lena Horne has proved a sock actor of the 1951-52 Broadway seasays he's a little.; disgusted.
deati of 17. S: theatre critics is cur- attraction here. Singer .opened her son,
in Variety’s annuaT poll of
publica*
concert tour officially May 5 at the N. Y. drama critics.
rency in the' news, with
tion last weekhinu reviewed then Kainat-Gan, near Tel Aviv^but she
Vivienne Segal, of the 4 “Pal
'/
of ’The World of had appeared two days before (3) Joey” revival, wad also, a big
in. Vj&jsiETY')
George dean. Nathan/* 'edited by jit King David Hotel here for the favorite, winning the best femme
Chiles Ango# (Knopf, $5). T.Oriie ball to celebrate the anniversary performance in a’ musical category,
of- the of the. founding of the state of Isis la vyoluiuinous. selection
while Phil Silvers, of “Top Banana,”
best material from Hathah^ 39.- pre- rael, and received an ovation.
was strong choice for best male perviously published: bopks, with* ComMiss Horne can give only 10 con- formance* in a musical. Marian
&ient'
on phUosoph^Y' eriticism, certs here, as a London engage- Winters, of. “I
A Cameta,” and
vWdjrienyJ politics; :*etmiyas5 well as ment forces her to leave oh the
John Croniwell, of “Point of No Re•*
18th. Slie could easily do another
ithe.thsatre^
turn/’ won the best supporting
Mlaii is a little disgusted at dozen dates' in Israel, due ‘to the actress arid actor categories.
Itht triviality, waste, mid -narrowed demand. She’s being handled by’
Miss Harris and Ferrer walked
vision
theatre’ today,
Tfye the Yuval Concert Corp., whose Off with a host of honors five
in
season now ’.nearing its ’close, he president, Jack Amidor, now in the
between them. For the first
all
is the States, signed her there last fall;
itold VAiUErY last Week,
time ih the history of Variety’s
Vorst in many years. ; TheirO Hvere
“bests,” Ferrer won first place in
'much better play -scripts available
three categories actor, director
ijhati those- produced* and he Wonand producer. Miss Harris won as
.Why-'
-disittiis'sed inbest actress Of- the year, and. tied
•favor pt
for the most 'promising young
'’I yawn about' the 'theatre's presactress', category.
>
ent" Nathan said.. "Thefe s.no^nInterestingly enough, Miss Hariielligenco, ho
patience, ho selfthe

(ContimietJ^

l;

onp^esj'

won the most promising young
award in 1949,. and won the

actress

supporting actress
choice
(with “Member of the Wedding”)
in 1950, That ‘yeaf (’50), she also
garnered one vote as best actress.
best.,

^

Ferrer was second choice,, back in
Hollywood,. May 13.
Major film studios, in a hush- 1949, aS year’s best actor with
“Silver Whistle,” and third pick
atmosphere,
hush cloak-and-dagger
“security as best actor in 1947 with “Cyrano
hiring
reported
are
He also had one
guards?’ to delve into the: pasts of .de Bergerac.”
‘

.

vote last year as outstanding pro-

their employees.

JJ5
,1:

.

Another untisual angle to
(Continued on page 62)

...

to be looking .into backgrounds of
uphhule’ Ray is heading toward
employees to determine if
all
mo.wier'h«?n«inza' Via a' merchandise
they’ve had any links with organiM'heup with Several novelty and
zations labeled “subversive,” Move
tubing manufacturers.. For viise.
Is part, of a renewed Hollywood
fjwnfc Ray name on their pro h#if,'
4
of further bad publicity on
iMmanidacturers are -sh^llhg^ixt fear
Beds iii the studios.
fmen $3,doer an<£*5 0()Q guarah: Investigators are said to be

}

:

The undercover agents are said ducer with “Twentieth Century.”
v

,

this

.

'•

lAMA’TVSHOW

mostly ex-FBI men.

liKfSiMmiiJiW

1

twhich

IHII h

iBi fiTri

being manufactured
Weatlwihnie, is<skedded to hit
for U. S. Pic lirins
^J^arket. next Week; with a reThat occasional wind from the'
potted -advance order
of 200,000;
north has become a windfall. TJ. S.
st
mtjysic biz mer^i5!a p ?
nanaismg-tieups have brought in film, receipts from the Canadian
market are surpassing last year’s
altle* ^hecialiy to pubahd continuing to climb to lush
firm
for
Song title proportions. At one major XJ. S.
i
rp0p
n
example has been
t -u
biz is seen making the
;t ^ e
K e d’.'Sb$^id Bein- company
difference between a profit and
loss statement for the current fiscal
is-

•

%

i

.

*K

1

year.

of the “Mama”
television series, starring Peggy
Wood in the title role apd the rest
of the video cast, will play two
strawhat stands this summer. Ralph
director, will stage
Nelson, the

Legit

version

TV

it

and Kenny Delraar and Ed

gerald will play bit parts.
s

ing

from thfc original
Forbes novel, “Mama’s

characters

Kathryn

:

Bank Account.”
The John van Druten
'

SHOrGITODR
Stuttgart,

.

May

&

-

•

•

er
SSL ySlnPrivate
^

Danione, now
headquartered in
assemble another
^or a global swing
tmuhd
d otl er -armed
installations.
h) h
?,
c
ed y** Big ShoW,^
ioui
S?
wpe wui
take off in July with
'Continued on page 08)

OeSj

to
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“I

Ham'merstein, was" dramato issue -figures, it’s esti- tized from the same novel.. Howrun
biz
will
a legal technicality,
Canadian
through
ever,
that
mated
ahead of 1951, a year the video show and the new stage
4 to
reversion are able to use the same'
that produced above-average
Overall intake from the characters and new story material
turns.
northern country, which is figured without royalty to van Hruten,
In’ with the dome&tic-= gross, is ex- Rodgers <& .Hammerstein or their
pected ta-hit -between 12 and 13% show's backers,'
The new legit edition ol “Mama”
of the combined th S^- and Cana'
dian total.
will play the Ogunquit (Me.) PlayExecs agree that a combination house the week of July 14 and the
of circumstances and factors have Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass,, the
brought about- the jingling ho. week of July 21. There, ate no
Television, of course, hasn’t made present plans for additional bookings or for a Broadway production.
(Continued on page 71)

5%

13;

ng hIs current, tour as
tlsu^lLT
A
d producer
Qf ‘The Pyramid
R??rs »
arottn<i European Army
tamS

play,

Remember Mama,” produced On
Broadway Same years ago by Rod-

Although' company execs are re- gers

‘BIG

The

show, using the sam e characters as
the TV edition, has also been
scripted by Frank Gabrielson, us-

luctant

;

.

Fitz-

’

:

4

'

,

>

•

:

;

.

of .the programming situation, The
.'agencies are practically Put of the.
picture ’today, represebtod,.with but

Hi

.

(Continued on page 71)
Hollywood,, May 13.
Arthur Horn-;
blow, JrJ, declared this, week that
Hollywood in its. output pf pijf outdistances' various other creative
fields in terms of Commercial hits,
The big rub though, he added, is
that the public too .often is. prone to
rap .the film Industry , despite its
‘
Next, show by Richard Rodgers
record.
V
Hornblow. claims that 25 pf every and DsCar Hammerstein 2d wiR
100 film productions make the hjt probably be a backstage musical
bracket, that is, provide a -profit for wijtli an original story about the
the producer, distributor and ex- gepesls and preparation of a Broadhibitor. Group of theatremen dis- way production. Team reportedly
cussing the subject .with Hornblow is already at work on it, but may
agreed with .these .figures*'
not have, it finished In time, for
...
Film-maker said he doesn't have presentation before the fall of 1953.
the statistics covering any long, It’s not yet titled.
period but contends it’s a certainty
As usual with the collaborators*
that the legit stage turns out far Hammerstein is trying to get 'the
fewer clicks on an overall .percent- book into shape first, worldng in
age basis,. i.e , where the angels re- frequent conference with Rodgers.
ceive a profit ahd the producer also Meanwhile, the composer is* busy
(Continued opu page 171K ..
(Continued on page: 71*>
*
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Up for production
Jve wallets, compass, sports shirts,
-handkerchiefs;, gloves’ and
'S?6 ?* The “Jolinhie Bay walRt,

SET
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royalty,'

lined

Aib'efidy

program-

,
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*

talent,

4

’

ris

embracing

trols

righted seven new Unpublished ming and packaging, Over, and
sOngs here. They will be registered above their primary function
as
in the name of “Pumipiiojl MAhidol “space sellers.”
(H< M. King of Thailand) ” although
From reliable sources it's reportthe royal composer use's a phoney ed tpat the D. C. eyebrow-raising
name, in his statement of author- may soon crystallize itself' into
/'
ship.
some concrete sifting of .the situa‘•Songs are “March of the -Royal tion. To the Congressional viewersBodyguard/’ “Life’s Destinyw-EIe* •with-alarm’the situation :as it presgy/’
“’Tis
Sundown/' '“Falling ently exists today at NBOTV and
Rain/’ “SWeet Words/' “Lovelight CBS-TV is no different from that
in My Heart/’ and “Dream^of Love, which pertained to the major film
Dream of You/’
companies, such as 20th-Fox,‘ RKO,
Metro, Warners,, etc., which found,
themselves, out on a.piept. 'of Justice antitrust divorcement ’limb as
both producers and theatre; chain
owners, (In- the latter st^tus.they’re.
likened to the networks, Whose
basic function ,i s to Sell facilities,)
it's- no secret' that the major TV
Webs today are in virtual b^ntrol

,

Mitiisim' id the ‘theaff ^although
ihet^'and there ,yom get r a glimmer,
are 'good; sorjptk^ound, but

There’s been some Congressional
snopping in Washington, the past
few weeks ovejr the mounting, octopus status of the major television
networks with their’ far-flung cpt&
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moat^managers don’t touch them.
The -few that may agree that they
*

By ABEL GREEN
Cannes,

May

13.

j

representation berq
and the
the American film indpstiy
here
S. State DeptXJ.
been
has
Hollywood'
agreed that
sneering and
5ieinou$ly haclcward in:
festUm
"ignoring international
notably at Cannes and
tivals,
-go
Venise, and henceforth must
more aggressively into internathe standtional competitions from
and
point of .nationalistic pride
determination.
economic
film personalities at the

A large

Such

just-concluded Cannes festival, as
Motion
Eric Johnston, pres of the
G.
Picture Assn, of America; John

McCarthy,

director of

are good, can't get the backing.’-’
'What the theatre needs, says
Nathan, are editors, similar to the
setup in publishing' Arms. An editor-critic, he. said, could follow up
Singling Bros.-Barrtum a Bailey
an author or a script that had good Circus wound up its 37-day stand
things in it, but wasn’t just right at Madison Square Garden, N.
Y
.for productioh, and see . that Hie Sunday (11) night with

<

MPAA s

in-

ternational division; Phil Reisman,
foreign chief;* Nathan TL
Golden, motion picture division
Dept,;
chief of the U. S. Commerce
for
Alfred Crown, sales manager
Samuel Ooldwyn Productions, and
Dept,
State
Gerald Mayer, XL S,
of
rep, saw first-hand how the rise
the foreign film industry has been

RKO

Johnston, McCarthy
>
<
Atfecto Unc*icially
Cannes, May 13.
Efic Johnston, prez pf the Motion Picture A$sh, of America, and
John G. McCarthy, director* of the

a gross

reproper changes -were' made. He ported:; to he- "i hit in excess of
o uvia *men as the late Maxwell
cited such
_
~
^
figure, although the ciryear’s
last
1
0
Perkins at Scxibner’s, who discov- cug piay^,
to fewer people. Last

,

.

division, at-

MPAA’s -iritemational

sparked in important worldwide
markets via this extraordinary bah

.
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Cannes,

May

13.
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For the second year there’s
awarded for

split in the* first prize

.

film

feature-length

best

the

t

.

«

"

-

,

.

l

has a
incidentally,
verbal option, for, RKO’s distribualready
“Othello”
has
and
tion of

bought the French-made explora“Greenland,” for
feature,
tion
worldwide distribution.
‘

den),

best music:

pf

4i
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KAYE TO DEBUT IN BRIT.

0

b“

criuds

”

ofl

^Naa^eels that fresh young
a group pro- the corrida, aliofwhldr are schedSest selection by country
doesn’t wknt to
a- Mexi- toi/beatem

Hollywood,

Danny Kaye,

'

—

cionado's favontes are Antonio Vetary prize;
Raiael Rodriguez and
den), best scientific short. Special lazquez,
jury prizes .went to Holland for the JeSUS Cordoba, all of Mexico. Top
Haacf Rhnrtfi and tn French director Spaniards are Dominguin,. MarioAlexandre Astrouc for “The Red rell, Manolo Gonzales and Aparicio.
Curtain.”
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Worm
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suit

filed

to line up a sup*
will accompany

Seattle,

May

13.

whose “Broadway Open House!'
Paul .JRobeson got an injunction
had a brief meteoric success,
against the city building superinr.
tendent, who cancelled the singer claims that the chain failed to pay
out of the Civic Auditorium for his him $4,000 weekly under an option

Aden, Harbnrg to Train

I

.

.

for

Years

aP
<riefc&9 Print

Ill

Nuns)

Zone.

City,

Canada and Foreign—$! Additional par

Ywr

.

m

‘

Pfi&mfY Inc-

Will' 44th StrMt.

N«w

York 34. M. Y.

,
;

‘

qf September, jL951. He
Jones
granted the injunction after Robe- contends that NBC stopped pay
April 5 and that 28 addi:
son was cancelled under city ordi- J/111
nance prohibiting use of hall for tional payments are due him.
Lester's
suit declares that the
speeches and lectures which “tend
to engender racial or religious an- pact was for five years, with a $4r>
(WO weekly paycheck during thetagonlsm.”
Robeson’s attorney argued the first year. Under an escalator ary
singer, was coming hereto '“express rangement, weekly fee would go to
in sOng his feelings, beliefs and $5,000 for the second year, $6,500
ideas,” and that to bAr him would for the thirds $8,000 for the fourth
be in violation of constitutional and $10,000 for the fifth year, ..if
guarantees of freedom of speech options were picked up.
Action
and. assembly* It was promised -pal- was' originally started in N. Y. Su*.
preme Gdurt, but was removed to'
itics would be kfept out.
The judge ruled that he saw no- federal jurisdiction on NBC’s re-

iS^rior ^Judge^ Robert

,

Regular S«bscripti©H Kaf«$
Tw# Yt® ri®^! 8^6
@ii# Yimy^lO^d

.

three-

Britain in June
Robeson Wins Injunction New York Federal Court charging porting show and
NBC. with “breach' of contract” and Kaye on the tour.
Vs. Seattle Nix of Date seeking $112,000. NBC-TV comic,

5/14

Enclosed find check lor $

VARIETY

"
wdl
nf be

in the provinces, under
H®
auspices of Harry Fielding.
won’t play the Palladium, London.
apMarks first time for Kaye
pearances in provinces. Ed Dukoft,
to
Kaye’s personal manager, goes
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noted, but have had
for a agement was
nQ succegs in wincing genera
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interesting, amusing and mentalteasine?—that’s the criterion”

with »P ace for. the circus, newspaper publicity' continued to wane.
„.
Trend by ,the dailies has been evij
t
n
ences.
the past three years and
dent
because
lot
of
inferior
men
have
a
Dividing the work, Bres handles stolen
.»
is attributed by the press departrepeate ^ lt s i ncfc
business details while Jorda^chedcurtailment of passes,
the
to
ment
There ls a difference between
ules matadors and buUs....Promowhich began with the 1950 show.
been ha.m :
men
'*«>$*. M*Udor,
P “b

rd

I'ilets" (Netherlands),

It

San Diego sports announcer. Garcia also -advise* on hcdlfight showmanship geared for American audi-

_
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“Jetons Les

HoW

the Italian film industry
On the two Uruguay
film festivals and subsequently
surged into the South American
market was Informally told by Reis^man to a group of top American
film execs and stars which included
Johnston, McCarthy, Mack Sennett',
William Holden and Gene Kelly. In
contrast to the Italians* technique,
the RKO foreign chief charged, the
greatest democracy in the world*—
America—was remiss with only one
pictures
Warner and three
entered.

''The Story

..

-

-

-

I

film version- of
of cutting ads and ballyhoo we Orson Welles’
” Latter was submitted
Should send over our best and most “Othello
serious product '.and not let the up- by Morocco.
surging Italian and French film industries ‘out-Hollywood’ us.
“If they judged films more seriously and favored more realistic
subjects,” Reisman adds, “then
that politics may be Involved
maybe It’s a mistake to send over belief
In the naming of the best film.
•An American in Paris* despite the
was expertly handled
Festival
fact that it won our top Oscar. The
auspices ojt the Chamber of
answer is that minor player Lee under
Commerce and French Tourism,
Grant wins here as ‘best actress’ for
with press ahd VIP’s neatly coorher performance in ‘Detective
dinated,' roomed and partied for
Story* and Marlon Brando for ‘best
”
the entire 18 days of the event,
actor’ hi ‘Viva Zapata.’
Windup of the affair featured a
‘Moreover,” Reisman points out, blaze of reception. *nd cocktail
“we permit Orson Welles’ film ver- parties tested by many of the parsion of ’Othello’ in English to win ticipating countries.
top split honors as a Moroccan enIn other prize categories “Cops
try despite its American star and and Robbers” (Italy)' carried offits backing from a medleyed Franaurels for the best screenplay;
co-Italian financial Syndicate.”
She Danced One Summer” (Swe^
.

.

,

—

—

*

Please send

.

.

Jn the $2,000,000
.
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SHOW

the week, when he planes hack "to
/
the XL S;.

screened at the Fifth International
Following
Film Festival here.
industries.
three weeks of showings, a jury of
prize
grand
joint
gave
a
of
reviewers
kind
that
“We can’t buy'
w “Due Soldi di Speranza” (“A
apace,” declares McCarthy, while to
and
entry,
Italian
an
Hope”),
Bit
“instead
of
pf
^ e
Helsman emphasizes that

To
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CHARLES SANFORD

is
set the world pattern. Johnston
sanguine that * successful conclusion will he reached by the* end of

'

RKO

3*

>» vOri'/i

'

capitalized

.

a success.
T ift in this year’s take was acsaid £0Unted for by an increase
tre has nothing like that,
in scale
Producers ought, to have and hy jhe* fact the show ran four
Nathan.
vW-.vXs
->S* v
That S days longer than normal in N. Y
good editors on scripts.
one immediate hope for tl^ the-? Admission prices were hypoed
atre.”
from a $fi*t°P to $6.50, with comMUSICAL DIRECTOR
Nervous Public
'mensurate rises- all along the line.
“TOUR 'SHOW 'OF
“-Nathan isn’t impressed with
There had been some concern as
WNBT What ANTA has done this year. As to what effect Paramount’s “Greatfor its Play Series, except for De* est $hpw on Earth”, would have on
sire.Dnder the Elms, -he found the the circus -'b.o.y -since the Cecil B,
selections “highly questionable*’ DeMille pic gives a detailed and
“ANTA ought to do important colorful view’ of the RB-B&B cirthings; or important revivals like c us.
Ptexy John Ringling North
Pitch for
‘Desire/’’ he said, “But not ‘Gold- said after the... New York run,
commerstrictly
is
Boy/ which
which -was the first place the show
Pic Names as Fan late en
They had followed the film,, that he
cial, or a ‘Mrs. McThing/
* May
----- 13,
Tijuana, Mex.,
ought to do revivals like ‘My thought the pic had been very
With a $35,000 gross tin the ttu Heart’s In The Highlands/ or beneficial to the b.o. His belief is
from the opening bullfight (4), Pro- *what Price Glory’ or even g. Wil- that it amounts., to free advertismoters Alfonso Pres ana Enrique jj am Gillette’s ‘Secret Service’ .as ing. In addition, of course, the
Jordi are planning at least five a curiosity/* He’s afraid- that tO- cifeus got a- tidy sum for the rights
more programs this season anu ex- day’s public is too nervous and and 4 piece of the film’s pVofits.
pect*to top the record of $60,000 jittery to sit through O’Neill’s
Smaller attendance at the Garset last year.
marathon-length “Mourfiing Be- ~den this season was attributed by
Big pitch Is for moj-e Hollywood comes Electra” and “Strange In* North to th*. increased scale rather
names in the stands as a magnet terlude.”
than the film*
for. film fans. Tfiesp Gilbert HoShow- took** off r from New York
As, to the book just published,
land, whose father was a matador, ^{han said he had nothing to do for Boston, where it opened yesana ^jth yle selections. “I wouldn’t- terday (Tues.) and, runs through
is Hollywood’s top aficionado
attendance by h
encouraged aHcuu««vv
encourageu
nag
Sunday (18).
has
39 ounaay
uq;.
It then goes to
through iiu
the patience to go inrougn
have
ave tne
other players.. Regulars last season
Angoff. Washington, ft will play through
explained.
» he
were Paulette Goddard, J°nn ] on gtime associate and friend, and Chicago .and the northwest to DenWayne, Louis Calhern, Lana Tinm- jn^^ghig editor, of the American ver and then through the southAva j£ ercur which Nathan co-found- west until it lands at winter quarer,' Mel 'Ferrer, Gene Kelly,
y
Gardner, David Wayne and An- e d, picked all the material. Nathan ters in Sarasota; in November,
tonio Moreno.
Instead of the all-winter layoff,
approves highly of the choices, His
Tijuana s bullring, built in
favorite among the selection^ is circus -reopens in Havana, under
seats 10,860. Prices -start at $3.00 -critic and the Drama/! which is a roof, on Dec. 17 for three weeks.
seats, Tange to
for. “sunny side
On Jan, 17 it opens under canvas
a
•_
— J..
& !il^ fr UmamataW the first chapter from his hook.
$10 for “shady side. Promoters « Esthetic Jurisprudence.” Angoff in Caracas, Venezuela, returning
have tentative plans for new, con- use ^ the whole chanter.
to Sarasota prior to next April’s
crete arena, seating 20,000.
Garden preem.
only Triviality Dates
Only
^

M

MPAA

springboard.”
Some ‘350 journalists representing as many papers from 38 nations
filed tremendous wordage on the
festival from this Riviera resort.
In addition, the scribes are following up with features to spark both
films and various participating film

Reisman,

.

^oss

MiilSl

lyhoo.
Particularly voluble over the advantages to be had by participating
in the festivals is Reisman. ’’It costs
us nothing to send our best pictures over and not sneer at these
competitions,” he said, ’‘because
great worldwide publicity
It’s a
*

'‘The theSr

made him

_

.

gear's
cjasg>

work and.

him-, edited his

couraged

.

.

the late

erefi

tended the International. Film Fe«
tival here Itt an unofficial capacity
before the event wound up Saturday 110). However, both toppers
were primarily concerned with negotiations for the new FrancoAmerican Him agreement.
Johnston and McCarthy returned
to Paris Sunday (11) Where the
proxy is pitching for no
upon Aim imports.
restrictions
French picture treaties, generally

1

.

hazard,

quest.

”

For
the

Harold .Arlen wffl compose
sup.E. Y..Harhurg witl -g
scorp
score and
* *'l.
r
...(eal be
hPlDK
8
p iy the lyrics for .a musical
adapted by Albert and Fr*J '
y
Hackett from three French p
n
of Marcel Pagnol. The show,
m
yet titled, is to, be. produced
Merrick.
fall by David
v
,The composer, currently
tidning in Europe, is
l
soon. .Harburg is on the

mQ ^

*

**

where Edwin Lester

®

is

a

production of “Jolly anna,
last
viscg edition of “Flahooley,
hy .
season’ll: Broadway musical
burg, Fred Saidy and Sammy
The Hacketts- are reportedly s
•»*>«( but’
Rnf’ are
dta due on the Coast
east,

.

.
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Par Execs Back

guarded

London ^was^^a ^closely

arjettf
SSffe
S5j
dications

JJ{S£ n

in^ \ hv^Decca
s

*

the

$*,0°°, 000,

removed

of

probably
PAQoamy

an obstacles would be

^^^^f^^ondSn

1

between the prexy of
Decca. which owns a, controUing
film
interest in U, and the British
have
tycoon during the. pist ^eek

In Film Stock Bid

They reportedly
considerable progress in
deal
agreeing to other terins of a

been amicable.

.

'

'

aside

from price.

'

Primarily concerned in. this regard are the mutual" contracts ‘betygen U and Bank's General Film

'

'

T

b

has come to no workable
conclusions as yet, but intends
plehty of further discussions -and
Scouting for new methods.
Schwalberg committee is loathe
to talk publicly about its exploratory work for several' reasons. Ope
Is that yak-yak on “streamling" is
said to upset field -staffs, of the ma^Hollywood, May 13.
jors throughout the country, ’since
Louis B; Mayer and RKQ board
it
obviously,
means economies- chalrmkfi- Noah' Dietrich have, .enthrough more efficient,, operation
gaged in new huddles here; jn’ furand that can lead only to wholesale ther pursuit 'of a "Setup which,
perspnftel^cutting.
-have ,Mayer functioning as
Second fear, that is holding pub- would’
ah independent producer—similar
lic discussion to a minimum is that
'.Goldwyri— on the ‘BKQ’
Samuel
the efforts will be misinterpreted to
Both sides
lfi.t With full autonomy.
by exhibs. Distfibs are cautious
were silent on progress made; ‘.if
that theatremen will think they are
any.^ but the fact, that the discus
(Continued on page 70)
sions are continuing was seen slg
It

;

Talks

made

GFD tanSng of u^pt^tact *5
Britain and U as' the prime outlet

Problem which -the CounfcU of
Motion Picture Organizations has
lor .distribution Of Bank, films in been having in filling the preside U. S. Both pacts have long den^s
similarly
flow appears
r
.
,
,
terms to run, and Rackmil and
.

.

,

present In naming members of the
Bank apparently agreed that they
remain Undisturbed, come three-man committee proposed, to
Only Alwhat may.
share the prexy's job.
Bank holds 134,900 shares in U.
,
has named its reo TrueBackmil, when he acquired his
man Bembusch, while Theatre
(Continued on page 18)
.Owners of America and the Motion
Picture Assn, of America have yet
to come up with their candidates.
.

will

:

.

'

13;

Sugar Ray Robinson-Joey Maxim
lightheavyweight title fight. TheaNetwork TV officials this Week
confirmed reports that they had

tre

NX

Wrap Up

seared in films. Communists have
been routed from- leadership and
positions of influence
the 'guild,
trade arid craft .unions, Hollywood
•front’ organizations have been redueed to an IneRectual Handful

hopped Into N. Y.
Small
*
AjUW
d "
Ed “ u
from the Cpast this week to put
the final wraps on the projected
deal whereby he resumes straight

m

(Continued .oh page. 48)

Prod,

bid

,

Theatre television, which has
Difficulty in selecting one-third
of a prez is the same as it has been been virtually silent on the pro
gramming side since last fall, may
in electing one individual for the
Execs are nixing the offers break out into the open again by
spot.
lining up rights to the upcoming
because, they say, they can’t afford
the time it would require.' Austin
c. Keough r Paramount v.p. and
general counsel, for example, said
he Couldn't be available because of
the pressure of his par activities,
nism suffered failure, frustration
TOA president Mitchell Wolfson
and defeat in .Hollywood, Maurice
(Continued oh page 08)
A. Bergman, Universalis public relations chief, told the American
Legion here tonight (Tiies.).
To
The committee record discloses, Ed Small to
Bergman pointed. Out, “that Communist propaganda .never has apIndie Deal

.

;

situa

new

twist with a refor Howard Hughes’
film company stock by Sam DembbW, Jr., head of Producers ServDembow returned to
ice, N. Y.
N. Y. after a brief hop here without offering any public statements.
persons'
However,;
*'*'* -.''**“ on the inside’
” x*
«_*
.> -r
«
i«
14
tl V*
v4
relate Ijhat he has clients willing to
pay Hughes $6 per sharA for his
holdings for a total investment of
close to .$6,000,000. .'Identity of

ported

•

May

RKO

Meanwhile the entire
tion took a

.

The complete record of the hearIngs before the House Un-Ameri*
Committee in 1951
can Affairs
proves conclusively that Commu-

exec supervision
Head o£
of all lower-budgetcrs.
the fourth unit reportedly has not
been, selected as yet and may either
corhe from studio ranks or outride*.
He. would head -up the making ot
the bulk of the “A" non-mustcal
product.
The Moskowitz and other switches reportedly will take place- whett
Zapuck returns from his present
pix, will take oyer

nificant.

'

Cincinnati,

^

’

scale.

studio; with Joseph h. Moskonow eastern studio rep, in gen*
eral charge of coordinating their
activities under the supervision* of
Darryl F. Zamick* That appears to
jj e
mo substantial appraisal
of coming events at 20th, growing
out of a welter of rumors of a mk3 or reshuffle of personnel and op?
;
rations on the loh
lot
erations
Zanuck, according to reports in
New York and on the Coast, will
be, in charge of one unit to produce two or three big special pix *:
SOL C. Siegel,* who a few
year.
weeks ago was named to head production of musicals, will Tt>e in
charge of a unit for that purpose;
Julian Blaustein, who has been
making a, number of 20th’s “idea"
witz,

13,

MPAA

'

Rackmil's offer.

May

K

-

A.W.

(WeS?^

the

.Hollywood,

*

,

t

London

week following the week-

this

|^

the Queen: Elizahis
h apparently to present, to
people in
associates and financial
of
the
terms
New" York and Boston
Bank., On
deal he can obtain from
other hand. Bank is cogitating

M

Sdav
y

_

t

liy

f

?

jwMa

would
womd

whieh
which

amount to hetween

Jack Warner to

than at any -time.'

f

Jack L. Warner, Warner Bros,
since talk began pf updating, the
present hoss-and-buggy setup. Eric production chief, is slated to leave
for
London some time in June on
long meeting with division, sales Johnston's call for “streamlining"
managers and top production per- in his hnnual report to the Motion company business.
ne
sonnel on upcoming lensing and Picture A$sn. of America last week
^ s°f s
distribution 'plans. Barney Balaban, gave impetus to thinking on thej
Kt? J
O'Shea, assistant subject a fid led to the disclosure ^Philip Warier Associated British
.
ident E>
v
advertising head that considerable, exploration 'has topper, on setting up a laboratory
for the processing of Warner Color
Blum gtock returned to Goth- already taken place, .,
in England.
aril early this week.
distribution committee,
Schwalb'erg, distribution chairmanned by A1 Bchwalberg,
topper, is skedded.to be back at v.p. in charge of distribution for
his. offlee today (Wed,), and Jerry Paramount, and made up of Sales
Plckman, ad-pub director, returns chiefs for the majors, has been
delving into the problem on a broad
in a few days,

offer^or the N. Y.

ilecords
toSSvewS.i
Bank s stock in umyers
price,

awiSsffifs

Streamlining of. the industry's
antiquated distribution system, ‘appears more" likely at. the moment

talked with the International Boxing Club about the fight, but said
that no deal has -been signed yet.
Fight is to be staged June 5 in
Since that is a
Philadelphia.
Thursday night, it automatically,
rules oiit inclusion of the bout in'
the Pabst-sponsored fights on CBS-

1

(Continued on page 53)
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Visit

Lenart) Wall Streeter
backing the Mark Bobson^Bobert
Wise indie unit, ’flie$ to Bamoa next
week for the filming of “Return to
Paradise”’ there. He expects to be
with' the company most .bf the three
months it is on the island.
Lenart Is a partner in Lenart
McHugh, floor trading specialists
on the exchange. Lenart joined
with Aspen in its initial pic, “Cap,

&

,

now

tive City,”

(Continued on page 23)

personally

’

in release, and is
putting' up all” the

second money and guarantees for*
“Paradise." First money ts being
Swanson in Mex for TV‘ Shorts
provided by Waiter E. Heller At?
Mexico City, May 13.
Gloria Swanson has apparently
(Continued on page 24)
decided to stay here for some time.
*

k

•

-

Here to make

six

TV

shorts 4ri

English for the film company headed by Miguel Aleman, Jr„ the President’s son, Miss Swanspn has
leased a furnished house in Coyoacap, local suburb, for one year.

Trod* Mark Kefiitered

FOUNDED BY SIME SlkVJSRMAN
W**Mv by VAKUTY. IMC

Publ!*h*tt

Harold Erich*, Prealdeiit
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membership shorn of ‘names

by Samoa
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Harry

Champion,
Off ; "Belles’
Key Cities Still
via a multiple pic
production
w
p
"Marrying,’ "Show’ Next Best
Second;
...... Artuf-c
"Queen’
Artists
and the flow into Communist cof- arrangement .with United
“Carbine Wiltfnilsually early warm weather so encouraging.
fers reduced to a mere trickle."
Small is bowing
for distribution.
Y. and
Bergman's address, was part of a 0 ff the Columbia lot, where he has and few new, strong pictures are iams" (M-G) is mild ln.N.
being blamed for downbeat at the Philly. “Denver” and Rio Grande”
o£
c
tb
era
far.
disappointing
so
Film
thea(Par)
looms
session.
boxoffiee this
*»»
:ct
tre biz generally sluffs off around “San Francisco Story” (WB) is in
service groups whieff he is marking years, to set the pact with UA.
“Walk
However,
category.
Memosame
to
under auspices ojLthe Council of
Arthur ICrim, UA prez, has plans this season of year prior
this year the decline East on Beacon” (Col), due at N. Y.
Motion Picture Organizations.
to wing .out to the Coast next time rial Day but
doing big in
The U exec stressed that the when, it's hoped; final details pn is more severe than usual with eco- Victoria soon, is
Boston.
partly blamed.
conditions
been
nomic
committee's report clearly indi- the Small deaf will haye
“Belles on Toes” (20th) is new
“Talk About a Stranger” (M-G),
cates that the film industry' has worked out.
champ nationwide, according to re- nice in Frisco and St* Louis, is
jlone an outstanding job of ridding
correspondents rated okay in Portland, Ore. And
Variety
from
ports
Itself of Communists..
and- has- co-r
.
,
No Boom For Groom” (U) shapes
in 25 representative key cities. In
operated fully with the Hduse com- ROSS to PaHS t© HUdOie
“Scaramouche”
in Philly,
first weeks in most houses, the se- fine
?
pittee.
a fact generally over7’onitpk
nn
^Robe
ZiflUUC
quel to “Cheaper By Dozen” (20th) (M-G) is rated just okay on first
looked, he noted, is the number of
most
in
biz
bright
good
to
Week.
Hail
N.
Y.
Music
doing
auti-Communist pictures made by
Frank Boss planed to Paris yes- is
localities.' “African Queen” (UA)
Uollywood. He cited such .efforts
“Mara Maru” (WB), which Is
terday (Tues.) for huddles with
surprising
displaying
is
again
playing in some 10 keys this round,
(Continued on page 168)
Darryl' F. 2dnuck on plans to pro- strength to take second place, with is mostly tepid to slow.
“Wild
duce “The Bobe” for 20th-Fox. several big sessions pushing up its North" (M-G) likewise is a dispropthe
total.
“Anything Cau Hapappointer.
studio recently acquired
Par Pix Of Hifi
Tour
“Marrying Kind” (Col) is cop- pen" (Par) ranges from dull to okay
for a
n •pj j j. Vk
eriy, which Boss has owned
“Greatest
with
money
third
ping
this frame.
wfted to Prez Truman
has made a
nu „ ber o£ ye#r6(
Show on Earth" (Par) will push up
“Mutiny" (UA), good in Denver
hlm to prodUce
to fourth as a result of some hew and okay in Toronto, looks light in
.
.
Motion pictures* of*’ t^^Pre'si- deal with
(RKO), while Detroit. “Hoodlum Empire” (Rep)
“Macao"
bookings.
Boss
Jmfs TV touJTthe WWte House
inclined to be spotty, is showing is fair in K.C. and Pittsburgh.
enough to land fifth spot.
“Sailor Beware” (Par) is torrid in

their

.-v

AH 20tb-Fox production will be
divided among four major units at

between, Milton
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50-minute

S5m

now-historic
{Rented to

fllm reeord of

M»v

‘

by Paramount* prexy Baralaban. Library
of Congress
4T^^
received a film record of the
by the three participatThis becomes part of
thl
perma rient film archives of the
rii.

&

*

»

than ‘He weuV
days he anticipates, miss

Zanuck take

3 tour was or 10

PiSent TWiman

;

Legitimate

^

^

Caulfield
h* 1*1 -

may

fly to

Europe

to join

'

(20th)

wilt

finish sixth, with “Pride of St.
Louis" (20th) is seventh. “Song in
Heart” (20th) is capturing eighth
(Col)
‘“Six Convicts
positioh.

rounds out the Big Nine.
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G), now
to

-

i

also planning
make a series of 13 half-hour video
pix starring his wife. She append

Producer

"“Deridlihe-U.S.A.”

is

which h

“The Lady Says No,
made and which is currently

in

lease by United Artists.

in re-

al-

entirely on extended-rUn;
“Man in White Suit" (ID and “My
Son, John" (Par) are runner-up
films in that continuity.
The batch of new entries is not

most

St. Louis.
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“Ma, Par Kettle At Fair” (U)
looms fancy in Washington. “Lion
and Horse" IWB) shapes okay in
“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th)
mild in L.A. “Flesh and Fury”
“Green
looks lusty in Chi.
Glove” (UA) is rated nice in Frisco,

.
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New

Pitt to pace field.
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H i%2
Columbia bdljshold .meetings of
Furopean managers in "London
and Rome ltf June. London confkb,
set for tune 13, will include, company’s reps in -the British Isles, and
Rome getitogether slated for June
and
20, will be for Continental
Near Fait. staffers,
its

*•

Chicago, May 13.
Qhicago theatre situation conAlthough the
tlnues- to founder.
the
«lrlve4rts/n0w numbering 35
exchange area, have raised the
seating capacity in the territory
during the last five years hy 47,250
’seats, they do hot take up the
slack, leftby the 156 houses (88,000
.seats) which have shuttered during 'the same period:
Although the usual summer closing^ have not taken effect as- yet,
the shutterings seem to have accelerated again, with two' closings
Also more than a
last weekend.
halt dozen houses ^are scheduled to
cease /operations before June 1*
While many of these are so-called
fringe operation, three of the
latest closers are more than 1,000

m

^

•eaters.

.

Abnormal summerlike weather
hasn’t helped the regular houses
here either, especially over the
weekends, with people flocking to
parks and beaches. On the other

t)tr$eU J inxcg Jftmaica
V Jamaica's touriat bureau has
,

niyed * proposal for a press
junket for the preem of JJnlted

W

chief.

who starred in the
made -a crack: .In an in-,
terview upon her return that

the' Island

was

all

'

,

film,

Desire,”

of

Conville.

Harry Kosiner,

.

..

.

“heat and

,

bugs.”

UA

’

sent

assistant .pubTamarin, to Ja-

its

.

ad chief, A1
maica as an emissary, but he
couldn’t budge the -island powFourth ^staters, .in any
ers.

.

Case, are willing to wait a while
for.

another Caribbean junket

sipce a flock of them are still
recovering, from dysentery acquired in Haiti a couple
weeks ago. at the opening of
20th'Fox’s “Lydia Bailey.”

Deals for financing two indie
pix have been set by Bankers Trust
Co., N. Y. They are “Ruby Gentry,” to be produced by Joseph
Bernhard with Jennifer' Jones
starred,, and “Never Wave at a
Wac,” to be produced by Frederick
"
Brisaon
with Rosalind Russell
(Mrs, Brisspn) in. the top tofe.,

New Eng. Indies Peeved
At 20th’s TV Application
.

-

.

•

man. “Primitive people,” ha said, Vgot frightened every fall when
the cold weather set in, and trees' and plants lost their leaves
because they** couldn’t remember thetthi* happened every year
y r
and .<tkat winter was: always followed by spring.”
Liptoh’s! thesis was that the same decline far. biz takes place everv
year when warm, pleasant weather hits most of the, U,S. and that it
is always followed by a pickup' that beglp* later. In the summer and
usually Carries through the fall: Thoughdiftriba and exhibs have
•been familiar with this phenomenon for years, Lipton asserted
*
the same cries go up every spring.
;
.While most pic.‘ execs ate privately, expressing no long-range
Optimism, 'particularly /in light of the lifting { of the TV .station
freeze, prospects for the rest of this year are gepertdly seen as gdod
There will be no new tele, outlets for a/considerable time, generai
economic conditions through most of ;the^' country "continue to be
strong and there’s a welter of solid b.o. product oh the way. Much
of it will begin to go into release in July. It should give a considerable spurt to biz, especially if last year’s pattern is repeated
The ho. started to climb early In June,, rather than in late July
"
and early August, as has been customary.
/
Actually, grosses appear to be off lesi( this year than they usually
are. when warm weather first sets in. .However,' since many houses
were experiencing business that Was already .weak, even a lesser
spring decline than usual is a blow.
:

:

Attending the palaver ^rom the
Joseph A- Mehomeofflee will

Actress,

.

hand, drive-ins have been doing
mid' summer business with •'several
reporting $4,000 takes on .the past
few Saturdays.
Mote and more of the nabe
houses have gone into art picture
operation, with about 75 regularly
Showing .import product mostly
British.
In most of these cases,
operator books the art pic for the
early part of the week and shows
American product for the weekend.
In several instances, cognizant of
the meaning of having a theatre
open in the neighborhood to draw
.trade to. adjoining stores; merchants have taken over houses and
reopened them, perhaps even at a
small loss in operation,
There
have been three instances of that
in the last month here.’
There is 'almost .a total lack of
promotion and publicity by the
operators, including the largest circuits.
Some have returned to
dishes and like merchandise stunts.
In the Loop itself, parking facilities have become worse' and worse,
and with the major stores having
branches in the suburban areas,
people are trading more near

,

international; topper;
his aide; Herman
Golden, assistant treasurer, and
Lawrence Lipskin, foreign pub-ad

“Island

Artists’

which wak shot there, because
it is burned- at Linda Darnell.

’

Tears of Uffror and dismay which are being shed by exhibs ami
diatribe glik# hvar the sjtunpln Ife which haslwvertaken the industry since the lasfWeek In ApCil were likened this week- by David E
Liptbn, Universal’* pub-ad chief, to the reaction of Neanderthal

Disclosure

Boston, May 13.
that 20th-Fox New

budgeted *t iiuund *«00,000. King f
build »TV station here, xeVidor will direct. It will be' Miss nut to
Independent
r* .j flrst Aim
iii m in several
^vprfll .years
years. suited In members of
Jones
o£ New .England reExhibltorJJ
Vidor made the highly successful
questing Roup’s exec# to -write
she
'.which,
Sun,”
in
Ih
the
“Duel
Spyrqs Skoiiras, 20th’S pres, for destarred.
“Wac” will be distributed by tails of the proposed action.
Noting that TV is largely respon..
BKO. Its budget is understood to
and exi^ around $000,000.” Bankers Trust stole for depressed receipts

‘

.

Washington, May

i

Chicago, May 13.
pjc -houses which have been' afby TV and other causes in
Cook .County (in which Chicago is
.

—

P

With

the* aid of diaries and docu-

ments,

the

Federal

Communica-

justified in requesting Ing up an exhaustive record of the
is the uaual extent to which banks group felt
Skoiiras to explain the reason- for former relations of Paramount PicWill go now.
tures Corp. and the Scophony
""spokeMnftn for the bank „ld
liv*x entertainment mediunu
Corp., in which Par held a oneMali here pointed- out 100 out Of that the two loans did not mark sixth Interest,. it was forced to re400 theatres had closed since 1940; any revival of great interest by. the.
linquish
from
in 1949 by consent decree*
I
!
L
Aside
pic'deals.
institution in
presumably due to video,
.( T)1Aa fra
disclosed were lilURo ufllC UI lllvttUC
The testimony, designed to show
A 40% cut will be allowed, for two others which he
had
Bankers
whether
Par. acquired, and used
those operating weekends and 20% now pending, he said
that Interest to hold back theatre
Interest to Par as Key
for those that have closed their no further loans ih immediate prosTV, -was given at hearings before
balconles. For those that have re- pect and W*S seeking, none,
Leo Resnick last week
moved equipment and seats, a 90%
Banks have been highly conserTo Product Availability Examiner
on -issues 'bearing on Par’s qualifislice will be allowed.
Vative in the past/few years'- on pic
May
13.
Washington,
of
cations
to
hold TV licenses.
It’s expected- that the number
deals, with many of those once
Documentary evidence of deal to
The story of Par’s interest in
appeals will at least- double before active in the field out of it altoin
theatre
a
interest
half
acquire
r-j Arthur
Scophpny W* 8 unfolded by
money,
AXAVUVJ f ordithe June 1 deadline for asking tax gether
KOVIIOI
now. First
UVTTi
*
J
°duct
was pre- Levey, - prexy of Skiatron Corp.,
concessions.
^25 P r
narily put, up by "banks, is now gen-“
sented to the Federal Communica- whIch acquired some 36 TV patadvanced
United
being
for
erally
home.
(Mon J € nts held by /Scophony* Through
Artists 'producers by‘ Walter E. tions Commission yesterday
Blank j s diaries, which he has been
Heller & Co., Chicago factoring during testimony by A/ H.
b
Mexico Plans Fewer Pix,
4 Mpls„ 2 St, 'Paul Closings
American
merger
of
on
proposed
house, which/ has a tieup with UA*
^ee ping for oVer.20 years, and phoMinneapolis, May 13.
r.n
TTtihi»d
Park tos
Broadcasting Co. and United Pararestricted
to
6%
While
banks
are
0* documents taken from
Twin Cities' theatres continue* to
Concentrates on
mount
Theatres.
interest on the coin outstanding,
Paramount and Skiatron files, Levy
toss in the. sponge.', -Four local
Hollywood, May 13.
Under examination by CommUr traced the events leading from the
hunk
of
to
accept
Heller
frqe
is
a
(Continued' on page 88)
Gaguine,
Benito
Fewer and better pictures is the the pic as compensation for the
counsel
showing of the Scophony largeBlank, Head of Tri-States Theatre
1952 plan backed by the Mexican risks involved.
screen TV, system at the Odeon
Government, according to Rodolfo
of
Corp. and a director
UPT; ad- Theatre, London, in 1939; demonLowentbal, German-bom Mexican
mitted he signed an agreement
DISTRIB
SET
Stratton* at the Rialto in New York
producer, currently in Hollywood.
with Elyl E. Self of Sioux City, Ia. t
in 1941, storage of the projector
Lack of quality, he added, has
in 1933 -to take over management
CO. IN SPAIN caused the Mexican film industry
in the organ room of the Paraof the Rialto there. However, he
Deal has been set with C-B to lose the country’s first-run thea(Continued on page 22)
ICED ITALO COIN said, he could not remember
Films of Madrid for distribution tres.
whether the agreement took effect.
film companies this
Of United Artists’ films, jn Spain,
wa* to
w American
Lowenthal is on his way
^UWCUUMU.
Questioned
yueswonea
regarding
regaraing
clause
a
.
.
,n
L. A. to N. Y.
Arnold Picker, UA international Germany where he will produce
ln the agreement declaring that
of tlieir
t^^blookcdmo^ev
Ot
DlOCKed. money «fv_
TTriftfAf 0 starting
Rlmll Never
-NT^VAt* Forget,”
starHntf
1 owlrl
tm
w a
chief revealed last week on his re- mWa
We Shall
the second rv*ivi-TT
Robert Ardrey
party /D
(Blank)
is in a
in
Italy.
Figure
represents
37^6%
turn from a seven-week tour of the in August. Steve Sekely will diposition to control the booking of
Barney Balaban
European market. Picker reports rect and several Hollywood players of the U. S. outfits’ total earnings certain motion picture’s which may
Anne Baxter
during the -first- three months of
that although the U. S. companies will appear in the picture.
Sid Biumenstock
used for display in the said
be
this year.
cannot get coin out of Spain now,
theatre,”
Steve Broidy
Blank
testified
that
U. S. deal with Italy provides neither he nor anyone in his emthere are .indications there piay
Geraldine Brooks
Okla. Film Biz Kept
goon be changes.
for convertibility of 37Vfc% of the ploy ever represented that
John Boulting
he conPicker says UA’s operation in
net
on
computed'
a
quarterly
basis.
Boulting
’51
Roy.
trolled product.
High Level in
Italy is off to a good start with its
The pact was formalized last sumJohn P. Byrne
Agreement provided that Blank
Oklahoma City, May 13.
affiliation with DAI, and the Germer, consequently 'comparison fig- circuit would receive 4% oL Rial.Joan Caulfield
Film biz in Oklahoma is being ures covering the first quarter of
man operation, too, is in high gear
40oan Crawford
to’s gross receipts for management
with “Arch of Triumph” set for A maintained on a high level with 1951 could not be precisely deter- expenses, 40% of
Nat Deyerich
its net profits,
only
an
insignificant
drop
of
.01%
34-city
mined.
day-and-date break.
He
David Diamond
and stipulated that while Blank
notes, however, that German pix being recorded for the year 1951.
Marlene Dietrich
would
share
in
profits,
ft
“shall
not
Tax
film
collections from
houses, T
.
are beginning to make inroads on
Howard Dietz
be liable for any losses sustained
under Oklahoma’s 2% sales tax Jack
30,000
American playing time there . /
Sol Dolglri
through
operation
of
theatte.”
the
Picker reveals that deals for UA show $388,799- collected from theaSale to
Firm It was further provided that Seff Mitchell Gertz
films- have been concluded with tres in 1951 as against $383,194 for
Leonard- Goldenson
(Continued
on
page
70)
Warner Bros.’ production chief
the CMA^ Odeon and GB circuits 1950.
Paul Gregory
These figures give an accurate Jack L. Warner reported to the
in England.
June Havoc
According to Picker, European picture of filiA conditions in the Securities & Exchange CommisRussell Holman
sion
last
week
.
that
he
N.
Y.
to
had
sold
L.
A.
state,
since
unlike
the tax figures
biz brings ih between 25. and 30%
Edward Everett Horton
Sammy Cahn
of the company's foreign earnings. issued by the U. S. Treasury De- 30,000 shates of'WB stock to the
Joseph Kaufman
company
part
as
of
Its
tender
offer
partment, they do not -include taxes
Bosley Crowther
Andrea -King
collected from sporting events and last month. That leaves- him with
Vernon Duke
Edward Lasker
373,748
shares.
Pix, 1 Italo
Eddie Elko'rt
4
other amusements. One of the best
Alan- Jay Lerner
recent years for the film industry in
Patricia Medina
R. J*, Dowling Realty Corp., maRobert Q. Lewis
Get Nix
Legion Oklahoma, According
Marvin H. Schenck
to the tax jor stockholder in City Investing
Arthur Lubin
National Legion of Decency last figures, was the 1949-50 period, Co., reported sale of 9,000 shares
William L. Taub
Joseph
1L Moskowitz
week bracketed four Hollywood which showed a 7.8% upbeat,, with of Cl to Allan D. Dowling, a diSam Ward
E. K* (Ted) O’Shea
films and one Italian import in its tax coin jumping to $388,779 from rector. That leaves Dowling Realty
Owen
Hugh
Class B (Morally Objectionable in $360,840 recorded for the 1948-49 with 160*944 shares and gives 'AlN. Y. to Europe
Dorothy Parker
part for All) category. Warners’ stanza. The 19.47-48 period revealed Ian Dowling a total of 138,286. City
Claudio Arrau
Jerry Pickman
Steven Cochran-Ray Teal starrer, an Increase of 2.7% with the tax Investing owns' the Astor and VicGuy Bolam
Gene Raymond
“The Lion and the Horse,” was coin going from $337,558 to $346,- toria Theatres* N.
and other
John Boulting
Gale Robbins
rapped for tending “to condone the 689. Since 1947, a study of the tax theatre properties, as well as a
Roy Boulting
Ross
Frank
taking of the law into one’s own collections reveals there has been heavy interest in Lopert Films DisDane Clark
A: W. Schwalberg
hands.”
tributing Corp.
a steady upbeat ip biz.
Greta Garho
Arthur Schwartz
“Geisha Girl” (Realart) merited
Oklahoma’s film theatres have
Paul Gregory
Si Seadler*
disapproval for a “suggestive se- not been plagued by video saturaClaude Kingston
Boh Shawley
Bprope to N. Y.
quence,” while “Outlaw Woman” tion.* There are only two television
Vincent Korda
Mike Slpane
(Lippert) was criticized for “sug- station's in the state, WKY-TV, OkVan Heflin
Richard Myers
Paul Small
gestive situations and a low moral lahoma City, and KOTY, Tulsa,
Patricia Medina
Hildegarde Neff
Wilbur Snaper
tone.” Lippert’s George Raft star- both of which started operating in
Anna Neagle
Lilian Okim
Robert Taylor
rer, ‘^fcoan Shark,” drew, an objec- 1950. It is thought that the small
Louis Novins
Mila Raymon
Franchot Tone
tion ‘for “suggestive costuming and decline in film biz in 1951 is parJonas Rosenfield* Jr.
N. Peter Rathvon
Joseph A. Walsh ^
dialog.”
The Italian story, “Life tially due to the operation of the
Cecil Tennant
Ethel Linder Reiner
Robert M. Weitman
of Donizetti, also drew a B.
Herbert Wilcox
two tele outlets.
Frank Ross
Howard Young

fected'
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Ingenious'

By GENU ABNEEL
Hbllywood,

+

May

hundred! key exhibs came away

A

from Metro’s thrttf-day film *'f esweek convinced that the
product must: be more
overall,
simply
and,
ingenious
more capable of ‘bringing the dolpulled a
lars to the b.o. As M-G
new approach in inviting, the theatre men. to the Culver City screenings, and proving itself a hep host,
the visitors confided that they must'
think up neW Ways -to reach the
public, akin to M-G’s method' of
coming up with* a* new twist in
socking across its message to the

Hollywood; May 13.
Biggest chuckle at the. threeday Metro meeting with thea-

tival” last
selling of

theatremen,

Film

:

outfit

.

.

tremen was .provided by M-G

.

showed

off six of its
’/

trans-

ferred his Interest from the
tool business to whatever business he transferred'* to,”

from other productions as yet unM-G demonstrated
completed,
-

in

of ^confidence

plenty
lineup

its

own

and clearly much of it
brushed off on. the showmen, who
trekked west to see it But getting
v
the proper b.o. return is. the problem, say the exhibs, and' combining
to form the solution is the collection of old methods which have
long since proved- effective, plus
new ideas tt> -somehow; further
Whip up public interest,

tlie

,

like

stars

herself.

Straight talks bn film industry
operations designed to upbeat
the business simply don’t register, she declared.
Miss Scott related that her
audiences responded only to
lighthearted chatter about herself and a few gags: In many
cases, she added, the formal
addresses* prepared- by' the
Council of Motion Picture Organization!? for the
“Movietime”’ troupers produced little

audjehce interest.

Shares in

U Pk

-

at his failure to' show up
yesterday for their rule-drafting
sessidn. Myers wired regrets, say-

ment

July and the script is now
being prepped for the French.
Rathvon in each case will have a
local co-producer. His aim, he explained, is to “get his feet wet” in
production in the .two --countries
with the least possible investment.
He expects to follow Up with bigger pix, probably in English, for
U. S. distribution,

Rathvon has established offices
in Paris and Rome and will probably also go into production of telepix there, he said.

$1,050,000 BKLYN. SUIT

RAPS MAJORS, CIRCUIT
Charging they were forced out
of business

in

April,

1950,

two

Brooklyn theatre corporations and
their officers brought a $1,050,000
triple-damage antitrust, suit in N.Y.
Federal Court yesterday (Tues.)
against the eight majors, .several
bf

their

Am u

s<

subsidiaries,

Corp.

and

Randforce

Metropolitan

Playhouses.
Plaintiffs in the action are Hopklnson Theatre, Inc., Peoples Cinmna, Inc., Abe Rotner and Julius

Charnow. The majors,

it’s alleged,
conspired to restrain trade
eliminate competition in licensing
S 01 j. c °mplaint also asserts that
me distrib defendants set up a sysem of preferred runs and clear«nces .irrespective of Admission
prices, seating,
character and locaren ^ a ^ terms and license fees

and

11

paid

rga nized ln * 937
*n? T
p,

*•

toe.,

3 ln
tj.lyn

Peoples Clnoperated the Peoples
,

the Bushwick section of

Becoming first^un zones for the
time will he suburbs such as
Par is
continuing practice of first-rims oh
pix at the Hollywood Par and

Pasadena and Inglewood.

ing other obligations prevented his
being in New -York. Attorneys’

opening huddle concerned’ itself
with .broad issues. .Specifics are
expected to be mapped today...
Vincent Korda, who flies back
Point oh which .Allied and the
distribs are openly at odds is the to London today (Wed.), has been
working for the past few week# at
(Continued on page 23)
the Oyster Bay, N. Y. t studios of
(Lowell) Thomas-(Michael) Todd
Productions studying Cinerama,
the three-dimensional-effects film
process which his" brother, Sir
Alexander Korda, will launch in
Europe. Deal" with Thomas-Todd
gave Alex. Korda the exclusive
Los Angeles, May 13.
European rights to' the new" fibbing
*
of
the
Vogue method.
Former owners
Theatre, Hollywood, have filed, a
With
the
return Of Vincent
suit
dajnages
treble
$4,500,000
Korda and his technicians, Sir
against eight major film companies
Alexander
is
expected to begin
and a theatre chain charging viowork on Ills first Cinerama project.’
lation of the Sherman antitrust act.
producer
has three stories
British
yesterday
Suit was filed here
(Mon.) in United States District lined up for filming in the new
j/process.
All are of the outdoor
Court.
Complaint, instituted by, How- spectacle type to take full advantage of the wide, panoramic
Ellis
Los
of
Angeles,
Sheehan
ard
curately to him for monies coltheatre screen necessary for the
lected.
He claimed he >vas. owed J. Arkush and E. J. Arkush, Jr., showing of a Cinerama film.
several hundred thousand dollars both of San Francisco,* charges
Pix will be shot botlr in Cineramore than was paid him. Grinieff that the film companies, during an
beginning hi ma and in the conventional maneight-year period
is continuing to. push the charge.
in “monopolistic” ner. Aim is to present the Cineraengaged
1935,
In notification to the Securities
& Exchange Commission last week, practices, including price fixing of ma pictures op a roadshow basis
reU* disclosed that two minority stock- film rentals and admission charges, to be followed by the general
conspira- lease of the conventional footage.
holder suits filed In U, S. District plus “combinations and
cies to restrain trade and' com- Sir Alexander’s Cinerama films will
Court in New York in 1947 had
which allegedly forced the be handled in the U. $. by Thomasbeen dismissed.
Both involved merce,”
Method of distributing the
plaintiffs out of business because Todd,
warrants* for purchase of common
of inability to obtain the right kind regular films was not disclosed.
stock issued to officers and emof pix.
Meanwhile, Thomas-Todd is proployees pursuant' to employment
Named in the suit were 20th-Fox, ceeding with plans to unveil the
contracts.
Bros. Pictures,.. Warner Cinerama process ln New York in
SEC report also served to give Warner
Bros. Distributing Corp., Colum- September.
Outfit is currently
official notification that U-had been
Universal Film Exchanges, dickering for a Broadway house
bia,
named a .defendant in the recent Paramount
Corp., and expects to close .a deal within
Distributing
Government antitrust action aimed
RKO' Pictures, United Artists, 10 days. Following installation of
at National Screen Service.
Loew’s and the National Theatres the special Cinerama equipment,
Corp. Latter is parent company of the company will show “This Is
Inti Pix Authors
Fox-West Coast Theatres, present Cinerama,” a documentary-travelog
operators of the Vogue Theatre. pilot film.
Sh^re in Film Profits Sheehan, brother
of the late WinCannes, May 13.
field Sheehan; production topper of
Congress of International Film the old Fox Film Co., is a former
Balto
Sues
Authors, which held a three-day v.p. of the Fox-West Coast Cirmeet here last week, approved a cuit.
Major Cos. in Trust
motion that the members do not
Attorney for the plaintiffs is
Baltimore, May 13.
consider themselves Salaried em- Nick Spanos, who handled a simiTheatre Enterprises, Inc., operployees but as independent con- lar case for the defunct Brookside
tributors to the creative aspects of Theatre Corp. in Kansas City, Un- ating the Crest, deluxe nabe, inThey also demand the der Supreme Court ruling, former stituted suit against all the major
the film.
right to exercise complete control operators of the Brookside receiv- film companies in U. S. Federal
over adaptation oOf their works to ed $1,331,000 in damages.
Court here this week charging disthe screen so as to uphold their
crimination and violation of the

$4300,000

pact ffom first-run ad coin outlay.
Par plans tryout qf new plan

with four pix. Following “Greatest
Show” will he “Jumping Jacks ”
“Carrie” and 4< Son of Paleface.”
Pix are to be offered competitively
for day-date first-runs in downtown
L f A;j 'Hollywood, the western area
embracing Beverly Hills, Westwood, Santa Monica, Inglewood
and southern area, Huntington

.

.

.

*

•

.

1

4

>••••

Nabe

.

American

dramatist-

Pasadena and

of distribution; AlSchwal-

berg says plan to expand so-called
showcase policy, which par ha*
always believed in, Is being, tried
here because development of selfcontained communities Within the
vast area Of greater L- A. is some-

what similar to plan for first-runs
^started last year by Universal here,
but reportedly hasn’t been too successful getting films played off.
Schwalberg opines Par’s four pix
are' “sufficiently, diversified to give

the company an opportunity to delf the expanded first-run
policy will best serve the public,
customers and ourselves.”

termine

20th Most Complete Plan

TWentieth-FoX Will Complete It#
for reorganization and divorcement of theatres on June. 28
instead of June 6. as had been Indicated earlier. HpW^vcr; on June
6 the production-distribution end
of the corporation must begin selling ’its product to National Theatres, Its circuit subsid, and the
Roxy ln N. Y. on the same complan

petitive

Jules

Buck Launches

antitrust laws.

Case being tried before a jury
C. Coleman,

Indie Prod. Abroad and Judge William

Buck pulled out for Paris filed originally in Philadelphia but
produce a number of pictures transferred here, asks for an in-

Jules
to

with the backing of David and junction and treble damages in the
M. A. Getz, French financiers. He amount of $615,000 as well as the

was recently a producer at 20th- right to show first-run films.
Companies sued are Paramount,
Fox.
First of the films will be based

Loew’s,

Inc.,

RKO

Radio, 20th-Fox,

from 1937 through 1940. writer, sat in as an observer and on an original by John Steinbeck, Universal, United Artists, Warner
HnrS
^^mson theatre, Inc., ran the will report his impressions to the still untitled. It will be made in Bros Distributing Corp., Warner
h
110 use
from 1940 through 1950. Screen Writers Guild. Latter is not the English language, with several Circuit Management Corp. and
Columbia Picture#
Americans in the cast.
(Continued on page 70)
a CIFA member.

basis

that

non-af filiated

theatres are licensed.
Under the terms of 20th’s antitrust consent decree with* the Department of Justice, the company
could put off the -severance of .theatres for still another yfear.: However, .company toppers feel that
the splitup this summer is more
desirable since the privilege of
selling to National non-competltively definitely must cease on the
June 6 date.

FINE ARTS SELLING 7

Ask

Kirkland,

area,

.

.

original intentions.
In addition, CIFA members insist on the right to be paid from
a percentage of the gross accruing
from films they work upon rather
than draw compensation- solely
from a salary. Among other things
it was voted that a jury committee
be created to pass upon all matters
confronting the organization. Jack

.

Downtown Par. Orte aspect behind
Par move is effort to get more im-

Veepee

-

tion in

geles.
first

Glendale.

—

*

ing' structure in the L, A. area.
Starting in late July with general
release of ’^Greatest Show on
Earth” and continuing with subsequent releases, par. will firsh-run
product day-and-date in seven theatres throughout greater Los An-

Park-Compton

.

-

.
Hollywood, May 13.
Paramount, in a revolutionary
moye, is widening its first-run zon-

~

.

Myers, lawyers representing, other
organizations expressed disappointr

M-G’s novel junket—which, was
flawlessly organized over ^he entire
Jacques Grinieff, international
thre’e-day going —-provided an film financier, and a syndicate of
abundance of stimulation for the associates havje acquired from Walwere visibly- dm-, ter Wanger the 50% interest in
exhibs. They
pressed and applauded" their appre- four films he made for Universal.
ciation on several instances; The Grinieff, .through the deal, also
how-to? problem that confronts the bought Wanger 's interest in a lawcircuit and indie ops' still centers suit. the producer ’had .filed against
T
/
dft the audience which has strayed
Universal.
1 Continued on page 18)
Buyout of Wanger occurred
some time ago, but was not disclosed until this week, when U reported on the settlement of several
French/Italo Pix For
other suits which were pending
against it.
It’s
understood the
Mapped
There
Mkts.
Grinieff deal involved about $250,000.
Pix were “Arabian Nights,”
By Rathvon as Starter “Salome Where She Danced,”
A picture In France and. one in. Gung Ho” and “Eagle Squadron.”
Italy, both to be made solely for doFilms had played off in the U.S.
mestic markets in those courftries, by the time the deal was made,
ate being planned by N. Peter but had neverJ>een shown in many
Ratvon, former prez of RKO and foreign countries. U recently also
now an indie producer and finan- has arranged to, reissue them in
cier.
Rathvon, who has been in the U. S. through its tieup with
the U. ,S. since April 16, sails for Realart for re-releasing its
product.
France Friday (16) on the lie de
"
Suit brought by Wanger charged
France.
that .U .had failed to account acItalian pic will go into produc-

from

showdown

arrives
the. current lawyers’ sessions and
at the May 26 -general meeting, it
is
thought that Allied’s board
chairman and general counsel,
Abram L. Myers, will be lined up
with the rest of the industry in
acceptance of an arbitration setup
that will be acceptable to all. The
organization otherwise will be in the
position of sticking the spike in a
scheme that the whole industry favors, and it is figured that neither
Allied nor any other single group
Would want 'to be labeled “villain”
oft that basis.
In light of the occasional enthusiasm for arbitration shown by

.

when Howard Hughes

.

would finally see- fit to compromise its views and go along,"

When

Speeche*, Please
Hollywood, May 13.

Liz Scott is back in town
from k “Movietime U.S.A.”
tour in the east convinced that
the public doesn’t want to hear
any
speech-making
formal

fit

Dore S chary's career before
taking over production four
years ago.
Said Dietz: “He had been
sinking lower and lower, and
finally
became . production
head of RKO. He left there
in

V

No

1

ad-pub v.p. Howard Dietz in
relating, the twists and turns

.

-.V

*
new pix and also unveiled clips

Alternating hot and cold air being blown on arbitration proposals
by Allied States Assn, left the resti
cf the industry* a bit bewildered
prior to the two-day draftingsession
by lawyers that began in New York
yesterday (Tues.) but the general
belief was that the indie exhib out*

Some Comedy, Too

13.

MAYER-KINGSLEY PIX
Fine Arts Films, N. Y. headed
by George Roth, has become sales
agency for seven pix imported
Jjy
Kingley,
Arthur May er-Ed ward
Inc,
FA will handle .the product
on a fee basis under supervision of
v
Kingsley, who will give him time
to prepping these and other pix fox*
release.
Mayer, who resigned as
exec v.p. of the Council of Motion
Organizations two Weeks
is currently in Eutope and
bring back additional product.
List includes three French entries to be released within the next
three months and four foreign pix
already in distribution. New ohes
ana “The Strange Ones,” “Life Begins Tomorrow” and ”Le$ Casses
Pieds.”
The ones -that have already preemed, in New York are
“The Young and the Damned”
(“Los Olvidados,” Mexican; “The
Big Day” (“Jour de Fete”), French’;
“Penny Whistle Blues” (formerly
“The Magic Garden”), South African, and “David” Welsh.
Picture
ago,

may

*

.
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•

from the Ruth Gortjtou-Garson the. best iwordsmin in Franc*. overboard. Toting Tommy
Rettl*
Kanin screen storr and George Granger has to keep under coVjtef il spelling as th* boy, Wallin!
he get*, in. enough, lessons
dram* will have ^ Cukors direction pointy ]up the until the
Wavering',
general comedy flavor.
weapon, to take oinFerrer;
with
t« depend on StanwyckrDougThe pro sports background of the. As part ot his hideaway routine lie
iMRjrau-Monroe 2 u|ei.
plot is apt to the' title and Miss takes the .part of a clown, Sca»r
RKQ nluM 6t WaU Krauu OfiUrrUt Hepburn Is quite believeable as a monyche, in a traveling show. While Who was wise ~io the situation »n
Par*ohi) production. Stars Barbara Stan- femme athlete taken under the doing so he has a violent- affair alorig.- Otto Hulett; police invest?
wyck, Paul Douflav, Robert Ryan, Marilyn wing of promoter Tracy, Actress, with a violent dame in the com- gator, and WUl Wright,
the bigoted
Monroe; feature* J. Cartol’ NfcUh, Silvio
athletic instructor en- pany, the red-haired arid very at- old rancher who brought the fi
Minclotti, Keith Andea. Directed by Fritz as a college
fako
gaged to eager-beaver prof Wil- tractive Miss Parker.
Lnrtff. Screenplay, Alfred HapbaL baaed on
Wfcand-run, also are
play by Clifford 0
camera, Nicholas liam Chliig, enters an amateur golf
’
good. Others Pave relatively
along
the
line
Somewhere
Wellsmall
Mufura<a; Ipecial effect*. Mar old
man; mu*Ic, Roy Webb; ianiek: director, tournament to prove to herself and Granger runs* into Miss Leigh.
Deed They fall in love, but he thinks
Ruddy Adler ’put the production
C. Bakaleinlkoff editor, George J. Amy; to Ching that, she is g£>od.
*on#» "I Hear a Rhapsody," sun 4 by Tony attracts the attention of Tracy,
•together
with
good
illegitimate
sister
taste,
his
(he’s
she’s
his sup ej£
Martin, Tradeshown in N. Y.* May 12, '52,
who quipk-talks her Into signing and has been living with foster
the. most of. the
Running time, 1#* Ml N**
maCharfes Lawton, Jr „ sup.....^..Barbara Stanwyck a pro contract for a' number of parents) and doesn’t ^press. his suit,' ierI*L
Mae
r
overcome
the
Paul
Douglas
to
plied
Jerry
sports. Still out
good lensing for the ni?e
he finds the marquis he s
Then
Robert Ryan inferiority complex Ching gives
Earl
vowed to put his sword, through physical values,
Brog
....Marilyn Monroe
Peggy
with is going to marry the gai. Just-iri
J. Carrol Nalsh her, Miss Hepburn goes along
Uncle Vince

fry NIgfct

<

•

’•

"iUMaiitic 4ram», with humor
is4 »ctt4u lifKMrh^ lbtt«4 in
Mini. G*o& entertainment.
-

/•

May

12.
Hollywood,
» Republic v*l
»f John Forfi Mtrlstt
C. Cooper (Argosy) production. Stars John
len, Mildred Natwlck,. Friki^eU Ford,,

jDI-

John Ford. Screenplay, Frank

Nugont; from story by Maurice Walsh;
camera (Technicolor), Winter C. Hoch;
editor. Jack Murray; music score, Victor
Young. Previewed May .7, '52, Running
S.

time,

Sean

•

v

Wayne, Maureen O'Hara, Barry Fitzgerald; features -Ward Bond, Victor McL»grected hy

as&ra:jarS

’

•

•

*•

m MIMSThornton

•

,

Wayne
. John
Maureen O'Hara
.

Mary Kate Hanaher.

.

;

.

^

;

Barry Fitzgerald
Mlchaeleen Flynn
Ward Bond
Father Lonergan
•'Red" Will Danaher,..,. Victor McLaglen Joe Doyle
Natwich Papa
...Mildred
Mrs. Tlllajie.
..Francis Ford
Tobin

Keith Andes

Tracy.

.Silvio Minclotti

Film settles down to a series of
laugh sequences of training, exhibitions and cross-country tours
in which Miss Hepburn proves to
be a star except when. Ching is
Whether she’ll
in the audience.
be able to beat the complex is
cleared up in a rowdy, climactic
brannigan when Miss Hepburn
saves Tracy from a beating by his
racketeering financial backers, and
decides to cast off Ching in favor
of the promoter as a romantic

Clifford Odets’ “blash by Night,”
which Billy Rose presented on
Broadway over a decide ago, has
Owen Glynn .............. Sean McGlory finally reached the screen in a
.Jack MtGowran
Feeney
.
..............J oseph O Oer; rather .aimless drama of lust and
Guard
Eric Gorman passion. Produced for Wald-Krasna
Engine Driver.,
Kevin Lawless by Harriet parsons, “Clash” Is
Fireman

Paddy

Porter

Web

Master

O'Donnell
Ovcrlander

diffused

by

direction,

erratic

Republic has an excellent money
picture in this Argosy presentation
by Jphn Ford and Merian C.
Cooper. It is a robust romantic
drama of a native-born's return to
Ireland, beautifully filmed in Technicolor, Thd* marquee value bf the

its

flaw, and a story that develops uncertainly, The boxoffice will

haye to be dependent on such
as Barbara Stanwyck, Paul
Ryan and Marilyn
Monroe, all of whom get star bill-

names

Douglas, Robert

and there

is

tential to help trade thereafter.
Ford took 'cast and cameras to
Ireland to tell the story against
actual backgrounds.
The lush,

green

.

scenery,
gentle
streams,
quaint cottages and customs add a
travelog interest to the plot.
In
fact,' Ford evidences such a fondness for the picturesque values
that he goes overboard on them,
stretching the picture out to an
unnecessary 129 minutes.'
Wayne is the quiet man of the
title, returning to the land of his
birth to forget a life of struggle
and violence in the sthtes and the.,
fact that he had killed a man in
the prizefight ring.
In Inisfree,
Wayne buys the cottage where he
was bom. immediately arousing the
ire of Victor McLaglen, a well-todo farmer who wanted the property himself, the ldnd dividing his
from that of a wealthy widow in
'

whom he

much

“Clash” captures

of

the

only occasionally does the narrative’s
suggested intensity seep
through. It is the story of a woman,
buffeted by life’s realities, -who returns to her hometown after 10
years, only to find that the escapism she has sought is still beyond
her reach. Her life In the small

•

town becomes governed by her

jectionist.

She marries the

man

security reasons,

for

fisherulti-

mately being forced to choose between' the two men.
Barbara Stanwyck plays the returning itinerant with her customary -defiance and sullenness. It
is one of her better performances.
Paul Douglas' is somewhat miscast
'

•

screen

'

Mike

sacker, as a police captain.
William Daniels’ cameras do a
neat- job, and David Raksin provided a good background score.

Brog.

well under Ford’s

direction, answering all demands
of the vigorous, physical character.
Miss O’Hara is perfect as the Irish

George

Mathews.

Cukor;
written hy Ruth Gordon and Garson Kanin;
camera, William Daniels; editor,
George Bocmler; music, David Raksin.

Collier

Weld

Barney Grau
fcpee Cauley
Mr. Bemlnger
Mrs. Bemlnger

maid, complimenting the Techni- Hank Tasling
color hues and doing well* on the Sam Garsell

’52.

Running

time,

Spencer Tracy
Katharine Hepburxt

Aldo Ray
William Ching
Sahvmy White
George Mathews
Loring Smith
Phyllis

Povah

Charles Buchinski
Frank Richards

Charles' Barry
Jim Backus
performance end by displaying a Police
Captain
Chuck Connors
fitting vitality.
McLaglen, Ward Gibby.. ............ ..Joseph E. Bernard
Owen McGiveney
Bond, a parish priest; Mildred Nat- Harry MacWade
Lou Lubln
wick, the widow; Francis Ford, Ar- Walter
Bus Boy.
Carl Switzer
thur Shields, Eileen Crowe and the Pat Pemberton’s Caddy
William Self
Also:
Gussle
Moran,
Babe
Dldrlkson
ZaOthers come over excellently.
Don Budge, Alice Marble, Frank
While the humor in the film hits harias,
Parker, Betty. Hicks, Beverly Hanson,
an Irish note, Ford turns to good, Helen Dcttweiler.
old, standard outdoor action of the
type often seen In westerns for the
The smooth-working team of
big fisticuff sequence.
He lets Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepthe story pacing slow down m burn spark the fun in “Pat and
several
sequences,
mostly
be- Mike.” It’s an adult comedy that
cause of camera attention to coun- should show generally satisfactory
tryside, but, overall, hits an en- results in the overall release, altertainment flavor that should though some spotty bookings will

strike public fancy.
Winton C. Hoch

be encountered.
did the beauFilm repeats a combo of stars,
tiful
color lensing and Victor authors, director and producer that
Young the music score. Adding to have twice before paid off for
the picture’s charm is the use of Metro, a fact that should help this
a number of Irish tunes like “Gal- Lawrence Weingarten presentation
way Bay,’’ “The Wild Colon Sal in its more metropolitan engageBoy,” “Mush Mush” and “The Hu- ments.
Tracy and Miss Hepburn
mour Is On Me Now.”
Brog.
pair slickly in realizing the most

•

Paula
Loretta Yount topping distaffslanted melodrama; well-made

but

(COLOR)

efforts.
Christine Larson, a new
comely face, supplies the slight
love interest in a thankless role
which includes only one romantic
scene.
Silverheels makes a vivid
characterization of Tecumseh, the
Shawnee chief, although too often
he is lost fn the welter of extraneous detail. Michael Ansa^g proves
a Villainous villain while James
Seay Is adequate as Governor Har,

r

•

Senranumelie

chances modest.

b.o.

Hollywood, May 13.
- .
Name-studded costumer. DisColumbia release t>£ Buddy Adler orb*
auction. Start Loretta Youna; .features
appointing b.o.
Alexander Knox, Tommy rison. Support is headed by Harry
Retti*. Otto Hulett, Will* Wright, Ray- Cording and Leslie Denison.
Metro release of Carey Wilson produc- mond Greenleaf. Directed by Rudolph
Robert E. Kent’s screenplay,
tion.
Stars Stewart Grander, Eleanor
1 *Screenplay, James Roe, William
J?*
Parker, Janet Lei*h and Mel Ferrer; fea- Sackhelm;
based on story by Larry Mar- which starts out to show promise,
tures Henry Wilcojcon, Nina .Foch, Lewis out; camera. Charles Latwon, Jr.;
editor, is too reminiscent of other Indian
Stone.
Directed
ol
by .George Sidneyf Lawrence; music score, George stories.
Spencer G. Bennet’s diSreenplay, Ronald Millar and George A*
Dtinlng.
previewed April 28. '52. Runrection fails to surmount the story
Pfoes^hel, based on novel by Rafael Sab- ning time,
MINS.
atini;
camera
(Technicolor),
Charles'
ogtt*
material.
-Sam Katzman’s produc:Loretta
Young
£
Kosher; editor, James E. Newcom; music, ? k
Kent Smith tion is lavish at times but at fault
Victor Young.
At Music Hall, N. Y., r»
Ur. Clifford Frazer
Alexander Knor ‘in
May 8, ’52. Running time, 115 MIMS.
scrimping with some obviously
Dayid Larson
Tommy
Bettig
Andre Moreall
Stewart Granger Lieut. Dargen
Otto Hulett Painted
backdrop#..
William V.
~* nor *
Eleanor Parker Raymond Batcom
Will Wright
Aline de Gavrlilac
Janet Leigh President RusseU..., Raymond Greenleaf Skall’s lensing is aces while the
Marquis de Maynes
editing
of
Mel Ferrer tort..
Aaron Stell is adequate.
Kill*
Guy
De Chabrillaine
Henry Wllcoxon
Cor” w* U
William Vedder Francis Cugat’s color consulting
Marie Antoinette
Nina Foch Welfare Worker
Ann Doran work is topflight.
Wear.
Philippe de Valmorin. .Richard Anderson
:,*••••'
Kathryn Card
*v
Gaston Blnet
Robert Coote Dr. Morris
Cull
Sidney Mason
Georges- de Valmorin
Lewis Stone
I«b«Ue de Valmorin.... Elisabeth Risdon
t
Michael Vanneau
straight-line soap opera meloHoward Freeman
Fabian...
Curtis Cooksey drama is offered for the
attention
Doutreval
.John Dehner of the
Routine
western, final
program
distaff trade in “Paula.” AlDr. Dubuque
John Lltel
in the Tim Holt series at RKO.
Sebgeant
though smoothly
Jonathan

M

•

•

•

Bewr

A

,

Punchinello
Mme. Frying Pan
Harlequin

.

Stars Spencer Tracy, . Katharine Hepburn, Aldo Ray; features Wil-

7,

'

.

ality.

Previewed May
*4 MINS.
Mike Conovan
l'at Pemberton
Davie Hucko...

'

‘

person-

China,
Sammy White,
Directed hy George

•

•

as the fisherman, the characterization calling for the kind of simplicity that is Inconsistent with his

by-now standard

*

-

Robert Ryan plays the other man
with grim brutality, typical of his
unsympathetic roles,
standard
while Marilyn Monroe Is reduced
fall for Miss O’Hara, McLaglen’s to what is tantamount to a bit role
sister. Custom decrees the brother despite her star billing. The latter,
must give consent to marriage, so however, does manage to get over
Wayne’s suit is hopeless until new- her blonde sexiness in one or two
ly-made friends are able to trick scenes, and the film could have
McLaglen long enough to get the used more of her. J. Carrol Nalsh
ceremony over with. Safely mar- and Silvio Minciotti give good supried, Wayne finds himself with a porting performances, while Keith
bride but not a wife, .as she re- Andes, in his introduction to a
fuses to honor the marriage bed major film role, also acquits himuntil he forces her brother to turn self neatly.
over her dowry.
The film’s pace is too often
Film kicks this setup around for leisurely instead of developing susfull values until Wayne is forced pense at the film’s high points,
to overcome his reluctance to fight while the ending notably lacks
and tackle the burly McLaglen. credibility. At -tfio. finale Douglas
In a big brawl that sprawls over takes back his straying wife, after
the village streets ana pubs and her affair with Ryan, accepting
through the fields, the two big her with a benevolence that fails
men go at it, with spectators mak- to ring true.
Kahn .
ing it a donnybrook. ‘The 'fight
quiets the bad start Wayne had
Put wn«*
gotten off to in his home town, his
wife assumes her marriage duties
and McLaglen becomes friendly.
Adult comedy with sports
background, sparked by SpenDespite the length of the footcer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn
age, film holds together by virtue
and Aldo Rag. Average chances.
of a number of choice characters,
the best of which is Barry Fitzgerald’s ‘socko punching of the
Hollywood, May 13.
Metro release o£ Lawrence Weiugarten
Irish type with which he has beproduction.

Wayne works

‘

s

.

loyalty to a Tugged, honest fisherloveS her and her animalian attraction to a film theatre pro-

man who

liam

^

-

is interested.
intro assures that Wayne
wi 11 not find the quiet life he
seeks, and his next mistake is to

identified. The Frank S. Nugent script feeds him some fat
comedy lines, and he wallops them.
While his character and those of
a number of others might not he
realistic Irish, they are along the'
lines of popular conception and
add to the film’s enjoyment.

Br*v$ Warrior

the

•

The

come

.

,

of John Wayne, Maureen drabness of the seacoast fishing
O’Hara and others insure a good *town, background of the pic, but

a worthwhile word-of-mouth po-

to.

1

‘

ing.

names

start for the picture

he’s elected

.

major
"

(a)

—

.

.

Station

the nick,

French assembly; so he doesn’t
(COLOR)
have .to hide out anymore; (b) he
discovers Miss Leigh is not his sisRedskin meUer starring J 0n
ter, so he can grab her, and (c) the
Hall; raild dualer.
marquis Is really his brother. That
leaves everyone mildly happy exKatzman procept Miss Parker r who, when last auction. Stm Jon Hill;
features ChH«
seen, is being hauled into a bed- tine La lion, JnXSUvorh^els, Michael An*5,*' Hntry Cordlnjf, Jutnta Seay, George
room by Napoleon,
n
r Ct
b
G ^“tt
Miss Parker takes the major
Scwen5ii y. RJbe rt
share of honors on both appear- F*K*C d
ance -and performance, although
Ferrer, too, is convincing. Granger
partner.
**«*<r*#or.
.Christine Larson
is
handsome enough, but never
Miss Hepburn gets -one- of her
Sllyerhcels
seems quite able to keep from let- The rrophet
.Michael Ansar*
too few film chances to display the
ting his smirk show through at Shayne 'Micgregor.
Harry Gordin*
gams that 'were a feature of her
Governor Harrlion....
James Seay
some
of the ludicrous lines and ®" n «y
Broadway legit appearance in “As
Ge orre EldredPe
situations he’s forced into. He’s a
**><*«
Leslie Denison
You Like It.” The stems make her .busy
kid with that sword when he’s
- 'Kory Malllnson
tennis scanties more attractive.
d h
R" sty Wescoatt
not iriaking li.-.e a down, galloping ifiiNiv
£nVL
-.l
««•••,*«••,
glamor
in
There’s other courtside
Bert
his horse, jumping, over balconies, Chief Little Cloud\ .William F Wlfkerson
Gussie Moran and Alice Marble,
Kptfliih Lieutenant..,. Gilbert V. Perkins
who appear in pro tennis exhibi- swinging on ropes or bouncing
over
furniture
a
the
late
Doug
la
tions with Miss Hepburn, Don
“Brave Warrior,” another Indian
Fairbanks.
Budge arid Frank Parker.
Miss Leigh is just an ingenue thriller promises to mean very
Tracy has been 'given some and not much more can be said. little wampum at the boxoffice bechoice lines in the script and makes She plays the part that. Alice Terry cause of a familiar,, pat formula
much of them in an easy, throw- had in the original. Lewis. Stone, and lack of marquee names.
away style that lift's the comedy who. held Ferrer’s marquis role in
Production, is in nifty Technipunchy Costarred is Aldo Ray, Co- 1923, is back again, this time as color, but wavering plot is full of
lumbia studio’s white hope, and hfe a sort of foster father of Granger. implauslbilities and weak direc-'
scores as a punchy heavyweight Mis#' Parker’s part was
a very tion. What start# out as a cloak>
fighter, in Tracy’s sports stable. minor one
in the original * story. and-dagger story of counter-plotChing handles his stuffy character The current cast, in addition to ting of Americans and British symacceptably. Among others in cast Stone, finds Henry Wilcoxon and pathizers, just prior to the War of
providing excellent support are Nina Foch in small supporting 1812 degenerates into a tale of
Sammy White, George Mathews, roles.
*
m^auding Indians.
Loring Smith, Phyllis Povah and
Action centers about Jon Hall’s
Sidney’s direction was designed
Jim Backus.
for speed and action. He’s 'achieved efforts as government emissary to
In addition to the tennis^ aces that, 'but unfortunately at
the ex- uncover 'traitors to the U. S. who
playing themselves, there are golf pense of clarity and. the
story. Un- are stirring up the Indians for the
appearances by -Babe/ Didrikson fortunately, too, kidding a
yarn sel- British cause. In this he is aided
Zaharias, Betty
Hicks,
Beverjy dom wins a payoff with screen, au- by Tecumseh (Jay Silverheels).
Hanson and Helen Dettweiler, plus diences, and that appeal's likely to Hall struggle# with his role, sucChuck Connors, L.A. Angels’ first- prevail with “Scaramouche.”
ceeding In part only by his- own

Eileen Crowe
May Craig
The Woman ........
Arthur Shields
Rev. Playfair
.Charles Fitzsimmons
Forbes
...James Lilburu
Father Paul.

Mrs. Playfair

Pierrette

Perigore

D * Bl

Cott
Foster

Owen McGiveney
Hope Landin
Frank Mitchell
Carol Hughes
Richard Hale

Metro’s

up-to-date version of
"Scaramouche” bears only the

most rudimentary resemblance

and

played, and with Loretta* Young’s
Hollywood, May 13.
to provide some luster for
RKO rcleai* of Herman Schlom prothe marquees, the boxoffice possi- duction.
Stars Tim. Holt; features Richbilities appear modest.
Its best ard Martin, Joan Dixon, Walter Reed,
bookings should be as a companion Dorothy Patrick, John Dehner. Directed
Lesley' Selander. Written by Norman
feature rounding out routine dual by
Houston; camera; J. Roy Hunt; editor,
bills.
Paul Weatherwax. Previewed May 9, *52.
rit is gained, produc- Running time, 42 MIN#.
.
I,
Tim
Tim Hott
tionwzse, by approaching the tear- Emily.
-Joan Dixon
jerker theme openly without any Carver....,
Walter Reed
.Dorothy Patrick
attempt to disguise the plot basis, Rosa
Bronson
John Dehner
relying on adult, even tasteful, Warwick
Clayton Moore
.Lane Bradford
projection to get it over. - Meat of Lanf'don.
Mark
Michael
Burley
«...
the screenplay by James Poe and
Pyle

name

i

to

its 1923 hit or to the Rafael Sabatini novel on which they both were

based. Pic never seems to be quite
certain whether it is a costume adventure drama or a satire on cos-

tume

fashioned

adventure dramas.
Audi- William Sackheim, based on a story
expected to find the by Larry Marcus,
concerns Miss
baffling to the point Youngs
efforts to teach a young
where b.o. results will be disap- boy to
talk again after he has bepointing.
come mute from injuries suffered
The muted, natural Technicolor
* supposedly hit-and-run acis superb and a strong cast
has cident. Miss Young, the unknown
been provided in Stewart Granger, driver
pf the car and herself unEleanor Parker, Janet Leigh and able to
bear children, is moved
Mel Ferrer. But the kidding of to the task
because of a sense of
the theme and director George guilt and.
a strong mother instinct.
Sidney and writers Ronald Millar
Plot has its implausible moand George Froeschel must he kid- ments,
but Rudolph Mate's direcding is confusing. It’s made more tion
and the trouping smooth them
so by the fast cutting to maintain over
acceptably, The teaching of
action.
the youngster
The highly - complex Sabatinl progress until is making excellent
circumstance reveals
plot has been greatly simplified to
the lad Miss Young was the one
for present purposes. It finds the
who injured him. His desire to
French Revolution all hut elimi- learn then
nated from the story, because of of revenge is only for the purpose
so he can expose her.
the inevitable Red analogy were The
long police hunt for the hitthe hero allowed to spout the 1789 and-run
theme of “Liberty, Equality, Fra- but the driver also is closing in,
denouement c.omes off with
ternity.”
sound soap
Granger is a brash young man Miss Young opera values, saving
from legal prosecu(played by Ramon Novarro 30 tion
and winning the boy’s love.
years ago) who is determined to
As to be expected Miss Young
avenge the death of a friend at gives the
principal role a lot of
the hand of nobleman Mel Ferrer, substance
and doesn’t let it go
ences

may be

indecision

—

—

Fissage

Denver

Allen
Chlto Rafferty

....Richard Martin

RKO

western
Tim Holt's final
release is no more than a routine
oater for the programmer' market.

Light on both budget and action,
it is just passable for relase intentions.

The Norman Houston

story tells

of a flock Of characters all after
$100,000 in loot for which Walter
Reed has returned after serving a
prison sentence for stealing it.
Holt and* his sldekipk, operating a
bankrupt stage line, are drawn
into the plot when Reed hires
their coach to take him across the
Mexican border.
Hot after the Stage are Dorothy
Patrick, Reed's old girl friend;
‘

John Dehner, his crooked lawyer;
Lane Bradford and Denver Pyle*
two ex-cons, and Clayton Mowe,

lover of Miss P at,n,rc '
Playoff of the major portion of tne
plot takes place at a roadside inn,
as the heroes and the heavies try
to ferret out where Reed has niaden his loot, which is concealed
(Continued on page 20)

present
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By

on

Dailies

j

Although heartened. By two rewhich, may. bring
cent events
T
beabout a' better understanding
daily
tween the film industry and
in
exhibs
fllmitef—
newspapers,
contend that dims
narticular
the
aretreated as steMpldren by
standpoint
Fourth Estate from the
advertising.
if news coverage, and
advertising
the
Main beef on
thatjpxists
side is the “inequality”
the majoriin the rate structure in
stores
retail
local
with
cities,
ty of
than
receiving a lower line rate
they
feel
Exhibs
film theatres.
same cateshould be placed in the
1

—

A

gory

By MALVIN
Preliminaries

Sydney, April 29.
Commonwealth Censor
Chief
Jack Alexander,, in his report to
government, announced that
‘fte
;wo-thirds of the 427 feature films
imported into Australia in 1951
were given the greenlight by his
department -for general exhibition.'
(In. Australia, general exhibition
'

.

means

The

suitable for children.)
number of’ pix* import-

total

ed from the U. S. was 347—an
campaign's increase
of 3.T% over the previous
many years for an year, Censor gave the full nix to

continuing

been waged for

and m^iny only one pic, the foreign-made “The
have been obtained Miracle,”
However, exhibs
in some cities.
has
point out that only the surface

equalization of the rates,

adjustments

been scratched.
Events perhaps

\

•

ushering in a

new era of film-newspaper relationship include .the attendance of
about 150 publishers and editors
North Central
at the convention, of
Allied in Minneapolis last week,
and the recent intra-industry meet-

Vs. ‘Latuko’ Nix

hope that each
become better aware

palaver

exhibs
can.

tp achieve advertising rates equ#d
to those Of local Stored and the
opfining of hews columns as

much

to

reporting of film
.

Hartford Times Encouraging
Particularly encouraging to the
filmites of late

has been the recent

the Hartford Times, which
its general ad rates from
24c. to 25c. a' line, but did not increase the film rate, leaving it at

.action of

increased

.

a line. Progress is also, being
in other ifities.
editorial and promo.tional standpoint, exhibs believe
they are being sloughed. off by the
25c.

made

From the

.

They point out that
(Continued -on page 18)

newspapers.

:

SWG Appeals

with Britain, indicate the Yank industry will have a tough fight on
its 'hands to maintain the status
quo. In both cases, unemployment
and hard times among local filmmakers are back Of demands that
American imports be sliced.
The negotiations with France
and Britain are particularly important to the U. S, industry for
several reasons, and as a result
considerable, pressure Is being exerted to at least hold present
ground. A flock of -execs of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America,
led by prexy_Eric Johnston; of the
Society of 'Independent Motion
Picture Producers and of the U. S.
Embassy in Paris are handling the
present talks.
Prime reason for Seeking favorable. agreements' with Britain and
France is that much of the world
keeps its eyes on those countries
as far as film economics ate concerned. Thus less favorable pacts,
particularly with England, may be
the signal to many other countries
to attempt tp cut down on dollar

exports for films.
The fact that Britain, and France
complaint; seeking an injunc- are such important segments of
the
total foreign market, is .a section against the action of the
Newark police in confiscating the ond reason that. Yank firms don’t
France has no
print of “Latuko,” African docu- want to see cuts.
mentary, and arresting the mana- restrictions whatsoever on the
ger and two projectionists of the Withdrawal of American dollar
Newsreel Theatre here, is expected' earnings, while the British agreeto
be filed’ this week in the ment is now liberal enough to have
curChancery Division of Superior virtually eliminated all frozen
^
rency.
Court.’ Purpose of the injunction,
The- foreign market, Which last
according to Robert L, Hood, attoryear produced the second largest
ney for Guild. Enterprises, Inc., Of number
of dollars in film history,
New York, owner Of the theatre, is particularly
important to the inwould be to allow showing of the dustry at this time. Percentage
of
picture until a- hearing and a de(Continued on'pago 1C)
cision is made bn the case.

of the problems of the dth'er. From
the theatreowners’ view,' they aim

as possible
items.

past

’

ings held by Francis S. Murphy,
editor and publisher 'of the HartOut of this type of
ford Times;

medium

the

during

Aussie Censor Bans Only week to the current negotiations’
a new film pact With France,
1 Pic in ’51—‘Miracle’ for
plus the forthcoming discussions

Court’s

‘

t

Newark,

.

May

13.

A

•

all probability, the American
of Natural. History^ which
sponsoring- the film, will join the
Alfred Mnnsoh, attorney
action.
for the Museum, said he was studying the case and was still considering the method oi procedure the

In

Museum
is

Museum would

use..

IMPPA, SDG Dispute
On Pay Seen Resolved

In

Hughes Hassle

Copenhagen,

May

13.

Russians boast of their
originality, but they’re obviously
not ashamed to steal every glmmick ever used in a Hollywood
western, war film or racetrack

IT V 17 1*L~
n.i. Lxnibs rreo

—

The

yarn. These devices, tossed into
the script of “Rosakhest” (“Cossack Horse”), currently screening
hereabouts, help get laughs for the
film which—-like most Russian pix
subtly dispenses the Soviet prop» ntM

“

“Kosakhest” is in color and ,1s
three kinds of film in one'. First
it is a western about a horse, then
it is a horse racing story about a
horse, two jockeys and a girl* 'and
^thirdly it is ah anti-German film
about World War XI,
How do they -squeeze so much
into 10 reels? Simple. They just
New York City exhibs, burned tack three stories together, A
at the proposed re-zoning plan young. Cossack cowboy raises a
submitted to the City Planning dapple gray horse and enters him
Commission, are preparing a report in a race against a tqpnoteh jockey
of their own for submission to the who is also after the cowboy’s
Commission. It will -take excep- girl. When waf breaks out we di$tlon 4.0 the proposals set down by cover that the cowboy and the
Harrison, Ballard & Allen, the coh- jockey are both members of a
sultant engineers who prepared band of Russian guerillas, But the
the report, and will call attention jockey turns oUf tO be a saboteur
to sections of the report which who escapes to the German lines
’hey consider unfair to theatre ops, after wounding the cowboy. The
A report is now being readied by Jyorse saves the cowboy’? life and
the Metropolitan Motion Pictures the team then blows up a train
Theatres Assn, and will be pre. jampacked with German officers,
sented to the planning body “in a including the eX-jockey. However,
matter of weeks,” according to a in *he nick of time he was able to
spokesman for the grohp. Actu- uncouple the baggage car In which
captured girl friend was held
ally, he pointed out, no emergency, Bis
After that the cowboy
exists, for the HB & A suggestions prisoner.
rides
bis horse in a race and sets
are general in nature and long
hearings will have to be held on a new Soviet record^ winning theevery phase of the plan. In ad<fi- ^Ophy at the fadeout.in front ofa huge, smiling picture of Uncle
tion, he noted, this, is the first
Stalin.
planned re-zoning of the City since
,^h e Russians keep pouring their
1916 and it isn’t expected that the
In the
into Copenhagen.
^ufE
city fathers Would, plunge into the
(Continued on page 23)
job without thorough study. The
Real Estate Board of New York,
he reported, is also disturbed by \\ifk n i * j w.
n
the proposals submitted by the. enuUDSIOS WOlUQ I>6
,

..

.

.

’

'

‘

'

.

^

u

I

WD

gineering firm.

Matter will also he taken up by
the Independent Theatre Owners
Assn, at the board of directors

.

Nix on Arbitrator

WALD

Hollywood scripts? now working
on vidpix in Denmark)

Hollywood, May 13.
Much progress is reported in
negotiations betweenthe Independent Motion Picture Producers Assn,
and the Screen Directors Guild.
Dispute over minimums Is believed resolved. Another negotiation session is set for this week.

However, he

indicated that he would probably
join Guild Enterprises in filing
an injunction complaint.

(

Eastern Shorts Prod.

4%
meeting tomorrow "(Thurs.). ITOA
Increased production of Shorts
group will study and discuSs the
western
areas
(excepting
in
thfc report and weigh What action -can in the east is being weighed by
Should the Chancery Division
Chicago and Detroit areas), and a be taken.
Bros.
Purpose of the
Warner
request,
turn down the injunction
decline in the eastern and far westactivity In New York
If recommended proposals are stepped-up
the theatre and the Museum will
regions, Warner Bros., this adopted, exhibs complain, it would is to make use of the elaborate
ern
have to wait for the outcome of
week set plans for the launching prevent building of theatres in facilities Of Warner-Pathe News
Jie court hearing, which was post:
of its annual sales drive, named residential .districts and the allied and the Warner-Pathe commercial
poned.to May 21 after beitfg origi
films division.
this year in honor of the company’s
(Continued bn page 53)
nally scheduled for Monday (12).
Proposed shorts to be made
distribution chief, Ben Kalmenson.
Arrested Friday (9) were John
would be the factual and infprmaReports on business conditions
Hart of Kearny, N. J., manager of in the various areas were conveyed TA npQl?
tiorial
type, which .would allow use
TTA'PoMUii
the Newsreel Theatre, and George by regional sales toppers at the Jill Dili
of Warners’ large library of newsStone of Newark and Paul Kearny recently-concluded palavers at New
In addition, company
clips.
reel
Talks on With Reels
of Maplewood, projectionists, who Orleans, Pittsburgh and Chicago.
With a deal conceded this week
hail
diVl 1 n cameia
under
$1,000
were continued
Annual sales drive, details of on an employment pact for white
^o-. q
each. They were charged with which were outlined at the regioncollarites at United- Artists, the
subsid has
y/R
’^
commercial
WB s
“showing an indecent and obscene al confabs, gets underway June 1
N. Y. Motion Picture Homeoffice
films for the Defense
film.”
for a 17-week period ending Sept. Employees Union, International Al- been making
and State Departments, and for
Meanwhile, the film was shown 27 and will cover a dozen of WB’s
liance of Theatrical Stage Emlarge business concerns.. It's conMonday night to a panel of civic principal upcoming pix. Total of ployees
e es Union, International A1
livable that if Warners ever
leaders, clergyman apd educators. $35,400 in prizes has been set aside
A
Em
liance of
to enter vidplx production,
planned
it
was
Yesterday (Tues.)' morning
for district, branch managers and ployees sought to wind up t. to
viewed by a ’Parents Teachers other sales personnel in the U, S. with Paramount Newsieel and thig outfit wou j (i £> e the nucleous
_
of the operation, similar to the
Assn, group from. Essex County. and Canada." WB’s 38 domestic and News of the Day. Union and newsHood had suggested the formation Canadian branches have been di reel outfits are. .reportedly near way Columbia’s Screen Gems and
Unl versal s United World Films
of panels to see the pic and said vided into competitive groups for
°£
that the management would hot the drive.
of the. newsreel
those companles
(Continued on page 70)
The 12 pictures included in the units, the union will have comBen Kalmenson Drive competition pleted its negotiations with all the
are “Mara Maru,” starring Errol film ^pmpanies whose collarites it Charell Snares Pic Rights
8 Filmites on ‘Movietime’
r en
Flynn and Ruth Roman; “The San
Warners
‘Inn’
ifwm launch"!
out of the
South
(Continued on page 70)
Through
With a 2 to
biz upbeat noted
in the .Canadian, southern and mid-

"

.

.

Los Angeles, May 13.
War between -the- Screen Writers
Guild and Howard Hughes over
screen rights for Paui"JarrIco on
"The Las Vegas Story” has moved
into the District Court of Appeals.
Guild filed a petition seeking a
writ ordering Superior Judge Roy
Herndon to appoint an arbitrator

dispute with' RKO.
Writers contend that Hughes’ refusal to arbitrate constituted a
breach of contract.
Judge Herndon recently ruled that the Guild’s
rights were hot Involved.
in its

;

Shipbuilding Job

Problem

Cues State Dept* Film
Washington, May 13.
State Department has completed
plans for a documentary film dealing with economic problems in
.

Richmond,

Cal.,

after

the

war.

Story will

show what was done to
ease unemployment caused by the
halt in shipbuilding.
Picture, arranged, by the international film
will he
division,
.

shown overseas as part of the Government’s informational program.
J. Paul
Productions will produce

'

.

.

m
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.
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^
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‘^“signing

Tour

To

Eight

New

D’Autbenville,
tee chairman Sam
and interiors at the Gate Studios,
physician’s
adventures tle Rock,’ will stay over as guests
Elstree. It will therefore classify
of honor at the annual convention
as a British quota pic.
,e\vin will also
scout locations of the Independent Theatre OwnPicture is being made under the
ma ke arrangements for pro- ers of Arkansas. Conclave is slated
Ltd.
on having for Morocco next to be held in Little Rock May banner of Film Locations,
« eek.
Hugo Fregonese is to direct.
a

among Arab tribesmen.

’

i

1

19-21,

.

‘

'

Hollywoodites are on a
“Movietime U.S.A.” tour this week
Decameron Stories For
for the State Department.
through western Tennessee, northFilm
Frankovichfs
Arkansas.
and
Mississippi
ern /
London, May 6.
Group includes thesps Frank Loveof
“Loves
of
title
the
Lewin’s 3-Way Chore
Using
joy, Wayne Morris, Rod Cameron,
Frankovich is to
Susan Cabot and Terry Moore, Boccaccio,” Mike
Hollywood, May 13.
_
classic
the
a film based on
Dore
Schary handed
Albert plus George Waggner, producer- make
^ewin a triple assignment calling director, and Manny Seif and Wil- Decameron stories. Production is
to cost about $800,000.
scheduled
for him to
writers.
Lively,
liam
script, direct and prowill be released in Britain
It
duce "Saadia” in Morocco. Picture
Part of the delegation, at the in
Eros. All the exteriors
through
jjmi be based
commiton a French novel vitafion of “Movietime”
be shot in Spain and Italy
Frar*cis
B. Kirby of Lit- will
dealing
JJJL
with

.

campaign to unionize film

who are so

From

collarites

far without represepta;

Paris,

May

13.

tion. Among .the companies whose
clerical and typing help have no
union affiliation are United Para—
L mt,
T
rm/T TJq.
and.Na
Loew’s

mount Theatres,

Erik Charell has concluded arrangements with Warner Bros, for
a ]j the screen rights to “White
H.rse Inn,” former Broadway mu_i
Charell staged the original
sical.

tional Screen Service.

version in 1936.

_

UA

Charell, backed by financing Of
a European syndicate, .will shoot
the film in Austria at the site of
the story’s locale. Plans are to
make the film in three versions
English, French and German,
Musical, with a score by Ralph

received a $5
Staffers at
across-the-board wage hike, inctease of severance pay from five
to eight weeks, and the computing
of overtime on a daily basis rather
than under the former weekly systern. Pact will run until the fall
of 1953, with the exact expiration
date yet to be determined. Union’s
plan is to have all its pacts expire
at the same time so industry-wide
negotiations can be held in the
future.

Benatzky, was produced on Broad-

way by Roland Stebbins, with
Kitty Carlisle and William Gaxton
starred. It has been a long-time
success on the Continent and in
1

Australia.

Wedoesds^ May I4t 1952
Bdtati’

Okay *13,000,

Toronto; ‘Mutiny*
Toronto, May

13.

Bis Is spotty here this round.
"Deadline-TJSA” and "Belles on
Toes” are leading hut only at okay
-

figures.

"Mutiny"

Los Angeles, May 13.
to
First-run .biz here continues
bills.
lag with no help from new b.
Holdover* currently are predomto the
inate, further cohtributtng
slack pace. A mild $25,000
Flat,
Poker
of
"Outcasts
ing for
flaying four theatres.

Slightly bet-

$23,000
ier but not strong is the
expected for "When In Home" and

"Young Man With

Imperial,

H4WMM

<FP)
—Norton
"D e a d n e-USA

(3,373;

1i

959; 50-80)

Week

398,908
.......
{Based, on 21 theatres)
,$467 >800
Last Year
(Based on 20 theatre*)

This.

Estimated Total Grow
This Week
(Based on 25 citto*, 220 theatres, cht&fltf fftst runs, tncmaing N. YJ.
Total Gross. Samt Week
, ,
$ 2 I14|, 00 #
Last Year
(Based on 25 cities, and 303

Last week,

(Rep) and
^Ho odium Empire”
"Woman in' Dark’ r (Hep), $14,000v

Estimated Total Gross

Fair $13,000. Last week,
"Sword's Point” (RKO), $11,000,

, .

(20th).

(2,748; 40-80)--

Loew*# (Loew)

Good

.

theatres.}

(UA) (3d wk)
Last week, $13,000.

Queen"

"African

Ideas,” in two

$10,000.

(Rank) (2,390; 50-90)—
"Six Convicts” (Col) (2d wk). Big
$11,000. Last week, $14,000.
Shea's (FP) (2,396; 40-80>-v"Song
in Heart” (20th) (5th wk). Steady
$10,500. Last week, $12,500.
Tivoli, University (FP) (1,436

is.

Downtown trade, is a shade beU
ter this, stanza, but still in tha
falivtb-mi^dUn*
"MacaoS
at Albee and "Belles on Their
Toes” at Capitol are in lock step
for -front position with "Six ConYtts” at Palace close by at modeE
ate gait. Other new bills are "Aaron
Slick” at Keith’s and "Lion and
Horse” at Grand. "Marrying Kind”
is a sprightly moveover at Lyric.
Estimat es tor This Week
Albea tRRO) (3,100; 55-75)—
"Macao” (RKO). Oke $10,000. Last

Wket.

"Rodeo"

and

(HA)

Fair $10,000.

(Mono).

Broadway Grosses

May

Cincinnati,

Estimates for This Week
Creak Downtown, Glendale. Mayfair, Searboro. State .(Taylor) (863;
1,059; 955; 470; 698; «*4; 35-60)--

week, "Marrying Kind”

(Col), $12.-

500, town’s tallest in three weeks.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55-

Ode on

—

"Denver and Bio Grande” shapes
75)
"Belles On Toes” (20th),
slim $8,500 in two locations. Some
Bright $10,000. * Last week, "Steel
holdovers are staying strong, notaTown (U), $7,500.
with
Earthy
on
bly "Greatest Show
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
situ$12,000 for 12th frame in two
"Lion and Horse” (WB) and "Yank
$16,ations. "Macao” is rated fair
in Indio-China” ’(Col). Fairish $540-80)—-"Belles on Toes
000 in second session, two< houses.
1,558;
500. Last week, ."When in Rome”
Oke $13,000. Last week
(20th).
Estimates for ThU Week
Louisville, May 13.
(M-G) and "Jungle Jim in Forbid13.
Dangerous” (WB); $13,000
"Woman
Baltimore,
Chinese,
hills in town this week den Land” (RKO), $5;000.
New
Los Angeles,
40-80)—Uptown (Loew) (2,743;
Keitk’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55are showing moderate boxofflce
Business remains dull here with
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2,048; 1,719;
"Outcasts Poker nothing particularly stimulating in; "Belle N* Y.” (M-G). Fair $7,000. strength. Races are still on at 75)—"Aaron Slick” (Par). All right
1,248; 7O-$1.10)
Last week, "Battle Apache Pass” Churchill Downs, and some exhlbs $7;000. Last Week, "Rose of CimFlat” (20th) and "Loan Shark" this week's list. However, "My Six
(U) (2d wk), solid $8,000.
attribute the slow-paced wicket arron” (20th), same.
(Lip). Mild $25,000. Last week, Convicts” is fair, at the Town while
(20th) and holdovers "Pride of St, Lduis” at
Lyric (RKO) Q,400; 55-75)-*
trade to this fact. At any rate, bl*
"Pride of St. Louis
$22^(Indie),
A.
U.
S.
"Deadline,
Mayfair”
and
is down at the first-runs, "Deadlihe- "Marrying Kind” (Col) (m.oj.
Mayfair
"Maytime
U.S.A.” at the Rialto looks fairly Sprightly $5,000. Last week, "Five
at the New are holding in modest
600
good while "Belies On Toes” at Fingers” (20th) (m.o.) split with
Hollywood, Downtown, Wiltern fashion. Rest of lineup ranges from
LV57; 2,344; 70^11.10) slow to poor.
the Kentucky is good. Others are "Kim” (M-G) and "Vengeance Val(WB)
Drags; 'Deadline' Fair
Laraand
(WB)
ley” (WB) (reissues), $3,500.
so-so to light.
Maru”
just
—•'Mara
Estimates for Thin Week
Estimates for This Week
Pslaec (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
mie Mountains” 4CoI) (I>owntown
Century (Loew’s-UA) (3,000; 20'Convicts' Oke
13G,
(750; 54-75) “Six Convicts”
(Switow)
Kentucky
(Col).
only) (2d wk). Dull $13,000. List
Moderate
"Wild North” (M-G). Slow
70)
Toes” (20th),
13.
***
"Belles on - Their
$8,500. Last week, "Well” (UA),
May
week, $21,400.
City,
Pn
Kansas
XVgJU
o
ni
^
i
i_
Rome”
in
"When
week,
$6,000. Last
St,
Pride
week.
Last
000
medium
$4,000.
Good
Loew's State, Eryptlan (UATC) (M-G)> $7,200).
to
8
fair
,
is
,
$
Biz at first-nlns
w n I It Louis”tL (20th)
/saII. \ /A J
10—"Whenin
(2d wk), about same
(2,404: 1,538; 70-$l ;
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,460; 20- here this stanza, "Deadline-U.S.A.
Mary Anderson (People’s) (1,200;
Rome ' (M-G) and "Young Man 70)
Un- is sluggish in four Fox Midwest
‘‘jironco Buster” (U).
(2d
(WB)
Medium
Maru”
$33
‘Marrying Kind’ Topper
is 54-75)—"Mara
With Ideas” 4M-G).
eventful $5,000. Last week, "Some- first-runs, while "Six Convicts
week’s
000. Last week, "Singin’lnlUin
sparking the Missouri to one of its wk). Fair $4,500 after last
thing Live For” (Par), $5,400.
(M-G) (4th wk-8 days), $1T,3O0.^
in recent weeks. $6 000
figures
better
‘Maru’ 13G,
In Hub,
* Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3,000;
Mayfair (Hicks) (980: 20-70)
Billstreet, Pantages (RKO) (2,Paramount is slow with Mara
"Pride St. Louis” (20th) (2d wk).
(20th)
xcjlo
"Deadline-U.S.A.”
752; 2,812; 70-$l,10)
of holdovers is "Man 54.75),
Best
Maru.”
after
‘Beacon’ Big $20,000, 2d
(RKO) and "Road Agent” (RKO) Holding mildly at $4,500
Suit” going for fifth and "Rodeo” (Mono), Okay $12,000.
at in- the White
getaway
Smith
(2d wk). Fair $16,000., Last tfeek, Jbetter-than-ayerage
week at the Vogue. UnseasonaUy Last week, "Whispering"Rancho
Boston, May 13.
$6, lOO.
.
$25 400,
weather tapered off, and Scotland Yard” (RKO) and
warm
Not much action around town
New (Mechanic) (1,800; 20-70)
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metrotrade spurted encourag- Notorious” (RKO), $8,000.
Weekend
"Marrying Kind”
this
stanza
with
State (Loew’s) (3,000; 45-65>— at State and Orpheum shaping as
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50) "Deadline, U. S., A.” (20th) (2d wk). ingly. Annual American Royal
—"Greatest Show” (Par) (12th wk). Oke $5,500 after $7,800 opener.
Dairy Cattle Show and Rodeo, "Marrying Kind” (Cal) and strongest pf newcomers and "Walk
Fine $12,000. Last week, $11,300.
Stanley (WB) (3,280; 25-75)
which ended Saturday, gave Stiff "Shadow In Sky” (M-G). Medium East on Beacon” in second frame
Hawaii, United Artlati (G&S- "Mara Maru” (WB). Poor $6,500. competition to film houses,
$11,000. Last week, "Wild North” at Met still nice. "Okinawa” at
UATC) (1,106; 2,100; 6Q-$1.10)— Last week, "Red Mountain” (Par),
(M-G) and "Sellout” (M-G) $9,000. Boston is fair but "Bronco Buster”
Estimate* for This Week
Strand (FA) (1,200; 54-75)— at Memorial is no good. "Mara
"Denver Sc Rio Grande” (Par) and $7,300.
50
(820;
Midwest)
Esquire (Fox
"Man Black Hills” (Mono). Slim
(Rappaport) (1,500; 25-70) 75)—"Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and "Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) and "Ok- Maru” at Paramount and Fenway,
Town
$8,500. Last week, "Rancho Noto.“My Six Convicts” (Col). Good "Cuban Fireball” (Indie). Okay lahoma Annie’! (Rep). Light $3,000, looms so-so. "Song in Heart” in
rious” (RKO) and "Kid Monk Bar- $8,000. Last week* "Macao” (RKO), $2,000. Last week, "Song In Heart
Last week, "Green Glove” (UA) fifth stanza at Astor and "Man In
on!” (Indie) (UA only) (2d wk-5 $5,900.
and "Stronghold” (Lip) and "Desert Pursuit” (Mono), White Suit” in fourth at Exeter are
(20th)
days), $3,300.
$3,500.
(m.Q.), $2,500.
holding up okay.
Paramount (F&M)
Klmo (Dickinson) (504; 75-85)
Estimates for This Week
(1,430; 70-$l.lQ)—-‘‘Anything Can StTlkcS Hit FflSCO Blit
(Indie) and "Dance
Medium”
"The
DIR
Astor (BAQ) 11,500; 50-95)—
Happen” (Par) (2d wk). Mild $5,$42,000,
Magic” (Indie) (2d wk). So-so ‘QUEEN’
"Song
in Heart” 420th) (5th wk).
00Q in 6 days. Last week, $5,700.
iftoo. List week, $1,500.
‘Martrin’
JllOllg XI 2 000" f
Jfiargm Stromr
Fine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
Near $7,800 following-okay $9,500
Midland (Loew s) (3,500; 50-69)
DENVER; ‘RIO’ FAIR
"My Son, John” (Par) (3d wk).
for fourth.
Denver, May 13.
Fine $4,0Q0. Last week, $4,900.
Beacen. Hill (Beacon Hill) (682;
DuU$7,500
‘White Suit’
”
«
ii-if /ai*
Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
"African Queen” is smash winner 50-90)—"The Medium” (Indie) and
Last week. "Wild North” (M-G) and
San Francisco, May 13.
"African Queen” (UA) (20th wk).
here this stanza, with a terrific "Souvenir” (Indie). Slender $2,000.
"Sell-Out” (M-G), same.
Oke $4,500. Last week, $4,400.
Multitude of local strikes are
Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)— total playing day-date in four, thea- Last week,. "Night Train to Trieste”
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20) blamed for the way biz is tapering "Six Convicts” (Col) and "Yank In tres, first time this hlas been done (IndieX.ahd ."Adventuress” (Indie)
"Encore” (Par) (2d -wk). Nice off this stanza. The Fox is out- Indo-China” (Col). Got one strong here in some time. "Six Convicts” (reissues), $3,000.
$6,000. Last week, $7,360.
standing with the biggest money
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
and getting oke $8,000. Last shapes socko at Paramount while
Canon CABO (520; $1.20)— total for "Pride of St. # Louis,” review
week, "Sound-Off” (Col) and "Thief "Mutiny” is proving a pleasing box- "Okinawa” (Col) and "Wild Jungle”
"Rash om on” (RKO) (9th wk). where an okair session is in
pros- of Damascus” (Col), $7,000.
“Den
office surprise at the Tabor.
(Indie). Not too bad $10,000. Last
Slow $1,70(3. Last week, $2,000,
pect. "Man in White Suit ” howParamount (Tri-States) (1,900; ver Sc Rio Grande” is rated mild at Week, "Laura”’ (20th) and "Snake
Vogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20)— ever, is outstanding at the band- 50-69)
Denham.
Pit” (20th)' (reissues), $7,000 for 6
"Mara Maru” (WB) and the
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (4th wk). Neat box Stagedoor, with a smash ses- "Outlaw Brother” (Indie). Mild
Estimates for This Week
dnys*
$4,500. Last week, $5,300.
sion likely, extra weekend shows
40-85)
Aladdin
(Fox)
(1,4Q0;
Exeter (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)—
7,000. Last week, "Something To
El Key, Globe, Iris (FWC) (861; enabling it to get in far more biz five For” (Par), $6,000.
"African Queen” (UA) and "Royal "Man in White Suit” (U) (4th wk).
782; 814; 70-90)—"Tembo” (RKO) than usual. Crix raves for "Narrow
Journey”
(UA),
day-date
Grawith
Fairway,
Still nice At $7,200 after $8,000 for
Tower, Uptown,
and "Narrow Margin” (RKO) (2d .Margin,” paired 'with "Talk' About nada (Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043; Denver, Esquire, Webber. Nice third,
wk). Dull $5,000. Last week, $8,- a Stranger” to rack up a nice
week,
$10,500.
Last
Town”
50-75)
"Deadline“Steel
FenwaY (NET) 41,373; 40-85)—
700; 1,217;
800.
round.
"Mara Maru” (WB) and "Lady
U. S. A.” (20th) and "Honeychile’ (U) and "Corporal Dolan
Estimates for This Week
Possessed” (Hep) Tepid $4,000.
(Rep) added at Tower and Granada. (Rep), $8,500.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 65- Modest $13,000. Last week, "Steel
Broadway (Wolf berg) (1,200; 40- Last -week, "Fort Osage” (Mono)
95)
“Narrow Margin” (RKO) and Town” (U) and "Treasure Lost 85)—"Young Man With Ideas” and "Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono),
Trade as Spotty
About a Stranger (M-G). Canyon” (U), $11,000.
‘Talk
«iv
pa
j a t /t
(M-G). Good $8,000. Last week,, same.
i
|
Ac WPAmPr*
$12,000 or near. Last week,
TTli
Vogue (Golden) (550; 75-85) —I "Wild North” (M-G) (3d wk), $7,
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
TTCTlUCr,
JIU, Nice
AS
“Frankenstein” (Indie) and "Drac-| "Man in White Suit” (U) (5th wk). 500.
"Bronco Buster” (U) and “Native
ula” (Indie) (reissues), $8,000.
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750: 40-85) Son” (Indie) split week with "WinHolding well at $1,500; goes an‘Marrying’ Fancy $8,800
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)— other session. Last week, $1,700.
—‘‘Denver Sc Rio Grande” (Par) chester ’73” (U) and "Brute Force
"Pride of St. Louis” (20th) and
Warwick (Fox Midwest). (900; 50- (2d wk). Mild $7,000. Last week, (U) (reissues). Lean $7,000. Last
Omaha, May 13.
"Rose of Cimarron” (20th). Okay 85)—"Lady possessed” (Rep). Mild $ 10 000 .
week, ’"Macao” (RKO) and Dance
Spotty weather with storms off $15,000 or under. Last week, "San
Denver (Fox) (2#25; 40-85) "Af- Magic” (WB) (reissue), $12,000.
$1,500. Last week "Mr. Peek-aand on will keep biz spotty this
on
boo”
rican
(Continued
page
22)
(U),
Queen” (UA) and "Royal
$1,000.
Metropolitan-^(NET) (4,367; 40round. Closing of the Paramount,
Journey” (UA). Fancy $22,000. 85)—"Walk East* on .Beacon” (Colj
Tristates* 2,800-seater, for a limweek,
Last
"Belles
on Toes” (20th) and "Oklahoma Annie” (Rep) (2d
ited shuttering, had the effect of
and "Wings of Danger” (Lip), $19,- wk). Near $20,000 following solid
sending a few more customers to
Q00.
$28,000 for first.
the other houses. Best bet this
oe
Esquire (Fox) (742; 40-85) "AfOrpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)—
week looks like "Belles on Their
rican Queen” (UA) and ‘‘Royal "Marrying Kind” (Col) and “Shadow
Toes,” at the Orpheum, with fairly
Journey” (UA). Fine $5,000. Last in Sky”’ (M-G). Oke $16,000. Last
good session. The Brandeis brought
week, "Belles on Toes” (20th) and Week, "Wild North” (M-G) and
in Aldo Ray for personals opening
"Wings of Danger” (Lip), $4,500. Rose of Cimarron” (20th), $1^» 5§&
$16,000,
day of "Marrying Kind,” with
Orpheum* (RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—
"African
prospect.
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
in
fancy week
Detroit, May 13.
000 for. Judy Holliday „ pic. Last Smgin' in Rain” (M-G) and "Smith —"Mara Maru” <W®> and Lady
Queen” in third week at State
Slim $9,000.
vs.
Scotland
Yard”
week,
"Six
(Rep).
well
Nothing
doing
this
week.
Convicts”
is
(Col)
(RKO)
(4th
Possessed”
and
wk).
shapes okay.
Down to $7,500.. Last week, mild Last week, /‘Fort Osage” (Mono
A few houses are getting average "First Time” (Col), $14,000.
Estimates for This Week
His Lamp
$9,000.
Palms
and
biz
most
(UD)
70-95)—
but
are
"Marbelow
par.
"Aladdin
and
(2,900;
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- rying Kind” looks barely average "Mara Maru” (WB) and "Wild
Paramount (Wolfberg) (2,200; 40- (Mono), $11,000,
70) “Belles On Toes” (20th) and
)—"Six Convicts” (Col) and “Jim
the
Michigan.
State
(Loew)
at
"Mara
Maru”
is Stallion” (Rep). Slim $12,000* Last
nvI
"Talk About Stranger” (M-G). below par at the Palms. Same ap- week, “Hoodlum Empire” (Rep) in Forbidden Land”
Shadow
Fast "Marrying Kind (Col) and
Last
Good $9,500. Last week, "Battle at plies tp "Anything Can Happen” and "Gobs and Gals” (Rep), $17,000. Last week, (Col),
"Mariyfng in Sky” '.(M-G). .Okay $11,000.
Apache Pass” (U) and "Chain of at Madison and “Mutiny” at United 11 000
Kind” (Col) and "Clouded
id Yellow’
$
Circumstances” (U), $10,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)— (Col) (2d wk), $8,000.
"African Queen” is off a
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70) Artists.
Tabor (Fox) (1,967; 40-85) ^"Muin second week at the Fox. "Anything Can Happen” (Par) and
—"Okinawa” (Col) and "Sound bit
Last Last week's grosses were tossed "Jim Forbidden Land” (Col). Slow tiny” (UA) and "Bill in TomaFine $7,500.
Off” (Col).
into a cocked hat by record-break- $8,000.
Last week, "Okinawa” hawk Territory” (UA). Good $8,000.
DcMille's Boy Scouts Pic
week, "For Men Only’* (Lip) and ing hot,
humid weather late in (Col) and "Thief of Damascus” Last week, "Steel Town” (U) and
Hollywood, May 13.
"Man Bait” (Lip), $7,000.
ot
week.
(Col), $6,000.
"Dolan Goes AWOL” (Rep), $9,000.
Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Cecil B. DeMille, producer
Estimates
United
for
This
Week
Artists
Yoguc
70(UA)
(Pike)
(1,900;
60-85)
(600;
$8,Fancy
"Marrying Kind” (Col).film spectacles, is readying
colossal
95)—
Fox
(Fox-Detroit)
70-95)
“Mutiny” (UA) and "Tale of “Dancing Years” (Indie). Trim
(5,000;
000. Last .week, "Big Trees” (WB)
Boy Scouts b
"African Queen” (UA) and "Rose Five Women” (UA). Drab $6,000. $2,200. Last week, "Eroica”. (Indie) a story wlth^a
follow
and "Pace That Thrills” (RKO),
It is likely to
ground.
of Cimarron” (20th) (2d wk). Down Last week, "Rancho Notorious” (2d wk), $1,700.
ne w
$ 6 000
"Helen of Troy,” on which
(RKO)
to
Last
week,
good
and
$20,000.
"Aladdin
Lamp”
Webber
(Fox)
40^85)—
25-75)—
(750;
“Af(Goldberg)
(865;
State
(Mono), $6,000.
rican Queen” (UA) and "Royal also Working.
Boy
"African Queen” (UA) (3d wkband $29,000.
ne
i
that
v "V17
Producer explained
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
Journey” (UA). Torrid $4,500. Last
"Tales of Robin Hood” (Lip)
70-95)— "Marrying Kind” (Col) and "Quo Vadis” (M-G) (11th wk). week, "Steel Town” (U) and "Dolan Scout project will not be a nu>
4,000. Last week, "African Queen”
"Sound Off” (Col). Modest $16,- Okay $5,000. Last week, $6,000.
Goes AWOL” (Rep), same.
of that organization.
UA), $6,500.

'Convicts $8,000
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Mpls.; River’ Fine

OK

000, ‘Steel’

Chicago,

Hay

at

Despite six new hills. Broadway “Can’t Beat the Irish” (Indie) (2d
Former is big, Fourth first-run film business is dragging wk), off to $2,000 in 4 days after
week for “Greatest Show” still, is bottom this session. Many mana- fair $5,000 opener,

13*

more .cheer around cur-

There's

Ettiwatei

tfloohw weeks,
rently, after many
Result of the ^Greatest Show On
Palace, It
the
Earth” opening at
Go^er
should reach great $43,000.
But
help.
real*
a
weather Is also
okay
seems
product
new
other
the

City.”

Are Net

Film gross estimates’ at reported* herewith from the various Tcey icitifes, are net; L
without the* 20% tax. Distributers share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence. the
estimated* figures are net in-

t0

pairing of "Steel Town”' ana
“Meet Danny Wilson” at the
Boosevelt should hit okay $12*000
while the second-run of "The
River” plus “Dark Man” at United
$11,000.
Artists looks favorable
“Les Miserable*’’ at Worldds light.
Biggest thing on the holdover
scene is Johnnie Bay on stage and
“Flesh and Fury” at the Oriental.
Hypoed by personal of Tony CurWednesday (7) hill should be:
tis

come.

stout.

Estimate* for This

amusement

-

_

'

—

•

,

O ruVI
( 20th) < 2 ,250; 50-99)—"Pride
of St Louis” (20th) (2d wk). Thin
Last week,
$8,500 in 5 days.
$18,000.

98)— “Dark Man” (UA) and “The
River” (UA) (2d run).
Okay $11,Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50000 or better. Last week, “Green
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO)
99)
Glove” (UA) and. “Mutiny” (UA)
So-so $11,000, Stays only one week
(2d wk), $9,000,
Last week, “Marrying Kind” (Col)
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98) “5 (4th wk-5 days), $8,000.
Fingers” (20th) (4th wk). Winds up
Mastbaum (WB). (4,360; 50-99)—

—

*

—

y

1

^

$i0,Q0 °*

St

**

$13 000

1

(Indie)
(587; 98)—“Les
Mlserables” (Indie).
Below par
with $3,000.
Last Week, “Miracle
in Milan” (Indie) (4th Wk), $3,000.
Ziegfeld (Lopert)
98)—
(480;

World

“-African _Quyn”*(UA) (4tk.wk). Off
Last Week, fine $16,000.
Midtown (Goldman) .(1,000; 50-

to $11,000.

99)—^“Nq_ Room* for Groom” (U).
Fine $9,000 or near. Last week,
“Thief of jDamascus” (Col), $5,500.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50''Passion For Life” (indie) (2d wk).
99)—“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (5th
Light $2,300. Last week, $2,500.
Last week,
Nice $10,000.
wk).
t

.

,

$15,000.

Pfor. Helved

$12,000.

'River’ Slick at

.

week,

^

(WB)

$8,000,

Tride’MedestU 1,000

(2d.

wk), $6,500.

Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
“Six Convicts” (Col) (2d wk). Way
off to $6,000. Last week, 10,000.

Shark

w

.

^

—

(20th), $7,000 in

^

(Loew’s)

8 days.

(3,300; 50-85)—
(Par). Toxxid. $20,-

—“Lavender

.

wk-9 days).

“

“

"

(Brimdt)
—Globe
“Red Mountain”

Down

wk).
after

good

(1,500; 50-$1.80)
(Par) (3d-final
to $8,000 this session

$12,000

*

•

m
.

'

,

’

’

‘Belles’

Big 12G

second

for

round.

Holiday (Zatkin)

(950;

Paces Dull Cleve.

50-$1.80)

“Loyola” (Indie) (3d wk). Down
sharply to $4,OOQ In current sesr

Cleveland, May 13.
Baffled by unpVecented mild
weather,
theatre
operators are wor(1,736; 50
about what wUl happen to biz
$1.80)
Atomic city” (Par)’ (2d
”
‘
wk). Off to $5,000 for initial hold- when really hot weather arrives.
over round of six days .after medi There are few real grousers. State's
ocre $9,000 opening frame. “Out- “Wild North” is sluggish while
Belles. On Toes,” at the Allen,
casts. of Poker Flat” (20th) opens
shapes big. “Macao” at Palace
tomorrow (Thurs.).
looms
mild.
Normandie (Normandie Theatres) (592; »5-$1.80)
“Encore”
Estimate* for This Week
(Par) (7th wk). Sixth round ended
Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—

sion

ending

tomorrow

(Thurs.)

(Brandt)

Mayfair

—

,

^

—

.

*

—

,

^^

—

w

,

(Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
policy. In ahead, “Mara Maru”
Hill Mob” (U) (30th
(WB) .plus Ballet Theatre onstage
Held at $5,600 .after (2d wk-9 -days), $19,000.
“Sailor Beware”
nice $4,500 for 29th round. ”Out-;
000, more than enough to give it
cast
of
Islands”(UA)
opens
tomora holdover*. Last week, Les PaulMary Ford stage unit, with Richard TOVf (Thurs.).

.

-

.

.

V

u

(

\

.

'

.

tf

.

^*

.»

Rue

.

MacDonald,. Kean*

•

‘

*

& Ray

$ 18 »000*

Trans-Lux (T-L) (500; 85-$1.20)-^ Hayes, and “When in Rome” (M-G),
Providence, May 13.
Son, John” (Par) (2d wk).. Sock modest $18,000.
fairly average w«ik
'inj
Squirrel Hill (WB) (900; 50-85)
^6.800., List week, $9,000.
store for first-runs here currently.
“Man in White Suit” (U). New Alec
Guinness starrer got great notices
Rainy Mother’s Day helped a bit,
and is putting nabe art house back
but not so very much,
Steadiest Buff NSG; Tride’ Fair
in biz again. Great $4,500 or near.
are RKO Albee’s “The Ri\er” and
Last week, “Laughter in Paradise”
10G (Indie), $1,500.
State's “Pfide of St. Louis” but
$7,500, ’Mara’
the latter is modest for thla'bigStanley (WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
Buffalo, May 13.
The boxoffice is swinging low “San Francisco Story” (WB). Slow
seater.
“Lion and Horse” is slow
Para$8,000. Last week; “Mara Maru”
this week. “Mara Maru” at
at Met.
mount and ’“Deadline U.S.A.” at (WB), $7,500.
Estimates tor Thl* Week
neither
Warner (WB) (2,000; 50-85)—
the Buffalo look bhst but
VMutipy”
Albee (RKO)
(2,200; 44-65)— are startling. “Pride of St. Louis” “Fort Defiance” (UA) and
The River” (UA) and “Tale of shapes fair at Century.
(UA). Sluggish $4,000. Last week,
Five V/otnen” (UA).
“Lion and Horse” (WB) .and “Last
Estimate* for This Week
Good $8,000.
Last wf»-k. “Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair”
Time” (RKO), same.
Buffalo (Loew’s) (3,500; 40-70)
(U> and “Treasure
Lost Canyon” “Deadline U.S.A.” (20th) and “Love
(U)). $7,000.
Better Than Ever” (M-G). Oke
‘Retreat’ Trim $9,000,
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)— $16,000 in 9 days. Last week, “InBig Trees” (WB) and “Desert, vitation” (M-G) and “Return of
Mont*!*
BlOnil, ^111^
DOHgT Idfl 2d
$9,000.
Pursuit”
(Mono).
Slow $5,000. Texan” <20th),(Par)
Montreal, May. 13.
40r70)
(3,000;
Paramount
w ,ee ^’ “Rattle at Apache Pass”
“Retreat. Hell!” is one of best
“Mara Maru” (WB) and “Man on
ai
l^ “Kid Monk BarOnl? (Indie),
*t
Beat $9,000.
Run” (Indie). Hardy $10,000. Last newcomers tMs W«k pljyng
Imntation gso i s
ImpcriaL
the
(WB),
and Horse”
MetropoUtan (Snider) (3,100; 44- week, “Hon
Song in Heart
fine at Palace.
000
$8
Lion and Horse” (WB) and
?>l\—
Center (Par) <2,100; 40-70)— still is fancy in fifth rotind at
Sinners Holiday” (WB).
Poor “Green Glove” (UA) and “Tale of Loew’s*
Last
“Tembo” Five Women” (UA). About $8,000,
week,
row?.'
Estimate* for Thl* Week
nd “Follow That Woman”
mil, ?,
Last week/ “Anything Can
fair.
'Bept,
Palace (C.T.) (2,626; 34-60)—
$4,500.
of
“Wings
and
Happen” (PArJ
“Invitation” (M-G). Fine $15,000.
Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
Danger” (Lip), $7,506.
Last week, “Room for One More
st Louis” :(20th) and
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)— (WB) $16,000.
Th, s Once” (M-G).
Modest “Thief of Damascus” (Col) and
n
Capitol (C.T) (2,412; 34-60)— Ten
ffj 0 Last week, “Wild North” “Okinawa” (Col). Fine $10,000 or Tall Men” (Col) (2d wk). Okay $12,and ;R ° SC Ciln *n:on” (20th),
less. Last week, “Flesh and Fury
000 following socko $19,000 opener.
$15.000
(U) and “Treasure Lost Canyon
Princess (C.T.) <2131; 34-60)—
(Silverman) (2,200; 44- (U), $9,000.
A
“Wild North” (M-G) (2d wk). So-so
can dal Sheet” (Col) and
Century (20th Cent.) (3,000; 40- $9,000 after fine opening stanza at
“H^,T
da
(20th)
Havana” (Col) (re- 70)—“Pride of St. Louis”
$14,000.
issup)
r>
“Fabulous Senorita”; (Rep).
«.?i)ene ^ Monday (12). Last and
Leew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
*wecir
k
So m tllin 8 Live For” (Par) Fair $7,500. I>ast Week, “Rancho
^
and ‘‘v
“Song in Heart” (20th) (5th wk).
in Indla,, lCol) falrly Notorius” (RKO) and “Smith Vs.
(Continued on page 22)
moo.
Scotland Yard” (RKO), same.
’

Ry*n

/
Sisters, Jose Melis Trio onstage'
vviui
Loan (2d-final wk).
badly,
Down to $52,000,
as its pic and eight acts of
ith an assist from previews, after
^ rs wfe ek looks ta mild $62,000 opening round, “Kan*

HC

A

j

—

B0r $ 2 .20).
"Belle s on Toes” (20th) plus stage
headed by Bob Hayniei, Peggy

bill

(400;

.

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)— U.S.A.”
“Carbine Williams” (M-G). Mild
Penn
Last week, “Mara Maru”

by Rain;

L?uf|?’(20th)
$10,000 or

to

holdover round end^tomorrow (Thurs.) after mild
.$15,000 opening week.

do lpg

Very sturdy $8,000.
“Flaming Feather”

World (Mann)

“Greatest Show”
<9
S1
Last week, “Singin’ in
$43,000.
(Par) (12th final
Rain” (M-G) (4th wk), $8,000,
'™
weelc>
Last
00
ce
k
^•° ^
Roosevelt (BgcK) (1,500; 55-98)—
o
rt
Town” (U) and. “Meet *p®>000;
“Steel
50-99)
Eatle
(2/f00;
(WB)
Danny Wilson” (U). Okay $12,000.
Honeychile” (Rep) plus Louis
Last week, “Jack and Beanstalk”
’'combo and Willis Jackson
(WB) and “Thief of Damascus” Jordan
orch onstage. Stout $17,000. Last
(Col) (2d wk), $7,000.
Off” (Col) plus Tiny
“Sound
week,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55-98)
Grimes, Charioteers onstage, mild
f

092*^70-

(Par), $4,000,

•

/

Ilffwst!
Off
slow

(2

less in initial

^

.

for

(UAT-Par)

(2d wk).

Scara-

garoo” (20th) With Jean Dion Des«
Stageshow headed by Carmen tine and Haitian Dance Troupe
85-$1.20)— Cavallaro band, the Continental heading stageshow opens Friday
Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (5th wk). and the Beachcombers with “San (18).
Good $3,400. Last week/ okay Francisco Story” sh*pes light $20 r ^gtate (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80>
]000 at the Warner s, very disap- —“Wild North” (M-G), First week
$3,300.
pointing.
ending Friday (16) looks sluggish
Holds.
The dismal returns extend down $11,000 or thereabouts.
.
Al
the line. The State’s “Wild North” In ahead. “Tomorrow. Is Too Lste”
> C:
l!
(Indie)
looks
sluggish
(4th
while
“Carwk),
to
$11,000,
round
$13,00Q,
\!)llAr Ul
UCMIUI >1771111(7
fAI I
bine Wimams” is only mild $16,000 out one of best runs here in many
at the Capitol. Latter drew many months.
strong reviews. “The SniperMikeSutton (R & B) (561; 90-$1.50)—
won t top $10,000, very light; at “Man in White Suit” (U) (7th wk).
ft
the Critertonr Buckin g the. trend. Sixth stanza ended Monday (12)
Under Pans Skies” landed a sock held at $13,500 after sock $14,800
ttWOO in tot week at the Pam. for fifth. Continues indef.
Pittsburgh, .May 13.
“Man in White Suit” at Sutton
Trans-Lux 60th St. '(T-L) (453;
Martin and Lewis are getting hot- and “Encore’’ at the Normandie,
90-$1.50)—“Narrow Margin” (RKO)
ter all the time at the boxoffice both in
their sixth stanzas, are (2d
wk). Held at okay $7,000 after
here and their “Sailor Beware” at holding up stoutly.
$8,500 for first round.
the Penn is having no trouble topEstimates
Thl*.
for
Week
ping the town to give this, house
Trans-Lux
90$24anSt, (T-L)
(540;
f*A\
JIYY*
.«»
/V S*
Aster (City lnv.) (1,300;
another hefty stanza. Nothing eh;e
$1,50)—“High Treason”
(Indie).
Six
nvicts
(Col) rftlth-flbal Opened, yesterday (Tues.).
is doing much downtown although
Last
“T\
a??7
SLll sagging with about week, “No Resting Place” (Iridie),
“The
Sari Francisco Story” is show- wk).
.
$6,000 likely after mild $7,000 for landed $4,000 in first frame of 9
mg a bit more life than anything
*>*.1
A
eivflt tirnAle
J
.L
j ^ jf air.... J
sixth
week. “Outcast of tIsland*” days
Stanley has had recently. .Art
polended
Monday <12).
icy at Squirrel Hill is hitting on all (0A) opens toMp rrow (Th^s.k
vicU>tit (CWy Iw ) n>060 , 70.
eights again with “Man in White
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) $1.80)—“Marrying
Kind’-’
(Col)
Suit” after some dismal weeks.
“Carbme Williams” (M-G) (2d (9th wk). Hitting oke $8,000 in
wk). Initial round ended last night current week after $9,500 for
Estimate* for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 50-85)— (Tues.) got only mild $16,000 or eighth. Continues until later this
“Hoodlum Empire” (Rep)* Not near. In ahead, “My Son, John” month with “Walk East on Beacon”
(Col) due in May 28.
more than fair $5,000. Last 'week, (Par) (4th wk), $15,000.
*r "« r ( WB)
Criterion (MossUl,700; 50-$1.80) 44r
“Battle Apache Pass” (U), okay
Ji2 ,’/56; 85-$2)
i
—“The Sniper” (Col). First week ‘San* Francisco Story” (WB) with
$7,ooo;
arm
Cavallaro orch, the Conwinding
tomorrow
(Thurs.)
looks
50-85)—
.£
Harris (Harris) (2,200;
slow $10,000 or dose Holds tmental, the Beathcombers, First
(U) and
“Ma, Pa Kettie it
w£ek ending tomorrow (Thurs.)
“Flesh and Fury” <U>. Mild $5,000 In. fhead. Green Glove' (HA) (2d shapes to get light
$20,000 Or less,
or leSs. Last week, “DeadlineVery disappointing for stagefllm
Fine Art*
Last

’

—“Mara
ivic&ia Maru”
iTj.ai u
and “Bareaim
—
tv 4J
4jwcXWB)

RiyoU
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^
^
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at regular scale.

*
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likely

continue to until out-of-town vaca-

State (Par) (2,300; 50-76) “The
River” (UA) (2d run). First time

f

L

and

de

“Singin’

St("”
wk); slipped to $105,000,
ua m !y
hoId
+™?

£L

^°"‘/L»
Broadw^ tfa

-

—

week.

Last

Holds.

InT^nei^dul^wJlSi
m
nmnerous industries In and

-

—“Flesh and Fury”. <U) .with John£<£q<»
50^,99)
(1>303
AMUttfe ( ttB)wi^Sq.
Dpu
*
(2d wk)
Bisf
E
* i45
“Anything C»n Happen"' (Par) (2d
fl^
LastTeli 1»7 600.
week,
Last
to $5>000.
°°Palace (Eitel) (2,500; 98-$1.25)—

,v

m

sizable- numbers early in June,
opening
day.
Ray’s
personals
Biggest money is going to “ScarSpurted later to big $9,000 for Ray
the
J udy HoUiday
plc. Last week, “Six am°Uche” with stageshow
i
MusictHall
but a possible $130,000
£***«* just okay for a tot^week.
.a*, wv .- 40-76)
“Six Convicts” (Col) (nvo.). Good There Js some doubt on whether it
Last week, ’Under Age” will run more than two weeks, Ih
$5,500.
(Col)
and “Missing Daughters” face of the offish trend, the new
vaudfilm^ Policy at the Palace is
(061) (reissues), $3,500.

.

y

m

K|

.

„

(CoD** No
Kind
- ^arS!in?
Wng K:md^^
rush of customers despite Aldo

76?
76>

’

foot Mailman” (Col) (2d wk): Thin
$10,000.
Last week, $16,000.
United Artist* (B&K) (1,700; 55-

LMt

roundingoutokayioiSOO
week, blah $7,000.

‘Groom’ Sturdy

Smash

Bart* (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1,8Q)—

‘

Pientv

$9,000 in

.

^

aS'u r?f5 mlr*)'V/rwK*nn->7rt)
Belles on To!*" OOtto* (2d wk).
n ^ss
of nraise with holdover
a
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W

crying towel.
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include the U. S.
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^r^Wth
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prices; however,’ as’ indicated,
tax.
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^

The parenthetic admission
*

m

gers have

Week

on
theatres to meas- “Under Paris Skies” (Discina) (2d
on)— A1>out
ure up »«ar ft
hopes are the- small wk), Initial round ended Sunday
/ifi'wvT
u
k artt houses.
S1
The favorable outdoor ai) hit sock $11,400 in
days.
Tvnir? *lfL r
JSv
weather continued to be a hand!- in ahead, “The &ver” (UA) (34th
ca P* Sunday (11) night’s rain did wk), $5,500.
much ** ** Warmer
lUdl. Oi, Mu,le H»ll (RockeLasf week^“YOTig
S feUets) (5,945; 86-52.40)—“Sc»r*.
.1’
Weas’MM-Cf) *2 4W
» currently
,,
the
While
Is mouche"
product
(M-G) with stageshow.
Lwic
(Pm !1 000^50-76)—“Afrl- not as stron « * has b ««*> re ‘
5
Initial session ending today (Wed.)
?
can Queen" (UAM4th wk Fancy
7 ce
major
factor in the cur- heading for barely okay 5130,000.
a
“Jty
$6 500
Last week $5 000
?
^eht boxoffice downbeat undoubtm»r)

excellent in second frame. “5'Fhv
gers” ends fourth stand at the
Woods with lean takings. “Mara
Maru” and “Barefoot Mailman” at
State-Lake is drab ‘in second- week.
... Philadelphia, May 13.
Chicago is slow in second stint
Mild product, .and unfavorable
with “With Song, in Heart” ..and
weather tells the picture here this
Johnny Johnston in person.
week. ” Bain over the weekend also
Estimates for Thl* Week
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)— hurt. Best showing is being made
by “Honeychile” which is being
John-:
(20th)
with
Heart”
In
“Song
given a boost by Louis Jordan
ny Johnston onstage (2d wk). Passheading stageshow at the Earle,
Week;
$42,000.
Last
$28,000.
able
Grand (RICO) (1,500; 55-98)— with stout total likely,. “Rancho
only so-sb at the
“Laura” (20th) andv “Snake Pit” Notorious” is
$7,000,, Goldman and stays only one week.
(reissues),
(20th)
,
Top new pic looks to be “No Room
Last week. “Viva Zapata!” (20th)
for Groom,” with nice session in
(4th wk) $9 000
Oriental (Ihdie) (3,400; 9$-$1.25) prospect at theHidtowm

(Par).

8G

Minneapolis, May 13.
Grosses continue to scrape rock
bottom here although with the temperature drop and rains is staring to help biz. There is a surplus
of holdovers, only important newcomers being “The River” for a return date, at regular admissions,
“Marrying. Kind” and “Captive

1

fPiPSSf !

4 «J25

fc

?10,5<X) after $10,900 for fifth.

Stays indef.
Palace (RKO

“Loan Shark"
a d*
£
.?d
Friday

_
55-$1.40)—

(1 700;
(Lip) with eight-act

“Belles On Toes” (20th). Sure-fire
for family* attendance and getting
a
$i 2 .000. Last Week, “Mara

Maru” (WB), same.

H
(Scheftel-ouxKcr;
w w
KS^-Wtaf«I^B5SSf* <Up>’.
*

,

(16)

,

Weak $10,500. Last week, “TrcasTrcas-f
^Rh .^ll-vauae
n anVon -?*> (U) and
“Ma,
headed by Betty Hutton, Herb uce J^osc ^ anyon
Shriner (4th wk), was smash $39- Pa Kettle at Fair” (U), $9*500,
Ohio
{Loew’s) (1,244; 55-fiO)—
500 for 10 performances at $4.80
.

*

bill

top.

Paramount (Par) (3.664; 80-$1.80)
“Rancho Notorious” (RKO) with
stageshow headed by Nat “King”
Cole, Alan King, Russ Case orch.
J..« /IITa J
T _ _X
Opens 1a
today (Wed.). Last week,
“Macao” (RKO) plus Pearl Bailey,
\

“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G) (4th wk)
(m.o.).
Excellent $6,000 following
$7,000 last week,

Palace (RKO) (3/500; 55-80)—
“Macao” (RKO). Mild $12,500. La$t
lirliAlr*
V n (Col),
Onl modwi
week,
“Marrying Kind”
I

(

\

/\ ji

erate $10,000.

State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-8Q)—
Larry Storch, Buddy Baer, Herbie
Fields topping stage bill (2d wk), “Wild ^orth” (M-G). Sluggish $9,was 0 jf ^ $47^000, with an assist 000 or near. Last week, “Favorite
previews, after okay $60,000 Spy” (Par) $10 T000.

opener.

—StUImart

(LOeW’s)

(2,700;

55-80)

“Love Better Than Ever” (M-Gh
Park AYenue (Rbade) (583; 90$i,50>—“When In Rome” (M-G). Oke $9,000. Last week, “Hoodlum
Sunday (11), In ahead, Empire” (Rep), $5,000.
l Opened

j
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rolled Monday *(12) for the
time’ since Feb.. IS, teeing off

RKO
first

(For the

But Dangerous,” starring Jean Simmons and Robert
Mitcluim, with Lloyd Bacon directs

Week

-Ending Tuesday (15)
Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues,
High
Low Close
Vo!;to

Though the studio has resumed
production this month, and has a
backlog of 10 new films, RHO is
still on the prowl for. indie product
to bolster
With a

RKO

release slate.
of films from
independent producers,
is viewing offbeat and

CBS, “A”
CBS, “B”

Exploitation

film producing

dearth
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•
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company.
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3514
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ABC.

passing out of the industry is to
be raised as a matter of urgency’
in* the House of Commons this
week by S. T. Swingler. He has
tabled a question to the Board of
Trade prexy. which implies that the
lot already has. been sold to a non-

pie.
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N. Y. Stock Exchange

May 13,
Denham Studios

London,

The danger

Sees H’wood Missing Oat

its

Change
week
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Wald - Krasna’s “Lusty Men,”
made in February, was the last
prior

Net.
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.
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organizations
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n
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d
j
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ber
43/4
46
1'8
4%
4%
.
foreign pictures. Its experience
have been eye in g the property, and
10%
10%
3
10%
.
with this type of fare has, varied.
+ 1/8
source of additionalcoin and added at one t jme ^ was rep orted that
18
17%
73
17%
.
It had marked success with “Kon+
not
world-wide prestige by
the U, S. army was interested. In
17%
17%
17%
65
Tiki” and is currently releasing
Un. Par. Th
+
the creative talent
12%
11%
46
12%
“Rashomon,” the Japanese import, erly exploiting designers. It can recen w eeks, however, negotia.
+
Univ
fashion
its
secretly
of
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een
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have
tions
film.
60
60%
an
Israeli
1.6
60%
t
and “Faithful City,'*
Univ. pfd
global
a
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Rome
jth. Electrical -and Musical Indusw
13%
13%
56
13%
“Rashomon” did sock biz in its rival Paris and
if the Hollywood tries / EMI) whictl operates the big76%
74%
40
74%
..
New York engagement, but is re- fasblon center
are correctly 'channeled gest dlskery in Europe,
portedly doing n.s.g. in out-of-town creations
These are the
promoted.
and
N. Y: Curb Exchange
runs. For its subsequent run in
Accordlng to avallaMe i nfor mai-8
16
16%
16
127
the N. Y. metropolitan area, RKO views
tion, the EMI negotiations have
3
3
3%
12
.
Russets, big 5th Ave.,
has .set up a unique booking, with topper of
gov ^rnment bacMng . The -studios
21%
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sn °P,u.
-f
the pic slated to play the RICO
u aa wnrirori would be used for the manufacture
T
Lichtenstein, who
Rid
Ask
Theatres, Randforce, Skouras and
0 f equipment required for' the deOver-the-Counter Securities
the
with,
nsely
3/8
.
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Century circuits, plus indie houses
fense .program, such as radar and
Chesapeake Industries (Pathe)
equipment
V/s
which run day-and-date with the
Cinecolor
to radio transmission
Sent
If®
designing
the'^est'^res's'
5 Va
chains. Pic will be part of a double
*• *
The J. Arthur Rank Organization
U. A. Theatres
is domiciled in- Hollyb
7%
bill in a mid-week engagement the world
14
Walt Disney
good as any in disclaim all knowledge of the ne
June 2-4. Film's co-feature has not wnnrl "Thev’rft as
a
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although
gotiations
said, "and if
he
Eome®”
or
Co,)
Paris
Dreyfus
by
furnished
Quotations
yet been set.
(
It is not known,
headquarters.
EMI
weardesign
to
given free reign
“Faithful City/* which received
however, whether the company is
able sensible clothes their names
fair notices, did poor biz during its
negotiating an
could become fashion bywords as
^
Feeling
Y.
”
run at the Park Ave., N.
lease, or whether the deal embraces
IRISH
thnee of Dior and Fath
Foreign Guts
is that the east side sureseater
entire Outfit or only one or two
Lichtenstein suggests that Holly- the
was not the right house for the
S
7
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FILM-STAGE EXHIBITION
might have
done
nave none
that lr
it' migni
and tnat
entry ana
His
T^he Denham studios have been
Dublin,' May 6.
better biz on the west' side, where , .
income it is providing in compari.
that the 10 or more leading dark most of the time since the
r
Irish Actors Equity Will organize
gh
a
P P
P
5“
designers hold annual or^toi- crisis to
L!?i
T£
n ,V. n t
fg»
It is felt par- hibltion here In April, 1953, as part
grosses.
-•
SSe? at ’^a "leading^hotel iiTthc limited periods for.. Yank-sponsored, demotic
,
vital that, overseas Incdnm of the Festival of Ireland promoto steer clear of exclusive 'art house
area or in Palm ^Springs, filming. Twentieth-Fox and Disney' ticularly
Hollywood
play
bookings. Plan te t °.
remain strong now that the U.S. tions, Denis O’Dea, Equity prexy,
designer would presents col- produced at the’ lot for some time,
uses throughout the Each
faced, with further 4if- declared at a recent meeting,
in selected houses
of hl«s or her clothes for the Built before the war by Sir Alex- market is
result of the lifting
city. 6n a day-and-date basis. On.
Exhibition will cover the history
“Every im- adder Korda, it has seven stages, Acuities as a
Idrlhoomlng
*°
g season
on new TV station 0f the Irish theatre and may be exbasis of the N. Y. preem run, RKO
freeze
the
” with a total floor space of over of
^d^mahufacturer
sto
re
exeCs feel it is too early to judge |
construction.
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to represent -international
„„ tA «w
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ffeet.
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square
110,000
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send
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a
;
“
“
the pulling power of “City.” Pto
U.S. Team Into High Gear
theatre -affairs. Film side will in{
toe showing! The" store production more than 1.290’. work^“tovlew
^
V
P
talks with elude presentation of representapreliminary
is slated to open shortly to MontAfter
permanently
engaged.
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ers
a p tbe manufacturer would then
real, Philadelphia and Miami
officials at the .film festival tTve fihns made in. or about, Iree
repro
the rights
rtohte t0
to reproduce
Another British ^studio has
““ been French
Among pictures RKO is weighin Cannes last week, American landJlf
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ground material in Chicago for a
hot bring
picture he’ll make for Charles K. creations could
Feldman, Originally *came to the
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a
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proposed deal with RKO which
never materialized.
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Honolulu, May 6.
John Wayne is busy here; producing and acting in a film. ‘Working title is “Jim McLean” or “Jim
McLain”; Wayne .spokesihan says
it’ll be changed anyway. -Wayne’s
cci-prbducer i& Robert Fellows.
Nancy* Olson is fehmie lead.
in
: Most of footage will be shot
Honolulu, with.only * week or 10day shooting schedule in. Hollywood.
Some exteriors may be
filmed on nearby Molokai Island,
near site of historic leper colony of
Kalaupapa. Airline-flight club magnate Ruddy Tongg,
exqhaxige for letting
'

&

^cciaijljf forthe picture,

Mondav a21°to ask
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fill

Electrical Trades
over 25 and under 65 and Who had E ^? i*y Assn
joined the firm before the ace Unl °n, Film Artists Assn., National
Assn,
of
Theatrical
& Kine Em0f 50.
ployees and the Musicians Union.
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Aside from the labor pressure,
the United Kingdom government
is not to o happy with the present
tracks in the same space formerly
f
Anglo-U. S. pact inasmuch as the
occupied by one on a single film.
111
Americans have been so keenly
An adapter, costing $10 to $15, is
successful at getting out virtually
used on the projector. The split
all * of their warnings.
track; which allows both languages
The Yanta
the
to be recorded on the s?me print,
are obviously in for a fight.
prior to retirement
years
so far has been used only on 16m
French talks are being carried
but 35m experiments are under
on by Johnston, John G. McCarthy,
director of the international diway.
vision of the MPA A, and Alfred
The same process reputedly enBritish Film Gala, Oct. 27

ables a projectionist to push three
buttons: one to screen the print in
their son. Location will be switched
from the bush country to the coast, the usual way, another to cut music and allow only voice and sound
river and lake areas of East Africa.
effects, and a third to cut voice
and effects and let through only
Williams Joins 20th
the music. Using the split track,
Phil Williams, who resigned last each track is 50 thousandths of an
week as theatrical sales manager of inch wide.
The device was developed under
March of Time, has joined 20thFox’s homeoffice shorts subjects Gerald Graham, NFB’s director of
technical operations, with chief
sales department.
engineer
Chester
He’ll work under shorts topper maintenance
iBeacliall of the sound division.
Peter Levathes.
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Club Gala
Variety
Yojraw ,V
London, May is.

Royal gala at Metro
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-

VRIthoe’ PreeiU Set For

Tendon
11
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ttie

.

film,

-
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French and. English, in this country, Canada film producers always
have had to make two separate
Ealing to Make Sequel
language versions of every producTo ‘Vultures’ in Africa tion, upping distribution costs uncomfortably. But now, relief -Is in
London, May 6.
Ealing studios is cooperating sight with a double sound-track
with the Schle singer Organization system developed by the National
Film Board which allows two sound
of South Africa for a sequel to

command

is

.

art house circuit.

Vultures Fly,” which was released in America by Universal
under the title, “Ivory Hunters.”
Director Harry Watt, who recently
returned from that dominion, is
prepplng the script.
Story will spotlight the same
family, and Anthony Steele and
Dinah Sheridan may again pla?
the leads, with William Simons as

w

Ppnumn

NFB

last year’s

'

*9.
of th
the
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e e
Exchequer
and president of
EdgeWater. Hotel.
Jrension fnr
JJOQtiimeil the Board of Trade to receive a quartered, at
ior RnnilmiATi
About 35 IslandeVs, mostly beach
deputation before meetings with ^ oyg are getting extra roles.
London, May 13.
t
Hollywood reps start. .They
Introduction of a. pension scheme
It’s the fourth Hollywood opus
for. projectionists
has been ah- J7111 brge limitation on American filmed here to as many years,
nounced here by D. J. Goodlatte, imports, a reduction in permitted others being- “Million Dollar Weekfunds and restric- en d,” “Pagan Love Song” and
managing director of Associated ?.ses °f
British .Cinemas.
It will operate
“Bird of Paradise/*
on
V** M
a non-contribution
AIVU'VV«AM aMUbAVII basis
MMulO niAU
and ?-s1 increased screen time fdr Brit

*

No

p.
,

f6r dubbing’ since 1948.

vn LmetttaS
ir»A»«n'c betting
AJJ r

V

,

To Be Shot n» Honolulu

France

J
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It

ducing activities' of the company. they.hOld their Own.
Plans are being Readied to adapt
French pact runs until June 30
an d extend the Shepperton facili- and the British until Sept. 30,
ties with the aim of doing the type MPAA- and SIMPP are trying to
"Se eettinc o ut of hand
film hitherto made at Worton push off the latter talks as long as
tne stumos
stJdios were ffettinc “ifreedv”
CTeeav of
Hall.
There 4s currently nothing possible, hoping things will imthe floor at I^eworth. Ldsf film prove in England. As they stand
on
oublicitv cimmick beinsf satisfied
be l€ nsed there was “Twice now, tag are pretty sad with twO
ffinOOT
of ync
&e cioines t,
wun
poor aoapiawqns oi
i° ^ a
»»
cfnnH’mf Eli 7 nhf»th more British studios in th* nrnGGss

u Pcoming

dios ^re now taking a more sensible
view, he said, and are holding out
only for their top product and for
clothes which will have. femme ac“Mourning Becomes Electra” for ceptance.
the art house trade. Film brodled.
during its regular engagement a
Develops
few years ago, and In dual-situation Canada’s
areas ended up. on the second half
of the bill. .It’s anticipated that the
film version of the Eugene O’Neill
Ottawa, May 13.
play may fare better now on the
With two official language
languages,

’

pact.

jcitrucu

a single studio is regarded by TBritteh Lion as being jnoreeconQniical
and they claim that the deal does
not imply ^any reductjon ln the pro-

SSfSiLjS .*£

a

vaults for suitable

It

c ^ ttce jtwte their
at. Sheppertbp studios. All

a.,.

.

has chalked up «
degree of success with chillercomP^sently readying Its
th td horror package. Rased on resuits it achieved With The Hunch*
back of Notre Dame” and" “The
Cat People,” it is currently bringing out VKing Kong”, and “The
Leopard Man,” For latter combination it has set up an area preem
in .Ohio, Michigan and Indiana,
with 200 playdates Set. Third combination will be “Body Snatcher”
and “I Walk With g Zombie.”
At the same thne, company is
considering
the
re-release
of
re-releafees.

i Worton «ewort| ^‘to

L°«on^t

s

London

showcase, the Empire, Leicester
Square, June 12, sponsored by the
London tent of the Variety Chib m
ai d of the National Playing Fields
Assn., will mark the world preem
of “Ivanhoe,” British-made Techmcolor opus which stars Robert
Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontnine.. George Sanders and Emljn
Williams. '
w
^
Duke of Edinburgh, who js piesident of NPFA, will attend the pie*
mlere, tickets for which will range
.

from $29.50 to

$1.50.

This will be the

.

first of

two royal

W. Crown, sales chief for Samuel premieres at the Empire this year*
London, .May 6.
Goldwyn and rep of SIMPP. Act- The second will be the Royal comhas^ confirmed the i n g officially for the Americans. Is mand Performance Oct. 27
The
Queen
a
dates for this year’s two command Ambassador James Dunn, who has
shows. First will be. the film gala assigned several members of his
Ozoner Shows 4 Features
U...

.

*

1

Oct. 27, while the annual vaudeville show follows a week later.

The command
which

film performance

being held at the Empire,
Leicester Square, is in aid of the
Cinematograph Trade Benevolent
Fund. The variety gala raises coin
for the Variety Artists Benevolent
Fund.
is

staff to sit in

on the

talks.

Johnston expects to fly back to
the U. S. over the Weekend. He’ll
return to London later for the
British huddles. James A. Mulvey,
pfez of Goldwyn Productions, who
repped SIMPP at previous British
meetings, is thought likely to be
there again, rather than Crown.
|
.

is

Hamilton, O., May
Plenty of quantity entertainment
being dished out by two.drivc-

in this vicinity.

»

rrm-ina
The Holiday Drive-m is ° n ‘\, -, e
«
three full-lehgth features,
the Acme is showing four comp
No advanc
features nightly.
admissions.
,
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e of Warner Brosl are always mindful of the

and confidence placed in us by exhibitors.
Throughout our many years in this industry this
relationship has been a majof inspiration in the
pioneering we have done and in the contributions we have made to the success of the motion
picture theatre.. Now again we recognize our
opportunity to serve our industry.
faith

On these pages you have seen the accomplished
one purpose, one goal 4— to give Warner
exhibitors assurance of an uninterrupted flow of

^

the finest product bur. Studio has ever jirovided.
To this project the full power and all the vast resources of Warner Bros. Studios are dedicated in
the greatest coordinated effort in their history.

With the broad scope, the freshness and the
importance of these attractions
ity in

color— showmen can

— the vast major-

enthusiastically offer

their public a steady succession of the

tertainment that has

made our

kind

of. en-

industry so great,

result of

j

'

*vAfciiTY'r
4
• ». NUrM* *
.

.

CONDON OFMC*

K^TKHivAmm

Trafalgar t«|war*

May

Edinburgh;

-w

13*

Scotland, is again becoming' a
land of strolling players.
More
.

and more vaude and drama units

May

London,

fi.

4f

The odds are now heavily in
favor of sponsored TV belnggiven Diana Morgan's 'Fashion'
a trial run in Britain in the, not top
After' years of
distant future.Looks Likely in London
campaigouo^f aind' months of unLondon, May 13.
certainty, it hdw seems likely, the
government wilt bow to political
Diana Morgan's comedy, “After
and business ‘pressure and make My Fashion," which opened at the
some provision^for Advertisers to Ambassadors Theatre last Thursuse commercial television.
day (8), after a provincial tryout,
In the current- >naonth the gov- is given an even chance of 'sucernment is due. to’ issue a White cess here.. The John, Forbes-SemPaper indicating its policy for a pill production, story of a dead exrenewal of the*’ British Broadcast- plorer’s heroism that is debunked
ing Corp. ehartbr^This originally during a filming expedition, reexpired last year, but because' of ceived a warm reception.
Sonia
the change in government its life Dresdel and Valerie White are outwas extended six months. There- standing .as wife and mistress. Othfore, between now and the end of er leading
roles are* played by
June, Parliament must determine; Michael Shepley,'
Richard Johnthe BBC's future.
stone' and Miss Morgan.. Reginald
restrictions
on
Because of
raw Tate is director.
materials and limitations On capi“The Moonraker," a swashbucktal expenditure, there is. little or
no hope of art alternative wave- ling 17th century adventure play,
lasted
only five performances after
length being offered for commercial telecasting.^ The best that can opening' at the Saville May 7, The
be expected is that “dark time" Edward Dryhurst production was
on the BBC wavelength will bo regarded as little more than, a
made available for sponsored pro- pleasant historical novel, too limitgrams.' At present the BBC has ed -in incident and dated An drabetween one and two hours In the matic appeal to last. Griffith Jones
afternoon and two to three hours and Jean Kent headed a capable
'

‘

are going to rural districts. Scottish. Arts Theatre unit haa been
touring villages of Dumfriesshire
since last fall.
In the last five
years it has played in over 430
small villages,
Robert Wilson, Sc5t singer, will
take a vaude unit to the Highlands

Thin 8G in

'

The new comedy, Aussie Pix

this -summer.

“Bachelors Are Bold,** with legit
Duncan Macrae, also will

actor

Bands

tour.

.

•

-

'

J

1

•

cast.

at night.

this will .confine their programs to off-peak periods, but they
feel that the investment involved
(although it cannot pay off immediately), will.giVe them the oppor-

tunity of providing *an alternative
Thus, for the first
to the BBC.
tinie since its creation 30 years
ago, it would break the monopoly
'

stranglehold which it. holds on
British radio and TV,
According to informed political
insiders, it may take two years or
more before the .first commercial
program will go on the air, and the
limitations that the government
will propose are designed to appease the traditionalists who have
consistently
stood
against
any
form of broadcast, advertising. It
seems certain that sponsorship, if
it does
come about, will be re-4
1

stricted to

TV.

Radio has no ad-

ditional wavelengths available, and
the three main programs have a
full broadcasting schedule.

TV Makes Bow

as

Still

Hefty

In B.A.; U.S. Films

Leading

Despite Complications
Buenos Aire$, ‘May

6.

Film grosses continue hefty here.
Producers are trying hard to monopolize the choicest playing-time
.

and make
imposing
comparisons
between
their grosses and those of importfor locally-made

films,

ed pix.

“Monsieur Verdoux" (UA) held
weeks at the Trocadero and
Theatres (which, between them, have a total seating
capacity of around 2,000) for a

for 13

Libertador

gross of $68,080., The

French prize

“La Justice Est Faite" (DIFA)
completed 23 weeks at the Biarrilz recently having
grossed $65,-

film,

,

665.

Locally-made “Sala de Guardia”
(

Emergency .Ward")

(Horizonte)

broke all records for the 2,636seat Ocean Theatre, where it held
for eight weeks, having grossed
$61,985 (U. S.) in the first six

Of Technical Errors
Borne, April. 29.

TV made

its bow- in Italy last
at the International Fair in
Milan. DOXA, the Italian agency
of surveys and statistics, estimates
that there are about 2,500 receiving sets in the Milan arid Turin

week

.

districts.

The Milan programs, sent out
on Channel XXX, as it is now
called, was projected" as far as
Turin, or a radius of around 100 Metro

is

was the* only foreigner on
the programs, which came from
the Milan Fair Bldg... Three cameras were used, plus a standing
mike on the bare stage, resemblihg
a radio program. Programs consisted of local orchestras, pne-act
.

Ballet,

Hub

‘

Orch Wow Paris
Paris,

May

13.

Two of America’s three major
participants in the current Paris
tabbed here “Twentieth
Century Masterpieces," have displayed their wares in the fest’s
first week, with both .socko.
The
Boston Symphony Orchestra, performing for the fi^st time in Europe, gave a concert at the Opera
Tuesday (6) under its conductor,
Charles Munch, with the concert
hailed as an outstanding event.
festival,

Then

the N. Y. City Ballet ap-

—

plays,

instrumentalists,
speakers and singers.

it

made to seal
tne balcony seats
for structural

first six

days. “0ry,

Beloved Country" got a handsome
press but it is very disappointing
with $5,000 for its first Carlton
week. The crix liked “Belles on
Toes" was very mild in first week
at Leicester Square Theatre at
$5,300.

Of the holdovers “Quo'Vadis"
week

setting the pace. Its 14th
Ritz, with $5,600.

Gaumont (CMA)

The productions Were poor, as
viewers had nothing to see except
the hare stage and the artist standing in front of the mike. AH read
from a paper in front of them/
Even the singers ..read their lyrics
from sheet music, and those playing roles in the skits read their
parts from, the scripts; sans props,
sets or effects. There Was many a
slip when a camera had to pick
up another angle, and sometimes
the viewers had nothing to view.
Backstage headaches ran high,
since no one seemed .to be quite
sure what he was supposed to do.
In
one instance, When there
.

is

at

(1.500; 50-$l,70)

’

4TH TV

WITH
HAVANA BY

'

nitery is located, is La Flores* exclusive impresario for her playdates in America.

nice $10,000 in

River" (UA). (2d wk), Holding at about $3,200* modest. Opened
Mexico City, May 13,
uay-date at smaller Marble Arch
Financial interest In the remark- Pavilion Where gross' was. almost
able revival of the theatre here has Identical. “Down Among Sheltering Palms" (20th) ooens May 8,
spread from individual bankers;
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
who are building playhouses with (1,753; 50-$1.70)— “Belles on Toes"
the intention of operating the (20th) (2d wk). First round was
houses themselves (a switch from moderate $5,300, and second weekend was $3,000. in same groove
their usual amusement biz invest“Emergency Call" (Indie) and “Fort
ment, t^je cinema), to top banks.
Defiance" (GFD) set to follow.
The Bank of Mexico, government
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50institution, and the Najtional Bank' $1.70)—-“Salesman" (Col) (2d
wk).
of Mexico* this country’s largest Not up to expectations in first
private bank, have put up consid- frame and just under $4,00Q looms
erable coin to back Jerber Darien, for second week, “San Francisco
who did well here some time ago Story (WB) comes in May. 9.
Odeon, Leicester Sauare (CMA)
present “The Respectable Prosti“High Noon”
tute" in an art theatre. Banking 1.2 200: 50-*1.70)
average attraction
houses are backing Darien not only
ft ,
with handsome $10,000 in first 6
to obtain a worthwhile playhouse,
days. Stays for. three weeks.
but also to put on his shows. Na-

.

Mex

pectations.

Strongest of newcomers is “High
Noon," currently preeming at the
Odeon, Leicester Square, which bit

~“The

skits,

peared Saturday night (10) the
first time a foreign dance troupe
has given a full-evening show on. seemed to be quite a technical tanthe Paris Opera stage and wowed gle, the stage went bare for about
a packed house.
director rang
’five minutes. The
The Boston orch’s concert was down the velvet .curtains, but not tional has actually put up coin for
so strofigly received that Munch so fast* that the TV audience could him to produce “Archtpielago Le
had to reprise the third movement not see him come into View, hold- Noir" at once. Darien is rehearsof the Ravel “Daphnis and Chloe” ing his head and crying out, “Why ing the oast for that production. #
Suite, something rarely done by did they have to bring us TV?
Showbiz is pondering this backsymphony orchs. French press has Don’t we have troubles enough?" ing of the experimental theatre by
been acclaiming the extreme virMexico’s two top banks.
It’s likely that an expert from
tuosity of the BSO, admitting it’s
England or Franco will be brought
never heard such brilliance, and
in, for a few days, at least, to get
pointing with pride to the fact that
U.S.
SETUP,
the Italians started.
the conductor and 23 of the playTwo schools, advertising a course
ers are French.
’53
IN
TIE,
technology,
one
in
radlo-TV
in
The N; Y. City Ballet, under diHavgna, May 6.
rection
George Balanchine,, Rome and. one in Milan, have
of
looms
in
the
However,
TV
opened.
staged four of its best-known
Edward Chester, former director
works, .Balanchine’s “Swan .Lake," distance. The schools are not doing of international broadcasts for
“La Valse” and “Bourree Fantas- a rushing business. Nevertheless, CBS, is part owner and representque,” and Jerome Robbins’ “The cinema heads are busy getting to- ing other American interests in a
They are eager
Cage." Paris, with a great ballet gether reports.
Radio
motion pictures group which recently bought
tradition of -its own, was simply to know what part
Cadenas Azul, the Blue Network
bowled over. Dancers took 29 cur- will play in the new medium. They in Cuba.
With title of general
for it when it
be
ready
want
to
tain calls.
Maria Tallchief, in
manager, Chester is working with
“Swan Lake," and Nora Kaye, in comes to them.
Heriberto
Hernandez, president
Actors are happy about the pros-

“The Cage,’! got eight curtain calls
each. Troupe gives five more shows
for the fest, returning for its own

past stanza and takings in several theatres were below average,
for time of year. The Empire’s
“Carbine Williams" is being pulled
after a single week, almost unprecedented for this theatre, but is
said to be mainly because of congestion of releases. It got $8,000
in. its initial four days, below ex-

Empire (M-G) (3.099: 55-$1.70)—
“Carbine Williams" (M-G), Fair
$8,000 for first four days. Holds
frame. “Skirts Ahoy"
(M-G) follows May 8.

.

NY.

London, May 6.
A bunch of hew entries has not
helped to spark West End biz this

dropped the band at its
Estimates for Last Week
1,600-seater St. James, here a long
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
“Cry, Beloved Country" (B-L). Betime ago.
low hopes at around $5;000 after
particularly unanimous favorable
press. Stays..

The only other TV apparatus
the Vatican City outfit, which is
not commercial at this time..
miles.

singer,

season later.
Third major U. (5. entry, the legit
opera “Four Saints in Three Acts,"
weeks. Picture is a great improve- will be presented during the expoment on tfie ordinary run of Ar- sition’s final Week, May 25-31.
Festival, organized by the Congentine films and featured a*' new
male lead, Carlos Thompson, now gress of Cultural Freedom, to show
the Reds the strength of western
a top favorite with
the femmes.
Cinderella"
(RKO -Disney) .culture* and backed mainly by U.S.
grossed $49,470 for a total of nine coin raised by Julius Fleischmann,
weeks day-and-date at the Astor, officially opened May 2 with a fine
performance of Alban Berg's “WozS
n e
^°i
,£ & leSi Capitol and Palacio zek." A so-so concert of the Paris
del Cine
Theatres. "The Window"
Opera House Orchestra, under Brunas now run 24
weeks at the tiny
«adar and had. grossed $46,230 ud no Walter, followed.
to the end
of the 18tb Week.
cost of living is obviously
City Hit
..mg down on pix -attendance Lola Flores
unng the week, but this picks up
Mexico, City May 13.
harpiy over the
Current sensation of Mexican
weekends, with
etion - type
pictures,
however show biz is Lola Flores, the Spancorny,
paying
off
well,
“the ish dancer-singer, who is doubling
*iame and the Arrow," for ih- at the Teatro Iris and the swanky
stance grossed
$26,680 at the Met- Capri nitery. She opened her 20ropohtan. .and “Two
Flags West" month American tour here, for
g ossed $21,045 at
the Monumen- which she was inked in Madrid exn three weeks.
clusively by Carcho Peralta for a
„c
September Affair'* (Par) at the reportedly new high in Spain of
Pl a
ex grossed very high in $225,000.
th» 2 r
week ($1«.515), before runJPeralta, who* owns the Capri and
r.
*8 in *° trouble
when the theatre the Hotel Regis, in which the
alterations.

an economy measure to keep

pace with the present retrench
all
territory.
oyer this
Greater Union Theatres finally decided to cut out the' stage band,
long at the 2,584-seater State here.
This decision is' in line with dropping
band policy by Hoyts
some tune ago at key houses,
Australia, unlike America, has
no name bands "or high-pulling
solo acts, .Currently, the 1,390seater Prince Edward, Sydney,
operated by Carroll - Musgrave,
longtime Paramount showcase, is
the only house using a stage band;

—

Pix Grosses

Economy Move

meat

Norman Lawrence, an American

Sponsors are alert to the fact
that

Houses Drop

in

Light

'Belles

Sydney, May 6.
Exit of top stage bands from the
Aussie ace cinemas is seen here

•

Italian

i

and representative

pect of hypoed, production skeds.
They think it will mean more work
for them. Producers are anxious

of

local

Above

—

Garble

Arch

(CMA)

(2,200; 50-$1.70)“—<“$ong In Heart"
(20th) (3d wk). Second stanza was

steady $7,800 and third weekend

bit $5,000. “Battle at Apache Pass"
(U) and “Curtain Up" (GFD) fol-

low on

May

8.

Blaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$b70)—
Stolen Face" (Indie) and “Denver

Rio Grande" (Par). Began modestly with $2,500 for first 3 days.

Ac

Continues.
Ritz (M-G) (432; 90-$2.15)— “Quo
Vadis" (M-G) (14th wk). Holding
np with hefty $5,600 this frame,
best in 10 weeks. Stays on.
Warner (WB) (1,735; 50-$1.70)—
“Bugles in Afternoon" (WB).
Opened with pleasing $7,300 in
initial 4 days. Holds.

Irish Mull Cent-Per-Seat

Theatre Tax to Angel Pix

capi-

operating the 12-station sys-

Production; Exhiibs Cold

tem.
Plans are under way to put into
and distributors visualize their
operation a TV station by end of
stock of oldies diminishing.
the
year in the Havana area, and
In any 'case, it will be some time
licenses
before Rome and the other cities the company already has
six channels throughout the
see TV, perhaps months or even for

Dublin; May 6.
cent-per-seat tax on. all cinIn Ireland is being malted by
the Irish government as a possible
levy to form an initial- bankroll for
film production. Yield would be
in the region of $600,000 a year.
Plan is idea of a municipal employee, James Comberton, whose
association with film industry is as
honorary secretary of the Irish
Film Society, which screens arttype productions.
Plan calls for establishment of a
processing laboratory, and appointment of a government films officer
to
okay loans to independent
groups and supervise work of im-

tal, in

island.

years.

India Crime Upbeat
Pix, Sez

.

This will make ‘four TV studios
operation in Havana, since El
Mundo TV expects to begin operations at about the same time, and

Due To

CMQ-TV
Madras Premier have
been
Madras,

May

Union

and

Radio-TV

operating over a year.

Although the city has somewhat
Immediately after taking his over 600,000 population, with only
oath of office, Madras Premier C. 40,000 receivers, it supports no less
Rajagopalachari told a press con- than 31 radio stations, and more
ference that films were responsible than twice as many daily newsfor an increase in violence and papers as New York.
crime in the land.
Chester stated that the chief
Being noted for stern adminis- work being done at Radio Cadenas
tration and as a stickler for action, now is administrative coordinatrade circles here wonder whether tion and strengthening of program
C. R.. (as he’s known)- will follow structure. Preliminary checks arc
Morarji Desai of Bombay and order being made on the present buildRegional ing located in downtown Havana
program.
cleanup
a
authorities are expected to be ad- to see if it will support a TV anvised to keep stricter Vlgil w on tenna, and the television studios
theme and content of films brought will be located there if, it does.
.

6'.

1

5

]

•

for censoring.

Other Foreign

News

On Page 16

A

emas

ported producer
brought from, V

who would be
.

S.,

England or

Eux*ope on a five-year basis to triin
technicians. New films act would
call
for processing of all films
shown in Ireland to be done in
Irish laboratories, in order to help
finance new productions.
Exhibs are cold to the tax plan,
but think the laboratory idea might
help create a small short-producing
Industry. They nix the idea of a
government films officer as. suggesting dictatorship. Finance-should
come from commercial sources,

Actual work .ort the television
part of the plans will probably not
begin to be put into operation for
another month or so, though equipment for the station is ready and without government strings, they
available.

say.

^

•VAftimV
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Film Production pour
’Boen forli^lfi 1952
Mexico

London,

May

13.

•

City, iittf *.

Looks. like a new low for pic
production here. Output has been
30 films up to April 30. trade
figures if level continues, only 90
pix will be made this year, factors
production
are* mounting
cited

V

assurance from the Cpancelr
costs and reduced yield on pix.
lor of the Exchequer R. A. Butler
Pic production last year was 108,
that the government would readrecoid
*h oi
examine: the structure of the
After Six-Month Strike
are still shelved.
mission ,tpx system, the .ftlm indusMay6.
Dublin,
try offensive for a revision of the
tax. setup has been withdrawn in
A six-month shutdown of Limthe House of Commons. Official crick’s nine cinemas ended last
Shows Abroad
policy statement was made after Thursday (1) when the strikers relOHDOH
an industry-conceived amendment sumed work and ended a problem
(Week ending Hay 17)
had been moved by Tom O'Brien, j or the city’s cops. Since the- strike
rfigtir^e indicate Weeks o l run)
MJ?; in behalf of the opposition started, teenagers with no place
"After My Feehlen/' Ambassador* (1).
Labor Party.
."And SO t* Bed," Strand (30).
,
to go have become a headache for
"Bet Yeur Life/' Hippodrome, (12).
The amendment, designed to the. police, with petty crime and
"Bluefer 'Bey/* Her Maleaty’a (76).
give greater flexibility to exhibs in hooliganism
upgrade,
on
the
"Call Me Madame," Cdllaaeurd (9).
''Dhk Blue 4**/' Ducheaa (10).
was clergy, too, sought to effect a setcharges,
admission
fixing
Casino (10).
aimed at making the 10c seat. tax tlemehtop principle that the cin"Knight* ef Medn***/' VJc Palace (113).
/'Little Hot,?' Lyric (84).
free and making it possible- to recertainly Icept the youngsters
"London Laughs." Adelphl (5).
store the 18c admission which has out of mischief.
'.V
"Cove *4 4 Colonels," Windham (52).
always been one of the most popu"Lyric W*voe," Globe (33),
Labor Court intervention failed
"Merry Widow," Stoll (4).
lar.
to effect settlement of itow. Which
"Moehraker," Savllle (1),
In stating the opposition case, started’ when employers rejected
"Mortimer Touch," Duke. of York (2).
"Much Ado Nothing," Phoenix (18).
O’Brien urged the government not. workers’’ demand for ‘an -all-round
"other Heart," Old vie (45.
to regard the exhibition industry upping of wages by $3l Finally a
"Paris te Piccadilly," prince Wale* (5).
"Penhy Plain," St). Martin (46).
as a sort of permanent Eldorado, local attorney and an auctioneer
"Red Letter Day," Garrick (12).
There were between 2,500 and i6dk
hand, when civic officials,
"Relative Value," Savor (23).
owned
theatre
operators
who
3,000
"Reluctant Heroes," Whitehall (97).
c i ergy and others had not succeed"RendezvOUt," Cotnedy (2).
one or two houses. Average weekly
and they achieved- a settlement
"Seagulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (97).
wage was under $14 for; males and which gives Workers a raise of ap"South Pacific," Drury Lane (28).
"Under Sycamore Tree," Aldwych (3).
$8 for- females, and had been ne- proxhriately $1 for males and 75c.
"Vertex," Criterion (3).
gotiated because thousands of ex- f or women. Strike lasted 184 days
"Water* of Moon," Haymarket (57).
"White Sheep Family," Piccadilly (3D.
hibitors could not afford to pay an(j left city without entertainment
"Winter Journey," St.*JameV (7).
any more. They would gladly pay f 0r the ’Whole period,- except for a
"Young Elizabeth." Npw (7).
c-ua-l..,.,*,,,..
more -to their staff if they were single week’s. Shakespearean
"Zip Oees a Million/?: Palace (30).
:show.
(CLOSED .LAST .W ERIC)
allowed to retain more of the
"Nightmare Abbey," Westminster (10).
money paid in at the bokoffice.
(OtENINO THIS WEEK)
(Flgpr.ea denot&wreem dates)
Boyd Carpenter, financial secre"Dragon's Mouth," Winter Garden (13).
tary to the Treasury, said’ the /dif"Mr. Pickwick," Weatminster (15).
ficulty with the proposed amendment was that it would cost the
AUSTRALIA
government around $5,600,000, but
(Week ending April 30)
he conceded .that, jt would be de"Paap Show," Roy»l> Sydney.
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A

compromise

agreement

film

governing marketing of Hollywood
Belgium throughout 1992
was formally approved In Brussels
with an exchange of, letweek
last
ters between Eric Johnston, press

films in

ACT Charges of American
Discrimination Vs. Films

theatres here. Boff sale has belied
all gloomy forecasts fpr this season, and is quite contrary to what’s
.
happening in all- other business

London, May’ 6.
Allegations

unfair

trading,
dumping of American film, and a
desire to see the elimination of
British production/ made during
the course of a debate on’ the WilsomJohnston agreement at the an*
nuai meeting of the Assn, of Cine
and Allied Technicians, have been
called completely false by leading
industry execs.
In commending the resolution to
his members, George tt. Elyin,
ACT general secretary, suggested
that the government should consider as an alternative to the preeent’free importation .of Hollywood
product, the limitation of imports
to an 'absolute' 'minimum, and giving the British authorities the right
to determine which films should be
admitted into the country. It was
in this way, he suggested, that the
government .could best serve the
interests of the British production
industry, and also reduce the drain
on dollar reserves.
A spokesman of the London bureau of the Motion Picture Assn,
suggested that this statement made
it clear that ACT did not fully
understand the use of the term

of

.

•

,

.

•

6.

•

^
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Grant

Gulaa,

Johannesen

and

of a completely, new principle
of trading in place of the present

"Back Street," Fontaine.
"Caprices de Vlchnou," EtoUe.
"Ce Solr a Samarkand," Renaissance.
"Chanteur de Mexico," Chatelet.
"Congre* da Clermont," potinlere.
"Cuislno dos Ahges," Ainbassa dears.
"Dernier* Outrages," Vieux Colombie.
"Don d'Adolo/' Wagram.
"Eternal Marl," Gaite Montparnasse.
"Etrenges Cantered**/' Montceau.
"Grand# Roye," St.-. Georges.
"Hefltlere," MathUrlns.

.

-"Jesus la Call!*," Gramont."J'y Suls |'y Rest#," Gymnase.
"La Feullle de Vlgne," Madeleine.
"Liaisons Dang*reuses/' Gaston B?ty.

system, which gave the Hollywood
industry the right to offer all its baud, Alceo Galliera and Hans
Schmidt Isserstedt.
product to British exhibs.
American dis.tribs and leading
British exhibiting interests were
TINT
angered at the Elvin claim that
Hollywood was seeking to abolish
IN
British production as an industry,
pointing to the fact that the Eady
London, May 6.
x
fund, which was paid by exhibitors
Sidney. Solow, general manager
from money earned mainly from
of Consolidated Film Labs, and
the screening of American product,
Dan
Bloomberg, technical manager
was now contributing more than
of Republic Studios, are due to
$8,000,000 annually for British proleave, London today (Tues.) to set
duction.
As one exhibitor put it, up printing facilities
for Trucolor
the British producers were now
product in France and Britain
virtually' “living off the backs of
They have spent about six days in
Hollywood.”.
London and four days in Paris on
preliminary investigations.
Setting up printing facilities for
U.S.,
Mexican B’casts
Trucolor is becoming urgent, since
almost one-half of the Republic
.
Central America Tourist output is now produced in that
medium. Latterly, two pix released
Mexico City, May 6.
Mexico, Central America and in this country, “Transcontinental
parts of the U. S. are served daily Express” (known as “Rock Island
by a news and cultural broadcast, Trail” in America) and “Golden
sponsored and prepared by Pro- Stallion,” necessitated shipping of
mociones Radiofonicas de America color prints from Hollywood. This
(PRASA), tourist agency, and han- Involved dollar payments which
dled by local station XEX (500,000 could be avoided if processing
watts). Audience of 22,000,000 in facilities were available in Europe,]
In
Central
decision is expected to be
Mexico,
10,000,000
America and 2,000,000 Spanish- made by Herbert J. Yates, Republanguage users in the U, S., is lic topper, after. Solow and Bloomberg return to America.
claimed.

REP TRUCOLOR
PLANTS DUE
EUROPE
1

Woo

feature films,
1,

1952,.

The

retroactive to Jan.

is

Joel again is acting for a powf acing group, this season with

erful
on behalf prize

letter*; officially

ac-

mohey upped to to $200,000
cepting the agreement
Understood’ that he will also bring
Of MPEA members, .Was signed by
in the best U.S. horses and top
Paris
in
arrival
his
upon
Johnston
'

last

Wednesday

drivers'

(7).

Night trotting has captured the
imagination of the Aussie populace
now. being recognized 'as the No. 1
sport and an undoubted menace to
the cinema biz here, especially on
Saturday nights.
Those powerful groups back of

‘Excellency’ Set

For B’way

in Fall

London;

May

13.

.

the sport are currently pressing to
get a governmental greenlight for
a break into the plush Brisbane

And they may succeed
despite protests from the film biz.

field;

Figuring presently

bow

trotting will

is

that

night

there next Sep-

Feared Certain that Down

tember,

Under night

trotting is going to
take thousands of dollars weekly
away from the film boxoffice.

Brit Tecbirians Union

Preps 2d Fib Venture

run its course.
Another project in which Stevens

is
financially interested is tffe
presentation this Thursday (15) of
“The Trial of Mr. Pickwick”, at the
Westminster. This is a comedy by
Stanley Young drawn from incidents in the Pickwick Papers.
Stevens is viewing this London
production as a possibility for
N. Y. if 'the. play clicks, he may
restage it on Broadway with an
.

American cast.
The director of the
•

New York

Despite 1st Co-op Snafu
London, May 6.
Undeterred

by

criticism

that

greeted their Arst cooperative production, ACT Films (the organization* set up' two: years ago, by the
technicians union); Jls making final
arrangements to launch a second
venture. This time, "however, they
are bringing their, big. guns into
play.,
Film will be -based on a
,

Terence Rattfgan, directed by union ptexy Anthony Asscript, by'

.

;

.

'

"Sur Torre Comma Clel." Athcnee.
"Teta d«s Autras," Atelier.
"Tout pour elles," Bouffes.

.

"Trols Mousquotalrcs," Porte St. Mart.
"Vais* Toreadors," Comcdie C-E.
"Veuve jeyeuso," Mogador.
"Un Vrale Folle," Folies Borgbre.

STOCKHOLM
(Week ending March 22)
"Antony and Clvopatra," Royal.
"Caf* Luhchrastcn," Intimate.
"KIis ,M*» K*t*/' Oscar’s.

"Lov* »f Four Colonels," New.
"Patty," ("Moon Is Blue"), Alle.
"R*lgen," Boulevard.
"Fourposttr," Royal (smaU

"Who

Is

stage).

Sylvia?" Vasa.

SCOTLAND
(

Week ending May

"Shadow

’51

TAX AT
TAKE $5,580,000

For their original enterprise,
“Green Grow the Rushes,” ACT

Films received an almost 100% adDublin, May 6.
Film biz is Increasingly the vance from the National Film Fiwas
goose that lays golden eggs for the nance Corp., and distribution
in proIrish government.
Recent survey arranged while the film was
Position of NFFC fishows that the pix entertainment ductipn.
revitax 10 years ago totalled $1,161,000, nances however, has led to a
are
while last year this had been par- sion of their policy, and they
the*
meet
to
prepared
no
longer
layed up to $5,580,000. Tax is now
Under
approximately 40% of the gross budget commitment In full.
the new setup, ACT is treated like
take.
producer, and needs a
Tax on terperies, given a play any other
distribution contract before govfor the past three years, has not
coin can be made availernment
proved a money-gainer for the government and has been dropped. able,
Consequently, negotiations are
l*ast
year it only 'brought in
distribu$420,000,
and
has
now been now in progress to set a he finaldropped as not worth the trouble tion deal, and this* should
The
..

.

17)

Man," King's, Glasgow.
"Constant Wlfa," Alhambra, Glasgow.
of a

"Brlqadocn." King’s, Edinburgh.
"Tobias and Angol," Festival. PItlobhry.
"Sprigs Shtllalagh," Metropolc. Glasgow.
"Gog and Magog," Citizens’, Glasgow.

of collection.

1

ized within the neXt/hionth.
distribution contract Will need

to

be discounted at the banks to provide the normal front money necesBritish Council to Probe
BUENOS AIRES
sary for production, and the bal( Week
ending May 10)
be fort"*
"Mother-In-Law Is a Fury" (Mi Suegra
Pix Quota Defaulters ance of about 30% Will
es Una Flera), Apolo.
coming from NFFC coffers. The
"Tears Also Dry" (La* lagrlmas tambicn
London,
May 6.
se >ccan), Ateneo.
usual condition of providing a com"Song From Spain" (De Espana llego
Position of exhibs who defaulted pletion guarantee is, however, likeUnn Canclon), Argentlno.
"When Ghosts Hunt Partridge" (Cuando on their quotR in the year 1950-51 ly to be waived.
los Duendes Cazan Perdlces), Astral.
is to be examined by a full meeting
After its rejection by the three
"Wrong Love" (El Mal Amor), Casino. of the Films
Council set for May major circuits, and ‘its nixing by
"F.B." (F.B.), El Naclonal.
27.
"Perversity" (Pcrvcrsidad), Empire.
Last week the defaults sub- the Bpard of Trade Selection Panel
"Whirlpool" (Torrentc), San Martin.
committee of the council gave pre- for a -compulsory, showing by one
"Jezabel" (Jezebel). Lasalle.
"Cousin Is Mad" (Mi Prima Esta Loca). liminary
consideration and will of the majors, “Green Grow the
Cervantes.
make a full report.
Rushes” is now bn general releas
"Medea" (Medea), Nuevo.
"Espousals of Blood" (Bodas de Sangre),
In the quota year 1949-50 there and reportedly having widespreaa
Ocleon.
provincial centres.
"7 Cries In Sea" (Site Grltos en el Mar), were 2,335 defaulters on first fea- screenings In
and
Pollteama.
tures, plus 2,195 on the supporting Pic cost around $250,000
1°
My
Life"
_
(Hombres en ml program. The following year, 771 distributed by British Lion.
,

ifl

Vida), Smart.

"Saint Eugenie" (Santa Eugenia), Pue-

blo*

"Eyes Full of Love" (OJos Llenos de
Amor), Versailles.

MEXICO CITY

*

A

night trotting bally that, carried

Playwrights Co. is also dickering
"Lbrsque .l'Enfant Paralt,"- Nouveautes. .for other plays including John Giel- quith, and produced by R» J. Min"Mon Mar,l of Tol," Capucines.
ney.
gud's production of “Much Ado
"Moulin do la .Qaletf*/' Michodiere.
production; skedded to start roll"Nult der Roll," Ambiffu.
About Nothing.” If -this deal ma"Occupo Minimum," Palais RoyaL
ing
in the fall, is to be called “The
terializes, it would be done in as"Ombre Cher#/? Edouard VH.
"On he volt pas Ids Copdrs," Rochefort. sociation with the Theatre Guild. Final Test” and Is based on a Rat"Pays dy Sourirle," Gaite Lyrlque.
tigan play written specially for TV.
"Pleln Fdu/? Empire,
The original i$ being completely re"Profanafeuf," 'Hebertot.
"Quarante' et Ouatre," Michel.
vamped- by the author to make it a
"Rcsuracctlon das Corps," Oeuvre.
EIRE PIX
40%;
more suitable cinematic vehicle.
"Rovwe Libertine," Casino de Paris.

.

-

Brisbane.

JABIS

‘

Sir Malcolm Sargent, Erich Klei
ber, Albert Wolff, Sergiu Celibidache, Enrique Jorda, Hans Ros-

Majesty’*,

(Week ending April 26)
"Ament da Mm<< Vidal," Antoine.

? ao l° Spagnolo; violinists Louis
Kaufman and Renato de Barbieri,

'

season

h’as

^

and dancers Alicia Markova and
Harold Kreutzherg;
Concierjos
Daniel has on its list pianists Claudio Arrau," Antonio de Raco, Arturo
Michelangeli, Alexander Uninsky,
Ventsislav Yahkoff and Sigi Weissenberg; violinists Zino Francescatti, Henryk Szeryng, cellist Antonio Janigro and soprano Victoria
“dumping.” What the ACT was de los Angeles.
Symphonies will be conducted by
after, he averred, was the' establish-

ment

"Swanlake,"

U

L ^

Last

-

.

.

Xriberri— Concerts _Mgt, reports
of 3
\? J ln ?he-of
i’!^J
s ^° U
for the cycle
15
f
h°x +^5
.at the Colon Opera Theconcerts
e
c
Daniel
(Quc\
n? a5 ic
16-concert cycle to
offer at the same theatre, did even
* n tact, .longhair
business.
has never been better.
Managers believe that when ad-,
vance sales start for the .more popuiar-priced longhair concerts at the
.Theatre, .results will be
still more encouraging,
.
,
,
Irlberri concert-, series includes
Pianists 'A-Hred Cortot, Friedrich

sale

period.

;

•

Buenos Aires, May

summer

Asher Jpel local publicist, set the
films biz back on its heels
with

.

Roger Stevens who has, been
here for the past month inspecting
the legit' scene, has closed deal to
stage “His Excellency” on Broadway next fall. It is proposed to
Play
recruit an all-British .cast.
was a hit in London when Eric
"Kiwis," Empire, Sydney.
Portman played the star- role, and.
"Black Chiffon/' Independent, Sydney.
"Phoenix Toe Frequent/' Mercury, Syd. subsequently was filmed by Ealing
."K|>s Me, Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne. Studios.
Stevens will open. nego"To Dorothy, Son," Tivoli, Melbourne,
"seagulls Sorrento," Comedy,'. Melb'ne. tiations to hold the release of the
"Midsummer Dfesm," Royal, Adelaide. film until after his stage version

Concert managements in Buenoa
Aires report heavy advance bookings on a varied assortment of
longhair events scheduled for the
Colon, Gran Rex and Broadway

this, city .Juj ever seen,
according
to,.those behind thl* outdoor
sport
with. A resulting downbeat at
the
pix boxoffice during, the
spring-

prize moirny to $170, Obo, He
also
of the Motion Picture Export As$n., staged B lush garden party right
and the Belgian Minister of Eco- on the racing track that pulled in
Sydney’s
society
nomics.
and
politico
Wh*k that, one show
.One-year pact, under which the leaders,
alone took out of the boxoffice
MPEA member companies have had
a11 the film managerial moguls
voluntarily agreed tp limit their
releases .to last, year’s total of 251 reachlng for the headache pills.

:

-

fi

i

r

,

Pix Execs Disclaim

Mav

*

;

sirable to find an alternative structure for the tax.

Sydney.

will introduce the
ni *ht trotting

4

_

-

„

w

Brit.

OFF leg

1 If. frUrffrt'i FUc*. Tr>f«lt<r

ending

'

j
Medea,"
Bellas Artes.

May

3>

"Husband H*s Cemplexes," Sal* Chopin.
Golden

Colon.

Cleremberd," Cara col.
"LIW* Spanish Girl In H. Y./' Ideal,
"Pharon's Court," Arbeau.

"La

Self," Mollere,

"Lady's Net Far Burning," Bolivar.

theatres failed on first features and
2,340 on the supporting bill.

7

‘Lydia

Preem

for London

London, May
of defaulters, which was spotlighted in AnW. J. Kupper, managing director
thony Asquith’s presidential ad- of 20th-Fox in London, has re
dress at the annual conference of ceived okay from Spyros P. Skou
its
the Assn, of Cinematograph and for “Lydia Bailey” to have
Allied Technicians, has been an- London preem ahead of its ^
swered by W. R. Fuller, CEA gen- York presentation.
^..onris
Fianc)
eral secretary, who declared that
Dale Robertson-Ahne
non-fulfillment indicated that the co-starrer is scheduled to ope
previous quota was too high.
Plaza May 16.
l the

The non-prosecution

6.
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THE FIRST AMERICAN PICTURE MADE IN
AUSTRAL! A.. .WITH THESE GREAT STARS
MAUREEN O’HARA, PETER LAWFORD,
FINLAY CURRIE, RICHARD BOONE.
HERE’S
Special

GET THEM:

TV trailers

“Kangaroo
stone,

HOW TO

who

are available free of charge on
Australia by Lewis Milegave you “Halls of Montezuma.”

!

’’-^-directed in

They have been produced specifically to help you sell
and adventure of this exciting attraction. One runs one minute the other, 20 seconds. Both
all the action

;

are 16mm. with open-end for local theatre credits.

COLOR BY

TECHNICOLOR

We’ll send them to you promptly if, along with your
request, you include detailed information as to your
time-buys and the stations you are using.
\

Get them from 20th Century-Fox Exploitation
Dep’t., 444 West 56th Street, New York 19, N.Y.

.

,.

V

"

'
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WdiwwJirr, ,M*r 14.

low

Metro Jinkei

Hollywood, May 13.
By an overwhelming vote of 2,402 to 20, the members of the
away. The exhibs related they’re Screen Extras Guild approved the
confident that M-G and, Hollywood new six-year basic contract with
in general are hatting at an im- the film producers. Wage hikes
proved average, and it’s this will be retroactive to Oct. 25, 1951,
thought which must be rammed subject to confirmation by the
across to the potential ticket buy- Wage Stabilization Board.
->
ers.
New Pact raises general extras
Continued from pase 9

Continued '.from j»*fe 3

other blocks of

TT*

s

BA ait Universal

shares last No-

vember, is said to have proposed
purchase of Rafik’s stock also.
Rank at that time was repoiledto
want $23, which lie claimed was.

B. Daff to th.

Dnlveml

board Uit week waVbv
unanimou* vote of. the
director?
gic
Jti»n«g«meht
and J. Arthur
amount, which he
Hollywood, May 13.
1>vorin S him t”
Slogans* Tours
from $15.56 to $18.50 a day, and value, and which would have
Couple of Metro's top execs in
brought the total price to around the post. D«ff was giycn an inThe spotlighting of slogans, the dress extras from $22.23 to $25.
terim appointment until the
the past week made an all-out "Movietime” tours and other in$35.
stock"
pitch to lighten the hearts of ex- dustry-wide, gimmicks in past probItackmil May Go Back
scheduled
io°r July, to fill tjhe.
ior
Dore
country.
the
hibs across
vacancy left by
Rackmil went over “to London the
ably all produced' some measure of
resignation .of William
Schary, v.p. in charge of produc- upbeat results. But the fact reGerlast week prepared to offer someman,
tion, and Charles M. Reagan, dis- mains that too often non-industrything less toaq the ascribed book
Daff
trib chief, both played a plenty ites who ask the oldie, "why
te
worl<iwide.sales chief for
value.
Whether Rank would acHollywood, May 13.
Handing him a board seat
upbeat tune for an audience of 100 doesn’t Hollywood make better
cept any such amount is the quesr
was
Marilyn Monroe and Jeffrey tion,
Iheatremen who were the guests of movies,’’ have seen too few pix to
but apparently there was an said to'be “a natural, " since h/i s
year
Hunter
for
another
renewed
M-G for the three-day series of realize the advances in quality by 2Qth-Fox ...Eddie Foy, Jr., agreement at least leading to fur- regularly called on at the meet,
screenings of new product.
achieved over the past years. That checked into 20th-Fox for "The ther negotiation, since ^ Rackmil lugs for information as to..the day0f '^e com P“yReagan never has been so about- sums' up the theatremen’s Fanner Takes a Wife."..; George may go back 'to London next
UliC/hoihinatlon by t management
•‘thrilled" as now over completed; complaint!
F, .Wattson, Jr., r<fcjgned as head of month.
rep
*
seconded’
product and plans for the future,
by Robert S.
Expanding, upon it, they point 20th-Fox’s legal staff after 20 years
Decca paid the equivalent of
he declared, adding: "Once «the to the virtual absence of "sleepers” on the job - John Farrow signed about $15 per share, for the 309,- BenjaifiiA^ Riuik’f rep.
public gets even an inkling of what at the b.o. Past couple of -Reasons Rhonda Fleming as femme lead in 300 shares and options it acquired
arture was said to
d
U
y S?
if we can have produced a good number .of his forthcoming, indie production, from prexy Nate Blumberg, pro- be frlthout-sl^nificanees
is in: store for them
.It was atwork out ways and means of telling moderate budgeters stacked" with "Plunder in the Sun," to be filmed duction chiefs William Goetz and tnbuted. to pressure of his own
.Alex
drew
Yucatan.
Nieol
the
in
noththerrrfar enough in “adyancc—
Leo
Spitz and others. /They market businfat, frhich was recently reorentertainment value, it was emMaureen
ing can stop the boxoffice "onrush phasised, They’re the “type of prod- male lead. ..opposite
tilled' 111)0
$1?',
hip name.
It was
O’Hara in "Cattle Kate" at HI... price currently is about
that will take place.”
uct which in earlier years caught Republic took -"'The. Woman They.
Decca, with approximately 2fi% formerly, Jth^.jr. E. Brulatour Co.
which
handscored
and
distributes
public’s
a
eye
Eastman motion
Schary branded as "absurd" pre- the
Aimpst Lynched" off the shelf, for of the outstanding shares and op^
dictions anticipating the end of, some commercial success. Now, production by Allan Dwaiu -Mi- tions, hoped to merge the inter- picture film. x .
theatres because of television. He however, even the crix raves rarely chael. Kidd assigned to choreogra- ests of the record .company and U,
Daff returned to. New: York over
offered these thoughts: "I do not help the "little" films; only the phy and dance direction on Metro’s probably via' a buyout by U of the .weekend froih London.
He
i k 1 o s Decca’s
know nor does anyone, what co- big productions are drawing atten- "I Love Louisa;" v Dr.
assets through a stock was at a aeries of foreign sales
Rozsa will score “Plymouth Ad- trade.
operations will 'exist in the future tion.
Rank, who holds about meetings and at talks between
between ipur industry and teleHMt% Of outstanding shares and Rank and Milton R, Rackmil on
Purpose of the Culver City con-r venture" far Metro.
Wallace -MacDonald has three options, has refused to go for the Decca-Univerail
vision.
Certainly* there wilt be clave was to hypo exhib .interest
negotiations.
He
some* either in advertising, ex- in M-G and its pix, and to spur A pictures, "Target Hong Kong," merger.
left yesterday (Tues.) ffir a sales
Joan" and "FT AVemain,’
ploitation, production or by ^tele- greater am ount of .promotional "Jungle
meet
in' Chicago..
Meld
could
possibly
be
pushed
on his production slate at Columvision screens.' I don’t believe that drive in the selling. M-G'billed It*
bia. .Alex Getptebi signed Bran- through without Rank’s okay, but
the population - of America is go- "Seeing jis Believing."
don de Wilde to star an. "One Little would probably entail a proxy
ing to become rooted -to its teleOpening round got underway Boy," b as e d on va psychological fight and possibly minority stock- Cos. Forced to Use
vision screen, any more than I beholders’
suits,
which Rackmil
Thursday (ft) with a luncheon at bo o k by Dorothy. W, Baruch
lieve it ever became ropted to the
Tact in Nixing Many
Rehearsal Hall "A"; With product Paramount took" -over. H*1 WalRs’ •doesn’t want to get into. He went
motion: picture screen, I don’t be^
to
commitments
the
for
England, as a result, ’to attempt
tlon chief Dore .Schary, sales v.p, next three
s
lieve' that television has a 'strong
Charles M/Keagan and ad-pub' V.pT services of Wendell Corey ..Col- to convince Rank and his chief
enough- attraction to divorce ‘comHoward Dietz offering the welcom- bert Clark is readying two- Techni- lieutenant, John Davis,, of the
color westerns, "The Nebraskan"
pletely the American- public from
tfriusual .delicacy and diplomacy
ing remarks. Studio brass Occupied and "Ambush at Tomahawk Gap," practicality of the merger and,
all its Other enjoyments.
failing that, to attempt to buy the is being employed by the film comth'e dais and numerous of the lot’s
both scripted by David Dang at British holdings in U.
panies
in turning down a, plethora
Other Diversions
producer* and directors were Columbia John Sttirges will diAlfred E. Daff, worldwide sales of requests from numerous charit"I' have a hunch that, despite spotted at' the tables with the ..ex- rect "Riptide," a Sol FfeUltnr proable
organizations
for the use of
television, people will st|U read hib guests, Two-hour tour of the duction at Metro.
Barbara Ruick chief, for U, joined Rackmil, Rank feature pix for benefit
performgood! books, go to church, see ball studio followed.
assigned ds .Gilbert Roland’s and Davis for part of the negoti- ances.
Companies
have
noted an
games, go to the movies and go for
Pattern for the screenings was femme lead in "Apache Trail” at ations last Week. He returned to upbeat in these
requests
from
New
i'-/'
York
,
over
the .weekend.
moonlight ' drives—and that they set with the showing of "Pat and Metro,
Republic assigned Herman Millr. Neither he nor Robert S. Ben- communities, large, and small,
will ultimately accept television as Mike,"
{Spencer Tracy-Katbarine
throughout
countrytoe.
jamin,
alcowsky
to
produce ‘‘Follow Your
president and counsel for
something they can use when they Hepburn costarrer. Following- the
Star” in Italy next August... Mae the Rank Organization in the U.S.,
Groups making these requests
choose to use it.
unveiling, Dietz led a discussion on
Clarke and. Barton MaeLaue signed would make any comment whatso- rarely are aware of the difficulties
"•these are some constant fac- the ad-pub campaign for the film* for Republic’s
"Thunderbirds
ever
oft the negotiations.
involved;
nor do they, realize that
In
Lontors that remain in the human inviting theidremen to offer ,sQg- TJI. bought
"The Long Hunters;"
mind in terms of interest,- and tele- gestiops. As a result of ,the ex- colonial tale by Robert Hardy An- don, Rackmil, Rank and Davis the local exhib. must be part of
were
equally
the
deaL
mum.
Although the film comvision will not take the place of all change of views it was more or less drews, for production by Aaron
June 16 has been fixed by the panies seek a tleup with a charity
these Interests, I don’t believe that decided to play down the film’s Rosenberg. /.Andie Murphy frill
group
a
on blg*splash world preem,
singing commercials, quiz shows sports background in selling to the star in TJI's "Roughshod,” based on New York Supreme Court for U’s
and 20-year-old potboilers will take general public, with a good deal of a novel by Norman Fox. .Stephen reply to ’a minority stockholder they canfiot honor every request
the place of * movies and other stress on the comedy angles. Line Dunne drew the male lead oppo- action already brought to stall the that comes into the Coast or New
York offices.
with Decca.
to be used Widely in copy was site Judy C a n » v a in Republic’s merger
healthy diversions.
Plaintiff,
Florence Long, charges that prinA teeoff charity preem in a large
Schary said that M:G decided a taken directly from the script, "The WAC from Walla. Walla.” cipals
Arlene
Dahl
in
will costar with Ray
U and Decca conspired in city is. frequency followed by a
couple of years back "to stop wor- which has Tracy offering this ap- Milland
merger plans and in acquisition of fairly long-run. But in smaller comand
Wendell
in
Corey
the
praisal
.of
i
Hepburn:
s
"Not
s
rying about TV, based on the thePine-Thomas production, "Jamaica the pic company’s stock by the munities, Where three-day runs are
ory that if we made our pictures much meat but ' what there is is Run.
*
.Stephanie. King plays the record .outfit.
.”
more common, a free showing, with
good; enough and big enough, Tv chcrce
moppet role In Bert Frledlob’s
all proceeds going to- the charity,
Bally Talks
would start to -worry about us.
"Panic Stricken" f6r 20th-Fox reeats considerably info the take of
Ad head S'l Seadler and exploita- lease Eileen Rowe, 'gallops with
And I am confident that, as our hew
both the exhib and the distrib.
Swedish Gold Medal To
list of product roils oUt into your tion chief Dan Terrell joined in Clayton Moore in Sam Katsman’s
Since only special pix are aptheatres, we are again going to subsequent; talks on bally for the Columbia serial, "Son of Geron‘Divorced’ Star Tidblad propriate
other
films which were screened, inio.”
for these benefit showprove our point."
Stockholm, May 6.
ings,
including:
Audio
usually ones with a religious
Murphy
"The
Merry
Widow,”
rounded
up
Texas
The production topper thereska
Filmsamfundet (Swed- or patriotic angle, similar requests
upon announced a sked of pix "Lovely to Look At," "Xvanhoe," capital to produce his autobiogra- ish
i i?™?
Film Assn.) awarded its annual would come from all over the counphy, "To Hell and Back". .plter
which, he said, represents "the "Because You're -Mine" and “ScarLawford’s father,. Sir Sidney Law- gold medal to actress Inga
Tidblad try if a* pic were given to a group
most- ambitious program of films amouefte,’’.
ford, has a role in “Rogue’s March”
F
eP
U
n ing Performance in one community. Even requests
Climax was a dinner at Studio at Metro
that have ever been planned at,
°i n!£? ?
Donald O’Connor and fJJ
m «i?Franskild”
("Divorced”), pro- from exhibs, acting on behalf of
one time by any studio." This, he 25 highlighted by a special revue Rosemary Clooney will top
ce<
the
declared, should Clearly demon- produced by Joe Pasternak, with cast in Paramount’s "Follow the Film
5S Ldeals Svensk Filmindustri. local charity groups, have to be
with a middleaged wom- weighed carefully.
strate that M-G has full faith in the numerous of the players on the Rainbow."... /Cesar. Romero signed
an who, after several years of
M-G roster doing entertainment to star for Edward Nassour Pro- riage,
Most frequent solution is to have
marfuture.
finds herself alone
bits.
after a a local charity sponsor the picture
Added
touch was the pres- ductions in "The Hard Pillow,” to
Schary revealed that 83 films
divorce It was Miss Tidblad’s
be
ence
on
an upped-admission deal, with
of
made
several
in
first
stars
at
each
table
England,
.Louis
F.
will be turned out by the studio by
yea s She is one of the the overage going to the charity.
Edclman assigned to produce fnn
/
Jan. 1, 1054. Of these, 19 are com- with the exhibs.
Stop, You’re Killing Me” at War- JpP legit actresses at the Roval Thusly, nobody gets hurt, with both
Film
outfit overlooked no detail
pleted and awaiting release. Elevners... Don Wilson plays a char- Dramatic Theatre here.
the exhib and the distrib getting
en are in production and 53 are in in dazzling its potential customers acter role in
20th-Fox’s "Niagara.”
second gold medal
was th,eir usual percentage. L
active preparation. Thirty-nine of with the royal treatment, including
First assignment for Joseph L.
cameraman Goran Strindthe total will be in color, the ma- the traditional 'red carpet upon ar- Manldcwicz under his
*
new Metro
anM>pg others/ 10 Ttatefs in' Pir’s
jority in Technicolor with a few in rival. Right from the start it was P» c.t
t° direct “Julius Caesar,” on M S £!?<
Specially' honored
a carefully skedded program daily, which John Housman
J?
the new Anscolor.
will produce SUL
e 0
Next 15 Releases
from the hotel (the Ambassador in
his
Later, Mankiewicz will script, Srection a n rf
L.A.) to the lot on chartered buses, direct and produce "Jefferson
Hollywood, May 13.
Seland
Ingmar Bergman for
around to the various sets, to the leck,” starring Spencer Tracy
fft,
Paramount wiil send 15 pictures,
d
John
SCreenplay
screenings
and foodfests and back
McNulty, author of "The
Dailies’ Slough
10 of Which will be in Technicolor,
L?£.g w Way Up,” will collaborate ••Sommarlek"
to the hotel.
into general release over a sevenContinued frotfa page 7
Guests were nationally promi- with Louis Morhelm on the screenmonth period beginning in June
Sterling Hayden
nent circuit men, indie operators piay at Metro
and ending in December.
in such large cities as St. Louis,
and Richard Carlson will
Reshuffle M*L Releases
Kansas City, Mo., Oklahoma City from the hinterlands and reps of Monogram’s "Flat Top” costar in
Eight of the 15 were produced
Charles
and Omaha very little space is the various trade associations. That Brackett will produce "Three
Paramount is doing a reshuffle independently by Cecil B. DeMille,
Fled”
the word-of-mouth will get around
devoted to film news. In addition/
for 20th-Fox.
ondts two new Dean Martin-Jerry Nat Holt, Pine-Thomas and Hal
about the M-G pix looks like a certhey note that in smaller situations
Metro loaned Vera-Ellcn to 20thWallis.
tainty as the visitors return to the
Fox, tp join Ethel Merman, George Jewis comedies, with one, ndt yet
the film section were frequently
rr
hometown colleagues at the local Sanders and Donald
finished, skedded to
edited by inexperienced reporters.
swing
O’Connor
into re*
in
Variety Club teifts and over lunchCall Me Madam,” which Sol C.
ther which fii
New York theatre execs were eon tables. In that way, M-G hopes, Siegel
°,
been on the shelf for some
will produce with Walter bien
time
particularly incensed at the crix. virtually all U.S. exhibition
Robert W. Coyne, special counwill Lang directing... Barry Shipman’s
Now editing is "Jumping Jacks
One charged N. Y. crix with em- get hep to what’s coming on the script for "Panhandle
sel for the Council of Motion PicTerritory” at it is an armed
ploying a too intellectual approach. distribution schedule.
service-background ture Organizations, spoke before
Columbia was his 45th western
Uf1S Ul4t the
He said they strove for clever
the Rotafy Club of Buena Vista,
M-G also had* some suggestions screenplay in the last four years, kit
hn?*f
ket fa“
is hot
phrases and a play on words rather on how the exhibs might derive all written solo
Henry Slate Consequentlyfor fafe of the type Va., Mohday night (12) in the first
it
goes into distribu- of a series of speeches he’ll make
than fair apprisal of the film.
some public relations benefits from plays a nitery owner* in "BloodAnother exhib complaint is that their trek west. This* was in the hounds of Broadway” at 20th-Fox tion in July. Pushed back to ah this Week ,in various Virginia
Eleanor Parker checked in at as-yet unspecified date is "The towns.
newspapers are neglecting thea- form of a four-page "press book”
,
Metro to complete narration for Stooge, which was completed eartres in their promotions. Example with a sample interview the
Coyne’s junket is the second
theae*r
Jncidentally, sked- launched
cited was a newspaper house ad tremen could give to local news- "Above and Beyond
.Jimmy ding
by. COMPO this spring.
of .?r
’Jumping Jacks” In July
calling attention to Saturday de- papermen, a speech for luncheon Dorsey and his orchestra at UI
Maurice Bergman, Universal-Inmaking a musical featurette with
a difference of only
partment store advertising.
Ex- clubs and newsreel material, all
five
ternational director of public relau
Herb Jeffries, Johnny Mack and m<
s c
hibs maintain that the newspapers underlining the big production ac?I?he etween circulation of it tions, is on the other tour in Ohio,
Red Norve. .John Close Joined
Previous Martin-Lewis film, where
could have just as easily men- tivity and product already comhe addressed the American
the "Stars and Stripes Forever” 52'
r
tioned theatres in the ad.
pleted and On its way to theatres. cast at 20th-Fox,
ir*S u Beware ’” which went out Legion last night (Tues.) in Cin-
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"SCARAMOUCHE”
( Technicolor)

•Stewart Granger, Eleanor Parker, Janet Leigh,

Mel

Ferrer,

Henry Wilcoxon, Nina

Focfa

¥

•

"IVANHOE”
( Technicolor)

-

.

Robert Taylor, Elizabeth Taylor, Joan Fontaine^
George Sanders, Emlyo< Williams

"LOVELY TO LOOK

AT**

(Technicolor)

Kathryn Grayson, Red Skelton, Howard Keel®
Marge and Gower Champion, Ann Miller

"THE MERRY

WIDOW”

(Technicolor)

BECAUSE YOU’RE MINE
+

(Technicolor)

Mario L anza, Doretta Morrow

f

"FAT AND. MIKE’*
«

,

Spencer Tracy, Katharine Hepburn, Aldo

THEY BELIEVED an
tell

the nation that

AND THERE ARE LOTS MORE JUST AS

BIG:

"Skirts Ahoy!” (Tech.)

And Beyond" V "Mr. Congressman x T^i<5lr£iS-'S^
,
,,

;

Bathing Suit” (Tech. j • ,,, Plynwuth.^dve^lttijre’
•Yours” (Twfci ’% "Tribute To A. B^d Man”

"
itc

*

,

M-G-M
.

.

‘.’Carbine Williams’*

»

"Above;

MTh A'iStoty of Thwfe Loves"

(*£>.) • "One I>iece
“EvS^tbirig I Have ij

(Teck)^ "Prisoner^Of Zenda” (Tech.) •
“Th<T Devil Makes Three’’ ® "Fearless Eagan’* »' an2 others.
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*
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Pic has moderate tival in Tel Aviv, graduation exeiv ducers of full-length pix. Their
screenwriter, Richard Schweizer
local appeal with, of course, Its cises of police school, etc.
Host interesting footage is the who was responsible for most of
quota, ticket, but at best, it can beregarded as jonly a mild entry for famous exodus of the Yemenites the Praesens pix, also changed over
r
Screened is a tradi- to Gloriafilm,
•
into Israel.
the American territory.
* Entire action takes place on the
tlonal Yemenite dance, which is
This entry clearly indicates
that
in
sequence
appealing
Gloriafilm figure# mainly on Gertheatre stage where a small-town the most
maiur gnd Austria, beside
stock company is rehearsing its the 00-minute film,
of its humor.

FHm Reviews
Continued from ya#e f
to 300 years and use cosmic power
j
energy. As a result of this
the harness collar of one pf the aews
the ^tact with Mars,
Holt wants to re- mer ^
stage horses,
dwellers fear that these
c°y e^ the^monev^fM Jo^^xon,
er€ ts will soon be forwarded to
whom earth au4 wiU change the entire
daughter. of the banker
it was stolen, and after a suitable ceonomic structure of the globe,
number of
pandemonium breaks loose, mine
pe done^ in and the money goes
and owners appeal to the
owner.
~
back to Its rightful
..
Government, insurance policies are
.
riots break loose and
excelled,
*r J^J’cSTL.w.
Series under Lesley Selander s dl economic chaos follows
As the
rection, as gre the technical as- standards of the world’s values are
was
Budget expenditure
sists.
officials*
government
collapsing,
XXClIUllif
by H-rrHan
4>1* A
a!*« JIlM
j1 AmI V
watched
closely
the U.S.,
. .
e
n toe mini
rnini- including the President of
Schlom, as evidence a in
holding- high-level conferences
mum number of horses and at- are
Linked to
t0 avo . a catastrophe.
—
»
Brog.
used.
tnosphere people
all this is a Nazi war criminal who
invented the tube* that makes comAfrican Treasure
munication with Mars possible and
is working for the Communist regime.
Fair entry in Monogram’s
Despite the hokum dished out in
“Bomba, the Jungle Boy” sethe 37 minutes of footage, the acries.
tors concerned turn in creditable
Mongers ai release of Walter Mlrisch .performances. Peter Graves is approCuwom Stars John^ ^eKWd;
propriately gadget-happy as the obB^dfo^df wreJted by sessed scientist, Andrea King .Is
tSur^
Ford Beebe. Story -and screenplay, B««bei convincingly worried as his Wife,

^
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.
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Bomba
uta.
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Sheffield

Laurette Lu*x

V/ SSShS? s^ce
Lane

Martin

Pedro..

Bradford

g*1^***

lroy

.’.V/.'/.V.V/.RobertWhitfieid

Eu

James Adamaon

Tolu

........ Jack Williams

Drummer..,.

Kay

standard.

As the latest release in Monogram’s “Bomba” series, “African
Treasure” will meet the demands
of the juvenile market, but little
else. For the pic is liberally padded with stock shots and the yam
is too incredible to 'be accepted by

+

and Lyle Talboij are adequate
Beebe’s direction
as .toe heavies,
is best in the action sequences.
*
Gilb,

ford

^

.Florence

by

-

I

:-L*ke-

“The Man from Black Hills/*
newest of Monogram’# Johnny
Mack Brown eater#, combine# a bit
of mystery along with standard
Planet
gunplay and fisticuffs to bring
about adequate entertainment for
the action market. The Joseph
Confused futuristic story; mild
O’Donnell script is no gem of origdualer chances*
inality but nevertheless offers
United Artists release of Donald Hyde- Brown and James Ellison, ample

Mars

Anthony Velller production. Feature*
Peter Graves, Andrea King and Herbert
Berghof.
Directed by Harry Horner,
Screenplay, John L. Balderston and Anthony velller from play by Balderston
and John Hoare; camera, Joseph Birec;
editor. Francis D. Lyon.
Previewed In
New York May S, '52. Running time, <7
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opportunity to display their respective physical prowess.
Evidently separated from his
parents at an early age, Ellison

of-mouth a- probable boost, this
might cash, in oh the interest in
offbeat documentaries and adventures. Film is a natural for the

takes her borne to meet his, parents
on the family farm. Villagers and
family find her too outlandish in
skin color, flashy dress and jewellecture circuits.
ry to be able to live with her. The
Film start# With an intro to the girl runs off and the soldier is left
members of -the expedition and a to follow his fate in his chosen
looksee into the physical setup of life.
Period costuming and lack
Greenland. Then the boat trek in- of observation and depth of charland as tor as possible/ cutting acter make’ this episode theT least
through, icy 'wastes, and the trans- successful.
ference to tractors for the long
Next concerns a- young couple
trek Inland: Film has an effective who must have, a child to inherit a
,
,
k
insert of the start of the- first ex- fortune left by a cranky aunt. They
pedltion by dog sled that ended in cannot seem to be able to comply
death for jthe explorer. The long with the will, and finally, with
trek starts, with the many mishaps Gallic good sense, the handsome
of broken treads, bogging down, rival is called in, .and when he
etc. Then the point is reached and serves his purpose is sent off. Film
the men dig in to .establish their takes advantage of all the pungent
stations. Personalities of men are situations.
lightly sketched In and never
Last story is the most charming
stretched too far to detract from one, about the little girl Mouche,
the documentary interest.
group who is the favored of* a group of
of men are left to study and record friends who spend their
weekends
for a year and then replaced by rowing on a lake.
She is everyanother group.
thing to each of them, and when
Included ate ingenious elec- she is big with child they all detrical gadgets- and setups and an ex- cide to keep the
mother and child.
pertly controlled air-dropping se- An accident" leaves her
childless,
quence well built up by fine but to ease her bereavement
they
rhythmic cutting that culminates deride. to do it again.
in a jerrycan rolling crazily across
Andre Michel’s direction is not
the. ice.
up to getting the most out of the
Lensing is of the highest plane series, and they just
seem to be
and editing keep# interest alive. illustrations father than
complete
-
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It atand Communism.
tempts to throw in everything but
the kitchen sink and as a result
ends up as a picture that’s slated

Curtain

Up

(DOCUMENTARY)

(BRITISH)

bills.

Latching on to every possible
current news event, writers John
L. Balderston and Anthony Veiller have let their imaginations run
wild, and through a complicated
series of events very conveniently
bring our troubled world back to
an even keel. Story takes place
in the U. S. in the not-too-distant
future, and the authors, evidently
endowed with clairvoyant powers,
even predict the election of Gen.
Eisenhower as President.
In a
not-too-subtle manner, they indicate that the head of the nation
is a former general.
And in the
actor, Willis Bouchey, chosen to
portray the President, there is a
remarkable resemblance to Ike In
voice and appearance.
Pic’s main theme deals with a
scientist

who

has

managed

to

(The Story of Gchji)

(JAPANESE)
-

1

M

Cannes, April

'

30.

Dale! production and release. Directed
by Koaaburo Y©*himura; screenplay. Kaneo Shindo, from novel by Murasakl Shiklbu; camera, Kohei Sugiyama; editor,
At Film Festival,
Hiroshi Mirutanl.

Cannes, April 27,

Running time,

'52.

124

MINS.
Hasegawa
.Mlchiyo Kogure
r'.... Michiko Kyo
Mitsuko Mlto
.Nofouko Otowa

Kazuo

Genii
Fujlsubo

Awajl
Aol"

Murasakl

• .

_____
Since the revelation of “Rasho-

Mon" with

prize

its

gamering

at

the Venice Film Fest and in Hollywood, exhibs are keeping their
eyes bn any nriv possibilities from
Japan. “The Story of Genji” is a
faithful reproduction of one of the
Filled
great Japanese classics.
with great pictorial beauty, film is
‘

.slow

and

in

literary

conception.

nuances of eighth century
Japanese conduct, film will be
slow and tiring for average audiences. Pic might have appeal for
specialized art houses on its peFull, of

riod recreation and fine technical
tv
It is much too weigh
aspects.
for the sureseater.. Word-of-mouth

and .“Rashp-Mon” precedent may
-

help

this. \

r

Film bf the

.

i&tory of

.

‘

,

for the second half of dual

stories.
Lensing is firstrate and
production dress is good. Editing
is unobtrusive.
Moune de Ravel,
as the dark-skinned Zora, is reserved and gives a dignity to the
role.
Rene Lefevre and Michel
Bouquet are fine in the episode of
the inheritance, but Agnes Delahaye is not up to delineating
the complex facets of the cfcarac*
<> f
the opportunistic Coralie.
Catherine Erard is standout iix the
thesp department of the pic as
of

Mimogatori

€tonjf

one of the
Mikado’s lavorije bastard sons, it
concerns his. search for a perfect
mate in the courts of* Japan. Full
Jewish Films Distributors release
Carmel Films of Tel Aviv production. the Delightful, accessible Mouche of, intrigue, and lacking in comDirected by Nathan Axelrod.
Editor, whose
innocence
and
pletely adequate 'subtitles, make
collective
Ellas Marks; English titles, Nicholas Pethe film a bit hard to follow m
ters; American version prepared by David fidelity win the five Rover Boys.
Fine. Opened at Stanley Theatre, N. Y„
spots. The young prince has a seMosk*
May 10, '52. Running time, 90 MINS.
ries of loves,, some of which ue
tires of, some in which he betrays
Palace Hotel

New

-

Although artistically and techbelow average, “Palace

nically

Hotel7* shapes as a fairly promising
entry here, due to its being the
first. Swiss pic in over a year, and
the cast name# being, familiar to
Mezo.
Swiss audiences.'

.

discovers his father’s whereabouts
and sets out to join him in comMINS.
pany
with Brown'. Upon arrival ‘in
Chris..,..
Peter Grave*
Linda,....
Andrea King the vicinity of the old hometown,
Stewart., ....... ........ Orley Lindjtren he finds Randy Brooks 'has been
Roger.
Bayard Velller passing himself off
as the true son
Carey
Walter Sande
Arjcnian
Marvin Miller in order to inherit title to a goldCalder
Herbert Berghof mine. It goes without saying that
President
Willi* Bouchey
Burdette
Richard Power* the nefarious scheme is nipped, beSparks
Morris Ankrum fore the final frame is fun off.
Dr. MitcheU
Lewis MartiniAlthough the proceedings occaDr. Boulting
House Peters, Jr,
Peter Lewis
.Claude Dunkln sionally become rather involved, Music is good and
commentary is
UMW President...
"....Gene Roth the pace moves relatively fast unBorodin
John Topa der Thomas Carr’s direction. simple and informative. Men -are
Commentator
Bill Kennedy
natural and maintain a sense of
Woman
Grace Leonard Brown and Ellison turn in good .humor throughout.
Pic is definitely
Man
Vince Barnet portrayals while Brooks, Lane
for specialized groupings, and ex
Bradford and Stanford Jolley,
Despite its title, “Red . Planet among others, provide okay sup- hibs over here have tried to solve
Mars” takes place on terra fihna, port. Camerawork of Ernest Miller the slotting difficulties by pairing
sans space ships, cosmic rays or catches the outdoor scenery to ad- here with “Kon-TikL" as an allMosk*
space cadets.
It is a fantastic vantage in this Vincent M. Fennel- adventure show,
concoction delving into the realms ly production,
Gilb.
of science, politics, religion, world
TIi©
Israel
affairs

screenfare,

are too .many worn-out cliches
tossed in, such as the poor cham-

7.

:

.

Murth*

;

,

..

w
ggw

.

-

Graeglaud

.

Screenplayed by Ford Beebe
Monoaram relea** of Sllvermlno (VlnStar*
story, cheap-budget- c«nt m. F*nn«uy> production,
Brown;
how a couple of diagw«J
d
mond smugglers are nabbed in the Diroctod by Thom*r c*rr! Screenplay,
African wilds with the air of jun- Joseph O'Donnell; camera, JErneai MUler;
gle boy Bomba (Johnny Sheffield),
A
Before the culprits are rounded up, ot M*y #;*'«: nuimHr time; iV min*;
Sheffield does plenty of vine-swing- 1 jphnny
........ ,..J*hnny M*ck Brown
_
Jitnti EUioon
ing over ground and streams, Jim Follon
Randy Brook*
swims underwater and rescues a Jimmy Fallon..,.,
group of people imprisoned by a
Ed Rop*r«.
Robert Br«y
landslide in a mountain tunnel.
Sheffield does well enough by
r1i«
the top roie. piump Laurette Lue*
Joel Allen
shows that she can wear a sarong Bate*
Andrew*
while Arthur Space, Lane Brad- Pop Fallon. . . . ... ...... Stanleyer chronicles

Women)
(FRENCH)

(Three

May

ay^age

than;

theft resulting in false accusations
and suspicions; But the plot is definitely too thir^lnd badly worked
out to convince in. any' way. There

Femmes
Cannes,

more

,

Okay western in Monogram’#
Johnny Mack Brown aeries;

adult audiences;

it

U. S. chances are slim,
Pto suffer from a poor, unconvincing;,/ script. It concerns the
gotogston to g big Swiss luxuryhotel
the part of the staff. The
lives, loves .>pd sufferings of the
various .hotel employees are enfolded, one of whom commits a

Corona release of Silver Film# produe bermaid having "been separated
tion. Directed by Andre RkAeU JCTMe-', from her.
hoy for years,- the amPlay by J*an Ferry, q.ude Aecurei, <r®|i».
three stories by Guy de Maupuafcnt;. earn- bitious young waiter attracting the
era, Maurice Barry? editor, Victoria M*r', attention of a beautiful hlonde, the
canton. Feature* Jacoues- D«bj< Moyne tired old ‘Walter
who cannot go
de Revel, Asnear Pelanayc, Michel Bouquet, Rene Lefevre, Catherine TCrard, on* etc.
MouloudJI, Jacques Franco!*. At Film
Direction-*
Leonard
Steckel
MINI.
Festival, Cannes. Rtmulna tim«,fS
Jacques Duhjr and Emil Beraa -doesn’t do much
Boltelle
;
Moune- »4*. Revel to overcome the script’s faults. It
JSora
(Greenland)
Ren* Lefevre lacks routine -and allows too many
Cachelin.
(FRENCH-DOCTTIWENTAjRY)
Michel Bouquet
Lesable
Agnes pelahayeH scenes to miss their points. The
Coralle
Cannes, May 6.
Etard + ca'it- intitule* Several local favor.Catherine
Mouche
Mouloddji ites; hut only performances worth
BK6 nl«M* •! Mareel Ichae produc- Raoul
tion. .Written and directed .by Ichac, J. J.
.Jacques Francois
Horace
mentioning xTe those of Kaethe
Lanfueplm. camera, Ichac, J. Ertaud;
Gold* as the Austrian chambermaid
editor, Ichae; music, Tony Aubln.
At
Film is based on three stories of falsely accused Of the theft, and
Film Festival, Cannes. Running time.
Guy De Maupassant held together, Gustov Knuth, as a German-Swiss
by the common theme of women, butler. One scene, in which he unPic ix a documented account of in love. Each story, has a tricky willingly get#
drunk on New Year's
the French polar expeditions to ironic pattern of people caught in
Eve, is the only pne rating a few
Greenland in isdBTfQO, Group led an offbeat, insouciant situation.
by PauLEmile Victor set up sta- Pic is played more for oifbeat ap- chuckle# to: the otherwise pretty
dull atmosphere of this comedytions In the heart of this great icy peal than for character, and as a
drama.
wasteland to study -weather condi- result suffers from the sketchiness
Camerawork (outdoor lensing
tiomr In the Arctic regions. Film of the episodes. If pic does net
is extremely well mounted, and is run
into censorship trouble,; it was .done at .St .Moritz) and other
Credit# are just average-.
technical
rich in interest and graphic detail, might do for sureseaters .on theme
One song by Walter Baumgartner,
Though lacking- the more colorful and treatment.'.
“Da#
der
Gldeck
^
* lit' Siicht aus
aspects of “Kon^Tiki/’ this exerts
First story concerns a soldier
a fine offbeat appeal of men living who falls in love with a Negro who Welt’’ (“Happiness Is Not out ef
under the severe conditions and works in a sideshow hi a travelling This World"!, sung, by chanteuse
loneliness of the Arctic wastes. circus. He asks her to marry him,, Lys A'sfcia, a lpcal/avorite, is pleasSlotting in small houses, with word- but it gets catastrophic When, his ant and might become a hit here.
..

The Mag front Black
HI1U

from his own

best "with

its

tually
transferred the stage
play
..
_
_
to celluloid, while the script, by
Xfif'WV P**+ur*A
TWIac
Michael
Jack Davies,
Peitwee ahd 'Tacit
apart from one change in character; also follows the- original patMj/ro.
torn.’/
'
:
y.
%

'

*

Kendall, does

Trots

the slender mate rial. Ralph Smart,
by using only interiors, has vir-

,

Johnny

Andy Barnes

The remainder of the cast, head
ed.by Olive Sloane, Joan Rice and

mariket for boxoffice. Dialog is entirely to (^tman, and the cast
consists of Swiss, Austrian and German
talent. Onlv name familiar to U.
S
audiences Is Paul Christian. This’
however, will not be eWough to rate

Holl.

ably more effective,

respect succeed.

menacing as the mad, -Nazi war
criminal. Marvin Miller is a stereo*
typed Russian official as is John
Top*.
Walter Saride, as a- Navy
admiral, and wims Bouchey, iuchard Powers and Morris Ankrum,
as government officials, are okay.
Harry Hometf# direction is routine,
and technical aspects are

ninit time, Tt MiNs.

the local

Considerable footage hsu been
forthcoming production. That it
was written by the aunt of the the* poorly filmed. The edifcmgL.needa
overhauling.- rilmiS narcomplete
atre owner explains why it has
been accepted!. The arrival of the rated in Hebrew, with English
factor that detracts
another
titles,
authoress leads to a tussle between
from the film. According^ to the
the. director and the writer.
of the Hebrew
purpose
the
producers,
cast
The joke of watching
struggle with the corny material narration was “to retain the rich
the original
of
flavor
authentic
experienced
thin.
Even
soon wears
artists like Robert Morley and scenario ” a high-minded purpose
In story form the
Margaret Rutherford, as director which fails.
and writer respectively, have diffi- originaManguage may have meant
culty in holding the piece togeth- something, but for a documentary
They make a pitch for un- being released in the U. S. an Enger.
sophisticated appeal, and In that lish narration would be consider-

•

Backstage farce lacks humor
of original legiter; only mild
U.S. entry.

London,

May

13.

GFD release of Constellation Film production. Stars Robert Morley and Margaret Rutherford.
Directed by Ralph
Smart. Screenplay, Michael Pertwee and
Jack .Davies; camera, Stanley Pavey; editor, .Douglas Robertson; music, Malcolm
Arnold. At Odeon, Leicester Square, London. Running time. 62 MINS.
Harry
Catherine

Maud
Avis

Robert Morley
Margaret Rutherford
Olive Sloano

.

.

.

Daphne
Sandra

Norwood
Mary
Jackson
Jerry
Gcore
Scenic Artist..,
Vicar

Landlady
Sarah Stebbings
Mr. Stebbings

Joan Rice
Charlotte

Mitchell

Kay KcndaU
Liam Gaffney
Margaret Avery
Lloyd Lamble
Michael Mcdwiii’
Charles Lamb
Diana CalderWood
Stringer Davis

Joan Hickson
Constance Lome
John Cazabon

achieve radio contact with Mars.

Messages from the planet, which
When this was done in legit a
are decoded with the aid of Navy few seasons back it had a prospecialists, cause all sorts of havoc longed run.
But in its transferon earth. The Martians, it ap- ence to the screen, this backstage
pears, have prolonged the life span farce appears to have lost much

(In

Hebrew ; English Titles )
is much interesting reel-

(SWISS-GERMAN)

There

age in the “The New Israel,” showing highlights of various activities
in the bustling new nation, but
the footage has been assembled !hdiscrimlnately to emerge as a
hodgepodge of newsreel clips without continuity.
Its
commercial
value is limited.

(SONG)

the girl, finally settling for faithfulness at :the price of romantic

love.
Zurich, April 29.
Pic is brilliantly lensed, with
— Rex-Film release of Gloriafilm (Oscar
Dueby) production. Directed by Leonard
each imago resembling a fine Jana
story
screcnThe colorful cospanese
print.
c?»5 ;
4 Schweizer;
camera. Tschet;
ana
i*
Baumgartner; editor. Her- tuming and fragile houses eye
add to the
period
RM
scrims
the
of
Z“
rich
Runnlne
time?
imand
appeal. Playing is classic
Anne-Marie Blanc, Paul Christian, passive, with a fine use of expresPicture jumps from subject to **!!tl yB-i,Gold G J?t ? v Knuth, Alfred Rasshots.
long scenic
scr. Liliana Tellini, Zarli
Cariglet, Max sive heads and
subject, opening with the 70th anni
er '
is nne
Hegetschweller,
Slgfrlt Kazuo Hasegawa, as Genji,
cf^a«
of Petach Ti<lua, the oldest ‘colo- Steiner,
Qttp Zehnder, Margrit Rainer,
and. believable as a Japanese
nial settlement of Israel. Follows Heinz Woester, Else Boettcher, Claude
.e
Luk* s Ampiann. Buddy Bcrtlnat Prince Charming under who
with a trip through the Valley of and his orch,- Lys Assla, vocalist.
spell all women fall. Machiko Kyo
Kianerethr a rapidly expanding
him>
is fine as the girl who betrays
section of the new natibn where
This latest Swiss entry is the with the rest of. the long cast ail
the ancient ruins of biblical days first venture into the
field of full- turning
in impressive performmeet with the new culture. Film length pix by Gloriafilm,
Slowness and overlong
ances.
jumps to such events as opening thus far has only produced which footage
this
will militate against
shorts
of the Chaim Weizmann Institute, and documentaries.
Head of the in most situations. Phlegmatic invisit of New York’s Mayor and new feature
department is Dr. terior sequences are broken a
Mrs. Impellitteri to Israel, clear- Oscar Dueby, who formerly
was in times by fine renderings of P enr^r
ing of malaria-infested swamps charge of production at
Praesens dances or fancy horse and swornnear Tiberius, a Purim holiday fec- Film, until now the only Swiss pro
Mos).-.
play.
.
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Wm. Fox

Dies

ParfScophony

PORT.; DEADIINE’ 116
Portland, Ore,, May 13.

Continued from page 4

mount Theatre, and subsequent difSix continues off here, with few
Acuities in getting Paramount or pix doing big trade. J. J. Parker’s
Equipment United Artists went to a dual polPrecision
General

SAN FRANCISCO

(Continued from page 3)
icy for first time in many years. Francisco Story” (WB) and “Jet
Ball
“Bed
'’Deadline U.S<A.” and
\
Job” (Mono), $11,500.
St. Louis, May 13
Express” look best bets. ’"African
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; ,65-95)
Observance of Mother’s Day and
Queen” still is great for fourth
(M-G), Fair $30,-.
North”
’’Wild
Lcvcy
testimony*
Much
s
ot
William Fox motion nlcture piomoveoVer week, and sixth down- GOO in 10 days. Last week, Ringin’ a cold blustery weekend are credresponse to *questiohiPg by town.
neer and founder of the former Kiven in
in Bain” (M-G) (3d wk), $14,000-. ited with boosting -biz all over town
Fox production and theatre com- Cqmmhision counsel Max
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)— this "week. “Girl in White” shapes
te d assertions made beadic
contr
Rio Grande” (Par) as standout at Loew’s with a good
65- ’’Denver and ...
panics (predecessors of 20th-Fox),
,
Broadway (Parker) (1,890;
Paul Raithe^Commission
ore
by
Hospital,
Doctors
’’Bitter Sprigs” (Lip). NSG session, “Belles on Toes” also looms
8
in
and
and
died* May
~ Express. (U)
90) “Red Ball
£
in
charge
of
veepee
bourn,
«*Par
nice at the Missouri, “Les MiserY where he had heen under
in Dark” (Rep). Nice $10,- $11,000. Last week ’’Hoodlum EmrsWDf,nmn Armte i ables” looks neat at the midtown
Raiboyrn was an ’’Woman
treatment for a heart ailment and T y operations,
000. Last week, “Bronco Busters” pire” (Rep) and
Lyn Theatre,
spectator during Levey s (U) and “Shadow in Sky” (M-G), (Rep), $12,000.
other complications for the past 14 attentive
Estimates for This Week
testimony and sat beside Par coun- /$5.2Q0.St. Francis (Par) (1,400; 65-95)—
months.. He was 73 years old.
6
Ambassador (FfeM) (3,000; 60-75)
in
n
n
!jel Paul .Porter through the wlnde
been in -semi-retirement
Fox had'
Guild (Parker) - (400; 65-90)—
:
.
,
it
if "t? AvnnoroH he
no
L?c?
and
ana
“Caeslr
Caesar
“Macao”
n
week,
(RKO) and “Steel
Last
threi
it.
$10,000.
e
of
days
^JPjeted
--- -(RKO) and “Seven
’’Rashomon”
AV(K014Vtl4V ^
gince the 1929 stock market crash,
.
Cleopatra” (Indie) and ‘‘Seventh Town’.’ (U)., Good $9,000. Last
when his motion picture empire, will come back for rebuttal after D ays to Noon” (Indie). Fair $1,500 Veil” (Indie) (reissues) (2d wk), week, “Song In Heart”
(20th) and
Porter
week,
if
0 r near. Last week, “La Traviata”
valued at $300,000,000, -collapsed. Levey finishes this
unable, to shake Levey s test!* (indie) and “Faust” (Indie), $1,100. $7,500.
„„ -“Rancho Notorious”" (20th), fair
He- had made his home in Wood(2,448; 66- $ 8 000 .
Coast)
OrpJieum
(No.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850: 65-90)
mere, L. I., where he lived with mony in cross-examination.
a^d
Fox .CF&M) (5,000; 60-75)
Paglin brought out, among other —“Young Man With Ideas .(M-G) ** Treasure Los t Canyon” (U) (2d* “Battle at Apache Pass’: (U) and
his wife, Eva, until his hospitalizathings, that Paramount refused to and “Talk About Stranger* <
better.
“Five
or
Fingers” (20th).
tion
$9,000
wk) ; Held at nice
Opened
^week,
[gkay
today (Tries.). Last week, “Lion
Last week, $16,000.
Born in Hungary, Fox' began his sell it* interest to Raytheon Mfg. tion” $7,500.
(M-G) and “Stage Struck’
Horse”.
the
to
develop
Coast)
(1,207,
and
wanted
Artists
(No.
which
tJnited
(WB) and “Big Trees”
working career inpNew York sell(Mono),
$7,000.
65-95)
$12,000.
tube, the
“Green Glove” (UA) ana (WB), nke
dark trace
ing newspapers. He advanced to Skjatron
L«ew,s‘ (Loew> (3,172; 50-75)
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
"‘Tale . Five Women” (UA). Nice
projector (for theatre
peddling shoe polish and later supersonic
“African “Girl in White” (M-G) and “Talk
“African Queen” (UA) and “The $mOO0.
week,
Last
the
Skiatron
TV),
an<
home
sys*
.in the garment industry..
worked
(m.o,), Queen"
w
wju un.o,;.
(UA) <4th wk)
About Stranger” (M-G).
Cldudbursti’ ujai.wh
Queen” (UA) (9th wk), $8,400.
Fine
(oav-as- Cloudburst:'
fc>uos
He entered the motion picture busi- tem of “Subsctibervision’*
Big $4,500. Last week, $5,000.
Stexedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$l>— $13,500. Last week, “Love Better
£n a otiier
1
65 : “Man to. WUte Suit” (U); Big.»«J Than Ever” (M-G) and “Just This
OrfcfitoMEvergretii)
righto
90)—“Deadline TJ.S.A” (20th) and BOO. Last week, “Blithe Spirit” Once” (M-G), $12,000.
he had added several nickelodeons these patents under its Contract ‘Bushwackers” (Indie), day-date, (indie) and “Foxes of Harrow” ,Lyn (Ind) (1,800; 75-90)
“Les
Scophony,
with
picture
motion
two
with Paramount.' Good $4,500 or (20th) (reissue), $8,800.
and bought
Miserables” (Indie). Good $4,500.
He became
Levey’s Cable to Carter
under. Last week, “At Sword’s
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)— Last week, -“The River” (UA) (4th
houses in New York.
Deep “Laughter in Paradise” (Mono) (5th wk) 12000
a member of the exhibition firm 6f
In support of this testimony, Point” (RKO) and “Drums.
Missouri * (FAM) (3,500; 60-75)—
Last week,
wk). Good $2,100.
Brill in -1908 (his Paglin produced-*, cable in 1945 South” (RKO), $3,800.
L_
Fox, Moss
(Evergreen)
Orpheum
<1/750;
“Belles On Toes” (20th) and “Olda65; $2,300.
partners were B. S. Moss and Sol from Levey to Sir Maintoe Bonham
Vor
Vogue (S.F. Theatres) (377; 85- homa Annie” (Rep), Nice $13,000
<L? .90)—“Denver and Rio Grande”
Brill), and later entered the dis
$1)
“Miracle in Milan” (Indie). or near.
Last week, “Macao”
Corp., which acquired a one-third
interest in Scophony, to develop
the patents.
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York Film Rental Co.
Greater New
1

p^ny)

In 1913 he forced the Box Office
Attraction Co., to produce nfeown
pix, but continued as a distributor
gnd house owner.
BOA was absorbed by Fox Film
Corp. when he organized the latter outfit in 1915 to widen his ac-

*

—

^

1

Lienee

SSttM*

*£%
SSS*
Carter that

J.? told
Levey

M««h»U,

Raytheon

I

1

D?eT^>uth”<RKO)t«!»0

|

1

,

,

,

Kellerman and William Farnum,
among many, others.
Fox moved his production organization to Hollywood in 1917, and
with the advent of sound in 1926
Fox films used the pioneering efforts of Theodore Case and Earl I.
Sponable,

who invented Movietone,

Three
sound-on-film process.
years later, Fox began a series of
reorganizations and financial deals,
biggest of which was the purchase
«*
thu
controlling
intprest
in
Loew’s
Inc
for anDroxirhatelv
$44 000* 000
Bv Government order later, the Fox
ershlp of Loew’s was dissolved and
various banking Interests acquired
control of the stock. Fox’s connections with the company were dis-

a

’

com“o^i.

n Ued

their investment in Scophony with
_
funds to provide a laboratory to PraeseilS
develop -th« SkUtronl patents. Cono_j., ps.
PnJ],.Hnne
riC rTOttUCtlOnS
tradlcttn* testimony by Rmbouln
Zurich, May 6.
that there was no such commitAfter
more
year
than
at standa
ment, Levey testified that Par and
had agreed to put up $190,000 ’still, Praesens Film announces two
establish * lab and that Dr. Vvojectefot this summer, for pos-

Preps

TWO New

p

'

GPE

o? “HeidL”

Skiatron

Le

J
occasion
in 1941 Raibourn told, 35^°”
J.
him that Dr. Allen B. DuMont was Fox as .a Shirley Temple ^surrer.
opposed to Par Investing In Sco- Richard Schweizer will write the
Phony and building up a “competi- screenplay, with Luigi Comendni
“1
toJWMgfr }u which Par had
lwsnt b«n
interest.
Accord- toe c^cra The

“*

1*"!fTT

ry

’+?^'5J?rnnex'
C l°.+ili®
( f
.the opinion
that tiie Sco^
Passed
Ph° ny theatre TV project®: was
in

3rJ1
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Time”

1

“First

$4,000

JP}r

^m/y

U

(Col), $1,000.
JJw.

prexy, “recently tried to purchase
paramount (Evergreen) (3,400;
»
(20th)
Pjir s stock interest and license in 65^90)—“Deadline U.SJk”
Scophony to enable Raytheon to and “Bushwackers” (Indie), also
Last
week,
pr(>Ceed
with development and Oriental. Fair $0,500.
manufacture of Scophbny inven- “5 Fingers” (20th) and “Great Adventure”
(Indie),
$7,000.
Hons, particularly the .Skiatron
United Artiste- (Parker) <890; 65-!
tivities in production, distribution tube, but Paramount refused to
__
^
and exhibition. He was producing -seJi. Raibourn agrees Marshall’s *£>77.
pix on a comparatively large, scale statement is correct.”
“Singin*
Last
.week,
.Mild
$5,800.
in his eastern studios when Holly
PagUn also brought out that ParRain” (M-G) (4th wk), $5,500/
wood was in its infancy. His early
««
stars Included Theda Bara, Annette
.

Lari week, -Clouded (RKOl and* “Narrow Margin”
(RKO), $9,300.
fogeant ISt. L. Amus.) (1,000;
m,/i J 0.
75-90>—“Something To Live For”
ri7 AAA
ItHIC DittHlT J»I 4 ,UW,
(par) (2d. Wk). JFair $3,000 after
$3,500 for Initiil session.
Shady 0dk (St L. Amus.) (800;
Wash.; ‘Mam’
75-90 )—^Something To Live For”
Washington, May 13.
(P$r) (2d wk). Trim $3^500 followIt’s a mild session at first-runs ing $4,000 opening^ stanza.’
this week, with newcomers falling
to lure customers. “Pride of St.
Louis” at Loew’s Palace shapes as kio
$9,000,
top grosses for week, but only
sturdy, “My Son John,” at the OnHolliday
8G, 2d
;
tario, is well above average, but
Seattle, May 13.
crix pans hurt. “Ma, Pa Kettle at
Trade is dragging here this
Fair”' shapes nice at Keith’s,
stanza with few exceptions. “Mara
sigt,mite, for thu Week
Maru” is rated okay at Music Hall
~
/•> a* a.
while “Denver Ik Rio Grande”
(M?G? nlus^raude looks good at Coliseum. “Outcasts
1
v iiR
afti w of Poker Flat” shapes dull at Para$30j000 last week.
mount but- ’’Marrying Kind” still
(Lopert) (372; 50-85)— is nice in Second Fifth Avenue
“Anything Can Happen" (Par) (3d session.
wk^« 'Sturdy $4,000 after $5,000 last
Estimates tor This Week
week. Stays.
Blue Mmtee (Hamrick) (800; 65Keith’# (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)— 90)
"African Queen” (UA). (3d
‘Ma, Pa Kettle at Fair” (U). Pleas- wk). Big $4,000 for- sixth downtown
ing $9,000. Last week, “Macao” week. Last week, $4,000.
(RKO), okay $10,000 in 8 days.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 65“Denver and Rio Grande”
Metropolitan (Warner)
jim||(iimii
(w
(1,200; 50- 90)

^o^’sTpoint^ (RKO) and “Drums Yellow’
“

for

“dkinawa”

(Col).

first-run.
Last
(Col), $4,000.

Slow
week,

b^to^’an/weftolhe?- loxsi vfllage at Tr?*e<.^ displaced'
In ?935 ‘tof F^'lum
children
from *11 nations; David buty not
toUton^from
TV.”
Corp. merged with Twentieth Cenup, to hopes. Stays? Last
In drawing up the agreement for
tury Pictures, and the company as*2 week, “Mutiny” (UA), $3,000.
e
r
P
have a“
turned the corporate title of 20th- participation in Scophony opera- ‘n F
Palace
(Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)—
'5??^U,
Fox He sold his controlling in- tions. Levey testified. Bar and GPE » n-Europe»p cast,
“Pride of St. Louis” (20th), Sturdy
terest in the Fox production, dis- objected to the inclusion oft the
$17,000, to top town. Last week,
“Song in Heart” (20th) (4th wk),
tribution and theatre holdings for words “good faith” on the grounds i
*
4/*!? II
l 1 i
so-so $7,000.
it would get them “in trouble.”
a reported $18,000,000 in 1930.
1
Avia flOUllUttClS
In the following years he was
The agreement, entered into in.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-$ 1)
-Hbllvwood Mav
aiwiuuuc U.SA,”
Constantly in and out of court- 1942, provided that Par and GPE
“Deadline
u.o^n..
(20th)
uuuu (2d
wu. WJU.
Wk).
American Cinema KVHfnrc
Peasant $5,000 after $0,500 last
rooms in connection with bank- jointly invest $50,000 in Scophony,
w<
St3
>ys.
ruptcy proceedings. He was sen- GPE to get the exclusive rights to;
JS t?competition for the
Warner (WB) (2,174; 50-80)
tenced to a year and a day in jail patents involving large-scrfeen pro<WB)... Satisfactory
and fined $3,000 in 1941 on charges jections over five feet and Par and
'l1 ®
first quarter of 1951. $11,000. Last week,
Red Mounoatof conspiring to obstruct justice GPE the riehts on all
“ other p
pictures are: “The Greatest Show tain” (Par), $10,000.
and defraud the U. S. in connec- enta
tion with these bankruptcy matHiring toe war. LeveytestMea, ^eli^tva* zlptto ”
.
^Barbara ¥
J i StlH Lagging;
ters.
the Army Signal Corps showed inI^pls.
McLein; Benl o£ the Rive^
get

SSon s

^

_

“

4

W

• back into
He attempted to
pic production and distribution in
1944 but after unsuccessful efforts
to line up product he again went
Into retirement.
In addition to his wife,' two
daughters, three sisters and two
brothers survive.

Sherman Reins

‘Joey’

Hollywood,
Vincent

Sherman

May

was

13.

upped

B

tions device and* /bourn offered
advahCe $10,000 against royalties on its production.
He also
produced records quoting Earl
Hines, head of GPE, as expressing
confidence he could obtain at least
$1,000,000
TTVItWA VJL
of UvJ.vUwv
Y*,WV
worth
defense liVU*
cont UVV
tracts;
Nothing ever materialized,
however, in the way of war work.
Levey said he began to realize
in 1945 that Paramount’s “reluctance” to establish a laboratory for
Sconhonv would become “more
““more or
nr
Scophony
less a permanent thing” and that
he then began looking for capital
elsewhere.
Levey will continue his testito

from director to producer-director
by Columbia and assigned to the
dual job on “Pal Joey,” slated as
a starred for Rita Hayworth.
Understood he will also be given
producer credit on “Affair in Trini- mony tomorrow (Wed.) and
dad,” another Hayworth starrer, be followed by 'Dr. Rosenthal.
Which he directed.

will

‘Andergen Mail Series
Series of Six postcards bearing

a different scene from Samuel
London, May 13.
The Lewisham Hippodrome, one GoldWyn’s “Hans Christian Anderof the biggest London nabe vaude sen” began going out this week
houses, switch to films on Mon- to theatremen, high school papers,
day

(12),

Theatre

will

continue

disk jockeys and columnists.
under is distributing the film
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Indianapolis^ May 13.

RKO

and “Jim Forbidden Land”

Goqd $9,000. Last week.
’’Okinawa” (Col), and “Thief of
Damascus’* (Coti, $8,800.
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,366;
65-90)—“Marrying Kind”* (Col) and
“Storm Over Tibet” (Col) (2d wk).
Nice $8,00Q for Judy Holliday pic.
Last week, $10,600.
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
—“Love .Better Than Ever” (M-G),
Fair $6,500.. Last week, “Flesh and
Fury” (U)'- and --“Bitter Springs”
(Indie) split with “Broncho Bust(Col).

ers”

(U)

and “Exchange

Girl”

(Indie), $4,200.

Musfe Bax (Hamrick)
90)

— *Flesh

6c

(850;

65-

(U)

and

*Fury”

Bitter Springs” (Indie) split with
“Broncho Busters” (U) and “Exchange Girl” (Indie) (m.o.). Fair
Last week,
$4,000 in .10 days.
“L’Affaire” (Indie) and “Lady
Paname” (Indie) $1,800.
.

Muric Hall (Hamrick)

(2,282; 65-

90)—“Mara Maru” (WB) and “Gobs

and. Gals” (Rep).. Okay $9,000 or
Biz at first-runs here still is drag- close.. Last week, “Singin* In Rain
ging this stanza ..although colder (M-G), and, “Shadow in Sky” (M-G)
[weather over the weekend helped (4th wk);, $6,200.
some S p 0 t s ’•Belles on Toes/ r at
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,699; 65Indiana, looks
WVA{ leader but with a 90)
“Young Man With Ideas
modest
°dest figure. “My Son, John,”
John at (M-G) and “Flame of Sacramento
Circle and “Indian Uy
(Rep).
Drab $5,000. Last week,
Uprising," at
Loew’s, are only so-so.
“African Queen” (UA) and “Royal
Journey”
(UA) (3d wk), $8,200.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039:
Circle (Cockrtil-Dolle) (2,800; 50- 65-90)—
of Poker Flat
“Outcasts
76)—“My Son, John” (Par) and
(20th)
and “Death of Angel
M0
Tepi
(Indie).
or less. Last
Dull
$7,000
Jim?!? ?2S^wppL ”TLir
1
week, ’’Rose of Cimmarron” (20th)
Beanstalk” (WB) and “FBI Girl” and
“Yank in Indo-China” (Col),
.

,

m

—

.

narrated

by

Shelly

who visited Israel last
It was produced
at Universalp

Winters,

year.
International with
man directing.

veorge Sher-

(Lip), $8,500.

$4,800 in 6 days.

Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)
“Belles on Toes” (20th) and “Rodeo” (Mono). Modest $9,500. Last
week, “Pride of St. Louis” (20th)
Madras, April 29.
(Continued from page 9)
and “Barefoot Mailman” (Col).
Producer A. R. Kardar, in assoFancy $14,00(L following $17,000
$9,000
for fourth.
c * ati°n with M. Kapoor, has formed
(Loew’s) (2,427; 50-76)—
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)—
»u outfit in Bombay to distribute __Indian - Uprising” (Col) and “Boots “Retreat; Hell!” (WB) and “Take it
Malone
(Co
(Col).
I
Siuggish $7,500.
Sluggish
Italian and French pictures in this
$7,500 Big” (WB). Good $9,000. L a s t
.l-....
Lja l
(Col) and
rmimtrv.
i?.„_
? .._v ee.K
country. TCnnnAi*
Kapoor hac
has left for Euct .wSFfS? J M_G) week, “Boots Malone”
“Road Agent” (Col), $6,000
t
finaliZe arrangemeatS f0r
34-60)—
(1,048;
Orphcum (C.T.)
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T^to”

Union Varieties ownership.
Plan is to send one card out per
Programs
hitherto
been week with the first series, which rig^To^e
had
booked through the Lew & Leslie is in black and white, followed by “Bicycle Thief,” currently running (Rep) and ’“Touch rSr*
Uirl
8
GiTide agency.
a new group of cards in color.
in Bombay.
same.
British

G

INDIA FOREIGN PIC BISXRIB

7

LONDON VAUDER TO PIX

SS

(Par)

“Unknown

or near.
(Indie)

World”

(

Lip)

Fire” (Lip). Poor $6,000
in
Last week, “Shadow
Sky” (M-G) and “It’s Big Counliy
(M-G). $5,000.

“Swamp

Sisn^’pro^ l%r*£

nc*I«y»

^
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exec,

cuit

is

hack at company's an nnawer to the decree and de-

flips

George Purcell and young
John Purcell there for funeral of
Purcell, hooker and buyer fori

jack Veereit will replace him as

Marios chain, who died following
a heart attackMickey Gross in for Rep to

m

•

;!

atre operations.
Donaiee Realty Corp.. headed by
Irving Maidman, bought the Oxford in the Bronx at a foreclosure
sale. House will be converted into
project,

m

SEATTLE y

More changes were made following departure of Dan Redden, fort
mer manager of Music Hall to
Alaska. Marvin Fox, who had been
transferred from Orpheum to the will operate’
Juan Silvas took over duties as
-Hall as manager, goes to Portland
as city manager for Hamrick Thea- manager of the National and Zarathere*
geza, San Antonio; replaces A.
^Willard Coughlin, ad manager Benavides who was recently refor Hamrick, also will servo as as- called to military service.
B, E. Gamer, operator of the
sistant to Herb Sobottka. city manager. Coughlin also will be mana- ‘900-seat Arcadia, Ranger, recently
destroyed by fire, plans to rebuild
ger of Orpheum,
moves Cass thei.-house.
manager of the Hall
steup

Smith up

to
here. Prior to

coming to Seattle, he
was manager at the Music Box,
Will Hudson is now
where
Tacoma,
manager.

m
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HobertL. «PP«rtbou*ht Amer- eper.tes the Gem,

tu“ caitoin. fllm^d In Technlcolor,
for release ih this country through
bis own distribution' organization
Monogram held two-day sale#
meet to adopt policies for the comAttending the sesing season.
sions were Steve Broldy, Harold
Mirisch, Morey Goldstein, Ralph
Branton, L. A. Goldhammer, James

\

Boston

LOUIS

PHOEtflX

,

that city.

Sears, ,.uxw
,;one
Bill tjoiia,
UieaitHJUttH dui
Vet
V CL theaterman
:tlme RKO-Orpheum manager here,
«g»hi at helm of four M.E.E. Twin

1

New

Canton,

,o^ly

300-seater, New
e state,
ager
Baden, 111., shuttered for an indef

by Paul and Phil
Paul Schroeder also
Schrrieder.
closed his Alambo, Lebanon, 111.
Frisina Amu#. Co., will keep its
Effingham, a 940-seatet, Effingham, 111., shuttered until after the
season for its Rustic ozoner, has
operation
uimunuc vp.*«wvit
win continue
V will
A. Prichard, Edward Morey, Har- ended. .1 t
a 750-seater in Ef

Moe

distant

Levy, upped to company

to

.

*

i

|

in non

h eag ^ a Jd equipment

'fnT'

of

Innff

Uwn

downtown

fi’

and Russell Armentrout
RKO* set day-date openings on
kuytogrit from
Memorial Day weekend for “Clash plan to light their new 500-car who operated It since Tinilt
5
b t
in six key cities: Boston, ozoner near Summer Hill, 111.,
Night”
By
a
<vs« fi.i. i..i.
nr L
a
^
w
4-aIIw am the
on
tolls
Minneof
Freeing
Washington,
July 1.
Philadelphia,
11-year-old daughter
.

1

_•

*r..

n.amieen,
K. C. and. San Francisco.
bridge - spanning the Mississippi
of S. D. Kane, North Central Allied
Starting June 6, United Artists from Louisiana, Mo., expected to
counsel, seriously injured
executive
and help biz.
•'will
reissue “Red River”
new 700-car when run down by auto. the De“Tulsa” as a dualer.
The Starland,
neighborhood,
St.
Paul
Ozoner *near Mt. Vernon, 111.,
Luxe, changed hands for eighth

.

apolis,

DALLAS

t

The Cole-Anna Drive-In opened

policy

Ana, by Roland Duss,
c*
Louis
manager of the Oak Drive-In at ozoners all
Coleman. He will continue to op- product.
erate both ozoners.
at Santa

using

lmem two year., new owner .being

Volk Bros., circuit owners, shuttered Robin, house in suburban
Robbinsdale where a year ago they
opened, the l,200-4eat Terrate.

has seven
second - run
*

SALT LAKE.CITY

WB

Palacios destroyed by fire followCause of the exing explosion.
plosion not determined.
11 1140
Jefferson XX
UCJIVAOVU
Amus.
Co„ has leased
the Splndletop Drive-In, Beaumont, from G. F. Swarts and Garrett Parker, The 450-car ^capacity

EDMONTON, ALTA.

CALGARY, ALTA.

terprises.

sales

*

boston

_

-

,

DETROIT

on Bessemer Terrace in East Pitts- Colorado Springs over the weekburgh closed.
erid'to attend National Allied board
Paul Field, manager of the A1
Bernard H. Bueheit, Maaos cir- meetings.
hambra, honored -by the North
Samuel Pinanskl, ATC topper, Woodward Community Council for
as prex of Sentry Ijodge, his 10-year devotion to inter-racial
are processed by path* installed
B’nai B’xithj Brookline, May 4th! activities and other
community
Martin Levine, Brandt Theatres, projects. Many city dignitaries
at
N'. Y., ' was installing officer and
tended the celebration.
guest honor at the Ceremony.
The 2,200-seat Paradise Theatre,
Sam Horenstein, Manley district second-run film house in downtown
manager, celebrated his 65th birth- area and also top
vaude theatre for
day and 25th anrd with the com- top Negro talent here,
sold to the
pany the same day, last, Week.
congregation of the Church of Our

only.

Joe De Atley named manager of
the Hempstead Drive-In,,, Houston.

4

great Motion pictures

Producer Edmund Grainger sayss

My pictures must be

At a luncheon

last

Poshncl from

manager of

I.

•

Rebsoa Backer

PHILADELPHIA
"Abe Montague,

•

ozoner will be reopened and used
as a drive-in for Negro patronage

•

Otto Silvester.
Claude Cline is new manager of 1
New nabe, the Palace, opened
Studio Theatre, Prescott, replacing here by. Mike Kucey, of
Ralph Crocker who resigned after Alta. formerly associated Myrnam,
with the
/
nine years. Cline will double up- Annex
theatre in Edmonton. House
as manager of Elks Theatre, his
BOO.
regular post.
North Batfleiord’s first drive-in,
El Rancho, first ozoner in Nogales The Park, being built at a
cost of
area, opened by Tri-Delta Amus.
$50,000 by G. Nyholt. Theatre, to
Frank
Diamos
enterprise.
Co., a
open in June, will accommodate
Campillo, manager of the out- 300 cars.
doorer, also heads up the other
Diamos theatres in Nogales. TriDelta also has a new operation in
Douglas, the Ft, Cochise Drive-In.
Vernon M. Skorey, Calgary, disAfter being closed three days
for repairs to meet fire specifica- trict -manager of 20th-Fox for 20
tions- laid down by Benson city years, transferred to Minneapolis.
Coyle Investments, Ltd., building
council, the Benson was permitted
to reopen after the fire chief re- a $200,000 theatre in Drumheller
to
replace the Napier, destroyed by
ported the house had complied with
fire in. December, House will seat
city safety requirements.
600.
The 440-car Prince Drive-In
opened in Coolidge hy Long En-

PITTSBURGH

-

a total of

-

Columbia will appear at an exhibIrving Ludwig of Walt Disney itor mass meeting in Broadwood
organization here to arrange spe- Hotel (20), to discuss sales policies
Max’ Silverman, manager of the cial Screenings of “Robin- Hood.” of his company and exhib beefs.
Minnesota Amus, Co, transferred Session was called by Allied of
Squirrel Hill, moved downtown by
to the Warner; replaces Larry manager Edward Kintop of Arion, Eastern Pennsylvania.
Knee, who resigned to go into local nabe house, to Lyric, Duluth.
Local “Movietime, U.S.A.” comSalesman Don Palmquist re- mittee has announced that two Holother biz. George Vujnovic, of the
Boulevard, goes to the Squirrel signed from Reid H. Bay Film lywood name stars will visit here
from
the
moves
to
Hill; Alma Lype
return to starting May 19.
Industries’ sales staff
Whitehall to tne Boulevard while Monogram in same capacity^
Richard Conte is slated to hiake
i. J
William J. Jacoby, until recently
personals at SUnton Theatre (29)
in North Carolina theatre chain,
In conjunction with world preera
becomes the new manager , of. the
of “The Fighter.”
Feeley, executive secretary
Whitehall.
Ray
3
X
A
!L. kA
at
J
F. Elmer Hasley’s Main Theatre Independent Exhibitors, flew tp

Karl- Hoblitzelle, Interstate Circuit prexy, accoladed by state org,
Sons and Daughters of the Republic of Texas, for outstanding
contributions to Texas.
The 800-seat Capitol Theatre at

,

county

m

fr°

ton during winter season, taken
over as interim art film house by
Louis Leithold. Formerly assistant
Edward A. Terhune, former
manager of the Gramercy, N, Y„ head of* RKO publicity in Utah
492-seater Idaho and Montana,
the
Leithold leased
appointed
until next January.
head of cerebral palsy drive startMustang Drive-In opened in ing next month. It is sponsored
Chandler by Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. by the local Variety Club.
Woods, who bpexate the Rowena
^hickherg, owner of
«
and Parkway theatres there.
Park-Vu Driye-In, brought suit
Newest link in theatre chain op- against the city for $26,655 which
erated by Long Enterprises of Ari- he claims covers losses incurred
-zona Is the Desert Drive-In, a 400- jsince April 29 when his ozoner was
car ozoner in Casa Grande. Henry flooded ont. Frickberg contends
Bowers is manager.
the Park-Vu was flooded by water
Twin Screen Drive-In, Phoenix,, diverted from ita* natural course
reopened by Fred Crockett and into, conduits which couldnt’ hanHarry L. Nace as'' the Acres of dle the load.
Fun. Formerly operated by McCormack-Nace, it is managed by

He succeeds
branch manager.;
Ralph "Pielow.
At a time when the market for
theatres hereabouts has dried up
at least one of territory's indie
circuit owners, Sheldon Grengs, is
willing to back Up his faith in film
biz with real coin. He is reported

period

‘

j

'

n lwv ocoJ

tm * Ue/

'

Pete Smith’s first Technicolor
-Mealtime Magic,’* had its
world pr«m »t the State, E»u
Claire, Wis, Pressure cookerrwhich
film tells about, Is manufactured in

I

*

Sombrero Playhouse, legit show- 1342150
case for Ann Lee and Dick Chari-

ably.

•»

inite

m

short,

New

,

*

Because of boost in newspaper
advertising rate# and declining
hoxoffice, majority, of local inde
and suburban conpendent nabe ana
ventional 'Wheatres *cut down on
their newspaper lineage consider-

^^

starlite Drive-In at

|

Stf
mother ConIllinois Appellate court last week solidated Theatres
house.
ruled that Balaban k Katz circuit
Austell,
manager of Carowas’ not liable for the $625,000 _
lina Theatre
Lexington, N. c
purchase of the" Congress Theatre, transferred
to Center Theatre’
which it is presently leasing.
High
Point
H.
C.,
another Norm
been
has
Charles Hogan, who
Carolina Theatre house.
talent booker for' the Oriental, also
Suit
manager-,
to
recover
a
executive
$24,150 balance
takes over the
ship of the house from Harold oh n conditional sales contract was
Costello, who goes back into his filed in Guilford Superior Court
by Max Zafer. He lodged the acsoft drink and ranching biz.
tion /gainst
Skyview Theatres,
claiming the sum sought is the

MINNEAPOLIS

»

new

of Center
clared that lawyers could find their Theatre here. Center’s acting maS
‘'interpretation” within the decree.
trie Rialto in Durham
West End arid $avoy, operated manager
by Fadiiri. and Kkplan circuit,
Downtown Elm Theatre, a film
"
closed last week.
house here for about 25 .years
Arnold Monette; f oimer assistant closed Saturday night (3). Pari nf
to Bay Morin, appointed Chicago Hie staff will be trSsferred
to thl
city sales manager for 20th-Fox.
1*

^

'

This

.

Both

,

named manager

SLC.,

.

skipper of the Irvington Prive-In. ^ an(J le publicity on world preeml
ozoners owned by Claude 0 £ <«j Lream of Jeannie” .at Fulton
Ezell 2k Associates.
oh jrune 4 ; he named Bob Post,
Ray
to assist him.
R. A. Erickson and O'. M. Kirkepa
by converting their Tower Drive- Middleton, Muriel Lawrence, Bill
In at Abilene -into a twin ozoner.
shlrley and Eileen Christy, feaGrant Drive-In opened at Wich- t ure(j jn the picture, will be here
Lee and for open jng.
Ita Falls, by Bullington
McMahon. Ozoner seats 400 paFor the fifth consecutive year,
trons and accommodates 400 cars,
Edna R. Carroll, chairman of
Eddie Joseph, operator of three the gtate board of picture censors,
ozoners in Austin, received city appoi n ted chairman of picture comcouncil .approval there to construct
fttee for Pennsylvania Week this
a new 500-car drive-m in the Del- £all
wood Shopping Village.
Thomas Zaimes, West Tarentum
Chatmas Amus. Co., which pur- exhib, is flying to Greece late this
chased the Royal Drive-In at Mar- mo«th to visit his aged parents,
lin, last November, has reopened
it for the season. Johnny Chatmas

William Kurtz, formerly with the
United Booking Office and Paramount Theatres*, joined Lopert
Theatres as. general manager
charge of booking, buying and the-

« commercial

He accompanied

Mrs.

Fran FJm Row

NEW YORK

after a

Greemburg headquarter*
trip to Missouri,

May 14 1952

Co., through
is

-pare 3

United

releasing the

which

Artists,
film.

Wail Streeter has

also agreed to
provide coin on the same basis for
unit’s third pic, also to be based

bn a yam from -James Michener's
“Return to Paradise” volume. It
will be shot in New Zealand next
January. Wise is prepping the
script while Robson, makes the

Samoa

film.

Lenart explained his long

trip

toEamop as part

pf his “education”
tn film-making. He said he hopes
eventually to take an active hand
in production^ and he wants to see
all the
finish.

problems from

start

to

who will direct (Theron
producing), left for Samoa

Robson,

Warth

is

over the. weekend. Photography
starts June JL4 with Gary Cooper
in the lead. Cooper isn t slated to
?

week

arrive until two weeks after

start-

ing date because of a Warner
commitment.

Bros,

cele
Prayer,
an interdenominational
brating the 10th anni of Affiliated Neg(;o church.
House once was
Theatres Corp., local
known as Orchestra Hall, at that
combine, Arthur Howard, p r e z, time being the home
of the Detroit
called on distributors and exhibi- Symphony
Orchestra. It will be
tors there to forget past personal used as regular
place of worship
grudges and .work for more har- for church.
monious relationship. He cited
The 453-seat Cinema, long Dethat many theatres are on the troit’s leading
art house, closed last
ragged edge and will be unable to week.

booking

perfect,
tory

I insist

!

upon labora-

work by PatheT

New York

«m Nine mt.
uniRo<W«ll«r
“SCARAMOUCHE"
Ml'
BUM|
Gcntrt

stay open unless grosses improve.

v».v.w v.*.X

Producer

Edmund Grainger protects his

investments and reputation by making
certain that the quality o£ the laboratory

work on his films matches the high

.

quality of their creative ingredients.

Park Theatre, Austin,

III.,

re

opening with art policy.
A1 Golden, former Republic
salesman, joined Metro’s Milwau
kee exchange.
Lou Goldberg called a May 26
meeting of the Colosseum for
Motion Picture Salesmen.
Steger Theatre, StegerTlH., went
to three-day weekly operation.

Tom McConnell was awarded

It

Can wc

was processed by Pathc Labs.

be of service to you?

*

TO CV
Both

New

35MM

York and Hollywood
•

ifiMM

•

l

The Orpheum (Pox-West

Coast),
Oakland house will shutter in two
weeks for an indefinite period because of insufficient film product.
Fox California Theatre in Berkley reopens Wednesday (14) with.

*
•

lave Complete Pnthe Laboratory Facilities}

COLOR

«

BLACK AND WHITE

An M-Q-M

Picture

^srtCTAOJUUUTA* MPttTATWt

‘

Charles

NNttEKE MEIIICN

R Skouras among those at-

minis Meter

tending. Proceeds from the opening performance will go to .the
U. S. Olympic Games Fund and
Berkeley Junior Chamber of Commerce. The 1,400-seater had been
shuttered for facelifting.

$32,875 in fees on the Towne Theatre case by Judge John P. Barnes,
Chi federal district court, in addition to the $75,000 already awarded
N. C.
the attorney in the same case.
Elm Theatre here closed for inManor Theatre, reopening with definite period. Luther
Fitzgerald
art film policy, offered two-for-ones of Charlotte,
general manager of
the first week.
Consolidated Theatres
Judge John P. Barnes, Chi fed* ates the Elm said thewhich operlease exeral district court, denied the peti- pired and
bookings stopped effections of the defendants in the
May 4. Plans for the building,
Towne Theatre suit asking for a which housed this theatre
for about
definition of his ruling. He claimed 25 years, are
indefinite.
that competitive bidding was not
James Cartledge of Abbeville,

WlKRKl

•w.KAr

«w

#Wnl,M *****

GREENSBORO,

Edrtnmd Grainger’s latest picture
is “Korean Story,” released through

RKO.

JUST
OHM
(UNta-MI*a-lW«FHI«

SAN FRANCISCO

CHICAGO

Theatres

.

-1

—

^

Weane^y, May

1

-

.

'

1951

14,

T^V-MEMSSewing Expert to Star
Lucille

sewing

Rivers,

expert

who had her own show on CBS-TY
in 1950, will be lensed in a series
of 13 quarter-hour vid-pix to be

Hollywood, May 13^ 4^
vioSuit for #,000,600 charging
agreement
lation of a distribution
in Federal
was filed Monday (12)
Industries,
Court agamsft
United Artists, Eagle Lion and
assignee
Levinson,
others by Ellen
Corp. Fix inof Vinson Hctui^r
Fashioned
Old
volved are '"An
Hill," proGirl" and "Shamrock
duced by Equity Films, in which
interest.
half
held
Corp.
Vinson
Also filed- in Superior Court was
Equity’s ina foreclosure suit on
terest in pix ^n two chattel mortgages held by Vinson and assigned
Complaint *1to Miss Levinson,
leges that the pix were wrongfully
released to Motion. Pictures for
Television; before full distribution
1

produced, by George F. Foley, Inc.
Production will start in .June
Trident' Films, Bnc., an indie prowith the films to be released on a
duction outfit, is preparing to make syndicated basis in
the fall. Series
some? 13 puppet films which will will be
shot in color in New York,
feature .the Salzburg Marionette with John
'Ward supervising proTheatre. Hans call for the series
duction.
to be lensed on location in Salzburg* Austria.
Subjects are designed for both
theatrical and TV release. They’ll
Out of the Blue?
include fairy stales from the SalzDifficulties confronting teleburg troupe’s repertoire as well
vision networks, and sponsors
as original material. Salzburg mariwho hope to use feature film
onettes, incidentally* toured the
oldies as inexpensive summer
tf. S. and Canada last fall,
replacements this year were
pointed up in N, Y, this week
by WNBT’s scheduling of
"Out of the Blue,-"' a George
Brent-Carol Landis starrer.
Film was playing first-run
on the NBC video flagship.
Hollywood* May 13.
But,
It
had already been
Series' of vidpix with name pix
screened six times during the
jg. being mulled by
for
previous year on WCBS-TV,
telepix subsidiary, Revue Prothe rival CBS video web’s key
Auctions. Talks now under way on
N. Y. outlet,
While- it’s beproject, which would be shot
lieved that the constant re-,
a Eagle Ljoni studios, call for Jenpeats of the films are okay for
nings Lang to head the operation.
local transmission,
it’s
beMeanwhile* Sloan Nibley as story
lieved doubtful that a network
editor has been put in supervisory
sponsor would buy any ipicture
capacity on Revue’s upcoming 26
unless it had never been aired
"The Adventures of Kit Carson”
before on
and such -are
series, to roll in July, with Bill
becoming increasingly diffiWilliams starring.
cult to obtain.
.

Herbert H. Jacobs, formerly veepee and general manager of Sutton TV, Inc.* has been named, sales
chief for the DuMont web’s film
department.
owns Snader Telescriptions, At tin*
Wilmer S. Clark, formerly sales same time, Snader disclosed receiv-*
•

manager of WJEF, Grand Rapids, ing "very large, substantial” offer
was named the department’s Cali- for the company, but said **weVo

j

.

f

charged.
Suit alleges theatre Warnings of
pix were so meagre that revenue
failed to pay off production cost
or loaqs. Injunction seeks, to restrain distribution of B\x to television, cancellation of distribution

tive business.”

COAST FRIARS OKAY
VIDPIX FOR CHARITY

1

^

agreement and accounting^ of coin

MCA

TV

deal

television

Club will get a chunk of coin
for its co-operation, and plans to
turn percentage over to a charitable group. Dramas* comedies and
musicals will be based on incidents in lives of celebs involved.
Friars dean Harry Delf and exec
board set deal in N. Y, with* Loeb
and Felix, Vidpix will be shot here

TV—

13.

13.

Snader’s ire against Bisno was
precipitated chiefly by a letter he
recently sent by Bisno investor*
telling them that because of re-*
trenchments
in
the
company
monthly dividends were being sus*

has pended. Snader asserts the letter
been finalized between the Friars Implied Telescriptions was in
money trouble, and says this is unFelix
Lee
and
Club and Seymour
Loeb, with pair producing series true. He claims minor adjustof half-hour vidpix toplining Friars ments on the staff were made, but
evaluates the worth of Telescripmembers and guesters.

{-

received.

May

Hollywood,
Ten-year

,

’

May

not particularly interested in Sell-*
ing at this time. This is a lucra-

fornia rep.

LANG GUIDES MCA’S

1

TV* release impaired the exhibition
value of the pix in theatres, it’s

Hollywood,

Hollywood, May 13.
Behind-the-scenes fight for control of Snader Telescrip tions flared
out in the? open Monday when prexy
Louis D. -Snader admitted he wat
trying to buy out interests of partners, Alexander Bisno, Sam Markovitch, plus any or all other investors In BSM Telescriptions, which

and

in

Gotham.

Snader differs
sharply
with
Bisno on suspension of dividends,
Bisno telling investors
divvie*
should be curtailed because of rising production -costs, etc*, Snader
feeling divvies should- be paid ihv
vestors who -should have right to
reinvest coin do future production
if they want,
Snader says frankly
h e /wants Bisno and Marko vitch out
of the company to avoid future pol*»
icy hassles.

Films in Production

Growing number of vidfilm proas of Friday, May 9
ducers considering, launching acin England to take adtivities
JERRY FAIRBANKS
ATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC,
California Studios: Hollywood
6052 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood
vantage of lower costs will find
footing "HOLLYWOOD THEThree series of 12 chapter plays each
that such a move is not. without its "SON OF ROBIN HOOD" sltedded to be- ATRE" scries June X.
Assistant Director: Joe Boyle
hMHnoViPC
T.ark Of
of adequate
adeouate stu
stu- gin shooting letter part of May.
i-.aCK
neaaacnes.
Production
Sup.: Raoul Page!
p roducer dlre<5 tor: Clifford Sanforth
dio space and of trained techni- Associate producer: Al Westen
FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS

tions as close to $2,000,000.

•

Another shakeup sees Reub
Kaufman, leaving as prexy of Snader. Sales. Johnny Graf continue*
•

in charge of sales.

(

sponsored by Chesterfield,
*
Producer; Phillips Lord
Director: Lew Landers

C nrftJu
tho IT
producer
the
U. b.
_ a
V
abroad.

KTTV Studios* Hollywood
"FILE OF JEFFREY JONES" series of
half hour adventure telepix now. shooting.
Producer': Llndsley Parsons
Associate producer: Warren Douglas

8528 Sunset Blvd., HoUywood
Casting: Virginia Mazzuca
First five of twenty half-hour jungle
adventure telepix in "SMILIN' ED'S

Field

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

KtTV Studios, Hollywood
JUNGLE" 26
"RAMA a OF THE JUNGLK"
"RAMAR

whn. ventures
wnohour

__

half*

am**

_

Director: w*iiy

however, Alexander MacDonald,
veepee of the Dougfair Corp, 're-

.

•

of

British

—

^

.

and

actors

actresses.

BKOIDT PRODS.

f.

announcement that Fairbanks

First

•

Sunset studio*. Hollywood

Was going to film Vldpic Series in
"WILD BlU HICKOK/' half hour teleEngland brought a flood of appiiCants fo rroles—-and the applicants Madison, snd Andy Devine head cast,
included many of the top thesps in Producer; william F^Brpidy

™

-

the Isles. Similarly, directors and
writers with top credits are eager
to plunge into the new medium.

JSS'irdoSSu

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.

Producer:

REVUE PRODUCTIONS

audience participation film productions, to
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
be made once * week, began Aug. 22 for
Half-hour series of cdblt drMm a-' teleNBC, DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring;
pix now shooting for Revue Prods.
producer: J6hn Guedel
Producer: Revue Productions
Film producer: I. Lindenbaunv
Director: Richard Irving, Nonhair Lloyd.
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernie Smith

6020. Sunset

’

Hollywdod

Blvd,.

Hal Roach Studios; Culver City
-

"AMO*

^

to

fill.

'

•

_

Childress. Ernestine Wade, JohnnyLct.
Horace Stewart.
Supervisors; Freeman .Gosden, Charles
Correll, Sidney. Van Keuren
Director: Charles Barton
Production executive; James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson

Louis Gray

-

.

Fox

Director:' Wallace

GROSS-KKASNE,

INC,.

General Service 'Studios: Hollywood
Now shooting "BIO* TOWN" series of 28
half hour telepix sponsored by Leyer
Brothers. Patrick McVey and. Jane Nigh
set

leads.

K
Studio. Hollywood
shooting outer
Vidpix are half-hour each.
Roy Rogers, Dale Evans topline, Pat
Brady in' support. General western parts
to fill. Sponsored by General Foods for
'
GoMwi'n

„

.

in

"The Long

Shot.-

.

.

houx°adun drama? sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Colt.

[

26,

Hiw

ProiliN^p*

Habm

Backet Squad -vidpic shooting at Executive producer: Bdsrt GrUTo
BC
Hal Roach studios .. Jerry' FairB Gi?^d
k Pr0
stiutt® rs offices
?Hjdf hour series of adult drama films
f^ annual? Uctl0n
for
only
vacash period,
for "crown theatre" resume shoot^CCOuntln
Girard,
jjlg open
onpri
Dorso Bernard wrara,
p
Richard Dorso,
Jfig
Felip* Rock set in Big Producers:

‘

his

own

outfit,

Nasht

do

will

'a

feature TV pic as a joint venture
*
“
with PSI.

SCREEN GEMS

HoUywood

1302 N. Gower-

"CROSSROADS,

U- S.

AJ"

began shoot-

ing ‘April 23. Brown Holmes scripted.
Producer-director: Jules Bricken
Assistant director: Eddie Seata

SERVICE

SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS.

HoUywood
"COMMANDO COPY-SKY MARSHAL
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 38 half*
Republic Studios* North

Ea">r ‘Lion

"ELECTRIC THEATRE"

-hour drama telepix
hour ncjcntmctl on teleplx^now
SS^o/mK Ral-tcm
A1,n ^ Towne head
tiea l cast
Judd Hoidren, Aline

Possibility of PSI tieing in with
on a TV venture is also on

BBC

the Nasht agenda.

Meanwhile, White

leaves over
commence the seccycle of Irene Dunne
half-hour vidpix for Schlitz. Initial
13-week cycle is* in the can, with
series preeming on CBS-TV on
May 30. Schlitz is aiming for
blanket coverage of the show, negotiating. deals which may be slotted
in 63
markets.
,

the weekend to

on 13*week

"LIFE WITH* LINKLETTER,"'' starring SSS5S‘
Associate prod
iSSuSKTSdi Lacey
Art Linkletter in series of 16 vidpix* half Director: Bob Walker
hour audience participation show for
ABC web, shooting every other week for

wv'ririrPWTciFc;
CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RING ^»rkc»v
RKOPathfc. Culver City
_
»ihounD" series of half

^

cast

Hollywood
nuJDwwM

HOLLYWOOD

“Big Town" series- ..Ed

TicrncY ca<;t in "Revue Productions’
"Chnin
Uiain tLightning* rolling.. at Eabrfike

Bids'.,
JOLUR.p

May

NBC-TV.

United Producers.. Studio
Shooting “Noah Beery. Jr. Adventure 26 weeks.
Green Giant sponsors.
Producer: John Guedel
Director: Irvlir Atkins
Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
mrwrrxn
TELEVISION
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moor*

landed

.

role in

Taft
JLRit

.

ROY ROGER*' resumes

telepix

JOHN GUEDEL PRODS.
600
OW

j:

'

ROGERS PRODUCTIONS

.ROY

Series/* 26 15-minute telepix.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr.. Ann Saville. Jack
.
Harris, Norma Fenton.

.

i

series ot character

52 'comedy telepix now shooting. Sponsored
half-hour vldeoaters begins shooting April by BUtx Beer for CBS-TV.
32, Gall Davis, Billy Gray head -cast. Parts Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer WiHUms, Alvin
series' of

RANGER" half

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS

Hollywood

ANDY"

'M'

the Bernard Proekter
vidpix, operation of
is prexy, ha*
negotiated a deal with John Nasht,
prexy of Meredith Productions,
whereby the latter leaves this
week for London and the Continent to explore the EuropoanUnited Kingdom markets.
After
completing a feature 'film "The
>
Wido.w’ (for theatre release) for

which Paul White

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS

FLYING A ‘PRODUCTIONS
"ANNIE OAKLEY" new

Hart. Jay* Sttverheels set leads.
Producer: Jack Chertok
Associate Producer: John Morse

Gilbert Frye, Craig Wood*
arid
..
Bill Justice cast 'in "Craig
B KenVf ,
n
j .
Uedy, Criminologist
.Vidpix series
being shot by Adrian Weiss. Production
Steven Gcray

FSI-TV,

syndication

;

Studios,

Service

"MYSTERY THEATRE"

Donald Wilson

J.

Howard Bretherton

Director:

Hollywood
Producers: Jack J. Gross and Philip N.
Krasne
hour series of 52
_ upont.
*
vldeoaters' begin shooting May IS, John Director. E. A. D
General

-"LONE

shooting

series of half-hour adventure telepix.

Hollywood

Melroee.

8451

Now

GROUCHO MARX starred in ^ft batf-hour

PRODS,

BREAKSTON-STAHL
ported this week on his return
General Service Studios; Hollywood
from Britain where the Douglas
"SAFARI BILL ,rT*erleat of 28 half hour
,
,
.-o
w
Fairbanks firm has established one telepix to begin, shooting May 18. Location
filmed in British Fast Africa.
to
Of Hollywood’s first television out- “
*h°«L
*'* ar?
lv - -£•
v
*- cast,
— parts to
fiU.
Martha
Hyer heads
ir
:
v
posts.
Weighing
heavily on. the Producer- director;, Breakston-Stahl
Den* Breaks ton
producer.?
Associate
credit side is. that no snobbery toCarter
ward television exists in the minds Technic.i .xccut h-c: John k.
-r

Olsten

Roach Studios* Culver City

Hal

*

FILMCKAFT PRODS.

Fox

RppiircTpnv

Don

Markovilch are considering
the offer from Snader, he says.

ROLAND REED PRODS.

'
,

i.

Assistant director:

„„ compensations, nim producer? Rudolph Fiothow
There are some
rpu

and

Directors: George Blair. Lew Landers
„ „
Assistant director: Rex Bailey

GANG" series to resume shooting mid*
May. EdMpConneU. Nino Marcel'head. cast.
Producer-director; Frank Perrin
A
A a! a#
Aa,
H a Ini* Ferrln
L* >1M1
producer:
Ralph
Associate

aeries
be, dV enture telepix
«
••
A,
gin shooting May 26. Producers; Harry S.
Rothschild, Leon Fromkessr.

-

.

Howard Laurence

Writer:

Snader emphasizes -800 telescriptions being produced are paid for,
that the firm has coin due from
existing contracts, and says the
company is solid financially. Bisno

shooting.

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS,

.

I

Ctans coupled with longer schedules and the red tape of establish
ing credit and acceptability are
the principal difficulties which face

now

TV

Hollywood
series of half

shooting

resumes

Col Piets Being Cued

‘

:

Director: Fred

^

L

.

Town"

TAha*. ¥,
*

*

l t

l

General Service Studios. Hollywood

Ki
p;i

M,

Siiert.

Ne

.

,
_
,
,
llm roduce
T Leslie Rnuscb and
P
Paclcager Elaine Starr, teamed
Produce a series, of- TV films
Hi
utlea
Hand and Seal.” To be
pased on authentic documents, the
mitialer in thejseries will 1involve

pugK‘ Bob

TV
v

—

the

hv
U?

lflct

a

u

“ffTT-

i
Official

wm

.

_

J

document signed

Abraham Lincoln

.

.

.

Lon

,

Brott,

Washington public relations coun!2* sl Sned as United Artists-TV’s
/vjj s re P in the Capital
. Music
°f America lensintf
. ..J?lensing a new
Vidfilm Series
a
Agent
Agent"
Secret
a«H
and
.

**1

.

American

«sent Overseas
Shoatintf will be
done at
^ "Agio Lion studios on
the
c Loast

1

—

-

r#>
Madclyn

^
Producer;

,),(,(

ta June.
Harold E. Knox.

Director: Bill

of x

10

Studios: HoUywood
series of 100 3-mlnute

Tilr^rtorX>irecior.

Sobev ' mamn
Martin
oooey

"THOSE WERE THE DATS"

assionmeht"

half
adventure aeries atarnn* Brian
fi° ur
Donlevr shooting two films a week, 32
to

CaUfoml.
First

RKO-Pathe: Culver City

DONLEVY CORF.
:

series of half hour
----"CORNY
------ JOHNSON"
comedy pix begin shooting May 13.
Producer-director: Bernard Girard
.

Motion Picture Center. HoUywood

DOUGFAIR CORP.

Series

M

w

Jr.: Carroll

Case

mj^erent

m

of

52

vidpix

"The

^

each week mid-May.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

Screen Gems unit, a subsid being
HoUywood
kept entirely apart from Col’s theKENNEDY-CRIMINOLOGIST" atrical production operation.

655 N. Fairfax:

w

Affairs

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
Eagle Lion Studiov Hollywood

"FIRESIDE THEATRE" series of
hour adult dramas now shooting.

of

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Visual

Drama

"CANGRUSTER"

Studios:
scries

HoUywood
for

.half

ZIV TV

China Smith" roU in May. Dan Dutyca

p^^ucer: Edward Lewis
production manager; William Stevens

NBC-TV,

gets into production of special pix
for video. Lensing will be by the

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS.

half hour series of second 13 adventure
telepix shooting to June 12.
Cast: Donald Wood, Sydney Mason. Lewis
G. Wilson set leads will: general parts
to be cast.
__
,
Producer-dlxector: Adrian Weiss
Assistant director: Boh Farfan

Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

starred.

S cripting of Subsid
Hollywood, May 13.
Columbia Pictures* success in
working out a series of scripts on
which writers arc how engaged
will determine how soon the studio

Jim Tlnling

-

half hour

telepix series starts shooting May 21.
Producers: Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.

Karn

666 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood-Resume shooting May 36 »n "TERRY
half-hour adven*
THE PIRATES
and tns
ture telepix.
.„.
Ca*t: John Baer. Marl Blanchard, William
Tracy. Gloria Saunders, Jack Krusclicn.
Producer: Dougfair Corp.
Director: Dick Irving,

n

Director-,

^

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS

LANCER PRODUCTIONS

Republic studios. North Hollywood

"dangerous

.

deNorm and

"CRAIG

Carroll

;

Producer: Hal ^oach.

lS-minute telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock

Los Angeles* conducted by Werner Jans

£5u '*1 nil!

Producer: Jess Oppenhelme
Director; Marc Daniel*
OppenheimeT,
Je*S
Writers-

\r
|
I OTIC

•

TOMOR

^

Hal Roach Studios. Culver City
series now shooting

"RACKET SOUAD"

k if

WERNER JANSSEN PRODS.

JgggBl ^i^hilS

Vue Productions vidpic

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
PRODS,.

^Hoitvwood

5

Director: George

DESILU PRODS., INC,

Barbara WtSseil added to cast of
“The Best Years," Lonin BtomSfWjPilot telepic Which Bing Cro?-

Brannon

HOUR GLASS

5255 Clinton

SC.

HoUywood

Four in "UNEXPECTED" series of halfhour telepix shoot In May.
Seven "CI*CO KID" half-hour telepix
scheduled for May shooting.
Director: Paul Landres. Eddie Davis,

bey Martin

So

Studio figures cost of a series of
13 half-hour tele shows at upward*
of $250,000. It aims to make at
least two of them to develop knowhow in the field, so the investment
wiH'be more than $500,000.
Col sees no possibility of substantial profit in the tele films, but
wants to be sure it has the knack
if and when the time comes to go
into making them on a large scale.
Universal, meanwhile, is getting
close to production with several
series on the assumption that suck
film-making could prove a profitable adjunct almost at once.

)

26
'-

•f

T

l

~.

RABIO-TELEVISION
—
—

"•!7r ~*r*

"

-

May

Havana

tre’s

tele operation,

13.

’

CMQ

weeks

several

The American version
Kids”

TV

is

slated to return to

for the

1

'

HOTEL BRADFORD
Boston (May 14-May 27)

.

Cowan
pitching a

is
incidentally,
half-hour tele show,
Ghost” and featur-

new

Evans,
who
“Down You Go.” New show
parlor game format.

Bergan

ing

hosts
uses a

Gulfs No-Knocks
a

SummerCampaign
Possibility that last year’s cuts
in radio rates plus the drop in talent costs will bring new advertisers
into network radio for summer
campaigns is seen in Gulf Oil's buy
of a cross-the-board news show
on
for its insecticide division.

•

.

ABC

Crosby, Coca-Cola

In the past few years the Gulfspray
and aerosol bomb coin had gone
mostly to newspapers, and prior to
that was on spot radio with Jack

Smith and Gordon MacRae plattered shows place on local outlets.
Now Gulf is using a network
show, on 225 ABC stations. Stanza
is a John Daly newscast which will
be beamed-at 1 0-1 Q; 15 p.hi. crossthe-board starting June 16, While
originally pitched -as purely a summer venture. Gulf has options on
.

Unless Bing Crosby and CocaCola can come tb terms on the
Groaner’s TV exposure next year,
there will be no deal between the
singer and the Coke outfit.. CocaCola wants Crosby. for the Sunday
night at 8 spot on CBS Radio, as
successor to Edgar Bergen., who is
being dropped by. the-, soft drink

the series for 52 weeks, via Young
Hubicam agency*
In past years'- fhe sea$onal advertiser hadn’t been able to afford a

&

company. But Coke ^also wants
Crosby to do a number of video
shows as well.
Thus far Crosby has shunned
* the
TV medium, Insofar as his
own appearance’goes, although on
the production end he owns one
of the most lucrative operations

'

,

‘Arsenic Poison

chain program, but this year .theprice is within its budget. Market,
for the insecticides covers about
65% of the country, ahd the network Is. being tailored to areas in
Which Gulf has distribution. Preon the Coast. He has expressed a viously
such ciistomrbuilt webs
willingness to do four video proweren’t as easy to line up as they
grams nCxt year, but that’s not are today.
enough for the Coca-Cola people.
Another aspect of .lowered AM'
Should a deal be consummated, costs and
specially-tailored hookCrosby would utilize his own Hollyups is that some bankrollcrs are
wood vidpix studios to do the. finding
that it doesn’t make sense
shows on film, rather than live.
to take a hiatus where th'eir
networks are custom-built to supplement their tele spending. Thus
Kellogg
cereal is standing pat with
SET
all its shows, both
and TV:

AM

OUTPUT

AM

“Space Cadet” (ABC and ABC-TV)
and “Wild Bill Hickok” (Mutual
Washington^ May 13.
and DuMont) “All-Star Revue”
Reflecting softening of demand (NBC-TV) and “Howdy Doody”
for consumer goods, television set (NBC-TV).
output last month was the lowest
In the case of “Space Cadet”
for any month since last summer,
(Continued on page 42)

LOW

nationwide network no earlier than
Station is part of the CBS
1953.
video web, on which WCstinghouse
will sponsor the convention coverage,
Brandt predicted that, evert
though the line isn’t through by
convention time, it will be connected by World Series time.

In Insurance Bid

firm,

tagged “Super

59,..TimA .991

Currently

•

(Continued on page 35)

stock in hand of dealers and distributors about. 1,100,000, bringing
total TV inventories to 1,400,000
sets or a 15 weeks’ supply at current rate of turnout.
Dealers are said to be buying
only for immediate needs.

/Tim*

fall.

yet.

according to preliminary figures of
the Radio-Television Manufacturers
Assn. April production (four weeks
ending April 25) was down to 316,5G2 sets, compared to 510,561 sets
in. March (a five-week work month)
and 469,000 sets in April of 1951.
Factory production currently is
around 80,000 sets weekly or about
4,000,000 sets a year. For the first
four months of 1952 r turnout
totaled 1,640,000 sets. Factory inventories at end of April were estimated at around 300,000 sets and

“MISS UNIVERSE PAGEANT”
Long Beach, California

TV

Negotiations are under way
to use it as an eight-week summer
fill
on NBC-TV for the Monday
night Paul Winchell show, also a
Cowan package. CBS has given its
okay, but deal hinges upon acceptance from the Speidel watchband
company, which shares the NBC
show with Crosley. Latter has
greenlighted the move.

BARKER"—CBS-TV

Saturdays 12-1 pm EDST
To Stage, Write and M. C.

NBC-

also video, for over 10 years before
last
it shifted to CBS radio and

competitive position
vis-a-vis the other network would
be strengthened by the merger and
the added capital it would provide.
Thus, the poorer ABC appears to
be, the more sympathetic the FCC
will be, this hypothesis runs.
It’s understood that several engineers and directors, one staff
Writer and some other personnel
may get their notices, although the
unions involved are putting up a
fight. The word has also gone down
*
to tighten expenses.
Undoubtedly the long delay in
approval of the merger, which was
first thought possible by early, this
year and which r now may not come
next
year,
has
through* until
worked to the network’s disadvantage. There has been a lack of capital, loss of an added programmatic
+
4
impetus which the theatrical tie
could mean and the fact that some
key UPT personnel slated for ABC.
have not been able to move over

HITS 316,562

BOB BUSSELL
‘SEALTEST

of “Quiz

summer. Program rode
on NBC, first on radio and then

chain’s

APRIL TV

mum

CMQ.

ago.

likely to okay
if it feels that

The skein’s long-term debt rose
over $3,200,000 from Dec. 31, 1950,
to the same date of ’51, according
to figures in the corporation’s annual report. At the end of *50,

NCAA

“Kids” is the second Cowan TV
package to go to the island. “Down
You Go,” adult panel show,

preemed on

ABC-TV’s new

stanza, '“Mr, Aralmost didn’t make its
preem date last Thursday (8) because the web insisted on $1,000,000 in libel insurance, while the
insurance firm involved wouldn’t
put up more than half that. However, packager Jerry. Layton managed to get Lloyds of London to
re-insure the stanza so that it will
be covered for thq million,- with
the cable okaying the insurance
coming through only on the morning the show bowed.
Net insisted on the heavy coverage, since Burton Turkus, prosecutor of Murder, Inc., is mention-

senic,”

'

ing, names of living individuals in
his factual stories on crime. How-

on the opener the nAme of
witness in the Murdei',' Inc.was withheld. Reason was
that since he had 'turned state’s
evidence Turkus didn’t want to
cite his prior misdeeds.
In other
cases, certain names may be deleted If state laws indicate that
divulgence would Constitute “invasion of privacy.”

ever,
lone

trial

.

summer on CBS-TV.

this

If Westinghouse gets the nod, it’s expected that it will again select NBC-TV
to ait the games, as it did last

year.

To emphasize TV’s adverse, efon college football attendance,

fect

NCAA

last yjeek disclosed results of the special survey conduct-

the

ed on its 1951 “moratorium” plan
by the U. of -Ghicago’s National
Opinion Research Center. NORC

Ayer’s TV. Study

among other things
that, where colleges in non-TV
areas continued to hold or surpass
their prfe-TV (1947-4,8) attendance
records, those exposed to TV competition found their gates down
about 15%, or approximately 1,500,000 customers* from the anticidiscovered

Refutes NCAA On
Sports Inroads
Disclosure by the National Col
legiate Athletic Assn, that television had cut drastically into college
football
attendance
last
year,
brought several dissenting squawks
this week from TV industry execs.
They pointed to the latest findings
on the, subject by the N. W..Ayer
agency (the Jerry Jordan report),
which claims that college football
has “come through the novelty period of TV better than any other
form of entertainment” as proof
that the NCAA report might have
been misconstrued.
Ayer charged that the
omitted from the publicity release
on its study the most important
fact—that colleges in TV areas had
“reported only a moderate loss of
4% from their 1950 levels, compared to a more serious 10% decline fpr colleges with no TV. com-

pated pre-TV levels.
NORC report said that the
NCAA experimental plan in 1951
definitely succeeded .in reducing
TV’s harmful effects on the gate.
“In 1950,” the report said, “when
there was unrestricted televising
of college’ games, the ‘TV differential’
the
difference
between
the relative attendance trends of
colleges exposed to TV competition and those not exposed—was
significantly greater than it was. in
1951, wben football telecasting was

—

(Continued on page 42)

NCAA

petition.” This, thfe agency said.,
Leonard Reinsch, managing disupports the novelty theory of TV’s rector of the Cox radio-TV stations,
effects.
and for year* prominent in DemoAyer study, released by the jia-, cratic Party broadcasting ranks as
Gleason Showcase dio-TV
Manufacturers Assn.; em- radio, advisor to the' late President
In a mejormoVeto showcase re- phasizes that TV, despite its skyRoosevelt, has been having a series
centlyrpacte'd Jackie Gleason, as rocketing growth, is “an addition,
of huddles in recent weeks .with
well as other
stars; WCBS- not ;a replacement,” for other
forms National Democratic Committee
TV, CBS’-flagship station in N. Y„ of recreation. Fact that' the AmerChairman Frank McKinney. *
will televise the. “$cout‘-G-RamaV ican public
is now enjoying shorter
Report is that Reinsch’* political

As

>.

.

May 24 from Madison

Sq. Garden, working .hours,
easier - to - keep
-Gle&sOh -and the other net- homes and a number of new
laborpersonalities will, participate saving ’ devices, as well as
upped
in the show .with^ome .15,00(1 Boy Incomes; permits
TV
to take its
Scouts from the’NV Y> area.
place in the nation’s recreation
Show is to be narrated by Jim scheme Without adversely affecting
McKay, who does fh'e nightly. five- any other media.'
minute weather spots on -WCBS(Jordan started his researching
TV. Station, which- will transmit on TV's effects as a graduate stuthe event from l:45;to'5p. m.y will dent at the U. of Pennsylvania.
program it as a public service show He’s now a lieutenant in the Army,
and therefore” itf not attempting to but the Ayer agency* is continuing
sell the. pickfcp. -•
his line of 'study.
Report concedes that there was
*
an Original “novelty hurt” for college football in TV areas, but cites
IN ’53;
the NCAA’s own research as proving that colleges in TV' areas fared
better in 1951, compared with
1950, than did colleges in non-TV
Honolulu, May 13.
video
TV isn’t expected here till late areas. It quoted the
committee
as saying at its annual
1953, with expectation that two
stations will debut about the same
(Continued on page 42)
time.

functions will be reactivated on behalf of the National 'Committee
during the upcoming Chicago, convention, lni944 he was the Demo-,
crats’ radio advisor in the Presidential campaign.
An announcement as to the exact status of
Reinsch and the berth he'll « command will come’ out of Chicago

N. Y.

work

•

"

.

.

.

’

later this week,

Reinsch, incidentally, showed up
a new role last Friday night,
taking over production reins (on a
one-shot basis) on the CBS-TV
“Presidential Timber” series which
spotlighted the candidacy of Sen.
in

•

'

HAWAII TV LATE

'

Richard Russell.

2 STATIONS TO DEBUT

NCAA

CBS TAPING SEVEN

SUMMER AM SHOWS

‘

-

Paradoxically, kine product will
be far less a problem here than on
the mainland, for hundreds of Japanese and Filipino films are cer-

NO RCA HIATUS ON
NBC-TV; SUBS
RCA is retaining the

DRAMA

augment Hollywood and
8 to 8:30
Friday night time on NBC-TV, al- New York features.
Far East films are good grossers
though both Ezio Pinza and Dennis

who

Day,

are going
son,

tain

alternate in the period,
off.

J.

Walter Thomp-

agency oh the account, will in“Tony Miner-produced dra-

stall a

matic show in the period for the
summer, effective June 20.
There’s considerable speculation
what RCA will do in the fall:
opinion around NBC is
that the company will wind up with

General

a

new and expanded Dennis Day

show, calling

it

quits with Pinza.

to

I

Guy

Chicago,

May

NBC

mer

13.

Wayne King Show, beamed on

della Qioppa,

programming veepee, pulled seven
shows out of the hopper and ordered immediate taping for sum-

WAYNE KING SHOW
a

10-station midwest
hookup
in Hawaii theatx*es, especially in
for the past three years for Standplantation areas, and with radio
ard Oil of Indiana, is being
stations supplying hours of fordropped by the oil firm at the end
eign-language fare daily, .It’s a
of the cycle on June 26.
cinch TV will follow.
Standard has decided to swing
Little live entertainment is fore- into spot TV,
patterned after its
seen, aside from limited sports cov- far-flung
layout of local shows.
erage, VIP interviews and spot
King show has drawn consistentnews. But at least one ad agency ly high ratings and the
maestro is
is thinking of rushing a partner to
pitching die package to bankrollthe Coast to learn the ABC’s of TV ed who can give it a
full net
just in case.
spread.
,

—

May 13*
CBC network

Hollywood,

SO OF IND. CANCELS

also

duty. Half dozen others are
under study to be tested later.

On

the

starting

linej are

Jim.

Hawthorne’s “Coast to Coast”;
Harry Koplan-John Christ packaged “Children Should Be Heard
Bob Sweeney and Hal March as
disk jocks; “Violence” and “Crime
Commission,” off the police blotters; “I Cover Hollywood,” with
possibly Michael O’Shea as the
reporter; the Frank Fontaine situation comedy, and Parke Levy s
“December Bride,” starring Spring
Byington in a story line farce.
;

AM

as to

regulations

college football last fall are expected to be clamped, on TV for
the 1952’ season, following the NaPACIFIC
tional Collegiate Athletic Assn ’s
Seattle, May 13.
official .disclosure last week that
With American Telephone & video cuts drastically into the footTelegraph rushing to hook south- ball gate.
will unveil its
ern TV markets onto the cable in plan for the 1952 season tomorrow
time for the political conventions (Thurs.) but meanwhile is keeping
on the specific details.
in July, there is also a possibility
that the pacific Northwest may be
Major national advertisers, howable to get the pickups on a live ever, convinced that there will be
basis. KING-TV here has request- no total blackout on TV’ing the
ed the phone company to do all in college games, are already pitchits power to tie the station to the ing
for rights to the contests.
transcontinental microwave system Westinghouse, which had an exat San Francisco by convention clusive on the package last year
time.
at an estimated cost of about $1,Otto Brandt, KING-TV veepee, 000,000, is reportedly pacing the
conceded the task would be “al- bidding sponsors for the 1952 seamost superhuman,” pointing out son, despite the fact it’s investing
originally almost $3,000,000 in bankrolling
been
had
that -it
planned for Seattle to join the live the political .convention pickups

NORTHWEST?

SET FOR CUBA TV
Chicago,

Even more stringent

than were imposed on televising

POLITICO PICKUP FOR

“Quiz Kids,” one of the oldest
entries from the Louis G. Cowan
stable, gets the Spanish treatment
next week when a Cuban version
of the moppet debuts on Gore Mes-

.

14, 1952

.

LATINO 'QUIZ KIDS’

.

Commission is more
a wedding with UPT

WtAneufay. May

**

*

+

Another round of economy dismissals is being made at ABC.
While not a wholesale bloodletting,
coming after the trimmings made
by the chain in recent weeks, it
has caused some,* jitters among the
personnel.
Despite the fact that the prunings and the cancellations which
have also hit the web present a
black picture, some sources at the
network feel that the outlook is
not so dark. They say that such
cuts as have been made, and the
business which has been lost, fit
in with ABC’s arguments before
the FCC seeking approval of its
merger with United paramount
Theatres,
According to this line of reasoning (not confirmed by any ABC
spokesman), ABC feels that the

the

.

,

—

,

Mmf

Kfedntfld**
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As one of the conditions under which NBC successfully enticed
Bed Skelton to throw in his future lot with NBC, the network
made an arrangement with the comic that's unique in TV annals
In return for negotiating a dotted line
(or, for that matter/ radio).
is building what amounts to a “Skelton Theatre"
signaturing,
television centre now
nse
as
part
of
the new
own
for his
under construction in Burbank, Cal.
Skelton
himself
has been devoting
Word from the Coast is that
most of his spare time to supervising and designing the studio
blueprint layout, and has been practically living with the architects.
Question being raised in the trade is whether this may not set
an unhealthy precedent. Come contract renewal time for other
major comics on the NBC-TV roster, it’s argued, and what’s tp
Lewis
prevent the network from being- argued into a “Martin

NBC

&

Theatre,” a

“Jimmy Durante Theatre” or an “Eddie Cantor The~

atre”?

.

NBC

Tillstrom,

f

NBC

'Kukla Status;
Chicago,

May

—

Over

in Hassle

Still

CBS Makes Overtures

13.

Current negotiations as to the
future status of “Kukla, Fran and

•

Daniels Leaves 'Lucy’
Hollywood, May 13.

KFO

creOllie” going on between
ator Burr Tillstrom and NBC->TV
hinge on the ^eb's ability to come
up with a network time, slot for the

“I Love Lucy” will be without
the services of Marc Daniels next
During KFO’s four-year season. After he finishes off the
show.
tenure on NBC-TY it has. been last of the 38, which he directed
showcased' in station time arid It’S from the outset, he’ll drop off the
understood to be Tillstrpiri’s conten- show because of money differences.
Desllu Corp. refused to meet his
tion that the station clearance situation presents oVerly tough road- demands for upped coin.
He’ll develop some of his own
strip
show.
for
a
blocks, especially
Although the bargaining is pro- ^comedy ideas.
ceeding amiably, Tillstrom is determined to do .only what he feels
And he’s
is best fdr the program.
dealing from strength. He not only
has a “play or no play” pact with
NBC-TV which, fetches, him in excess of $10,000. weekly and which
has another year to run before it
^lso
goes on an option. basi?.
there’s KFO ~ tremendous loyalty
from its ifJins as was demonstrated
by the hornets’ nest stirred up
when the show was cut to 15 min-

dio reveal, in general, a disparity
of only 1,000,000 homes or so.
That’s a far cry from the radio picture of only a few years hack. The
•

.

programs
top-bracketed Nielsen
five years ago, -when TV was toddling, boasted ratings in the 30s
and 40s, while a 6 or. 7 rating was
the norm for the daytime leaders.

Fatima Exiting On

(

•

utes.

'CBS-TV lost One cigaret sponsor
the conversa- this week when Liggett
Myers,
tions Tillstrom had with CBS-TV for Fatima, decided to check* off
veep Hubbell Robinson when the the. “Stork Club” show at the end
cutback occurred. Because of the of the current cycle. As a direct
with result of that cancellation, howpuppeteer’s long
identity
NBC, and particularly, his close re- ever, the web picked up another
lationship with the BCA toppers, ciggie bankroller, when Pall Mall
it's, considered unlikely .he Would
signed, to pick up the tab on the
move his troupe to CBS. However, Doug Edwards’, news show TuesTillstrom ‘is known. to be pretty days and, Thursdays.
realistic about bpaihess matters.
Edwards’ show, aired cross-theThere are indications -that Till- board from 7:30 to 7:45 p. m. distrom and his producer Beulah rectly-' precedes the Tuesday and
Zachary^ will accept NBC’s sugges- Thursday editions of “Stork Club,”
tion that the; show' move next- fall (Perry Como, for Chesterfields,
to a weekend period as- a half* has the Other three flights in the
hour offering in network hours. If 7 :’45 to 8 slot.) Pall Mall wanted
the program ‘Were to -go on a once- to buy into the Edwards show some
a-vyeek basis; there are opportuni- time ago, when Oldsmobile ..decided
ties for more extensive' personal to drop two* days off its fivemight
appearances jaunts. Junkets made bankrolling schedule. Ciggie firm
around, the country, the past .sev- decided against the move, howeral seasons have proved beneficial ever, since it had no desire to have
both to the show. and.tHfe client^.
its commercials contiguous to those
of Fatima on “Stork Club.” 'As a
It’s Tillstrom’s argument it has
been the station clearance' situa- result, with' Fatima cancelling, Pall
tion that poses the most serious ob- Mall moved in.
Edwards has been sponsored
stacle to. keeping KFp sold out in
its five-a-week form.
Even with
(Continued on page 42)
the opening of the- new stations
no\v .that the FCG freeze has been
lifted, he figures the difficulties of.
hanging onto time segments uncommitted "•.contractually to the
Rnssell Backfires;
webs will become increasingly
acute as the local' outlets continue
Customs Nixes Tape
'

-

'

‘

.

,

;

>

.

f

.

.

*’

On

local business.

Champs’ Kayoed
Two “Champs” were kayoed at
ABC-TV this week. “Meet the
•

Champ,” whose* status was reported shaky in Varietv last week, was
by American Tobacco, and
Hail the Champ” has been axed

by Chuckles candy.
“Meet,” boxing stanza from serv.

NBC-TV’s swap deal with BBC
on special salute to Bertrand Russell on his 80th birthday backfired
this week when a U. S. customs
inspector' refused to permit a BBC
taped interview With the British
philosopher to enter tnis country.
BBC * taped the interview and
had it flown to. N.’Y. for airing via
NBC radio Monday night (12). NBC
video, in return, flew its half-hour
film inter vie ./ with Lord Russell
to London this week, for airing via
BBC-TV. Film, one of a series being lensed of top British personalities by NBC, will be transmitted
for American viewers by the web
Sunday afternoon (18), the date of

ice

camps beamed Thursdays at Russell’s birthday.
9:30-10 p.m., goes off after June 26
Customs inspector refused to
telecast. Agency is BBD&O. “Hail,” pass the BBC tape on the grounds
talent airer slotted Saturdays that Russell had once written
at 6-6:3Q p.m.,
exits after the June book about sex his “Marriage and
r* show. Agency for Fred W. Morals,” penned in 1929. Tape was
Amend Co. is Henri, Hurst & Mac- later approved by a customs censor
Donald.
and admitted.

—

make

occupies to

.

'

‘Can’t Do’

Dinah, NBC’s Deal

inally occupied that the Thursday
booking was only temporary* Web
where.
yet
determined
will wind up in the fall.
Entire deal, of course, means that
CBS has picked up a new half*hour sponsor. It also ties in, in*
cidentally, with Luckies’ current'
reshuffling of its radio-TV show*

The days of gimmicked-up deals hasn’t
or top show biz personalities, “Man”
strictly as
apparently,

tax

expediencies,

are

*
gone forever,
Dinah Shore and NBC have
struck a snag on the parting of her
ong-term deal giving the network
an exclusivity on her services, due
solely to Internal Revenue Bureau's “no can do” intervention.
Under terms of the deal, which
Miss Shore’s lawyers have set forth
6 NBC,, the singer wctuld com*
into $1,000,000, but under a “cush*
oning” arrangement whereby annual payments would be made long
after expiration of her regular
contractual commitments.

'

to sink

more coin

into

TV.

WCBS-TV’s 4G

considered a far more lbyal one. singeir in efforts to resolve- the deal tion of th* CBS video Webih N. Y.,
are, by and large, the soap without jeopardizing, relations be- will up its Ciasst’A hour rate to an.
opera fans, and their' devotion to
weeri Miss Shore arid the network. alltime peak of $4,000 June 1. Rate
“Big Sister,” “Helen Trent,” “Aunt
wilt be the highest in the,, country,
Jenny,”. *Qur Gal Sunday,” et al.,at. least until Several Other of the
is matched by their loyalty 'to the
N„- Y, stations follnw suit as anticsponsor. With the nighttime dialipated. WCBS-TV has been chargmajor
marthe
ing $3,750 per. hour since last
er, particularly in
Suit Vs, Shr iner, 0ther s,
Sept., same as WNBT, the NBC
kets, it’s strictly hit-oi^miss, •witb.-l
divided allegiance to radid and? TV/
web’s key N. Y. outlet.
netdaytime
Rate hike has no connection with
Thus the era when
work radio will Be the prize posSetts seeking $800,000' have been ,the CBS web’s, hour charges exsession of sponsors, with, cream filed by Martin' A.- GbscJv- indie cept, of course, as network advertime segments, at a far greater pre- packager, against Herb; Shrincr, tisers buy the N. Y. outlet on *
expected,
It’s
mium than' nighttime, is soon ap- William Morris Agency,- ABC-TV, network deal.
Cluett-Peabody, Young At Rubieam though, since WCBS-TV is basing
(Continued on page 38)
:

,

.

.

.

and Ashmead Scott, producer-director. of the demised “Herb Shriner Show”-' which Cluett-Peabody

its increase'

on a boost

in. set cir-

some of the CBS affollow through "on the
basis of boosts in 'set circulation in
their markets.
Station^ Class A,
time includes 7 to 11 p.m. Mo^ays.
through Saturdays and* 6 to 'll p.m.
on: Sundays.
culation, that

filiates

bankrolled until two months ago.
Gosch alleges that William- Morconverted “Home Town,”
a show he evolved and which
handled, into the Shriner package,
ris Office

.

up their

now

room for a competing ciggie firm,
Al Gannaway’s “Half-Pint Party,” when American Tobacco decided
which has been aired Saturdays to exercise its option on the web’s
from 1:15 to 2 p, m. via WCBS* Thursday night at 9 period next
TV, key CBS video station in N.Y., fall.
was axed after last week’s (10)
Time is now held by “Man
broadcast. Reason was the cancelAgainst. Crime,” bankrolled by the
lation by MacLevy Studios of the
Tobacco.
rival
R. J. Reynolds
middle quarter-hour, the only segLucky Strike optioned the halfment which had been bankrolled.
hour slot several months ago, when
Station is keeping the show* on It still had hopes that Jack Benny
its active roster, with the intention
would consent to do a weekly
of giving it a fresh start next fall.
TV show. Benny subsequently re*
pacted fpr his weekly 'radio series, with only a few TV stints to
Lucky
be aired Sunday nights.
Strike, as a result, is now seeking
another package to install in th*
Thursday night time in the fall.
According to CBS sales execs,
Reynolds (Camels) was informed
Stalls
at the time it moved “Man Against
Crime” into the Thursday period
from the Friday' night slot it orig-

These

1

to build

rPinl Party’ Axed

it

is

&

too, there’s

clear

the time

Loyal Femmes.
Added factor in daytime radio’s
new sphere of importance in the
scheme of advertising is. the fact
that, by comparison with nighttime
Despite the so-called soft .market
Henry Jaffe, attorney for Miss
dialers., the largely-femme mornShore, flew out to the Coast over currdhtly confronting the television
ing and afternoon; radio audience the weekerid for huddles 'with the networks,. WCBS-T.V, flagship sta-

'Stork Club' Cues

Then

to

The reappraisal pf daytime vs.
nighttime radio values in the wake
of the- TV ascendancy can practically be summed up In the latest
Nielsen rating figures. .What has
happened is revolutionary in scope.
The top daytime radio show
(“Romance of Helen Trent”) is
only four points under the No. 1
nighttime radio program (“Lux
Radio Theatre”). The gap is gradually being closed and at such a
clip that CBS has already placed
as its major order of business on
the fallv agenda the establishment
of an equal rate structure for daytime and nighttime, resulting In a
50% slash in the after-dark rate
formula.
Indicative of how the nighttime
network radio audience is 'declining* with an upsurge in daytime listeners, is the fact that “Helen
Trent,” with a 9.5 rating, has a
4,000,000 radio-home penetration,
while “Lux Radio Theatre,” with a
13.6, tops it by only 1,821,000 homes
r—or a total of 5,821,000.,
Comparisons of the Top 10 Nielsens for daytime and nighttime ra-

this week was forced
one cigaret sponsor off!

CBS-TV

By GEORGE ROSEN

WM

may

which bowed on ABC-TV last fall.
While some network clients have
He says he gave “Home Town” to been bemoaning the skyrocketing,
Apparently you- can buy 'Worth- the agency to handle in 1950. Suit TV time and. talent costs, it’s ex-ington L. “Tony” Miner produc- was filed,** last week in N. Y. Su- peqted
that this will not apply totions in all shapes, forms and sizes preme Court.
WCBS-TY on a local level, 'Localon NBC-TV. Faced with difficulty
video outlets have been Coining
full*
Miner's
ik trying to dispose of.
money during tKe last year- or so,hour dramatic production, being CBS-TV
with
WCBS-TV alone having
peddled at $40,000 with, no takers
(Continued on. page 42)
NBC-TV is offering
thus
far,
ORIGINATIONS
PHILLY
—L- -U~
Miner - produced shows to all
Network programming proclivity
comers, in. any given segment.
CBS-TV of Philadelphia’s CBS ‘TV CITY’
First customer is RCA, which is for
buying a half-hour. Miner-produced WCAU-TV was socked with twin
dramatic show for its Friday night cancellations this week, as one
UNVEILING
EAST
at 8 period' during the summer
checked off a show and
In an attempt to demonstrate
months. Although dropping Den- sponsor
nis Day and Ezio Pinza, who have the web decided to drop another graphically the scope of its “TV
been alternating in the Friday one after several months of in City” now under construction on
Coast, CBS-TV will unveil an.
spot for RCA, the client is retain- ability to sell it. As a result, the
all-electronic working model of the
;
„
r
ing the valuable time franchise.
Philly outlet s offerings for the,
p roj cc t to agencies, clients and the’
:

AXES BRACE OF

—

"

MODEL

FOR

1

•

'

j

i

y

.

;

j

web

will

be trimmed from

six

press

shows to four.
Both shows being axed are aired
Hollywood, May 13.
Sundays, including “Ranger Joe,”
Ben Blue, nitery comic, spring- on which Ranger Joe Cereals isj
boarded from a guest shot to the cancelling, aqd “Junior Hi-Jinx,”
head of his own show on “Colgate which CBS has decided to jettison.
Comedy Hour” May 25. Other ele- They leave after the May 25
ments are being assembled. An- broadcast. The following Sunday,

Ben Blue on Colgate

1

,

1

other

first

for Colgate is

Herb

Shrl-

CBS

will *mo-ve “In the Park,” also

who takes his origination in a WCAU-TV show, into the Sunday
“Comedy Hour” still has noon to 12:30 slot, replacing the
N.
Jane 8 to fill, with Bob Hope the two 15 minute programs. “M&M
ner,

Y.

most likely booking.
Candy Carnival” will remain in its
Eddie Cantor's June 15 airing present 12:30 to 1 p.m. Sunday
period. Other two Philly shows reis the season’s finale for Colgate
with “Big Payoff” filling in for 13 maining are “What in the World”
and “Big Top.”
weeks.

at

its

homeoffice

today

Model,
(Wed.) 'and tomorrow.
measuring 14x15 feet, was flown
in from the Coast on a speciallychartered plane.
Replica of “TV City” will have
studio lights in operation, doors
opening and closing and even the
turntables working electronically
Web has had
via remote control.
the model built in order to demonstrate that the “City” is not merely
a TV plant but should represent to
video what Willow Run did to production of planes during the war.
CBS-TV will tour the model
around the country after the N. Y.
demonstrations.
.
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Jackiefleller Gets a TV
Pitt Nitery

Spread for

A

feud that threatened to break out into open violent warfare
City’s waterfront appears to have been ended as a
result of the rivals appearing together bn Barry Gray’s post-midnight gab session on WMCA, N. Y,
What gives the incident an ironic twist is that
had recently run a series, “The Waterfront Story,” which attacked crime
and racketeering on the docks and which lashed out at Josenh p.
Ryan, prez of -the- International Longshoreman's Assn., and also hit
at Anthony Anastasia, Brooklyn pier boss.
It was this series which indirectly led to Ryan’s and -Anastasia’s
expose series, 'Ryan’ apburying the hatchet. After the
peared on Gray’s eatery-originationer to give his side of the story
(this was while Tex McCrary was subbing for the vacationing Gray).
At this time Ryan said that Anastasia seemed to be "looking for
trouble.” Ryan was invited back and Anastasia was asked to come
.on another night. Either through a mixup of dates;' or because the
two men thought it better to appear together, they surprised Gray
by showing up on the same occasion., However, each denied that
he knew the. other would .be, on the same show and .both agreed
that their gab on the show started out “pretty hot.”
They cooled off somewhat while palavering at Gray’s mike- and
evidently made further peace overtures at a conference after the
'
program.

on
Pittsburgh,

May

13,

Jackie Heller., veteran vaude
Washington, May 13.
‘singer and cafe owner, has landed
Virtually without opposition, the
his own TV show here 6 n
Fenptie B’casters to Elect and it’s a double-barreled deal for.
House* yesterday (Mon.) passed the
Gathings resolution to investigate
New York chapter of American him. Show's called “The Carousel/
imfor
radio and TV programs
Women in* Radio & Television- will after hi£ downtown nitery -of the
imand
a
offensiveness
morality,
elect officers at its annual dinner same; name, and the set is even
interior of his spot.
proper emphasis on crime subjects. meeting Monday (19) 'at the. War- replica of the
r
tl;a
that
exploitarequires
terrific
a
Whole ttiing s
The measure
wick Hotel.
House
Heller hot spot
inquiry he conducted by the
Nominations include: for prez tion angle for. the
Committee
paid’for-the proInterstate Commerce
of ABC and and the guy gets
Frederick
Pauline
for
recommendations
besides.
,
gram
that
for
and
MacDonald,. DuMont;
the Duncan
legislation be submitted during
Only trouble is that it may not
first v.p., Agnes Law, CBS, and
Congress.
of
of
continuation
session
present
Dorothy Kemble, MBS; for second last too long: With
Rep, Oren v.p.,. Barbara Welles, WOR, and the brewery strike here, Duquesne
It is expected that
named Josephine McCarthy, WNBT; for Brewery gave up its Wednesday
Harris (D.-Aric.) will be
chairman of a five-man subcom- secretary* Helen Whyte', of British evening, 8-8:30 slot, with undermay Info Service; and Frances Foley standing that half-hour would be
mittee to hold hearings, which
well as Gannon, WNYC; for treasurer, Pat returned to the suds outfit week
be held in New York as
Alma Greaf, after, walkout, ended. So Amana’
Washington. Rep. E. C. Gathings Meikle, DuMont,
resolution, MBS.
Home Freezer, through Harry Ko(D.-Ark,), author of the
Commerce
the
dinsky, picked up 15 minutes at
of
member
is not a
8:15 for the Heller program and it
Committee and will not be eligible
was launched on less ‘than 48
to serve.
hours’ notice. However, .station
Gathings drew strong support
feels it’ll be able to clear a quarter
quesfor his resolution when the
time for Heller when
of hour for
consideration.
tion came up for
Duquesne returns, although that’s
C.
Rep. Joseph R. Bryson (D.-S,
still problematical.
wilfully
said some TV shows are
the
Kodinsky and Jack Price are proand maliciously” corrupting
ducing “Carousel” with Bob Holt
young by “breaking into the nurdirector, and Heller uses his
as
beverages.
sery” to sell intoxicating
by John-

WMCA

1

1

,

1

•

$2,500,900

-

Falloff in

Rees

Camay

(R.-ICan.)

Rep. Edward
Conthought it “a food idea for
thing
gress to put its hands on this
Rum
Rep.
policing.”
some
do
and
W. Shafer added that “television
own
its
for
bold
too
is getting
good” and that many programs are
youthful
to
“highly destructive”
II.

^
9
65 employees of Pedlar &
Over
Ryan-, New York ad .agency, will be
-

looking for positions shortly, following surprise announcement over
the weekend that the agency is
folding shop. After Thomas L. L.
mentality.
Ryan, P&R’prexy, decided to leave
Gamble
Even though' he saw danger ot the* business, Procter
censorship in the inquiry, Rep. A. said that it' had appointed Benton
conL. Miller (Ii.-Neb.) joined In
Bowles to handle its advertising
&
I
demnation of certain TV shows.
for Camay soap. Latter has a budgme,
see things on TV that shock
et estimated at $2,500,000.
that
scripts
the
he said. It isn’t
Among the staffers who will
it s
are so objectionable, he added,
leave the agency, on or before Oct,
the suggestions, the movements, 1, are Winfred (Wiff) Roberts, rathe little thinrs that are hidden dio-television director; Don Quinn,
and not put into words.”
time buyer; John Mackay, who hanMiller suggested that “if they died all copy, and Betty Shay (wife
want to put on a burlesque show’ of director Ted Corday), who hanor Strip tease, maybe they should died talent.
set aside a half-hour during which
Among the shows affected is
parents can lock their children in “Pepper Young,” which has' been
bed.”
dlrcctcd by Chick Vincent.
Resolution provides that the
B&B takes over the Camay accommerce committee “conduct a count Oct. 1 Other accounts which
full and complete investigation and
en l' an ng a e
i
r^
i"i
study to determine, the extent to
s 10 e Corp
Pei i & Peck|
;
S l users
,
which radio and TV programs are neither
of TJj or TV.
contain imcurrently, available
moral or otherwise offensive matter, or place improper emphasis
upon crime, violence and corrup- Madden Coast-Bound
It further calls for recomtion.”
*

&

Reps;

.

ABCs

I

.

AM

.

*

.

To

mendations

.for.

legislation

“to

Finalize-

eliminate .offensive and undesirable

programs and to promote higher
radio and TV standards,”
The House also approved a resolution by Gathings to probe obscene literature, particularly cheap
pocket-sized books, magazines and
comic books. This inquiry will be
conducted by a special nine-man
committee to be named by the
speaker. It is expected that Gathings will

$2,500,000

NBC-TY Fact on

'

'Carbine Williams’

floppy

will -finalize financial ar-

'Quickies In

a

move

^

.

,

to £lve radio a

flexibility for advertisers,

ABC

new

Layne

come up with a “Triple Exposure”
plan, a series of three five-minute
strips daily, with bankrollers able
to buy as little as one or as many
as 15 0 f the quickie shows weekly.
Talent cost of the entire package
0 f 15 capsules will be under $2,000.
Wendy Barrie will cut three

Font Foundation

Politico Deal

-

TV
•

scattering their
positions,
plugs .as they wish, and the chain’s
researchers feel. that on a cumulative basis three of the flve-^ninute airers will tap. as many dialers
as the typical evening' quarter-hour
Backers will get* conshow.
_ one segment
rates_ and
tiguous
_
on ^Monday and another 01V Fricharged at the 10-min
day w ju
ute -rate rather than twice the fiver

—

variety

with Barrie,” including interviews
with Broadway and -Hollywood

May

13.

expected to approve the project
and earmark $ 1 000,000 for the exhaustive survey that is expected to
consume a year.
Paid staff .of experts from TV
would be engaged and public hearings held in all the major markets.
Undertaking would be similar id
this country to a~ British Royal
Commission, but without any government participation.
Full appraisal of every factor of televising
would be accepted as the official
concept of trade practices and possibly adopted by the FCC because
of the detached and unbiased interest of the Ford Foundation..

Programming

in all its phases
(Continued on page 43)

and “Feminine

Chicago, May 13.
System,
Liberty ‘Broadcasting
going through a ’series of retrenchments, has bowed out of its
$359,000 three-year pact for broadcast rights to the Chicago White
Sox baseball games. Contract for
the Sox games has been t?ken oyer
by WCFL which has been serving
as the origination outlet for the
*

LBS Windy
(

Operation Heat Wave’

As WNBT’s ‘Come On’

City 'diamond airers.

The indie will continue to feed the
games to the 12 -station network
in the Sox promotional territory.

LBS has also cut back its service
to affiliates by 50%, slashing its
from 16 to eight hours daily
feeds
For
Clients
Earlier
12 noon to 8 p.m.
New plan to lure seasonal spot from.
time eliminates its night
advertisers during the
summer sign-off
leading to
baseball
broadcasts,
months was unveiled this week by'
Speculation that the sports network
WNBT, the NBC video web’s key may
be withdrawing from the baseN. Y. outlet.
Tagged “Operation
Liberty has been
Heat Wave,” the plan will function ball picture.
the Day,
from now through August and is sending out a‘ Game of
Brooklyn DodgWhite
Sox,
using
designed specifically to tie in
Boston
weather reports with such prod- ers, Cincinnati Reds and
However, acucts as air conditioners, bathing Red Sox contests.
cording to a Sox spokesman the
suits, sun tan lotions, etc.
the
Plan embraces all available one- termination^ of its pact with
pickups
minute spots, 20 -second station web also ends the GOTD
outbreaks and 10 -second shared iden- which were piped to stations
were
tifications.
For all sponsors who side the Sox territory and
the
separately' from
sign on, WNBT’s traffic control de- handled
hookup.
WCFL-LBS.
partment* will call their time buyIVfeanwhile, it was- learned that
ers each day between 11 a.m. and
C. McConnell
3 p.m. and furnish the official attorney Thomas
weather and temperature forecast who. is handling Liberty’s $12,000.for the following day, as well as 000 antitrust suit filed^against 13
a lineup on the spots available. major league teams, 'is seeking
Buyer will have until 3 p.m. to' or- clarification from the network as
der his spots for the following day. to its future plans of operation.
Clients will thus have a choice
Both prexy Gordan McLenc-on
of either using or not using the and veepee James Foster denied
spots on any particular day. Same from the Dallas headquarters that
setup, will be followed on Fridays the network is in financial 'trouble
for the weekend.
or may close down.

Summer

'

.

,

*

,

Flair,” tips
on glamor, housekeeping, children,
She’ll tape the segments in
«tc.
a couple of sessions, and will handle announcing chores herself.

celebs;

Time-Life, Inc., which is prob- of the pact, will pick up syndicaTimes of the strips will be set
ably spending more money on po- tion rights again to the 54 hour
convention tic-ins than any long pix, which Boyd mtfde origi when ABC gets a definite go-ahead,
network advertiser, embarked on nally for theatrical release and on but it would probably include a
motning spot and two afternoon
another new politico deal this which he built his TV rep.
"
week by pacting with CBS to disFrederic W. Ziv Co., meanwhile, spots.
specially-pre- which had been reported bidding
tribute
4.000,000
pared brochures on the conventions against NBC for rights to the HopIt will' be py pix, declared this * week that
to the general public.
Very-High Cost
Time magazine, cooperating, with such was not the case. In a pre
Pointing up the fact that
both the radio and TV divisions pared statement, Ziv declared that
operators of many of the newof CBS.' Project will cost Time Boyd’s representatives had called
television
ly-allocated
chanon his outfit originally, even
over $ 1 000 000
nels will encounter plenty of
Brochures, prepare^ by Time though tile pac* with NBC does not
difficulty in showing a profit,
Ziv
editors, are designed as a special expire untft Dec. 31, 19$4.
the CBS-TV research depart“guide” to 'the conventions and quoted the*Boyd agents as saying
ment this week spotlighted the
situation in Goldfield, Nev.,
will, of course, be strictly impartial that they were “dissatisfied with
which has been assigned a
politically, despite Time-Life’s en- various aspects of their association
very-high frequency channel.
dorsement of Gen. Dwight D. with the network and had request
With Goldfield having a popEisenhower for the Republican ed and been promised release from
Incorporating
24 their contract.” Ziv added:
ulation of about 2 000 even
nomination.
“They asked us if we would hanwhfrn the entire area within
pages, they’ll give an overall histransmitting range is 100
tory of past conventions, their dle the Hopalong ’Cassidy films
saturated with TV receivers,
place In the political function of after they secured this release. We
said
we
happy
would
be
to
discuss
the station, if it pegged its rate
the country, plus a lineup on the
their it, but they later reported back
with
candidates
card on CBS’ present cost-pervarious
that NBC had refused to release
thousand index, would be sellpolicies.
Time-Life originally had a deal them and had given -them a longer
ing time at only 97c. per hour.
And, while such a low charge
to bankroll convention coverage and better arrangement. It is apparent
NBC
the
that
rescinded
reweb
but
bowed
might
interest some sponsors,
via the DuMont
it
doesn’t give the station
out when the two major parties lease when they learned Boyd’s
much of a chance to earn any &
questioned the outfit’s endorsement representatives had approached us
with an offer.”
revepue.
9 t Eisenhower.
,

Hollywood,

into,

litical

,

Survey Fund

First comprehensive study of
network radio, and television ever to be undertaken
which meets the needs of the new by private enterprise Is in the imAM economy
mediate future of Ford Foundation
Spenders will be able to choose of Pasadena. Board of directors is

a

'

reps have the machinery “w i t h
which to sell -and service spot TV
agencies and advertisers.” He
stressed that spot tele “enjoys a
healthy volume, which will grow
in a sharply rising line as each new
TV station goes on' the air.”
The decline in the number of
bankrollers -using TV spots is something of a mystery in the trade.
However, most station reps feel
(Continued bn page 32)

to

meeting. Sales .toppers of the web
are hot for the idea, which they
f ee i wdl perm it small- bankrollers
get

stations and station reps,
for whom income from national
spot advertisers is one of their
most lucrative sources of income.
However, 'the outlets and reps
are taking consolation from the
fact that, on a dollar volume basis,
this year’s figured are* above spot
income for the same 'months last
year. The higher take is' due in
part, to increased rates, but the
growth in dollar .volume is steeper
than the hike in time charges.
Nevertheless there is a marked
leveling-off In the amount of coin
national advertisers are putting into- the spot field.
Lifting of the freeze on new TV
station construction may bring a
big boom in spot TV,- according to
Thomas F. Flanagan, managing director of the National Assn, of RaTelevision Station Repredio
sentatives. Flanagan feels tjiat the
'

audiUon tapes today (Wed.) and
will sit iu on tomorrow’s sales

to

among

.

.

While the new pact runs for 10
years, Madden said he did not be
lieve there will be a need for any
more than the 52 new pix now
planned to span that' time.
He
pointed out that NBC, under terms

is scripting.

has

rangements on the 52 new half- minute rate:
v
hour pix which Boyd is to make
be selected as chairman.
The three strips will be: “World
over the next two years at a refeature
in
editorial
an
living/'
of
ported cost of $2,500,000, and will
which Miss Barrie will comment on
also work out promotion deals on
of subjects; “Backstage
the property.

TVer

Triple Exposure

„
*n

For the first time in. television’s
number of accounts in
the spot video field dias shown a
decline. Trend is causing concern
'

.

CBS

Thaw May Reverse Trend
history, the

their

NBC-TV sales and operations
veepee Edward D. Madden left for
a peek’s trip to the Coast over
the' weekend
to
put the final
touches on the New NBC pact with]
Bill
(Hopalpng Cassidy) Boyd.j
Madden

Spot Users Worries

New'’ television show based on
“Carousel” band, batoned
ny Marino, for the accompaniment the life and inventions of David
who
to his songs. For his o.pener, he Marshall (Carbine) Williams,
headlining at his developed the carbine -rifle, is
had Guy
packclub> f or a brief guest stint; other- being wrapped up by indie
ager Sundel Frank. While Metro
was all’ Heller singing.
wise
has just released a film titled
“Carbine Williams” and starring
James Stewart, Frank has sewed
up all other radio, TV, legit, film
and merchandising rights.
New show, titled “Carbine Williams and His Workshop of Wonders,” is designed primarily for
moppet video audiences. Robert

'

.
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The .general, economic uncertainties and stockholder statements
by major corporations showing declines in net profit (after taxes)
for the first quarter of ’52, is responsible for current jitters around
the TV networks* Within the next few weeks some of television’s
biggest^spowioi*. will be facted with making, their '52-’53 season
program: *compi|tments. Coming as it. does’ on top of those corporation financial dirges, th> webs are anticipating a “tight money’'
round, of, negotiations.
For one^thing. it’s generally agreed there will be no more freefor-all bidding fpr top coin properties, unless shared, by sponsors
on a participating basis* in order to reduce costs. Failure. of NBCTV to peddle the “Studio Miner’.' dramatics at $40,000, for example,
is seen as a trend of the times, with shows in the $20,000 bracket
as probable tops in the upcoming sponsorship sweepstakes.

Set

Fact that “What's My Line”
on NBC radio Tuesday
nights at 10, sponsored by
Philip Morris via Blow agency,
has Young Ac Rubicam miffed.
YAcR had bought the 10 p.m.
strip on ABC for Gulf Oil for
a quarter-hour newscast with
John Daly, who emcees “Line”
and consequently will be bucking himself on Tuesdays.
will go

cuits.
This is completely independent of the BBC-created Imports,
such as the “BBC Theatre” and

other culture-slanted programming

WNYC,

sifting reports

new

of,

Set-side Sherlock*
Hollywood,

affiliates

have always taken

AM

rate
a strong stand against
cuts in fact, they have stated that

—

good reason, for upping
there
radio time charges. The commitis

tee,

it’s

prit in the

understood, will attempt

discussed at all its top-level meetings, no .definite, action has. been
taken and won’t be taken, until results of new station coverage surveys are in.

the existence of two yardsticks may
cause some contusion. Baker will
be at the AC's Tuesday session,
while Nielsen
expected on
is
'

Wednesda~y.
Another ^eseaich topped C.- El

(Continued on p*igc~43)

-

15 minutes,

first

15 minutes. Charitable organizations pick a contestant, and
Cerebral P^lsy Assn. Was the
first to name eligibles.
FCC
okayed the stunt, which is on
a sustainer program.

more, information on CBS’
reported rate hacking, which the
web has denied. Columbia has said
that will the rate picture has been

sions to merge failed, have been
in sharp, competition'. Stations are
interested ip the problem because

13.

and the coin drops $100 each

to get

Significantly, the committee will
hear reports by A. C. Nielsen, on
his Nielsen Coverage Service, and
by Dr. Kenneth M. Baker, of Standard Audit & Measurement, on the
latter’s
Broadcast
Measurement
Bureau-type survey. Both these
groups are making roughly-similar
coverage Studies and, after, discus-

May

KECA-TV has inaugurated
“Mystery Bank Movies,” a pair
of whodunits running each Friday night, offering $1-,000 if a
qualified viewer picks the cul-

rate-slash-

ing.

The

The British imports will be conspicuous on the NBC and CBS airlanes this summer, according to
present plans. NBC is installing a
new series, specially created for
the network, based on “Scarlet
Pimpernel.” It will be transcribed
in London, with Marius Goring in
the -lead. It preems June 17 in the
Tuesday night 8 to B;30 slot being
Vacated for the summer by “Cavalcade of America.”

Affili--f

Television has pulled a stunt
much like the bank nights practiced by pix theatres during
depression days.

NBC-TV will have at least 17 of
regularly-scheduled shows riding through the summer during
Class A time, with a number of
other, sponsors coming In for lowercost replacements.
Since NBC is
offering no program contribution*

CBS

.

*

giving too:

Camel

On

hasn’t

'Strike

under

week

Imminent’

.

Tuesdays, Texaco takes a 13hiatus with the Milton. Berle

1

been

“Know. Yom^ Part-

•

the immediate agenda.
One of
those auditioned last week, ‘“Start
Talking,” is now aired on BBC

Please/'

“News Cara-

retaining its

show, and NBC will sub “Juvenile
Jury” and Bill Stern's “Sports
Radio Writers Guild yesterday Quiz,” both
shows still sustaining;'
(Tues.) afternoon sent off to PhilPficG retains the “Fireside TheAdmiral and Westinghouse, atre” time
co.
hut subs “Boss Lady,” a
sponsors of -election and convennew vidfllm series, starting July 1;
tion coverage von the webs, letter^
“Armstrong Circle Theatre” coninforming them that a strike is tinues;
Old Gold retains its “Origi“imminent.” Move was made after nal Amateur Hour,”
and Mutual of
the RWG was informed by J. R.
Omaha may stay on with the Bob
Mandelbaum, federal commissioner Considine show.
of conciliation for the N. Y. area,
Wednesdays will have a sustaintha't earlier in the day the chains,
ing replacement for Kate Smith
ABC, CBS and NBC, had “flatly starting ‘June 18, which will probrefused” to grant the “commercial ably
be a‘ musical show frompool” the union is demanding. Let- “Washington” titled “Heritage”;
ters to other bankrollers will fol“Kraft Theatre” continues, and *
low.
sustaining replacement is to* go
The commercial pool would con- ih the 10 to lOlflO slot now held by
sist of fees td. be divided among Hazel Bishop after the May 28th
staff new? .writer* for sponsored show.
On Thursdays, DcSoto*
newcasts*
RWG contend* tHat Plymouth will have re-runs of the
most other staffers, such as direc- Groucho Marx show; Borden's will
tors aiK^ announcers, get commer- take an eight-week hiatus on “TT
cial •feies' on sponsored .shows, and Men,” with no replacement set yet;
•staff continuity writers have been- “Dragnet” and “Gangbusters” con-

*

that

is

basis until 11.

-

is

Chev-

Dinah

van” in the 7:45 to 8 o’clock strip.
Starting at 8 on Mondays, Crosley
and Speidel are slated to take hiatus on Paul WincheU, with “Quiz
Kids” filling in for eight weeks.
Voice of Firestone” .continues froqi
8:30 to 9; Enhds retain* “Lights
Out” from 9 to 9:30; both Ldcky
Strike and Johnson’s Wax are continuing with the Robert Montgomery show, 9:30 to 10:30, and “Who,
Said, That” continues on a co-op

mhch

prominence to such UV S.-originated programs as “What’s
My Line?”
With the recent BBC-TV
premiere Qf “Know Your Partner,” Leonard Mosley, of the

What Mosley

Wednesday and Friday

Shore show the other two evenings,
with a remote show labeled “Sightseeing” to sub starting July -1.

Cautioned by RWG

ner” ran for more than a year
on CBS as “Rate Your Mate,”
with Joey Adams,

Trying to line] up alternate-week
sponsors for top-budgeted 60-minute TV shows apparently isn't easy
these days. With the decision of
Ford Motor Co. not to throw in its
lot with Lincolif-Mercury in sharing sponsorship of the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town,” It looks
like CBS-TV may have a threefold problem on pacting alternate
sponsors.

Monday,

1

London, May 13.
For some time now British'
critics have been lamenting the fact in their columns
is'

off.

7:30 to 7:45 p, m. slot, while
rolet takes a hiatus for its

feels that the latter may affeet the live quality of the
daily Daly show if it’s slotted
directly opposite.
YAcR met with Daly yesterday (Tues.) to
effect sorfie compromise, hoping that “Line” can be shifted

or dropped.

TV

BBC

pay

to the web’s latest
schedule, “Those Two” remains for Procter At Gamble in the

Gad! These American*

that

will

According

two new British packages, with a
third, featuring Alistair Cooke, on

told

i

summer TV

summer

.

Radio last week auditioned

this year to its bankthe fact that so many of

them have decided to go through
the dog days with their present
shows indicates their, belief' that

Daly, of course, will do the
live and be heard
on “Line” via tape, but Gulf
-

any kind

of

rollers,

news show

Daily Express, expressed hap-"
piness that “at long last” the
British were able to come up
with a show that, in his opinion, was as unique as “What’s
My Line?”
i

its

Daly’s Daily Double

that’s a part of the program pattern
of such stations as
N. Y.

ates Committee in New York next
Tuesday and Wednesday (20-21),
although scheduled a couple of
weeks ago in line with decisions
made in Chi at the time of theNARTB convention, will probably
devote a major portion of is time

NBCrNew Shows on Agenda
f

TJ. S. radio appears to be on a
British binge/ On the basis of
plans now being blueprinted, this
summer will witness a flock of the
British-accented shows riding the
networks and transcription cir-

•

Meeting of the All-Radio

(fir

,

:

“•

title
the
“One Minute
U. S. version will have

an “All-American" cast, with Mike
Wallace as moderator;* anfi* a
panel comprising." ex-Britisher Jan
Struther, Isabel Leighton, Jane getting the fees for past two years. tinue alternating for Liggett Ac
Union says it wants to give the Myers; Ford remains on,, probably
In addition to “Toast,” Bud- Pickens, David Brockman; Marc news staffers the same breaks as
(Continued on page 32)
weiser wants, to get off the every- Connolly and Gene Raeburn. It'* the. continuity staffers and other
(Continued on page 32)
w;eek hook of picking up the tab
.guilds.
for the Saturday night Ken Murray
Strike; if called, may develop
show.
Thus far nobody’s come
into a national walkout, sin6e RWG
along to give Budweiser a helping NBC Names Davidson
units in Hollywood and Chi are not
hand.
talking with the local CBS manageIn addition it’s reported that
Eastern Sales Manager ments. Originally RWG had deWestinghiouse would also like to
national talks, but dropped
manded
As the latest step in expansion
follow ici the footsteps of the other
the demand when NBC and ABC
major dramatic entries in. tele- of its radio’ spot sales department, staff writers in Chi and L. A. voted
NBC this week named Bill Davidsummer
program
CBS-TV's
vision by alternating on sponsorson as eastern -sales manager for to join National Assn, of Broad- schedule was almost completely
ship of “Studio One.”
Lucky
Technicians
cast
Engineers
Ac
the department.
/With'only
wrapped
*up Ibis. W£Ck r
Strike now shares the Robert
Nevertheless, the Coast
Davidson at One time worked (CIO).
two major .nighttimq -spots, remainMontgomery dramatics with. Johnand Chi units might -synchronize
While most of
son Wax; 'PhSlco and Goodyear for the station relations depart- action against Columbia with the ing to be filled.
the shows have been set, the spondivide the Sunday night “Play- ment of both ABC and NBC, and Gotham local.
sor picture is also incomplete, but
house"* series on NBC-TV, while most recently was one of the .top
Webs have offered the union an all signs point to the fact that sales
Celanese .and Frigidaire play the account execs for the Free Ac Pepay hike, but bargaining veepee Fred M. Thrower wasn’t too
bi-wqekly > circuit on “Celanese ters station rep outfit. In his new 11V6%
directly
to Bob on wage issue has been deferred optimistic when he predicted more
reports
post,
he
Theatre” and “Pulitzer Prize PlayLeder, NBC's national spot sales until settlement of the “pool” ques- than a month ago that 100% of the
house.”
tion.
manager.
bankrollers
would
ride
web's
through the summer.
Two time periods still open are
IKE’S ABILENE
•
the alternate Thursdays at 8 p. m.,
9
in
Former
and .Saturdays at 9:30.
slot
is now occupied by Ronson’s
GET TV PICKUP
•

,

*

\

Seen as Clincher
considered as

It’s

bet that

walk

off

.a fairly ,$afe

BBDAcO agency

will again
with the Republican Party

radio-television bilUngs! this year,
as it did in the general elections
four years ago.
(Democratic Na.

tional

Committee account is hanJoseph Katz agency.)
.

dled by the
Fact that

Ben Duffy, prez of
has just spent a week in
Florida .with
Gov, Thomas E.
Dewey, GOP factotum on the Gen.
Eisenhower - for - President
bandwagon, is regarded as clinching the
agency wedding with the. Republican National Committee, since it’s
figured that Dewey’s in a position
to swing it.

BBD&O

GOP campaign war .chest for
radio-TV adds up to a hefty chunk
c °m, most of It spent between
the time of the July nominations
and the November election.

CBS-lYs Summer

'

•

'

TALK

n

.

TO

Kansas

City,

May

Television nets will pick

13.

up the

speech by Gen. Eisenhower
after he returns to the U. S. next
first

He

will talk at the homecelebration in Abilene,
INITIAL
Kans., his home town, June 4, and
Owens-Illinois is embarking 6n both NBC and CBS have plans for
its initial
television programming grabbing- the gab.
venture, with Baltimore chosen as
A mobile relay link set up bethe “testing ground/*'
tween Abilene and Omaha, end of
a s! °utfit
hast
bought the the cable, will do the trick, the de^
Foreign Intrigue” series filmed tails now being worked out. Radio,
in Sweden
which' Ballantine spon- too, -will catch the speech.
sors in li markets (and which is
Talk will be a report on the
made available to other clients Eisenhower administration
Eun cities not
penetrated by the beer rope and comments On other issues
?•
company.)
are
radio
and
videb
of the day, and
Fro^ra.m will be carried in Bal- expected to have top audiendes for
timore
by WAAM.
the event.
i-x y
m
U /Mil >

month..

TV VENTURE
4

•

•

*

;

‘

'

|

Roster Looks Set

.

OWENS-ILLINOIS IN

•

coming

“Star of the Family,” the Peter

NBC

grabbed itself the surprise package of the year this week
Philip Morris decided to preem the radio version of “What’s*
My Line” on that web as a summer replacement, rather than on
CBS, whose TV network has aired the video version since its incep-

Lind H£yes-Mary Healy starrer,
which will exit ‘when the sponsor
checks off early next month. Web
has several properties in the hopper as a replacement, to rotate
with Bums Ac Allen, on which Carnation Milk is "continuing as sponsor through, the summer.
Saturday night period is now ocby the
hour-and-arhalf
cupied
“Songs for Sale.” CBS-fV originally planned to keep “Songs,”
which is sustaining now, through

when

'

tion.

featuring John Daly as moderator and the same panel
spotted weekly on the CBS-TV web, takes over the Tuesday night
at 10 slot starting next week (20) for PM, replacing the Eddie.
Cantor show. Since the TV show has been so closeiy associated
would
with CBS, it "had been almost taken for granted that.
version as a summer replacement for its Sunday night
buy the
“Playhouse on Broadway” via CBS. Program execs of the latter
web, in fact, had already been making their plans On that assumpShoftr,

PM

AM

summer in order to help it retain the audience it has built this
when it comes time to pitch
It up for a. sale next fall, “Songs”
may be given a hiatus, however,
with the web substituting film in-,
the

tion.

“Line” is packaged by the Mark Gpodson-Bill Todman outfit. Although they too have been closely associated with. CBS, they broke
from that web earlier .this year Via their “Name’s the Same/’ which
All their other packages, however, remain on
is aired on ABC-TV.
PBS, including .the TV’ed “Line.” Panelists oh the show include
Dol'd thy Kilgallen, Bennett Cerf, Arlene Francis and Hal Block*
*

•

*

year

.

stead for the

summer.
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,
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potentialities of educational teleIt covers the gamut of
vision,
school subjects and shut-in viewers
can earn a diploma. The edition
of last Friday (9), which, .wask de
voted to debunking the propaganda O’Connor, on the other hand,
techniques used Tty some office- stepped forth as a Chaplin in which
seekers, was informative for adult he displayed a fine flair for panviewers as well as for the high tomime.. His leading of a crewless
school set, and R s approach to th^ barid to the live music of A1 Good.

subject was fresh and engaging.
Program used several methods to
demonstrate the unfair vote-gathering methods utilized by some
candidates. In the early discussion
portion (with three students, their
teacher and an announcer participating), cartoons and photos of
Congressmen kissing babies or
posing as the '"common man” were

444

4

4 4 4 4 4 44 4 4 4 44 4
-

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

transmitters (more powerful thant
their U. S. counterparts) serving
Britain, showed the equipment in
London’s Lime Grove studios ^apparently comparable in quality to
U. S. gear), and a model of the
Great White City, which the Brit-

I
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loses -his inhibitions with barmaid^,
has a lasting appeal* The role was
given a sock performance by John
Baragrey. The mistaken identity
gambit, with Baragrey told that his
future, father-in-law’s house is an
inn run by a busybody, was good
for plenty, of laughs as the young

man

Doe for keeping the play on an
even keel. Durward Kirby did his
.

usual* capable job
Plugs.
,

.

on the Goodyear

-

elections.

insulted his hospitable host. Saturday ,(10) on CBS-TV. It anAndrews also nicely put peared that both Borge and Murover the role of the -girl, who ray were a. little more concerned
decided to pose, as ,a barmaid to about; extra curricular cracks than
thaw Bara grey’s shyness.. Others the script.
The. oflVthe-cuffinc
Lin the cast, all acquitting them- militated... against
Boree’s usual
selves ably, were Leslie" Rarrie, sharpness,
Borge was given a bit in a Dutch
Leonard Bell, Anthony KembleCooper, Beverly Whitney, Fred- setting. He had a chance to banter
erick WorlOck, Elizabeth Eustice,, with Murray and then went into
Jack Fletcher and Cynthia Latham, a turn with an assist by Laurie
-This wasn’t the perfect staging Anders. ^ Borge didn’t do badly, but
of "Stoops”—some of the. Unes the Danish pianist-comic has been
to hotter advantage,
were difficult to follow and the use
uri y endowed the program
of the Goldsmith-Boswell-Johnson*
-?£
ll
the
/ usual . accoutrements,
intiro was unnecessary^but overall
roost of which went off well. The
it was standout tele.
Bril
dramatic spot >withp Kay Francis
dkay e e
'Ed Sullivan, introducing guestars
7P
Errol Flynn and Paulette Goddard
McArthur
Blll Cal
on his "Toast of the Town” Sunday
.
(11) via CBS-TVt gagged that where;
P
his show usually makes stars out ofdifking
"Doin
g of
S
unknowns, this time it would make
a°S
ar°5
unknowns out of stars. And.it almost succeeded in doing just that. their Sn e in e rh rSpJ
Uh
th
Two film personalities participated customed expertness.
elnertnlss
Jose.
in what was supposed to' have been
a parody on TV’s private eye shows
but, with the exception of a few PUBLIC ..SERVANTS
NO. 1
okay visual gags, the* script was Director: Benn Squires
s

Stella

,

.

•

-

“*

wTmu??^

oS,

SL

and

While Writer:

pointless.

was good to see film names of
the calibre of Flynn and Miss Goddard' doing a live TV show, such
personalities would be wise to
make certain they get a script that
will show them off to better advantage.
it

Show

Don Marten*

Mon. 12:30 p.m.
Philadelphia
In line with the new Democratic
City administration's policy of getting clubby and fraternizing with
the voters, Mayor Clark has a TV
program and the District Attorney
an ? th ^ r Latest in the mimics
1 5 Mins.,

WPTZ,

-

"Toast,”

’
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star at the top of his game in the
grooving. He punched up the
stanza every time it gave evidence
of sagging. His graceful hoofery
and way with a song were especially standout—these and his dis-

arming good humor.
The one cave-in, by comparison,
was just past the middle break
which marked the appearance of
Hedy Lamarr. She Is something to
behold in face and figure. But
how O'Connor got Hedy’s garter
In a Paris cafe
fighting and winning a duel for 'the lady was poor
showmanship with which to centre
ohe of Hollywood's prime lookers.
She was decorative and that’s all,
but perhaps that’s sufficient. (Incidentally, NBC press had better straighten up and fly right;

^

•

NBC

•

'

—

m

—

TV—

i

^

—

,

dull, drag'gy

*

Stal.

stal.

Victor Borge didn’t get as much
value as he. should have on his
guesting on the Ken Murrav show

A

Donald O’Connor’s season finale
on "Colgate Comedy Hour” last
Sunday (11) found the triple threat

.

.

otherwise was standard for J
involving a. vaudeo hill
n(*
Bureau of Public Informa"Broadway TV Theatre” series which was well-paced and ran off fsmoothlv
Jackie a British aernhat tl0n to Present "Public Servants,”
on WOR-TV, N. Y., came up with
which will alternate the police dewhat was probably its best presenP^ment and the tire laddies
with
tation last week (5-9) with the stag- tterimeun
weeHy - E*P«ssed Purpose of proing of A. B. Shiffrin’s "Angel in baJancing ^t/That must have' grams is to engender understandthe Pawnshop.”
Reason for the broughf viewers to
ing. and cooperation with the pubthemscatc^pnn
success of "Angel” might lie in
and
turn increase,; morale
the fact that, where the previous led n^ wi th
of the cops and 'the smoke-eaters,
id d
plays staged in this series were fast native
Opene/(12)
was 'devoted to the
!
setting
r ?ffiy
2.k^<
S t0
somewhat antiquated, "Angel” was
showfilm gjip
gendarmes. Alter
&enuarmes.
After ium
clip snuwher.
rs
hpr
ush 11
xr
r Hi ci? hSiii
eller
^t er
e
produced on Broadway Only last thruch
Kls
ls
^
ing
motorcycle,
traffic and regular
"
”
f
Tvrlcc ^ful
Miss
Gibbs returned
year.
Actually,
e + rned bluCcoats
however,
the of Fir*,
bluecoats tin
tm duty along with intro
!;^
ater
for
a
whimsical tone* of the Shiffrin
0f C
by narrator. Police Commissioner
-p- i?
?.
work, which wasn’t enough to save Rain or
a §
nnrf
^Ricfrom
? ^. Thomas J. Gibbons read brief piece
k
it from an early Broadway grave, Wallrpr
^Roberts,
on a ims 0 ti -department and the
gives' the sho'w almost a classical th1 D'n1iv
rt
0
e lst 1<e d work of its 6,000 men in protecttele seems somen 1
with a hUfrS
*^iF ‘i(/r-i'
v
f
* kado
al- ing
the lives and property of
what primitive technically. The touch, indicating it ‘will play just thniitrh 1ho
iI!J?o
th
as well, at least on TV, 10 or 20
e e
1 alw .ay s 2,000,000.
Commissoner
off-the-tube* recording was below
amUh£ r ge T^
x?
ai v
Yank standards. .Technical direc- years from now.
?
i %’ Negro llrl- brought on a "typical officer”
Wlth a gfou P of Patrolman Al Brown (Badge 319)
As in previous weeks, the cast
tion, lighting and art work also
takeoffs
who took viewers oh a "we the peoseemed less expert than the XJ. S. and production crew worked al- 5
,
bunivan,
exceptionally good pie” tour to a classroom in the
variety. Program content, however, most flawlessly on the show caught
hls
role, retained his Police
since
they
had heen doing the
was good for an educational tele- (8),
Academy, where rookies
cast and, in fact, more resources same play for three nights previ- ^frLf^Pi1981 8 by conducting a learn fundamentals in an' eightwere thrown into this show than ously. In that single kspect, inci- pleasant interview with jockey Ed- week course.
wb lcb -vmvmavu
—
featured J.AJ.JLA1
would be given a similar sustainer dentally, might lie the chief sucfilm
A graphic exhibition of methods
here.
There were, for example, cess of the WOR-TV series. It’s clips of all five Arcaro Derby "win-' of disarming suspects, use of the
Rf., als P presented billiard nightstick and the "comealong’
film clips, a remote pickup, de- the only dramatic show on TV that nu rs
monstrations,
etc.,
which were gives the actors and crew a chance champ Willie Hoppe from the au- hold, were shown both in action
And, dience. Jack Donohue, incidentally, speed and later in slow motion.
wrapped up into a highly informa- to grow with their work.
with the ratings, proving the show filled
as director on the show for Stunts were -performed by an intive, if overly crowded, broadcast.
The British have heen working builds its audience from night to regular helmsman John Wray, who structor who used lellow officer as
on TV fbr, as long as the Ameri- night, viewers tuning in at the end was in Harkness Pavilion with an subject, and explained how as accans, 'and in fact had regular tele- of the week can almost certainly emergency appendectomy.
tion went along, The Commissoner
Stal
*
'formcasts going in 1936
assured viewers to call upon "your
samples of depend on a polished
which were shown via teletran- ance.
A poignantly touching drama of police” in any situation requiring
scriptions (and they seemed reThesps, under the deft handling a father’s search for
Future telecasts in series
his son, re- them.
markably good for their age). of Richard Lukin and Richard ported missing in
to see
action seven will give public opportunity
Poole, giving a summary of the Barr, made their somewhat iim years previously
specialists
in crime detection and
during World War
Fire
pioneering days of British tele plausible roles perfectly believable, II, made for
one of the better crime prevention at work.
reinventing, interviewed Dr. Magee, with the show at all times sustain- shows this
season on NBC-TV’s shows will develop similarly,
who described the .tube he invented ing audience interest.
hazfire
Ernest
Goodyear
Playhouse”
Sunday vealing how blazes start,
false
20 years ago. There \vas a remote Truex was fine as the kindly .old
the
of
ards,
the
seriousness
ght (1
orig feal play .'by
pickup from an engineering con- pawnbroker, the role orginated on Rion
ri
i
i2‘
vacations
1
Shapiro
titled "23d Mis- alarms, etc. With school
ference, where a 1932 camera and the stage by Eddie Dowling. Wendy sion, » the
should
story, by maintaining a coming on, the programs
an antique receiver of the same Drew turned in a masterful job. as sharply
in thegamer,
audience
an extrarealistic flavor, escaped
vintage were demonstrated. Both the ethereal young girl afraid ‘to completely
the tear-jerking aspects juve set.
operated on the 30-line principle face up to the present, and Herbert it might have
By cutting down intro and disengendered under
(compared to the present U. S. 525 Evers repeated the solid job he did less skillful
gimmick
acting, directing and pensing with the tourist
line standard) and it was interest- in the Broadway production as the
group of extras trekking around
(a
scripting facilities. As a result, the
ing to see the coarse image which struggling young writer/ Sylvia surprise
public)
ending, which might have to represent the curious
paved the way for today’s sharp Field (Mrs. Truex) shone in a been difficult
information
to swallow under less more time and actual
pictures.
smaller role and the supporting favorable
15 -mmauspices, emerged as a could he given out on the
On BBC-TV, announcers open players were top-drawer, including natural denouement,
Gagn.
ute segment.
strictly
in
shows on camera, unlike the U. S., Clark
Williams,
John Farrell, keeping with the facts
building up
*
and one reason may be that femme Willie Lewis and Casey Walters.*
to it.
Clyde Spltzner,
Philadelphia
announcers outnumber the male.
Single set, camera work and
Russell Hardie topped the stand- commercial manager of WIP, sucThe distaffers seem to have better other production mountings were out cast
the difficult role of the ceeds Horace Hutchinson, of Moropportunities than those of their excellent. Blurbs for General Tire father who
refused to give up hope. risville, Pa., as president of tne
sex have in the States, and Poole and Cavalier cigarets, coming
at By deft underplaying, he made Susquehanna
University Alumni
interviewed one who was a stunt the accepted intermission spots, completely
credible* .his emotions Club
Benedict Gimbel, Jr*»
.
gal—the Pearl White of
who were okay.
Stal,
wherl he first suspected liis soil president rof WIB* received Bo^s
broadcast from an autogiro, was
might, have been a deserter and Clubs of America award for his
rescued by fire-fighters and particoi
NBC-TV’s "Kraft Television The- then his sorrow to find that he had 15 years
service as a member
ipated in other risky special events. the” marked its fifth anni on
actually died a hero. Marcel T-Iil- the board, Crimfe Prevention asProgram described the four Wednesday (7) i^. the .grand laire scored with
a 'superb per- sociati^ii.

“Presidential Timber." Since At- cult full-stage prancings of the toplanta is Reinsch’s home base, it was per, was of the highest quality.
natural that he did the production
Trau.
honors for Sen, Richard Rusgell,
Presidential aspirant from Georgia.
behind-the-scenes tour of BritWith Bob Trout as narrator, the ish Broadcasting Corp. television
senator took viewers through his facilities was conducted
by Lynn
family album via a special film Poole,
producer
of
DuMont’s
lensed of his hometown, relatives "John
Hopkins Science Review,”
and neighbors, some of which 'was on the DuMont program
Monday
interesting but some of which was
(12). Airer was the first of a series,
also naive, both politically and
produced in England, beamed over
TV-wise.
BBC-TV, and seen in America by
Show picked up considerably, kinescope
recording.
however, in the final 10 minutes,
If this is a sample of British TV
with N. Y. Post editor James
(and judgment from a kine may be
Wechsler and Newsweek correunfair), English

coming

*

.

:

*

DuMont’s "Author Meets the
Critics” was slightly more erudite
and less volcanic than usual
Thursday night (8) with the discussion centered on Ray Brock’s new
book on the struggle for power in
the Middle East, “Blood; Oil and
Sand.” Although Brock and H. V.

!

Trout, unfortunately,
to cut in on the questioning when the show ran overtime.
This Friday night half-hour is
being devoted by CBS gratis to the
Presidential candidates for them
to present their cases to the American public in any way they desire.
It’s
a generous public service
gesture on the part of the web and
one that should aid materially in
the part TV will play in the up-

me

whom

.

was forced

n?

sans.
Luis Van " Rooten ^ as^^th^
topflight cast, charming costume tavern-keeper; Sydney. Smith as an
and* striking sets. The latter were Army colonel; Christina Feisman
ish hope will some day house all particularly fine—being of a nonr as the girl with
the son had
their, tele facilities. Poole also re- naturalistic genre, with -forced per- fallen in Jove, and Beatrice
pons
ported that BBC-TV and French ^pective conveying the v'astness of as Van Roo ten's* -wife*, topped the
TV expect to exchange programs the mansion and a humorous feel- fihe supporting cast, Hildv Palmar
across the English Channel- next ing that addfd to. the light quality, sister Of. Lilli, wap pjuiy in a lesser
July 14 (Basjtllle Day), Such culVehicle holds .up nicely, despite ro l
...
tural interchange is healthy and the 200 year lapse. Story of -a
® r ^d 1t *or the Jshow must
go
stimulating, as was this Anglo- young gent, who is struck dumb in to Delbert Mann for his -excellent
Bril,
American teevee trade.
the company of ladies but who directing job, and. to. producer Fred

bounced over "Anybody Seen My
Gal” supported by half a dozen
hoofing femmes. The team of Tom Kaltenborn,
as the prosecuting
D’Andrea & Hal March came critic, several times indulged in
shown. Next came a striking seg- through next with, a clickotiine of
disagreement
over the state
fiery
reprements in which a puppet,
crossfire laughs via Army life rouQuentin
moderator
affairs,
senting .a pussyfooting politico, tine that was filliped by a looey in of
masterful
a
job of
Reynolds
did
"‘improve
spieled on how he would
a’ looney, bit,.
keepkeeping
them
in
line
of
and
conditions” .with a .platform full of
Blonde Martha* Tilton did very ing the discussion centered on the
contradictions,
inconsistencies, and
well in "Taking a Chance on Love,” book in question, rather than on
and was promising all things to all lifter which O’Connor and sidekick
John Barkham,
men. It was ah effective lesson in Sid Miller (one of the program’s personalities.
managing 'editor of Coronet, sided
recognizing this demagogic trick.
scripters, with Sid Ktiller) took off with Brock as the defending critic.
Another point-maker was a soap- on their running tunesmith team
With Brock having designated
box department, with the student sketchery that had .the benefit of
Tito’s Yugoslavia as a part of -the
orators performing before a back- savvy lyrics.
It was Presidential
drop of Columbus Circle. Each of candidate material in which they Middle East, the chief controversy
and Kaltenborn
the speakers exemplified another either soloed or duetted the trade- between the author
propaganda gambit: (1) glittering mark melodies of vocal names to ranged over whether Tito will play
ball with the U. S. in case of a war
candiconceal
that
a
generalities
tie in lyrically with the pre-nomwith Russia, or stab us in. the
date’s actual position; (2) name ination personalities. The routine,
back. This led Brock, who’s been
calling that attempts to take the was loaded with chucklers.
a
correspondent for several major
electorate’s attention from the real
The finish was perhaps on of the wire services overseas, to lash out
issues; (3) testimonials, which deck most sizzling in "Comedy Hour”
Life magazine’s just-completed
at
out an office-seeker in the praise annals.' This was an "I Got
writer
of unqualified individuals; and (4) Rhythm” production tagged with profile on Tito, with, the
calling
the* series a "pack of lies.”
the bandwagon concept, which tries sterling, with O’Connor showing
Reynolds, let the attack slide past
•to convince the voter to “join the pipes and tapology in the salvo
winning team” rather than chosing class and getting some aid from for several minutes but then, aprepresentatives who- stand for his Negro jive chanter ""Scat” Crow- parently thinking better of it, took
time out to get Brock to emphainterests.
thers. O'Connor’s “'leg ammunition*
This telecast of “Living Black- to the straight and chile beat of size that he wasn’t calling Life’s
board” would bear repeating in "Rhythm” drew on of those rare editors a bunch of liars.- As Reyncream time and adapting for view- things a studio .showstopper that olds pointed out, the show is subers of voting age. Perhaps it should surely must have carried over into ject to libel laws.
Brock, with his goatee and forceeven be expanded to a pre-election the homes. The star, puffing, came
ful personality, made for a good
evening series.
Bril.
out front to pay tribute to the cast
TV subject, while Kaltenborn, as.
and technicians, and forced shy' always, carried
the fight with his
Leonard Rcinsch, general man- Ernest D. Glucksman, producer-diager of the Cox radio and TV sta- rector, to take a bow. Goodman’s clipped speech and apparent fund
of knowledge on the subject. Barktions, bowed in on this year’s crew played a hang-up show #and
ham did little to prove the argupolitical scene Friday bight (9) as the lensing direction by Jim JorSta
special guest producer of CBS-TV’s dan, Jr., particularly In the diffi- ments on either side.

jurisdiction.

...

witty lines, and was done With a

'

in the
The silent stuff
show after a vocal and terp lead-in
Charleston
era
that supplied the*
atmosphere in which the star

spondent Kenneth Crawford pitching some questions at Sen. Russell.
This was the first opportunity
given viewers to legrn first-hand
what the senator's views are on
the all-important foreign diplomacy
and, since he’s from the south, on
civil rights. On the latter question,
he maintained his position that
civil rights belongs to the state
governments more than to Federal

f

leader

I

.

bowed

.
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manner, with an excellent prodpc- formance
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’

was a great big socko.

—

+ 44

‘

man's El Capitan studio aggregation

t

:

this wasn’t Miss Lamarr’s “live
television debut!’ .as pitched; she
did a stint on the rival CBS 8 to
9 p.m. "Toast of the Town” some
months back.)
Another filmite, Tony ("Valentino”) Dexter, was featured In a
Corking silent , screen sequence
(film) hi which he played Rudolph
Valentino to O’C.'s Charlie Chaplin. 'Dexter was par for the course.

Llvlnf Blackboard’’ on
WPIX, presented in cooperation
the
New York City board of
-with
education "and designed primarily
children who can’t
handicapped
for
attend school* indicates the vast
-“The-

*

'

*

Television Followup Co
-

*a<

.

.

'
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WJFIL, Philljr Druggists

NBC-TV Summer Schedule

TO JOIN NIELSEN
*

Growing importance

Contintied 'from. pare 29

new Wally Cox goes into the 4 to 4 }JO v slot starting
Tobacco retains Its May 25; HaHmark remains on;
.time but. will have a replacement Quaker Oats may continue with
“Zoo Parade,” and' Derby Roods
for “Martin Kane”
EGA is retaining its 8 to 8:30 “Sky King” alternate? with “TV
slot Fridays* With a dramatic show Recital Hall,” sustaining, in the
as the Ezio Finsa-Defihls Pay sub; 5:50 to. 6 slot, Theodore Granik's
44
Youth Wants to Know” on a susGulf* Oil- continues with We, the.
General
People”; .Pall Mall will replace taining -basis replaces
“Big Story” with “Doorway to Foods’ Roy Rogers show starting
Danger” starting July 4; Campbell June 29, and “Once Upon a Fence,”
Soups stays, with an undetermined also a sustainer, goes 6:30 to 7,
U. S. Rubber may continue with
replacement for “Aldrich Family,”
and both Gillette and Chesebrough its “Royal Showcase” at 7; “Meet
picking

up

show; XL

the

S.

,

44

the Press,” for Revere, goes into
the “Young Mr. Bobbin” spot startOn Saturdays, “One Man’s Fam- ing May 25; Colgate remains on,
ily”- continues, through July .1U* With “Big Payoff” replacing “Comwith a sustaining replacement, edy Hour”; Philco and Goodyear
probably “American Inventory,” are both staying with “TV Playstarting the following week. Sum- house”; P&Gf takes a hiatus on the
mer version of “A1J Star Revue” Red Skelton time, with the sus-

•retain their slots.

Summer

“All Star”

preems June 28, with Kellogg and taining’ replacement undetermined,
Pet Milk looming as potential par- and ’American Forum” .for Bohn
ticipants; “Midwest Hayride” re- Aluminum goes into the 10; 30. spot.
places “Show of Shows” for 18
Cincinnati -r- During her 39-day
weeks starting June 1, with ho
Europe,
bankrollers pacted yet, but Libby,' four of England and
SOS and Frlgidaire interested, 'and Katherine Fox, Crosley BroadcastLucky Strike replaces “Hit Pa- ing Corp, director of special AM
rade” starting July 2 with “AV and TV sundries, will be honored
.

British

in London with a special citation
Manhunt”
the International EnglishOn Sundays, the web will be from
Speaking Union.
It is for her
sustaining or dark until ip. m. work in
furthering international
“Fearless Fosdick," a vidfilm se- understanding
among Englishries packaged by Louis G. Cowan, speaking nations.

sign men t

*

Accent

In

Continue* front pap* jt

.

of the sta-

tion coverage survey held is seen in a “game type” panel show, with
A. C. Nielsen’s pacting of Fred H. CBS planning to give it a simuL
Philadelphia, May 6
*
Tieing in with the Philadelphia
Kenkel, exec v.p. of C. E. Hooper, cast treatment,
*
Assn, of Retail Druggists and
Gottlieb,
Lester
Radio
CBS
proits
as v.p. working on the hew Nlel^
gram chief, is negotiating for s affiliates
launched a
sen Coverage Service,
half-hotfr weekly series starring merchandising P
tailor-made
Not generally known, is that' in- Sir Ralph Richardson and based for radio advertisers.
Participating
the original Hooper-Nielsen agree- on the C. -S, Forester “Horatio
the sales setup ire 2,300 indement, when the latter bought' out Homblower” series.
It will be Pjndent druggists, who account
for
the national Hooper rating serv- transcribed in England.
75% of the retail ilrug volume in
ice,. Included a proviso that Kehk’el
.Cooke, for years identified with this market
would be. retained by Nielsen as a
Designed as a bonus and sales
BBC programming with his weekconsultant if. he ever left Hooper.
ly commentary from the U. S., is builder for WFIL sponsors, as well
However, he is joining in a fullcurrently huddling with CBS execs as a store -traffic stimulus for the
fledged v.p. status.
on a similar type format. His click druggists, the .inercluindisihg agreeBefore joining Hooper in 1941,
“performance” before the Radio ment provides for point-of-sale disfeenkel was with, the Gardner
Executives Club of N,Y. recently plays in stores of BARD members
agency. He’ll hq in N. Y„ pitching
clinched CBS’ decision to follow as well as direct-mail promotion’
the NCS to stations.
through for an immediate airing.
radio' spots and a daily telephone
Orson Welles’ “Lives of Harry jackpot quizzer.
Earih. Week a different product
Cleveland Northern Ohio Drug- Lime,” along with a Rock of other,
gists Assn, signed for year pickup Britishimade transcription shows’! is featured in the WFIL Spotlight
Famous Playhouse shows over off the Harry Towers, beltiine have Drug Display in the PARD stores
WXEL, beginning May 27. TV tab been integrated into program pat-' The product, picked by WFIL with
will be $67,000. , , . John Patt, terns of stations in many XT. S. the approval of the
association, is
WGAR, and H< K. Carpenter, cities, for. some months, with' even highlighted in direct-mail
coverage
WHK, were honored, by the Cleve- British-type disk jockey shows '(Sir of the city and seven neighboring
land Media Group for being char- Thomas Beecham, Margot Fonteyn)
counties. To ,be eligible for the
ter members at the Group’s 15th
penetrating the U. S* .broadcast Spotlight Drug promotion, an adanniversary luncheon. . . , WSKS is lanes.
vertiser buys six one-minute spots
planning to have lines to the ChiAs a sideline commentary, Brit- a week for 13 weeks.
'cago presidential conventions. . . .
Morris R. Pierce, president WDOK,- ish pix (J. Arthur Raiik', Sir AlexThe PARD - sponsored “S k i p
has been “borrowed” to go round- ander Korda,' et al) have, become Dawes” program (Mon.-thru-Fri. #
the-world ..on an inspection trip of some of the most popular items 5:30-5:55 p,m.) is used for the
transmitters he designed for the on late night TV presentations quiz. Cash awards go to listeners
Voice of America*
throughout the country.
for correct answers to questions
about the “Spotlight” drug of the
week, and to the druggist in whose
name each winning entry is sub-

wm. Ms
Un

m

'

—

.

-

.

;

mitted. Participating -druggists are
mentioned on the air on a rotating

WHAS
*

.

*

l

basis.

|

'

The merchandising agreement
with the druggists is the second
project of its kind undertaker by
WFIL recently. In February, sales
manager Norman R. Prouty worked
up a similar

covers the Derby for

point-of-sales display

sponsors products with Food
Fair Stores, Inc.,' a chain of retail
grocery outlets reaching 500,000
customers a week.
of

CBS

TV Spot Falloff
Continued from .^ge 29

that

it is

due to the

fact that the

“experimental days are over.” They
opine that, many spenders used
spots to get their feet wet in the
mediuih, sittfce' they could test
video result^' in specific markets,
compare the effectiveness of various copy appeals’ and techniques,
etc. Now* the reps believe, "we’re
being hit by the same* process of
stocktaking that is slowing business
,

in all facets of tele.” It’s argued
that those in the medium, those
cut back or cancelled out
and those Who have yet to_ lake
the plunge, are all sitting back to

who have

evaluate the situation.
‘Killing the Goose’
One advertiser pins the blame

on the

local stations

“who

are

kill-

ing the goose by multiple spotting,” This spender, who is heavily
involved both in network tele and
in TV spots, says that some outlets
are running three, four or more
.

and the_nation Applauds I
®x“

/.Average

‘..cl

STS^SgSfinish.
well as the

Variety

fin
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• •
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Racing Form*
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•
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are altered so that there are two
or three minutes between airers-—
in which many plugs and chain
breaks can be inserted. He added
that some affiliates are relegating
network shows to offbeat hours and
putting their locql shows in prime
time. Local stanzas can be trimmed
to 27 or 28 minutes, allowing room
for several spots in between.
^
This point of View is scored by
most reps, who say that the multiple-spotting practice is not widespread and, in any event, is not
the basic reason for the decline,
which they feel is dug to the general Reappraisal atmosphere. Already, some reps declare, there
have been signs of a slight pickup
in the past few weeks, and they
forecast that in a couple of months
the spot field will return to normal.
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alee City
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Technical
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locally

through

better than

announcements together. He claims
that in some markets which are
off the cable, program schedules
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couldn’t have been better.

fff*

his was racing at its best. This
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» television at its best”
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racing beat

i

that
local station owner said
is a '“multiple spotting
are
evil,” network o-and-o stations
to blame. He said that these keys
for
|-do it and set the
on
others. He added that inquiries
spot biz have picked up in May

One

if

W» sam* know-how makes WHAS-TV
in

7 oat of 8

categories. imsEi

QUALITY OF PROGRAMMING
MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
ASSOCIATE) WITH THE EOUIIEA-JOOMAI-IOUISVIUE TIMES

there

,

example

WHAS-TV

‘

and that the “usual April
seems to be over.

i/nuunf/e, tifttWhy

• VICT0* A. SHOES, tHreclor • NEIL D. fllHE,
Sel« Dir«t*
ReprexatcO Nationally by Harrington, Rithter & Parsons, Toe, New York,
Chicago, San Francisco

Munclc,

Ind

—James

K.

falloff

P^ er“

sen, director of radio and Tv
Ball State Teachers College, Muntm*
cie, will leave at the end of
term to join the Crosley Broadoi
casting Co„ as assistant director
special broadcast and telecast scrvai-

fwIiwiMlMy,

May
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NBC* MEN
The average politician has

to

IN

THE NEWS

:

Chaplin

carry water

• © •

1948 and has covered five Democratic
and Republican Conventions.

reason

. . .

Harkness, Henle, Utley,

i

Fleming are others. NBC News Center’s

To his off-record comment, W. W,

larger staff consistently broadcasts

Chaplin might have added that a good

Now, Chaplin

newsman

the biggest story of the year

should be an ambidextrous

is

right in the middle of

— the

presidential campaign. So far he has

phrenologist.

reported the primaries from

New
a

In his thirty years in news, Bill

Hampshire to

Chaplin has personally experienced

conventions, Bill Chaplin and over 100

enough history to

fill

considerably more

.than the three books he’s written.

covered : the Ethiopian war, the

He

fall

has

of

other NBC

Illinois.

During the

men of news will be putting

more hours of news, more special events
•

oirboth radio and television than other

networks.

And day-to-day NBC news

programs are highest fated in both
radio and television.

The fact is

.

.

most people hear the news first and
hear more of it from NBC.

together the story of politics*
greatest show.

France, the Russian resistance, the
Invasion, the surrender at Rheims, the

Bikini test: He'traveled with

Dewey in

Why is NBC’s News

Center supreme in

radio and television? Chaplin

is

one good

NBC radio and television
a service of Radio Corporation of America

.

.

.
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CBS* “Search fpr Tomorrow” to
act as consultant with Pontiac...
wright. Sooti Fortes has the lead Merrlmac Hats pacted to co-spon.
Treva Framee set for a feature sor DuMont’s new “F e a t ur e Assignment,” Helene Curtfs Permarole on CBS’ “Mama” Friday (16)
0
"Chicago, May 13.
WOR-TV’a “Broadway Theatre nents signed to sponsor DuMont’s
..
WENR* the Chi ABC station is
this
“Rumpus Room” Tuesdays and
being aired only thr.ee nights
week because the station had sched- Thursday*. .Phil Cohan, director revamping its late-evening lineup
uled the Brooklyn Dodger night on CBS’ “Mel 'Torme Show” re- of nitery remotes and record
Eddie and Jackie Hubball games Monday (13) and to- signing .to return to the Coast. .He shows.
night. Play this week is “Angel came to N. Y. originally to direct bard’s nightly ,11:30 p. m. show
Street,” with Elisabeth Entails re- NBC's Jimmy Durante video shows from the Shajagri-La has
been
creating her role of Nancy, which and, when the Schnoz moved back, dropped bj the restaurant, and
the
she originated in the Broadway to Hollywood* joined CBS. .Hank duo is winding up its stint
on the
production. .William Morris office Kaufman named a fulltime staffer- [-station this week from
the
studios
is pitching a new TV package, with the United Cerebral Palsy Also shifting
from the Persian
titled' “Z*$u and Virgie” and star- Fund to work on all-star telethon
Hotel back to the studios is Sid
ring ZaSu Pitta and Virgin* Sale* shows in various cities.
McCoy’s strip in the 12:30 to 1 a m
Connie Lembcke, who appeared
X,, E; Mosman resigning from the
slot.
last Friday night (9). on “Mama,” Biow agency, where he’s been
.H^nie. Simon’s disk show from
has a role Sunday night (18) in radio-TV supervisor. His future
studios is being canDuMont’* “Plainclothesman” . plans are not set and Biow has not -the
celled at the end of next week
his replacement
Charles Irving taking leave from yet
his job as producer-director of Freddie Bartholomew has been [No replacement has been set yet
upped from associate to full direc- for the Simon stanza, running from
tors WP3X
10:30 to 11:30 p, m. Going into the
following hour that’s being vacated
by the Hubbards will be a remote
Hollywood
Joseph Schildkraut, writer Ar- from. the Streamliner eatery, with

in John Van Bmien’o “Tho
Distaff Side.” British actor-play-

(Wed),

.

cation

New York

.

.

.

John Wray, producer of

Sammy- Kay e’s CBS-TV show, out

WABD

(DuMont) weekly, pickup for appendectomy; Byron Paul is
of the NAM’s ’‘Industry on Pa- subbing
Kathl Norris’ Dumont
.
rade” film series, seen Sundays in strip is adding a weekly feature,
.

.

,

the 5:45 to 6 p.m. slot, follows- in
the wake of the 68*week N. Y. run.
on WNBT, thus giving
a continuing showcase. WABD’s carrying of the program is on an exclusive basis for the Gotham area
(it was previously reported as a

“Cue’s Ladies’ Choice,”, with the
femmes suggesting talent to be
Jay Barney, out of “Grass
aired

NAM

.

Harp,”

.

“Danger” tomorrow

.into

(Thurs.) and the lead in “Treasury
in Action” on May 29.
Alistair Cooke, whose “Letter
from America” via BBC won a Peabody award', makes his TV acting

-

tWG-station.

,

Men

booking in N.Y.).

AB.C-TV program chief Charle*
Underhill and his actress-frau Julie
(of CBS’ “Helen Trent”) winged to debut on another Peabody winner,
Bermuda on Saturday (10) for va- ABC’s “Celanese Theatre,” tonight
i

.

^

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

WENR

.

named

nold Phillips -and ABC, who own
package, “The Professor,” have
nixed offer from vidpix- producer
William F. Broidy for the television show showcased on ABC

gabber Peter Lucas hosting.

staff

Heavy Radio Budgets

.

“Who Knows

This?,” public service

show, launched on KLAC-TV, with
Arnold Pike as moderator. .Sterling Hayden to N.Y. for video
Les MacMurray teed
guesting
off a KTTV program for fishermen
.Warren for President committee bought time on KECA-TV, so
did reps of U.S. Sen. William
Knowland, seeking re-election
Zsa Zsa Gabor withdrew from
“Bachelor’s Haven” on KNXT due
.Vermont
to p i x commitments
Blue Ribbon Dealers association
sponsoring KTTV’s new series of
Chuck Young
Friday night pix
joins KTTV as account exec..
Amana Freezer Plan now, bankrolling second of four consecutive
weekly “Texas Wrestling” shows
on KECA-TV ? Jackson Wheeler
launched “Sport Shots” on KTTV
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dodge-Plymouth now
angeling second prelim bout from
Hollywood Legion Stadium Saturday nights, and first fn a t c h on
wrestling .card Tuesday nights, on
KECA-TV James Gaines, v.p. iu
charge of NBC’s o. and o. stations,
here on biz, huddling with KNBH
manager Don Norman ... Pace
Woods joins promotion and advertising department of KNBH.
Robert C. Livingston added to
.

.

;

Gledhill

.

.

.

KNBH

Set

WCAU

-

WCAU

member

KAMQ,

“Studs Place” goes back on the staff
market after the May 29 telecast
with 'Manor House Coffee vamping sponsorship after nearly two
years on WENR-TV
WGN-TV
program director Jay Faraghan
handed a citation from the Illinois
Federation of Womens’ Clubs for
“Faith of Our Fathers” religious
series
Max Siegel & Sons have
latched onto one of Len O’Con.

.

.

.of

De

.

—

Jean Kimbrough,
of the continuity staff of
has resigned to join the

Amarillo

.

Clients

WCAU

staff as television director.

Chicago

WCAU

by

Philadelphia. May 13.
Sizeable contracts placed with
for two new products led
sales execs to contend that radio
is still a major factor in marketing and distribution plans. Brought
into the
fold were the Fels
Co., for Felso Soap Powder; Dr.
Shor’s Chlorophyll Toothpaste, and
Family Products, Inc., for Full
Flavor Coffee,
All signed for
heavy spot schedules..
Dr. Shor is using
for first
advertising of hi$ product as a test
for subsequent use. of radio in other
markets.
Herbert Shor Advertising handles the account. Participations in "Housewives Protective
League” and “Sunrise Salute” will
be used as part of the opening campaign for Full Flavor Coffee. New
product" features individual coffee
bags. Account is handled by Ait?
ken-Kynett.
Fels Co* contracted for 52 weeks
of advertising in the first Philadelphia business placed by the company’s new ad agency, McKee &
Albright.

KENT,

MAN

Shreveport.

in

DeMANd

.

WNBQ

nors’ daily five-minute
local news inserts in NBC-TV’s “Today”
Burr Tillstrom and his
“Kukla, Fran and Ollie” troupe
.

.

.

headlined the Chicago Newspaper
Guild’s annual Page One ball Saturday night (10)
.
John Carmichael’s “Sports Highlights” on
WENR-TV now bankrolled three
times weekly by Boyle-Midway...
Ken Nordine narrating slidefilm
turned out in the Sarrar studios explaining the Blue Ballot Banking
amendment to be passed upon by
the voters in the November elections
Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific Railroad staying with Clifton Utley’s Tuesday night newscast via WNBQ for another lap
.

.

DON RUSSELL
o

Starting

4™

.

YEAR

.

.

.

.

CBS’

.

“Crime
.

as

Photographer”

switched this week from WBKB to
WGN-TV
Chicago Bar Assn,
has added its voice in opposition
to the televising of legislative investigating
committees
Jazz
pianoist and TV thesp Chet Roble
cut two sides for Topper Records,
.

.

.

•

CHIEF ANNOUNCER

•

indie

label

sampling

.

.

.

Illinois

.

Bell

WGN-TV

one-shot

mote Thursday

.

is’

MERRILL

E.

JOELS

ActorAnnouncar-Narrotor
Radio * TV - Stag®
Commercials - Spots
Slid# Films - Kid di« Discs
Trick Voices

MUrray Hill 8-6600

re-

from Gt. Lakes

(15)

Naval Training Center.

Gob

tal-

ent headlines the hour-long show.

under Exclusive Contract to the

KMOXOFF

AIR

HOUR

AS LIGHTNING STRIKES
_

nil

Mom

TELEVISION

NETWORK

.

.

st
.

-

.

Louis,

May

13.

Lightning struck the transmitting tower of KMOX, local CBS
outlet Thursday (8) near Granite
City,

111.,

across

from here, and the

the

Mississippi
station was off

the air for 61 minutes. A small
fire In the transmitter
control room
followed and inconsequential damage was done. Harry Harvey,
chief
engineer, said the lightning apparently struck the top of the
475-foot
tower, then traveled by wire to
the
control room, 500 feet away.
The blaze was extinguished by
three employees. The broadcasting
was interrupted at 6:19 a.m. and
resumed at 7:20 a.m. after damaged equipment was replaced.

Eileen

BARTON

Coral Recording Artist
Direction:

MCA

—
^eilireecbiy?
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Heslep’s

%>w It Ca»

Mr.

May

-

-

A-bomb blast at Yucca Flat,
was recounted to the GeorRadio & TV Institute on Friday

recent
Ajpv

by Charter Heslep, chief t>f the
(9
Atomic Energy Commission’s radiovisual information branch.
Heslep stressed the great strugwaged against
gle that had to be
time to televise the blast, since the
date for the test had been advanced. Industry had only 21 days
>

'

Seattle,

s

May

Continued from pa^e 26

13.

—

set up,
to get all its equipment
against vast odds, Heslep said.

In putting up the microwave rewhich were dropped on icy
mountain peaks by Marine heli- last week. Reason for the shift
copters, AEC information officer is that Childs wanted Williams to
that were not
recalled, ridges
concentrate on Dixiteland-type tunes
shown on the maps blocked the (in line with its jazz 'policy)* while
line-of-sight and real trail-blazing the station wants a more generalout
was called for. He -also pointed
ized music approach.
a
that one Of the obstacles video
faced is that, the AEC test itself
takoperation
electronics
big
was a
ing up many frequencies, and the
Booth’s
Aspirations
media covering tests can’t use any
Detroit, May 13.
frequency that might interfere
“Careful check
Booth Radio and Television Stawith the test.
showed that this would eliminate tions, Inc., has filed applications
some 75% of all the commercial with the FCC for television staequipment licensed to radio and tions in Detroit, Flint, Saginaw,
TV,” Heslep said. This meant that Bay City, Lansing and Kalamazoo,
communications channels for the all in Michigan.
TV industry were limited as well

lays,

TV

vestigate and expedite.

Chief bone of contention

is sta-

desire to have announcers
operate control boards as they did
and
some years ago. Both
IBEW are solidly against the proposal.
tion's

AFRA

—

Chicago Television set installations in the Chicago area are holding the pace with 17,606 units sold
during March.
Total number of
sets within the coverage of the

Windy City’s four TV stations is
now 1,133,992, according to the latest

compiliation

by the Electric

within the year, are listed as current liabilities.

Payment* on Loans Waived
Pointing up the. chain’s need for
additional capital, aside from the
fact that Noble himself guaranteed one $1,500,000 loan, is the fact
that payments on certain loans
were waiveu by the lenders. Under
a provision in the loan agreements

made with an

insurance company

ABC

ma, skip its earlier payments
doesn’t show net earnings of
a certain figure. Under this provision, $519,572, which was due last
April 1 was waived by the insur%
ance company. Previously, in No-

if it

N. Y. It spent over $3,500,000 for
new radio facilities (in view of its
having to leave the space it had
leased from NBC). Heavy TV real
estate buys were made in L. A.,
where the web has a 23-acre TV
centre. Additionally* it has set up
the maximum number of five
o-and-o tele stations.
4
Regarding the personnel shavings, after the cuts of a couple
of months back a spokesman said
that other people would be hired,
for example*, in spot sales (which
are increasing). However, it is believed that considerably more went
than came.

as improvised.

Additionally, the communications
equipment had to be tested in
dry run three days before the actual blast. The reason is that once
an electric razor had delayed a
test blast for 20 minutes, Heslep.
noted.

Heslep gave fjill credit for the
of the blast lensing to
Klaus Landsberg, topper of KTLA,
L. A., who produced the show for
the TV industry pool. He paid tribute to “the rkw courage, physical
endurance and technical brilliance
of a single individual, who in turn
inspired a great crew of engineers
and technicians.”
“Reaction over the country was
mixed; reception was mixed,” Heslep said. “A puzzler for the engineers is that the response in those
first precious seconds of the burst
and formation of the fireball apparently depended on individual
sets.” He reported j&at even in
AEC headquarters in Washington
one set got the picture and another blacked out.
success

The name of
'

\

has been

HYPO

PERSONNEL SHIFTS

IN

Cleveland,

May

13.

Appointment of Charles Phillips

TV sales for WNBK,
and Charles Hutaff, director of adas director Of

i

merchandising and sales

vertising,

WTAM

and

WNBK

promotion for
highlighted a series of personnel
moves to expand community services by the NBC •owned and operated stations in Cleveland.
Phillips had been assistant general manager of
and Hutaff
has been associate director of films,
TV and radio for Fuller fe Smith
Ross
here.
Appointments, an-

WNB

&

nounced by Hamilton Shea, general
manager for NBC here, are effective June 1.
Along with the appointments, it
was announced that Clement G.
Scerback, formerly adv ertis ing and
promotion manager for WTAM, has
been named manager of advertising
and promotion for
and
WNBK; Albert H. Henderson, formerly advertising and promotion
manager
moves up to manager of press and publicity for both

WTAM

COMPANY

WNBK

stations.

Hal Gallagher remains as direcof TV sales, and Eugene R.
Meyers has been promoted to the
newly-created position of merchandising manager for both stator

tions.

General Tire’s Golf

Sponsorship Via

NBC

&

General Tire
Rubber this week
Pacted with
to sponsor radio
coverage of the National Open golf
tourney, to be played in Dallas

NBC

June

12,

D Arey.
With

13

Bill

and
Stern

nouncer, the web
minutes to a taped
\ne tournament

14.

Agency

is

anwill devote 15
as

-'*•»'

The Central Labor Council here longterm debt was $6,568,854; at vember, ’61, a bank waived a $500,which originated from various has appointed a committee to meet the end of *51 it climbed to $9,- 000 installment due on its loan.
To provide for the possibility
stores of the Grand Union super- with the negotiating committee of 790,928.
The indebtedness includes: A that the chain might need coin
market chain, is being dropped, the Seattle local of the American
note for $4,662,325, with pay- over, the period until the merger is
4%
with a radio edition of the “Kitch- Federation of Radio
Artists and neon ICapers*’ tele show being in gotiators for three local network ments starting in 1956 (although okayed, ABC got a credit agreeprepayments applying to the last ment last December provided for
stalled in the 12:30-1 p.m. strip,
stations (KIRO, KJR, KOMO) to
installment of 1960 may be made loans from time to time, up to .*
starting May 19.
speed inking of a new contract to earlier);
note for $2,500,000, total of $3,800,000, until June 1,
A new Mr. and Mrs. disk jockey replace old one which expired payable ain 3%
eqyal installments of 1953, or the effective date of the
show will be inserted in the after- Feb. 15.
starting this fall; VA% ABC-UPT blending, whichever is
$500,000,
noons, probably in the 3-3:30 p.m.
Committee was appointed a'fter notes for $1,500,000 from a bank, earlier. Coin must be paid by June
period, Dick Brown and wife, Char- AFRA
local asked the council for personally
guaranteed by ABC 1, ’53, or 90 days after the merger
lotte Manson, are slated for the
sanction of a strike, already voted board chairman Edward J. Noble; takes effect.
spot.
by the union.
Council felt the a 4V&% secured note for $564,691
ABC’s need for capital appears
Vince Williams’ 11 p.m. to mid- situation was too complex Local to be amortized through 1969; and
to stem not so much from its curnight platter show has been moved 77, IBEW, representing technicians various mortgage notes amounting
rent operating situation but from
out of the Childs restaurant in at the stations, is also negotiating to about $1,500,000, Total indebtits heavy investment in AM and
the Paramount Bldg., N. Y„ and a new contract with the stations
edness was $10,575,748, but $784,- TV facilities, Web was the first
resumed as a studio-originater so appointed the committee to in- 820, consisting of installments due chain to construct a TV centre in

13.

Saga of the television industry’s
pioneerings job to lens the

NBC’ S CLEVE.

%$

is

terrific

gia

‘

ABC Dangling

AVERT AFRA STRIKE

WJZ, New York outlet of ABC,
adding some new local programs.
“Grand Union Caravan,” show

Yucca Flat Atom Test

-

SEATTLE SEEKS TO

New WJZ; N.Y., Programs

Be Told’ On TVinf On
Athens, Ga.,

& Mrs. Airer Among

-

chief

commentary of
on the first two
Play
and then have four
®f*y
quarter-hour segments of live piclcP on the final* day, plus" a 15
«nnute wrapup at night.

COMPANY
STORER BROADCASTING
WAGA,
WMMH,

Atlanta, Ga.
Fairmont, W. Va. •
WSPD, Toledo, O. ® WWYA, Wheeling, W. Vo. *
•
WSAI, Cincinnati, O.
Detroit, Mich.
WJIK,
®
Fia.
Miami,
WGI5,
Atlanta, Ga. • KEYi-TY, San Antonio, Tex.
WSPD-TY, Toledo, O. « WJ1K-TV, Detroit, Midi. * WAGA-TY,

s

488 Madison

Ave.,

New

NATIONAL SALES HEADQUARTERS*
230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
York 22, Eldorado 5-2455

1,

FRanktin

2-6498

.

u

Wednfday, M«y

MkAiiaMWfMi

14, 195$
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More books Juve been

You are, I hope, a prospective Buyer

I

have that program. Watch

of a television show. I am a producer.

May

18th and judge for yourself.

about Lincoln than about any other

am almost scared to tell you the

man. There is a tradition in the book

it

%

O

I

written

want to talk to you about a program

I

*
’

*.

A

that 1 will

do Sunday, May 18th, at

1:30 p.m.,

EDST on

NBC-TV

the

name

of the program and what

about.

The whole thing

is

it is

just too

-•

publishing business that no book on
Lincoln ever

A six volume set

fails.

4

Network, and which I would love to
sell

you.
If

*

obviotis.

Anyone could think of

it.

All the rights are in public domain.

I never brought this particular

It

by Carl Sandburg, selling

became a best

at $20,

seller.

story of a

A movie about this period, "Gone

... a gripping, stimulating, in-

with the Wind,” was more successful

no

and made more money than any other

concerns

itself

with

tjie

t
telecast to your attention, most likely

man

to

you would have skipped
had chanced to view

it.

it,

Or if you

your most

spiring story that

surpass

. .

could

fiction

about a time in our history

motion picture in

history. It

had

to

%

s

flattering reaction

probably would

be a one-word capsulp

comment —

"interesting.” Yet this

that stirs the imagination as

times have

program

no other

beat out another all-time record
holder, "Birth of a Nation,” also

. .

about the Civil War.

It is'Abe Lincoln’s Story.

\

'

could be a milestone in the history
of television programming. Let
tell

me

what

will start out by
is it

that

to do for you?

first

inquiring,

you want a TV show

.terrific

of a

man

of the

A Horatio Alger story come

people.

true. Poor, boy,

you why.
I

It is the story

working against

odds, with

little

formal edu-

cation, achieves highest goal.

You want it to achieve

It is

A play, "Abe Lincoln in Illinois,”
was a big Broadway

hit,

won

the

Pulitzer prize.

Would you

am

say I

entitled to

claim that the subject holds a compelling interest for the American

a love story.
*

a vast audience? You want to endear
this

audience to your company

name

It is

a story of intrigue, of vio-

lence, of great deeds

and memorable

public? That’s

why, a number

years ago, I thought

it

of

would be

a

and product? You want it to cost you a

events ... a story touched with humor,

nominal amount of money? Accom-

tenderness, dissension

plishing these—will you concede that

of characters that are names to con-

ever received

such a show would be the answer to

jure with.

effort— no show was so widely

. .

.

with a cast

wonderful idea to get up a
series

on Lincoln.

No

more

radio

production

painstaking

v

your

television requirement;

do a wonderful job of

would

selling

merchandise at a cost that

is

your

in line?

It is the story

was

of

when America

at the crossroads.
It

could be the story of TODAY.

offered, warmly received, but regret-

fully declined.
It

was years

later,

and

rather

W«di**d*y, Miy- 14, 1951

IT

WAS ONCE A RADIO SHOW.

SID SILVERMAN, PUBLISHER OF VARIETY, CALLED

IT

\

"THE FINEST NETWORK PROGRAM ON THE AIR . . .
-

WORTHY OF
*

BEING ADOPTED BY THE FOUR MAJOR NETWORKS

FOR SIMULTANEOUS BROADCAST EVERY WEEK.”

i?

accidentally at that,

when

on Lincoln.

That’s what they where designed for.

modest-but perceptive sponsor,

to a

TV shows

one-time

I sold it

who could only afford $1 500 a show.

One-time

To broadcast it early Sunday after-

have in mind.

what

shots. That’s not

I

foresight not to ignore the

obvious—

"Abe Lincoln’s Story”..

the vivid,

.

.

living story of our greatest American

... a program for the whole family

f

*

w

noon on the Mutualnetwprk for just

But

it?

in to

it

do a

And

"American Inventory”

Not too conspicuous, was

26 weeks.

was something—and

I

NBC

dug

got paid

wasn’t in money. By Sid

The

series

that

Lincoln. 1952

election year. 1860

even

off,

me

suggested to

show on

job.

I finally

who do the

Recently, the people

I

on

do a

a crucial

is

was a

critical

...

a story of adventure, a story with

laughter underlined with tears
the story of a failure, of an

.

.

#

unhappy

man who only wanted happiness and
the preservation of his ideals.

between

Jt is the greatest of success stories.

Silverman, publisher of Variety.

the problems confronting the coun-

About the greatest hero ever known

My

try at the outbreak of the Civil

if it

.

election year.

parallel

V

*

very deepest thanks to him. Be-

cause

most fortunately for me,

this

and our own times

is

War

striking. It

to a hero-worshipping

\

American
'

public. It will bring great credit

*

man chanced to tune

-in the

show

seemed most appropriate and timely

upon

a.

sponsor and

reflect the

good

«

and then wrote a

one Sunday

blaz-

to present a

drama now on "The

taste

and

4

principles of his

company

T

ing editorial.

I

Four

full columns. Said

was the greatest show in radio

it

history. I

was paid

That
p.m.

off*

The show caught fire. Acclaimed

Abraham

Election of

I will do,

May

EDST on NBC-TV,

aegis of the

and product.

Lincoln.”
18th, 1:30

under the

"American Inventory.”

tities

It will sell

great quan-

of his merchandise.

It

will

go

straight to the heart

of the American people.

y

by critics coast-to-coast.
in.

\

Schools

sponsor

made

it

Mail poured

must

listening.

was delighted.

A one-time shot. But with this exception. It will be handled as one episode

out of the

life

sode out of hundreds. There

on

television. That’s

enough material

the medium it was

made to order for.

once-a-week for

I

will

do

this

ft

will carry a sock that will go down

in

television history; It will start a

trend.”

We

me

WALTER 5CHWIMMER PRODUCTIONS,
75 E. WACKER DRIVE, CHICAGO

INC.

know

if

you are

it.

Then

interested.

of Lincoln— one epi-

I said to myself,

"Some day,”

let

Please watch

to

is

do a half-hour,

five years

or more.

did twenty-six on radio and

didn’t even scratch the surface.

So

that’s the pitch

— a program
*

Of course, you have already seen

for an advertiser who has enough

Phone FRanklin 2-4392

I

+ +

Pa.

MKT*

WeAmeedmy, May 14, 19S2
.

Woolen’s Chi-to-LA.

B oasters Would Reexamine

May

Chicago,

olution
of existing rating methods.
One of the strongest and rtiost
unified state organizations in the
country, the PAB also went on
record as being in opposition to
state supported, radio or television.
The broadcasters also pledged full
support to a State-wide radio cam-,
paign to bring .out the vote in the
1952 presidential election.
Widespread and injurious confusion in both the purchase and
sale of radio and TV time results
from variances in techniques and
*> findings of many
rating devices,
the PAB resolution declared. Present emphasis on ratings, regardless of which rating services are
employed is often detrimental to
the best interests of advertisers,
ard broadcasters.

AM-TV

the resolution averred.
Roger W. Clipp, general manager of the WFIL stations, was
elected president of the associa-

He

tion.

Goldenberg Are Feted
Kansas City, May 13.

WCHA,

Other

Chambersburg.

N. Y. television viewers will get the closest approximation yet to a
film theatre program starting May 26, when WCBS-TV, CBS-TV’s key
N.Y. outlet, combines a 15-minute "newsreel” show with its series of
feature film oldies, titled "The Early Show.” New quarter-hour show
will hold down the 6 to 6:15 p.m. strip, to be followed by "Early Show”
from 6:15 to 7:25,
Titled "Six O’clock Report,” the new show will be broken down

CBS commentator Don Hollenbeck
segment with a roundup of the day's news headBill
Leonard will take the next five
lines, stressing local N.Y. stories.
minutes for a "Story of the Day,” designed to feature any human interest yam. Last segment will be devoted to sports, with Tom Meany,

into three five-minute segments.
frill

handle the

first

associate editor of Collier’s magazine, jis announcer..
WCBS-TV. hopes to sell the cross-the-board airer to a different sponsor for each five-minute segment.

on-the-air value of the promotion plugs it gives
commercial shows on the air, WCBS-TV, the CBS video web’s N.Y.
flagship, last week mailed out simulated invoices- to sponsors and agencies showing them what the cost of such blurbs would be if they were
paid for. Producer A1 Gannaway, for MacLevy’s "Half-Pint Party,”
(10)
Saturday
monial dinner last
mailed back $3,250 to pay his "bill.”
,
honoring John Schilling, general
'Stage money, as Gannaway pointed out, was ifo more phoney than
manager, and Henry Goldenberg,
the invoices were.
chief engineer, for their 30 years
Civic leaders, members of the
press and radio corps and friends
turned out 150 strong for a testi-

succeeds John S. Booth,

of
officers

Inside Stuff-Television

13.

Dick Woolen ankles his ABC radio program manager berth here
the first week in June to join the
programming staff -at KTTV, Los
Angeles. He’ll work under produc'
rate
television
an^,
radio
chief Robert Brechner in the
tion
of
icism
Philadelphia; May 13.
circulation and effec- development of new shows.
Move toward adoption of a more structures,
it
is
network),
Wollen winds a 14-mopth hitch
tiveness (local and
acceptable system of r^diq-TV aunecessary to re-emphasize and sub- with ABC here.
dience and circulation measurestantiate the fact that radio is the
ment was sought by the Pennsyl lowest-priced mass advertising mevania Assn, of Broadcasters at the
dium and that television boasts 30 Years With Same
State
in
meeting
group’s annual
consumer impact of proportions
College, Pa., with passage of a resby any other medium,
unequalled
Station (WHB), Schilling,
calling for a reexamination

Existing Rating Methods for

'

.

P'JB

HAMO-TKIJKVISION

$8

+

I

were William
elected
Thorpas, WCPA, Clearfield, vice
president; David Bennett, WKBO,
Harrisburg, secretary,' and James
Murray, KQV, Pittsburgh, treas-

To emphasize the

its

•

game with the same
Producer Cy Howard has run into further leg^l complications oyer
station^-WHB. Affair was held at
his "That’s My Boy*’ title, which Is stalling the projected CBS-TV
the swank Saddle and Sirloin Club
series of that name.
south of the city.
Billing
Storer’s
When Howard and Hal Wallis produced the Dean Martin- Jerry Lewis
Back in 1922 the town’s first film for Paramount under that tag, they were socked with a
Detroit, May 13.
plagiarism
radio station was put up by Emory
Fort Industry Cp„ operators of J. Sweeney, who hired John T. suit by Jimmy Durante, who claimed he had originated the line on
withdrew
Durante
later
the
erstwhile
radio
show.
suit.
his
Now, with
television
four
seven radio and
Schilling, Sam Adai$ and Henrystations, including WJBK-AM-FM- Goldenberg to build the station. Howard hoping to produce the TV series, he’s found that Wallis claims
clear
it
now
with
title
Howard
must
title
to
the
and
so
Wallis.
TV.in Detroit, has changed its cor- The license to broadcast as WHB
porate name to the Storer Broad- on 250 Watts was granted on May
No single continuing system of casting Co., it was announced by 10, 1922. That, same date Schilltotal audience measurement has Lee B. Wailes, e^cutive veepee.
ing was made manager, and GoldHe said: "The general feeling enberg was made engineer.
yet been advanced; which can
and accurately credit concerning the name ‘Fort Indusproperly
Pair were billed as the stars of
Continued from page £7
stations with their total circulation try Co/ has been that the title has the evening Saturday Schilling as
and effectiveness, the resolution not been too descriptive of the en- the man who has been manager of
day- at such strongly entrenched indies
continued, declaring it is neces- terprising and very ^progressive one radio station longejMiian any proaching. The possibility of
increasing and eventual- as WIND, Chicago; WNEW, New
sary, in the increasingly competi- business in which we are engaged. other man in the world, and Gold- time rates
ly topping rates for nighttime, is York, and WJBK, Detroit. Stations
tive advertising sales market, to With the upsurge of our company,
enberg same credit as chief engi- not only considered a possibility, such as these, using the low cost
present accurate information on and plans for more widespread
neer.
but has reached that stage in some news, mtisic and sports formula are
audiences
total circulation, on a basis uni- coverage
our
for
WHB now operates on 10,000 individual instances among a few doing fine, Stolzoff said.
versally accepted, similar to the throughout the country, we feel it
watts, and is owned by the Cook stations around the country.
But if video is killing off daytime
information and analyses provided more than fitting that as we are
Paint Sc Varnish Co.
Tfhe fact that "there’ll-always-be- radio, it’s a "spectacular” death
by other advertising media.
celebrating our 25th anniversary,
He ran ‘down the list of
a-daytime-radio” has become cliche. scene.
The PAB resolution declared our company assumes the name
But it’s - supported by the almost blue ribbon sponsors still aboard
that it would take the necessary Storer Broadcasting Co/’
‘PACKAGING’
startling revelations as gleaned from the NBC and CBS sunlight offersteps to explore existing audience
F5rt Industry was formed in
the newest Nielsens. In 25 years ing, and noted that ifs "a pretty
and circulation measurements to July, 1927. .George B. Storer, presDUES
nothing has happened to alter the impressive list of companies to be
universally acceptable ident and principal stockholder,
this
find
13.
May
Washington,
picture. Nine of the top 10 shows standing on the rail of this sosystem.
‘In the face of the crit- new is the head" of one of the counAssn, of are soap operas just as it was called ‘sinking ship.’ ”
National
the
of
Members
broadindependent
largest
try’s
be
will
when radio was in its infancy, only
Radio and TV Broadcasters
Although profits' may not be as
casting companies.
A great as last year because of rising
offered opportunity this week to today the rating? are higher.
take advantage of the organiza- brand new generation has popped
costs, Stolzoff predicted that dollar
George Baren- tion’s new ‘‘Combination. Dues up, and the grown-up child of yes- volume for radio this year will be
Pittsburgh
Bregge, who recently joined the Plan” for owners of more than one terday likes 'em as much as mother larger than in '51.
sales staff of WDTV, has been radio or TV station. Final draft of
did. .The appeal has not dimmed
upped to sales manager Larry the application form was approved
as the housewife follows the trials
Jim Murray,
Israel’s assistant
Committee at a meetmanager of KQV, has again been by the JDues week.
appointed Radio-TV chairman for ing here last
Plan provides for discounts of
the annual Salvation Army drive
Daytime Top 10
Sid Dickler has added a couple 10% to 25% from regular dues for
( Nielsen )
of new platter shows to his WMCK owners of two to five or more stacombination
of
WCAE has moved its tions. Operators
schedule
Helen Trent
9.5
studios from top of William Penn AM-FM stations cannot qualify as
Our Gal Sunday...,,.... 9.3.
Hotel to fifth floor of new Carlton two stations under the plan. E
Perkins
Ma
9.3
Channel 3 has started pected income under the plan is
House
Arthur Godfrey
8.9
carrying the Drew Pearson pro- $544,000 for the next fiscal year.
Guiding
Light......
s.r
gram Sunday nights.
For purposes of the plan, ownerBig Sister
8.6
ship will be regarded as control of
.Aunt Jenny.
8.5
50% or more of the stock in each
Wendy Warren
8.1
station involved. Stations under
MEETING T.Y. DEADLINES?
THAT'S OUR MEAT!
Perry Mason
7.9
construction cannot be included.
Nora Drake
7.8
An agency-man's tale o/ Woe;
Film commercials too late for the show.
NBC -TV Inks Sheikh
and tribulations of heif favorite
Why go on being nervous
«
heroine.
Hollywood, May 13.
When you'll get top service
Through, the years the networks
NBC-TV has signed Sheilah Graham, Daily Variety columnist, experimented with multi-faceted
At PLAZA 5-2340.
for five-minute weekly cut-in on formulas, gimmicked up audience
Dave Garroway’s "Today.” She’ll participation - giveaway programs,
BLAKE PRODUCTIONS, Inc.
film the insert on Friday for in- etc., but to no avail. Only Arthur
clusion on the ayem show follow- Godfrey of them all has succeeded
270 Park Avtmia, New York 17, N. Y.
In moving into the domain of the
ing Monday.
Assignment will take her roving soap opera and even he is topped
"The Finest Jn Film
through studios and into the homes by "Helen Trent,” "Our Gal Sunday” and "Ma Perkins,” three of
of film stars.
the longtime vets.
in the ether

urer.
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SOLUTION
Detective PLUS, the master sleuth,

Has pockets

full of

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

dues .

you

for

More mystery shows , and better ones,*

We broadcast
The cost

is light,

all

week through.

response weighs tons

These finger-prints

— the
•+++++++

FOR DETAILS.

difference

is

fit

—

you!

MUTUAL /

THi MUTUAL 1RQADCAST1NQ fYSTEM • NEW

YORK

18,

Although daytime radio looms
stronger than ever, the impact of
television on after-sundown dialing
may eventually eliminate the dif-

AM

to use

N.Y.

++++ + +

00
VIEWED &r
0,

Stolzoff Sees Rate Parity
Louisville, May 13.

ferential in

He also has a sponsor-booth
equipped

In the face of critical brickbats
that get an annual reprise, the soap
opera remains the backbone of the
radio industry, moving billions of
units of products for their respective sponsors.

OFFICIAL
BASIC CBS
OUTLET FOR

daytime and evening

MORE

FAMILIES
'

THAN STATION

S

1

rates.

That’s the opinion
voiced by J. S. (Jerry) Stolzoff,
account exec at the Foote, Cone &
Belding ad agency in Chicago, who
addressed the Advertising Club
here last Friday (9).
He cited, as an example, figures
from a recent Nielsen radio report
which had “Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts” in the No. 10 nighttime
slot with a rating of 9.9, and "This
Is Nora Drake” in the same position in the daytime category with
a 7.8 rating.
He pointed out the
talent costs for the soaper are only
one-{'ourth of the Godfrey entry
and the time charges are only 40%.
But the day timer reaches 85% as

many homes.

Exceptions
to
the
nighttime
downbeat, however, can be found
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JULY 4th
THE

TV Stars as
JACK CARTER, JERRY LESTER, JACKIE GLEASON

Just as the "Cavalcade of Stars" Produced Such
A’lSj/A
S//;

™

/

STARTING JULY 4TH ON ITS4TH YEAR

m w

“CAVALCADE OF STARS” BRIHGS TO TV
THE YOUNG, SENSATIONAL

COMIC STAR

• 9

fc

Supported Every Friday at 10:00 P.M. by the Same Great Staff Which Has

"CAVALCADE OF STARS"
A

the Successful Production That

Made

It Is:

'

Edward Gilbert

Sammy Spear

Scenic designer

Musical
Director

June Taylor
Choreographer

Milton Douglas
Producer ef "Cavalcade of Stars"
and V.P. and Executive Producer of
PAC productions

Frank Bunettd
Director

Don Russell
Announcer

Joe Cates
Assistant to the

producer

"Cavalcade of Stars" does it again. Once more it's come up with TV's brightest
head up this great variety show. Introducing Larry Starch.

rising

comic star to

kind of talent selection that has always kept "Cavalcade of Stars" fresh and sparkling during
show's three-year run. It's this kind of showmanship that has made the program one of TV's toprated variety shows. "Cavalcade of Stars'" average rating for the year 1951 was a healthy 20.8*. In
July, 1951 — Larry Storch substituting — "Cavalcade of Stars" jumped to 23.0*.
It's

this

thfe

—

Other
just $16,000 for ftalent and production.
But "Cavalcade of Stars'" real value is in its price tag
—
even
the same personalities— for more than four
same
ideas—
yes,
the
format
networks offer the same
times as much.

What

better proof that

Du Mont

is

the greatest value in network television today.

*3«urc»: Ni«ls*n Tuhvisfon Ind«x "

DOLLARS

DO MORE ON DU MONT

MlMNl TELEVISION NETWORK
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HABIO HKVIKWS

YOLSINGA SAGA

May

14, 1952

MICHAEL HINN AND THE

LARAINE DAY

•

W^n<fegfoyy

*

NEWS
With Paul Matthews, Bay Christen* Producer: Murray Kaufman
Writer, Hinn
sett, Shirley Jac Friuder, Mary Director: Bob Merrill
Mins.; Mon.-thru-Frl.,
15
midnight
Mon.-thrU«F*I„
MlnS.;
others
180
Walter,
Donald
Reed,
Lou
.

.

Producer: Trv Fink
Director: Northrop Dawson
Writer: Marion Anderfcon
60 Mins.; Wed., (7) 3:30 p.m.

Participating

WMGM,

N. Y.
Filmactress Uataine Day, whose
recent activities include the job of
being Mrs. Leo Durocher, and
who has appeared on video and
radio shows as well, has taken on
a terrific grind with a three-hour
radiocast starting at midnight from
Hutton’s Restaurant, N. Y.
It’s a difficult enough task to
keep a mike hot for three hours.
It’s not only a job that requires terrific skill in itself, but much depends on the calibre of the guests
coming into the cafe, handling of
these people, and awful thought,
suppose nobody worthwhile comes
Of course, there’s always the
in.
phonograph which is used in any
event to give the tonsils a rest.
However, task of this kind will

Sustaining:

KUOM,

Mpls.
This offering illustrates again
the ability of University of Minnesota non-commercial station KUOM
to do a professional hangup airway producing job through utilization of its own staffers’ fine talents
and the enlisting of other campus
skills, as found in the U. of M,
Theatre and among the faculty.
Presenting upon this occasion an
original transcribed dramatization
of the legend of Sigurd, hero of
Norse gods, ICUOM fired a salute
to the Institute of Scandinavian
Arts with "Volsinga Saga," a love
tragedy authored by faculty member Myron Ahderson. It was the
station’s contribution to a campus
Scandinavian Festival, and it provided 60 minutes of gripping, moving drama as the 9th Century Icelandic legend unfolded,
sombre,
probably too
Whi’.e
tragic and lengthy for ordinary
radio' station fare, "Volsinga Saga"
nevertheless abounds in such surefire theatrical elements as intense
love scenes and thrilling action sequences. Moreover, it centers about
the eternal triangle situation which
never loses its universal appeal.
Above all, however, it affords

.

.

be made more difficult toward the
end of June when variety performers ’Will be forbidden to perform
for free on cafe emanated jockey
shows. Athletes- who should gravitate toward the wife of the distinguished manager, will undoubtedly be deterred by the fact that
her show starts at midnight and
late hours aren’t good for the
'

-

‘sportsmen.

Miss Day handles an interview
She retires to the
background in order to let her
guest amble on and comes in when
the gab lags. Essentially, Miss
Day’s voice doesn't have too much
color. It may have been the opendrama
glowing example of firstrate
tha't took some
writing, producing and directing, ing night jitters'
starch out of her pipes, but there
compete
surprisingly
with
coupled
mental
and vocal force
enough
isn’t
tent acting
fairly well.

.

.

Using Biblical style language as
befits the material, the play sweeps
along swiftly as various scenes are
dramatized to bring ,to life the narration, In narrator Paul Matthews’
hands, the latter lacked nothing in
clarity and force and became increasingly, effective through realistic background sound effects.

of her own to sustain three hours.
However, if the right people
drop in, her major worries are over.

Jose.

JAM WITH SAM

Wfth Sam Evans, The Starnoters,
guests

Producer: Larry Whitney
30 Mins.; Fri„ 11:30 p.m.

Rees.

Participating
’

KNXT’s 200G Bonanza
°

May 13.
outlet, rolled up
the biggest volume of sales in one
week when $200,000 in new busiHollywood,

KNXT, CBS-TV

ness was entered on the books the
past week.
New billings include eight quarThe
ter hours totaling $150,000.
week’s sales, are additional to
$500,000 in new biz accumulating
since Feb. 1.

WGN,

Chicago

Here’s a switch in these days of
plattered music. Sam Evans, who
conducts a nightly record show on
WGN, drops deejay role on Friday
nights and host$ a live session with
With The Starreal musicians.
noters, instrumental quartet doubling in 11 ways, furnishing the
welcome pace
tootling
it’s
a
changer that should register solidly
with the late-evening jazz fans.
Evans is a gracious major domo
with a fine "cool music" vocabulary and the sort of platter gabber
.that builds a personal following.
Guests on this go (2) were chirp
Dinah Washington and baritone

DflRVflS

*

6-

6:30 p.m.
Sustaining

Veterans Hospital Radio Guild, operating out of N. Y., one of the
least publicized of the worthy causes .and one which has had trouble
Dallas
raising funds, is getting better financial support from show biz. Last
Unique and interesting news- week American Society of Composers, Authors
& Publishers mad<»
casts via TV are offered by veteran
a $2,000 contribution,
Michael Hinn, whose 20 years exGuild, comprises professionals in radio and television
actors, direcperience embraces spieling stints
from WLW, Cincinnati, NBC and tors, writers, engineers, etc.—who help patients at. Veterans AdminisCBS. Also, he currently is news tration hospitals produce, their own' shows over ."bedside networks”
editor for Liberty network, and special hookups that are heard only in the hospital wards. The VHRG
does, a night;. LBS news shot six teams help the convalescing ex-GIs put together interviews, songs
times weekly.®
and dramatic segments into hour-long shows aired over the VA hosAngle to Hinn’s appeal is that pital intercoms. The Guild’s biggest stumbling block, however, has
he writes, edits and announces his been lack of funds.
Casual offerings are
There are about 100 active volunteers Including many
gab stints.
and TV
disarming,, as he seldom .reads names working with little publicity but a lot of gratification. They
from copy and thereby effects ..^a- found that months, and in some cases years, of lying in a hospital bed
friendly tweeds-and-leather man- can cripple a .man’s outlook, embitter him,, destroy his will to recover
rener. Show tagged found Hinn
The bedside webs help in two ways, by providing good special "pro4
lating Federal Judge- Pine s de- gramming" and by giying the patients something creative
and construccision against the government in tive to do. One, an tpc-Marine, who had spent two
years in seven hosexthe steel strike, wherein be
pitals, is now a disk jockey.
plained the “stay order" -available
VHRG is now in its fifth year and directly services four hosps in the
for U. S. use. He told of the PanAmerican stratopruiser crashing New York area, another near Portland, Ore., and supplies tape rewith 50 persons aboard and used cordings tos some 55 other VA institutions.
a huge wall map to show viewers
FCC Chairman Paul A. Walker will attend the banquet Sunday eventhe approximate Brazilian location.
Local interest was whetted by ing (17) at the Mayflower Hotel, Washington, D. C., when the Alfred
du Pont Foundation awards will be announced.
I.
local
late news of murder trial of a
In addition to
and TV biggies, Mrs. Jesse Ball du Pont, founder
woman, accused of murdering her
swank
the awards; O. W. Riegel, foundation curator; and Dr. Francis P.
of
at
a
wealthy oilman husband
Midway of his Gaines, prexy of Washington & Lee U., administrator of the awards,*
suburban hotel.
stint, newscaster brought on an- will be present.
nouncer Jerry Haynes to plug the
Toxas Almanac, published by the
Newspaper Guild of fc. Y., repping white-collarites at WMCA, N. Y.„
station’s owner, the Dallas Mornissued a blast at the indie last week but withheld setting a strike deading News.
in its wage dispute with the station.
line
Hinn’s friendly, yet objective
Guild charged that
collaritfes haven’t had general increase
manner of reporting the news is
since
June, 1950, although other employees at station had been granted
TV
a welcome addition to local
scales “are far below minimums paid
newscasting. Interesting bit, also, hikes. Union topper said
on his elsewhere to Guild people," adding that staffers of WQXR, another
is his f Sequent reliance
memory in recalling background indie, are higher paid than WMCA.
x
bits to bring hl& viewers up to
Barker.
date.
Move to relax government requirements that broadcast stations identify recorded, filmed and transcribed programs advanced a step last
week with the appointment of the Transcription Rules Committee of
MISSION FOR MOTHER
With Agnes Moorehead, Jamie Gil- the National Assn, of Radio and TV Broadcasters. Formation of the
bert, Vinton Hayworth, Irerfe Committee was authorized last February at the NARTB hoard meeting
Hubbard, Mason Adams, Allen in Bandera, Tex.
Named by NARTB prexy Harold E. Fellows as chairman of the new
Hewitt, Cameron Prudhomme
committee was Michael R. Hannah of
Producer: Dorothy Kemble
in Ithaca, N. Y. Other
Director: Chick Vincent
members are William Fay of WHAM, and WHAM-TV In Rochester
Writer: Lou Hazam
N. Y.; and Walter Compton of WTTG (TV) in Washington, D. C. First
30 Mins.; Sun., 7 p.m.
meeting will be held next Monday (19) at NARTB headquarters here.
Sustaining
Under the resolution setting up the Committee, NARTB will request
Mutual, from N. Y.
the FCC to remove its requirement that broadcasters identify prochoice for

WFAA-TV,

VHRG

—

—

—

AM

•

AM

WMCA
WMCA
.

1

WHCU

MBS

hit on>a happy
grams as "produced by electrical transcription.’’ NARTB, however, will
Mother’s Day (11) observance in not seek
to change the requirement for identification of transcribed
"Mission For Mother." It was out
segments in news' programs.
of the ordinary groove,, carried its
message and sustained interest.
Seattle John Eichorn will take
(Program was repeated on the MuCBS-TV’s ’Dad’ Series
over his old post as sales manager
tual network at 10:30 same night).
With Agnes Moorehead as the * CBS-TV this week extended its of KING here May 15. Eichorn
mother who at first was bitterly string of situation comedies by was sales manager of the station in
opposed to blood donations, this granting the nod to a projected 4947 and 1948, and has been in Los
turned out to be an inspiring, deep- new half-hour series titled "Leave Angeles since then in newspaper
promotion work.
ly moving show. Well produced by It to Dad"
and scripted by Leo
Dorothy Kemble, smartly scripted Solomon.
by Lou Hazirn and also intelligentWeb program execs liked the
Tommy Graham. Miss Washington ly directed by Chick Vincent, • it audition script they saw this week
was on for some gab exchange proved excellent entertainment' as and are now casting it for
a trial
well
as a most reasonable, believabout her new disks but Graham
kinescope.
If it goes, the show
come through with a couple of neat able plea for blood bank work.
will
preem
next
fall,
originating
Story
of
widowed
mother
whose
a
ditties.
The Starnoters did most
from N. Y.
of the work, however, supplying first son was killed in the last war,
a bundle of tunes that displayed and who is bitter over her remaintheir versatility, including a vocal ing son having to go to the Korean
San Francisco A Negro entreatment of "Goody Gdody." En- battlefront, this might easily have gineer, Buck P? Campbell,
has
tire gang seemed to be having a been maudlin. Instead, the show been added to
the staff of KNBC,
carried
deep,
conviction,
in
the
of
fun
lot
and the easy, good
NBC
outlet here.
He
is the sechumor came across to the home woman’s changeover to aid for ond Negro appointed to a techniblood donors.
dialer.
cal post at the station within a few
While the necessity of having weeks. Campbell
First half is bankrolled by Milhad been chief
ler Beer with Evans showing an Miss Moorehead practically sustain engineer
with KDFC (FM) Sauadept showmanship with the plugs. a monolog obviously was a tricky salito, starting
with the outlet in
assignment, veteran actress turned 1948.
Dave.
in her best radio acting job. And
her skill enabled the strong supporting cast to weigh in very picely
with their lesser lines.
.

its

—

—
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and

JULIA
Profitable

TV Audience

exclusive with

WGALTV

The writing job was tops for a
show of this Sort, with the simple
wordage proving quite moving.
Both production and direction were
of high order. It was a show that
both MBS and the American Legion auxiliary, which presented the
show in .co-op with Mutual, might
be proud of.
Wear.

Sked Special

Only TV

seen

station

m

c

h

m — only TV

station

~

m

this

large

Pennsylvania market area

‘o

r

R.

McCollough

Louisville;

ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
San Francisco

13.

CBS-WHAS

anniversary week
by the Courier- Journal and Times
station. Special airing on Friday
(16) will celebrate a 20-year affiliation with CBS-Radio.
Victor A. Sholis, veepee and director of WHAS, says the show,
“These 20 Years," will relate the
close association which had led to
many network feeds (including
Derby airings) by WHAS. Included
will be transcribed excerpts from
representative CBS entertainment,

—

Los Angeles

May

Current week has been designated

news and documentary airings carried by WHAS since 1932. James
Walton will narrate the show.

Pres

Represented by

Hew York

WHAS Show

To Fete 20-Year CBS Tie
as

LANCASTER. PENNA

Chicago

Your Top TV
Sales opportunity

Detroit "Hot Rod Races," will
be presented for the third consecutive year this summer by WXYZTV. Races are held at the Motor
City Speedway. Fred Wolff will
handle the .action and Johnny
Slagle the color.

Wilmington, Del.
1
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40% wage

increase to achieve parity With
Cal Smith, KFAC manager, is the new prexy of So*
N.Y. proseurs
Adrian,
Cal. Broadcasters Ass’n succeeding. A. E. Jocelyn of CBS.
f
Samifch around to get the Coast rundown from A1 Kabaker.. ..Radio
isn't too bad off on cashier calls when Vyola Von can draw, down $250
log ed, went,
for five words with Jack" Benny.. ..Keenio Purcell,
*
for surgery; . .June Foray interrupted her* busy N.Y. radio schedule
« » » j.l
>
to record “Brigadoon?' dialog for next* season's Icecapades. She also alWashington, May 13.
bumed “Trick or Treat”' with Donald' Duck, . ".Tony Leader and Dick
Carrying out a commitment
Sanrille, erstwhile radio producers, are now at Universal-International
new| doing the same thing—leader in. pictures and Sanville developing ideas made at Its Chicago convention
sales manager
last
William Rolm and John Bosman appointed
™oath, National Assn, of Radio and
j tr(ini nr rMmartivelv of WINS,. • .Sam Elfert, AM-TV chief of Israeli for TV,-, which he’ll produce.
three
henljpeed
TV
where
Broadcasters willvgo all out in
bad.
.for
(9)
Friday'
sailed
conTulTt'e^e^
Win Elliot on
urging citizens to register and vote
.Emcee. Johnny Olsen subbing for vacationing
months
. .
Frederick* to teach nuat the national elections this year
ABC’s ‘‘Break the Bank” .... WMGM’s Carlton
on^Ma
departpublicity
from
his
Duffy
upped
No,
post
in
the
ABC
Jim
in
what may be one of the greatest
2
Sylvia Daria now
tritton atBroow/ College
pa ment to the web’s Central Division promotion manager berth', filling media campaigns of all
time.
p#»ririnR M
Charles Paul, conductor on Mr. ana Mrs. .North,
slot being vacated by Dean Linger who joins KNXT, Los Angeles
Association’s participation will be
toned two all-Gershwin concerts of Jhe N. Y.
Galiup
Georp
Dr.
(Bud)
Jr.,
payroll
Robert
Swats,
the
sales
to
Chi.
NBC
network
directed
by
added
Interviewing
a
Marshall
five-man
.Bex
committee
Hall over the weekend.
Platters are packaged by
.WCFL aired the audio portions of Irv Kupcinet’s telethon, for ce- whose chairman is John F Patt’
series.
in the pollster’s new transcribed
over the weekend.
. Yodeler Skeeter
president of the Richards stations’
Ed Herllhy completes 12 consecutive years rebral palsey beamed via
George F. Foley, Inc
Only other Bonn, formerly' with WHO, Des Moines, now a regular on WLS* “Na- (WRJ, Detroit, WGAR, Cleveland
“Children’s Hour.
this month as emcee of the simulcast
Edwards mid Fata tional Bam Dance”
Ned Williams, ex-editor of Down Beat, handling KMPC, Hollywood). Other mememcees on the 24-year-old kidshow have been Ralph
his desk promotion for Jim Jewell’s,radio-TV package shop. .
at
Glsele MacKenzie, bers of .the Committee will* be
back
WINS,
of
manager
general
.Harry Folts,
Douglas.
warbler on CBS* “Club 15,” headlined the National Restaurant Assn, named soon by NARTB urexv
Gertrude Saln^f ormerly vath E.
after minor surgery
of
WQV,
prez
conclave.
Bob
Weiss
press
agented
O’Dea,
the
round
of
.
,WGN farm Harold E. Fellows.
p.a.’s.
Kichard
E*
sales department
lias -Joined
In cooperation with the AmeriWorld's Fair in Naples, visit director Normad Kraeft added three daily one-minute market bulletins
sailed Friday (9) to rep the indie at the
confer
to
the
station’s
farm
service
lineup.
and
“Dangerous
As- can Heritage Foundation, NARTB
.NBC’s co-oped
and TV faculties in Italy *"? Germany
?Se outlet’s
s po
NBC
sold by
signment”
to
to.
Downtown
. .Dave Kimble,
Nash.
-will
added
enlist the facilities of 2,300
Millet
Frederica
.E.
toppers.
with French radio
NBC attorney Tom Com- broadcast stations during the 10
to the parties (as-she did for promotion chief, vacationing in the Ozarks
litical sales group, selling AM-TV time
pere
off
next
week
elected
a
briefing
for
at
agency,
the
Commandday*
and
General
Army’s
Maxon
preceding Election Day to
for
manager
Y,
NBC in ’48). . . .M, F. Mahouy, N.
School at Fort Leavenworth, Kaus. He’ll a It.-col; in the Reserves .help get. out: .the vote.
.ABC organist Jtoaa Wo, .will present jn organ recital StaffCovey
a director.
ofWLS
“National
'Barn
Dance”
evei
headliners
pactedthe
(20)
by
with stories by Ted Malone at Unity Centre Tuesday
Kjwanis Clubs for, their Chicago Boys' Club benefit Friday night (16)
CBS prexy Frank Stanton sails over the weekend for a several-week
goes to ....Chi NBC news chief Bill Ray guest ’speaks before the Evanston
.Jim I«n»h, chief account exec with
journey to Europe.
[League,
of Women Voters tomorrow .(Thurs.). ; ..France* Kennedy*, rawriter.ElllanOkun,
Calf’s
manager.
.
sides
as
WRC, NBC’s D, C. outlet,
dio copy chief at DahCex^Fitzgerald-Sample for Procter
Gamble and
producer of WMCA’s “Listen to a Story/’ leaves for Europe May 24
Sm Cofitiauod from i age gg
Mills,
General
upped
overall
copy
to
M-G-M
head
of
Chi
for
s
Daughter
D-F-S'
office/./
“Neptune
.... M-GrM Radio Attractions waxing
Illinois Bell bought WBBM's daily schedule of baseball scares.
.Chi and “Hickok ” Kellogg is keeping
Musical Comedy Theatre” (beamed on Mutual) with Fran Warren,
.Ted NBC education and public affair* director Judith Waller a California the shows bn radio a* well as TV
Munshin, t!ari Kayawa and Nahey Andrews on Friday (16>.
*
vacationist.
during the warm weather months
Hushig contributed an article on tutfeasting to Belmont, mag of the
because it feel* that the
ediLong Island track.... WLtB running a one-hour tribute to the late
tions bolster the tele coverage.
Actors
Negro
with
cooperation
p.m/.in.
Canada Lee on Sunday (18) at .7
loss of 1,485,070.
“These
figures,” Kenyon
Lorenxo
Eckhardt agency said
Guild: Noble Stole, Joe Bostic, Ruth Ellington, James and
the report said, “would offer sub- that
they “answer a specific sales
Fuller will participate. .. .Mike Jablons, of Gainsborough Associates,
stantial evidence of TV’s ^promoproblem” and lor that reason won’t
Continue* from pise 2*
back from six-week junket to Europe. .. .Kenneth Lynch and Bill
tion value, except for the fact that
take
a hiatus.
with
Craven
.John
Zuckert have joined “Romance of Helen Trent”.
the clubs televising consistently
/
Incidentally, the Gulf buy repreDanny Ocko with “Lorenzo sharply restricted.”- Overall at- had a better performance record
“Strange Romance of Evelyn Winters”
sents
a feather in ABC sales, v.p.
tendance was down, some 6% for
Jones” ... .Jan Miner added to “Front Page Farrell.”
as a group.
And performance in Charles Ayres’ cap,
all colleges last year, according to
since CBS had
all entertainment is usually the mabeen
pitching a two-and-a-halfNORC, although “in every region jor factor
at the gate.”
hour disk jockey, show with local
it was colleges with limited TV
cut-ins for news, weather and road
There’ll be a rapid turnover in shows at ABC these next few months. competition which suffered relacondition bulletins. It was to be
William Phtrilpsoft, western division chief, has decreed those that don’t tively" less.”
slotted Sundays at 2:30-5 p.m., dipay their way after reasonable exposure must walk the plank. In that
Report said that all colleges
around
been
who
has
Kintner,
Robert
rected at motorists Interested in
Prexy
bf
he has the full support
within the range of TV, whether
highway reports id addition to genfor a few days of pre-TV talk with The Nelson* (Ozzie and Harriet)
big or small,, were hurt by teleContinued from page 27
and
managers
station
other
eral Sabbath dialers. However,
Harry Maizlish moved faster than the
vising of game* but that in areas
sewed up the feature rabes at Hollywood Park. . .Radio Writers Guild where a TV’ed game was blacked grossed more than $400,000 during Gulf felt that in* a hot election
the
first
two weeks in April. Sta- year the news strip would generate
out, small college attendance was
“markedly higher” on Saturdays tion expects its advertisers to go more interest.
and on Friday nights when no along with the rate hikejvhen they
Satisfies
Derby
game was available on TV. Re- get statistical proof that" the actual
Louisville, May 13.
port did not furnish any specific cost-per-thousand will be lowered
Kentucky Derby will in all like- details on individual colleges. concurrent with the increase.
Station is incorporating a number
lihood be televised again next year, NORC concluded:
“What the pattern for the fu- of other new factors in its new rate
according to Churchill Downs prez
card, but these have not been finalture will be cannot' now. be preBill Corum. Downs, directors are
ized. In addition to the Class
dicted, except that as saturation
studying all possibilities, including remains high and college games increases,
however,
it’s
been
theatre TV and other closed-circuit are available on TV, actual attend- learned that WCBS-TV will also
hike
its
Class;
A spot rates from
setups, of the type developed by ance will almost certainly continue
Phbnevision and Telemeter, tele- to be adversely affected. The de- $775 to $800, Other new phases of
New starring »n NEC's
cast receiving media where viewers gree of the adverse effect depends the rate card boost will be reALL STAR REVUS
are charged a fee to receive special upon factors which are not known vealed later this week. Current adSaturday's 8»f p.m., KPST
programs.
at this time. Set ownership is still vertisers on the station, get the
Mgt.i William MerrJs Agency
Derby Day telecast was reason expanding rapidly, and when ad- usual six month protection.
for optimism on the part of ditional areas are opened up to TV
Churchill Downs directors. Tre- reception, the competition will inSeattte—Leo H. Beckley, KBRC,
mendous crowd, plus an alltime crease.” Report maintained, howpresident of the
betting Record, after this year’s ever, that it is stiff too early to. ex- Jr, ,T ernon
Washington State Assn„ of Broadfirst
“live” telecast, which was pect the “basic attendance* becasters, having
more or less on trial as to effect havior” to have fully adjusted to ei mee ihj2 inbeen elected at rePullman. Loren
S. oi.
3c jmt f«9« par Cmpy
on betting and attendance, forced TV competition.
B. Stone, KBRO, Bremerton
is vice
ScrmHri, TV PI«y», PlahlfNM
Downs officials to concede that TV
president, and Allen Miller, KWSC,
CattJaf Coimaaitta Itantifnlly
“didn’t hurt much,” judging by the
Pullman i* secretary-treasurer.
Mgt.:
Derby Day turnout.
Typed by Coast Sfromef raptor
Two were elected to the
still

hassling, with
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Fatima

directors

Continued from page 27

Whiz Biz When 560
Hits WFIL-adelphia!

Liggptt

AM

boys know
they have to talk loud to be
heard in Phllly’s hotly competitive market. These wise birds are
telling each other that WFIL’s
voice penetrates ail the vast
14-County Philadelphia Retail

The “hard

will

®

KVOS,
’

WikC

’

SANSOM — IE 3-1381

IM Nrmi

St.,

New

York 38 . N. V.

its

How CBS

SMy

convention * in January that “the
wider the spread of TV among coi
leges, the less its effect in the field
of over-commercialization of athAccording to the Ayer
study, income from college football

letics.”

reveals.

Engineers , both sal es and electronic, agree that WFIL— 5,000
watts at 560— is ysrorth 20 times
the power at double the frequency
in America’s third market.

A

Continued -from page 26

m

say the maTketwise, too many people think of
Philly radio only in terms of the
city. They forget that half the
sales, half the profits show up in
147 towns outside city limits, but
still comfortably within Philly’s
trade area— WFIL-adelphia.

billings.

Ayer TV

Two-thirds of the radioto have
equipped homes see
their dials stuck on WFIL, says
BMB. WFIL, with 5,000 watts,
yanks in more regular tuners
than 50,000 watts in most of
this $6 billion market area,
is,

Myers’ reshuffling of

TV

board of

Jones,

0nald

fill

jB

far beyond.

Trouble

&

and

fewan?
d

the “Stork Club” time has
not been decided.

sell’’

Trading Area and reaches

BMB

KTC?

Tuesdays and Thursdays since
Olds dropped those nights by Columbia Records. Since the latter
is a wholly-owned CBS subsidiary,
however, the web will encounter
no trouble in clearing the way for
Pall Mall. Fatima cancellation, incidentally, marks another step in

— Hogan

g

Snqirim Station
An ABC
First

In

Affiliate

on the Dial

America's Third Market

Represented by THS

KATZ AOSNCY

is up higher than it was
before
TV, despite a decline of approximately 15% in enrollment of fulltime male students.
Report cites each sport individually to demonstrate that TV,

in the long run, helps rather than
hurts the gate.
In baseball, for
example, in which several major

league clubs are considering banning TV entirely from all home
games, the nine teams which maintained their regular schedule of
televising all games last year had
an increase of 234,169 paid admissions in 1951 over 1950, while the
seven clubs which reduced, restricted or eliminated TV had a

Ncrm Lenhardfr. Star af "Rto.and
Shins Tima", ylveg «a» witlt th*
made mni baater between $ and 8 A.M. fra help
McHiaMMinde
listener!

<gefr

under

way each day.

far his spsnsert that

is frrnly

Harm dees a wenderfal

entstanding.

lively

ley®*

sales |©b

.

WJBK-DITR0IT
TOPS IN MUSIC— NEWS—SPORTS
NeW*n«| |«|«i Headquarters:
...
’*» Medtiwi Aveao*, New York 23 «• .lldwad* £-2455

represented Netlanally by TH! K ATI ABENCY. INC.

'
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KOTA Gets Flood Scare;
j

All-Affiliate

Dike Threatens to Give
Continued from

frage 2S

Salt

Lake

City,

May

XUTA had a 24-hour-a-day batcommercial, sustaining and educa- lacks scope to cover all the diverse
would be given emphatic elements. Foundation’s survey will tle to stay on the air last week,]
treatment to set a standard for the isolate every factor of telecasting because advancing flood waters
industry. Members of the Founda- arid lay bare the inner workings to turned the ABC outlet’s transmittion, who are expected to play im- get at the core of the deficiencies. ter into an island. To keep it from
portant parts in the study are James
turning into a submarine base, staYoung, onetime exec With J. Walter
Boston Sabby Lewis, w.lc. Hub tion engineers built a three-foot
Thompson agency, and Robert
dike around the transmitter with
band
leader,,
became
the
city’s
Saudek, the Foundation's director
first ITegro deejay when he moved 2,500 sandbags, and pumped water
of radio and TV and formerly vee- into the 6-7
Slot on indie out of the enclosure every three
p.m.
pee with ABC. All practices of the WHEE this week
Fear of the dike giving
Charles Ash- hours.
industry will be closely scrutinized ley, WEEI’s chief news editor, has way forced the station to keep
and recommendations made ibr been assigned to cover Presiden- someone on hand around the clock.
the elimination of certain evils.
tial Conventions with CBS news
By the end of the webk (Saturand day), it looked as if the station was
Government study of TV had teams ... Jim Britt,
WNAC-TV
sportscaster, received going to stay on the air, but exin
resolution
a
by
been advocated
a plaque from Sergt. Milton L.
U. S. Sen. William Benton, of Con- JZelmyer Post, Jewish War Veter- pected heavier runoff in the near
necticut, but it was quickly tabled. ans, for his outstanding contribu- future may work a switcheroo.
Industry is said to be sympathetic tion to Jimmy Fund Drive. Drive
to the study and has promised full is pet charity of Boston Braves
Beaumont, Tex. Charles BaskPresent code gov- and Variety Club of N. E. with erville, of Tampa, has been named
cooperation.
erning the industry is said to be Britt’s air pitches a solid factor in manager of KRIC, replacing Les
insufficient in certain specifics and fund raising.
Ryder.

—

tional

—

.

•.

.

WNAC

—

.

Committee

Continued from page 25

13.

Hooper, is also expected. Hooper to pressure of other work. Howwill probably speak on his studies ever, he emphasizes his willingness
of out-of-home listening and extra- to remair. as chairman until a emplacement is found, and to conset listening.
Organizational problems to be tinue to serve as a committee member.

according to Paul W.
Morency, topper of WTIC,
Hartford, and chairman of the
committee, is a constitution and
by-laws. A draft, drawn up on instructions of the Chi meeting, will
be considered. Howevff; no action

Covered,

A

replacement will also be
committee member
for
Leonard Kapner, of WCAE, JPittsburgh, who resigned because of

(Fritz)

named

his other

duties (including

likely immediately, since it will
be the first look at the constitutional committee’s work. While the
ARAC probably won’t incorporate,
it ’does want to establish itself on
a more formal basis.
Another matter to be mulled is
a replacement for Morency. Latter
had told sthe big meeting last
March that he wanted to bow out
as chairman in about 90 days, due

is

—

Dick Gottlieb will
Houston
take over new duties as m.c. for
“Darts for Dough” in a new alignment of the entire cast of the se-*'
ries telecast for a half-hour on
KPRC-TV. Paymlstress will be
Peggy Clifford and Carl Mann will'
serve as announcer.

'

most of the time most New York eyes
are on Channel 2
* Most

WCBS-TV Ssa

January-April 1952.
to both Pulse and ARB,
quarter-hour Wins, total week,~according
*
i
»
4

'

»*.**

\

^

4f

A v't

Vy

* >

*
1

mem-

bership on the NARTB board).
Since WCAE is an ABC affiliate,
replacement will probably
the
come from an outlet on that chain.

.

.

!

,

Umy

<Uy»
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By MIKE GROSS
Bennett ‘Here In My
Heart”-“I’m Lost Again” (Columbia). Tony Bennett has hopped on
the “Here -In My Heart” snowball
with a powerful workover that
earmarks it for big returns. It's
schmaltzy melody and. lyric is
grooved to current market tastes
and Bennett sells with same big
voiced emotionalism that had him
riding high last y ear with several’
simultaneous disclicks. *Tm Lost
Again” is a pleasant but less ekprobably -get
side which’U
citing
_
A.
^
MTT a uti
lost in the scramble for “Heart”
'

»

>

«

II

.

-

Compiled from

..

Danny

treat-

Sutton:

“Is

Coin Machines
•

ton gets off to a nice start in the
male disk sweeps with, his initialer
on the’ Federal, labek Although
lacking the hokey dynamics of bis
platter rivals who’ve been riding
the platter crest for the past year,
Sutton Should be able to hit With
his sincere, straightforward deliyHe projects an appealing
ery.
wax charm and a consent platter
delivery that’ll build him into a
His preem
potent wa* entity,
sides seem a little .overburdened
by a choral backing which dimm-

gets the lyric across with a ragtime
zest but at times she becomes a
bit too coy for solid impact. Norman Leyden orch backs excellently.
Reverse is a medidcre rhythm item
with little jock or juke potential,

—

'

« I >’

TALENT
POSITIONS
Thin
Lost
week, week*

slice.

JanPeerce: “These Things Are
Known”-“A Mother As Lovely As Jessel’s Plea for The
You” (Victor), Jan Peerce has a
standout pop release coupling here
Oft-Sung Bat Always
that could buck the current fad

2

1

waxings for a big commercial score,

3

4

shines

number with

)

DON CORNELL (Cofal)
KAY STARR (Capitol)
LEROY ANDERSON

Wheel of Fortune
Blue Tango

(Decca)

Anytime

f

Hollywood

EDDIE FISHER

(Victor)

j

forgive

Me

U«i Yours

'

.

Having -been in the show busi-

tones that’s got a hefty appeal for ness practically all- of my life, I
mass consumption. “Mother As have been keenly aware of the
61
fact that glory is. so transient. And
iPT
? At
Maioi’i
(New Zealand) folk song, £ronl j^y earliest days I have
relays an effective sentiment in a
whatever recognition
charming melody and tasteful fought to get
did—ancl as
Hug*, Winterhalter’S orch Icoilld in everything I
lyric.
supplies a topflight backing on the the^ears have gone by, I have alsd
fought a little for th® other felcoupling,
Dinning Sisters: “I'm Lost”- low. I was the first man with a
show to announce the
*‘Love Me Sweet and Love Me radio
Long” (Capitol). Coupling of corn- writer’s name at the end of the
belt vintaged numbers by the program.
For more than 10 years I have
Dinning Sisters is a lacklustre
offering that doesn’t have much to had a grievance against the radio’
break through. Gals’ voices blend announcers and the stations and
excellently but they fail to project the networks, who, for some unany enthusiasm in their rendition, known reason, never mention the
It’s probably due to the mediocre
lyrlg writer of a song. In A series
of Reticles for Esquire a few years
Long has a bit more life than ag0 t
Jpolnted out the fact that no
•‘I’m Lost,” giving a better spinning
>
one knew who the author of the.
chance.

TUNE

ARTIST AND LABJL

'

Anonymous Lyricists

slight religiose over-

WEEK ENDING MAY 10

current comparative tale* strength of the Artists and Tunes listed hereunder is
arrived at under 'a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. These findings are correlated with data from wider: sources, tWitch are exclusive
with Variety. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT developed from the ratio of points scored' two ways in the case of talent (disks, coin machines)
*
and three ways in the case of tunes (disks, coin machines, sheet musig), :

Leyden’s orch and the Kay Charles ishes much of .the tunes’ lngratiQuartet assist Miss Lynn on this
( Continued on page 530

tenor

for

NOTE The

'

through each slice and his clear,
modulated tones give the lyrics
added impact. “Known” is a big Editor, Variety;

Music

as Published in the Current Issue

True”-

It

Retail Sheet

Retail Disks

*

t

Danny Sut-

“Johanna” (Federal).

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

;

Judy Lynn: “Riverboat Rag”“Blow Out The Candle” (Coral).
•‘Kiverboat Rag” is an okay novelty
it-m that’s due for a good juke
ride. Tune has a buoyant melodic
line and a catchy Interspersiori of
riverboat sound effects. Miss Lynn

brilliant,

14, 1952

TOP TALENT AND

Coy McDaniel:;r ”01 d Joe Clark”Pr6am (M-G-MJ. This
coupling of Cop McDaniel's guitar4
ing fits neatly into current 'new
sound” groove and should nab big
jukeboxes.
plays especially in the
McDanielV guitar work is superimposed Wkr times producing an
unusual and interesting sound.
The sides come across with a
nifty barrelhouse beat that demands replays. “Old Joe Clark”
j s the better bet to capture .the
sp
* i ns

ment.

Peerce’s

;
»
.

or-

‘*Dey|r$

I

ab

...

warm

4

Di Campo drives out for sock imShould get plenty of plays
pact.
on all levels.

Tony

spins despite Bennett’s

„

..

[That’s

Chance You Take

.

6

7

GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)

,7

8

DORIS DAY

8

10

To You”
(M-G-MK

-“If

£!

elo<

*

5

is

:

2
3

3

4

5

5

4

-

6

6

7

8
10

9

9

Jacobs-Bond gets all the,
That most beautiful

Carrie
credit’
lyric,

for.

“The Rosary?’ is also. an?
pic, nounced as a song hfy Ethelbcrt
belabored Ncvfci and even h don’t know who
Latino flavored tune that- fails to
*•
the lyricist is/come to life. “Ask Me,” a so-so
I pointed out In my articles that
ballad, sounds too much like so
if’ the lyrics .of /‘Old Man River”
many other minor entries to hold
meant nothing to the tune, why not
up.
Ahoy,”

•1

1

8

from the forthcoming Metro
“Skirts

POSITIONS

Blacksmith Blues

A Guy Is a

Delicado
Pittsburgh Penn,

•t

TONE

•Wheel OF FORTUNE:

TANGO
KISS OF FIRE
I’LL WALK ALONE
BLACKSMITH BLUES
A GUY IS A GUY
ANYTIME _
BE ANYTHING
I’M YOURS

BLJUE

4+

m
1.

:

!•:.

This also fits the melody.
The othCr night on station 1
accented On other Wax versions of WFAC, Los Angeles,
the
an“Heart” is played down on this nouncer on the Union Pacific proslice in favor of an old fashioned gram seemed to fie articulately
straight workover. Tune needs a sadistic in riot mentioning the lyric
big dramatic reading to click, and writer, tl wonder
how the Union
this low gear workover only shows
Pacific would take it If he had
up Its corny features. Their voice just said
Paclf.)
Anyway,
his anblending on “I’m Yours” is better
suited to tune’s quality giving it a nouncement went something like
of taste- but without much imagination. Ther ..schmaltzy veneer that’s

.Mills
.....'

.......

.Mayfair

..."

; . . .

.

1

“We

Dorsey Orch: “I Got Big
Eyes”-“Homing Pigeon” (Decca).
“Eyes,” a charming Alec Wilder
composition, has a fair chance to
step out via this Tommy Dorsey

—

Faith” (and if I am not mistaken
I think he also mentioned the
trumpet-ployer’s cousin who was
passing through town). The beautiful lyric of “Yesterday” was by
Otto Harbach. But, no, not a mention of his name. Why don’t they

Tune’s ingratiating beat

is
out too late to catch up to
Henry Jerome’s sock M-G-M etching but it’s an okay sampling of

call this song, “Where is Mo°”this fits the melody. ' The “Look

the Dorsey orch’s styling.
Vinni De Campo: “Raindrops”“I Understand” (Coral). Vinni De
Campo continues to impress as a
top’ ballad handler.
Although he
hasn’t yet broken through with a
clicko etching this coupling’ll help
boost his stock in the market.
“Raindrops,” a pleasant item, is
enhanced* by his effective workover. His smooth delivery projects
plenty -of warmth and should win
r

is

a, bigger ballad
.

,'l

'

i

•

2.
3.

4.
5.

«.
7.
8.
9.

f

;

Advanced

10.

Weckof May 10

WHEEL OF FORTUNE

*#

(13) (Laurel).

Kay

BLUE TANGO (13) (Mills)
I’LL WALK ALONE (3) (Mayfair) .............
KISS OF FIRE (2) (Duchess)
FORGIVE ME. (3) (Advanced)
A GUY IS A GUY (6) (Ludlow)
BLACKSMITH BLUES (8) (Hill-R)
BE ANYTHING (3) (Shapiro-B)
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA (5) (Oxford).
I’M YOURS (1) (Algonquin)
.

.

by Buddy DeSylva. It could be
called
“Here
Comes Mathilda
That fits the melody.
Could someone tell me what is
the reason for this and how tori"
going to continue?
Can’t
or the Songwriters ProAssociation
or
can’t
Variety do something about thi*
flagrant abuse of creative talent?
is

j

(

Don

—

Un-

George

Tj

,

(Who's also a
•*.
,

;

'ut

*

v

Jos*'* 1
lyric 'writer );
*i,

.

i

Cornell

*,

.

.Coral

*

Georgia Gibbs
Eddie Fisher
Doris Day

.

-

.

.

.

.

Victor

Columbia 4

Capitol 4
Mae Morse
Eddy Howard ......... Mercury
GuyMitchellM, Miller .Columbia

4444

(

Don Cornell

Coral
Victor

;

;
.

::

Eddie Fisher

Victor

Four Aces

Decca 4

i

Eddie Fisher ,
Ray Anthony
Frankie Laine
Frank Sinatra
Johnnie Ray
Jo Stafford
Four Aces
Eddie Fisher
Ames Bros

|

Kay

1

’

'

‘

.

-e
* ‘

.

.

,

.

!

.

j
|

I WANNA LOVE YOU (Finburgli)
BROKENHEARTED (5) (DeSylva-B&H)
Tenderly (e. h. Morris)
COME WHAT MAY (7) (Shapiro-B)

| BE MY

COMPANION
LITTLE WHITE CLOUD (13)
LIFE’S

’

•*

WMres
1 1 <

1

^

4
4

Capitol

4
4

Columbia 4
4
Columbia
dolumbia
Columbia *•
Decca

(Spier)

'

in parentheses indicate

tHttmt ft tt n m
t

.

Victor
;

Coral
Capitol

Starr ....

Johnnie Ray
Rosemary Clooney

(1) LMorris)

i

Patti Page
Rosemary Clooney

•

« <

MHM

number
i

f

Tttt

of
t

» *

,'

,1

|<|

M

J

)

Mills Bros

.

.

•f-f
t

*

f

f f f t

M

4 f|

-

J

Columbia
Columbia
Mercury

.... Columbia

Decca 4

Okeh X

weeks song has been in the Tpp,

immmu

.

Johnnie Ray-.-

4

4

... Victor

W

.

4
4

4
4

„

anytime (i4) (Hiii-R)
j at last.(c) (Feist)
GAlibY DANCERS BALL (Disney)
»»
1 HEAR A RHAPSODY (Broadcast)
CRY (15) (Mellow)
AY-ROUND THE CORNER (Frank)
TELL ME WHY (16) (Signet)
::

4444

Ella

.

(Paxton)

(1)

4

Mercury

Second Croup
f THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE
PERFIDIA (5) (Peer)

4

Leroy Anderson ....... Dacca 4
Les Baxter
Capitol 4

J

it

ASCAP

»»

Capitol

Eddie Fisher

Matza.”

tective

4

Starr

)'

for the Silver Lining” lyrics wore

which
i

will

for the Silver Lining,” the orchestra
arrangement is by Percy

and cute lyric could click With the
jock and juke trade. Dorsey gives
it
a flavorsome workover while
thrush Frances Irvin neatly belts
out the vocal.
“Homing Pigeon”

derstand”

Hill-R

;

Algonquin

. . ;

mV 10 Best Sellers on

>

now

hear Dorothy
Kirsten sing Jerome Kern’s “Yesterday” and Jerome Kern’s “Look

Tommy

“I

Hill-R

.

..Shapiro-B

,

...»
; .

.

Ludlow

.i

this:

better commercial potential.

following.’

......-Duchess

.'1

’

femme

.Laurel

; .

-.1

>

Andrews Sisters-Dlok Haymest call it “Stewed Tomatoes”—it fits t
“Here In. My Heart’ -“.I’m Sorry”: the melbdy. If the lyric of “The
(Decca).
Andrews Sisters - Dick Last Time I Saw Paris” means
Haymes tandem on a pair of high- nothing, why not put the same tune i
riding tunes comes across with lots to “My Aunt Lives, in Glendale.”

* solid

PUBLISHER

r

FORGIVE ME

•10

'V

.

—

.a

.

waxing.

Guy

Be Anything

«

This
Lest
week, week.

beautiful

who wrote many

Kiss of Fire

I

poems used for songs, such as.
“Just ’a Wearing For You,” that

Stanton

.

TUNES

Nevm.
was Frank L.

lyricist

.

1

(Columbia)
EDDY HOWARD (Mercury)
PERCY FAITH (Columbia)
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“Hold Me Close
S’.*
Edited m°the
They Ask Me” was. as it ls always credited to the

Billy Eckstihe has cut
a poor followup to his exciting
“Kiss of Fire.” Although tunes are
rendered in the typical Eckstine
manner, they’re just run-of-themill entries that have small chance’
to make any noise with either the
jocks or the jukes. “Close To You,”
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Col Signs Lu

Ann Simms

Columbia Records

is

adding

sum: Ann Simms

Lu

to its femme vocalist
roster via a term pact slated to be

Previous seasonal drives by

signed this week.

and Columbia proMiss Simms was* inked following
RCA
duced good enough results to war- her copping, pf first prize on Arthur
Victor

rant their repeat this'year.
Godfrey’s “Talent Scouts” show.
Both Col and Victor are projecting heavy accent on their, new
three-speed players which they recently placed *on the market. Both
machines are priced as promotional items with the companies
distributing them, less as profitmakers than as the groundwork
The mafor future disk sales.
chines,- moreover, represent 'additional concrete evidence that these
two companies, which- pulled for
their own slow-speed systems a
couple of years ago, -are now fully
reconciled to the continuation of
General Artists Corp., which has
33-45-78 setup in the years to lined up- a flock of its name hands
th
come.
to fill in for the vacationing “Your
Coral Records, Decca subsid, has Show of Shows”' on NBC-TV startblueprinted a special sales push ing June 6; is tying in the video
for the company's top 20 standards showcasing with its current dance
during the next couple of months. promotion drive.
The agency beOther labels will Come in with lieves that network video can add
eliminate impetus to its hypo, and is bound
similar promotions to
the usual summer falloff when to be, reflected in upped ballroom
salesmen and distribs need special b.o. around the country. Already
incentives to <get. out for tbe avail- set for the series are Ray Anthony,
able business.
Stan Kenton, -Billy May, Woody
Although as yet not announced, Herman, Buddy Morrow and Ralph
it’s expected i;hat several companFlanagan.
,the more
ies will also' duplicr
It's reported that NBC is using
direct sales hyp^s- attempted dur- this orch series as a trial balloon
ing the past twd -summers. Under for a projected permanent spotting
this category will come the hiked beipg mulled for the fall.
If the
return privilege guarantees as well name orchs click, it’s expected that
as the two-for-one and three-for- the format wifi be carried over.
one buying gimmicks -via which
The network execs, however,
the retailer can pick .Up merchan- aren't making, any definite commitprices. ments since -past video stanza spotdise at greatly reduced
These have been confined to the lighting- orchs failed to create much
long-play field $nd will likely be viewer interest. Such programs as
confined there for this year as “Cavalcade of Bands” via DuMont
well.
and the telecasts of orchs from the
All of the major companies are Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
under pressure to get their retail never gained strong momentum.
*
outlets in good shape for the fall
season. If business continues at its
present low ebb and retailers are
Robin Hood Dell
stick with heavy unsaleable inventories, it's feared that they will
Lines Up 130G Talent
be in no position to take advantage
of the regular fall upswing' in the
~
disk market.
Roster for 23 Concerts

GAC Latches

.

On

,

to Video

For Band Push

'

-

.

-

-

(

Philadelphia,
•

Chi

AFM

May

13.

More than ‘$130,000 worth
talent- will

Okays

of

be presented by the

Hood

Dell Concerts this
year during the six weeks al .fresco season in Fairmotmt Park. The
four series of 23 concerts’ begin
•June 23 and continue through
July 31.
With few open dates remaining,
Chicago, May 13.
What might be the opening the Dell lists Lily Pons, Andre KosJune
23;
conducting,
telanetz
wedge for
appear on

Robin

Adler D.J. Guest
musicians to

PUTTER EXECS

Spurred

•

tomers into the
mer.

BY

warm weather +*

slump, major disk companies are planning- extensive promotion campaigns to bring the cusbusiness

by

current

the

Con-

John W,

rector,

-

Marian

Houston,

through.
It’s
execs that a

among

felt

Following the
collections it
that the box

,

•

first

week

attorney, to act as its

counsel in the 'TV arbitration proceedings now before the N.
Federal District Court. Kiendl is stepping into the legal spot made vat
cant by. the death. of former Judge
Robert P, Patterson in a plane
crash late last year.
Dispute , before the courts involves differences between ASCAP
and some 50 TV stations' Over the

X

of

was discovered
had 18% more

revenue than the city’s average
on the jukeboxes stocking the
pop and hillbilly tunes.

,

pre-program licensing agreement
proposed by ASCAP, Under tbe
1950

antitrust

decree,

if

ASCAP

and a prospective licensee disagree
over the licensing' rates, the ease
can Ntbe dumped into the laps of
N. Y. Federal court for arbitration.
The dispute has been in the
courts now for almost^ a year and
no settlement is in sight/ at the
present time.' Complicated machinery hAs. been set iff, motion
slowly with ASCAP queStidffing
the TV stations in pre-trial examinations and the reverse process to
follow. Some ASCAP execs believe
the Society will be. lucky to get a
.

trade

amending the

bill

Disk Jocks as Aid
One
in the

couple

—

of the strange

phenomena

music business for the past
of years has been the

growth of the cornbalj tunes

side-'

,

with the ever-widening
spread of interest in longhair music. While trade execs see the corn- final ^decision In. the case J>y .1953,
ments to the' Copyright Act was ball cycle' as only temporary, they
Trade observers, meanwhile, besent to the Songwriters Protective
regard the cliz.,b of classical music lieve that " the ASCAP-TV stationAssn.,* American Society of- Com-as a permanent facet of the disk dispute has paramount importance
posers, Authors & Publishers, Mubusiness.
for the industry because of .the
sic Publishers Protective Assn., the
Growth of classical music has
Authors League of America, Music even. influence^ the disk jockey vigorous attack made by ASQAP
Operators Assn., the Automatic picture in recent months, Meredith against Broadcast Music; Inc., in
Music Operators, Automatic Pho- Willson, for instance, on his across- its petition to the courts in behalf
nograph Manufacturers, Broadcast the-board NBC morning airer, has of its pre-program licensing fees.
ASCAP has asked a revision of the
(Continued on page 51)
been mixing longhair and pop se- antitrust decree to permit it .to delections
regularly.
Willson has mand a blanket license from any
been, pulling mail, incidentally, broadcast station which has
a simifrom virtually every city and ham- lar blanket deal with BJYTL
That
’Variety’ Music Cavalcade
let in the country with requests for
request. Was part of A whole patmore longhair music.
tern of ASCAP
argumentation
Provides Chronological
Classical music, meantime, has which charged
that the tieup bebeen steadily growing in the wax tween the broadcasters
and BMI
market
ever since Columbia Rec- was discriminatory
Tune List for Show Biz
against ASCAP.
ords introduced the long-play platThe newly-published “Variety ter nearly four years ago,. Longhair
ASCAP’s brief was so slashing
Music Cavalcade” (Prentice-Hall, wax sales have grown from an in- against BMI that recurrent reports
compiled and written by significant palt of the total disk have been spread that the Society
$10),
Julius Mattfeld, director .of -the turnover into a healthy portion of is planning, an antitrust action
music library for the Columbia the' business. It’s estimated that against BMI even before the indie
Broadcasting System, is a' greatly longhair disks account for some TV station hassle is ironed out.
enlarged and up-to-date version of $15,000,000 to $20,000,000 a year ASCAP execs have denied that
the
work originally published or more than 10% of the total re- they are planning any direct action against BMI, but they frankly
serially in Variety a couple of tail value of all disks sold.
admit that they are blowing the
years ago. Abel Green, Variety’s
whistle for such aff actioh to be
•editor, ties the book in with the
takch by the Department of Justice
rest of show business in his prefBritain Lilts Ban
against BMI if ASCAP’s charges
ace.^
are., substantiated.
In this 640-page tome, Mattfeld
On U. S. Musicians
reflects the growth of music in a
Kiendl, incidentally, is a memhistory of the U. S. on a year-byber of the law firm of Davis, Polk,
year basis. Unique value of this
For June Jazz Fete Wardwell, Sunderland & Kiendl.
book for. radio-TV programmers,
London, May 13.
disk jockeys, film studios and liThe ban on the J importation of
braries stems from tills chronologAmerican musicians is being lifted,
ical account of America’s growth
for* the annual jazz festival which
along .with annual check list of
is to be held at the Royal Festival
selected tunes typifying each year.
Hall on June 28. The Ministry of
While the historical section has
Labor has granted work permits
been designed to spotlight only the
political
standout
and cultural to two Americans and also a
Swede, and Dutchman. The two
events Of each year, the format is
u. S, musicians who will be comAmerican Society of Composers,
of
suggestive of a multiplicity
ing over for the jamboree are gui- Authors and Publishers
cavalcade program ideas which c£n
is making
tarist and
blues singer Lonnie another attempt
to revise its antibe transplanted info the other
Johnson, and pianist Ralph Sut- quated voting
show biz media.
system via a mefiiton.
At the second concert on bership referendum. New
Starting with, the landing of the
resoluJune 30, Swedish altoist Arne tion, "submitted by writer Pinky
Pilgrims, the “Cavalcade” screens
Domnerus
and Dutch pianist trum- Herman and supported by many
tbe entire musical scene for a sepeter
Rob
featured.
Pronk will be
top ASCAP execs, proposes that in
lected repertory** of pop tunes as
Both concerts are sponsored by counting the votes on any queswell as hymns, secular and sacred
compositions and the National Federation of Jazz
py-side

Invitation to discuss the industry’s stake in the- proposed amend-
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New ASCAP Bid

’

1

0

.•

New York

records.

Copyright Act to bring jukebox
performances under a licensing arrangement is inevitable sooner or
later, and now it’s -only a case of
who will bear the brunt of the
amendment the juke operators or
the disk companies themselves.

Pub

l

13.

Lounge here and

has been stocked with classical

1

.

tion, only the ballots actually cast
Organizations
International
and shall be regarded as factors.
Unthe first will feature Humphrey
der the present setup, unused balLyttleton’s band, Christie Brothers
lots
are
regarded as negative
Stoppers, and Ambrose Campbell’s votes.
West African Rhythm combo. Part
Since any amendment or resoluof the proceedings will be broadtion in ASCAP must get a twocast by the BBC.
thirds majority or more, 'it’s become virtually impossible to make
‘Guy Is a Guy’ Lyric
any changes since the non-voting
.

Gets Special

i

,

May

A jukebox has been Installed
in the Players

Griffin.

.

’

Indicating renewed activity on
the 'Indie TV station licensing
front, the American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers has retained Theodore Kiendl,

‘New Sound’

Fact that the disk trade asso#
ciation is initiating the talks is
seen as indication of some concern
among platter execs that Congressional
action
may -be directed
against themselves if the. present
Kefauver-Bryson bill to compel licensing of jukebox operators falls

Anderson, George Szell
conducting, June 20; Yehudi Menuhin, July 7; Alexandra Danilova,
with the Slavenska-Franklin Ballet,
Franz Alters conducting, July 10;
Jeanette MacDonald, Erich Leinsdorf conducting, July 14; Robert
Merrill and Roberta Peters, Leinsdorf conducting, July 17.
platter programs.
William Kapell and Isaac Stern,
Permission to do the stint came
conducting,
Hilsberg
directly from James C. Petrillo, .Alexander
July
21; Ja*n Peerce, July 24; Ezio
American Federation of Musicians
bead, and also -prexy of Local 10 Pinza, with Leinsdorf conducting,
here.
With the precedent estab- July 31. A scries of three Free
lished it’s thought that other re- City Concerts, made possible by an songs,
choral
appropriation from the City of instrumental works.
As Mattfeld
quests
will
follow immediately.
Bizet’s
offer
will
Philadelphia,
only music which is curexplains,
Especially hopeful are the jocks
who do little spinning but rely opera “Carman,” with Mildred Mil- rently in print has been included,
heavily on show people guests for ler, Elaine- Malbin, Charles Kull- which gives this work a practical,
intend ews. They are afraid of ther man, Frank Guarrera and the New rather than pedantic, slant.
Cantorum, Dimitri
The year-by.-year listings of the
Possible American Guild of Variety York- Schola
Mitropoulos conducting, June 30; musical selections arc additionally
Artists’ ban On
acts appearing on
Oscar Levant, Mitropoulos conduct- helpful in giving the author, pubtheir shows.
.
ing,, July 1, and Rise Stevens, Kos- lisher and original datef of copytelanetz conducting, July 3.
Virtually two-thirds of the
right.
Look is devoted to the post-1900
Bob Thiele to Coral
Gilbert Reactivates period, or the era when pop music
George
Bob Thiele, former head of Sigcame into its owri as one of the
for Mack dominant American show biz faaoire Records,
Showtunes
has been added to
m artists and repertoire staff of
This work’s’ format, inciAfter a six-month layoff, Ted cets.
oral
Records under a&r chief Mack has reactivated his music dentally, gives an easy rundown on
Jimmy Ililjiard.
firm, Showtunes Music, with George the tunes which are annually passVC Was made after Coral re- Gilbert as general professional ing into the public domain after
pnn!°
L
1 li
bought out./ a flock of mas- manager.
Firm’s tunes will be their maximum 56-year copyright
t J}
rom the Signature company licensed by the' American Society term expires.
1
* las
This reference work is further
Authors and PubComposers,
£° n d out of business, of
olc Wa s
enhanced by a complete index of
closely Associated at lishers.
o!
i
contactlisted in alphabetical order
titles
Suture with maestro Ray Bloch,
Gilbert was formerly
0
0 llil 5 joined. Coral as musi- man. for- Chappell Music and Ed a*, well as a list of publishers and
ear
c;
U director.
Herm.
their addresses.
Kassner.
jockey shows here, was the
permission jgiven to. Larry. Adler,
harmonicisC to make the rounds of
the d.j’s. last week before his concert date at Orchestra Hall, Satur-^
day (10). Chicago local, one of "the
fc\V, lias a ruling prohibiting card
members from guesting on the
disk

Jukes’

gressional mulling of amendments
to the Copyright Act, a call has
gone out to all facets of the music
business for a conference at which
the intra-trade differences over
copyrights can be ironed out. In
one of its most important steps
since it was formed - a couple of
months ago, the call for the conference -was made last week by the
Record Industry Assn, of America
over the signature of its exec di-

BBC

London,

O.O.

May

13.

Currently number three in the
S. hit parade, “A Guy- Is a Guy”
may find it tough sledding to reach
a high British rating in view of
an edict issued to band leaders by
the British Broadcasting Corp.
Believing that the lyrics are
to
liable
misinterpretation,
the
BBC has warned band leaders to
exercise special care when using

U:

xleadwood in the ASCAP ranks
have constituted a large negative
vote block. It's likely that the Herman amendment, as In previous
tries, will again be defeated by the
very system it is trying to change.
Current voting on the Herman
amendment will end May 20.

-

Santly ExitnJBoume

Contactman Harry Santly exited
this tune.
Leading pubs know Bourne Music last, week.
He was with the pubbery about
from experience, that, this type of
.

ruling virtually seals

’

its fate.

seven months.
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JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“What’s the Use”—39698 /
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Artist, Label, Title

KAY STARR
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Week fading
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12 cities and showing conu
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STARS AND STRIPES FOREVER
Dacca 20150 (70 RPM) and f-201 50 (45 RPM)

Band Reyiew
JIM FEENEY QUINTET

A

Great Piano Interpretation of a Great

New

assignment

-

is

to

.

BILL

LONELY WINE
and

MY MELANCHOLY BABY
(

-Sia^la

70

RPM) and 9-20192

(45

Sues Indie Label For

SGand

RPM)

Racardc 05c (plat tax)

America's Fastest
Selling

The Moskowitz

Records!

Accounting

Los Angeles, May 13.
Randy Van Horn, singer, filed
suit in Superior Court against A1
and Edna Piantadosi and Society
Recordings, demanding: damages of
$5,000 and an accounting of profits
on recordings of the Day dreamers
quintet, of which he is a member.
Suit charges false and" fraudulent statements in connection with
the distribution of recordings made
by the group under the Society
label. Other members of the quintet

arc

agree.

Zanuck has been particuand bold in at-

larly imaginative

tempting various types of subject
material, and the pix have consistently received better reviews'
in the press than probably those
from any other studio. Yet a number have failed to do the biz that

and that he'll 'wield considerable power even with the studio
boj» because of his- closeness to

eration,

Skouras-;And 0 the financial powers

get

team out

the

of

its

company.
r
Moskowitz was* a v.p. of United
Attists and then joined Schenck’s
and- Zanuck’s 20th Century unit
when they'' -as indies were distributing through UA. When the unit
merged with Fox in 1935, he
moved over to the- newly-named
20tIT Century-Fox as eastern studio
rep, and in 1944 he became a v.p.
in the

IS
i

.

He was in huddles with prez Spyros Skouras much of the following
day. Reportedly the decision on
his
transfer has been made with the
expectation that it will strengthen
the studio exec staff.
^

A

longtime associate of Zanuck

become

"Dearth ot good Writer*, accordto one. BMI, pub. hi -especially
Variety. April 30. 1952

I

last

week -and returned Sunday (nr

close to Skouras.

He

thus

THIS RIGHT?

u

noticeable in the lyric field."

batting

Moskowitz was on the Coast

and production exec Joseph M.
Rickey Reese, James N. Schenck, Moskowitz
through . his
Wayne C. Dunston and y&ars at the homeoffice
has also

Brown,
Jack Elliot.

[

everyone expected of them.
The board and homeoffice exec
staff have, as a result, beem' naturally
concerned over the. past
months. Usual quantity of eastwest huddles, both 'telephonically
and in person, have been held, with
pressure on Zanuck to attempt to
slump.

shift is obviously

an important one. Hints are that
he’ll be second in importance only
to Zanuck himself in the studio op-

j

Minor on sax. Musically crew
goes in for wide selection of dance
rhythms, and varies the offerings
with group vocals which spotlight
Minor, who has an unusual baritone quality.
Arrangements
are
done
by
Feeney,
including
a
generous
sprinkling of Latin tunes. He heads
a well-knit group, likely to make
it an extended run here.
Quin.

^

in a unique position to weld the
thinking of east and west.

is

;

.Milt

Dacca 20192

t

Continued from pose

Mansion where

provide trip to Europe.
He’s due back
rhythms for dancers' ar^d also back about June 8 or
9.
floor acts. Present crew is a revised
Changes
in exec and production
lineup of the former 8-man outfit which held the stand for many personnel reflect a nervousness
reweeki under baton of Billy Wil- garding
the studio operation that
liams, now doing solo club vocal
has
been
evident
for quite a few
dates.
Feeney is a vet at the key- months. Income has suffered from
board, and has been around the what appears to most observers
to
midwest long enough to have something of a following, in his own resemble bad luck.
That's given as a reason since it
right.
He fills out the instrumentation with Herb Walker on is plainly not quality
that has been
trumpet, Ronnie Greer on string
bass, Jack Miller oh drums and lacking at 20th, other companies
the

Ballad

See New 20th Prod. Units

Southern Mansion, Kansas City
Band changes are made bur occasionally at the

<

can writ# good lyrics—
sound commercial

good,

lyrics. Who knows it? Nobody but mo! Havo oYor
published?
No! How do
I

you get that break7 How
you win that listen?
Any advice? Contact lox
¥51252,

do

Please:
P.S.

No

"sonip-poem" deals.

—And. 1 speak French and Spanish.

—

WneiJi^ M*y

f

:
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Here’s

how

millions of people
X

were introduced

to

&m
Mmm

when

Vi

the

show album of

PAL JOEY
Across the
nation
x

$B3B3f

— and overseas

thousand* of people have “front row seats”
to this great Rodgers

s

and Hart musical*

Capitol brought this show

"Home” to them

with a strong, coordinated promotion*

mm
$m?jr
v-M*}

Ch/ntoi
COR

mmA*

iVv

promotes the albvm
When Capitol is privileged to produce the album of a
Broadway musical

—

it

“puts the show on the road”
r

i*r

in a big way.

A carefully planned and

executed campaign of intensive promotion
helps speed the sales stride

of every Capitol show album!

FULL

COLOR DISPLAYS

Posters, streamers, hangers

album

announce the

PAL JOEY

to millions of customers in record stores.

Stuffer* are furnished for customer mailings.

r

ADVERTISING
in the

New York

Playbill

and

other publications
reaches a broad

market of musical

oomcdy
enthusiasts.

CAPITOL PUBLICATIONS— the heart

of Capitol album promotions!

Exciting stories, pictures and other features highlighted the “Pal Joey” story
to million s of record buyers, reviewers, disc jockeys

-coverage

and

dealers. Saturation

— zooming sales -^a Capitol exclusive!

."
)

ORCIIKTRAS-MrSM;

50'

Wednesday,

ftlfey
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.Best British Sheet Sellers
(Week ending May 3)

May

London,
Unforgettable

Of Indie Disk Labels, Several Hits
Philadelphia, May 13.
Indie labels ate again pacing the
Resurgence of
field.
platter
pop
the indies has- been sparked by the
BBS label’s recent breakthrough of
A1 Martino’s waxing of “Here In
My Heart.” The BBS click has already brought on ‘such top major
diskery covering as Tony Bennett’s
workover for Columbia and Decca’s

Andrews

Sisters

-

Be

^Saturday
Mistakes

Rag

Lame, who

Following Martin Block’s click

“Gandy Dancers Ball” dance promotion at Manhattan Center, N. Y„
a couple of weeks ago, another
WNEW, N, Y., disk jockey, A1

Wright

.

...Pickwick
At Last
F.D.&H.
Never ..
I Wanna Say Hello .... Sterling
Please Mister Sun . Chappell
Only Fools
Sun
Victoria Anytime
At End of Day
Chappell
There’s Pawnshop Cinephonic
Domino
.Leeds
Why Worry
Macmelodies
.

.

.

I

.

just

computed

a 32-

cjty trek

with “The Biggest Show
Earth,” co-headlining with Patti
Page’ and the Billy May orch.
Laine, who broke through with his
first disclick about six years ago
said that he believes his flock of
nitery and theatre dates around the
country since then have helped
him hold on to the platter-buying
audience.

Carnegie Jazz Concert On

.... .Fields

.

,T>u& Artists heed to tour constancy if they want to hold on to
public— according to Frankie

their

‘Jazzbo’ Collins Sefe

.

Second 12

For Sabbath Violation
ning chances to all incoming reAccording to the top platleases.
Regina, Sask., May 13.
ter spinners, no one can tell where
Charged with an infraction of
the ‘next discllck is coming from. the Sabbath act, two Regina musiFor the most part; the new indie cians, Tony Mildenberger and Ross
outfits are setting up home base in Reibling, pleaded guilty in city
Philadelphia. Town now has sev- police court and each was fined $2
eral dozen indies which are pro- and costs.
ducing pops as well as rhythm' and
The pair, with an orchestra, had
blues platters for the national mar- staged a Sunday night concert
Impact of the Philly new- March 30 in the Grand Theatre and
ket.
comers is evidenced by the BRS charged admission by the way of
waxing and the Keystone label’s selling 50-cent memberships in a
recent release of “I’m the World’s jazz club. Membership entitled the
Fool” by The Charioteers, former customer to attend one concert.
Columbia Records pactees.
Vic-

Abbey

Life’s

.

•

as

*

Morris
.

past the indies were,
forced to operate in limited areas
only but the flock of hits which
musical,
legit
Broadway
they’ve been producing ’in the last the
year, has widened their distribu- “Finian’s Rainbpw.”
tion activities to a national scale.
The disk jockeys around the country, who used to brush off the indie
Fine Canadian Tooters
platters in favor of major label
concentration, now give equal spin-

Such New York indies

.

Sterling

.

with its initial releases.
Gramercy, which will be headed up
by Herbert M. Moss, has pacted
tenor Frank Stevens and the Sonny
Terry Trio to start its rostier buildup. Stevens is an Arthur Godfrey
Talent Scout show winner while
Terry is a blind harmonica player
who appeared a few seasons ago in

toria, which hit the national market last year with the Four Aces
etching of “It’s No Sin,” also beadquarters in Philly.

F.D.&H.

Companion. .Morris
.Dash
Ay-round The Corner.
Won’t Live in Castle Connelly
Wheel of Fortune. Valando Ltd.
Always Our House. .Connelly
Little White Cloud,.. .‘.Spier

week

tandem.
In the

,

Me Why

Tell

6.

...... Bourne

Cry
Slow Coach

and Derby have broken through
in recent months *with “Goodbye
Sweetheart” .and “Wheel of ForGramercy
respectively.
tune,”
Records, a newly formed Gotham
indie, wi?4 hit the market next

Haymes

Dick

„

.

Blacksmith Blues .... Chappell
Charmaine
Keith Prowse

( Jaizbo)
Collins is set to produce
a jazz concert at Carnegie Hall,
N.Y., next week. Event will fea-

Laine, with six records topping
the l,00fi,000 sal^s. mark under his
belt, said that " disk buyers will
wards, Mills Bros, and the comic stick to an artist if
they can see
Herkle Stiles.
him occasionally in an in-the-flesh
Abe Turchen, Herman’s mana- show, Failure of some of the top
ger, assembled the package for the vet disk names, who’ve .been holdC. H. stand, May 2Q,
ing down steady film, radio or TV
assignments, to break through with
a hit record in recent years points
up the necessity of the cross-coun-

ture the

Dinah

Woody

Herman

Washington,

Abbey’s

orch,

Tommy Ed-

Wax Biography

Of Eisenhower a Slick
Release: Fonda Narrates
In a move to cash in on the cur-

'

try jaunts. The young disk fan,
according to Laine, will remain
loyal only if the artist is able to
establish a personal rapport and
this can’t be accomplished through
pix, radio or video.

—

and retailers have
rent Gen, Dwight D. Eisenhower
told Laine that a personal appearhoom, Abbey Records has released ance date sparks big sales for the
long-play platter biography en- artist before and after the engageDisk, ment. Sales reports indicated that
titled, “Ike From Abilene.”
which was produced by Don Reid, although some of his platters had
Abbey’s artist and repertoire top-? passed their Selling peak, an upper, runs ’down the general’s story surge was evidenced in the areas
Medallion Inks Allegro
fr6m his birth in Abilene, Kansas, where he appeared.
Singer Joe Allegro has been
With rhythm and blues disks tb his post as SACEUR (Supreme
Road treks also give the artist
inked to a longterm pact by Medal- clicking steadily in the grassroots Allied Commander of Europe) in a opportunity to establish better
lion Records, indie label.
areas and occasionally breaking slick blending of tapes, and narra- contact with the fan clubs. The
through In the pop market, major tive.
clubs are ah important factor in
Henry Fonda, legit and screen maintaining constant sales in their
labels are attempting to take the
lead away from the indie outfits thesp who was recently pacted by territories via their exploitation
by bolstering their r&b rosters and Abbey for a series of narrative disk and promotion stunts. The fans
Distributors

,

,

i

,

v, .<(*'(/

.

ivpof'i

i«

-

"DISK

OF THE
WEEK”

number

platter assignments, skillfully knits the
IJce platter together in HKis role
Example of the major label as narrator. The James Paul Terzian
script gets across the story
move-in, Is M-G-M Records’ plan
to issue at least one r&b platter in in an appealingly folksy style which
its semi-monthly releasing sched- aptly suits Fonda’s warm delivery.
ule. Diskery, which has been pact- The intersperation of tapes of such,
ing a flock of r&b artists during historic figures as President Roosethe past several months, will kick velt, Winston Churchill and Sir
HERE IN MY HEART (MelUn)—Disk debut. of AlMar.fino off its plan with -Johnny King’s Bernard Montgomery create solid
etching of “Way Downtown At The impact and excellently comple(BBS) proves an overnight sensation. Cash Box
names it "Disk of the Week," reporting: "One'of* Bottom Of The Hill” backed by ment the on-the-spot tapings of
“Where Were You” In the June 6 Ike’s Abilene neighbors and
the more exciting voioes heard in a long time is
friends.
Such radio news flashes
presented on the top level. . .unbeatable combi- release.
nation. , .dynamic ballad
given a stirring airThe Columbia Records subsid, as John Daly’s report on Pearl
Harbor
and
Wayne Bryant’s covering." Billboard, rating Martino, Tony Bennett (Col.)
Okeh, meantime, has dropped the
and Alan Dale (Coral) as top "PICKS*," says: "...a r&b title from its releases since a age of the D-Day landings help
make
the etching an item of hisstrong virtuoso performance by the exciting new flock of its etchings have broken'
Several of- Eisensinger, while, the Bennett waxing is. .one of the
through in the urban areas’ pop toric value.
best Jobs he has done in a long time. Dale's per- market. Top example was Johnnie hower’s speeches round out the
tapings and Bernard Green’s backformance first-rate . All three disks look headed Ray’s Okeh initialer, “Whisky
and
for healthy sales."
Gin” and “Tell .The Lady I Said ground score adds to the disk’s
overall impact.
Goodbye.”
Victor, Mercury,
Diskery, which recently proDecca and its subsid, Coral, are
duced,
“The Second Elizabeth,
also building up its r&b output.
iL THE RIGGER THE FIGURE (Dartmouth) fnon-exc/usiVe bmi\
"Louis Prima (Col. ) sells it in grand style, " says
along the same lines, plan^ to have
Billboard, and gives platter a strong "PICK." Verthe waxing distributed in England
dict i$: "This one -has all Ih* ingredients of a
via a tieup with British Decca.
big hit, . .a broadly humo'roUsuovelt^, with clever laine-Page-May Pull
Latter is currently handling the
lyrics, based on .the 'Figaro’ aria from 'Barber
Liz platter.
Gros^.

increasing the

‘of

releases.

A

'

—

“PICK**

SMASHl

—

*****

"IIO

HIT”

of Seville'."

"'BEST

A

l£T”

$9,800

A

—ITEM

—

RUTZA, RUTZA (Sheldon)
The Bell Sisters (Vic.).
with Henri Rene backing, deliver another sock
item. Cash Box says, "An exciting and dynamic
piece of musio . . . musical sound created should
make for good Juke bex fare." Variety regards* the
disk as "a colorful interpretation. . .good jock
material," Rising young Bobby Wayne's (Mer.
version will command prime attention, too.

A

gET”

—

WHAT SHOULD DO

(Wemar)
The Paulette Sisters
(B'way. ) rate a Cash Box "BEST BET" for "one with
sleeper potentialities. . .could prove to be big.
Gals do a top notch Job on the ballad.
I

OF THE
WEEK”

A
A

STORY ILUES (Savoy)
YOU’RE FART OF ME (Savoy)

—

"SLEEPER OF THE WEEK"
nomination by Cash Box goes to the Four Buddies
(Savoy) for this Jazz 'n Blues item. "A fast moving, beaty item. .powerhouse selling that should
put this record in the list of best sellers, " says
‘

I

Local engagement was promoted
by Norman Granz and he lost
money on it. But Granz has netted
substantial profits on other similar
Minneapolis promotions and with
his annual “Jazz at the Philharmonic” here.
Laine-Page tour,
comprising 25 ohe-nighters to date,
.is reported as having been
spotty.

.

the review.
-fULlJiri”
i

*****

CALLS ME DADDY (Hamblen) — Eddy Arnold
A SOMEONE
(Vio. with another of his power-packed perform)

ances , Side rates "BULLSEYE OF THE WEEK" from
Cash Box, Chosen as a "polishe.d performance * .
an OK disking,"

BROADCAST MUSIC,
^

n

;

p

i
,

’ll

INC,

Russ Morgan Inks Pact
With McConkey Agency

May otdh package grossed
in two performances in
Chicago, May 13.
municipal auditorium Sunday (11),
Russ Morgan has signed a term
Over 1,000 teenagers attended
pact
with
the McConkey Agency.
matinee shindig with 4,000 adults at
night session.
House was scaled Deal was consummated last week
by Raymond Pacqi|et, orch leader’s
to $4 top.
manager, who flew in to ink contract with Bill Black of the book
Mild In Mpls.
Ing office. Morgan had been hanMinneapolis, May 13.
Playing a one-nighter at $3.60 dled on some one nighters by the
top in the 10,000-seat Municipal agency previously, but had been
Auditorium, the Frankie Laine- wdoing most of his own setting of
Patti Page unit, with Billy May’s dates.
He’s set for a week at the Clarorch, Illinois Jacquet, the Chocolateers, Jay Lawrence and Don idge, Memphis, Aug. 1, at $5,000. for
Rice grossed a disappointing $7,- the frame and four weeks at the
$9,800

400.

*****

“SLEEPER

13.

Billy
!

*****

”IE5T

May

The Frankie Laine-Patti Page-

*****

SOCK

in St. Louis

St. Louis,

—

(Weiss k Barry)
Don Cherry (Dec.) impresses Cash Box as a*'"BEST BET."' Reviewer's report : " . . . sung impressively by Don Cherry with a
fitting backdrop lending support. Tune and* vocal
could send this one soaring,"

with the youngsters who support
the disk singer. In .cities where
Laine has been booked for a nitery

engagement only, he usually holds
a special matinee show so that the
chance to hear and

kids' can get a
talk to him-.

RCA

*****

WONDER

also get their local disk jockeys to
steadily spin the -new releases as
well as his* oldies.' Cross-country
hops, Laine added; give artists a
chance to develop stronger relations with the grassroots platter
Spinners and guest shots bn their
programs bring them closer to the
disk buyers.
In
addition
the
cafe-theatre
bookings and. .the deejay guesters,
visits try local retailers as well as
to public schools and 'high schools
are all part of keeping in touch

Neal Hefti-Frances
Start

Wayne

Tour of 1-Niters

Bandleader Neal Hefti and his
Frances Wayne,

wife,' songstress.,

Coral Recording: artists, took off
for a one-niter swing through the
east and midwest last Friday (9).
Cavaliers, a vocal combo, is
also going along on the tour.

The

Tony Bennett, Columbia Records
is teaming up with the
Hefti-Wayne combo for several
vocalist,

dates in

New

Tour- will

England.

wind up in Detroit, June

8.

Marks Named Chief
Of Marks Music on Coast

Bolb

In. a move to- widen its exploitation activities on the Coast, E. B.
Marks Music last week named Robert Marks as head of its Coast

branch. Marks, who is currently in
the pubbery’s exploitatioii departover
same price at the Roosevelt, New ment in New York, will take
the new post sometime in August.
Orleans, Starting Sept. 18.
His New York assignment will be
filled by Fred Woodruff, of the
department.
firm’s
professional
Marks is the' newphew of the
Decca Pacts Wald Orch
Edward B.
founder
firm,
of
the
Decca Records has added the
prez,
Jerry Wald orch to its band roster Marks, and a cousin of the
^
Herbert
Marks.
via a term pact inked with the
orch
leader last week.
Wald, a clarinetist, is slated for
a big promotion in the general wax
upbeat for dance bands being

HAVE rOU HEAKM

Red Foley Improves
Nashville,

May

,

13.

prepped by most of major com-

panies.

Red -Foley, Grand Ole Opry and
recording star, was reported “improved” last week at Vanderbilt
hdspital where he was taken April
29 after reportedly taking an overdose of sleeping tablets.
Friends claimed that Foley has
been tired, and under a strain. He
had been scheduled to play a show
ih Chicago on the day he was
mitted to the hospital.

Lombardo Expands
Adding to his enterprises, Guy
Lombardo has been elected direc-

tor of the General Appliance
Corp.
T e b? n dleader is also president
i?
of the East Point Corp. and
vice*
prexy of the K. L. B. Drilling
ad- Corp. as well as heading
up his
•own music firm, Lombardo Music.
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The top 3d son#* of week (more in case of tics), based on
copyrighted Audience Coverage Index k Audience Trend Index
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producers arc giving preference to songs that are unique and extraordinary.

A Guy

Am

Guy

a

Is

.

Loves— T Son of Paleface”

I In

.

.
At Last
Be Anything (But

My

«

Be Mine)
Companion

Life's

Ludlow
Famous

The

ties that

Hill

:
Blue Tango
For the Very First Time

Berlin

Me

—

.? ...

v

,

A GUY

—

.'

.

Duchess
Peer
Weiss-B
Robbins

Rain”

From

—RCA

corded by Vaughn Monroe

Signet
.Paxton

,

.

Life
Miller

.

UTILE TRAIN A-CHUGGIN'

MY HEART

An infectious novelty rhythm sorig with three unusual record interpretations

Robbins

Secdml Group

by Jane Turzy — Decca; Marion
—MGM; Jimmy Boyd-Norman Luboff Choir—Columbia.

to attest to its wide appeal. Recorded

Fox

And So I Waited Around
Ay-Round the Coiner
Don’t Ever Be Afraid To Go Home
Homing Pigeon
I Could Write a Book
t“Clash By Night”.
I Hear a Rhapsody

Morgan

Pickwick

Frank
Remick
•yv

Shapiro-B

.

Harms

—

XVI

BMI

’

,
,

Lady Love
Love Where Are You Now
Pearls
My Mother’s
t'
Oops
“Belle of New York”
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

. .

Bourne
Algonquin
.BVC
Cromwell
,
, ...ABC

A

A

ballad in the tradition of great

AIAJCtlx
American standard songs. Recorded by

—Columbia; Tommy Edwards—MGM.

Frank Sinatra

Miller

—

Feist
.

,

Cowboy

(Tfc*t I*

.Oxford

Beacon

That’s How It Goes
There’s a Cloud In
Valley of Sunshine
Walkin’ My Baby Back Home
Whistle My Love
. .
•

,

DeSylva-B-H
Disney

.

Never Walk Alone
*

When A M* n

He)

DOWN

HUT THE FOOT

Harms
Famous

. . ,

My

You'll

IN

Laurel

Life

Sleepy Little

Mickey Rooney. Re~

Victor.

Remick

. ,

—

I’m Conf essih’
I’m Yours
It’s a Sin To Tell a Lie

the Columbia Picture, “Sound Off” starring

:

.

To Be Loved By You
, . .
Up and Down Mambo.
v
What Good Is a Gal
7
Wheel of Fortune
Would You f’Singin’ In the Rain”

My

—Decca; Peggy Taylor—Mercury.

LADY LOVE

Feist

t “Singin’ In the
Singin’ In the Bain
Tell Me Why.:
That’s the Chance You Take
.

Columbia; Ella Fitzgerald

Heart”.,.. Mayfair

.

.

A GUY

XS

Witmark

My

of Lilac Time)

Perfidia

All

will

Life

Kiss of Fire.

Sun

you

A “Hit Parade” favorite and current best seller. Recorded by Doris Day*-**

’

—

Dream

(I

Disney

DeSylva-B-H
Lion

Close.

Please Mr.

& R

..Life
*“Three Wishes For Jamie”. .Chappell

If Someone Had Told Me
t“With a Song In
I’ll Walk Alone

Jeannine

qualifications,

want to consider these contemporary compositions.

Advanced

Goin’^On a Hayride
Goody Goody...,
Honest and Truly

How

provide unusual programming opportunities. If you desire to

your program with songs that have unique

Mills

Gandy Lancers’ Ball
Glorita

TV personalities, disc jockeys and program

and

leading radio

songs listed below are being favorably accepted for having those quali-

identify

Shapiro-B
Morris

Blacksmith Blues

Forgive

any

Hill
Feist

^R

Anytime

Be

S

(MI CXTCTIL)

Williamson

The No.

1

Latin-American favorite, available for the

first

time with an

-a

English lyric adaptation. Recorded by Paulette Sisters and Larry Clinton
•

Top lO Songs On TV
A Guy

Guy

Is a

Orchestra
*

Anytime
Be Anything (But Be Mine)
Blacksmith Blues
Blue Tango
,

Hill

•

Hill

— Columbia;

—RCA

& R

Mellow
Envin-H
Robbins

Me

Dance
Loose, J
Singin* In the Rain,
Tell Me
......
That’s the Chanel You Take

Why

—

Victor.

SUMMER

Blue Skies
> . j
Great Day.
^
.
If I Didn’t Care.,
I’m Just Wild About Harry

Chappell

THE BIGGER THE FIGURE

..Witmark

BVC

*

*

al

Factotum” from

Rossini*s “Barber of Seville

novelty has acquired sufficient recognition to indicate

virtually reconciled at the present
time to the fact that the proposed

WIMOWEH

amendment to the Copyright Act
National 'Music Coun- will not be passed at the current
and the American Book Pub-, session because of political sensitivities associated with -a Presidenlishing
IS

Up

(Hey

cil

Over 400,000 records

However, wideAll Involved .in Hearings.
spread support in Congress for
kind of revision in favor of
All of the above groups were some
pubs and cieffers has indicated
involved in the recent Congresthat one amendment or another
sional hearings of the Xefauver- will pass in the next couple of
Bryson Bill. The ‘American Book years.
At present two major alternaPublishing
Co.,
Which strongly tives are in the forefront of Contial election year.

lyric

sold.

Joel

By

On Yoirtr Way!)

request of

many

performers a

—Decca; Jimmy'Dorsey—Columbia; Yma Sumac
—Okeh.

Weavers-Gordon Jenkins

In Preparation

SO HELP ME
Based on Tschaikowsky*s “Caprice Italienne”. A new ballad that h.as created

opposition,
-

P

;
r )

i; r

n

k

*

-

.

Second

is

May

considerable pre-release trade interest. Scheduled for

a later proposal which

calls for the ’diskers to put out special jukebox labels which would

English

—Capitol; Noro Morales

amendment, gressional thinking. First is the
became interested in the case be- Kefauver-Bryson bill, which would
cause of general copyright con- impose a lc per side per week lisiderations as well as the increas- cense fee directly on the juke oping amount
of books and stories erators. This is supported by the
"Cing put on wax. Authors League music pubs and writers with the
juke ops and disk companies in
:

new

has been made available for this African chant. Recorded by The

favored passage of th$

m

this

attain wide-

it will

—Columbia.

^luslc, Inc.,

HIGHUGmT

/*

spread popularity. Recorded by Louis Prima

had a similar interest in the bill.
Composers and publishers are

^

TV

—Capitol.

Berlin
Miller

, .

* Legit musical .

Co.

•.

Recorded by Nat “King” Cole

Based on “Largo

gtfcft

A-COMIN? IN

This seasonal song has had wide acceptance on important radio and
presentations.

My Mom.

Copyright Cab

IS

.Signet

.Paxton

FIVE TOP STANDARDS

Continued (ran

/

.

Los

Mills

.*

t FilmusicaX .

*

_

Magos—«RCA Victor; Hermanas Limas—
Cardonaesu Dan Zonera RCA Victor; Tony Camirgo

Okeh; Alejandro

& R

Shapiro-B

t

Cry

.Ludlow

1

Recorded by Paul Wcston-Norman Luboff Choir-Frcd Lowry

15 retease.

— Columbia.

have a higher statutory rate than

It

Happened
In

Monterey

the current 2c per side allowable
now. Most pubs and writers, while
not adverse to this proposition,
would prefer the Kefauver-Bryson
amendment, The diskers, on the
pther hand, are even more strongly
opposed to this idea than the tax

on the juke ops. They feel it
would be too costly an operation
for them, and they see no reason
why they should pay for a performance fee that should be collected from the jukebox industry.

from the catalogs of
CROMWELL MUSIC,

IHC.

•

FOLKWAYS MUSIC fURLISHERS;

DARTMOUTH MUSIC, INC
INC.

•

HOLLIS MUSIC; IHC.

•

.

ESSEX MUSIC, IHC

LUDLOW MUSIC,

IHC.

.

..

,

.

.
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Hymn

Johnny Desmond's swing version of the “Battle

RETAIL

of the Re-

public/’ which Coral Records released a couple of weeks ago, has
stirred considerable controversy in the Boston area. Following spins

by jockeys over

local stations,

numerous squawks were received from

|| |

|

»r-r
”
KAKIETY

protested against the “sacreligious” treatment. Desmond
explained that any version which gets the kids to listen to the old
established tunes is worthwhile..
Situation is reminiscent of a similar row ip 'the late 1930’s when Bing
Crosby made his cut of “Silent Night,”. Some squawks on the same
grounds were heard then but the Crosby version has since gone on to
become a standard in the wax market.

dialers

"

of

who

e

..

of retail sheet music
based on reports obtained

‘

.

releases.

1

2

2

1

4

4

c

Unusual tactical maneuvers which a record company will make to get on
the market With a new tune was pointed up again last week toy Mercury
Records with the rush release of Bobby Wayne’s “Rutza Rutza.” Two
weeks previously, diskery had issued a Wayne platter of “I’m Sorry”
hacked by “Saturday Rag,”* but with “Rutza” breaking on rival labels,
Merc cut the side with Wayne, and to expedite distribution backed it
with “Sorry,” leaving “Rag” on the discard heap.
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“Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R)

Charles School is a recreation and
community centre in Harlem, and
there is a current campaign on to
All-Gershwin Concert raise funds for a new
centre.
Paul, conducted an interesting
Charles Paul stepped out of his
customary role of musical con- sockful allrGershwin performance
ductor for radio and TV dramatic at which pianist Hazel Scott, singshdws by batoning the New York ers Todd Duncan and June McPhilharmonic Saturday night (10) Mechen, and pianist Abba Bogin
at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., in a bene- were soloists.
The soloists and
fit for the St. Charles School and Paul
contributed their services
Community Centre Fund. The St. gratis.
Kahn.
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post as conductor
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5
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9
8

3
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C. C.

Symph

.

of the Corpus

Symphony

Orchestra.
post because

'
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Detroit,

CO

Corpus Christ!, May 13.
C. Burdette Wolfe resigned his

has reactivated his ASCAP catalog
with several religious numbers.
Cass County Boys join Gene
Deep River Autry on Oriental stage May 29.
eral Artists Corp
Ralph Flanagan- has two week
Boys at the Blue Angel, N. Y., until
stint at Lakeside, Denver, June 12.
Ned E. Williams, editor ... Jan Garber also settles for two
May 31
of Down Beat mag for the past 10 frames at the Claridge, Memphis,
years, joined Jewell Radio and as of June 20.
Pee Wee Hunt has two stanzas
Television Productions as director
inked for Angelo’s, Omaha, May 15.
.Gene Krupa Trio, ... . Jackie Richardson iains. GAC
of promotion
back from a five-week tour of Ja- as assistant to Chuck Suber, office
Clyde McCoy’s new
pan, begin an engagement at Char- manager
lie Ventura’s Open House, Linden- band has a location at San Antonio
wold, N. J.> Friday (16)... Sammy A'ir Base May 21 for a week and
Kaye ....orch plays at St. Joseph’s splits a week at the Plantation,
Memorial School, Hazelton, Pa., Houston, and Sky Club, Dallas,
May 20 and 'follows with a date at June 2. Clubs are booking orchesthe Silnnybrook Ballroom, Potts- tras on participation basis...-.
town, Pa;, the next night. .Illinois Redheads star at Elmwood Casino,
Jacquet orch into the Earle Thea- Windsor, Canada, May 19 . .
Sandy Sacks, Freddie Shaffer girl orch at the
tre, Philly, May 23
formerly of Times-Columbia sales Lakeside, Denver, May 29,

New York

Georgia Gibbs pacted by Gen-
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Clearing up one of the petty nuisances in the long-play disk market,
RCA Victor has. developed a new sleeve .which permits each platter
to be easily identified on the shelf.
Cover' has a stiff book-type backbone on which full billing is given to artists and selections.

Charles Paul Batons
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•
“Kiss of Fire” (Duchess)
8
“Be Anything” (Shapiro-B)
10
“Pittsburgh, Penn” (Oxford)
6
“I’ll Walk Alone” (Mayfair)
“Be My Lifes Companion” (Morris)
“Please Mr. Sun” (Weiss-B)/.
“Cry” (Mellow)....:
“Forrive Me” (Advanced)
“Ay-Round the Corner” (Frank)
5
“I’m Yours” (Algonquin)
.
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New

“Blue Tango” (Mills)
“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel)
“Anytime” (Hill-JEt)
“A Guy Is A Guy” (Ludlow)

<D

sCarl

*

10

7

A typographical error in last week’s Variety roundup* of forthcoming
showtunes erroneously suggested that Harry Ruby was collaboratingwith Bob Hilliard on the tunes for the upcoming Broadway revue,
“Between Two Rivers.” Ruby is penning the “Rivers” score alone,
while Hilliard is working with Leo Robin on “Hazel Flagg.”

Title
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Chicago,

wk.

wk.
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This Last

In another delayed release, Coral Records has just issued an Ames
Bros, cut of “Star Dust” made about two years ago. Reason for ,the
time lag. was that the standard was held back for more current song

9J*H

W
2

Co.

y.

a

Week Ending
May 10

Ratini

p

w

a

•

Music

9

M.D.S.

Four sides comprise the
in going over the back unissued catalog.
movements of Ellington’s “Perfume Suite” originally performed by
the bandleader at his 1944 Carnegie Hall, N, Y., concert.

0

Music

RCA
National

Co.

<u
<u

.

comthem

Co.

ft

Fischer

sides, which have been held on 'ice by
Victor for eight years, have finally been set for release after the
pany’s artists and repertoire staffers accidentally came upon

Four Duke Ellington

8'

1

-

from leading stores in 12 cities
and showing comparative sales
rating for this and last week

’

a
a

.

Survey
sales,

He left the
of
policy and program planning differences with the board of directors.

Lou Slack
sistant

has" resigned as as-

manager of the

Colonial,

Dayton theatre, to become a salesman for Capitol Records out of
Cincinnati.

.

.

.

promotion

staff,

.

now

with. British Overseas Airways...
Bette McLaurln begins an engagement at Peps* Musical Bar, Philly,
May 19. .Margaret Hartigan, who
handled Red,, Seal publicity for
RCA Victor, resigned as of May 1
Erroll Garner booked into the
Storeyville Paradise .Club, N e W
.

.

.

A

associated

.

Pittsburgh
Ralph Flanagan plays Pitt Spring
Carnival’s windup ball' at West
View Park Thursday (15). and
returns to same place for a onenighter on July 15
Other name
.

.

MERCURY ARTIST

.

outfits set for one-nighters at. West
2d. . Pinky Roller View this summer .include Ray
handling" .disk exploitation for the Anthony on July .24; Russ. Morgan
Four Lads and Gramercy Records, July 29 and Vaughn MoiKoe .Aug,
Luke Riley recovering from
new indie label. , .Sol Handwefger, 27
M-G-M Records publicity head, to surgery in St. John’s Hospital and
introduce singer Tommy Edwards Howdy Baum is filling in for him
on CBS-TV’s “Star of the Family” as the maestro-pianist for Casino
Thursday (15). .Lucky Millinder house band
Frankie Carle
orch begins a two-week engage- comes to Kennywood Park night
ment at the Savoy Ballroom, N. Y., of May 21 . Hugh Tully’s Trio
had its option picked up at the
Thursday (15).
Carlton House .
ditto organist
Jean E. Dixon at Hotel Roosevelt’s
Chicago

Haven,

May

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DAVID ROSE
.

and

Hit Orchestra Play

Edgewater Beach 'Boardwalk has
its bands for the summer
with Xavier Cugat teeing off June
13 through July .3 and then Tommy
Dorsey on July 4 through Aug. 8,
with Ralph' Flanagan staying
through* Labor Day .
Jerry Glidden takes over bandstand at Lotus
Room, LaSalle Hotel . .
Patti
lined up

.

44

HARLEM NOCTURNE

W

SAXOPHONE SOLO BY

WOODY HERMAN

.

anti

K 30582

45

RPM

RECORDS

.

.

.

.

Bob Unger’s band

playing Sky Vue, which has gone
and shows again . .
A1 Morgan, who just played Twin
Coaches not so far away, comes to
Bill Green’s Monday (19), and he’ll
be followed by Three Suns for two
in for dancing

Thrilling

Rendition of

weeks.

.

.

.

at Dome, Sherman Hotel.
Johnny Knapp is currently

featured at Frolics, Omaha . Ken
Harris signed for Rice, Houston,
May 29 . . , Bill Bennett band
passes first anni at Blackstone
Hotel June 2 .
Bill Clifford in
.
from the Coast to four-week stand
at Aragon May 27 ,
Chuck Foster
does round of outdoor dancerles
starting with Forest Park Highlands, St. Louis June 6, Coney
.

.

Coral to Distribute

.

‘Records of Knowledge’
Expanding its roster of labels
under its wing, Coral Records is
taking over the distribution of the

Rexford

company’s

Knowledge”

series.

“Records of
Coral, N. Y.

.

Topper

new Chicago
by Rick Moran and

Fort Wayne, May 13.
Roger G. Hall, business manager for the Fort Wayne Musical
Johnny Holiday and will issue two Society for three
years, has resides with Chet Roble, teevee pian- signed
to become manager of the
ist, next. month ... Joe Whalen,
Erie Philharmonic Society, effecformer SVG
contactman,
has tive May 26.
started his own publishing firm aiji#
No successor has been named.

Dc

IN

MY

HEART
Rocordod
in

Europe

Tho groafotf
tong ho ovor tang.
it

Rfterd No. 1858 and
5858x45

Records,

indie, started

Jack

“HERE

.

Island, Cincinnati. June 13, and distrlb outlet, which was recently
Ideal Beach, Monticello, Ind., June taken over by the. Decca subsid,
24 . , . Tiny Hill hits Ideal July 28. will handle the operation.
Coral is planning to add other
Elliot Lawrence has weekend
.
at Edgewater Park, Detroit May 23. non-competitive labels to its distrib
Carl Sands takes over bandstand roster.
The Rexford series is
at Blackhawk June 1 . . . Dick slanted for the juve market.
Drake and his mandolin pluck
away for a month at Silver Slipper,
Las Vegas, starting May 23 . . .•
Hall to Erie Symph.

M'G'M

Room

Goodman
.

.

“ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD
IN SWITZERLAND”
.
MGM 30582
78 RPM

Sylvan

Sort has cut two sides with

f. S. Still sorvlng

with

Undo Sam.

.
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Disk Companies Best Sellers
”•
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CAPITOL
WHEEL OF FORTUNE.
I WANNA LOVE YOU

t.

3.

i
*

I’M CoftFESSIN’

4.

„

*

CARIOCA

WALK ALONE
SONG IN MV HEART

I’LL

5.

*

Ella

4-

3.

4.

5.

JJ.

3.

4.

5.

V,

Mae Morse

4*

Kay

Starr

-

.

1.

2.

Doris Day I ‘My Tears Can’t Wash 1 Love
You’ From My Heart” (Victor)
’Kiss of Fire" get* a ftrstrate
Percy Faith J workover
by the Les Brown orch
on the Coral label . Jerry Wayne
Guy Mitchell I could break through with “Did You
Mean It” on the indie Tabb labefl
x
Bobby Wayne is effective on
Johnnie Hay
,
‘Rutza, Rutza” (Mercury)
Jimmy Wakely has an okay side in
Sammy Kaye
‘‘Just Because” (Capitol)
The
Charioteers have a solid slice in
*
Tm the World’s Biggest Fool”' on
the Indie Keystone label
Ella
Fitzgerald has a neat workover of
.-..Leroy Anderson
the oldie, “I Hadn’t Anyone Till
You” (Decca)
Mills Bros, have
a standout coupling, of “When You
Four Aces
Come Back to Me” amd “Pretty as
a Picture” (Decca)
Paul Nero
.
Guy Lombardo
.

3.

J

4.

X

5.

.

.

PITTSBURGH, PA
GIRL WITH SAWDUST HEART
WHAT’S THE USE

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

BLUE TANGO
BELLE OF THE BALL
I’M YOURS
I UNDERSTAND
BLUE TANGO
at LAST AT, LAST

.

NAMM

fused to permit name bands to
play the. theatre in 1947. National

M-G-M Inks

Skip Martin
Labor Relations Board dismissed
In Band Roster Buildup the theatre’* petition but circuit
M-G-M Records hopped on the court set that aside prior to enact-

last* week with
new Skip Marorch to a longterm pact. Martin, who activated his crew on the
Coast several months ago, had
been concentrating on arranging
and composing. He penned “I’ve

dance bandwagon

In
of Taft-Hartley Law.
June, 1947, the theatre contracted
musicians
with the union for nine
during engagements of stage orch*.
The court said the theatre had
established that it never desired
.
.
the services of local band and that
Got My Love To. Keep Me Warm.”
union had acquiesced for nearly
Martin had worked for the disk- six months after Taft-Hartley act
ery previously -batoning a pickup became effective.
orch backing songstress’ Barbara
Ruick’s slice*. His initial waxing,
Orch has cut a flock of solid jazz “I Concentrate On You” backed by
items for the indie Rhythm Rec- “Villa,” will be released June 6.
Monroe Opens Peony Park
ords including “Sittin’ ’Neath Willow Tree.” “Whistler's Father,”
Gross
‘The Do-Do Song’* and “Lover
San Antonio’* New Patio
.

MOUNTAINS IN THE MOONLIGHT
YOU
MISS YOU TONIGHT

Cincinnati, May 13.
New York, July 28-31.
U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals
Heretofore, the
ha* been
staging its annual powwows in Chi- here Friday (9)' upheld refusal of
cago but the last couple of meets Gamble .Enterprises, Inc., Akron,
were not too successful from the to hire a standby
orch for its Palviewpoint of attendance or buying.
ace Theatre on charge of unfair
Locale for the sessions will be
the Hotel New Yorker where, over labor practice against Local 24,
200 disk firms, publishers and man- American Federation Musicians.
ufacturers will display their wares.
Management claimed' union re**

.
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.

.

.

ment

the inking of the
tin

.

1

.

Four Aces

PERFIDIA

YOU BROUGHT ME LOVE
WIMOWEH

Jenkins-Weavers

Come Back

OLD PAINT
KISS OF FIRE

Georgia Gibbs

Patti Page

LOVER WHERE ARE YOU NOW
JUNCO PARTNER....
SUMMERTIME
JUST BECAUSE
HOW COULD YOU, BLUE EYES

|

Rusty Draper

;

.

.

.

.

.

Richard Hayes

‘

Me.”

.

...Eddy Howard

BE .ANYTHING
SHE TOOK
WHISPERING- WINDS

to

.

Standout western, folk, blues,
rhythm, religious, polks, etc.; The
Hi-Neighbor Quartet, “Go Down to
Jordan” (Bibletone) . .Joe (Fingers) Carr,* “That Ever Lovin’ Rag"
(Capitol)
Curley Dalton, “All
My Life I’ve Dreamed” (Columbia)
Eddie Chamblee Orch,
String Boogie” (Coral)
Daisy
Mae & Old Brother Charlie, “Cotton Lisle Stockings and a Two
Dollar Dress” (Columbia) .
Bill
Monroe, “When the Cactus Is in
.

,

J

.

flock of blues tune* for fair results in a Capitol package titled
‘‘Sugar Blues” . . . The Brewster
Boy* have a clicko potential in

A LASTING THING

X

.

Annual convention of the National As*n. of Music Merchants,
which also is the occasion for a
music industry trade s h o w~, has
been set for

Platter Pointer*

-

MERCURY
1

Sets N. Y. Convention

CefctlMued fr««t page 44

ating simplicity but solo efforts
are sock. ’’Johanna” will probably
be the top side here.

Mercury has packaged an un;;
Les Paul-Mary Ford - usual if not widely commercial al* bum in Ralph Bum’s ’’Free Forms”
Clyde McCoy works over a
.......... .Jane Froman f

DECCA
1.

Starr

*

DELICADO
FESTIVAL

2.

i

Kay

i.

+

.

ARTIST -

COLUMBIA
GUY IS A GUY
WHO WHO WHO

I

Music Merchants Assn.

Jocks, Jakes

1

,

BLACKSMITH BLUES
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME
I WAITED A LITTLE TOO LONG.
ME TOO

*

v

.

.

Bloom”

(Decca).

.

Omaha, May 13.
Peony Park got off to a good
starts on its name band policy for
Hurricane, will open a new patio
the summer. The attraction in tht
called Hurricane island. Patio ac:
Park’s Terrace was Vaughn Moncommodates 1,000.
Pete Brewer band is scheduled roe band ‘'and entertainer*. Gross
was $3,500 for the one-nighter at
to tee off the spot Saturday (17).
San Antonio, May 13.
Leslie Cooper, manager of Club

$2 a head.
Bertie and. Bob Heilman, duo
Hugo Winterhalter, RCA Victor
musical director, and Jack Lee, of pianists also opened strongly at the
Hotel’s * Cottonwood
Meridian Music, head out on a disk Blackstone
Room here.
jockey trip this week.

MG-M
1.

*•

::

Billy Eckstine

KISS OF' FIRE
NEVER LIKE THIS

HEAVENLY FATHER
LEAVE THEM ALONE
HARLEM NOCTURNE
ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD

::

3.

::

4.

AM I IN LOVE.
WHAT GOOD IS A GAL

s.

LET THERE BE LOVE
MY BABY JUST CARES FOR ME

-

K

::

.Fran Warren

•RECORDS

David Rose Orch
Debbie ^Reynolds
Joni James

..

RCA VICTOR

»

”

1.

I’M

YOURS

JUST

;;

"
“

2.

3.

"

4.

“
“

5.

t#

A LITTLE

Eddie Fisher X

LOVIN’

Tony Martin J

KISS OF FIRE

FOR THE VERY FIRST TIME
ANYTIME
NEVER BEFORE
THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE.

Eddie Fisher J
Eddie Fisher |

FORGIVE ME
BLUE TANGO
THE GYPSY TRAIL

4 44
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Fight

Continue* from pare
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Theatre construc- story level. Suggested regulations
propose that any non-conforming
tion permitted in downtown comstructure, if unused for one year
mercial areas will become overly or badly damaged by fire, could
expensive, exhibs add, Under the not be reoccupied or rebuilt unless
re-zoning plaf^s-Tules for bulk re- for a conforming use. Exhibs feel
strictions.
this is unfair and is tantamount to
Another beef is the necessity for a confiscation of their property.
expensive parking lots. In some
HB & A report makes no discases, exhibs point out, 20% of a tinction between various types of
proposed* theatre site wopld have theatres or their size, and includes
to be given over for’ parking space; all theatres with skating rinks,
for some small theatres the space public dancehalls, auditoriums and
must be enough for one car for fight arenas, the MMPTA notes.
every five seats, and for others, Furthermore, tlieatremen add, theenough space for a car for every atres are barred from areas in
10 seats.
which' nightclubs, poolhalls, bowlTheatre ops are also against the ing alleys and department stores
sign regulations in the zoning code. are allowed.
They fear that theatres will not be
allowed to use marquees or any
illuminated signs above the first-

business area*,.

i

_

Theatre

Walter WincheJI:

“Danny Sutton

TV

him

It’s

considered unlikely

any of them could clear
enough time for the pickup*
TNT prez Nathan L. Halpern reported, incidentally, that he is
working on several other projects

for big-screen video but .said that
none of them has progressed far
enough yet to reveal what they

might be.

.

his success
j

• •

.“

'4

j

|

Thursdays,

,

“Danny has the voice
and the looks that insure

TV

that

headed

Kate Smith:

Continued from page 3

and radio Wednesday nights.
And, with the network broadcasters having their own sponsored
schedules to carry through on

Is

stardom,

for

Dorothy KifgalUn:

“Danny Sutton
'Is It

this

True'

town

.

Is

singing

the topi In

.

Johnnie Kay:

“Danny

new
I

is the greatest
singing bet around.

pkk him

te click

.

.

"
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W«^neaJ«y, May 14,

.

1<>52

Extreme*
Mickey

fpomid

t

Deems

i%

the .Radio
City Music Hall and Le Ruban
Bleu, both New York,
former is .the largest theatre in the country, while nitery
is of small intimery propor.

Honolulu, May 13.
Armed Forces on uahu, Hawaii's
key island, are booking an Increasing number of attractions, behind
paid gates.
*

HOWARD

BOSTON’S OLD

doubling between

Boston,; May 13.

Skeds

Frank Bryant and Frank Engels,
‘Hot’
oWneYs of Casino Theatre, have
purchased the Old Howard, oldest
Reno, May 13.
.r
_
hurley in Hub, from owner A1 Som
The New
Golden Hotel & Theerby, for a sum reportedly In atre Restaurant
opens May 28 unneighborhood of $125,000,
der the* ownership
p of the mull!
Soinerby, who operated the’ How- Mlllleasire Tex» s
CaliSa
ard for 50 years, closed the theatre h0 ‘ eln?“. Frank S, Hofues.
Casino
last March, due tQ slump- -in- -biz, and- mgrtdub are under
lease by
decided to call It- quits, sell out David High- and William
Graham
r

par names to Islands. Civilian promoter gets use of big-capacity base
tions.
arenas and rebates percentage of
take for each base's own welfare
fund.
Navy brass goes along enthusiasNavy Relief Society, ..which
works closely with Navy, although tically because in-person shows
a distinct organization in itself, theoretically aid morale, bring top
L. A.
$56,000 IN
and retire.
paid $0,000 for two performances entertainment at 50c admission,
Los Angeles, May 13.
of Minneapolis Lakers, pro ’basket- keep men off streets and not inNew owners plan to reopen in
-Judy Garland racked up another mid-August under, same. policy, as.
ball team.
Staged at big Bloch cidentally aid welfare fund. No
at
the
third
frame
for
her
$56,000
Arena just inside Pearl Harbor guarantee is involved. Navy spokesCasino, located, two blocks away,
2,670-seat Philharmonic Aud, main- presenting traveling, burley shows
gate, games got heavy promotion man says,
than 95% ca- of Hirst circuit.
via Navy channels, both among perErnie,
a
Tennessee
Matsuo taining the better
sonnel and Community. Fact that source reports/ may be next to es^ pacity she set in the initial ‘frame.
Session puts another estimated
admiral’s wife heads NRS. locally say
Hawaii's
unique
military
$30,000 into her pocket* under the
didn’t do any harm in lining up borscht circuit.
70% deal she has with the Civic
Drink Too Many?
alt-out drum-beating.
In view of success of ptfid shows, Light Opera Assn. She pays the
Even a Navy helicopter got Into
which represent interesting trend surrounding
bill,
budgeted at
the act, flying low over HonoFree Ride to
in Navy entertainment, arrange- around! $9,000.
lulu to toss out a few comps,
is ’expected to continue inGames were scaled at $3 reserves, ment
“Ice Capades’' breezed through
definitely.
But not to the extent,
Nitery Face-Saver
its initial four days at the; 6,000$2 general admission, plus pre-sold however, that Navy
will assign fuMinneapolis, May 13.
seat Pan Pacific Aud, grabbing a
$5 ultra-special ringside section. ture. district commandments
on
Two games- grossed heavily and basiiTof “What booking office
hefty $85,000.
(tally is ahead of
There were immediate reperare
profitably/
the. corresponding opening period cussions. at the Saddle nitery here
using, admiral?”
Frank Sinatra show, imported, by you
last year, aided by, upped Mothers’ after a wave of fatalities caused by
promoter Fred Matsuo, also played
Day scale..'
drunken driving prompted Gov. C.
^
to paid “audiences at Pearl Harbor
HTor Land’s Sake,” musical at Elmer Anderson of .Minnesota, to
(4.Q0O), ...Barber'S’ Point Naval Air
the- 400-seat Las Palmas, flnaled assail the liquor industry. He deHospitalized Ted Lewis
Station ( 4,500) and Army’s SchoSaturday (10)- after ’a .pale 20-day clared at a safety, award dinner
field
Barracks (6,500),
In all,
run. Final framed $1,600 gave it that supper clubs and bars that
Sinatra played to almost 30,000 in
a
$4,700 total.. Production lost serve too much liquor to a person
'
week, counting 7,000 more at Honoaround $8,500.
are “morally guilty”' If* drunken
Via Tape in Cleve. Cafe
lulu shows and 6,500 at Kauai IsMyron C. Fagan's “Red Rain- driving and deaths result.
v
land Fair,
Cleveland, May 13.
bow” collected a tljfiri $3,000 'for
A. E, Holmap, Saddle owner, inNavy previously had bought imTed- Lewis came through as per its first frame at the 542-seat formed the governor ' and press
ported attractions, often for free
Beaux
Arts'.
’Propaganda
play
apthat he has instructed* his entertain*although a
staging, financing them through show biz tradition,
parently is drawing*’ only Fagan’s ers to announce four times nightly
welfare-entertainment funds.
stomach ulcer and. a physical col- usual pressure-group
followers.
that patrons who have* indulged -to
On-base bookings help promot- lapse hospitalized him at St, Luke’s
the point where they should not
ers meet nut in bringing above- Hospital here on the second half
drive will be given, free .transporta-
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GARLAND AGAIN SOCK
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of

his

two-week engagement

22%G,

‘Yox’

at

Skyway Lounge Club.

Detroit
May 13.

Stage

175.

mi
irl^

.

Home

m

.

excess of $6,000 000
,eats 400 ag^st fo°rm«
being
Is
rebuilt to perre e ^.borate Deductions

™eatre

.

One

of

the
Gdden Hotel and the Bank Club
were Mught by Hofues for
sum
reportedly

—

^

opening

planned

to

catch the first surge of
summer
fade the New Golden will have
the biggest casino in Reno.
One
large casino will result from
combining the^old Bank Club
the
®
old GoldefcT Casino.
Spot will book top shows, opening with Cab Calloway
Mav 28
.with Steve Condos .& Jerry
Brandow tentatively scheduled. Other
names listed for the summer so far
are Peggy Lee, Four Aces,
Noonan
Sc
Marshall,
Milton
Deutsch

Sd

:

ageiidy/ Hollywood,

is booking
^rectors -High and Graham plan

a ^d’OOO opening. There will
be
cocktail parties for* city
officials
one day, dealers the next, bartenders, taxi drivers, newsmen,
etc.
Coast newsmen will be Invited
to

the teeoff.

Hofues also owns Earl Carroll’s
Theatre Restaurant in Hollywood,

and the Bakersfield California
Inn
described as the “largest suburban
hotel in the world.”

tion to their homes.

Detroit,

Gov. Anderson said .that liquor
establishments that serve drinks to
those who already have had more
than enough before they go out to
to stave oft a nitery cancellation.
Both the Cass and Shubert cur- drive home or elsewhere are npt
With cooperation of D’Arv G. Barentitled to the licenses they hold.
are
dark.
ton, head of local Music Cdrp. of rently
America office, and Saul Klein, his
own musical conductor, Lewis
taped all his nostalgic song medleys, patter and introductions used
in his orch package show.
Cast of his revue mlgsed one
Las Vegas, May’ 13.
night performance and spent an
No playground is Las Vegas for its Negro ^population of .over
afternoon rehearsing the leader’s
3,000. They have been thoroughly segregated in pic houses, kept
taped numbers, transferred to a
out of niteries and casinos, and from all residential districts exlong-playing wax platter.
When
cepting the old section of town called “Westside.”
the
show reopened at Eddie
FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
Although top names in Negro talent are booked in the luxury
Sindelar’s nitery near the CleveSome have suchotels, most have been subjected to restrictions.
land
Airport,
Lewis’
recorded
Niwti
ceeded in acquiring rooms at their working spots Pearl Bailey,
voice rang out through the amplifiers, perfectly cued to acts and the
Lena Home, Dorothy Dandridge, Hadda Brooks, Delta Rhythm
orch.
Boys, Billy Eckstine, Hazel Scott, Juanita Hall and Josephine Baker
Others must shuttle back and iprth. between
to name a few.
Spotlight was maneuvered vividhotels and the Westside where a couple of apartment motels exist
ly and imaginatively during Lewis’
>
for Negro entertainers* housing.
featured songs, cycling around
Josephine Baker, who recently wound up a fortnight at the Last
stage to catch his “Memory. Lane”
Frontier, cafirtf through with 'her expected stand, on segregation.
spirit of joviality.
Barton at first
This 'Was not- bruited about, however. Not until "publication of
'intended to spotlight the showthe Outlook,: local sheet of the Natl. Assn, for the Advancement of
man’s famous battered ;silk hat
Colored People, did any word leak out. Quoting from the- lead
and silver-topped cane on a table
Now Appearing
article in the current issue:
on. the stage, but was discouraged
BELGIQUE
“Miss Josephine Baker's stand on segregation amazed the of- .
by newspaper critics Who pointed
InisMltj Belgium
ficials of the Last Frontier Hotel when she finally convinced them
out that It would make a depressAmarleaii Rap WM. MORRIS AOKNCY
that her contract was no farce, but a real .worklng^agreement. And
ing, morbid, touch.
TAVBL-MAROUAWI AOSNCY, PARIS
the manner in which she accomplished this was
dignified, firm,
First performance using Lewis’
and as courteous as circumstances would permit.
waxed voice with such a highly
“Soon
after
arrived'
she
in
town
she
informed
the.
hotel
of her
ballyhooed campaign brought out
HoM #v*r It I wo«4b,’ than low 17 then
then reserved a table for six; contacted the local
policy
.
an SRO crowd and landed promiw** WouU you mind rapooting that.
NAACP, and asked them to have six people there for every pernent space in all three Cleveland
farmance.
papers.
After
reopening,
biz
“The
first
group had no difficulty. After the first group had
dropped badly, with localites feelbeen, admitted, other Negroes trying to attend the show were
ing, that a Ted Lewis show without
turned away. The NAACP ... not immediately able to contact
“WHAT? Hm irlHtt mM, “EIGHhim was somewhat .comparable to
Miss Baker .
finally succeeded in reaching her.
TIIN WlfKS AT THI CONRAD
ghe immedipretzels Without beer.
Reported
ately took the management to task. Their claim was that by adHILTON HOtiU^CHfCAGO” I !
that MCA, very concerned, made
mitting one colored party they had fulffiled the .terms of the con*—*•4 solid ’HI Jm# iHi. Opoo
a substantial rebate to Sindelar in
tract.
Miss Baker pointed out that .the wording is clear—that
immm it* thn JULY,
order to finish the unit’s run.
ROOKED
she will perform for no segregated audiences.
Lewis has been responding to
SOLID AUG. AND SOT.
“Miss Baker’s next step was to prove that Negroes were being
treatment but reportedly refused
DMCflON:
turned away when her table and others were yet available. This,
to undergo a stomach operation,
N.w York
...iv.MAX NOVELL*
was done with the help of the NAACP, by white members reservalthough assured It was now com;
Chkaga
ing, and occupying, a table, With one person, at the
.SIDNEY PAGE
mon and safe. Whether he Will
table to hold
Mo|av. D***rt. .
it, a mixed group attempted to pass the
V. CACTUS
be in condition to handle a latereservation desk to fill
the reservation. They were blandly told that no reservation
May date at the Baker Hotel, Dalwas
made under that name.
las, looks dubious.
“Then, accompanied by Miss Baker, the group calmly
.
entered
by the lobby. door and occupied the table, much to the consternation of the management. Miss Baker had won her
point—she had
RESTAURANT AND SAR
Place ’Em End to End
not broken the terms of her contract, but the hotel had.
1SI W. 44 St., Naw York LU 2-44M
“From then on until the end of her stay, Miss Baker's table
was
occupied.
Put
WHKR* 8H0WBUSINESS KBITS
the Ropes
“Miss Baker’s purpose is to let people get used to seeing
Current Latin Quarter, N. Y.,
Negroes
*
*
places.
When people see that Negroes know how to act, and
show is likely to be the best pubhotel officials find that their customers are not
going to walk out
licized in town.
Virtually every
there will be no need for such discrimination/
Miss
performer in that spot went in
She proved herself right on both points, playing Baker stated
FWxo: Pro/aaafonef fogegamafft
to a capacity
with the idea of emerging a star.
audience for every show, every night of her Las
Cam *
Prlm AnrM O
Vegas appearance!
Consequently, most of them took
Gaining admission to night clubs is not so important,
on pressagents.
she feels
Most important of all are job opportunities. ‘You
go into any of
Spot’s tub-thumpers, Bayne Ac
the downtown (Las Vegas) stores, and you
won’t see any colored
Zussman, also exploit Darvas &
CS ‘ ad e S
hy is
The NAACP should go down” nd to to
,‘
-,
Julia; Paul Benson.' is working on
f’
t
B
get qualified Negroes into this .work.
IN
Maid
Is honorable but
behalf of Jackie Kannon; Eddie
why just maid work for them? We should work
try to get professional
Jaffe is flacking Danielle Lamar,
it'* th»
r
Pe
(T
re
Negro
v
Dwyers
or
doctors in Las Vegas.)
Dave Lipsky is handling Andre
“^Th^ri*
There l!is a lot to be done, and It must be.
done in a good wav
Philippe.
'
;
by
the head. It is most important that
these things be done
Prior to the show's preem Mone£U
b ° Ve a 1 lt is im P° rt *nt to be right"
and above critS
day (12), it was figured that an
?Um An‘ areas
rt
mustl V
be worked in jobs first’,”
Avary A W«*hlagfan W».
audience wouldn’t be necessary
1 s Was the first
manifestation of protest by a minority
?
+K
group
just have the pressagents come.
Folk
P
a f Sfca
that
TAt
has achieved any semblance of success
in Las Vegas.
Despite his pain, lying in a hos“Bagels and Yox” did $22,500 in
pital bed; vet bandmaster called
a week’s engagement at the Shuin a crew of recording technicians
bert.

.
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flow Jo Baker Beat ‘Jim Crow’ Rap
>

«
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JACKIE
LEE
HOT PIANO"
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20th

PACEY'S

.

*

Wh«k

SHOW BAR

Pfula«ialph<a
Iticord R«Ua«« on
GuycUn RocorJ*

Lalfttf

,

"Mansion Rhumba"
anil

"Tho flano Jump"

.
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EDDIE SUEZ AGENCY
500 Shubvrt Bldg.,
Phila.,

Pa.

.

.

.

•
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JAY SEILER

.

Contact: fttrnl* Rothbard, Par. Mfiv
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KlnghUy

5-1

MS

PEnnypackar 5-70S3
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LEW

BUCK

Grant's Riviera

••Ml

PAT

*

DUNDEE

,

{§ttvty and"
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•urr«ntly

Th«ti;» i.tyalt
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DIr#ttl*n
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m THM NR ART OF CHICAOO'I

LOflp
n««r Yha Oriental/ Chic#**, Harrli,
S«)wyn‘ and lrlan«ar Thaatraa IT* the

BANCROFT
HOTEL
W. Randolph

•t

«P*clal

St.
Franklin *474#
Rat«» far thaw Falk

Nawly Dacaratad
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TALENT CONTEST

MONDAY NIGHTS

0I«mer Ctmtdy
Sydney
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m
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Haw Manaaamant
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WHEN

BOSTON

w

HOTEL AVERY
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,

Hama

w
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VmImxIot, May
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AGVA Wants Martin & Lewis in N.Y.
Warner, N.
Scarcity of headliners' coupledwith adverse business conditions on
Broadway may force the shuttering
of the Warner Theatre (ex-Strand)
for the summer- or longer. Closing
date has been tentatively set for;
June 5. Business at the house, as
well as at most other yaudfilmers
on the Stem is currently sub-par.
The Warner is now playing a
show topped by Carmen Cavallaro
and The Continental. (Renzo Cesana). Nothing has been booked as
vet to follow, although. It'S under*
stood that several deals are in the
works.
v
At the same time, the Warner is
getting rid of some of its. picture
<4
The Lion and the
commitments.
Horse' has been; set into the Palace'
Theatre to open Saturday (17).
Every picture that the Warner can
lay off will advance the closing
1

.

-

.

date.

,

Closing in June

Y.,

h

By BILL WILLARD

A&C’s Hartford Quickie

1-Niters

Las Vegas, May 13.
Ted Mack, emcee of the Old
Las Vegas gambling industry
will mark 1952 the greatest year Gold “Amateur Hour” program, Is
putting
out a Simon pure unit
was set by their manager, Eddie in its history, say self-satisfied
Sherman, add Martin Harris, State bonifaces of the plush resort ho- which has been set for five onetels and casinos.
Already evident nighters on the Walter -Reade ciroperator.
Comics always play that house in the first four months of this cuit Jn New Jersey. Tyros open
when in the east. Harris gave the year is the trend which might at ‘Morristown May 21 and continue
duo many' dates before they hit achieve a 52-week bonanza, sur- with Perth Amboy, Asbujry Park,
the/ bigtime.
Sherman was also passing last year's gross ’take of Plainfield and Red Bank.
Kenneth Later Agency booked
booker of the house for many $1,000, 000,000-plus.
Not even the warning of the the dates.
years.
Abbott. Sc Costello will play the
State Theatre, Hartford, for two
days* starting Saturday (17). Deal

*

,

*

v

axiomatic

“post-election slOugh”
ops. Nevada

dampens the ardor of

an island visited by- tides of the
47 states.
Residue left behind
is

Hutton’s $181,500

stacks up into incredible amounts
of moola.
Also remaining are
growing snags of flotsam and jetsam in the form of hoodlums.
Their machinations, however, are
Betty Hutton wound up her still beneath the surface.
Whenever these dubious characfourth week at the Palace Theatre,
N/’Y., last Friday (9) with a repeat ters make known their intentions
to become affiliated with * going
$39,500, which was the same as her
concerns or new enterprises, state
third session. sTotal during her run
was $181,500, which indicates that tax commish has the power to
(Continued on page 57)
Miss Hutton could have stayed indefinitely oil a two-a-day basis.
During* her tenure ..there,' Miss
Hutton cracked the Palace record See Chi Oriental Vaude
during her first week with a siz-

N

At

UPT Prowls Stars

Y. Palace

The. Warner reopened with vaudeonly a short time ago. Live policy
was teed off with a four-week stand
of the Sadler’s Wells' Ballet, and
was followed by the Ballet Theatre.
So far, the vaude policy hasn’t been
too successful. The experts feel
that in the case of the Ballet Theatre, the lure of the stageshow was
dissipated by an Errol Flynn film.
Last year, house closed for a
month for alterations before going zling $59,000 for 14 shows, more
into a straight film policy.
than any other headliner pulled
Probably closing of the Warner there on a two-a-day basis. The
will still leafe the Roxy, Paramount following week she scored $43,500
and Palace on Broadway, while Ra- for 10 shows.
dio City Music Hal} is the other
Palace began its summer vaudlive talent centre in midtown New film policy of eight acts and a picYork.
ture on Saturday (10). Two-a-day

The American Guild of Variety
Artists, New York branch board,
this week wired Dean Martin fk
•

Ted Mack’s N.J.

.

Hypo Under Hogan Mgl

The Jnited Paramount Theatre
circuit

seeking

is

headliners.

booked by Harry Levine,
would open a number of theatres
on a spot- basis if sufficient topChain,

per*. are

available.

Jerry Lewis requesting their appearance in New York next Mop*
day. (18) to show. Why they; should
not keep a commitment at the Co*
pa cabana, N, Y, Comics were orig.

inally slated for the Copa May 1, v
but failed, to notify ‘spot's' manage-

ment whether they were coming in,
and consequently the Copa had to
book other headliners.
Jules Podell Sc Jack Entratter,
Copa bonifaces, claimed that, they
signed a" contract with Martin Sc ^
Lewis in May' of last year to play
four weeks, starting May 1, of this
season at $6,000 per .week, ;with
one two-week option' that could be
picked up "or rejected by either
side.
Oit top of that, they told
union officials that Jerry Lewis
took an advance Of $10,000 on- this'
year's salary. Several months ago'
Podell
Entratter started .writing
to Lewis asking the duo to come
in for their contract, but failed to
receive a reply Recently the Copa
toppers suggested that Martin Sc
Lewis come in Dec. 25 Instead of
May 1 to work out their commit-

&

Circuit, for example, has set
Xavier Cugat at the Paramount, ment.
Los Angeles, for a full week, startAttorneys for the comics, Pachs,
ing Aug. 14 or 15.
TannenbaUm Sc Ross, are said to
UPT is also setting shows ..else* have' told, the union that the comics

where whenever possible. The wanted to relinquish their assignChicago, May 13.
Johnnie' Ray bill which opens at ment by paying off ;';the $24,000
Charlie Hogan, who has been the Paramount, N. Y„ May 28, will along with the $10,000 advance.
booking the Oriental Theatre here get a one-day break-in at the Par, Union execs refused, this, offer
for many years, has taken over New Haven,, the previous day. UPT pending- conferences:', with
the
the post of executive manager of uses various houses as a tryout board, which asked MJcL to come
^
that house from Harold. Costello, centre for the N. Y. Par shows.
in for a gab.
^
who’ll return to the soft drink biz.
x
The refusal of the board to pick
Will return in. the fall.
Takeover of the top post by HoBon Albert, who resigned last
Dancer Sandra Devlin opens at up comics’ offer- to pay off represeason as .maestro of the Palace
Freddie Martin orch booked for gan indicates that the house will Harry Altman’s Glen Casino, Wil- sents a change of attitude oil the
Jack Irving,
Theatre, N.- Y„ orchestra, is in June 2 one-niter at Club Seven- continue with vaudfilm. Oriental liamsville, N, Y„, tonight (Wed.) for part of the unio
lately has been off vaude.
Phoenix for his health.
;oaks, San Antonio.
two-weeks-with-options.
(Continued ofi page 61)
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Opened May 12

LATIN QUARTER, n™vm
(See VAnTETir Next Week)
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N.Y. State Sets Hearings

On

Aerial Safety
Albany,

one syndicate in the Confederation
Tijuana, Mex,, May 13.
Carflpesinos (ConfedMario Moreno, w,k.‘ Mexican de Obreros y
eration of Workers &; Craftsmen)
pantomime comedian known as which also includes the musicians.
Cantinfias, left this city last Thurs- Although, the latter did, not want
day (8) after an eight-day stay any part of the strike, they were
•

I

.

kept' off their jobs when the clubs
during' which hevhelped settle part
Were forced to close and were
of the entertainers’ strike against
promptly picketed. Huts and tents
15 niteries: Cantinfias, who also opwere
erected outside the entrances
here
flew
erates a booking agency,pickets remained.
from Mexico City" and negotiated- where
spots
The labor commissioner for Ticontracts for -four of the 15
in a dispute as complex and cu- juana, Carlos Ibarra, then followed'
Inquiring
by
procedure
rious as any in show biz labor legal
whether a majority of the union
historystrike. They
With li clubs still closed, the members desired a
up Friday (9) by did. Instead of giving, a decision,

case.

open
border city, only 15 miles from San
Diego, have been closed since
niteries in this wide

The

March 3 when 125

entertainers

singers, dancers, strippers, emcees
walked out. All are members of

—

ANDA—Association
Actores

which

(National

Assn.)
Kafael E.

by

headed

is.

de

Nacionale
Actors’

Tovar.

,
’

.

ing.

-

Sympathy Walkout

When the ANDA performers
*'*walked out, they were joined in
sympathy by the bartenders union.
Mexico,

Ten Eyck Apt recently signed
by Governor Dewey..
Some 40 states which replied to
an inquiry by the board do not
have such a law. New York being

—

-

EQUAL

04J

WITH

•

-

bartenders- form

the

J

-

J

'

COME-DY MATERIAL

FUN-MASTER

GLASON'S
rHI ORIGINAL SHOW

in niteries.
is costly.

Skipping)

•"3 BksV PARODIES per book $10 *
$25 «
• MINSTREL BUDGET
•.'4 BLACKOUT BKS.f *a. bk. $25 •

as the
case,

(reissue). $3.00

NO

C.O.D/S

Circle

strike, obviously,

With the long wait

HOW TP MASTER THE CEREMONIES

PAULA SMITH
SI.. New York I f

So the

|

in prospect

Supreme Court mulled the
word this week along

the

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS. $300. Worth<0V*r a thousand

W. 54

Americans come to Ti-

5,000,000

35 ISSUES $25
First 13 Files $7.00. All 35 Issues $25.00
Slrtglyi $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only

1—>fo

and the many

juana annually; each spending an
average of $8. Half of this total of
$40,000,000, it’s estimated, is spent

BIZ GAG F1U
<THe SoYvlco of th» Stars)

(Beginning v/lth No,

tourists

servicemen in the. San Diego area.
According to an estimate by the
Tijuana Chamber of Commerce,

for All Branches of Theatrical f

200

-

a^pioneer in this safety phase, the
board— a spokesman told Variety'
is anxious to hear all sides and
to receive suggestions.- An informal
preliminary hearing was held here
Ibarra declared himself “incomlast month, .followed by a visit of
petent” to rule. He brought the
board'- staffers to Ringling Bros.
problem to Enrique Perez Httl,. Circus,dt Madison Square Garden,commissioner ih
labor
district
N. Y.
Mexicali. Rul also called himself
“incompetent” and took the matter
to the Dept, of Labor in Mexico'
BILLING
S
City, which in turn shrugged the
dispute over to the Supreme Court.
’52-’53 ‘VANITIES’
Part of the issue ^ apparently is
For the first time in the history
involved With the Tijuana bartenders’ threat to strike in July, 1951. of “Skating Vanities,” names of
Joined by waiters and porters ."in performers will be used in the
the city’s 48 bars and cafes, they title. New billing for the 1952-53
demanded a 75% wage hike over edition will be “Skating Vanities
It will
their $8-a-shift figure. With Gov. and 01se% & Johnson.”
Alfonso Garcia Gonzalez .on the ne- also be the. first time since their
”
show at
gotiation scene, the strike was famous “Hellzapoppin*
the N. Y. Winter .Garden that the
called off.
Now the representative of the comics vifill have allowed the name
nitery owners, a Tijuana lawyer of a show to-be frilled above them.
named Leopbldo Uride Valdez, has,) “Vanities” is currently touring
declared there can be no settle- Europe and will return to the .U. S.
ment of the ANDA strike because July 25 to. open at. the Convention
the bartenders intend to start their Hall, Asbury Park, Aug. 1-24. Stand
walkout the day .the ANDA pact will be utilized as a rehearsal for
Official
is signed. The bartenders are keep- the show’s 1953 edition.
ing their strategy to themselves.
tour will start Aug, ^9 in Quebec.
Demand Lost Pay
Comics figure to pick up around
Another obstacle to settlement is $300,000 under terms of their deal
union insistence on 35% of pay with the roller show. They re in
lost while on. strike. There is prec- on a percentage arrangement.
Gae Foster, of the Roxy Theedence, however, since fhe four
clubs* tliat did reach agreements atre, will again do the production,
Joan Personnette will design
and
Cantinfias
paid
guidance
by
under
'
the costumes.
off.
Show has been signed for the
No accurate account has ever
been released on the amount spent New Haven Arena, which will mark
annually in Tijuana nightclubs, a the first time since.1944 that “Vani-

mecca for
.

By CPL. JESSE GROSS

'

The union’s major demand was
for a citywide collective “closed
shop.” By U. S. standards, however, ANDA has a “closed” agreement, for no entertainer can. work
ih Mexico without membership in
ANDA. Even Americans who are
members of American Guild of Variety Artists must belong. At issue
is the union demand that it must
have a ssparate contract with a
nitery before an entertainer gets
his pact. Apparent reason is to approve all clauses, regulate all hir-

In

B.O. Potency in Rural Routings

State

the

-

.

13;

Board of Standards
and Appeals will hold a New York
hearing May 23 at 11 a.m. In the
Empire State Bldg, and another
May 27 at % p.m. in the Home Bank
Bldg., Albany, on proved Indus-?
trial Code- Rule 41. Latter relates
to safety equipment required of
aerial performers working more
than 20 feet higfr» under terms of

The

case was taken
.^Mexico’s Supreme Court. Spokesmen for both the strikers and the
Tijuana Night Club Owners’ Assn,
said a decision could not be expected for some time. The court,
moreover, will rule only on whether the Federal or Territorial Labor
Commission has jurisdiction in the

Code

May

American armed forces in the Far
East and another to tour Europe,
making a total of 55 troupes that
thQt have gone overseas since the

JAN

HELENE and HOWARD

resumption of USO activities a
year ago.
In addition, 10 other
units have entertained troops in

Currnntly

Radio City Music Hall
M.C.A.

TOM

this country.

SHEILS

Heading for the Far East are
“Western Jamboree” and “Four
Queens and a Joker,” assembled in
Hollywood. On the European tour
is “The Gloom Chasers,” assemfrled

JACK DENTON

in N. Y.,

More than

2,500

USO

performances have been given since
last spring to a total audience of
1,700,000 troops.
Plans for this
year call for 80 overseas units consisting of about 1,000 entertainers.

WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
(IF

for

Summer

important niteries in the

east are slated to .close June 12
The Latin Cafor the summer.

.

&

num-

Both shows, Thelen noted;- are
equipped with about- 40 vehicles
apiece, including vans and trailers,
and respectively house approximately 125 employees, of which
around 5Q are performers. Tents
used for the two shows vary in
seating capacity with one capable
•

'

of holding 1,500, while the other
can pack in up to 2,500 ticket-*9
holders.
Each revue travels with an icemaking machine capable of freezing a rink in four hours. Refrigerating devices were purchased,
Thelen said, at a cost of 120,000
Deutsche marks each, the equivalent of nearly $30,000.
Thelen
also placed ’the initial cost forj
each of the shows, including vans,
tents
and other necessary apparatus, at more than $100,000, He
refused, though, to commit himself
[-on the gross take + o date, of the
initial production,, which has been
running for 14 months. Fact that
he’s put out a sister show, however,
indicates that returns on the original must have hit well into the

black ink.

Though both

entries are classed
productions, skaters
employed hail from 12 different
nations
including
the
U.
S.,
England, France, Italy, Canada,
Australia and Germany. Average
date played by each of the offerings is 10 days, though the original
edition has run. over a month in
as

German

some

situations.

When

bers, and* a closer with a Latino

motif. Heading show are the Duxa
duo, brother and sister team, who

have reportedly played the Stevens
Hotel (now Conrad Hilton), Chicago,.

Neustadt entry runs ih the same
groove with a circus theme holding down the kickoff position, followed by4 varied production routines, solo, aero and comic stands.
Closer is also in the South American vein. Revue is headed by Ilse
and ErJk'Pausin, brother and sister
team front Vienna.

Bad Kreuznach offering features
a line of 10 gals and six guys, while
the Neustadt presentation spotlights a line of 11 femmes and four
males. Production of both shows
was handled

by Knox

proficiently-

Godfrey, formerly* assistant entertainment 'director for the- Casa
Carioca nitery in Garmisch, Germany. Marilyn Quinn’s choreography for the twin operation fills
the
bill.
Thelen, incidentally,
handled the directorial chores in
.

1949 for a German presentation of
a Tom Arnold icer.

caught re-

cently at Neustadt, show was winda run of approximately four
New edition has only been
in action about three weeks and

and the Town ing up
wiU both reopen weeks.

sino, Philadelphia,

Casino,* Buffalo,
in the fall.

-

-

YOU'U PARDON

THE EXPRESSION)

difference in the tent structure.
About 80 men are used for the
4 .setting up and tearing down of
each of the presentations. TravelSaranac Lake, N.Y., May 13.
Variety Clubs hospital labora- ing with each production, incidentory now going full blast with spe- tally, are a candy and bar concescialist Morris Dworski in charge, sions .which draw fair play.
In touring the two shows, Thelen
assisted
by Lester Belin and
is concentrating mainly on terriSimone Bleuze.
where ice shows haven’t
Dr.; Edgar Mayer, former medi- tory
He’s also drawing
cal director of the old NVA sana- played before.
torium, in from N. Y. for a hand- a large number of viewers who
are getting their first looksee at
shake with the gang.
Kenneth Derby, Security The- an icer. Audiences in some of the
towns played comprise
atres of Los Angeles, into the gen- smaller
farmers and their families who
eral hospital for surgery.
A bow carnation to boniface very rarely come into contact with
Mose LaFountain of Durgan’s any form of live entertainment.
nitery for sending George Gal- Last summer, Thelen hit
middle
dieri, Carl Kilroy and Jet John- and northern
Germany with his
son to entertain the gang at the tent offering and
when the cold

Saranac Lake

By Happy Bcnway

lodge.

Helene Baugh of Warner
D. C.

staff,

Bros.’
into the general hos-

for the Munaldi operation,
took same like a veteran and is
at' the lodge resting com-

pital

fortably.

pl * but

Shaw peop

lilf
SPECIAL RATES!
and night club

All ,agog are this group of
health-seekers here who received
their quarterly medical clinic reports:

Henry Evans (Warner Bros.),

Coleman Houff, technician from
Smithfield, Va.; Ray (IATSE) Van
Buren and Delphin (RKO) Streder.
Ed (ABC) Davidson in and out
for a weekend visit with his frau,
Grace, who is loaded with good reS.

Right in the heart ’of Philadelphia’s
theatrical

district

excellent facilities, spacious,

.

.

.

homey rooms.

||

Member

weather set in moved to France
where he booked the show into
halls
equipped to handle the
blader. Revue played France from
December, ’51, to March of this
year. Boxoffice tab for each show,
incidentally, runs from the equivalent of around 40c to $1.60.
Makeup of both shows is similar
with the same pattern followed
throughout.
Both presentations
run almost two hours and when
caught drew sock audience reception.
Performances lack polish in
some cases but have enough on

John Bartram Hotel
BROAD AND LOCUST

health, off to Brooklyn for a twostay to sap up a few Dodger
baseball games and Broadway productions.

week

STREETS

Robtrl F«orc«, Resident

Manager

w

Ji

Thor#
Poverty

In .Unions
4

Is

Mana9#m«Rf:

MARK LEDDY
"Salute to Palm Beach"

Everglades Club
Patio

Palm Beach Biltmore

West

Write to those

who

are ilL

tuosity.
However, performers deserve credit for getting the most
out of the limited area provided.

‘Aura of Professionalism’

Both revues manage

to create

an

Hotel
India Room

Exclusive booking of entertainment for above

1951-52 Season

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
1 52 W. 54 sf. 600 Lincoln rd.

New

the ball to please the rustic og-

l6rs*
Thumbnail rinks, measuring
Benny Ressler, who tops the around 39x29 feet for each of the
downtown gang in regaining his icers, put a damper on skaters’ vir-

_

of

5 Unions

Miami Beach

York

COMEDY

ports.
BT

MARSHALL

JAY

*

back

FoT'n°P

bbi ?vu'

.

Hollywood, May 13.
USO-Camp Shows over the weekend sent two units to entertain

Dir.:.

To Shutter
Two

-

MARKS

WITH 3 OVERSEAS UNITS

Mgl.

Philly, Buffalo Spots

.

Avenida
Revolucion
(Tijuana’s
The Latin Casino Jh.as set Kay when orbed here in Bad Kreuznach
Broadway) was' that impatient Thompson for* the May 22, show had just finished
a two-week breaknitery ops and entertainers will and has'
two more displays after in engagement in Idar-Oberstein.
try to reach private 'agreements
V
operator,
1
Harry
to
Altman, TC
that.
2 Days for Setup
rather than wait for a legal 'ruling. is
Time element in setting up the
still to set the .majority of his
I
shows.
He’ll devote the summer two entries varies, with one show
taking 24 hours to become operato* operation of Glen Park Casino,
tional, while the other consumes
Williams ville, N. Y.
FIRST ANNI
about double that time, due to' a

m

Per.

date follows its stand at the Springfield (Mass.) Fair.

ly to Joanne Sinclair’s colorful
costuming, Of the two .shows and the
able musical’ accompaniment given
German ruralites,' who \ast.year each of the productions by
the Gergot a shot of ’refreshing hot man orch employed.
Production
weather entertainment via the' caught in Bad Kreuznach,
which
presentation of an, ice Show under incidentally, finishes
a’ 10-day run
canvas,, are in for a double dose of tomorrow (Wed.)/
uses a 12-piece
the same treatment this" summer.
orch conducted ,,by Peter. Kuchta
Success of the ’51 frosted offer- while show viewed in
Neustadt
ing has resulted in the release of spotlights a l$-piece'
combo batwo blader tent productions this toned by Otto Stenzel.
Scoring for
year. Both shows, though different both
entries 'leans
heavily on
in content, are traveling under the American rhythms
as per a wild
same banned, “Scala Ice Revue,” west ’sequence 1 where the
and are -being presented by Hanhs strains of Richard Rodgers*familiar
“OklaThelen, who was responsible for homa”
output adds additional
last season’s canvas operation.
bounce to the proceedings;
The ’51 presentation is claimed
Format of edition presented in
by Thelen to have been the first Bad Kreuznach includes the
wild
ice revue to play, any where in Eu- west bit as opener,
some solo
rope under, a. “big top” setup. In- stints, on*, of which is
tagged
augural offering also marked the “Night in Harlem,” a
pleasant
preem production, of an iee show comic hit by Larry Kemble, some
of German origin, according to fair aero stunts by Ives
French,
Thelen.
an assortment of production

'

Dept.

7-1130

PATRICE

New Haven

ties” will stop there.

aura of professionalism. due large-

(On leave from Variety)
Bad Kreuznach, May 13,

RoMtin«$ and HHrI«k
“Tim

book

with

tho

MOST

of

tlm

BEST

comtdy muterlul— $3.

A.

GUY

YI5K

Writing Enterprisbz

12

Libftrty

Slnot

Troy, N. Y.

M.y

tfWb»«a»y,
J-ETED

14,

One

Comedy
ft Mina.

ThimderWtf L««.V*f »•
G»mM« by Thunderbird show

producer H*1 Braudls nas paid off
booking nitery
in two throws by
tyros Robert Q, -Lewis add followDonald. If ops
lip raconteur Peter
out this

way

NBW

1952

DONALD

a band-moving panto bit
done sans music, but with a narrator describing the meaning of
each gesture. The other, with a
pop .tune blaring in the background, is a dance that might be
done by the offspring of an eastwest marriage.
It integrates the
Oriental style with jitterbug move-

new

are screaming for

names, they might take a marginal
note from the little black book of
Braudis which states, "new faces

—often lower budget cdst&—surround with razzle-dazzle.”
Donald's step from panel

AM

shows, vidcasts, and comedy characters on leading radio shows dup-

a mighty Bunyan stride, but
has planted his Florsheims
with this initial venture,.
Not only does he bring freshness
field 'made' dull by
comedy
into a
repetition of stale gags, but enof storytellers,
ranks
the
larges
exampled by Myron Cohen,’ Sam
His ability to
Levenson, et al.
confectionize with dialects further
loads the Donald potential in the

licates

he

solidly

*

nitery field.

Although nervous at outset, he
holds fast to canny know-how of
This eventually brings
pacing.
him out on top, very much a win-

The cinnamon-topped, crewner,
bespectacled and often
clipped,
sartorially rumpled humorist has
material to offer, from
of
loads
to
sophistication.
cracker-barrel
Lights Into a couple of ditties,
warbling a punctuation of Allen’s
Alley character Ajax

Cassidy in
one, and parody on Les Vegas for
Both receive hefty
the second.
kudosing. ' Spiced elsewhere are
tales dialected, gabbed straight or
Tops with a "Can
double-voiced.
You Top This" story utilizing Yiddish gab of Kafoofnik.
Altogether, Donald has the invaluable aid of his background in
multiple
facets
projecting
for
varied nitery audiences, if he so
desires to enlarge his current busy
schedule.

JACKIE

KANNON

(2)

Comedy
12 Min*.
Latin Quarter, N. Y,
Kannon,
Jackie
.

la

Las Vegas

NX

m

*

Nevada for Nevadans?

The entire sect, already having
reached respectability because’ of
leadership in Nevada’s top Industry, gives lip-service to popular
hue and cry about keeping Nevada
pure for Nevadans, They claim to
share the horrendous thought of
muscling in ' by notorious hoods.
Yet, highest respect is paid visitors
*rom
Illegal gambling empires,
and these reps can b cased in
most resort hotels from time to
time. Which always gives rise to
questions
from
byinnocent
standers usually in the newspaper profession but little satisfac-

-

/

make

which winds up into a goose-step.
Another is a satire on Fred Astaire TERRY
in which this dancer's trademarks Sonirs

—

SWOPE

.

(7)

THE CO-OPS

I

-

Kiss

Me

Baby,” a lively novelty,

and follow with a good arrangement of "Darktown Strutters Ball.”
Also in their repertoire aire "Glory
Love,” "Be Anything” and
Hucklebuck.”
A tenor, usually handles the
melody at one mike while the remaining four singers provide background harmonies at another pickPerhaps best of the outfit’s
up.
numbers is “Glory of Love.” Their
soft treatment and delicate shading of the tune make it a producUnit isn’t quite as good on
tion.
novelties as on ballads.
Withal,
the troupe is a good bet for vaude<
Gilb.
nReries^or TV.

of
(3)

1

Dance
7 Mins.

Apollo, N. Y.
The Co-Ops is a Negro terp turn
of two males and a femme, whose
routines are of a generally unexWearing tight fitciting nature.
ting trousers and jackets, the lads
accompany the gal in some interpretive steps which feature much

arm waving and hopping up and
down in ballet fashion.
Second half of the trio’s stint is
Gal sheds her

more animated.
outer garb down

to tights and*a bra

contribute varied movements
that faintly suggest bumps and
grinds. However, until the Co-Ops
develop themselves a definite, wellpresented style, it’s difficult to see
to

EARL WILLIAM
Songs
12 Mins.

One

Fifth Avenue, N.Y.
Earl William is a goodlooking
tenor with a load, of musicomedy
taneous applause.
background. He has an ingratiatthey can move into the more
Because of the speed of this how
ing manner and a warm voice
Gilb.
bookings.
turn, act stays on a comparatively promising
that’s equally proficient in ballad
snort time, but it’s the most acand rhythm tunes. In his nitery
tion-packed six minutes ever seen LEON LISHNER
debut here, he. shows a fine admixSongs-Emcee
he re.
ture of stuff supported by savvy
Jose.
15 Mins.
peddling
Y.
N.
Habibi,
hadassah
After standard "Love Is SweepLeon Lishner, who has appeared
Dance
ing
the Country” entry, he switchin Gian-Carlo. Menotti’s "The Con
15 Mins.
es handily into low-geared version
and
"Amahl
and
Broadway
on
sul”
Habibi, N. Y.
"Little
White Cloud That Cried”
of
makAlthough known in concert cir- the Night Visitors” on TV, is
that gets the imbibers immediateing his nitery debut as a singer
cles, this is Hadassah’s nitery dely.
Polishes
off "Younger Than
spot.
but.
For many years she has and m.c. in this Israeli-type
Springtime” before taking off on
headed a troupe specializing in A well-groomed lad with a pleasant a biting Schrafft’s eatery special
pipes
he has powerful
Oriental terping.
Although barn personality,
His and encores with "It’s Spring
in Jerusalem, the daughter of a and can sock across a tune.
group of Again” to give his turn an allrabbi, she studied native dancing songalog consists of a
tunes and one Yiddish around click. There’s expert piano
Hebrew
in India and the Far East.
As a
especially effective support by Harold Fonville.
result, her terping mirrors those number. He is
Definitely an asset to the cafe
items and gets alert
regions rather than Israel.
How- in the spirited
he asks the audi- ranks and a sound bet for vaude.
when
cooperation
ever, she’s readying a series of
Trail.
Israeli dances which will be in- ence to participate.
serted into the act.
Lad handles the m.c. chores THE D’ AIN COURTS (2)
Hadassah’s terpoiogy is not of passably, but could use better ma- Dance
the belly-wiggling school usually terial. He knits the four-act show
12 Mins.
associated with the Near East. Her together with stories and gags Prince George Hotel, Toronto
A few The D’Aincourts (Brian Macstyle,
though considerably less about present-day Israel.
sensational, is more subtle and of the gags, it’s obvious, stem from
donald and Olivia Wyatt), with exobviously more authentic. It fea- other sources but have been given
perience in the Canadian National
tures graceful hand and neck an Israeli slant. Although he can
Ballet, set the right moods for
polish
and
experience
movements as displayed in Indian use more
their diversified dance offerings,
the m.c. department, he more than
Balinese numbers.
and inject enough "acting” and
singing
his
with
it
for
She has created two numbers makes up
facial expression to inform customHoll
that also aim at popular appeal.
'

^

$1,400,000 Litigation

This arrogance on the part of
gambling bosses is not condoned
by townspeople Who, although- dependent upon revenue from th«
palaces in the main, nevertheles*
regard certain blunt practices with
growing uneasiness. Existence of
JBftS'J?!*
number, with lots of flash tricks to possible politico-gambling setup
"Tchaikovsky’s Waltz Serenade;” has been charged by publisher
then a neat hi-kick routine to a Hank Greenspun of Las Vegas Bun
Richard Rodgers’ medley.
in his $1,000^)00 suit against Sen..
Smash finale Is their drama- Pat McCarran, Eva Adams-—the
dance,. an apache in evening clothes senator's -right arm
and all resort
to a breakaway scarlet gown for a hotels, clubs. In his restraint of
terp playlet to "Slaughter on 10th .trade stilt which charges boycotting
Ave.” that’s notable for staccato- of advertising in the newspaper by
style, modernistic rhythmics.
Girl this alleged combine,
Greenspun
has an outstanding wardrobe for will attempt
to prove iti Federal
the four numbers and is exotic in
court
this month that such a situabrunette appearance; boy is a tall
and handsome blond. Both exhibit tion is jeopardizing gambling biz,
youthful freshness and enthusiasm plus curtailing freedom of the
press. Many astute observers think
Ha their still sophisticated work.
that the Vegas .gambling hierarchy
McStay.
is playing with fire when tangling
with the press, no matter what cirROLAND MAKCELLI & JANIS
culation pr Influence. Moreover, a
Slack Wire
committee of townspeople has been
9 Mina.
Palace, N.Y.
organized to help Greenspun comRoland Marcelli & Janis have
bat his tough’ adversaries.
well constructed slack wire act in
Merchants are caught somewhere
which the male spends considera- in the middle of the boom. Never
ble time on the strand performing a day goes by but What proprietors
a variety of juggling tricks. He of stores along the main drag are
also rides a single wheel and a uni-,
besieged by reps of any number of
cycle. Femme, aside from taking
charities or causes, plus advertising
ca e
*2?* *
solicitors
for newspapers, radio
^ *w *th
4 Jr®
J'^lve time space (there are four radio
*
H bJ;Circ* e
“1 e :urn a good finish,
stations In Vegas scrapping for
Okay for yaude and outdoor ears of
10,000 listeners at most),
Jose.
work.
pamphlets, or for plain old handouts.
The city has always been
JULIO QUARTET
Vrd-pressed to float any kind of
Songs
Improvement issue street, schools
20 Mins.
etc.
In spite of the fact that great
Sans Souci, Miami Reach
Julia Quartet, latest importation wealth is concentrated in this *
Filling the cup seems to be
locale.
from Havana (two males, two
femmes), is visually a pleasing the merchants' lot.
group, but vocally lacking in the
Resort hotels are no longer the
drive and balanced routining state- good touch as in days of old. All
side cafe and video audiences ex- five, with the sixth upon the threspect.
hold, have banded together in a
Colorfully costumec, the femmes loose; but effective, association.
on the attractive side, they set up Charities, advertising \ pleaders,
an array of straight Latino tunes community welfare workers must
which stress mambo rhythms and submit requests for moola well in
on the slower tempos feature one advance. Such items are passed or
of the lads, with appropriate backrejected by reps of the hotels, who
ing by the rest for added tonal
usually are execs, flackers, or any
effects.
His sequences are bestuf
personnel around when
tha lot. On occasion, to break up authorized
the harmonics, they come through meetings are called. So loose is the
wjth hip-swings around the floor, "union” in Other ways that banning
adding little to the reaction, espe- of courtesy opening-night, tabs for
cially In a room that draws the all publicity media* was universal
Latin addicts who know their own Strip law one year ago, only to
have the same spots .pick tip checks
way around a'derriere twist.
With reroutlning to include some less than one month later, dependAmerican compositions, plus more ing on personalities marked okay
apt staging of their dance break- for such favors.
Since most biz comes from outins, they could be a bet for the
type of spots which go in for the side the state, gambling toppers
south of the border show ideas.
aren’t putting too much, emphasis
Lary.
,
upon local public relations. Was a
time when spots made fair bid for
trade from townspeople in. order to
Mila Raymon to Giro’s, London
eliminate midweek lulls. With this
signed
to
been
has
Raymon
Mila
'

.
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stage
deportment helps
create an important rapport with
Gros.
the aud.

Strip.
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going

dering upon smugness began to be
apparent on the part of resort hoowners about 18 months ago,
When the biz cufve^ began to sweep
upward in an ‘Uninterrupted zoom.
This was interpreted by many to
be a boom almost rivaling some of
those historic lode towns which
spread out over the Nevada map
after a rich vein was struck Property values, like those of bonanza
days, began to soar. They’re still
on the climb, although chances of
quick profit turnover are lessening, particularly in portions of
Paradise Valley on or near the

;tei

.

in a

THE ROYAL ASHTONS

up all biz operations.
are a dime a dozen
in Vegas,
An attitude of complacency borin covering

And—rumors

The only pos18 Mins.
Casablanca,
Miami
He does a bit of Charlie Chaplin,
Beach
Husky voiced Terry Swope has ers as to what story-form is being
also for good effect, and a Spanish
conveyed.
dancer. He works his hands, body been around,, working mostly with
In addition to expert spins and
and turns his clothing, especially band outfits. This is her first date
his hat, into props. He looks like in a smart cafe and with it sbfc lifts, neatly-wardrobed pair incorhe can develop for both mass and shows potentialities for the in- porate a class superiority and ma*
timeries* and moderately budgeted ture mentality devoid* of standard
JoSe.
class spots.
’
’
mugging, this instantly holding the
clubs.
Blending of tunes is wisely ar- attention of even the table-hopranged to allow for balanced canto pers. With male member creating
Sonr*
which includes fast and aud-warm- the numbers, pair do a bouncy in10 Min*.
lng version of “Them There Eyes,”, terpretation to Leroy Anderson’s
Bark Avenue, N. Y.
Pizzicato;” a quiet and lyriAnn Dedonn, impresses as a sock a change of pace "Baby Doll,” "Jazz
cal waltz routine,” complete with
bet
for
intimery
assignments. then into, stop-rhythmed "Too Marslow-motion
lifts and turns to De
velous.”
Blues
Throaty voice and shapely frame
'

Rislcy
6 Mins.
Latin Quarter, N. Y,
The Royal A.shtops, six boys and
a girl, have been known at various’
times as the Ashtons and the Seven'
Ashtons.
It’s originally an' Australian act which made good in
Europe before hitting the U. S.
The Royal Ashtons are probably
one of the fastest acts in show biz.
This turn does some amazing risley
work in a manner that must draw
gasps. The understanders toss the
boys and girl around like they were
Juggling inanimate objects^ There’s
one sequence in which a boy and
girl balanced on a horizontal are
flung
around with tremendous
speed.
There are many facets to
their act, all of which get spon-

If Chi loot is backing the newest
on the Strip, proof would be
hard to obtain because of ingenL
ous methods used by that syndicate

Oasis

bits of business.

ANN DEDONN

•

spot.

tion as to answers.

-

strength to make him eligible, for
most sight situations.., r Jose.

SS

hold up license requests until thor- sible assumption is that the boy*
ough investigations are made. are hero for their health.
Thus, ops already screened, or
Rumor growing steadily of late
those who were, admitted into the has a Chi syndicate as new owncharmed circle ’by political Influ- ers of the Flamingo. Sale of the
ence, maintain the upper hand. hotel for $4,500,000 was supposed
Some of the current license holders to have taken place last month and
have strong political skeins en- title put in escrow for a period of
meshing the entire state, but are time. Another Whisper places new
tied fast to a silver cord reach- Hotel Sahara under controlling in*
ing into Washington, D. C. Vegas terest of possibly the same fcrowd
gambling overloads are .still under from the midwest, or reasonable
dominance of Reno, but southern facsimilies. Offsetting the latter
Nevada’s rapid development might scuttlebutt is knowledge of Portgive the northern boys a run for land- moola. alqng with local and
their money and power before too scattered.
holding
individuals
long.
shares of the new luxury resort

’

™

Billion B.O.
from

.

department has
making his fit the late-hour clientele’s de- Can't Get Hta
major nitery, mands and she knows how to han- solid mitt,- with encore "Love Is
impresses as having the comedic dle herself on the floor for top re- Never The Same.” Off to healthy
ability to do well in these parts. At sults. Brunette is tastefully garbed, reaction.
the opening show, Kannon came on displaying enough cleavage to click
Comes back later to display apt
to a shaky start, but recovered suf- with the male trade, and presents
oil-sense -in
bit
with
Henny
ficiently to be a solid hit in this a striking figure as. she belts out Youngman.
Blonde
thrush
is
room.
her sbngalog.
handsomely gowned and coiffed
Topper of his turn is a takeoff
Working sans. mike, Miss Dedonn and overall handles herself in easy
on “Wild Goose” which winds up purveys plenty of warmth through- manner, plus effective delivery for
in a pseudo-magico bit.
This is a out- her set, 3he projects an inti- added impact.
Lary.
howl-provoker and has enough en mate mood without getting too
tertainment; values to get him familiar which wins the gals as THE FIVE KEYS (6)
across in most situations.
well as the- guys. Gets plenty of Songs
The earlier part of his act has humor and zest into each number, 14 Mins.
some questionable material. Some resulting in top mitt.
Apollo, N. Y.
portions- of the draping bit done
The Five Keys is a five-man
Such items as "Jose Is Living
with his wife is in poof taste and
the Life of Riley,” “Good Enough Negro harmony group that knows
can be eliminated. Pieces precedA sixth
for Me” and "It’s Been a Long, its way around a tune.
ing that also fail, but toward the
Long Time” are belted out with member of the turn supplies piano
end of the act he gains sufficient
Her easy- accompaniment. Boys open, with
a solid styling sense.

Broadway bow

57

Cmm)

(Kerne
Audi Participation
15 Min*.
Warner Theatre,
The Continental, a lammister
from video where he was recently'
spotted in a late-evening show on
CBS-TV, is an -okay one-timements.
around turn but hardly hasdhe poGal wears an overall Oriental- tential for a regular vaude act, As
type costume but makes quick on his TV stanza, he presumes to
changes on the sidelines to fit the be an expert on amour and dames,
:
country she is interpreting.
Act and his credentials
are Italian-acis interesting, but except for anJ cented, buttery baritone
speaking
Israeli
slanted operation, like voice, a way with a cigaret holder
Holl.
Habibi, appears limited.
and a hokey line of gab which he
delivers with the utmost sincerity.
HARRY MIMMO
For his in-person bow at the
Comedy
Warner Theatre, he has devised
14 Mins,
an audience participation peg
Chateau Madrid, N.Y.
which three male customers comHarry Mimmo, playing his first pete for title of the "best lover.”
U.S. date, impresses as one of the Each contestant is mated with a
more clever comedy imports to gal from the audience and is re*
hit these parts. Mimmo was caught quired to read a prepared romancein Cuba by Music Corp. of Amer- filled script. It’s a strictly mechanica’s Johnny Dugan who sold him ical gimmick with the scripts being
sight unseen to boniface Angel too obviously rigged for laughs,
Lopez. Mimmo apparently has the After the first contestant fall? into
ahuity to justify this faith. He’s an
e
p “I. rea <Hng the script too
extremely capable and clever fJl
literally, the stunt becomes tireworker. His pantomime is articule Continental’s stock of.
late, there’s a great deal of artistic
so sound as if
conception and even a social feeling in his work.
n^
recite*; thejyric
the 1 vrl^ Vto fh
At the opening display, he evi- recites^
the tune, ‘I’ll5
denced enough to prove that he
This is straight corn with violin
has sufficient material to
good., One of his standout hits is background music to match.
a lampoon of a German dancer
Hem.

become ordinary

ACTS

THE CONTINENTAL
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and summer’s
open at Clro’s, London, May 2fr. year's excellent start
She sails on the lie de France Fri- approach with its heavy tourist
Vegas,
travel
through
less attention
day (16).
will be given to the beckoning of
After her Clro’s stand, she’ll go
localites. As such, Las Vegas could
to Berlin to work in a series of

m

TV films
1

to be labeled "Music'Hall”

and produced by Paul Gordon.

everybody’s
become
playground but Las Vegas’,
eventually

•
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Denise Darc*\
Nat Brandwynne a£d
,

orchs.; $2 cover after $.30.

;

w

1

,

complete patron endorsement,
something that takes some doing

*

„

-

^

self"Consciousness
of
lack
could be the common denominator
for success, then DeniSe parcel
would’ certainly be the hottest
thing in show business. Unfortu*
nately, there is the little element
And
of talent .to be .considered.
for cafe purposes. Miss Darcel has
more guts than talent,
The' French film actress has on
occasion been dabbling in the varietics, and perhaps, the cafe socie*
ty following that she has built up
reason for her current
is the
Waldorf booking. Her performance
is certainly not conducive to- winning friends and influencing customers.
Miss Darcel is not a singer, despite’ the billing; she is more in th<r
personality idiom. As such, however, her material 'and projection
are weak though there is a certain

and framed by smart

conductor

effects,

lighting

mark

the

of

And

the balance of the display lives up
to the opening promise,
intros to the varied assortment
0f solos, instrumental specialties
an d choral numbers from the precision-geared crew are done with
a neat flair by Spitalny.' They are
brief and to the point but evidence
an obvious pride in’ the versatile
assemblage, he has coldistaff
*

1

lected.

that would find, no doubt, many
ringsiders rooting for her by the’
time she is ready to walk off.
The blonde headliner has no
voice to speak of and has not mastered English sufficiently to do
special material in the American
She leans toward the
idiom.
her “La
.»*
course, with
jcj.cih.ii, v..
ol vuum«.,
French,
Belle France" specialty in the No.
*

—

2 spot' particularly indicative of her
apparent confusion in doing sometiling which her lack of experience
should preclude.
Miss Darcel has a habit of tour-

Top solo honors are pretty
Evelyn and her
evenly divided.
mviolin, as always, garners full’
lerest and a resounding applause
violin
the
payoff, “First lady of
bows a trio of tunes that wind to
enthusiasm with,
audience
big
“Hot Canary.” Louise at. the piano
with a smash
over
likewise goes
and draws bravos fop her excerpts
“Concerto in
Tchaikovsky’s
from
Then there * Hose
B-Flat Miner
Marie, Spitalny s latest thrusnnnci,
who demonstrates she s a
he re ?£°n£d with as she wames
“Rhumba Fantasy" and Sonrento
Her version of Gh°stf Riders in
backed by the choir, is
.

x^amar,

v

trSmSf
minimums.

as

—

t»

S
*

|

§anet

and

Vnf

Emblem

° rch
dance

stays

sets

smaAtli^
Blonde

t0 lhis

Instrumentalist

nea t

has

gab in addition

gift of

W
f£g^aSSSSi» «*d

sock ability at the
<l

a

°Vm/m

kpv<?

er

h™

a neaX jense of values' She d CS
standard
ind lnnihai?
,. ?i
g
organ, in ^Sdition 'to a noveltv hu
down front at the mike where Jhl
introduces a humbS of native in!
struments she nicked un
in
,
np.m^uth
a*
America.
She plays ‘snatches of
music on the instruments after explaining their mechanics, and it
.

I
|

Hollywood

makes for an entertaining session.
JVflss Smith looks attractive with

her as-always tasteful gowning and
AfKAAWtlMfV
M.LH
grooming,
"Her ability^to
retort to
audience- sallies is an important
part of her .sawyness, whether it’s
*a vaudfilm house or a cafe.
There's one other act.cn the bill,
Nelle Fisher &. Jerry Boss. They
J

•

..

1

,

^„*krougn^* few moments
ol

da

{r

Melba s orch neatly

,

of

plays

0

i
x
and are plushly-^decorated 200-seater, boasts alternating with Cmcp-Kellis Latin
Kahn.
This' a Blue Angel' (N. Y.) policy talent- band.
time, the French atmosphere is wise and a moderate tariff to lure

imports

prinicpals are
f resb faces

these parts.

One

more authentic than usual, the the -average entertainment-seeker
pac ? is 6generally faster -and, in who has always found the posh
Jhort>

^

this

n

of

one

,

Fifth Ave»,
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h{

x
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AJSMteo'WSS

SVe'^it^^’linTouf
a.- S^s made the gradr

her of the girl on one outatxetehed arm, name talent should pay off handthe dropping of the femme from somely for Stemman. Certainly the
|

T V {Quondam

a height of neariy 15 feet' into a opener,
should
Eckstine,
Billy
spht.^ Act
well ^o^e^d.jveU keep^tlie ropes up for the next forts0
garbed and has a Polished mien, night.

^

|

1

^

1

musicomedies

a'nd^ revueT,

1

lay

is

rSehed

because
there in an Aristophanes-based
comedv
y titled “The Bird*’’
In half a dozen off-the-beat items
at
this busy intimery she gets in
#i
^

,

J

|

Miss Lamar works in

his
at this nitery a year

new standard in impressionism which gave him virtual
^ v
superiority in the field. With suc- the Savoy two years ago and, more The gal does justice to a strapless
cessive London engagements and recently, Noel Coward’s debut at gown; she nearly overlows.
TV appearances, liis reputation the Cafe de Paris, were landmarks
Miss' Ross iocs a thoroughly
All these elements com- in the cafe trade.
soared.
Now Sophie commercial job with medleys that
bine to make his current stint an Tucker has returned to the West- take in tunes descriptive of New
attractive proposition for Harry End nitery scene to revive memo- York and Paris. She scores hanMeadows, who operates this Bond ries of some of the great nights be- dily in her brief spot, but cannot
St. club.
tween wars with an entertainment do „„
an MAWllo
encore because Of producChurchill’s is one of the later which puts this elite Mayfair res- tion demands. Another singer i s
*+ into
(m4a fVia
i
i
wt.
late-night spots around the West 4nnv«t
bracket.
the +An.
top Ki»nr>lrn
taurant
Andre
Philippe, who does most of
End, and it is not uncommon to
To say that it was necessary to the score. He’s a personable chap
find a convivial clientele displaying put the ropes up for opening night with a charming manner. He also
a minimum of interest in the. per- is a gross understatement. As the contributes a spot of piano while
former.
That Blake succeeds in evening wore on, the dahee floor duetting with Colette Fleuriot.
holding the audience is a tribute to was entirely eliminated, and long Latter is also a looker and does
a
his skill as an artist; that he is kept before the artist made her bow all good bit of chanfcusing.
on stage for a full hour is the thoughts of hoofing had been abanProduction terping is by Mariivn
measure of his success.
doned. Tables were jammed into
His portrait gallery of the stars every ayallable spot with pride of Hightower, an American who has
spent many seasons abroa(J She s
Includes many old faves with a few*
V
8nd d S 5 ° mC
new faces to give the layout that came o^ \vith^ Jimmy^Durante f?om
extra zing.
His impressions of
d
0P
S
g
Gautiers Steeplechase does its
Charles Laughton, Margaret
ovrMz
d
to
O’Brien, Clifton Webb, Carmen star and, more important, to en- ^H ra shortly before the curtain.
The ppriles, dogs and a monk proMiranda, Orson Welles, and Gloria joy her act.
V1 ® a cute novelty n°te.
Swanson as Norma Desmond, are
Bagatelle operator Harry Levine
as fresh and as sparkling as ever. introduced thoughtful touches
The costumes are sufficiently reHis takeoff' on Tallulah Bankhead which revealed keen showmanship vealmg, but more than that. Is arf emceeing- “The Big Show” is a sense.
A
leather bound visitors’ resting and .blends in with the atneatly contrived gimmick to in- book was circulated among the mosphere.
troduce a w*hole bunch of personal- customers and will be presented to
Production by Natalie Kamarova
ities,
including James Stev*art, Miss Tucker at the termination of is floor-filling
and utilitarian; while
Beatrice Lillie, Ethel Barrymore, her engagement.
The menu was special music by Sammy Gallop
and Barbara Stanwyck.
designed to commemorate the seaboniface Walters chiming in
Among characterizations new son, and one dish had been named has
with lyric writing. Costumes are
here are a superb glimpse of Jose after Miss Tucker.
by Fred die Wittop, and Elizabeth
Ferrer as Cyrano, with offstage
Altliough on her opener Miss Adlon. Both show imagination. Art
dialog adding dramatic effect; an Tucker did only a single show,
Waner
cuts the show expertly
inspired interpretation of how Judy future policy is twice nightly,
while Buddy Harlowe does the lull
Holliday might play Queen Vic- Upped prices are
operation for music<
j ose
toria, complete’ with rauCous Brook- the four weeks’ engagement with
lynbse accent; and an uncanny im- the special
tariff applying only
_
_ _
„
„
pression of- Sophie Tuckqr (who was to the first night. The $6.50 mini- Colony Ac Asto*', laOHUOn
in the first-night audiericel correct mum during the season should
London, May 7.
in almost ^cvery detail.
Dick Smart with Terry Hclgesen;
make this a very profitable bookThis is a polished presentation in ing for the Bagatelle management, Felix King Orch, Paul Adams Orch,
every respect. Musical background- and convince them that name at- Santiago' Lopez Latin Band; Col*
ing is on the beim, and lights' are tractions are all important in these ony: $5 minimum. Astor: $3 minihandled skillfu^y.
Myro.
muni before 11 p. m., $3 cover
days of extensive competition
Miss Tucker’s renowned artistry thereafter.
gave her a complete grip on the
Fiigewnter Reach* Fhl packed room. Her success was Dick Smart is a personable young
Chicago, May 9.
never in doubt, but few here man with good appearance and a
Phil Spitalny & All-Girl “ Hour anticipated that at one stage al- pleasing voice. By all the accepted
of Charm,” with Evelyn & Her most the entire clientele would rules, his London cabaret debut
Magic Violin, Rose Marie, Tobey most the entire clientelle would should have been a complete
Dean (28); $3.50 minimum ; $1 rise to toast her midway through success, but his plus -qualities are
her rendition -of “Some of These overshadowed by the inadequacy
cover.
Days.”
This was an unparalleled and unsuitability of much of his
material.
.
This lakeside hotel is serving up personal tribute.
It was deficient in sophistication,
Ted Shapiro, of course, does
a spring treat for the next four
weeks built around Phil Spitalny more than accompany at the Stein- which seems to be as necessary for
and his all-femme orch and choir. way. He. is an integral part of the the nitery trade as vitamins are for
Myro.
vitality, and there was not much
They blend, strictly upper-drawer act.
ago, he set a
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When Arthur Blake made

Prefer

stin ‘ l3 a

m

^
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Jaelde'^

notably “Gentlemen
wen-paced, Blondes.”
suumun ’“ma’ke
i maitc a
e nt to any snow slickly sold songalog that ranges
aem
a°d
Marchr ac «
iC
t
blZ
phaSe
*
the
or
play
to
from an almost folk-tune treatment
t
nStress with skniful
Dat>e.
Another strong item on this par- of “Old Man River” to a fine .ar- SO
SiS^md^aSSl Xmedv

h

S

-

*

balandng

ts ‘Jh“

Jackie Kannon (New Acts), rangement of “Song of India.” It’s
who supplies the necessary comedy all walloped over strongly in the
Rii^atelle laOl
Tnvtdovi
td«»
B^gntdle,
ouch toward the -end of the ses- Eckstine style and the 30-minute
6
^ ur
ls
SUC
«w
.
rj,^^
Sha
with
tn Ted oiu
luctcer, wi
Sorthie Tucker
baptue
Everything I Have tIs Yours,
nmrcliillFs, Lontlon
carries a lot of sing- as
piro; Arnold Bailey Svnngtetfe.Edl- ers< Danielle Lamar and Marilyn “Caravan” and the currently climbLondon, May 7.
mini- n oss have what are virtually solo ing “Kiss of Fire.” He gets notable
Arthur Blake, Johnnie Gray mundo Ros Rhumba Band; $9
there- Ospots,
from his
11AO own
UUL tune
VVU A trio
UJL
tUA&Vi OV'XUVjUUU
selection AO
X\J
of ac
is neces- backing^ AAVUI
pv VO) but
Orch.. Condi-Tyree Rhumba Band ; mum opening night, ?6.50
after.
s_arily geared to the prevailing pro- compamsts. Buddy Hadlot, Bobby
$3 cover.
duction. Both are lookers with good Putnam and Lee Young.

London debut

Roq?

*

’

I

Variations/’- •
is
r
A1 n vn “Hour of Charm”
} .J tag forjhejhow Shioh
which
an ^ apt
ends, at the peak with the entire
Nacompa'ny sInging Spitaliiy’s
tional

V

<&

-

tough. spot to piay, th«
CoWUon Room of the -Hotel Pier?!
heaver, for organ is
E th ?l.f n^Whobrings a gener
“Sleet? Babv’

!
I

trum^et£

_

Fisher

I

and
Theme ana

.

.

be unmistakably has

.

Ditto

:

Smith,

*an

.

t

goes over nlce’y on both the big
and small harps, in a varietr of
tunes from the classical to tlie cur!
rent nons and^tandards He makes
a good anp:m'anc/and -handles nis
inh'ndiipHonc upiflv
Bi anciw ynne plays neatly tor
for
N?t
Nat BraiSfwynne
the show, and shares the dancing
assignment with Mischa Borr’s
Kahn.
nifty Latin orch.

(Cotillion boom)

Ethel

the better ^loons of the Strip outside his- fl- Bob 'nmSneu
show? to j,jt a cafe that has been, nancial reach, Minimums are ap- Haze i tVeh*ter‘
wt' cover
cniLr or vnm *
**
110
distinguished by « x c el 1 e n t pro- pli >able to ’either food or drink and
mum.
1 _‘rgramming.
the penthouse- cocktail cry, the In<
jxTif k
The highpoint is reached by Dar- terlude, which has a breathtaking
Blonde, bubbling Bibi Osterwald
& Julia. This dance team
per- view of the city at mght, has
a c^ple Sf rhythm vas
lias come quite a distance since
X/vmmam
%* l « D «
minimum,
nor iii**iA***ui**i
neither* wtua
cover iiva
,,
.
,
,,
forms
some breathtaking 4tricks
drummer Viola ^with
aruirum.r
nitery-debuting at the Village Vanu mMiV vw\ «nr> iVapmh TtI -fVtAIT*
XaaIamu
rnu

“mJfbStes

l
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Hotel Herre,

’Sffc,
+n

effective if they had been interspersed in a more hep selection,
^
With this display, Lou Walters The same applies to ah oldie like
pulls a -switch it His N.Y., Latin ~ x Can’t Give You Anything But
Quarter. Generally, the Manhattan Love,” even though It Is introe4
displays have travelled on' to other in French.
cafes, but in this instance, thisTerry* Helgesen does solid" job at
show started last -December at the the keyboard and the Felix King
Latin Quarter, Miami Beach, where combo, backs the act in its usual
it played the entire season, and fine' style. Show was caught at the
then played Las Vegas before com- -Colony Where biz was above, aver,, ^
ing into the flagship.
Myro.
l.age..
^
With all this experience" behind
them, there’s little wdnder that
Crescendo,
this is probably, one of the best
Hollywood, May .8.
production shows* lie's opened with.
night
deBilly Eckstine, accompanied by,
There were little-opening
_
.
partures from the norm, and the- Buddy Hadlot , Bobby Putman , Lee
layout is one of* the smoother func- Young; Dave Brubeck Quartet,
tioning displays,
Walter Gross Trio; $3, $4 mini
Aside from the. slick production, mum
this edition is distinguished by
some topflight acts, of which DarThere's a good chance that Harry
vas.8c Julia and the Royal Ashtons Steinman has launched a highly
(latter New Acts) make for stand- successful new nitery venture on
Crescendo, a
out entertainment. Majority of the the Sunset Strip.

.

ing the floor in a provocative strut,
a highspot.
wuva
that
iuat suggests where
2
as iv
it iis,
such tfb
buui
the French can-can may have come
it
ber
must
justice to her.
from. To do justice
be said that the opening-night au- ,.v..
.
clltties, ana
dience save her a eood hand.

M

is

knowledgeable showmanship.

good humor about her performance

who v opens;

oaweue

—

gra bs attention purely as an orbThe picture of
spectacle.
t he young ladles in their flowing
White gowns, tiered behind their

•

.The
Robert Maxwell,

Bf; ,f«
presentation of

Walter,

Lott

commodious Marine Boom, fhase, Manlyn Hightower, bine;,
Buddy Marlowe
£Ven before Spitalny 0sends the
“Dance
Freddy Wittop,
into
tbe “overture
gals
;
0
the Comedians —* the group Elizabeth Adlon; special .tongs,

If

—

1

'Kate' «N*t4er,

entertainment Into, * fulsome wnmusic. It’s »
lectlon o( (. 0 i
from maestro
delicacy
savory
downbeat
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p
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t
the st irring finale, and wins
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songs for her.
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•’Stinkin
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trill
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No uroieSed
a
d with » load of lauehsJ
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the Wtl*
secondary
the way she balances the calories
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Hotel Radtason, Mpls.
(FLAME ROOM)

in the Dixie motif.

With the boite’s veteran pianistsupplying the
emcee, Bob Downey,
Minneapolis, May 10.
_
Kirk ( with Sidney Bass), deft accomp, Miss Osterwdld rides
Arthur Ravel Orch (8); $2.50-$3.50 on to an Important click in her
uoaAnil cian/I
n f Hna
A UhtlllP
im nimum
Fifth Avenue.
second
One TTc-ftll
stand at.
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Downey, a 16-year tenant

When she made her Minneapolis
debut in this class hoite less than
a year ago, Lisa Kirk broke the
room’s attendance records and her
stand was extended a third week.
This time she>s back iov the single
week available prior to her appearance at the Hotel Plaza’s Persian

aS^is^isitTSS
U

JL^To^Va^7?o^lfs^

rig ‘

here.

soloed in his own authoritative
pianistics, also pairing through the
night with Harold Fonville, plus
the interlude 88’ing of Hazel Webster. Other turn on the bill is Earl
William, musicomedy tenor (New
Trou.
Acts).
is

C***™*™*- M,
n

f'

Iv“,0

-r^^fAope
minimum.

«enny
^ an Kanez Orch;

$3.50

Girlie singer’s present act ^teaveq
nothing to be desirod a nrf \f thl
a
hotel-cafe is
acclaim with which it was greeted
_ J
same minimums^ and
here is any criterion, it should ring
»
duiing
obtained
which
the Persian Room’s hell easily.
Repeating her initial triumph Miss height of season, despite fact tn
.

'

Kirk unwinds the same captivating
attributes that made her an instant
local fave. Her ability to put over
comedy and straight songs with
sparkle and animation and her

a
ave edpc d their
^
f
iJ?”!^
to
cases, To
manyw ?5,pi
ma tedJ minimums
in
C
tb
T ^ L ! KTiTSflh O
,

+

x

f

Kc

*

showmanly presentation of expert- yi0Usl y» management flguies to
e
ly fhosen numbers all add
-up to f« P
sid ®* though patronage draw may
so ?°SU
* n daring and stunning low-cut
mu£*
hudeTh
ey re adhering to a fall budg
gowns-- and on her they look
as before on talent, also sticking
especially good—she spicily blends
f
to the two shows nightly pattern
sex, humor and melodv In hf>v
and prealog. Her new original
numbers (only hotel *oom doing so)
a u ly .Sheeting to the
.* most
_
Y?
customers
called “Faces”- a vocal wee]lc booking basis, where
tribute to the fourposter, “Bed”- work on a one-week (with options)

Sr-f-Tdnw

S

,

fc

S

an exclusive version of “A Guy’s
a Guy,” and a timely and amusing
political contribution with satirical
overtones, “Gable Is as Able as
Ike.” She also does her own conccptions of “Sometimes I’m Happy”
and “If I Could Be With You” and

P rernise.
Currently Henny Youngman and
Terry Swope (latter in New Acts)
are Purveying a pleasant session oi
,

divertissement. Youngman always
£oes well in this town and this time
out is garnering himself a healths
lft ugh
build with a collection ot
topical lines that are fresh sou nuin & P^nty of those off-trail twists
on the usual run of waggery pi us*
his standards on home life, neu

show medley of “A Gentleman
Dope” and “I’m Always True
You in My Fashion’^ which
marked her Broadway clicko There
also are the visits to tables
and
kidding of ringsiders. At the end,- cars
a

Is a

to

they clamored for more,
Sid Bass once more iends flawless piano accomp and the Arthur
Ravel crew skillfully backs up the
star and plays for dancing.
Rees.

.

a

and the violinmg

bit

j

-i

of the orch participating
San Kanez and his orch are oKay
on the backings and get them o
w«n
the floor for the dansapation
intelligent blending of Americ.
Lary.
and Latin arrangements.

members
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He

closes with a

medley of
standards and then “Magic.” While

(FOLLOWW

overlong the

season Jiasn't hit
yet, although there
iiltfh gear as
JJS indications that rough spots
grosses will be
Ire over and high
north Jersey showSiding into this

The Riviera

place shortly,
f

NIGHT CLUB REVIEWS
uling.

JT.

The current talent collection is
theoretically should wow
of customer and entice

Arte that
.v»»rv type

first-

(ROOSEVELT GRILL)
Guy Lombardo Orch, with

show, undoubt-

edly he will cut from the 10 numbers he did then.
It’s difficult for anyone to follow
a concertlike turn such as Simpkins’, especially for a comedian, it
would be better having the singer
close the revue. Harvey Stone
comes out facing not a hostile
group, but one in a different mood,
and has a little difficulty stirring
up some excitement until he runs
through a series of marriage jokes,
which ring home with this crowd.
After that,.:he was in, and with his
refurbished Army life routine had
the chuckles turning to some good
bellies. However, some of his ad
Jibs were the funniest part of his

idiverse clientele. Holdover Jane
Froman appeals to mass as well* as
Jean Carclass trade; newcomers
recently a pronounced hit in
rrt iT
her
click
at the
with
house
i $4 80
Palace two-a-day, has a mass fancy,
His
and
Redcaps,
Gibson
rid Steve
one of the more' solid hits of the
recent' Florida cafe season, is* figwho saw them act
tired to lure those
De Mattia^zi doll act still is a
Miami Beach.
do their stuff in
tremendous novelty, despite the
Artistically, though, there isn’t
many
appearances on TV. Although
that cohesiveness which makes for many here had seen the
dolls beeven though the ina solid impact
fore
and
knew the payoff, they
dividual acts do well.
still enjoyed the so-called mechani-who
held
over
was
Miss Froman,
cal dancing ranging from polka to
an additional five days, brings her jitterbug, with all the attendant
charm, class and name Value to an .breakdowns.
arresting series of sOngs. Her bioJohnny Martin continues ably as
5c, “With a Swig in My Heart,” emcee and production singer and
prime playtime and Arden-Fletcher have brought in a
fs still in its
thus helps her cause at this spot. new line, a definite improvement
Delivery is among the. best of the on the old one. Brian Farnon orch
femme singers and her tune selec- acquits itself well with a difficult
tion, with its one special material book to play.
Zabe.
hit on Southern California and the
*
reprise of tunes from her him,
Riverside,
makes for" rewarding- entertain-

Hen©

Reno,

ment.

Motel Ro«0eveU, H. Y.

May

8.

-

the.

has

new format
a-

off the

new

card, boniClark,

men, Lebert and Victor Lombardo, face Angel Lopez has held over
Kenny Gardner, Bill Flannigan, Felo Jk Bruno, the piano team that minimum*
Kenny Martin, Cliff Grass; Nick has been hitting excellent applause
Cafe Society Downtown has been
returns here, with the Cuban imD’Amico Orch,; $1.50, $2 covers.
port, Harry Mimmo (New Acts), for holding its entertainment budgets
Along with Guy Lombardo’s re- the first- two weeks, while Carlo at a steady level., Most of the talent is from the standard act cateturn to his home base here aftetf Buti works the midnight session.
This format has both its advan- gory. They ‘frequently splurge on
his annual epneert tqur of the counname, but In general the mantages
and
a
disadvantages.
With this
try, reports have been circulating
about a switch in name of this ho- approach, there’s chance to keep agement relies on good buying to
:

room from the Roosevelt' prill customers over for longer periods keep, up the quality of tbe show*
For this occasion, the spot has
Lombardo Room. That may so that the profit-making extra
be just a pregsagent’s plant but the drink is bought. However, there Valaida Srtow, Paul Villard and
idea is a natural and the Hilton are many that do not care to linger Chet Clark. The former two are
Hotel chain, which operates' this that long. However, the presenta- vets on the cafe circuit* Miss Snow
tel

to the

hostelry,
it

of two acts in a row, at the
first burst gives the illusion of a
full show, and thus most custom-

would do well in carrying tion

through.

Lombardo, after all, virtually
comes with this hotel’s franchise.
Ever since he replaced the. late
Ben Bernie In this spot back in
1929, Lombardo has been this hotel’s most solid fixture, paying off
through a full historical cycle of
boom, bust, war and postwar conditions.
It’s been a phenomenal

run of 22 years in which he’s
topped every conceivable record
for this room while pulling back a
perennially regular clientele.

Lombardo’s continuously click
-run here is even more remarkable
.in that this room has been rough
on other bands playing here when
Lombardo has been on vacation or
tour. Maybe it’s this room’s close'
association with Lombardo, but no
other name band has been able to
deliver anywhere near as effec-

Jean Carroll has been coming
Kay Starr,.. The Lancers (4), tively.^
Into her own ’for the past few Maurice Colleano with James CardHaying come up with a successful
Style of working is fre- well, George <fe Joyce; Riverside
years.
format that has endured through
quently indistinguishable from that Starlets, 12), Bill Clifford Orch
more than two decades of changShe’s
contemporaries.
(10); no cover or minimum.
of her male
ing band styles, Lombardo, of
an excellent standup comic and her

an --expressive singer with a tendency to overdramatize her numDramatics of this Negro singers feel they’ve gotten sufficient er are sometimes t6o overwhelm-

is

choice

laugh-fodder.

Kay

Starr

breaking attendance records, and reserved habits
of Riversideliners. Club has been
overflowing twice nightly and the
producing. Opening night, she was usually cool and sedate customers
experimenting in seeing what ma- are showing an amazing disregard
terial makes the heaviest impact. for convention
by shouting, whisApparently she came to no definite tling and,- at times, standing up to
conclusions, since most of her stuff applaud.
rated big response.
The Starr rises with a bright arSteve Gibson’s Redcaps (6T, with rangement of “Too Marvelous for
Damita Jo, are a singing team that Words.”
She slips immediately
has been making extraordinary into “Funny That Way,” heats up
is

.

.

forward strides of late. They are
uninhibited songsters and instrumentalists and can hit a high stride
in most mass spots. Their work is

on “Mama Goes Where Papa Goes”
and “He’s a Good Man to Have
Around.” Then, with “Lonesomest
Gal in Town,” she has pretty well
touched on everyone’s likes.
Husky-voiced songstress pleases
with her lowdown and wicked intonations. A low gaze with a frank
smile, leveled at ringsighers, com-

and flamboyant. There
moments, but mostly
they have a solid vocal and musical
foundation. The boys work piano,
'bass, guitar and drum for a good
background, and their vocalistics
pletes the circuit. Result: about
have sock moments. Renditions of
volts of charm and person“Dry Bones” and “Cry” are stand- 5,000
imaginative

are satirical

ality.

outs.

Damita Jo, a lithe looker, similarly hits-* the mob fancy with her
two tunes. She works alone and
indications are that she can make
good as a single. This Negro outfit,
while excellent; is not in the groove
for the clafcs rooms, but they’ll
break it up anywhere' else.
The C a h o t s ate the holdover
‘dance team and the Donn Arden
’

1

v

Bosomy

singer has Lancers quarher which she’s used in
one other cafe appearance (Las Vegas’ Flamingo), on TV and recordtet with

ings. They get billing in this show
in a stint of their own plus skillful

course, isn’t tampering with his
trademarked musical pattern even
in face of the current market accent on “new sounds.” This band’s
reedy and danceable arrangements
have ridden out other fads and it’s
a cinch to be around long after the

.

well.
Buti,

an Italian import, recently
completed a tour of Skouras Theatres.
He’s been attracting language audiences and he has a
chance to draw in some trade at
-the- Chateau which -gets an important segment of Latin trade.
Jose.

•

Cafe Albert, N. Y.
Adelaide
Tell,

Terry

Moffett,

Van

Frank Berry; $4 minimum.

off-beat

have faded from the scene*

Bar

featuring with her.In the Starr accompaniment,
they stand in a faded blue light Eddie Bradford Orch (5),; $1.50-$2
for a very unusual number, “Two minimum.
There’s splendid orBrothers.”
production is working itself into achestral background here. They
There's a lot of show here for
more fluid state. Walter Nye and
Starr go right irtto “No- the tariff,
Miss
and
and for a nabe tavern
Pupi Campo supply the showbackbody's Business,” a clever novelty that keeps going* every night
ing and rhumba dance incentives,
of
with Miss Starr taking a bit with the week the turnover is the envy
respectively.
Jose.
each. “I’ll Always Be in Love With of the
plushier grottoes. On nights
You” follows, and combo bows off other than Friday-Saturday, a
with her in a delightful “People dropper-in can nurse
one 75c highFarce, Chi
Keep Cornin’ But the Train’s Done ball for the
duration of a threeChicago, May 9.
Gone,” done in choo-choo pace.
act show costing around $2,000.
Arthur Lee Simpkins, Harvey
Singer encores with “Wheel of And he can do a little leg loosenr
Stone. De Mattiazzis (2), Johnny Fortune,” which is what everybody ing besides on the waxed pine.
Martin, Adorahles- (8) Brian Far came to hear in the first place, and
For a performer of Sheila Barnon Orch 8 ) $3.50 minimum; ‘$1 “Wabash Cannon Ball,” for the rett’s artistry, this room is
a nightcover.
begoff.
mare. The table gab never stops
The Lancers’ feature stanza, “It and at times drowns out her best
Her mimicry of the theatriThis is the first of the two-week All Depends On You,” is opener. bits.
Programs that Chez Paree will run The boys move a lot, exhibit plenty cal great is still the high spot of
for the- next six wSeks. Next head- of vigor and humor. They do im- the turn, but if she had half a
lines Jane Froman and then Frank preshes of Ink Spots, Mills Bros, chance the English strumpet rouSinatra, with Jimmy Durante com- and Ames Bros, with authenticity. tine would have been just as efmg June 15. While current bill “Two Little Kisses,” their Capitol fective. As the garrulous dipso,
niay not have .the name value of recording, shows imagination and she displays a fine flair for dramaRamble” con- tized satire.
Despite her long
style., “Muskrat
its successors,
it’s nevertheless a
Well balanced show which moves cludes their single bit, and the service in the boites, she’s still a
addiTheir
salvos.
off
to
is
good
performer
quartet
and can rack up
smoothly. Only need for revamping is moving Arthur Lee Simp- tion to Miss Starr’s nitery., tour her share of the laughs.
repertoire.
her
to
variety
Doodles
&
Spider,
lends
who play
Jins into the top. slot, instead of
Maurice Colleano and his group their comedy against recordings,
the No. 2 position.
are fresh from Europe with enough are old favorites here and solid as
who hasn’t been on unique and Continental charm to ever. Their last stand was for five
.. ^inipkins,
ine local scene for six years, has
make them a “different” act. The months and this time it’s four.
a readymade
audience with his turn runs the gamut, but stays Their rowdy clowning overrides
standards and operatic baritoning.
mostly with slapstick. James Card- the room’s noisiness and their
"ere are no pops, the only conwell, troupe’s m.c., has “difficult” soundless mouthing of the eight
Uf^fiision being some upbeat bars time keeping things going what novelty disks is expert spoofing.
on Marie” and
“Dianne,” and a with Colleano himself as constant Felix DeCola and Benno Rubinyi
°f “Old Black Magic,” which
cutup. Joyce does a Spanish dance at the twin pianos tear into the
jnight well be dropped
as it’s not while Maurice ogles, bites a chunk classics but the effect is inconin keeping
with the rest of the out of her side, and reduces a gruousuvith this noisy mob. Eddie
stint.
rather sexy dance to a farce.
Bradford's dance tempos are well
Sepia star tees off with “Swefct
Helm.
A springboard appears in the suited to the trade.
Mystery of Life” and gets hefty stint with which Colleano, George
applause with his high falsetto and Cardwell spring each other off
IV.
Y.
s
"Molly Malone” he does into ridiculous heaps, once ending
ti?o
Felo & Bruno, Harry Mimmo,
In practically a whis- up in a tangle of legs out of which
not
per, but
holds his audience despite emerges an extra foot, which Carlo Buti, Freddie Alonso Orch;
e
$3, $4 minimums.
He Allows with “Ser- scoots off by itself across stage.
Sv,
enflrW
e
Goodbye,” but really has
A bubble dance by Joyce fills
th^ st omers
Colleano
The Chateau Madrid is attemptand
Cardwell
off their hands with while
“Va^1 T
Oiubba” when he uses change latter into hilarious femme ing a policy that looks like a cross
hie# n
vo * ce Here, of course, the attire.
proceed to between the regulation cafe floorthen
two
The
uifi™ I
fs the rendition of maneuver a huge balloon between show and the intimery type of
done" in pin light for a them, providing clicko comedy. presentation in which the various
snni’
"September Song” Stanza moves fast, has little chat- acts are spaced out to cover a vast
is ^
bit too falsetto and
time expanse. It’s a difficult feat
might he ter, and is utterly original.
tor received
to carry off, but opening night of
Mark.
in. a- -simple nod-

CHez

’

(

#

-

'

—

i

»

Chateau Madrid,

’

’

i.

—

*

Adelaide Moffett, after an absence- of nine years, the last four
them spent in Trieste, is back
in the ranks of femme warblers
with her current debut at the Cafe
Albert.. East side boite, operated
by Joseph Sottile, specializes * in

-of

this type entertainment, last havsensations ing sported Gigi Durston.
Time has not been unkind but
Over the years, Lombardo has has left its mark, of course, on
been accumulating a flock of crack Miss Moffett. The debutante who
vocalist-sidemen who have given entered the cabaret lists some dozthis organization wide flexibility in
en years ago was- essentially a stylits tune presentations. With Kenny
ist then and still depends on the
Gardner still handling the bulk of tricks rather than actual pipes in
the piping assignment?, other vo- her songalog of
standards and curcalists with the crew now include
rent pops.
Bill Flannigan, Kenny Martin, Cliff
Since her return, she obviously
Grass and Carmen Lombardo, lat- has not had time to sharpen the
ter coming to the mike only oc- style to the point
where it is imcasionally. In addition, there’s the pressive.
She’s better on the
Lombardo Trio for backing up. It's rhythm numbers than the ballads.
a solid lineup which blends neatly However,, being moderately perinto the orch’s overall styling.
sonable and attractive, "she’s okay
For the current stand, Hank for this type' spot, although dubiD’Amico’s combo is alternating ous as a marquee lure.
with Lombardo in purveying conKeeping the Albert pleasantly
tinuous dansapation rhythms for music-filled between shows are
the customer hoofers.
Herm.
femme Terry Van Tell and Frank
Berry.
Both are first-rate pianologists and Berry neatly performs
of Music, L. A.
the additional chore of backing
Los Angeles, May 8.
Herb.
Miss Moffett.
Doodles & Spider, Sheila Bar.rett, Felix DeCola, Benno Rubinyi ,
9

present-day

bers.

•

(

She’s brought in a batch of new
recitations that holcT'up well and
her standby stuff similarly is yock-

is

value for the money..
ing to adequately express the inThe ivory pounders continue to tent of the song. Her best tune,
knock off some applause-rating consequently, was “Joshua Fit de
routines. They came in originally Battle of Jericho,” which required
as Bergaza & Tarraza. and later little ham, and “Chine,” which has
changed to the more easily remem- highly ^.dramatic lyrics anyhow*
bered given names. They are ex- Miss 6now, at show caught* went
cellent 88’ers and do some song over extremely well, with a Variety,
and dance work, that makes for a of tunes including a couple of Yidroutine that goes over extremely dish songs, and came back with a

•'

material
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Cife
MT. YValaida Snow, Paul Villard, Chat
Smny Robert* Orch? $4

it

chance.

To kick

Car-

Indicated that

Ruby Foo

pair of encores*
Villard's salty songs. are always
good audience fodder. Dressed in
the garb of a seaman, he delivers
tunes that have been hits at the
uptown spots as Well. His dissertation on the girls in the various
ports is always an excellent, item
for the late shows. Villard also recited some John Masefield poetry
with rare feeling. He created ,a
mood which helped, carry* him off
to an excellent mitt,
Clark, doubling at the Palace,
does well with a harmonica novelty
act. Tone is frequently harsh, but
otherwise his musicianship impresses. Novelty in which he gets
customers to accomp on the mfimy
mouth organs looks like a waste
Of time.

The Sonny Roberts Orch hits a
good showbacking stride, and. MaBlake does the piano lulls*

rie

Jose,
*

Billy Gray’s,

1*,

Ar

LOs Angeles, May" 3,.
Billy 'Gray,. Patti Moore
Lessy, Pepper Sisters (3)y Larry
Green, Bill Howe $2,50 minimum
,

Return of Billy Gray, Patti
Moore and Ben Lessy signals the
start of a summer fun festival that
should keep the walls bulging at
this off-Hollywood hideaway.
A*
usual, they're purveying a fast
brand of sometimes ribald humor
that hits the target squarely with

Band Box

regulars.
Gray has plenty of new material
to pffer this time around, including
•such
parodies
ds
“The Little
.

White Fish That Died,”
the

yockful

Yiddish

which he’s known and

all

good in

genre
all

for

punched

^across with the leering insouciance
that is his trademark. He’s joined
in one skit by Moore
Lessy, but

#, Montreal
&
Montreal, May 8.
Jos}ca de Bar- the material is weak and they do
bary, Len Berger, Fred Toldy; no better on their own as does Gray
as a solo.
cover or minimum.

Owen & Munay,

.

Moore & Lessy’s new stuff includes an okay “Television” calypso and "I Wish’t I Was,” parlayed
for good returns.
Slick bits of
business such as Lessy’s piano „
presently holding court in Ruby playing and tour jetes enhance the
The team with Gray
Foo’s Starlight Room and shaping buffoonery.
well to break .all house records. again for a reprise of their ribtickling “Ballet” satire that’s still
Ever since their first appearance
5
here several years ago,* duo* have surefire.
Pepper Sisters, gal trio, provide
been wise and lficky enough always to retyrn to a similar Type the harmonics with such diverse
cafe with the same sort of patrons, ditties as “Side By Side” and
thus v assuring themselves of a def- “Didn’t Know the Gun Was Loadinite
following to which they ed,” along with a stage-setting
groove their material in some Dixieland medley. For Band Box
regulars, any vocal group is a stage
risque curves.
Much of their success is in their wait when Gray is home but the
almost folksy attitude vis-a-vis the gals earn attention on their. own.
Larry Green continues to procustomers. Their opening song
about being back in Montreal .is vide fine keyboard backing for the
loaded with local references and show and- Bill Howe skillfully
name droppings which are surefire keeps the atmosphere mellow with
anywhere. They maintain this ap- his between-shows songalog at the
Kap.
proach throughout, even to the piano.
extent of comparing Toronto and
Montreal; and a routine (i.e., PhilIlaliilii, TSm Y.
ly and New York) which never
Shoshana Damari, Leon Lishner,
fails to get obvious yocks despite
its age.
Several of the Owen-Mur- Hadassah, Irving Kritchmar, Gleb
ray numbers are new on this trip Yellin Orch (4); $2.50, $4 miniaround the belt; some of it is mums.
punched too hard and seems a
little rougher than when offered
Motye Nemeroff, operator of the
before.
Habibi, has a unique problem in
Their parodies on “South Pa- lining up appropriate talent for his
cific,” et al (click as strongly as Israeli-type nitery.
However, in
ever with Owen taking most of the Shoshana Damari, who heads the
comedy sides while Murray does current layout, Nemeroff has a
some smooth 88’ing and plays it winner. Miss Damari is back at
straight, mainly for the distaff side the Habibi, where she made her
who react favorably. Both guys LT. S, nitery debut, following an
are grind performers, working the engagement at the Village Vanroom between shows, table-hop- guard and a concert tour of the
ping, greeting customers and sell- U. S.
Dark - complexioned, attractive
ing as easily off stage as on for
socko returns.*
Yemenite gal, garbed in native cosBetween the Owen
Murray ses- tume, has a pleasant, poised wai>
sions Len Berger and Joska de bling style and scores heavily in
Barbary team up for some okay the mitt department as she runs
piano-violin stints and relief pi- through her Israeli, Yemenite and
anist Fred Toldy does well with Sephardic songalog. She is equally effective in reverent
his semi-classic and mood music.
prayer
Most consistent repeater on the
local circuit and certainly the most
requested is the .salty song team
of Charlie Murray*’& George Owen,

-

'

&

Newt.

(Gontinued on page 60)
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VARIETY BILLS
VrmK OF MAY
Numeral*

c*nn*etl*n wtth

In

WO Maw;

Leew;

(L)

(P)

Music Hall

<WR> Walter Rood*

Joe Fingers Carr
Wally Brown

IS

(I)

HAW

Tony Starman

Hal Norman
Mickey Deems
Tranks Molesln*

Regal (P) -U
Ella Fitxgerdd
Erskln* Hawkins
Bunny Briggs

Rocleettes

Corps <&t Ballet
Sym Ore
Palac*

Orpheutn

Chocolateewr
Marilyn Martinez

Archie Hartnell
Michael Wayne
Jean Bradford

Lenl Lynn
Steve Evans
Bobfiy Whaling

*

Cackle Sis

St

Pamela

Paramount (P) 14
Buss Case Ore
Nat King Col* 4 3
Alan Kin?
Johnny Coy

Earl* (W)
pearl Bailey

Sunny Gale
Roxy (I) 15
Jean Leon Destine

Foxx

to

H

Chicago (P)
Margaret Whiting

3 Hollldas

Empire <S) 12
Fred Ferrari
Cassandras

Gordon A

William Greer
Hex Deering

Wllaon Keppel

BLACKPOOL
Ella Shields
2 Pirates

La

Katz Sax 6

Esterella

(I)

Charlie Cairoli

12
1

St

Victor Julian
Pets
Enies Animals

Trois PbUpe*
2 Alfredos

Carls

Empire (M) 12
Josef Locke

Scott

Jimmy

Lawman

BOSCOMRE
(I)

Thelma

PAP
Page
Hassan Ben

Empire (l> 12
Radio Revellors
Wlnsor Sc Wilton
Carole

Kirby

Taro Nalto

Ray Sc Katrina
Danny O'Dare.

Oscar

Peter Dulay
5 Speedncks

12

Harry Roy Bd
Dickie Henderson
Flack St Lucas
Bobble Collins
Philippe

St

Marta
Erik
Charles Hague
Stan Bonnctt

CHISWICK

Bills

Danielle Lamar
Steeplechase
Jackie Kannon

A

Marilyn Ross
Collette Fleuriot

Riffs

Hightower
Andre Philippe

Bonny Payne
Bobby Sargeant
Harbers A Dale
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson

Palladium <M> 12
•Timmy Durante
Harrison A Fisher
Pat Kirkwood
Alan Clive

Madills
M Du rso Ore
F Marti Ore

Rob Murray

Evy A Everto
P Grant Ballet
Palladium Girls
Skyrockets Ore

12

A Hertz
-Harrington

Rexanos
John Joyce Lovlles

Joan Keen
Babs Douglas

Victor Neale

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 12

Lesters Midgets

Coopers Festival
Fountains
Gls
EAST HAM
Henry Behrens
Leonard Seamon
Craiiada (I) 12
Betty St Alan
Sonia
Alex St Nico
Percy Pride
Rdnnlc Collis
El Voleros
Glorias Doga
A1 Podesta Bd

,Syd Jeffery
Marie Orisctta

Sc

A

Frank
3 Lesters
Hippodrome (I) 12
Harry Secombe

Reyal (M) 12
Richard Sis

Michael Bentine
Janet Brown
Spike Milligan
Max Goldray

Gladys Morgan
Skating Webster
Tolmmy Jover 'Co
Marie Louise A

Gwen

Roslta

Rios

Ruth Vera
Ramonita y Leon

.

O

Oliver Dcrs
NO. 1 Fifth Av*
Bibi Osterwald

Bob Downey
Harold Fonville
Hazel Webster
Old Roumanian
Sadie Banks

Nadya

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel Biltmoro

Joe LaPorte Ore
D'Aquila Ore
Park Sheraton

.

Bob Melvin
Bobby Colt

Llddle

A Joy

m

,

,

Two

Shirt*

Bill

Norvos

A

A

Skirt

Upstarts

Geo Hale Revue
Pick LaSalle Ore
Emile Petti Ore
Motel Reesevell
Panchito Ore
Village Bern
Guy Lombardo Ore
Hotel St. Regis
Peggy Norman
Roger Dann
BUI Parker
MIU Shaw Ore
Boutbbn A Balno
Horace Diaz Ore
Zeb Carver Or®.
5h*rry-N/»Hperl*nd
Pet* Rubino
.

A

Benno Rublnyi

’

Eddie Bradford Ore
B Gray's Bandbox
Billy
Patti

Gray
Moore

Pepper Sis

Cafe Gala
D'Orsay
Noble & King
Fill

Bill

MacArthur
Giro's

Josephine Baker
Dick Stabile Ore

Mocambo

June Hutton
Frank Fontaine
Eddie Oliver

(3)

Bob Durwood
BiU

Whitson Bros (3)
Hal Darwin Ore

Bobby Ramos Ore

•Ben Lessy

Howe

LAS vmis, JJEVADA

•

Bob

Millar Orch
Thunderbird
Peter Donald

Isabel Randolph
4 Step Bros
Flamingo Starlets

Irving Fields Trio
Irene Manning

Stewart Rose
Matty Malneck Ore
Bobby Page Ore
Desert Inn

Walter Long
Johnny O'Brien
Christina Carson

Copa

Kathryn Duffy

'City

Revue

Jack Carter
Betty Reilly
Les Dlagoras

Copa

Monica Lind

Michael Kent Ore.
Irving Fields
Hotel Edison
Penthouse
Henry Jerome Ore Paul Taubman
Motel New Yorker
Twe Ovttars
Teddy PoWell Ore
-Arena Rane
Rookies
Elena A Anatol*
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Splvak
Nadine A Ray
Mlscha Usdanoff
Schramm
Michel Mlchon
Manuel Del Toro
Kostya Poliansky
Hotel Plerr*
Versailles
Ethel Smith
Carmen Torres
Fisher A Ross
Reverie* Dennis
Chico Reill Ore
Arthur Maxwell
Stanley Melba Ore
Constance Towers
Hotel Plaza
Gene Rowlands
Lis* Kirk

Bar ef Music
.Doodles
Spider
Shcilah -Barrett
Felix Decola

Jerry Colonna

Havana-Madrld
Carlos Ramirez
Rene Touzet
Luplno A ..Urbina
Jose Curbeio Ore

BambI Linn
Rod Alexander
Mark Monte Ore

PORTSMOUTH

Serene

—

.

Flamingo-

The Rogers
Mark Stewart
Bobby Ramsen

'

Lisa Crosbie

Bertie

Gvayc

-

-

Eddie Heywood

Graham Bros
David Keller
Sellers

Mont

As

Eddie Davis

Joe. Bushkln

Vadlo

4

Ellen Hanley
Jullua Monk
Norman Paris 3
Leon A Eddie's

El Chic*

Eduardo Roy
Embers

TAG
Durante
NORTHAMPTON

Tom

.

Los Xey
Enrique Vlzcano

RAM
Lamar
Jimmy Wheeler

12

Eddie South Trio
Van Smith Trio
Le Rwwan Bleu
Patricia Bright
Mickey Deems

Billy Daniels

Malcolm Mitchell 3
Joan Turner
Donald B Stuart
3 Curzons
Larry Gordon Girls

<l)

Bobby Lucas

Copacabana

Sonny Burke
(S)

Kirkwood

Carlo Butl
H. Warringer

Fetor Raynor

Girls

DERBY

Hotol statlor

Paul 'Neighbors Ore
• Met el Toft
Vincent Lopez Or*
Latin Quarter
Darvas A Julia
Rqyal Ashtons

Dorothy Squires
frwln Coroy

New

Hippodrome

Garner

Art Wan.er- Ore
La Vie En Rose
Jane Morgan
Jana Jones

3 Monarch*

Hayes

—

*

Dl£k Estef

Marilyn

Empire (M) 12

Sc

Charmaine
Brian Kent
Eileen Rogan

‘

Tp Three

Winifred Atwell
Jack' Jackson
Fayne A Evahs

Cycling Astons
Butlln Dancers
2 Playboys

Jimmy Mack

Myras

Jean Paul

NEWCASTLE

Empire (S) 12
Eddie Gray
Arthur English
Peggy Powell

Tommy

A

Emil Coleman Ore

Goodman
Jimmy Daniels
"

LONDON

CHELSEA
(I)

All

.

Eddie Calvert

Empress (I) 12
Rev Varney
Ballet Montmartre

as

*

Stuart -Rosk
Ellis Larkin Trio
-Ben *elr
Alberta Hunter

T2

Ladd Lyon

BRIXTON

&•

Guus Brox

Norene Tate
Sherman Fisher Gls
Chateau Madrid
LIVERPOOL
Harry Mimmo
Empire (M) 12
F-clo A Bruno

Billington

Donovan

(S>

.

BRISTOL

Viking 3

Trenholm

Terry Scanlon

Blue Angel
Freres Jacques

Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedley Ward 3.

Bette Lee

Don

Cissy

Kay Ballard

LEICESTER
Palate

Max Wall

-

Nico

Palate

Tappin

mew xoax ran
Erroll

A

A

Stan Hardle
Frances

June

Sc

Bolly

St

Phillip

Bird lan#
Art Tatum

A Cooke

Martin Crosble

BRADFORD

’

"

AAV Farrell
A Victor

Alhambra (M) -12
Dave Morris Co

Earl

Opera

Wim, De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whitehouse

(T) 12

Cabaret

Miller
Nicholls Sc Merrin..

Doreen
Martyn

Aristocrats

St

John Dudley
Alan Coad
Barbara Wilson
John Young
Marie Collier

12

(*)

Reg Salmon Co

Kordites
Vic Leonard
Maurice French
Nelson Lloyd

Godfrey

'

Max
12

sic

Lee

-

Yvonne Marotta
Maria. Tauber

HACKNEY

Hippodrome

&

James

Billy Bartholomew
Billy Dainty
New Ambassv Girls

Empire

Circusettes

Potter

12

John Brownlee

Raymond Beatty

Robbins

Annettes

Sc

Tivoli Ballet
Tivoli (T)

ZEALAND

WELLINGTON

Davis
MAS
Nelvllle Williams

Allen Bros
3 Lesters

NEW
St

Miriam Pearce
Jd.Y

nitery such

Answer

and composed some
tunes for her U, S. appearances.
In addition to Miss Damari, show
features Hadassah, a concert dancer
making her nitery debut, Leon
Lishner, singer and m.c. (both new

evidently is that the folk
DeCarlo
tunes done as the Weavers do them
Margo
are okay. The fortnight will not
Haveler -Dcrs
be the strongest biz the Eddys have
Barry Mills Ore
Che-Che
Ssrrsnts Hotel
had, but will be up there among
Lynn Clayton
Mai Malkin -Ore
the better returns. And the club
Gaiety Girls
Vagabonds club
Ernie Bel] Ore
Irving Kritchmar, a mem- gets credit for booking a different
acts).
Vagabonds (4)
Martinique Hof of
ber of the orch, provides two violin sort of attraction and a strong
Joan Barton
Manolo ~St Ethel
/
Jerry Colonna
Danny Yates Ore
solos.
Lishner opens layout with name, Recording'work by the four
The Townsmen (31
Mary Joyce
both serious and- comedy yarns adds Jo their pull.
Mary Peck
Leonard Boe
bustling activity and
the
Conrad
Derg
about
Johnny
Mother Kelly'S
The Weavers -^Ronnie Gilbert
Day. Dawn A Dusk Frank Linale Ore
problems involved in building a Pete Seeger, Fred HeUerman and’
Marla Neglia
Joe Di Lalla
follows with Lee Hays
Kritchmar
nation.
new
get right into swing
Ginny Lowry
Shorty Frontonao
two well-received modem Israel with ‘Cindy,” the first of 11 songs
The Melodalrs (3)
Lee Kobrin
Mont* Carlo
melodies. Hadassah and Miss Da- which they offer In their 40-minute
San Kanez Ore
Steve Gainer
Frank A Lit*
mari, acts -most closely allied with stint, with Seeger on the five-string
Day A Alva
Leonora A Stan
Arne Barnett 3
the Israeli motif, are in the fea- banjo and Hellermam on guitar.
Allison Hotel
Nautilus Hotol
Beachcombers (4)
Holl.
tured spots.
List includes "One of the Roving
Guy Rennie
Enrico A Novello
Beth Challis
Kind,” "Trouble Jn Mind,” "Lousy
Tony Pastor'*
J A S Reyes
Dime,” "On Top of Old Smoky,”
Small
Jackie
C.
Southern
Freddie Calo Ore
"Tzena,” "Talking Blues,” "Paper
Robert Richter H*t'l Chl-Chl Lavern*
Kansas City, May 8.
Kitty O'Kelly
Don Lanning
Pins,” "Saints Go Marching In,”
QuinJamie
Lynn
Feeney
Sammy Walsh, Jim
Roberta Sherwood
"Goodnight
Irene,” and "So Long”
Pat Pascall
Charles Cartel 3
tet; $2 minimum.
Keriny Lynn
as closer.
Ronoy Plaza Hotel
San Marino Hot*!
George Hinee Ore
Vocal wtfrk is billed as "new
Mac Pepper'
Sans Soucl Hotel
One of the better sessions in reQuintones (5)
Eddie Snyder
cent weeks is the 35 minutes of slant on old songs,” and therein is
Jackie A Mifchael
Sacaaas Ore
Larry' $eldln Dcrs
fun arid music provided by this some of the explanation for the
Herman-Magner
Dancers
Prosldenf Madison
lineup.
It’s the first date in this success of this Decca group. True
Julio Quartet
Stan Barrett
established
downtown spot for enough, they are old style songs,
Del Rreece
The Martins (2)
Sammy Walsh, although but done with good deal of verve
comedian
Sandra Starr
Saxony Hotol
Brady A Barbara
he has name value locally from and spirit, the four voices being
Henri Rose
Bob Regent Ore
Val.Olman Ore
former appearances at El Casbah unusual individually and giving the
Five O'clock
Barry Douglas
Biz combo an unusual vocal effect.
in the
midtown section.
Martha Raye
Tano A Dee
Shecky Green
perked a bit for this spell, making Their work on the spiritual, “Saints
Ssa Dull Hotel
Rusx Sobey
Faith Condidlo
Go Marching In,” highly abetted
it a pleasant 10 days for the house
Ben Yost 5
Mae Silva Dcrs
by Topy DiPardo’s trumpet work
and the players.
Len Dawson Ore
Norman Lester
Club
Harem
Chai'lle Pag*
The new Jim Feeney fivesome and backing Of the orch, is a standSherry Panay
Ssa Isis Hstol
out.
Quin.
starts things off with a polished
Lynn Starr
Frances Lager
Seymour. Hoffman O Bobby Barton
version of “Cumina,” and Feeney
Jeanne Christian
Deauville
9
then
introduces
Sammy
Walsh.
Wilhemlna
tor Cafe*
Joe Mooney
l
Comedian takes it from there, beLora Barry
Hughie Barrett
Montreal, May 8.
Frolic Club
Dolans Hotel
ginning with a portion of his -dry
present
Players
Rita Prinzell
Myra Davis
Atterbury
John
and sly chatter which serves to
Jimmy Day
Zina Reyes
comeloosen up the room.
This done, “No Mother 'to Guide Her,”
Willie Hollander
Princess Tulane
Tommy Nunez Ore Doric Dale
he varies the proceedings between dy-farce in three acts starring VioJohnina Hstol
Mozelle
let Walters, Sondra Gibson , Bonar
store
of
original
songs
and
more
Tony Mata*
Schaw Puppets
Stuartr Dorothy Davis; $1 admisHarry “Taylor
Freddie Daw Ore
chatter and imitations.
sion.
By now his "Dip It In” dunking
CHICAGO
parody to "Ti-Pi-Tin” is a standard
At the suggestion of Dorothy
part of the turn, and as good as
Brian Famon Ore
Blackhawk
Dayis and. Violet Walters, two memEdgewatar Beach
Kay Coulter
ever for laughs and approval. "The
of the 'original John Atterbury
Kenny Bower*
P Spitalny Ore (24) Guy Must’ve Tripped
Me” pokes bers
With Evelyn, Rose
Grant Eartham
Players who dominated the legit
Marie,. Viola.
fun at lawyers and- ambulance
Pot 'Carroll
field
here a- couple of decades ago,
Velma A Janet
Dave LeGrant
chasing.. There’s a steady flow of
Barbara Cook
Conrad Hllten Hotel
Astor Theatre Cafe owner. George
chuckles from his broad comedy
-Arnold Shoda
Ed Begley
Gervaria
gambled on the return of
Phil Romayne
Marlann D'Or
impressions
of
Busse,
McCoy,
from the
Henry Brandon Ore Terry Brent
James and others ..on his battered the meller as a switcheroo
Three Reporters
Chat Pare*
entertainment'; being offered by
trumpet genuine imitations, honAndrea Kekesy
Arthur Lee
rival boites and idea clicked with
Jay Seiler
Simpkins
est they are, as Walsh puts it.
Scotty' Marsh
socko biz overpast 18 months.
Buddy Hackett
"Making a Buck for Beck’s”
Boulve-dears (8)
De Mattiazzi*
"No Mother”* is a repeater from
Orrin, Tucker O 02) satirizes shoe salesmen in song,
Johnny Martin
pat-Chez Adorable* (*)
Palmer Heuso
and segues into softshoe terp, a an earlier cycle. Although the
B Famon Ore <•) Dorothy Shay
tern
and manner of playing have altakeoff on Astaire and windup
Short! e Rennard”
Bobby Winters
where
Charles Senna
with tap" on .regular waiter’s tray. most levelled off to the point
Merriel Abbott
alike,
.Georgle Daye
Dcrs (8)
Casual, light-hearted approach ha* each show looks* and sounds
N MlUer Dcrs (1» Eddie O'Neal O (12) the
that
customers on the Walsh aide, company keeps up a freshness
extromore
cinch
the
is
a
with
adding up. to a genuinely entertainX03 ASGELES
with
must
ing show.
Feeney outfit handles verted customer and a
the nostalgic set who give vent to
Ambasseder Hotol
Blltmoro /Hotol
the musical backing capably.
Jon A Sondra
Andrews Sis (3)
the good-old-days during the vocal
Quin.
Steele
Eddie Bergman Ore
sessions led by Adelaide Cook beDave Barry
Lillian
irlnkle

.

Chorus

3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribi
Marika Saary

Norman Harper

•

class

tlliS;

'

Celebrity Singers

Nnric nil'

Armand Pcrren

GRIMSBY

Joe

johgarin a-

original

•

Palace (D.12

-

thing of a question. It’s the first
time around for the outfit here, and
poser fs just how -fitting are folk

.

Jeanne Cameron
Dancing Boys

John Godfrey

Bamberger

Pam

St.

,

Lloyd Martin
3 Glens

Peter Frerich
June Lansell

downtown spot, although
this foursome' with its established
flavor of folk songs poses some-

-

A

Pan Yue Jen Tp

Sterlings

George Meaton

Flying Constellation

Buddy

Vlolette

Ames

Singing groups generally rate
anmn(£ the top class pf attractions

to this

->

*

Los Briellos
Babs Mackinnon

Musical Elliotts
Tipsy St. Brow

Itlchays

Alex

Marquis A Family
Wally Boag
Konarski Roslta Alexander

Peter
Empire (M) 12
Celebrity Singers
Donald Peers
Les Nouvelle Eves
Duart Sis St Anton Tivoli
Adorable*
Nino
MELBOURNE
Levanda Sc Van
Tivoli (T) 12
Charlie Clapham
Jimmy
Hanley
Archie Elray Sc
Jim Gerald
Dorothy
Rosemary Miller
Eddie Gordon Sc
Letty Craydon
Nancy
Margaret Roberts
A J Powers
Jackson Gls John Clifford
J
Kevin Brennan

Sc

Mars Tp

t

'

EDINBURGH

Jose Moreno Co

3 Lorandos

Little

Halama A
Olgo Co

Kansas City, Mav ft
_
The Wemert (4), Tiny DiPordo
Qrch (8); $1 cover.

,

SYDNEY
Reyak (T) 12'
Black A Dundee

12

Bert Duke 3

Arthur Dowler
Frances Duncan

Freddie

Smiths
Knles French
Horses
Oscar Konyots
Lions
Gt Alexander Tp

Jimmy

(T)

Lowe A Ladd
Bobby Limb

Sc

FINSBURY PARK

Slckl

Tower Circus

Arrlgonis
3 Houcs

Royal

W

Los Marchlslo
Jack le Dalr
Grnnger Bros

•‘’’4

AUSTRALIA
ADELAIDE

12

(I)

Betty

Palace (I) 12
Danvers
Chris Sands

Tom

(I) 12
Strickland

'

Leslie Randall

Billy

3 Karloffs
10 $ Fisher Girls
Dick Collins

.

Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doc Rev

H
Eddy*’, K. C.

Mansion, K.

Nancy Miller
Francis Gaston
.Gene Anderson

Colville

Grand

Metropolitan
Tessie O'Shea

.

,

Downey A Day*
De V*r* Dancers

Bob Andrews

Victor Seaforth

WOOD GREEN

Empire <t) 12
George Doonan
EVa May Wong
Syd Jackson
Vicky Bums

•

Phil

Van Luin
Vera Demonte

Vie Oliver
Les Rayner Sc Betty
Seaton Sc O'Dell
2 Eddies
Gall Kendal

Frederick Owen
Marie De Vere Gls

Ken Morris
Len -Marten

SOUTHAMPTON

Paula Coutt*
S unray Sis

12

Phil Lester

SHEPHERDS BUSH

H

(I)

Harry Parry

(M)

Winters A Fielding
Joe Harley

Girl

Whlteley Zlo
Angels

BRITAIN

Hippodrome

Shearer
Rufford

Pipers

Mandalay Singers

ASTON

BIRMINGHAM

HAMPTON
(I)
12
Neal A Newton
4 Musical Derricks
Ford A Belmaro
Hippodrome

Bob Hulme
Rita

Hippodrome (I) 12
Harry ShieldsPrince Nareda Co
.

A Colin
WOLVER-

Summers A

Dagenham

Count Basle Ore
5 Keys
Howell Sc Bowser
.Toe Turner
Co-Ops

Alblns

Patricia

StaRord

Capitol (U 15
Rudy Cardenas

Howard

Continental

Carmen Cavallaro

3 Palmers

Wood A

fill)

Benson Sc Mann
5 De Marco Sis

Warnar (W) U
Honey Dreamers

4 Fredlanls

Dizzy

WASHINGTON

Tp

Ossie Noble
S Fisher Girls

Peters Bros
Sally

White

St

Alfred Marks
Julie Andrews
Faddy O'Neill

Kay Sothern
Sonny Roy
Staii

Sc

Blue Flames
(1

Jeanne Baraoft
Alphonse Clmber
Jimmy Nelson

CHICAGO

U

Chris Powell
.

Empire (M) 12
Naunton Wayne

SHEFFIELD

Bobby Lucas

fc

Roberta

.

Francis Russell

Masting
Louise Angel
Olga Barrett
Lori Iris
Georgia Peech

page

Habifc

’

SWANSEA

Empire CM) 12
Frank Randle
Gus Aubrey

Louise

St

A

Darnia

PHILApELPHIA

Yvette

Fred Renwick
Olga Sanderson
Lemarrd Bros
Fr&nkson
IS Naught igalf

Renee

(P) 14

Lyndon

Tom Benny

A
A

Barbara
Rlnfle Bros

Gaston

Patricia

Lenner

Jackie Allen

Cowboy
Duke of Paducah

Hanlon Jr

A

Ford

Pee Wee King
Golden West

Sc

Iris

Haitian

Savoy (I) 12
Plddlngton
Sheik Ben All
Craig A Voyle

OMAHA

Ted Letter

Tommy

VM

Cecil Shirley

Jerry

Sc

I

George Kirby

17

(R)

Ferdinand

Charles
Freddie Seles

gCUNTHORPl

Bell

Coiittaiued iron*,

Helene Rejolr*
Jewel Box

melodies, "rousing folk songs and
In a captivating
tender ballads.
manner, flavored 'with a soft acLoon A Eddie's
cent, Miss Daraari introduces each
Murray Swanson
Henny Youngmau
tune with.-a brief description of its
Eddie Guertin
Terry Swope
Jackie Gordon
content. Apparently she has garAlex Shey 3
Jackie King
San Kahex Ore
a following in New York. At
nered
Zlg A Vivian Baker Chuckle Fontaine
show caught, cafe’s clientele called
Gaby DeLone
Clover Club
Babe Baker Revu*
Stan Nelson 3
out request numbers frequently.
Shplboum* Hotel
Rgul A Eva Reyes
Oai is ably assisted by her acSelma Marlowe Lin* Alan Kole Ore
Shot* club
Woody Woodbury
companist, Moshe Wilensky, who is
A Held
Haven
Tony Lopez Ore
withvher. Wilensky, who
touring
Sager Dancers
Gene Griffin
Arthur -Warren Ore worked with. Miss Damkri for many*
Galotv Club
Diamond Horsosho* years in Israel, arranged the mil-/
Tommy Raft
Johnny- Morrison

b*1«* ln4lc*lo *Mnf*« day *f show

'

.

Bob L*e

Albion Hotol
Sam Rarl
Bombay Hotel
Nino Rinaldo 3
Joe Harnell
Casablanca HotOt

circuit.

4 Aces

CITY

$

Wive!
Sal NobI*

miami-miaki beach

14

or »plR w*#l<
<FM> Fenth** March; (I) Independent;
Paramount; (It) HiCO; (ft) •toll; <T) Tivoli; (W) Warnor;

.

.

NEW YORK

bill*
full

Clarenc* WlllUni*
W*l#*r#>Ast*rl*
Denise Dated

O

Nat Brandwymae
Mlseha 'Bort or#

WalUc*

fteye*

wh*th*r

Leiter In j»»r*t*th**** indlealM

Robert Maxwell

V*ng#*rdl

Villon*

Richard DRennett
Wally Cox

Thelma King
Dansations

Normandie Boys

Girls

Carlton Hayes Ore
Last Frontier
'

A1 Jahns Ore
Jack Martin Five
El

Rancho Yegas

Celeste

Holm

Willie Shore

Tippu

Hoosier Hot Shots
Carolina Cotton

Jerry Pedersen

Gil Johnson
Devlyn Girl Rev

A

Cobina

Joy Walker

Rancho Girls
Ted Flo KIto Ore
El

/

Ralph Slater Appeals
Brit. Court Setback

Park Avenue, N. Y-

tween

acts.

Cast has remained virtually

Tony

in-

Bari, Ann Dedonn, Bruce tact throughout run with Violet
Raeburn; $3.50 minimum.
Walters (the waif with the big
heart), Bonar Stuart (the good guy)
This east side intimery. has a and Dorothy Davis (the inevitable
pleasant layout on tap, but Without crone and accomplice of the villain)
a marquee lure it’s doubtful if the. taking the major leads in every per-

room

•

be forced to put the
Spot has been flounderBilly
Daniels broke
through there several years ago
and It still needs that type of magnetic personality to pull in a paywill

ropes up.
ing

since

off trade.

With

current lineup,
boite can only expect moderate biz.
its

Tony Bari is the Park Avenue's
big drawing card and although he
doesn’t disappoint with his tenor
repertoire, he’st still not the answer
to the pull. Bari’s romantic pipings
hit the ear easily as he mixes up
his renditions in Italian and English.
He tends to get a. little over-,
dramatic in his delivery but it hits
with effect, especially with femme
clientele. Best of his Offerings Are
Everywhere You Go,”. "Never”
and "Just Say X Love You.”
Bruce Raeburn wins aud easily
with his keyboard antics and happy
songalog.
Raeburn gets across a

genial personality that Alls

room

formance.
Play throughout is
broad in every' sense of the word;
the patrons are encouraged to criticize the actors at any time, cheer

the hero, boo the villain, etc. The
libs thrown from, the stage to the
more verbose clients are sometimes
funny but on the' Whole they tend
to slow up pace.
To date the company has presented such standards as "The
Drunkard,” which had the longest
run, "Sweeney Todd” and several
others to a solid reception. The
small stage, built* in a corner of
the room, heightens the comedy
angles with its awkwardness; the
costumes and sets have the same
lack of restraint as the acting. With
another show in rehearsal and repeated requests for the return of
previous efforts, the Atterbury
company and the Astor should establish some sort of nitery record
Newt.
for Montreal.

ad

1

.

4

.

with ingratiating warmth.
London, May 6.
Clicks
Kalph Slater has lodged an ap- best with his selection of showpeal against the order to pay dam- tunes such as "Make It Another
Argentina’ s N.Y. Date
ages of over $3,000 to a girl who Old Fashioned, Please,” "Only' for
Imperia Argentina, one of th©
was hypnotized by him on the Americans” and "It’s a Big, Wide,
top
flamenco singers in Spain, will
stage at Brighton four years ago. Wonderful World.” Minor flaw in
at the Puerto
Costs of the suit already amount his turn, however, is inclqsion of play a week’s stand
House
a pair of pseudo-risque items that Rico Theatre,. N. Y., June 5.
to nearly $5,500.
Montalban will
fail to build yocks or attention.
Carlos
manager
During the recent hearing, the
surround
Songstress Ann Deddrin is re- line up a vaude show to
plaintiff* alleged ill health after
yiewed in New Acts. Intermish her.
,.
she had been hypnotized, and the lulls
are filled excellently by Jack
Miss Argentina will precede this
action was based on a charge of as- Olsen
and Sal Di Mario, who split date with one' tot* the Million Dolsault.
t liras on the 88.
lar* Theatre, Los’ Ahgeles, May
Gros.
,

'

•

1

;

»

;

ft

%

Hredn««l»y, **•? 14, 1$52

la»4*a

Palladia]**,

London,- May

0.

L

Jimmy Durante, wtth Eddie Jack

Jack Roth, Jules Buffano,
rnndv Caridido) .Pauline Grant
Gillian Lynne;
Ballet (17), withHarriPat Kirkwood, Roy Murray,
ton

Evy

Fisher, Alan

&

dan
Bverto,

Clive;
Girls (16),

Tiller

&

Woolf

Skyrockets Orch.

Phillip*

Muile Hall, N* Y»

fare.

The Honeydregmers

get the bill
off to a fast start with their tricky

,

'

.the

Citsino,

Toronto

more he fools around, the more, he
Toronto, May 9.
tosses music sheets into the air
Larry Parks & Betty Garrett,
and throws piano tops around the
George Hall, Paula Bane, Rudenko
stage, the more the Palladiumites
Bros. (2), Jimmy Cameroi, Archie
lap it up.
Stone House Orch; "Basketball
'personal triumph
Schriozzola’s
Fix” (Realart).
was beyond question, but vaude-

were

.veterans

ville

particularly

at the reception accorded
Jackson on his first en-

warmed
Eddie

strutting across the stage
do "Bill Bailey” with Durante
The specialty
the keyboard.
scene done by the star with Candy
Candido, the impeccable work of
Jack Roth, at the drums and the
skillful pianistics of Jules Buffano
are among highspots of the presenDurante’s byplay, with
tation..
trance,'

•

•

to
at

-

and his unrestrained
interpretation of “The Guy Who
Found "the Lost Chord” are com-

scores of. hats,

'

‘

show

edy hallmarks in *
‘

that

is

On

here, Larry Parks
lations of father, on his Sunday of
Betty Garrett walked on to a rest.
It's not bad, but it really
screaming ovation that lasted a can’t be
judged in this setting,

&

first visit

s6n Girls.

Gord.

minute or more before the happy which more nearly would require
N* V.
looking Mr. and Mrs. team went
June & Martin Barrett, Chet
a team of Milton Berles to earn
into almost 40 minutes of song, real laughs.
Clark, Apvletons (3), Milton Douodance and banter to a begoff reStarman is luckier in. that his las (2), Bob Howard, Cabot &
ception when caught.
solo taps are brief and he quickly Dresden, Artie Dann, Roland MarIn the opening, she plays a con- gets the backing of the Rockettes. celli & Janis, Jo Lombardi Orch;
m
fused blonde and Instantly regis- They do a number labeled “Jack "Loan Shark ” (Lip), reviewed in
ters, With .Parks playing straight
the Bellboy Grand Hotel” to some Variety April 30, ’52.
hut quickly establishing .a polished pretty weak lyrics by Ah Stillirian.
C9medy style that never escapes Starman is “Jack” and the femmes
The first show under the vaudfiim and makes for exquisite team- do a pleasant routine with small
work timing. Pace is quickly set suitcases. Their cpstumes, designed film policy at the Palace after a
with their Holly wobd.preem satire, by Frank Spencer*, get a laugh seven-month span of two-a-day is
with Parks as lobby m.c. and Miss when they turn around to show at least able to show
the possibiliGarrett running through a gallery their “bell” numbers fastened to
ties of eight acts at this bouse.
,

—

$1

E«rle, Ft.HI
Philadelphia,

•

.

and

For too long

,

'

joint,

style.

•

harmonizing arrangements. Quintet, comprising three boys and two
girls, have a good repertory of ballads, spirituals arid rhythm novIt rocks the audience
of dynamite.
elties, all of which are socked over
from the .moment of. the .Schuoz’. with a visual-vocal impact stemthem roll- ming
first entrance and keeps
from this combo’s precision
ing for An unrelieved 50 minutes. quasi-hoofing
routines.
Initial
The troupe is' 'in for four weeks' number, ih which they introduce
—the longest of the season to date themselves, is on the corny
side
the
—and is the surest sellout of
and could be eliminated.
Top
year.
items are their dramatic delivery
Xt is Durante’s first Palladium of “Shadrach” and their workover
years,
his
In
17
hut
appearance
of “There’s Something About A
exuberance, his dynamic personal- Hometown Band” in which two of
ity hid perfectionist sense of tim- tht male vocalists double on varihave ous instruments.
ing, and unihibitcd manner
Herm.
Entire
lost none of their magic'.
Durante does everyis a riot.

wreck the

and subtle

"Band Box Revue” produced by music-hall audiences here have
Russell Markert, with Frank Mole- been taking the bellylaff stuff, and
sine Clifford Orr, Edward Ruhl, the Irwin Corey business comes
Mickey Deems, Tony Starman, by way of surprise. It's appreciRockettes, Corps de Ballet, Chorhl ated by a large section, however,
Ensemble, Symphony Orch; “Scar- as shown by the gentle laughter
afnouche” (M-G), reviewed in cur- spread throughout the house.
Making a quick return after
rent issue.
four weeks’ absence, the clowning
of the Musical Elliotts (mom, dad
Russell Markert’s current Music
and daughter) again impresses.
Hall melange makes no attempt at Hand balancing and comedy of
the usual unifying theme. That’s Ladd Lyon also goes down well,
no drawback, but what is a- short- performer taking his assistant
from out of the audience and
coming is the lack of a good sight perching
her
precariously
on
turn to supplement the numbers chairs while he engages in pleasof the Rockettes, ballet and glee ing patter.
club.
SJiow cries fpr a dumb act
„Dog acts who perform without a
to lift it during its early portions.
master are rare. Maybe that’s why
As it is, the “imported” acts sup- Nino, billed as the “Wonder Dog,”,
porting the M, H. regulars are gets so big a hand. Porich comes
Frank Molesine, as accordionist; on alone, balances atop huge, inMickey Deems, an m.c. type of flated rubber balls, pitter-patters
comic, and Tony Starman, tapster. on them to and fro across the
A small investment for a good aero stage, even re-emerges at 'the end
or animal number in place of Mole- of act to take its own bow-wow.
sine would have paid dividends. And he’s indeed a wow!
Canine
That’s no reflection whatsoever on intelligence of Nino puts many
the accordionist, who is quite ca- human performers in the shade.
^
pable, but it takes more than a
ftT the n.s.g. class is Walter
squeeze-box artist doing a single,
Niblo, diminutive Yorkshire comic,
no matter how good, to provide a
whose patter is stale and who’s
lift at this point In the proceedings.
merely a fill-in. Levanda & Van
Deems has a hard fight too in the juggle adequately, and the Cyclo
G, 000-seat auditorium.
His mono- Bros, have tricks on wheels. Snow
log material, reminiscent of that is well rounded off by the rhythof other comics, goes into the tribu- mic routines of the dancing Jack-

The Durante circus explodes at
the force
the Palladium with all

thing to

REVIEWS

H<lt$R
but he’s not half as effective with
the palaver as he is With the piano.
In the No. 2 spot, the Albins register nicely with their comedy
hoofing act. Vet man-woman team
has been around for' a long time
and their zany anties, pratfalls and
acroterping
are
okay program

•

May

10.

Louis Jordan Orch (5),' Willi*
Jackson Orch (11), Three Rockets„
Shoareguard Dancers (4), Bob
“
HoneyBailey, Jordanettes (8);
chile ” (Rep).
»

Humor, rhythm and musical ex*
citement are the major assets of
the new Earle show, with the in**
fectious Louis Jordan contributing
As on
in all three departments.
previous visits, Jordari makes a
production out of the show by adding a line of eight steppers and
lookers, the Jordanettes, especially
in the finale, when the chorus
sways and wriggles in back, of the
maestro through three numbers.
•Whether he .is clowning with his
tenor horn, threatening to fight
someone in the audience, or tearing off a vocal, /Iordan Is always a
good show.
He punches across laughs and
songs with surefire results exampled by the “wrung-out” version of
“Wheel of Fortune” and a Calypso
item called “You Will Always Have
a Friend
If You Have Money to
Spend.” Without going blue, Jordan also manages to get across the
suggestively
titled
“You Gotta
Work, Baby, Work” and “Hold on
to What You’ve. Got.”
‘

—

Two femme vocalists have been
added to the outfit Elaine Robinson and Ann Bailey but .their as-

—
—

sistance is laregly decorative,* Jordan’s Tympany. Five is a great
fave here with three local boys in

the combo-pianist Jimmy Peterson, drummer Charlie Rice and
bassist Bobby Bushnell.
Willis Jackson, whose 10-plece
orch stays onstage throughout, is
spotted for- several solo 'Sax rides
’

that set the house on fire. Strictly
a
tongue-in-cheek
performance,
Jackson takes off .the, “terrific”
tenormen, and in the process does

about everything that ban be done'
with the instrument, and does it
humorously.
Instrumentation
of
Jackson’s
orch
includes
threp
trumpets,
trombone, three reed and three
of diversified femme film stars, in- their seats.
Opener of the spring and summer rhythm. Band backs up the acts'
cluding a tipsy southern stariet
Best turn of the show, however,
that rated an ovation.
format of eight acts, as opposed to agreeably and really cuts' loose
is the curtain-raiser, done by the
Their bouncy “Down by the Old ballet. It’s called “Reflections” and the glamor kick of the’ colder with the boss’ maniacal sax concertos.
Mill Stream” satire, complete with has a set that gives a perfect illu- months when star layouts will preUnusual insert in ’a revue sportpatter and double-tempo lyrics in sion of big panelled mirrors 'when vail, is a remarkably good show
ing two bands is another musical
the Gilbert-Sullivan manner, also the gals, four deep, go through a for
the
money.
Booker Dan outfit, the Jackie Davis Trio.
(2)
Davis
socks over; ditto a. novelty yawn- precision.. routine. Eugene Braun’s Friendly has collected a batch of
sets up four fast swingy numbers
(3)
ing song in the “Baby, It’s Cold skillful
lighting greatly aids in the capable talent that should entice for his stage
appearance
and
gets
Outside” metier, which Miss Gar- effect of. what appears to be each the summer tourists as. well as nathe stubholders beating out the
rett wrote and tagged “Lacka-dalsy- gal reflected three times, but wind- tive vaude devotees.
rhythm with him. Davis is- at the
day” and which the two have plat- ing up to be four different femmes.
Manager Herb Bonis thinks that Hammond organ and is backed up
tered for forthcoming release by
Glee Club also does a “big” num- opening-day faces included many with drums and guitar. The arM-G-M.
ber, “The Good Book Says.” It puts Who have patronized the Palace at rangements provides for great flexTheir burlesque “Carioca” dance the members in “angel” costumes, $4.80. It’s fairly evident that the ibility and the Outfit has plenty of
gets over nicely, plus a Vincent complete with robes and halos, in pop-priced policy will at least keep drive.
Youmans medley, and -a terrific a sort of church setting. They do the house warm for the two-a-day
Two good dance acts break 'up
finale to “Side by Side” with a a number of spirituals with Clif- period, and association of the Pal- the swing concert fare. The Shoareslick soft-shoe routine.
Reception ford Orr as the preacher and Ed- ace as a live talent centre through- guard troupe (three boys and a
stamps" the team as okay for any ward Ruhl doing solos. It suffers out the year will aid in building girl) combine ballet, modern dance
entertainment media.
from seeming too long, mainly be- institutional trade.
and Jack Cole stylings for an inIn next to closing slot, Artie teresting routine, although they
With Jimmy' Cameron expertly cause it follows the accordion turn,
act
another
of
was
where
type
could
stand brighter lighting. The
Dann gets by with the jokes on biff
skippering as m.c., whole bill is
Herb.
schnoz. There are times When he Three Rockets, fine tapsters, step
nicely rounded out by comedy called for.
in
close-fit
unison. Bob Bailey emplays for the benefit of the orch
chatter of George Hall; the clever
members exclusively but, fortu- cees the proceedings pleasantly and
juggling of fhe "Rudehko Bros.,
Empire, Glasgow
nately, he doesn’t neglect the oth^r is spotted for a single song number.
complete with the darkened cross<
parts of the house. Material is all
Glasgow, May 6.
Stage catches of flaming torches;
Gagh.
familiar, but is goes over fine.
the splendid song-stint of Paula
J. W. Jackson Girls, Cyclo Bros.
Bane, a suntanned blonde in ,a
Milton
Douglas,
assisted
by
an
Elliotts
Musical
Walter Niblo,
,
white sequin gown, who exhibits
Irwin Corey , Nino, Lcvanda & unbilled femme, similarly trots out.
plenty of looks and personality and
selection of familiar lines and
Martin
Lewis
Van, Ladd Lyon, Donald Peers a
stories.
can also hit those high notes in a
They also make their
(Don Phillips at piano), Bill Mat- mark, even though
Continued from page 35 diversified tempo log that included
Douglas has a
|
tendency to. ge.t sarcastic when a AGVA*’s national
wbw begoff of *‘Why Was I Born?” thew Orch., twice nightly.
administrative
gag doesn’t get the response he secretary,
Layout is. one of the most successstated that its the duty
thinks^ it should. General effect is
ful at this house in several weeks.
This is a good vaude bill, though
of acts, headliners especially, to
McStay.
Fortu- good, however.
a hit thinnish in parts.
live up to their- contracts; that rank,
June & Martin Barrett are in the and file performers
nately, it's topped by the warm,
depend upon
rich personality of the British leadoff in the dance contingent. names to keep cafes and theatres
Apollo, N. Y.
minstrel, Donald Peers, one of the Tap team opens with an engaging open, etc. A nitery owner will freCount Basie Band (16) with soundest performers in the U.K., number which partially lampoons
Bixie Crawford; The Five Keys whose recent rise to stardom .via the East Indian terpers, but mid- quently keep a spot open, knowing
that losses can be made up on the
(6), Bud Harris & Mantan More- stage, radio and TV is one of the section, the act is an old-timey slow
land, Joe Turner, The Co-Ops (3); epics of British show biz.
Peers number which means little. They strength of one good booking of a
suitable
headliner.
When that
“The Big Steal ” ( RKO ).
has strong drawing power, and he retrieve at the close and take off
headliner fails to honor his conpacks the house nightly. He has to a solid mifting.
tract, the work of many other perimCabot
Dresden
dance
dresses
&
are
vet
a
appeal,
femme
strong
Count -Basie furnishes the marformers is imperiled,.
quee lure for the current bill of maculately, chooses a song reper- team who show a line of powerRecently, on the other hand, the
Harlem’s vaude flagship. With toire to suit all ears, and goes off ful lifts and spins. The strong-arm
work
hits
an
excellent stride which union forced Tony Martin to pay
seven brass, five reed and four to sock applause.
carries the act in its entirety. Their the Copa $20,000 for failing to
(a
Phillips
Don
With energetic
rhythm, the outfit gets the session
three numbers show good ball- keep a date there. The "play or
away to a breezy start with a hot composer already known in * the room
conception and an awareness pay” rule was invoked against the
instrumental number.
States) at the ..piano, Peers is a
of
applause values. They similar- singer when" he told his agency
vocalist Bixie Crawford follows to philosopher in song, linking his
ly do well.
that he preferred to play the comchirp “Be My Life’s Companion” numbers with a human, enjoyable
Sole song turn 4 B °b Howard, peting Riviera. Ft. Lee, N. J. Copa,
He concentrates largenarration.
fetchingly.
vet Negro song and piano act, who upon getting the $20,000, gave half
Scot
for
wisely
and,
pops
on
ly
Joe Turner, a blues shouter, hannew Auld bangs out a series of oldies in an that sum to charity, while legal
dles a trio of tunes in a gravel- audiences, features the
assured manner. Howard has been
expenses ate up. the rest.
voiced delivery that nets him a Lang Syne number, “A Gordon for
at this house several times and he
This is the second major M.&L.
good reception. Band returns to Me,” now in the top class in Brit- knows his
way around the cusauits
by
regularly
sung
and
ain
beat out one of its originals, “Sure
contractural difficulty to be aired,
tomers.
Basie himself contrlbs a thor, Scot tenor Robert Wilson.
Thing.”
the union.
bv
Several years ago
joining in, a
The novelty on the bill is by Harry Steinman,
solo on the 88 while several side- This has the house
then partner in
men get off individual licks on good feature not seen so often in the Appletons, comprising two girls
the
Latin
Casino.
Philadelphia,
music-hall these days.
and a boy, in a hoke apache routrombone and sax.
brought
M.&L.
up
and Abner
Male
expertly
done.
At show caught Peers revealed tine which is
Now working with Bud Harris,
executes some excellent spins and Greshler, then their a cent, on
by
selfishness
of
lack
complete
his
Mantan Moreland holds down the
charges
of
skipping
out
of a date.
jackpot.
an
applause
team
hits
the
of a
comedy department. The one-time telling audience of merits Kidd,
Nicky
Chet Clark's harmonica act is Contract was signed on behalf of
film actor, who’s frequently ap- young Glasgow singer,
the
comics
by
The team
Greshler.
peared ait the Apollo, retains much then bringing him on, dressed in good theatrical fodder. Doubling won the case because pact wasn’t
hello to the from Cafe Society Downtown, his
of his material used on previous street clothes, to say
on
the
form.
standard
AGVA
Nevertheless, the pair’s stubholders. Gesture was Warmly work indicates that he has a far
stints.
better theatre than a cafe act. His
routines are sufficiently well done applauded.
The original U. S. comedian, three numbers are fast and lively
Brit. Date?
to satisfy the stubholders.
l*t
making and he too takes several bows,
The Five Keys, a male harmony “Professor” Irwin Corey, deadpan
Martin <& Lewis are tentatively
Sole New Act on tills session is
offers a
debut,
Scot
his
accompiano
own
their
group plus
Jo booke.d for the Palladium, London,
mannerisms, Roland Marcelli & Jahis.
quaint
panist, closi the 70-minute show. expression,
nonsensical patter Lombardi's orch showbacks heatly beginning Aug. 15,
They're reviewed under New Acts, and completely
First date in England for the duo
fine.
staging
is
Bines'
audiDave
and
clever
to
too
probably
that is
as are the Co-Ops, a terp turn.
-if sked jells.
Jo.se,
ences unaccustomed to this new
•

.

all too'

short.

•

The Skyrockets orch, who backs
the act on stage, come 'in for merci.less ribbing, and the dancing line
are recruited for a
Durante production number which
clicks as merrily as anything else
in the show.
Barbara* Aitken designed a new
routine for the Tiller Girls to provide suitable opener for the bill,
and Evy
Everto take- the No. 2
spot with a slick monocycle act,
including a. giant unit and a Heath
Robinson contraption. Alah Clive
follows with an adequate range of
impressions, including Bogart as
of Tiller Girls

•

&

George Sanders and

a baby-sitter,
Phil Harris.

Takeoffs are quite

below

good, but material is

p.ar.

playing their first Paldate hr 17 years' is the
American dance team of Harrison
& Fisher who preemed to a boff
reception.' Routine is nicely paced,
starting off with elegant ballroomology before going- into the comedy stuff, - -with- the gal- clicking
for plenty laughs.
British- vocalist Pat -Kirkwood contributes five numbers in just over
10 minutes # and all -are noteworthy
for her strident, style.
Chanteuse
is handsomely, gowned
and has
Also
ladium

'

-

vivacious personality, but

would be strengthened

if

her act
played

on a less hard note. Roy Murray
gets spontaneous reaction for his
juggling with a bored, And almost
pained
expression while _ going
through his highly skilled routine.
Turn is a decided click and artist

had to beg off which is almost
unique for a juggler.
To wind the first’ half, Val Parnell has staged the second ballet
of the season, “Gut for Partners,”
with
choreography by Pauline
Grant and-musif by- Leroy Anderson.
This is distinguished by Gillian Lynne’s, solo,-' although the
dancer
appears td be heavily
worked.
The loutine is .imaginative and a. striking wardrobe lends
color to the layout.
Myro.
•

•

.

.

Warner^

.

.

TV.

Y.

Carmen Cavallaro, The ContiThe Albins (2), Honeydreamers
Francisco
“ San
(5);
Story” (WB), reviewed in Variety

nental,

April

‘

9,

1952.

Current stage layout at the Warfollowing the run of the BalTheatre troupe, is spotty with
no single turn strong enough to
overcome the lagging Broadway
noxoffice.
.Except for the Contierstwhile video feature,
oul has a humdrum format.
The
continental
is
reviewed under
r.er,

let

Acts.

As headliner, Carmen Cavallaro
with his standard brli-

jU’Jivers

me keyboard style. Cavallaro,
«nos playing as a single backed
,

!!.i

o>

the house orch, impresses with
jus arpeggios
on a flock of numners
'

I*
‘

1

including
“Blue Tango,”
oodoo Moon,”. an. oyer-elaborate
item and his standConcerto.” He also

/.'"lo^woogie
T
‘Warsaw
;

-'.vs

some gab between

his solos

•

&

,

'

•

•

Femme

,

M&L’*

.

'

Gilb,

^

—

LKOmMAtK
!!»

62
j<

~

i'i

rimi

1

i

i’

i

ii

ydutdliy, May

End Season Vith D.C. Run;
Fall Sans Carol

Blondes,”Prefer
fourth week at the

currently in its
Shubert, Boston, will close

gagement there May 24 and

After

Me Madam”

its

en-

after a

there.
this

off

laying

Fort

Wayne

Cancels Third

Outdoor Musical Season

summer,

Parle. Other business and civic responsibilities, and high amusement

tour taxes, were blamed for the deciprobably
sion.
again in the fall, using a scaledBoard- revealed that in its first
down production and playing most- two years, in 1950 and 1951, the
A
will

ly split-weeks

and one-nighters.

lead must be found to
Carol Channing, who is
slated to play her present starring
edirole in Jack Hylton’s London
printion, but nearly all the other
contracts
two-year
under
cipals are
and will be available to go out

new femme
succeed

Festival sustained financial losses,
although in 1951 it came near the
breakeven point; An' effort to secure exemption from the Federal
tax, under a new Congressional
law passed last yeqr, brought no
word on a probable ruling.

again.

-

*

The show’s Baltimore booking for
the week of May 26 was a lastminute deal. With the Boston
moved ahead and the
closing
Washington theatre not available
June
2, producers Herman
until
Levin and Oliver Smith considered
a ’bid from the Warner, Atlantic
City, for the open week. However,
the terms for the resort spot were
riot acceptable, so the Baltimore
booking was set. Previously, the
latter house had been due to remain dark until next fall.

PLAN EARLY GETAWAY

Tabulation of choices of the N, Y, drama critics for the varimi*
us
“bests” of the 1951-52 season:
Best Performance By a Featured or Starred Actor in a Straight
Plav
Jose Ferrer (“Shrike”)
inL ,
Mountain Playhouse at Jenners- Charles Boyer (“Don Juan in Hell”)
•uf
\
n t“
town, Pa., which tees off May 31 Charles Laughton (“Don Juan 'In Hell”)
with “Lo and Behold.” .Schedule Elliott Nugent (“Male Animal”)
•
i
there has already been ,set. “Lo” Emlyn Williams (Edckens Readings)
u.
will be followed .by “Jason,” “June John Garfield (“Golden 'feoy”)
Moon,” “Waterloo Bridge,”' “The Best Performance By a Featured or Starred Actress in a Straight vut
y
a Camera”)
Importance of Being Earnest,*’ Julie Harris (“X
f3
o
“Detective Story,” “For Love or Gusti Huber (“Flight Into Egypt”)
i
Money,” “The Devil Passes” and Cornelia Otis Skinner (“Paris ’90”)
i
“On Approval.” Each play* will run Helen Hayes (“Mrs. McThing”)
f br Jwo week?, with a matinee Edina Best (“Jane”)
\
Best Male Performance in a Musical
every Friday.
o
Carl Low and Clay Flagg have Phil Silvers (“Top Banana”)
3
tabbed a June 7 getaway for their Harold Lang (“Pal Joey”)
Your
Wagon”)
Tony
Bavaar
(“Paint
2
White Barn Theatre near Irwin,
2
and Hale McKeen has been inked James Barton (“Paint Your Wagon”)
:
1
to direct again. Plays and com- John Raitt (“Jamie”)
Best Femme Performance in a Musical
pany haven’t been set yet, how14
New Wagon Wheel Play- Vivienne Segal (“Pal Joey”).
ever.
2
which Francis Mayville Anne Jeffreys (“Three Wishes for Jamie”)
house,
*
1
launched last season, will swing Dolores Gray (“Two on the Aisle”)
1
into action the end of June and Ethel Merman (“Call Me Madam”)
the Little Lake Arena Theatre a Best Performance by An Actor in a Supporting Cast (Straight play or
weeks before that.
of
couple
Musical)
There’s nothing definite yet - on John Cromwell (“Point of No Return”)
6
Bill Green’s Arena Theatre* which Alan Webb (“Nina")
1
Sam Handelsman ran last season John Hodiak. (“Chase”)
*
1
with a policy of name guest stars. George Matthews (“Barefoot in Athens”)
.
„
1
The town’s No. 1 venture, the Civic Conrad Janis (“Brass Ring”)
1
Light Opera season, opens under Brandon- De Wilde (“Mrs. McThing”)
1
the stars at Pitt Stadium Jqne 16 Walter Matthau (“Twilight Walk”)
1
with “Carousel,”
John Buckmaster (“Saint Joan”)
1
Don Keefer (“Egypt”)
1
Robert Ross (“Point of No Return”) .......
1
(“Camera”)
William Prince

N.Y. Crix Solo In

13.

•

Am

Westport, Conn,, May 13.
musical version of “Missouri
Legend,” the Broadway play of a
dozen-odd years ago, with lyrics by
John LaTouche and choreography
by Felicia Sorel, will be tried out
this summer at the Westport CounArmina Marshall
try- Playhouse.

A

it.

Also on the schedule for the
tryout barn are productions of
“Three to One,” comprising excerpts from the intimate Broadway musicals, “One for the
Money,” “Two for the Show” and
“Three to Make Ready”; a tuneup
of “An Evening with Beatrice Lillie," an informal revue slated for
Broadway production in the fail,

and “Then One t>ay,” new comedy
with
Goldsmith,
Clifford
by
Thomas Mitchell directing and
starring.

The season

will

open June 16

with “Heartbreak House,” the current revival of the Shaw play at
the Brattle Theatre, Cambridge,
Mass., with the same cast including Beatrice Straight, Philip Bourneuf, Frances Reid, Larry Gates,
Mary ’Lou Taylor, Earl Montgomery., Robert Fletcher, Olive ReevesSmith and Paul Ballantynd. Peter
Cookson has the rights to the Show
and plans a Broadway presentation
in the fall. It will be able to play
the local strawhat as a package because, as the opening bill, it will
not require any extra casting.

Nearly

all

legit

critics

which was
formerly under option to Broadway producers James Russo and
Michael Ellis, will also be an .exception tq the three-actor package
rule, since most of the cast will be
children, and presumably ’oxerhpt
from the regular casting setup, frot
play,

v

•

fairly startling, which is
natural under the circumstances.
For example, there was some pate-

among

scratching

his colleagues
when John McClain, of the Journal-American, thought “Women of

Same
Twilight” was hot stuff.
was true when William Hawkinar of
the World-Telegram & Sun, liked,
“Long Watch.” However, McClain
didn’t cause such wonder in the
case of “The Victim,” since his
okay notices verged on no^pinion.
But Brooks Atkinson, of the
Times, raised a few eyebrows with
his rave for “Grass Harp,” coupled
with an all-out follpwup in his Sunday column and a vote for the Truman Capote play as the best of the
season.
Arthur Pollock, of the
Compass, did a one-man nip-up last
week for “Shuffle Along,” However, Mark Barron, of the Associated Press, topped everyone by
going overboard for, of all things,
“Hook ’n’ Ladder,” a one-performance opus.
•

To no

headed
by Mia Slavenska, Frederic Franklin and Alexandra Danilova.

The barn, to be managed again
by Philip Langner- and Charles
Bowden, under a lease from owners Lawrence ‘Langner, Miss Marshall and John C. Wilson, will up
the price of a few of the downfront seats, increasing the gross
capacity slightly to about $12,000.
Staff for the operation will include
Queenie Smith, executive assistant
to the producers; Edmund Baylies,
stage manager; Elliott Martin, assistant;
Don Glenn, treasurer;
Mahlon Naille and Lorraine Hansberry, assistants, and Ralph Lysett,
pressagent and subscription manager.

Loon Lake Stock

'

Beth Gardner’s Blythewood Island summer resort on Loon Lake,
at Chestertown, N.Y., opens Its inthe-round season June 23.
Ten-week season will have a res-

[

•

.

.
‘

]

‘

;

.'

.

,

lated

have

enthusiasms
little

appeared to
on the

beneficial effect

although Atkinson's plugs,
particularly the Sunday pie.ee, were
credited, with modej*ate.> patronage
for “Grass Harp.”
b.o.,

The solo pan was Atkinson's admitted confusion at “Four Saints
in Three Acts.”
Despite almost,
sblid raves from the other aislesitters,

this

Gertrude Stein-Virgil

Thomson opera
trons
ously,

failed

to’

draw par

and did

a quick fold.
Curinearly all the business it
did get was the advance. After the
enthusiastic press the b.o. sale

J. Cobb (“Golden Boy”)
Vi
Best Performance By an Actress in a Supporting Cast (Straight Play or
Musical)
Marian Winters (“Camera”)
6
Helen Gallagher (“Pal Joey”)
2

Lee

Enid Markey (“Mrs. McThing”)

1
1
1

Claudia Morgan (“Yenus Observed”)
Jean Dixon (“To Be Continued”)
*
Olga San Juan (“Paint *YQur Wagon”)
from last year, when the “bests” Janis Paige (“Remains to Be Seen”)
included Maureen. Stapleton, Uta Gusti Huber (“Flight Into EgyfJt”)
Shirley Lydia Reed (“McThing”)
Rains,
Claude
Hagen,
Booth, Joan Lorring and Yul Bryn- Mildred Natwick -(“Grass Harp”).,.
ner.
Most Promising Young Actor
There were no unanimous selec- Brandon De Wilde (‘‘Mrs. McThing”)
tions this season, but winners of Richard Burton (“Legend of Lovers”)
the ’cHiqf categories were topheavy Martin Brooks (“I Am a Camera”)
choices. Ferrer got 10V6 out of 18 Iggie Wolfington (“Mrs. McThing”)
votes as best actor; 9Vz out of 17 Will Kuluva (“Shrike”)
as best director; 9V6 out of 15 as Billy Chapin (“Jamie”)
best, producer.
Tony BavaAr (“Wagon”)
Miss Harris had a runaway 13
Mpst Promising Young Actress
out of 18 ballots as best actress., Julie Harris (“I Am a Camera”)
Miss Segal had 14 out of 18 votes Audrey Hepburn (“Gigi”)

i
1
1
1
1

3

2
2
1

.'

femme

in a musical. Silvers
of 17 ballots in his

as best

1

In the best actor classification,
besides Ferrer’s 10V6 votes, there
were 3 Vt for Charles Boyer and
1 Vi for Charles Laughton, both in
“Dpn Juan in Hell”; one vote for
Emlyn Williams (Dickens Readings)
and a half -vote for John Garfield
(“Golden.Boy”).
Miss Harris’ overwhelming 13
votes as best actress left only one
tally, each for Cornelia Otis Skinner " (“Paris ’90”), .Helen Hayes
(“Mrs. McThing”) .and Edna. Best
(“Jane”)* and two for Gusti Huber
(“Egypt”),
In the best male musical performer list, besides Silvers' nine
ballots, there “Were .three for Harold Lang (“Pal Joey”) and Tony
Bavaar (“Paint Your Wagon”), and
James Barton (“Wagon”) got two
each.
;

•

.

'

Segal's Slam
Miss Segal’s 14 tallies As best
femme musical performer eclipsed
two votes for, Anne Jeffreys
(“Three Wishes for Jamie”), and
one each for Ethel'Merman ("Call

Me Madam”)

and Dolores Gray

(“Two .On The

Aisle”).,

Best supporting actor category,
are killing the theatre. What did which J$hn Cromwell won with
they have to go and give us raves six votes, was widely split, with
for? Why don’t they let us alone?” one vote each to Alan Webb
(“Nina”), Walter Matthau (“Twilight Walk”), Conrad Janis (“Brass
Ring”), Brandon de Wilde (“Mrs.
Unusual Coin Setup
McThing”),
George
Matthews
(“Barefoot in Athens”), John BuckOn Schwartz ‘Conscience’ master
(“Saint Joan”), and Robert
“Conscience,"
the
Maurice Ross (“Point of No Return”). WilSchwartz one-man show produced liam Prince (“Camera”) and Lee
by the Shuberts, in partnership J. Cobb (“Golden Boy”) garnered
with Joseph Kipness and Jack a half-vote each.
Small, has an unorthodox financial
Marian Winters, with six votes
setup.
The venture is capitalized as winner of the best supporting
at $15,000, of which Kipness has actress category, was trailed
by
supplied $11,500 and Schwartz and single votes for Enid Markey
John F. Waters, the latter a de- (“McThing”), Claudia Morgan
signee for Lee Shubert, are listed (“Yenus Observed”), Jean Dixon
as putting up the remaining $3,750. (“To Be Continued”), Olga
San
According to the limited partner- Juan (“Wagon”), Helen Gallagher
ship agreement, the first return of (“Joey”), Janis Paige (“Remains
To
capital will be £o Schwartz, after Be
Seen”)
and
Gusti
Huber
which he and Shubert will get 25% (“Flight Into Egypt”). Miss Galof the profits and Kipness 75%. lagher picked up a second vote
Kipness is the sole general partner. belatedly.
Small* his associate in the producBrandon de Wilde (“McThing”)
tion,' is a company manager for won the most promising young
ac.the Shuberts.
tor category. with three votes, fol-

1
1

r

4

t

4

.......

Kim

Stanley (“The Chase”).’

3

had 9 out
Lydia Reed (Mrs. McThing”)
category, and Frederick Loewe had Anne
Meacham ("The Long Watch”)
11 out of 14 tallies for best score Diana
Lynn (“Wild Duck”):
(“Paint Your Wagon”).

’

one’s surprise, these iso-

stopped cold.
As one manager with the ..musical remarked, “As usual, the’ critics
a week’s stand

definitely dated is
by the touring ballet troup.e

ident t#*npany.

the out-of-step notices

seemed

-

The Goldsmith

.

1

•

!

York’s

flop of the show.

Several Newies on Sked

•

|

New

.

>

May

First of the district strawhats to
get going this season will be the

have
been showing a tendency to do
Crix ‘Basts’
In
solo limb-climbing acts lately.
general, the solitary dissents have
Continued from page 1 been favorable reviews of shows
the fact that
all the other aisle-sitters panned. season’s winners is
But in at least one case, the ex- three of the five men named in the
classification
Appeared
actor
caption was a mild pan of an. offer- best
ing the others praised. In the lat- in “readings,” rather than straight
‘Missouri Legend’ Tuner
ter case, the lone dissenter’s ver- dramatic shews. Also of interest is
the fact that there are no repeats
For Westport, Conn., Silo; dict was borne out by the boxoffice

will stage

14, 1952

*.

week's stand at Ford's, Baltimore,
Fort Wayne, May 13.
will wind up the season with a
Board of directors of the Fort
three-week run starting June 2 at
Inc.,
the National, Washington.- It will Wayne Light Opera Festival,
musitake over the, latter spot following announced it won’t offer any
sumpier in Franke
the current four-week engagement cal season this

“Blondes”

.

-'

Pittsburgh,

of “Call

.
,

l

‘Blondes’ to

“Gentlemen

:

2
1
1

r
t

Best Director

v

'

Jose Ferrer (“Shrike”)

9^2
2
2

’

Kazan (“Flight Into Egypt”)
Michael Gqrdon (“Male Animal”).
Elia

.

.•

...

H. C. Potter (“Point of No Return”)
Abe Burrows (“Three Wishes for Jamie”)
Robert Lewis (“Grass Harp”)
Charles Laughton (“Don Juan in. Hell”)
Best Scene-Designer
Cecil Beaton (“Grass Harp”)
V.
Jo Mielziner (“Flight Into Egypt”)
Eldon Elder (“Legend of Lovers”) ,
. . ... ;
.
Roger Furse (“Venus”)
Raymond Sovey
Norman Bel Geddes
Paul Morrison (“4. Sainjs in- 3 Acts”)
.
;
Best Score
Frederick Loewe (“Paint Your Wagon”).
Richard Rodgers (“Pal Joey”)
George Gershwin (“Of. Thee I Sing”)
;...
Ralph Blane (“Three Wishes for Jamie”)
Most Promising New Playwright
Jc^eph Kramm (“Shrike”)
Truman Capote (“Grass Harp”).
William Marchant (“To Be Continued”) ....
Sigmund Miller (“One Bright Hay”)
V.-.
Outstanding Producer
„
Jose Ferrer (“Shrike”)
...

1
1

,

.**.

.

*

.

.

.

.

,

3

,

1
1
1
1

.•

.

11

.

1
1
1

9
3
2

•

;

.

.

;

:

.

’.

ANTA

2

‘

’!»”
1

***V«*M*

VI

1/UX

'

*

i

*

.

i
*

.

V

‘

.......
•

l>u

Martin Brooks (“Camera”)
Tony Bavaar (“Wagon”). -

Andrey Hepburn (“Gigi”)
as winner of the most prorr
young actress selection with
(“Ch

had three votes with I
Reed (“McThing”) 'two and
Meacham (“Long Watch”) on
Couple Surprises
.

Best director classification,

by Jose Ferrer, saw two votes
for
Elia
Kazan
(“Flight
Egypt”).
Cecil
(“<
Beaton
Harp”) and Jo Mielziner (“Eg
tied for best designer choice,
four tallies each, while I

(“Legend of Lovers”)

three votes.

Best new score category, \
Frederick Loewe won witl

.

1
1
1

*
.

of Lovers”) with two.
Single
went to Iggie
(“McThing.”), Will Ku.
(“Shrike”), Billy Chapin ("Jai

Stanley

*

*.

lies

Kim

’

*
:

Rodgers & Hammerstein,
Jule Styne

Elder

9^

‘

.

Harris.

.....

’

„

Playwrights Co..
Gilbert Miller (“Cleos”)

- F*

1

.

.

4
4

!

.

.

.

Vi

turned up a couple of surThere was a vote for
Richard Rodgers on ‘‘Pal Joey,”
which is a revival, There was another for the late George Gershwin on the “Of Thee I Sing,” revival, .the AP’s Mark Barron statvotes,
prises.

'

'

ing it was “the most delightful
score of the season to me.”

Joseph Kramm, author of “The
won the most promising

Shrike,”

new playwright

classification with

nine votes, while Truman Capole
("Grass Harp”) received three ballots, and William Marchant (“To
Be Continued”) two.
In the outstanding producer
category, which Ferrer won with
9 V2 votes, there were two tallies
for ANTA and one each for the
Playwrights Co. and Rodgers &
Hammeriiiciu.
.

Members

of

the N.

Y.

Drama

comprising
reCircle,
on Gotham dailies anci
weeklies, voted for the selections.
Critics

viewers

'

'Wedirewtoy*

May
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Parks. Garrett to

M. Simon as executive

sec-

& Another 100G Payoff
On

retary of the Associated Actors
Artistes of America, parent organization of the performer unions, has
been dropped by the council of
Actors Equity, one of the affiliates.
The legit outfit had tried to persuade other affiliate groups to ask

‘Dolls';

21G Weekly

May

13,

Larry Parks and his wife, Betty
Garrett, will appear together in
their first legit play, trying this out
in summer stock with the hope of

Attempt to force the removal of -f
Louis

Team

Toronto,

Shrugs Off Equity ‘Embarrassment’

LEGITIMATE

Gain

a

4-

is

it

under

wraps,

but

8-Week Barn Tour For

it’s

sophisticated comedy
Slavenska-Franklin Co.
Another $100,000 payoff will be with one set and four people. AfMia Slavenska-Frederic Franklin
made this week on "Guys and ter their current vaude tour, the Co., with Alexandra Danilova as
Dolls,” bringing the total distrib- pair will rehearse and open on
Louis Mandel, their guest star, has a strawhat tour of
uted profit to $908,191.81 thus far the Coast.
eight weeks mapped for this sumon the two-production operation. manager, is going to produce.
mer. Ballet group of 11 dancers
three-act

•

for Simon's resignation on the plea
that his continued presence in a
4A’s executive spot was an em-

The Cy Feuer-Ernest H. Martin
Simon was gently venture represents^ a $250,000 inEquity
executive
secrevestment, including $200,000 origi- Miller
dropped as
tary after a dispute over admin- nal capital and $50,000 overcall.

The original edition of the Frank
Loesser-Jo Swerling-Abe Burrows
musical is currently playing to

As 4A’s exec sec, an unpaid spot,
Simon is not an Equity delegate

‘Shuffle’

Gen]

Shuffle

appeal from the Equity delegates
on the ground that the move .would
be a favor to the legit union. Subsequently, when it became apparent that the delegates had been instructed by their own governing
boards to support Simon or abstain
entirely from voting on the matter,

With

the

third

"Moon Is Blue"
more last week
there

among

withdrew its
own motion,.
„
Then private attempts were
made by Equity officials and executives to persuade Simon to with-

the Equity delegation

will

be

general

With

union’s refusal to negotiate with
a representative manageidal committee. Even some veteran actors,
in the strawhat field conceded that

the new x’ules
impractical,

*

is

executive staff and the council on
the wisdom of the union’s present
policy, Accoi'ding to one council
source, the refusal to bai’gain with
a stock manager committee is In
line with the recommendation of
the
union’s
attorney,
Rebecca
Brownstein,
who argued that
Equity had made a costly blunder
"I
a Camera," which got a years ago in negotiating with the
boxoffice hypo with its recent win- League of N, Y,
Theatres instead
ning of the N. Y. Drama Critics of dealing with individual
produCircle prize as the best play of cers,
and that the same error
the season, has just issued another should
be rectified this year in
$10,000 dividend, bringing Its total the case of the barn organization*
distributed profit to $30,000 thus
In' recent years, Equity’s stock

Of ‘Camera to 30G

in the 1921 production- of "Shuffle," Miller asserts that the present
was planned on that basis,
with the approval of lyricist Noble
Sissle and composer Eubie Blake,

Am

who supplied the songs for the
original edition and were to do
so for the revival.
However, he
claims, Paul Gerard Smith was
brought in as collaborator on the

shuffle

seem extreme and

s

apparently some difference of opinion .within the Equity

There

lOGDivvy Ups Net

revival

of

least two established
spots reportedly planning

at

remain dark this season, there
were indications yesterday (Tues.)
that the stock group might seek
court action to halt what it regards
as arbitnu-y restrictions and the
to

script

my name taken off
the program as co-authoY, but it
was used against my wishes."
Explaining that the script he
wrote was merely a modernized
version of the original book used

<

far.
The Gertrude Macy-Walter committee has held numerous”
new book, and Jack Macgowan was Starcke production,
continued <m page .66)
The second subsequently- engaged to doctor, it 25th week at the currently in its
Empire, N. Y.,

the leads in the Broadway

and Chicago troupes.

..

"My

asked to have

closing in Baltifor the season,

a

ager dealings.

summer

was changed performance.
beyond recognition," he says.
“I

sibility.

On

company

Equity

what the barn operators claim is a
whole new concept in actor-man-

and Aug. 25.
In between the Olney and Westport bookings, troupe will prep a
special program for Lewisohn Stadium, N. Y., July 19, when company will be augmented for this

‘

loon’ Leads

hi

Not Warranted

Flournoy Miller, billed as coauthor of the book of "Shuffle
Along," which closed Saturday
(10) after four performances at the
Broadway, N. Y„ disclaims respon-

.

special meeting to permit a decision on the matter, despite an

Book; Program

Billing

on the parent organization's execu- standee-limit $44,400 grosses in its
tive board and does not have a 78th week at the 46th Street, N. Y.
vote. Moreover, since he was elect- The touring version, nearing the
ed to the exec post by the votes one-year mark, is now at the Shuof the delegates of the member bert, Chicago, where it is consistunions, his position was not direct- ently topping $50,000 a week. The
ly affected by his exit from his weekly profit on the combined opEquity job.
eration has been running about
After Simon refused personal $ 21 000
pleas by Equity execs, the Equity
council adopted a resolution asking the 4A’s board to request his
resignation. The parent outfit first
refused to change the agenda of a
,

Washes Hands Of

or wax-ning in the new
stock contract, involving

comment

(plus two pianists) is set for Olney,
Md., July 1; Westport, Conn., July
21; Dennis, Mass., July 28; Lee,
Mass. (Jacob’s Pillow), Aug, 4;
Ogunquit, Me., Aug. 11, and Newport, R. I., Aug. 18. Negotiations
are pending for weeks of June 23

barrassment.

istrative authority.

Strawhat managers, already fightnew Actors Equity regulations,
have blown their tops at still more
rules issued by the union this
week. Additional ground for ’opposition is a clause inserted without
ing

into New York.
untitled and name of

later bringing

Play
author

Into Madhatters; Stay Dark’ Threat

dis-

*

company

•

will probably continue in further.
involved a $65,000 Investment and
Chicago through the summer, go"The book that Smith and Mac- cost $47,700 to bring in.
ing on tour to the Coast and then gowan turned out was nothing like
As of April 26, the John van
draw so as to ease a delicate situathrough the northwest, southwest the original. I didn’t want to have Druten dramatization of Christotion. The exec sec, who had reand midwest in the fall and win- anything to do with it. I asked pher Isherwood’s “Berlin Stories"
peatedly explained that his sole
ter.
The original edition is to not to have co-author billing, but had earned $54,900.92 profit. After
reason for retaining the spot was
continue indefinitely at the Henry they paid no attention.
I agree deducting the author’s 10% share,
the prospect that he might be able
Miller, N, Y.
with the critics that the book was plus the N. Y. State unincorporated
to further the long-standing efforts
After a two-week vacation, Mar- terrible. It alone was enough to business tax, $7,740 in bonds and
in behalf of five-branch merger,
kill the show, even without all the the $30,000 dividend, that left $10,-.
finally agreed to step out on con- cia Henderson and Hiram Sherdition
that the Equity council man, of the third company, will other troubles we had. Sissle and 597,47 balance available for sinkwould make a conclusive statement shift .to the Chicago troupe, suc- Blake agree with me, -and so do ing fund. The operating profit for
the four weeks ended March 29
favoring the
merger idea and ceeding Maggie McNamara and most of the cast.”
Miller didn't identify the "they" was $12,690.16, and for the four
James
would agree to his appointment to Leon Ames, respectively.
weeks
ended April 26 was $12,bis
name
refused
to
who
Young,
remaining
remove
lead
of
the
third
at least an unofficial spot as adcompany, will return to the Coast. as co-author, but declared that the 453.15,
visor on merger efforts.
Although
Julie
producer,
Irving
Gaumont,
Harris,
the
However, the repeated attempts Ames also goes to the Coast, but show’s
show’s star, will take a leave of
to agree on the wording of a state- may or may not return to the Show and the associate, Grave Rosenabsence
during
the summer to play
It
ment failed, so Simon continues in in the fall. tMiss McNamara shifts field, ’were not responsible.
the unpaid 4A’s spot. Meanwhile, to the Broadway troupe, succeed- was the unidentified others wlio her original role in Stanley Krahe continues as', director of the ing Barbara Bel Geddes, who came in and took over, he ihdi- mer’s film edition of “Member of
the * Wedding," the management
American Theatre Wing school, leaves for an. extended -vacation. oated.
hopes to keep "Camera" on the
which he took after exiting Equity. Biff McGuire continues as the third
boards with Barbara Baxley, the
lead in Chicago.
understudy,. In the leading role of
During Miss Bel Geddes’ vacaSally Bowles. In any case, with
tion. from the Broadway producMiss Harris due back in the fall,
Sloane Busy on Coast With
tion she’ll co-star in one-week stockTHIS
the intention is to continue the
engagements in the comedy oppoJohn Cecil Holm has written a production on Broadway as long as
‘Carnival’ Confabs, Hunt site her husband, Windsor Lewis.
The opening week, opening June two-act play, “Golden Harvest,” business warrants, then send it on
be given a single per- tour.
For 'Banana' Lead Subs 23,' will be at. the Robin Hood The- which. willMay
24 at the Gaylord
atre, strawhat operated by Lewis formance
Mike Sloane, whq planed' to the
The following Farm Sanatorium, .Wallingford,
at Arden, Del.
Coast recently for conferences with
the 50th anni- Morison Set for ‘Kate’
celebrate
Conn.,
to
'stanza, beginning June 30, they
the adaptor, composer and lyricist
will be the season opener at the versary of the institution and its
of the forthcoming musical ediLyman.
Russel
David
chief,
DrFalmouth Playhouse, CoonamesLead at Utah Festival
tion of “Carnival in Flanders,"
sett-, Mass., and
the week of July The playwright and Eugene O'Neill
Salt Lake City, May ,13.
has
signed
Gale Robbins as 7 they will play the Cape Play- are among the former patients
^ Patricia Morison,' who created
replacement
Marie,
for
Rose
Mass., also operated there.
the lead in "Kiss. Me, Kate" on.
who withdraws May 31 as featured house, Dennis,
The play, to be presented on a
Aldrich, the show’s coBroadway, lias, been signed for the
femme lead in "Top Banana." He by Richard
producer. Thege three dates, will full stage constructed on the G Ay- same role in the. Utah Music Fesalso hopes to set the femme lead
be the only stock releases of the lord ground for the occasion, will tival presentation, of "If ate" here,
opposite Robert Young in the tourutilize a professional cast of 22,
comedy for an- indefinite period.
for six performances, July 7-12.
ing edition of the Clifford Odets
under the direction of Frank McJon Geyans will play opposite as
Donald Cook and Barry Nelson,
play, "Country GirL" Sloane. ig' due
Mullan, associate professor of play
in
Geddes
with
Bel
Petruchio
co-starred
Miss
and Rudy Tone will be
back this week. Meanwhile, he has
production at the Yale Drama
named Jack Present as Coast rep the original troupe, will probably School; with music supplied by a Bill. " Bianca role will be filled lo*.
is
Cook
unindefinitely.
cafly.
continue
for the firm's activities.
75-piece symphony orchestra' comMusical will be staged by Dr.
contract through next Jan; 1.
With the signing of Jerome Rob- der
posed of professional musicians apLowell Lees, head of the speech dehas a four-week withdrawal
bins as choreographer, and Bre- Nelson
pearing on a voluntary basis. It’s
partment
his contract, but has no
of the U. of Utah, with
in
clause
taigne Windust as overall Stager,
understood that if the piece proves
immediate other plans. .All three effective, Holm intends adapting it William Christensen doing the
final work on the book and songs
to appear in
dances.
Maurice
are
expected
Abravanel, Utah
stars
°f "Carnival" will be
for possible Broadway .production.
done by the show in London next season.
Symphony Orchestra maestro, who
adaptor George Oppenheimer, comlined
the
show’s
talent, will conup
Although the 'third company
poser Johnny Burke and lyricist
duct.
Abravanel will also baton
proJames van Heusen.
The Paula closes this week; the physical the ‘Gertie’ Lost $59,968;
for the opera, "Samson and DeliStone-Mike Sloane-Julian Claman duction is being stored and
lah," which will be presented July
again
Production, slated to go into re- plesent plan is to send it out
Backers
to
Return
17-19, with Thomas Leech as Samhearsal Oct. 22, with a six-week next fall, probably playing mostly
son and Geyans as High Priest, Deprorecent
Herman Shumlin's
tuneup to precede the Broadway split-weeks and one-nighters.
lilah will be sung by Claramae
comedy
by
“Gertie,"
of
duction
opening, will be financed at $250,Enid Bagnold, lost $59,968.59, it’s Turner.
000, with no provision for overMgr.;
Brattle
sent
Krawitz
accounting
final
a
in
shown
call.
Of the $5,030.41 Sked Stock Season For
to the baCkers.
The Stone-Sloane touring edition
Marre Quits as Director remaining
from the $65,000 ven“Country Girl," to start rehearBoston, May 13.
Hub’s John Hancock Hall
ture, $4,500 has been returned to
sals Aug. 1
s
on the Coast under
Boston, May 13
Herman Krawitz, formerly asso- the investors and the balance is
the author's direction and due to
Nick Russo, local producer, and
open its tour Aug. 29 in San Diego, ciated with Richard Aldrich, as being held in a reserve account to
his Falmouth and Den- cover possible future contingen- Richard Waters, local merchant,
11 ! use
the original scenery from manager of
JV
have leased John Hancock Hall
the late Dwight Deere Wiman's nis strawhatters, has been appoint- cies.
The play, offering the Broadway and plan a nine-week season of
Broadway production of last sea- ed general manager of Brattle ThePeter
strawhat productions this
succeeding
packaged
actress
Cambridge,
debut of British legit-film
r'*le
venture, capitalized at atre,
Temple.
Glynis Johns, involved $42,056.13 summer, with options on the Hall
WO, 000, is already all financed.
ensuing
years. Season is slcedTop Banana," the Stone-Sloane
Albert Marre, Brattle's manag- production cost, $3,589.94 loss on for
juusical production currently in its ing director, is also relinquishing the 20-performance tryout in New ded to tee off June 30, featuring
policy, changed weekly.
^9th week at the Winter, Garden, active control, although continuing, Haven and Boston, $4,147.56 deficit a star
T
T ail
a 1,130-seater, is a replica
Broadway
is
continuing indefinitely, along with Temple, to serve on the on the five-performance
closing ex- of Radio City Music Hall, in scale,'
$10,198.67
v uh a replacement
plus
run,
executive
and
directors
of
board
being sought so
and
reportedly
is one of the tops
of
credit
a
There was
mat star Phil Silvers can take a committee, until a new managing pense.

What Edition Do You Read?
Chi Daily in Double-Take

With 2 Reviews on

.

.

‘

Hearst daily, First edition, review carried the head, " ‘Two on
(7)

—

the Aisle’ fails to Roll ’Em in,"
and while giving nods to Bert Lahr
and Dolores Gray, panned the production unmercifully. In the later
afternoon’ editions the head was
switched to "Bert Lahr, -Dolores
Gray Spark ‘2 on the Aisle.’"
Not only was the head switched,
but the whole review was changed,
with all the uncomplimentary writing lifted, to tone down the pan
completely. With the exception of
a slap at Jules Styne’s music, nothing was considered bad, although
the earlier review was outspoken.
Clarifying
adjectives
were
ejected and about three Inches, all
unfavorable, were dropped from
the piece. Efforts to find out what
happened met with “no comment,’’
and sources connected with the
theatre and show said the change
was not at their suggestion. This
is the first time, in recent years,
that a reversal of a review oh a

'

•

HOLM H0SP TWOACTER
MONTH
TO PREEM

-

’

.

.

‘Aisle’

Chicago, May' 13.
In a strange and still unexplained
switch,
Ann Marsters,
drama critic on the Chicago Herald-American, found two different
reviews under her byline on “Two
on the Aisle" in the Wednesday

4

:

major paper has been done
on the same day.

—at

least

PRODUCER FINDS CRIX
HEP ENOUGH ON PLAYS

•

,

New
The

get around the
critics who "make or break" a play,
as presented in Howard Goodklnd’s
letter last week (7), is childishly
absurd.
One way to get around
critics might b«uto produce better

4}G

icize the plays I produce, and evidently
the
theatregoing
public
agi’ees with me. They seem quite
interested in what Atkinson, Kerr,
Chapman, Watts, Brown, et al>,
think of a show; witness the fact
that they buy tickets to the shows
these men recommend as much as
they stay away from the shows
they pan.
Since the contemporary theatregoing public does not consist of
the "average man," I can hardly
boli^ve that they would be interested La what the "average man"
thinks of a given attraction.

'

f

,

;

1

vacation.

i

director

is

selected v .

$23.71 from

bond

j

interest.

1

acoustically.

to

shows.

.

summer

plan

As a producer for the last 10
years, it seems to me eminently
fair that experienced, intelligent
professional reviewers should crit-

New

|

York.

Editor, Variety:

.

j

1

Alexander

Hr Cohen.

VeJi«<N»J»y,

umsivbmatk

May

14, 1952

Good.”
It's a pretty "amateurish
musical comedy, dealing with thei
colorful Pennsylvania

So Ih love
Balias,

strurtion of Pearl

May

6.

No

effort is ever
e
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producer Margo Jones
has chosen. a musical play for the
Theatre
final premiere offering at
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xne venture was capitalized at $50,000
$o,uuu, ana ju iamm,
after Wolin failed to raise the $60,000 he originally sought.
“Ring”
* d four P erformances at 016 Kkceum, N.Y., losing an estimated
y
the clan aSd tSis poses
„
but not for long. There’s $45,000.

P£

a problem,
a triangular side romance involvDue to a slight miscalculation by the stage manager of “Gentlemen
“widowrThe ^bishop'' and his
would-be successor. Whole thing Prefer Blondes,” currently at the Shubert, Boston, Carol Channing
for the- cast, stagehands, musicians, etc., celebrating the
has been worked -out off the corn- tossed a party
...
.
cob> ^th heavy humor and trite 1,000th performance of the comedy last week, while actually.it was
Stage manager had inadvertently overlooked the
situations, making the whole thing nearer the 1,020th.
Philly tryout performances, but the fact was ignored by those in the
duller than dishwater.
wiuw until
uum the
uic p<uty,
party, ai,
jueaiuy bistro,
at a nearby
uibuo, was wen
al- know
oramary, aiwell under
Under way. Miss
Tuneg
runes are very 'ordinary,
...rfl. P
HTy.
nr.
nlrn fl nn
-V, n nli&rtlp fftw fl, a f aa 4
n U.
l
.
.
up 4the
check for the food, aT.
though G. Wood’s good vocal ar- Channing picked
champagne
and1 lbirthday
y
rangements occasionally disguise cake.
*
:
their barrenness, and the libretto is
from hunger, strictly in a campus
amateU r vein. It’s a pity, too, .for
G
H
Joyce widoft director Fred Burleigh and his
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tneairegoers, mosi. oi wiiuxu
repelled by the dialog, ideas and
led approv »> of
ay
in her newest tl? c „ . pA - ’i _ ™.pi.
methods
vigilante metnoas.
script utilizes the ageless theme of
love in springtime in a humorous
vein. Play is sprinkled with laughs,
}p
with a few yocks, and leans heavily
Hollywood May 6
presentation of
upon the songs for continuity.
ST)0t iiehter Production*
*
*
'
scenes).
-ai‘ comedy m two act,
however, are _ trite and musical
Tunes,
*
d ly
boo
divorced
would he shortlived if
j Byron Foster:
£
iT ™t*a ,£J
ks
from the script^ Autnor admits choreograp hy. Ted Howard; settings, Rolf
picking ability and Jacoby; at pianos^ Bob Ecton^and i Bob
one-finger tune ijZ"
ttirwav
y At l»s PalwHs. Hollywood.
her lyrics are often crowded f
Kathryn' Ke^ieart
Sarah p cridns....
guard
space. Too, Theatre 52 s cast boasts
<J£}
nine members bonded vS-ri rttats "ffc
-child7- 'stoke*.'.V.'.V.'.'. .Don 'Anderson
P*tricv cranshaw
stolcc$
do very well with^ lilting ballads
rv

was

Principal conventions, meetings and shows (with respective dates and
nas eX ec ted attendance of each) scheduled for New York next
of Howard Blankman has
week and
p
spark and the lyrics of both tba may p rbv i<j e legit .patronage for Broadway, include N, Y.
Gehman and Bianlanari are labor ed. optometric Assn. (18-20; 400), Linen Supply Assn, of America State
(18-2B
hasnt a chance on the pro
Sjjy
1>000)t N Y Stationery Show (18-23; 1,500), Boersma Tours (19; 300)’
tro "t
.
American Management Assn.-Insurance Div. (19-20; 400), American
.
.
,
plot
lugubrious
Complicated,
£ teel Warehouse Assn. (19-20; 500), Grand Court, Order of the Amawxrfh, State of N. Y. (1MB; 800), National Construction Machine™
nfntin
e
New ^***$**e
of Presbyterian Men (20-28*^?
§ a Credit Group (20-22; 80), National Council
sized
Presbyterian Church (20-28; 2,500), American
Y*h° fWk and run 75), General Assembly of
-O'
National
Board' of Fire Underwriters
(21-22;
500),
Institute
Steel
Iron
&
nf
is
difficulties
Council of Boy Scouts of America (22-24; 1,200)
that t^^foUc donT permit their (22; 100), National
of
Y.
State
Splritaalists
N.
(22-25; 200)' a^d Horol
pictures* to°be token, ^“the fast; General Assembly of
talking reporter .disguises himself logical Society of N. Y. (25; 600).
as a Dutchman in order to got ms
Backers of “£rass Ring” Irving Elman play recently produced by
In meantime, the hep gal
stuff.
has fallen for an Amish juvenile Donald Wolin, in association with Donald^lamm, included James S
back from South America (where stroock, president of Brooks Costume, $3<*J; William P. Nolan, of the

Harbor defenses. music
to document

made

Black Tom explos^on 5i”i©16 was
Features actually Communist-inspired, and
«nd music by Vera Marshall. urasweiJ,,
a
e
es
Charles
j- rvvj f _
'DeU
M«y
official records to the con-nSil,ri r,-,^ ted fe despite
t
Ev
n^d costomts. Tony trary, there’s a lot of talk about
Burch. is^
Smsey
Ramsey °Burch
?
Worlfl War II sabotage.
Fagan directed and took over the
role of the cop, revealing that his
in those helds are about on
talents
Winterg
Amiittrdift
a par with his
GerlidiSc M^nSi
Annabelle Munch^^.

Butch peo-

ple of Lancaster County, Pa. Book
fay Richard Gehman is pretty dull;

SbrliSdng-wktoo

staging and
Olivia de Havilland, who closes expires May 31 .
Producer Richtheir
catchBs° for
catenas
SSr\moniM°
matrimonial
polish most of the way are high- this week in “Candida,” will sum- ard Myers sails Friday (16) on the
y
Playhouse’s
with
the
But
class.
in rural Connecticut with her Nieuw Amsterdam, for Paris, to be
mcr
A
d Q n n C and wealth
Coast legit vasning from a long
big moment coming from its hand- infant son. Except for three days gone until Ai?g. 1.
lJft^bv her defied pirate hus- series of body blows^takes another some new physical property, the of shooting in the legit-exploitaJean Parker and Robert Lowery,
band Mrs Munch has two pretty boating from this “musical comwho toured the Garson Kanin comedy in Australia, will do “Born
Yesterday” as the initial offering
of the Hollywood Guild Productions Theatre, starting Monday (19)
... Tom Hughes Sand continues as
.Charles Laughton to direct reguished* mates^heartily supported fessional theatre for its presenta- Upot, and leads “The Sing” and
“Wedding Ceremony” chorales ef- stage manager of “Male Animal” hearsals of “John Brown’* Body,”
by Grandma Fry, but hindered by tion.
wh«j
Chautauqua-circqit blank -verse
Mrs Munch. Couples meet ’by
Manley Marks takes credit for fectively “The Sing” could have
classic which will star Tyrone
chance and pair off to a romantic the book, music and lyrics. Thin J.e erV a „hi gh spot, a^ hallelujah
jr
off
Power and a 20-voic^ speaking and
end, with Fry’s butler and the p i 0 t deals with Ozark mountaineers
J?org^i .belt, but
singing choir on tour this fall...
Munch’s maid making it a triple who mistake a 'pair of stranded its scored indifferently, and the
J a c q u e line Holt, understudy to
wedding.
songwriters for mining engineers waltz time makes it plenty tough
rba °k 1S
Associate director Ramsey Burch, commissioned to. find a plutonium °* thc da “teri* who augment it £?}*
McNamara in the Chi
„ Center
revival
First
of
as usual, gets the most from a com- deposit. Having stated the prem- Wlth a rather flat routine. Chore“Moon is Blue” company, leayes to
petent cast. Amusing script has i set tbe book becomes a long, ography by Frank Wagner is
do a 10-week summer stock tour
Moss Hart has completed an un- with ZaSu Pitts ... Eddie Hanley
some good lines and the partici- acted-out version of all the old spirited, and he, gets some .pretty
pants wring the best from the dia- traveling salesman jokes. Music good effects at time with his young titled dramatization of the Edgar out of “Top Banana” (Winter Garfog. Marion Morris in the grandma sounds excessively familiar, and People, best of whom are Tom Mittleholzer book, “Shadows Move den, N.Y.), all this week with inO’Malley and Corinne Kaufman. Among Men,” which Joseph M. jured back, show's stage
part tops her season’s roles and the lyrics are generally banal.
manager,
surprises as a comedienne. As the
T r, vrn _
with T heir comedy routine gives the Hyman and Bernard Hart will pro- Danny. Brennan, replacing.
S
a
again
"
audience
one of
is
Winters
few chances duce early in the fall . Robert
Norma
nurse,
Jessie Matthews, known mostly
the’ direction
and
Ted
Howard
lt has to sbund off here ‘
Downing has resigned as editor of as a musical performer, has gone to
standout with a flawless perform- with the
neittS of
role. Memorable
in a
- lesser
ance- vr.
pub ca~ Australia to star in “Happy BirthCometly parts are handled by
v
Y>_ rn .
xv b it e- which were much in evidence. The
about
without
restraint!
;
,
^
,
, _
, ,
ninf v/mh.
Txr ^
u « am day,” the Anita Loos comedy
head; as a saucy maid she scores! or visible talent. One of Rolf Ja- can Amish,
011
a
n
and ^Marvin Arnold,
^^a.T l A9. l’0 b/ d ?P“ The Dublin Gate Theatre company,
with’ her miming and sells the coby’s two
they don t have a chance. Mara crating profits of $3,001.62 for the which visited Broadway three seasets isn’t bad and the
risible, risque lyrics of “I’m Sally,
twin piano team of Bob Ecton and Landi, William Leech, Edward £wo weeks ended April 12. That sons ago, will present “Hamlet”
the Maid But I’ve Never Been Boh Harway
to * a * operating net to
and Pearl Hipps are other
works hard.
But
next month at Kronborg Castle,
Made.” Natural beauty enhances there’s nothing in this to keep even Playhouse veterans who are left
n
total gross of
Elsinore, Denmark. Michael Maczinc ’on
the distaff lovers’ roles; both Mary the
400-Seat Las Palmas alight for hl 8 h and dry, too. Juves are Janet $895,320.62 for the 179 perform- llammoir will play the title part,
Dell Roberts and Evelyn Bettis are long.
Baugh and Jack Ingrim, with fair- a ? ces Played to that date, and left with Hilton Edwards directing
Kap.
lovely to see and hear. Charles
ish voices hut' little to work on. $155,661.29 still to be earned back
Patrlcia^.Trescott Ripley, who went
Braswell and Peter Donat are
None of Blankman’s music ever ® n the $256,069^88 production
.
handsome and frisky as courting
Alfred Catal, nine-year-old actor in to Cambridge, Mass., to play Beagets off the ground floor.
trice
in a Brattle Theatre revival
lads.
Three Wishes for Jamie,” re^
Pittsburgh, May 10.
Excellent staging g o*e s for
of "Much Ado About Nothing,”
Incidental music and accompaniAthletic League
Pittsburgh playhouse production of mu- nothing, since “Wonderful Good” ceived a Police
_
will
, „r
instead
play Abble in “Desire
frv
,
ment for the 13 singing bits is ex- sical
Citatlon yesterday (Tues.) for his
comody in two *ct* (is *cenes). Book just
i us t uvcou
doesn’tl have
Hit VC. what
Wlldl it
It tnlrec
IdKcS in
lO . nfi AM
Under the Elms,” which will remmii lyrics
lvrli>* liv
ik.
-5
pert’y played by Joe Barber on a and some
by Richard Gehman. muaction in giving the
warning re- place it
Cohen.
Morton Gottlieb, genconverted piano, giving a quaint sic and lyrics by Howard Blankman. Di- respond.
cently when a fire broke out in a
rected by. Fred Burleigh. Dances ."nd
sp net effect.
Boston hotel where members of eral manager for Gilbert Miller,
musical numbers staged by Frank Wagwill
take
an
extended businessDesigner Tony Deeds does him- ner; book -staged by William Letch; muthe troupe were staying during
vacation
trip
to
Europe this
self proud in this closing produc- sical direction and dance .arrangements,
the show’s tryout there.
Ken Welch; vocal arrangements and
Legit
Followup
summer.
tion. In 12 scenes he displays two rection, G. Wood: setting*, William diJ.
Georsre Abbott, stager of “Call
Milbnm Stone, assistant stage
living rooms, blue for the boys and Ryan; costumes, Elizabeth Blrbari. Ken
Me
Madam,”
gets
2% of the show’s manager of the third “Moon Is
and G. Wood at the pianos. At
pink for the girls, via removable Welch
Craft Ave. Theatre.
n*,U ltnAlr mat! rnnillp gross and 4% of th'e profits, not Blue” company, takes over from
sUp covers on the sets. Period cos- Mrs. Big Eli...®. Pittsburgh.
...Cecilia Matteo
and 4%, respectively, as re- John Alberts in the same position
1
tumes are elegant and colorful,
Eli
Carl Esser
CHICAGO)
(SELWYN,
portecT last week. Jerome Robbins, in the Chicago
Llitale
and tasteful throughout.
Bark.
“Moon” cast. Albert
Janet Baugh
choreographer of the musical, gets comes to New York for TV dates
Loony
Chicago, May 8.
,'i , * *
Corinne Kaufman
Lone
Barbara Gardner
grass, but doesn’t
between
the
Leon
resemblance
Any
Ames,
who leaves the Chi
LRtlc EH
Edward Mack
share
the net
Michael Todd, “Moon” cast, is inked for the pic,
It4‘i!
Middle Eli
Robert Caes-r Lilli Palmer-Rex Harrison version
Darrell Q. Twiggler
make bis producer debut “Treasure Island,” on the Coast.
Marvin Arnoll of “Bell, Book -and Candle” and
Los Angeles, May 5.
Benson
Jack Ingrim.
tbe presentation of the Dick
CEG FrodUf't'ons nresentatlon of drami George
d.llen Jordan
Mara Landi the present happenings at the Sel- ” opCj Jr
In three nets l»y Myron C. Fagan. Di” .Yf?* er clrcus as the matiJoyce Davis wyn Theatre is pure coincidence.
,
re
by Fa«'>n. Setting by Richard Cox. Lyddy
Lulu
...
W th
Kitty
Muldoon
SU me ratt
nes
At Beaux Arts Theatre, Los Angeles. L\sa
Ritz Aiccknewitth The polished, witty goings-on of nlJh°
n \^ Marine Stadium,
Split Direction Set
a ®b
May S. '32; $3 top.
Hirani Zook
?
the
John
van
Druten
comedy
have
WlUlam
Milie
„
f
^
Inspector
Myron C. Fagan Ezra Blanck
S
W
prod
ce
Tom
O'Malley
lost their gloss, and there’s no wonBoris S'rnofT
Hans Josef Sehumm Young Eli
¥
fo
v*S?2lS*
+5
Jerry
Terheydca
Venice as the evening
Di'f. Attorney Britt ....
John Phillips
For Ontario Barns
William Leech derment on the part of the stubDetective Cormnn
....
Richard Tiennc - Filler
*
Pearl Hipps holders. Producer Shepard Traube
T®”? Byxam, play
Bemad ine Hayes Vidder Neff
R<v\ie Gainsborough
Toronto, May 13.
Rod Kurry
M ’i. Robert Bralnard..
has taken over the director’s reins
^
Russell Graves, on faculty of
PJ S a
n^
Beverly C^moioU
Arllne Mason
(Mrs.)
Pittsburgh Playhouse jumps to and has turned this into a near- i» vnm c« n
Jensen
Arthur t.ovejoy
Florida
drama pro"
previously
and
25 ior a sho
Senator Derlln
Gilbert Ffllrmn the community theatre forefront farce, with the audience yocking in
;
vr n< S
O ait
fessor at Dartmouth, will share
11
HoJUs Brooks with its new, spacious and modern places where previously there were
Mrs. Russe’l ''endow
-u/pqtArn
5 Switzerland,
? i?’ ? 5’ directorial duties of the Straw Hat
J. Kerrigan Kane
Thayer Robert''. 554-seat
irid
showplace, adjoining the polite titters. Pace has been height- r«tnrnincr
r
Conere* m«n Felz
Edward Calebrook
r
e
g
Players summer productions series
original 300-seat auditorium. Two ened and play now is pointed for
,
j n-Louis
T
Jca
Barrault’s
theatre at GraVenhurst and Port Carling,
the
masses
shows
uic
uiasscs.
will
run
concurrently
in
this
diatribe
than
drama,
More
troupe,
co - starring
Madeleine
both
houses,
with
the ones requirTraube has brought Joan Ben- Rcnau«l (Mrs. Barrault), will play Ontario, with Peter Potter, directhree-acter by Myron C. Fagan will
tor of the Glasgow (Scotland) Citifor mar- a four-week Broadway
appeal only to the rabid fringe ing larger stages and casts in the nett and Zachary Scott
engagement zens Theatre.
reconverted
old
Tree
of
Plan is to play
Life Syna- quee value, and as such both should next fall under
groups who regularly follow his
the management of
simulNew house is fulfill lus wish. Miss Bennett still Sol Hurok,
outbursts.
Author gogue next door.
propaganda
The Parisian company, both summer Tesort theatres procalled
the
Craft
Ave.
Theatre;
the looks very youthful and acts in offering a repertory
interchanging
calls it anli-Communist, but it’s
of six plays taneously with
original Playhouse gets tagged the much the same manner, not
mak- in French, will first appear in ductions on a 10-weck schedule.
actually anti-just-about-everything,
Hamlet St. Theatre. Finest equip- ing a believable witch, hut a very Montreal,
including theatre.
Ottawa,
Quebec and Each man will direct' five.
Confused plotting isn’t helped ment has gone into the Craft Ave. attractive comedienne. Scott muggs Boston
Straw Hat Players have been
Lila, French singing
by a flashback technique, or by dia- project, with an Izenour lighting greatly, in contrast, and punches comedienne, has
been
signed financed in recent successful sumboard costing over $40,000 among heavfiy for strong response. In adlog that is childish and occasionby Cy Fcucr and Ernest H. Martin mer seasons by Murray and Donthe outstanding feaures.
dition, he s there for the femme to make her
ally borders on vulgarity. Theme
debut next ald Davis, Canadian producer-actor
A lot of professional impresarios oh’s and ah’s. In carryover sup- winter in theirAmerican
of the play is the efforts by a New
production of “Can- brothers, who have also had cona
ould be happy and content with nortmg roles Dorothy Sands, as Can.” for which* Cole
York cop to solve the locked room
Porter is
Britain in remurder of a bigtime columnist who' the Craft Ave. Theatre. It’s up-to- the bewildered aunt, and Joseph writing the songs . Robert Wylie siderable success in
cent legit seasons. Murray Davis,
as the author, lend rno- announces plans for a full
is also a secret Communist leader. date in every respect and of strik- Leon,
producproduction
b a .
william Win- tion of “A La Carte,” a revue by currently In the London
He muddles through in highly im- ing design. With the old one, the.
will
- i
_
probable fashion, the three acts Playhouse will have close to 1,000 .dom has gained more authority in Robert BcrnstciiT and Warren B of “Come Back, Little Sheba,”
Hat Players
serving mostly as a setting for seats to fill on nights when both his role of the younger brother. Meyers
Cheryl Crawford is not be with the Straw
repetition of the discredited prop- theatres are in operation, and Show moved from the Great North- seeking a successor for James Bar- here,
but his brother, Donald
aganda of the fringe groups includ- whether that’s possible on the local ern, a 1,500-seat house, to the Sel- ton, who has notified her that he Davis, will play leads; ditto their
ing charges of Communism in the semipro front remains to be seen, wyn, a 1,000-seater last week', wants to withdraw from the 'star sister, Barbara and her husbana,
The new one geU off on the Move gives the offering a more in- ring role in her “Paint Your Max Helpmann, brother of Robei
State Dept., treason by high offi“Wonderful timate setting.
with
foot
cials and shady work in the Con- wrong
Zabe.
Wagon” musical when his contrac Helpmann.
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LEGITIMATE
‘Member’ Mild $11,500

On

Chicago,

May

13.

NX Subway Circuit

“Member of the Wedding,” nearing the end of a three-season span,
drew a mild $11,500 last week at
the Flatbush, Brooklyn, at a $2.50
top weekntghts and $3 ceiling Fri-f

Conventions and more seasonable weather helped the boxoffice
“Two on the Aisle”
last week.
started Its run Tuesday (6) and all

MADAM’ BIG
D.C.

the critics had' personal raves for
Dolores Gray and Bert Lahr, but
not too much praise for the musl-

546,500 AS

NATIONAL RELIGHTS

Washington, May 13.
National Theatre reopened last
week in a blaze of color, glamor
and b.o., glory. Initial semester of
Ethel Merman in “Call Me Madam”
wound: up with a capacity $46,500
for the 1,68Q seater, with house

C&li

day and Saturday nights.
The Carson McCullers play, starring Ethel Waters, completes its
fortnight subway circuit run with
this week’s stand at the Windsor,
Bronx, N. Y<, * That will be the
windup of the Robert Whitehead
production, which opened Jan. 5,
1950, played nearly two seasons
on Broadway and has’ toured to the
Coast and back.
After a rest, Miss Waters will go
to the Coast to repeat her characterization in Stanley Kramer’s

Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott
Rosalind Russell and
replaced
Dennis Price in “Bell, Book and
Candle,” and Herman Kogan of the
Sun-Times liked the switch. ^ Sid- scaled from $8. Clamor for .stubs
ney J. Harris of the Daily News is loud and widespread, with vir- film version^ of the piece.
gave note that the audience liked tually every seat already taken for
the change, but thought the pair the remaining three weeks of the
not as good as their predecessors. run.
Seymour Raven of the Tribune felt
Additional performance has been
changes
Ann-U added
the
“
for matinee of May
IJX-Ay 31,
Oi., with
Wlin
« acceptable.
iV
rV
ijV
Marster* oi the Herald-AmericanTElaine Strilch and Kent Smith
^
thought the film stars were an im- doing a tryout of their road show
provement.
stints in lead roles. Miss Merman
and leading man Richard Eastham
Estimates for Last Week
and Candle” Selwyn bow out at end of the D. C. run.
“Bell,
Philadelphia, May 13.
Gayely Theatre ran into bad biz
(11th week! ($4.50; 1,000).
Cast
With the departure of “New
when “Tovarich” came through Faces
change, and more to smaller house
1952”
of
and Maurice
with
an
emaciated $9,400 gross for Schwartz’s
with cheaper scale, seems to have
“Conscience’* Saturday
a single week. This was $5,100 be- night
helped business, Wtih okay $12,200.
(10), the 1951-52 stage sealow
the
gross
of
“Male Animal,” son bowed out lamely. Final week’s
“Guy* and Dolls,” Shubert (Ilth.
of the three N. Y. City Thebusiness was away below par, for
week) ($0; 2,100).
Up again to first
atre CO. revivals to open here.
both attractions;
$51,500.
Advance sale is strong for- “First
Overall for -season showed ait
“Moon Is Bins” Harris (54th Lady,”
with Helen Gahagan, which average Philly
theatrical year, with
week) ($4.80; 1,000). Holding fairopens at the Gayety next Monday
productions, of which 27 were
45
with
ly well
$10;$00;
(19). This is third and last of the
tryouts. Breakdown shqWs 14 mu“Two on tho AJU1«” Great North- NTY.
series and will wind up -the sicals, three
revues,. 10 dramas, 16
ern (1st week) ($6; 2,100k First
house’s season.
comedies and two monodramas.
seven performances brought in
Estimates for Lact Week
light $17,700.. With a take- of $2,900
,
“New Faces of 1952,” Forrest
for a final show Sunday (4) in. De(1st full week) ($5.20; 1.760). Retroit, that brought the total to. $20,vue failed to catch on despite genthe'
for
600
eight-performance
erally okay reception. Poor $11,week; the show may fold here
Ys. Local Zoning Bans 500.
Saturday (17).
“Conscience,” locust (1st wk)
Tom Ratcllfte and Louis MacMaurice Schwartz
Millan, having won a court fight ($.360: 1,580).
to upset prohibitive local zoning monodrama drew critical praise for
star, but raps for play; Weak $3,200.
restrictions against their Sea Cliff
!(L. I.) Summer Theatre, will open
the spot June 23 for their fifth season.
They have signed a contract
with the owners of the property
IN
for another four .years, during
Pittsburgh, May 13.
which no restrictive rules' may be
Boston, May 13.
It was the same with “South
No newcomers this stanza, with applied.
Pacific” last week at the Nixon asThe proposed regulations which the week before, exactly $48,358,
Hub's
legit
season
rounding
the stretch, “.Gentlemen Prefer Ratcliffe and MacMillan defeated representing
absolute
capacity.
Blondes” at the Shubert, and in the local court would have lim- House isn’t selling any standing
'Constant Wife” at the Plymouth, ited performances at the straw- room, although there’s been a deboth in next to. last week. Nothing
hatter to Monday-through-Friday mand for it.
skedded on the immediate horizon
There hasn’t been a single empty
except “Desire Under the Elms” at nights, would have permitted use seat for the entire engagement, and
Of the theatre only from 9 a.m. there won’t be, of course, for the
the Brattle, May 21.
to
p.m.,
and
forwould have
11
Estimates for Last Week
closing stanza this week.. No at“Constant Wife,” Plymouth (1st bidden actors or anyone else asso- traction in city’s legit history has
Wk) (1,2°°; $3.60)—About $16,800. ciated with the operation from liv- ever had the pull of this one.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” ing .in the. Actors Colony, a dormiShubert (3d wk) (1,700; $6; Fri.tory in an adjoining building.
$4-80 others)-—Slick $36,600.
$17,000 In
For the coming season, the pro- 'Roberts'
“Heartbreak House ” Brattle (2d
wk) (454; $3.60) Just under first ducers themselves will share the
Indpls.-Cohunbas Split
directing, duties, with Hample Fairweek’s $2,800,
leigh as business manager, Hinda
Indianapolis, May 13.
“Mister Roberts” rang down
Kordish designer and Jack Singer
curtain on the shortest road .show
ap15
will
be
There
pressagent.
'GARDEN'
season here in years, with a $9,200
prentices instead of 30, as* in forreturn engagement at the Murat
mer years; Opening bill for the May 5-7, three nights and a matiIN
Edward
will
be
June 23 week
nee, at $3.60 top. Only six attrac“Autumn Garden?”
er
i t Everett. Horton in “Nina.”
tions played the Murat., .for the
Bloomgarden’s production of the
skimpiest program since 1933 here*.
Lillian Heilman drama, involved a
“Roberts” went on to Columbus
loss of $69,246.02, according to the
for four performances latter part
Current
final accounting received recently
of week, gamering another $7,800
by the backqrs.
( May 12-24)
for a $17,000 take on the week.
The balance of
“Affairs of State” (Haila Stod$5,753.98*^0111 the ''original $75,000
Buffalo (12-15);
Erlanger,
dard)—
financing has been returned to the
Aud., Rochester (16-17).
Loss
‘Dorothy’
investors.
“Bell, Book and Candle” (Joan
The show, produced for $51,"To Dorothy, a Son,” Herman
Bennett, Zachary Scott) Selwyn,
432.21, plus $796.39 tryout loss and
Shumlin’s- production of Roger
Chi. (12r24).
$515.52 pre-opening expense in
“Call
Me Madam”—National, MacDougall’s London comedy sucNew York, had an operating profit Wash..
cess, represented a* $52,643.33 loss.
(12-24).
of $7,137.66, on its 101-perform“Conscience” (Maurice Schwartz) A return of $3,800 has been, made
ance Broadway run last season,
to the backers of the $56,000 inMajesty’s, Montreal (12-17).
minus $879.82 closing expense.
“Cocktail Party” (Dennis King, vestment, and the $556.67. balance
There were preliminary expenses^ Estelle Wihwood) Royal Alexan- is being retained to cover possible
of $12,994.01* -^hert ;the. Fredrio, dra, Toronto (12-17).
future bills.
“Constant Wife” (Katharine CorAccording to the final statement
March-Florence Eldridge starrer
was sent on the road last fall, and nell)—Plymouth, Boston (12-24).
to investors, the show involved
Blondes” $37,780.95 production cost, $6,Prefer
“Gentlemen
the 17^-week tour’ itself involved
(Ckrol Charming)—Shubert, Bos- 497.19 loss on the two-week Bosan additional $5,543.59 loss.
ton (12-24).
ton tryout, $5,015.17 deficit on the
“Good Nite Ladles”—American, eight-performance Broadway run,
St. Louis (19-24).
Shubert, Chi, and $3,350.02 ^closing expense.
I

“New ll^Philly;

—

BM

52G

—

—

—

'

'

'Affairs' Dollish

In

Week

•

$6,200

“Guys and

Dolls”-

—

(12-24).

“Mister Roberts” (Tod Andrews)

at Cleveland —Hanna,

Cleve.

42-17);

Judy 18G for N. J

9.

ft

Ford’s

Maplewood, N. J.,

May

13.

^ % „
Maplewood Theatre, opened to
Co.)—Harris, stock for the first time in 12 years
c
Stoddard
and Reginald Owen, Chi.
by producers Albert H. Rosen and
Blair,
(Janet
Pacific”
“South
nipped to a poor $6,200‘ at a $3.70
Albert H. Lewis, had a rousing
top m eight performances at the Webb Tilton) Nixon, Pitt: (12.-17); first week with its presentation of
Hanna, Cleve. (19-24).
Hanna here last week.
Holliday in “Dream Girl.”
Judy
“Two on the Aisle” (Bert Dahr, Opening Saturday (3), show grossed
Season’s lowest gross is blamed
on lack of b.o. names and. con- Dolores Gray)—Great Northern, $18,000 for nine performances (two
Affairs

.

Cleveland, May 13.
of State,” with Haila

Balto. (19-24).

“Moon

4

,

Is Blue” (2d
(12-24).

—

Chi. (1 2-24).

fusion of localites who thought the
play was related to the old “State
of the Union.”

matinees)

Show

Stock
*

,

Mooix* 10G,

Balto
Baltimore, May 13.

(May

through Saturday
holding over all

(10).

this

‘Cocktail*

—

Is Blue” reopened
last week, after an ex-

—

j

I

1

week was

12G-

Montreal

Montreal, May 13.
“Cocktail Party” grossed $12,000
last week at His Majesty’s, with
the 1,710-seater scaled to $3.38.
Reviews were mixed, but show had
good word-of-mouth.
“Party” closed local season till
September.

the

wk)

Jail.

“Point of No Return ” Alvin (22d
wk) (D-$4,80-$6; 1,331; $37,924)
(Henry Fonda). Nearly $30*500
(previous week, $29,600).
“Shrike” Cort (17th wk> (D,

$4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
Judith Evelyn). Pulitzer Prize apparently provided a moderate hypo;
nearly $20,000
(previous
week*

$550,960,

Week
all

25

shows was $549,966, or 70%,
which was a drop of 7% from

$17,600);

the

film

week before
year ago

last

slated

to

fold

May

31,

when Ferrer must withdraw for *

that.

commitment*

*

“Shuffle Along,” Broadway (1st
(MC-$4.80;
1,900;
$47,000>.

week the

wk)

Opened Thursday night

(8)

one

to

favorable notice (pollock. Compass)

and seven, pans (Chapman, News;
Coleman, Mirror; Funke, Times;
Hawkins, World-Telegram A Sun;
Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
Journal-American;
Watts,
Post)
first four performances drew about
$8,000; closed Saturday night. (10)
at a loss estimated at around
$190,000
!

“Slanth Pacific,” Majestic (180th
wk) (MC-$8; 1,659; $50,186) Martha
Wright, George Britton). Nearly
$40;000 (previous, week, $40,300),

“Stalag 17,” 48th St (53d Wk)
(C~$4.80; 912; $21,547). Over $12,-

000 (previous week, $12,000); clos'
Estimates for Last Week
ing June 21, to tbur,
“Three Wfahea ferJamle ” HelKeys: C (Comedy), D (Drama),
CD (Comedy-Drama), R (Revue), linger (8th wk) (MC-$660; 1,527;
(Anne
Jeffreys,
John
(Musi- $51,300)
(Musical Comedy),
Raitt).
Almost $30,000 (previous
cal Drama) % 0 (Operetta).
week, $29,400),
Other parenthetic designations
“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
refer, respectively, to top prices; (28th. wk) (MC-$6.6O-$7.20;
1A19;
number of seats, capacity gross and $51,881) (Phil Silvers). Bettered
stars.
Price includes 20% amuse- $33,800 (previous week, $33,2001.
ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
OPENING THIS WEEK
exclusive of tax.
“Conscience,”
Booth (D-$4.80;
“Candida” National (3d wk) 900; $20,235) (Maurice Schwartz).
(CD-$4.80; 1,172; $25,500) (Olivia The
Shuberts, by arrangement*
de Havilland). Under $6,000 (pre- with Joseph Kipness
and Jack
vious week, $6 00Q); closing next Small, production of a
one-man
Saturday night (17).
show, adapted by A. M. Klein from
“Chase,” Playhouse (4th wk) Claude Vincent’s translation of the
(John Portuguese of Pedro Bloch; fi(D -$4.80;
$21,500)
999;
Hodiak, Kim Hunter). Over $12,000 nanced at $15,000, involves $13,000
closed production cost (excluding
(previous week, $8,800);
$12, POO
Saturday night (10) after 31 per- tryout loss; no bonds) and can
formances, at a loss of about break even at around $6,500 gross;
$65,000.
opens tomorrow night (Thurs.).
“New Faces,” Royale (R-$6;
“Don Juan in Hell,” Plymouth
Leonard- Sillman
(6th wk) (CD-$4;8Q; 1,063; $31,000) 1,035; $32,000).
production of musical with songs
(Charles Laughton, Cedric Hardwicke, Agnes Moorhead). About by Ronny Graham, June Carroll,
$27,400 (previous week, $28,100); Arthur Seigel, Sheldon Harnick,
closing May 24; will tour again in Michael Brown, and sketches by
Peter De Vries, Ronny Graham and
the fall.
“Fourposter,” Barrymore (29th Melvin Brooks; financed at $150,wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Jessica 000,^production cost about $100,000
Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Topped (plus $30,00 tryout loss and $16,000
in. bonds) and can break even at
$20,600 (previous week, $21,400);
Betty Field and. Burgess Meredith around $22,000 gross; opens Friday
take over as stars June 9, when night (16).
“Tovarich,” City Center (C-$3;
the Cronyns withdraw for vacation
3,090; $38,000) (Dta Hagen, Luther
and then the road.
Adler, Herbert Berghof, Romney'
“Girl,” Fulton (25th wk) (e- Brent, Paula Laurence).
(Audrey Theatre Co. production N. Y. City
$23,228).
1,063;
$4.80;
of Robert
Hepburn). Over $12,800 (previous E.
Sherwood adaptation from
week, $14,000); closes May 31, but French of Jacques Deval;
producwill tour in the fall.
tion cost about $50,000 (including
“Guys and Dolls ” 46th St. (77th two weeks* operation, plus around
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,819; $43,904). As $5,000 tryout loss); opens tonight
always, $44,400.
(Wed.)
and continues through
A Camera,” Empire (24th May 25.
“I

MD

‘

k

j

.

Am

wk)

(CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082;
Almost
Harris).
(previous week, $21,800).
(Julie

,

$24,908)
$20,900

‘FACES’

DUO CLARIFY

“King and I,” St. James (59tb
wk), (MD-$7.20; *1,571; $51,717).
(Gertrude Lawrence). As usual,
over $51,700.
Leonard Sillman and
“Male Animal,” City Center (2d Chrysler, Jr., who last
wk) (C-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Elliot nounced the formation
Nugent^ Martha Scott, Robert
tainment Management
(previous

Walter P,

week anof EnterCorp. to
Preston). Over $32,500
week, $24,000); moves tomorrow represent artists in various theatrinight (Thurs.) to the 1,012-seat cal fields, apparently don’t intend
Music Box, under the commercial to operate as agents or collect permanagement of John Golden; top centage commissions. They have
will be $4.80 and the capacity not applied to Actors Equity for
an agency franchise in legit or the
$27,000,
“Moon is Bine ” Miller (62d wk) respective unions in the other en(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586) (Barbara Bel tertainment fields.
Without such'
Geddes, Donald- Cook, Barry Nel- licenses they would not be eligible
son). Over $13,800 (previous week, to oharge commissions*
Barbara Bel Geddes
$15,100);
According to Equity representaleaves May 31 for vacation, with
Maggie McNamara shifting from tives, contracts with members of
Sillman’s new revue, “New Faces,”
the No. 2 company as substitute.
“Mrs. MoThing,” Morosco (12th opening Friday night (16) at the
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen Royale, N. Y., called for
repHayes). Nearly $23,300 (previous resentation on a commission basis,
’

EMC

week, $21,600).

Bills

12-25)

Paper Mil
“Kiss Me, Kate”
rord s here
Playhouse, Millbum, N. J. (12-24,
tended period of darkness, and
Theatr
“So in Love” (tryout)
tacked up a $10,000 gross.
’52, Dallas (12-17).
y
t
(Ethe
•louse *»
“Twentieth Century
is wv#s«
closed «g<uM
.
again ^uLACiiDvi
currently,
with repeat of “Mr. Roberts” set Shutta)—Playhouse, Houston (14
«
rAv» m
n.
...
_
^ an
for next week.
Nothing else- listed. 19).

The Moon

.

is

week.

at.

(10th

.

Okay

Road Shows

last

MC

—

•

fell below the last
week’s level. Conditions are exr
pected. to be about the same this
week, with the overall pattern
likely to be negative for the’ next
few months.
The total rrosa for all 22

letter hopefully announcing plans
to reopen in two weeks, after revisions (not to mention, refinancing).
Due ^ to shutter this week are
“Candida” and “Paris ’90,” while
the following week will erase “Don
Juan in Hell” and the following
week, coinciding with the end of
the contractual season, will see at
least two other departures. Possible
additional folds will depend on
business.

PITTSBURGH

FINAL CHECK
K m

However, others

There were two closings last
week, “The Chase” and “Shuffle
Along” the management of the

'

69G

the house will hold
over $40,000.

“Park *96” Golden

early in the week, but a marked (MC-$i80; 776; $19,195) (Cornelia
weekend pickup pushed the gross Otis Skinner). About $8,100 (prefor a number of shows above the vious week, $6,800); closing next
figures for -the previous frame. Saturday night (17), to tour in the

A

‘Blondes’ $36,600,

all

scale;

total for all 23 shows was
$579,666, or 77%, the same as
the week before*

•

LOSS REACHES

al,

bit last week on BroadThe pace was a bit lighter

up a

ally

way.

or 73% of capacity.
before last the total for

Schwartz $1200

AGAIN

M, ‘Shrike’ $20,000
Business was spotty, but gener-

shows

-

VIUIUV

VV11*9
f

“Of Thee I Sing,” Ziegfeld (1st
wk) (MC-$6; 1,628; $48,500) (Jack
Carson, Paul Hartman). First full
week, almost $33,200.
“Paint Yowr Wagon,” Shubert
(26th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,000)
About $29,200
(James Barton).
(previous week, $29,000).
“Pal Joey ” Broadhurst (19th Wk)
(MC-$6,60; 1,160; $39,602), As usu-

but the union halted the arrangement.
Chrysler, listed as executive vice-president of the new outfit, is a major backer of “Faces.”
last
publicity release about

A

EMC

week described it as having an “advisory board composed of experts
(who will) serve as consult.
.
.
ants . . . and aid in the determination of managerial decisions*”

Cast Set for Sixth Year

Of 'Common Glory* Drama
Greensboro, N. C. t May 13.
Hal LeKoy and Dorothy 'Keller,
Stagin' Billy
Director
nwtnide Lawrence'' part In a tour- LeKoy will he the principal dancer announced Howard Scammon has
the cast for the sixth
Nashville, Term., May 6.
in 'the Dark” in “Show Boat,” which tees off
_
,
tig revival of '-'Lady
Peabody
College and Vanderbilt u.
consecutive
production
of “The
several strawhats this sunqmer, the reason,
resentation of opera in two acts,
Miss
Sam Wren will stage the eight- Common Glory,” Paul Green’s sym- S bretto by Donald Davidson, mimewith
by
has been rehearsing with
Charles
F.
Bryan.
phonic
drama’ to run July 1
r awrence between the latter's per- week season, opening July 3, at
Dances and musical ensembles directed
the Pleasant Mill Playhouse, near through Aug. 31 at Lake Matoaka by Joy Zibart and Claude Chadwick; pro.
fo**mances in “King and T’ ,
duction designed by Robert M. Cothran,
Henry Richards will return as di- Hammonton, N.J., also doubling at Amphitheatre.
Jr.;
technical direction by Robert E,
rector and Carlton Miles, who has the Quarterdeck Theatre in the
Headlining the 1952 cast will be Jones; dialog director, Joseph E. Wright.
Hotel
Coast,
will
Morton, Atlantic City. His Austin Hunt
At Vanderbilt U» theatres- Nashville.
recently been ill on the
of Tulsa,

who

Kitty Carlisle,

will play the

straightening the leaning steeple.
Hops the other way and still
eans. Likewise boys and girls get
each other, as old country village
simplicity triumphs*
Botto got the idea when he reumed for a summer visit to the
native village of his parents in
r
taly, couple of summers back.

•

.

'

Okla., who
be pressagent. again this summer wife, Virginia Sale, Chic's sister, will again appear as Thomas JefferTheatre, Skow- will do her “Americana” oheat the Lakewood
son.
Of
the
other
principal
24
hegan, Me. . . . Gay Edson, grad- woman show, recently seen at speaking roles, 17 yrill be filled by
uating this year from the Neigh- Town Hall, N.Y., at some 75 New veterans of previous
seasons.
borhood Playhouse, will be a mem- England resort hotels this summer,
Returning to the show as narraber of the resident company this.
tor will be Richard. Dix of BaltiShe’s the daughter of
more, who was with “The Common
CO.
house!

^

OLD VIC

I

.

SET FOR

Dorothy WheeloCk, theatre editor
Jean Lauof Harper’s Bazaar
6-MO. S.
rain will be scenic designer this
County
PlayBucks
London, May 13.
the
at
summer
Over 40 members of tne Old Vic
house, New Hope, Pa.
sail
for South Africa
Staff this summer at the Fal- Company
mouth Playhouse, N Coonamessett, Thursday (22) for a six-months tour
Mass., will include James Awe, under the auspices of African ConThey will regeneral manager; Karaen Gould, solidated Theatres.
scene designer; Philip Beigel, stage peat all the plays of the current
manager; John Creenleaf, treas- season, opening in Johannesburg
urer, and Blanche Yudren and^Vir- june 10 with Tyrone Guthrie's proStaff
ginia Marshall, assistants
duction of “A Midsummer Night's
Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Dream.” The repertoire will inat the
Mass., Will include Charles M<kmey,
^hello ” ‘ToS
OUler Heart”
The Otter
Heart
manager; Gretehen Lenr,

AFRICAN TOUR

.

,

.

left

.

1

1

Members of- the company making the tour include Irene Worth,
Douglas Campbell, Allison Leggatt
and Paul Rogers. After the final
play of the Old Vic season, “Timon
of Athens," has finished its London run, it will -open in Zurich on
July 2 for four performances,

m

n

ru

'

ft

|

-

fleW Slimmer StOCK WTOUP
r

TO TOUR AGAIN IN FALL
“Mister
Roberts,”
currently
playing a repeat date at the Hanna,
Cleveland, will close for the season at the end of next week's engagement at Ford’s, Baltimore.
However, producer Leland Hayward plans to store the scenery
and send the show out again in the
fall, probably playing principally
split-weeks and one-nighters. It’s
not known whether Tod Andrews,
star of the present company, .will
be available next season.
,

For Northern CaL Barn

bestseller

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

,

Mountain Park
legit rights to a new
.... Richard Al- acquired
Morgan play, “Albert.”
managing director of the Guy will
be toured in associaPlay
Cape Cod Music Circus, Hyannis,
Claude Langdon)
with
will be technical advisor this sum- tion
of July or early
end
starting
mer of the South Shore Music CirAugust, coming to the West End
cus,
Cohasset, Mass.
Attorney
fall ... Old Vic manage
the
in
David Marshall Holtmtann, man'armroached . Claude
has
r Ct r ol S9 tl Sh
g
1,
K»ln> td play the title role of Shyvfm h^ f h
2 niC i 5
l
dvi
f ‘ft
Venice,”
j£“j¥.
wKM Aldrich
^S 1 was
V** lock In "The Merchant of
yan s ll .
While
opening attraction for the Old
,h
f
NaVy du y last ? ear Vic season in December. He agreed
xr
i Hyanm
aS
it, providing his Broadway
.
*
he
Den- to do
Playhouse,
2? iiLs and the Falmouth Play- commitments do not clashdown.Marlead
raret Rutherford turned
hnni? n’
Holyoke, Mass.
drich,

’

T

i

-

’

.

.

ftouse,

Coonamessett,

Mass.,

for

1

%
K n
j
Bibi
Osterwald,
comedy singer
U
Avenue N %”
S/H r0n t,Fifth
summer operetta
n
ludmg
tands
’^ ?
rftv
4 Kansas
Dallas
and Lambertville,
,

.

,

t

.

’

s

it

*

1

opposite Alostair

Sim

in

.

Alexander

Korda’s film, “It Depends What
Yo u Mean” from play of same
name, so as to star m the new
’

Frank

Bakcr

Har-

“Miss

p l»y>

greaves,” which opens at the Embassy The atre, Swiss Cottage, July
21 after a week at Brighton. James
Donai d fc sou ght for the male lead,
Company of Four trying out new

£;;•••• Hele^ichards, company
“ ag ® r *or T*”* Juan in Hell,
?o P
t0 Banbury, Conn., for the
fj®* er
g e
P£reSiS
Rodney Ackland play, ‘The Pink
Ja22l Wes terfi
* 2* Kr
James
Fair Room » a t the Lyric Theatre, Hameld’s Melody
Newcomers to St. Louis, who me rsmith, June 16 after week’s
V
Y 1 ** pla.y lead roles with the Muny run at Brighton, with .-Frith Ban. H. M. Tennents
£!!?• -.A 1 ® summer, are Arthur bury staging ,
ett for “Annie Get Your Gun,
closed deal with Brenda Bruce
e
and ( 0 star j n a new Dodie Smith play,
°n5 J?*11 for “Hose Marie”
nertha
Powell for a warbling chore “Letter From Paris,” which opens
n bhow Boat.”
an- at Brighton,
which
Returning
Aug.
k
®
fl
iv
lAn
nA«
*»«*!(
n for
.111.
T 11, after
XT-.-.
JJher season are William C. Smith, it comes to London, with the New
ihek Smart and Harry Fleer.
location.
Theatre as likely

w

;

’

.

P^

*

T

Dancers ‘Anna Istomina, Mary
jhen Moylan. Herman Jasihsky,
Miunaw, Robert Parent,
Uleg Tupine, Danny Daniels and
•

4

<

«

.

-

Scrafin'i N.Y. Bid
The N. Y. City Opera Co. is dickH AXlaR
^ fciAv* will w«
aVa
4T> oln Q
a Allison
make their St. “ g wR h Tullio Serafln, one-time
T
r^ debut
Lows
during the coming
n Sor »t the Metropolitan
a 0n £
recently with La
h?As s n i“
which opera and more
tees off June
in Milan, to return to AmerScala
^
Tero returnees
jnclude PatrlclaBownah, Pittman ica next season as guest conductor
11

1

T

f”

•

Corry,

Gil 'Johnson,

£

Pearl Lang, at City Center, N. Y.

cess in handling his- story. The
production could be tightened up
considerably by reducing the 11
scenes to several fewer. Likewise,
a little vinegar Is needed to leaven
the unending saccarine sweetness

•:

1

'ROBERTS’ SEEN LIKELY

.

.

son, tells how a frontier musician
of 100 years ago brings harmony to
a rough-and-tumble community by
singing its chief bully into submission.
Talky, and lacking drama, the

last year’s nar-

The Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan dramatization of the former's
originally opened Feb.
San Francisco, May 13.
18, ’48, on Broadway, playing 1,The Stumptown Players, a mew 157 performances through Jan. 8,
summer stock group, has leased '51. Meanwhile, a second company
the Redwood Theatre, a 250-seater, went on tour in the early spring
in Armstrong Grove on Russian of 1949 and, except for summer
will be choreographer and dance
River, 90 miles north of San Fran- layoffs, ,has continued ever since.
soloist this summer at the Finger
cisco.
An enlarged production was a failLakes Lyric Circus, opening June
Company, headed by John Hold ure in London, however.
17 for a 12-week season in Skaneateles, N. Y. .
The Starlight en as managing, director, will offer
Theatre, Pawling, N. Y., will open a five^week season on a fourJune 24 and continue through nights-a-week schedule. Plays anMust Three Strawhats Again
"Night
include
Legit and nounced
Labor Day weekend
TV actor-director Robert H. Harris Fall,” "Verily I do,” “Broadway
Skedded for Minnesota
will be the stager this summer at and “Born Yesterday.” House will
the Woodstock, (N. Y.) .Playhouse, be scaled to $1.20, Group was orMinneapolis, May 13.
recently purchased 'by Abraham ganized at UCLA.
Minnesota will have three strawL. Sainer and William Welsman,
hatters again this summer, at Lake
New York attorneys, from Michael -r*., , T • ii r\
Minnetonka outside of MinneapLinenthid
(Mrs. Pitt Light OpCTR Stftff
Charlotte
olis and at lake resorts adjacent to
Complete With Crayon Bemidji and Brainerd. The Old
ceived second-degree bums SaturPittsburgh, May 13.
Log at Minnetonka once more will
day *(10) when a pressure cooker
Executive stgff of the Civic have Don Stoltz at its helm, while
exploded
Light Opera Assn, for the 1952 Robert Gaus continues as producer
Gus Schirmer, Jr., is producing season at the Pitt Stadium has at Bemidji and Brainerd.
a touring strawhat package of finally been completed with the
Gaus announced a 10-week sea“Tree Grows in Brooklyn” on his appointment of H. M. Crayon as
son starting June 26 and continuown, not in partnership with agent Jr**.!* designer.
scenic designer
ing to Sept. 2, and Said his two
Howard Hoyt
Backers of the
16
Stadium season tees of June
companies will alternate between
Maplewood (N. J.) Theatre, opened
with “Carousel.” Dorothy McNeil, his towns, the same as last seaas a strawhat last week by Albert
who had originally been an- son. New season offerings, he
H. Rosen and Albert H. Lewis, in
lead, is
elude Rosen, with a $2,250 invest- nounced for the femme
added, will comprise “See How
ment; Lewis, $5,500; souvenir pro- being replaced by Gail Manners. They Run,” “Harvey,” “Claudia,’
opposite.
plays
Cassell
gram agent Arthur Klar, $2,500, Walter
“Ladies in Retirement,” “I Re
and songwriter Charles Tobias,
member Mama,” “John Loves
$500. The venture is capitalized at
Mary,” “Arsenic and Old Lace,”
$25,000
“Luck of Caesar,” by
London Legit Bits
“My Sister Eileen,” “Angel Street”
George Alan Smith, will be tested
6.
May
London,
and “Over 21.”
week of July 28 -by the Valley
has
Hall,
Henry
Bandleader
Players at
Casino,
.

music and a fine collection of topA mild little fable of Southern cal lyrics for some of the numbers.
mountain folk, this venture into Most of the show’s laughs are
opera by a distinguished Southern wrapped in the lyrics, Unfortunate*
historian and poet, Donald Davidhe hasn’t achieved equal sue*

David Fried- book nevertheless provides composer Charles Bry an^ (responsible
for music of another Vanderbilt U.
rator, will take the comic role of
theatre premiere production this
Huzzitt
Cephus. The Widow
will
season, the drama with music,
be Anne Helms of Baltimore.
Strangers in This World”) with,
the framework for a melodic score
Charlotte Gordon.
man, of Richmond,

*.

general
j
executive secretary; Patti. Bertelson, designer? .Eric pattiell,' stage
manager, and Gerald Cloney, treasurer . Set thus far for the staff
at the Cape Cod Music Circus,
Hyannis, Mass., are Ralph Roberts,
general manager; Bill Ross, director, and Percy Williams, press rep.
Melvyn Douglas, set to make his
musical comedy debut late this
summer as co-star with Joan Blondell in the Dallas production of
"Call Me Madam,” will open the
12-week season June 23 at the
Ogunquit (Me.) Playhouse in a tryout of “Season with Ginger,” comedy by Ronald Alexander . . . Alda
choreographer Of the
Alvarez,
"NBC Television Opera Theatre
and "Voice of Firestone” shows,
.

Glory” two seasons before he

in 1950 to reenter the Air Force.
Nancy Lee Dix will appear as

.

He has come up with some good

of considerable charm.
In fact,
the music is likely to be the
strongest factor in whatever success “Singin’ Billy” may enjoy outside this initial production.
Premiere performance of the
opera was a combined effort of
.

of “Piccola Pisa”.
At least one sock performance is
turned in by Dee McHugh as old.
Aunt Mill, one of the village cousins. Miss McHugh turns two solo
numbers Into the top bell-ringers
of the shoV^.
Best of them is
“Plenty of Life,” in Which she assures all and sundry there’s plenty
of zip left in the old girl yet. The
other Is called “Chow,” a word
which the song explains as a greeting between gals and guys as fay
back as Caesar and Cleopatra.
.

McHugh bellows her numbers
oud and clear and with a warm
cheerfulness.
Diane Mannarino as the Ameriproduction mounted and staged by
can daughter and Otto Kvapil as
the Vanderbilt theatre faculty.
her brother turn in the next best
Of 10 original songs in score
which incorporated a few tradi- obs, and also display considerably
tional “white spirituals” in ensem- better than average singing voices.
Jeri Nagle, a former solo dancerble scenes-r-most effective are a
ovely » ballad,
“The Hawthorn at Radio City .Mmuc Hall, has created
simple and colorful dances for
Tree,” production number of “The
Quilt Song,” and blacksmith's aria, the dancing troupe. She also doubles
in brass as so lb ballet dancer
“Hammer Out Sin.” Bryan conducted a 17-pie<ie orchestra for the in the Venice sequence. Charles
Clift, who arranged the htusic, is*
four-night run of the opera.
Singin’. Billy character is based a member of the Washington music
Louie.
on an actual person, William staff of NBC.
Walker of South Carolina, whose
song book, “Southern Harmony.”
helped popularize “white ’spirit(YALE U. THEATRE)
uals” in antebellum South.
New Haven, May 8.
Libretto has Walker coming into
When Aristophanes dashed off
Oconee, S. C., to establish a sing- his original
version of “The Birds”
ing school.
Kinch Hardy, young a few centuries ago, he had no idea
ringleader of tottgh element in that
some day Walter F. Kerr, In
town, resents him. In Act 1 finale, cahoots with
the Yale Dramatic
with Kinch and his ’coon hunting Assn, and the Yale Glee Club,
friends singing drinking song, “John
would put on a highly entertainBarleycorn,” to same tune as ing modernized musical
production
Vanderbilt U.

Theatre and Pea- Miss

body

college.
Students from .both
schools- were in the cast, with the

1

.

;

The Bird*

hymn, “Wondrous Love,” being
sung simultaneously by Walker’s
singing school, issue is effectively
presented.
On the credit side are the simple theme, authentic - sounding
folk-music score, and colorful era
They could mean the
involved.
success for “Singin’ Billy” along
lines of Kurt Weill’s “Down in the
Valley,” particularly with university theatres and summer festival
groups.
Wool.

But they’ve done that very

of it.
thing.

Not that the opus would get anywhere commerecially, but it doe*

achieve Kerr's objective of making some of the classic* palatable
to present-day playgoers by seasoning them with modem relish.
Back In- the days when this
theme was originally conceived,
playwrights didn’t have too much
to write about—no atom bombs,
jet propulsion or similar topics.
But the fundamentals of ambition,
oppression, lust for power, etc.,
Pleeol* Pisa
were there, and it Is on these fun(CATHOLIC U, D. C. )
damentals that Kerr has played
Washington, May 10.
interestingly, even to the point of
Speech
Drama Dept. 6f Catholic introducing a >sort of ornithologi*nu»ieel comedy in two
act* (lx acenes), with book, mimic and cal type of collective bargaining
'

v

’

by JLoui* Botto. Directed by Dr.
Joaephlne Callan; atktfed by Leo Brady;
arrangement*
and
additional
music,
Charles Clift; setting* and lighting, James
Waring; choreography, Jeri Nagle; c<
tumes. Joseph Lewi*; musical directi
Sidney Seidenman. Jr. At Catholic tJ..
Washington, May a, *53.
lyric*

and picketing.
Script tells of two mortals,
weary of the shortcomings of hu-

man

life
as depicted in early
Athens, seeking escape from the
turmoil by climbing the upper
reaches to the kingdom of the
Here they hope to enjoy
There’s considerable fun, but birds.
also a lot of wordy waste motion the freedom of feathery existence,
and not enough bite in “Piccola but they soon discover that the

Varied Program Set For
*52 Montreal Festival
Montreal, May 13.

,

-

Pisa,” this year’s original musica
at Catholic U. Most unusual fea-

Plans for the Montreal Festival’s ture is that it is the first musica
1952 season, just disclosed, call, for ever fielded by Father Gilbert V
symphony concerts, ballet, .open-air Hartke’s Speech and Drama Dept
opera, a gastronomic week, a bi- kids which is entirely the work of
cycle race around the Island of a single person—Louis Botto.
Botto’s pitch is the one about
but
lady
Montreal-r-everything
Extensive, varied pro- how the shining virtue of the counwrestlers.
try folk overcomes the big-city soJuly
26,
gram will open Saturday,
phisticates.
He has given it
and continue through to Aug. 27.
rather novel twist; however.
All performers will beJ Canadian,
An
Italian- American couple, who
with most of the events taking have made a lot of money in this
place on top of Mount Royal country, return to spend the sumaround the Mountain Playhouse mer in their native village of Piocola Pisa in northwestern Italy.
and Chalet,
They bring with them their American-born son and daughter, who
Binghamton Barn regard
the whole thing as pretty
corny and are thoroughly bored
Binghamton, N. Y., May 13.
with
the
their
village cousins.
operate
will
Gail Hillson
The daughter decides to show
Triple Cities Playhouse here this
’em
all
by
giving the village mayor
opening
summer as a strawhat,
June 16 with Edward Everett Hor- a killjoy from away back the
money
the
latter
wants to straighten
ton in “Nina” and continuing for
the village’s leaning steeple. Steeple
an 11-week season. Spot will oc- is the pride and
joy of the place
cupy the air-cooled 750-seat Ma- and the equivalent of the leaning
sonic Temple.
tower of big Pisa.
Among other guest stars penThen comes love. The daughter
cilled in for the season are Mel
falls for the handsome village arvyn Douglas, Franchot Tone and chitect and the son begins to get
Veronica Lake.
a yen for a girl cousin. Daughter

New

—

.

*

birds, like mortals, also recline in

the lap of the gods, who run thing*
pretty much to suit themselves.
When the two realize that the
smoke from mortal sacrificial offerings must first pass through the
kingdom of the birds before it can
satiate godly appetites, they Organize members of the winged
tribe who, In picket-line fashion,

prevent the smoke from reaching
the heavens until the gods send an
emissary, to work out a deal which
will give the birds certain advantages they didn’t enjoy before.

Production is handled amusingly
tongue-in-cheek manner, with
asides to the audience,
and players utilizing all parts of
for entrances via
auditorium
the
rope ladders, etc. «, Performance*
are in capable hands which have
caught the spirit of this romp.
Score Is basically atmospheric,
with emphasis on glee club rendition.
Only semblance of a pop
tune is “I’m Immortal,” donfe by
Bibl Osterwald, who was brought
in from Broadway as guest singer.
Colorful costumes punctuate the
production and a mountain, top
scene affords an appropriate set-,
in

numerous

•

ting.

Credits include adaptation. Walter F.* Kerr; direction, Leo S. L»Heath*
music, Fenno
vandero:
Jacob’s Pillow Dance Festival
And
summer season will open at Lee in providing the money is unfold- lyrics, George Sherman; sets'musiClarence Salzer;
Mass., June 27 with first perform- ed to the shocked villagers. Son costumes,
Michael
Roand
daughter
staged
by
go
off
Venice
cal
numbers
to
same
ances of the company (of the
name) which will tour this fall However, the little village has got- man; special dance creation by Paorand
under
their
Gelder-Harris,
ten
tricia
Van
skin,
and
so
has
Mertens
Andre
under direction of
love. So they return and every
chestral, choral arrangements and
of Columbia Artists Management,
Bone.
Heath'.
right.
In
conducting
by
all
[thing*
Rorks
out
Inc.
tries to call off the Steeple straightening but is too late as her part

,

a

.

,

Muy 14,

68
guest critic

,

th# Express last

of

|f

summer.
“Dress * Rehearsal/* show biz
type novel by Monica Stirling, will
Schuster
be published-by Simon
May 20. Author’s father founded
the English Theatre in Paris, and
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SCULLY’S SCRAPBOOK
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By F**«k

Scully

I
*

#

*

^,,

and' Originality’* (Harper; $5), no- her mother and sister are actresses,
Ism Ballantine’* Hew Venture
Ian Ballantine, ex~prexy' *>£ Ban- body ever gets sued on a flop".
A Metro grant enabled her to While watching*. Bob Hope, Jack Dempsey, Marilyn Maxwell,
new
pub
a
tam Books, is planning
r
Mickev
Llhdey, a veteran attorney spe- write her first novel, “Lovers
lishing venture, Ballantine Books, cialising in the *law Of literary Aren’t. .Company." This is her Rooney and others shoot some scenes at Paramount recently, I kept
offering publishers a service en- property, comprehensively covers second.
looking around for the -head cameraman. He's the hardest man to find
abling them to publish some titles both the lore and law of plagiaron a set these days. In the pld days the assistant was the guy who
in two simultaneous editions
carried the camera', the chief the one who cranked it.
ism, Although he’ discusses authorregular' cloth-bound edition and a itatively the legal angles, citing
But today you will find several people riding a big boom shot and
low-priced paper edition.
famous cases and decisions, this is
not one of them will be the boss photographer,. What distinguishes him
Reds Failed
Books will be jointly financed by not a dull tome, for it is liberally,
usually is that he wears a lavaliere around his neck. The little gimmick
Ballantine and the participating
Continued from pace 3 szs
spiced with* show bis; and literary
is known as a light-meter.
publisher: Thus, Ballantine feels,
Dorothy
example,
anecdotes. For
While hunting my rfian I was tapped on the shoulder and there he
as “Behind the Iron Curtain,” “The
the general publisher will be able
of two plays,
subject
the
Barker,
was, Pev Marley. I hadn’t seen him since we shared a trip .to the
fo get into the paper-book field,,
“Here Today" by" George Opnen- Red Menace,” “I Married- a Com- Mojave Desert in 1949 and -.heard a magnetic scientist tell us the inside
rather than turning his titles over
heirner and “Over 21" by Ruth munist,”
Red Danube,” story which -was the basis of “Behind the Flying Saucers.” I wanted to
“The
to a “reprint house/' and will inGordon, quipped: “If I ever wrote “Guilty of Treason,” “The Concrease his return as well as his autell him that I thought he. hqd done a particularly fine job on “Benjy,”
play
myself,
I suppose Fd
a
about
thors.
Two houses, Houghton be sued for nlagiarism.” .And an spirator” and “My Son, John."
a cyffo short which he, Fred Zinnemann and Stewart Stern made for
Mifflin
and Farrar, Straus &
the Orthopaedic Hospital Of L.A. It won an Academy Award. He said
unnamed Hollywood director, disWar Effort
Young, intend using the service.
of all the pictures he had photographed in 20 .years “Benjy” had moved
was
studio
cussing
screenplay
his
a
Ballantine also will develop a
Recounting the motion picture him most. It dealt with' crippled kids, and their particular fight for
difficulty with, said ter his
list of books to be published in the having
industry’s participation in all com- freedom. It was like watching people in solitary confinement, serving
paper field under his sole imprint, studio chief: “Give me two new munity and national drives and its
one to three years and enduring painful operations that didn’t always
and expoets to arrange for some writers and HI do it myself."- Still
“Copy- support of every aspect of the Gov- kill or always cure but were designed to set'Warped- bodies straight and
of his books to be released in hard another unnamed source:
covers as well. Royalty is expect- ing one book is plagiarism; copying ernment’s defense effort, Bergman thus straighten out their minds as well.
*
several is research."
•
said; “Permit me to say that we
Pet Pio Top Secret;^
ed to be around 8%.
Lindey points out that a certain were the* only. American industry
He said the picture hasn’t gone into general release, and won’t either.
during
away
vfares
amount of stealing probably goes that gave our
Scully’s Desert Parish
Seems it’s too strong for squeamish stomachs. I don’t know who deFrank Scully, Hollywood author e*1 «*ll the time, hut that most of World War II. All of these things cides that the most bestial sluggings are proper fare for family trade
and Variety columnist, invited the borrowing is legitimate. There give'" us a feeling of pride in our but the details of corrective surgery aren’t. Some -Caesar with the
he says, “top much unwarrant- business, and/ of course, we are a spine of Milquetoast probably.
friends to his weekend home in is
Desert Springs,- Cal., for the open- ed plagiarism-cf-ying.” Radio and ittle sensitive when certain misBesides being his pet picture, Marley Said “Benjy,” which is the
ing of a small chapel on his ranch, television which consume tons of conceptions about us are given story of a hostile, anti-social crippled'' kid who comes Into a hospital
Rev. Father Martin Dempsey of- material, Lindey notes, “have gen- much more publicity than they
With a broken arm and stays to ask for an operation to straighten
"•
ficiated at the nine o’clock Mass, erated conditions highly conducive are. entitled to get,
a crooked spine, was a problem pic. It was shot inside the Orthopaedic
and a barbecue breakfast was to borrowing and theft."
publics
“There has been much
Hospital, meaning no walls could he knocked out to get camera moveserved at the Scully home.
Hollywood, the author says, has
the
matter
Dolly shots were out. Nevertheless, the picture has plenty of
about
for
example,
ment.
ity,
The chapel has been named Our had more infringement suits than
Lady of the Desert and will serve any other medium. “Actually,” he of Communism in the motion pic- movement. It took e^ght days to shoot. The League for Crippled ChilMarley a special citation for the labor of love.
shocks
of
gave
This
us,
dren
ture
business.
as the parish church for Catholics emphasizes, “Hollywood, conscious
Normally when a' writer wants Moses to open the Red Sea it isn’t so
of Desert Springs, which has a of 'the risks, rarely steals. It imi- course, as much as it undoubtedly
population of 191. Work on the tates. An'd it exploits trends and shocks" you .-.because our record tough for the cameraman to get together with the-. special-effects man
church has been a community vogues with an assiduity that be- proves that the motion picture in- and give the director what the .writer wants. Inaeed, with a match
effort,
speaks idolatrous worship of the dustry is just as opposed to Com- and a piece of cotton these guys often can give you more believable
success formula."
munism as you and all good Amer- atomic explosions than was piped out of Yucca Flat, Nevada, not so

—
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Splits

Writing-Film Chores

Plagiarism often hits racket proOf the authors Whose
more than 200- times on
Broadway between 1910 and 1930,
more than one-third had to answer
nlagiarism suits. David Belasco was
the most sued individual in the
history of plagiarism and he never
i os t a case, Lindey notes:
On the
other hand, Ira B. Arnstein, a
in Europe, General Alfred Gruen- songwriter, was the most active
plaintiff. He wound up on the short
n

Curtis Mitchell, former veepee
in charge- of advertising-publicity
at Paramount Pictures, is back on
writing basis, though
stfH sticking to the film business,
The May 11 issue of The American
Weekly, Hearst .Sunday Supplement, has a piece by Mitchell on
General Eisenhower’s chief of staff

portions.
pi ays ra n

Meantime

Mitchell, a. former
magazine writer and editor, is continuing with his independent film

production company working out
of New York,

end of $ix cases

Harvey Van Valkenburg, 59, art
editor of True, mag, died May 4 in
Washington.

Prep Dance News Annual'
Dance News Annual, report for
the year on the danefe in the U. S.
and Europe, will be published early
in 1953, and be’ art annual issue
thereafter. Wlnthrop Palmer, exec
ed of Dance News, will be editor,
with book consisting mainly of

Samuel French Co. is publishing
& book of Virginia Sale’s “Ameri‘

‘

*

*

cana" character sketches,
May Shupak, ex-Philly newspaperwoman, is now N. Y. editor
for Philadelphia TV Guide,

Genres
hook “T Had tn
Mouth,” published by
°P en
Random House, will be out Sept. 1.
.. „
- m „ *
„„
„
t.
“Tallulah,”
autobiog
of Tallulah

n

Ure
in
»+
Phi ( n 5 e ditor
^kuj°y.
of Dance News, ?}?ii
will supervise pub°

the ilcld^A n n

Holl.

.

CHATTER

I

^j

.

lication

i

»»

.

.

ankhe,H bas been received by
first" gdraft of his own book, tentatively ? arpei s which will publish it this

Chujoy has just finished

>

titled

“History of the N. Y. City fal1
The N. Y. City Ballet has a ninedue for publication by
spring. Chujoy, and page picture spread in the current
associate editor P. W. issue of Life, headed: “Tops in the
Manchester are leaving June Dance.”
*

Ballet,”

Knopf next
Dance News
(Bill)

Joe DiMaggio, now TV common
tator on WPIX, N. Y., gets the
cover story in this weekend’s Cue

11 for Europe for a two-month survey of the dance scene. Miss Manchester, who was guest associate
ed this season, is returning this
fall for a second year with Dance
News.

magazine in his new capacity.
Bobbs-Merrill bought historica
novel, “Home Spun Thunder,” by
P. Denton Whitson, for fall publication.
Shirley Burke agented.

Lautcrbach Award
Authors Guild of the Authors

League of America

William Kaduson, formerly a
United Press news editor in New
York, joined the public relations
firm of Edward Gottlieb Sc Asso-

currently
balloting to elect the winner of
the
Lauterbach Award, $1,000
prize for a person who has made
a substantial contribution to civil
liberties

through

Among

is

ciates.

'Ben Schneider, previously with
the N. Y. World-Telegram §c Sun
and other sheets, new staffer with
the Miami Daily News promotion

his, writing.

those nominated are*
Alan Barth, Washington Post editorial writer, for his book, “The
Loyalty of Free Men”; Francis
Biddle, former U.S. Attorney General, for his book, “The Fear of
Freedom”; historian Henry Steele
Commager, for his chapter of “The
Pragmatic Necessity for Freedom”
in the book. “Civil Liberties Under Attack”; U. S, Supreme Court
Justice William O. Douglas for his

department.
Adele WTiitely Fletcher, former
ly editor of Macfadden Publications’ Photoplay, joined The Amer-

ican Weekly as women’s features
editor effective early in June.

John Mason Brown, drama

the Republican and Democratic
conventions in Chicago in July as
a special assignment for the SR.
“Diamond in the Loaf,” short
story by Metro trade contact Bil
Ornstein, will appear in the summer issue of Prairie Schooner mag,
literary quarterly of the U. of
Nebraska.
Leonard Kirsten, reporter-rewrite man for Trans Radio Press’
Washington bureau, switched to
the American Red Cross’ public
Information staff, where he’s in
charge of the news desk,
Simon & Schuster, which published Romola Nijinsky’s “Nijinsky” 18 years ago, will bring out
on May 27 the sequel, “The Last
Years of Nijinsky,” which the
widow of the famed dancer recently finished.
Cecil Smith, editor of Musical
America and onetime editor of

speech at Brandeis U., later published in the N. Y. Times magazine as “The* Black Silence of
Fear,” and playwright Elmer Rice
for Jiis letter to- the Celanese Corp.
Of America protesting against the
rejection of three actors on ABCTV’s “CeJanese Theatre” on the
alleged ground of their having
been listed in “Red Channels.”
(Celanese
later
denounced the
practice of “blacklisting.”)

Lore

Sc

Law

critic

of the Saturday Review, will cover

of Plagiarism

Plagiarism, although a serious
matter to creative talent, has its
humorous and facetious aspects,
and one way cynical trade hepsters
are assured they 'have a hit on their
hands, be it a play, film, sang or
novel, is to be slapped with an infringement suit. As Alexander Theatre Arts, becomes music critic
Lindey points out in his provoca- of the London Daily Express betive and entertaining “Plagiarism ginning in September. He was
,

I

icans are opposed to it. We have long ago.
Old Stuart Blackton recreated the Battle of Manila 50 years ago by
stated this feeling and we have
taken action to support our point Using photographs of battleships mounted on cardboards in a tray of
water. Fpr gunfire he puffed cigar smoke toward the camera. It was
of view about Communism."
Bergman emphasized that 40% pretty convincing, too.
Marley has been Cecil B, DeMille’s cameraman for more years than
of the industry's income is derived
from foreign countries. “Ameri- he cates to remember; H.e got into the biz shortly after he graduated
can movies," he said, “are seen from Hollywood High. Had Charlie Paddock not been around in those
everywhere except in those. Iron days Pev would have been the sprinting champ of the •Cra, He was
Curtain countries which exclude built like Paddock, too short, stocky and fast. Stanford tried hard to
them because they fear democratic get him to Palo Alto but he didn’t want to be a doctor, lawyer or
governor, so he passed up the chance to meet Paddock on the college
influence.” , He noted- that these
level.
Instead he became a dancer. In fact, between picture assignfilms not. only serve as a selling
ments
he has won 22 cups as a hoofer.
force for American products but
One day between bookings Marley ran into the comer grocer, who
help foreign' audiences understand
asked if he would like to be in pictures. One of the grocer’s customers,
“that democracy does work and
it seems, was looking for an assistant cameraman.
All that was rethat we' are “not afraid to put into
quired, he explained to Marley, was the physical ability to tote a heavy
motion pictures those facets of
camera
anywhere
the cameraman wanted it set up. Marl-ey had plenty
American life which are so inof muscle so, P.S., he got the job.
digenous to the American way.”
His first job was on “Something To Think About,” one of DeMille’s
_
Pointing out that the industry silent
pix. Today they have six men to do the sort of work assistants
being such as Pev did. He had to learn how to load
accused
of
been
has
a camera, keep it in
many things, Bergman declared: good condition and keep peasants away from the camera’s range. It
there is one thing we are took him nearly four years to graduate to handling
.
.
a camera of his own.
not accused of being which hap- That was “Feet of Clay,” another DeMille
picture.
are American
pens to be true.
Light In the Afternoon
businessmen With a job to do.”
The toughest thing he had to learn
light.
the
,

—

.

-

We

on
way up was judging
the -first to use a light-meter. Everybody kidded him
but he noticed that the, eye was not reliable in judging -light,
particularly in the afternoon. One day Par’s lab chief checked .to find
why Marley’s prints came out so evenly day after, day. When he learned
it was because Marley used a light meter, the front office issued a
Continued from page 4
directive that all' cameramen were to use the control henceforth.
nabe houses have shuttered so far
Marley also was among the first to use %. viewing glass. This, too,
this month and two St. Paul thea- can be done without an optical aid but it requires a lot of squinting.
tres are preparing to do likewise. The viewing glass will show approximately how compositions will look
With their demise it will make a when printed and so helps establish how to light a scene.
total of 12 within a year to cry
Marley’s father and grandfather were painters and their experiences
quits.
Until TV’s advent theatre helped him a lot on composition but he didn’t stop there. DeMille had
closings were unknown in Minne- quite a library and he gave Marley carte blanche
to study, the copies of
apolis and St. Paul.
old masters there. They were his great teachers in composition and
The Minneapolis four that have lighting.
He had other art teachers, too. The first one was Lina Basquette.
just ceased operations, temporarily
at least, are the 800-seat Alhambra, He danced with her at the Palace after she had made “Godless Girl”
the 1,000-seat Richfield, the 1,000- for DeMille, which Marley photographed. It was an 18-minute flash
seat Bobbin and the 300-seat Roxy. act called Lina Basquette and Her Hollywood Steppers. The week he
In St. Paul, the 800-seat Oxford played the Palace the feature was “Dynamite,” another DeMille picture.
and 600-seat Roxy are going dark. Marley had photographed that one, too; Between pictures it seems he
married Lina Basquette. She divorced him later. His next teacher
All are independently owned.
Thus far there have been qnly was Lmda Darnell. He. married her. The splicing lasted longer than
three Twin Cities downtown thea- the Basquette take but it broke up about a year ago.
Coming: Booms Cast Their Shadows Before
tres to fall hy the wayside, one
,
_ t
two things seem to endure his prints remain uniformly even
here and two in St. Paul. All other
and
ms
golf scores stay between 70 and 80. Hardest obstacle cameraclosings have been* neighborhood
and suburban houses. Some of the men had to overcome in the transition from silent to sound pix, and
shuttered theatres are being con- one not yet eliminated completely, he maintains, is the microphone
It’s still a trick to swing it around
verted for commercial purposes. boom.
and not cast any shadows
In other instances, reopenings will on your pic,” he confessed.
Hardest
problem to solve in shooting “The Greatest Show on Earth”
await improved business condiBig arc lights could hot be used under the circus
tions and in two instances closings was the lighting.
ey resorted to a new and faster Technicolor film. He went
have been announced “for the + -L? 0
to Miami with four seniors to shoot
summer.”
tests and figured that if the prints
were good at all he’d take a chance on the new film. The tests worked
out fine.
Everybody agreed that “Show” was a beautifully photographed picture. That it didn’t break all records at the Music Hall
Wa attri buted to the fact that far too many people sat through two
Vic
f
and
three showings in the 11 weeks* run of
the picture there. At least
Continued from page 1
the seats played to capacity.
Marley has worked at ail the major studios, Paramount, 20th, Wara selection of the top names from
ners and Metro.
He has photographed everything from “King of
a couple of other Army shows now
Kings to Winterset,” “House of Rothschild,” “Clive of India,” “Alexplaying in Europe.
agt me Band,” “In Old Chicago,” “Night ahd Day" and “Life
?,
Now travelling with “Pyramid” With Father
everything but his hobbies, which are automobile racare 27 GI performers and six tech- ing zmd golf.
He was just the man to handle the cameras on “Follow
nicians.
Troupe has been playing the Sun, starring
Ben Hogan, but he walked around with the gallery
dates nightly and is scheduled on Instead.
successive days until July 1 when
Once w’hen he was in New York, Warners asked him'to test Gordon
the other cast will be assembled. Macttae. He
went into a room where MacRae was supposed to be
Marvin Cane, Damone’s personal
sa
“H e llo,” took one look and bolted. He told the execs,
?
manager, recently visited Damone MacRae might
be a nice guy, but he wouldn't photograph for nuts.
in Germany and helped him o.o. They went
back with him to check. It seems MacRae had stepped out
the available Army talent.
tor a moment, and the guy
Marley sized up was the agent.

He was among
about
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iMi»w«-y.
boss at new Hotel Sahara skedded
for mid-August unveiling.
Peter Donald stays over at
Playwright James Bridie left up
Connie (Mr*. Joie^h)
Thundetbird until the 19th, srnv
gee., became mothformer
rounded by Irving Fields Trio, wards of | 124 000 .
Gordon Gow to broadcast on the
(8),
Thursday
son
Irene Manning, Walter Long.
er of a
Larry Geljbert, Sid Dorfman, Cannes Film Festival next week.
Table-hopping magjco Russell
W.
C. Bass retired from hip job
this
annl
10th
celebrating
prose writers for Bob Hope, Burns
Rhodes
as general secretary of the Vaweek (15) *t One- Fifth Avenue & Allen, respectively, cased Vegas riety Artists Federation.
between Hollywood chores last
\
cafe*
Sonja Corbeau sailed for AusScreenwriter-novelist Robert Ar- week.
tralia to play femme lead in the
.Billy Daniel, terper, and Mme.
drey due east this week on a
touring
edition of "Folles BerChung from Frisco
month's busine*s-Vac*tiott visit to Margaret
dropped in last week at the Fla- gere.”
York and Washington*
-

Vamwy

‘

,

15

New

.

N. Yr Times film critic Bosley
Crowther and wife, Florence, train
to the Coast Friday (16) for several weeks of. studio gendering,
Ernest Emerling, Loew’s Theatres’ ad-pub director planed to
Home Sunday (11) for a month’s
vacation, accompanied by his wife.
Roger Oann, who handles film
loans for Rankers Trust, N. Y*s underwent intestinal surgery at Man-

mingo

cheer

to
songstint.

’

Connie Moore’s

Danny Francis

in to lead jocks
platters for
builtup prior to orch’s opening at

with

Jimmy Dorsey

Thunderbird June 19. Jay Lawrence has been signed for packet.
.Larry Parks-Betty Garrett nitery package sought for Flamingo
date .July or August, preceded by
Olson Sc Johnson fortnight June
12, Harry James orch and Artie

(L.‘ I.) Hospital Monday (12).
Elton Hayes, who portrays AllariA-Dale in RKO-Disney’* "{Story of
Robin Hood,” in from Britain for a
tour of XT.* S. key cities to help
ballyhoo the film,

hasset

DeMille due in town
Saturday (17) to wind up speaking
tour in which he’s. appeared at
civic functions at three midwest
cities during the past week.
Herbert Wilcox, British film producer, and his actress wife, Anna
Neagle, arrived, on the Queen Mary
yesterday (TueS.) for a two-week
stay in which" he’ll negotiate distribution deals for recently com‘
pleted product
Claude Kingston, director of
J. C. Williamson Theatres of Australia, and general manager of the
Melbourne office,' left for London
en route home, after a three-week
Cecil B.

Auerbach bow on May 29.
Rex Allen and Carolina Cotton
to be featured in Helldorado parade with la Cotton chirping
through Sunday (18) at the Last
Frontier, augmenting Willie .Shore,
Hoosier Hot Shots capers.
,

J

Reno
Preston Foster in town.
A1 Donahue orch booked for
Riverside this month.
Milton Deutsch In to arrange
first booking at new Golden Hotel.

,

-

KWRN

$onala

strike.

oil

personnel running station.
Silver Spurs awards go m Jimmy

*

Jack Hylton postponed his forthcoming trip to N. y, and will probably be planing out early next
month.
Agent Lew Grade booked the
Compagnons de la Chanson at the
Savoy for two weeks opening
works by Berlioz, Brahms, HindeJune 3.
Sally Ann Howes, bedded by mith, William Scnuman.
Army’s Corporal Amo Cappelli
laryngitis, is temporarily out of
Berlin?
the cast of the Hylton musical, gave two piano concerts forstationed
GTs last week. On leave
"Bet Youf Life,”
from infantry unit in West Gerto
Patricia
Medina returned
many, Cappelli has been on tour
Hollywood last weekend after' va* of service club* here and in the
cationing in London with her par- Federal Republic.
ents and sisters.
Six-man delegation of the Com
Vic Hyde to SweJfeh for a seven- munist Cultural Committee left
week engagement after which he Berlin for Bonn "to take up negoreturns to America on the maiden tiations concerning a reorganizavoyage of the new U. £>. liner, tion of Berlin’s cultural life.” Opera
singer Michael Bohnen and Prof.
XJnited States.
Instead of doing two sessions at Rudolf Bayer are members of the
the Bagatelle restaurant, Sophie delegation.
Tucker will do one session lasting
45 minutes starting at midnight.
Cleveland
Perce Pearce arrived here last
By Glenn C, Pullen
week- to initiate production plans
Loew’s .publicist,
Barker,*
Ted
film,
for Walt Disney’s Technicolor
When Knighthood Was in Flow- in hospital for stomach ulcer treatment.*
er.”
Frances Greer, ex-Met Opera
Duchess of Kent is to attend the
held third week by Statler
charity preem of "Ranch, in the singer,
Rockies,” a western musical on
Feather, character actress,
Ruth
stage and ice, at the Empress Hall
retiring from stage after 36 years
June 5.
on Play House staff.
Brian Desmond Hurst planed to
Joe Flynn checked in as gently
U. S. with John Ford to discuss as cyclone to dq promotion work
casting Of "The Last Romantic,” on n Mister Roberts,” current at.
based on the life of LUdwig II of Hanna,
Bavaria.
Muggsy Spanier’s band with
Godfrey Tearle, inked for i xole Buddy Charles succeeding Burt

1

-

Taylor, disk crooner, at
Street Club Friday (16).

Paula Stone and Michael
town arranging for theatres for
next season for "Top Banana” and
"Country Girl.”
Allan Jones threw a party last
week for Joan Bennett and ZachParis
incoming stars of "Bell,
Jean Marais preparing Dorian ary Scott,
and Leon
Candle,’*
Gray ballet with Yvonne Alexan- Book and Maggie McNamara, out
and

on their

first

M-G

in

Ames

der.

going
Paris show biz saddened by death
of/Maxime de -Beix, Variety cor-

respondent for more than 30 years.
Dolores del Rio here on way
from Mexico to Cannes where she
will represent the Mexican film industry at the film festival.
Ella Logan wants to do James

"What Every Woman
Knows,” with a few Highland chansons added for N. Y. production,
Anouk Aimee taking over Simon Simone’s role in AngloFrench pic of Georges Simenon

Barrie’s

"Man Who Watched the
Trains Go By.” Simon wanted
streetwalker nJe toned down because censors might object. Claude
Rains stars in this film to be shot
here and in London.
x

novel,

stars of

“Moon

Is Blue.”

Shamrock Hotel.
Mark. Robaon. left for Samoa to
shoot ^Return to Paradise.”
Thomas Gome* moving hi* family from ft\ Y. to Hollywood,
Margaret Sheridan planed to
Acapulco for a 10-day siesta.
Larry Park* and Betty Garrett
to Toronto for a nitery stand.
Bullets Durgom and bride to

tures

Edward Na**our

El Rancho Vegas for two frames.
Jack La Rue yocking it up during Peter Donald sesh at Thunder-

at

bird.

Howard

Hill,

champ

archer, in

town over weekend with Flamingo
as target.

*

Sammy Weisbord and
man, Morris office
ing at Desert Inn.

Phil Welt-

staffers, relax-

Jimmy Blake, former vaudelr, and
Dick Sheridan take over reins of
Jungle Club, intime Strip boite.
Jack; Dempsey with gang of Derby returnees stopped in for ‘Joe E.
Lewis hilarity at El Rancho Vegas
last week.
Bud Granoff joined spouse Kitty Kallen (El Rancho Vegas) for
ms first gander at Bagdad on the
Meadows.
Jerry

mingo

•

Colonna

tops

new

Fla-

sortie opening tomorrow
(Thurs.) with Four Step Bros.,
Isabel Randolph.

Copa City Revue with Jack Carter, Betty
Reilly, Les Diagoras
romps into third week at Desert
inn drawing fine biz.
Stan Irwin named entertainment
“e&d, flacker and public relations

Carter east on a seven-

Janis

week tour of personals covering 30
cities

WiiliSm Dleterie checked in at
Columbia after five weeks in

*

Israel,

Will Roger*, Jr*.^ adopted an In-*
dian child from the -Navajo reservation.

Janet Barrett and Hugh Sander*
took out a marriage license lor

June 3.
Arthur Alexander In town after
a three-month swing around the
country,

ers setting

/

up summer theatre

publisher*.
•

COMPO

at

By lei Ree#

In “addition to star Joan Blondell, second International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers’ revue
touring Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. area aiid presented at
Lyceum here with admission free
telephone workers, included
to

Joe E. Brown will be honorguested as "Mr. Movie of 1951” by
the Saints and Sinners.
Josef Leytes in .town to plug,
opening of "Faithful City ” which

he produced in Israel,
Victor Mature returned to work
20th-Fox after making eight
outstide films in a row.
Jack L. Warner goes to London
next month to set up a lab for
processing the new WarnerColor.
Edgar Bergen in from Washington 'where he was cited for his

at

"Operation Santa Claus” project.

Red Cross cited Eddie Cantor
with its highest award, Certificate
Monroe for one-nighter.
Doran Bros, at Hotel Kadisson of Appreciation, for his blood donation campaign.
Flame Room.

*

preh.

Ringling Brothers arid. Bamum
Bailey show won’t play Wilm-

When

the Dorothy Lewi? annual

ington, Del., this year. Former lo- Minnesota Terrace summer ice
cation there is now a drive-in.
show opens June 3 it will feature
By Florence S.
Will Mastin Trio’s sock reception Heinie Brock, former veteran "Ice
ReNavy
emcee
will
Sullivan
Ed
at Latin Casino led owners Dave Follies” luminary, as well as Miss
lief Ball May 23.
Dushoff and Dallas Gerson to hold Lewis.
.
,
^
Ray Milland heading cast of them over, first time this season an
Ending of three-month-old taxi
"The Thief” currently on location act has stayed second week.
drivers* strike helping nitery busihere.
Gene Krupa Trio (Charley Ven- ness.
Russell Nype currently doing a tura
and Teddy Napoleon) back at
supper show at Hotel Statler’s Em- Ventura’s Open House (LindenCall
nightly
bassy Room after his
J.) after a tour of the
wold,
Me Madam” at National Theatre. Coast, N.
Hawaii, Japan and Korea.
By Lary SolIoWay
Esther Williams due in May 22 to
Robin Hood Dell, al fresco conhypo interest in Leew’s Capitol
Charles (Loew’s veepee) Moskowill
Park,
Fairmount
in
spot
cert
as
well
as
Ahoy,”
preem of "Skirts
witz at the Saxony for a rest.
children’s concerts at
to he giXbst of honor at next night s present five
Sandy Scott and Maurice Polmatinees this season, with Alexan- lack, with Nick Condos dickering
Navy Relief Ball.
symph
Orleans'
der Hilsberg, New
Roosevelt Theatre for summer
"Caravan of Stars,” with Mills maestro, on podium
stock legit presentations. Deal held
Bros., Dinah Washington, Woody
up when house owner Ed Singer
Herman orch. Tommy Edwards and
one18
upped, original rental figure.
Herkie Styles set for May
Errol Flynn, John Loder maknighter at National Guard Armory.
Pittsburgh
ing the nitery rounds last week.
Ethel Merman wowed a Women’s
Hal Cohen
By
shopping for yacht before
Flynn
audiluncheon
Club
National Press
Variety Club's annual golf tour- heading for Manhattan and Ed Sulence, which included Mrs. Dean
livan TV show appearance, making
Valley
Churchill
for
set
and
nament
ambassadors,
several
Acheson,
the Nautilus Hotel a Tegular stopother top-ranking capitalites, by CC June 16.
Johnny Kirby, singing on Al Jar- off every couple of weeks.
spontaneously singing "There’s No
Possibility that Martha Raye and
Hollywood,
in
show
teevee
Business Like Show Business sans vis'
partner Norman Schuyler may take
screen-tested by M-G.
accompaniment.
Richard Hayes headlining the a spot in Miami (on the mainland)
Copa on heels of his stage engage- although continuing to operate the
Five O’Clock Club. Miss Raye shutment at- Penn Theatre. Marge Nelson, dancing wife of tering the spot for three weeks and
musician Kloman Schmidt, has re- heading to New York for her video
show on Saturday (17).
tired to await motherhood.
Continued from page 3 szs:
Rose LaRo.se hack to Casino
memkey
eight
in
out
time
first
Friday (9) for
has been sounding
Honolulu
bers of that outfit and has yet years >to close hurley season.
landing
Esther Heller has come hack
to meet with any success in
Ted Wells arid his Dixieland
rejoin office staff of
Fabian
to
home
S.-H.
COMPO.
on
a rep
combo at Zebra Room, midtown
brother Jackie Keller's Carousel.
has been the choice of many TOA.
Columbia sending Christine Lar- nitery.
,
,
ers but it’s understood he already
Four Jokers, who debuted in
to exploit her
week
next
here
son
on
has answered negatively.
"Brave Warrior” pic with Jon Hall. Frank Sinatra shows here, off
with
familiar
Actually, persons
Jenny Lou Law, late of ULend a nice run at Waikiki Lau Yee
that
Chai.
for
home
the ’’COMPO operation insist
An Ear,” coming back
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) ran fof five
handling the presidential reins at the Pitt Stadium opener, "Carouthe °?'
weeks at Kuhlo Theatre, equalling
this time, with so much of
sel.”
completed,
work
Playwright Al Golden accom- all-time record. Initial booking was
ganizational
means relatively little time. Exec panied his wife here from N. Y. for three weeks.
KAHU, Waipahu, adds another
counsel for 25th reunion of her highsChool
staff headed by special
Japanese language hour, a late
all day-

Washington

;

Athens

Lowe

By

Irene Velissarlou
French playwright Jaques
trage in town for a few days.

Problem

is

back from

to arrange a U. S. tour .
of National Theatre players in a I
*
presentation of ancient tragedies.
Leonardo de MItri, representing
an Italian film organization, in
town to arrange production of a
motion picture at the Anzervos

Miami Beach

COMPO

Paxinou

Katina

Le-

New Ydrk

|

#

By Bill Willard
Ed Wynn gathering acts for his
Last Frontier onslaught May 30.
Celeste Holm opens today (Wed.)

vi
to Mexico City
over the production situ-

to look
ation.

.

Las Vegas, Nev.

t

Honolulu on their honeymoon.
Robert Welch checked in at
Paramount after a COMPO tour.
Abe Greenberg appointed ad-*
pub director for American pic-

Wittman'* Academy Play-

Jayne Manners, Roy Bros. MarioHortense Allen succeeds Clarence nettes, Joe De Rita, Flying MarRobinson as director-producer of chinos. and a line of girls. Show
revues at New Town Tavern, Delair, was titled "Guys and Dials.”
Lou Wins, Jr... and Stoner &
N. J.
MinneAlex Wilson, former newspaper Dennis into Hotel Nicollet
„
.
copy hoy here, has been named sota Terrace,
Vaughn
had
Ballroom
Prom
Buffalo
trumpet for the
first

&

Dick Haymes to Houston to entertain at

Vernon Duke in front N, Y*
Main where he Conferred With music

(19).

Symphony

COMPO

Edmund Grainger will be guest
speaker at the
meeting in
Dallas
JUrte 0.
Ashtabula, O., with several other
Errol 'Flynn, Barry Mahon arid'
Ohio towns on their hot weather
Robert B. Ford organized Errol
itinerary.
Flynn Enterprises.
Barry Sullivan will emcee the
Children’s Hospital’* annual outMinneapolis
ing at XJplifters Club.

Max

f

*

"The Winning

»

•

film.

m

-K; f

Who

<

•

execs

Hunt,

‘

technicians

Kenyon Brown-Don Reynolds exec

*

won last - Mervyn LeRoy vacationing at
atrip
contest
chorus
at
girls’
Palm Spring*.
Casino, tagged to a peeler’s conEsther Williams east to plug
tract on the wheel,
Ahoy,”
Mary Kreig Cain, Baron Elliott’s "Skirt*
Don
McElwMnes celebrated their
ex-vocalist, up from Washington
34th wedding aput
husband** a navy officer— to be
Frank Sinatra and Ava Gardner
with her ailing mother.
returned front Hawaii.
Rita Hayworth returned from
herJMexican vacation,
Berfin
Donald O’Connor celebrating his
By Vincent Lane
25th year in show biz.
Kirsten Flagstad In Berlin to
Pat O’Brien in town after an
tour,
give concerts- with City Opera eight-city
orch. Georges Sebastian will conJohn Ford In town after a Gov**
duct.
eminent mission abroad.
Boston Symphony Orch schedWild BUI Elliott resumed hi* rouled to play here May 15 will do deo tour in Albuquerque.

Stewart; Anthony Mann, director,
and William Mellor, camera.
Pianist Ken Lane interested in
Gotham visit on bis, seeing plays buying a place here. He’s accomand concert artists.
panied Sinatra, Clark Dennis, and
M-G's production unit of "I Love now Kay Starr in thejr Reno enMelvin’’ started- arriving yesterday gagements.
Truckee River on the rise but
(Tues.) from the Coast to shoot
far no flood danger. CBS’
locales. They will be. followed next so
forced to make emergency in Mike Frankovitch’s “Decameron
KOLO
Reynolds
and
Debbie
week by
Carleton Carpenter, stars of the arrangements, being on basement Nights,” planed to Spain for localevel. High water is beginning to tions last week, and will be folpic.
lowed by Eliot Makehaitt.
Ann Ronell lectured op film seep into studios.
Vai. Parnell dickering with Armusic Monday (12) at Hunter Colthur Blake- to play a session at the
lege class on history of motion
Palladium after his enLondon
ictures. {She Us£d. first reel of
Chicago
gagement at the Churchill Club,
Plarx Bros.’ "Love Happy" (proat the with salary adjustment the only
opened
Yox”
"Bagels
and
duced by her husband, Lester
obstacle.
Cowan), for^- which, she did the Blackstone Sunday (11).
Arthur Lesser hovering around
music, to illustrate her points.
at the start of "Two on the Aisle.”
John and Roy .Boulting, British
Larry Adler did his first date
producers who will make "Crest of here in two years at Orchestra Hall
Philaddnhia
s
file Wave" for M-G in England, Saturday (10),
-By Jerry Gaghan
here from the Coast yesterday
Tony Curtis doing a personal for
A1 Modell’s Forge Room, in
(Tues.). and plane to London Fri- a day with his "Flesh and Fury”
Chancellor Hall, launches an enday. They have been on Coast con- pic at Oriental.
Monday
ferring with Dore- Schary and other
Sloane tertainment policy next
studio

WB’s

for

Team.”
Becbee

-t

|

Studios with a Greek-Italian cast.
Jacques Deval off to Paris after
supervising production and directing his play, "Ce soir a Samarcade,” at the Kotopouli Theatre,
with Melina Mercouri in starring
role,

American actor Norman Rolland,
Lady Lytton and
Hans Nilsen and Alfred
Lamer in town to take part in
"Prometheus Bound” at the 25th
anni of the Delphe Festival.

chdrepgrapher
actors

Portland, Ore.
By Ray Fcves
Theatre hiz

is off

here with, no

strong product in sight.

Paramount
Hoffman,
Walter
field man, in town for a few days.
George Shearing Quintet played
three

nites

at

McClendons

last

"lee Follies of 1952” inked for
13 days at Portland Ice Arena next

.

month.
Anderson
"Rochester”
Eddie
here to watch his *horse run at
Portland Meadows.
Nielsen Twins in at Clover Club.
Tommy Cauthers joins the band
and Jack Howell entertains In piano lounge.
The Continentals and the Hightowers held for second week at
performs
class.
Robert W. Coyne
Supper Club. Jack MarAmato’s
for
designed
show
night
are
Mrs, Grover Cleveland Alexan- Saturday
to-day activities and policies
shall s«t to follow.
for two days on per- second generation audiences.
mapped by the hoard of directors. der in town
I

I

;

1

w

,
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Jlky. 14,'

70
week returned a .verdict of
500 in an action brought by Bordo^
naro Bros* Theatres, Tnc; vs. War*
Circuit Management,
Tier Bros.
paramount Pictures 'and BKQ Radamages under the
treble
dia, for
last
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Johnston pretty nyich stated the
thesis for updating present expensive and creaking methods in his

Newark Theatre

by

suit

was

.
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is the smallest award written ik a tough.one a
comer, Braft Ale X ahder, in the role
inf*r received in motion picture- a difficult time with it, j- ves v
tbe suave beau, and a young de.Vronski,
as
enough
good
is
It marks the cent
a Buechi, as^ the^girl
a «titrusf litigatioh.
but n
the
antitrust
picture
.
the country, obviously have
om
jfour
0
f
?^
windup
P
otial
Hse of' lighting to_ eat
too little stage experience to consuit5 bf0ughtrin Buffalo during
^
ff
effects is excellent throughout.
vince j n their parts. They appear
oast five years two by the Bordor
”
K/wt*
.
i _
Me20.
jniscast.
"aros^ and two others, i.e., Riyoir
;

%

.

operating Corp. and Dlpson The-

Im

Inc, which resulted, in, non
dismissal,
su it &n(1
suit
and hismi
y.
.P
h respectively,
a tre s

Shadow

(In

of

La Feullle de Vlgne

Krone

Scliatt£n der

Crown)

WB

•

.

I
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It IS the story of the

Swanson;

“The Winning Team,”
Ronald Reagan
•

starring Doris Day,

.

and Frank Lovejoy.
And “The Story of Will Rogers,”
“
j n Technicolor, starring Jane Wyrman an d Will Rogers, Jr.; “She’s
Reason Working Her Way Through Col.

|

small theatreowner is becoming in- pic be denied a license.
’*
creasingly burdensome and unprof- given by the Regents was that the
Technicolor musical with
itable, and It is thought some sort film was “Immoral” and would virtdhia
Mayo. Ronald .Reagan,
of method will have to be found “tend to corrupt morals.”
eventually to get salesmen off the
Court on the same day will also “The Crimson Ptfate” Norma Pro^
road handling such minor accounts. hear arguments on the petition. Hnstlee. We In Te^hnieoS SSL
One suggested way has been mail Appeal was originally made to ring Burt Lancaster; The Mmacle
selling, which Eagle Lion tried a Supreme Court Justice Kenneth S. of Our Lady. ofFatima,
Warner
couple years ago with no spectacu- McAffer.
It was referred to the Color drama with Gilbert Boland,
lar success.
Appellate Division. Regents* rul- and “Springfield Rifle, in Warner
‘Backroom* Operation
ing was handed down on April 13. Color starring Gary Cooper.
Changes in methods of physical
Decision was appealed, and a
distribution offer few legal obsta
committee consisting of Regents
cles, although normal hurdles are w. Kingsland Macy, John F.
presented in human shyness at any man an d Jacob L. Hbltzmann upLink Par-Sale
kind of change in traditional prac- held the film division’s ban.
tices.
Principally entailed here is
Continued from page 4
the end of each company having its
would receive $66 per week, be
own “backroom” operation and
‘La Ronde*
vaults In each’ of 31 or more exgiven an equal voice- in operation
London, May 13.
change' Centres throughout the
British Film Academy, which of the theatre, incur all debts and
country.
chose the French film, “La Ronde,” liabilities and that Blank would
Instead of every- distrib having
as the best picture of the year, not be subject to any liability
Its own
storage, inspection and
presented its award Thursday (8)
therefor.
shipping services In high-priced
to director -Max- Ophuls at cerebusiness areas adjacent to sales ofBlank was also questioned remonies held at the Marble Arch
fices, there’d be one central servTheatre. Event was broadcast by garding circumstances by which he
ice in each territory.
It could be
*
,
the British Broadcasting Corp.
was appointed trustee of his own
located on the outskirts of town
Produced by Sacha Gordine, “La circuit after it was sold to Parawhere property is much cheaper,
Ronde” is based upon a play by
insurance rates much lower and
Arthur Schnitzler. It stars Anton
traffic problems for delivery trucks
Walbrook, Daniele Darrieux, Simuch less.
Each company would still main- mone Simon and Daniel Gelin.
Commercial Pictures is distributtain its own sales offices, but they
Gaguine’s probing brought proing in the U. S.
could be in ordinary downtown oftests from
UPT counsel Duke
fice buildings rather than in exPatrick, who said, “I am getting a
pensive fireproof exchange struclittle tired of these when-did-youtures.
Teletype or other modern
stop-beating-your-wife questions.”
B’klyn Suit
communication could connect them
Under direct examination by
with the shipping setup, which
SSS Continued from page S
Patrick,
Blank testified he sold his
a u
could more efficiently utilize per;
interests in A. H. Blank Theatre
sonnel and space by working joint- When the Peoples Cinema was unCorp.
to Par In 1928 (for approxily for 10 companies than for one.
able to get suitable Hollywood
As in the tailend selling system product ih’ 1937-1940, it’s charged, mately $900,000 in stock) when Par
described above, the physical han- the' theatre resorted to screening shares were paying $4 in dividling could be done by a company first run foreign films and Yiddish fiends. This consideration, plus desire to take life “easy,” he exfor the purpose,
a

We

-inrjrirtUi

Awarded

-

•

1
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^

pictures.

jointly-owned stock company or by
But the art policy was dropped
a pure co-op. Among problems in in 1940, the plaintiffs contend, “begetting it started would be dispos- cause Randforce and Loew’s Theaing of present leases and buildings tres interfered with producers of
owned in fee.
the foreign product to deprive
Way off in the future, and noth- them of films.” Moreover, the coming that the Schwalberg committee plaint states, Randforce compelled
is giving thought to now, is the pos- the Peoples Cinema to cut it in on
sibility of television delivery of a profit-sharing arrangement in conpix. Instead of prints going to va- nection with the foreign pix runs.
rious theatres, houses Would just House then booked whatever dotune in on closed channels and pick mestic films it could get rather
up their feature off the air. It’s than agree to the alleged profit
somewhat Buck Rogcrsish, particu- split.
larly in th* light of the scramble
Buffalo Verdict
for every available bit of channel
Buffalo, May 13.
apace, but is conceivable if the FCC
Jury in U, S. District Court here
ever expands the number of air-

^

•' •' •' •'
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it had
been sold for several Continental
Also before its preem,
there were advance, raps that it was
coarse and very anti-American. - it
definitely is not and is 'sure of a

territories.

—

long run.

Jean Bernard - Luc, who nas
already done business with zutn-

^

*

l

tv,av

'>A

fl

DeglSclier as suitably adapted to tlv sereen. For
Countess dbotek, In two other out- exploitation purposes, f t is a natwell
parts,
are
ural wherever the Kinsey Report
standing
cast..
6
Firm a^ d imaginative direction is known.
t
T .
The play' might have been titled:
Franz pfau dler deserves high
credit as do th^ settings by Felix “How the average prosperous and
Maas.
Smetana.
normal family reacts to the Kinsey
report.”
_
.
It opens on the estate of a Bor*
Klelne Ntederilorf-Oper deaux
wine grower,- the local equiv(Little Niederdorf Opera)
alent of a southern cotton planter.
Zurich, May 2.
He is sort of a despot. With him
Schausplelhaus production of musical
wife,
comedy in three acts by Walter Letch, in live his old father, his own
collaboration
with Werner Duergelln, his married daughter and a son-inMusic by Paul Burkhard. Directed by
son; and an unr
teenage
his
law,
Oskar Waelterlin; sets by Teo Otto; lightto a nice
ing, Walter Gross; musical accompani- married daughter engaged
ment, Burkhard and Rolf Langnese. At young man.
Also a spinster relaSchausplelhaus, Zurich.
and
unattractive
who.. is ’both
With Emil Hegetschweiler, Margrft tive
„
Rainer, Robert Blchler, Arinin SchWeixerr frustrated.
.
What
Ella Bu^chl, Anne-Marie Blanc, Kraft
to
according
Everyohe livCS
Alexander, Traute Carlsen, Hans Meh- .
nniMvitil
et-nnriards.
stanoarag.
considered normal
ringer, Rudolf Waiter, sigfirt Steiner, is
Elsbeth Gmuer, Paul Boesiger, Friedrich This obtains until the brother OI
®raun>
the fiance arrives from the U. S.,
with his American ‘Vife. He is a
Ti1[s iS
far
sea son’s big- scientist full of the Kinsey report,
ft*
gest b.o. hit here. After 50-capacity jj e mfi^es everyone and finds that
e
they must "adjust their
EfSf’ffS?,” „,?v , f
cis
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g^ra rasas sasajss^s
st’s-.rssja.'as
in

June

i
wed, resulting in her ffsnce
beings

.

Despite

outstanding local ^r^^^her^lbedroofti 'f or several
comedy with music davs Tbe neglected woman starts
by Paul Burkhard, whose “Black
with a relative. The boy
Pickerel is presently a hit niusimidd carry on and even
and
ove
r0 e un< er toe
,L,
the old father starts making passes
®.*J
^ iT>> ?
J
title “Fireworks,” has only very
The spinster tries to
at a serv; nt
C a
S
5
forget her frustration by making a
nMb?
appeal lie («
In +St
in
pic- Wiav
the 'iici
tne
use oi
the nK?
ine
of
ni anv fVr th * w
n n grower.
errnwer. However,
wine
turesque and colorful old quarter {~ ^
r « lirrfP(i when it’s dissuccess,

its

this

.

i

trustee.

amount

entangled with a girl in the troupe,
a second-class singer and dancer,

— —

plained, prompted his action. He
later sold stock for approximately

$90 000
’

.

lour years after he sold his mhe related, the circuit went
bankrupt and he was appointed

terests,

Principal creditor was
Publix Enterprises (Par subsid) in

was

<.

K
r

of Zurich called Niederdorf (which,

might be compared ^yith Greenwich Village or Montmartre), as
a background for a simple, popular
’i- songs.
story with simple, popular
The. story involves a young, .girl
.
A
from the country
who had an affair
^ito a seductive, but fickle-minded
crooner from the big city. Having
been deserted by him, she follows
him to Zurich where he works in a
cheap cabaret In Niederdorf, only
to find out that he is romantically

of $1,500,000. Publix
also bankrupt.

•’

Before this play opened,

Sarajevo in 1914,
i tart $ n tr the first world war.
Erilt Frey d i sp i ays a rare gift
^
for character portrayal,
— impersona ting Franz Ferdinand nearly pertouching
most
the
One of
fectly.
scenes is when he awaits the pews
be told
only
to
death
uncle's
oi his
the grand-old man of Schoenbrunn
is well again.

Re-

.........Gladys Gould
.... Paul Vlll*
•

Leroy^Belair

at

,
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mor-

who'll
Gloria

Color 'starring
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en;
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^ig S^.?t..V.^^^^^^V.^7.^7G»rS: A«fr
Brigitte
Dehelly
s^—
.Janlne Wansar

K
Elisabeth Markus
Yvonne LcCario; “About i^^n e *
viima n**iseher
Face,” Technicolor .musical^ with, countess chotek
BrackEddie
Gordon MacBae* ahff
.This play carries tetrifle emo“Carson City,” ‘WarnerColor

Natural.

‘

r

and

-
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.Karlheinz

Otto;
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Directed by
Stars Jac«iue> DumesnU.
Pierre pux. .Set by. Suxanne Raymond.
At Theatre de la M*delpifie. Paris.

Fi»Voguc

Francisco
production starring Joel

••

‘May

1.
Paris,
u
Bj?ule production. ..of comedy
(three acts* one set) by Jean Bernard-Luc.
,

.

Andre

rected by Fi;anx Pfaudler. Settings by
Felix Smetana. At Buerger Theatre
Erich Nflcowitx

Sale* Meel

(The Fir Leaf)

'

Vienna, April 29.
Josefstadt Theatre production of drama
Diin. seven scenes by H*it« Naderer.
-

j[

&

^
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business, but giving its.
Cooper, v imMagistrate
tailend selling over to some sort poU nded tbe picture and arrested
Latter could
of joint organization
fhe thrce employees;
be a company specially set up for
the purpose, with all the participatJurist* to See ‘L* Bonde’
ing distribs possibly, owning its
Albany, May 13.
Or it could be a straight
stock.
Private screening of the French
co-op of the companies, with the
“La Bonde” will be held
antitrust laws a governing factor on picture
*
tomorrow (Wed.) for Appellate
the final setup.
There are dozens of difficulties Division jurists in. connection with
in the way of setting up such a the petition of ’Commercial Pic,
system, both legal and traditional, tures, distributors of the film, for
but distribs are anxious to find an annulment of the New York State
answer. The problem of selling the Board of Regents’ ruling that the

^

wa-
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.

™

.moments as Anna,

..

Recovery
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be modern and up-to-date must ex- customs of the Latuko tribe ift
It was made
plore for itself. The goal of this £jqUa t ori a i Africa.
effort is to get film to the theatres by Edgar M. Queeny, chairman of
in the best and cheapest way.
the board of Monsanto. Chemical
rh«*rA urA
ooints of attack on CO
p n and v<uc
aimwn in
9.(iii
are two points
There
in zoo
has ha«n
been shown
the problem. One is the actual sell- communities in the far west and
their
is
ing of pix and the °ther
m idwes t, as well as at the Museum.
physical, distribution. Since the It was recently banned in New
first is, .fraught: with dangers of York. The natives are shown partly
antitrust conspiracy, which prevent or completely unclad,
much in the way of cooperative acyji m was fb-st shown "at the
tion, mote attention over the years Newsreel Theatre on Friday (9)
has been given to the second,
The first shdv was
morning.
As for , selling, there Has been v ewed by Captain Lawrence and,
*ome thought 6i each company han- tw0 po R C ewomeh, The three re•dlmg its own circuit and important .^urned at xi:30 a.m. with a warrant

employed

J

plaintiffs,

Changing contest the police action if the
found the picture indecent.
patterns of demand, transportation panels
P
dislocated
the
According to Hood, those viewand population have
accustomed patterns For thesake tng the picture at the screenings
of economy and of^better servide, were unanimous in that “the poUee Hod.-

first-run

You CanT

-sr*-

I

should be streamlined.

.

£

•

•

.

He said: “The traditional
report.
machinery of the industry for distribution of film in this country
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languishing tango, “If
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«tr
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the’ second brought
s
the first having been
which goes sour, and, she Mils
{
widc popularity! The
cover herself.
tried here in January,
score is not quite up to the same
;0
s
Septem^o
up
in. Tolstois a^ount^
period
Atma,
six-year
a
n
j g
composer s ‘'Black Pickerel,” which
story
of
figure
i?^ver-[the v''-*-—dominating,
’*—*> --aand respiting **“
xjr*g, jiuvi
seV eral fJLLU songs.
sonps .
tocltuded oevexiu
b
per,
er> 1946,
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OV rti 11c t n v, -mciuueu
Preset action but not-as.h«e-tp the exclusion
performance, w.itk a big
diet for $28,500.
e^e. -to tte Rouleau
<*v«S«s.to thS
for 18-month period from end of everyone
of version, wenttw
heavily with the audi0 f fest case to the inauguration
<=-, caSt < scores
^of °cirC
a^
Olean, when actually as much
bidding- in Olian,
^mnetitive
JL' ence Oskar WaelterJin, managing
“tittvc bldd^gln
the
Scbauspielhaus, perof,
director
conspiracy
the
asserts
plaintiff
aTothers sonauv
and----cea sed.
alone excepted—are
husband
—the
the
P
„
„
Trial consumed two weeks, much merely, phantoms ljaunting the real Ni derdorf perfectly! with exf
r
the
v»<=
icms
uxigauuu background.,,
Rouleau tells
devoted* to.litigation
background.^ -.nouieau
pf
from
-Teo Otto’s
support
y. which was devotecr
t suppoVt
Otto’s
cellent'
cellen
with
starting wl
of U. S. vs. story in film style, ^*™>g
of case of
effect.,of
nver the effect
Lover
tw0 sets,, which successfully repronasn i
Anna’ss suicide and then hashing
Parnmnnnt.' and more particularly Anna
Paramount,
duce the authentic atmosphere of
life. If this
her
of
scenes
the
to
in
judgment
back
Town. Tfie" cas
cast is
Zuricb' s did ^
the effect of the
one,
late
al- is. a film bid, it is a
porhighlighted; by several fine purfirst BordonarO case upon the
three
filmed
been
having
enina
trayalSt best- of which are delivered
conspiracy during the latter
leged
g
the
as
underMargrit^Bainer
deliberate
b
after
jury*
he
T
p e riod
plris ver-i' /
P
ra lte Carls
a verdict
i n g five hours returned
^ qo-so best performance
-J i
^u,. same pro-rated basis as the 1 «
GleSdd Ouw aftte hus°
award for the former six-year pe-. g
jg c6l ‘tugagne has some. ^**Va S ant d'etS5iiin2d to Stfb*

The

upplttg their gross bir, »nd that
exhibltors^ should be just as anxn probabTV coming, it 11
Iaiir »c the releasing companies to with more
decline. They are_ thus .attackly
find less costly methods of selling
problem from the other end
and handUng pix. If the distribu- ing the
decreasing costs »nd b r n *“?
tors can lengthen the narrow profit
them in line with potential revwhich they are now
be in beb* enue. Obviously, laying off a bookthev’il
y
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y
therf is no
fldl er
!
i
5 sft5
nn va»S
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•
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with her fiance.
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5
is equally
ristcr,
married
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ahd eventually finds a new romance her
from theatres formerly iix the with
The men are
wifh a
» shy
chv young mechanician
m^hnnimiin in
in cast*
Blank chain and acquired a stock Niederdorf who is deeply in love Thanks to Dux’s direction, the Plaj
o
for $25,000 under an arrangement with her.
moves swiftly and gets plenty
which required that, if necessary,
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WILLIAM VOX
1920s as publicist for Nicholas and
Schenck.. at
William Fox, 73, motion picture Joseph
Palisades
Dioneer and founder-*! Fox films Amusement. Park, N. J„ in the
summer
died
Theatres,
ip.
New
(which
they owned until
and Fox
the mid ’30s and sold to the RosenYork, May 8,
Further details; in Picture sec- thal Bros, in 1935) and for Loew’s
Theatres
publicity
department
tion.
during the winter. With the buildHAYS
RICHARD
ing of WHN, N. Y, (now WMGM),
Richard E. Hays, 70? retired mu- he became a radio announcer and
-critic for the Seattle commentator.
During his tenure,
sic and drama
Times, died in Seattle. May 9.. he originated what later grew into
Hays, who joined the Times staff the Major Bo.ves Original AmaHe later was contactin 1917 after nine years as marine teur Hour.
editor of the Tacoma Ledger, be- man for Metro's publicity departcame drama editor in 1919 and ment, personal rep for Frank Sinaserved in that capacity for the rest tra, and a director- of a chain of
radio stations.
of his careeV except for a brief midwestem
Recently he had been a freelance
stint as city editor fn 193ft
Hays was- one of the best known radio and TV writer, and had. been
figures on film and theatre. 'row. employed in the Earle Ferris Co.,
When he retired, exhibitor?, ex- radio publicity outfit.
change managers and others in the
His wife and daughter survive.
industry sponsored a banquet in
Just. last Week, the
LULU VASS
his honor.
Lnju Vass (Mrs. Curtis Burnley
Seattle Free -Lancers, an organization of professional’, writers,' had Railing), 75, former stage, screen
made Hays, its first honorary memr and radio actress, died in Haverher.
straw, N. Y., May 6.
Miss Vass
Hpys was bom in Haysvllle, .began her career as a child imKan., a town named, after his personator. -..She originated' thefather. When the stars of that day, character of Mammy Lou in the
played Wichita bn four; H4ys was Vass Family radio shows:
one of the program boys;
He
In 1936, she played on Broadway

May 5

in that
•brothers survive;

burlesque comedian, died recently,
in Baldwin, L.I. For many years
Coyne was principal comic with the
Columbia Wheel. He appeared with.
Harry Hastings’ Productions for
more’ than 15 seasons and later was
associated
with
Max Spiegel's
shows and the Lewis 8c Gordon
vaude act, “Thank You, Doctor.”
He had been working for g Long

company

Knetle Kelley, British Broadcasting Corp. conductor of early
Continue* from p*i« %
Hill
days,, and one-time
lefcder of BBC Variety orch, died with the
score of “Victory at Sea,”
in Eastbourne, Scotland, May 3.
NBC television series for the Navy,

since

his retirement from show biz several years ggo r
Surviving are his wife, Florence,
one. of the original Tiller Girls of

J.

in

Australia v

later
J. Arthur
to the time

*

volent Society, the* Australian Cinema Pioneers’ Club, and was a. past
president of Sydney Legacy.
Survived by three daughters.

’

ELIZABETH ROBINS

in

Fond Remembrance

May

He pen name

8.

actress-

England,

was. C. E.

Raimond.
As an actress she .was known
principally for-her roles in Henrik
Ibsen dramas. Her books include
“George Mandeville's Husband”
“The New Moon,” “Below the
Salt” and “The Open Question
all written before 1900.
“Both
Sides of the Curtain" was written

-

'

<

in 1940.

STEIN

H.
CO-FOUNDER OF

.

•

BERNARD BRINK

Murphy,

ington, Ky., opposite- Cincinnati,
killed May 10 when an auto
crashed into his. car,. Causing, the
deaths of three others;
Survived by wife and sod,
Jimmy, owner of the* 'cafe, two
sisters and two brothers.

Albert

was

MAY

1943

14,

technician

Bernard Brink, 67, manager of Houston, died
the Lookout House nitery in Cov-

M.C.A.

*

»

is

She

who

*

He was a founder Of the British
Cinema Benevolent Fund, the New
South Wales Film Industry Bene*-

Elizabeth Robins, 86,
novelist, died in Brighton,

9.

The two are said to be in no
hurry on the project, not only because
they like to taka their time
52, screen actor and
stuntman, died of a heart attack with their creations, but because
May 5o in Yuma, Ariz., where he Mary Martin, reportedly in mind
was on location with Warners’ for a leading role, is currently
“Desert Song" troupe.
starring in the London edition of
their “South Pacific” and will preMrs. Telma Gaza, 29, showgirl sumably not be available” uhtjl the
and former vocalist with the Ted fall of 1953; Rodgers $ HammerLewis orch, was found dead in her stein will produce/ the new show
apartment in Quincy, Mass., May 9. themselves, as. they did with their
“King and I," currently in its 6fith
Wife, 73, of William I. Galbraith,' week on Broadway,
former New r ork theatre mana*
The new venture, will be the see-*
ger, died in Amityville, L. I.,
ond original for ,the iram. Their
May 6.
previous one, “Allegro;” was proMr*. Madge Herman, 58, wife of duced by the Theatre Guild and
vaudevillian A1 Herman and for?* is their only creative- effort that
Their clicks
merly on the stage, died May. 9 failed to pay off.
have included “Oklahoma,” based
in Hollywood.
on Lynn Rlfgp’ play, “Green Grow
Joseph M. Farrell, 61, assistant the Lilacs,” and’ produced by th*
manager of the Waldorf-Astoria Guild;. “Carousel," based oft !MolHotel, N. Y., died May 3 in New nar’s “LUiom"* and -also produced
York.
by the Guild; and. “South Pacific;”
based on James, Michener’s “Tales
Louis K. Harper. Jr,, 61, tech- of the South Pacific,” •produced in
nician in the- film industry for 37 partnership with Joshua'
Login
years, died May 4 in Hollywood.
(who collaborated with Hammettstein on {he book) and Lelaiid
Max Lachmuth, 76, retired mem“S. P./’ still cleaning
ber of the* Philadelphia Orchestra, Hayward.
up, is in its 161st week on Broaddied May 9 in Philadelphia.
way and lOtth Week on tour.
Father, 75, of Thomas Robert

of his retirement about two" years
ago.

.

In the fall. -When the book
finished, Hammerstein will turn
to the lyrics, for which Rodgers
will then supply the music.

due

ticket

60,

K

Sydney May 3, For over 20* years
he was the representative' of Gau-

Rank Organization up

sister,

f

WILLIAMSON

becoming rep of the

May

was partner with her

Joe Smith,

Alad J. Williamson, pioneer of
the British film industry, died in
mont-British

Arnes C. Gurney,
broker, died in Chicago

survives her, in the United theatre
ticket office.
*
--i - m

England, and a daughter.

ALAN

Two-, other

city.;

Savoy

*

Island real estate

.

May

KPRC,

at

4 in Houston.

Lallb'erte,

70,

pianist-

May

arranger, died In Montreal,

Continue*- from p«*f
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any

noticeable 'inroads.

1

Except
.

Probe Networks

«

—

readings.

however, is only a minott factor
Continued from page 1
contributing to the good biz. With
a handful of properties riding the the government maintaining
credit
er and ex-bandleader, died May 5 commercial channels. The package
in Cleveland. „ He; had played a boys, too, have been ' lamenting controls, there has been ho exlong engagement in Hotel Cleve- their* fate, with the, networks mak- tremes in spending, leaving a
land’s Bronze Room", doubling- at ing more and more
inroads In their healthy portion of the weekly pay?'
Cleveland Athletic Clvib, and sevdealings with agencies or direct check
for entertainment purposes.
eral niteries.
negotiations with the client.
He disbanded his unit a number
With industrial plants operating
House Package Plethora
of years ago.
at
peak
levels because, "of defense
- Practically all the major shows
on the NBC and CBS video rosters orders, the, employment situation
LITTLE BCfZO
Little Bozo (ne John F. Pizza), today are houSe-pwned properties. is highly satisfactory. In addition,
45, midget clown, died of a heart NBC’s “Show of Shows,” “Colgate there has been a considerable inailment in Los Angeles May- 9.
Comedy Hour,” “All-Star Revue” flux of capital” for the- developHe had appeared with the Ring- -r-this is the NBC formula parlayed ment of newly*discovered
oil propling Bros, and Bamum & Bailey into’, riches, which shuts out the
erties
in
western Canada and
and A1 Barnes* circuses. He had packagers and agencies (except for
nickel mines* in Ontario, resulting
also been in several films, includ- the commercial blurbs)
and that's in the building of new communities.
ing “Sign of the Cross” and the way. NBC wants it.
Furthermore, the Canadian govern“Freaks.”
Similarly, “I Loye Lucy,” “Our ment has- eased up on its immigraMiss
Brooks,”
Irma,”
“My
Friend
tion lkws and displaced persons
HELEN GUEST
Arthur
Godfrey
multiple and others from western Europe
Helen Guest, former legit ac- the
spread,
of
the
Town”
“Toast
have been. coming- in to the countress, died in New York, May 8.
She appeared in companies of these are but a few of the CBS try at an accelerated pace.
“owned and operated” properties
Charles Frohman.
that dominate the Columbia airA sister survives..

screen credits

Louts Schenck, 82, brother of
Loew's, Inc.- president, Nicholas M.
Schenck; Joseph M. Schenck, 20thFox board "chairman; Sarah Berger
and Anna Nayfack, died’ in New
York, May 6. Also surviving are
two sons, Marvin H. Schenck,
Loew’s veepee, and Dr. Samuel B.
Schenck.

newspaper career as a in “Brother Rat."
She also apon the Wichita Eagle, and peared,in character sketches at the
later became dlty editor qf that same theatre, the Biltmore, on
paper.
Sunday evenings. Later that year
Hays was also a pianist and she was heard on programs of the
composed music as a "hobby. In British Broadcasting Co. From
his early days in Seattle he wrote 1941 to 1946, she appeared in films*
the music for a show which toured produced by Universal.
the Pantages- circuit.
Surviving are a daughter, a
Survived by his wife.
brother and a sister.

started his
critic

VICTOR BARNOWSKY

CANADA LEE

Victor Bamowsky, 76, former
Canada Lee (ne Leonard Lionel
Caneggta), 45, Negro legit producer-director and theatre
stage and screen actor, died of a manager in Berlin, died May 8 in
At one time he opheart attack iq New York May, 8. New York.
He also had -been an orch leader, erated five Berlin theatres.
He presented the works of
•jockey and boxer and had appeared
Shakespeare, Henrik Ibsen, Berin TV and radio shows.
His last film appearance was in nard' Shaw, August Strindberg,
“Cry, The Beloved Country," which Gerhart ^Hauptmann. and Frank
He also produced
was filmed, in Africa? and he was Wedekind,
scheduled to leave for Italy’ at the Georg Buechner’* “Wozzeck.” He
end of May for another film. He left Germany in 1933, living in
had appeared at. the Village Van- several European countries before
guard, Greenwich Village nitery, coming to the U, S. in 1937. He
Cornelius

!

did

film script rewriting in Hollymonth in a series of dramatic
wood for a, time and later taught
Lee scored his biggest success on drama at Fordham U. and Hunter
Broadway in 1941 in the dramatiza- College; N. Y. He fettled last year.
tion of “Native Son." He. played in
LEONARD R. JOHNSTONE
the
Theatre Union revival of
Leohard R. 'Johnstone, .radio
Stevedore" and the Federal TJhepioneer,
died in Halifax, N. S.,
jitres Negro production of “Macbeth,
He also appeared on Broadway in “The Duchess of Malfi” and
The Tempest.". Among his other
la Manorlaii #f

last

.

Were "‘Lifeboat" and

"EDWARD WHITE

Edward White,

MORRIS GESf

’

,

49, pianist,

sing-*-

i

"

J
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—

.

—
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MARRIAGES

•What disturbs the D. C, “askInes Solitf Saporta to NOrbert
ance” boys Is the fact that the Alien Auerbach, Paris, May 8. He's
trend toward monopolizing the tal- with Columbia Pictures’ Paris ofent, as well as shows, is on the fice, and son of film producer Joascendancy. Vested with these val- sef Auerbach.
uable personality and programFlevur All Khan to Paul Valenming entities, the networks are in tine, Jersey City, N. J.; May 6.
the- position to proffer their better

Groom

is

a stage and screen thesp.

time segments to those clients who
Jackie Dorn to ’Boris Yakovleff,
Will also buy their shows. It. Isn’t Chicago, April ,26.
Bride is proNicholas S. Kronyak, 74, chief
easy today to bring aft outside duction assistant on NBC-TV’s
Mo, H, 1,4*
of electrical maintenance at the
property
the
into
network.
Not
if “Hawkins
in
Chicago;
Falls”
Music Hall, N: Y., since it opened
you want desirable time.
SIMM* Cast
groom Is a commercial film pro19 years ago, died in Passaic, N. J.,.
ducer,
May 12. Before the Music Hall
Lois Braun to Thomas- J> Kenpost, he had served 10 years in a
WNEW- N./Y?"*
nedy, New York, -May 11.. Bride is
Johnstone Was Guglielmo similar capacity at the Winter GarMay
6.
Surviving are .his wife, a son, Marconi's radio operator in- the den, N. Y.
program assistant with NBOTV.
Vincent, an actor,- and a latter's early trans-Atlantic wireContinued from pace 1 T'"
Dr. Harry G. Thomas, 82, father
less experiments. When a station
was installed at Glace Bay, N. S., of Lowell Thomas, radio com- walks off with a reasonable' amount
FRANCIS Li HARLEY
he handled the first trans-Atlantic mentator, author and" explorer, of coin.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Kudelko,
Concerning the past
Francis L. Harley 57, vice-presi
He managed the died in New York, May 6. In ad- Broadway season, said .Hornblow,
radio message?
daughter, Chicago, May 5. Father
afht of 20th-Fox
International Marconi radio station there and in dition to his son, a daughter and seven shows have been definitely is a Chi CBS soynd effects techdied in New
nician.
York, May 10. Hi Sidney," N. S., ahd the Dartmouth two grandchildren survive, one of established
as hits out of the ap- * Mr, and Mrs. James Lawrence,
5®® n with Fox for 26 years station from 1926 until it closed the latter being photographerT
proximately 50 presented.
*n
son, New York, May 3. Mother is
in 1942. During* World War II he writer Lowell Thomas, Jr.
,f®36, 20thi named him manag
director for Great Britain. Tei worked 'for Press Wireless in Los
In book publishing, observed Carol Skydell, formerly of. “Tales
years later, he. became
Fred C. Anderson, .56, who Hornblow, it’s clear that the, same of Tomorrow" TV production staff;
'the com Angeles. He retired’ in 1945.
s mai*aging director
daughters' and played with Tom Kiefer’s orch for titles appear bn the bestseller lists father is export traffic manager
are
two
Surviving
Eu
for
0
years at Proctor’s Theatre, Troy, over, .perhaps, a .six-month span. of Cinefot International Corp.
Scandinavia and the Neai a son.Last with
N. Y., during the- vaude era, died His conclusion from this is that the
Capt. and Mrs. Dennis Lilley*
headquarter* in Paris
ater that year
May 6 in that city. His mother great balance of other published man, son, Woolrich, Ehgland,
he returned to thi
RICHARD EICHBERG
t>
and a brother survive.
April 25. Mother is TrisS Henderto a 55ume the, position o]
German
Eichberg,
only
64,
be
moderately
sucRichard
works
can
vU
„
,
son, of the former British act, the
toteriiatlonal depart
Im director, died May 8. in Muncessful or a commercial failure.
nient°^
Henderson Twins.
Harry O. LaPlante, 42, former
h.
He emigrated to the U. S. manager
There’s no way of gauging radio
dance
Grove
Pine
of
the
Dr, and Mrs. Alfred Mekelburg,
World Wars hi
if ore World War II but returned
ed with the
pavilion, Claremont, N. EU and for and television in the absence of a son, Hollywood, May 8, Mother is
American
Ambu
*ago.
years
three
Germany
l_5y
Horncirculation
manany
kind.
boxoffice
of
But
years
past
former Frances Stearns; TV
the
C
the
10
s ** ,$r«**ce.
He re
He first came to the attention ager of the Claremont Daily Eagle, blow asserts if comparisons could actress.
e
American pic audience* in 1928
lowing 4r .fro** de Guerre fol
iowing
2.
May
Claremont
Mr.
in
died
pix
and Mrs. Stanley Durwood,
that
it’s
a
made
safe
bet
be
World War I.
starring
>r his work on “Song,”
ms
son, May 7, Kansas City. Father is
e *nd a’ daughter .survive
would come out on top.
nna. May .Wong. The next year,
property
Murphy,
Norman
59,
and
general manager of the
v.p.
1
mm
Wong
Producer made it clear that it
ichberg directed Miss
Durwopd theatre circuit In Mismaster at Royal Alexandra, ^ToronWasted Land,’.' produced by Britwas not his intention to downbeat souri and Kansas,
CHARLES
p OTM FERRY
to, for nearly 20 years, died In that
made
also
He
c h*ries, 56, veteran thea
He simply
the other art f ortns.
h International.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Mills, son,
trp
city, May 6.
^dio and motion pic publicist
ich films as “Queen of the UnSurvived by wife and three sons. wants to stress that Hollywood pro- May 12, New York. Father is prodead in his suite at tin
erworld," “My. Life Is At Stake
ducers collectively are turning out fessipnal manager of Mills Music
hS
el edere N Y.,
ad “The Whirl of Life."
M*y «^ Ap
Dailnt? y
Joseph Levin, 65, former owner a good average of clicksVbut the and son of Irving Mills*; publishing
he had suffered a hear
with his late brother,' Gene, of the film capital -remains as the main firm’s v.p. It’s the latter’s 12th
THOMAS S. COYNE
previous. Sunday 14).
grandchild.
nitery, Akron, died .target of public’ criticism.
harles began his
Thomas S. Coyne, 76, former .Wagon Wheel
career in thi

Body and Soul."
After several years as a jockey,
Lee turned to the zing and fought
biore than 200 professional bout's,
of which he lost only
25. He later
led a jazz band
ahd at one time
lotkw show on

"

for a. few border cities, there 1s no
video in Canada. The lack of tele,
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Legit season Just ending has ex-

,

cited the N. X* drama critics—but
Most; members of the
in reverse*
N. Y.. Drama Critics Circle,

.

whom

Variety polled for their reaction
to the 1951-52 season, cast a jaundiced' eye on what' they called the
worst season in years, then un-

Via Coke

AM-TV
May

Hollywood,

20.

Radio-television deal is reported
leashed some chpice wordage on near closing by Bing Crosby for
Critics
sponsorship next seaCoca-Cola
.inyolved.
actors
the various.!
belabored high, costs, talent, play- son. GrOaner balked at the drink
"
them)
original
pitch for 10 tele
of
firm’s
lack
rights lor the
X NTA and (in- A couple of cases) shows next season to supplement
his radio schedule, so a comprothemselves.*
“over- mise was worked out whereby
included
beefs
1 'Other
heated theatres'' ill >infer,” which Crosby would do. six tele shows on
the Herald tribune’s Walter F. film in addition to his weekly
Kerr found “more suffocating than radio.
To fill out the weekly TV schedthe plays”; Ethel (Journal of 'Commerce) Colby's complaint of “too ule, Andre Kostelanetz would present
a straight musical show with
iriany revivals, nolfe especially distinguished, except perhaps ‘Com guest singers.
Wall St. Jourslant Wife’”;
Un-American
Activities
House
'Cooke likewise
nal’s Richard
Committee. The others are accused
lamenting “not enough original
one
time
other
been
or
of
having
at
Features’
scripts”;,
Kin g
ahd
members of organizations rated as
George Jean Nathan also advising
or
fronts,
otherwise
Communist
'there were milch better play
acted in a manner linked to. leftist
scripts available."
activity.
“If it hadn’t been for the t reA font of information, according
Brooklyn
vivals,”-' declared
the
to the dossiers, was the report by
Eagle’s Louis Sheaffer, “the season
California Senate's factfinding
the
would have beeti d complete bust.
'

,

’

’

•

.
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Disk Guarantees

'

-

'

‘Ziegfeld Follies’ Offer

Max Liebman, producer-director
of TV’s weekly “Show of Shows,"
Is
considering an offer by the
Shuberts to produce the ’“Ziegfeld
Follies" on Broadway next season.
“My initial allegiance. Is to NBC/’
Liebman stated this week when
contacted bn the report of a> pos-

Lanza Deal

Revivals,' of Course; are a vital, in- .

part of 'any healthy
(Continued on page 56)

i

dispensable

•

in Fiz

committee on un-American activiby its head, Jack Tenney.

ties

Studios are acting individually
Indicating an end of an era as
in having their employees, or those
far as heavy guarantees for disk
were involved in pictures
who
artists are concerned, negotiations
shooting or about to be released,
Victor and Mario
between
charges* It’s asked that
answer
Lanza for a new recording pact
'

:

RCA

broke down

last .week over Victor's

(Continued on page 2)

refusal to grant the tenor’s guaranLanza asked for a
tee demands.
$200,000 minimum payment over
the five-year term covering the pro‘

Bob Hope this week negotiated a
separate deal with NBC whereby
*,

.

jected'

new

Although Lanza has been one of
their best sellers in the last couple
of years, RCA execs are wary of
saddling their artists’ payroll with
guarantees which represent a gamble on the singer’s future earnings.
Victor 'has offered Lanza, whose
pact recently Tan out, an additional
Ute cross-the-board strip for Video. five-year deal with a 10% royalty
It will not be available for sponsor(Continued on page 61)

comic will become a radio-TV
commentator during' the Republican and Democratic conventions
in Chicago in July.
Hope will do a five-minute daily
network .radio Commentary, a la
Will Rogers, and another five-min-

the

.

.

;

Pacting of

Hope accents

petitive politico

the com-

sweepstakes among

the networks, which are going in
for. namfr personalities for auxiliary
coverage of the conventions this
year. Just as in the past, person-

urday night Budweiscr-sponsored
cycle.

*

.

Revue" show.
At stake, too, is the continued
Budweiser sponsorship coin* Brewery has a new contract coming up
•

for an. alternate- week sponsorship,
in place of the weekly pickup of
the past three years, but unless
Murray and CBS come to an agreement, it’s considered doubtful that
Budweiser will re-enter the sponsor sweepstakes;
Top political experts, now trainMurray 'says that the network
ing all their energies on the con: wants to commit him to program
ventions coming up in July, will be
(Continued on page 63)
anxiously watching results of television’s participation to determine
whether they might have to revise
drastically all the circus and ballyhoo aspects of the' nation’s political
scene.
It’s already been proved that TV,

Judy’s 8-a-ffeek

.

deal.

**

In view of the fact that Murray,
during his three years as star* of
the show, has established himself
as one of TV'S peytna nent fixtures,
with a habit-forming audience that
spiraled the program Into the ratsible Shubert tieup.
“And .pro- ing bigtime, tbe bltfwUp comb? as
ducing ’$how of Shows’ is a full- a stunning shock. CBS .acknowl-.
time job. I T&on’t do ’Follies’ if I edged that ‘‘'as Of now it’s all off "
feel that it would interfere with the and admitted that- it Was "making
other plans ,.for Saturday, night.”
TV revue.”
Liebman and Lee * Shubert met It’s considered likely that NBC will
yesterday (Tues.) to discuss the move in in a bid to negotiate a
possibility of a co-production. The deal With Murray, in vipw of previShuberts have the leasing rights to ous talks the web has had with the
comic-emcee and in view of. Murthe “Ziegfeld Fbllies” title.
ray’s click in the Saturday time,
in which he has almost consistently’
outraged the Opposition “All Star

Near End as RCA,

.

CENTS

'

'

;

*

..and CBS-TV this
all negotiations, after failure to' agree pn terms of a
new contract, and as of the mo-*
ment Murray becomes a free agent,
upon conclusion: of his present {Sat-

Deal American

Legion.
Around 200
names are on. the Legion list,
many of top importance to Indus?
try. Studios are" also getting noncommital letters In the effect that
the Legion is merely furnishing
the studios with information it has
on certain film people.
Letter from the Legion, signed
by James F„ O’Neil, director of
publications, does not ask the
studios to do anything specific
about the list*
Nor does the
Legion ask persons on the list to
send replies 'or statement's to the
Of the 300-odd
Legion itself.
names on the list, only two persons
were ever subpoenaed by the

"

>

Ken Murray
week broke off

Hollywood, May. 20.

All major film studios are checking loyalties of their employees
against dossiers furnished by the

25

National Tour?

through its Inherent intimacy and
probing eye, can show .voters
Judy Garland is expected to tour
whether a candidate. Is phony or
sincere in his campaigning. This nationally as star of an eight-aCleveland, May 20.
Operators of super-market? will year, with video bringing the con- week variety show this fall. It’s
use more Hollywood and Broadway ventions directly into soine 18,000,- anticipated that* after a summer’s
glamour in preeming their new 000 living rooms across the coun- rest, she'll open late September or
stores during next year, it was of- try, politicos wonder whether such early October on a jaunt that will
(Continued on page 61)
(Continued on page 61)
ficially Indicated during the Super
Market Institute’s 15th annual
week.
last
here
convention
BABY-SITTER ‘MUST’ IN
Appearances of film stars, hilljukebox
hotshot
bands,
billy
and Broadway, musical
singers
BEL
marWhen Barbara Bel Geddes guests shows at debuts of big food
.

GEDDES BARN PACT

In exploitation and
“Moon Is Blue’’ this summer at kets pay off
like
Gracie Allen were in
Cod good-will results, members were
mred by newspaper syndicates to Richard Aldrich’s two Cape will told by Jack Stone, director of admanagement
write convention .Columns, TV is strawhats, the
her six- vertising for Furr's Super Markets
plaiting a bid to provide the same provide a baby-sitter for
As far as in Lubbock, Tex.
daughter,
year-old
supplemental^ features.
Entertainment budgets running
of
instance
known, it’s the first
up to $50,000 for such preems in
such a stipulation being included
respect, are' good investments,
that
in a player’s contract. Incidentally,
he said, in relating how Texas
the deal also calls for the actress
grocery
marketing centres have
to have sole' star billing.
profitably capitalized on Hollywood
Miss Bel Geddes, currently copreems.
in
glamour
a new facet of network talent starring in the F. Hugh Herbert
Following Stone’s advice, offiraiding,
NBCt-TY .was. reported comedy- at the Henry Miller, N. Y.,
a hefty
•" ls Wee k.to be trying to woo Bish- will make the barn appearances cials of convention spent
wad of Tong green on entertainers
op Fulton J, Sheen
away from the with her husband, stage manager for the five-day n^t* Daily shows
rival DuMont
web, NBC is said, Windsor Lewis, as leading man. at civic 'auditorium were headlined
the
jo have offered
$50,000, During her vacation from
by Danny Thomas, Morton Downey,
w be turned oyertheto bishop
Whatever cjhar- Broadway edition of the show Victor Borge, Sally Rand, Ted
|ty he
designates, but thd bid was she’ll also- do a guester at Lewis
Lewis’ troupe (minus the ill bandTheatre,
turned down.
Hood
Robin
strawhat, the
singers,
Sheen reportedly told NBC that Arden, Del. But she’ll have to hire master) and two Met Opera
Eugene Conley and Lois Hunt.
there.
her own baby-sitter
(Continued on nasfe 55)
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MISCELLANY

eastern f
Boards of the five
branches of Associated Actors &
in
N. Y.
Artistes of America met
Monday afternoon and Yesterday

Washington, May 20.
Three more Hollywood writers
admitted former. Communist affili-

<

morning

(Tues.)

u labor relations

specialists of Cornell IT, and U, of
California at Los Angeles unfolded

merger.

some matters raised in the current
confabs will be incorporated into
the final document, which the Cor-

.

Warns

of Importance

ation yesterday (Mon.) and today
1
in testimony before the House Unanswers be objective, be couched American Activities Committee
in terms that can be made public They were’ Clifford Odets, Broadif necessary.
way playwright and screenwriterBossiers B ©tailed
Stanley Roberts, presently emDossiers are remarkable in de- ployed by the Stanley Kramer
tail.
Those on the Legion list are unit at Columbia, and Isobel Lenconfronted with even obscure inci- nart, Metro screenwriter. Roberts
dents and accusations relating to and. Miss Lennart revealed the
members of their families or per- names of former associates in parEach ty activities and described the
sons of similar names.
studio, in acting individually, is working _ of party machinery in
going about getting answers from Hollywood* Odets had revealed
those employees on the list in own some names yesterday.
Continue* from, pare

;

for talent union
Plan will be unwrapped
one-night stands in Europe and Isto 4A’s board members In Chi torael and wind up as a spectator at
morrow (Thurs.) and on the Coast, he Olympic Games In Helsinki.
tentatively, Monday (26).
Between one-nighters he will en-.
Blueprint, running to 42 pages, is tertain at a number of TT. S; miliprofs’”
''college
the
as
not viewed
try and naval posts over there.
definitive recommendation. It took
two sessions of questioning to examine some of the. aspects, and

blueprint

their

Probes

Pix
Hollywood, May 20..
Boh Hope’s summer vacation
from film-making will be more
work than play, Starting late in
July, the comic witi do a series of
.

CHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
SHOW OF SHOWS"

manner.'
Both Miss, Lennart and
At 20th-Fox, those named by the wer£ warmly thanked by Roberts
chairman
Legion have received personal let- John Wood, D.,
Ga. for the coIn Ideological War’
ters from Spyros Skouras, qompany operation they
had given the ComReplies are to be addressed mittee. However,
prez.
Washington, May 20. _
no acknowledgedi
to Plug
An implied warning that the Formal
° £ ' the
A^Mettof L. K. Sidney b han, *****
organization can be hung.”
Sven
U. S. government, as well as Hollybfodete
dlipg the. matter of checking emImportant point Is that members wood, will have to show mote Chi As Major City For
;
„
testimony centered
about
Those named
ployees’ loyalties.
of the various talent fields will he awareness of the importance, of the
affiliation with front organizaby the Legion are shown dossiers
separated tinly by' geography, not growing number of film festivals
Out
'Ghost
Town’
AM-TV;
as
late
Lions
as
1950,
while
Roberts
on their own alleged activities and
by craft. Actors, singers, dancers, throughout the World, was voiced
Chicago, May 20.
etc., will all be members of the
asked to answer directly -to Sidney, described the working qf the Cornlast week by Floyd E., Brooker,
Party in the Screen Writers
After several months of quiet
J. K. (Neil) Nunan, special execsame local, if they reside in the film topper for Mutual Security
U1
Lhe Conference of
advance work, an all-industry or- utive engaged by Howard Hughes,
same area.
]r
Agency.
Studio Unions strike and Miss
Merged union, including the five
Reporting informally to the ganization is being rounded into is checking loyalties at RKO. Most Lennart discussed
the Commie
present branches and Television Washington Film Council on his final form to promote Chicago as 0 f his work at present is in jrcAuthority, would be governed by a recent 11-week trek through South- a major radio-television production lation to employees on pix already dues paying and^ assessment sys
tem in Hollywood.
executive
national
the
establishment
of
The
200-member
centre.
Philippines,
and
the
east Asia'
This would meet in. ful Brooker, former film head of the formal group sort of a Windy
board.
Miss Lennart, top Metro writer
(plenary) session at least every two U. S. Office
radio-TV chamber of comwhose credits include “The Kissing
of Education, stressed City
Legion Nixe*
geo
by
It would convene
as the first really
years.
Bandit,” “East .Side, West Side”
the tremendous effort made by the merce is 'viewed
Hollywood, May 20.
graphical sections at least four Soviet Union at the International significant move to erase the “ghost
and “Anchors. Aweigh,” told the
In line with the new film
times yearly. Except for regiona' Film Festival in India. Brooker, town” stigma from the Chi escutchcommittee she* was recruited in
industry loyalty frobe, it’s
matters, any subject voted by one
the Communist Party in 1939 when
along with Frank Capra, were offi- eon.
been learned that the Motion
section would have to be approved
call
for
the
forPresent
plans
she
was a script clerk at 20th-Fox.
In
cial reps for the United States.
Picture Industry Council had
All
by the other two sections.
She said she drifted away in 1945
contrast with their small delega- mation of a non-profit corporation
originally asked to meet with
members of national board would tion, Iron Curtain countries had 27 to be called Chicago Unlimited
and completely severed all ties
American Legion execs to disbe members of theiF local boards. reps, four times as many- as the with a mihimuih annual budget of
with the party in 1946. In 1946, she
cuss the situation, but the LeBoard, Local Setup
$25,000. Membership will be .open
said she married a former Army
rest of the world put together.
at
have
gion turned down the bid, reNational board would
officer who was violently antipositively that, “increas- to .individuals and organizations
Stating
v
fusing to talk with any but
least 10 members from each major
with an Interest- in plugging the
communist, but -that the decision
espe
motion
pictures
apd
ingly,
the heads of the major comlegit, AM-TV. etc. Each local
field
film
hometown’s
TV,
and
radio,
to
leave the party was her own.
will
in
be
dally the film festival,
been
parties.
Huddles
have
would have at least one board
No mention of her husband’s
the forefront* of the ideologica! transcription activity. A full-time
(Continued* on page 15)
held with Legion toppers by
name was made before the hearwar,” Brooker pointed out the well- director will' be hired to implement
some members of the Assn, of
ing. ' However, .Miss Lennart is
organized way in which the Com- a 10-jpoint promotional program.
Motion Picture Producers, but
Over 3,000 copies, of a 16-page
married to John Harding, a screenmies used the Indian "Festival to
the producers Have been talkLondon Trial June 10
writer and playwright.
secure the showing of films they brochure put together by the oring separately for their own
ganizing
committee
will be in the
could never have otherwise exhibWas ^Passive* Member
individual interests* and not
mails
later
this
week.
The
booklet
Mason
Korda
Suit
Vs.
ited to audiences they could no
Of
The Metro writer described herunder the AMPP aegis.
explains the philosophy, plans and
have lured by# other means.
self as a passive member who
Legion execs reportedly emaims of the projected corporation,
To Recover 50G Advance
never joined any of the mass orphasized to the producers that
and sets June 2 as the date of first
ganizations And who was never a
they* couldn’t guarantee anyLondon, May 20.
general organizational meeting.
member of the party faction in the
Healy Parted
thing, pointing out that the
Suit by Sir Alexander Korda Hayes
Challenge Seen
Screen Writers Guild. Therefore,
against James Mason for the revarious state branches of their
The venture is seen by its inishe said, the Communist Party
turn of $50,000 is. slated to be
organization had full and auFor London Palladium iators as a challenge to not only
never
directed her writing activihere June 10. Producer
tried
tonomous
control ovef their
Peter Lind Hayes & Mary Healy those who have remained bullish
ties, terming herself a writer of
claims he had a gentleman’s agreeown doings. Film copnpany
about Chi's role in broadcasting,
“light,
frothy pictures.” She rement with the actor to make a have been signed for the Palla- but also to those who have beproxies, incidental^, are mainvealed that she paid dues ranging
picture and as a token of the dium, London, starting July 7. moaned the shrinking of the city’s
taining a strict silence about
from
to $50' a month. She re$25
understanding handed him a* $50,- They’ll follow Jack Benny into the contributions -to
the
the
airlanes.
entire Legion-loyalty
ported that when she earned $500
000 advance when he arrived in vauder.
There’s a’ recognition that while
probe.
Nanci
Theatre
also
pacted
has
"$600
to
week in 1943 and 1944,
three
years
a
York
from
London
New
Crompton, cafe ballerina, who the Loop will never succeed New
the party assessed lier $100 a
ago.
A
York
and Hollywood
VU6U
in the
AAA
VU& UVUU"
4.AVAAJ TT
domim
.11,
/ . 1
J
into
double
starts
4.
She’ll
Aug.
and
that she was told that
Korda plantains that Mason has
nation of the ether, the full pro- completed, since production there, ^onth
never made the promised picture the Hotel Savoy.
ductive potentials of this market was a L a standstill for some time Lhe payment of dues was a political
dues
for him and rejects every script
have yet to toe properly exploited. P ri° r to start of “Beautiful But duty* She -said she thought the
were_ excessive and never paid
offered. So he wants his $50,000
The source of the $25,000 kitty Dangerous” last week.
Crosby’s Science Fiction Pic is broken down thusly:
back.
Columbia has B. B. Kahane and mo ^ e
500 indi\ montlV ., S v e,i rto
f«
Mason acknowledges the agree'
Hollywood, May 20.
vidual shares will be offered at Nate Spingold checking loyalties of sealed that she also contributed
rment, although there was no writAfter traveling all over the earth $25;* 75 organization memberships studio’s employees on the Legion Peoples World, but never
party,
the
ten contract, and asserts he stands on their various “Road” tours. at
cruited
for
anybody
$100, and 10 charter member- bst. As a L Metro, those named at
ready to make a film when a suit- Bing Crosby and Bob Hope are ships at $500. Shareholders
ne er
ar* office, never so
will, Columbia are told what’s in the
^
a
able script is presented. He is now contemplating a 'trip out of this of
course, elect the officers and dossier on them, and they are asked subscriptions to publications
working in Hollywood in Metro’s world.
merely
was
a rank and file
to
answer.
the board.
“Prisoner Of Zenda.”
Y. Frank Freeman, studio head, m€m ber.
Crosby and his radio producer,
Blueprint Details
The $50,000 was deposited in the Bill Morrow, have cooked up a
Miss Lennart asserted that she
The preliminary blueprint de- * s personally handling the matter
Manufacturers Trust Co., N, Y., film story, titled* “The Road to the tails these services
wanted to testify a year ago but
to the sub- at Paramount.
bjr Morris Helprfn, Korda’s U. S.
Moon,” a comic-science-fiction pro- scribers:
As far as is known, no provision didn’t want to reveal names at that
rep, who handed over bank and duction. Crosby is submitting the
Lime because “I could not bring
1. Sell their services to sponsors has been made to get statements
check books empowering the actor yarn to Paramount.
by calling their attention to the or explanations from those on the myself to damage others as I felt
to draw on the money when he
advantages of buying shows in Chi- list who have no major studio af- 1 w0ldd be damaged when I testimet Mason at the pier on his arfied.
Madeleine Carroll Films, Inc., cago
I, felt my testimony would
filiation.
rival in America.
with offices in New York* has been
end my 'screen career.” She said
2. Sell their Services to advertisHelprin' is slated to come here dissolved, according to papers filed
she now came before the Commiting agencies by keeping them apPicket Ferrer Pic in Balto
from New York to testify. Whether with the Secretary of State in prised
tee voluntarily at her own exBaltimore, May 20.
Mason will come or leave it entire- Albany. The star has been con- cago. of what is available in Chipense to testify fully with names.
A former emnlnvAo nf t
ly to his solicitors to handle the centrating on radio and the legiti
case is not known here.
mate stage lately.
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nell-UCLA team will wrap up
another two weeks. In words

In
of
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"This
one union *topper,
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Form

Subscription Order
VARIETY

for

Name)

fir the first* thrc<T months
of 1951, U. S. Department of Commerce disclosed last Week. March

State,

• . .

payments
$31,000

Regular Subscription Ratos
Two Years $1 LOO
Year -$10.00

—
On#
Canada and Foreign—$1 Additional por Year

—

PI&RIEfr
Tr-

Street

Inc.

New

Yerk
t.r

36, N. Y.
Ik

Lt.

Paramount’s

“Any-

at the Stanley

gSfM? 2“

££m5!L^

££*55

were
behind

$4,640,000,
the
figure

exec quoted Red Channels as his

and

shocking.

.

One

WwSf-

M

powerful Communist in Hollywoocb
so' powerful that she could not be
removed. No one, she pointed out,
that she was uot called

&ST

** ** PWP““‘

*

.

..

,

source.

for

ported as sponsor of, affiliated with Hallgren, George-. Sklar, Albert
or
ker f °r” a number of or- Maltz, Paul Jarrico, Martin Berkganizat ons alle S ed Lo be subver- ley, Lester Coles, Alvah Bessie,
iS? s v
i
FeiT6r bas already denied Gordon Kahn, Hpnry Blankfort,
5*
picture dividend total
New toU1 under
oath before the House Un- Herbert Biberman, Mr. and Mrs.
n
Fs S35 122 OfK)
rce American Activities Committee any George WlUner and Roland IGbSjf?SSf
hadset'^he ficure at *34,860,000.
Communist affiliation.
bee.
Latter, -the committee rean U ed
Picketing
had no noticeable vealed, had talked privately with
dividends
nd ?£16 elTect
biz despite pictures and the committee and had been coopon
P ,?
Should
f fiS/
6 5/ ° f
considerable space in the Sun- rative. -Miss Lennart s-^id that John
i
?
dividends paid in the industry.
papers.
page 16)

f^

•

^

»

(Continued on

%

was,

noted * that there was a deal be-

As members of her regular cell
Pickets are distributing mimeoed unit, Miss Lennart named: Maurice
only handouts asserting
Ferrer is “re- Murphy, ah actor; Nora and George

March, 1951.
At the same time Cn
partment revised unSard the

#

461ft

2

Wow

Zone.

154 West

Down

in

Can Happen”

for carnivals.
Washington Mav 20
Burkh ardt said that Ferrer was
Film industry dividends for the
urst miarter of^this vea? amounted one of 25 actors and entertainers
to $6,593,000, compared with $6 - °? «hc LegIon blacklist on grounds

y^.,

Street
City.

^

thing

To $6,593,000 Since ’51

To
(Please Print

^
’52 Qtrly. Divvy

Enclosed find check for $
Please send

pearance

Major

Face of Uncertain Mkt

Inventories in

forward}

Hollywood, which looks
production slowto a long-range
to bejn for. a proappears
P
rfege of layoffs with at
fighting
four of the majors
film inventorhrlng down their

*

'

Goldstein, Goetz to Europe

fSd

S

piled
Feeling is that they've
in the
more than enough pix
uncertain market
ace of an
Companies principally affected
BKO, 20th-Fox
Paramount,
are
Universal. All but 20th had
in completed
invested
coin
more
pix at the end of
but unreleased,
than the
periods
fiscal
1951
their

ies

Ip

•

S

*•

Hollywood, May 20.
William F. Goetz, Universal pro-

duction chief, and Leonard Goldlot’s most active producer,
both head for Europe in June.
Goetz’s ‘ jaunt is mostly business,
while Goldstein’s will be a pleasure
stein,

junket.

Goetz will leave for

New York

early in June and take off after a
of confabs there.
He’ll be
Goldstein
Additional product away about a month.
vear previous.
leave later in June and expects
completed and stowed will
has been
the companies to be gone six to eight weeks.
away by most of
made
were
reports
since the 1951
UP
Total

of studio-made
the vaults of eight com(Columbia, Metro, Parapanies
mount, Republic, RKO, 20th, UniBros.), accordversal and Warner
final one of
ing to 1951 reports
which came out last week—was

amount

product in

—

That compares with

$93,705,000.

for the previous year.
investment in pix before
the cameras by the eight studios
the year-end stateat the ‘time
ments came out was down from
1950. It amounted to, $78,169,000
in 1951 as compared with $80,100,$91,925,000

Total

000 for 1950.

Totals in
above

the two

categories

do not give a complete pic(Continued on page 16)

week

20th Eyes Wald,

Move in taking on Goldstein or
Wald fits in with a plan which 20th

either of them.

.

.

dios also

haven’t

been able to gan-

der yet.

Effort and intrigue to lay
on a manuscript or galley
.

hands
proofs

the Ferber novel arise out of
the writer’s rep for turning out
of

profitable

film

Among

fare.

her

ranking properties were “So Big,”
which won a Pulitzer Prize in 1925
and was lensed by First National
year;

and

“Saratoga

There’s
Miss

or publisher

in RKO Picaccording to well-informed

ures,

New York

financial circles.

War s

Sam

Dembow, Jr., who has been acting
as middleman between Hughes and
an eastern syndicate for the past
month, is now endeavoring to get
the group to up its cash ante.
HugheS’ earnest interest in peddling his
shares is seen in the
fact that he has financed Dembow’s
efforts to the extent of a Coast
visit several weeks ago.
The’ former distribution and exhibition
exec may return to Hollywood for
further confabs with Hughes in the
next few weeks.

Motion
America

Uncertainty
Pictupre

Assn, of
registration rethat Columbia
is determined to, make a war
picture, but hasn’t quite made
up its mind where to put it.
It has registered “Anzlo,”
title

ports indicate

“El Alamein” and
“Wings Over Korea,”
“Saipan,”

RKO

Average Citizen
Needs Education

RKO

The

No One

Will

Marry Her;

Pinanski TOA’s Choice

On H’wood-Coyne
The average

citizen simply isnft

hep to the workings and physical
makeup of the film industry, Rob-

W. Coyne, special counsel for
the Council of Motion Picture
Organizations, declared in N. Y.
this week. He feels a thorough-going job of “educating” the public
would result in substantially improved goodwill fob the business.

ert

Coyne

Maurice

and

1938 ‘Snow White’ Grabs

750G on 2d Reissue Run

Bergman,

Universal exec, both returned from
hinterland lecture tours carrying
the COMPO banner, Coyne having
had dates across Virginia and Bergman having covered Ohio. JThere’s
a big need for many more such
visits. to Rotary, Kiwanis and other
by industryites,
similar groups

To Date; Eye $2,000,000
One

of the reasons Walt Disney
no difficulty resisting the
fabulous bait held out to him for
old pix by TV is evidenced in the
current reissue of “Snow White,”
The 1938 pic was started into its
second re-release by RKO last February and has already amassed
about $750,000, with approximately
2,000 contracts played off. Since
it has been doing- Very well in
drive-ins and never 'fails to click
heavily d’hen kids are out of school
big summer take' Is looked for With
about $2,008,000 gross realized
from the current reissue.
“Snow White”, is by far Disney’s
finds
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City Biz Still Sluggish; 'Express’
before the
reluctance about letting the and it may be some time
7
7
7
latest American
'Carbine 2d,* 'Belles 3d, 'Marrying 4th
studios have an advance jo.o.. She's Reds answer. The
follows four previous ones
always been tough, however,
in protest
Biz in key cities covered by Francisco Story” (WB) this week
were showing
deals for screen- rights. She’s in- that Moscow theatres
American-made films without pay Variety this week continues slug- looms mostly mild. “Outcast of
(Continued on page 16)
ing royalties or without permission gish with even the stronger com- Islands” (UA), also new, is mild
spot- at N. Y. Astor but sturdy in Fine
of the American studios. In each munities reporting trade very
Lukewarm product is taking Arts, another N. Y. house where
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case, prewar films, which the Rus
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this
downbeat
the
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sians seized in Berlin immediately the rap
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fair
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okay
currently.
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undoubtedly are
STIFF
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which had rainy weather for the (Col) is rated nice in Washington.
It was only recently that the Rus
Al thur Rank’s holdout for a
“Kangaroo”
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(20th)
in
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stiff price
continues to be biggest sians acknowledged the first four most
gish on preem week in N. Y.‘ while
trndc*
snag to consummating
a merger of protests. Soviet Government con(Par)
ranges fair
“Red Ball Express” (U), story of “Red Mountain”
Universal and Decca, it was indi- tended that since it seized prints in
cated yesterday
and no the Army transportation system in to dull this stanza.
(Tues.), following Berlin they were was booty
“Battle At Apache Pass” (U) is
during the last war, is
Europe
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to
return to New
made
be
would
payment
York of Milton R.
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“Man in White Suit”. (U),
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think it’s right.
by some fresh dates, is edging up Ever” (M-G) looks
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(Col)
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with his banker, Serge sent by Sidney E.
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(UA)
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(Par)
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“Anything
manager of Allied
enko of
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“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th)
and “Encore” (Par) are runner-up
of Eastern Penn
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new
best
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“Thief of in Seattle.
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Ferber, her. agent

Twentieth-Fox is in the market to sell reissue rights to 600
of its old films, and a flock of New
York film attorneys, representing
various syndicates, are endeavoring
to, put deals together,
Edward L.
Alperson, who had the inside track
and came closest to the inking
stage, fifially gave up after three
weeks of negotiation and returned
to the Coast over trie weekend.
The films involved are those released in the 15-year period from
1933-34 to 1948-49. Alperson deal
entailed a. payment of $3, 000,000
against 35% of proceeds of the pix,
but other amounts and percentages
are being-* talked, by the other
groups.
Reissues will be for sale to the-**
atres only. The^e is no TV angle
involved. Rights would be given
by 20th for five years.
Figures now being talked vary
from $2,000,000 to $3,500,000, The
percentages, which 20th .would get
go from 30% to 40%, hinging on
the size of the front money. Some
of the deals also have complicated
arrangements revolving about the
(Continued on page 63)

Council of Motion Picture Orthey stressed.
unhas already instituted in part of ganizations finds itself in the
“‘It’s imperative that the pubgal. everyhaving groups of pix made by units enviable league- of the
lic is acquainted with the facts
under the general supervision of one loves but no one will marry. concerning the industry,” Coyne
more deepdown
He said his audiDarryl F. Zanuck and with Joseph There seems to be
told Variety.
the all-industry pubH. Moskowitz, now eastern studio desir- now for
(Continued on page 16)
than
organization
relations
lic
Ju
coordinator.
of
a
sort
rep, as
there ever was, yet no one is willllan Blaustein and Sol C, Siegel
ing to take the time or the trouble
head other units,
Daff. Lipton to Coast
to make a bride of the .gaL
Goldstein is currently producing
Hollywood, May 20.
Let alone take on a- fulltime
at Universal, where he has made a
Folio wing, conclusion of a threemarriage in the guise, of president
(Continued on page 16)
of COMPO, there has been diffi- day. .sales palaver in Chicago, Al- greatest financial success: It had
culty finding men to accept even fred E. Daff, Universal’s world $10,600,000 in the till from worldTheatre sales chief, and, David A. Lipton, wide release as of the end of last
one-third of that berth.
SOVIET
Owners of America yesterday pub-ad v.p., arrived here yesterday
(Continued on page 15)
(Tues.) finally gfoti Sam' Pinanski to (Mon.) for a series of meetings
S. PIX take the post of ? its’ rep on the with production execs Leo Spitz
triumvirate that is thought to be and William Goetz.
Washington, May. 20.
Daff and Lipton will be joined'
As Russia continues to pirate and the solution to COMPO’ s presiproblem since a single ac- later in the week by Charles J;
screen old U. S. films, State Depart- dency
domestic sales manager.
Feldman,
(CpntihUed
on
page
61)
ment has directed our embassy in
Trade Mark Registered
Moscow to make another protest.
FOUNDED BY SUtc SILVERMAN
Published Weakly by VARIETY, INC
Latest complaint is on the showing
Harold Enchi, President
of two pre-World War II “Tarzan"
154 Wait 46th St.
New York 36, N. V

“Cimarron” <BKO, 1931)
Trunk” **WB, 1945).
no explanation frojji films.

that

nduce Howard Hughes to part with
bis controlling interest

C0MP0,

Won’t Allow

Novel; 'Giant’

fo.'j

Prod. Unit Chief

H’wood Peek at Her

New

'.*

will

U s Goldstein As

whether they’ir accept the
post or 20th will finally decide on

Absolute prohibition imposed by
Edna Ferber has prevented an advance' Hollywood look-see at her
forthcoming hovel, “The Giant.”
Book stands at the top pf the
agenda of all story departments as
the prospect for a, film. There’s
considerably less interest in the
new Ernest Hemingway yarn, “The
Old Man and The Sea,” which stu-

sum

topper reportedly
wants $6 '-per share for his stock
and holds slightly more than 1,000,000 shares. Dembow has put together a syndicate that is ready to
buy
production-distribution
the
company. Hitch, however, is understood to be the quantity of cash
Hughes js asking and terms of payment of notes representing the remainder.
Hollywood,' May 20.
Dembow has consistently refused
Leonard Goldstein and Jerry to identify, even to close business
Wald are said to be among the lead- associates, the composition of the
ing candidates to head a new unit
(Continued on page 63)
at 20th-Fox to make the bulk of
the studio’s medium-budgeted production. Both Goldstein and Wald
have current contractual commit- Everybody Loves
ments and it is not certain, in any
case,

Ferber.

propoHIon

Sufficiently 'forge.

cash of a $6,000,000 total

the
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Edward Small Productions / Is
reyamping the script of “Prisoner’s Island” to take Advantage of a.
front-page story. Rewrite will incorporate a. new angle /based on

Wuhlngton, May 20.
the capture of Brig.-Oeh. Francis
deals pacted by United Art»4~
, Testimony df.Itfned to
show that
T. Dpdd by .Communist prisoners
with Edward Small and Sam
on, Koje Island.
Circuit Pitches
Corn,
Spiegel in the past week strength- Helprin Leg Fractured,
(20th-Tox subaid) used the war
is
-producer,
Kralke,
Michel
.
en possibilities that the 'distrib’ will
an ejeuse to hold back TV
an assistant to Washingsending
develop
retelevision
for
features
Via
36
Pix
desired
its
have
menu by Scophony Corp. was given
Auto ton for .stock footage and details,
by
London
in
Hit
lease in 1953* In addition to Small
Los Angeles., May 20, . the Federal Communications CoraLondon’s keep-to-the-l$ft traf- ,of the Rapture.
and Spiegel, a flock Of other film1*
First major western circuit to go .thi*slon yesterday (Mon.) at ro.
^makers in a recent period have fic proved too much last Week for
in heavily for television sponsor- sumption of hearings on Paramnfinf
committed themselves to delivery, Morris Helprin, U, S. rep of Sir
ship is Fox-West Coast, which takes antitrust issues.
GPE and Pa*
Habit got the
of product to UA in future months* Alexander Korda.
the plunge Thursday (22.) on “Un- jointly held 50% Interest in Scru
Small’s contract-signing followed best of him as he got to the. centre
phony,
over
Klub”
which
Komedy
they
Archie’s
were
cle
required tn
from Columbia, of a London street and he looked
departure
his
KNBH. Deal calls for 13-week op- divest, fix: 1949 by the consent d*
where he had been operating on the wrong direction. Ytesult: a
tlon segments spreading over one cree..
hand
the
of
bruises
fractured
leg,
couple
last
basis
the
H partnership
Commission counsel Max Pagliu
year. Pitch is aimed at selling kids.
Also a
of years. Split was caused by dif- and various contusions.
on the idea of going to film houses, produced a memorandum in March
the owner
ferences with Col bi'ass over his threatened lawsuit by
each'
1944,
in which Arthur Levey,
films
three
to
plug
is
Idea
him to recover
prexv
*ale of earlier-made properties to pf the car which hit
F-WG thea- of Skiatron Electronics & Televiweek with en^ Dn
a damaged headlight.
television,. Small will lens 13 pix the cost of
are showing. First sion Corp., which has acquired Scothey
where
tres
Despite the injuries, Helprin
for UA, 10 or .which are slated for
films to .be plugged are “Kan- phony patents, informed Par veeflew back to; New York the follow•delivery by ttye end of ’53.
garoo,” “Ivory Hunter” and “Belles pee Paul Raibourn that’ he could
First, set to’ go before the cam- ing day to have his leg set and has
oot accept explanations by GPE of
20.
May
On Their Toes.”
Newarjc,
eras on June 2, will be “Kansas been confined to his home since
its inability' to develop
Scophony
Miffed at a restraining order
City 117,” John Payne-Coleen GJray then. He expects to be in his ofTV sets “when other companies fair
in
Newthe
showing
which permits
costarrer which’ Phil Karison will fice on crutches next week.
more heayily committed to the war
African
controversial
ark
of
the
direct from a screenplay by George
effort have been making progress
documentary film,. “Latuko,” PubBruce and Harry Essex. Production
in this regard.”
lic Safety Director John B. Keenan
of ihe second is skedded to roll
Levey told Raibourn: “I have for
said today (Tues.) that he will press
July 15. This will be '’‘Return of
some time had a growing convicgive
would
which
legislation
for
the Corsican Brothers,” starring
tion
that the objects for which GPE
authorities the right to say that
Louis Hayward, directed by Ray
became .associated with Scophony
certain films can be shown only
Nazarro and scripted by Richard
have become increasingly obscure.”
for non-profit and in places hot
Schayer.
Memo was based on a letter to
regularly used for general- enterSmall has set up production
Levey from Earle G. Hines, prexy
tainment.
headquarters at the Samuel.Goldof
GPE, saying that war shortages
New York State has such a safe
wyn studio, Hollywood, and. is now
of material and personnel preventguard, Keenan pointed out. He
assembling a staff' under Ben
this
Television
Network
Theatre
(Continued on page 13)
declared that the restraining order
Hersch, general' manager and proexclusive video f
had handcuffed the police “in the week signed for
duction supervisor. The producer
rights to the upcoming Sugar Ray
duty.”
sworn
their
performance
pf
Investment
of
more
than
entire
$500,his
for
scripts
reported that
Robinson-Joey Maxim lightheavy13-pic program are finished or near 000 lias been made .by the City In- Keenan expressed fear that the
weight title fight, thereby opening Picture* 3x4 Feet For
vesting. Co.', N. Y., in three pix be- court decision would encourage a
completion.
up the programming void which
ihg produced by. Sir Alexander traffic of obscene films displayed
Spiegel’s New Beal
has confronted big-screen TV since
The
Revealed By
Spiegel, whose last was “The Horda In England.' Cl has a heavy at “smokers” of an undesirable
last summer. While details of the
African Queen” for. UA, will do financial 'stake in the Lopert Film type.
revealed, -it’s benot
were
deal
v
Temporary injunction restrainSkiatron at FCC Probe
four pix under his hew deal, first Distributing Corp., which has reBoxing
from interfering lieved the International the -.bout,
city
of which is set to start shooting leasing rights to the pix in the ing -the
Washington, May 20.
Club, which', is. promoting'
\
with the shewing of the film
in London on July 15. This has U. S.
.Skiatron
is currently working on
the
will receive a percentage of
:the working title of “Melba,” based
Robert W. Dowling, prez of Cl was issued here yesterday '(Mon.) gate in each theatre carrying the a pilot model of its Supersonic
on the career- of Nellie Melba, the and. chairman of the board- of Lo- by the Chancery Division of Su- event, as with previous -bouts lined projection, receiver permitting TV
singer, and will be done in Tech- pert, concluded the new deal with perior Court. As. a result of the
-programs to be shown at home in
up by TNT.
According to Spiegel, Korda prior .to returning to New ruling, handed down* by Superior
nicolor.
Indicating how theatre TV has pictures three-by-four feet, Arthur
(Continued on page 16)
York fVopi London last week. Par- Court Judge Freund, the Newsreel' matured during the last year, it/s Levey- testified. • At hearings on
ticipating in the negotiations were Theatre here resumed presenta- anticipated
filmery par anti-trust issues. Skiatron inthat -both'
Ilya Lopert, prexy pf the distribu- tion of the film immediately fol- grosses and their payment for herited patents held by Scophony,
tion outfit, and Morris Helprin, lowing the judge’s decision.
rights will surpass a six-figure in which Par and General Preci*
Krim to Huddle
Newark police, who had con- mark for the
U. S. rep for Korda. They returned
sion owned, a 50% interest until
first time.
fiscated a print of the film and arwith Dowling.
Fight is to be staged J.upe 23 1949. Commission has been hearWith Chaplin
(Continued
on
page 13)
Pix in which Dowling bought a
at Yankee Stadium, N. Y. TNT ing evidence that Par and GPE
stake are “Gilbert & Sullivan,”
prexy Nathan L. Halpern predicted suppressed development of the
limelight’ Distrib which went* before the cameras
that some 40 or 50 theatres, would Supersonic receiver,
Arthur B. Krim, president of April 15; “The Sound Barrier,” 20th-Fox Off to the
linked together for the event
The Skiatron receiver, or “proRaces be
United Artists, leaves N. Y. for which is completed, and the next
and said that an even greater num- lector” as Levey prefers to call it,
the Coast within the next few days Carpi Reed film, which has not
ber may tie in if the telephone J s about the same size .as a 16m
With New-Kind of lst-Run: company is.'able to clear additional home movie projector and operates
to resume talks with indie; pro- been started and is untitled as
ducers on distribution deals. It’s yet.
facilities. It’s' considered doubtful in a; similar manner, throwing a
Krim ‘also will see
expected
Deal differs basically from Cl’s
Kangaroo Gets Headstart that the fight will reach any the- tv picture on -a wall, screen or
Charles Chaplin regarding the re- previous arrangement with Korda.
got a lot of publicity atresv on the Coast, since there is treated window shade. The projec20th-Fox
lease of Chaplin’s “The Lime A couple of years ago, Cl, through
mileage out ,of the “Cscape’ r (the only one TV relay line \vest of tor ‘contains the usual knobs for
light,” which is now editing.
the Lopert outfit, made an advance
tuning in stations.
(Continued on page 55)
company’s pres* agents will swear
Chaplin, who owns 25% of the of $1,080,000, against a percentage,
Levey told Variety following the
-v
was strictly accidental) of Zip, a
UA outstanding stock, has yet to to Korda for distribution rights to it
Skiatron plans to
MacDougall hearln(«Continued
enter into an agreement covering 13 films. They included' 10 com five-foot kangaroo that it was imon page 13
his film with the company. How- pleted pix for $280,000 cash down, porting from California to New
Hollywood, May 20
Ranold MacDougall has been:
ever, initial discussions have taken plus $400,000 on delivery of “Tales York for the opening at the Roxy
film
named
all
a
(of
things)
of
named to Screen Writers Guild
place and it’s held highly likely of Hoffmann,” and $200,000 each
L. A. to N. Y.
that a contract will soon material- on delivery of- “Cry, the Beloved “Kangaroo.” The Houdini of. Mar- exec board, replacing Sloan iNlb-»|
supials made its getaway while ley.
Larry Adler
Latter ankled because he is
ize.
Country” and “Outcast of the Isbeing transported from LaGuardia now in a supervisory position; as
Dana. Andrews
There have been no hints on lands.”
Airport and was reported cavort- story editor of Revue Productions.
Val Arms
possible terms, except that “faThat was -purely a distribution
Ted Ashley
vored nation" deals are against the arrangement; with Lopfert getting a ing between the Whitney and
The SWG membership meeting
'
Grace estates near Roslyn, L. L
Lauren -Bacall
policy of UA’s management. « In
Wednesday
night (21) will include
(Continued on pa^ge 13)
New York papers, aside from the report on Guild hassle with RKO
Humphrey. Bogart
the past, Chaplin and Mary PickWorld-Telegram, shied away, but over the -Paul Jarrico ' screenVanessa Brown
ford, also a 25% owner, had the
the Long Island papers went for credit on “Las Vegas Story.”
privilege of releasing pix through
George D. 'Burrows
the yarn hook, line and kangaroo.
UA at terms giving the distrib Brit. Govt. Refuses To
Mtacdonald Carey
Last heard from, they and L.I. po
25% of the gross rentals up to
Richard Carlyle
N. Y. to L. A."
lice—possibly with a. little help
$800,000 and 10% on income above
Carleton Carpenter
Halt Sale of Denham;
Julie Bennett
from Stirling Silliphant’s press dethat figure.
Janis Carter
Charies Boyer
partment at 20th were organizing
Shortly after he became prez
Sidney* Chaplin
No Quota Threat Seen r. helicopter search and a kangaroo ’Olivia de Havilland
last year, Krim announced that
Richard Conte
John Farr.ow
such deals, which obviously are
posse.
Stanley Donen
London, May 20.
Lester Gottlieb
highly favorable to the producer,
Long Island Star- Journal head
The Government tonight (Tues.)
Roger Edens
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
would not be entered in the fu- declined to intervene in the sale of lined the story: “Zip Zigs As Po
Eddie Elkort
Alexander S. Ince
He feels that stiffer terms the Denham and Isleworth studios, lice Zag; It’s a Kangaroo, Not <
ture.
Nanette Fabray
Leo McCarey
are necessary for the distrib to .refusing to accept the assumption Gag.”
Ed Gardner
Les Thomas
operate profitably.
of Labor members of Parliament
Paul Gross
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G. Templeton Heading To
Germany on Govt. Pic Job
•

•

•

Hollywood,

May

2Q.

George Templeton has left for
Washington enroute to Germany
to head- the motion picture division
of the State Department there. He
had come back here, following his
appointment last month, talking
jwith writers, directors and other
creative talent about joining him
abroad.
He found many “more
than willing to go.”
Templeton will make no decisions until he reaches his headquarters in’ Bonn and surveys the
situation.- He’ll probably recruit
•.technicians there. Most of actual
•production will be around Munich,

Berlin and’ Frankfurt.

Although

he’ll be gone two years, Templeton
will maintain his indie company,
Templeton Productions, under supervision of Dan Packer, who’ll engage in both theatrical and television production.

that the studios’ retention would
increase production, save dollars
and strengthen the British hands in

100 Industry Leaders
Enter Pic Golf Tourney

forthcoming Anglo-American negoAlmost 100 industry leaders have
tiations.
Questions raised in the entered the /film industry- golf
House of Commons last week by tournament being sponsored, by
T. A. Swingler yielded a written New York’s
Cinema Lodge of
answer which he regarded as un- B’nai B’rith at the Vernon Hills
satisfactory.
Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y„ to
In
his
question
last
week, morrow (Thurs.).
Swingler implied that the reported
Those scheduled to participate
sale of Denham to Electrical and are .Spyros Skouras, Si Fabian, Abe
Musical Industries, which would Schneider, Harry Braftdt, Geojfge
use the plant for non-film making Skouras, William Brandt, William
purposes, might hamper the pro- White, Burton ‘Robbins; Leo jaffe
duction of an adequate supply of Martin Moscoftitz; Abe Dickstein
product to fulfill the 30% quota.
Edward L; Fabian," Mak A. 'Cohen,
Reply for the government by Harold Rihzler, Solomon and MorHenry Strauss, parliamentary sec- ris Strausberg, Morrie Goldstein
retary of the Board of. Trade, Robert Sherman, Paul Lazatus, Jr.
agreed that there would be official A1 Rylander, Howard LeSleur
concern if lack of studio space Mortimer Wormser, George Horn
made the quota impossible to ful- stein and Len Gruenberg.
fill but he did not consider that
Participation is open to all memsuch a situation had arisen. Nor bers of the film and allied Indus
did he feel that it would arise if tries, Alfred W, Schwalberg Is
the Denham lot was no longer chairman and Harold Rinzlcr is co
available for filming.
chairman.
•

.

.

Henry Hathaway
Arthur Homblow, Jr.
Dr. Herbert Kalmus
Otto Lang

N. Y. to Europe
Larry Adler
Earl Blackwell

-

Sammy Lewis
Frederick Loewe

John Byram
Marian By ram
Joan Caulfield
Saul Goo*dman
Charles Laughton
Herb Leder
Cele McLaughlin
Leonide Moguy
’Maynard Morris

Joseph Mankiewicz
Daniel Mann
John Nasht
Donald O'Connor
Mike O’Shea
Harriet Parsons
Gregory Peck’
Jan'Peerce

Stephen- Pallas

Gregory Peck
Leonard Pepnarlo
Benno Rabinof
•Sylvia Rabinof
Tino Rossi
Sidney Sheldon

Europe to N. Y.
Glenn Ford
Burl Ives
Milton R. Rackmil
Jonas Rosenfield
John Shubert

Jerome Whyte

.

Frank Pitmtfn
Vera Ralston
Debbie- Reynolds
'William Saal

Sidney Sheldon

Jack Smith
Lou Smith
Walter Starckp

Kay
Abe

Starr
Steinberg

Harry Steinmaft
Don Weis
William Wilder
Herbert J, Yate*

M»y
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Twentieth-Fox ‘demonstrated its Eidophor theatre color television
system at ike annual stockholders' meeting in the NV Y. homeoffice
yesterday (Tiles.) with images relayed via cable" from the Fox
Movietone studios two blocks away and thrown on the regular
screen in the h.o. projection room.
Frexy Spyroir P« Skouras was jubilant on the occasion but asked
reporters on the scene to Refrain from press appraisals since the
showing was in "the nature of an experiment.*
performers now appearing at the Roxy, garbed in multi-colored
costumes,.' moved about in song-and-dance- routines for the TV
Special Eidophor projector, slightly larger than the
camera.
standard machine, was placed in the booth alongside, other apparaflitted into a box-like casing, measuring ‘about six feet
neatly
tus
high and some inches short of the length of the projector, ColumSystem's color system with- the revolving disk was
broadcasting
bia
used although the system could be adapted to the employment of
*11 elctronic, or -non-mechanical, tilting.

UPT Meet; 1st Qtr. Net at $1805,000
Quick playoffs, the current sysof bidding for pix and roadshows at upped admission scale*
rapped by Leonard H. GolFor Exhib Screenings were
denson, prexy .of' United ParaParamount hfcs a plan in work to mount Theatres,* at the annual
tiold special invitation screenings meeting of the company’s stock4-

'Currency freeze instituted ;.Y>y
is
maily natioris, ,$t*rttog.,
now being viewed by film execs
as the cloud with the silver lining.
Belated income now arriving in
the IT.
as * result of the thawing
of some of the deep-freeze money
is providing a much-needed hyfro
to current profits;
Prime example is RKC), as evidenced by its. annual report for
1951, issued last week. It was able
to show black ink to the tune of
more than $334,000 due to the fact
that
previously
of
$3,000,000
blocked currency poured into the
treasury during the 12-month pe-

<

tem

Par’s Invitation Plan

’

of four or five of its new pix in
theatres in key. cities. Exhibs will
receive personal invitations from
branch manage. for the shp wings,
which will be excluded from the
public.
Company tried out the idea syith

“Here Comes title Groom,” Bing
Crosby starter, some time ago. It
met with considerable success in
bringing out theatremen who over
the years have hot been attending
riod.
While examples aren't so dra- the standard film’ showings in local

Spyros P. Skouras, president of+*
told .the corporation's
annual meeting of stockholders in
yesterday
(Tqes.) that the
Y.
N.
future holds promise of healthy
economics, but for .the present, additional lopping of expenses is imperative. This, he. said, will be in
the form of personnel, eliminations
*nd salary cutting, “particularly!
let me emphasise," the prez lidded,
“executive salaries will have to
be reduced, and plans' are under
way which will be jn effect 'during
the current year."
reported yesterday
Twentieth
that the net. for fhe first quarter
of the current year skidded to $34,000, equal to* le per share on the
common stock-- Earnings for the
same period in .1951 amounted to
$874,776. equal to 27c per share
after payments were made on the
preferred stock Issue, which since
20th-F»ox,

20th’§

.

has been retired.

Skouras told the meeting that
encouraging advances have been
made since the first quarter, which
ended March 29/ He related that
foreign rentals for all of the; current year so far are running' 4%
above the 1951 level, that domestic
rentals for the first .seven
weeks of the
second' quarter
reached $7,979,864, against $7,339,792 during the same period .last
year. Domestic theatre attendance
is off about
6% from last year.
Skouras' Assurance
In contrast to -the poor results
in the first quarter, Skouras assured the investors of a handsome
UDbeat in the
th* second
sponnd stanza,
stanza to
to- tne
the
upDeat

(Continued on page 15)

floor queries.
“I believe,"

'

“the

Economy Order

I

Up

.

Skouras as

Could Snare

NT

Prez

500G

fin
vn ^nlarvJPhi'c

daiary-riUS

Yrly.

V hail
VIM
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P. Skouras is set as
president of National Theatres at
* stipulated salary plus a profits
participation which could give him
up to $500,000 per year. Circuit,
now a subsid of 20th-Fox, becomes
an independent operation upon divorcement this year.
in answer to a stockholder’s
question, Otto Koegel, 20th’s general counsel, told the outfit's annual meeting in N. Y. yesterday
(Tues.) that the National prexy will
receive about half the salary given
Spyros P. Skouras as prez of 20th.
Latter drew $246,000 in salary in
1951.
He added that Charles
Skouras could conceivably draw a
half million dollatf^ under the par-

Charles

but
— arrangement
—

ticipation

will be harmonious with the -Federal antitrust laws. This will mean'
improved revenues to both producers and exhibitors.”
TJPT prexy said he hoped that
som.e changes would be brought
’about in the bidding system, which
he said led to a degree of confusion and was also: a factor in the
downbeat b,o.
Goldenson noted
thftt UPT ^Cndafiee and b.o. take
.

tic grosses. was fully felt and put’
the companies in a better position
to meet the fiscal problems that
arose later at home..
Currency restrictions started on
a large scale in the summer: of
1947 with the imposition by Britain of the 75% ad valorem tax. it

.

to 6-Mo. Delay

£
!

-

S^
:

were up.
This factor
«.
CQUpled with * higher
tax rate, caused our earnings to
be substantially below those of the
first quarter of- last year."
Exclusive of capital gains, consolidated earnings of UPT for th*

.

film costs

he

'

.

On Divorcement

(Continued on pag^ 15)
,

I

‘Coding’ for Small
Exhibjs Inability to Primp

*

Pictures, to .be made within a
“The -Warrior," a tinter;
ive Got Mine"
and “Shield for
Murder."

year, are

—

.

Ce

S wS % «S

Aubrey
financial backing for three producbons and established quarters at
Motion Picture Centre for his new
Indie company*

and not over 20% of the gross.
Writing in the organization’s current bulletin, Jones points out that
every time we go to a convention
we hear some guy who probably
never owned a theatre in his life-—
at least a smalltown, narrow margin operation get up and tell us
about fixing up our houses, put in
.new decorations, put in those new
lamps, machines, lenses, chairs or
Out here we’re made up
carpet.
mostly of No. 1 and 1A towns—that
means town grossing $500 per week
Sure we’ve got to keep
or less.
clean, courteous, neat, painted-up
and create the atmosphere.
“We’ve got to have concessions,

.

RKO Investment Key To

Studio s Curtailed Production Activity

.

total

was $12, 831,000).

c?mic? can do a specified but
The investment of $41,498,000 at
undisclosed number Of outside pix.
Meanwhile, they start rehearsing the start of 1952 compares with
767, 000 » year earlier. The new.
orlgin.1
the
Stiff” tmfer

p,

in
contract. Scheduled .to start weeks inventories consist of $10,700,000
(jbst, less
ago, they didn't show up after re- reieased productions at
jecting script. It now goes before amortization; $0,124,000, completed
cameras next week with and unreleased product; $9,852,000,
the
George Marshall directing from productions In progress and charges
Herbert Baker’s script. Music is to future pix; $1,130,000 supplies
by Mack David and Jerry Living- at cost and unamortized a d*Pfib
$1,188,000, story rights
1 charges;
stone.

$5,800,000 in 1950, loss of $3,425,000 in ’49, loss of $1,824,000 in ’48,
and a profit of $5,015,000 in '47.
However, while the upbeat for
’51 appeared very bright on the surface, a couple of big influencing
factors were behind It. First,
took in a windfall of $3,000,000
from abroad, representing foreign
earnings, which had been frozen
and thawed out during the year,
mainly from England, plus the payofl on investments in pix abrbad.
Also, a change in amortization of

RKO

(Continued on page 16)
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at
continuities
cost
less
Strong reason for the curtailed and
production activity at RKO was re- amounts written off.
Martin-lewis Reach
RKO came up with * profit of
flected in the outfit’s annual report
disclosing a fllm investment of $41,- [$334,626 for* 1951, the first time
7-Year Wallis Pact 498,000. That whopping figure is the outfit has been out of the red
Considering produccomprised of $29,054,000 in RKO’s since 1947.
Hollywood, May 20.
own inventories and $12,444,000 In lion-distribution on a pro forma
Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis advances
is,
apart from the theCut basis, thatto outside producers.
a new sevefi-vear contract
......
tin « the inventory and building atre chain which was divorced Jan.
wfth Hal Wallis calling for one film
,
1, 1951, the company ’h*d a loss of

Mav

MidAllied of Iowa, Nebraska
Central secretary Charlie Jones,
if they could buy film for 20%
instead of getting the gouge. And
we don’t mean percentage buying.
We mean film rentals over the

*

(Continued on page 16)

la

t0 furbish their
houses- as much as they would like
to can- be laid squarely upon distributors’ practices of percentage
selling.
“A- lot of small theatres
could do a lot more fixing up," says

theaUc owners

FOR

$41,498,000

Elma

«

JACK BRODER

^

f

fc*-N«* Allied Blames

.

— SrrsssM

.

4

T

.

the' for-

Aubrey Schenck Rounds
„
,
Up Loin
for Three Fix
Hollywood Mav 20*

flr5°nnari:!r
quarter «f
of this year over

;

mula /;
demands
that National would
*?
uave to net over $7,500,000 for vr"
him
do it. Stockholders Should be

smsgjut

.

among us, I expect to see substitute practices develop which will
be beneficial to the entire industry, and which, at the same time,

1

C. P.

Goldenson declared,
is
nOw becoming

.

cording to trade lawyers.
*pt<a fittifinhi* th^v nave
fltfurcd
Tfie timetable they ha Vo nguieu
begins with the next meeting qf
reps of the various trade organizations involved, Including the Motion Picture Assn, of America and
the exhib outfits. That's now set
was that, more than anything else, for June 16 in N.
having been
that suddenly made the majors postponed from May 26. Tlie reps
cognizant of how dependent they thereupon must obtain the okays
were on- foreign markets and, conversely, how oUt-of-bounds they
had let cosits get as related to po- approval of the Department of
tential domestic income.
Justice.
This 'means plenty of
Studio, toppers were forced into time for study since, the D. of J.
realistic
a
more
attitude
startthat
on the
Twentieth-Fox may postpone di
endorsement will go
court records’. The string of unanivorcement of domestic theatres for
continued on page 13)
nious affirmative votes assumedly
another 90 days or- six months beachieved to this point, the plan, in
yond the present deadline of June
the! form of an amendment to the
28, stockholders were told by prez
SUES
industry antitrust consent decree,
Spyros P. Skouras at the comgoes to the N. Y. Federal Court.
pany's annual meeting in N. Y. yes
‘QjJEEN’ ACCTG. Tribunal
recesses .through
the
He said he had
terday (Tues.).
Hollywood, May 20.
summer and usually finds a crowdbeen so advised by general counJack
Broder
and
Sharmark
Prorefrained
calendar
upon
occupying
the
ed
sel Otto *Koegel and
ductions 'Inc., have filed a breach bench* each fall. This could mean
offering any details.
.
ch a delay would. require De of contract suit against Horizdn delays.
.Tlten comes the .mammoth job
partment of Justice approval and, Pictures in U. S. District Court deif that were not given, a court row manding an accounting on “Afri- of appointing arbiters in each key
with the Department could be ex- can Queen." Action,- brought by at- area and all other, personnel, es
pected.
torney Herbert G. Baerwitz also tablishing offices and generally
New film company will take over' lists Horizon Enterprises and
Jn order
And acquainting all exhibs across
all assets excepting domestic thea- Horizon' Productions, as defendants
absorbed
absorbcd
the
country
with
its
functions.
Outfit
already
has
tres.
0utftt
sircady
tres
Plaintiffs claim 3% of domestic
Meanwhile, one of the most inHoyts Theatres, Australia, Skouras gross and 10% of net profits are
foreign production due under deal whereby Broder tensified efforts within the framesald
0n
front, the prez related that costs and Sharmark, his' film investing work of the entire project was
are so high that -leasing activity company, advanced pre-production completed in N. Y. Monday (19) by
outside the U. S. will be cut.
coin for “QueOnX Suit says there the rules committee headed by
In other corporate reshuffling of h as been no accounting to date,
(Continued oh page 13)
assets preliminary to divorcement,
Skouras reported, National Theatres has already paid its dividend
of $12,500,000 to the parent cumpany, and the Roxy Theatre, N. Y.,
a separate subsid heretofore, already has been shifted to National,
In underlining the strong finanlegal department.

industry

.

aware of the harmfulness of the
rapid release system to everyone
in the business.
As soon as the
awareness b e :c om.es Universal

matic at other ^companies,- all of exchanges.
them have found A welcome surge
to foreign income in belated thawing of coin that was- in deep freeze.
This money shows utf pleasantly in
reports now because all of the, majors in the past three or four years
have revised bookkeeping systems
realistically to record only foreign
earnings that actually arrive in
the U. S.
Aside from the visible effect on
the proflt-arid-loss statements, the'
dark days, foreigh :\vise, of 1947-48'
now clearly appear* to have been
In the event all interested
a boon for,* less tangible reason. parties agree to the final draft of
That is that they pulled the studios olans for industry arbitration, and
up short on expenditures prior to
the time the down-draft Jn domes-

Hollywood, May 20.
20th-Fox department heads
have been asked to survey their
operations and report on what
economies, financial and personnel, can b* effected.
Col.. Jason Joy, director of
public relations and personnel,
Is leaving- the company, it was
reported. He has been associated with Fox Films and later
Two
20th-Fox since 1932.
weeks ago, C^eorge Wasson resigned as head of the studio,

.

holders yesterday (Tues.) in New
York.
Comments oh the playoff
method were made In his prepared
statement to stockholders while
his remarks on bidding, and roadshows .were made in answers to

(Continued on page 18)
|

Settle St. Louis

520G Suit

Vs. Major Distributors
St. Louis, May 20.

a

“substantial"

sum

is

reported

have been paid Wayne Smith,
owner of the Egyptian, ozoner near
Herrin, 111., by eight of the major
to

•

distributors when a $520,000 antitrust suit was dismissed last week
in u. S. District Court in East St.
Louis, 111., across the Mississippi
here.
fr0
Defendants involved in the outof-court settlement are 20th-Fox,
Warner Bros., Universal.^ Para-

m

Republic, RKO Pictures,
Loew’s, Inc., and United Artists.
Originally, others named as defendants were Monogram, MarAmus. Co. f Mux’physboro
low’s

mount,

Opera Co., Grand Opera
Herrin, Hi
John Mario
,

4

\

l 4

Co.,

and

1

Wedh^fay, May 21 , 19 SJ

nCTVBES
Hollywood, May 2d, Smkll Productions Is
revamping the script of ‘’Prisoner’s Island* to take advantage of *
front-page story. Rewrite will incorporate a. new angle ‘based on

Edward

OA s Chances for 36 Pix in 1

<

—*1

the capture of Brig.-Geh. Francis
T. Dodd: by .Communist prisoners
on. Koje Island,

deals pacted by United Art--4
ists with Edward Small and Sam
Spiegel in the past week strength-

New

Michel

en possibilities that the' distrib' will
have its desired 36' features for re-

Hit in

producer,

Kraike,

.

is

washing"
and details.

to

London by Auto

footage
.J£e£lS55

Pix
Los Angeles, May 20.
First major western, circuit to go
.

ofthecapture.
London’s keex*-to-the~l$ft
ahd^piegelf^’fiock^Of other filmlast Week for
^rakers in a recent period have fie proved too much
rep of Sir
committed themselves to delivery, Morris Helprin, U. S.
Korda. Habit got the
of product to UA in future months. Alexander
(

•

|

the.' centre
Small’s contract-signing followed best of him as he got to
from Columbia, of a London street and he looked
departure
his
a
TEtesult:
direction.
wrong
the
on
operating,
where he had been
of the hand
« partnership basis the last couple fractured leg, bruises
a
Also
contusions.
various
and
difwas caused by * *years. Split of^ ^
lawsuit by the owner
ferences with Col brass over his threatened
recover
to
him
hit
which
car
the
pf
sale of earlier-made properties to
headlight.
will lens 13 pix the cost of a damaged

in heavily for television sponsorship is Fox-West Coast, which takes
the plunge Thursday (22.) on “Uncle Archie’s- Komedy Klub” over
KNBH. Deal calls for 13-week op-

|>

,

‘

.

by
.«

,

-

Despite the injuries,, Helprin
flew back to: New York the followthe end of ’J53
it
First, set to- go before the cam- ing day to have his leg set and has
On Their Toes.”
Newark, May 20.
eras on June 2, will be “Kansas been confined to his home since
Miffed at a restraining order
City 117,” John Payne-Cpleen Gray then. He expects to be in his ofin Newshowing
the
permits
which
nun
xr«*.ien«
«riii
tj^
week.
next
ce onL crutches
eostarrer which' Phil Karlson will
ark of the controversial African
direct from a screenplay by George
documentary film,. “Latuko,” PubBruce and Harry Essex. Production
lic Safety Director John B. Keenan
of the second is skedded to roll
today (Tues.) that he will press
said
July 15. This will be ^‘Return of
for legislation which would give
the Corsican Brothers,” starring
authorities the right to say that
Louis Hayward, directed by Ray
certain films can be shown only
Nazarro and scripted by Richard
for non-profit and in places not
Schayer.
regularly used for general- enterSmall has set up production
tainment.
headquarters at the Samuel GoldNew York State has such a safeWyn studio, Hollywood, and is now
guard, Keenan pointed out. He
assembling a staff' under Ben
Theatre Network Television this
declared that the restraining order
Hersch, general' manager and prosigned for exclusive video
had handcuffed the police “in the week
duction supervisor. The producer
Investment of more than $500,- performance pf their sworn duty.”
reported that scripts for his entire
lhrhtheavw
13-pic program are finished or near 000 ^as been made by the City In- Keenan expressed fear that the weight
vesting Co:, N. Y., in three pix be- court decision would encourage a
completion.
void wMch
P
ihg produced by' Sir Alexander traffic of obscene films displayed
Spiegel’s New Deal
confronted big-screenTv'since
Spiegel, whose last was “The fltorda In England. Cl has a heavy at “smokers
last summer. While details of the
in the
...
Film type.
-j*'-.
v*»~ Lopert *
w*** do financial; stake
for.UA,
wxj., will
jl^jl
African Queen”
Aiiieau
^
rtf'al
not revealed -it’s be>4
4
•
•
m
»1
/
•
m
to*
four pix under 'his hew deal, first
Ileve
th «. Internationai Boxing
from interfering
tv'^fram
interierinx pi.-f. ^
city
e pix in the ing
the
?«. nv-nmnfin v”
of which is set to start shooting leasing rights to the
bout,
promoting" the .Fvvnt..
Club, which, is
with the showing 6f the film
in London on July 15. This has U. S,
will receive a percentage of the
!the working title of “Melba,” based
Robert W. Dowling, prez of Cl *a*. issued here, yesterday '(Mon.)
"theSe^yi^g the
Suon the career; of Nellie Melba, the and chairman of the board- of Lo- by the Chancery Division
even as w ith previous bouts lined
singer, and will be done in Tech- pert, concluded the new deal with perior Court. As a result of the
Superior
handed down
by
According to Spiegel, —
nlcolor.
Korda
—
prior .to returning
r
o to New ruling,
has
woo
X
^
theatre
vacauv TV
4 T
r T J_
luuiuduiia how
xiKJ W
']
indicating
rt
it
(Continued on page 16)
York ftosa London last week. Par- Court Judge Freund, the Newsreel
atured during the last year, Itrs
tleipatlng In the negotiations were Theatre here resumed presenta- anticipated
both' " fijrnery
that
....
Ilya Lopert, prexy pf .the distribu- tion of the film immediately f61- grosses
and their payment for
tion outfit, and Morris Helprin, lowing the judge’s decision.
rights will surpass a six-figure
Krim to Huddle
Newark police, who had con-* mark for the first time.
U. S. rep for Korda. They returned
fiscated a print of the film and, arwith Dowling.
Fight is to be staged' June 23
With Chaplin
(Continued on page 13)
Pix
in
which
Dowling
bought
a
at Yankee Stadium, N. Y. TbTT
dl
are " GUl5ert & Su,Iivan ”
prexy Nathan L. Halpern predicted
Limelight Distrib which went before the cameras
that some 40 or 50 theatres, would
m
i
Arthur B. Krim, president of April 15; “The Sound Barrier,” /0th-rOX Off f O H|€ RtlCCS
be linked together for the event
for
which is completed, and the next
United Artists, leaves N. Y.
and s$id that an even greater numthe Coast within the next few days Carol Reed film, which has not
her may tie in if the telephone
]^0VV'XlIld 0^ lst^RlID* company is'able to clear additiona
to resume talks with indie, pro- been started and is untitled as
ducers on distribution deals. It’s yet.
facilities. It’s' considered doubtfu
Krim 'also will see
expected
Deal differs basically from Cl’s
Kangaroo Gets Headstart that the fight will reach any the
•Charles Chaplin regarding the re- previous arrangement with Korda.
20th-Fox got a lot of publicity atres on the. Coast, since there is
lease of Chaplin’s “The Lime- A Couple of years ago, Cl, through
mileage out of' the “escape”" (the only/ one TV relay line west of
light,” which is now editing..
the Lopert outfit, made an advance
(Continued on page 5b)
company’s pres* agents will swear
Chaplin, who owns 25% of the of $1,080,000, 'against a percentage,
it was strictly accidental) of Zip, a
UA outstanding stock, has yet to

delivery

to show that
Equipment Coro

i
v
<20th-fox subaid)
used the
an excuse to hold back TV war at
develop
mehts by Scophpny Corp. was
given
ttie Federal. Communications
Cpm.
mission yesterday (Mon.)
at Ye.
sumptioh of hearings on Paramount
antitrust issues.
GPE and Par
jointly held 50% interest in
ScS
phony, Which they were required
to
d|vest. fy 1049 by the consent

tion segments spreading over one Cree.,
Commission counsel Max Paglin
year. Pitch is aimed at selling kids
on the idea of going to film houses. produced a memorandum in March
each
in which Arthur Levey, prexv
films
1944,
Idea is to plug three
week with mention, of F-WG thea- of Skiatron Electronics & Televi*
tres where they are showing. First sion Corp., which has acquired Sco*
films to be plugged are “Kan- phony patents, informed Par veegaroo,” “Ivory Hunter” and “Belles pee Paul Raibourn that he could

-

television. Small
•lor UA, 10 o: -which are slated for

Washington, May 20
j,
™
Testimony -designed,
;prec ,ion

F-WC Circuit Pitches

*

«

_

.

t.

_

-

City Investing

Has

•

500G Prod. Stake

'

For Theatre Tele

’

not accept explanations by GPE of
its inability" to develop Scophony
TV sets “when other companies far

more heayily committed to the war
effort have b$en making progress
in this regard.”
Levey told Raibourn: “I have

some time had a growing

for

convic-

tion that the objects for which GPE
became -associated with Scophony
haver become increasingly obscure.’

1

Memo ’was based on a letter to
Levey from Earle G. Hines, prexy
of GPE, saying that war shortages
of material and personnel prevent•

(Continued on page

13)
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Skiatron at FCC Probe
Washington, May 20.
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to Korda for distribution rights to
13 films.
They included' 10 completed pix for $280,000 cash down,
plus $400,000 on delivery of “Tales
of Hoffmann,” and $200,000 each
on delivery of' “Cry, the Beloved
ize.
Country” and “Outcast of the IsThere have been no hints on lands.”
possible terms, except that “faThat was purely a distribution
vored nation” deals are against the arrangement^ with Lopbrt getting a
policy of UA’s management. » In
(Continued on pa^e 13)
the past, Chaplin and Mary Pickford, also a 25% owner, had the
privilege of releasing pix through
at terms giving the distrib Brit. Govt. Refuses
25% of the gross rentals up to
$800,000 and 10% on income above
Halt Sale of Denham;
that figure.
Shortly after he became prez
Quota Threat Seen
last year, Krim announced that
such deals, which obviously are
London, May 20.
highly favorable to the producer,
The Government tonight (Tues.)
would riot be entered in the fu- declined to intervene in the sale of
He feels that stiffer terms the Denham and Isleworth studios,
ture.
ure necessary for the distrib to refusing to accept the assumption
operate profitably.
Of Labor members of Parliament
that the studios’ retention would
increase production, save dollars
G. Templeton Heading
and strengthen the British hands in

enter into an agreement covering
his film with the ’company. However, initial discussions have taken
place and it’s held highly likely
that a contract will soon material-

UA

To

No
*

To

Germany on Govt. Pic Job
•

•

Hollywood,

May

2(£.

available for filming.

pictures three-by-four feet, Arthur
Levey- testified.
At hearings on
par anti-trust issues. Skiatron inherited patents held by Scophony,
in which Par and General Precision owned,, a 50% interest until
1949; Commission has been- hearing evidence that Par and GPE
*

.

suppressed .development
Supersonic receiver.

.

.

home moVie

projector and operates
in a: similar manner, throwing a
picture on -a wall, screen or
treated window shade. The projector ’contains the usual knobs for
tuning in stations,
Levey told .Vahixty following the
hearing that Skiatron plans to

TV

•

(Continued on page

*
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Janis Carter
Sidney' Chaplin

—

Zag;

It’s

As Poa .Kangaroo, Not a

Thomas

•Les

100 Industry Leaders
Enter Pic Golf Tourney

B’nai B’rith at the Vernon Hills
Country Club, Tuckahoe, N. Y., to-

morrow

(Thurs.).

Those scheduled

to

participate

are Spyros Skouras. Si Fabian, Abe
Schneider, Harry Bratldt, George
Skouras, William Brandt, William
White, Burton ’Robbins: Leo Jaffe,
Martin Moscbwitz, Abe Di'ckstein,

Edward L s

Fabian,"

MaX

A. Cohen,

Harold

Ririzler, Solomon and Morris Strausberg, Mhrrie Goldstein,
Robert Sherman, Paul Lazarus, Jri,
A1 Rylander, Howard LeSieur,
Mortimer Wormser, George 'Hornstein and Len Gruenberg.
Participation is open to' all members of the film and allied industries.
Alfred W, Schwalberg is
chairman and Harold Rinzler is co.

chairmaru

•

Leo McCarey

Gag.”

•

'

Lester Gottlieb
Sir Cedric Hardwicke
Alexander S. Ince

Star-Journal head-

lined the story: “Zip Zigs
lice

Richard Conte

John Farrow

1

•

N.

Y'.

to

Europe

Larry Adler
Earl Blackwell

Donen

Roger Edens
Eddie Elkort
Nanette Fabray
Ed Gardner
Paul Gross
Henry Hathaway
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.
Dr. Herbert Kalmus

Sammy Lewis
Frederick Loewe
Joseph Manklewicz
Daniel Mann
John Nasht
Donald O’Connor
Mike O’Shea
Harriet Parsons
Gregory Peck'
JanTeerce
.Frank Pitman

Vera Ralston
Debbie Reynolds
William Saal
Sidney Sheldon
Jack Smith
Lou Smith
Walter Starckp

Tino Rossi
Sidney Sheldon

Europe to N. Y«

Kay
Abe

Glenn Ford
Burl Ives
Milton R. Rackmil
Jonas Rosenfield
John Shubert

Jerome Whyte

Stanley

Otto Lang

John Byram
Marian Byram
Joan Caulfield
Saul Goo*dman
Charles Laughton
Herb Leder
Cele McLaughlin
Leonide Moguy
•Maynard Morris'
Stephen Pallqs
Gregory Peck
Leonard Pennario
Benno Rabinof
•Sylvia Rabinof
-

Lauren -Bacall
Humphrey. Bogart
Vanessa Brown
George D. 'Burrows
Macdonald Carey
Richard Carlyle
Carleton Carpenter

World-Telegram, shied away, but over the -Paul Jarrico" screenthe Long Island papers went for credit on “Las Vegas Story.”
the yarn hook, line and kangaroo.
Last heard from, they and L.I. poN. Y. to L..A,"
lice—possibly with a. little help
Julie Bennett
from Stirling Silliphant’s press deCharles Boyer
partment at 20th were organizing
’Olivia de Havilland
r. helicopter search and a kangaroo

Long Island

13)

L. A. to N. Y.
Larry Adler
Dana: Andrews
Val Arms
Ted Ashley

,

posse.

the

Skiatr.on receiver, or “projector” as Levey prefers to call it,
Is about the same size .as a 16m

.

.

of

The

'

.

forthcoming Anglo-American negoAlmost 100 industry leaders have
tiations.
Questions raised in the entered the film industry- golf
tournament being sponsored, by
New York's Cinema Lodge Of

George Templeton, has left for House of Commons last week by
Washington enroute to Germany T. A. Swingler yielded a written
to head the motion picture division answer which he regarded as unof the State Department there. He satisfactory.
In
his
question
last
week,
had come back here, following his
appointment last month, talking Swingler implied that the reported
With writers, directors and other sale of Denharri to Electrical and
creative talent about joining him Musical Industries, which would
He found many “more use the plant for non-film making
abroad.
purposes, might hamper -the prothan willing to go.”
Templeton will make no deci- duction of an adequate supply of
sions until he reaches his head- product to fulfill the '30% quota.
Reply for the ’government by
quarters in* Bonn and surveys the
situation.He’ll probably recruit Henry Strauss, parliamentary sec
technicians there. Most of actual retary of the Board of. Trade,
production will be around Munich, agreed that there would be official
Berlin and- Frankfurt.
Although concern if lack of studio space
he’ll be gone two years, Templeton made the quota impossible to fulwill maintain his indie company, fill but he did not consider that
Templeton Productions, under su- such a situation had arisen. Nor
pervision of Dan Packer, who’ll en- did he feel that it would arise if
gage in both theatrical and tele- the Denham lot was no longer
vision production.

SWG

kangaroo that it was im
Name* MacDougall
porting from California to New
Hollywood, May 20.
York for the opening at the Roxy
Ranold -MacDougall has been.:
of a film named (of all things) named to Screen Writers Guild
“Kangaroo.” The Houdini of. Mar- exec board, replacing Sloan -Nibsupials made its getaway
wfyde ley. Latter ankled because he Is
being transported from LaGuardia now ip a supervisory position as
Airport and was reported cavort- story editor of Revue Productions.
irig
between the Whitney and
The SWG membership meeting
Grace estates near Roslyn, L. I.
Wednesday night (21) will include
New York papers, aside from the report on Guild hassle with RKO
five-foot

.Skiatron is currently working on
a pilot model of its Supersonic
projection receiver permitting TY
•programs, tb be shown at home in

Starr
Steinberg

Harry Steintnatt
Don Weis
1

William Wilder
Herbert J. Yates

'

1

«r„ln<*d»T.

May

21, 1»52

Twentieth-Fox 'demonstrated its Eidophor theatre color television
it* annual stockholders’ meeting in the N, Y. homeoffice
*vstem
yesterday (Tdes.) with images relayed via cable' from the Fox
Movietone studios two blocks away and thrown on tile regular
fi.o; projection room,
Prexy Spyros P, Skouras was -jubilant on the occasion but asked
reporters on the scene to Refrain from press appraisals since the
showing was in 'the' nature of an experiment.*
performers how appearing at the Roxy, garbed in multi-colored
.costumes, moved about in jiong-and-dance routines for the TV
Special Eidophor projector, slightly larger than the
camera.
standard machine, was placed in the booth alongside other apparatus neatly flitted into a box-like casing, measuring about six feet
high and some inches short of the length of the projector. Columbia broadcasting System’s color system with- the revolving disk was
used although the system could be adapted to the employment of
*11 elctronic, or non-mechanical, tilting.

screen in the

'

Fay,

Personnel Cuts Due at 20th-Fox

Currency

freeze

instituted jby
;

Quick playoffs, the current sysof bidding for pix and roadshows at upped admission scales
rapped by. Leonard H. G61For Exhib Screenings were
detison, prexy ;of .United. ParaParamount has a plan in work to mount Theatres,* at* the annual
hold special invitation screenings meeting of the" company’s stockof four or five of its new- pix in holders yesterday (Tues.) in New
theatres in key. cities, Exhibs will York.
Comments, oh the playoff
receive personal invitations from method were made In 'his prepared
branch managers. for the sKo wings, statement to stockholders while
which will be excluded from the his remarks' on bidding and roadpublic.
shows were made In answers to
Company tried out the idea with floor queries.
“Here Comes the Groom,” Bing
“I believe,” Goldenson declared,
Crosby starref, some time ago. It “the industry is nOw becoming
met with considerable success in aware of the harmfulness of the
bringing out theatremen who over rapid release system to everyone
the years have hot been attending in the business.
As soon as the
the standard film' showings in local awareness
b e\c o m, e s Universal

tem

many hatioris, starting Jnii,947y fs Par’s Invitation Plan
now being viewed by film execs
as the cloud with the silver lining.
Belated income now arriving, in
the XT. S, as a result of the 'thawing
of some of the deep-freeze money
is providing a much-needed Itfpo
to current profits,
*f
Prime example is RKO, as evi-

denced by

its

;

annual report for

1951, issued last week. It was able
to show black Ink to the tune of
more than $334,000 due to the fact
that
of
previously
$3,000,000
blocked currency poured into the

treasury during the 12-month period.

'

While examples aren’t so dramatic at other companies^ all of exchanges.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of 4
told . the corporation’s
annual meeting of stockholders in

that the
holds promise of healthy
economics; but for the present, additional lopping of expenses is imN, Y.
future

yesterday

the

This, ho said, will be in
form of personnel, eliminations

“Particularly
emphasize/' the prez Added,

and salary cutting.
let

me!

20tV% Economy Order

(•Tues.)

perative.

"executive Salaries will have to
be reduced, and plans' are under

Hollywood,

May

20,

20th-Fox department heads
have been asked to survey their
operations an<J report on what
economies, financial and personnel, can be effected.
Col.. Jason Joy, director of
public relations and personnel,
Is leaving the company, it was
reported. He has been associated with Fox Films and later.

way which will be jii effect during
the current year.”
20th-Fox since 1032,
Two
reported yesterday
Twentieth
weeks ago, GJeorge Wasson rethat the net. for the first quarter
signed as head of the studio
of the current, year skidded to $34,legal department.
OOO, equal to* lc per share on the
common stock.- Earnings for the
lame period in 1951 amounted to
$874,776. equal to 27c per share
after payments were made on the
preferred stock issue, which since*
has been retired.
Skouras told the meeting that
encouraging advances have been
made since* the first quarter, which
ended March 29/ He related that
foreign rentals for all of the* current year so far ate running* 4%
above the 1951 level, that domesTwentieth-Fox may postpone ditic
rentals for the first „ seven
Weeks of
the
second* quarter vorcement of domestic theatres for
another
90 days or six months bereached $7,979,864, against $7,339,792 during the same period .last yond the present -deadline of June
year. Domestic theatre attendance 28, stockholders .were told by prez
is off
about 6% from last year. Spyros P. Skouras at the company’s annual meeting in N. Y. yesSkouras’ Assurance
He said he had
In contrast to -the poor results terday (Tues.).
general counin the first quarter, Skouras as- been so advised by
sel
Otto
and refrained
* Koegel
sured the investors of a handsome
upbeat in the second stanza, to the -from offering any details.
Such a delay would, require De
(Continued on page 15)
partment of Justice approval and,
if that were not given, a court row
with the Department could be exC. P. Skouras as
pected.
Prez
New film company_ will take over
Could Snare
Yrly. all assets excepting domestic theaOutfit already has absorbed
tres.
Hoyts Theatres, Australia, Skouras
On Salary-Phis
Deal said. On the foreign production
Charles P. Skouras is set as front,, the prez related, that costs
president of National /Theatres at are so high that Tensing activity
* stipulated salary plus a profits
outside the U. S. will be cut.
participation which could give him
In other corporate reshuffling of
up to $500,000 per year. Circuit, assets preliminary to divorcement,
uow a subsid of 20th-Fox, becomes Skouras reported, National Thea*n independent operation upon di- tres has already paid its dividend
vorcement this year.
of $12,500,000 to the parent comIn answer to a stockholder’s pany, and the Roxy Theatre, N. Y.,
question, Otto Koegel, 20th’s gen- a separate subsid heretofore, aleral counsel, told the outfit’s an- ready has been shifted to National,
nual meeting in N. Y. yesterday
In underlining the strong finan(Tues.) that the National prexy will
(Continued on page 16)
receive about half the salary given
Spyros P, Skouras as prez of 20th.
Utter drew $246,000 in salary in
1951.
He added that Charles Martin-Lewis Reach
oKouras could conceivably draw a
UT.JU*
n
Ulf million dollatf^ under the parear wains raci
ticipation arrangement but the’ forTTnllvwood Mav 20
mula demands that National would
Lewi*
Jta *
Dean
nave to net over
$7,500,000 for him
»SSn viar
contoS
”-*" contract
new seven-year
'7
do It* Stockholders Should be signed
«
with Hal Wallis calling lor one film
very happy"
if thi* is accombasis
salary
straight
annually on a
: *

,

.

Dp

to 6-Mo. Delay

*

Seen by Skouras

On Divorcement

.

NT

50QG

%

M

V

plished, said

Koegel.

.

Aubrey Schenck Rounds

Aside from the. visible effect on
the profit-arid-loss statements, the
dark days, foreigh rwise/ of 1947-48
now clearly appear to have been
a boon for,* less tangible reason.
That is that they pulled the studios
up short on expenditures prior fo
the time the down-draft in domestic grosses was fully felt and put
the companies in a better position
to meet the fiscal problems that
1

.

uZ£r

“c/mie*

’can

undisclosed

do .

number

some changes would be brought
'about in the bidding system, which
he said led to’ a degree of con-

fusion and was also; a factor in the
downbeat b.o/ Goldenson noted,
that UPT attendance and b.o, take
In
the event all interested
a couple of percent ahead in
ran
parties' agree to the final draft of
the first quarter of this year oyer
plans for industry arbitration, and
.

;

,

1

a big order,* it will be ‘six
to a year before the system can be made operative, according to trade lawyers.
The timetable they have figured
arose later at.hOrae.,
begins with the- next meeting of
Currency restrictions started on reps of the various trade organizaa large scale in the summer; of tions involved, including the Mo1947 with 'the imposition by Brit- tion Picture Assn, of America and
ain of the 75% ad valorem tax. It the exhib outfits. .That's now set
Was that, more than anything else, for June 16 In N. }T.,. having been
that suddenly made the majors postponed from May_ 26. The reps
cognizant of how 'dependent they thereupon must obtain the okays
were on- foreign markets and, con from their respective associations.
versely, how o.ut-of-bounds they
Next step will be winning the
had let costs get as related to po approval of the Department' of
tehtial domestic income.
Justice.
This ^means plenty of
Studio, toppers were forced into time for study since, the D. of J.
a more realistic attitude "that start- endorsement, will
go
on the
court recor.ds. The string of unanicontinued on page 13)
mous affirmative votes assumedly
achieved to this point, the plan, in
the 'form of an amendment to the
industry antitrust consent decree,
goes to the N. Y. Federal Court.
Tribunal
recesses
through the
Hollywood, May 20.
summer and usually finds a crowdJack Broder and Sharmark Pro- ed calendar upon occupying the
ductions Inc., have filed a breach bench* each fall. This could mean
of contract suit against Horizon delays.
Then comes the .mammoth job
Pictures in U. S. District Court demanding an accounting on “Afri of appointing arbiters in each key
can Queen.” Action.- brought by at- area and all other personnel, estorney -Herbert G. Baerwitz also tablishing offices and generally
machinery in order
lists Horizon Enterprises and putting the
Horizon Productions as defendants» and acquainting all exhibs across
the
country
with
its functions.
Plaintiffs claim
domestic
of
Meanwhile, one of the most ingross and 10% of net profits are
tensified
within
efforts
the frame
d ue under deal whereby Broder
and Sharmark, his' film investing work of the entire project was
completed
in
Monday
N. Y.
(19) by
company, advanced pre-production
coin f0r “Queen.*'* Suit says there the rules committee headed by
that’s

months

^

'

.

JACK BRODER SUES

-

FOR QUEEN’ ACCTG.
*

*

’

3%

has been no accounting to date,

$41,498,000

(Continued on page 13)

RKO Investment Key To

Strong reason for the curtailed and

RKO

was reproduction .activity at
fleeted in the outfit’s annual report
disclosing a film investment of $41,That whopping figure is
comprised of $29,054,000 In RKO's

498,000,

ow ^

inv* ntories * nd $12,444,000 in

fin O'

„

t°W was

The investment of

continuities

at

cost

amounts written off.
RKO came up with a

last

'

year.

However,

he. pointed

out that, as A result of the booking
of a number of advanced price pix
during tihq first quarter, UPT’s
film costs were up. “This factor;”

he said, “coupled .with a higher
tax rate, caused our earnings to
he substantially below those of the
first quarter of- last year/’
Exclusive of capital gains, consolidated earnings of UPT for th*
(Continued bn pagb 15)

la.-Neb. Allied

l

Blames

’Gouging’ for Small

Exhib’s Inability to

Primp

Elma, la., May 20.
Frequent inability of smalltown
theatre owners to refurbish their

much as they would like
to can be laid squarely upon distributors’ practices of percentage
selling.
“A- lot of small theatres
could do a lot more fixing up,” says
houses* as

Allied of Iowa, Nebraska Be MidCentral secretary Charlie Jones,
“if they could buy film for 20%
instead of getting the gouge. And
'we don’t mean percentage buying.
We mean film rentals over the
year3 period bought on fiat rental
and not over 20% of the gross*
Writing in the organization’s, current bulletin, Jones points out that
“every time we go to a convention

we hear some guy who probably
never owned a theatre in his life—
at least a smalltown,

—

narrow mar-

gin operation get up and tell us
about fixing up our houses, put in
new decorations, put in those new
lamps, machines, lenses, chairs or
Out here we’re made up
carpet.
mostly of No. 1 and lA towns that
means town grossing $500 per week
or less.
Sure we’ve got to keep

—

Studio’s Curtailed Production Activity

$12,831 000)
$41,498,000 at
of 1952 compares with
start
the
$33,767,000 a year earl er The new,
inventories consist of $10,760,000 in
released productions at cost, less
amortization; $6,124,000, completed
fnS*
indie
and unreleased product; $9,852,000,
with
company.
cameras next week
the
Ctures to t*. made within a George Marshall directing from productions in progress and charges
Vftfi
year,
are “The Warrior,” a tinter; Herbert Baker’s script. Music is to future pix; $1,130,000 supplies
cost and unamortized ad-piib
‘‘
shield for by Mack David and Jerry Diving- at
" nd
charges; $1,188,000, story rights
1
s t one#
’

among us, I expect to see substitute practices develop which will
be beneficial to the entire industry, and which, at the same time,
will be harnionious. with the. Federal antitrust laws. This will mean
improved revenues to both producers and exhibitors,”
UPT prexy said he hoped that

•

This money shows utf pleasantly in
reports now because all of the, majors in the past three or four years
have revised bookkeeping systems
realistically to record only foreign
earnings that actually arrive in
the U. S.

advances to outside producers. Cutv^n/Urid
-M-VS*
inv
and building
inventory
Po 5l “ on are the. aims (as of
$3,139,only
HKO
had
31
Dec.
Old pact. Inked
effective Jan. 1.
to ”1948, was to have expired De-

specified but
ol outside pix.
Meanwhile they start rehearsing
Hollywood, May 20.
Aubrey Schenck rounded up “ScarTltiff”
the original
ncia l backing for three produc- contract. Scheduled to start weeks’
t ,^
ons and
established .quarters at ago they didn't show up after ren Picture Centre for his new jecting script. It now goes before

Up Coin for Three Pix

1

them have found a welcome surge
to foreign income in belated thawing of coin that was in deep freeze.

•

20th-F,ox,

.

less

profit of

$334,626 for 1951, the first time
the outfit has been out of the red
Considering producsince 1947.
tion-distribution on a pro forma
basis, that is, apart from the theatre chain which was divorced Jan.
1, 1951, the company ‘had a loss of
$5,800,000 in 1950, loss of $3,425,000 in ’49, loss of $1,824,000 in ’48,
and a profit of $5,015,000 in ’47.
However, while the upbeat for
’51 appeared very bright on the surface, a couple of big influencing

clean, courteous, neat, painted-lip

and create the atmosphere.
“We’ve got to have concessions,
(Continued on page 18)

520G Suit
Vs. Major Distributors
St, Louis, May 20.
A “substantial” sum is reported
to have been paid Wayne Smith,
Settle St. Louis

owner

of the Egyptian, ozoncr near
111., by eight of the major
distributors when a $520,000 antitrust suit was dismissed last Week
in U. S. District Court in East St.
Louis, 111., across the. Mississippi
from here.
Defendants involved in the outfactors were behind it. First,
of-court settlement are 20th-Fox,
took in a windfall of $3,000,000 Warner Bros., Universal, Parafrom abroad, representing foreign mount, Republic,
Pictures,
earnings, which had been frozen Loew’s, Inc., and United Artists.
and thawed out during the year, Originally, others named as demainly from England, plus the pay- fendant were Monogram, Maroff on investments in pix abroad.
low's
Amus. Co., Murphysboro
Also, a change in amortization of Opera Co., Grand Opera Co., and

Herrin,

•

*

RKO

RKO

(Continued on page 16)

John Marlow, Herrin,
•

4

^
t

111.
f
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do JS?with

;

reasons have something to
0 ld head scar, but the alley’s
r
‘
’
‘
denizens figure he’s a coward and
^Feian
John
Bnrk«
V. V.
,..<?uy Doiemaa treat
pleader
him as such,^ particularly
0ffIwr
juniirn Kurt Kasznar, blind hanger-on in,
§ft?n
AWalrve .’stocicmVn .\\\“ Clyde Combo the saloon-training gym run by Gil-.
Henry Murdoch bert RolAnd.
Black Tracker-.
"
Since Kasznar is the father of
Australia's wide-open spaces, not mi ss Caron, this attitude doesn’t
unlike the states’ own west, get
Meeker’s romance, so he entire Technicolor treatment in lists in the Army to fight in Korea
"Kangaroo.” The locale -provides an(j >v in the Congressional Medal
a fresh background .for the runoff 0 f Honor to prove he’s no coward,
of what is a standard westernTea- Back borne again, Meeker coasts
ture plot that is not particularly ai on g 0 n hero worship for awhile
the writing or u nt,U it wear* thin, then finances an
distinguished
presentation. However, the Down operation for Kasznar that turns:
Under scenery, sorne rugged cat- 0ll £ unsuccessful, but he does win
tie-drive action and glimpses of him over.
Story, then falls comAustralian fauna are points that pi e t e)y f 0 pieces, revealing that
can be used to exploit the picture Meeker’s walkout' on a promising
and help it rate average grosses. r j n g career 1$ because he doesn’t
-Maureen O’Hara, as a redhaired want people to see the huge scar
daughter* of the Australian bush, on his head. He conquers this comidoes an acceptable job of the plex though, goes on to become
femme "lead. Peter Lawford por- champ, winning the friendship oftrays an English adventurer paired Glory Alley and the gal.
With unscrupulous Richard Boone
Meeker doe* what he ran with
to
ta »
th^loMcly-diaped character!' Mss
F
'Caron is npt much on the acting
Snrtimf thL? ton foursome sir such end
but l * U P
the writing of
AnitrnUan P
7rf
as Chios
therole i She does shine brightly
Haffe?tv Le ttv C?avdon Charles
a
in son}« Worried ballet-terp stints,
T?nawen andothers °Within the
gl
bu
limits of the s—ipt’a. potential they
^cf
fl?v6 r t^toe
n
all are satisfactory.
‘
Loui? Blu«"' a ,^eiras vo5imng
Lewis Milestone’s^ direction of it with anL ass i 5 t fr6m Jack TeaBassler production ex- garden. She also sings and
dances
the a French tune,
hiblts a strong action hand
Louis "Satchmo”
cattle drive sequences, T>ut he s Armstrong figures in
.for a role as
Harry
not able to endow the
Kasznar’s helner and «intr* and
Kleiner screenplay, from a story blows \he tittenumber
and ^‘That’s
1
by Martin Berkeley, with any parthe Man Srid ”
Some of
ticular dramatic merit.
« i
’r t.
T .
Kasznar, Roland,
John McXntire,
the plot ahd character motivations
are obscure, and the continuity is vv f10 narrates the story, Dan Seyjerky. Camera work of Cnarles G. mou f *ud the others provide as.
William
Clarke is worthwhile, adding some ^ ue b kelp as possible.
camera work and the
salable values in depicting the Daniels
er
credits are acceptexploitable assets.
°u?
Brog.
Lawford and Boone take It on ab e
the lam to the Australian bush
after an abortive attempt to hold
Country
Craydon

Letty
Charier

Kathleen...:.,.....

Matt

i^wcu

^

.'

*.

-

*.

London, by
issue of Nov,
"Devoid of name val-

,

*

subversive machine -at work in
a varirity of undercover activities, ?Ii* convincing Style ” the
'reviewer opined, "the saboteurs are brought to justice.”
Director Roy Boulting "keeps
the., film moving at a steady
pace” and "good, all-roUnd

thespmg is achieved.”Pacemaker Pictures is distributing the Paul Soskfn production In the U. S.
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drought

J

Mild Gene Autry Trtarrer;
^tarrer: okay
^
*„ twin
in
” setup*.
8CUl

station

-

Apache
Apaehe

v

up a Sydney gambling spot. They
trick Currie, aging bwner of a

stricken cattle
(ranch), into thinking Lawford may
be his long-lost son and convince
helt) her
nti
miss O'Hara
liaia. thev
tney want to
10 ueip
father save his cattle. The advehturers go along on a drive to bring
the cauie
rattle irom
from the hush
the
to uie
in tne
ousn to
ranch waterhole, and these seplot doesn’t- get
quences,
in the way, are colorful and interstampede, a bush fire and
esting.

^

_
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Cannes Festival Shows
Offbeat Pix
Arties or

OK

for U.S.

Programmers

Cannes, May 12.
With the Cannes Fest curtaining
Saturday (10) and the prizes given'
out, a recap reveals that yarlous
offbeat pix were in evidence on the
outer fringes of the fest. Though
these pix may not have been
kudosed, most of them have some
appeal that

may make them

of in-

terest, stateside, in small arty the-

programmers.
the pix were of adequate

atres, or as offbeat

Not

all

length for full stop billing, but
could probably do if paired with a
similar or counterpoised pic.

Japanese showed "Walkers

On

’.

...

>

ll

1,01

;

ionn iSSf

2“
!Sn
cer

f

has white conspirators

?

%gS^^A"Sfa 32S?
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dcrs Range and

S
R
t*uit.

Glory Alley
(SONGS)
Poorly done drama of prizewith
New Orleans
background; for lowercascrs.
fighter

May

Hollywood,
16.
M-G-M release of Nicholas Nayfack productlon. Stars Ralph Meeker, Leslie Caron; features Kurt Kasznar, Gilbert Itoland,
Louis Armstrong.
Directed
by
Raoul Walsh. Story and screenplay. Art
Cohn; camera, William Daniels; editor,
Gene Rmrgiero; musical
choreography.

Stoll;

Previewed May
c

v

K

14, *52,
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DailadlSt and Sharpshooter,
the gal role nicely. But Mary
s c °tt as the vlllainess, acts as
though shc b * d beep trained in
oa P operas and has never f orgot?
ten it.
Pat Buttram, as Autry’s
ld *
spa
given
!
S?5i whenever
a
chance, which
is
not often
enough. Francis X. Bushman is
huned in the minor role of u. s.

fits

1

,

‘

.*

‘

.*

!

LcSfe Caron
Kurt KwSmar
Gilbert Roland

1

Jack Teagarden
Sal Nicixois (The Pig)
1

Spider

Himself

Dan Sejmour

11

s

j.bb??. ". ;

: : : : : : : ::

...;

Domingo
'

Frank, the PoUceman
.

S*^

gowL Commissioner.

:

John indrismo
Mickey Little

T«ry Wnulker .7 .\7 .Y.Y.V JPa*
Newsboy Addams

SnX

fnow

78

rosa

The Judge
Pcppi Donnato

le

h^S Sing

Autry looks bored with the
whole thing. He still sincx in frm
wiSJrn
livl*.
JSSt Melt Your
v° P
e
With
}^ fj ^5
Cold,. Cold Heart
his best effort.
Carolina Cotton
ax a

O’Curran,

Running time,

t

career.

direction, Georcio

Charles

k/eptog

sup-'

cent settlers.
Indian raids are a
coverup for far-flung bandit activities. Of course, the U. S. Government sends Autry with" his horse,
Champion, to round up the gang
while working undercover.
However, his identity is tipped at the
outset by an agent for the gang
in Washington, and the vehicle
only becomes a contest to see which
gunman will write finis to Autry’s

arog.

vSZ
McMahon

is

David
George Garvcr

1

George Archginbaud’s direction
U P *° P a
Cashlug in on wh*tr
f*

ever the trite story has to offer.
William Bradford’s camera work
is

.

okay.

Wear.

"Glory Alley” barely gets* by as
—
A lowercase programmer for the
Isabel Withers celebrating- her
general market.
It is a hapless 30th year in show biz with a role
showcase for the talents of the cast, in "Tonight We Sing” at 20th-Fox.
«

-

:

Geisha

1

:

i

•

I

»

-

•

’

.

-
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rj^

ror drags her all over the house
before fleeing. Extremely stylized
and epicene, it is strictly for the

This is a routine outdoor actioner of the love of a man for a wild
horse ahd should "prove satisfactory- in the regular dual bill market as a supporting feature. As
the star, Ben Johnson gives the
horseroundiip and riding sequences
authority,- and the plbt is run off
with enmigh action .to fill release
intentions. The Cinecolor lensing
~
is good.
The early-west plot fin.ds Johnson orphaned as a kid when his
parents are killed by marauding
Indians. His pet colt escapes and
takes up with a wild herd and
grows into a magnificent stalUon.
The orphan is taken in hand by
Edgar. Buchanan, wild horse ’hunter, and raised at a cavalry post.
Grown to manhood, Johnson’s principal interest is on recapturing his
old .pet steed. He does* but plot
contrivance has him lose the horse
to the cavalry, which returns it- to
him after he saves a group of soldiers from Indians. Johnson then
joins the cavalry and marries the
commander’s daughter.

Luis
brutal

Bunuel,

director

of

the

"Young And The Damned,”

submitted an uneven but gratifying
fantasy, "Mountihg To Heaven,” a

'

Main

plot is told
.

in flashback,

Bettb.....,.,

Ralph

w a Kara

.Shlnzo Takada

1

Pearl

Hamad*

i

"Geisha Giri,” which indie .producers George* P. Breakston and C
-Stahl filmed in Japan last summer, is a feeble effort, an excuse to

Ray

work
j

i

some native backgrounds.

in

Acting is weak', direction poor and
photography far from firstrate.

But despite its many faults, the
picture is .an exploitable piece of
merchandise. If exhibitors stress
the "night in a geisha house” angle,
play up "GIs on the loose in Nippon,” etc., some curious and unwary patrona'may be lured past the
wicket.
However, ‘there will be
scant word-of-mouth.
.

William Andrews and Archer
MacDonald, two Yank soldiers
fresh from a year in Korea, run ina series of misadventures in
to returning to the
States. Also involved in the goingson is' airline hostess Martha Hyer.
In some, manner the trio gains possession of some ."explosiye” pills
to

Tokyo prior

which a Japanese ring has developed for purposes, of sabotage.
Before the -police collar all the
heavies, the story takes the participants on -a tour through a geisha
house, a kabuki theatre and a national shrine. With the wealth of
natural backgrounds that Japan has
to offer, it’* obviou^ that some day

a Hollywood production unit will
make good use of them in a wellpicture.

.

Unfortunately,

‘.'Geisha Girl’” muffs it? opportunities in a cloak pf "quicKie” at,

mosphere.
Performances are mediocre.
Mjartha HyCr, although pert and
winsome, fails to convince as the

who turns detective.
equally unimpressive.
Balance of the
cast,
with Exception of several
American M-P.s, are Japanese.
Airline hostess

-Andrews and MacDonald are

Othello
May

'Cannes,

13.

Marceau release of Orson Welles-Mog*- Breakston and Stahl directed erdor production.
Directed by Welles. ratically. Film's physical values inAdaptation from play of William Shako
Gilb.
speare by Welles. Stars Welles; feature* dicate a slim budget.
Suzannes Cloutier, Michael McLeanor, Fa

^BTOllI Ufilif I

Michael Lawrence; camera, Brlxzl Fxnto.
At Cannes Film Festival, Cannes, May 10,
'52. Running time,
OtheUo
Desdemona

M

Orson Welles
Suzanne Cloutier
..Michael McLeanor
Robert Coot
Michael Lawrence

Roderlgo

Cawlo
Emilia
Bidnca

¥all of

House of Usher
OBRITISH)

MINS.

Fay Compton

Doris

Dowling

After three years in the makingj

Orson Welles unveiled his “Othello”
at the Cannes Film Festival to win
the top award. Film is an impres-

Sub-standard Version of the
Edgar Allan Poe tale.
•

*

L. , Barry Bernard 4c Arthur Manson
presentation of GXB. Films production.
Produced and -.directed by Ivan Barnett.
Screenplay, Kenneth Thompson and Dorothy. Cattr adapted from story by Edgar
Allan Poe;' music, De Wolfe. At Squire,
N„. Y„ May 1«, ’82. Running time, 70 MINS.
Kay Tendetcr
Lord Roderick Usher
.Lady Usher. ... . ... . .Gwendoline Watford

sive rendering of the Shakespear- Jonathan
.Irving Steen
LUcy Pavey
ean tragedy. But because of the The Ha*....*.
CordweU.. ......... .Vernon Charles
cerebral cutting and liberties with Dr.
Gavin Lee
The BUtler
the original, this* is strictly for the Richard
Powell-BrlstoW
.Tony
.Connie Goodwin
art house set. Proper placing and Louise
Robert Wolard
Grevllle
price prestige plus probable favor- Geor*e
.................. .Keith Lorraine
able crix and word-of-mouth should

on all the Mexican films of
passion and fury. It recounts a fantastic bus ride interspersed with help this.
Beginning is catchy in lensing,
dream sequences, political disturbplasticity and eye appeal, but a bi(
ances, fiestas and a seduction. This
murky
development. After the
is another for offbeat pairing and
marriage of Othello and Desderuns a tight 70 minutes.
mona over the protests of her
An interesting Spanish entry of father, the film takes a firm draJuan Condes called "Surcos” looks matic line and crescendos as the
like a likely entry for Spanish-lan- warped lago brings on th^ ensuing
guage nabes Pic is an extremely tragic results. The planting of the
realistic attempt to show the ef- jealousy seed in Othello is a bit
fects of a farm family when it goes sudden, but once it takes, hold, the
to the big city and falls into cor- Pic builds in power until the final
death scene.
ruption and decay. Pic soon beMichael McLeanor is good as
comes overweighted and melo- lago,
the jealous, twisted friend
dramatic but its preponderence of whose envy
turns to hate and
good scenic bits and some interest- murder. Orson
Welles gives the
ing thesping might put this. over.
tortured Moor depth and stature.
Roger Lecnhardt has made a fine Suzanne Cloutier is a weak note in
evocation of the life of "Victor the proceedings, making DesdeHugo,” using paintings, drawings mona a simple, empty character.
and illustrations from his books. Supporting roles are adequate.
Lensing is fine and of a good
Running 40 minutes and expertly
contrasting quality in recording
edited and commented, this would
the palaces, baths, bedrooms and
make a good adjunct for any sort dank halls.
Editing is dynamic and
of art show.
exciting, making the points by
Swedish documentary, "Hindu contrast and shock effects to get
Village,” by Arne Sucksdorf, is an over
the
internal
torment of
excellent study of a small Indian Othello.
Footage shot In Italy and Motown and how progress finally gives
rocco is well matched photographit the water it needs.
Life and
mores of the town are well defined ically. Standout scenes are the
and film is expertly lensed and murder of Roderigo in a Moroccan
a *h as the chase weaves through
edited.
P
Mosk.
the steamy air and ends in general

satire

‘

IfSHv
Strlptewer,

.

'

offbeat artles.

^

-

.
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law and wed the

This is one of Gene « Autry’s,
girl.
There are a couple of senti- wea ^ e r pix. He sings less, fights
mental songs sung by Currie dur- l ess rides less—- and less occurs
ing a "drunken spree and a rain than in his other films. Film has
dance by a group of Australian too many closeups and too many
aborigines to make up the few mu- side issues.
Ca

fjya

showed his first pic here,
“The Red- Curtain.” Running an
uneven 50 minutes and extremely

&!"t

ii

.

director,

A

"

i^oslc«

Don made

»

lead to

Umd pub

Monoarxw
ot Walter Mirlfteli
Girl
Star* Ben Jaihn— *. Edcar
Uchanan, Mtrttia Hr«r; .'faatura* H*ydt*
T
lfsa*
rrn rv “
,J^r jfceUfiv Needs, exploitaDon
IMr*ctad *y L«wta D. CpV
*
Una. Screenplay, Dan Tillman; camera
*
(Clnecolor), Harry Neumann; editor, William Austin; uuik. Marlin Sfci ln a Previewed May 13, '92. Runnier - time, 7» C
Broakston.
erpeuetlon.* Stars
MINI.
WJUlam Andrew*, ArcherMartha
....... .k*R Johnaon
D*tt Light,.
,
Mac.
by. Breakston anrt
...Xdgar Buchanan
.Wintergreen,
Caroline....^... ....... .... Martha Hyer
Hayden Rorke Schoenbek-*; earner*, Ichiro HoshiiimaMajor Callen
Beauaaont mitslc. Alb.a GUa«er, At Rialt?
Capt. Wilmurt*.
Young Dan............. .Or ley Llndgrnn F5ttW MBurjta
MINS.
...Don Haggerty
Sgt. Reach......
wiiwn:
Suwua Odin
iwiiiinm^dS
Caroline (ax a child)
Stanford .Jolley Aicnu,,
......Archer MacDonald
Rill Cole.......
»*,*- -. Kekao Yokoo
Barbara WoodeTl vr’if'Ll** **"
Mr*. Light
.Teddy Nakamura
John Halloran N»k*hiur*;
Mr. Light
t^'^vector-,
Henry OkawJ
»•*»»»••»• .....Tatsuo Salto
reduction.

I

,

when

lightly with the

^?>ttOV* r,y *0r

ttJ

15.

-

-

likely

4

May

Hollywood,

production.

me

**

the Tiger’s Tail,” which is a film in- but without interruption of t.he
terpretation of the classic Japanese time period after once* started.
Lewis D, Collins’ direction' is gentheatrical style. Made by the man
erally capable in keeping things
who did' Rashomdn, Akira Kuro- Oii the move. Johnson’s riding abilsawa, pic is pf interest in treatment ity and retiring presonality help
his role. Buchanan is good as the
and thesping. It deals with 12th grizzled old outdoorsman. Martha
century Japan and concerns how a Hyer is adequate to the light degroup of Royalists guarding their mands, of her ingenue assignment.
Prince infiltrated the enemy lines Hayden Rorke, Orley Lindgren,
disguised as monks. Film has the playing Johnson as A boy;characters:
typical
classic
the Haggerty, a cruel- sergeant, and the
clown, the great wily bodyguard others are acceptable.
The Walter Mlrisch production
and the royal, splendid-looking
prince.
With name of Kurosawa rates okay Cinecolor lensing from
Harry Neumann and , other techthis might do as a dualer.
nical assists^ fulfill budget aims.
Alexandre. Astruc, young Gallic
Brog.

Columbia relea** of Armand Schaefer literary in conception
with only a
Star* Gene Awtry. Directed
by George Archalnbaud, Screenplay. Nor- commentary and no dialog, film
n ““ s H*n J camera, William Bradford; still exerts an interest in the
mood
tor 'v.
Sweeney; musical superatmosphere created by deft
yisor. Paul Mert*. Tradeshown in N. Y., and
May ic, '52. Runnin* time, 42 mins:
cutting and pacing. It concerns a
Gene Autry..'.
Gene Autry young officer billetdd in a bourPat Buttram
£nt Buttram...:
geois home during the French RevodSS
Suter lution. There is a beautiful girl
a devastating dust storm provide Laura Rayburn.
Mary Scott there but nobody
ever talks to each
alter
Rayburn
.....Sydney Mason
dangerous excitement to the foot- jy
other.
Then one night the girl
age and helps hold the picture
t
takes
his
hand
under
the table and
together. Naturally Lawford falls Rdtche*
Tom London
. Byron Fouiger this leads to many passionate Jlove
in love with Miss O’Hara, under- e?5vl.eU
trysts
in his roopi. One night the
goes a change and, at film's end, Tom Rin*o‘. V. '.V.
'.Mickey
slmpaon
y Simpson
girl dies in his arms and he in terit’s
established he wUl get off
,

u4 IwiMi
—

1

;
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vrltfc
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Sloped

wrote, -picture is
ues,”
a natural jtor speeiil exploitstioR on its strong sabotage*
*»
angle.”
Script outlines a. ,ruthles*

.

1952

r prfTBim actfcfter

fieaUa*
cavalry

Myro

.•

*

•

* r

Okay

St. Theatre,
(Tuei.), wai

reviewed from
Variety in the

.

-

52d.

N,’ Y., yesterdiy

other cafct members, or l^oul
Walsh's direction are able to make
“»« h °l th,*.
proH..L*
Jniiwt
Mth-Fo* nhu.
p«ter
the writing and Nicholas rjfayJure*
Auction. star* M*ur**n o'h*m,
Lawfo^; r*atuw» P&fcgr Currt*,. Ria»*|td
wnce ption,
*>
*
Boone,., Chip* a«(«nr> utiy craraan,
* ..
piicMtad
Chari** Tin*w*n.
It * a yarn about a prizefighter
r'
MU*«toh«.
out
hang
who
characters
and
other’
from atory by Martin. B*rk*l«y, camera
a fjfW Orleans WUe Stiver
Craebttieolor), Charjtca C. Clarka: editor, ill
Mieit Pe MascioMmiak, s«iL.Kaplf^
Glory Alley, story line
knovft
*****
M apparently deals with t]he, Illey's
£*w*4*ay. U,
.Maureen O'Hara reaction t6
Pell. McGuire
Peter Lawford and runs from the ring seconds beBichard Connor
-XinUy Currie fore' he is to .start a fight for the
Michael McGuire..

(COLO*)

..

,i- .

..

Tram-Lux

Hollvwood Mav 20

.

^«lgh Treason,”- Britlfh Imwhich preemefi it tlio

v

»nd Lt*U« C»roo

lUlph

topline as the 'principal character*
in Art Cohn's- mixed-up screen
their work, that of. tha
story,

Filrly ftaqr outdoor feature.
iiwr-hcdul and flip**
returns.
in Australia.
-^~r

Mh

attd confyriiigly

m

This Edgar Allan Poe chiller
has been converted into a subActing, direction,
standard film.
photography and other technical
aspects seem almost amateurish.

Commercial

chances,

even

a

as

dualer, are negligible.

Except for Edgar Allan Poe, no
name value* are connected with
this effort Perhaps the trouble is
that one man undertook too much.
Ivan Barnett is credited with the
production, direction and camera.
Femme lead is played by Gwenwho appeared
doline' Watford,
earlier this season on Broadway m
the short-lived English legit importation "Women of Twilight.
Kay Tendeter, Irving Steen and
Vernon Charles are also seen m
leading roles.

Waxman

Buy* ‘Watch*

Bhilip A. Waxman, indie producer of "The Big Night,” which
United Artists released, has pur-

chased "The Night Watch.” Thomas
Walsh novel published by Little

Brown fc Co.
.
Waxman, who had been

in N.

v
x.,

the Coast yesterday (Tae ?;'
cast gr
to line up a director and
his pictqrlzation of the hook,
t
plans to lens it in Gotham late
left for

summer.

;

M>y

Weatt*»Ur,

HCT1JAKS

4*
Dual first^rutt of “Outcast of the
Tdands” lr. a Broadway theatre and

+

The

house is being
1 New YorkT art
watched with extreme interest by
distribs this

Particularly inbiz

week.

)

tlj 1»S1

the i>ic is
triguing is the strong
side -Fine Arts
doing at the east

TV-Ups
.

Upsurge'

SWG Jobs

Hollywood,
of

May

has

boomed employment among mem-

ber^ of the Screen Writers Guild.
compared with the mediocre gross
Bulletin issue'd by SWG discloses
Times Square Astor.
502 of its scripters at work, comResults are strengthening the
Broadway pared with 423 at this time last
distribs’ conviction that
a signifi- year,. Total of 110 are busy screenhas become less and less
Possibility is being ing for TV, as against 50 in 1951.
cant market.
On the majbr film lots 272 writlend
pix
that
those
for
talked,
ers are' employed, compared with
themselves, to it at all, of skipping
a year ago. Of these, however,
268
favor
altogether
in
the Main Stem
in a circuit 58 are working under multiple conof day-and-date preems
tracts
as producer-writers and discattered
or six artieS
of five
rector-writers.
In addition, 90
through Manhattan,, Brooklyn; the
are at work off the indie
scribes
Bronx and Queens.
falls only .slightly, at lots, compared with 75 last year, at
*

at the

,

“Outcast”

an art

,

was produced by
an English company under the banner of Sir Alexander Korda, its
Although

'film.

this

time.

it'

the South Seas, with Carol
Reed as producer-director.. It is
in the U. S! by
released
being
United- Artists for Lopert Films
Corp.
Distributing
locale is

Pic, which opened last Wednesday, hit $16,000 at' the 1,300-seat
Astor with its high overhead as
against $3,500 at the Fine' Arts,
which has only 468 seats and a nut
only a fraction of that of *Jthe Times
"
>

'

Square showcase,
Distrib thinking in light of the
Astor-Fine' Arts day-andrdate is to
attempt next, a preem in a limited
(Continued on, page. 18)
’

•

film

currently

field is
'

•

-

most, into the category of

*

proving quite an. industry dilemma.
While Yank pic-makers are jealously eyeing the considerable aggregate take being siphoned, off by
foreign product in the U. S,, most
of the artle distribs are finding
themselves, either in the red or
too close to it for comfort.
Imports, considere*d in the aggregate, have never enjoyed greater
popularity.
In Manhattan during
the past week there were’ 11 of
them in first-runS, six in Second or
subsequent runs and 14 foreign revivals. In addition, the Italian-made
“Tomorrow Is Too Late,” in a subtitled version, was playing top feature on the Loew’s circuit, although this was admittedly an unusual hooking.
Aside from the Loew’s chain,
most of the 31 other houses playing

20.

television

art

WB Sales Dept,

the
lingualers
were - relatively
small. Nevertheless, the 31 together
constitute more Uian 13,000 seats

and represent a Weekly boxoffice
gross approaching $100,000.
That’s obviously a lot of coin,

and some of it, American distribs
would he going to them if

feel,

Prod. Policies

not to the artie's. They are also
quick to admit, however, that a
Warner Bros.- has b4en combing considerable chunk of it. is handed
the New Yofk literary market for over by patrons Who wouldn’t be
action-, western and cornball-type going to a film at all if the imports
[yams', perhaps .indicating, a con- were not available.
templated shift in production polOn that basis and considering
icy, Story search, was reportedly the fact that, for instance, “Quarinstituted by. sales chief Ben.Kal- tet” took $120,000 and “Kon-Tiki”
mensori, who .is seen making a $90,000 in film rental out of the
pitch for more say-so. by. the sales Sutton—some distribution execs
department in yarn, selection. Film are wondering if HoUywood-isn’t
peddlers, it’s, reasoned, are more missing the boat by not aiming
attuned to the likes and dislikes of
(Continued on page 15)
exhibs and what the latter group
considers b.o. pix.
Kalmenson; currently on the
execs, is
Coast for confabs of
Paramount and Metro issued
reportedly armed with a batch of
them
discuss
a couple of controversial press
will
manuscripts andhandouts last week. Both dealt
with prexy Harry M. Warner and
with director Stanley Donen. production topper Jack Warner. In

—

'

Shaped for

1

been formu-

Plans have already

lated for Monogram's 1953 production program, proxy. Steve Broidy
York this week.
disclosed in
Full lineup will be annuounced at

New

Donen Dilemma

WB

Paramount’s handout had it
way:. “Paramount star
Marion Marshall, last seen in
Hal Wallis’ ‘Sailor Beware,’
weds Stanley Donen, 20th-Fox
director, tomorrow.”
Metro offered this version;

the company’s sales convention in addition, Kalmenson is expected to
September, he added, and at that request an increased production
.time “we hope .to have four or five slate. With current pix, including
pictures completed on the new those of all companies, showing relatively - little staying power, Kalslate.”

this

•

•

.

Studio’s 1952 program, Broidy
noted, calls for delivery of 39 pictures under the Monogram banner.
Of these, he said, 36 will have been
completed by June 15, In addition,
six films have been promised by Al-

seen asking for. more
produet to meet the demands of
exhibs for quicker changeovers.

menson

is

.

“Stanley Donen % M-G-M direcassigned to’ ‘Jumbo,’ ar-

Demands of exhibs, success of
Universal- with, the action and
cornball product, and announce-

tor,

rives Wednesday with his wife
*
to spend five days on research
for the’ picture.”
(Ed. note': Donen, to he
sure, is under contract to

Motto’s producing af- ment that Paramount’s
Cfne has been released to partment Will shoulder the responscheduled to sibility in story selection, treatgo before the cameras In June and. ment and casting, have preceded
July.
Kalmenson’s stqry quest. At U,
With completion 6f “Hiawatha,” sales toppers also serve importantBroidy declared; the firm will have ly in production plans and are frewrapped up its* entire group of quently queried on story selection.
color pictures.
Warner chieftains are currently
Walter Mirisch
production, “Hiawatha” is. due to holding a series of confabs on the
roll June 2.
Eastern brass, including
“Flat Top,” another Coast.
sale& de-

lied Artists,
filiate.

date while three ire

Metro.

•

Major attention among the four
alternate proposals worked, out in
Paris last week for a new U, S.French film agreement is expected
Hollywood, May 20.
to focus* on A plan which would
Wage Stabilization Board has ap- retain the present limitation of 121
proved wage increases in the new imports per year and “loans” by
basic contract between the Screen American distribs for promotion of
'

SAG Pact Okayed

Actors Guild and the major stu- French pix in the U, S,
It is
dios, according to John D&les, Jr., modeled in many respects "after
SA£ executive secretary.
the current agreement with Italy.
New agreement, retroactive to
Scheme would permit free conJan. l, raises minimums from' $55 vertibility
of blocked
balances,
to $75 per day and from $175 to accrued between July 1, 1951, and*
$250 per week.
June 30, 1952, said to amount to
$4,000,000. AH subsequent* earnings*
would also be freely convertible

up

With Joe Kaufman

New

Both Miss Crawford and Kauf•man have been weighing scripts
and will announce definite plans
when the star xetui-hs from a ballyhoo trip on behalf of “Fear,” Which
RKO is releasing soon. Miss Crawford indicated, that there is a possibility the. new indie outfit would
make a deal with RKO for distribution of the films.
As co-producer of “Fear,” star is
holding confabs with RKO sales
and pub-ad toppers on sales and
exploitation. She will tour 26 cities in late August and early. September, just before “Fear” preems
in each city, to meet exhibs and
talk to the press.
Miss .Crawford, who worked in
“Fear” on percentage deal, said
she would receive no remuneration
as co-producer and that she accepted the added duties* “to gain
the experience.” “Fear” Was
brought in at $600,000 though production had to shut down for 10
days because of illness of many of
the principals.

•

WB

A

already underway.

tinter, is

ventures are in Cinecolor.
slate will be garnished
star power than in<the

with more

But
past.
top talent, he emphasized, will .be
signed only for specific ^pictures,
for “we have no intention of -building up a high-priced stable of

New York

Friday

to

(16)

New

season’s

product will

made

in-

overseas.

As

with Harry M. and Jack L. Warner.
Harry Kalmine, theatre topper, is also sitting in.
It’s figured that the toppers will
weigh a reorganization plan which

(Continued on page 15)

Milton

Columbia Pictures very quietly
cancelled an exploitation angle
which had been set for the opening
’Malone’ of “The Sniper” in Pittsburgh last

Holmes Sues Col

For Million on

week at the downtown J. P. Harris
Los.-Angeles, May 20.
and for very obvious reasons.
Milton Holmes, producer-writer,
filed suit for $1,000,900* against CoCompany had sent one of its field
lumbia Pictures in Federal Court, men, Roy Jones, to Pitt ha heat the
charging breach of contract in- drums for lectures, interviews, etc.,
volving the picture, “Boots Ma- for William Whalen, former New
lone.”
Holmes, who wrote the York City chief of detectives. That
script for Sidney Buchman Enters was about two or three days before
prises, took over as producer when Harry Gross began to sing in a

—

Buchman

left the iot.
Plaintiff declares Columbia
ised him

28%

Manhattan courtroom and named
prom- Whalen as one of the officials in
Mayor O’Dwyer’s administration
Who had been on the take. Its face
slightly scarlet, Columbia sent little notes to the newspapers and

of the. receipts to
Produce the picture without salary. The
picture,. he charges, was
no* properly
publicized and distributed as per agreement. He says
Columbia spent less than 5% of
ne coin usually
spent to publicize
a Production
of this type.

radio stations in Pittsburgh telling

them Whalen would not be among
those
day.

present

on the

0

appointed

part of a continuing policy

save wherever possible.

In

cases

WarnerBros. where there have been resignareportedly weighing tions, for entrance into the armed

to effect economies,

Theatres are

forces or for other reasons, the
jobs have, remained, in many cases,
unfilled.’In certain situations, espewith the resignation last week cially In nabe operations, advertising
budgets have been sliced.
of
manager
zone
Nat
Wolf
as
of
is currently operating 320
the 28-theatre Warner Ohio ciras compared to 332 a year
theatres
Clevein
cuit with headquarters
The drop probably includes
land, the company will name no ago.
which must be sold under
theatres
successor. Instead, the Ohio operation will be taken over by Moe the Department of Justice’s consent
decree
as well as houses that
Silver, zone manager of the Pittsburgh area. In addition, it’s ex- have been shut because of poor biz.
pected that many Of the activities Some theatres in the chain are
of the Cleveland office will hence- operating on a weekend policy
forth be handled* out of Pittsburgh. only. Under the consent decree, the
Similar consolidation of other company has been ordered to didistrict offices are reportedly in vest 54 theatres within two years
the works. During the past year from January, 1951, of which 27
considerable streamlining of ac- were to be divested during the
counting practices has been effect- first year. As of August, 1951,
ed. For example-, the accounting has sold or contracted for sale 11
duties of the Albany office were theatres, and* the lease on one
dropped and transferred to the has expired. The Department of
New Haven. There were reports* Justice has agreed to a six-month
this week that the tallying proce- extension for disposition of theadures of the Newark office would tres which were to be divested during the first year. Reportedly, the
be shifted to Philadelphia.
company has met the first year’s
Autonomy Operation
Since the b.o. downbeat, War- requirement and has divested 27
ner zone toppers have been oper- theatres. The real estate departating on a more or less autonomous ment is now working on the second
basis, with instructions to cut and year's total.

consolidations of operational activities of the various the-

further

The Come-on-a-My-House trend
in

industry

the film

is

reaching

peak proportions. On the horizon is
an almost constant trek of nonproduction personnel to the studios
for visits with the film-makers.
'Conversely, the Hollywoodites
are hitting the hinte/lands as never
before. One aim is to produce a
hapjjiy payoff via closer relationships .among the men. in the different branches of the trJde, and
consequently a better understanding- of each other’s problems. It
also helps in whipping up excitement about pix.
A. W, Schwalberg, president of
Paramount Distributing Corp., disclosed this week that all future
top-level sales meetings will be
held in Hollywood. The outfit' recently concluded a week-long gettogether of sales execs and Par’*
•

film-makers on the Coast lot.
Sohwalberg .said that the on-thespot viewing of production activities resulted in plenty stepped-up
enthusiasm and confidence among
the distribution reps, prompting
the decision to repeat such sessions in the future.
Metro hosted a three-day series
of screenings and parties for 10Q

(Continued on page 13)

zones#

(Continued on page 16)-

Col Averts Whalen Wailin’
Drops Bally oh Copper
Pittsburgh, May 20.

t

Of Theatre Operations as Economy

confer

stars.”

clude several films

Weighs Further Consolidations
,

Both Kalmenson, veepee &am Schneider
and Major Albert Warner, left

Broidy indicated that the 1953

to a ceiling of $4,500,000 yearly,

but subject to the “loan”—-actually
a subsidy for promotion and production— of 5Yi% Of gross earnings
or $200,000 a year. This year’s
$4,000,000 would al&o be subject to
the $200,000 subsidy. *
proposals will be presented to
the Motion Picture Assn, of America board- by prexy Eric Johnston
at a meeting in New York today
(Wed.). French' negotiating team
Joan Crawford, who* stars in is expected to seek approval .of
“Sudden Fear” and also makes her the Ministry pf Finance in Paris
debut as a co-producer in the Jo- late this week or early next,'
Final okay on any of the plans
seph Kaufman production, Is planning to form a indie, company with before they can become ’effective
must also be given by the Society
Kaufman, she revealed in
York this week. She hopes, she of Independent Motion Picture
said, to become a full-fledged pro- Producers.. Johnston, who repped
ducer and does not intend to ap- the MPAA in the negotiations, is
pear in pix she will supervise. Star anticipating a return to Paris in
indicated, however, that she will June to complete the deal.
All of the plans are said to offer
star in several of the company's
productions, but that Kaufman will the possibility of giving the Amerl(Continued on page 13)
have full reign over these.

WB

Nomination Group

Names SEG

'

j

,*

WB

Officers

Hollywood, May 20.*
Nominating committee of Screen
Extras Guild has named present
officers for reelection, with deadline for indie nominating petitions
set at

Up

June
for

6.

reelection

are prexy
Gordon;
Frankly n
v.p.;
William H.
O’Brien, second v.p.; George Barton, third veepee; Beulah Parkington, recording secretary, and Jef-

Richard

H.

Farnum,

first

frey Sayre, treasurer.
Board of director fiominees are
Claire Andre, Carmen Clifford, Ben
Corbett, Franklyn Farnum, Rich-

ard Gordon, Buddy Mason, William
H. O'Brien, William J. O’Brien,
Snub Pollard, ..Edd 'X. Russell,
Jeffrey Sayre and George So wards*
There are 11 three-year and one
two-year terms to be filled. Paul
Bradley chairmanned nominating
1 committee.

——

———

—

MI 01OSSBS

>

n *

r?

'

May

HCTI

May

Seattle,

Zl, 1952

-20.

of hot weather to
this session.
hurting trade ^ere
” "Carbine W1L
"Scandal -Sheet,

weekend

First

1

V

Los Angeles, May 20.
“My Six Convicts” to the only,
this
first-run bright spot here
hefweek, topping the town with a fair
ty $30,000 in two theatres., A

Broadway Grosses

Wil$23,000 'shapes for "Carbine

liams,-” also in

Dull $20,000

two
is

spots.

seen for

In four situations.

on Toes

’

BeUes
San

rated drab $18,Frinclsco Story”
The
000 in three houses while
$14;000 in two
slow
looks
Sniper”
"Captive City” is slight
sites.
Hold$6,000 in three locations.
overs mainly are very thin, bigexis
which
"Encore”
being
ception
nice $5,000 in third round..
Week
Estimates fee TWi
Los Angeles, Chinese, Uptown,
is

Estimated Total Gross
This Week ....... .$403,100
v
(Bused on 23 theatres)
Last Year ........ $464,100
(Based nn 20 theatres)

Biz lsjspotty

hi town,

Estimated Total Grose
$2,613,960
This Week
* (Based on 25 cities 226 the-

atres^' chiefly first runs, include

(Par)
(Col), $8,800.

Fifth

Last Year -.
(Based oh 23

.

... .$3,603,606
cities,

and 203

theatres.)

and "Jungle Jim”
,

Avenue (Evergreen)

(2,360:

65-90)—"Marrying Kind” (Col) and;
"Storm Over Thibet’’ (Col) (3d wk).
Mild $4,500 in 4 day?. Last week,

"Oklahoma Annie”

Mountain” at the Met
and -^Lion & Horse” at Paramount
and Yenway are only so-so. “Son*
Heart *

m

sixth frame at Astor

looks

fairly

White

Suit’- in. fifth at

good and “Man

shapes fancy.
Estimates for This

— ,™U.

Good

(Rep).

best
St. Louis” at
is disappoint-

Exeter

ii
still
.

Week

(Beacon

Hill)

(682;

Notorious Gentleman'(Indie) and "Green for Danger”
(Indie) (reissues). Slender
$2,300
’Last week, “The Medium” (indie)

Liberty (Hamrick) (1,650; 65-90)
^"Carbine Williams” (M-G) and

Ace

$14,000, Det.

Pride of

Orpheum

fifth.

$8,600.

t

20

Aster., (B&Q)
(1,500;
50-95)-,
Song m Heart” (20th) (6th wk)
Near $6,500 after oke $7,200 for

*

'

‘

State

in,

Same Week

Total Gross

"Denver and Rio

Grande”

May

at downtown major
spot* this stanza with "Red
Ball

.

Last* week,

Boston,

.

liams” and, "Red Ball Express _
shape as be$t newcomers.
North” also fe okay.
Estimates for This Week .
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (800; 6590)—"African Queen” (UA) and]
"Royal Journey” (UA) (7th wk).
Good $3,500. Last week, $5,700.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,829; 6590)—"Scandal Sheet/ (CoD and
"Brave Warrior” (Col). Nice $8,000.

add- ’Souvenir” (Indie), $1,200.
20,
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)^
Thief of Damascus” (Col) and
biz
hurting
Weekend
Music
Sa
an
Slurts ”
(Indie) split'
i
_ixP\«
90)— “Wild North” (M-G) and here this session although several week
with
"Penitentiary” (Col) and
"Carbine Williams” looks
week*
Stranger” (M-G). new pix shape up fairly well. "Marr Women in
About
“Talk
and
Artists
Prison”
United
good at the
(Col) (reissues?*
"Mara
Kind” is rated okay at Or- Sluggish
rying
Last
week,
$8,000.
Okay
$7,000.
standout in city. "Sniper” is, hit,»
r
rtrro\ nv><4 "Gobs and
n v, rt Gals
rtalQ" pheum while ‘'HarhitiP
Williams
"Carbine Wllhams
Maru”
(WB) and
Exetei; (Indie) (1,300; 60-80)ting no bull’s-eye at the Palms.
looks standout with good total in
(Rep), $8,200.
Man
in White Suit” (U) (5th wk').'
is average at the
Toes”
"Bells
on
70-$L10)
in
2
344;
"Man.
651,757;
Warfield..
at
(Hamrick) (2,699;
(WB) (2,756;
10 days
Still nice at $6,000 .after
The holdovers, "African 90)Orpheum
(WB). Adams.
*—"San Francisco Story
$7,000 for
"Red Bali Express” (U) and White Suit” shapes big in second ourth.
Fox* and "Marrying
Drab $18,000. Last week, Mara Queen” at the Michigan
"Border Saddle Mates” (Rep), Fair- week at Stagedoor. "Outcasts of
are
Fenway (NET) (1,373; 40-85)slug
at
the
Kind”
Maru” (WB> and "Laramie Mounish $7,000. Last week, “YoungtMan Poker Flat” is particularly dull at
gish.
Horse” (WB) and “Aaron
tains” (Col) (Downtown only) (2d
With Ideas” (M-G) and "Flame of the Fox and way below* hopes.
Slick
Estimates for This Week
(Par).
Slim $4,000. Last
Sacramento” (Rep), $5,200.
Estimates for This Week
week, "Mara Maru” (WB) and'
(UATC)
Vox (Fox-Detroit) (5,000; 70-95)
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,039;
‘Lady. Possessed” (Rep), same.
(RKO)
(2,850; 65-95)
Gate
Golden
and
(UA)
"Carbine
Queen”
70-$1.10)—
—"African
65_90)
“Red Mountain”. (Par) and
(2,404; 1,538;
and "Road
Memorial (RKO) (3,000; 40-85)—
Williams” (M-G) and "Love Better "Rose of Cimarron” (20th) (3d "You Can’t Beat Irish” (Indie), Dull —"Half* Breed” (RKO)
Red Ball Express” (U) and “Wings
$9,000 qr
Than Ever” (M-G). Fair $23,000. wk). Slow $16,000. Last week, $6,500. Last week, "Outcasts of Agent” (RKO). Thin
Last week, "Talk About of Danger” (Lip).
Fast $16,000*
Last week, "When in Home” (M-G) $ 20 000 .
Poker Flat” (20th) and "Death of less.
Stranger” (M-G) and "Narrow Mar- Last week, "Bronco Buster” (U)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; Angel” (Indie), $6,600.
and "Young Man With Ideas”
and Native Son” (Indie)’. split week
gin” (RKO), $11,500.
70-95)—"Marrying
(Col)
Kind”
(M-G), $20, 000.
Fox (FWC) (4,651; 65-95)—“Out- With "Winchester 73”' (U) and
(RKO) and "Sound OfT (Col) (2d wk).
Hillstreet, Pantares
Brute Force” (U). (reissues), $7,000.
casts of Poker Flat”. (20th) and
Last week, $18,000.
(2,752; 2,812; 70-$l.lQ>—"Six Con- Mild $14,000.
Metropolitan (NET) (4,367; AOand Gals” (Rep). Drab
Warrior”
"Gobs
70-95)—
"Brave
(UD)
and
Palms
(Col)
(2,900;
victs”
85)
St..
of
"Pride
Red Mountain” (Par) and
$10,000, Last week,
Hefty $30,000. Last week. "Sniper” (Col) and “Aaron Slick”
(Col).
*
Louis” (20th) and "Rose Cimarron” "Bal Tabarin” (Indie). Fair $13,000,
“Macao” (RKO) and "Road Agent” (Par). Slow $13,000- Last week,
La'S! week, "Walk East on Beacon”
(20th), $14,500.
"Mara Maru” (WB) and Wild Stal(RKO) (2d wk), $15,100.
Warfield (Loew’s) (2,656; 65-95) (Col) (2d wk-5 days), and "OklaOrpheum, Beverly Hills (Metro- lion” (Rep), $12,000.
“Carbine WilUams”* (M-G). homa Annie” (Rep), $12,000.
Madison (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—
politan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$L5Q)
Orpheum (Loew) (3,000; 40-85)Standout at good; $2 1,000 in 10
"Greatest Show” (Par) (13th wk). "Frankenstein” (Indie) and "Dracfine
Last week, "Wild North” "Pride of St. Louis” (20th) and
(Indie)
(reissues).
Slow
days.
ula”
$6,000;
Held at $9,000. Last week,
St. Louis, May* 20.
The First Time” (Col). DisapLast week, "Anything Can Hap(M-G), $20,000 in 10 days.
$11,700.
Chilly weather oVer the,past
pointing $13,500. Last week, “Mar*
Paramount (Par) (2,646; 65-95)
United Artists, Hollywood Parau pen” (Par) and “Jim in Forbidden
weekend, second such in Succes- "Flaming Feather” (par) and "Loan hying Kind” (Col) and "Shadow in
mount (UATC-F&M) (2,100; 1,430; Land” (Col), $5,000.
70biz
sion,
some
mainSky” (M-G), $15,000.
and
Artists
(UA)
is
helping
at
United
Last
(Col)
(Lip).
(1,900;
Shark”
Fair
"Sniper”
$12,000,
70-$1.10)
houses here +Ki«*
week* “Six week, "Denver and Rio Grande”
this waaV
Paramount (NET) (1,700; 40-85)
"Kansas Territory” (Mono) (UA 95) “Carbine- Williams” (M-G) and stem Vinner
(M-G). Good Convicts” looks neat at Loew’s.. (Par)' and "Bitter Springs” (Lip), —"Lion and Horse” (WB) and
only).
Slow $14,000. *Last week, “When- in Rome”
"Aaron Slick” (Par). So-so $9,000
Hollywood Par only, "Anything $14,000. Last week, “Mutiny” (UA) “Battle at Apache Pass” is rated $ 11 000
or near. Last week, "Mara Maru”
St* Francis (Par) (1,40.0; 65-95)Can Happen” (Par) (2d wk-6 days), and "Tale of Five Women” (UA), fine at the big Fox. "Belles’ on
$6,400.
Toes” shapes better on moveover "Anything Can Happen" (Par) (2d (WB) and "Lady Possessed” (Rep).
$4,700.
* ’
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)
to -downtown Ambassador than it. wk). Off to $7,500 in 5 days. Last $10,600.
Hawaii (G&S) (1,106; 6Q-$1.10)—
Pilgrim (ATC) (1,800; 40-85)—
"Denver and Rio Grande” (Par) "Belles on Toes” (20th). Average was on first week, at inidtown Mis- week, oke $10,000.
Orpheum (No. Coast) (2,448; 65- /The Sniper” (Col) and "Yank in
and "Man from Black Hills” (Mono) $7,000. Last week, "Quo Vadis” souri
95)
(2d wk). Scant $1,500. Last week, (M-G) (11th wk), $5,000,
"Marrying Kind” (Col) and Indo-China” (Col) (2d wk). Okay
Estimates for This Week
with United Artists, $7,7Q0.
"Northern
Territory” (Mono). Okay $6,500 following good $9,800 for
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; BOFine Arts (FWC) (679; 80-$1.20)
$17,000 or near. Last week, "Red first.
75)
“Belles
Toes”
on
(20th)
and
—"My Son, John” (Par) (4th wk). ‘Encore’ Torrid $10,000,
Ball
Express”
(U) and "Treasure , State
(Loew) (3,500; 40-85)—
"Big Trebs” (WB). Good $11,000 or
Small $3,000 or less. Last week,
"Pride of- St. Louis” (20th) and
near. Last week, "Macao” (RKO) Lost Canyon” (U) (2d Wk), $9,500.

Last week, ".Love Better

$8,000,

Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2, 048? 1/719;
1548' 70-$l,10)—-"Belles on Toes
(20th) and "Wild Stallion” (Mono).
Out
Last week.
Dull $20,QOO.
"Loan
casts Poker Flat” (20th) and
$24,500.
(Lip),
Shark”
Bollywood, Downtown, Wiltern

San Francisco, May

Than Eyer”

(M-G)., $6,300.
Hall (Hamrick! (2,282; 65-

Detroit. Majt 20.
Biz remain? below average this

heat

is

-»

**

.

—

.

—

,

*

.

—

.

—

‘

—

,

—

,

.

—

1

.
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D.C.; ‘Express’-Yaude Big

$4,000.

Wilshire (FWC) (2,296; 80-$1.50)
"African Queen” (UA) (21st wk).
21G, ‘Belles’ Loud
Finishing long run with only
$3,300, Last Week, $4,600.
Washington, May 20.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20)
'Biz is on upbeat this week, a
"Encore” (Par) (8d wk).
Nice pleasant change of pace after last
$5,000. Last week, $5,900.
session’s slump. Two' newcomers,
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)
"Encore” at Trans-Lux, and “Belles
"Rashomon” (RKO) (lOth-final wk). on Their Toes” at Loew’s Palace,
Oke $1,500. Last week, $1,700.
look like winners, former being esVogue (FWC) (885: 90-$1.20)— pecially sock. "Red Ball Express,”
"Quo Vadis” (M-G) (5th wk). Okay with vaude topped by De Marco
$4,000. Last week, $5,000.
Sisters, is pleasing while “Paula”
Rite, Globe, Iris (FWC) (1.370; at the Warner also shows promise.
782; 814; 70-$l.l(»— "Captive City” "My Son John” at Ontario, first(UA)
and
"Kansas
Territory” run nabe, is showing new life in
(Mono). Slight $6,000. Last week, second stanza thanks 'to some hep
El Rey, Globe' Iris, "Tembo” bally.
(RKO) and "Narrow Margin”
Estimates for This Week
(RKO) (2d wk), $4,700.
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)
"Red Ball Express” (U) plus vaude.
Fast $21,000. Last week, "Singin*
Rain Helps Prov.; ‘Maru’
In Rain” (M-G) plus vaude (2d wk),
$19,000 in 8 days.
Columbia (Loew’s) (1,174; 50-80)
Okay at $9,000, ‘Belles’
"Silver City” (U). Average $5.000 for first-run. Last week, "Whis10G, ‘Scandal’
tling in Dark” (U) and "Whistling
in Dixie” (U) (reissues ),1bkay $5,000.
Providence, May 20.
Dupont (Lopert) (372; 50-85)
Main standers are settling for "Anything
Can Happen” (Par) (4th
lower grosses all around, although
(Continued on page 18)
another rainy Sunday helped a bit.
Loew’s with "Belles On Toes” and
Majestic with "Mara Maru” look
best, but former is disappointing.

19G

—

'

—

—

NG 5G

is fair with "Macao.”
Estimates for This Week

Fox (F&M)

*

(U), $9,500.

(5,000;

.

,

‘

s

,

*

—

—

'

—

1

Slow Cmcy;

days.

50-80)

—

—

Imperial (FP) <3,373;
Paramount (Par) (3,000; 40-70)
(Par). Good $15,"San Francisco Story” (WB) and "Red Mountain” "Deadline-U.S.A.
000.
Last week,
/Atomic City” (Par). Mild $9,500 or
less.
Last week,. "Mara Maru” (20th), $16,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (2,748; 40-80)'
(WB) and "Man on Run” (Indie),
(4th uk).
.

Mountain’ Oke 10G, ‘Sniper’ Hot 8G

Fair $8,000.
Last week,
"The River” (UA) and "Tale of
Five Women” (UA), ditto.
(Rep).

—

—

—

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)
"Macao” (RKO) and "Stormbound”

—

.

.

,

‘Express’ Fast $7,(100 in

Albee

—

United Artists (No. Coast) (1,207; "First Time” (Col). Oke $8,500.
60-65)—"Dead- 65-95) "Green Glove” (UA) and Last week, "Marrying Kind” (Col)
"A
Tale of Five Women”’ (UA) (2d and "Shadow in Sky” (M-G), $9,000.
line U.S.A.” (20th) and "Comes the
Marines” (Mono). Opened today wk). Down to $5,500 in 6 days
Lafet week, okay $10,000.
(Tues.). Last week, "Battle Apache
Stagedoor (A-R) (370; 85-$D— Toronto Off; ‘Mountain’
Pass” (U) and "Five Fingers”
"Man in White Suit” (U) (2d wk)
(20th), fine $14,000.
Big $6,000. Last week, $6,500.
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
Tall 15G, ‘Sheet’ Same,
Clay (Rosener) (400; 65-85)
"Six Convicts” (Col) and-"Thief of "Minnie”
(Indie).
Damascus” (Col). Neat $12,000. Last week, "LaughterGood $2,800.
in Paradise”
‘Queen’ Hep $8,000, 4th
Last week, "Girl in White” (M-G) (Mono)
(6th wk), $2,100.
and "Talk About Stranger” (M-G),’
'''Toronto, May 20.
Vogue (S. F. Theatres) (377; 85
$ 10 000
Apart from "Red Mountain,”
$1)
"Miracle in Milan” (Indie) (2d
Lyn (Indie) (1,800; 75-90)—"Red wk). Off to $1,500. Last week, fair which is good. and topper in town,
Shoes” CUA). Nice $4,000. Last $ 2 000 .
other first-runs are mostly weak
week, "Les Miserables” (Indie),
to fair.
"Scandal Sheet” is rated
$3,500.
nice in six spots. "African Queen’
‘Belles’ Lively $11,500
Missouri (F&M) (3,500; 60-75)
"boks okay in fourth and final
"Til Sun Shines Nellie” fgOJth) and
In Buff ; ‘Express* 10G round.
“Return of Texan” (20th). Fair $9,Estimates for This Week
Buffalo, May 20.
^
500. Last week, "Belles On Toes”
Belles on Their Toes” is pacing
Crest, Downtown, Glendale, May(20th), $9,000.
the field here this session with fair, Scarboro, State (Taylor) (863;
Pageant (St. L. Amus.) (1,000; snug
total at the Buffalo. "Red Ball
1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35-60)
75-90)
"Anything Can Happen” Express”
Is about as strong with
Scandal Sheet” (Col) and “Mal(Par).
Good $4,000. Last .week, strong takings
at Lafayette. "Valley tese Falcon” (WB) (reissue). Nice
"Something Live For” (Par) (2d of
Eagles” is not too bad at the $15,000. Last week, "Mutiny” (UA)
wk>, $3,000.
and "Itodeo” (Mono), $10,000.
Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800; Center.
Estimates for This Weelf
75-90)
"Anything Can Happen”
jBglinton (FP) (1,080; 40-80)
(Par).
Fine $4,500. Last week,
Buffalo (Loew) (3,500; 40-70)
Anything Caii Happen” (Par). So"Something Live For” (Par) (2d "Belles On Toes” (20th) and "Talk so $6,5Q0.
Last week,
wk), $3,500.
About Stranger'*
(M-G).
Snug Pimperhei” (Indie) (2d wk), $5,000.
-$11,500.
Last week, "DeadlineHyland .(Rank) (1,500; 50-70)
U.S.A.” (20th) and "Love Better "Encore” (Par) (6th wk). Fine $4,-,
Than Ever” (M-G), -.$14,000 in 9 200. Last week, $5,700.

and "Steel Town”

-

$9,Q00.

—

"African

Queen” (UA)

Tapering to okay $8,000 in final
Center (Par) (2,100; 40-70)
Cincinnati, May 20.
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
"Red Mountain” is in good "Thief of Damascus” (Col) and "Valley of Eagles” (Lip) and "Par- week. Last week, $10,000.
•Majestic (Fay) (2,400; 44-65)
tempo at the Albee and tops this "Brave
.(Col), So-so, $4,- don My French” (UA). *Okay $8,
Odeon (Rahk) (2,39.0; 50-90)
"Mara Maru” (WB) and "Oklahoma week’s downtown lineup by a small 500. LastWarrior”
week, "Lion and Horse” 000 or over. Last weekC "Green "Laura” (20th) (reissue). Satisfac
Last
Annie” (Rep). Oke $9,000.
Con
"Six
margin. Biz generally is holding to (WB) and "‘Yank in Indo-China” Glove” <UA> and "Tale of Five tory $11,000. Last week,
week, "Big Trees” (WB) and moderate groove. However, stand- (Col), same.
Women” (UA), $8,000.
victs” (Col) (2d wk),. $11,000.

—

"Desert Pursuit” (Mono), $5,000.

—

State (Loew) (3,200; 44-65)
"Belles on Toes” (20th) and "Talk
About A Stranger” (M-G). Dull
$10,000. Last week, ."Pride of St.
Louis” (2Qth) and "Just This Once”
(M-G), $11,000.
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65)
"Aaron Slick” (Par). Opened
Monday (19). Last week, "Scandal

—

Sheet”

Havana”

(Col)
(Col),

and

"Holiday

drab $5,000.

in

40-80)--*
Lafayette (Basil) (3,000; 40-70)
out is "Red Ball* Express,” very
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55(FP) (2,396;
.Shea’s
fancy at KCitli’s. "Belles on Their 75)—"Red Ball Express” (U). Fast —"Red Ball Express” (U) and "Salesman” (ColL Weak
"Double
Toes” is ace holdover at Capitol, c $7,000. Last week, "Aaron Slick”
Confession” (Indie). Neat Last week, "Song
Heart (20
(Par), $5,000.
$10,000.
Estimates for This Week
Last week, "Thief of (5th wk), $10,500.
Damascus” (Col) and "Okinawa”
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)
Albee (RKO) (3,100; 55-75)
^
Tivoli, University (FP)
(Col),
"Macao”
(Par).

m

—

"Red Mountain”

000. Last
$9,500.

Capitol

yreek,

Okay

bow.

(RKO)

(Mid-States)

Solid

(2,000;

55-

(20th) (2d
$7,000 after $10,000

(m.o.).

Fairish

$8,500.

—

“Belles on Toes

(Col) (m.o.), $5,000.
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)
"Sniper” (Col). All right '$8,000 or
over. Last week, "Six Convicts”

Century (20th Cent) (3,000; 40- 1,558:- 40-80)
Last
70))—"Macao” (RKO) and "6kla- (20th$ (2d wk). Fair $10,000
homa Annie” (Rep). Lean $8,000 week, $13,000.
Uptown (Loew) (2,743; 40-8 \vk).
Last week, "Pride of St. Louis”
(20th)
and "Fabulous Senorita “Belle of N. Y.” (M-G)$7,5uu.

(Col),

(Rep), $7,500.

$4,000.

week,

Last

Kind”

75)—“Belles on Toes”
wk).

—

.

$10,-

"Macao” (RKO),

SW

"Marrying

—

*

ditto.

Fair $6,000. Last week,

m—

^

o

^du e8day,

—

.

W

****

J*«y

—

MCTtTlUS CROSSES
Slow $8,000 In

Mpkj/Eipres’ Fast 6G
Minneapolis.. May 20.

*

Cold weather has helped the box-*
$57,000,
here somewhat but not
enough to cause managerial cheers.
Newcomers leading the procession
are “Wait *Til Sunshine Nellie”
and “Red Ball Express.” Others
are very mild to drab.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway first-run business' is
Century (Par) (1,600; 50-76)— colorless this week. There are a
“When in Rome” (M-G). -Slow few firm or passably okay spots but
$3,000.
Last
week,
“Greatest they are overshadowed by a surShow” (Par) (4th wk) (85-$l,25), plus of weak bills. The rather
$6,500.
sorry showing is being made deGopher (Berger) (1,000; 50-76)— spite seven new entries. Normal
“Red Ball Express” (U); Nice seasonal decline and a plethora of
Last ordinary product are being blamed
$6,000, best here in week.
week, “Captive. City” (UA), $3,800: for the drastically dull trade at

TCangaroo -Stage Mddfi3G

office

Chidf6,
Whether the

lay

*

20.

cold/amp *math«v

uncertainty^ or war

srTZmic

Estimates Are Net

.

Film gras? estimates as re-

the general boxofflcei situThere
is not- tood.

U

Snlere

ported herewith from the various key cities, art net; 1. e„
Without the 20% tax. Distributors share on net take, when
playing percentage, hence the
estimated .figures are net income.
The parenthetic admission
prices, however, as indicated,
include, the U. S. amusement

and
t^nuch traffic In the Loop,

‘

SSSto is
$
'nirinawa" seem

«g.

best oTnew plx
Statehim? pallid $16,000 at the

fargd,Should
X«V«
$10,000 with "Hose

Se

^,b)e

be

of

„

r«Sj*Ud

'SP'Bme wSrior^to

'

.

"Mowing Kind," Judy
!?20M
Miday pic, at the Wood* 4* below
Oriental
Sg* with$19$22,000,
500forcombo of
shanes slight

'

tax.

’

5

v
Earth
on *
-

Kind”

*

,

Omaha

$8,000 in

at

second weekers

^I

i

\Last

(2,800; 40-

(RKO). Tepid
“Marrying
week;,

(Col), $9,000.

RKO-Pan (RKO)

(1,600; 40-76)—
Marrying Kind” (Col) (m.o.)* Neat
Last week, “My Six Con-

$5,000.

Town”

Omaha, May 20.
victs”, (Col) (2d wk), $4,500.
Sparked by Pee Wee King and
State (Par) (2,300; 50-7$)—“Mara
his western stage. revue, “Just .This Maru” (WB).
Mild $6,000. Last
Once” at Orpheunr with tipped week, “River” (UA) (2d run), $7,000.
World (Mann) (400; * 85-$ 1.20)—
prices, looks hefty. Brandeis with
$3,500.
“Six ^Convicts” is just okay. But “Singin* in Rain” (M-G) (6th wk),
Estimates for This Week
Omaha, with “Love Better Than Oke $2,500. Last week, $3,300.
Ever** plus “Young Man With
Chicago (B&K) (3,900; 55-98)
“Deadline-U.S A.” (20th) and Mar- Ideas** Will turn in a surprisingly
on lusty total. State's longrun with
garet Whiting and Four ' Aces
Okay $39,000. Last week, “African Queen” Vent three and
stage.
.(2d
wk)
(20th)
Heart”
one-half weeks to much better than
“Song- in
ordinary business.
with Johnny Johnston, $25,000,
55-98)
(RKO)
(1,500;
Grand
Estimated' for This, Week

Danny Wilson

“Meet

ind

at

*

get by.

Roosevelt will be lucky to
Sprf
“Man in White .Suit” at the
is holding at strong
on sixth frame

—

'

.

.

,

Deadline' Nice

—

(20th)
“Rose of Cimarron"
“Suez” (20th) (reissue). Light

and

OrpheuM

$10,~

(Tristates)

(3,000;

25-

“Laura” (20th) and 90)4*“Just This Once” (M-G) and
(20th) - (reissues^ Pee Wee King western stage revue.
Hefty $18,000. Last Week.
$7,000.
“Belles on Toes** (20th) and “Talk
Oriental (Indie) (3,400; 55-98)About
Stranger” (M-G), $9,500.
and
(M-G)
Williams*
"Carbine
Omaha (Tristates) (2,lp0; 16-70)
“Young Man With Idefts” (M-G).
“Flesh
Last
week,
“Lbve
Better Than Ever” (M-G)
Small $19,500.
“Young Man With Ideas’*
and Fury” (JJ) (2d wk), with. John- and
Last week,
Pit”
“Snake

000.

-

.

—

(M-G).. Surprisingly, strong $8,000
Last week, “Okinawa” (Col) and

Ray p.a., $45,000;.
Palace (Eitel) (Z.50O; 98-$125)—
“Greatest Show". (Par) (2d*
Okay $33,000. L&st week, $40,000.

nie

.

.

Wkb *Sound OH”

(CoD*. $7,500.

State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 55,98)
“Sniper” (Col) and. “Okinawa”
Light $16,000, Last week,
“Mara Maru” (WB)' and “Barefoot

.

days).
Okay $2,800; “Singin’ In
Rain*’ (M-G) in next.
Last week,
“Queen” (3d wk), strong $5,200.

-

(Coll

Mailman” (Col), $7£00.
Surf (H&E Balaban) (875r 98)—
“Man in White Suit” (t7) (8th wk).
Holding at big ‘$3,500, Last week,
T

lo

.

7~

$3,700

United Artists (BdcK) (1,700; 55Ball Express” (IT) and'
Warripr” (Col). MUdish
$12,000. Last week, “River’' (UA)
tod “Dark. Man” OJA),, $6,000.
Woods (Essaness) (1,073; 98)
Marrying Kind” (Col). Below par

M)—"Red
“Brave

Fair $11,060,

Thea-

$9,400

sixth week.

Continues indef.

Palaee (RKO) (1,700; 55-$1.40)—
“Lion and Horse” (WB) with 8 acts
of'Vatide* Week ending Friday
(23)

holding well for this policy

and conditions generally, with
good $15,000. Last week, “L o an
but only fair at arotmdl $57,000, Shark** (Lip) with same viude set“Kangaroo” plus stage; bill topped up, fine $16,0QQ, but a bit under
*
by Georgia. Gibbs, Jimmy Nelson hopes.
and Jean. Leon Destine's Haitian
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 80-$1.80)
Dancers is disappointing In initial
“Rancho Notorious” (RKQ) plus
round at the Roxy with lightweight Nat “King” Cole, Alan King, Russ
$63,000 or less. “Pic was gLven a Case orch onstage -(2d-flnal ,wk).
novel advance campaign for its ini- Initial session- ended last night
tial playdate but it failed to get (Tues.) was fair $57,000.- “Wild
started as expected. v
Heart” (RKO) with Johnnie Ray
“Outcast of Islands/’ playing heading stageshow opens May 28.
day-date at the Astor and F in e
Park Avenue (Reade) .(583; 90*
Arts, hardly measured up to an- $1.50)—“When in Rome” (M-G) (2d
ticipations. While only mild $16 - wk). Initial frame ended Saturday
000 or less at the Astor, the pic (17) was good $5,800, “Actors and
shapes strong $8,500 at the arty Sin” (UA) due in May 30.
house. “Denver Ac Rio Grande”
Faria (Indie) (568; $1.25-$1.80)—
looks dull $6, 000 at the Globe, and “Under Paris Skies” (Dlscina) (3d
stays only the' oiie week. “Out- Wk). :Second round ended Sunday
casts of Poker Flat” likewise is (18) held.at $10,300 after sock $*V
floundering at the Mayfair with 400 opener.
$7,000 or close.
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke“Lion and Horse” with eight acts fellers) (5,945; 80-$2.40)—“Scaraof vaudeville is heading for $15,- mouche” (M-G) plus stageshow (2d
'

.

'

1

000 at the Palace, rated good, es- wk). Initial holdover session shapes
compared with other new to land fair $118,000, First week
pptn fig
^
was only okay $126,000, slightly
“Scaramouche” with stageshow below expectancy. Holds a third.
Philadelphia, May 20,
Biz is way off here at most firstholding at $118,000 in second Matinees are way off but nights
runs this session, Best bet looks to week at the ^Vfusic Hall, just fair unusually strong.
be “Deadline-U.S.A” with, nice for second Week. Virtually all holdRiVoll
(UATrPar) (2,092; 70total ’at the Fox. However, one -of overs are way off for unbelievably $1.80))—“Pride of St. Louis’* (20th)
outstanding showings continues" to low totals. Perhaps typifying the (3d wk). " Way down to around
be made by “Man In White Suit” state, of business is the second $6,000 after light $10,000. for secat small. Studio Theatre in second week of “San Francisco :S=t o ry” ond#’ Week.
House scheduled to
round, were .sock.
with Carmen Cavallaro band on shutter for summer 'soon;
doesIt
Warner.
stage
the
the
at
Roxy
(5,886;, 80-$2.20)—
(20th>
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 50-99)— not look to get mote than $15,000, “Kangaroo” (20th) plus Georgia
“Faithful City' 1 (RKO). Mild $6,- very dull for a stagefilm policy at Gibbs, Jean Leon Destine and
Haitian Dance troupe, Condos
000.
Last week, “Anything Can this hq.use.
In the face of this serious down- Brando, Jimmy Nelson onstage.
Happen” (Par) (2d wk), $5,000.
50-99)— beat, some of the art theatres are Initial stanza ending tomorrow
Boyd (WB)
(2,360;
“Belles on Toes” (20th). Weak continuing surprisingly strong. (Thurs.) looks sluggish $63,000,
Last week,
“Greatest “Man in White Suit” still is sock Holds one week; In ahead, “Belles
$10,000.
Show” (Par) U2th-final. wk), $7,000j with $12,500 for seventh week at on Toes” (20th) with stageshow (2d
Earl©
(WB) (2,700; 50-99)— the Sutton. “Encore,” also just wk), $50,000.
State (Loew’s) (3,450; 55-$1.80)—
‘Finders Keepers” (U) plus Pearl ending its seventh stanza, is very
“Wild North” (M-G) (2d wk).
Bailey, Chris Powell and '.Blue big at $9,400 at the Normandie.
“Under Paris Skies” .still is Initial holdover round ending FriFlames onstage. Mild $11,000. Last
week, “Honeychile” (Rep) plus smash with $10,300 on second week day (23) is dipping to slow $7)000
Louis Jordan^ combo, Willis Jack- at the Paris. “Never Take No^For or less after $11,000 opening week.
Answer” held nicely at $6,000 for
Sutton (RAB) (561; 90-$L50)—
son orch onstage, $17 '000.
50-99)— third round 'at the new east-side ’Man in White Suit” (U) (8th wk).
Fox . (20th)
<2,250;
Nice Beekman. “Narrow Margin” also Seventh frame ended Monday (19)
Deadline-U.S.A.”
(20th).
$20,000. Last week, “Pride of St. continues fine with $6,200 in vthird continued very big with $12,500 after $13,500 for sixth week. Stays,
Louis (20th) (2d wk), $8,500 in. 5 week- at Trans-Lux 60th St.
*
Trans-Lux 60th St,’ (T-L) (453;
Estimates for This Week
days.

$20,000; Philly

pecially

/

.

*

‘Job’

‘

*

•

.

—

A

.

Kansas City, May 20.
Moderate trend of -the last few
weeks continues this session' as
Goldman (Goldman) (1,200; 50-,
Rims generally hit medium class. 99) “Battle at Apache Pass” (U).
With $22,000.
Last week,, “5 Fing- “Girl in White” at Midland has the Stout $13,000. Last week, “Rancho
ers" (20th) (4th wk), $9,000*
edge hut only, fair, “Wait Till Sun Notorious” (RKO), $11,000.
World (Indie) (587; 98)
“Les Shines Nellie” in four Fox MidMastbaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
Miserables” (Indie) (2d wk).' Fftir- west houses is getting only fair “Macao” (RKO). NSG $13,000. Last
Ish $2,500. Last week.
play. “Man in White Suit” contin
$3,500.
week; “African Queen” (UA) (4th
Zicffeld (Lopert) (486; 98)—“Un- ues solid at Vogue art house iq. wk), $11,000.
der Paris Skies” kindle); Should do sixth
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50week*
oke $3,000. Last week, “Passion for
99)—“Girl in White” (M-G). Good
Estimates for This Week
'

—

..

—

,

(Normandie

95-$1.80)— “En core”
wk). Seventh round
night (Tues.) held at
after sturdy $10,500 for

.

Brandeis (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)—
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 55-98) “Six Conykts” (Col).
Oke $5,500.
- “Steel Town” (EDvknd “Meet Last-week, “Marrying Kind*' (Col),
Danny Wilson” (U) (2d wk). Pass- $8 000
able $7,000 working. Last week,
State (Goldberg) (865;, 25-75)$12 000
“African Queen” (UA) (4th’ wk-3
,

most theatres.
Of the new bills, the Paramount,
with “Rancho Notorious” and
stageshow headed by Nat (King)
Cole, Alan King and Russ ^Cftse
band,, is making the best showing,

Normandie
tres) ^(592;
Par) (8th
ended last

'

— “Half-Breed”

76)
$6,000.

“Deadline-tLSA.” plus
and Margaret Whiting,

$39, OW).
Is okay
“Greatest Show
the
leads
Palace
okay session.

"

RKO-Orphenm (RKO)

win With Ideas”
Pour Aces.

.

wk), $6,700.

t

and “Young
Sine WilU.™"while
the Chi-

SS Sth

Lyric (Par) (1,000; 50^76)—“AfrL
can Queen” (UA) (5th wk). Okay
$5,000. Last week, $6,000,
Radio City (Par) (4.000; 50-76)—
“
*T11 Sun Shines Nellie” (20th):
Crix praise should benefit this one
but only a mild $8,000 loms. Last
week, “Belles on Toes1 (20th). (2d

(20th). First frame ending today
(Wed.) looks thin $7,000 or near.
Holds. In ahead, “Atomic City”
(Par) (2d wk), $5,000 in 6 days.

Xstor (City Inv.) (i,300; 70-$1.80> 90-$1.50)—“Narrow Margin” (RKO)
—“Outcast of Islands” (UA). The (3d wk). Held at $6,200 after nice
*
heavy downbeat hurt this, and it $7,000 for'second week.’
is very disappointing at $16,000 or
less. This is far from big for open-

Trans-Lux 52d St, (T-L)
“High Treason”

$1,50)

—

(540; .90(Indie).

ing week but not too bad in view Opened yesterday (Tues.). In ahead
of what some other newcomers are “No Resting Place” (Indie) (2d wk-

Holds. In ahead, “Six Con- 9 days), only $2,200 after light
$3,500 opening stanza.
victs” (Col) (7th wk), $5,500,
Victoria (City Inv.) (1,060; 70Baronet (Reade) (430; 74-$l,2(J)
“Marrying Kind” (Col)
Esquire (Fox Midwest) (820; 50- $10,000. Last week, “No Room for “Wall of Death” (Indie). First $1.80)
75)—“DeadUne-U.S.A.” (20th) and Groom” (U), $9,000.
wk). Off to about $6,000 af(10th
Saturday
week winding up next
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- (24) looks only fair $2,200.
ter okay $8,000 for ninth round.
Fair
“Honeychile” (Rep) (m.o.).
“Singin* in Rain” (M-G) (6th
“Walk East on Beacon” (Col) opens
$1,800. Last week, “Hoodlum Em- 99)
Beekman (R&B) (550; 85-$1.50)
pire” (Rep) aqd “Cuban Fireball” wk). Oke $8,500 in 5 days. Last “Never Take No for Answer” (In May 28.
Warner (WB) (2,756; 85-$2)—
week, $10,000.
(Indie), $2;100.
die (4th wk). Third session enduStanley (WB) (2,900: 50-99)— ing Monday (19) held nicely at “San Francisco Story” (WB) plus
Kimft (Dickinson) (504; 65-85)
“Rashomon”. (RKO). ^Tice $2,000, “Carbine Williams” (M-G) (2d wk). $6,000 after $6,800, big, for second Carmen Cavallaro orch heading
and likely will hold. Last week, Off to $8,000. Last week, mild week. Continues, this being new stage hill (2d-final wk). Failed to
perk any, and second round ending
“The “Medium” (indie) and “Dance $ 12 000
house’s opening pic.
Stanton " (WB) (1,473; 50-99)—
Magic” (Indie) (2d wk), $1,000.
Capitol (Loew’s) (4,820; 70-$1.80) tomorrow (Thurs.) looks to slip to
Midland (Loew*s) (3,500; 50-69)— “San Francisco Story” fWB). Fair —“Carbine Williams” (M-G) (3d $15,000 or less after light $19,000
“About Face”
“Girl in White*' (M-G) and “Just $7,500. Last week, “Six Convicts” wk).
Second stanza ended last opening round.
This Once” (M-G). Fair $11,000. (Col) (2d wk), $6,000.
night (Tues.) was as sluggish as (WB) with Mindy Carson, Alan
Trans-Lux
85-$1.20)
<500;
(T-L)
Carney
topping
stageshow
opens
(Col)
Uprising”
“Indian
doing.

-

Life” (Indie)

(2d wk), $£500.

—

FAIR $6,000,

'SNIPER'

PITT; ‘SAILOR’

11G,

2D

Pittsburgh, May 20.
Holdover of “Sailor Beware” at
Penn

'Is

town.

still

There

the big noise downnot much alction at

is

most other spots.

“Man

,

in White
auit
continues strong in second
the nabe art house, f*quir* el Hjl.
“The Sniper” at Harris Last week,
.
tod
Belles

tatiomf

On Their Toes” atFul- and “Boots Malone”

considerabl y

—

below expec- in

(Col),

$7,500

5 days.

.

—“Son

John” (Par) (3d wk). Fine

$6,000.

Last week, $6,800.

50-99)—
(500;
Life” (Indie). Fair

World

(Mann)

week, with only $11,000 or

initial

less after mild $15,500 first frame.
Criterion (Moss) (1,700; 50-$1.80)
—“The Sniper” (Col) (2d wk). Dipping to thin $6,000 or near after

Friday

(23).

Missouri (RKO) (2,650; 50-75)—
Estimates for This Week
Gee-Gees DentL’ville;
“The Sniper” (Col) and “Family “Passion for
Fulton (Shea) (1,700;
50-85F- Secret” (Col). Slow $6,500. Last $3,200. Last week, second-run.
$10,000 opening week.
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 58-99)—
? n Toes” (20th). Maybe week, “Six Convicts” (Col) and
Fine Arts (Davis) (468; 90-$1.80)
‘Express’ Okay $12,000,
in White Suit” (U) (2d wk).
J,500 disappointing. Last week, “Yank in Indo-China” (Col), $8,000. “Man
“Outcasts of Islands” (UA). First
UM Empire " ( Hep), $3,500 in
Still sock with $5,300 after $5,800
week ending today (Wed.) doing
Paramount (Tri-States) (1,900; opener.
6 days
‘John’ 11G, ‘Story’ 5|G
50-69)— “My Son, John” (Par) and
much better than Astor, where
Harris (Harris)
(2,200; 50-85)—
Louisville, May 20.
playing day-date. May hit $8,500,
Average.
tamper (Col). Fair $6,000 at best, “Royal Journey” (UA).
Gee-gees erfded their 19-day
solid for this bandbox house.
In
fast week, “Ma, Pa Ketle at Fair” $7,500. Last week, “Mara Maru” ‘Rain’ Sockeroo $29,000,
ahead, “Lavender Hill Mob” (U) meet at Churchill Downs Saturday
(Indie)
Brother”
“Outlaw
(WB)
and
l* sh
<U>, $3,(30tli wk-9 days), got $5,500 to (17), and left wallets a little flat500 in 6 T
mild $6,500:
days.
Mont'l; ‘Stranger’ 19G wind an extremely profitable long- ter, which is one reason for the sag
Tower, Uptown, Fairway, Gra
nn JLoew’s) (3,300; 50-85)—
“<£?i
in biz. The large number of driverun.
(Fox Midwest) (2,100; 2,043;
nada
20.
May
Montreal,
(]? ar >
(2d wk)
Globe (Brandt) (1,500; 50-$l,25) ins operating this summer, likewise
Sock-^i
“Singin* in Rain” shapes biggest
$11,000 pn top of nearly $20,- 700; 1,217; 50-75)—“Wait Till Sun
oon
“Denver and Rio Grande” (Par). is blamed. “Red Ball Express” is
Shines Nellie” (20th) with “Gobs this week at Loew’s with smash ses
last week.
stanza ending tomorrow shaping okay at State to pace city.
re mix <WB) (900; 50-85)— and Gals” (Rep) added at Tower sion. “Phone Call From Stranger' Initial
a
n iWhlte Suit” (U) (2d wk). and Granada. Biz only fairish $12,- looms great at Capitol. New en (Thurs.) is getting drab $6,000 or “My Son, John” at Rialto, is next.
H?i iP
less.
In
ahead, “Red Mountain” “San Francisco Story” at Mary Anweek,
coolish
plus
Last
all
spots
despite
hoopla.
in
000
tries
up n ieely at $3,500; gets
tooiff
“Rio Grande” derson is fair.
week. Last week, $4,500. “Deadline-U.S.A ” (20th) aftd weather is adding up to best re- (Par) (3d wk)„ $7,500.
goes only one week, with “Red
months.
couple
last
of
in
same.
“Honeychile”
Estimates for This Week
(Rep),
turns
(WB) (3,800; 50-85)—
(UA) (re“Tulsa
River” (CTA) and
Estimates for This Week
Vogue (Golden) *<550; 50-85)—
ntain ” <*«>- Blah $9,000.
Kentucky (Switow) (75^-54-75)
34-60)—
issues) opening Friday (23).
(C.T.)
w
wk).
(6th
Palace
(2,626;
(U)
.in
Suit”
“Man
White
y*'
<San yran
“Belles on Toes” (20th) (2d wk).
(wb $7
Holiday (Zatkin) (950; 50-$1.80) Okay
^ica stwr
Showed a little spurt to nice $1,600, “Belles on Toes” (20th). Good $14,50
$3,500 after last week’s nice
“Invitation
“Loyola” (Indie) (4th wk). Looks
Last
week,
rne
000.
{
B) <2,000; 50-85)— nice money. Last week, $1,500.
$4,500.
‘'Gn?B 1 o,
after
session
this
only
about
$3,000
(Fox Midwest) (900; SO- (M-G), $15,000.
G
Warwick
?ye”
Mary
Anderson (People's) (1.200;
(UA)
“Royal
and
Jou^i
Capitol (C.Tr) (2,412; 34-60)— $4,200 for third round,
(UA) Moderate $4,500. BS) “Mr. Lord Says No!” (Indie)
54-75)
“San Francisco Story”
Lasf^u e<
Call
From Stranger”
Mayfair (Brandt) (1,736; 50*’ “Fort Defiance” (UA) . Average $1,500. Last week, “Lady “Phone
tod ‘«X
(Continued -on- page .18)
$1.25)—“Outcasts of Poker Flat”
(Continued' on page 181
Mutiny” (UA), $4,000.
1 Possessed”, (Rep), same.
.
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KENNETH ROBERTS' BEST-SELLER

TECHNICOLOR

adventure voodoo lovejungle telegraph*
passionate Haiti

and

Boxoffice!

b'

|\i

C.v

'S

NO

BUSINESS LIKE

'

#

LONDON
R*VAfciirY'rHim,

mxiNAmm

OFFICII

Trafalgar Imuatt

Martin'*

SWANSON MULLS STAR

I

J.

A.

11

Rank Cinemas Face Prosecution

Mexico City, May 20,
Gloria- Swan^n/ here to make 13
shorts i*i English for Cine*<

TV
May

;

Its intrOduiqttQn

tually.

may be

matografica Tele-Voz

4

2<L

the last stronghold of
is. to
date monopoly broadcasting,
have sponsored teteyirion^eyen..
Britain,

British Refuse Slater
-

de-

^ork

son),

*

Permit in Bristol

London, .May zp.
for sdme 'time because the
Ralph Slater, whose appeal
government feels that, the capital against a damages,
award arising
for “pui*resources are at present
out of a performance in 1948 is*
Of greater national imooses
pending,
has
been
refused
a work
portance” This' government deci- permit
by the Ministry of Labor
* White Paper for demonstrations
sion, contained
in
Bristol.
repU5),
Thursday
last
published
Originally ,two dates Were canresented a political; victory for a
.lories' who celled because of; delay in getting a
group of bacte-benctl
and .am alternative one
permit,
for comhave been campaigning
night stand next 3aturda,y (.24) was
mercial television Since^ the idea
called
off
because of the Ministry's
Beveridge com;vas nixed by thesubsequent refusal.
mission 18 months ago.
Slater, declared he had. judgment
The White Paper* recommendaalso leave the door and costs against him amounting to
tions, which
over. $8,000, _imd his last cash was
representations
by
new
for
open
•spent on lodging the appeal. He
the picture industry, for theatrical
had to stay over/' but jiL not only
TV, will be debated in Parliament
*6 -as to en- without money but 4s “several thouin the present sessioh
sand dollars in debt.” He declared
Broadcasting
British
new
able the
he could not even get. a job as a
Corp. charter to be ratified by
truck driver without a permit.
July 1.
At this stage, the government
recommendations for competitive
TV are stated only in general
terms. They envisage, however the
.

.

lved

,

body

creation of a controlling
regulate the “conduct” of

new

7

(headed by.
+
London, May 20,
Jr., the president’s;
mulling an offer to star
A substantial number of film the*
Festival
Ballet
Set
For
in “At Dawn.” This feature is being
atres
controlled
by J, Arthur
produced at a cost of $U5;t)00; with
London Six-Week Season Rank’s ,-Mvo circuits, Odeon and
Emilio Fernandez directing.
Gaumopt
British, are likely to be
London, May IS.
Miss^Swansofi/ who has" leased a
The Festival Ballet, of which prosecuted for quota default. A
furnished ‘..house here for a year,
recommendation to this effect from
Dolin is artistic director
Anton
plans, to establish a branch of her
the defaults sub-committee, of the
and Star, is to play a six-week sumHollywood modiste shop.
mer season at the Royal 'Festival Films Council Is to he submitted
to. a full meeting of that panel
Hall, under the joint management
soon- This would be the first time
of. Julian Brauns Weg and the Lon*
legal action has been taken against
Shows Abroad
don County Council.
a major group under the 1948
In order to break away from
XOHBOH
Filins Act although a number of
concert ballet jind to give the com(Week ending May 24) indies were brought befere the
(Fljrunfe* indicate weeks of run)
pany the advantages of full thea**
courts.
"After Mv ’Fftthioo/'. Ambassadors (2). tre presentation,
a- proscenium is
"And X* f Setf/'. Stnpid (31).
While recommending legal acbeing installed in Festival Hall,
"Bet. Your Life/' Hippodrome (13).
"Blue fit- Boy/' Her* Majesty** (77).
against
tion
circuits, the
the Rank
which will enable the use Of spev
"CpM Me Madam*/' Colisscum (10).
defaults committee hits accepted
cially designed scenery.
"Dees Blue Be*/' Duettos*- (11).
"IsmsmSat/ Casino (11).
The. Festival Ballet Company of the plea of the Associated British
"Knlehts of Madness," Vic Palace (114).
40 headed t>y Nathalie Leslie? group that its Inability to fulfill
"Little Mu#/' Lyric 0US).
"London. L.u*W' Adalphl (6).
Sonia Arova, Belinda Wright, John the-'queta in 33 situations was for
"Love of 4 CeloneW' Wvndham (53).
The
Gilpin, and Oleg Briansky, will be reasons beyond its •Control.
"Lyric Revue," Globe' (34),
"Merry Widow/' Stoll (5).
supplemented by guest artists dur- Films. Council will be urged not to
"MortJiBor- Touch/' Duke of York (3),
take
any-,
action
against
this
iegal
ing the season, A full .symphony
"Mr. Pickwick," Westminster (1).
Company,
.orchestra is also being engaged.
"Much Ado Nothin*/' Phoenix (19).
"Other Heart," Old Vic (5).
v
A similar plea made for the Em"ParU to PJccodlHy/' Prince Wales «).
pire,
Leicester Square, (Metro’s
"Penny Plain," St. Martin (4D.
"Rod Letter Day/' Garrick (10).
London
show window), Also found
"Relative Valua," Savoy (24).
favor
the
with
subcommittee,
"Reluctant H*re*t," Whitehall (93).
"Rondetvout/' Comedy (3),
-i
Questions in regard to defaults at

Miguel Aleman,

to~(

broadcasting

establishment of new TV services
would require^ new. .stations and
studios. The industry la therefore
urged to design .and produce adapmake existing- receivers
tors to
capable of picking u|l .'either the
BBC or othejr programs. (With the
British TV system' Operating on a
single channel every 'existing re-

Mexico

.

lush.- spots

would have- to be adapted set In for tourists from Texas, New
Mexico, Arizona and California,
before it couldVtarie- in to an alterwho, while not top spenders* are
native program!;-...
contributors to
While making -this .Concession to-* rated important
High prices discourwards commercial vTV, the .govern- Purist biz.
visitors, the agencies
these
aged
ment does net propose any changes
Tilesc- tourists are disapreveal.
in the policy- of the BBC. Their
programs both bn sound and; video pointed about how little the pteso
buys. They rite three buying comwill be barred, from, accepting adparisons between here* and home
vertising.
that, they. contend, 'makes Mexico
•

*

Li

h Je Made
Co—if Audieflces

Rim Prods.

City cost the samev. in .some cases
more, than Vacationing in their
habitats does.
•Agencies stress’ that these beefs
don’t mean Acapulco, where toursfs .claim hotels. -and meals cost

more than anywhere in the U. S.,
excepting New York City and
'

Berlin, -May 13.
Soviet-licepaed^ DEFA:

company, Miami.

Bast^Gcs|iuth'iUm producer,
ranging from
pure propangand’a story on the
life of Commie liero
to a kids’ com-

.

stu-

which have, not been buzzing
with activity in recent, months, will

In Doubt

dios,

start

production

on these new

.

-

*

films

within next fotrr weCks.

Due

to Nazi Tie

Honolulu,

May

13,

Whether or not Walter Gieseking,

German

pianist, will play a. single

A

(OPINING THIS WIKIO
(Figures denote proem dates)

*

.

JAMS

'

*

"Jesus

la

Callle,"

Gramont.

"La

"fays du Seurlrle," Gaite Lyrique.
"Plain Feu/' Empire.
.

’

-

'

.

NEW HOUSES

.

•

-

"'"i-.

-

;

'

Amo UA Cuban

omer

who trouped was named to succeed him last
and was honored by week. Change was disclosed by
The Arnold Picker, UA veepee in
government.

ara ^ Bernhardt,

a

Jate

in

10 rtit

houses here, must in 50 years

1952.

MEXICO CITY

•

house, a banker, Jose charge of foreign distribution.
tviaria
Weiner, who had headed UA's
Davila, is building in a
swank residential section.
Four Havana office for some 31 years,
/lore theatres are
planned to start stays with the Cuban organization
is

That

will

make

11

Del Amo
as special consultant.
formerly was assistant manager.

sible.-

Buenos Aires Film Biz

Way Up

Despite Coin

Dearth; ‘Affair’

4iG Top

Buenos Aire»I May
Film biz is booming here.
!

.

13.

The

public reputedly does' not have' as
to spend as formerly,
and is not attending nightclubs at
'get films especially made .for TV.
the usual gait. At any rate, patronFrom the BBC standpoint, there
Last
at cinemas, is soaring.
was no suggestion of offering a age 0
[weekend was one of the hlggest in
fluid, pro (pio, It merely wanted
recent month's. Progress Saturday
to enter Into nortnal commercial
along Calle Lavalfe film row,
Undertakings for the hire of films- night
ate more film theatres
Although trade policy Jvill he de- Where thete
than any. place else in the world
termined by the REP (renters-exvirtually halted. People were
was
hibitors-prpducers ) committee, exv
hardly able to hiove because of the
Jhib delegates .received their inyen to get into cinemas of their
structions at last Wednesday’s (14)
Choice.
general council meeting when tney
“Love of Carmen” (Col) is the
were told to stand by their previmost recent tOp grosser, piling up
ous objections.
It is
$19,500 in the' first, week.
doing excellent business in the secrake
and
continuing
to
ond
round/
Hinge ‘Zapata’ Playdates
'in "nifty grosses in the third week.
“September Affair” (Par) grossed
on 20th Xuts $41,Q00 in the first two weeks at
In
"
Mexico City, May 13.
the Gran Rex Theatre and in the
entirely up to 20th-Fox first frame lit the Broadway, where
It is
whether or not “Viva Zapata” plays it is still holding.
Sq said Jesus Caa&llo
in Mexico.
There Lave been few releases
Lopez, director of the National this week because of the spate of
Cinematographic Board, ih an- holdover.- It is probable that “Joan
nouncing that the censors will okay of An?* (RKQ) and “Cyrano” (UA),
“Zapata” for all Mexican playdates which are pending release, Will
If scissoring it ordered is done. The have to be postponed until later in
cuts, the NBC chief explained, are tfie month or in June.
intended to make the' pic acceptable to Mexicans.

(

Week

ending

May

3)

"Med*a," Rcliss Artes.
"Husband Hnj Ompl»x«j/' Salx-Choplu.
"OeliMti

Isles,"

Colon.

"Counts of Cler*mbal*d," Caracol.
"Llttl* Spanish Girl In N- Y„" Ideal.
"Pharon's Court," Arboau.
"L-a

So! f."

much money
,

„

"Profanatewr," .Hebertot.
"Quarente art Quatre," Michel.
"Resurecctlon. dps Corps," Oeuvre.
"Revue Libertine," Casino de Paris.
"Sur Terre -Comma Clel." Athenee.
''Tefe do* Autres," Atelier.
"Tout pour elles/' Bouffes.
"Tret* Meusquetatres," Porte St. Mart.
"Valie Toreadors/' Comedie C-E.
"Veuve Joyous e/' Mogador.
"Un Vrale Folia," Folles Bcrgere v

.

,

BOT

.

Suls |'y Bette," Gymnase.
Feuille do Ylene/' Madeleine.
"Liaisons Dtinsereuses," Gaston Raly.
"Lerteue I'Riifaht Faralt/' Nouveautea,
"Men Mari et Tel," Capuclne*.
"Moulin di la Okleftd;" Mlchodlcre.
"NuM des Reis," Ambljfu.
"Occupe Minimum/' Palais- Royal.

"J'y

.

0 s

ticularly for .the supporting' quota,
with many theatres screening less
than 1Q% British iiistead of the
stipulated 25%.
The Council reports that it hafc advised the
to make energetic examination of
1950-51 defaults as soon as pos-

.

-

ON UPSWING;

T

nual report, published last Tuesday (13), expresses serious concern
over the number of defaults, par-

*

•

f
^
tor
60 years
tne „ Mexican

Warning

jndustry } that unless |t gets film
supplies for TV friwi) norraal trade
"King Lear," Old Vic (IB).
Ruth Draper, Criterion (20).
sources it would be forced to -go
"Sweat Madness," Vaudeville (21).
elsewhere, lias been made by the
British Broadcasting Cojtp.
BBC
AUSTRALIA
figures to need -at leadt 104 plx
( Week
ending May 19)
annually to fill screen time in.
"For Shew/' Royal. Sydney.
afternoon programs, plus' an xm"Kiwi*/' Empire, Sydney.
"Don Oievannl," Tivoli. Sydney.
stnted number for night shows.
"The F other/' Mercury, Sydney.
BBC is not. asking for, -nor does
"Kiss Me, Koto/' Majesty* s. Melbourne.
" S ea gulls- Oyer Sorrento/' Comedy, Mel- it expect to get, new commercial
bourne,
films
but .would welcome 'a supply
"Swell Lake," JTrlocees, Melbourne,
"Me Tree* In Street/' Tivoli. Mel- of prestige British productions that
bournehave exhausted: their commercial
run. All attempts to get-such prod(W„k ndh, April M)
uct had been, negatived by the ex"AmOnt .dm Mme. VlSel." Antoine,
hibitor attitude not to. book any
"Beck Stre et." Fontaine.
films that had a TV airing. Be"Caprices .dm V l stmew ." EteUe.
"Ce Sefr e tsu rks w d, " Renaissance.
cause pf that edict, distribs were
"Chanteur dm Mexico," Chatelet.
reluctanjt
to enter into negotiations
"Con* res Re Clermont/' Petlxdere.
"Cuisine Res Antes," Airibassadeur*.
for the films needed.
"Dernier* Du treses/' Vleux Colombia.
attitude persists
If
the
industry
"Den WAde)a/< Wacram.
"Eternal Marl/' Gaite Montparnasse.
and film supplies could not be
"Et ranees Camafadas," Montceau.
obtained, the BBU will look else"Grande Roue," St. Georicr.
"Herltlere/' Mathurlns.
where to get Available product, or

!

PREP

Ldiidoii, May 20.
to the British -picture

(31).

(CLOS1D LAST WEEK)

.

MEX

,

"Vertak," Criterion CO.

Honolulu -concert May 25 while en
the direction of Kurt route from Indonesia to Canada,
Maetzig, the first installment Of the
won't, be settled until he arrives at
story on' the life of Ernst Thaelentry city May 23.
mann will be filmed. Thaelmann is this XL- S.
George D, Oakley, retired news
IRELAND
German Red idol who- came up si
paper uiioiypet and, concert im
(Week endina May 17)
multaneously With Hitlor, but fell
presario With his. wife for 16 years,
"Streetcar Named Desire," Arts, Bolwhen the latter seized power.
under name of, Artists Service of ,f*st.
Another of forthcoming pix’ is Honolulu, has. booked Gieseldng] *"My Brother Tom," Group, Belfast.
"Hamlet," Opera House, Cork.
Bert Brecht’s “Mother Courage,” to
"Friends and Relations," Abbey, Dublin
for a one-nighter at Dillingham.
be done in Agfa-Color with what
"Venus Observed," Gate, Dublin.
Hall, Punahou School. UV S. imthe Communists claim, ik an >n inmigration spokesmen*., hehe say
ternational cast.. Wolfgang Staudte,
SCOTLAND
Gieseking’s entry status will be deone of East Germany's outstanding
ending May 24)
( Week
cided after he arrives here.
"The Day's Mischief," Althambra, Clas
directors, will- do this propaganda
Oakley told Variety that vie gow.
3ob.
Other three are “It’s All the U.
Mctropole, Glasgow.
Shillelagh,"
"Sprigs
indicated
had
S.- State Dept,
"Bless the Bride," King's. Glasgow.
Same”; “Main Book of'.Solvays,”
that Gieseking was cleared for a
"The Millionairess," King's, Edinburgh.
story taken frpm court files,- and
single
five-day stay* including a
Mischief Makers.”
“The S*me” concert, subject to routine immiBTJEN0S AIRES
«nd “Mischief ‘Makers"* will be.' .atgration ‘service entry clearance
"Mother-ln-L*w Is • Fury" (Ml Suegra
tempts to make Soviet JSoners
ending May 17)
( Week
here. Promoter fears controversia
laugh.
Una Fiera), Apolo.
„
treatment given the initial news es "Tears
Also Dry" (Las lagrima6 tambicn
doubt”
of
seeds
“plant,
maybreak
_
sc Secatt). Atenco.
"Song From Spain" (De Espana Uego
against- the- proposed concert.
una Canclon), Argentlno.
LEGnr
Gieseking has been identified
"When Chests Hunt Partridge" (Cuando
here as a Nazi collaborator who los Duendes Cazan Pcrdlces). Astral.
"Wrong Love" '(El Mai Amor), Casino.
played, for Hitler/ He was refused
SIX
VF.B " (F.B.), El Naclonal.
"ferveralty" (P^rversidad). Empire.
permission* to give a coiicert’ in
Mexico City, May 13.
"Whlrlpeiii" (Toriente). San Martin.
Legit theatre biz here is on an Carnegie Hall, N. Y., two years ago,
VJtttW': (%eb«lk: Liudle.
"Cousin Is Med"- (ML Prim* Esta Loca),
upswing. Though only four of the after he landed in the U. S. for
Cervantes.
nve theatres' are currently func- that purpose. But Oakley points
"Medea" (Medea), Nu#Vo,
out that many Japanese artists
"Espousals of BMed"' (Bbdas de Sangra),
tioning, they’re doing their bei
Odeon.
,
trade in many years, and at new have played or performed in Hono"7 Cries In Sea^ (afite'Gritos en el Mar),
*'
lulu since the war.
b.o scales
Politeama.
of 92c. to $1.50.
in My Life" (Hombres en ml
"Men
by end of 1952 there will be two
Vida), Smart.
juore new. legit houses operating Del
Mgr. "Saint Ru#enl«" (Santa Eugenia), Pueblo.
core.
One is the Teatro Fabregas,
Following the resignation of
"Eyas Full of Lava" (OJos Llenos de
bearing the name of the late legit Henry Weiner as United Artists Amor). Versailles.
—
"Error of Being Allva" (El Error de Esactress, Mme. M. Fabregas, Mexi- manager in Cuba, Jose del Amo
tar Vivo), Liceo.

Under

‘

this theatre^ were .raised in the
House of Commons last session by
Wyatt,. Labor M.P., and
Board of Trade proxy when Intimated that the question of prosecution was under consideration.
v
Meantime the Films Council an-

Woodrow

(B).

"Zip Does a Million," Palac*

"Ombre Chore/' Edouard VH.
"On no Volt pa* !•* Coeur*/' Rochefort,

a

DEFA

.

•

official

has five film projects,

edy, set for production.

:

’

as Acapulco,

Agencies reveal; that, a slump has

ceiver

For

*

*

"Youn* RHuheNi," New

City, May 13.
-Just when U. S. tourist trade was
making, pew. records it has hit a
fresh snag, high prices. Local tourThey
ist agencies are worried.
admit that the .situation is -difficult
despite' what the’ government’s tourist department is doing to curb
profiteering, particularly at such

Stations'

The govemment recognizes that

DEFA

,

"White' Sheep Family/^ PlccadiUy (31X
"Winter Jeumey," St. James* (8),

^

New

r

"South Pacific," Drury Lane (29).
"Under -Sycamore Tree," Aldwych (4).
"Waters o# Mean," Haymarkct (5S),

already

is

put on the barred' list.
G*vt. Sees. Need For

'

"BeOfulls Over Sorrento," Apollo (SSL

sta-

tions and which would -advise on
appropriate matters. Political and

religious

is

Moliere.

"Lady's Hot For Burning," Bolivar.

Mex

,

'

.,

f

,

-

Saying that, on the whole, he
considers “Zapata” a good pic, Lopez-elaborated.
.
“But as Americans are not expected to know Mexican history
Edinburgh, May 20.
they present Zapata (Geri. EmiliBitterest attack yet on TV has
and Zapata, apostle of agrarianism
Free
made,
been
fiere^ by. the
and a figure in the Mexican Revocalling for a
lution, 1910-23) as a sublime per- Church of ScoUarid,
on
mayhem
and
sonage in contrast to President ban on muffler
Madero Geri/ Francisco L Madero,, the television screens. It quoted
that
showing
top apostle of the revolution and- [rim American survey
crimes were committed on
first revolutionary president Who 692
Was assassinated in the local peni- television -programs broadcast by
tentiary in 1913) whom they. pre- seven Los* Angeles stations.
“Of these,” says the Scot church,
sent as a weakling, lacking charac“127 were murders, 101 justifiable
ter And nervous.”
killings, 357 attempted murders, 93
kidnappings, 11 jail breaks and
Goth** Italo Stint*
three hot-iron brandings of men.
13.
May
Milan,
Programs specially built for chil82% of the
presented
Trudy Goth, director of N. Y.’s dren

TV CRIME SHOWS HU
BY SCOTTISH CHURCH

r

•-

(

.

Choreographers Workshop, is commuting between here and Florence,

viol'ence.”

propping for the Italian bow of the
N. Y. City Ballet in Milan May 19.
She’ll stay in Milan a while to
work with the local TV station on
dance,’ pantomime and children’s

tion

This

the

medium

of instruc-

and entertainment that has
been introduced to 'Scotland by a
trumpets, says the
of
church. The Free Church of Scotland normally attacks pix. Recently
it has turned its guns on television.

flourish

I

shows.
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I
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THE TRADE
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Now

you can

see the. picture that

was

unanimously acclaimed by the exhibitors
at

our California gathering as one of

the greatest musicals in

M-G-M

presents

LOOK

LOVELY TO

AT"

Starring

KATHRYN
GRAYSON
MARGI

uni

HOWARD

RED
•

SKELTON

•

KEEL

GOWER CHAMPION ANN
.

MILLER

with
•

c*r
s«M„

Ploy by

by

Uoka *i

lytk,b *

Directed

by

KASZNAR

TECHNICOLOR

GEORGE WELLS and HARRY RUBY
Additional Dialogue

Sajsd on

KURT.

the Musical

by

ANDItlW 50LT

Comedy "Roberta" From

the Novel

by

Alice

Du*r Miller*

OTTO A. HARBACH . m»k b, JEROME KERN
MERVYN LEROY* Produced by JACK CUMMINGS

—

—

^
FICTtJlMBS

Hartford Times Seminar
Adds Reagan as Speaker
Hartford, May 20.

Mh

City

‘Illicit

(wasting

13

Love No

eivott, in the jungly "Bomba" positively must not be
Although
Ronald Reagan, president of the uphill .11 Continued from gage 4
«*«ed on as "Tnjraum” or ttiy. of his relatives, Monogram. International Screen Actors Guild, has been
30% fee plus a bonus for the front
warns its dlstributprs ihrough ita current house organ: "A rather added to
the Speakers program of
money after recoupment. In the
Unfortunate incident with one of ouriforeign di»tribMtors.wh<? released the second Hartford Times
picture
? ‘Bomba’ subject starring Johnny Sheffield under the title of ’Bomba, industry
symposium here June 4. new deal the distribution rights are
inn of Tama,’ compel* us to issue a notice at this time’ that, under Eric A. Johnston, president of the secondary in that Dowling has
the word ‘Tamn’ be used in any of the titles
nn circumstances* may
Motion Picture Assn, of’ America, bought an actual stake jin the negaour various ‘Bomba’ Alms/;
tives add thus will share any profits
#
will be the keynote speaker,
ethical issues t>£ misrepresentation to exhibpurely
the
from
“Apart
Main objective of the symposium derived throughout the world.
Albany, May 20.
public alike/’ the bulletin states, "it should he emphasized
itors and
will be a discussion of the common
Dowling has a .secondary’ advanWhether the French film, "La
of the word Tawin' has not and cannot be authorized by
that the use
ailments of the industry and their tage in, his interest in the pix since Ronde/’ will be shown in New
We have been informed that offenders in this connection are liable relation to .the newspaper field. To in that way he can assure their, York
State rests’ with the Appellate
action by the Burroughs-Tarzan estate, and by the producers
to legal
this end many publishers, manag- playine Cl-owngd houses if desir- Division of the N, Y.
Supreme
of the Tarzan motion pictures/'
distributors
and
ing editors and motion picture able,
company owns the- Astor, Court, which reserved decision last
editors from Connecticut and West- Victoria and Bijou on Broadway. week on a petition to compel the
Curious ^aspect of -Edward Small's, new, distribution contract with ern
Massachusetts, as well as film The Lopert c^poration, in -which State Board of Regents to grant a
United Artists is that he has Samuel Briskin and Sol Lesser associated industry execs fre/m both coasts,
Cl in a major Stockholder, op- license for the picture. Board has
production of one of the IS films, called for under the
with him in
have been invited to aHtondt
erates art houses in other cities; so refused to permit exhibition of the
The single pic in Which all three will have an interest, and which
pact.
Cl may profit also through the pix feature on the ground that it is
under
the
Small
banner,
will be ‘‘Kansas City 117,"
through
J^ill go
going, to them.
"immoral" and would "tend to corbefore the cameras on June 2, with John Payne and Coleen
It goes
,
Korda, incidentally, mjay have an rupt morals."
Gray in the leads.
Petition was submitted by Comextra advantage in the deal,* inasThe originally-projected arrangement was a Ibng-term, raultiple-pic
mercial,
Pictures Corp.,.. which is
much as he is a shareholder in Loteaming of Small, Lesser and Briskin; that is, they’d form a joint prox—rrrhr- CO«Unued IfOm pftge 4 w^-rrr
^
pert Films. He got the stock as distributing "La Ronde’’ in the
Negotiations,' progressed
duction unit and would release through UA.
ed development of Scophony sets. part of the ararngement by which U. S. In arguments.. before the
considerably on the initial film, "Kansas City," and for that reason all
However, the whole ar- "In our opinion," Hines wrote, Lopert put up the $1,080,000 for court last Wednesday (14), the
three film-makers Will be connected with it.
firm’s attorney, Mrs. Florence Pep"many of the reports which are be- the original 13 pix.
rangement fell apart* after this one film was covered in the talks.
ing made public as^to the rapid deUnited Artists is also likely to low Shieritag, charged that the
Cash prizes, usually awarded to film salesmen during annual sales velopment of comr&ercial television reap an unexpected profit out of Regents’ action hi banning the film
are being made fbr promotional the whole thing, as Lopert Films was "arbitrary/* Although conceddrives, has run into Government red tape, with approval of the Wage
purposes and sound- better than the will probably not distribute the ing the picture deals, with "Illicit
Stabilization Board necessary before the coin can be distributed.
love," she declared this Was not
facts
would warrant.”
three new -pix, but turn them over
As a consequence film company lawyers and accountants are being
Especially
careful
Attention
is being given to the wording
Paglin also offered evidence to to UA, as it did with “Cry,” “Out- sufficient- cause- for denial q£ a
consulted.
license.
f
show that GPE held back Bell
cast” and “Hoffmann.”
of the sales literature that is sent to staffers in the various field offices.
As with
"We have' had subjects dealing
considers the prizes as wage bonuses, special per- Howell Co., motion picture equip- them, Lopert is likely to handle
Since the
ment-makers, from manufacturing only roadshowing pr a few early with illicit love/’ Mrs. Shientag
mission from the Board is Required.
letter from dates.
Scophony receivers.
Lopert profits through -a pointed out, since the Greek trageLevey to Hines under date of June small override on the
distribu- dies and Shakespearean plays. "La
Ronde,” she- added, is "satirical,
7, 1945, stated: "Almost a year has tion fee.
witty and of great artistic inelapsed without any progress retegrity." Moreover, no complaint
ported by you, while, at the same
has been made to any exhibitor in
time, you refuse to permit Bell &
nine ether states where the picHowell to proceed notwithstand-3 Continued from page 7 —
‘Latiiko’
ture
has already been screened.
inin
the
'best
it
would
be
ing that
Continued from page 5
can industry more dollars, than -at through trade or commodity deals terests of this corporation (ScoCourt, incidentally, witnessed a
but
other
all
have
Howell
to
restric- or via the black or gray market phony) to allow Bell
present,
private screening of "La Ronde"
rested the theatre manager and
All of would entail a considerably greater proceed along the lines of their
tions attached to them.
also- on Wednesday at the request
them reportedly in one way or an- discount than 12V£%, So the “coin written proposal, i.e., to spend two projectionists on May 9, re- of Commercial Pictures. Produced
other also contemplate some form going to IFE theoretically is cost- $200,000 in refinement and tooling ceived. the
restraining order at by Sacha Gordine, the film is based
of promotion of French pix in the
ing the Americans little or noth- up for the Supersonic home set,
upon ar play by Arthur Schnitzler.
3 p.m. The film was on the theing.
which should produce substantial atre's screen at 3:30 p.m. Theatre It stars Anton Walbrcjok, Daniele
U. S., a la the Italian deal.
A second plan provides for limSimone Simon and
All four of the four alternate cated they would also develop a had to obtain another, print of the Darrleux,
combining
itation to 100 imports, no "loans," French
proposals are said to be supplemental model
film since Assistant Corporation Daniel Gelin.
remittances
of
with
$1,200,000 complex, with 12 or 14 clauses the Scophony Supersonic TV pro- Counsel George Astley requested
WHIOTIB
yearly permitted, plus free conver- each. They
were worked out by the jector with an 8m or 16m film pro- that the police bp permitted to hold
dp
believe
tibility of the current* fiscal year’s
they
jector,
which
American team repping MPAA,
the original print until he received
*;
accruals.
Visits
SIMPP and the U. S. Embassy in should prove a popular model for instructions whether or not to apStill another alternative would
Paris, with a special committee ap- home, schools, churches -and the peal the case.
*
Continued from nago 7 permit unrestricted imports, but pointed by
the French government like."Judge Freund, who viewed
provides a
domestic production and made up of film, financiers and
Levey also brought out that
exhibitors earlier this month in
mornyesterday
in
court
"Latuko”
subsidy of 10% of earnings of the execs.
General Electric was interested in
Culver City, "The majority, if not
ing, asserted that although the men
first 70 pix .(this is mentioned as
Johnston, who headed up the the Scophony Supersonic fiome in the film are naked, they are not all, of the visitors returned to their
80 pix in some reports) and 15%
he
December,
In
1944,
receiver.
U. S. group, was aided by John
shown in any attitude ofr function bailiwicks steamed up about the
of all remaining imports.
In adG.
McCarthy, director of the reminded Hines, he reported to to which exception might justifi- upcoming product and pledged
dition companies could take out
that GE "feels
board
the
Scophony
they’d follow through with greater
MPAA’s international division, and
12 V2% of current year’s accruals
Howell indi- ably be taken. “In my opinion," he effort in promoting the pix.
“Moreover, Bell
now blocked, said to amount to by Alfred Crown, sales chief for that the Scophony Supersonic re- said, "only a narrow or unhealthy
The M-G junket clearly copped
.Samuel
Gold.wyn,
repping
SIMPP.
any
depravity
mind
could
find
in
about $4,000,000.ceiver may well provide, after rean abundance of attention within
France last year permitted the McCarthy and Crown remained in finements, a cheaper and better the film." He termed the nudity an
the
Europe,,
while
Johnston
returned
fcade. Other film outfits are
factor in an abAmerican companies <to clean* up
of projecting a large TV pic: "inconsequential
to New York Saturday (17). He way
instructive
docu- 'now studying the costs and values
and
all balances to June 30.
Current
ture for the home than the cathode sorbing
received
with the view of possibly
went
directly
Washington
to
and
earnings after "that Went' into a
ray projection set which is still in mentary film."
adapting' the idea for their own
will return' to New York today for
“capital account." Companies could
Meanwhile, the theatre manager, USCi
a development stage and has many
the
session.
sell francs in this account under
snags, including dangerous high John Hart, and the projectionists,
Conference of production topcertain conditions at the free marand even if our set George Stone and Paul Kearny,
voltages,
pers and key theatremen across the
ket rate, but that* was cut off in
eventually proves more expensive, out on $1,000 bail each, are schedcounfry
will be held in L. A. next
January.
GE believes it will have a' very uled to appear in Magistrate’s fall under
the aegis of the Council
substantial market.” In the same Court tomorrow (Wed.) on Charges
See Yanks Looking Askance
of Motion Picture Organizations.
letter to Hines, Levey added: "You of "showing an indecent and obContinued from page 5 .. B
Objections to the Italiaih deal
held
its first such seminar
will recall that Paul- Raibourn said scene film." Attorney Hood indithat it would* provide an objectioned both production budget and dis- the radio industry ‘feared’ the cated that he would waive a hear- last year and all participants
able pattern for other countries
agreed that the exchange of knowleconomies. The head Scophony Supersonic home set."
tribution
ing. for the trio, which, in effect.
having proved true, it is anticiedge anent public tastes In film
start thus obtained on the domestic royalties to Scophony.
Sends the case to the grand jury. entertainment,
pated that Yank film men are goand otherwise upb.o. slough-off is seen now as havIn the light of Judge Freund’s de- beating the
ing to look doubly askance at the
b.o., proved beneficial.
ing contributed to building up a
cision, it’s figured that no indictproposed
French
arrangement. fiscal reserve that is giving the inment is likely.
Principal objection to the Rome
dustry strength in meeting presMpls. Exhibs Cheered”
Skiatron Pictures
pact came from SIMPP on the
by Edgar M.
"Latuko,"
ent and future crises.
Minneapolis, May 20.
basis that it was a bad policy to
Queeny, chairman of the board of
page
4
from
Continued
Blessing-in-disguise which the
call the “loan" for promotion anyMetro’s "See and Believe" conMonsanto Chemical Co., depicts
years
of
four
and
five
bleak
days
thing other than the tax which
mass-produce the projector to re- the life and customs of the Latuko clave has inspired two of its MinSIMPP claimed it actually was. In ago have proved to be has occurred tail at $199.50 to receive VHF or tribe in Equatorial Africa. It has neapolis exhibitor guests to spread
the case of both France and Italy, purely coincidentally as far as the UHF and, with minor adjustments,
been shown in 200 communities in a spirit of optimism regarding exthe "loan” is theoretically return- film biz is concerned. The fact that color telecasts. He said Skiatron
the far west and midwest, as well hibition’s future prospects and to
a ble, but
no one really expects much of the money iced abroad has intends to manufacture sets itself as at the Museum. It was recently rally the area’s theatreowners and
now come home is the work of Joe and to license others to produce banned in New York State.
ever to get the coin back.
managers to the utmost showmanThe them. He said the company hopes
Italo pact makes 50% of net Stalin as much as anyone.
ship efforts.
earnings remittable at the legal Communist threat has sent U. S. to hold demonstrations in New
Back from the conclave, Harry
into many cor- York for the trade and public in
rate, freezes
B. French, Minnesota Amus. Co.
25% ( subject to trade government dollars with
the result the fall and to have sets on the
world
or commodity
(United Paramount Theatres) presdeals) and puts the ners of the
Arbitration
framing 25% in a loan fund. Of that foreign countries have had market in the winter.
ident, and Bennie Berger, North
the latter,
- =. Continued
from page 5
Levey predicted that the SuperCentral Allied head, lost no time
12V^% goes directly to the wherewithal to square away
aomestic producers to help finance better their import-export balances. sonic projector will ultimately disin acquainting managers and. fellow
general
counsel
Levy,
M.
Herman
their films
Not to be lost sight of, however, place the present cathode ray tube
exhibitors with the "marvelous"
and the other 12Vfc%
for the Theatre Owners of Amergoes to Italian Film
Export, which in addition the contributions of receiver because of size of picture ica.
The group gave four solid product coming up from Metro
has been set up
Which, if other 7 companies "even
to aid Italian pix Uncles Joe and Sam, is the ex- it provides and clarity of image,
m the U. S. There is no restriction treme ingenuity that foreign de- which can be viewed from any days to formulation of the specifics partially duplicate/’
as expected,
in the proposed system, such as
e number of Hollywood films partments of the majors and of angle. Large-size, direct-view tubes,
"is Sure to revive the boxoffice."
i
the extent of monetary awards
that may be
the Mption Picture Assn, of Amer- he said, are costly, take up much
sent into Italy.
Both
French
Berger
and
say that
The 12V£% to IFE is expected ica have displayed in extracting space, and require high voltages. which may be given by arbiter
panels ana clarification oh how the product Metro put on display
oy that
outfit (to which 83 Italian coin and in not letting it get so But the trend, he pointed out, is
the
conclave
guests
and
words
for
runs, clearances and bidding comProducers belong) to provide al- frozen that it could never be to a larger picture, y
Their of .cheer from the company exwill be handled.
most $3,000,000
Instead of picture tube, he ex- plaints
during the two- thawed.
have
given
them
renewed
fectitives
recommendations were turned
year period of
Overseas earnings of tf.. S. pix plained, the Supersonic projector
the Italo-U. S. pact,
over yesterday to a drafting com- confidence regarding the ability
vniy a relatively
small part is go- in domestic currencies have con- relies on a small ultrasonic cell mittee whose job is to put the de- of pix to combat TV’s inroads.
og into actual
and
half dollar,
publicity and pro- tinued to grow since the War. Con- the diameter of
plan into legal
motion in America. The remainder version of these earnings into dol-' .About
long. This cell tailed arbitration
They hope to have'
Whitman fox' More Coast Hops
ng use(* as a * oan ^un<* to lars failed to perk ;on any large- •fcbhtains 4- liwd and Senses Which phraseology.
h*i
*
Metro’s hosting of the studio
yeip
th#.$r<k. this ready by June 107 .fir well ifi
U, s. distribs pay advances scale until 1951, when overseas 'trinsmit tbfe Image
all-trade
cpnclAYOthe
advance'
of
conclave
for exhibs proved its
® r Product
to Italian producers monies received by U* S. distribs gram source.
.
.16.
June
on
value
in terms of industry-wide
nd to dub and
said
licenses
that
since
its
Levey
history.
AS
were second highest in’
subtitle pix.
l<evy stressed that there was an confidence in the future and other
Deal
domestic grosses have fallen con- were freed- from Par And GPE by
on Dollar-Ccnts
Ane deal is viewed favorably tinuously during the same period, the consent decree of 1949, Skiat- absence of any discord during the companies would do .well to copy
f
0I
a dollars-and-cents standpoint percentage of overall income rep- ron has been preparing to manu- four days of meetings among :his from the idea, Robert Weitman,
K«
«y ?u
group, Which included counsel for United Paramount Theatres v.p.,
the Yank distribs.
Basically, it resented by foreign coin has grown facture the Supersonic projector
un s to allowing them. to remit and the likelihood is that it will for home and theatre TV. Further the various film companies. Allied said in a letter to UPT field per*J!r°
produc- States failed to have a single rep sonnel.
c
involving
of their earnings at a 12Vfc% continue to do so. Thus the dark developments
Copies of the letter were sent
at any of the sessions, which may
scount. That's a
very good rate, overseas cloud may be lined with tion plans, he said, should be an
[to various distribution execs.
or may not be»meaningful.
nce
nounced soon.
remitting
either silver for years to come.
them
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FLAGS
Plfc WILL BE FLYING
AT THE

(

VkM<Pnsmiwu
cJ^ 6^ Spnijru^M/fo i
"The picture chosen for the Reunion
of Missouri’s famed 35th Division!
(President
Truman’s World War 1

outfit)

Simultaneously in 3 Springfield theatres
and 150 houses in the surrounding area

Watch for the

big

news

coverage

/
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Walt Disney

(Quotations furnished by Dreyfus
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Reissue Coin
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Continued from page 3

unions Would
.

The original 1938 release pro- features for the six months ended
duced $8,100,000, of which $4,200,- March 29, as against $1,089,313 for
which 56% belongs to Actors
000 came from domestic (U.S. and similar period last year.' Shorts inEquity. About half the assets are
Canada) rentals* The 1944 reissue, come was up. to $850,423 from
cash.
Plan envisages that when
brought $2,500*000 worldwide, of $306,944 in 1951. Income from limerger is ratified, each branch
censing and other subsidiary rights
which $1,500,000 was domestic.
will give half its treasury to merged
On the other hanu, tele is be- increased to $1,238,792 from $961,.

.

•

588,
-

What

profits

chopped away at the one
was the increase in cost of vey

the films, represented by amortization. It jumped from $770,148 last
year to $1,784,186 this’ semester for

•

all

First

of

istrative

his frozen sterling there.
them, “Treasure Island,”
which went into release^ in August,
1950, cost $1,750,000, Jt has earned
in
domestic distribution alone
about $2,250,000, having played between 9,000 and 10,000 contracts so
far. It is also doing well in foreign/
The second of the British series,
“Robin Hood,” will go into release
this coming August and another
one starts shooting shortly. It is
“When Knighthood Was in Flower,” with Richard Todd and Glynis
Johns starred. Next Hollywoodmade cartoon feature is “Peter
Pan,” which is slated for- distribution next February.
The $2,000,000 which appears
likely
for
“Snow
the
current
White” reissue will be largely profit, since the negative cost has long
since been amortized, of course.
Major charges against it are 25%
distribution fee- paid RKO, plus
$240,000 for new Technicolor prints
(400 at $600 each). Publicity and

L

;

Continued from pax* $
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,

$2,791,000, respectively.

UPT topper disclosed that there
has been a seasonal dip in attendance during the second quarter of
this year.
He declared that it has
been more noticeable this year and
that biz in the second quarter is
below that of the same
about 3
period of 1951. He asserted that
UjpT was making a drive in its the-

%%

atres for

May and June v to

late attendance,

1

—————

—————

l

*W

J

I'

stimu-

and that he hoped

20th Stockholders

that by the end of the- quarter the
attendance rate would equal that
at the same point last year.

-

-

Continued from page
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As a result

|

(30c.

would be concluded in a few days,
Part of the decline was ac- and that a decision on the merger
counted for, Disney said, by write- application was expected before
°“ s on some old features and by the end of the year.
cost increases
In addition to Goldenson. entire
which cut ’profits on
board of directors
snorts. Exec added
that revenue slate of current
trom publications and character was re-elected.
Directors present
Goldenson
besides
meeting
at
the
merchandising, comic strips and
niusic was holding
up to ’51 levels, were Robert H. O’Brien, secretary
vhich was helping meet increased and treasurer; Walter W. Gross,
co
°f current production.
v.p., and general counsel, and John
Producer’s share of film rental, A. Coleman, partner in the brokerreport disclosed,
was $1,749,771 on age firm of Adler, Coleman & Co.

Following divorcement, Skduras
his hope is that a regular
quarterly melon of 25c will be the
policy of the new film company to
be formed. Obviously, if National
Theatres, Inc., achieves the same
aim, the present parent outfit’s $2
annual rate will be maintained,
since stockholders will receive one
share of' stock in each of the two
companies for each single share in
the parent company which they
now own.
While confident anent the future, the prexy advised that 20th
“must undergo a. period of drastic
readjustment, during which the
management and employees must
be prepared for sacrifices greater
any we have heretofore
than
said

Microwave

last ye;ar.

-

’

directors’ dinner talk. 0

Smith announced he was resigning as president after 23 years in
gets back to the old business the post because of ill health. He
suffered a slight heart attack Sunof “more adult pictures.” To which
day. He still felt so weak that his
the reply is that there have been
speech at yesterday’s session .was
quite a few that could be conread by Robert A. Wile, secretary.
sidered in that category in the past
“How to boost business and to
couple years, some that. haVe done
reduce
overhead” is the keynote of
biz and some that haven’t. QuesUsing data subtion is whether Hollywood can the convention;
mitted
by members in unsigned
make this type of product and, if
it’s reported that
it can, do arty audiences patronize questionnaires,
and exhibs during a
it or do they take their frequently chairmen
snooty attitude versus anything closed film clinic assailed distributors for tough take-it-or-leave-it
that bears the “Made in U. S. A.
mark, without *even looking at it, sales policies, contract finagling
and lack of cooperation on specialHollywood faces the additional
ized problems. ^
problem of costs. The’ major stuActress Ja.nis Carter flew in for
dios, at least, can’t afford to limit
their sights to any one type of audi- guest appearance at a banquet tomorrow
(Wed.), following election
ence. Expenses are so high they
take the attitude that every pic of officers and general business session,
Major speakers will be Wilmust be loaded with buckshot so
they have a chance at '.knocking bur Snaper, National Allied States
prqz; Abram F. Myers, Allied States
off the largest possible audience.
Yearning of the. American com- general counsel; Maurice Bergman,
panics for the- art- film market is Universal’s public relations director, making report of his tour of 16
a source of somewhat
It

j

,

.

j

,

1

.

Ghost Town*

—

the merger With American Broadcasting Co. and the investment in
Associates Would be
The half-year Showed a serious de- only the first steps in that direcHe
said
it appears that the
tion.
cline, profits
being. $19,980 (3c a
snare on the 652,840 common out- Federal Communications Commission hearings on the ABC merger
standing)
against $201,914

as

- 1

‘

j

a share)

-

COMPO

of fluctuating biz con- extent that earnings for the first
advertising must also come out.
ditions,^ Goldenson said he could half year will be, it’s hoped, about
Tremendous advance publicity not make a specific answer on the $1,200,000. First six months of ’51
on “Robin Hood” is -being obtained question of dividends.. He declared brought a net profit of $1,071,000.
with a 15-minifte 16m pic, “The that the declaration and payment He added he’s “optimistic” about
Riddle of Robin Hood,” which Dis- of dividends would be determined the balance
of the year, but
ney is providing to schools for free. by the board in the light of overall hastened to say it’s impossible to
It will have had about 2,000 bookcommercial
outcome of
predict
the
conditions.
He stressed, however,
ings by the time schools close, with that the company is in a strong any film any more.
an average of 500 students figured financial condition and that the polAlso on the upbeat, as concernat each showing.
icy of UPT “will continue to be as ing the stockholders, the chief exec
One hundred prints have been liberal as possible in the payment told the session that he’ll recommade up of the black-and-white of dividends.”
mend that, the board declare the
subject, which shows the making
regular 50c dividend for second
Diversified Investment
of the feature, including research,
quarter, despite the fact earnings
UPT chief pointed out that the will be no greater than 43c per
planning, rehearsals, set construccompany was pursuing a policy of share. Fear that 20th would pass
tion and the actual, shooting.
in
the its second .‘quarter divvy had been
investment
‘.‘Snow White” reissue is expected diversified
amusement, communications and expressed in financial and industry
to up earnings
for 1952 to compare
He hoped that circles both in N. Y. and the Coast.
favorably with last year, proxy Roy electronics field.
O. Disney reported
this week in
tna company’s six-month statement
for the period
ending March 29.

t

of its product specifically at
this audience.

.

00Q as’ compared tQ $2,459,000 for
same period .of ,1951. With
capital gains, the figures for the
two quarters are $2,049,000 and

-

Continued from pare
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quarter of 1952 were $1,805/

the

.

Seventeenth annual convention,,
headed by Martin G, Smith of Toopened Monday (19) with a
parley by the Ohio Drive-in Assn,
under helm of A1 Boudouris of Toledo. a caravan forum with William
C. Carroll presiding, and a board of
ledo.

i

.

Goldenson Raps

first

.i

TOO

features, and ..from $168,172 to
$706,387 for shorts. General admin-

and selling , expenses
soared from $470,662 to $644,854,
and
$34,956. of writeoffs were taken
years ago is proving very profitable, aside from the fact that they for an abandoned production.
thaw

day meeting here.

•*

i

And

current percentage deals, were
slugged by exhibo at the first session of the Independent Theatre
Owners of Ohio, holding its three*

stiff

union, place the rest In trust. After
year, national board will surlocals to determine former afgrim amusefiliation of members, and the funds ment
by foreign importer's and dis- Ohio cities, and W. Ward Marsh,
vet pic critic of the Cleveland
in trust will be released on a pro- tribs. They
agree that the overseas
Plain Dealer.
rata basis to the local unions, ac- product as a
whole earns considercording to proportion of the old able coin in the U. S., but they
Bergman urged
to wage a
branches’ memberships residing in point out that few pix individually stronger war of propaganda to corthe new locals.
rect public misconceptions about
show a worthwhile profit.
Old locals would give half their
Each of the foreign pix repre- the film industry, As result of the
treasuries to merged national or- sents
Ohio trip, he is recommending to
a considerable investment to
ganization, half to the merged its
formation of a permanent
distributor in cost
acquisinew local. The Equity Building’s tion, preparation, prints,of publicity
speakers’ bureau to boost films and
disposition, plan suggested, should and
appointment of representatives in
advertising and the overhead
key cities, coincident with raising
be left to a committee chosen by of a distribution
setup, no matter
of war chests to subsidize public
Equity Council, with proceeds pos- how meager. Importers
are thus
relations campaigns,
sibly going to support the Equity •becoming more
and more cautious.
Library Theatre.
Exhibitors commended HollySome are- buying only British pix,
Recommended
initiation
fee which can be sold also to TV as wood producers for plans to elimiwas $50 for members earning un- they, are, or are experimenting nate “B’s” and strengthen “A”
der $3,000 annually, $100. for those with
cheap
dubbing -jobs on product. But there were many
earning more. Dues would be $20 foreign-language prpduct in the gripes about high allocations by
annually payable in advance, plus hope that between .theatres and certain companies and need for a
consistent national sales policy.
1% of earnings over $2,000 an- tele they can eke out a profit. ^
unally up to $30,000.
Joseph Burstyn, by far the most
Total income of the five branches successful of the importers and
for 1951 was $1,250,000 and total distribs, who fo currently handling
expenses were $1,000,000: It’s fig- the highly-profitable “Tomorrow Is
ured there would be administra- Too Late,” is among those who
Continued from mt£C 2 ;
savings, resulting from take a downbeat attitude on the
tive
merger, which could further shave arty market. Burstyn’* “Miracle In originate more sustaining shows in
Milan,” also currently in release, Chicago.
expenses.

,

coming increasingly attractive to
Disney as far as his shorts are concerned. The 18 a year which he
continues to distribute through
RKO are unprohtablfrto him and
becoming more so as production,
costs continue to., rise and the
shorts market gets worse.
The live-action series which Disney started in England several

i

20,'

*

Ticklish question is that of assets and treasuries.
Total assets
of five branches are $1,270,000, of

year.

*

1

May

Hollywood producers who peddle

more

have the

Splitting Assets

1

Cleveland,

films to TV, overpriced films

Artie Imports
~~
r

fields.

sistent with national constitution
and national board policy. Locals
wouldn’t be allowed to make rules
“denying employment to. members
of other locals.” This is to avoid
regulations hitting out at traveling
shows, In some, respects, setup is
similar to that existing in American Federation of Radio Artists,
which ha$ the national board and
local autonomy arrangement.

+ %

4%
1%

i

power to set rules 'for their own
members, provided they are con-

Ask

1

A. Theatres

Local

4*

21%

*

4

.

Cinecolor

U

3%

3

Bid
.

—%
— %%

15%

21%

some union

f

1

plan are (1> preserving representation of the different kinds of interests of the; members, although
setting up. a strong, united organization, and (.£) providing greater
centralization than customary in

-

'

4

•

.

,

principals embodied' in the

Pix to Tele

Sell

“

,

Key

—1%
+1%

5834

Slams Prods. Who

*
would be 45% In the east, 20% medium.
from the midwest and 35% from > Skouras labeled large-screen TV
time
in
as*
to
come, “th£ greatest
the Coast.
Officers would be a president, boon to theatre attendance in its
five veepees, a treasurer and a re- (exhibition’s) history.”
cording secretary.; They would be
There’s prosperity anew on the
elected by the national board from horizon, s aid the 20th topper, but
its own member*.' Board will name “I ask that you exercise patience
during the period* of transition.”.’
exec secretary and committees.

— %%

29%
.4

Continue* from pare 2
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»

4
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to the better days ahead;
in addition to more economical operation, lies in television, said
Skouras. He said the success of
home
will substantially depend

1

*

•

28%
25%

.

»

,

*

’

•

*

26

.

.

-

15%

.

.,

*

*

'

today.”

TV
according to talent categories. Until a -census is taken, the on film entertainment and hep Holsplit-up would be: 44% actors, 31% lywood producers will be called
daricers,
20% singers, 7% an- upon to supply it. The -programs
npunceds, 5% specialty acts and they’ll turn out, he -added, will be
3% concert-opera. Board’s composi- ones specially* designed for the

*
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Change member, for each 100 members.
Board members would be nomifor week
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doing only so-so biz.
4. Prepare and distribute a broWhile “Miracle” truly falls into chure listing all talent, services,
the art pic category, “Tomorrow” facilities and properties for sale
has had questionable reviews. Its in Chicago.
trump is that it can be exploited
5. Act as a clearing house for all
for sex. As a result, Burstyn, who
information concerning available
in the past 20 years has brought
Chicago talent and services, as well
over most of the-great foreign pix,
as sources of .demand for same.
is practically rteady to give up arty
6. Release regular publicity on
quality as a Standard, His despairing intention now is to confine him- all Chicago broadcasting activity to
radio-TV
editors of all daily newsself to importing only such product as offers the possibility of papers hnd all trade publications
being advertised and exploited for in the country.
7. Originate and execute a proits sex content.
mo, ion and exploitation program
designed to develop Chicago broadis

casting.

Mono

Plans

.8. Enlist the support and cooperation of civic bodies and other
trade organizations, such as the
“24 Hours in the Life of a Woman” .Chamber of Commerce and the
has just been completed in Britain "State St. Council, in the program.
as the first project .in a joint pro9. Collaborate
with all groups
duction deal between Monogram wilhin broadcasting in a united efand Associated British Pictures fort toward mutual accomplishCorp.
ment and welfare.
•

Continued from page
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In

7

-

company with Monogram

*

In-

ternational prez Norton V. Ritchey,
Broidy leaves for London in July or
August to confer with ABPC execs
on the second venture. Both Monogram and ABPC already have selected stories and a final decision
will be made when officials of the
two studios get together.
Elsewhere. Monogram is considering a joint film-making deal witfh
“We
the SliOchiku Co. in Japan.
have lots of yen there,” Broidy
one
way
getting
that's
of
said, “and
William Osborne, Mono
out.”
it
Far East supervisor, is due in

Tokyo

this

rangements.

month

to

discuss

10.

Create

more

work

and/or

sales for services or facilities, by
stimulating or* helping to stimulate
all phases of Chicago broadcasting
activity.

Carrying
formation
have been
announcer;

the ball thus far in the
of Chicago Unlimited
John Weigel, freelance

indie packagers James
E. Jewell, Stuart V. Dawson and

Fishburn; Ray Jones,
TVA exec secretary;
Chicago Federated Ad
Clubs; Geoffrey Bennett, RCA-Victor; James Kellock, Wilding Filins;
Norman Lindquist, Atlas Films,
ar- and Archie Levington, music pub*

M.

Alan

AFRA

Dan

;

I

1

and

Collins,

lisher.

^

1

—

e

^
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MogUy Backto Europe
S«te G«l Knance itaj!
Leonide Moguy, French director
S. about a

..

to he Communists* An American
liberal must sometimes find him-

.
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25,298,364
4,001,05$
5,631,000

li;i04,804
8,398,572
7,847,425

$01,925,744

$78;, 169,013

$1,669,167
30,306,935
7,320,418
1,193,124
.13,678,051

8,250,562
8,219,623
0,352,687
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$80,100,567
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stated that he
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G<mtiMu«4 from page j
be changed.
Indie pards George Breakstone ture, ’since 0iey. do not include adand Ray Stahl will leave for Africa vances madia
the companies to
at the end of this month to film indies .whp. m^e plx for t h e
Citizen
“Mdrasi/ jungle pic, for UA.
Prime examples are Columbia
Haying picked up^ three, pix re- where the Stanley Kramer unit
Continued from pass 3
ctiitly from Lopcft Filin DistriDut* went to work diirinc 19hl
ami
now rkO, where the Wald-Krasna,
e nces were surprised to learn that i n g for general handling, UA
Ed“the movies” consisted of many stands a good chance of acquiring mu hd Grainger and other outfits
hundreds of Incorporated business three more from the same source. were operating.
enterprises across the country. They’re to be made by Sir AlexCol’s Drop
Mrrv.A»
ihnndhf: It war ruled bv ander TCorda ^with financing proAt Col the
tt a
i— :x_
At
investment in
its own
pix.in the can dropped from $8,-

m

1

Average

— —t"v
;
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the
Odets branded, as a phoney tbuse of his si 8.nature on a petition
thA
TCT
summer
8
filed with the United Nations by
brnii Mvav from the
Party in 1950, urgreturned to the the Communist
we return
Communists, We
«*,
Invest! cmtlon of the con-

PaW
^

in

•

89,937,74**
*

nance ana
even, spoke which he*U produce and
name.^nd
>,
•%

PCftCC

tll6

’Pl/'fiiwut

1951
$378,673

ana xvov ua«?i s
.his.

.

d TVTTocAnii’e Wife
ce7eenwXrs^

rWi'.mVito

...sxu

18,406,424
3,007,64?

Total ..$93,705,595
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who seemed
the onlv people
P
Communists! use of
WUl UVimuumow.
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19,700,07.$*
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$$<240,673
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-Pro&uctfon1950
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shortly,
Communists. *
The committee counsel produced , Meantime, Moguy concluded *

•

CoL
26,24 $$4»
?2,0641 447KtV *e« as a 2,033? Q24
Ke»
6,123,731
. ....
22,555,653
29th
5,345,824
Vniv
4,015,220

strange bedfellows: But, since the the Italian-made film. In
early days, I Jhave. never knowingly la$t week. It's scheduled to open
been on: the same platform with in the New England territory

Fix In

.
'

I$$#

1?51

on the same platform with oral receptions and previews for

self

1 QQfl

fv

release, “Tomorrow X* Too Late/
returns, to Europe Saturday (24) ;
on the Liberte. He attended set*

now known

platforms with r those

Completed jPlx
-—-Unrelease d^

his current

tb

,

Howard Lawson and Wajteth
T^eeh were leaders of the ^roup,
Roberts urged: the Committee tb
outlaw the Communist Party and
to check ve?y closely on Commun-;
1st front omnizations/He said the
Committee should publish this iiH
formation as a “protection,**,
Rfthnrtc
I-Urti, he joined:
aisciosetv that
KOoervS disclosed

(At c*ite

has been in the U.
;<• who
month
help exploit

from |ik< X

CfttttlfttMs*

to
of
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249,000 to $5,323,000. Equally
startling was the fall in cost of pis
in. production, at the time of the
.

charged he was “misthe way through” in a
in the Daily Workinterview
1947
er on the planting of leftlsh
screen
In
material
ideological
The interview
plays he wrote.
“got
he
quoted Odets as saying
away with some stuff*’ in “The
General Dies at Dawn” and other

He

also

quoted

Job Waiting
’

.

Washington, May 20,
A major studio is reported
awaiting outcome of the Clifford Odets’ testimony before
the House Un-American Aqtivir
ties Committee^ before pacting
hini for an important film.
This may be the reason for
the Odets' stint as a voluntary
witness, both in -executive an$
closed session. Playwright has
his

to

credit

pix.

“There was nothing
General Dies at
’The
_ 7
“Paramount
Odets.
1 went to Hollywood
tertaining scripts and make
.

.

as

similarly

some

of

light-

its

hearted entertainment is not to be
taken seriously,
“Folks in the small towns, who
incidentally are very community
organization-minded, clearly were
I
i mpresse d and enlightened when
pictured the industry as a definite,
part 0 £ America’s free enterprise
system and an important factor in
subversive in the nation’s economics. This was in
Dawn’,” said
bubblesharp
W
^ contrast to their
»i
i
..
produced it. world
WO rld misconceptions.”
to write en- --

all

IWB

report. They tumbled from $1,689,.
000 in 1950 to $378,000 the following year. Balancing this off were
is required under the Department the advances to outside producers,
orderwhich zoomed from $8,418,000 to
of Justice’s consent decree
ing the Reparation of the theatres $11,434,000.

At RICO the Investment in pix
from the production company.
ed from $13,678,P*!0
With WarnerColor, studio-developed process, playing an increas- OpO to $9,851,000. At the same
time,
the
advances
to outside propart in future
important
ingly
^
Ann AAA
T
J
soared
from tU/%
$6,920,000 to
production, Warners is reportedly

^

*-*

——

.1

I

Sales Dept.

Continued from page 7
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“Humoresque,”

.••

“None But the Lbnely Heart,”
“General Hied. At Dawn,”
“Gettysburg” and “Life of
George Gershwin.”

m
,

take over the backlot workers. He
lu‘u it was
vmw» told
tejumeu when
ne rejoined
said he
eaiu

signed to a writers unit working
of the screenwriter
in the Screen Writers Guild. He
said the Commies tried to use him
to break up the AU-Guild slate,
which was fighting tne CommuDe be besntly, he said he
nists. Subsequently,
came aware that the Commies
were trying to rule the Guild and
as a result he got out. They tried
to get him, to return to the party in
1948, he said, but that he turned
them down.
Odets, who was on. the stand for
the second day today (Tues.), test!fied he sometimes found, himself
on the same platform with Commies solely because the liberal and
the Communist path cross each
other from time to time. He stated

on the problems

about his
Odets....was asked
..

'

«

.
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whose

directors
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Louisville beginning

AQ

May
-jLjf

unrecoverable.

Banks and board

r

* vil
O Ultv tv UUUIUC VIA vllv AUUJVVb
gj r Philip Warter, Associated Brit-
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vv vm,v

newsreel would soon be released
Latter has been made
by the development of
WamerColor, because the film
furnished by Eastman can be used

John

?,3

X

£

operative”

'

iLn!Sl

“I was
approached by Paul
Strand ana
strana
and asked for money. I
said indignantly I was not a banker, but if they wanted my best advice I’d be glad to help.
Paul
Strand is one of the two or three
greatest
photographers
in
the
United-States and I offered advice
on
because he asked me.’
At another point, the witness deGlared that “I would not. advocate
the Communist Party .for anyone
to jolii because of the secrecy.
I
see no reason for any party to be
conspiratorial in the United States,

^

1

20fh Eyes Wald

in color.
possible

I

There is already tangible evidence on the Hollywood lots of
add^r decreasing actlyjty. As of the bei”1 re f1l1^ arA ^?? camera ?*
largo reputation in the past few tion, the negative can be developed g lining of this Week there were 36
almost as quickly as black and films in work, including three on
yoars for turning out. moneymak- almost
white,
location In England, one in New
ing pix at medium cost. His pactis white.
York and one in Honolulu, This is
understood to. have two years to
a drop of 10 from the same time
run, but a deal to get film out of it
He
negotiated.
last year.
could possibly be
Ferber Novel
Metro appears to be the only
has had talks in recent weeks. with
20 h *e
Company fighting the trend. It
Continued from page 3
thecamcamJ
?f*
to put 17 pix before the
plans
Wald has a contract with RKO
_
which will keep him there until sisted on leasing her properties, eras in the next 10 weeks, though,
pix
^released
in
its
investment
rather
than
selling
them, and has
Prior to setting up his
Oct. 31.
°wn indie unit, he turned out quan- Collected fabulous payments for has catapulted by
,from
went
Jfi52.
It
tity pix on medium and high budg- yarns to which she has retained toen 1951 and
Continued from page 3
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witnesses,

with

Elia
Kaznn having won them recently.
Among highpoints in Odets’
**
testimony today;
.

It

was brought out that, as late
was an officer of the

as 1950, he

National Council of Arts, Sciences
and Professions.
Asked if he
repudiated the organization, which
has several times been officially
called a Communist front, Odets
ducked a “yes” or “no” answer,
Instead, he said he intended to go

.

*

to

New York

investigate

to

and

determine “to what extent it is
Communist-dominated.”
Would Wrest Red Power
Speaking of front organizations,
he said he would like to ’’wrest
control away from the Communists

some of these organizations.”
Committee counsel Frank S.
Tavenner asked about his affiliin

with various named fronts
and Odets replied, “I have spoken
what I thought about certain
moral issues, I found myself on
ation
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very seriously jeopardized.

5

effected in the year,
If the amortization table had been
left untouched, the net profit and
the inventory of released productlons, less amortization, would have

film costs

was

been cut by approximately $957,000.
l n 1950, negative costs were completely written off over a period of
104 weeks from the date the films
were released in the U. S. Same
formula still prevails for U. S.
amortization but in the case of fordo es
eign
e ign territories, the writeoff does

pott commence until 26 weeks after
no
Dix have been in domestic disthe pix

...

tribution.
.
f
of
oi
Last year, more than* half
.~
RKO’s film rentals came from indie
productions handled by the company, prexy Ned Depinet reported,
d e®
adding that deals with the
^
He noted that
will be continued.
.

m

BKO’s

with

associations

Samuel

Goldw^n, Walt Disney ahd Sol
RPt*

Les-

havfi GftflurBd ovcV 10 yfi^rSi

seS

stoSDovermeetwith

^

june
ing is
for
the present five-man ^board up
Directorate comprises
reelection
«oa«
Noah
Hughes,
SSSJSTltaSrt
Howard ^Hughes,
Depinet,
J.
(chairman),. Francis
Dietrich
Walker.
O’Hara, Jr., and J. Miller
^

——
-

.

foreign film distribution outfit, this
week picked up American release
rights to “Sextette,” a French
import.

a

RKO investment

•

m
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0

^
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A

/tv

‘

the
uic unit
umv chief
unci will
before Zanuck returns
present European trip

i..
4 Z.
xu
early next month.

,

$19,800,000 to $26,244,000, highest
°
in the industry.
j . j
..
.
l a„.
r^resented howthe increase
e r’ >y Quo Vadis/^Which
ev
T?
* the
vetf gone into distribution at
yet
time of the report.

basic ownership.
Tl e
ant ” will begin seriallza.
,,
m
J
{ion
10
in 9J
the
Nj e next (June)
(Ju.ne ) issue of
{
J.
La
S
*? e
?J? i,
published
bvDoubledav
by
Doubleday in the late
fall and be a Book-of-the-Month
BoQk- of -the-Montb
Club selection.
Hemingway’s story will be published by Scribner Sept. 8. It is
described as shorter than a novel
but longer than a short story. It
is umvuv
about u
a AAACiiuiCOO
friendless U
old
1 U man
liidli Udil”
fish-

Bros.

No
Ivu uwoivu
decision un
on

m

,

:

if 4*1

feasible.

ODera
r — star
” ar Patrice
Patr,ce Munsel
MTlnsel will
wlU have ing in the Gulf Stream. He is kept
*
®Pe
fJ‘
the
® lead.
at sea for three days by a giant
.
QnfodA
~
Spiegel’s second is to be “The fish he hooks.
Witness,” screenplay by Arthur
On the basis of that synopsis,
States.
Am
I cor- Laurents.
said he s ne- story departments
don’t
see
a
JLH ,?
screen property
it, but there is
“T h ie /.nnimitfoo
AI
CA Marlon Brando for the to
“This
committee hoc
has nA1
never
so
always great interest in gandering
P roles
°
v
C<
considered it,’’ re
t(
retorted
Bnne.rTavenner.
Hemingway
“. Tavl
,.
°5Sivfr
Tlllen wny , nacn ,,1 ,nis commiSf to Other product on the U A lineup also been the yarns, since he has
be delivered later this year or
author of some highJ
*
J"
e ra cp mJP end that Congress out- j n *53 includes at least one, and ly successful pix (20tK-Fox has just
aw .'
Ta ' e nner had no answer probably two, from John Huston, completed his “Snows of KilimanJ
t0 M
tms
who directed “Queen” for Spiegel, jaro”). However, his last book,
..
,
T
In
anot “ er series
another
® an es of
Questions Aspen Productions (Mark Robson- ‘Across
questions
°.f
*.n
Across the River and Into the
.
and answers, Odets said he krjew Robert Wise production combo) is Trees,” which has been available
Hans Eisler as a very gifted com- down for two films.
for well over a year, hasn’t been
nncoi< anr)
him fn iirnta
/
Cl
1 omnlnvo^
e ploy d h
a d T
^ d to films
sold
P°®®£
hlms.
There’s a strong ^chance that so
i?
J
^
a P lay by
e
Later 1 Charles
.
Chaplin’s
“Limelight,” r
f
ske<^ Bt
ire
lm
which is now editing, will
j
^.^
fure T
1
directed, .M
None butf the e d over to UA late this be handyear.
{
Lonely
Heart
20th
Harry Popkin and associates
Eisler, who testified before the
Russell
Rouse
and
Clarence
Green
Continued from page 5
committee in October, 1947, is now
in East Bai fj n
y ’s Central Park Popkin has a cial Position of the new film com_n
In an all-day ^onrttortme
t ieup with UA but his pk beyoud pany following the theatre sevSintcirogatioii Snd answers yester
zuice* the nrez related it will
Hnvp y
Vftf ^'t.e*
bave
be set *
day (Mon.),. Odets named no new
no fidebtetosT^wnd $7
,
King Bros., Whoso latest
was and no
names and clashed Constantly with
Tavenner over interpretation of the “Mutiny” for the distnb, have four common. He safd
thfuiamo?tized
critical appraisal by tie left-wing additional pix to go under their inventory alone
is worth $60 000.*»£*•
Negotm .on* arc unde r 00a
press of his famed one-acter. “Wait- UA
000
In this connection, Skouras
way
for
more
prod
uct
from Samuel
t,
ing for Lefty.”
that in no case will a
Fufler
who re<XnUy com P leted emphasized
*
film be sold to TV “so long as I
“Park Row ”
Davis Releasing ‘Sextette’
am president of this company.” He
i
v
a
Arthur Davis Associates, indie
said 0 b ea k from this position by
r
.

.

generally sloppy biz, it is ad vantageous to become as liquid as

its

5

was significant that when he
concluded at ‘the
h e IunclK
recess,
lKr
S S the
i n ,lT
f
u
committee pointedly
to
failed
d
ir
thank h
his cooperation or
him
m for Si!
to tell him that he had been help&li 1 in their
work.
Such thanks
are normally ^forthcoming to “co-

of directors of

v* vwm*|/*vvv«

f

before embarking on any additional heavy production programs.

Kentucky exhibs are weighing jsh topper.
^
dono
fr, rnmhal thp film #*Ansnrsnit>

...

It

*«•

organization,

included

Howard Lawson, Albert Maltz and
E H a Kaza 7„
‘No Pic Angel’
-

that since his brief membership in 1 bejieve in free speech.”
the party in 1935, he never knowIn response
uidc to
iu a UUCbllun
question lie*
he reingly appeared on the same plat- plied that “I don’t believe the Comform with them.
munist Party’s
rty’s purpose is to overPressed about his affiliation throw the- United States Governwith Government-branded Commie ment. It does take orders and foldirections
-fronts as late as 1950, Odets said lows
from European
he would be more selective these sources. But I’m inclined to think
days about what he sponsored. But its purpose is not to overthrow this
he admitted that he would con- Government; that’s my guess.”
tinue to endorse some of the orWhen Tavenner asked if it were
ganizations if he had it to do all really
rfia liv-A
nniitimLnarfv
a
a politicakparty
U
('VMVAVUAFUi fcj nr
.k
VA
or U
a fnr»icrr»
foreign
AWiClgAA
TT
j
aS conspiracy,
Odets declared bluntly
<4
hfiVitlg SOOa liberal objectives,
that
T
unrlprstanH
that
a
1131
1 under stand
that it ie
is
a
The writer was alternatelv
a
J
,/
t
alternately
egaBy re cognlzcd minority party
good and poor witness for himself !
1
Unlted
X

sn.

*

i
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RKO

$12,244,000.
Incidentally,'
wrote off $1,524X100 in 1950 and
$1,296,000 in 1951 as advances to
indies that we^e estimated to be

weighing the conversion of Its
.a livBrooklyn film laboratory to fuUCensorship Talk
Bamberger’s
** _
I
ing—not as a propagandist.
duty on processing the tinters.
- „
..lee
r
u
uvn
sales time
RKO
Bamberger,
Leon
J.
to
going
idea
of
never had any
Is also planning on setwn speak on Company
Hollywood to spread social mes- promotion topper, will
tlng up a laboratory in England for
Censorship vs. Self-Regulation
«pt.
nrn
R ne n f WarnerCalor.
Jack
;
:

Herbert H. Tonks, Universal

office execs.
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Picture Grosses
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Baltimore, MaSr 20,
Preakness day at Pimlico brought
some before-and-after-race day

LOUISVILLE

‘SNIPER’

SMART

13G,

(Continued from page 9)
Arcade, will be tom down. The (Sat.) activity to downtown sector
building originally was a church, here this week, but nV>t enough to {WB).
Fair $5,500, -Last week,
‘EXPRESS’ 12G
David Parry, onetime flack with built in 1871, and was converted lift matters out of doldwms that “Mara Maru” (WB) (2d.wk), $4,500.
Cleveland, May 20.
Samuel Goldwyn and United Art- j n t 0 a film theatre in 1908. Fot still linger. “Belles on Their Toes
Avenue) (3,000;
(Fourth
Rialto
public
years it was operated by is attracting some daytime activ; 54-75) “My Son, John” (Par) and
ists, loined the Lynn Farnol
Carbine Williams” is not so
John BIxler.
_
relations office 'Monday (19).
“Aladdin and Lamp” (Mono). Fair good here this week at the State,
Manor, p a., wn&rthej^st two j g- olcay
century.
Headstone memorial to David
“Deadlinefine exploitation campaign on
with
week,
$11,000. . Last
transf erred
Black, salesman with Republic Pic- years by Leon Hadfield,
This Week
Estimates for 1
U.S.A. f ’ (20th) and “Rodeo” (Mono), “Sniper” putting it Over the top
un
20tures since *the “company & incep- to Nick Pecoraro, of Jeannette,
(3,000;
in
cloudy week. Allen’s “San
a
(Loew’s-XJA)
Century
$ 12 , 000,
mveiled Sunday (18) at Monte- der long-term lease.
U)
Express”
lion, unveiled
Francisco Story” is fairly good
Bali
“Red
60)
State (Loewis) "(3,000; 45-65)—Republic exchange, inau econ Okay $7,000.
“Wild
fiore Cemetery, Elmont, L. I.
while
week,
Last
“Red Ball Express” at Hipp
“Red Ball Express” (U) and “Just is okay.
omy move, has dropped William North,”. (M-G), $5,300,
Pacing the
This Oncfc” (M-G).
Roads, salesman; Dave Ferguson,
Estimates
far This Week
20(2,460;
Keith’s (Schanberger)
town' on a slowa weekw for okayv>“$12,•
W
/I ^ A ua 7 ? iTT
IVY
Sh P
;
Allen (Warner) (3,000: .55-80)—
Kind”
aiyBtd“lKo“h?pp er , into|70)-- 'No Room For _ Groom (U). 000. Last week, “Marrying (M-G),
Independent Theatre Owners of
Francisco
Story” (WB). Fairly
‘‘San
5
(Col) and “Shadow in Sky”
Ohio folding its annual conven- the Army,
good $11,000. Last week, “Belles
“Bronco Buster" (HI), $4,800.
$ 11 000 .
tion at Hollenden Hotel here May
Toes”
(20th),
On
$11,500.
54-75)—
Mayfair (Hicks! (890; 20-70)—
(1,200;
Strand (FA)
20-21. Meet will explore methods
Hipp (Scheftei-Burger) (3,700;
ST.
/
“Lady and Bandit” (Col). MUd “Brave Warrior” (Col) and “Yank 55-80)—“Red Ball Express” (U).
of increasing grosses and cutting
Its*
shuttered
Frisina Amus, Co.,
Last week? “Pride St. in Indo-China” (C01).
Medium Oke $12,000* or over. Last week.
$4,000.
expenses,
560-seater in Springfield, Louis” (20th) (2d wk), $4,300.
$3,500.- Last week, “Hoodlum Em- “Valley of Eagles” (Lip), $10,000.
Nat Wolf, after serving 20 years Tivoli, athe summer.
(1,800:20-70)-— pire” (Rep) and Oklahoma Annie”
(Mechanic)
as zone manager of Warner houses 111., for
New
Ohio (Loew’s) (1,244; 55-80)—
Memorial Day selected by Kera- “Belles On Toes” (20th). Good$7,- (Rep), $3,000.
in Ohio, is resigning June 1 to
“Wild North’! (M-G) (m.o.).
Nice
Theatres for lighting its new
enter biz for himself. Before Start- sotes
500 looms. Last week, ‘Deadline
$5,000, La$t week, “Singin’ in
r
°Z
d
3
U.S.A/’ '(20th), teachcd $4,200 after
Rain”
(M-G)
(4th. wk), $6,000.
Co.,
Supply
McCarty'rifeatre'
The
Srf* will
tio? and
Uklnl™ long vacation
00
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)—
KIND’
Donald recently organized and headed by $7 ^.
son, “ Lieut,
their
2 5-75)—
visit
“Sniper” ’(Col). Smart $13,000. Last
Stanley (WB) (3,280, ,25-75)
Paul R. McCarty and J. W. Shreve,
Wolf, stationed in Germany.
ar
)(P,
Happen
week,
(RKO), $12,500.
Can
Kansas City, bought the physical “Anything
PORT. State.“Macao”
$12,000
Last week, “Mara
(Loew’s) (3,450; 55-80)—
asseL' of Joe Hornstein, Ini of Blah ,$7 000.
“Carbine
Williams”
(M-G). Nsg
$5,800.
(WB),
20.
Portland, Ore., May
McCarty is a vet exhib.- Maru’
St. Louis.
$9,000. Last week, “Wild North”
Town (Rappaport) (1,500; 35-70)
Republic acquired U. S. distrip au l Schroeder and Phil Harris,
All first-run houses excepting
$9,500.
(M-G),
at
po)>
bution rights to “New Lease on co -owners of the shuttered State, —“River” (UA), Nice $8,000
one- have- new bills this week, and
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80)
Life,” made in Italy and retitled Baden, 111., will relight the house scale. Last week, “Six Convicts’
—“Girl in White” (M-G). Mild $7,It is reflected in a nice upbeat at
(Col), $6,800.
“Flying Squadron.”
in July.
J
„
“Marrying Kind” 000. Last week, “Love Better Than
stage shows will be staged Sunseveral spots.
As A result of Humphrey BoEver” (M-G), $5,500.
gari’s Oscar winning performance, day nights at William Warning s
looks standout with a big total
Warners will reissue two of Ins old ozoner near Carbondale, 111: First
two theatres. “Aaron
playing
from
Ida
talent
with
radio.,
guests wiU.be
pictures, “High Skrra”
Slick” looms good at Liberty.
(Continued from page 8)
Lupino and “To Have and Have WSM, Nashville, Tenn.
‘Jok’ Fairish $10,500,
Estimates for This Week.
wk). Steady $3,500 after $4,000
Not” with Lauren Bacall.
(Parker) (1,890; '65 :
last week. Stays,
Broadway
„
Richard Ettlinger, film row brokDenver;‘Queen’ 28G, 2d
Keith’s (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)— po)—“Red Ball Express” (UI) and
er, joined Metzger-Srere circuit
Hit bottom “ Woman jn Dark” (Rep) (2d wk).
uama
Denver, May 20.
Janls Carter in from) Hollywood “Bronco Buster” (U).
which operates theatres in Log. Andays, and yanked. Fine $4,000 in 3 days. Last week,
4
for
$3,000
and
at
Minneapolis
at
personals
Diego.
for
“African Queen” continues to
geles and San
‘Ma, Pa Ketle At sock $10,000.
week,
St. Paul RKO-Orpheum houses Last
lead the town, although in four
opening days of “Half Breed” in Fair” (U), okay $8,000.
Guild (Parker) (400; 65-90)
spots for second week. Pic looms
Metropolitan (Warner) (1,200; 50- “Browning Version” (U) and “Mag- fine. “Girl in White” is okay at
which she appears.
Vern Skoray promoted by 20th- QO) “Thief ” of Damascus” (Col). net” (Indie). NSH $1,000. Last Broadway while “My Son, John” is
Chi federal appeafs court last
be slow $4,000 for first-run. Last week, “Rashomon”
(RKO)* and fairly .good in Denham session.
„ _ in Canada to
week Upheld the 10-year conyic- Fox from Calgary
_
,
tions of Kenneth Gordon and Ken- assistant to district manager M. A week, “First Time.” (Col), $3,500.
“Seven Days to Noon£ (Indie), Both are holding.
MaUsow,
neth MacLeod, who were charged Levy here; succeeds Saul
__
Estimates for This Week'
Ontario (K-B) (1,404; 44-74)—
$1,500.
with stealing $12,000 worth of' film;- advanced to local branch manager. .«
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-85)—
Son j 0 hn” (Par) (2d wk).
Liberty (Hamrick) (1,850; 65-90)
M. A. Levy, 20th-Fox district helped
Moline, IU., city council rejected
by stepped-up campaign to
(Par) and “Triple “African Queen” (UA) and “Royal
Slick”
Slid
p
“Aaron
motion to amend the present cur- manager, attended Wait Till Sun firm $7 5 qq after $8,000 last week Cr0 s?» (Mono) Good $8,000.' Last Journey” (UA-), day-date with DenJ^ss
few law which hairs unescorted Shines Nelly” preem in Hutchin- and stays.
s^ avs
“Yoftng Man With Ideas” ver; Esquire, Webber (2d wk). Good
I week,
children from film houses after son, Kas., last week.
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)— (M-G). and “Talk About Stranger” $7,000. Last week, $10,000.
Co.
Amus.
Minnesota
.
Ev.
Seibel,
6 p.m.
(20th). Big $19;- (M-G), $7,500.
Toes”
Belles
on
>
Broadway (Wolfberg) (1,200; 40Cinema Lodge of B’nai B’rith ad-publicity head, laid up by ill- 000. Last week “Pride of St.
85)—“Girl in -White” (M-G). 'Okay
Mayfair (Parker) (1,500; 65-90)
held its annual dinner dance last ness.
Louis”
(20th), $14,000.
Fist”
“Steel
and
(20th)
or near. .Holds. Last week,
“David”
$9,000
Republic has scheduled world
week.
Playhouse (Lopert) (485 ; 50-$ 1) ((Mono)
4
prices.
rices Mild $4,500.
“Young Man With Ideas” (M-G),
at pop
Mono
)
ake Forest, preems of “Minnesota” for Norshor
Deerpath Theatre, Lake
» /tta
i Pu?/HffpvJnSff A
TTCJ.
A
;
4 .'.’..l.
uLl:
/TT A i^ IT?
<?A”
(20th) ’(3d wtl.
wk) La
'ri
*'*000
and
plays and State theatres, in Duluth
st
111., started to double stage
? ‘cloudburst (UA) (4th wk) dDenham (Cdckrill) (1,750; 40-85)
ooo^ast
wSek* an(1
last week.
Okay $4,500 after $5,UUU
k.
Minneapolis, respectively, July 16
;with film fare last week
^
John” (Par). Fair $10,MyvrSon,
and 17.
^> 800 *
l j _
V __ 4
50-80)
Warner IWB) 12.174.
(2,174; A0-Rm_.
(Evergreen) (2,000;' 65- 500. Holds over, fast week, “DenOriental
Pleasing $12,000,
“Paula” (Col).
Rio
Grande” (Par) (2d wk),
and
k¥ r . c
ver
and
(Col)
Blind”
90)-^-“Marrying
L)AL-LAo
despite thumbs down from cricks,
The Warner circuit cut two more
“Storm- Over Tibet” '(Col), day- poor $7,500.
theatres in the western district
Rio Drive-In opened at Crockett. Last -week, “Mara Maru” (WB), date with Paramount. Strong $4,Denver (Foxr (2,525; 40-85)—
from its roster when Max .Fried- Operated, by the Crockett Amus, $11,000.
:
“Deadline-U;S.A.” “African Qupeii” (UA) and “Royal
Trans-Lux (TL) (654; 60-$U-- 500.- Last week,
man, longtime buyer and booker Co. Olan Dickey is manager.
(Indie), Journey” (UA) (2d wk). Nice $15,“Bushwackers”
(20tK)
and
for the upstate zone, took over the
The Sunset ozoner opened by “Encore” (Par). Tojmd $10,000, and $3,700.
000. Last week, $22,000.
lease on the Babcock and Temple owner-manager. Jim. Miller
at settles down to longrun. Last \y0ek,
-65Enquire (Fox) (742; 40-85)—“AfJurpneum (Evergreen)
evergreen; (l,750; -uir
brpheum
“Civ ConV
rntxxfinU* ‘.(.ftrii'i 5tb wlc)
in Wellsville.
It has eight years
* tj
^“Rancho Notorious”’ (RKO) ricah Queen” ;!(UA) and “Royal
90 )
non*
Friedman, who resigned
to run.
Theatre,
Ford
a 500-seater,
(UA) (2d wk). Good
(Indie). Jburney”
Danger”
of
“Wings
and
as buyer and booker in March, opened at Ran)dii by H. Ford
Mild $5,500. Last week, “Denver $3,000.^Las.t W.eek, $4,700.
worked- here for Warners 17 years. Taylor, San:: Angelo; CXhib. : Marvin
Oroheum
(Par) and “Corky.
'(RKO) (2,600; 40-85)—
Grande”
Rio
8c
The Babcock and Temple tyere Bell U managed
Gasoline Alley” (Col), $5,500^
f "Rkrtcho Notorious” (RKO) and
among the houses he booked.
Gustav LaVenaht ipuroflased Gale
la.-Neb.
Allied
Fair
(RKO).
(Evergreen)
(3 AOO; “Narrolw -.'Margin”
Paramount
Neil Heilman closed the Royal, Theatre at Joufdkiifmi arid, changed
“Marrying Kind’* (Col) $11*000. .Last week, “Singm’ in
65-90)
seating 1,000, and the Paramount, namb to Galivaii-^
Continued from page 5
-V*
Tibet”
Over
(Col), Rain”' (M-G) and .“Smith Vs. Scot“Storm
and
Septemuntil
accomodating 900,
The Palace* like thev Majestic,
Oriental. Big $7,500. Last land Yard” (RKO) (4th wk), $7,500.
ber. It is the first time the thea- will celebrate its 31st birthday; oh good product and film rentals that also
(20th)
“Deadline - U.S. A.”
ParamounMWolfberg) (2,200; 40tres, the only ones in their' respec- June 11. One of. Interstate Theatre will allow us to raise our families, week,
(Indie), $6,400. 85)—^“Six Convicts” (Col) and “Jim
“Bushwackers”
and
neighborhoods, have been Circuit’s de luxe houses, if has too. The point to where you can
tive
United Artists (Parker) (890; ’65- in Forbidden Land” (Col) (2d wk).
darkened. Heilman advertised that been undergoing a general facelift- go in bringing Broadway deluxe
$15,000.
the closing was a temporary one ing in the last few months.
houses to Main St. is a decision for 90) “When Im Rome” (M-G) and Qood $13,000. Last week,
“Bonnie Prince Charlie” (Indie).
Taber (Fox) (1,967; 40-85)
“for repairs,” but poor business
every
operator
to
make
himfor
Neal Houston joined the Tower
and
BetLast
(U)
Sad
“Love
$4,000.
week,
Canyon”
“Treasure
Lost
was decisive factor.
If it really takes all the
Pictures Co., here as salesman, and self.
ter Than Ever” (M-G) and “Holi- “Black Hills Ambush” (Rep). Poor
will cover Texas and parts of Okla- things some of the expounders of
day Cruise” (Indie), $5,800.
“Mutiny’ (UA)
Last
week,
$5,QO0.
homa. Houston was formerly with deluxeism say it takes to improve
and “Buffalo Bill Tomahawk Ter20th-Fox.
the business in small towns, then
here for
William Hock, with
ritory” (UA), $8,000.'
v
i4A/
Karl
Hoblitzell, head of Inter- this industry is rapidly approach- ‘Carbine’ Trim
$10*000,
24 years, resigned as manager of state Theatres, is scheduled to re
Webber (Fox) (750; 40-85)— “Afcircuit’s Ambridge, Pa., theatre to
rican Queen”. (UA) and “Royal
Indpis.;
‘Express*
Fine
excompany
join a Construction
in
Journey” (UA) (2d wk).
ship
starving to death.’
ecutive* capacity; replaced by Jack
Indianapolis? May 20.
$3,000 or over. Last week, $4,500.
lean Revolution, holding its anHamilton, from Washington, D.C.
A damp weekend helped firstnual congress in Houston, May
Margaret Busha left the Fulton 18-22.
run houses here to slightly imAghast At Rundown Condition
*taff to be with her husband, Ed
Industryites who havfc been hit- proved grosses this stanza despite
Busha, now stationed in the south.
(Continued from page 9)
firid recently relate that lack of smash hits currently. “CarHe was at the Shea 'before being
theyre aghast over the physical bine Williams” is good and town (20th). 'Great $17,000. Last week,
called into service.
’Outcast’
condition of some theatres and topper.
Frank Jackson, vet Harris Cir“Red Ball Express”* at ‘Ten Tall Men” (Col)- (2d wk).
apparent exhib carelessness or in- Indiana and “Flesh and Fury” at $12,000.
cuit manager in St. Mary's, Pa., reftn x
Continued from pare 7
'
difference. In one instance, an “N” the Circle are fair. Considering
signed to go with a carbon comvino
pany there,
number of small houses. ' They was placed sideways on the Speedway qualification trials g6n- Thief of Damascus (Col), rin
Norm
A landmark in Scottdale, Pa., the would include one each in the 57tH marquee of a house as a substitute erally get all the play here in $13,OO0. Last week. Wild
$10,000.
wk),
(M-G)
(2d
May,
biz is not so bad.
St. east side area, uptown west side for a “Z.” In some other cases,
Loew’s (C.T.) (2,855; 40-65)—
Manhattan, Greenwich Village and star names were misspelled or
Sock
..
“Singin’ in Rain” (M-G).
.
ri
in Queens, Brooklyn arid the Bronx. other errors in the billing were
r e (( ockri 1 "] olle
50
Last week, “Song m
$29,000.
.^
t and
] i
RKO tried a series of 13 houses noticed.
Flesh
Theatres
Furv” (U) and: Heart” (20th) (5th wk), $15,000.
for its second-run in New York of
Architecturally-handsome thea- “Meet Danny Wilson” (U).
Fair
Imperial (C.T.) (1,839; 34-60)
“Kon-Tiki.”- There is varied think- tres carried traces of inadequate $ 7 >0°0. Last week, “My Son John” “Return
Texan” 20th) and
of
4*1^ a
am the
nAE^iv
C avm a distrib
n4««iL
«.!
rPo
3TI/1
Qyi
/Hlf av\
and
“Desert Pursuit”
ing on
results.
Some
cleaning
(Mono),
andJ maintenance/ re- (Par)
“Smoky” (20th). Oke $7,000. Last
music
execs feel the method of playoff ported tourists from N. Y., some
Hell!” (WB) and
“Retreat.
week,
RockcfdiUr C«nt*t
Indiana (C-D) (3,200; 50-76)
produced gi eater film rental than a of whom are also, exhibs. They
Take It Big” (WB), $9,000.
Ball
Express”
straight circuit deal, which others wondered out loud how theatremen
(U)
and
Orpheuni (C.T.) (1,048; 34-60)
...
Gritmg
Treasure Lost Canyon” (U). Mod- “Mutiny"
It
and
HI
(UA)
favored.
could, permit their Properties to
WW
*
crate $9,000.
Last week, “Belles Gertie’s Garter” (UA (reissue). Nice
fall In such states of disrepair
Circuit policy In New York is'
ion femei
cuNta ‘
Unknown
T ? es
( 20t h)
and “Rodeo” $8,000. last week,
factor mitigating against experi- particularly at this time when all
Cvhr by IHHCWWI • Am M-GrM rWvr*
“Swamp ir
Hy SfCCTAOMW STAH PtWgWTATWt
ment with dual first-rdns or move- possible attraction to the public is ( Mono ^ $9,500.
(Lip),
$7,000.
(Loew’s)
(2,427; 50-76)
overs.
RKO and Loew’s have re-' vital. There are only a relatively
” “r
spots
* “ w where V(UUV
fused AAA
in the
fcV accept **AA
any
film few
dust AO
bMV past to
Is allowed
A Williams”
~
_ (M-G) and
J AAAAAfr
VT CU to
GU 4 ITT
lit
$19,000.
that has had more than one initial gather, it’s said, but the fact that T
— ..
,, A
^
ii
.
tttvt.? «,!««»>
.Last
week,
Indian
OUTPOOft
—
Uprisin*
MARUNE DIEIIICH
eve
n
these
exist
,,
came
distribs
Feeling
among
as
run.
now
a shock to
R#frM*hm«nt
(Col) and “Boots Malone” (Cof),
RIFItKSHMINTi
is that the chains are in no posi- some New Yorkers,
ARTHUR RENHEOT
$7,500 in 6 days.
Servlet for
SERVICE
tion to adopt such a choosey attiIt was found that some theatre
MEL FERRER
C««»t
trim
yi
Lyric
(C-D)
50-76)—
PRIVE - IN
(1,600;
tyde, that they’ll be forced for their keepers have their towns sewed up,
Kanmm
“Brave Warrior” (Col) and “Girl
THIATRI^yj
own survival to accept any film that is, operate the only houses in of Limberlost”
«v«r
»/* C«ntwy
(Indie).
Fair $4,-1
which shows that it has b.o. power, business and feel they'll get the 000. Last week,
“Tembo” (RKO) SPOPT^t«>VlC COP!
no matter what its method of first- available patronage regardless of and “Overland" TeleVraDh’* /rkoV
S P
'*
the condition
run
*
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Hollywood
William Aaher inked to direct "X
Hollywood, May 20. Foreign production boom in vidpix is underway with 10 series cur- Stanwyck, Crawford
rently projected or actually shooting in distant lands. Cheaper proOn
duction costs and exotic backgrounds 'are spurring telepic proAt 30G Per Stanza
ducer interest, with’ possibility of
using impounded coin in the
Hollywood, May 20.
factor.
added
an
areas
sterling
Joan Crawford and Barbara StanSUlman - George
The’ Robert
clients MCA
Frank-Matty Kemp unit has com- wyck are among top
•

-

is considering for its upcoming vid"Pan-American Show Time" series pix series; to beomade by, its subin Mexico with Gale Robbins sidiary, Revue Productions, with
are Jennings Lang helming,
and another 13
starred,
planned. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr„
Agency is budgeting each telepic
has completed several of his "For- flt about $ 30 000 . Talent will reeign Legion” series in Morocco ceive residual plua salary on deals.

pleted 13 half-hour subjects in the

,

Tfets

%£&

&

week. Latter was
adapted from his radio show.
Producer Karl^Moseby is lensing
a series .of Hans Christian Andersen vidpix in Copenhagen; M^e
Nidorf, member of the board of

in. England next.

Agen

.

tt

^f
h

d

b€
OD

:

Xntr^ou: ?o

-EW

tnr»
.cided .to go into ^production of top
dramatic, series on its own, and is

u°w_in process

fP r the telepic, which will be shot
at Eagle-Lion studiosRevue recently, inked !RocL AmatourFilms,
is
Official
directors of
Gruen
ing Europe to scout .locations and teau to direct an upcoming
telepic,
Playhouse
and
talent for at least one series,

^

Sheldon Reynolds, indie producer,
has launched his "Foreign In-

TV

.

trigue” series. Sam Marx has announced a series of dramatic vid'

.

to. be’ made in England,
France and Italy this summer, with
Buddy
Archie Mayo directing.
Rogers has similar plans, and will
•star in an adventure series to be"
produced by an Italian company

films

Love Lucy’* when Marc Daniel*
bows out after May 23 show, and
will

complete season for

^
Willis’ ‘Looking’

joins Besilti Pro-

Edward Sedgwick

Am

a*, and
ductions as aide to Deal
reduction co-ordinator . , . JNuline
iaron^ silent screen thesp, playjhg

Loosed

.

'

.

Vidpic- Series;

WNBT

.

*

.

'

As a
'

which has been

.

May 16

result

SWG

©f

this situation
boiling, for some

time,
in its demands on the
vidpix producers wants an uppance
of the presents minimum of $500
plus residuals, but producers are
objecting strenuously to all de-

mands.

"The way to solve this problem
to.gamble with the producer by
getting a percentage of his gross

is

receipts, but still we must raise
minimum* to protect the writers,"
Frances Ingalls, exec secretary of-

Films in Production
m

-

12.'

and
Alliance of * Television Film
Producer** is feeling of scribblers that
Backer Stays on
the television film producer is
unRichard Willis" "Here’s Looking fair to thorn, .even though he’s been
upping his pay lately.
telea
as
lensed
being
at You” ds
Grumbling on the part of many
film series, with the Lo-Calory
radio and screen Waiters
Food Corp, as bankroller to place .teleleap is. that while thetaking the
producer
the film around the country on a pays $650 or *750 a, script, he then
spot basis. Six 15-minute editions demands that the writer spend
aboufr three weeks in conferences
will be made, with three already
on treatments, drafts and rewrites
in the can. Shooting is being done
of the script. They calculate aside
Y,
N.
in
studios
at the Vidicam
from the grief involved, this means
Product is RDX, reducing tab- they wind up drawing
$200 a week
the
let, with Gray agency handling
or less.

As 6-Part

A

.

May

barrier in negotiations currently; being
conducted
between Screen; Writers Guild

idle in ‘‘Big’ Town" series at General' Service studios , . . Max Gilford* member- of exec board of
National Society of Television Producers, to N, Y. on biz . . . Ken
Tobey grabs role, in "The Roof,”
Frank Wlsbar telepic for "Fireside
Theatre,” at Eagle-Lion studios.
... Bing Crosby Enterprises shot
pilot on new series, "Dreams of
Glory,” at RKO Pathe, With Bob
Nichols, Mary Shipp and Todd
Kara* in initialer, "Hemingway.”
account.
. Brad Johnson set for role in
.
"Anrtie
Productions*
Flying
Willis’ live show is aired crossOakley” series, in which Gail Davis the-board afternoons, on. WNBT,
Official
Films
.
has titular role
N. Y. outlet of NBC-TV. To’ get
exec Mike Nidorf in Rome on OF Willis to do the stanza on spools
biz . . . Lisa Howard cast in "Con,
for them, BDX-had to agree that it
Gamut,” newest "Racket Squad”
Would continue "to back ..his liye
vidpic shooting at Hal Roach
Further stipulaairer on WNBT.
studios
. Leif Erickson set with
can’t be
Marie Windsor for Ziv TV’s "The tion is that the vidpix
area.
Gotham
the
in
screened
Unexpected” telepic.
'

Hollywood,

-

One omnipresent

aeries,

SWG

said.

In

answer to complaints from
telepix producers that they didn’t
see why they, should pay residuals
Maxcel.head cm
KTTV Studios, Hollywood
inasmuch as writers don’t get reProducer-director: Frank Ferrin
"RAMA II OF THE JUNGLE" 26'half- Associate producer: Ralph Ferrin
siduals from motion pictures, she
REYUE PRODUCTIONS
b
,
director: Bon Olsen
»av«
Assistant
hourjanjris
Breakston-Stahl, who will make
Eagle Won Studios: Hollywood
replied,
¥ S'
"In television writers get
Half-hour series of adult drama tele-Morassl" in Belgian Congo this
about oAe-sixth of what is paid in
pix now shooting for Revue Prods.
filMcraft prods.
v
summer, will simultaneously lens Film Producer: Rudolph Flothow
Producer: Revue Productions
motion
pictures,
and they may get
Hollywood
8451 Melrose.
proctor: w*iiy Fox
Director: Ri&hard Irving. Norman Lloyd.
a telefilm series, "Safari 'Bill.”
a lot less.
Motion picture miniGROUCJHO MARX starred In 39 half-hour
Laurel < Hardy reportedly are
participation Rim productions, to
MtODPCTIONS, INC. audience
Us
but
in TV it’s $500,"
ATHENA
$3,000,
PRODUCTIONS
HAL
he made once* a week, began Aug. 23 for
talking a tele deal in England,
colifordu. studio*: Hollywood
she asserted.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
NBC. DeSoto-Plymouth sponsoring.
MAMOS 'N' ANDY"
where they are how making per_
Three »erle* o£ 13 Chapter play* each
series of character
"THE BICKERSONS" series of 39 half
Radio writers, too, are disilluOF ROBIN HOOD"'skedded to he- hour’ comedy
Sponsored
comedy telepix e now shooting.
shooting
~t«Tepix to begin
sonal appearances. Adventure pro-_ "BON
FVTV T
_
..11km 1_11>h Vkawj A# UaW
K.a t«
>
..
L.. Y»1 _1_ ID ^
CBS-TV.
by Blatz Beer for
sioned as a .result* of their excurRapp is writer-director.
May 29. Phil
. diicer
Ken Krippene is partnered
EuffoZd si^forth
Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, -Alvin
Producer: John Guedel
|
Into video, and many are resions
Westen
ai
Lee,
Associate
producer:
Ernestine
Wade,
Johnny
Childress,
with Radio America exec James
Film producer: L Lindenbaum
Barrager
director: Nate jsarragi
turning to AM/ Top radio scribHorace- Stewart.
Directors; Bob Dwgn. Bernie Smith
Ttlar>lr
in Tima
Pent and
'Rnhe'rt Assistant director:
na JvODeiT
HxaCK in
Liima, r^eru,
Supervisors: Freeman Gosden, Charles blers
Howard Laurence Field
who drew" $400 or $450 a
Colisoh, of. Panagra Airlines, .for a
CorrelL Sidney Van -Xeuren
.
PRODUCTIONS
FLYING
script freelancing would turn their
Dlrectorr’Charie* Barton
series of .52 13-minute telepix with
breakston stahl prods.
Production executive: James Fonda
992(1 Suttsot Blvd.r Hollywood.
script
“in
after a day’s, work and
Gloria
South, American locales,
General Service Studios: Hollywood
director: Emmett Emerson
"ANNUL OAKLEY" new series of 52 Assistant
Sepes of full hour dramatic shows, their problems were ended.
half hour hja^Wr^vide^ater*ybegln* shooting
"safari bill" series of
Swanson has a series upcoming in
each
in four segments, with Fay Painter
Lo^ca
-June
telepix
to
beginshooting
15.
Mexico City, also George Brent.
When the radio writers heard
as continuing star of series, now shooting.
*“ t 22 Gail Davis. Billy. Gray head castv
"> - b* Wm* d ta
Executive, producer: Hal E. Koa£h
Latter series Vffll be financed by
telepix producers had upped their
Rr
Producer: Louis Gray
Producer': Gayle Gitterman
Tele-Voz, Mexican firm in which Martha Hy«r he»ds c*»t, parts to fill.
"Director: Wallace 'Fox
coin to $650 or more they leaped
Miguel
Aleman.
,
_ .. Jr., son ol the. Associate producer; frene Breakston
RQY ROGERS PRODUCTIONS over the telefence. But here they
GROSStKRASNE, INC.
Mexican President, is partnered. Technical executive; John R. Carter
found ari entirely .different setup.
Goldwyn Studio. Hollywood
General Service Studios: Hollywood
N. Peter Rathvon is talking, a Eu***& They would present their ideas to
Now
"BIO
28
.
shooting
TOWN"
series
p£
ropean series, aud* other producers WILLIAM F. BROIDY PRODS. “half hour telepix sponsored by. Lever tgf^pl ?,?Say a:W 'iyi dpl3iJure half-hour each, the prodimer either directly or
Sunset Studios, Hollywood
a
iveuin
a an
_
nroth.^
MtK,
are mulling India and Alaska lo.Brady in support.' *General
through .their* agent, and if the proWestern part*
"WILD BILL MICRON," half hotir tele- scYTtsds.
“
'
cales.
Sponsored by General Foods for ducer likedffhe idea he would ask
pix series sponsored by Kellogg's now Producers; Jack J. Gross and Philip N, to fuL S
NBC-TV,
•hooting third series of thirteen. Guy
Krasne
the scribbler vto present him with a
Producer:
Roy
Rogers
Madison and. Andy Devine head cast.
Director: E. A. Dupont.
* Associate producer:
Jack Lacey
Producer; william F. Broidy
treatment.
Director: Bob Walker
Associate producer: Wesley Barry
JOHN
GUEDEL
PRODS.
After the. treatment,, a first script
Director: Frank McDonald
as of Friday,

-j=

.

',

.

——
—
A a VUMVV 4 J^DonaldJWllson^
Ed McConnell. Nino Producer:
Director: Howard Bretherton

shooting mld-Maj.

ARROW PRODUCTIONS
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Snader, Partners

ROVAN PRODUCTIONS
draft, then came conferences when
starring
Hal Roach Studios, Culver. City.
t;he producer could work them into
"
halfv- ^ MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half his
usiially busy schedule, and reshow
for
hour
comedies
starring
Charles
Farrell
.b'J?
w k
?£" sh tl ”‘- Sp0n»r.d by Philip Mor- sult was. the finished script usually
W.‘, Joto
Hirt, Jsy SUverheels set leads..
Green Giant sponsors.
Producers: Hal Roach, Jr.; Sydney S. Van wasn’t turned in until three weeks
Producer: Jsck Chertok
Producer; John Guedel
Kouren.
after the writer had begun. As a
Associate Producer: Harry Toppc.
Director: Irvin Atkins
result of all this, many writers are
SCREEN GEMS
COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
giving TV the Bronx cheer and reTELEVISION
1302 N. Gower, Hollywood
United- Producer* Studio
"THOMAS JEFFERSON" half hour dra- turing tp AM, where they feel they
SERVICE Shooting “Noah Beery, Jr. Adventur*
ma shooting for DuPont's "CAVALCADE
Republic Studio*, North Hollywood
lead a happier, and mdre solvent
Series," 26 15-minute telepix.
OF AMERICA" series.
"COMMANDO .COPY-SKY MARSHAL Cast: Brandon Rhodes, Raymond Green- life.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Savllle, Jack
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 halfHarris, Norma Fonton.
leaf, Don Randolph, Barbara Woodell,
hour sclentifiction telepix now shooting.
Producer-director: Jerry Coumeya
John Hamilton.
n,
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore
Towne head cast Producer-director: Jules Bricken
c
600 Taft Bldg.. /Hollywood

"LIFE WITH LlNKLkTTER,"

JACK CHBRTOK' PRODS.

General Service

I

Stop A-Feuding

1

Hollywood, May 20.
,
Telepix producer Louis D. Snader,

who

last

week

offered to

Studios.

Hollywood

LInkletter in aeries of 16 vidpix,
Art
.
c
participation
’h<M>tb,,( *V,rJ'

"

“

HOLLYWOOD

buy

,

out his partners in Snader Tele-

scriptions after >a flareup due to
policy
hassles,
has
apparently
reached a harmonious understandwith William Schallert in support.
ing with them.
Franklin Adreon
BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES Producer:
In a joint statement, he and
Director: ’Fred Brannon
RKO-Pathe. Culver City
Henry Bisno, repping his brother,
Shooting "REBOUND" scries of half
HOUR GLASS PRODS.
Alexander Bisno, partnered with hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
6525 Sunset: Hollywood
Car Corp.
Snader, said they "agree that all MotorExecutivo producer: Basil Grillo
Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW"
phases of the business are in the Producer; Bernard. Girard
of I5-minut« telepix.
Producer: Wanda Tuchock
soundest possible financial condi- Director: B. Girard
mmS Elrcctor: George deNormand
tion.”

.

w
SCREEN TELEVDOEO PRODS.

Assistant director: Eddie Seata

Studios.

series

_

*
series of half hour drama
telepix shooting resumes end of~*May.
Producer: Gil Ralston’

SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS

,

General Service Studios, Hollywood
LOVE LU.CY" half-hour coinedy sefor CBS-TV, .sponsored by .Philip
Morris. Shoot* to June.
Cast: Lucille Ball, DasI Arnaz; set leads

tinue.

"I
ries

ROACH LOT BUSIEST

EVER-ON

with William Frawley, Vivian Vane* in
support. No parts to fill.

Producer: Jess Oppenhelmer
Director: Marc Daniels

VIDPIX

Jess
Oppenhelmer.
Pugh. Bob Carroll

Writers:

.Hollywood, May 20.
Roach Studios' yesterday (Mon.)
began the busiest 30-day period in
the lot’s 34-year history all due
vidpic

activity.

DOUGFAIR CORP.

Also slated are "My Little Marnew "Beulah” group, a new

"Racket
Drake.”

Squad”

series,

and

a

6C6 N. Robertson Blvd.: Hollywood
-shooting May 26 on "TERRY
26. half-hour adventure telepix.
Cast; John BAeT, Mari Blanchard, William
Tracy, Gloria Saunders, Jack Kruschcn.
Producer: Dougfair Corp.

Resume

gie,” a

Andy”

half-

series starring Brian
Donlcvy shooting two films a week* 33
to ho shot to June.
Producer: Harold E. Knox.
Director: Bill Kara

atre.”

’n*

ASSIGNMENT"

"Dramatic hour adventure
•

AND THE PIRATES"

new

“Kerry
I

Director: Dick Irving.

JERRY FAIRBANKS

Stars in Teleblurbs
6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
Resume shooting "HOLLYWOOD THEHollywood, May 20.
ATRE" series June 1.
Latest name stars to go before Assistant Director: Joe Boyle
television cameras are Lizabeth
Scott, Dennis O’Keefe and Edmund
*
O’Brien.
Trio was at Goldwyn studio last
week, teleblurbing for Gruen, with
tht Jack Voglin company shooting.
•

Production Sup.: Raoul Pagcl

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
6528 Sunset "Blvd., Hollywood
Casting: Virginia MazzuOa
five of twenty half-hour jungle
"*MILIH' ED'*
telepix in
GANG" now completed series to resume
First

adventure

California Studios: Hollywood
First 10 of a series of 100 3-minute
telepix
based on „classical music, featur.
n
Janssen Symphony Orchestra of
i *
.

"rackst^o®*

now

shooting.
Producer: _
Stanley
Neal
- ---.
ulrectot: Sobey Martin
.

C

J£T"

Ci y

i

.

shooting half hour telepix series May 26.
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Director: -Jim Tinling

SNADER TELESCRIPTIONS

Los Angeles, conducted by Werner Jana-

177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
Resume shooting telescriptions featuring different artists each week mid-May.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

.

LANCER PRODUCTIONS
RKO-Pathe: Culver City

ADRIAN WEISS PRODS,
N
"CRAK?
E^NE D Y-^KnoLOG
half hour series

Deal Talked

Hollywood, May 20.
Carmen Miranda package is being negotiated between Interstate
Television,
sidiary,

Monogram

vidpix sub-

and the William Morris

Agency, for inclusion in “Ethel
Barrymore Theatre of the Air” series.

Agency has already set deals for
Paul Douglas, David Niven and
ST"
indiRlchwrd Dorso
of second 13 adventure Walter Brennan to topline
^"coskY
CORNY JOHNSON" series of half hour telepix
shooting
vidual telepix in series for Inter~
~
----- to June
- 9 12.
comedy pix now shooting.
Donald Wood. Sydney Mason, Lewi*
Ralph
Producer-director: Bernard Girard
state, headed by prexy G.
G. Wilson set leads with general
"THOSE WERE THE DAYS"

telepix series starts shooting
leicpix

DONLEVY CORP.
"DANGEROO*

Hour,” Roach's new Fay Bainter
starrer, is starting today (Tues.),
also a new group, "Mystery The-

"Amos

Madelyn

Republic Studios, North Hollywood

—

to

'

WERNER JANSSEN PRODS.

sen,

TV

—»

.<

Dispute had risen chiefly because Producers: Richard Dorsd, Bernard Girard,
Bisno wanted dividends dropped,
DESILU PRODS., INC.
while Snader insisted they con-

Hollywood

“CAVALCADE

OF AMERICA

’

half hour

May

21.

'

|(

-

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion Picture Center. Hollywood

Series of 52 vidpix. "THE AFFAIRS OF
CHINA SMITH" roll in June. Dan Duryea
starred.

Producer: Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Steven*

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.
Visual

Drama Audios: Hollywood

"GANGS USTEK^ Merles "o^mSS-TV.

8E3SS}
Director:

aigrtST

1-

.

series of

Directors: George Blair, Lew Lander*
Assistant director: Rex Bailey

ROLAND REED PRODS.
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

Now

shooting "MYSTERY THEATRE"
aeries of hall-hour adventure telepix,

Branton and producer Lee

Savin.

Dougfair Shooting
More Vidpix Abroard
\ Hollywood, fliay 20.
Dougfair Corp. is launching two

additional vidpix' .Series, ‘.'international Theatre,” with British thesp
Clifford Evans lined up for the
Men” for
hour initialer, and “The Silent

WRATHER TELEVISON PRODS
Californ a

Hollywood

half-

Associate producer: Sidney Smith

"BOSS

half hour adventure telepix now shooting.
Producer: Llndsley Parsons
Associate producer: Warren Dougla*

parts

FRANK WISBAK PRODS.

Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
FIRESIDE theatre" series Of
hour adult dramas now shooting.
Producer-director: Frank Wlsbar
.

njp.

Lew Landers

"FILE OF JEFFREY JONES"

-

to he cast
Producer-director: Adrian Weis*
Assistant director: Boh Farfan

no 'v

LINDSLEY PARSONS PRODS.

I

LADY" ^rtes

.

S ^hSf

which an American star is sought.
emcee
Gaines, Lee Patrick. Chfrley SmfS Douglas Fairbanks Jr. will
^ “International,” and star in a few
Nicholas Joy.
Producers: Jack Wrather. Robert Mann
of the telepix.
Associate producer: Sherman A. Harris
Anthony Baiftley has returned
ZIV TV
5253 Clinton St., Hollywood
from North Africa and London
LeFour in "UNEXPECTED" series of halfwhere he produced "Foreign
hour telepix shoot in May.
,

Seven "CISCO KID" half-hour telepix
scheduled for" May ’ shooting.
shooting
Director: Paul Landre*.
Landres. Eddie
Eddi
Davis, Sohey Martin

ne
gion” series for Dougfair- Two
pi°
series of the company will
ably be shot in London.

May* 21, 1952
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4“

etworks, Too, Crying Into Beer
The Paul 'W. Morency-guided

Radio Committee
convened in New York yesterday (Tues.) for one of the most crucalendar—the attempt to ward off
cial meetings on' the season’s
the upcoming drpstid nighttime rate cut by the major networks!
Even as the affiliate station operators convened, it was definitely
conceded in high plaoes that a* 40 to 50% cut in the nighttime rate
structure Was Inevitable for the fall, with CBS slated to take the
lead and the others faffing in line. This would practically establish daytime-nighttime' parity on rates.
A clearer idea of what the affiliates intend doing will probably
Alf-Affiliate

AM

•

•

atk, today’s

be crystallized

4-

Strike within the beer companies,
which hafc already had a telling effect’ on local program sponsorships
blowing its friendly relations with
(in Pittsburgh, for example, pracNBC’s inheritance of the radio tically all beer* commercials have
American Tobacco Co. and BBD&O
agency is perhaps something board version of “What’s My Line,” been wiped off TV) may also alter
chairman William S. Paley prefers which preemed on the web last the network programming pictures

By GEORGE ROSEN
Just, how close CBS came

to

Two-Party ‘Line’

<Tues.) night, under Philip Morris
Whether or not the net- auspiccSt £. strictly on a lend-lease
work, is as yet in the clear Will j_ a i with
of CBS and
probably be resolved imminently
aSd
* Goocison and
by Paul Hahn, American Tobacco’s Hi?,’
just-returned-from-Europe
prexy,
Fact
NBC
“Line”
that
snared
pcwho by this, time has undoubtedly,
been apprised.of how Lucky Strike, casioned considerable trade surin. view of CBS’ long-standprise
with an option on CBS' much-envied “Our Misst Brooks” TV show, ing identity with the video version
lost out on the property to General of the show. However, the Biow
r
agency, which handles the ciggle
Foods.

in the fall.

Becoming more

timates.

(Wed.) session!

^ Cf’
11

appeal’s that Blate, sponsors of the
“Amos
Andy” CBS-TV series,
may follow the trend toward alter

V

1*

nate-wpek sponsorship upon expira-

•

Columbia's rejection of BBD&O’s
39-week firm order for the CBSbuilt TV property as only one in,
Bigelow Shifts to Coast
& series of intricate checkerboard
Joe Bigelow, producer of the maneuvering- has created a tenseNBC-TV “U. S. Royal Showcase” ness and intra-trade excitement
Sunday, evening: show, has resigned that’s shattered the mid-spring, lull
from that assignment and has arid hasn’t existed since the. days'
switched his base of operation to when the NBC and CBS echelon
the Coast.
were shuttling from N. Y. to Lever
Bigelow is under, contract to Bros.’ ex-headquarters in CamNBCrTV to supervise new talent bridge, Mass., in a continuing jockdevelopment and henceforth he’ll eying to wrest control of Lever
concentrate on that phase of ac- radio/ properties.
tivity while Hollywood-berthed.
Until now very little of the
U. S. .Royal, dispossessed f|*om “Brooks” saga had escaped the
Sunday at 7 with Red Skelton mov- CBS-BBD&O precincts, but Colum'T
ing into the time for Procter & bia, on the one hand, has stoutly
Gamble, is cancelling.
maintained its innocence in doing
[what it did4 while to Ben Duffy, the
agency’s prexy who guides the advertising destinies of its major
blue-chips client, it was probably a
bitter pill to inform Hahn upon his
Europe that:
iAiat»
return
tuui mmui
from juuavmc
1. There was to be no “Our Mtss
Brooks” In Lucky Strike's adver-

The ad agencies are exploring-^
*

a whole* new
in television,

sphere of operation
designed to elevate
program standards on a local
level and at. the same time in-

among major

crease their billings’
clients.

As result, the “field producer”
has come into .being agency men
with TV production-scripting knowhow andv a familiarity with bigleague program techniques. Oper-

—

New

York headating out o"f
quarters, they move' into a city and
open, a one-man office on behalf
of a client who wants to splurge
on a major program campaign In
that city. The agency grabs- itself
a large slice of billings, entrenches
itself more solidly with the client,
•

and vests

program with

the

all

,

•

acproductlonal
desirable
the
coutrements,
BBD&O recently set the pace in
“field
production,” moving into
Pittsburgh to program some
shows on behalf of a client' which
reportedly paid off the agency
with an increase of $1,000,000 in
.

1

WDTV

1

NBC-TV

Envisions

New Prosperity In

.

future

ft-irior

.

*

'

Philip Morris has already bought
a half-hour CBS radio segment for
the eventual “Line” moveover.

new

Skelton, Mayehoff

trimmed

'

clients for' the
’on fouV of Its

1

.

*.

-

f atf 10
night

}
Sunday

to 7 o’clock,

Studio 6-B

(Like In Berle)

Alcoa’* ‘Draw’

its.

Berle and his “Texaco Star

thea-

tre.”

Berle has been scanning the
Skelton studio blueprints for ideas
and suggestions in patterning 6B

to fit into the production schemes
of “Star Theatre” and while the
studio, as presently, will be used,
for other
video attractions,

NBC

the overhauling ' will be geared
Primarily to meet’ the needs of the
Berle showcase.

KECA-TV, LA.,

RACKS

UP 500G BIZ IN WEEK
Hollywood, May 20.
was perfect timing that ABC’s
television station, KECA-TV, should
It

rack up $500,000 in new business
during the week prexy Robert
ner was
town. It raised the
a
April-May billing to a record high.
Acme beer bought three programs and five other local advertisers contributed
to the upsurge
"’hh time and program buys.

film

syndication

.

biz,

in-

(Continued on page 34)

Heinz Cancelling Out

On

j.

Ozzie

& Harriet;

Paves

Way for Video

Lose; Cancels Out

*

Unusual instance of a sponsor
cancelling out on a show before
even going’ on the air with it

There’s been considerable unproduced dramatics
which Luckies has certainty as to .what Seeds would
a top coin investment as an alter- ,do with the time, but it now develops that it has acquired a halfnate-week sponsor.
When CBS brought the pilot hour situation comedy Starring Ed
Brooks” film east from the Coast die Mayehoff, which will go into

Montgomery
on NBC-TV,

-

sponsor of, the radio the segment.

(Colgate.’ as

edition

.

in

was given

first refusal

and, the

right

to

this week when Alumiof
Go.
America (Alcoa)
changed its mind oh picking up the
tab on the Henry Morgan quizzer,
Further,. Skelton has
“Draw to Win.”
produce the show
Program, slotted in the Tuesday

under terms of his new

accounts, nixed 'it) praceveryone witnessing it acclaimed it as a “sure thing; another
Lucy.” BBD&O took' a 48-hour option on it. The agency already had
an option on Thursday night at 9,
which it has since exercised, and
felt “Brooks” would be ideal for
the spot, ^Originally Luckies had

from

all

NBC

cropped up

num,

con-

8:30 p.m.

tract,

tically

It's understood that Alcoa was
disturbed over possible litigation
threatened on the program (because of its resemblance to another)
Membership but it’s known, too, that Alcoa'
Plea to
wasn’t too elated with the 4.7 Tren‘Unjust’ Dismissal dex rating of “Draw” and the auxiliary payoff to Berle, who climbed
Anita Grannis, former editor of
points from a 27 (against LevStand By, official monthly publica- 10
enson) to 37 (against the quizzer.)
tion of the N. Y. local .of AFRA.
As
result Alcoa’s in the market
this week issued an appeal to the
membership to “right the grave for another show.
injustice” of her dismissal after
12 years in the post. The journal
BROS.
INTO
is now being edited by Dorothy
•

hoped to entice Jack Benny into

AFRA

the time.)

Agency execs maintain that,
hours short Of the option time expiration, it plunked down an order

Paper Ex-Editor In

NX

On

for a 39-week firm commitment,
only to be told by CBS that it was
too late: “Brooks” had been sold to
General Foods, and was going into
the Monday night (opposite Lucky
CBS, on the
Strike) 9:30 period.

other hand, claims the option time
out, occasioning an agency
exec to brand a top network ofHollywood, May 20.
ficial as “a liar.”
Tete.
There are auxiliary overtones inOzzie and Harriet Nelson are beMiss Grannig said this week that
(Continued on page 37)
ing pitched for television as well
the ostensible cause of her dismis
as. radio on ABC next season. Reawas her request for a “moderate
sal
son is that Heinz is giving up the
.increase in salary (the first since
web Speidel’s ‘Masquerade’
Nelson stanza and the
1947).”
The union’s local board
next fall.
voted to dismiss her with no rea
The Nelsons, who have an exWinchell Sub sons stated, she said, and her rePaul
clusive pact with ABC, haven’t
Speidei; the watch band com- quest for a hearing at that board
done TV because Heinz had the
meeting was denied. She asked for
right to call the tune on their pany, which sponsors the Paul Wina written statement on the reasons
going video and kept them out of chell Monday night show bn NBCfor her dismissal she said, and sevpackage
new
purchased
a
has.
TV,
the
with
the medium. However,
eral weeks later was notified that
food outfit giving up the show, the from Ed Wqlff,- called “Masquerade
“it was the feeling of the board
four
in
for
go
which,,
Party,”
wffl
Nelsons are attracting some keen
after careful investigation and rc
sponsorship interest in a tele edi- weeks, effective 4 July 14, as summer
that in its opinion the perview,
(Other
Winchell;
replacement
fpi
tion.
formance of your job has not been
Latter would be on film, lensed five weeks of nine-week layoff will
satisfactory.”
with
here, with the Nelsons participat- be taken over by “Quiz Kids”
The dismissed editor said that
Crosley sponsoring latter.)
ing in the production.
.volumes of
“Party” is a panel show moder- of the 12 consecutive
Radio show, aired Fridays at 9,
<l
monthly, no question of ccomthe
panelites
with
bv
Bud
Collyer,
ated
network
is among the top-rated
»•#» o/*i/4 ^ Cti a
k-T
n
_
.1 J
U am a.«#am tiAA«
been raised.” She
stanzas, hitting around a 9.1. It is consisting of Peter Donald, Ilka petence has ever
Young called the dismissal unjust because
the. strongest Friday night attrac- Chase, ex-Ambassador John
of the letter, because she wasn’t
tion on any radio chain, and is a and Madge Evans.
Stauffer,
Colwell & granted a hearing, and was given
Sullivan,
kingpin of ABC’s strong Friday
only two months’ severance pay.
Bayles is the agency.
schedule.

had run

LEVER

CBS ‘STORK CLUB’ TIME
CBS-TV and Lever

Bros, this
a new 15to use in
the Tuesday and Thursday 7:45 to
8 p.m. slot which it bought* Soap
outfit took over the time period
following the- decision last week by
Liggett
Myers- to cancel “Stork
Club,” currently occupying the two
quarter-hours.
“Stork” winds up
at the end of this cycle, with Lever
picking up the slot in the fall.
.Since the show will alternate
with the Perry Como show, which

‘

As

&

‘

‘

bankrolled Mondays, Wednesdays
and Fridays by Chesterfield, it’s
expected that Lever will go for it
musical of some type, in order to
preserve the format of the strip.
CBS program execs have tossed a
number of package ideas at the.
bankroller, but none has- been
chosen yet. Lever product to be
plugged is Chlorodent.

is

I

_

a.

I

4

v-»-,

-

v

SHOW

week are searching for
tninute show for Lever

AM

i

(opposite Milton Berle)

segment on CBS-TV, was slated by

Just *what that does to CBS’ am- Alcoa as the summer replacement
bitions to star Mayehoff in a half- for Ed Murrow’s “See It Now.” It
hour TV show built around his was pacted some weeks ago, even
“That’s My Boy” pic characteriza- before It took over on a sustaining
tion has yet to be resolved,
basis as the back-to-back Tuesday
attractioh with Sam Levenson.

,

York.

—

TV

To

Mon- a stake

1

studio for Red Skelton's exclusive
Use in the. new’ television center
under construction in Burbank,
Cal., also has its counterpart in

*

it

in Skelton's AM-TV fortunes.
The 7:30 time becomes
day night CBS-TV attraction back- available
by virtue of ’General
to-back with “I Love Lucy” was|
cancellation of “Young Mr.
being thrown in as ammunition to Foods'
Bot,bl]n
help ^whittle down the Robert

’stroke of irony “Brooks,” as a

'

Milton

“other week” ride

major showcases,.
These include, in. addition to. “Amos
’n’ Andy” and Murray, the Ed Sullivan “Toast of the Town” and
“Studio One,” with Westlnghouse
and
When n.Procter it& l Gamble
also reported preferring an alter* i*
*
*
negotiated their deal nate-week sponsorship deal.
? ed Skelton
he
“lc switchover from

Not only was Lucky Strike to was ^^eed by NBCjTV that the
period ^go tp the
out to General Foods In adjacent 7:30
Russel Seeds agency, which enjoys
acquiring the property, but by a

1

to fit the specifications of

hour-long CffS-TV- Fri-

Blatz decision to alternate poses
the problem for CBS of finding

:

.

its

day night dramatics tb a half-hour.

•

Film Syndication

It’s also been learned that Stu
dio 6-B in Radio City, N. Y., is
getting a complete overhauling

contract.

Schlitz, too, went on a* coin sawing* expedition recently when it

2,

Such activity has auxiliary overtones viewed as significant by the
NBC’s ’move-in on the TV film
trade, for it is seen as a straw in
the wind on the decentralization syndication business is an upper
of TV production centres, mow coin? echelon maneuver sparked hy the
fined to but a few major cities in combined David Sarnoff-Frank M.
the country. Eventually, it’s ex- Folsom-Joseph H. McConnell toppected, agency production offices level thinking, with the appointcould be expanded to include such ment of ex-Mutual prexy Frank
cities as Boston, Cleveland, Phila- White as the initial step in what
delphia, Dallas -and other points, the network envisions as an “era of
where an increasing need arises new prosperity.” From all indicafor live programming off a quali- tions NBC and the parent RCA
company are ready to invest miltative level.
lions in the ndw venture as an
auxiliary adjunct to its television
empire.
When NBC-TV salesmen a few
It’s
months back -initially began peddling the “Dangerous Assignment”
vidfilm to stations, more than $500,000 worth of business was thrown
in the web’s laps within 12 days.
That, plus a gander at the Fred
Agreement whereby NBC has Ziv gross intake .of $25,000,000 a
committed itself to erecting a TV year, a large' chunk represented by

.

•

™

lose

billings.

New

of the current cycle,
Budweiser has already served notice on
CBS-TV that it is going in on an
every-other-week basis, instead of
weekly, on the Ken* Murray show,
when the company’s new contract
for .the fall goes into effect.
In
fact,, for a while last week, there
was some apprehension around
CBS as to whether* Budweiser
would even sign up again, as an
.aftermath of the strike- situation,
and in view of the schism between
Murray and the network over a

account, found itself committed to
the NBC Tuesday night time,
where it was sponsoring the onean Eddie Cantor show, ana it
^as a ?reed to permit Line td
move in until expiration of the

NBC contract,

1

tion

•

•

coin-conscious,

major breweries apparently have
no desire to. splurge on TV programming as in past year-. It now*

r* /
1

*

ToUowlng
tJie

i s the text of a ‘memorandum passed around
at
nutjor television networks;
’

You vMttcall

iiMAA

costs of television,

ABC-TV

i&

prep,

ping a video edition of its Pyramid
Plan whiph
so oriced
priced as to
which will be ko
permit a small nankroller to be in

‘AMATEUR HOUR’ SETS
HOOPLA
GARDEN’ iiyviun
JJ
11,1
y wuiyM
N.Y.

CBSj’ublieists’ Pact

_

May

Hollywood,

I

20.

‘

new

contract with
f0r a
jg% salary, hike retroactive -to
network TV on a weekly basis for Jan. 1, with new starting rate of
'
40. hours.
$80.75 for 40.hou
$86.75
* full year for about $100,000.
»
Pact r
runs to April 30, ’53, covers
itM ..still
«tffl
Although it's
its
»OU in the blue- , o P
5tfci
13 CPb
CBg affmatis .
print, stage and the programs to

CBS inked

^

a

"Ordinal
-NBC-TV’s ‘‘Original
ABC?« .and NBC-TV’s
ABCs
Amateur' Hour”, ’will stage its annual finals In Madison Square. Garden June* 12, for .the third straight
year. ' Ted Mack show on ABC
will Qri gtnate from the Garden

PuWicistfi Guild ca iii„g

m

•

.

be tapped for the plan haven’t been ^v|
selected,
4a

ABC

on
will be

ejcecs figure that

cost-per-thousand basis

-comparable to the

mid and NBC

AM

it

KlAPlr
*** 7^**

cm*

web's Pyra-

radio’s Tandem. However, it will differ from the radio
original in that it will be limited to
major markets, some nine stations
tha: will cover over 60% of total
set circulation.
Cost-per-thousand
k3 3
hfelow 1 .itsundersto o d.
Sitt , the outlets will be in metropol .an centres' with concentrated

—

populations.

|

1%^
1

11*110

C
®

I

Program will comprise amateurs
three.-tlme winners -on the
stanza. Tickets will be sold, as in
the. past, with Old Gold paying

who are

V

•*
‘

"

1

that night.

WT

9

kw* 1
lclflA

2

IcIittJ
01111(1 J# {flits

all

expenses and

proceeds going

all

to N. Y. Foundling. Hospital.

fiwhW
up
W Im

V1 1 4-JV

ihijf
_

#

1

.

*

problem
for some
WAI1 ^
«
4

uuyuiu
J.CAUJI11K UJ, lilt} WnOlG
being Spitballed correctly so that we
can

*

situation to see

if it is

wham

through for approval or disapproval as the p»co
might be; lit other words we’ve got to live, .with this for a lone
time, and there are certain rock bottom slants which we will have
to try on for size. Since this situation hits ns where we live and
since it has to be geared in before we. hit the stretch it is’onlv
logical that we throw in a few cross-bucks before we take it
off
tackle. I can’t help feeling that we’re all soft as’ a grape at
this
stage of the game, arid unless we want, to get' caught with our metaphors down, we’d better get the egg off our faces and the cabip,
stitch sweaters off our teeth.
In other words, we* might get caught off first base, and the whole
thing might go over like a lead balloon. So let me urge that we all
kick this around and "put on our creative thinking caps, so that all
of us will profit in the final wrap-up.
eventually

it

P.S. Just so we set this thing, straight, I .think it advisable that
all crowd in for the firm-up, at which time there will be
a full

we

spell-out.

l\Hlts

m

week' bought
Block Drugs this
t
"Blind tw*»
Date” for a Saturday night
s1immtr r i<je on NBC-TV, with the
partial replaces ^ ow serving
ment (01. the |id caesar-Imogene
coca -'Show of Shows.” With Jerry
involved

currently

Lester

New Cancellations
Hit

Facts of

ABC AMTV

Life Kicked

Instead,
L. SchuBert has repotted Arlene Francis,
who f emceed the show when if
wa s aired on the ABC .video web.
“Date” will hold down the 9 to
9:30 Saturday night slot starting
j une 7, pairing with "Saturday
Night Dance Party,” which goes
into the 9:30 to 10130 period vice
the remainder of "Show of Shows.”
Web has set bands for the first
four weeks 6f the show, with Ray
-

End-of-seasen cancellations are
hitting
and
-TV.
“Pulitzer Prize Playhouse” is bowing out at the end of its cycle,' June

ABC

ABC

4* “Celanese Theatre,” which-

al-

ternates with "Pulitzer” in the 10
p.m. Wednesday slot, has not yet

made

its

decisiori

but

may

return

after a hiatus. Sponsor is likely to
shift to another time slot, although
due to the heavy coin involved it
Anthony preeming and followed has not yet given a definite word
by Stan Kenton, Billy May and^ to the Ellington agency.
Concept is to combine the ad- Buddy MoTrow. Other bands to' . Two commercial religiosos are
vantages of network advertising in be spotlighted but for which defi- exiting, "Word of Life Songtime,”
ease of purchase, wfth the flexibil- nite dates have not been set in- in the Saturday at 11-11:30 p.m.
Ity of spot television. At the same elude Ralph Flanagan, Woody Herr slot, had its last show Saturday
(17), because Jack Wyrtsen, which
time, the cost will be geared to fit man and-Jiipmy Dorsey.
To date’, only. SOS and Belarus, it features, is having' an operation,
the ppeketbooks of a variety of
spenders, but especially those with which, have participations in the "Youth on the March,” aired Sunlimited budgets. As another con- second half-hour of "Show of days at 10:30 p.m., leaves after
venience, there will be a short can- Shows,” have-, signed on for the Sunday’s (25) show,
summer dahee show.
On the positive side, Cloretts
cellation clause.
third parThis project aims at being the ticlpation in the first half-hour (via Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample) is
-video counterpart of "the single of the summer series is open, to- showing some sponsorship interest
column ad in Life magazine.” It’s gather wjth the entire second half- In "Date with Judy,” once sponargued that there are "over a hun- hour. Name emcee 4s yet to be sored by McKesson-Robbins. Raldred advertisers who are using sin- signed for the. series. It’s to be ston Purina, via Gardner agency,
gle column ads In Life who should produced by George McGarrett, has expanded its bankrolling, of
be in television.” Drive will be who’s production supervisor on^the "Space Patrol” from alternate
display,
with
Hal weeks to a weekly basis, effective
triade for advertisers in this bracket Caesar-Coca
Sept. Ik
Sept,
fii
On June 14 "Patrol”
with the pitch that participating in Janis -as associate.
moves Into the 11 a.m. Saturday
the TV Pyramid will be more effecslot from its present Sunday 0 p.m:
tive, since it’s concentrated in the
berth.
major markets, than a national
IN
On the
ledger
he
r Seaman Bros.
magazine, which has "waste circulation” in the less lucrative areas.
HIITTTTAI has dropped "Monday Morning
uVrlllfl
1
Headlines,”
Sundays
at 6:15 p.m.
One of the shows to be chosen
•

A

Around

Loyyr-cost local programming
was
a key concept sparking the Broadcast Music, Inc. TV Clinic in N.Y.

’

as previously planned.
indie packager Bernard

’

TV

As BMI Preems’ Its Video Clinics

a

in

Three or four programs will be breach of .contract suit with the
on
different web, however, he will not emcee,
utilized,
skedded
nights and. in different time slots,
to gain a large unduplicated audience. Bankrolled will be able to
buy as. little as one spot a week -or
Idea is to
as many as available.
make .the show as "wide open” as
possible, giving sponsors the opportunity of criming in for’ short campaignsT seasonal pitches, etc. Back*
ers Will also be able to select stations, which will include ABC-TV’s
Stations not
five o-and-o outlets.
bought for a particular spot may
be able to insfert a one-minute announcement for a local spender.

4M 4>HA M#1 rtl Ml A#

tkM jM

•VAiai.,

In a move to answer the rising

tlut'we’ve hetn

Toast’ Subs Set

Monday and Tuesday (19-20)*
Lind Hayes and Mary Other clinics will be held
in Chi
Healy have been signed to lead off May 22-23 and Hollywood
May
the string of performers who .will 26-27..
substitute for conferencier Ed SulImportance of strip programs in
livan on the CBS "Toast of the cutting local talent and
production
Town.” This duo will go in June costs by slashing rehearsal
time
22, with Dolores Gray, slated for' and costs of settings,
etc., was
the topslot the following week. stressed by A. Dopovan
Faust, asWalt Disney has been pqcted for sistant g.m. of WDTV, Pittsburgh.
the July 6 showing.
He added .that .homemaking and
Sullivan will make his last ap- children’s participation
shows are
pearance before his summer hiatus valuable in helping talent
avoid
,June 15 with his anniversary show "burning itself out” WDTV,
Faust
in which Jane Froman will appear. said, relies on a
"hard core of verPeter

S

Newell to Lennen

satile staff perfprmers, using freelance or parttime artists as win«
dovv dressing or change of face.”

Ralph L. Burgin, program man-

.

WNBW,

ager,

In Agency

Revamp

Washington,

said

that there is plenty of time for
low-cost hlgh-profit programs in
the telecast day;
His formula:

programs should be short, specialad agency being established ized in character but broad in apby Philip W. Lennen and H. W. peal, simple in presentation, use a
Newell is expected to be bigger minimum
of
performers
with
than either, of their former agen- maximum -of personality. He also
cies, based on the probability that
(Continued on pag* 30)
Newell will bring some of his present ^ accounts over with him when
he joins Lennen. New agency will
operate under the name, of Lennen & Newell, superseding Lennen
Sz Mitchell, while Geyer, Newell
>%‘\ A
& Ganger will continue in business under its present tag.
7
While Newell won’t join Lennen
lU
until June 2, an indication of the
NBC-TV execs are currently
"Paula
Stone
Show,” which “Victor H. Lindlahr,” bankrolled new biz he
might bring with him blueprinting the most ambitious
( Continued on page 3 1)
WMGM, N. Y., had been feeding
is the Embassy cigaret account.
telethon toftate a nearly twice*
the Liberty network is slated
L&M has had the entire Old Gold around
* tn
- the - clock
performance
*
,
1
billings for a number of years, and
move“T
river *to Mutual.
It s figured Hennock Blasts Hub Stall
which will start at noon on June 7
both OG and Embassy are products
likely that Amana refrigerators and
and wind up 10:30 the following
of the same manufacturer, P. LorfliomtAlt'
n £tUU 1 1 » UliaillieiS,
VW
morning. It’ll be the annual Mil^
Pequot sheets will also be reillard. Thus, it’s possible that Lorton Berle video pitch on behalf of
berthed at MBS, continuing the
illard would Want to merge its billCommflllifV
'Rlarlf
Fv#^
the. Damon Runyon Cancer Fund,
^UHlIHUUUy DiaCK IVyC ings into the single agency.
chain’s upward trend in gross bmbillwhich last year brought in an apUnder the new setup, Newell
Boston, May 20.
ings.
ing
St
$2,000,000.
Frieda B. Hennock,
.
iu22
FCC mem- will become prez and chief exeq proximate
Turt
_
Telethon will be a full-network
s expe :t ed ber attending
a conference of edu- officer, while Lennen, a co-foundef
J
proposition, with Berle being inof
cators,
L&M,
representatives of cultural
cators^representatlve^o^ciUturai
will be board chairman
.(Saturday
groups and public officials at the and also supervise the agency’s tegrated into the various
night commercial segments to give
creative work. Ray Vir Den, who
the charity -marathon a full 22V£has been prexy

New

•

,

„

PAULA STONE SHOW
cwrrru TH
— mu UAL

a name personality
who will be able to deliver potent
live commercials.
Thls^ will take
care of those smaller firms which
don’t have film and those products
which are sold better by live preswill

include

entation.

n
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trending

,

Telethon June
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AM

J
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Web Dethroned
1/1
If,
IVZ
In Came Switch

Berles 22%-Hour

.

.

of

L&M

since 1947,
all the
tendered his resignation some time hour continuity. As usual,
available show bis talent in New
the ago and it now becomes effective.
for cuffo
sponsored by Camel cigarets, gets through Jackson Ac Co.
York
will
recruited
be
Hub?
Newell stated that the present
dispossessed from the Thursday
Declaring she knew of' no section L&M personnel will -become the stints.
(Around NBC last week they were
nucleus for an expanded agency,
night at 9 slot on CBS-TV to make
At
th e gSss for tee founds
o?tee Hubter^ducaflon^; with all departmental facilities and laying odds that Dean Martin
>vay for a new Lucky Strike half- same period of ’51.
Current pe* TV^^Mfss^ HinnSd?blS^H
Jerry
Lewis won’t be among the
staffers augmented and increased.
guests,
hour sho W Camel in turn falls
"invited”
participating
taotl« of ,oca! educators In
L&M, incidentally, began its exeither on a live basis or micro-reheir to an even more enviable time
glectIng to get on the ball and pansion last month, when it
took layed from the Coast, in view of
th^ve^r*
were* 10% ahwd^f the ?,?
y
over all Schlitz
ne?day
night
at same month of ’51, hitting
and TV bill- the kidding-on-the-level treatment
"
na
a
Dlaclc
ack
ings
eye
from
t0
to
the
Young & Rubicam.
community to
^
9:30. This in
In turn Will mean the 677,747.
?i
& I*
677 747'
accorded Berle when the
ft
;
let the
educational
channel lie
^...141^_i,
-r._
.
exiting
Xlt
of Emha
Embassy
duo .pitched in with their own
cigarets
Sarets and
y cl
idle.” Continuing, she said, "at this
f ,!w
months
YYiNBT telethon a few
Its "Web”
its
Web mysterioso show, which
date, not ta file an immediate
!•# j1
rr If
a
(*
IT
J
f*
j
back.)
application shows a great deal of
currently holds down the Wednes- VUlI UpjMNl
Upp€Q jMS tOC
LOC AH16
AlQ6
ne
8ligence
on
the
part
of
STATION
the
comday .period.
mi l
w
? ClAfi.
7
pi *fi.
L
$2,000,000
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WRATPkS BUY TV
FOR

1

Whereas

in the

^fT

T

la t f?Hi hookuo
a
a 28-station
committed for the Wednesday slot
Actually, the switchover of Camei
day
e dnesday w as
Wiie\Steri
t,
s
but was
S
t
C
Under
wraos wlth o^Tv
'rv
Jack Van Volk^hiii^n^TTh^T^'f^
and ^ he Esty
me-nov aware of the' maneuver.
.agency
SfreaSv
aireauy

^

W
kS S,“?
r^
.

Camel takes over the new time
segment m July, installing a sum-

mer replacement

starring

Barry
Against
crime lays off for eight weeks,
show, being
iii
Pv athomystery
liimed
agency in New York,
Jy
called The Hunter.”
Nelson,

while

«

Thursday niche

-Man Against Crime" commanded
V
el
UP C

”Man

TV PttyhOUSe

that

Shifts

SpKon

W

if

Hollywood,

May

20.

X°Ve^

Telepix producer Jack Wrather
In a realignment of the producreSld
C
°“
be in the nex*
and
his
ttai setup on NBC’s "TV Play- day.
mother,
Mrs.
Mazie
..
^
^
.
,
"Vmi
j.
xou W0 1 h....
h ave to startl -_.i
with Wrather, have acquired control of
house,” Gordon Duff has been
|J

NBC POSTS NOTICE ON

DAGMAR TV

‘CANTEEN’

.

.

upped from director

status to serve

ment^ou cancrocram

KOTV

in Tulsa for

* s associate producer to chief pro-

sum

in

The Saturday post-midnight Dagslated for
excess mar television show is
perform-

an hour or two hours dai^to get of $2,000,000. Deal is subject to
ducer Fred Coe. Vincent J. Done- started." she emphasised Areord- okay from FCC.
hue noW * director on the same ing to her estimates, the station
Wrathers bought 85% of channel
we ^’ s Bobert Montgomery dra- could hit the air for a cost of $150,- from George
E.
Cameron, Jr.,
niatic series, moves over to "Play- 000, with another $100,000 for adboard chairman of Cameron Teledit i 0 nal equipment later/
house .. to replace Duff
At conclusion of the conference vision, Inc*, and John Hill, an exec
Under the new setup, Donehue
as director each Gov. Dever disclosed the fact that of the station.
will ’alternate
Channel manager
week with Delbert Mann, who has he will soon ask the Legislature to Helen Alvarez retains 15% of the
been operating under the rotating set up a special commission to stock,
policy heretofore with Duff. Show make a thorough study of educaWrather heads Wrather Televiis
bankrolled alternate Sunday tional TV, insisting "that the sta- sion Productions,
now shooting
nights on NBC by Philco and tion be guarded from any kind of "Boss Lady”
vidpix series at Cali•*
rmUHoni h
nminonoo
Goodyear.
political
dQminance.”
»

.

fornia studios.

axing.

A

ance”

notice

June 14

"final

been

has

posted.

Tabbed "Dagmar’a Canteen," program has been slanted toward its
GI studio audiences, carrying a
u*

weekly budget of about $o,00
Efforts of the web to sell the 12:13
show, however,
12:45
a.m.
to
proved fruitless*.
"Canteen” has
initial

been Dagmar s

starring vehicle

since

tn

"Broadway Open House"
last season.
iwi+v,

wnn

Dagmar

has a contra
for $2,0UO *

M.y

HA»I«-TEU!VI$I«X

1953

21,

23
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PRIMP FOR BIG
4

(Ms

on Conventions
Boxscore
...

Following sirb the vital statistics for network coverage of the
ABC,’ CBS and
political Conventions this summer in Chicago,'
NBC have wrapped up package sponsorship deals for both their
the
fourth
major
coverage.
Mutual,
nettelevision
and
radio
work, is offering its convention news to affiliates on a co-op basis.
is
participating,
network,
in
TV
major
TV
the
fourth
the
DuMont,
pool but will have no news staff of its own in Chi and thus, probwill
hold
(Republicans
down
Chi
for
the
coverage.
ably, no addecl
week of July 7, while the Democratlcs move in for the week of

Pre-Conventions Headache

AM

t

July
* 21.)

ABC

’

Admiral is sponsoring ABC’s pickup, at a time and talent cost
claimed by the web to be $2,000,000. Veepee Tommy Velotta will
supervise the coverage, Assisted ,by Paul W. White, Donald Coe,
John Madigan and William Whitehouse. 'John Daly is to be chief
commentator for both radio and TV, with other ABC name commentators participating, including Drew Pearson, Elmer Davis,
Martin Agronsky, Bert Andrews, etc. TV web to date has lined
up at least 11 stations to carry its special, outside-the-pool broadcasts.

CBS

Westinghouse will bankroll the CBS coverage, at a time and
estimated at $2,500,000. (Westingtalent cost for radio and
house has also bought time on- the three DuMont o.&o. outlets,
plus WGNrTV, Chicago, which will receive the CBS-TV signals.)
Public affairs chief Sig Mickelson will supervise the web's
coverage.
programming, while Ted Church is in charge of
Edward R. Murrow and Bob Trout top CBS’ roster, of commentaanalysts,
also
the
which
include
web’s
full
will
news
tors and
complement of newsmen, CBS-TV -has lined up 34 *FV stations'
to carry its pickups, and will alsq share time on Bloomington with
NBC video.

TV

TV

AM

wide-open slain bang
anticipate
of conclaves and because
millions of voters will view the International. Amphitheatre sessions
via TV,- they’re anxious to put on
the best display possible.
That’s the reason the Demos, for
example, latched' onto J. Leonard
Retnsch as a special convention
TV consultant. Reinsch is taking a
leave of absence from his post as
managing director of the Cox
radio-TV stations to work with
party chairman Frank E, McKinney and radio-TV director Ken
Fry on tlfe video aspects of the
Demo’s gathering. His main function will be to correlate the con*

vention program with TV’s

AM

From Candidates

"Graduate

CBS TV School; Registration Strong
Washington, May 20. The CBS television school for
candidates is buzzing along smoothly here, with three Senators Already “graduated” from the course
and
Still

Time Will

instruction, which is individually given and runs a little
over an hour.
It is expected to aid the Senators in their television appearances at the national conventions
in Chicago in July and also in
other video appearances, mostly in

for the

,

connection with their
tion

own

reelec-

campaigns.

The Democrats hope to schedule
major events during the evening
hours with their larger viewing
audience’ and are suggesting that
lengthy set speeches be .held to a
minimum of two each session. It’s
recognized, of course, once the affair really gets rolling and the
delegates take over probably by
the second evening it’ll be politics first and cat.ch as catch can for
the video boys.
Both parties at this point expect
their respective conventions to last
As Fry points
at least four days.
out, this year will be the first time
since 1928 that a Chief executive
isn’t running to succeed himself.
That means, in the case of the
Democrats, it'll be the first real
nomination dog fight sinbe Franklin Roosevelt won the nod in 1932.
No single candidate in either party
looks to have a majority when
the conventions roll around in

stanza.

CBS

expects the film record
to prove extremely valuable
in years to come, not only as
a guide to future candidates
but as a history, of the American political scene, circa 1952.

Trio already through the mill
include Edward Martin (R., Pa.),
•

William Benton (D., Conn.) and
Robert S. Kerr (D., Okla.).
Registered for instruction in the
near future are Sen. John C. Sten-.
nis (D., Miss.), Arthur V. Watkins
(R., Utah), James P. Kcm (R., Mo.),
Richard B. Russell (D., Ga.), Homer Ferguson (R., Mich.), Irving M.
Ives (R., N. Y.) and Estes Kefauver (D„ Tenn.). W. Averell Harriman, not a Senator, but a candidate for the Democratic Presidential nomination, as are Russell and
Kefauver, is tentatively' Slated to’

.

j

Chi Amphitheatre

As Convention Site

(Continued on page 31)

WINS

Tell

Political aspirants in the future will be able to have a
complete record on film for
the first time of how the various 1952 candidates conducted
their campaigns, via CBS-TV’s
“Presidential Timber” series.
Web devotes a half-hour each
Friday night to all candidates
individually, to program in
any manner they^ themselves
choose, and has 'taken kineof
each
recordings
scope

Others matriculated.
more are expected to apply

seven

——

.

Thanks

Chi Conventions
in

Gotham, has scheduled regular coverage of the Democratic and Republican conventions in July with
its own staffers
from Chicago. John
Bosnian, news director, and Josephine Halpin will handle the cover-*
age.
WINS at present is the only
Y. indie slated to air the conventions and is the only
indie

AM

its

booth located

on the convention floor.
Indie will air about three- hours
daily during the conventions at
fegular periods, but will interrupt
its schedule
(except baseball) for
hot political- pickups at other times.
General manager Harry C. Folts

to

claves.

oversee the coverage, with asmanager Joe Besch on the
Democratic conclave.
Convention shows are available
tor sponsorship.
Bosman and Miss
Halpin have been alternately moderating the Indie's “Voters Forum,”
sistant

strip.

The determining

factor in

favor of the Amphitheatre was the
arguments from the industry reps,
with NBC prexy Joseph McConnell
making the clinching pitch, that the
Stadium layout was wholly inadequate for TV purposes.
In anticipation of the nationwide
attention to be focused on its during the two weeks in July, the stock
yards arena is being polished inside

scene for the

news-and*opinion

emphatically

TV

,

however, okayed the platform
Indirectly by refusing to issue
a “no” to the nets' request.
The pool will have cameras
operating from both sides of
the speaker’s platform, but
.

Chicago’s International Amphitheatre is built in such a way
that no full-face shots are possible without the special platform. GOP reasoned that it It
okayed such a platform for
.video, the theatrical newsreels,
still photogs, etc., would, also
demand one. •Webs believe off
record, however, that the
v the
real reason why the ’party
banned the platform was that
it. would mean their tearing out
a few seats for delegates.

were lacking in Philly.
As one television newsman here
put it,* “these politicians just have
no idea how much w^lop video is
going to’ carry in sending out convention coverage from Chicago,
Some idea of the impact can be
obtained via statistics then and
now.
In mid-1948, there wefts only 30
.

transmitters in the
television
nation. Some of these were isolated
in the west and_ south, and could
make no convention tieup at alL
Coverage Was reached only in the
northeast section of the country,
generally getting no further west
than Detroit.

Today there are 108 stations on
the air ’and, thanks to the present
coaxial and microwave connections,
•the programs will be brought into
the deep south and all the way to
the Pacific Coast.

In 1948, there were fewer than
600,000 sets iq. the hands of private
owners, taprooms, etc. Some of
these, of course^ we^e in parts of
the country where they couldn’t
pull in the convention programs.
Today, there are 17,000,000 TV
sets in the hands of the public,
the very large majority of whlcli
will be able to tune In on the conventions.
In addition, there may be somte
Major television networks have
screen theatre TV coverage,
been joined in a hot-and-heavy be-, arge
(Continued on page 34)
hind-the-scenes fight during the
last few months over micro-relay
allocations during the weeks of the

Allocation Disposal

Republican and Democratic national conventions. Disposition of
likelihood there will the limited networking facilities
be a tough, colorful, and probably ha§- not been finalized to date,
lenthy struggle before either group which is responsible at least paremerges with its presidential nomi- tially for the indecision of some
nee. And besides the basic “head stations in single and two-station
of the ticket” battle, there’s ex- markets over which, network to
pected to be several -other im- sign 'on with for convention covportant floor skirmishes to spice erage.
While the four webs have comthe show.
There’ll will be delegate seating bined into a pool operation for
hassles in both parties which may pickups directly from the floor of
well result in heating floor fights. Chicago’s International AmphitheGen. Douglas MacArthur is ex- atre, each plans to use. it*, own sigpected to make a dramatic appear- nal, rather than the pool signal,
ance at the GOP shindig, igniting wherever possible. At the present
sparks from the Gen. Dwight time, there is only a single relay
Eisenhower camp. Then for the line In either direction from Qmaha
Demo’s there is the perennial tiff to the west and the new links
brewing over the civil rights plat- through the south and southwest,
form plank which may see another Which are expected to start opdelegation exodus such as marked erating July 1, will also provide
transmission.
one-channel
only
their last meeting in Philly.
All it all, it loorps as a terrific Nets, as a result, are squabbling
(Continued on page 34)
spectacle.

So in

Chicago, May 20.
television, the Inter-

national Amphitheatre has taken
on a new look, a new name and
appreciably brighter prospects for
new business. Selected as the site
for the July political conventions
of the two major parties because of
its adaptability to video, the big
South Side arena will be the focal
point of the most -extensive reporting job ever attempted by the sightpfus-sound medium.
First formal acknowledgment by
the Republicans and Democrats of
the key role video will play this
election year came last fall when
the parties’ brass picked the Amphitheatre as the convention site
over the Chicago Stadium, traditional Windy City home, of the con-

will

Politico

having

all

i

(Continued on page 34)

Although television has

BERT
never

a Presidential
coverage, it's a
to predict
matter
easy
relatively
the outstanding events that will
’52
political
the’
take place in
sweepstakes on TV. After all, TV
is reaching its maturity and politics are as childish as ever. We

given

previously

campaign

all-out

.

foresee:

On

Chi Convention

Mutual

is

dramatizing

its grass-

roots character by (1) opening its
coverage of the major party Presidential conventions in July to local
and regional sponsorship on a. coop basis; (2) going after stations
which had been linked to the now*-

demised Liberty network.

MBS
first

election setup will be the
time local advertisers will be

able to bankroll a piece of the convention coverage. Exec v.p, William * Fitieshriber, Jr., daid that
web had been
550-station
the
“swamped” with requests from outlets, which has some '4,000 co-op
bankrollers on about 20 different
shows."

The skein will have over a dozen
of its newsmen, including Gabriel
Heatter, Fulton Lewis, Jr., Cecil
Brown,

Singiser,

•

elephant and donkey act.
June 25: Sen. Flush guests on
ABC-TV’s “Hot Seat,” comes out
for lower taxes, lower budgets,
lower prices and freer enterprise,
June 26: Sen. Flush is CBS-TV’s
“M£n of the Week,” calls for probe
of the mink-coat scandals; charges
that his wife’s mink, after only two
seasons’ wear, looks like skunk;
June 27: National .Grapefrui
Day. Taft crowns Grapefruit

!

May 29: ABC-TV engineers develop an infra-red orthicon camera
which will work in smoke-filled
rooms.
Tobacco spenders set
saturation spot campaigns in Chi,

May

Mutuals Spotlight

William Hillman, Frank
H. R. Baukhage, Frank
Edwards, etc., at its floor space in
International # Amphitheatre,
the
BKILLERplus studios in the Conrad Hilton
Press” and comes out for higher Hotel and WGN’s mobile unit.
profits, higher wages, higher subOn the affiliates’ front, Mutual
sidies, higher tariffs and freer en- has been signing outlets, adding
terprise,
about nine in the past few weeks,
June 23: Ed Sullivan opens despite the fact that it has about
“Toast of the Town” with a trained 200 more “peanut whistles” than

Crystal-Balling the Conventions
-By

LOWE

—

July;

.

which will have

GOP’s

network’s pool
•nixed the
request for permission to build
a special camera platform near
the centre of the auditorium
for full-face shots. .Democrats,

A,

Washington, May 20.
Television, which got its feet
wet political eohventionwise—in
Philadelphia in 1948, takes the full
plunge at the Chicago Republican
and Democratic national conventions next July, it will probably
reach an audience 10 times as large
as four years ago and will operate
with a maturity and Savvy which

Cued to TV Needs

to Staff

WINS, Crosley-owned outlet

more

,

rigid time standards.

.

Philco Corp. has signed to sponsor NBC’s radio and TV coverage, at a cost Of about $2,750,000. Henry. C. Cassidy is supervising
operation, while Bill McAndrew is TV boss for the conthe
Web’s top newscasters ‘will participate, including Bill
ventions.
Henry, John Cameron Swayze, etc. NBC has lined up the liqp’s
share of single-station TV markets, for a total of 48, plus splitting
Bloomington -with CBS video.

3 Senators

Slanted Politic*
Viewers of the Republican
national convention in July
may get no better than a quarter-profile
of most of the
party’s chief speakers and candidates, as a result of the

brace

'

NBC

HERMAN

By
Chicago, May 20.
The high brass of both political
parties are currently rounding out
details of the nominating conventions, with an eye to streamlining
the affairs where ever possible for
the benefit of television. The Republican and Democratic nabobs

30:

coincide with the conventions.
"•
Ditto AirWick.
to

’

its

nearest competitor,

ABC, which

also adding stations (about a half
dozen in the past fortnight or so).
MBS is considered in the trade
a good bet to take over the stranded Liberty stations since the latter
were primarily interested in the

is

LBS “Game
casts,

of the

Day”

baseball-

which Mutual has (backed by
and aired

Falstaff in some markets
as co-ops in others).

Fathers Day.
Having learned that the Queen.
Frankel’s Political Post
June *28: Sen. Flush is mystery
political hoopla is being bankrolled
Lou Frankel, former general
My Line?” Panel
by Admiral, Philco and Westing- celeb on “What’s
occupation as tight- manager of the demised WFDR
house, a soap sponsor (whose ini- guesses his
(FM), N. Y., has been named radiorope-walker.
tials are P&G) inquires meekly
NBC fires Charles tele director of the National Com29:
June
manuwhether a non-electronics
time salesman. mittee for Harriman for President.
facturer can bankroll a piece of the (Charlie) Snatchem,
Group has opened IIQ at Hotel
He sold a 30-second spot, adjacent
electioncasts.
Lombardy, N. Y.
(Continued on page 31)
June 19: Sen. Flush “Meets the

June
June

15:
17:

*

,

9
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24

End Overlaps

to
of

some depart-

ments of Mutual and WOR, N. Y.,
which have- been operating as sep-

WHAM-TV’*

Blood Bid

Rochester, May 20.
WHAM-TV will celebrate itsthird anni June 11 by devoting

expected to come
J. Glen Taylor, former
shortly,
General Tire & Rubber exec who
recently moved over into Thomas
S. I^ee Enterprises, which has 30%
ownership of WOR and 58% stock
interest in- Mutual, is reportedly
mating an efficiency study of the
.two organizations With an eye to
ending duplications of- personnel
and overlapping of functions.
Taylor’s Importance in the setup
1st Indicated by the fact that he has
made his temporary headquarters
in the office formerly occupied by
William Fineshriber, Jr., executive
v.p. Later has mov^d into the corner office previously occupied by
Frank White, who resigned two
weeks ago, with Thomas F. O’Neil,
Jr., the General Tire-Thomas S.
Lee exec, adding the network presidency ttf'his board chairmanship
chores. White, incidentally, is curarate entities,

is

Amu

CBS Radio’# Electric Auto-Lite
sponsored “Suspense” celebrates
its 10th anni on the air June.
with a live reprise by Agnes
Moorehead of Lucille Fletcher’s
“Sorry, Wrong Number,” which

venue

has become almost a classic of radio suspense.
It will mark the sixth time Miss
Moorehead has done the show- and
the 18th time it’s been aired on
“Suspense.”

Washington, May 20
A move has been started
here* to
develop * new organization

all station time and station
toeaks to a pitch for 3,000
blood donors for the Red
Cross. Station has invited 300

religious

business,

civic,

C

and

each

tatives

day

WHAM-TV

to

and

bring signed
pledges for future donations

by their members.
Station’s largest studio will
.be converted into a blood centre staffed by Red Cross personnel.

A

-

sign of the coming consolida/and. Mutual settion. of the
ups, which seems dictated by ecortomies that could be effected, is the
fact that the network is now handling the ads for the N* Y. key. Previously separate ad departments

WOR

were maintained. However, with
Joe Creamer resigning two weeks
ago to form his own firm, and his
assistant moved up to head the TV
phase of sales promotion. Mutual
is

now producing

the

Gotham

sta-

tion’s ads.

formation

:

and

also

Coming

for a

new

.

In

Fight for Grid TV; Cites

prexy

before

new,

pint-sized

network

McLendon plans

New hookup would

by his father-in-law, former Louisiana governor Jimmy Noe. Stations
include KLIF, Dallas; KELP, El
KLBS, Houston; KNOE,
Paso;

signed

strip

WOR

Murray Will Carry Ball

a

Monroe, La; WNOE, New Orleans
Owens- and a Pine Bluff, Ark., outlet.
on th6 ArLBS, as a corporation, is still
thur Godfrey simulcast. Four sales intact. McLendon stated that it
represent a total of $6,175,000 in was financially sound.
billings but it’s not considered all
McLtndon’s LBS broadcast
new business since three of the Thursday (15) on demise of the
four time slots had been previously web, left some 75 employees jobsponsored.
less. Of these, three each were' in
At the same time, the weh re- LBS offices in- N. Y., Chi., L. A.,
vealed tha$ it will trim its daytiipe Atlanta and Washington, At Dallas
Garry Moore show from a full hour headquarters, aside from execucross-the-board to 30 minutes be- tives, five announcers, four engicause of difficulty in selling the neers, news editor Michael Hinn.
open segments. Moore’s show, at and Tom Merriman’s 7-man staff
one time was the web’s biggest day- oreh were dropped without notice
time earner, bringing in about $6,along with casts of daytime
000,000
billings when it was serials.

rollers,

m

WOR

of

within a month.
a six-station web.
include three
Texas stations owned by himself
and his father. Barton R. McLendon, and three stations owned
radio

Moore

It has long been expected that
consolidation of service departments would be inevitable' after SRO.
Under the' new half-hour
O’Neil gained a majority of MBS format, the current participating
stock. MBS and
have separate bankrollers will move directly in,
news, publicity, program, sales and so the new show is expected' to be
other departments. Some of these sold out. It continues through the
can be combined, it’s figured, while summer.
in others, separate entities \£ill be
Lever, for Pepsodent, has bought
maintained (as in the other net- the Tuesday and Thursday night
works), but with their activities 7:45 to
periods, the time

more closely correlated. Thus, in
sales, where different groups of
sponsors and agencies are contacted, integration is not too likely.
Mutual has no engineers of its
own and has been using the personnel of its stockholder stations
(chiefly WOR’s).
Thus the
technical staff Isn’t likely to be
affected.
The web at present has
no fulltime v.p., since Fineshriber
added exec v.p. duties to his program work, and this has inspired
speculation that Jules Seebach,
WOR’s program chief, might be integrated into the web operation.

sounding

Gordon B, McLendon announced

N. Y.

8

being

vacated by Fatima cigarets on the
“Stork Club” show. Sponsor will
back a musical show, which hasn’t

been selected.
New show will
preem, however, July 1.
Campbell has bought “Double or
Nothing” for the 2 to 2:30 p. m.
slot Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, taking over half the time now
occupied by Moore, starting Sept.
Pall Mall, as previously announced, is picking up the Tuesday
and Thursday ‘segments of the Doug
Edwards news shoW, aired crossthe-board from 7:30 to 7:45 p. m.
and on which Oldsmobile has the
other three nights. Owens-Coming
will move into the Godfrey morning simulcast, taking two quarterhours of the 10 to 10:15 a. m. strip
15.

starting Sept 2.

j

f

—

Some

of the

staff,

now

“at lib-

erty,” are reportedly ready to file
totaling over $100,000

claims

AFRA, alleging breach of
contract and. claiming vacation pay.
These include some announcers
aiid serial cast members.
Oil multimillionaire Hugh Roy
Cullen, who bought a $1,000,000
partnership in the network a year
ago, is understood to have bowed
out of the network, quietly, over a
month ago. Instead of selling his
interest, philanthropic Cullen reportedly gifted LBS with $200,000
and went his way.
Matty Brescia, LBS press director, was not in favor of the suit
against baseball. Brescia has long
urged baseball and radio to settle
differences out of epurt.

through

Union Electric Mulling
Further Backing of ‘Land’
St. Louis, -May 20.
Execs of the Union Electric Co.
of Missouri, with headquarters
here, are mulling the question of

With the Moore show being
Figures to Slow Tele Aid trimmed to a half-hour, General continuing bankrolling the “Land
Electric has decided to check off We Live In” program, which has
Minneapolis, May 20.
just concluded its 16th consecutive
Fran Murray, U. of Pennsylvania the quarter-hour segment it spon- year. The program, for 30 minutes
sors on Fridays after the June 13
athletic director, will continue his
broadcast, but will keep its other each Friday, dramatizes incidents
fight against NCAA-controlled TV
in the early history of St. Louis
and hopes to be able eventually to two segments each week.
and environs.
It was originally
telecast all Pennsylvania football
broadcast from KMOX, local CBS
games, he announced here.
outlet, but several years ago KSD
In Minneapolis to address a U.
LOPS LONGEST-RUN took over, and the programs origof P. alumni dinner, he declared
inated from the sponsor’s radio
that he nas figures to refute those
theatre in downtown St. Louis.
SPONSORED
contained in the NCAA report reThe Audio Visual Division of the
Pittsburgh, May 20.
cently released and to show that
St.
Louis Board of Education
The longest-running sponsored selected 23 of the recorded
telecasts of football games help atprotendance, instead of hurting it, as radio show in Pittsburgh faded last grams for use in local
public
week when WB dropped “Foot- schools.
the NCAA contends.
More than 200 of the
“We must make TV our ally, not lights and Stardust” over WWSW scripts were written by Kensinger
our enemy,’’ asserted Murray, who after 18 years. Program was aired Jones of the Gardner Advertising
predicted that “the people fighting daily from the Enright Theatre, Co.,
it now will be bending over back- and had Johnny Mitchell at the
wards to get their football games organ and an announcer listing the
televised three years hence, or shows in various Warner theatres.
Brescia’s New Post
Axing was an economy move on
sooner.”
Dallas, May 20.
Murray backed up his stand with the part of Warners. Mitchell had
Matty
former press didefinite figures.
He asserted that been on continuously ever since rector andBrescia,
baseball
“we televised all our football games he and Walt Framer, now a radio erty Broadcasting publicist of LibSystem,
has been
and
TV
producer-packager
in New
at Pennsylvania from 1939 through
radio and television pubWe increased our season York, teed off “Footlights and Star- appointed
1950.
licity director of Action Advertisdust”
in 1934.
ticket sale from 18,000 to a high of
ing Corp. in Memphis, by prexy
45,000 during that period.

WB

POT SHOW

“When we

quit televising, our
considerably. The
story was the same among a group
of 10 colleges in our area.
The
schools witn television lost an av(Continued on page 36)
sale

dropped

—Paul West,
Housewives Protective

20.'

Toronto viewer last week'

“pay-astried, to
you-see” television here. He
sent a $5 check to WBEN-TV,
lone video outlet for thousands
of Ontario set-owners, “In appreciation of your wonderful

inaugurate

are

deriving

.

,

.

Berne

J. Ellis.

Station,

casters.

"“director

of

of

TV

broadcasters to be
Assn, of Affiliated &

president of

Gordon Brown, .owner

TV BroadAAIRTB s
i

of

.

WSAV

Rochester, N.Y., -an arch foe

of

network “monopoly,” who has been
fighting for Congressional legislation to put the webs under direct

’

also.”

nonplussed, re-

regulation by the Federal Communications Commission. At present
FCC has no power over nets except through their owned and operated stations.'
Brown told Variety that already
166 « radio stations have indicated
interest in joining the new association.

Purpose of AAIRTB,
nounced Friday (16) 'at

turned the check.

as ana news

conference in Washington, is to
organize independent broadcasters
to break the alleged domination
of
networks over affiliates and indies,
to demand enforcement of antitrust laws affecting the broadcastink industry, to resist alleged control of rates by the webs, and “to
present an organized front to
Washington, May 20.
counteract the paid lobbyists of the
Possibilities
of a cooperative four major networks
working out
network to- fill the void created .by of their so-called Washington
ofthe suspension of the Liberty fices, who consistently
propaganBroadcasting System are being dize the FCC and .the legislators
to
considered here by the Peoples regulate radio to the benefit
of the
Broadcasting Corp., operators of networks and the detriment
of the
WOL in Washington and WRFD in affiliated and independent stations.”
Worthington, O. Peoples is. a subBrown announced his project cosidiary of Farm Bureau Insurance incident with a
relaxation of FCC
Co. of Columbus.
rules to permit radio stations to re'^Herbert E. Evans, general man- broadcast network programs, if
ager of Peoples, said “the fact that permission is obtained from the
Liberty was able to" secure over sponsor and the station whose
400 affiliates is every indication signal is rebroadcast. Under the
that there Is a large group of non- new rules, a station must give
network. stations that need the reasons for refusing to allow any
services that Liberty was set up to of its programs to be rebroadcast.

Co-op Network

Now Talked Up

>

render.”

Films' Example
In view of the need of these for-,
Brown has been fighting to reLiberty affiliates for im- move all barriers to rebroadcasting
portant news coming out of Wash- of programs, on the
ground the
ington, Evans said that Peoples is
program belongs to the sponsor,
considering offering on a coopera- and that he has the
right to sell it
tive basis, through WOL, news and
to whomever he desires after the
other services to stations in the network affiliate
has carried it. He
°
mid-atlantic states.
feels that programs should be re*
Evans said that stations »in a broadcast, just as motion pictures
direct line to Columbus have in- are reissued and played again and
dicated an interest in tieing-in with again in the same cities by differand WRFD on a cooperative ent theatres.
service.
Pointing to the extensive amount
He added that the project will of., rebroadcasting done on the
be discussed at a meeting to be Coast, Brown finds* that “a 'moro
called soon of interested stations. 'general
rebroadcasting
use
of
The plan would be to operate, on would he the incentive for spona non-profit basis, with stations sors to., cqntinue to produce high
sharing expenses and earnings.
quality programs” and add millions
of dollars of revenue to radio
broadcasters without in any way injuring the industry.
PICKS CLEVE.
The networks are opposed to rebroadcasts, Brown told newsmen,
’52
IN DEC. because they fear the practice

mer

WOL

"*

i

l

NARND

FOR

CONVENTION

(Continued on page
National Assn, of Radio Nei
Directors board, at a meeting hex
chose Cleveland as its 1952 co
vention city. It also decided
shift the time from the usual mi
November to Dec. 1-3, becau
there would be convention hot
congestion there at the earli
date, according to Jim
local station WCCO,
ident.

Bormann,

NARND

pre

There were convention bids fre
60 cities, but Cleveland finally w
selected because of outstanding 7
facilities there, Bormann said. O:
of the convention’s program hig
lights win be a TV workshop, d
signed to acquaint TV newsrn
with newly-developed techniqu
to help radio newsmen. who su
will be entering the video field
f

the first time. Bormann announc
that
a
progressive
radio-nc
workshop also is on the agenda.
NARND vice-president Tom I
ton, WTIC, Hartford, is arrangi
the convention program, assist
by F. o. Carver, WSJS, Winstc
Salem.
program feature will
a report and discussion of NARNI
continuing
resistance
campai,
against attempts to limit freedc
of information in America, he
a]

A

announced.

Cloutier's Cleve. Post

May

20.

30)

10th Amri duPont Awards

To WCAU, WCAU-TV, WEH
Commentator Joe Harsch
Washington, May 20.
The. 10th annual Ralph I. duPont
Foundation Awards in radio and TV
have be6n won by stations WCAU
and WCAU-TV in Philadelphia.and
WEEI, Boston; and by commentator Joseph C. Harsch. Announcement of the winners was made at
the annual dinner Saturday night
(17).

Awards

are. $1,000 cash and

a plaque to each winner.
At the same time, Roger W.
Clipp, general manager of WFUj

"

win-

and WFIL-TV, Philadelphia,
ner of the large station award
year,

announced that the

last

station

was turning over its $1,000 cash
prize of the year before to an educational scholarship in the broad-

The duPont Awards are given
iach year for outstanding and meritorious service to the American
people in broadcasting. In addithere
tion to the three winners,
were several special honorary com1951.
in
work
,
mendations for
Runnersup to WCAU, affiliate of
the Philadelphia Evening Bulletin,
were.
in the large station group
,

Cleveland*.

Norman L. Cloutier has been
named program director of WTAMWNBK. The post has been newly-

Brescia will hypo radio-TV covLeague at erage for Hart’s Bread account in created at the NBC duo outlets
KIRO here, is leaving for similai Lri-state area of Tennessee, Arkan- here.
spot , at KCBS, San Francisco sas, and Mississippi. Brescia, exCloutier, noted musical conducLewis Martin, of Chicago, take* Memphis Variety mugg, resigned tor,
has been a director of many of
over West’s job at KIRO.
r.iis LBS slot here May 3.
NBC’s musical shows.
Seattle

radio and
called the

Independent Radio and

pleasure,

you should receive a fee

stopped

MBS

May

Buffalo,

A

we
Dallas, May. 20.
Death knell of the huge Liberty
bell, part of Liberty Broadcasting
System’s huge sign atop the net’s
headquarters here, had hardly

rently. on a Florida fishing trip
prior to joining NBC with vicepresidential status.
Fact that Fineshriber has moved
CBS-TV, which has lost several
into V/hite’s office is. causing speculation that O’Neil will give him a major bankrollers during the last
several
weeks, has lost little time
crack at winning the presidential
mantle, and presumably might di- ih re-selling the open time .periods
and
also in getting new business.
'vest himself' of that post, keeping
O’Neil Web pacted Lever Bros., Pall Mall
the board chairmanship.
hasn’t taken an office in the WOR- and Campbell Soup to take over
huilding at 1440 Broadway, time slots dropped bj? other, bank-

Holes; Cuts

Good-Neighbor Policy

programs,”
“Receiving setsin Canada are
being contemplated as a source
of revenue for licensing,” the
“Therefore*
Canadian wrote.
I think it only fair that seeing
work and
all
the
doing
you are

educational organizations in
the city to send two representhat

WeAteriby, May 21.
1953

T
‘Suspense's’ 10th

Consolidation

.

WAAM-TV,
Chicago;

WHAS

Baltimore;

WLW,

WBBM,

Cincinnati;

and WHAS-TV,

ana

Louisville,
presi-

Ky. Donald W. Thornburgh,
dent and general manager
WCAU, accepted its awards. out
Trailing WEEI, CBS-owned
wer
Let, in the small station field
/rinn+InnaH nn naffe 30)

•

l
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CBS’ Cut

It

Up

SS

to Suit Yourself

Radio Formula Pays Off in Sales
for 164
Atlantic Refining, which
been spending heavily
vears has
; verV fall

on spot broadcasting of

Allege football* is nixing the nniTAto gridcasts for the future. It

"

TV

M"%»

.

ra

is

M°ove

Significance in
eating a shift

the trade,

of

lndi- sh™'
bl0ry

(1)

away from radio
a regional
and towards tele by
one. of the major
‘is
bankroller who
of

-

violation’’ and possibly “subject to
Hooper also
suit for trade libel,”

said any publication carrying the
Blair story might be “involved” in
the suit.
The station rep, which also has q

Looms With

Acquisition by

CBS-TV

what

of

them—for example. amounts to nine acres of space in
Harvard* wds" winning* or midtown Manhattan for a TV plant
may be the forerunner to the web’s
losing, it was picked up for the
That was a costly ultimate construction of an eastern
Boston dialers.
counterpart of its massive TV City
operation,- with about 115 separate
construction on the
On many Sat- ]2£w
pickups a season.
Coast. While the web Plans to use
urdays there would be from 12-16
the
new
space
at the start for a
anpickups, involving
separate
nouncers for each game, beaming
™
a
h
°bsepl
each contest to the markets most
S
ud
C
interested in it, heavy Jine charges,
f«i£L?i
in

ested

*

wheth er

'

™
^ld"roof
%
itc

present studios
N. Y. or to augment them if needed;
site to the position of, the NCAA,
New building is the Sheffield
Atlantic’s
of
Atianucs
according
ling to execs ot
located
Avf>r
NrAA
want*? .Farms depot and, offices,
ini^aa warns
IN. vy. Ayer,
agency, kt
,
/
11 .,
V Ut
k
fifith and
OTth as Property
«meI “^“played
ta wh!eh the
while Atlantic feels it's a
equivaienr
xo aDoux
“uivMentTaboUt
°*
noor space, e
jjjjjj
service to bring an area its home
uvui
figured vn
on a vertical
ax iiAuivu
nine
aaaaav acres if
teams.
compares with the 13
Atlantic was miffed at NCAA basis, which
in
City
covered
by^TV
acres
be
to
(Continued on page 30)
Los Angeles. Property also has a
This

approach

directly oppo-

is

w

.

V

pnW

potential of two additional 'floors,
which would up the acreage to
about 12*6
Two Webs Share
Same building is now used by
.

|

Offering further evidence of the
lucrative state of local television
station operation, WCBS-TV, CBS
Y flagS ip b ed $ 5
fi
-H
;
°°
i
fiVe
da S ?
5ellng
^ as t

m

*

W

gg

WCBS-TV’s 305G

NBC-TV for a scenery construction
plant and warehouse. CBS plans
to take possession in the fall, but
Tjjj

pvnlr**

*

1&54

^As^

4arw^ m^beAsde^ Wn

taifeX CBS prT“l4ank sfanton,

*
f
program segments
and two new
New biz tops the
previous high of $400,000
booked during the first two weeks
11

spot schedules.

the

web

SStnn

April

Shows sold included six of the
segments in “6 O’Clock Report,”
doesn’t take the air until
next Monday (26), and four seg-

™

will consolidate and innf ift
ore-nroand nroduction activities

N Y

$

vitie S ^th the additional
the
a
space provided. He pointed out

(Continued bn page 30)

15

which

_

special service to its affiliates.

to 4 &.m.
Time period
Saturation deal was bought by
occupied Mondays, Wednesdays Wrigley gum, which has also had
and Fridays by the Bert Parks it the last two previous summers.
show, and on Tuesdays by Mel Gum outfit purchased 36 half-hour
Torme.
.summer shows of six CBS packages, beginning June 3 and continuing through Aug. 25. On the
basis* of an estimated $*12,500 time
and talent cost for each half-hour*
the sponsor will pour nearly $500,000 into the CBS coffers this summer. Deal is open, of course, to
other interested bankrollers.

sister

firm,

made com-

is

WCBS-TV’s 45%

Under its version of the tandem
CBS has sold the first
quarter-hour of two shows to
American Chicle and is now scouting another bankroller to take over
the second, quarter-hour. Until one
turns up, the web will permit its
affiliates to sell the second part
of each show on a local coK>p basisr.
Plan is also seen as a boon for the
web’s affiliates, consequently, -since
'they can sign on their own clients
for a ride on a network show;
Web is reserving the right, however, to pre-bmpt the time if it can
find a second bankroller. Stations
meanwhile will not. be required
to
,
..
klc k back an c ° in they might deoperation,

.

.

.

,

/

.

Two shows

rive fr°ui a local sale.

involved in the tandem operation
are “People Are Funny” and “Mr*
(Continued on page 30)

«

,

who said that Trendex
did not know to what purpose the
data would be put.
In each of the three cities, Trendex reported more radio listening
than Hooper. Daytime and nighttime- sets-in-use figures in Colum-

,,

r

pool, where Haymes will officiate
at diving and swimming contests
and exhibitions.
Daytime show will be LIHod
Thursdays, the strip is now
RO. New spot advertisers include “Summer Matinee” and is tenta1:45
Skol, which
pacted for participa- lively slated to hold down the
Jyns in both “Early Show” and the to 3 p.m. strip starting May 26.
Margaret Arlen program, and Fed- Bill Silbert wiU be the deejay*
uers-Quigan, which bought a series working out of the Circus Restauspots
in
WCBS-TV’s “Late rant, in which he’ll spin records*
^now
.
interview' cdlebs, etc.'

Ml

Ster midriaht
g

n rA i

¥L t*

hv

Lawrence

said the station has been
for studio audiences'to^dron
f
surveying the possibilities of; tak- in°t n %i-rhU
c
h
and guestais in
Ing the air prior to 10 a.m. but so
fn? rmJtSi
far sights little sponsor interest.
Lewis inirps
th* 4 ^ minut*
Another check will be taken in late
summer to determine whether ea ^y evening crrsithe-blfaS se^
P
*
& Gamble
WCBS-TV should embark on early- Skes a ££t.ic
atus
morning programming in the fall.
New rate card also includes the
previously-announced hike of the
^

’

PHILCO HEARTENED BY

A

QUARTERLY

WJLB

.

White’s program, “Rockin’ with
Leroy,” will be discontinued. 'Other

affiliate,

WGVA,

local

ABC-

themselves
found
on more than they

tuned in
bargained for -last Wednesday
(14). Just as two contestants
were about to “break the
bank” on .the quiz show, the

program was interrupted to air
bulletins on a local bank robbery

at

the

First

National

Bank of Ovid, N. Y. Later in
the program another bulletin
on the local bank break was
aired.
P.S.

1

|.

MARK

May

20,

Despite a 26% dip as compared
to the previous year, Philco Corp.
sales
for
the
March quarter
reached the second highest total
Period

.«*
“ rm

s

in

the.

history.

Only the record

figure of the
period of last year ran higher,
according to William Balderaton,
der the direction of State Sen. Bris
president of Philco. Sales eased to
to^ Bryant will reo.ace the snow, fotoon non
4 3
h
White, who also is an advertising
fh ,®'°“?J i.
.*
executive, explained that he abanfirst

S

Democratic candidacy
1
for Congress in the 13th District Sf-t ’???'
when the station objected. But he
“ha™

doned

his

f

S’

?3,521 ’ 000 01 07 cent*
'

couldn’t accept a suggestion, from
the station, he said, that his wife, ^ The figures were encouraging.
State Rep. Charline White, should Balderston said, pointing out that
also refrain from Seeking reelec- business is proceeding on a much
more even basis than was the-case
tt on
Edward Nye, an executive of the ? y« ar *8° wh en “scare buying”
the
quarter was followed
station, said the question facing
a marked lull as distribs >nd
the station was whether “long abtheir inventories,
dealers
balanced
sences in some new field of en-

Balderstoh was optimistic that
deavor would interrupt our program. The decision as to whether the political conventions and the
Presidential
election would prohe would remain in the entertainment field or shift to the lawmak- vide further business, stimulation
‘during the rest "bL'the' ySrfri
ing was for Mr. White to maktf.”
»

—Finger Lakes area

police are still searching for the
the
real life pair who “broke

bank.

BIZ

Philadelphia,

Negro Jock

Geneva, N. Y., May 20.
“Break the
to

T

Allen goes into the 9:30 p.m.
stretch Monday-thru-Friday, starting July 1, and while it starts a$ *
half-hour attraction it may be expanded to a
hour. Program'
wiU ori « lnate fr0 “' Playhouse No.
2
it’ll be formatted as a free-

A

F mger-Pomtmg

$

Bo rt «iewJs wU1 account for »
chunk of the web's weekly programming,

bus were 222% higher in Trendex
than in Hooper; in L. A., Trendex
was 16% higher; in N. O., 6.1%
higher. For the three towns combined, Trendex was 26.1% higher
i n the daytime and 13% higher in
the evenings,
hour rate from
Dorrell and Blair prez Dick Buck- station’s Class
$3,750 to $4,000 and of Class ‘
i e y stressed that they are not-“tryspots,
from
$775 to $800.
i n g to put Hooper out of business,”
that several of their stations are
Hooper subscribers, but that they
Quits
feel they have the right to investi- Detroit
g a te ratings and to suggest ,Jthat
of
practice
his
old
adept
in Station Hassle
Hooper
merely asking, “were you listenDetroit, May 20.
r
,
,
[ n g to the radio just now?”
Hooper said that the “radio li> has'reslgr^d’from’wJLB^over \vhat
tening only” question' technique he terms “political differences.”
(CQntinued on page 30)

Listeners
Bank” over

,,

•

st VB AIle " iolns„ th« <-ros»-the,,

consultant,

which wishes to be unidenti- Park’s Casino Ballroom, while the
temporarily for competitive latter half will originate beside the

l

and also intro-

•

*

•

has utilized for the

the first loi>g-term co-op
show it has had in some time as a

R

-

v

it

duced

AM Li

DU MONT'S AL FRESCO
FOR SUMMER

Jasons, which bought the Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday segments,
With Uncle Ben’s
Rice previously

programming

S'

.

find

intro-

its

last several years

‘

ments of Jim McKay’s nightly fiveminute weather .show, “Rain or
LINEUP.
Shine.” In revealing the new business, WCBS-TV sales chief George
DuMont is moving its cameras
R. Dunham cited the fact that this
great outdoors this sumj n ^ 0 the
should help disprove the current
mer> for on-location originations of
downbeat reports on TV advertis- three separate shows from Paliing.
He a]so attributed the book- sa des Amusement Park, located in
ings record to the fact that the staciiffside Park, N. J., across the
tion is offering sponsors well-proHudson River from Manhattan,
duced shows at an inexpensive xrio of shows, which will play
Price “which they can't turn down.”
against the park’s natural setting,
On “6 O’clock Report,” .which is include two nighttime entries and
to be a quarter-hour
daytime disk
featuring
strip
cross-the-bbard
a
five minutes of
news, five of human jockey show.
interest stories' and five of sports,
Nighttime shows will both be
Chase National Bank bought the a j r ed Wednesday.
First, to be
Don Hollenbeck news segment on titled “Midway,” will go from 8 to
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, 8 ; 3o and will spotlight Don Rusell
for 52 weeks.
Kool cigarets is buy- as emcee of a “traveling” quiz
J ng
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri- show. He’ll interview participants
days on the sports section, to be
on the Park’s midway and offer
narrated by Tom Meany.
Station prizes for correct answers and for
has received no
takers yet on the demonstrating their skills at the
Middle segment of the show, which midway concessions. Second show,
will feature
“Strawhatters” and going
Bill Leonard.
titled,
Purchasers on “Rain or Shine” from 8:30 to 9:30, will spotlight
include
as emcee of a talent
which
Haymes
Philip
Bob
Morris,
nought the show on Fridays for its search and outdoor competition.
Dunhill cigarets, and another spon- Former will emanate from the
sor,

served notice

parisons of Hooper’s figures with
those of Nielsen’s and The Pulse,
In general, the radio sets-in-use
comparisons showed that Pulse was
higher than the average of the
three services and Hooper was considerably lower thah the average of
the three. But, when TV sets-inuse is measured, the three services
“Why
are pretty close together.
In a move to get more television
should there be this difference in
*
radio and no t in Tvr the Blair spot advertisers to utilize daytime
TV and to do so with greater freresearchers asked,
They had a hunch that the rea- quency, WCBS-TV, the, CBS web’s
t^e fi rst question which key N. Y. outlet, has instituted a
js
g
new 45% volume discount Ip its
hew rate, which is to be applicable
telephone calls. Before 1948, Hoop
earned discounts to any
er asked “Were you listening to after other
buying 12 or more daytime
sponsor
In
October,
the radio just now?”
spots
per
week.
While other local
interviewers started asWng,
'«
stations have- reportedly offered
such discounts under the table,
WCBS-TV is believed to be the
tifion ju»t
ju* uuyy.
nowr' BlairSelt that'
N. Y. outlet, to include such
when a question mixing 1m and only
a percentage rakeoff- in its pubTV is tossed, a pro-TV bUs result lished
rate card.
Pointing out that local daytime
onteolled’ experiment.”
on a
video programming is ahead of
Hooper was sponsor interest, WCBS-TV genwrntn nwpti
cities in which
mree ciues,
•«
___
to mak ® his polls and where Blair
eral manager Craig Lawrence said
were used: New the new rate structure is designed
stations,
re ps
Columbus to lure advertisers on the basis
9w£x?c\ an<
on
*
that they’ll get both a bigger auaKHJ). They have one, three and dience and favorable cumulative
seven tele stations, respectively.
repetition on their spots by buying
Trendex was appointed to con- on a frequency of 12 or mbre per
duct coincidental interviewing in weekl In addition to the station’s
the three cities during the same regular spot advertisers, Lawrence
weeks and days that Hooper
worked. The techniques’ were “exactly the same,” and more calls
were made in N. O. and Colum- rial event, such as film companies
bus than Hooper makes. In L. A* with new pictures opening.*
the same rate of calls was made.
Discount structure is incorporatProject was supervised by Ward ed in WCBS-TV’s new rate card,
Driscoll, quondam Hooper exec, which takes effect June 1. Station
<ucu also indicated in the rate setup its
research
«uu jlcsc
prosrmu and
now Blair’ss program

station's
in

Mills,

week,

this

own tandem plan as -a
special lure for summer bankrollon ers, revived the summer saturation

'

.

^

Cannon

& Take’

Volume Discount

N.Y. Midtown Buy

had backed

was

Exits ‘Give

duced

from’ 3:30
Hooper material was a “copyright

*

television

City’

Frank Parker and
Bob Hope’s first sponsor. Its
concept was to beam local college
games to the communities inter-

it

an opera star

Eastern CBS-TV

spot broadcasting
spent about $700,000 on
(last fall it
being a strong rap
(2)
and
football)
Collegiate Athfor the National
has limited video
which
letic Assn.,
coverage of the campus gridders.
Atlantic has ^eOn in spot radio
Earlier
with football since 1936.
exponents

.

ls
01f
j

Cannon

commissioned Trendex to conduct CBS-TV this week that it is checking off the web’s Thursday aftera sub-rosa check of Hooper's surveys in, three cities. The findings noon “Give and; Take” show after
June 12 broadcast.
the
brought a hot blast from Hooper,
Show is aired Thursdays only
who charged that Blair’s release of

01

Radio, in a mass bid for

more business

&

“S'S" ss* ss
Sp^v«!W>JSs »“
“
ssjr'ssusefsL-ss
s* r\
s
broad «» H»bert Montgomery NBC
Ts regarded

53 ~

CBS

4-

A

charge that C. E. Hooper’s ratings “grossly underestimate’’ radio
BenzeU’s
dramatics
listening was made last week by
Davenport’s bestselling John Blair
Co.* station rep, which

”

r‘

;

1

‘

‘

‘

’
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RADIO REVIEWS

WAS A COMMUNIST
Dim Andrew*

With

Pfodueer: Frederic 'W.

30 Mina., Sun., 6

•

DEPARTMENTAL TRIAL

••$•

With Dave
55 Mins..

p.nu.

KINGSTON CAKE
WIP Philadelphia

Driscoll,

McGillicuddy

Co.

STRENGTH OF NATION

Capt? Eugene Narrator: iCharlea Shaw
Jack Charest,
Producer?

Wed. <H>, 11:15 p.m.

WOR, New York

CO.

In

?

tackling

^
McMahon,

Writers: Bill

hot local

a

issue

0*S«ns v r

«

.

M

t

1

as a public servant

“Strengthof

and an enter-

tainer with top showmanship valU es, Interrupting its regularly
scheduled programs of news and
weather reports to broadcast a recorded telephone interview between Dave Driscoll, director of
Matt
man,
undercover
FBI
former
wOR’s News and Special Features,
Cvetlc. This is the new Fred Ziv and Capt. Eugene McGillicuddy,
syndicated series being peddled to fingered by bookie Harry Gross as
'
local stations.
a graft taker, station came across
Chapter caught (18), “American with an airer that scooped the dailKremlin,” tells of party '‘nerve ies in its revelations and that also
center” in a rooming house of mid- gaV e its listeners a warm, inside
western town—replicas of which approach to a .headline story.
headquarters, we are told, can bd
Is to be commended for
‘found in cities all over the XI. S. A.
the McGillicuddy story and
d
d
Driscoll rates plaudits for being m^riHr?wJ hn?f.ho ?lavHe ?s pa
P ssed strumental
getting it. It was a
hvtnn
!
pertinent and provocative a ire r
/AnrtvS
wbicb hlt with impact. The, 55minute runnmg time, however, was
a SnStimJS
a bit t0 ° long and sll0w d u P. need
ivffh e
f
ng. Pressure of getting it
pvSvo^p Piqp Fvpn for P runi
on the air without delay probably
e
time for editing but
no
allowed
+hp°r^mirtfnrm
V 1
e b
station should have been aware oi
«ll +S« r iJ 0 «
hprn3f?r?
f
repetition and the lulls. Dris-who tvalks the
co11 bel P e<* kee P £ ab flowing by
-Pinf
^hnw^ialhorntP^tvS
ab <
VS
P
e,
bringing
the police captain, a non?lS?o 0
nf c<
n^foP?^ n nd
r !!?pq e
d ruses
pro mike spieler, back into line
«wo,r ^w iS!SSH«fS«
queries.
^th
sharp
w
man hoc
At times, Driscoll seemed more
shoe-shine boy
hi Jowrf contact
attorney than a mike
like
trial
a
si thS the GoverLneSt agents can
kppn trn ok of his whereabouts Bv reporter but he never went too far
his
barrister demeanor
afield
and
thl time Cvetic lewhes the Brookof
lyn piers, two suspicious red agents served to heighten the drama,
interview.
the
corner him and in turn are
All in all it was a public service
knocked off by the FBI: Ending
hoked up and far. from program of which the station. and
documentary, but action doesn’t [ the community could be proud,
^
Gros.
lag and with the heLp of background music, yarn comes through
» » f< 4 » + > ++++ ff
4
minor
the
Some
of
graphically.
players could have been more
G* iyU.
carefully selected.
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Ken Roberts, of WMGM’s “Tops in Pops,” back Monday (19) after
Conv
qv?tom?ACE§) month in Europe. ,XJSO topper Jim Sauter guests on Maxine Keith’s
Greater segment of George Hamilton Combs show on WJZ tomorrow postrm
1 ®1
Nanette Fabray and Aldo Ray starred in “MGM
p^ft a i^ufn
r pa
ThPe Rudd -Co midnight (Thurs.)
ar
e h
,&JS -<iffl Musical Comedy Theatre production »of “Fiesta,” taped last night

d

WOR

’

Fred

Bill Hoi-

gum

t

Was a Communist Wednesday night'' (14), WOR dem> BUDD’ COa y
on strated how radio can fill its role WCAU, Philadelphia
Sms^nd^Mrialized to
N io
Best seller “I

Natural for radio, which has been
doing this sort of thing for years,
and tor PSna Andrews, equally experienced at hard-hitting roles,
Special interest is added by timeliness of theme, based upon dp.pumented episodes from the story of

.

WeJnggJay, May 21, 1952
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Radio Followup

?

.

1’

p °£?2™

ACES
>q
is

Wmnine

thp hictorv
history of
the
of 'miss
Billy

TyVof

pro-

SunducTion’ in the
day, the Income ^Tax and ^Theda
when the first auto bodies

Bara,

were being turned

ma d e

Mention

out.

concern’s 27,000
stockholders and the fact “you and
your neighbors own industry.” A
trip through plant reveals by the
different names and quality of
voices that employees stem from
a ll races and national backgrounds.
Tape recorded interviews disclosed
a father, son and grandfather
working in the plant, a' type of
personnel public relations much in
vogue recently in newspaper ads.
Guest on the opening show was
Theodore Roosevelt, 3d, president
of ACES, who talked on the
“stockholders as owners” thesis

js

-of

the

i

.WOR

launches its. third’ business discussion strift backed
by Bache &; Co. three times weekly, Monday (26) at 7:15-7:30 p.m
Judy Garland guests' on Bing Crosby’s
stanza tonight (We'di'and
May 28.... The Modemaires are taping several “Club 15” shows in
advance, to headline at the Brown-Palace Hotel in Denver for 10 days
....Nancy Ranson (wife of the
publicist) has an exhibit of
paintings at the Mexican' Tourist Commission HQ in Radio City
Additions for “Front Page Farrell” include Harold Huber, Alice Goodkin, Arthur Maitland, Anita Anton, William Podmorc; Katherine Em.Added to “Romance of Helen
mett, Ivor Francis and James Monks.
Trent”: Arthur Kohl, Delmar Neutzman, Bill Griffis
Into “Strange
Romance of Evelyn Winters”: Doris Dalton and Chet Stratton .... Sandy
Hal Studer and Bert Cowlan with
Strause joined “Backstage Wife”
John Winters, radio-TV organist-composer-writer
“Just Plain Bill”
has had his latest song, “The Little Something,” accepted by E. b!
Marks, music publisher. Xavier Cugat set*to record it.
.Anita Grannis, former editor of AFRA’s Stand By, will sfiortly have a new play,
“Love in Our Time,” tried out by Originals Only; play will be directed’
(Tues.).

iho^ SO una
undas
11 n nas spec ai axe
as ifVthSspeci^axe
??°*L^

w2i handled
..Well

.

,

.

.

AM

WMGM
.

.

*
by the author.
Toni Gilbert (wife of scripter Howard Merrill) launches a weekly
series on WJZ’s “Spotlight on N, Y,” show, covering odd places, unusual services and similar angles on Gotham; insert will be heard on
Tuesdays at 1:15-1:45 a.m. (post-midnight Monday nights)
Dorothy
Gordon, moderator of the “Times Youth Forum” on WQXR, elected
prexy of N. Y. chapter of Radio Pioneers
Sam Taub, veteran WMGM
'sportscaster, will be feted at Oetjens eatery, Brooklyn, Tuesday (27)

Mrs. Syd Eigcs, wife of the NBC press veepee, recovering at
^
listeners
to keep and
improve theJSgtem of free enter- Flower Fifth Avenue Hospital after surgery.
-and
make sure we underWhatever happened to Tintair?
Prise
Leigh Smith, who joined Hill &
^
Knowlion, public relationists,' to work on the steel companies’ account
the*
b other euert^broke ^lovm the in the wage case, is staying on rather than returning to J. Walter
| fLinSf o^VVomnanv to show Thompson press department
Pepsi-Cola has bought an 18-week sked
stockhold^cSme ouf on of 35 jingles weekly on WJZ
Ike Diamond, logging director of
top.
Musical background is good Broadcast
Music, Inc., named chairman of the ‘Machine Accountants
and the segment devoted to history
Assn,
program
committee.
of company, interesting, but the

and urged
>

’

pressure features of stanza seem
a little too heavy for proper sell.
.
.
/
ing of an idea the overwhelming
Bob Hope finales his radio season June 9 frorm^anta Barbara wh£re
majority of listeners are already
American Federation of Musicians will be in convention
Gagh
in accord with.
Lud Gluskin, CBS music head in Hollywood, sails June 20 fob 10 weeks in
Europe on what is reported to be a secret mission for the network
NANCY AND BOB
30 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 12:30 Robert Kintner, ABC prexy, swung up to Frisco' tor a lookaround enroute back to.N. Y..
1 P.M.
.jR’s old stuff to Meredith Willson by now, that
Participating
of a sponsor reviving a radio show he dropped. This jtime it happens
WBEN, Buffalo
to his “Music Room,” expunged three months ago by RCA-Victor but
Though local variety shows are reinstated as summer sub in the Harris : Faye' time
Jack Benny got
rare in daytime radio here, organ- a write-in. vote in the Salem, Mass., primary, which is better than some
ist
Bobby Nicholson and Nancy of the aspiring candidates for president fared .... William Keighley
Koepsel have been teamed for the was enroute to Europe last Monday so Peter Godfrey acted as producer
past month in this week-day of “Lux Radio Theatre”
Bea Canterbury of NBC’s' press departWBEN venture. Program is built ment and Jean Meredith, Coast
publicity head for Benton & Bowles,
a round Nicholson’s virtuosity with will be prowling .Gotham next
week. .. .Preston/ Whitney came over
the Hammond: he does imitations from
M-G-M
to join NBC’s advertising and promotion staff.
.Radio
“talks back” to records and introWriters Guild threw its support behind demands of CBS news and
duces disks with the instrument.
continuity writers for pay parity with N.Y. staffers..
Girl, slightly gushing, reads passable feature material and household tips. Chatter between the two
uninspired but pleasant enough.
John Norman added to the
sales crew
.Joseph S. Wright
Org^n is oven. orked for 30 minute
cfti<aof« would
eVmm* guests
umniH cnarir
Re has been assistant
show;
spark interest named assistant general counsel for Zenith.
chief counsel for the FederaKTrade Commission.
.Art Hellyer signed
Rafe.
.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

’

*

.

PAUL ARNOLD SINGS

CBS’ “Peggy Lee Show,” on
which Oldsmobile picked up the
15 Mins.; Mon.rthru-Fri., 10:45 p.m. tab’ starting with last Thursday’s
AVCO
program (15>, continues as one of
WINS, N.Y.
the neatest song sessions on the
An attractive, distinctive folk- airlanes. Nothing pretentious about
fhif-Gr program has been added to this stanza, but the music is excelProducers:

Stanley

Paul

Ediss,

Tomalne

.

late-evening sked. Paul lent a nd the pace is breezy. Miss
Arnold, baffadeer from the mid- Lee is not only a solid song stylist
had a ,sh0
e S ar^?’
she’s also a pharming f emcee
Yir T
^ on but
WLW, Cincinnati, and elsewhere.
On last week’s show, she socked
has -been shifted by Crosley to its a cross “From This Moment On,

WINS

L

’

Gotham

station

to

plug AVCO

‘‘Getting

to

Know You’ and

a

products, and he ought to do the Calypso
Bpb Crosby
number.
trick.
Singer, on show caught guested on this session with a vocal
Monday (19), revealed an impres- on “Goody Goody” and a duet with
Mlss Lae on “Lullaby of Broadof^mir^on^ w y „ lt was a listenable lln^ up
tn
,?
f
P
s11 the
wviimmJG «n^ ° n(^, b ^
^
Plugs for Oldsmobile were of the
ppn^mprYiVic*ic3pii
S
C
^ariety based on the old
j ingle
offe?ine “RontfR
Ai^ipv
songs Ameiprogram, onering
stflnrinrfi.
standard, “in My Merry Oldsmoica loves,” actually presents the
Herm.
bile.”
unfamiliar and intriguing in an unhackneyed list of worthwhile numbers. Monday’s list Included “BlovO

A

^

£m

1

tt

°PrSm

[

The Man Down,”

My

Window,”

‘"Go Way
“Magic in the

From
Moon-

and “Wiie re D’Ye Come
From?” Most were Kentucky hill
ballads, with the third-named from
south of the border. Arnold’s brief
explanatory words were simple and
light”

clear, while his singing voice was
most appealing, in a warm, dra-
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.

.

.

.
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IN CHICAGO ...

WENR

.

.

•

.

as platter gabber

.

WMAQ’s new Sunday morning hour

on

disk show

bankrolled by Downtown Nash .... Austin Boyle new member of ABC’s
publicity department, iiito vacancy created when Jim Duffy moved up
as promotion manager.
.WBBM newscaster Fahey Flynn personal appearancmg today (Wed.) at Bond’s Loop store, plugging his nightly
news show for the retailer.
.Ed Weebie now handling WCFL’s pubIn a unique radio promotion stunt, Life magazine has bought a half- licity and promotion....
topper Frank P. Schrieber in Washinghour one-shqt on CBS May 31 to pick up the finals of the Nationa
on b * z * as ' w^ e ^-Skeeter Bonn, now WLS singer, bowed
i
Golf Day tournament In which National Open champ Ben Hogan wil with a tri-weekly
morning quarter-hour .... Chirp. Peggy Taylor showbe competing against the rest of the country. Each of Hogan’s con- casing on Don McNeill’s
ABC “Breakfast Club” next week. .Edward
testants must pay a $1 entry fee, which is to be split evenly between R. Taylor
named assistant to Motorola prexy Paul V. Galvin .... Art
and the National Golf Fund.

Inside Stuff-Radio

.

.

.

.

WGN

:

•

•

•

.

matic, tenor that had color and USO-Qamp Shows
Under the rules established for the tourney, Hogan will be playing
range, as well as style. A fine,
clear falsetto employed in a couple solo at the Northwood Club in Dallas, where he’ll defend his National
of numbers was standout. Style is Open title two weeks later. Any duffer can compete against him by
soft and appealing, with a warm, posting a score at his own course. General public will play under their
homey approach, while a' smooth, own handicapping, with only the net score to be counted. Women, in
polished overtone takes the pre- addition, will be able to add five strokes to their handicap.
sentation out of the rough hillbilly
To climax the event, Life, which is co-sponsorlng the tourney with
class. Altogether, a pleasant late- the Professional Golf Assn., has bought
the 5 to 5:30 p.m. period May
Bron.
evening song program.
31 on CBS, in which sports chief John Derr will <?hart Hogan’s strokes
on each hole. For added suspense, it’s planned to have Hogan finish
his round a half-hour before airtime but to keep his score under wraps
KITCHEN KAPERS
With Glenn Riggs, Tony Lane Trio until the final moment of the show. Between, interviewing Hogan,
Derr .will cut to various parts of the country for pickups of celeb
Producer: Robert A. Bories
golfers participating in the meet, such as Bing Crosby and Jack Benny
Director: Henry Dick
on thecCoast.
30 Mins.; Mon.-Frl., 12:30 p.m.
Participating
Those who post net scores lower than that brought in by Hogan
WJZ, New York
incidentally, will receive medals inscribed, “I Beat Hogan.”
“Kitchen Kapers,” the WJZ-TV
series, has been translated into the
In less than 30 days after its release, RCA Thesaurus’ library show,
radio medium. Actually, little more “Date in Hollywood,” has been picked up
by sponsors in more than 100
has been taken from the video edi- markets, with stations getting talent
fees in addition to time changes.
tion than the title. The
verAccording to RCA’s Recorded Program Services, stations’ intake from
sion is mostly a quizzer, with Tony
“Date” and from its other shows, such as “Wayne King Serenade,”
Lane’s Airlane Trio coming in' for
an occasional tune which contrib- “Hour of Charm” and “Freddy Martin Show,” should “more than pay
utes to a relaxed atmosphere. On for the cost of their entire library service.” There has been an inthe preem Monday (19) the three- creasing trend in the field for the record library outfits to help stations
some offered a pleasant, although sell programs built from their library services (as distinct from tran
an over-arranged, interpretation of scribed open-end shows).
“Date” is pulling a wide variety of bankrolled, RCA researchers
“Flight of the Bumble Bee.”
In keeping with the kitchen at- report, including glass manufacturers, appliances, electric utilities auto
mosphere, the puzzlers are sup- dealers, oil distributors, upholstery firms, furniture, fur, drug depart
posedly taken out of a “dutch oven” ment and women’s specialty stores and photography studios. *
and the jackpot query is tagged
the “double boiler question.” QuesOffices apd' equipment of WFDR, N. Y. .FM outlet which folded early
tions are not pegged to culinary this year, have been bought
by Charles Antell’s Television Advertising
subjects, as on the tele strip, but
Associates, Outfit, which manufactures shampoo and which
was buili
cover such general bits of info as
largely through radio and tele pitchmen’s stanzas, Is using
the ex^
geography.
studio and equipment to tape the shows it spots across the
Opening show wasn’t a fair
sampler, since it included special country (and also beams on the Mutual network).
Studios, which are in the International Ladies Garment Workers
guests: ABC o-and-o station director Ted -Oberfelder, Atthur Van 'Union building (which bankrolled the fo ldo station), arc also being
used
to film the shows which Antell uses on TV.
Jlorn (The Web’s “Dean CamWFDR’s transmitter was also purchased by Antell, but he hasn't diseron”), the head of Grand Union
*30)
(Continued* On page
posed of ‘it yet 0

AM

,

WFDR

f

.

WBBM

Lehmann,

page captain, upped to clerical assistant berth in
station s master control department
NBC public relations veepee
Brooks
town checking the political conventions' setups ....
Producer Larry Whitney and family vacationing in Florida
r
m n s daily
news show picked up for a seven-week
ride by the ?
Lawn Savings & Loan Assn
Bob Grant hosting a Tuesday and Thursday music-chatter airer on WBBM.

m

.

—

WMAQ

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

.

.

.

noDert Kintner and Ernest Lee Jalinoke in a double-day stopover to
ye
Ca AB
f
c° ^ o
9 P ro P e rties .... Howard Duff, who jumped, from KFRC
to
bam
Spade,” came home to whoop his “Model, Inc., pic at the
uoiden Gate .... Rusty Draper hopped to Hollywood to micro-wave
with Eddie Cantor on “Comedy Hour”
while Gloria Craig and Connie
Jordan covered his KGO-TV Sunday
niterie .... Arthur Hull Hayes
from
Yor^ to Preside at his sea-green desk and count KCBS
A?i'Y r
Venter’s “Breakfast .Gang” junketed north for one nitel
V
*
nes at Astoria, Hoquiam and Aberdeen
.... Lloyd Yoder and John
a
S0, S
ped t0 Hollywood for NBC stations managers’ confab
n * ®c codeld
i SP
a KFRC
Jack Me“Faces and Places”
D 1 e 01 € KSJ0 San Josenewie,
t0 bark California League ball games
-S £
To
Jr.» KEAR sales rep, infected with his station's
1
r pu t n t00 * ed his ow
n “Ode For Trumpet and Orchestra» tS?«f c*tate
+
J? ??
College Symphony... .Bill Wilcox, KCBS writer, won
?
a ard for llis radio drama, “Galileo”.
.Alan B. Johnii
^les manager joined
sa
KCBS sales staff, May 26. .New
lng i 0C
s o ener y; Jim Brown, BBD&O press chief, and
Hnlh
}
Hugh Cowham, traffic director for
CBS radio and TV networks.
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program department manag-

WKRC-TV,

a*
£y^r>
WTVN.T

Cincinnati, has
program directo
•

Bill Wagner, whe
been acting in the post, reve
full time production manage)
addition, Jim Lawson, forme;
WCPO-TV, Cincinnati, whei
produced “The Paul Dixon S
has been added to the prodi
staff and Bob Tapper, Broi
and Frank Lendacki, Colu
have joined the engineerinj
Lon.

Profam Buys Drake
Protam this week
pacted to sponsor the Galen Drake
show oti CBS Radio, aired SaturAmerican

day mornings from 10:15 to 10:30.
Product to be plugged is Triplex,
through the Dowd, Redfield &
Johnstone agency.
Show was formerly bankrolled
by Soilax, which checked off several

weeks ago.

*

y^negday^

May

19^2

jSX»

tEUKVlSIOlV MEYIEWS

Ml
^Crahaw Deni*** CSeraldliie
Maurice Copelwa,
5.Sth Ward Ohrjnan. Arthur
Gordwj, Vera
?Serso»: Stan
Jim Johnsen,
Bak Les Spear*,
GalUcchlo
rilfton Utley; Jew*

»1

ffl.

Hugh

orcli;

and

Downs,

an-

Hodapp
Ben Park

Producer: BUI

,S“e

Producer-Director:

Walter

Supervisor

Production

Carl

Johnston,
p.na,

3o\li ns *» Sun.,

(CDST)

NBC-TV,^rom Chicago
•'Amei-ican' Inventory" channeled
.

NBC-TV with- a

on

from
been

financial assist

the Sloan Foundation has
attempting for tjie past sev-

months, with varying degrees
capture some of the
contemporary and historical flavor
eral
of

success, to

socio-economic organism
USA. The goal was ac-

this

of

the

called

Sunday (18) when
show essayed a yarn

complished last

half-hour

the

from the life of Abraham
Significantly, it. took a Chi

Lincoln.
pack-

Chi writer (working from
script written by
an original radio
prexy of Broadcast
Haverlin,
Carl
Music, Inc., and a Lincolnian* enthusiast of long standing), a Chi
ager,

a

a group of Chi
and a Chi technical crew to

producer-director,
tliesps,

do the job.

»-* -»»

» » <
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The
first

Hit*

major

Bros., making their
hid for national video

prominence, framed a show Saturday (17) on NBC’s “All Star Revue” which gave indications that
this vet trio could
time video staple.

become a

big-

—

•

&

.

*

m

—

given

wasn’t 30

moving

him by history.

If

it

minutes of exciting and

television,

country’s
TV tastes are in 'pretty bad shape.
Honors are shared by everyone
involved.
A big hunk of credit
must
go
to
packager falter
this

Senwimmer and “Inventory” exec
producer Bill Hodapp for recognizing the tele possibilities
of the Lin-

drugstore soda jerk complaining
about the tilting of pinball machines. Miss Gallagher was her
sprightly self in chirping some
ditties including '-‘Wonderful- Guy,”
but her dramatic portions could
have stood coaching. Ryan Sc McDonald were in there fine via “Ga'
in Calico” and other songs and
hoofery, and Brown did his best
as Nagle’s drugstore pard againsl
a vapid script by George Axelrod
Alvy W/ist’s musical guiding was
the one- department up to snuff.

Producer Richard Lewine and

di-

Besides Denton’s lead rector
Linkroum should
Dick
the thespjng assignments knock their heads together for
were excellently filled
particular- qualitative analysis of their new
ly by Maurice
Copeland as Hern- pitch. By comparison, the old and
don; Geraldine Kay as Mary Todd
staling quiz seemed better fare.
Lincoln and Stan Gfordon as John
ts
Tran.
coln saga.

Job,,

all

—

mi

'

;

mm

who lhltew l?a Mri?
ProCTfm msrkert
thr comedians
comedftn'i
program
maiKeo tne
TV show since his seven-city
tour m behalf of blood donations
for the Red Cross. His one-man
show incidentally, raised 63,000
P
-

uSvnva aa studio audience of servBefore

opened the session by
crooning a medleyofoldies
t
She Sweet,’
’S’Wonderful,” etc.)
against a background of gal dancers
dad in various Armed Forces raiment; His familiar “Marie, the
Taxi routine served to. intro film
star Cesar Romero and ‘get off a
flock of gags
some good, some

Am

—

fair.
Still

voice, of concert calibre, in
“Eli, Eli,” which he gave an intense
performance. However, while the
passionate presentation of that
classic Yiddish song of religious
devotion was' highly effective, the
same emotional approach was not London office, .hut with the
appropriate for the Cole Porter camera trained on Russell for practica’ly the entire 30 minutes as he
ballad, “So In Love,”
Sullivan introed some sports reminisced
and expounded on
celebs and brought on Sam Snead, “Eighty Years of Changing Bewho won the Palm Beach pro golf liefs and Unchanging Hopes,
tourney only a. couple of hours
NBC hopes to make this the first
earlier at New Rochelle, N. Y, o*f a series of such programs showSnead’s brief demonstration was of easing men who have made some
interest solely to the links set.
notable contribution in their
chosen field and who have enBril.
riched mankind through their exShepard Traube’s Broadway pro- Lraordmary talents or flair for
duction of Patrick Hamilton’s* “An- living.- Finding another Lord Rushowever, won’t be a -simple
gel Street,” a three-season winner*
from its
teeoff, has been task For here was “perfect cast* personality who projects
transplanted t.o just about every1 Ty in the same sort of exciting
thing in sight, including a
_ polished
film job starring Charles Boyer manner as a Toscanini, Simplicity
Bergman. Stock Pom*S^lKS#'E*
strawhatters and the road Russell responding to wheelers
kicked
have
the
mejo-thriUer off-camera pointed questions while
s
tc
n his » tudy •»<* carrying it
around for juicy b.o.
....
t? li
The- original letter was punched alt with an ease amWflnesae that,
over
and
above the stimulating
,cross via deft productlon-dtrec
Won and- the interpretive talents ot c «n*“i of the Interview, made foe
absorbing
viewing.
Judith Evelyn', Vincent Price and
r
G Carroll It remained for Perhaps the most. Unusual ashalfvhour filmed ihwoR^“ cro^s-^ard “BrSldwIy TV P ect o£
ability
theatre” (12-16) to give the opus- terview was Lord Russell’s
u
u
US a do^are<f second-rate to reduce
script was still there, formidable
unalloyed and undiminishqd, but scholarly plane to a simple con- *
the -thesnine end and the dlrec- versation within the realm of anytorial treatment by lUchardBatr, one’s understanding. Philosophy ks
combined to make “Street” a thor- such was taken out of the science*,
oughfare of ahotherhue. Most of * nd Projected as every day coms ens e Yet the able questions
the-chiUer-dUler stuff wad gone;
the; pace was halting;, often uncer- elicited the fundamental beliefs
tain; and the great opportunities »nd ideologies of one of the forefor suspense by means of the s.up- most thinkers of our time. Naturposedlv
flexible
camera were ally, the discussion was conserva—
tive^ yet remained scintillating and
sadly' in lome insUnces
“Wjep ewpyable. The charm
victor Jory. Who played Man®
Lord Russell s mobile face and
nlngham in the ’42 road version
opposite Sylvia Sidney, failed to the flt, id cadence of his voice did
develop the full villainous facets much to contribute to the halfof the role and, in one scene with ll() ur*
-^BC television executives rate
tartish Nancy, the maid, addressed
her four or five times as Elizabeth a d *e P nod for giving a vast new
0
aU
n
Wednesday
viewing)
before
dis(at
i^ 9?
+5 i+ o v,j
1
covering his error. This may be f’ ea jTl v1
j
J to this Audi- .
so dping proving
forgivable since the maid was
ful

first

,

^

another bit of business be-

tween Romero and Cantor called
far the latter to don a fighter’s
flail away at the towering
actor. It undoubtedly was a change
of pace, but bordered too much
upon the absurd to be genuinely
,

gear and

amusing.

Other guestars- included the
dance team: of Giselle and Francois
Szony, plus singer Rusty Draper
who records for the Mercury label,

The Szonys’ spins and lifts were
neatly caught by -th6 camera while
Draper impressed with “Just Because,” his current top-selling disk,
For the /‘man in the park” bit,
Cantor got into character with a
gray wig, battered hat and appropriate attire. In the role of a
patriarch-adviser, he settled a dis-

SJrt
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.

Ms

nw

^
H

,

played by Elizabeth Eustis, of the J3S e #iSl!?
a
original, and the house-

p

Broadway

wh
.

^°^A

^

the nightly drama series .went 7:30
to 0 straight through instead of
the having an 8 10
on
S 3U groove
to 9*30
g
'

Trou

Wednlsdav

»

•

.

v

.

-

,

keeper's -character name is Elizabeth (latter role by Anita Bolster, education by TV, a feather in the
of the 1939 Londoh production).
Rose.
know-how,
As Mrs. Manninghaifi, Lola Mon- ers
tez was just in there fighting, dor
ctlfAW
ing well with the sensitive role in
the first two acts, but falling apart
r
in the third-act climax wherein she }; \er’ "
was supposed to tantalize her mur- Vroducer-director*. Cal Howard
SO
-Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 3:30 p.m.
derous husband, who was tied to a
Sustaining
chair by the constabulary,

T

•

,

CBS-TV’s “Schlitz Playhouse of
stars” furnished solid proof last
Friday night (16) that live television still has a number of kicks

n store for viewers, via its presentation of an original musicom-

i

edv by Arnold Schulman,

titled

By parin New York.”
laying a bright, fresh story with
Duke’s
,-fop
Vernon’
several of
standard tunes (including the title
song), the show came up with a
sparkling half-hour, heightened by
some excellently-contrived special
effects created by CBS-TV’s new
Halfspecial effects department.
hour show had a couple of slow
spots, but otherwise it was socko
With programs such
all the way.
“Autumn

as this to be done live, perhaps it’s
not too late for Schlitz to reconsider about switching to a film

...

NBC-TV. from Hollywood
As a replacement for the vaca-

tioning Ralph
Edwards show, NBC
aud u
Q
^
format Thls
inis is
DarticSation iomiai.
Jnce^
once participation
strictly lower-case entertainment,
n ar for the mid-afternoon
mid^fternoon
but ^s payor

A
parucipduuu
different uiese
un-ereni,
these' aua
aud ^Mrttcipation
stanzas are virtually all the same
—even the studio guests look alike,
Johnny Dugan emcee for thia
in r
,“ rles >*
7 £4at “f
follow with a good lme of gab and
competent tenor pines on occaatonal vocals.’ But the program's
contept ideas aren’t particularly
bright On the preem (191. there
were a couple of community sings,
a makeup race between a man and
woman and a “Grandmother of the

n“

.

Day

award,
Also typical for this type of show

.

the flock of plugs* fpr the give-

is

a ways donated to the contestants,
These covered everything from
fare lotion to washing machines,
Barbara Logan,, another regular
on this show,- registers nicely witn
Herm.
a good soprano voice.

AWAY ____
GO
YOUTtrr
-

W.JU Bob Haymes,
•

cracee.

Counts

C ausen, announcer
Producer: Norman Baer

D/ r?5. Qr

aul
Mms £Jun.,

15
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rar
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,3
p.m.
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aucliw

WJZ-TY,, “Ncw^ kork.
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Wll ,,
Low-budget local quizzer should
story
Schulman’s Imaginative
sparked the gaiety, In combination do well for. its sponsor, Colonial
game
show,
.simple
It
a
Airlines.
s
with, the standout work of co-stars
»>-«- T>
J
tTAmAUx I7 lth
Amnnosis nn tnp miMrions

series.
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Ed Sullivan’s “Toast of
The aforementioned
Town" on CBS-TV Sunday (18)
Brandon de Wilde, the moppet
a better than usual lineup
dramatic expediency, ex actor now in the Broadway le- offered
^
1J.L
r_
i_.
v
«
tracted full values
from the situa- giter, “Mrs. McThing,” is one of with fairiy strong comedy emphation.
Errol Flynn and Paulette
sis.
in
juveniles
competent
the more
Goddard, continuing their burAll these
He’s warm
eleihents were bril the tliespic business.
lesque of private eye mellers, were
iiantly wrapped
up videowise by and natural and has the ability to given a better script than on their
Producer-director Ben Park, work- enliven whatever vehicle he’s centele preem the previous Sabbath,
His work in “A Cowboy but still not one
ing with his favorite Studebaker tered in.
that showed them
iheatre crew. It was. an object les- for Chris” provided a charming
to best advantage.* The humor was
son in how the
medium, fn knowing centerpiece tor a well-written and keyed to the not-so-imaginative
which
Hands, can
unfold a yarn" with excellently produced comedy
idea of Hollywood stars behaving
verve and impact.
came off Sunday (18) on NBC un- in a silly manner, although it
Dave.
der Philco auspices.
wound to an amusing if nonsensical
Story revolved around a boy With blackout. Miss Goddard and Flynn
JJINCESS PAT
World was vir- acquitted themselves capably, and
a cowboy crush.
with Patricia Blake; children
tually complete when an ex-film were given sock support by two
Art Director: Bill
the bonafide comics, Lew Parker and
into
Wagner
hustler moved
steer
boarding house run by his mother. Art Carney.
KRON-TV, San Francisco
Unfortunately, the cowpoke hadn’t
Also in the comedy department,
With only four video weeks un- been in pictures for many years,
Norman Evans, British clown makder her
slender belt, 25-year-old and had been supporting himself ing a return appearance, neatly
p^tncia Blake may find this pr.o- with lunchwagon work.
The boy put over a one-man performance
gram a springboard
to stardust.
was disillusioned when he found as a typical English workingman
°w has a simple story-telling his wrangler wasn’t what he imag- spatting with his wife and going
lormat with Miss Blake 'ad-libbing
ined him to be, but .a tyro per- ,to the dentist. Using some ventrilo
a
tales before an -audience of center corrected this defect.
-effects,
Evans also, played the
/fy
lns *. s ke monologs a story a
In support of the lad were Bus- tooth-puller with; good impact,
gght with visual assists from Bil’
did well as the Roger Price SOCkOd
who
Crabbe,
ter
Wagner’s drawings Ynd dioramas
Judy Parrish, as the mercial interlude',
ner speaking voice is warm with eowpuncher;
mother, and Nelson Qlmstead as a sponsor’s used-car
e
Smoothly
Arctic
range.
boarder who created a split be- chalk-talk approach
?nn!i?*
d na ting gestures and facials
,.,.?£ [
tween the boy and the westerner.
her st °ry book characters she
Frederick de Wilde, the boy ac°* es °hs! and
ahs! from her on
tor’s father, did well as the amcamera kiddies.
bitious -shipper who turned agent. ited testimonial” type of plug.
fo r merly did TV coramerrioi
Dorothy Dandridge, a sultry
Young de Wilde has previously
rad *°. shows and local theat
video. He seems quite chirper, put over “Just One of
s and * s
one of the most protn appeared in this medium. Jose.
hini
Those Things,” Her pipes are not
on
home
at
stw Rerson alities developed here
too no
P Lent hut her delivery and
u by Hunter, anfcled to New
YnU
Her first item. "You
rK ?
to become Eve Hunter.
The video edition of the Lucky looks are.’
Gotta Take *Things”*Easy,"' didn’t
Strike “Hit Parade” on NBC-TV
making only minor conces

to

—

g&

‘

Jennings.
sions

>

pute between two hoys over a dog
The Inspector Rough of veteran
and offered a suggestion to a quar- Melville Cooper came out largely
reling couple. Material wasn’t in as caricature in an actor who’s
the comedians usual idiom, but he otherwise suave and alert to his asThe big lensing fluff
signments.
handled it effectively
.,
matn nnn Hnwn to the inFinale was built around, the
old was ital f ur ® 1° pa ? o° wn
standard, "Singin* in the Rain," apector's hat as d jay on the table
with Cantor, of course, warbling- ™hiI e he « as ln h ‘ a iB * “
house; this provided one
the chorus in his familiar
ctvi#f ninaham
laminar style.
, r
c, «?nenseful moments
o
i
hp
Plugs for Colgate
products were
the
nlav—wRhout
a earner?
g,P^
dispensed with almost mihtary pre- ln
„geritreet.”

.

script,

HM M H
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BERTRAND BUSSELL
With Romney Wheeler
Producer: Wheeler
Diroeior: John Irwin
4
Editor: .Bill Henry
JO Mins.; Sun, (18), 5:30 p.m.
NBC-TV, from London (film)
Watching and listening to Bertrand Russell on NBC-TV Sunday*
afternoon, on the occasion of his
80th birthday, was a rewarding experience. NBC had the half-hour
film made in England expressly
for television and it was done in
the form of conversation between
the eminent philosopher and
mathematician and winner of the
1950* 'Nobel Prize, and Romney
Wheeler, head of the network’s

measure up to the appeal of the
standard “Things,” and she’d he
wise to open with a more familiar
number.
Moishe
Oysher,
Jewish
the
singer-actor, exhibited his power-

a sparkling musical stanza which
brings taste and Imagination to its
presentation of the top current
pops. Despite the fact that this
show is forced to repeat most of
its songs from week to week, in

priately

1

ent

4- 1 -M

»

*

—

the role

<

.

.

with a penchant
for articulating his thoughts with
an earthy anecdote,
and struck
with wonderment and humility by

HMM

accordance with the best-seller
Their deportment on the show ists, it manages to come up with
was. excellent. They seemed aware original and solid production ideas
of what they were doing and why. each time. On last Saturday night’s
Show producers also had them stanza, the show framed around an
spaced in a manner which permit- Armed Service theme which was
effectively
but
ted them to appear to best advan- unpretentiously
tage.
Their material, which has elaborated on each tune via GI setings and costumes,
projected, them, into weekly salHighlight of the show was the
aries up to $15,000 in theatres and
cafes, similarly proved tops for the appearance of a Negro Army batTV medium,* At this point, they talion which marched with clicking
seenu to have a large enough cata- rhythms to the' band standard,
log to sustain them for several “American Patrol,” Dorothy Collins,
shows.
In addition, they show Eileen Wilson and Snooky Lanson.
enough comedlc ingenuity to make regulars on this series, delivered
their jocmillerisms
and special the hit tune vocals in excellent*
material songs last for a long time. style while Raymond Scott’s orch
Paced by Harry, the brothers supplied its usual rich backperformed: excellently in virtually grounds. Production job on the No.
every comedy category. Sorfg and 1 hit, the instrumental .“Blue
dince work were genuinely funny, Tango,” was a brilliant bit of panand their satire of “Dragnet” with tomime with a suggestive crime
Berm.
Jack Webb doing the commentary* angle.
proved a good bit. of business.
Other major guest was Evelyn
Eddie Canter*, .versatility was
Knight; who sang well.
Sunriav uoy
HR) in
fn me
the
pointed* up ounaay
Their best numbers seemed to NBC-TV “Colgate Comedy Hour*”
be burlesques of French chanteurs For in the Holly wobdioriginated
>a -originated
and a satire on Gypsy airs. These show
W he respectively oBved himare probably the strongest of their, self a cab^r^er a boxer and an

The fact that this Lincoln vig- cafe, catalog.
Jose.
was a sustaining one-timer is
quite a commentary on a
Recent shelving of its three-yearmedium that can get so much his- old quiz pattern by “Celebrity
torical mileage from the files of, Time” bad better be accompanied
police
departsay, the Los Angeles
but fast by slicker production,
ment or the T-Mett. And, in terms emoting and scripting if it's/ to
of the vexed social conscience of
hold onto its rating in the CBS
the industry, it was a much more
Sunday, night at. 10 berth. Last
satisfactory fulfillment of respon- Sunday’s (18) excursion was pleasthan the jsomewhit self- ant' at best, corny at worst. .Pressibility
conscious paens to brotherhood and ence of .such staples as Joe E.
other American principles hurried- Brown, Wally Cox, song-dance, team
station of Peggy Ryan
during
enunciated
ly
Ray McDonald,
breaks.
and musicomedy chirper Helen
v
There is the stuff of real drama Gallagher could not .lift an ex.here—of the sort that probes tremely weak framework pegged
fundamental rather than super- around host Conrad Nagel theatrical ambitions as a youth.
ficial conflicts, .and draws startling
parallels with the 3iere and now.
Herman Hickman, the big-bodied
Doug Johnstort’.s'TV adaptation of Yale U. football coach and “CelHaverlin's earlier script sketched ebrity”
regular, isn't goings to
those trying days in Lincoln’s time threaten, any* Equityites with his
from the night he won the nomina- thesping.
Even .Nagel^had rough
tion to- the night he departed from
going in interpreting a starry-eyed
Springfield to. take over the Presi- ”youth”
with oldtime
e11 er
dent’s chair.
stances. The cues and lead-ins wore
With Crahan Denton doing a strictly artifices more so than
in the most conventional'
truly standout in the. title role, it even
was a superlative video portrayal tuners with postscript books. No
principal was off-base, to be sure,
of an American folk hero*. Thanks
to honest
scripting and staging, but the total was jess than the sum
Lincoln emerged as a flesh and of its parts. Cox was a clicko as a
blood individual
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and making them moi c at
Miss Bergen
Pans After answering one qulcs.se ipjery,
Walking out on the girl, they get a pilots cap. and three
Homeier wandered into a. Parisian- .more correct answers eax n Liciti a
type nitery. and was. struck with round-trip trek toBernuuU. Qiiesthe idea tfiat-N.Y. e«UM iftr Ju«t
(Continued on pa£e, 36> 1 O-i *'
by

showing

*

slides In his photo studio of

.

scenes.
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21, 1952

Who

10th anniversary as announcer
with the local radio station, off on
two-week European, jaunt for TJ. S.
Mutual Security Administration,
conferring with agricultural ex. . With two large
perts abroad
national conventions bringing
many prominent people to Minneapolis the past week, WCCO obtained a number of tape-recorded
interviews and had newsman Jim
Bormann put them on a 15-minute
Sunday afternoon special show.
*

CIRCLING THE KILOCYCLES

Hollywood,

in the new Civic Centre, Thirty- but he turned it down. Morrison
eight merchants exhibited to 19,- recently was defeated for the GOP
000 visitors during the show. Sta- nomination to Congress in his
Nancy Dixon
tion used full-page newspaper dis- home district .
is taking its first
ploy to augment a two-week radio program on
Detroit John Denman, veteran
middle
beginning
hiatus,
summer
buildup,
for seven years,
of June, while sponsor mulls TV newscaster at
has resigned to become public replans.
Butte, Mont. Wind gusts exlations director for Rep.* Charles
ceeding 60 miles per hour velocity
E. Potter (R., Mich.) in Potter’s bid
has apMinneapolis
toppled KXLF’s antenna during a
for a seat in the U. S. Senate. Staheavy rainstorm last week. Trans- pointed Samuel N. Nemer sales tion manager Worth
mitting tower, downed late in the manager to succeed Sydney Rich, named Bob Conger to take over
evening, did no. damage to ^ther resigned.
veteran of 16 years in Denman’s duties.
facilities. A flat-top was struhg be- the Twin Cities radio field, he was
tween 80-foot, poles next morning sales manager Of radio station.
Louisville—L. ‘*Doc” Cassidy,
and service restored three hours
promotion -.manager, has
from 1936 until* 1948, when
late.
capacity
similar
been appointed publicity- director
he took over in a
WTCN-TV for the Kentucky State Fair;- Casat station
Pittsburgh—Paul (Tiny) Fisher staged a* half-hour show demon- sidy has two aii* spots on WGRC,
has left WEIR in Weirton, W. Va., strating radar a§ used by U. S. "Mail Call' and “Cassidy Chats,”
to become chief announcer at Marine Corps on "Armed Forces and has been special events diState Fair for some
WLIO in East Liverpool* O. He Day” last. Saturday .(17). Sherman rector for the
here
Booen, the' producer and station three years. .'
used to be with
Nancy Chaffee (Mrs. Ralph Kiner) staffer, only recently returned from
Sim Antonio Ted Mack’s! Origset for a flock of guest panelist Marine Air Corps active duty. In
Hour, has -been
shots on Florence Sando’s "Ask the addition, to stiidio demonstration inal
Girls” teevee shows this summer of aircraft radar 'control, show in- booked for a performance 'hfcre'kt
.
..Bill Roads has left Republic cluded Aims of actual combat airi the Municipal Auditorium-. Oct.' 23.
Pictures sales staff to join that of battles ana interviews with Marine The local R’nai B’rith chapter will
.
Disk sponsor the event. ^Proceeds wills
Lorraine Rychcik lias re- officers stationed here
.
„
former go to charity,
placed Dorothy Belan in the
jockey
Ralph.N Moffett,
personality Who. resigned
publicity department with latter’s
Houston—Jay Fronian has taken
resignation to marry Jack Torha from
several months ago.
in Washington,- D. C., Saturday back again with latter station, and over duties as new program direcLarry Haeg, tor here for KXYZ, .the Glenn Mc(24)
£FRA president Herb has seyeral shows
,
Morrison, veteran of KQV’s new WCCO' farm director, celebrating Carthy-operated Outlet,
.
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who

plays "Boston Blackie”
in vidpix,, dialed
to
his
series.
catch
For three weeks he frowned
as title card was followed by a
blurb for Chef Milan! Foods,
then into the picture, with no
billing for Taylor or the other
thesps.
A member of the exec board
of Screen Actors Guild, he finally took his beef to SAG, and
then to Ziv TV, producers of
the series, showed the! company the fine print in his contract.
Result: his billing was
restored.

.

KQV

May

For three .weeks Kent Taylor,

.

KEOW

promoted staff, has resigned from the station.
Butte,- Mont.—
this city’s fibst radio station spon- Management offered him another
sored "Home Show,” May 11-13, post away from the news room,

Pay* the Billing?

WDGY

Kramer

Washington, May
year from the
freeze through
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WLOL
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in

itsfilf

nearby Mc- sumes July

.the.

WMCK

'

Officials of tto! McKeesport station
tried for more than two hours to
reach somebody in the Pittsburgh

baseball club organization with authority to permit the broadcast.
At 7:45,
ordered the Bell
Telephone Co. to close the circuit
to McKeesport, over which the Ebbetts Field broadcast would have

WMGM

been carried.
WMCK Is one of 24 stations

af-

WMGM for the broad-

filiated

with

casting

of

WMCK

declared, was done

Dodgers

the

games.
They began on April 25, but the
McKeesport station has adopted a
policy of not carrying the accounts
when the Pirates are playing here
at Forbes Field. This, officials of
•

Thursday night was the

time

first

•the Pirates have
lyn this year, and

played at Brookthus the first time
that WMCK’s live broadcasts would
have come Into direct competition
with the regular broadcasting (recreated when the Pirates are away
from home) of the games over
and the regional hookup.
put its attorneys to work
investigating the cancellation, at
the same time emphasizing that
no official of the Pirate organization had denied permission for
the
broadcast or any subsequent one.
The management simply couldn’t
be reached. It’s the feeling around:
here that the management will
continue to be out of reach whenever the Pirates are in Flatbusfi.

He's the American Farmer, the

— and

farming

is

big

business today.

,

He makes a lot, he saves a lot, he spends a lot.
He's your best prospective customer.

One-tenth of

product live in

The

best

way

effective

The

all these

them

is

in this area is

on

it is required to shift from
the higher part of the VHF band
(channels 7 through 13) to the lower part (channels- 2 through 6) or
vice, versa, it may be necessary for

stations to suspend operations for
several weeks and for set owners
to adjust their antennas.
*

Pitt

Fans to Get Baseball

TV

Via Johnstown Pickup

Pittsburgh, May 20.
^
With Pittsburgh cut opt of any
baseball telecasts because of the
local baseball club's continued policy, of prohibition—-this is the only
major league' city where the games
aren’t teeveed—there’ll be a little
consolation for the small percentage of local viewers who can pick
up WJAC-TV in nearby Johnstown.
station,

an

NBC

affiliate,

has

just closed a deal to carry 10 of the
Cleveland Indians’ home games this
season, including three at- night.
They’re mostly Saturday and Sunday contests.

Mow starring on NBC'»
ALL STAR REVUE
Saturday's t-f p.m.,

EDST

Mft.t William Morris Agency

film.

Ask

to see

ACRE LAKE

FIVE

with leach and lathing Pavilion
55 miles from Manhattan, high* elevation commanding ton-mi lo
vi«w of tho Hudson. 15 acres beautifully landscaped. Thor•u®hly modernized Colonial
restdonco newly and exquisitely

it.

furnished,

Hi

contains

huge

living room with picture windows,
pewjer room, all en first fleer. Four
bedrooms each with private bath; iwt servants

streamlined kitchen, den,
lovely master

a»aa i9Ba

WLW

where

GORGEOUS PRIVATE

WLW.

of ’Tour Best Customer”—

the facts and figures— is

In most cases, the shifts are only

one channel -away' and can be accomplished with / little difficulty
and effect' on operations. However,

Encompassing

r

all

move.

also

GENTLEMAN’S UNIQUE ESTATE

of America.

by Radio . . . and the most

and economical radio

full story

!

prosperous prospects for your

WLW-Iand— One-tenth

to reach

York, Phila-

WWSW
WMCK

current American capitalist. He's the real
business

New

three are required to shift channels. Louisville’s t\yo stations must

on a That

purely voluntary basis in the interests of keeping up attendance
for the last-place BuccosJ Last

own

1.

stations in

Cincinnati stations, two pf Cleveland's three outlets, Dayton’s two
stations, and one of Columbus’

*

*

his

will give

cold last

WWSW

owner of

No

suddenly, out

ed by wire here by Rosey Rowswell
and
and^Bob Prince over
a regional network, under the combined bankroll of Atlantic Refining,
Sealtest and Hamburg Bros., local
distributors for RCA-Victor.
But around 5:^0 in the afternoon
last Thursday
before the
(15),
opening night clash between Pittsburgh and Brooklyn at Ebbets
Field,
was called from New
York by WMGM, the key station
in the Dodger baseball network,
and told that the broadcast could
not be aired without the permission of the Pirate management.

Who is he?

The Commission

week on its hookup delphia, Los Angeles, Boston
with the "Brooklyn Dodger Base- Washington, Baltimore, San Franball Network,” when the Pittsburgh cisco, hr Detroit will be required
Pirates reached Ebbets Field. The to shift channels.
One station
McKeesport operation had signed in'/Chiqago, WBKB, must switch
a deal for on-the-spot accounts of frbm Channel 4 to channel 2. Pitts90 Brooklyn games this season to burgh’s. btf[y outlet,' WDTV, must
be aired here, except when the move from channel 3 to channel 2
local National League entry is at Milwaukee’s only station, WTMj!
Shifts from channel 3 to channel 4
liofhe:
Eight Pittsburgh and McKeesport and Norfolk’s WTAE-TV moves
from
4 to 3.
merchants were to have sponsored
Most affected by the final allocathe live account o*f the Piratestions
are
Ohio stations. All three
Dodgers games, ordinarily recreatin

Amateur

.'

WMCK

Station

.

—

30.^1

ments,.

.

WCAE

TV

coverage

priority to processing of allocaDeal With Pirate Snarl tions
for requested power increases
Pittsburgh, May 29;.
when application processing re-

-

.

'

of the

greater

Under the .flnal^Rodhtion nlan
Of the rec.
VtfisTre
required to shift chKftfelis. Inmost
cases, higher transmitting
power
will be allowed bn the new assign-

Station Out In

Cold on Dodger Net Ball

.

this

lifting

authorized for. existing stations
Which are required to shift channels beginning July 1. A study
bv
the Radio-TV Manufacturers
Assn
finds that ilx 2S^arf ds the reception
range of stations' will" be increased
by several miles, providing new
markets for TV sets.

A

Pitt

20.

Television manufacturing industry is expecting some benefits

M
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At the Conventions

in Chicago ..

ABC

Radio and
plans
the biggest
uu
Jy

Television coyerage in
From

first

gavel to

last,

its

history

the Chicago conventions will get the
a

full

treatment from the biggest staff of Radio and

that

ABC

include

has ever assembled. The

ABC

*

i

XV experts

staff of over

200 will

John Daly, Elmer Davis, Drew Pearson, George Sokol-

sky, Erwin D.

Canham, Walter Kieman, Martin Agronsky,

Mary Margaret McBride. There’Jl

be special

ABC studios, spe-

cial newsrooms, over a million dollars’ worth of special equipment

(including twelve

TV

cameras). Newsweek will add

outstanding news-gathering resources
will be sponsored

.

.

.

its

own

and the entire coverage

on both Radio and

TV

by The Admiral

Corporation.

t

A
/iDVJ

TELEVISION and
RADIO NETWORKS

RADIO-TELEVISION

$o

Wednesday, May 21,
the show locally.
Provision?; arc made for three sponsor inserts, Which means that it

be able to

Atlantic Grid Nix

can also be

Continued from. page ZS
last year, when
had lined up several colleges for outlet which later became WPTZ.
tele coverage, the college body lim- It sponsored Penn games through
ruling
the
until
ited TV coverage and sold the 1950,
Atlimited telecasting.
rights, to one bankrolled Westing- which
house.
Refiner feels that the lantic’s success with backing of
tele committee '"was also pro grid games in '51 cued the
likely to block” Atlantic from present deal.
In radio, the outfit is probably
televising college ball again this
the largest single sponsor of major
year.
league baseball on a .spot basis
Co-Sponsor Grid Giants
Switching to pro grid, Atlantic (not counting Falstaff’s "Game of

after the sponsor 1940 over the Philly experimental

NCAA
‘

'

NCAA

participating deal,
if the local outlets can, sell three''
different local 'bankrolled.
While stations will be permitted
to slot the show at any time they
desire, CBS has earmarked it for
the 9:45 to 10 a.m. strip. Since
the web’s N. Y. flagship,. WCBS,
has the Joan Edwards show at that
time, “In Town” will be carried
at some other period if the station
takes it. Web’s few other co-op
shows presently are all news programs, or .those offered ’on a short-

split

Brewing

CSS-TV

*

‘

-

1

.

'

’

AM

•

were not
overcome

sufficiently strong to
interest
in
televised

is.

AM

.

company

bankrolling

yie

to

back

grideo,
in

Penn games

|

studios- to
necessary.

usage

film

whenever

•'

Continued from pare

June;

starting

Tracer

S

ganizafiori;. of its announcers
and
control board operators, was
unanl,
mously affirmed today by the
Nn
tional Labor .Relations Board
.

'

handled the quizzing personably,
gabbing informally with the house-

Board ordered that KWKH bar
gain with the International
Broth
erhbod of Electrical Workers;
rein!
state two announcers who were
dh.
charged foir union activity; reim.
burse fheni.for loss of pay.

Bril,

wives.

Why

The

foremost national and local
advertisers use WEVD year after
year ta reach the vast

^ ewish Market

LlgytfTYoder preemed

.

.

v

.

.

-

for studies using it. But, fip added,
and TV in the same quegusing
tion "cuts the cost of broadcast audience measurement in half” since
twice a$ much info can be gathered
in one call.
He said that radio operators preferred .the AM-TV question because by getting info on both audiences, "we know what' we are up
against.” Hooper also argued that
Trendex figures may be higher because someone tuned in ‘t0 WDSUTV might answer that he is listenstation, and
ing to WDSU.the
what should fie counted as a TV
viewer may be credited as a radio
listener. He noted that utore than
half of the TV stations in the study
Have basically the same call letters
as the radio stations, and the remight
sulting
confusion
have
caused the difference between ^his

AM

AM

.

NARTB

your

commiuaic director,' drilled his people
jniuriity; experiment; don’t let the
to play light melodic tunes spanprogram
sked
get
stale;
be
ready
ning the -broad ocean between jazzto' change talent- when the "bloom
ism and classism.
With Olga Attl’s. harp working is.^ off,” and don’t let production
a full-chord background^ ; with six. people get lazy*
Ted ~Cott,
v.p, and g.ra. of
strings, a flute, a clarinet and An
88, the first show set the future WNBT, N. Y., told the 130-odd
pattern by beaming Brahms, Grieg,v station., execs at the clinic "You
Kreisler, Cole Porter and several may be seen—-you’ve got to b«
modern pops all with A full, ma- heard.” He said they must projestic treatment.
mote their programs on all other
Group includes Lennard Peter- media using .billboards, magason, Frances Wiener, Harry Mou- zines^ ^newspapers, and even
park
lin, Otto King, Philip Karp, Ru- public"
address systems.
dolph Schmitt, Roy Harold, Frank
Roger'. Clipp, manager, WFILDenke and occasionally E 1 o i s e TV, Philly^ dismissing
operation
Rowan at the organ.
of a newsrecfl setup, said that with
It should win enthusiastic apstaff newsreel unit a tele outlet
a
plause from those hungry for live
quality music at the dinner hour. K .could obtain virtually equal footing with the local newspaper in
red.
covering local events.
•

.

.

.

NBC

'

•

—

‘

I

Other speakers were Bennett
Larsen, v.p.-g.m., WPIX, N. Y„ on
buying; Charles F. Holden,

DaPont Awards

film

Continued from page 24

tor,

Sets Committee

ABC-TV

WHCU, Ithaca; KFBI, Wichita, and
Minneapolis.
Harold J,
To Help Get Out Vote KUOM,
Struthers,
general manager

25

of

dation in a campaign to get citizens
to vote at the coming' 'elections,

fall.

of

WEEI, accepted

for that station.

Other- commentators who received special mention were Howard K. Smith, CBS, London; Edward R. Murrow, CBS; and the
"Three Star Extra” program ron
,

*

New York

Harsch, also a correspondent for
was named last week by NARTB the Christian Science Monitor, is
Co-op Show
now
in Paris and his award was
prexy Harold Fellows.
Network, which has been quiet
Members are John F. Patt, head accepted, by Mrs. Harsch and Her^
bert
E. Evans, general manager of
in the co-op programming business of the Richards stations, chairman;
for some time, will preem a new Roger W. Clipp, WFIL, Phila- People’s Broadcasting Corp. Company owns stations WOL, in D. C.,
delphia;
Frank
Fogarty,
WOW-TV,
quarter-hour, cross-the-board show
and WRFD, in Worthington, O,,
June 2, described by, web execs Omaha; Kenneth D. Given, WLBJ, which
carry Harsch’s taped comGreen, Ky.; Paul W.
as the most flexible co-op program Bowling
mentary
from France. Harsch won
ever offered their stations. An in- Morency, WTIC, Hartford, and
for his Washington commentary,
Joseph
Wilkins,
KFBB,
Great
terview show titled "In Town Towhich
was carried over the Liberty
day,” it’s packaged by Leonard- Falls, Mont.
network last year.
Frank Programs, comprising Bill
The WFIL scholarship is the first
St.
Louis
Hal Fredericks,
Leonard, of WCBS’ "This Is New
offered by any winner, and is in
York,” and Len Frank, head of KXOK disk jock, is becoming the
busiest man in town. He mikes his line with the suggestion made by
Carnegie Hall Recording Assn.
Washington
"Song
and
Dance
and Lee U., which now
Parade”
program
Under the deal being offered
12:15 to 1 p.m. and from 3 to manages the annual awards.
CBS affiliates, they can carry the 4from
p.m. six times weekly and feeds
show any time of the day they the Falstaff
baseball network sevwant and as many stanzas each eral times weekly. Then he man-

.

Inherent listener loyalty

3,

4. Potential

Send for « copy of

‘WHO’S WHO' ON WEVD’
Henry Greenfield, Man. Dir.
117-1 19 West 46th St.
New York 36

WEVD,

week

as they care to buy. Stations
will be charged
of their gross
Class
card rate, and then will

A

3%

ages to supervise the several frozen
custard stands he operates in and

near

m Continued from page
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jBehoId Sir PLUS, in armor plate

44

*

The Mutual knight-errant ,

-

+

He

4*

of

the

affiliates,

Mister PLUS

Is

up ,

famed

44*
4*

efficiency

4

*

4

*

4-

like Sir

P/s

+

visor;

4*

+
While costs are

Way dQWn

like his spurs,

you

see,

~ To please a miserf

+

*

4
4*

+
4*

-Jhe difference

is

MUTUAL /

THR MUTUAL BROADCASTING! SYSTEM • NEW YORK

-

4

+
+
+

+
V

IS,

N.V.

gram sponsors of rebroadcasting
their shows, he points out,
is obvious when it is recognized
that
only a small proportion of the

?Ln
1949

+
W^jj* This network's

in contract negotiations.
The advantages to network pro-

44*

+

demonstrate

sullies forth to

+ + ++++J

’Frisco, on. plant

plan-

and Abe Schechter, NBC-TV
“Today” exec, on early morning

ning,

tele shows.

SUMMER

ESTATE

Ocean Beach,

New

Fire Island

Yoik

Completely furnished 7 room house.
room temperature control,
on one acre water front

Individual
Fireplace,

property.
En-tout-cas tennis court.
Pihe panelled game room complot*
with TV, .bar, refrigerator, opens on

flagstone terrace. Swimmers' showers,

Easy trarisportatson by boat, plane

*r

train*

$49,000 complete
without tennis court.
Price

$39,000

or

Address reply to Box 520,
154 West 46th St- New York

Variely

36, N.

(

Y.

SOUTHERN BERKSHIRE

giving

4-

+
Tvyo piusses here concurrent:

FOR DETAILS.

KPIX,

g.m.,

24

in strengthening the

potential audience receives
the average program. The Hooper
average

*

+
4-

++ +++ + +

WAAM, Baltimore, on pubservice shows; Philip G. Lasky,

rector,

GENTLEMAN'S FARM

them greater bargaining strength

4*
4*

Paul
Syra-

for sales;
service di-

Net ‘Monopoly’

St. Louis.

+

direc-

WHEN,

on programming
Joel Chaseman, public

1

_

buying power

national
production;

TV

v.p.-g.m.,

cuse,

•

•

—

Top adult programming
2 Strong audience impact

I.

assistant

on

Adanti,

NBC;

•

of Metropolitan

'

.

figures.

New

Reasons

KNBC boss

1

.

in the

KWKH in ShS

Ing radio station

Latter

there’s a chef serving audience participants from a buffet to underline the kitchen motif, Glenn Riggs

*

2,

Washington, May 20.
Lost Persons.”
Full membership of the Register
CBS will move other shows into
the operation if any sponsor inter- and Vote Committee of the Naest is forthcoming. Deal holds only tional- Assn, of Radio and TV
for the summer, since Mars will re- Broadcasters, which will cooperate
turn as full sponsor on "People” with the American Heritage Foun-

Keen,

^

of the Carter hotel chaiii.

was invited because the show orig- Port, La„ in violation of t he 1
inates from the Hotel Governor tional Labor Relations Act, through
Clinton’s Circle Lounge, whence efforts to interfere- with union

;

and Trendex’s

CBS’ CaMt-llp

^
0
St

.

Washington, May 20
examiner’s decision

A trial

Leonard has lined Up Grterv Gar- this one on two days’ 'notice Moriday (12)‘affer Faul Speegle dropped
son, Mr; and Mrs. Hubert yogeler;
Ik:
dohiiuuc4 from pjgt 22
Joan Crawford, George Gallup and hiu^weak night strip.";' arid skipped>
to Radio Free--, Asia.
Artie Shaw;
' But' Yoder^wdi
Amply prepared; emphasised thAt strip shows art
Earlier fie hid|igifed Albert- White .prfefertblet "Programs are cheap,
^
arid- nine tunesmiths, mostly fe- fr by the dozen*”
cruite<T from the Esseff Syritph, to,
^Rkripe*
advanced
by
Robert
Hooper-Blair
D
build a new "live” # band in the ;
sweaty, .exec v.p. of WDSU-TV*
semi-classiq tradition'- They, had te-d
continued from past 24
New prleabs, was; do the natural
hearsed two weeks when' the c All
thing; don’t go overboard on exwould be available Id anyone, that came.
pChses; try A fresh angle; utilize
wanted it and. was willing to, pay
White, former KSFOi and KGQ distinctive features
of

Among

Last week Ayer Issued

week,

first

.the

the innovations the web
building into its TV City are’ a
its Jerry Jordan report, showing system for keeping. the flow of
talent and the public completely
TV doesn't hurt college ball.
separated from the flow of mateAtlantic still hasn't set its full
rials into the various studios; a
grid radio sked, and may enter
separate sparking lot for talent so
into more shared sponsorship on
that the stars will not be plagued
with Miller* It also may add
autograph hounds, etc. Web Is
some additional pro football on by
riot incorporating any film studios
TV.
into the Coast plant originally, but
Refiner, incidentally, was the is ready to convert any of the dive

games.”

4

Continued from pare 24

supermarkets (who spieled effectively on cerebral palsy) and prez

‘

|

first

NLRB BACKSEXAIHINER

Radio Reviews

a’

term deal. "In Town” will be sold,
on the Mutual on a 52-week basis, with the usual masters of Melody
With Albert White; orchestra
13-week cycles.
With Leonard featured, the Director: White
30
Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., (B p.m.
show will' have an interview format with one guest each day. For RNBC, San Francisco

the tab with Miller the Day,” which is
for ithe N. Y. Football network),
Giants over eight stations of the
DuMont Web. Seven of the cities
Will carry" the full-' sked of 12
games, while ‘N. Y. City 'viewers
Will see only the six away games.
.Continued from page 25';
Atlantic isn't giving up radio,
and will share a radio hookup for that up to 10 studios can be bull^
the Giants pro games with Miller, there -and that the rooftop space is
Which is repped by the Mathisson large enough to land helicopters
news films to
agency. Its radio coverage is. be- to rush last-minute
ing cut down. The Mine relative broadcasts.
Web meanWhile unveiled the
area will be covered, but it will be
by a combination of
and TV .all-electronic Working model cof its’
Coast .TY city at its homeoffice
rather than by any one medium.
last week. In Introducing the digIn deciding to ditch college ball,
Ayer .told the universities, "We play, CBS- TV prexy J. JL. Van
cannot conscientiously recommend VolkOnburg reasserted that the
web has no plans to make eLther
radio broadcasts of college football
without TV.” It added that *udi Hollywood, or N. Y. its "TV capishows currentence studiejs. last year showed, that tal,” While several
ly emanating from N. Y. will move
even for important games on AM,
the Coast in 'the fall, he said
the TV coverage averaged four to
there , are also a number of CBS
times as many dialers. Ayer conprograms which cannot be moved
cluded, "Even our radio broadcasts
to L. A. by the very nature of their
of games of great local interest
formats.

will

sell

omi ercia l programs in
?
on ?.
the four major radio nets,
sh °ws that only 2.7% of
rr
s ^ eners hear the
programs
]?
^ iey are broadcast only once.
1S
me ns says B rown, that
,
Q>7
,.
,t
® f tI
listening audience
i«
would be potential
listeners fbr the
average show through
rebroadcast.
a11

e

P

123 miles N. Y. C. on macadiim road.
Old Col105 acres, largely tillable.
onial. 8 rooms.*2% baths, «tl Improvements. 4-room rustic guest b« usf» r!
stanchion barn, heated, 2 lavatories
Sc
barn dance bar playroom, su®
machine shed, tractor shed, mils
“
house, modern chicken shed ana
All buildings in goo
car garage.
swim
repair. Excellent trout stream,
home,
country
Ideal
rnfng pool.
dairy or stud farm.
1

ROBERT J. LEE REAL ESTATE
Tel. 306
SHEFFIELD, MASS.

-

’

,

2

highest-rated network
1
,i.°
sh °w gets only 10%
of the
d
Ce anc* Provides a
potential
QnS/ of
nf 90
ra dio listeners through
rebroadcast, he asserts.

RWS—
Buffalo

Cy King,
Station -d

WEBR, Mutual
e
?,?
the

V^

RADIO-MUSIC
Who

for the t
past
r e c t o r of

has
ed
e x ecutive editor of
Buffalo-Courier Express, (Staj

music

ceeded by William DoerrT
vated from -assistant
charge of sales.

Jr.

director

ele-

ln

P

H« ard

DO YOU NEED A
PRODUCTION ASSISTANT*

.

uon and morning newspaper
mutual ownership). King is have
suc-

—

Mon., Tues., Wed., on ABC?
See Page 36

i

affiliate here,

the

does

"DREAM HARBOR”

also

"Hep"

Script Girl

Five Years in

WRITE

and

TY Shows,

Exoc. 5«clK

Agenci**

and Networks
BOX 215, YARIETT

154 W. 46th

St..

New

York

36, N.

*

May

Vcdncsaay,
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BABlU-TKI.£n$ION
Do

Fast
Low was

It

Actor Carl

Center Via Programs
Philadelphia, May 20.
With

the start of telecasting

radio-television center yes-

new

its

from

up by the

called
director of “Cap-

tain Video” on television for
the role of a one-eyed vil-

lainous

pirate

in

a

.

new

se-

‘WCAU-TV launched a
tour of its new headquarters

quence of adventures for the

through a series of 15-minute pro-

Low okayed the part only if
he'd be killed off on the program before the end of the
month. That's because he’s due
back in Pittsburgh at that time
to get the summer season at
the White Barn Theatre under

terday,

video

5

grams, Monday?' through Friday at
’
9:45 a.m.
Titled “tfte New York Phila'

'

1

delphia," the programs take viewScenes at the new
ers behind the'
’

showing the entire physisetup 'and^the- inner- Workings

building,
ral

arid TV' station. Official
of a radio'
dedication- dPthe hew center is
1

’

schedule drtfqr JMay 27»,

Programs have been created by

space-traveling hero.

way. Low and Clay Flagg own
the local strawhat and also act
there.

—

phia Viewers WftfcHhe new $2,000,Hartford In one of those rare
000 structure, which station execs occurrences here, one local stabill as “the most complete broad- tion has paid homage to an emcasting-telecasting station in the ployee of another here.
world." SerleS “will tell the story has cited Alan Henry, sales promanager of WONS, as
of every department in the build- motion
“Citiren of the Day.”
ing.

WTHT

•

f

•

Albany—Arnold Freedman, who

ABC

joined

Cancellations

WROW

»

as a teen-age disk

jocjwy in 1947, has been promoted
to._ chief announcer, station manager Johnny Lee announced.

Continue* from p**e ZZ

Clinic

Crystal-Balling Convention

For Convention ‘Students’
Chicago,

May

20.
will
use the political conventions as ah

NBC

and Northwestern U.

“on the job” radio-TV reporting
hand-picked journalism profs and station news direc-

clinic for 10

Philadel-

fySdnuaint

WCaS-TV*}

NBC, Northwestern

The web will assign the “students” to both conventions as fully
accredited
correspondents,
with
specific new gathering tasks.

tors.

The clinic
week before

SI

Continued from page 23

paid political broadcast, to
Ritz Furs to plug mink coats.
July 4: Rep. Slurp makes Independence Day speech, urges viewers to vote for “the American party
with the American policy and to
defeat mj- corrupt opponents who
would fortnistroy the principles of
shrdluism.”
July 5: The video "webs, which
pooled thei- resources, reveal that
they have finally succeeded in
clearing one station below the Mason-Dixon line to carry the GOP
to

a

tees off June 30, a
the" Republican conclave,
with classroom briefings.
The week between the windup of
the
neei| and the start of the
Democratic convention* and ” the*
post-convention week will also be conclave.
set aside for lectures.
.

GOP

Slated to speak during the class
sessionsjare Ken Fry, Democratic
radio-TV director; Edward T. Ingle,
GOP radio-TV director; James Res*
ton, N. Y, Times political writer;
Francis McCall, NBC-TV news and
special events chief, and Charles
Cleveland, Chicago Daily News po-

July 7: Republican convention
opens with 73-minute demonstra-

tion for Eisenhower. Taft, Stassen

and Warren demand equal time.
July 9; “Philco TV Playhouse”
is interrupted to pick up the third
.

“I am deeply honored by
your faith in me and if I am elected there will be an Admiral, Philco and Westinghouse in every
home.”
July 14-20: Brief return to noi>
clares:

*’*

“Howdy Doody” and “CapVideo” back on the air.
July 21: Democratic convention
opens at 8 p.m, with 73-minute
demonstration for Kefauver.
21 10
73-minute
July
p.m.:
demonstration for Kefauver (re-

malcy.
tain

—

peat for West Coast).
July 22: Democrats elect a candidate on first ballot, but declare
null and void (they want a*
it
much time on video as the Republicans).

July 23: Mutual, airing the conventions on a co-op basis, anJuly 10: Arthur Godfrey is in- nounces it has 2,104 local sponterrupted for the 12th ballot.
sors, including the Sixth Ave. DeliIlH (^Ihl A/llt/VT
July 12: The 33rd ballot is inter- catessen of Biloxi,- Miss.
Also William Ray, Chi NBC news
for
rupted
the
Gorgeous
Georgeand special events director; Roland
Nov. 4: Election Day FlashYoung, Northwestern political sci- Swedlsh Angel set-to.
Video’s influence on the voting seen
ence prof, and Baskett Mosse, jourJuly 13: The Republican candi- in the results: Martin A Lewis are
nalism prof.
date, accepting the nomination, de- elected President
ballot,

'

I

by Serutan cross-the-board at 12;15
p.m.,

powders June

13.

Friday lineup is being

hit,

with

“Ozzie and Harriet” being nixed by
“Mr. D. A.," backed by
Heinz.
Bristol-Myers, is taking a hiatus,

and

Camels’

“Richard Diamond,

Prviate Detective” also is expected
to hiatus.

That would leave only

Equitable's “This Is Your FBI” running commercially in the 8-10 p.m.
period on the skein's potent Friday
“Lone Ranger” at
night lineup.
7:30 and Gillette's boxing at 10 p.m.
probably will stay on.
In tele, the. chain is keeping its
7:30-8 p.m, period stet through the
•summer, except for Monday night
when Ironrite Is putting “Hollywood Screen Test" in mothballs for
the dog days., Other *7:30 shows,
“Beulah" (Tuesday), “Lone Ranger”

(Wednesday)
and
“Sttl
Erwin
Show" (Friday), will-stay on, .since
they are on film- and there’s no
vacation problems involved.

LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA

ABC’s Quarterly Loss
ABC’s operations during March
were in the black after dipping
the red for January and
February. However, fpr the first
quarter of ’52 the estimated loss
was $198,000.
The loss was after a reduction of
$222,000 for recovery of Federal
income taxes under the carry-back
provisions of the internal revenuecode.
Without this reduction, the
loss for the quarter would have
been $420,000.

into

This contrasts, with a net income,
taxes, of $222,000 for the
same period last jtear. It’s for this
reason that ABC is expected to
petition the FCC to separate the

years of public service
WGAl — one

of the pioneer stations in the

nation—

after

grew rapidly

into a

community public

service bulwark.

.

World War

case

of its merger with United
Paramount Theatres from the
hearings on Paramount and Du-

After

Web feels that the protracted hearings are causing It un-

And, in 1949,

Mont.

due

II,

FM-was added

WGAL

brought the

to

its facilities.

thrill

of television

distress.

to its viewers.

WGAl,

CBS-TV School

in the future as in the past,

is

Continue* from page 23

;

“matriculate” at the

CBS

television

in the best interests of

its listeners

pledged to operate

and viewers.

It is

school.

During the private sessions, the
is told how TV can be a

pledged to present the best in entertainment; bring

Senator

great factor of good influence, is
about the setup of the studio
with its lighting, sound and cameras, and is shown a film of himtold

self.

His appearance

is

analyzed

news and sports as they happen; place public
first

service

and always.

while the film is running.

Commentator Walter Kronkite
next demonstrates what to do and
what not to do while appearing
before a television camera. The
“pupil” is also instructed on how
to read, take cues, apply makeup,

WGAL, one
ices,

of America's complete broadcasting serv-

will keep faith with its thirty years' heritage.

best colors for clothes, etc. Finally
the Senator goes before a live
earnera himself. This operates on
a closed circuit, bringing the picture back into the same room on a

TV

Thus the Senator can
watch the appearance he makes
and can understand easily when
the errors are pointed out to him.
For example, it was pointed out
1° Senator •Kerr that when he
slouched in a chair while reading
a script, his
bald spot and double
chin both showed more obviously.
Senator Martin, a former general,
Was commended for his fine posture, but it was pointed out to him
that he failed to look directly at
the camera.

A

Slcinmcm Station

Chair McColIough, Pres.

receiver.-

R*pr»ien1ed by

ROBERT MEEKER, Associates
New

York

Chicog#

Son

Francijc#

Us

Angeles

•

V

*

1952

Mai

i

People go on doing in
1

summer

largely

what

practice

was

called for.

v

they were doing in winter — eating, working

and buying. Yet a

tradition has

grown up of

NBC

therefore resolved last

summer

to

conduct a survey— as accurate as science and

make

— of

summer

market-

suspending or curtailing advertising activity

logic could

during the hot-weather months. With the

ing potential. Alongside are outlined the high-

it

the

W

advent of television,

it

plete re-appraisal of

was

clear that a com-

summer

advertising

lights.
is

As

applied to this

summer, the

picture

even brighter for viewers and advertisers

A copy of “Summer Television Advertising”-NBC's comprehensive research survey - awaits you for the asking

.

WttWttUy,

Muy'. 'll,

.

1952
*

’TTnt-

rrr"’

\

i

alike -r for the

number

of sets in use will have

vision for the first time last

summer, and Si
*

increased from 13,093,600 last July to an esti-

continued into

mated 17,800,000 in July

campaign. The “new” brands garnered an

summer from

their winter

TV
'i

And

1952.

the

politi-

1

}

cal conventions will stimulate

.

more viewing

average of 88,200 new customers in the

New

0
r

than ever before.

York area alone every month— but the “stay-

Averaging the findings on 52 different

on” brands did even

better,

witK an average

i

TV summer

brands, the

%

28.1

more

sales

among

. . .

won

just

customers per month in

91.8% of

TV

the average

among

Stated, above, the over-all average for both,

under 16,000 extra

kinds was 15,900 extra customers each sum-

viewers than

New York

mer month.

alone.

is,

by

You’re in business twelve months a year:

families are available during

summer week. Watching
summer

far, the favorite

now, with television’s

televi-

TV

homes

More

.

The average

TV

family

away

is.

for only

aid,

your summer sales

can be as high—or higher— than your winter’s!

activity
i

in

As

•

.r

sion

of 51,000 extra customers per month.

i ,

.

non-viewers

advertisers reaped

this

NBC

'•

.

advertisers are. staying with us

summer than. ever before. More than 70%

.

V.
.

TV

IVz days each summer. In August, the
»

NBC

of

evening network sponsors plan to

.

TV advertising throughout the

owner spent an average of nearly two hours

continue their

a day in front of his set— or more time with

hot-weather months. For both large and small

TV

advertisers, however,' there are

than with

And— 91.2%
alike

recalled

all

other media combined.

of both owners

most

clearly

and non-owners
advertising

on

still

a limited

number of availabilities and proven show properties

.

. .

and a

special low-cost plan for the

coming summer.

television.

Whereas, in January 1951

it

cost the aver-

Your

NBC

.

salesman

will

be glad to give
/

t

age

TV

advertiser 5 cents to bring in

a new

information about them. Phone

you

full

TV

Sales in

NBC-

»•

customer, in August

Of

it

cost only 1 cents.

the 52 brands studied, 21

came on

tele-

New

York, Chicago, Detroit or

Hollywood today.

/

#

*

c
POP. 70,000,000

A Service of Radio Corporation of America

—

!

May

ha»io-t*xkvisi.oiv
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Chi Amphitheatre

1,900 B'cast Requests For Chi
Continued from page 23

i

individual
irighouse for a

i

CBS

tie-in):

f ABC
New York

CBS
New York

m

Boston

Boston

giyen.to the press and periodical
groups.

Philadelphia

What's more the broadcasting inAmong thos& operating in the
dustry is descending on Chicago in
the convennumbers absolutely unthought of radio-TV sections of
tion will be ,the following foreign
our years ago,
British
organizations
broadcast
In. 1948, requests for convention
Broadcasting Co., Canadian Broadcredentials came from 63 different
French Broadcasting

which heretofore has been
chiefly as the .home of the
annual International Live Stock Exposition, as the .top midwest audi-

site,

known

Boston
Providence
Schenectady

torium.

What makes the Amphitheatre
ideal from a radio-TV
viewpoint are the four huge exhibition halls, flanking the conven-

well-nigh

Utica
Syracuse
Philadelphia

Wilmington

Baltimore

Baltimore

Baltimore

Washington

Washington

Washington

I

Norfolk
Lancaster

This year the Radio Correspondents Assn, here, which is,, handling
accreditations, received applications
•
for credentials from no fewer
than 293 different organizations-r* the conventions for overseas covnational and regional radio and TV erage.
networks, individual affiliates and
In addition to the big national
non -affiliated
stations,
foreign
networks, 10 regional networks
broadcasters, and others.
will staff the conventions and 81
The wave of requests has swamped independent radio stations, not net1*
4*4
«
*A
A
a
«
Ill 1
i 1 _
the
Convention Committee
of 4U
the
work affiliated will have their reps
Radio Correspondents, whose chair- on hand. About 160 radio and TV
man is Bill Henry.
network affiliates will cover indiApplications have come in on vidually, aside from what they get
from their- webs,
behalf of over 1,900 individuals
about 75Q commentators, reporters,
One interesting development is
of
whom
Sn
want seats
the that nine separate organizations
etc., all
convention auditorium; more than will be on hand to make television
500 engineers and technicians; and newsreels. These will include Teleclose to 700 executives, producers, news, U. P. Television, A. P. syndirectors, and members of their dicated TV newsreels; Stonehouse

Cleveland

Cleveland

Cleveland

‘

Buffalo

Rochester

.

1 1

,

_

Toledo
Detroit

Detroit

Detroit

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Cincinnati

Dayton
Columbus

Dayton

Columbus
Chicago

Chicago

Lansing

<*

.

'

Colupibus
Huntington
Chicago
Grand Rapids

;

.

t

.

i

.

.

.

News Agency, King TV,

staffs.

of Seattle;

Atlanta

Birmingham

Birmingham

Davenport
St. Paul

Davenport
St. Paul

Louisville
Nashville

Salt

San Francisco

With most of the major political
figures reserving space in the uptown Conrad Hilton Hotel as convention headquarters, the AM-TV
networks likewise will use the hostelry as their Loop base bf operations.
Studios will. be. set up at
the hotel for special coverage.

CBS

Bloomington

share)

•

Charlotte ,
Jacksonville
Indianapolis

VERMONT FARM

Ames

For Sal#. 150 Acras. Lovely
160 ‘years old Cop* Cod
house. Completely modernixod. Beautiful setting. 10,000

Miami

New

"Hopalong Cassidy" series,
NBC had grown cold on the
project, was predicated chiefly on
after

of

the

"Hoppy” syndication bonanza.

New

Orleans

Orleans

Tulsa

Oklahoma City
Fort Worth

the

awareness

politicians.

San Francisco

.

Bloomington
(NBC and
Kalamazoo
Greensboro

states.

network’s

Kansas City
Salt Lake City
Los Angeles

Lake City

Pittsburgh

a big Way.
NBC’s reactivated interest In the
long-range pacting of Bill Boyd for

the

Omaha

Los Angeles
San Diego
San Francisco
Binghamton >

Los Angeles

spired the NBC brass to stake its
claim in the syndication facets in

JULIA

/

*n,

Continued from pace 21

BACK PAGE

Louis

Atlanta

NBC-TV Film

DARVAS
and

St.

Memphis
Atlanta

concerned, the greatest concentration of them will come from the

midwest

I

Milwaukee

*

In 1948, 240 convention seats Newsreel Productions, of New York
were allocated for radio-TV people City; WGN, DuMont affiliate, and
at the convention and practically the NBC TV Newsreel.
everybody who wanted in got taken
So far as individual stations are
care of.
This year, radio-TV have been

‘

Dallas

Dallas

producing asparqgus- plants.

Houston

San Antonio

San Antonio

Five hours idriyM from Times
Square.' SELt or Swap for
Los Angeles property.
Write or Phohe Owner—

.

WICU

Erie’s
-the three

is

Seattle
o
the only station not to .have. signed with any of

networks to date.

Albuquerque, Phoenix and Matamoros

(Brownsville, Tex.) will not be interconnected' by convention time
'
and will rely on kinescope and newsreel coverage.

of White’s initial endeavors
will be the acquisition of properties, a move which may take him to
Europe shortly after he checks in
Chi Sideline
White has alwith the network.
Continued from page 23
ready exited Mutual to take an extended fishing vacation, and he’li over which gets the lines throughreport in" at the web shortly after out the conventions.
June 1.
Web execs explained that, even
though they're participating fully
in the pool, they believe they can
provide far better coverage by
striking out on their own. If, for
example, the pool is in operation
from the -convention floor and activities tend to get dull, the nets

A.

RECORDING

Service,
and

tap*

xtandard

disc,

dramatic^ auditions with sound af-

and vocal auditions custom
cut by "STUDIO »." U0 Eighth
fects

Avo., Irooklyn, ST. *-’7157.

fi*

other webs. CBS, as a result, is
still pressing to lure them into
its

station lineup.

—Martin E. Pinsker,

Philadelphia
of the

member

production

WFIL program

staff

since

1948,

and
has

been named radio production supervisor, effective

L.

HERTZ

Pawlet/ Varment

One

radl*

electronic

•

Johnstown

an a Icelandic State Broadcast Servi Ce
Ja" addition, the State Dept.
w jii have, teams' of its Voice of
people
on hand to gather
America'
>
•
material and tape some phases of

The

tion floor proper.

reporters have been assigned the
second floor north wing which embraces over 29,000 squaretfeet. This
area will Kbuse the control centers
and the individual .studios to be
used by the tele and .radio webs
for. their sidebar interview and
news shows.
\
For the floor shots of the nominating conclave Jtself camera bays
will be built Along, the first balcony
on the two sides and angled toward
the west end of. the hall where the
rostrumiJs to be erected. The radio
booths will be situated above and
behind the; speakers’ platform.
Nine Coaxial Cables
Looking to the future the house
is being, permanently, wired for
both sight and sound; Nine coaxial
cables are being put in for TV connection With the Bell Telephone
System's central exchange. Over
2,000 wires for radio, telegraph and
telephone use during the conventions ate being strung.
The' first floor south wing has
been set aside for newspaper and
news mag use and the remaining
two halls will be taken over by the

Richmond

—

ations and networks, etc.

&

~

NEC

Philadelphia

.

,

Convention. Building
International Amphitheatre, Changes are
designed to cash in on the promotional values of the all-media convention coverage to establish the

New York
New Haven

(

diversity.

air conditioning
unit is being installed and its name
has been changed to the Chicago
f

Based on
two-station markets have signed with which networks.
will own by conestimates of the number of receivers the public
of the
about
vention time, it’s expected that NBC-TV will hit
(including duplicate covtotal, while CBS-TV will get about 75%
lower.
somewhat
be
will
ABC-TV
and
markets)
in
some
erage
any
(DuMont, while tied in with the network pool, is not doing
westcoverage, having sold its .three o.&o. stations to

.

^

and out, a $5QO O0O

the political

something which was entirely non- allotted 300 seats in the stockyards
amphitheatre by the Bepublicanr
existent in 1948.
and Democratic National CommitThis Time Clean Faces
tees. Thus, there must be many
In *48 also, the political figures more refusals than there will .be
dragged before *the cameras for applications approved among the
interviews and closeups were all 7§0 commentators and others 'regiven a heavy coat of makeup. questing seats.
Nevertheless the cameras made
However, there will be no dearth
many of them look as though they
control booths and
hadn t shaved for two weeks. The of space in the assigned to radioarea «*»«**£
work -area
in
mine
the wore
better
pictures come through much
one °f-the side wings of t
now. The camera work and han- TV
building. In these work
dling were experimental and tenta- convention
wings, the broadcast industry will
tive, This year they’ll be far more
space than will be
more
use
far
polished and with much more
1

Continued from pace 23

coverage of
Following is the city-by-city lineup for television
conventions in, July, showing which of the one and

RRONXmME

VICINITY

10 Room Colonial, Modern 4 Master
Bedrooms,- 3- lathe, 7 Maids' Rooms.
FwM basement, TY RoOm, Now Roof,
New G.E. Oil and Hot Water HeaterJwst |»alnted. Fenced yard. Must Sell
—$35,000. Ownar-T-lronxvilie 2-3033.

Immediately.

They Know What’s Watt

Down

in

WFIL-adelphia

Ad man who’ve taken a good

look at the Philly radio market
know one thing for suro-L-it’s
not Just the' power, it’s the
selling power that coilnts. #
v

That’s

facilities at its disposal.

Indicative of the outside-the-pool

why more and more

coverage

of them are turning to WFIL,
Philly ABO net voice whose 5 ,000
watts actually outpull 50,000
watts in 11 out of 14 counties
in America’s third largest Retail

A plum ripe for the picking,
plus a big bonus area . . and the
ladder to the top of the tree has
“560” written all over it. It’s an
engineering fact that WFlL’s
5,000 watts, operating at 560
kilocycles, give coverage equal
to 100,000 watts at double the

audio pickup,

cameras of

inquirer Station
An ABC

Affiliate

.

1120 kilocycles.
frequency
Schedule WFIL.
.

.

.

being

planned

First

In

on the Dial

America's Third Market

Repre»tnt*d by THE

KATZ AGENCY

CBS

its

will

take

single-station

- NEWS - SPORTS

situations

some shows from the

Station

DETROIT TIGERS
BASEBALL NETWORK

floor,

waukee, and KSD-TV, St. Louis
Both are primary NBC affiliates
as

Key

have three

own on the

plus three at the Hotel Hilton con
vention- headquarters and three
roving about Chi for various other
pickups. Even when it’s tied into
the pool pickup for its picture,
CBS plans to utilize its own announcer, feeding its own audio
signal rather than the pool signal.
With the networking coverage
still up in the air, several station
operators who will have a choice
of networks, because of their being
the only outlets in their areas,
have postponed signing on with a
net. Among those reportedly stil
holding out are WTMJ-TV, Mil

but,
also

TOPS IN MUSIC

by the

webs individually is the situation
at CBS-TV. While the pool will
have seven cameras operating
from the convention floor, plus an

,

Trading Area.
And it’s the whole Philly area
—not the city alone— that is most
significant to the sales-wise.
Here are 4,400,000 men, women,
and minors. Every year they soak
up $i billion worth of retail
goods. Their effective buying income is valued at $6,638,759,000.

will cuf’ immediately to an Interview or some other specially-staged
event outside the arena. In order
for a network to cut away from
the pool and still service its entire
station lineup, however, it must
have the necessary networking

...
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day l 5> when lOO-mlle-an-hoUr P^ P^rformance pnNBC-Ty^ whlie giving the impression, of bavin*
d
heen
th* ZtetfMd Theatre* N,
k
the
*Z
J
**"
}
SLte
power
town.
Hues
d
IvWJm iTyWv^ ^
W1HP»
w^ # ah *
^ ^ whm

atmosphere as warmth of the leading lady
the real tl ag. He went back, got Johnson) producer-director Segal
hit vw nrla It
wltAw? and all
‘uM^rvde’ for*
-#Vi*** ^rfklrt VI/IpA
coifte/acros*
top video
Miss Bergen to the nitpry
made U nnvVto
*
Miss Johnson, as, the
ended Veil.'
impact
steers
her
mother
who
viewed
Miss Bergen .registered solidly,
in both the thesping and singing family with compassion and un1
sets
tj
derstanding,
J^ood
scoring
such
Puke
on
departments,
*
dispace-m an excellent thesping 5S£
as the title
tunes
«%
w song and “April
t * i
mi a«»
‘Tj i\r
AAMraw AM tHM WV*A K«
Homeier, a‘ capable p la V« .Plot centers, on tne proo^
in Paris.”
daughter
(Adrienne
thesp. surprised with his warbling, terns of her
doing^ particularly well in duets Corri), who s torn between career
•with Miss Bergen, and on his own and marriage, and a flirtatious riswith “I Can't Get Started.” Schul- ter (Eileen Peel), who's undecided
man incorporated a number of about marrying for love or money,
amusing bit's of satire into his
Miss Peel' added lustre to the
yarn, such as having the action acting department, being effective
take place on Staten Island so that in each of her scenes. Sltew' in-

much

as

w«
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a
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conflned to small spaces, was only
but Glenn Osser’s musical directlon took' full advantage of. the
fine Duke melodies.
Show, iheidentally,
credited fully Duke’s
lyricist-collaborators, including Ira
Gershwin and E. Y. (Yip) Harburg.
Durward Kirby again scored
with

'fair,

the

the- s^ory.
^ ry
‘

musicotned
v asDects
of
U
dy
P
*1

?Sr

*

>v

CBS Radio personality this week did a stint which will go on NBCnext week. Lowell Thomas, the CBS gabber, did the narration for
a semi-documentary vidpic, “Next To Crash,” to be iired on NBC-tv’c
3
“Fireside Theatre” in the fall.
„

.

oveic

TV

bl

'

4
ft

Thomas’

vi

.

On Director Status

his
preBritish Broadcasting
It
Go., in his TV acting debut.
Alwasn’t an auspicious preem. Although he was limited to one
scene, he seemed awkward and
shy, ‘contrasting the urbane slickbess of his commentator person-

s&AUd by the

\

v

ality.

John D. Seymour were

irf

May

Chicago,

S

the

20.

National

'“£“3"

‘

first-rate in

Albert
supporting chores.
bearing by the Radio-TeleHeschong’s sets hypoed .the mood,
final
as -did Bernard Green’s back- viS1 0 ^ Directors Guild, the.,
ruling on the matter likely will
Gros.
ground score.
hinge on the important question
as to whether or not AM-TV direc- „
aU.
tors are supervisory employees and
their

,

.

.

.

‘

J

Written by Morton
.

*

gether

standout

a

six

¥%elJ2

a.^a

theatre

Three-character script was built

piece

18-year-old

T

e

ttnl

Maureen

Stapleton

portrayed
Rachel with sympathy and undercorn- standing while Norman Rose was

ii VSS

iG

tos

OU

rqu n(^
.

he

1

certification

re-

its

and

keynote

On show

caught instructor Michael Nuzzola put the canines and

w

d

bowWows Werd

The
obey

RICHARD LEWELLYN
(Charles Anlill Pitchman)
Interested In T, V. assignment,
please' get in touch with . . .

If

B.

SHOR, INC.

Advertising
1420 Walnut Street, Phlla.
Telephone Collect
Pennypacker 5-2017

2, Pa.

e

°f

rl

tauJht

to

-

“fetch’

trick

The canoes

were all ingratiating and the
camera followed each movement
training
Nuzzola’s
across smoothly
easy for the'home viewer

excellently.

technique

making

it

*

hou^of ^!^

came

Charles Mountain, in
the announcer’s slot, knit the .halffollow.

hour together nicely. Only flaw, in
what was generally a slick sho.w,

Murray

NBC-TV

1

RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

erage of only 600 fans per game
from the 1949 to the 1950 season.
In 1951, without TV, we alone saw
our average loss jump from 4,000
v
Fihii<rJtf 1/1*
Hr uttflj
Sftvrv per s ame in 1 950 to close to 10,000
Iiuug-Uft
p er contest in 1951. “I’m convinced
that television makes fans.”
Hollywood, May 20.
On a WTCN-TV program, “The
As aftermath of KLAC-TV firing of Dr. Harold H. Story for dis- Sports Hot Seat,” following the
paraging remarks about Dr. James Murray declarations, Ike Arm&nd 'bte Freedom dubs* the strong, U. of Minnesota athletic
R ad
d Te e Ion News Cll*b director, declared that Minnesota
l v!
* L° ??
€allfornia met and will “string along” with the NCAA.
Don
Armstrong said he favors live
f
derson give his side of case, then telecasting
of the U. of Minnesota
tapped Dr. Story for giving im- away-from-home football games,
P r°P er views, but held to stand but the lack of sufficient lines to
n ° station must ever yield to pres- enable the athletic department to
sure groups.. After Dr. Story’s re- obtain one, In view of (he coaxial
marks, made on the Eddie Albert cable situation, is likely to prove
show, members of Freedom Clubs an insurmountable obstacle for the
deluged station and sponsors with present.
Home and away-fromprotests, and two sponsors pulled home games now are
kinesconed
as a result
for
Potation
the followtaK°"i
Vedderson told club he planned d^y on Minnesota football coach
es Fessler shows on WTCN-TV.
on firing Dr. Story as soon as he
heard remark, that move was made
before he felt weight of the presSyracuse—WHEN has received
sure groups. A spokesman for the FCC permission to shift
its transclub commented, “Dr. Story’s re- mitter
location
from midtown
mark was a little beyond the Syracuse to Sentinel Heights, south
the city. New move is expected
border of propriety it may be
libelous or slanderous.” Emphasiz- to be completed by fall and will
ing that the club wants free speech, widen the station’s transmitting
he, said, “We don’t want to tell
P?? clu de any loss of
r lce .WHEN will operate
management who it can and who it
from
y
the n w
can’t hire.” He then added, “hate
?
qul
is a pretty profitable business for
ment isS
emg dismantled and
these
hate - merchants,”
saying moved

1o—
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Answer
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offer

1,998,000 Shares

Albert Black Television Productions, Inc.

Common

Stock

for Radio or T*V. Pif
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A,
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WANT YOUR

Hotel <rr*at Northorn, N*W York
Phano Circle 7-1900, Km. 428

^

LIVE

SHOW TO

.
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.

At PLAZA 5-2340

GEORGE BLAKE PRODUCTIONS,
270 Park Avcnu*.
1
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"The Finest

WNBK.

m or jot* »

lot ms film it!

Producers who won't him their show
fhe y know the best place to tip
JjJL
Wilf find fop-notch direction
Production perfection

the luncheon tab for Hamilton
Shea,
recently
named general
+c*H**rm

LIVE FOREVER?
• • •

'

.

-

and 'Continuity

Wrifo—Wqltor

this

Cleveland
John McCormick,
former general manager of
WTAM-WNBK, was awarded the
1952 Distinguished Service Award
for Crippled
Children for his
community leadership in the
cause of the crippled child
Jim
Hanrahan, general manager, and
Jack Hartley, station director,
WEWS; and Franklin Snyder, general manager WXEL, rolled out
the welcome mat and picked up

^

Skttlchut

Special Material Songs

fringe

of

on the increase in

area.

manager
*2

Durham, N. H.

WRITER
Muskof

—

Orders executed by

Trof. Jonathan Karas
Unlv. of N. H.

.

*

/
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^

w
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“SCIENCE SKETCHES"

—

^

BIOOS

32 Mtwxtl Avt., Maplawaofl,. M.

W

groups

ROYAL SECURITIES CORPORATION

"DREAM

.

that’s

Offering Price 15 Cents per Share

far

ABC-t-i 0:1 S' p,m.

VIOLINIST

^

*

As a Speculation, we

miitlc

HARBOIC j*

-

amiable continuity,

'

clijTsK

HARP0 MARX

route.

the^e&To^and toWll ?

as the

to

TtKf-

Continued from page 24

pet owners.-

JULIA

.

•.

Coast Press Club

since its inception oft the station
last year. Under the aegis of the
Flag Dog School, series offers dog
training hints but it’s go geared
that it has stfong appeal for all

BACK PAGE
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rnnldlt?
aft f-n
keep thA
ranking so as
the directors
to lrp^n
open for Unionization via the NLRB

cently signed up for an additional
52-week ride on WPlX, N.Y., continued Saturday (17) in the same
informative and enter t a i n i n g

been

plea

number of fire
the Underwood

tactic t0‘ challenge the supervisory

%7,J
Gilb.

“Your Pet Show," which was

city fire-

played-down

SSt’ w

’

1

S?SJS[r of
?^l
dignity
the theme.

a

.

'

cSeg| competjfe^r^handfed its^own repres^Ution

that’s

with

against cutting the

(

S

groove

on the N. Y.

also films

men,

companies; on
typewriter
plant,
demonstrating
®
L-fiL. HTT -ri-n 11.^1 ll.«
M
how il.«
^ efore the NLRB that the move
the machines are made* etc.
is in violation of an existing conCarl Caruso did an acceptable
tract^ Also, since previous rulings
narrating job but, from the way his
»
^
have held that directors are supercomments sometime lagged behind
risory workers,* the labor board FEATURE ASSIGNMENT
the film, it was apparent that he
was reading the script while watchcannot certify NABET as the With Carl Caruso, narrator
Producer: Richard Bernstein, Jack ing a monitor. There was only a
'group’s bargaining agent.
Mc Gowan
McGowan
single plug for the sponsor, conIt 'was the RTDG strategy an-’
30 Mins.; Fri., 11:15
tained in the first squarter-hour
5 p.m.
Pm
parently, to work toward getting ^rr’R^MAT^TTATi
'
+1?^ all that4
MERRIMAC
HATS
segment,
indicating that’s
_?ATS
the NLRB to thumbsdown the ,^55}5i^?
DuMONTr
T» from
rom N. Y. (film)
fr
DuMont has sold on the show bfto
NABET request on the supervisory DiaMON
Richard Bernstein)
date.
Stal.

Jtfg sassaSMSfi

mm
HERBERT

day or the two weeks. There were

ai
as-

I

vidversion, of

t

Van Drutens

Haymes’

i
Clausen, is in
and that the
gets frequent
mention is okay, J^ut when plugs
for the giveaway products, a Ber- j
.Ja UaI-a^ a-J a
aIwm £ am Colonial
mada
hoteT and a sign
for
are added, there’s too much being
shed
snea
at
the
tne
viewer.
tsm.
Bnl.
T
I

ABC directors' to switch stewardess’ uniform
from RTDG to NABET when the Bermuda hop prize

four consecutive alters devoted to

;

little

that

i

Distaff around the romantic association of
Side” In its bi-weekly ABC-TV Rachel with a fellow roadbuilder.
stanza Wednesday (14).
Back-of- After she was stricken with .tuberthe camera staff, however, should culosis, he’ was a faithful visitor at
bow gratefully to thesps Celia a Tel Aviv hospital. When death
Johnson and Eileen Peel for mak- came,' he intoned “only what you
ing it seem like much more than have lost is yours £6rever.”

outdated

Commercials
Bernuida flights,

™

grad, the program was' the third of and

John van Druten’s “The

the

t-reem eaiqftn wes^so marred
by woefully inept, editing of the
clips, both in the stories' presented
and in the Merximac Hats commercial. Quality pf the scripting was
revealed in the' sequence of a
for tiie airline’s young honejunoon couple flying to
register with im- a lush Miami Beach hotel nndstay-

vocammg.^^mignt De
profitably incorporated into one of
the questions. Atany rate, he s rela$ed, handles the audience in a
ifriendly, non - condescending manner and does a good selling job.

cenmeauon request is tne p i u gg in g. Fact
,
Wishem jJollowup teethe decision of 10 NBC s sta nt, Connie

of "Rachel” an Israeli poetess

although none of. the three teamsltion. Judging frbmthe title and
theJunket. Omsolation prizes the nevif,p»per-;»otttia lead-in. it's

*0®

^

ur> i
u‘
Alex c
begalt ana ms
uelanese principles of Judaism to
beamed' current Guild pact expires at the
Theatre>r production aides put to- during the month of May.
end of the month. RTDG argued
. i

TV

appearance was set by Compton, agency; which handles
both his newscasts and “Fireside” for Procter & Gamble.

nil
Chi Ruling
Await

Peabody Award- for
FromAmerica” series

of the
“Letter

which
show

w th

^

.1

.

Manchester. Guardian and winner

*

.

mitte:
forth,

-

having a passionate Apache coiiple
duplicated by a- Marjorie 'Main^ercy.'Kilbriae pair of oldsters. •*
Producer-dlrectpr Bill
Brown
made What was probably the best
use yet' demonstrated of the special effects; including the 'Simula-:
tion-of a Staten island ferry actually docking mid then "pulling
away frorcTits berth, and a dream
dance sequence in which Miss Ber-

^oreTOiirS^mStetc

Fri«* Telford, of Young * Bubicanir
.*
were created strictly for the' TV show yrith Dick Kdcl^^rectjbnc and
a while it seemed the move staving the number; Telford as product; Bob Herget as chttSfnW
cnaregrapher
because the transwork
wouldn't
"
^ porter as arranger.
«ii
i
J
amm
r to stay

hOJ

in

Inc.

Y*rk 17. Ni Y.
Fiim

'

,e

M
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i
,

irr"i

;
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Strictly Speegle’ Exits

Smoke Gets

For Tleup With Elwood
San’ Francisco,
.

Harvey Sloae bows as a draactor on the Ken Murray

CBS-TV Eye
81

to floor

ui

.

matic

Saturday' (24) f . Y Leslie
Howard Gargan wrote a musical
theme, “The Search,” which Bill
G argan will use as theme' for
television of “Barrie. Cr^ig” . ,
Barbara Welles broke her toe in
stariza

•

'

.

.

.

1

.

melee when some snakes, belonging tp zoologist guests, got
.
loose in the WOK-TV studio

the

.

.

In

Continued from

20.

manager scrivener and ex-KNBC program volving the William »Esty agency though Lucky Strike has taken an
director, quit his “Strictly Speegle” and its Camel-Cavalier cigaret ac- option on the period. Subsequentshow to join .his old boss, John counts. Esty some weeks- back suc- ly, CBS maneuvered the Carnet
Elwood, as program ^trectot for
ceeded in moving the CavAlier-Spbn- show into- the even mom favorable
Frisco
Radio Free Asia.
Frank Scliiro, former newspaIn building “lift big China-chan- sored’ “My Friend Irma*' nut of Wednesday night £:30 period, with
perman, joined KPIX as head neled voice, RFA Director Elwood Tuesday might 10:30 into .Friday* Camel taking possession in July
flack, succeeding Kay Mulvlhill. has drafted several
served 8:30. back-to-back with “Mama.’*- when “The Web” goes off.
Betrothal party upcoming (25) with him when he was KNBC man- Thai meant yanking the Camel
*
Thus BBD&O’s additional “isfor Shirley Gross and Sandy Spill- ager. They include Jim Day, assis- show,
Ralph
“Man this-gratitude?” gripe: Its willingBellamy’s
man, KPIX program director.
tant director; Bill Minette, news Against Crime," out of the Friday ness to temporarily berth a rival
KG O-TV unreeled a night movie director; Tony Freeman, musical time. Camel was planning to shift ciggie company's show in time reonly to discover, too late, that the
director; Fay Patee, personnel di- the show to NBC.
Columbia suc- served for Lucky Strike helped
final reel was missing. But the picrector; Dick Bertrandias,- overseas ceeded in retaining it by giving it save the lucrative Camel 4 billings
ture lived up to its title: “Halfdirector;
And
Speegle.
now
Thursday
a
night at 9 berth, even for CBS.
Glen Heywood,
Way House.”

man Hoppg
at KNBH.

New York

John Gay penned “Ferry Crisis

May

Paul Speegle, former Chronicle

at

.

,

which

.
.
Fredric
Friday
March and Florence Eldridge local TV ventriloquist, guests with
Dick RothJune 4.
starred in on “Lux Video Theatre” Kate Smith,
General Mills liu, tiptop time seller for KRON,
Monday (19)
Bill Ecklinc,
to KPIX .
has renewed the “Stu Erwin Show” Shifted
part owner of KAPF,' Petaluma,
on ABC-TV.
filled the KRON sales vacancy
Benton & Bowles feting Martha KPIX Boss Phil Lasky off to New
Stewart at the 21 Club tomorrow York, Chicago and Hollywood to
preceding
her
replace(Thurs.)
address BMI meetings on. “TV
ment of Vivian Blaine on NBC's Plant Planning and Remodeling”
'‘Those Two” starting Monday (26)
Les and Georgienne Malloy to
...Jack Manning, who’s making Hollywood and Vegas for a TV
his film debut in the upcoming week off
William Winter cele‘‘Walk East on -Beacon," set for a brates third anni. as KPIX news
feature role in CBS' “Mama” Fri- analyst, JVtay 25
Phyllis Skelday (23)...WABD, DuMont flag- ton, TV demonstrator for Relaxaworked a cross-promotion cisor “it takes inches off” is
ship,
tie-in with the ,N.Y. Journal-Amer- putting inches on.
She’ll be- a
ican, in which* the daily will list mama in October
Patsy Lee,
“WABD Highlights of the Day” former “Breakfast Club” thrush,
and the station will flash the news- Subbed for honeymooning Dee Jay
paper’s masthead on the screen Madison
KGO-TV’s “Your
on
several times daily.
Show” ... Bob Seelye (Tele-Que)
and Sid* Rostov/ (Telepulse) to
meet at TV Academy meeting,

Point,”

.
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third film in KLAC-TV’s Monday
night programming, and Drug Mer-

chandise Guild is picking up tab
on first bout of channel’s' weekly
wrestling card
Acme Beer
.
picking up tab on “First Time
Voters,” teeing off on
May
25
KTTV announeer George
.

KNBH

,

.

.

Carson Putnam filed bankruptcy
proceedings in U, S. District Court,
asserting he has $79,501.89 in liabilities, $250 in assets
Paul
Radin ankled as TV v.p. of Jaffe
agency to head* new Coast office
of
Ted Ashley Associates
KECA-TV plans 18 V6 -hour telethon
to raise coin for Cerebral Palsy
fund, with Bob Hope emceeing, and
Marie Wilson, Harpo Marx and
.

.

.

,

*

•

.

Chicago

Necchi

.

.

.

29.

Edwin Metcalfe appointed sales
manager of KECA-TV
Sewing Machine bought

service

.

;

.

Hollywood

.

.

.

John Platt, Kraft Foods advertising veepee, discusses video from
the sponsor’s viewpoint at today’s
(Wed.) Television Council lunchNominating' committee to
eon.
pick a slate of Council officers for
the next season is also to be named
Burr Tillstrom
at the session
.

.

.

and his “Kulak, Fran and Ollie”
crew headlined the annual Sigma
Delta Chi awards dinner Monday
(19)

night

.

.

.

Because? in

its

new

morning time slot WGN-TV’s “Picture Payday” conflicts with his
“Welcome Travelers” activity on
NBC, Tommy Bartlett has bowed
out of the local strip. Frank

Stv.eeney is the replacement
WENR-TV preemed Supday (18) a
celebs
participating
half-hour religious vehicle hosted
With Elizabeth,” toplining .by Dr, Kenneth Hildebrand, pastor
White and Del Moore in of the Central Church
Personsituation
comedy,- debuted
on ality Features auditioned- via
KLAC-TV
“Harlem Jubilee,” a late-evening variety stanza feaall-Negro amateur show, debuts on turing gabber Louie Quinn, comeKHJ-TV, Gene Norman emceeing. dienne Xffiristine Nelson, pianist
Maier Brewing Co. of L. A. Chet Roble, with Frazier Thomas
picked up tab on “America Votes as emcee.
Tonight,” on KECA-TV. ...... Nqr*
Russ. .Davis back from Miami
Beach to put the finishing touches
on another wrestling film series.
Hev also .ans to start shooting
June 16, in cooperation with WGNTV, a film package at the Brook-

other
“Life
Betty

.

.

.

.

WBKB

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

,

.

-

.

field

Zoo

.

.

.

Wanzer Dairy grabbed
night portion

Up the Friday
Clint Youle’s

of

WNBQ weather show.

... WENR-JV’s “Bob and Kay”
daily show cut back to one hour by
the Chi ABC station’s latest day-

Boh Elsori added
time revamp
a three-times weekly, late-evening
to his string
WBKB
on
sports show
Bill Hamilton
of AM-TV airers
subbing for- Russ Reed -on WENRTV’s “Top O’ the Weather.” Reed
.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

and frau- are vaeationihg- -in the
Chick Hearn
Virgin Islands
gabbing WENR-TV’s Tuesday night
stock car races from Speedway.
.

.

.

.

TV’s

BARTON

Eileen

•

Dixie

Recording Artist

“Playschool” is a WWJ-TV originated show 9 f©
10 A.M. designed for pre-school children with
songs, stories, sketches arid cartoons

*e

own
day

•

Cup Takes WJZ-TV

staff.

recently

WWJ-TV asked a.few questions:

Do you want “Playschool” to, continue?
Do you want “Playschool” every day?
*

Direction:

MCA

Thurs, Tin# for ‘Offbeat’
Wooing the Dixie Cup Co,, ABC-

,

TV

has opened up the prime time

. •

,

of 8 p.'im Thursdays on its N. Y.
key, WJZ-TV, for the sponsor this
summer. Manufacturer of paper
containers will back “Hollywood
Offbeat” in the* slot, starting June
‘

COPIES

50

3c per Pag* p«r Copy
Scenarios, TY Plays, Dialogues
Cutting Continuities Beautifully
•

'

.

Typo4 by Court Stonographor

SANSO M — WE 3
154 Nassau Sf„

Now York

3381

31, N. Y.

*

My TV Show

“Offbeat" is a telefilm series,
It's a
starring Melvyn Douglas.
United’ Television' Programs production.
.

-

• .

3,900

in

.

he on the

Result? “Playschool” will

air all

summer,

•

• •

Says

“Playschool” is just one more WWJ-TV program
achievement which makes if the station you should
choose to sell the rich Detroit Market— the market

4J

with the nation’s highest family incomes.

This Saturday Night,
.

24th, for Something. fJnutUal

CAtYPSO TEEN ACES
Mail iff emawte

I

1

5 days weekly.

FIRST IN

K«

—

12.

KEN MURRAY
May

in

and these pre-schoof age children can’t write
it’s 13,900 mamas and even a few papas

•

See

The answers flooded

STIILI

1775 lr#«4w«y, N, Y.
Circle 7-3770

MICHIGAN

»

THE SiORO* f. MOUINORERY
associate am-fm station wwj

K*r**tentmliY*ti

C

Owned mnd Operated by THE DETROIT NEWS

UIUIJ

COMPANY
NSC

TWevfefeit

Network

umam

"

.
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Sound Gimmicks on

PZSTETf

Wax

New Term for Harbach as ASCAP

Bands

Hit

Which Can’t Deliver Same on Tour
andWith, ballroom operators
demanding
terp fans continually
that the orchs dish out the same
sound in personal appearance dates
orch meiji
as in their ..disk versions,
are beginning to lay off wax gimmicks that can’t be reproduced on
the road. So many squawks have
been coming in to agencies and to
the orch men themselves during
th past few months that the leaders are instructing diskery artist
repertoire chiefs tQ plan their
a-i
future sessions along straight wax-

as
+

On
Harry

The long-anticipated revision by
the American Society of Com-

the Fence

Stewart,- Swedish dia-

lectician,

is

year.

ings

ing grooves,.

on the Capitol Records label.
Although the disk broke o,ut for a
hit, Anthony couldnlt produce the
same sound in his road assignments because the platter had been
cut with members of Walter Schumann’s vocal group to give it a.bjg
choral backing. Fans couldn’t get
the same version of the tune when
they went to hear the Anthony
crew oh its road*tour.
Along the same lines orchs
•which have been usings gimmicks
and echo chamber effects on their
platters have discovered that terp-

Publishers,

Columbia. Records

of

Roach New Head

is

latch-

ing onto the baseball season

rat-

via a disk package of playing
hints narrated by major lea-

publishers is currently
completion. Although
mulled for many years by ASCAP
execs, an early switch is now expected because of a flock of' appeals made by publisher members
to a special arbitration board. In
several oases, the arbitration board
has favored the publishers’ appeals
against
AS CAP’S .classification
board.

Republican” backed by “I’m
Going to Vote for a Democrat.”

;Last”

&

classification

for

nearing

skedded

to etch
two political tunes in dialect
on the Capitol Records label.
Songs are “I’m Going to Vote
is

,

Recent example of an orch waxing that couldn’t be duplicated in
one-niters or location dates was
Ray Anthony’s workover of “At

availability

its

Stewart

Authors

posers,

waxing on both

sides of the fence this election

Columbia Plays Ball

.

guers Phil Rizzuto and Yogi
Berra (N. Y. Yankees), Ralph
Kiner (Pittsburgh Pirates) and
Bob Feller (Cleveland Indians).
Disks were cut during the
1952 spring training season.
Other big league stars are expected to be added to the
series, which Is being released
as part of Columbia's juve line.

Major beef against the current

Of WB Standards

availability classification setup has
been its lack of objective basis.
Accounting for 30% of ASCAP’s
divvy to publishers, availability has

been the means by which ASCAP
,
„
,
In a reshuffling of managerial has been holding up the value of
positions at Warner Bros, subsid,' the old catalog songs by ^paying
Music Publishers Holding Corp., the latter off on “prestige” rather
Joining Columbia Recoxds as one
than performances.
due to me
the aeatn
death oi
of ODeratins
aue
operating hpari
he ad
The new plan would give a s trict- of the hottest selling disk comWilliam Wiemann last week (see j mathematical basis to the avail- panies, Capitol Records chalked
up
y
Obit section), J„ Tatian Roach was
over a 30% gain in business last
(Continued on page 42)
quarter, ending April 30, compared
named director of the standard
to same period last yea^.
Figures
and educational departments. Unare based on’ royalty coin paid to
der Wiemann’s supervision for the
major publishers during that quarpast 12 years, the standard and
ter,
Columbia, similarly, recently
sters are invariably disappointed educational music has developed
reported a sock 40% gain in royalty
when the band fails to come- up into the firm’s most lucrative depayments for its la^t quarter.
with the same sound in its dance partment.
Major publishers vyere the domidates. It’s not that the kids don’t
Roach, who had worked with
nant recipients of the royalty coin
go for straight music, one orch Wiemann in the educational field,
hike since Capitol’s hits during the
man stated, it’s that they’ve been has been associated with MPHC
last quarter were standard etchHollywood, May 20.
conditioned by the umisual effect since 1933.
Firm’s reshuffle also
Paul
Barkmeier,
RCA-Victor ings. These included Such hits as
and want to hear it again.
included Carl Kritner, who was
Practice of some orch leaders to named” general sales manager, and vice-prexy over the record-division, the Les Paul-Mary Ford cuts of
use top freelance sidemen on plat- Murray Moskowitz, -who was ap- is currently on the Coast for the “Tiger Rag’ and “Just One More
of selecting a replacement Chance” and- Ray Anthony’s slice
ter dates and a pickup group on pointed Eoach’s assistant.
Mos- +Purpose
AM U A** Hi U AM a 111 A1* AM'M 1 ’A A A M A
travelling assignments is also di- kowitz will continue as produc- for Henri Rene, Victor’s Coast re- of “At Last.”
cording chief. Tt’s understood that
Cap is carrying forward its biz
With teenagers once tion manager.
minishing.
Barkmeier is looking for someone upswing into the current quarter
again becoming orch conscious, the
who can handle both sales and via such best-sellers as Kay Starr’s
bandsmen are realizing that they
r
repertoire duties "along the lines of “Wheel of Fortune,” Ella Mae
must deliver the same sound in
George Marek’s spot in the disk- Morse’s “Blacksmith Blues,” the
personals as they do on wax. For BRIT.
ery’s New York homeoffice.
Paul-Ford Carioca” and Jane Frothe most part the leaders are be.
ginning to develop integrated units
U.S.
NIX Rene Is scheduled, to return east man’s “With a Song -in My Heart.”
shortly where he’li join Victor’s
which cduld have solid wax potenLondon, May 13.
eastern artists and repertoire staff
tial as well as strong b.o. appeal
Support for the executive policy headed by Dave Kapp. Rene has
....
which opposes the free entry of been On the Coast for two years SPIKE
foreign^ musicians into Britain was and requested to be transferred
given last week at a meeting of the back to New York.
London district of the Musicians’
Hollywood, May 26,
Union.
A resolution urged the
Spike Jones troupe will play the
continuance of that policy until a
Home Show here Aug.. 22-Sept; 1
Bid
Divorce
to
reciprocity, agreement could be
at a flat .$30,000. Pact was inked
negotiated.
week for show which will be
T

,

Coin in

30% Hike

•

Coast Replacement

-

For- Rene

on Tap

.

*

.

,

4*

,

.

TOOTER UNION
VOTES
GUEST

‘

JONES GETS

30G FOR COAST SHOW

WNEW Switches

.

New

45s System

Film Music Publishing
Although there was no vocal opThe 45 rpm speed system, which position to the Resolution, one
been, making headway ever member subsequently gave notice
Subsids From ASCAP
since it was introduced by RCA of a motion to
recommend the adAnother attempt to divorce film
„
Victor three years ago, is due for mission of„ five
American jazz muan additional- powerful push with sicians on artistic grounds, who company-owned music publishers
the conversion of New York’s would appear under the strict su- f r0 m the American Society of Composers, Authors & Publishers was
WNEW equipment to the -slow pervision of the. MU.
made last week with the filing of
speed platters next month. Both
lias

.

.

seen giving its
switch to 45s even more importance than the recent flock of conversions made by other stations
around the country recently.
RCA Victor will ballyhoo the
conversion with an extensive ad
promotion campaign, including a
heavy schedule of spot announcements on
for a couple of
weeks.
A flock of Victor artists
will highlight the promotion with
a special “Cavalcade” program on
Martin Block’s stanza on June 4.
Station manager Bernice Jpdis said
the conversion was made in order
to take advantage of the “consid
erablc storage, handling and cost
economies in the small-size, nonbreakable, long-life 45 rpm rec-

Bridgeport Deejays

Promote Jazz Concert

ords.”

GAC Names
As

Phil Brown
Dallas Office Chief

General .Artists Corp. last week
named Phil Brown to head its Dallas branch.
Frank Foster, who
had

been

Bridgeport,

Is

WNEW

GAC’s- Dallas

topper

since the office was opened last
yoar, died several weeks ago.

ASCAP

nfluential
cleffer circles.
If Harbach does consent to run, he
will definitely be elected since he

commands the respect and support
of all of the publishers
the writers.

and most of

’

•

‘

*

held in Hollywood Park this year.
years ago Jones played 'the
show, then at toe Pan Pacific, for
a guarantee of $25,000 against ah
involved piece arrangement, and
left with about $31,000. Last year

Two

A minor technical hurdle, however, remains to he surmounted before Harbach can serve. The board
have to rescind, a previous
resolution limiting ASCAP presi*
dents to only two consecutive Oneyear terms. Relocation' of .this- V
resolution Will not be difficult if
Harbach gives the signal,
Harbach’s opponents on, the
board, meantime, are hitting the >
idea that anyone Is Indispensable,
This' same writer group was Responsible for the, defeat of Fred F.
Ahlert’s bid for the presidencyigw’'
1950 on the same grounds. Thfk^
circle of writers has' been' making
the ‘SjBoung blood” pitch but, to
'date, has failed to come up with
a candidate with sufficient prestige to \win .over the ASCAP board,
Difficulties in the current electipns; meantime,' have, revived the
idea of hiring another general
manager tor ASCAP" like the late
John G. Paine, who handled all .of-the Society’s' administrative work.
will

r

•

•

.

Uqdersuch a .setup, more prominent writers, like Ir.viiig Berlin,
Oscar Hammerst.ein, 2d, 'Cole Porter, etc., would be free to serve as
ASCAP prexy since it would not
^

take

them away from

their writing

work,, Disinclination, op Hammerstein to run,' for instance, ascribed
directly to. thfe post’s expected interference with his creative activities.

.

,

Home Show

Russ Morgan was the
crew.

Jones’ aggregation is laying off
by ASCAP publisher
Perry Alexander in the N. Y. Fed- until its NBC-TV All-Star Revue
District
Alexander repeat May 31, then is hooked for
Court.
eral
asked for permission to intervene a July 23-Aug. 5 stand at Cal Neva
Long-brewing buyout of PaullNevada, at flat $12,500
in the Government’s antitrust suit Lodge,
Pioneer, oidllne publishing firm, by
against ASCAP which' resulted in weekly, followed by' Atr Aufg. 7-2Q
Fred Waring was finalized last
date at the Flamingo, Las Vegas
the 1950 antitrust consent decree.
* week. IJleal was*, wrapped up with
;'* T
1
game coin*
petition

WNEW

music picture

last

.

turntable machines and the music
librai^ have been converting to
45s in recent weeks with the official kickoff for. the new speed
system slated for June 4. Strategic
sppt played by
in the pop

,

.

'

To

With elections for a new president of the American Society of
Composers, Authors and publishers slated to be held next week, *
strong possibility has arisen that
prexy Otto A. Harbach will con*.
inue in office beyond the expired
ion of his one-year term on June
1, .Under ASCAP bylaws, the Incumbent prez stays in office if no
agreement Can be foynd among the A
1
board members on a successor,'
Its understood, moreover, that
Harbach may even consent to run
again for the top ASCAP spot* Although he has indicated at Various
times that he did not wish to serve
again, the 78-year-old ASCAP prez
s reportedly irked by demands for
‘new blood” being made in some

May

1

20.

Sid Gross, British deejay on the
set, will break in an “Inter-,
at
national
AAMVAWMMA V
******
Concert”
WVAAVVA. V
June
«4A*V * A M
Jazz
W
Klein Memorial, city auditorium
'here, in conjunction with drive to
establish branches of his “International Jazz Club” through the U. S.
_
...
will promote concert
this area with Rocky Clark and
Bob Fargo, who have a bot music
program on V ICC. Latter la Mutual net outlet in Bridgeport.

ABC

H

.

,

,

m
.

Solomon Preps Summer

New Orleans

Concerts
New Orleans, May 20,

Solomon, recently appointed
conductor of the Buffalo Philharmonic, arrives in New Orleans May
26 to begin rehearsals for the New
Orleans summer concert series.
Late in July, he will conduct the
Hollywood Bowl Symphony, with
Claudio Arrau as guest artist. July
22, and Yehudi Menuhin as guest
July 24.
Izler

;

^

the

Besides asking for toe exclusion
pix company ''subsids from
.
is Asking for
,
,
j A
receivers to be appointed for the

•

,

over $200,000 reportedly changWaring, now, operates
the Shawnee Press’ publishing firm.
Pioneer, which Was pwned by

,

of

ASCAP, Alexander
«

.

.

•

I

ing. hands.

.

I

i

Oswald

and for commissioners to
designated for taking of evi
de e Wlt respectlo his claims.
Society,

^ ?
Alexander

s

main argument

Suit Vs.

AKM

Max Mayer,

is

90%

0f the revenue paid to
Emil Oswald's lawsuit against
of ASCAP are AKM, Austrian society of authors,
mo ti on picture subsids. composers and music publishers,
paj d
F Urth er , he charges, that the power for damages was postponed indef0 f these publishers on the ASCAP initely by the civ^l court. Criminal
board is such that it violates the court will how check all items
rU
concerning exchange of ‘foreign
o1
hard currency, allegedly done withBauon. legal re P out consent of the Nationalbank,
which has x monopoly on such
Alexander, incidentally, is the transactions.
publisher of toe recent hit, “Cry.
Meanwhile all endeavours to settle dispute out of court have failed.
Oswald, dismissed by new board
King
Rotter of directors, mainly on charges of
Further augmenting its folk ros spending money too lavishly and
without knowlter, King Records has inked sing- acting repeatedly
board of direcers Rome Johnson and Chuck Wells edge of the former
tors, will have to wait many months
to longtei’m pacts.
goes through
Nationalbank
until
Johnson, who formerly recorded
for
on the M-G-M Records label, al- the files. Oswald is suing
his
contract.
breaking
allegedly
ready has cut his initial sides 'for
tliat

However, many of the Pioneer tunes are in the second half
bash.”.

members

^

publisher

has a catalog' which in-

Postponed by Court cludes some of the industry’s top
copyrights including “Sidewalks of
Vienna, May 18.
New York” and “Banks of the Waof their copyright term.

Mayer, who also owns a piece of
Music Dealers Service,
Y, sheet
music ^distrib, has been inactive
recently due to illness.
'

£
SS&fMnE
Fred^.M.

Ask Congress Help
For D.C. Symph Fund
Washington, May 20.
Washington's
National^
Symphony Orchestra unable to
raise the necessary underwriting

With

Augments

to

„

tackle

a

summer

of

opefi-alr

pops concerts in the Watergate stadium, the D. C. District Commissioners have asked Congress for a

AFM

lift.

They have requested authorization tor the city government to
King. Platters will be released in
Brown, formerly, of the William
Hettry Onaratti, former RCA
contribute Up to $25,000 in a year
makbe
who’ll
Wells,
weeks.
two
Nick
plays
band
Key
Alvino
Morris one-niter department, re- Victor disk promotion manager.
".Zw on Kins
con Nichols’ Round Up club, San An- to finance free open-air concert*
King, ‘concently had -been managing orchs, has returned to New York after mg his wax debut 'an
and free children’s music programs
including the Claude Thornhill exiting Crosley Television ip Gin- ducts ,a radio show on WVOK, toniQ, w MAy 26 .a*‘ part of 'his cyr'
"
In 'schools;
*
Birmingham, Ala.
rent Texas tour.
crew.
cinnati as 'ad-promotion chief.
\
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ON TOP OF

m
Ml
RCA VICTOR
20-4687
47-4687

RCA VKTOR Records

.

1

.

ORCHKSTR AS-MISIC

4%

Wednesday, May 21,

Disk Companies' Best Sellers

For the .first time in a couple of -P
years,' the ,gal vocalist contingent
is virtually' blanketing the wax hit
lists

by copping four of the

L*vy Buy* Scot Tuuo
London,

\

first

May

1£;

IPE

'•V.

v-

RCA

LOVE

•

GUY

Z.

More important than the

M-G-M MAKES EMI TIE
’

1

*i

I’M

Paul Siegel Launches

for 1952-5?.

Danish State
Milstein,
Robert
Shaw Chorale, Ballet Theatre,
Bidu Sayao and -Jan Peerce, Philathe

includes

It

posers^ Authors and Publishers.
Siegel is the composer of the
symphonic piece “Between Two
Worlds.” Bahar is director of the
Brazilian music firm, .Editorial
Doc’ Berger, formerly
[ Mangione.
of Leeds Music,- i$ ''also associated
firm.
with the*

Nathan

delphia Symph, and the

Utah Symph Lines

Met doing

Up

Spivakivsky, violinist, on Feb.
-

RENO

"

MARIO LANZA
Slnf

“Somebody Bigger
then You and 1”

,

""M-G-M Ink* Peggy
Songstress Peggy King has been
inked to a longterm pact by M-G-M
Records. Mis‘s JtCing, who s also a
Metro pactee, waxed her initial
passings on the Coast last week.
Thrush .formerly vocalled with
the Charlie Spivak orch and had
.appeared in New York recently at
the. Blue Angel nitery.

m* N.I.Ci

•

Friday Ivaulng,

May

23

Sticking mostly to blues and jaz2
which he inttoes with bits
of anfo calculated to, hypo the listeners’ interest, he aoes occasionally sup in- a more commercial
platter for - change of.pace. Visiting .music biz celebs usually drop
in for chitchat and when caught,
Jinuny Tyler, a former Lewis side-

.

v

.Johnnie Ray

.

,

Toni Arden

$ammy Kaye

maestro /at Sugar

Hill,' dropped in. to kick, around
a
few reminiscences. Stint should
catch on -with that Segment of pub-

YOURS

•

«

*

4

•

B

lic, surfeited

.Don Cornell

*

Don

}

Cornell

Elie.

Ivas* Austie

.

SORRY
IT’S SO LONG AND GOOD-BYE TO YOU. 7 .Connie
ANYTHING THAT’S PART OF YOU

,

I’M

Haines

*

.

.'

.

*.

KISS OF FIRE

5.

I’LL

Louis Armstrong

WALK ALONE

MERCURY
1.

KISS OF FIRE

.Georgia Gibbs

A. LASTING

4

Z.

4-

3,

4-

4.

&

THING
BE ANYTHING
she took
WHISPERING WINDS
LOVER WHERE ARE YOU NOW
JUNCO PARTNER

I

Eddy Howard
,.,7

Patti

4

2

.

3.

4u

, .

«

4

KISS OF FIRE ...
NEVER LIKE THIS

.Billy Eckstine

T

+

3*

HEAVENLY FATHER
LEAVE THEM ALONE
HARLEM NOCTURNE
ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD
LET THERE BE LOVE
MY BABY JUST CARES FOR ME
YOU’LL NEVER BE MINE
DO YOU CARE

Fran Warren
warren

BUJLL'S-EYE MUSIC,. INC.
4524 Salma Ava., Hollywaod 29.

Published by M*Ihn
RtcortM by

i

M

JUDY LYNN'S GREAT

NEW CORAL RECORD

fKe me

.

CHANCE Y0D take

Eddie Fisher 4

Eddle

Fislier

t

Pee Wee King

0
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I^ESOME THAT-S A Lr

Perr^

*
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" Hu ?°

THE*GypSE TRAIL

AL MARTINO
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jQ pra |)

':.V.
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BY PAT BALLARD
And dick manning

Com»

Hastings Music

New ASCAP. Pub

Plan

Continued' from paje 39
•

INC.
houtwooo

sso

titth avenue

NEW YORK

age, 20% going for
seniority. Under the
the older tunes would still be paid
present publisher system, 55% goes
off at a better rate per performfor performance, 30% for
availance than a current number. The
ability and 15% for seniority.
important thing, however, is that
the payoff can be fully explained
by objective factors.
Move to give a numerical base
to the availability category is seen
Paving the way for an ultimate
ASCAP switch to a complete 100%
performance payoff system for
publishers. That has been the battle-cry of most of the younger
publishers and they have been encouraged by signs of weakening on
the part of the oldline ASCAP
pub execs. Even several of the lat’

ami
txtlvfivlv licBwaa bv

BROADCAST MUSIC

RIVERBOATRAG

Winte rhalter

.

>

19,N.Y.

H

•r

A
a« n n
Aiaai^ean

•

my hurt

SB

ANDERSON
AII1XS MUSIC, Inc.

Although details
r
recently been advocating
of the new system are being kept +£
Performance system.
under wraps, it’s believed to be
rftfid ASCAP structure
was
based on a system whidh would initially
weakened a couple of
rate .the value of old songs by a
years ago when the writer-memcombination of two determinate
a new ra ting System
factors: (1) The number of times
aC e
on Performance,
the song is performed and (2) the
v ?7
er distribution
system put
age of the song. By weighting the o/w
i^
average in. favor of the song’s'
oaS st fess on performances with

mi

BMI

TONY BENNETT

a

jon i James
JOnwames

*

in

o

LEROY

ability category.

here

h

f

on th« Mario Lanza Show

LISTS

David Bose 0rch

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’

4.

currently

is

John i Hershberger, N. Y. press
rep for Little Orchestra Society
and the Philadelphia Orchestra,
will be boxoffice treasurer at Westhampton, L. I., Playhouse this summer.

Jh

-

?DON®°mNb'
+

He

dickering for, a West End show.
Last \veek,, Ives recorded the
Scottish folk tune; “The Parting
Song,” for Decca,

a

RCA VICTOR
YM YOURS

>

20.

Page

Rusty Draper

.

1,

-2.

inally; planned.'

TOPPING ALL

SUMMERTIME
.JUST BECAUSE
HOW COULD YOU, BLUE EYES

j

S.

May

After more than a month here
during which lie did two one-night
stands at Royal Festival Hall, and
filled radio and TV dates, Burl Ives
planed Jor Sydney yesterday (19)
for concert dates in Australia, New
Zealand and Tasmania,
Tour opens in Sydney May 28
andjncludes;63 .engagements. Folk
singer will probably return to
London arid not the U, 3. as orig-

Richard Hayes
^

M-G-M
1.

Tour

London,

;

.

’

and/or progressive band.
,

*.

4"

with cUrt-ent crop of
disks, prefer the more tradi-

pop
tion,

GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YA NOW, .Teresa Brewer
'
ROLL THEM ROLY POLY EYES
HERE IN MY HEART
Alan Dale

4;

the sixth consecutive year. Plans
also call for additional concerts to
be presented in other towns in the
state. Last year 40 concerts were
played, in addition to 13 radio
broadcasts sponsored by Kcnnecott
Copper >*Corp.
^

Lhton to

*

i

xivppivro»

platters,

Percy Faith

*

.

and Grant Johannessen, local pi- 4
anist, on Feb. 28,
According to J. Allen Crockett,
symphony president, one ‘pr two
additional artists will be sought to
round out the lO-pirograni series.
Regular concerts "will be held at’
the Tabernacle, under the direction
of Maurice Abravaiyel, inked for i

Currently

Day A

BLUE TANGO
................... Leroy Anderson I
BELLE OF THE ‘BALL
I’M YOURS
2.
Four Aces T
I UNDERSTAND
3.
UNDER HONEYSUCKLE VINE. .Bill Kenny and Ink Spots
YOU MAY BE THE SWEETHEART OF SOMEBODY ELSE
f4, BLUE TANGO
Guy Lombardo
AT LAST AT LAST

inked four longhair guests £or«the
1952-53 season slated to kickoff
Nov, 1. Vladimir .Horowitz, pianist,
will be the first to appear on Noy.
25, and will be followed on Jan, 7
by Artur Ruberistein, pianist; Tossy

RIVERSIDE HOTEL

.Doris

« p.m,

..Sabby
Lewis,
colored
band
leaded has been installed as a dees
WBMS
(feme?.
ly; WHEEl, and. is filling
his allotted hour With jazz platters
interspersed with Intelligent chatter.
CoUege bred*. Lewis Is articulate
and his inside, stuff on band biz
and people, identified with it delivered -in a Well-modulated voice
adds up to interesting listening for

THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE

Utah Symphony, Orchestra has

and His Orchestra

A,GUY

1.

Guest Longhair Names
4
Salt Lake City, May "20,

“Aida” and “Carmen.”

](S

JMECCA

Symphony House Pub |f

Tieing up with South American
publisher Cesar R. Bahar, composer Paul Siegel has -formed, a
publishing firm, Symphony House,
to- handle the U. S. and Canadian
good songs proved to be bad gam- rights of some of the Latinp outbles saleswise.
fit’s output.** Firm will be licensed
by the American Society of Com-

Oroh,

Mae -Morse

Ella

MAD

MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
I*LL WALK ALONE

:

^line-up

.

Sat.,

Boatou

}^ySS' >^t

V.EUa Mae Mor$ie

7 A*

DELICADO
FESTIVAL
WHAT’S THE USE
MOUNTAINS IN THE MOONLIGHT
KISS OF FIRE
PM YOURS
YOU.
MISS YOU TONIGHT

;

Birmingham, May 20.
The. Birmingham Music Club,
which sponsors concert series at
the, Auditorium, has announced the

Starr

CORAL

.

*

.

.

LIKE

.

.

Birmingham Longhair Date*

.

;

POR NIPPON

diskers, of course, are
not particularly concerned with
which singer or what- material is
on top as long as they can sell
their platters. The top publishers,
however, have ..been hit badly by
the off-beat trend in .which most

Kay

.

D1STRIB 1 *
comer. Trade execs have been eh*
v
'fcouraged to believe that this may
In a tieup with Electrical' and
signify n swing away from the re- Musical Industries, .M-G-M Rec4 5.
cent digk cycle in which every ords will have its single releases
newcomer With a freak style stood a s .well as its soundtrack albums
a chance of breaking through with peddled in Japan. The disks and
«w
«
1
+»
hit.
albums will be pressed- and dis1,
there by Nippon-Colunj
This notion has been .further tributed
'
strengthened by the fact- that Cor- bia.
album
the
The
soundtrack
from
compara4
although
Fisher,
nell
and
v
+ 2*
tively young, are both legitimate Metro pic, “Show Boat,”- which
Japanese
M-G-M’s
debut,
marked
have
to
rely
singers who don’t
4 3.
upon gimmicks, echo chambers* hit the market several weeks ago,
and other “new sounds” tech Album is the same as the IJ.S, is4.
niques. Whether the new accent on sue, of course, but the liner notes.|
legit vocalists will bring along are penned in Japanese.
f iS.
with it a reversion to class 'songs,
rather than novelty material, is too
beit’s
on,
to
be
counted
early
The major

WBMS.

.Kay Starr

WHO WHO WHO

..

lieved.

. ,

COLUMBIA
1.

'

li.

W

‘OAKIE BO.OGIE

S.

.

bestseller battle of the sexes, the. fact,
has been noted that none of the
four femme vocalists - is, a new-

......

,•»

.

LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME

•

.

.

.

T0O

JRLAGKSMITH'BLtJES

A,

Don

.Only

positions.

,

Renew

Farticipatlng

,

TOOLOftG
AWAITED a LITTLE
-

3.

Cornell,
Lou ’Levy; through, his London
Coral Records' recent acquisition, outlet Pickwick Music, has, acquired
f
Victor’s Eddie Fisher are world right^,dL 'The Parting Song”
and
holding UP at the top against the published by James S. l^err. nf
/. '/
Glasgow.
Starr
(’’Wheel
Kay
competition of
of Fortune”), Doris Day (“A Guy
tune, which was written about a
(“Kiss
Is a Guy”), Georgia Gibbs
year ago by Leslie Sturdy, is an
of Fire”) arid Ella Mae Morse adaptation of a Scottish folic song.
(’’Blacksmith Blues”).
six

CARIOCA
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
I WANNA LOVE YOU

Z.

S^BBY LEWIS
WMins.jMan. thru

.Les Paul-Mary Ford

i.-

Disk Jockey

I

ARTIST

CAPITOL
fm confessin’

Femmes Way Out in Front

Finds

J.9S2

.

AUDITION
RECORDS
i

*

High Fidelity Disc and
Tape Equipment
Steinway Grand
Studio and Tape
Facilities , , . $12 per hr.

GMS Recording Studios
WEST f*tl) StMET
Naw York II, N. Y.
T1

OR

5-2317
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BETAIL DISK BEST SELLEBS
Ot

o

*

V

***t>

y

Disk distributors, jnost of

whom

are digging in for thtf expected
summer slump, aye burning over
the growing practice of retailers to
ask for bonus platters with their
orders.
In recent weeks seyerifl
disttlbs in the New York area have
been hit with such requests as
'Til buy 75. platters if you send
along 25 extras for promotion and

Stingy of refaU jiwk
seller's. based on reports ol
fained ftOm; leading stores**
12 Cities at\d thawing .cojA

;W,

cParcttive salea rating for thin
and last iceek

4

w
3

?
S

1

*r

National
Rating

a

o

—

1

!

«

W

l*

V

3

a

i

o

l

*.

for hits these days, it's becoming
more of hardship -for them to shellout- these cuffa platters. Some. diatribe already have alienated their
Steady retail outlets by cutting Out
the bonuses entirely while others
have set up .a sort of compromise
plan In which a minimum order
of 100 platters of a single etching
is required before the cuff os are
included.
Latter group also is
looking for ’an out since the bonus
requests? are only for waxings that
aresbeginning to make some noise
in the market and would probably
move out without the cuffo platter
hypo.
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“Blue Tango”-:—40220

KAY STARR
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“Kiss, of
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fi'
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1

the Yellow
TicketJ Which opposed the
incum,
a clean sweep.
Frank. LiuzzI, former president
of
the local, received 1,064
votes
against 84fl for Romeo /Celia,
,
actP e?
uis Ingber, a
, ^9,
tSfrd r
with 146.
Fred Calabrese was, .named
viceS
0 votes, against
72? -fnr J hn
i€Card b and Abe
t
Neff, 401, In
a^
.two-man/ battle for
the influential post of
secretary
James. Perri defeated incumbent
Guy a Scola by 1 ,142 to 910, Louis
R. Schyom, for treasurer,
and
Kammer^ r for assistant
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DON CORNELL
“I’ll
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8
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(Columbia).
.«
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DON CORNELL /Coral)
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A *ONO
MY HSABT

WITH

JINOIN' IN THK

FIVE TOP

BAIN
HftHyWftftd Cost

Jan« fromon

M-G-M

Capitol

M-G-M-113

K413

BDN-309
KDF-309

E-113

L-309

AtBUMS

meantime,

New York

IN

4

$30,00p

Fund

'

Sufltams

Seattle Syinph Season
Seattle

Symphony" has

May

20.

.given the

go ahead signal' for at least
a limited Reason next year,
with apsure as a sustaining fund to start off.
Minimum season will include eight
subscription concerts, with
seven
conductors engaged. Three
will be conducting the
Seattle orchestra for the first time—
Leopold
Stokowski, Milton Katims,
and
Arthur Rodzinski. ‘Four have
been
re-ertgaged
from just-concluded
present season-— ’Arthur Fiedler,
Stanley Chappie; Maurice
Abravenel and Alexander Hilsberg.

OUYS AND DOLLS

FABII

6r#aiIway C«»l

Hftlf/wftftd

Columbia
CO-6199

•

*

E-93
K-93

B-2-88

M-93

,

New York

announcing

.

the

the

sustaining -fund, led to the
scheduling of a minimum season
even though the sustaining
fund
was far short of that originally
A

Cart

Decca

DA-825

•

Freddy Martin is in for two
weeks at the Shamrock Hotel,
Houston, replacing Henry .King.

mm

9-203

DLP-8036

Johnny Burke-Jimmy Van Heusen
numbers for Decca, Victor Young

to

v

.

1

„

.

,

•

.

Pittsburgh
Ray Anthony

.

Condition

.

pf

.

?

SfSif
F«Rh
Vogue Terrace

.

.

m

.

HEART

.

JUc ordod
Europe.

,

The grpqtp$t
song h* ever sang.
/

Record No, 5151 end
5959x45

.

.

.

.

.

1

w5 MSStWeek

.

Undo

Stun*

who

left
at

•

*

•'

•

•

•

Whitey

into

.

’

»

pianist,

B.

doing series

of

jazz

concerts ^at the Y.M. and
Wjffl
Bilcy resumed as leader
Hollywood
Frank York, band leader at the
;
of Casino Theatre
orcli after 'beBing Crosby and Peggy Lee
Sherman Hotel, Chicago, has
be sb ®U for several
weeks
formed Dash^Records and is is- checked into Decca last week to following an operation.
s wmf two sides. He’s also taken wax several sides together
/
out a BMI publishing license ‘and Pact filed in Superior
City
Court for
will publish four tunes to start
approval, would give trumpeteer
Joy Cayler all-girl orch
... Hal Miinro, former orch leaded,
goes in
Rafael .Mendez and. his twin-trum- for round
of one-nighters in the
[-has, joined Associated Booking in
peteer sons, Ralph arid Robert,
the cocktail unit department .
midwest area after winding three
.
°£ $6,000 a year from V.
Norman Dygen has been held over
Olds, music manufacturers, for week stand in the Terrace Grill
of
at the
Lookout House, Covingu ?irig Olds instruments
Hotel Muchlebach May 27.
.
ton, Ky., until August.
Later
In the Dick Haymes cut special
album of
(Continued on page
.
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plays a one-nighter

at the Sunset Ballroom in
Carrollton, May 31 . . . Walter
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conducting
Cliffie Stone orch
cut four sides for Capitol.
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symph president Wallace Camp-

bell said that new. interest,
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do. “Toast of the Town”, teevee
Victor show May *25
Big Three go
vocalist, pacted by General Artists into the Oasis, Muncie, Ind., May
19
.
Cy-Clowns
stay
on at Club
Corp. , ;
Ella
Fitzgerald into Ritz,
Clearlake, Iowa, until June 8
Storyville, Boston, May 24 for, 10 , „ ; Billy Hevero Inked for
Clover
day* . „ , Gloria Wiffel, secretary Club, Peoria/ May 25
.
Keh
to Frank B, Walker. M-GrM Rec- Griffin; returns to Teve’s, Duluth,
ords .toppCr,
a bride May 28 . . , Sax Mallard also goes
V
June 7 , t . Friuv Warren. booked back to the Crown Propeller CJub.
ihto ^the Fox Theatte,
Detroit, ,®°3j Vincent set for
a month at
Billy May. orch begins
May 30V;
he Rosebowl, LaSalle, 111., start$
an engagement at the Paramount mg
May 23
,
Baron’s, South
Theatre, N, Y., May 28 ,
Nat Haven, Michigan, is going on
(King) Cole into the Town and weekend policy
with the Paul Marr
Country Club, Brooklyn, June 6 office booking
.
Ruth Nichols
.
,
clarinetist Sol Yaged plays a joins the cast at
the Club Alabam
jazz, concert at Birdland, N. Y., •*
Lenny Colyer up to JEsquire
Monday (26) . Eddie Chamblee Club, Montreal, May 25 *.
Jeri
orch opens at the Town Casino, Southern pacted
for Minnesotan
Cleveland, May 26
The Mod- Hotel, Minneapolis, for two frames
.
ernaires begin a 10-day engage- from May
24
ment at the Brown Palace Hotel, has' stand at Peony Jimmy Palmer
Park dancery,
Denve.r, tomorrow (Thurs.H . .
Omaha, May 30 through June 8
Ray Anthony 6rch to play at the
.
Owue Trio returns to Townc
annual graduation dance at the Room, Milwaukee,
Sept. 16 .
A1
U. S. Military Academy, West Greenfield
got the Bandbox back
Point, June 2
Eileen Barton
Bud
and
Cece
Robinson are
:
/
into the Capitol Theatre, Washing- joining
the Johnnie Ray package
ton, May 29
Eddie Heywood
Baye Trio into the
nut *
Trio booked into the Howard The- Chicago
Theatre, May 30". . Russ
atre, Washington, May 30.
Emery contracted for the'"Edge-
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EDDIE FISHER (Victor)
“I'm Yours”—20:4680
EDDIE FISHER (Victor)

1:

Fred Waring’* fifth annual outing for professional music men has
Jbeen slcedded this year for June 3,
As in the past, outing will be held
at Shawnee, Pa.
Golf and baseball tourneys will
be the feature events.
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With the continuing price
rutting profit margin on. long
Play disks, retailers feel that the
bonus practice pn hot items is one
Way to keep their heads above
water—and that the distribs should
cooperate.
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLERS

Unusual iound gimmick in the new Coral recotfd of “Riverboat Rag’
came about when writer Pat Ballard saw the i>ic ‘‘African Queen/* and
noted the ^ffeqtiveness of the Bogart-Hepburn dialog against a rhythmic -background of the chug-chugging- of the river, boat.* Ballard found
an authentic, recording of & Mississippi boat sound, wrote -the tune
around its rhythm, and within 24 hours Coral went for the idea and set
up a date with. Judy Lynn and Norman Leyden’s orch. Dick Manning
collabbed on the ditty.
1

.

i

s

%

mKUirMT

t

Survey oj retail sheet 'music
sales, based on reports, obtained
from leading stores in 12 cities
and showlrig comparative sales
rating for this and last week.

_

big scramble among major publishers for rights to a tune developed last week- as a result of Art Ford’s airing of a new number, “The
Mask Is Off,” on his WNEW, N. Y., disk jockey show*. /Tune, coincidentally, was written by Ford in collaboration with Elmo Russ and
was cut on the Pyramid label "by Buddy Costa, a 23-year-old N. Y.
Although the Ford-Russ
stevedore with, a Mario Lanza tenor style.
team hasn’t- sold, the number as yet, it’s understood that Miller Music,
one of the Big Three, combine,, has the inside track on the rights.
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Band

‘doesn’t really fall in ‘the

\Dozeri girls

for the three-week stand.
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.

Present crew has been under the
Cayler baton since last fall, when
she resumed, the pop orch field
couple of
after an interlude ofyears. In that time orch has made
its mark on the Coast, in midwest
dates, and is working eastward
where it already is lined up for a
'

of stands.

much In the way
vocals and entertaining, - and
Miss Cayler has her creW well
prepared in these departments.
Vocals are '.headed up by pretty,
blonde Shirlee Van whose 'warbling appears through an unusually
husky quality. She tends jnostly
to the ballads and sweeter tunes.
Vocals are rounded out by a trio,
with Pat Hunter of the sax section
and Rusty Kelleher of the brass
section, chiming in with Miss Van.
Leader also can call on the entire
crew for choral numbers. She
likewise can round out a show with
her own trumpet specialties, including a tiny soprano instrument,
accomplished solo work by Pat
Hunter* on alto, Kay Carlson on
Quin.
drums, and others.

'.

.

FRANK YORK ORCH

JAMES
JONISINGS

Sherman

Sing

“Somebody Bigger
Then You end I”
OH

Music Upbeat
Continued Jrom pa§:e 44
gals gd to Dutch’ Mill, Lake Delavan, Wis., for three days opening

June 13, and follow with the
Vogue Terrace, McKeesport, Pa.,
Tiny Hill orch doing
June 16
.

Don McNeill's
Breakfast Club
Conducted by Ed Ballantine
Moy 23
BULL'S-EYE MUSIC. INC.
S.lw« Ay.., H.ltyw»d

A.R.C., Friday Morning*
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Hotel, Chicago

Frank York
year mark

-at

.

.

.
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.
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MY BABY

THERE

JUST CARES

MGM

nearing the two
the- Porter House

is

swank downtown eatery,
which is making a pitch for the
same type of trade as the PumpRoom in the Ambassador East
Hotel. There’s an incongruous note
of a society band garbed’ in these
western clothes and housed in sim-

Room,

one-nighters during May in the
midwest, including Peony Park ilar atmosphere, but the orch
Ballroom May 24 in Omaha, and quickly overcomes this strangeness
L^am^JBSllrbbm May 25 at Ft. with a solid and unusual book.
Organization, which had its start
Frahkie Rapp into
Dodge, la
clubs,
the Southern Mansion for a fort- in Gotham east side supper
Frank Yankovic and his has a singular format with five
night
The
band.
piece
eight
in
an
fiddles
polka orch set for Memorial Hall,
violinists all double, with the men
Kansas City, benefits June 16.

LET

BE LOVE
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With Yole O’Bryn
Listen to

done in minor key, and from time
band comes off with a

to time, the

,

* Legit musical.

JOHNNY DESMOND

tempt to veer away from the
Porter, Kern sheets that fill the
usual book. There are some highly
commercial Latin numbers, but

minuet. Such things as variations
on Haydn’s lighter things are
taking turns on more than one in- strange offerings, but the' cusstrument. The heavy string sec- tomers seem to like the interpretation, in addition to the bass violin, tions.
Yole O’Bryn, attractively set off
has a dual purpose, with the musicians, walking around the room be- in cowgal dress, does .the honor*
tween dince sets and before the on the pop tunes and pretty bruterping begins, playing most of the net gets a nice hand for ner efforts c
familiar Show and' standard songs.
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a lineup of four reeds, pair of
tnimpets, trombone, drums, string
bass, piano and her own lead, trumpet. This proves the' basis for a
good* deal of versatility, with the
general flavorings on the Sweet
side. The basic rhythms are embellished with .a variety including
plenty of Latins, pops of the day,
standards,' with a Dixieland arrangement now ahd then as an
extra fillip.
An all-girl crew, naturally, could
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Life Is a B.eautiful Thing— 1“ Aaron Slick”.
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Hayride— *“Three Wishes For Jamie”

a Girl.’

Jeannine
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.classification, maestro disKen Harris orch has been booked
which liking the sameness of the two- for the Rice Hotel, Houston, openmake up her crew tnijr time qualify beat stuff. There’s, actually an at- ing May 29.
as tops in musical ability, and a
prettier crew of sidegirls would be
hard to find. Biz in the Grill evidently will more than hold its own
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all-girl

Muehlebach, but this one Jits the
room very. Well. Joy Cayler is longsince established for her’top trum-
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Up>and Down Mambo.
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Promoter

Bow

A cafe unit is being packaged
The ndw ice revue which opened
Joe Carlyle, producer At the
(15) at the Century by
last week
Saris Souci; Hayana. Unit 1$ slated
Room of the Adolphus Hotel has as to open June 12 at the Clover Club,
pro- Miami Beach, Talent hasn’t been
its theme “Summer in Texas’,"
duced Iby Dorothy Franey, Troupe set yet, but Eddie Hine and Charles
the
Greenup, Phyllis Shoyer have been signed to do

Grunts

&

Groans Ror

’

The American Guild of Variety **
includes Patty
Artists is easting virtually the same
Bernhardt Bill Kirby, Jane Zeiser, Val Ray, Gloria
talent as delegates to Its- annual,
convention which will *be held this
ICuenkel, Bobby Temple, Bill JorNew York.
*
year at the Koosevelt Hotel, Holly- Editor VariktY.i
*
dan and Rcnny .Roberts,,
,
wood, June 5. Although this proMy apology to the following great
Herman Waldam plays for show
cedure assures the presence of dele- artists for not including them in
gates familiar with the union's
my article on Sarah Bernhardt as and dancing.
problems, same faces also tend to having played on the bill with her
provide the same viewpoints that at the Palace in 1913.
The bill
prevailed in previous years.
was as follows (not .in running Circus Acts to Retain
Balloting was completed last order
week, with count made by the HonBaumont Sisters,
Billy V. Van
Cards for
est. Ballot Assn.
Ethel Green, Mr, Sc Mrs. Jimmy
Frank
Ringling. Bros, and Barnum
From the New York branch, Red Barry, Isabelle D’Armond
Vanity, The Gee- Bailey Circus and the American
Buttofis, who collected the highest carter, [Wyckoff
have
nmilber of votes with 693, will be j a y S and motion pictures of Mme. Guild of Variety Artists
by
palaver
Bernhardt at home in Brittany. worked out an agreement whereby
accompanied to the
Dewey Barto, Jackie Bright, Peter Mme. Bernhardt played “Tosca" acts in the circus will retain their
seaChan, Jack Gilford, Bobby Jordan, Monday matinee and night, “Une membership in the union. Last

The 1913

•

-

:

1

.

&

——
'

i

&

Syd Slate, Joe Smith, Russell ^mt de Noel" Tuesday matinee and
Swann, Alan Walker and Jerry night, and “Camille" Wednesday
matinee and night.
Wayne.
Joe Laurie Jr.
Chi representation will be by Bill
Martin,
-Tom
Baird, Jack Gwynne,
Carl Marx, Sr., Joe Wallace and
Los Angeles votang Theatre Availability
Dritjk Ware.
powers will be delegated to A1 Herman, Larry Rio, Harry Rose, Rex
Cues Hype in Omaha
/
Weber and George West.
Omaha, May 20.
Jimmy Judge is the Baltimore
What shapes up as the best local
delegate; Danny Creedon is the
"easoa In a long
attraction
But: stage
6 „
ley,
.Boston
Boston °re
o *Lenny
.
"L Paigeth'e
Vinftlrintf. process.
TnTritime is in booking
falo delegate and Lester Lake and
states Theatres is making ,2,800-seat
(Continued on page 55)
Paramount available for more stage
fare than ever. The World-Herald
FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON, Good Fellows has two shows booked
presents
already, an operetta and a ballet,
and will put more into Techncal
,

Ann

•

.

I

,

I

LQ

highschool auditorium.
Wrestling is getting its biggest
play in City Auditorium with one
bout a week. Smallest crowd was
3,700 while as high as 5,000 have when
crowded in to see the grunters. sota, Fla., quarters.
Boxing is n.s.g., about 3,000 being
the limit.
'‘‘Darkness at Noon" closed the
Saranac Lake
New Appearing
Junior Chamber of Commerce
\
By Happy Benway
series of three’’ last Friday (9) at
ANCIENNE BELGIQUE
Saranac Lake, N. Y„ May 20.
Central high auditorium. Western
Antwerp, Belgium
greetings to Robert
Birthday
League ‘baseball attendance is
Ataertcan Hen. WM. MdRRIS AGENCY
Lewis Duttori and Charles W. Grifsharply off.
TAVEL-MAnOUANI AGENCY. PAEIE
who are
fith, both Variety Clubltes
1

<>>

.

.

1

last until the fall.
Slated to follow the Miranda date
Martha Raye, with Sophie
Tucker scheduled for an October
stand here.
1

is

an

"FOR LAUGHING PURPOSES ONLY"
>

Currently

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
NEW YORK

all-clear, to

resume work.

the

[first

and

/ '

.

NEW YORK
NIGHT CLUBS

8 Tim«t on 14 SvUtvun'i
To^l +( the Town

Pelmer Hoobo, CMcoro
Lookout Hoobo, Covington, Ky,

and Other*

Covnkotfo of Star*
Cavalcade of

Mdt

•'

THEATRES

Tho Kate Smith Show

Paramount,

Now

York

Chicago, ci|k«|N,
'

Direction:

MARK

J;

\

and [Othefe

LEDDY end
‘

LEON NiWMAfc

the N. Y. office, took exactly six
to fin'd out that she was in
the pink and rated an all-clear.
Appointments- that are equivalent to unlimited exercise, including all privileges, were granted to
Ray YJTeese, Oklahoma City Warner
Bros, manager; Paul Hein, N. Y.
musician, and Stephen Baranek,
manager in Yonkers.
Forrest (Slirii) Glenn and Ray
Weese have been appointed flag-

TOM

SHEILS

.v!vi

Opening May 23

CHEZPAREE

.v.

V,

,

Chicago

^ J&:

.wr

Raymond Mc-

,

.

Xv.'v

s

/- ,»
I

weeks of vacashing in Pittsburgh,
Washington arid N*. Y.
Eugena Meo, RKO staffer from

TELEVISION

M,C.A.

Dlr.r

Par. Mgt,

.V.7AV<yyv

[Louise Noll, exec secretary to
medical director Dr. George E.
Wilson, T>ack pn the job after three

LE RUBAN BLEU

Capitol, Washington

y/ttNvX'i

guests on obsera top clinic for

.

Doubling at the

Currently

"vTyiv.

*

time are Thomas Lewey,

Helen Vick
Carthy..

•**

»

•

Elsie Brennan shot in to celebrate the great comeback of her
daughter, Audrey Lumpkin.
Al Brandt handed the observaa snack
tion. department gang
buffet party on his birthday.

Among the new
vation who rated

HELENE and HOWARD

Senor Carlos tops June 7 opening bill at Casino- Delle Rosa

Rome, for two- weeks.

JAN

PATRICE

which will

progressirig nicely.
Ruth Burke, cashier of the Loop
Theatre, Toledo! look 15 months: to.
regain her? health that rated her

\

’

perpetual smile. Clayton .holds the
Kenneth Later Agency will rep city auditorium license and runs
wrestling and boxing matches there
the* outfit.
weekly and semi-monthly. While
the boxing receipts haven’t been
anything to brag about, wrestling
Barrett’s Pitt Preem
has-been a consistent money-maker
attendance ranging from 3,000
with
Delayed by Mom’s Illness to 4,500
whenever the grapplers
Pittsburgh, May 20.
meet. Particularly good at the b.o.
Excitement over Ann Barrett’s are the lady wrestlers, but anyto the hometown for an en- thing that grunts and groans gets
Year return
gagement at the Monte Carlo was by for big money.
& apparently too much for singing Everything else in town -is on
comedienne’s mother, who suf- the* offish sidd. Film grosses have
fered a stroke soon after meeting been anything but cheerful. And
her daughter at the station and Memorial Day launches the sevenwas taken to the Allegheny General week Ak-Sar-Ben races which last
Hospital in a critical condition. year carted off nearly $11,000,000
the un * 01J Miss Barrett hadn’t played Pitts- via the mutuels.
son, performers joined
but
opening,
burgh since the old Show Boat in
prior to the New York
cards 1943, shortly after closing in the
sent back their membership
was
engagement
touring “Panama Hattie," in which
San Antonio Hotel’s Face-Lift
as soon as the
/
she had the original Betty Hutton
San Antonio, May 20.
over.
performers role,
This season! all new
The Anacacho Room of the St.
the
As a result of her mother’s con- Anthony Hotel will close June
were admitted into the union at
1
since ne- dition, Miss Barrett didn’t open on
old initiation rate of $50
been schedule at Monte Carlo, blit for a facelifting and will reopen
gotiations with the circus had
hotel
will
Meantime,
9.
use
Aug.
was in showed up a night late when some
started when the old rate
Peraux Room, rearranged to
will be re- slight improvement was noted. The the
effect. The reformers
guests.
G
of
Monte Carlo date was the first' reg- seat about 160
members
tained as“
v £ Y£
Bill
McCune orch will play for
believed ular* cafe booking for' comedienne
ing the entire year. Sts
N. Y. in some years; she has been in re- dancing, opening June 3.
that the circus, which ended
run Sunday (ID, paid the initiation tirement for some time raising two
the children.
for
Her husband iS Morty
payments
and first dues
Bullman, CBS-TV staff musician.
sets*
the
with
Agreement was made
Connors,
circus officials by Vic
Dicker* Miranda
N.Y.
whose resignation as outdoor orLou Walters, Latin Quarter, N:Y.,
recently,
up
picked
ganizer was
currently negotiating
and AGVA national. administrative boniface, is
Parleys for a July date fbr Carmen Misecretary Jack Irving.
this
were started during the winter randa, If deal is completed,
the show was in its Sara- spot will have a strong lineup
music,

AGVA

»

&

,

B.0. While Others Moan
v
Omaha, May 20.
Max Clayton is about the only
amusement man in town with a

?

v C.
•y&mixM
vr-a‘t.1

months
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Writer to those

"MR. EVERYBODY"
'

*

Kaiser,

Branower and Graham

are

'

Personal Direction
Paul Marr, 203 N.

who

H

Thanks to Messrs. Halper, Schott, Modi ovine,

Wabash Avenue. Chicago

T, III*

ill.

NICK LUCAS
A REAL HOME SHOW ATTRACTIOH
*

Thank you, AL LEARMAN, Managing
RECORD-BREAKING ENGAGEMENT.

Director of the Portland, Oregon,

Home Show,

April 18-27, for

ALL ATTENDANCE RECORDS BROKEN AT THE PITTSBURGH, PA., HOME BUILDERS SHOW, Vyeek of
Thank you, JOHN OWEN, Managing Director, for making it possible.
Thank you

also,

a wonderful

May 5.

Joe Heller and Jack Kalchtim, for the booking.

Beep Roberts~~Fiib//cJfy
St., Hollywood It

Bill Yuoea

i

J)
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Johnny Hamp Quite MAC
For Willard Alexander

% for 26 Days

At $78,000 Plus
to
pov Rogers has been signed
." in the World Championship
Madison
»t
held
be
SJSeo to
Garden, N. Y„ next fall.

Johnny- Hamp has resigned Mercury Artists Corp. to join the Willard Alexander Agency. He will
handle cocktail units and will book
several spots in Wildwood and At-

,

Ginny Baxter Replaces
Donna Atwood in leer

.

'

Sauare
rS+es are

24-Oct.

Sept.

bring
Jvans,

and
shows

19

to play 42
Hogers has agreed
Garden.
2, 26 days at the
wich him. his wife,

+

lantic City.
»

.

.

Pittsburgh,

May

Prior to joining Mercury, Hamp
was with General Artists Corp,,

With Music in

2b.

*

of absence for his femme star,
Donna Atwood, who’s Mrs. Harris
me, ducs
private life.
She’s expecting
in -privaws
tatpecung *a
baby ^ 0ctobfer> The Harrises al-

deal is $3,000 per day
Rogers*
b
tfrnc* above
ahnvp
Of gross
plus a percentage

ready have twin boys, about two
will mark the first time years of age.
has
Rogers
apthat
1945
To replace Miss Atwood, Harris
since
peared at the Garden. He worked has signed Ginny Baxter, 19-yearthe war when old Detroiter who won the 1952
during
rodeo
the
Gene Autry, who regularly headed free-style- championship. Miss At>
until then, was in the wood went into the cast right after
the show
Army. Autry resumed at his dis- the “Ice Capades” opened in Hollywood.
charge from the service.

For Amaz-Ball

$650,000:

Hollywood,

This

Desi Arnaz and Lucille Ball, as
a result of ratings on their telesho w, “I Love Lucy,” have been
offered
a
guarantee
$100,000
against 70% of the gross for a
1 6-day stand at the
Texas State
Fair, Dallas.
Arnaz said they’ll

.

Houston.

‘Paris in N.Y.’

Peal was consum-

week in Chicago.
The Garden gross dipped
last year in the absence of

mated last

a-

—AGVA to Martini

be achieved.

be located in the
defunct Diamond Horseshoe of the
Paramount Hotel.
Union wants
60% of the performers to he of
U. S. origin. Nachot Martini, who
will operate that spot, had planned
to import an entire show from

Paris, N. Y., to

This year’s purse will be about
$84,000, against last year’s $75,600.

—

Martin

& Lewis Seek Shift

shooting

schedule

of

Sets

town

their tele
salary

flj

•

NamM

With the union demand, it’s not JU1IUUC1
SuitiniPY' 1Prowl*
lum> Fall
Tdll 1M<IU1C5
known now what he will do, inasCopacabana,
N. Y., is likely to
much
as
it
will
for
be
impossible
Charge
‘Breach’
N.Y. Copa
•package
a series of moderate-priced
him to rehearse the unit in France,
Dean Martin Sc Jerry Lewis have Under those circumstances, it’s performers for the summer layouts.
American Guild of doubtful whether he’ll be able to Paucity of top headliners is causasked the
Variety Artists to .transfer to, the
Coast any necessary hearings on

open June

as slated, because of

5,

the difficulty in fusing both U. S.
and Parisian performers.
Martini operates three cafes in
Paris, the Place Fjgalle, Eve’s and
the Sphinx^ He had been planning
to import around 65 performers, ineluding- a large chorus, for the
opening: show.
Preponderance of U. S. players
has bedn the stumbling bloelc in
effecting a contract with AGVA,
Martini already had' agreed ’to a
scale which calls for $150 for principals arid $100 for chorus (highest
regular cafe scale), alohg with a
six-day week for the line: .He had
a j so agreed to minimum employment of 45.
The Negotiations are -in charge of
the Theatrical Fact Finding Committee which comprises the major
theatrical unions,
Solly Pernick,
of the International Alliance -of
Theatrical Stage Employees, is
aIa a
A .2 ^
11. A
J ! aLahI 4a W
TJ SV M
Ben
chairmaning
the dickering.

breach of contract they are
charged with by the Copacabana,
Comics declared that inas
Y.
N.
much as they are under contract
to Hal Wallis for two films, they
cannot give the Copa any date in
Vhich they could play off a fourthe

.

'

*

week contract: they hold with the
cafe.

'

Tearu

to

was originally slated

work the Copa May 1 on a contract
signed 'last year while- they were
working the spot. Deal stipulated
four weeks at $6,000 per frame. In
addition,
Jules Podell Sc Jack

:

cafe operators*, advanced

Entrattfer,

&

Kaye Trio, and De Marco Sisters. /
Copa will get the fall season roll-

1

U;S

UA

U

Hollywood, May 20.
Arthur Michaud, former mana,
ger of Tommy Dorsey, filed a $7,-

$55,600 In

finale; Ice’

$117,600

May 20.
wound up her

.Los Angeles,

Judy

Garland

four-week date at the Philharmonic
Aud, with a solid $55,600 for the
last stanza, to make for a grand
total of $224,200 during her stay
here. She gets 70% under a deal
with the Civic Light Opera Assn.,

S

budgeted at
und $9,000. House goes dark
f
^
re °P ens wl*k
i.e
bong of Norway.”
After grabbing a solid $85,000
Its first,
four days, “Ice- Capades”
boomed to’ a hefty. $117,600 the
Past week at the Pan Pacific, a
strong ‘figure, although the house
ts not
near capacity.

I

A

%

_

LQ’, 12-Day Fix-Up
^

Latin
i-atin Quarter is slated to close
I0r 12 days
+Vi £k cjiuYtTnor for
flYT
during the
.

.

.

.

•

summer

renovations. Spot’s wiring will be
aone over and decor will be given

refurbishing
with
hughes, in charge.
*L

Franklin

Boniface Lou Walters
has set
Le
Aug_ fsTs shuttering dati: Some‘
nq
b0 “" S5 had t0 be Shi£ted
t«
.

o tht

d°a

d

1

_

- i

*

.a 'aIa
week

;
:

-

sonalities. The
telling acts to

wing. With the

to

sky's the limit.

1

u

m

i

f

.

n.,

come under

their

first

prices that have prevailed, since
bookers won’t take a chance.

The only

possibility seen

open

is

for the- record acts to come in at
straight percentage deals. Whejti
that happens,- the act with a top
etching will feel that it's being,
sold short, and therp will be considerable dissatisfaction.
The one solace is moving singers
with one or two records into, cafes.
There are many niteries shopping
exclusively.
for record toppers
These spots comprise considerable
playing time, but they, aren't paying the coin that the disk-clickers
f§el they are entitled to.
.

&

Tennessee Govenor
Threaten

to

Whoop

It

For ‘Opry’s’ N.Y. Astor
Nashville,

Co.

Up

Bow

May

20.

“Grand Ole Opry” headliners' invasion of New York via summer

»%

TOBY
* Marta,1 Other Name$

1

have been

offices

record that
hits they’ll put them into the cushy
brackets. It’s not likely that they’ll
be able to get these' top dates At

lit A 1«

1

several
Felix p&cted Ethel Smith,
current at the Pierre, N. Y., to start
at the Rex Theatre, Paris, .July 4,
and then tour the south of France
under Daniel’s auspices. Yma Su-.
mac will do a series of. concert,
dates, along with a stari<J. at" the.

Set for Hawaiian Time

stand at Astor Roof beginning May
26 may be attended by a planeload
of Nashville boosters,
Tennessee’s governor.
•

including
*

Gordon Browning

Is 'schedthe trip to appear
personalities"
briefly, with. VOpryJ*
.Lido, Paris, June 2ft.'.
wfio lead off series of two-week
Daniel Marouani signed Jerry
,
bookings at the Astor. Talk here is
Bergen, Hershey & We^muller^nJ,
plan.
•that 50 or.
Jane Scott for tours- iiu southern PTomOtei^ Others set are -Krapkie tO’ffy ,tb Gbthanirfor opening night.
Weavers, August;
July;
France. Hazel Scott has been pactsevon
appear"
Will
governor
The
Paul * Mary
£“ es
ed for two weeks at the Drap d’Or,
Fm<d FrariV Sinatra recently
™»ppntlv comcom- eral radio shows and visit Mayor
starting Sept. 15, and a pair of Ford. Frank
his
twoduring
Impellitteri
Vincent
pleted a trek there.
concerts at Salle Pleyel, Paris.
Acts play 2,000-seat McKinley day stay.
First contingent of entertainers
Auditorium, Honolulu, at $3 top
and $1.50 bottom, doing six shows, from 22-year-old hillbilly radio
White
Taps
then six more in nine-day tour of show originating in Nashville includes Rod Brasfield, Whitey Ford
islands.
(Duke of Paducah) and Minnie
For Nat’l Office in N.Y.
Pearl. Portions of the ^Saturday
»

t -

^

Holly^a:;^'
""Y"*

Gov.'

i'0'.

vTony Martin goes''fo“ mwaii jn
September in one of %serieA-bf
s e ^ ov<

uled to

make

,

,

650 breach, of contract suit in
Superior Court here against
Josephine Baker and her ex-mgr.,
Ned Schuyler, charging they reversed an oral agreement on the
sale of souvenir programs.
Plaintiff entered into an’ agreement with them last July for sale
of programs at clubs and thea
Ben
tres where she performs, advancing them $1,250. He claims that
last j anuary they told him they
would not recognize the pact under
Ben White, who has been t an
which he was to get .25% of retail,‘ organizer in the New York branch
price of book. He asks return of of the American Guild of Variety
$1,250 plus $6,400 damages.
Artists, has been shifted to the
He’ll take
national office there.
over some of the duties of Vic
Connors, who --left the union sev-

£

AGVA

.

Ed Wynn’s Vegas’ 1-Shot

night “Opry” in which they appear
Friars Re-Elect Berle
will be broadcast May 31 and June
The Friars Club N. Y, branch has 7 from NBC’s Belasco Theatre.
re-elected Milton Berle, abbot;
Not known whether Presidential

Harry Delf, dean; Alan Corelli, candidate Sen.. Estes Kefaiiver (D.,
secretary, and Carl Timin, execu- Tenn.) will be on
tap with his coontiVe director,

weeks ago.
The new prior and treasurer, reWhite was previously with the spectively, ate Joe E. Lewis and
at the Last Frontier, Las- Vegas, un i 0 n in New Orleans and served D r> s. l. Meylaekson. New' mem'
May 30.
in AGVA’s southwest region.
bers of the board of governors are
No other cafe dates are contem.
Robert Alda, Fred E. Ahl^rt^Frank
time
the
for
comic
the
plated by
Gallop, Louis Schenfield, Ed Wein.
/ii
¥
j
£ p{nfr
Hlldcgardc London Click er, Earl Wilson, Myron Cohen, Dr.
George H. Solomon and Jack E.
London, May 20.
Hilde- Leonard.
A celebrity- audience gave
•Sidelle to Harry Adler Agcy.
ovation
welcome-back
sock
garde
a
Ira Sidelle has joined the Harry
Mon.
ycstci-u«jr wvxuu./
opening
eni “S yesterday
ner 0P
Antonina, formerly featured voat her
ai
Adler. Agency.
fnrmerlv an indie ner- at the Cafe de Paris here. Singer calist with Al Donahue orch and
%
stint which now doing a ^gle, goes into ttje
60-minute
hep
a
did
i/the
was
.c^e/and
a
'
dePartment ° £ G eraI
f

Ed Wynn

will

eral

:

—

,

(

™

C 0 rD.

skid cap.

open with a unit
'

N.Y.

*

Carlo: sailed last'
V
after completing

deals.*

«

With Suit on Book Sales

W

Monte
Europe

-

nighter basis.
Failure of the bookers to take
to the platter name bait is seen
causing some difficulty among
agencies iq more ways than one.
Aside from not being able to move
the diskers into theatres, danger
lies in the fact that the percent-,
eries wop’t be. able to pay off oil
promises made to some of the per-

:

-1

|

with Wallis.

NAMES FOR FRANCE

politan area population, ought to
f
French percenter Felix MaroU- come through for these attractions
ani, together with hid brother, Dan- Angelo believes. If the cover tariff
who conducts, an agency in idea succeeds, Angeio says the
i e i,

|

Garland Solid

Eastman will follow in succession.
Others booked for later are Ella
Fitzgerald, Sarah Vatighan, Nino
Nanni, and Nellie Lutcher.
Omaha, with its 350,000 metro-

MAROUANIFRERES SET

/Ntri

n

to

Mary Kaye Trio closed last. week.
Current is Pee Wee Hunt and band.
Set to open for a week May 29 is
George Shearing Quintet. Muggsy
Spanier
_ jr
Sc
„ Dixieland Band opens
ter part of the year or early next june 5"; Red Ingle, June 19; Billy
year, if his video show originates williams Quartet, Art Tatum, Slam
from New York,
Stuart, Oscar Moore and Ronnie

A spokesman for Music Co'rp. of White is repping AGVA.
America, comics’
handlers, admitted the existence of the con_
'
^
i rt
1 1*.
tract but that no playdate can be
In KoUi* onH hY-Mffr Hit
11U
dUU
JU ***IVC1
given now in view of. duo’s pact
.

determined

is

lowed by two weeks of Danny
Thomas, and repeat dates for Johnnie Ray and Billy Daniels. Jimmy
Durante would go in toward the lat-

'

.. «

sector,

continue"
VVUViMHV*

|

i.

'

Lewis.
Comics are said to be willing to
pay the Copa the face value of
their contract plus the $10,000 that
was advanced in order to get out
from under that deal.- However,
the Capa doesn’t want to accept
ftl nil
M A ill A«M AmI
such
a settlement.

$10,0001 to

20.

,;

ing in high Sept. 4 with eight
T
I.
weeks of Joe E. Lewis, to be fol•

Omaha, May

office ’ias been’ probing the buyers,
but hasn’t come up with a taker on
those terms. As a result, they’ll try
to offer the layout to arena and
auditorium managers on a one-

.

ing bonifaces Jules Podell
Jack
Entratter to look around for lesserpriced talent than that to which the
spot has been accustomed.
Copa
has options on Luba Malina, Mary

**-l

'

numerous. For example,
Music Corp. of America is building
a unit around the Four Aces. That

pioneer top attractions in a tryout
via the covercharge route. Spot
has worked out a sliding schedule
for the hitherto touchy cover situation. Customers here are not accustomed to planking down money
at“ the club gates for attractions,
but Angelo believes they Will do
so for the orch and other lures he
is bringing in. He gave the name
policy a lengthy workout to whet
appetites before giving them the
news about the cover.
Acts that cost in the $2,500
weekly bracket, house figures,
ought to get $1 at the gate. The
$1,750 attractions should pull 75c.
and below that, 60c. It’s going to
be a matter of education here but
as the customers have flocked to
th„ names so far, it’s figured they’ll

LOW DUQ£6t

To Coast for Hearing Of

Name Acts

•

•

j

—

—

Angqlo’s, class spot near down-

would have been $57,000 and overages for the two weeks.

try «
f
L0P& S

-

The agencies are still concocting
some packages, but the takers

To Square Covers

Roxy

series prevented that.

20.

aren't as

commitments interfered.

conceded in rodeo ‘Circles
sagebrush filmster is necin the east if high h.o. is to

Pitt

Omaha Class Cafe

The American. Guild of Variety
Arnaz and Miss Ball were schedArtists is demanding predominance
uled to play the Roxy Theatre,
of U. S. performers in the show to
N.
Y., during the summer, but
be imported for the Casino de

that a top

essary

“Oklahoma,” “South

Spike
Jones,
Tommy
Dorsey, etc.
If deal is consummated, Arnaz says he’ll probably
take his orch, video regulars William Frawley and Vivian Vance;
and some- additional acts.
Date
won’t interfere with his CBS show
which is now shooting six weeks
ahead. Texans had made a pitch
for 'Judy Garland, but her other*

27%
top

20.

Pacific,”

With 60% U.S. Acts

.

cowboy film name, ^The Lone
Ranger and Vaughn Monroe were
the alternating headliners.
It’s

attractions as

OK

May

Vaude bookers are beginning to
shy away from the record name
packages. The talent pacters, having taken a lacing on some of the
setups that have been peddled, are
now extremely wary of booking
vaude bills merely on the strength
of a name who has crashed through
with one or two disks.
The bookers feel that they have
been taken but -good by some of
the packages advanced by the percenteries. The standard fee for the
units, whl°h usually include merely one disk name plus three supporting acts, has been going at

musicians, in addition to the nitery’s regular five men. Informed
that the Carousel bandstand could
only accommodate the quintet, en
tertainer suggested building a platform extension to the bandstand.
plus overages. In many situThat did it for Jackie Heller, $7,500
exwho owns the Carousel and had ations the losses have been
tremely
heavy.
agreed to pay them $4,500 for .the
The sole exception, these days,
date, more dough than the spot has
ever shelved out for an act. He is Johnnie Ray, who has been hittold Miss Thompson’s % reps to for- ting SRO biz.4n most situations.
Otherwise, the bookers haven’t
get about his place.
done toe well ’with most diskLoew cirevolved personalities.
cuit has been the major sufferer.

probably accept.
Fair, held annually .in October,
has consistently booked such top

Garden veepee, had

Irish,

Ned

been after Rogers for some months.
He recently made a trip to Houston
while, the cowpoke was playing the
Fat Stock Show there, in an effort
to work the Garto convince Rdgers
den. Rogers grossed a record $468,-

May

Pittsburgh,

Deal for Kay Thompson & the
Williams Bros, to play Jackie Heller’s Carousel the week of June %
was kayoed when Miss Thompson
said she’d have to have six more

John H. Harris, Pittsburgh" showHe’ll
Dale man and producer of “Ice Calast week okayed a leave
pades”
comic pat Brady, plus an

assortment of animals.

000 in

Seller Won’t Say

It

“

The’s iMo r

four weeks.

tMM«r ^Tweete.

MCA’s

Staff

Pep Talks

Music Corp* of America will hold
staff meeting in Detroit at the
end of this week to discuss band
and act problems in that area.
Larry Barnett, MCA veepee, will
chairman the palaver.
Attending will be Charles Rich-

a

of the Minneapolis staff; Verle
Bogue, of the Detroit office; Bill
Breitel, Cleveland, and Jim Brey-

ter,

ler,

Chicago.
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(MAISONETTE)

Roger Dann MUt Shaw and Horace piaz orchs; $4 minimum,
de
,

Hotel

Plata**,

N;

Her topper

bits.

Yf.

is

a .special-ma-

•

new

Kahn,

lyric though at times
But her main fault
oversells.
brief
is In doing a recap of her
career with the sort of references

&

Rodgers

2Sn»

*

•

Miss Kirk has a well-studied
repertory of rhythms, ballads and
special material, in addition to a
couple of tunes that she introduced
in “Allegro” and “Kiss Me, Kate”

(“Gentleman Is Dope” and “True
to You in My Fashion”). It’s all
well-routined though she overtalks

her« announcements andI needsJfmore
.

d

•

k

polish

*

.

i

I

handling the

in

.

.

.

audience

‘

L

Bill

°£

%

’

.

character songs

-

I

JULIA

and

well received. The opener*,
“I’ve Got the World on a String,”
reveals a nervous Sinatra, but by
the time he goes Into “I’ll Walk
Alone” the. assurance is back and
maintained.
it is

For those who remember and

The People’s Choice

JAY SEILER
WEEK

R*-*lect*d for 19th

CONRAD HILTON HOTEL
CHICAGO
Bn office for August and
September Campaigning
for June and July

CAMPAIGN MANAGERS
(MAX NOVEtLE
Now York
SIDNEY PAGE
Chicago
P.

Italy

1ZZA

liked Sinatra at his peak, he is best
on the medley of ‘Til Never Smile
Again,” “I’ve Got a Crush on You”

and “Someone

Watch Over Me,”
although this reception was not
general
among the Hollywood
to

He took

crowd.

is

several hands to

round out the 45-minute stint and
begged off after “When You’re
Smiling,” “September Song” and

“Come Rain, Come Shine.”
Sinatra breaks up his songalog
with patter intended to be witty.
In this department he can show improvement.
If the humor’s his
own, he needs a comedy writer. I

finding

it

quite

Started it at the beginning of the
year with the engagement of the
Claude Marchant company and the
run, originally scheduled for some
six weeks, was extended to almost
four months. Now it has a Spanish company that shapes up strongly to repeat that initial success.
It’s a small company comprising four dancers, a vocalist and guitarist, but altogether they bring
all the traditional Spanish style
rhythm to their presentation. Scintillating hoofing routines, vivid flamenco numbers embellished by the
use of castanets, and a guitar solo,
are the basic ingredients in "a program pruned to 40 minutes.
Early part of the act, however,
could be strengthened by remodelling.
After the opening number,
there is too long a gap before the
next dance is staged,' with intervening time taken up by the guitarist and -chantoosey.
Another
dance routine interspersed between
these items would give the production a livelier, start. The final
conception of Ravel’s “Bolero,”
•

purchased material, he needs to
Brog.
however, more than' makes amends
change scribes.

it’s

‘
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3 Bks.

PARODIES

par hook $10 •

• MINSTREL .BUDGET
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS., oa.

HOW TO MASTER THE

$25
bk. $25

•
•

CEREMONIES

(rotssuo), $3.00

1

GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF GAGS/ $300. Worth ovar a thousand
200

NO c.O.D.'S
PAULA SMITH
W. 54 St. N*w York 1 9
Circle

D«pt. V

7-1130

HARBERS
3rd Return Engagement

COPACABANA
N*w York

I

.

barrel. (See

New

Acts.)

they use

it

DALE

and

Doubtless, by now, Tippy &
CPbina have heard of the Lew
Lehr line and have switched it to
their own purposes, “People are
the ewaziest monkeys.” Whether

or not is difficult to
act cavorting along

JACK DENTON
COMEDIAN

pantomime, with Manuel &
Marita Vierra doing what talking

in

WORLD'S GREATEST

is.

(IF

YQU'Ll

PAROON

to a T, exhibiting a musical fillip

THE EXPRESSION)

with maracas and bongos, headstand by Tippy, another tune joust
via a samba with instruments a
ukulele and tiny toy piano. Cobina’s
running gag mugging at ringsider
who holds a couple of bananas is
side-splitting. Eating contest between the pair (of monkeys) fin-

FAMOUS ACTING BIRDS
LARGE WHITE COCKATOOS/ MACAWS
George E. Roberts

ishes that.

PAMAHASIKA’S

peramental

PAMAHASIKA'S STUDIO

Topper

3504 N. Bth

musicianship

electric

Tel.

St.,

Phila. 40, Pa.

SAGmore 2-5536

o u E l*

FOB NATIONALLY FAMOUS BRA AN®
GIRDLE MANU F ACTU RER« 34 B. BUST.
LE "
28 WAIST. 38 HIP. 5 FT. 7 IN. J”T T^p
ATTRACTIVE.
IN STOCKING FEET.

135 Madison Av«.,

3d Floor
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ROXY THEATRE.

N. Y. C.
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Thanks

Sammy Rauch

* •

Every Tuesday with Milton Berle
on the

ana texaco star theatre
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BURTON - JANET
"Crazy HollywoodUS
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Booking: William

Legal Counsel: Irving Siegal, Chicago
Publicity: Prances E. Kaye, N. Y«

3rd

203 N, Wabash Av*., Chicago
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special
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DANNY 0’DAY
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Rollicking

is Tippy’s tern
at
a
organ, fingering
stops and bringing forth
“People Will Say We’re In Love.”
Nothing but yocks all the way
El Rancho Girls fire off eap
pistols in salute to Helldorado days
town’s annual frontier hoopla, and
perky Joy Walker romps like a
cayuse. Production number fea33 turing Buddy Ebsen, Joy Walker
and all chicks winds up in a terrif
Charleston.
Will

a~
“

B

with

ii
li

'

The monkeys have been trained

Ventriloquist Attraction! !!

as

99 ISSUES $25
First 13 FiUs $7.00, All 35 i«u»s $25.00
Singly: $1.05 Each IN SEQUENCE Only
.(Boginning with No.
No Skipping)
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The World’s Greatest

3 B
BS
us

SHOW BIZ GAG fll£
(Tht S«rvlc* of fho Stars)

THB OR/GlfMt

—

surmise, the

mm
|

scripting.

Business Like Show Business” sets
up another type of .gab between
verses an actress receiving three
people backstage in her dressing
room. . Types ^wow the house with
“you don’t remember me, but
including woman from hometown,
another actress with an adder’s
tongue, and a cornball. Serves as
bowoff, but repeated applause and
cheers bring her back for brief
spell in blue spot, “Wish We Had
a Clock That Had No Hands.”
El Rancho Vegas, being the hotel
nitery of continual surprises, adding and subtracting acts almost
at moment’s .notice, latched onto
Buddy Ebsen. cPuple of days before
opening. He crammed a bunch of
ideas together for a full turn, only
to be notified upon arrival that his
was a brief opening- slot plus
emceeing. He ? does okay .in his
prime notch, warbling, terping and
chawing a few crackers over the

FUN-MASTER

G LAS ON'S

Tanget into romantic monology
encased within choruses of
a boy-meets

girl

profitable

and^Sotlh drunk

For All tranches of iJiiofncoli

“Where Or When,”

through a jphase of favoring colorful dance units for its cabare

'

and

going

Lew

standard

COMEDY MATERIAL

.

is

and
his

Recently back from a European
and Israel jaunt, the sultry and
dynamic Miss Scdtt, backed by
bass -and drums, proceeds to get
the customers off their seats
Pianist is going stronger than ever
and. continues to be an inimitable
performer in her., own idiom.
There are few artists who can hold
(Continued o n page 50)

,

Club

for fine re-

bit for bow-off.

Loudon

Embassy

show

paced .by Lenny Paige

is

t£fS?- contributes
Seiler
come(jy turn>

\

Sl>"^™^t

The

—

8?
ggjgee

defln"on^

^tf

•

Sinatra speaks his piece
about the current rave gimmick
singers like Johnnie Ray.
There
are some good chupkles in the latter parody, abetted by Sinatra’s
donning of a coonskin cap and
snapping a whip for the Frankie
Laine takeoff. “Birth of the Blues
gives singer a chance to display
enough force to vibrate the mike

-

•

•

and

.

sori as m.c, here.
Bud & Cece
Robinson, who open the show/a?e
warmly received as familiar favorite
Act is now w.k. hereabouts
Sand
the
two
fresh-appearini
youngsters coftld do with a spot of
novelty in their routine
Frjint
P9lm
a
a pow“
erful bartiom^tn PvJSio^t
J

——

’

which

BACK PAGE
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carries off the
turns. -

14.

ss

......

estabtw*t> that only
nnlv an estab
Cole Porter
lished star could make. Miss Kirk
may one day be that kind of starbut she hasn’t yet reached that
stage. And come to think of it, the
greater the star the greater the hu-

Las Vegas, May

'

SSTS

Hammerstein and

mllity.

;
.

1

sh/
to

£1

little

.

wavarounda

“7

,

.

Celeste Holm, Buddy Ebseh, The
too much; especially when he
leaves the mike and patrols th$ VierrasJZ) with Tippy Sc Cbbina,
Walker, Bl
Jerr# . Breslav,
charm
too
fragrant
a
with
room
Hotel,
A*
irls
an<; h
(8), Ted Fio Rito
that glistens along with his equally
(COCOANUT GROVE)
minimum,
or
charming white teeth. It’s a mis- Orch (10) ; no cover
Los Angeles, May 15.
take in this room tor a singer of
tth.
*
„
Frank Sinatra, Eddie Bergman Dann’s type to roam the area withsongscertain
Ultra-smartness.of
Orch (12); $1.50-$2 cover.
out a handmike, since there are piels almost had Celeste Holm
Gothamtoo
branded
roped
and
as
too many dead spots here that deFrank Sinatra has opened a mand
use of a mike at all times. ish for this larrupin’ town, on openthree-week stand in thi| plush ho
Dann is dishing out nothing more ing show. However, the chirping
mtery
aptel room as his first local
than
a standard routine of French
pearance. Singer, working hard to
tunes intermixed with American.
better his public relations, should
d e r la y
fault lies in his lack of novelty
A
move a step further along that or special material, though, overall,
h e r rge
toad during the local run if the Dann goes over, suggesting, in fact, now, and riding high with homesimpression created at the opening that he might be a bet for films. pun comic Buddy Ebsen and the
However, it doesn’t He has somewhat of a dramatic
continues.
ibtickUng sllnians Tlppy
ie
seem probable that any cover rec background, having been in “Happy y.
Si Cobina
W
'Jump from musicals to nitery
apP
Time” on Broadway, in addition to
during the engagement.
having done straight dramatic floors can bring on palpitations,
Opening night, Sinatra gave out parts as well, as his own musical even among the topmost. Once
established and feet planted firmly,
with a well-mixed catalog of ‘12 show on TV.
going is a breeze for Miss Holm.
songs, including a medley of three,
Milt Shaw and Horace Diaz' are
He was Up the longtime holdover bands, play- She brightly howdi6s with “Most
to a varied, reception.
Unusual Night,” then plucks a
to his old mark °*i the soft, roman- ing neatly for show and dancing.
ringer from “King and I,” the
tic numbers, but 4;hey drew the
Kahn.
light-hearted “Getting to Know
least response. The typical HollyYou.” Bells ring and whistles go
wood opening-night group that had
off during her reprise of “Girl Who
the Grove’s 900 capacity about twoEitiliassj €Iq!)9
Can’t Say No ” clinching any
third full went more for the faster
8.
London,
May
doubters remaining. First htjnk
numbers and two special-material
“Fiesta,” unth Maria Aranda pf special material hits all types
.tunes,
ml
Jose
Almeda,
of
Esmeralda,
tablers with clever verbiage
Ramon
These are a takeoff on Judy Garland's “Dear Mr. Gable” .special, de la Mota, Rosario Caro Ricardo about psychotics in general .entitled, “I’m Normal,” and good for
Band.
Samba'
Don
Carlos
Blasco
;
“You Made Me Love You,” and
“The Wild Goose Mule Train,” in Billy Sproud Orch; $4.50 minimum. way abdve normal mitts.

Ambassador

& Hammerstem

.

.

•

the
musical, “Allegro,” and along
way she has gotten a lot of confimuch
dence. Perhaps a little too
confidence.
As a singer Miss Kirk knows her

qL'

ca-

1

:

ago in the Rodgers

710

n0 nced c 0 s ~
orch# who also offer terping mu''S? nJ JJr«55
n
4 l
do. with the Don, Carles .Samba
bana<
Mv
routine
runoff,
but
the
provocative
•j t.
*
,
and hard-working
-star still whams
Vegas the proceedings for. the diners and
Raytcftw*

v

.

•

.

metier,

Gale, Tic

^alsom Orch
cover or minimum.

.

-

who made good in the Broadway
legit musicals.
Miss Kirk has gained considerfirst
able stature since she made her
Broadway appearance a few years

&

,

.

-

-ue™

la Mota, ‘reveal perfepc precision with unique rhythm effectRotarip Card- Is a po^eriul war-.
pier who comfprtably dispenses
with the mike, -and Ricardo Blasco

(“Gable .IS as Able as
A comparative newcomer in the
(PERSIAN ROOM)
the current Presi- American
Frencb.-smger ..sweepat Ike”), 'based on
Lisa Kirk ( with Sid Bass
dential race, a good idea that fal- stakes', Roger- Dann acquits hittir
Ale#“*
piano). Bambi Linn .& Rod
ters, lyrically.
soli:.m*editab^wi^^is Rood looks,
Mis? Kirk is nicely costumed- tov jlffeajit
personality
show her -physical attributes.
HattKvdbesn’t^indic^te a. great fuBAgis does a .peat job as the piano Itaifc as a'sob'Mi^onallty, despite\
torte
v
ftCCDJfllp
hfe' sgdesmaiMup/- but
v
/iinp-Alexander team opens might
%£sping end-. He
justify /<£he
Persian Room blip rimte*
LaSalle’s band
Pick
sellthe
layouf,\;
quality
in
V
teb^Hc
has. neat
most tastes, especially in the show-overall musical ac-‘ ing the lyrics."
team in does a nifty
casing of a new dance
with the maestro at the picomp,
Dann is tall, suave and has a
Bamhi Linn & Rod Alexander ano, while Mark Monte’s Contigreat deal of charm for the dames,
(New Acts): The headlining act is entals handle the Latin rhythms.
though at times he is overselling a
Lisa Kirk, the slender ex-chorine
terial lytic
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plaintive of Gershwin’s “^’RToriderful”
and
Vfcg** tion and bis mirthfully
spng, Nothing,” all ring the bell. a sympathetic treatment of “SeDLas Vegas, May 15,
Song” draw okay
Golly ,orch with singer
Cedi
Rex Allen, Irving Fields Tno, Mildred, Stanley again, are in the Gabbing between songs is mitting.
kept to
Les Bassis (3), Walter Long, John- groove,
Rees,
a minimum as are the dramatics
ny (FBrieriy Kathryn Duffy DentaRaymond Chase in the second
Al
Boys
<3)
Co)ntluu«4 from pace 48
Normandie
r
tions -if),
spot has an interesting enough act
£«
Jahns Orch Ul'H no cover or mnwbut a group of three regular conasides and quips at the photogs and
:
Los Angeles, May J4.
Ttmit Casluo, Buff.
mum,
certina
numbers leaves something
help.
other
Barry,
Dave
Steele,
Jon k Sondra
a. nitery crowd transfixed with a
to be desired as nitery entertainBobby Winters, the only other
Booking the divers western Whitson Bros,,. Bitty Reilly k Bon
25-minute piano routine, interj On the second
standard
show of openDorothy
the
does
Bob
Hoffman,
plainters, twangers, bleaters, saw- nier Menzisj
spersed with only a couple of act on the bill,
a starter yers, arid live operas sans hosses Dorben Dancers, Hal Derwm Otchf ing, night, Chase eliminated a
songs. It's “an effort physically tennis-, ball juggling- for
^ngtby^
half-talk,
tricks
half-song
strong
cover
some
item
for annual Helldorado frontier $L$L50
and artistically-^-which only a top but turns to
Which sharpened routine considerWith his Indian clubs to get better week is okay, but many Vegai nibperformer could unleash.
“Sugar ’h Spice” show, topped ahly; bwt .it wasn’t until he brought
He makes a few inten- erics have been stuck with their
Her M $t Louis Blues’' (recently attention.
out
hia-twu midgeFconcertinas that
and,.then sews things boots off after the shootin’ fades* by Jon Sc Sonars Steele, present*
recorded for French Decca) and tional misses
.took more than casual
with some rapid Not so the Thunderbird in preenv well-balanced hour «f entertain- the
“Chicago Fire” are shining ex- up in fine fashion
tambourines.
ment
for clients of this mammoth notice. Introducing this part of his
of
his
for
Switches
Allen
Rex
Republic’s
ing
and
metier,
amples of the Scott
act earllgr would do much to emup
wound
ahow
opening
bowl,
have
solid
And
first nitery yodel. With, a
Merriel Abbott Dancers
her closing “Tea for Two” theme
phasize ‘.his more serious sides
clkko; alter a slow start.
song, with its original variations, only one number, but it shows corps of supporting acts, the cowAlan Farrell do
Steeles bad to beg off after some Dancers Rita
The imagination telling about the life boy pic star seems destined to
is distinctly trade-marked.
four
with their oldie group, their
.and terrif ivory
two vocal numbers are delivered of a hat from babyhood to old age. bring in capacity biz for the full socko vocalizing,
roprise of the cakewalk, etc., rating
to
had
act,
.Jon,
but
ticking
by
Marfortnight:
“You Better Go There’s good vocal backing by
in peak form
due. to poor best plaudits.
Now/’ from “New Faces,” is done shall Gill and the gals step out for
Garbed in outfits no self-respect- warm up the audience,
Nonna Hutton adds much visuof material at outset.
Zabe.
with especially telling tonal ef- pleasing specialties.
ing poke would scare a range horse selection
Titian-haired Sbndra tees off with ally as the femcee and then does a
ects, and the Rodgers Sc Hart “Litwith, Allen makes a colorful splash.
few
vocals with Max Chamitov’s
she
while
and
Song,”
“September
tle Girl Blue,” the encore* is even
and open personality,
orch between shows. Dick MarY* Withal wide-eyed and eager to gives it top handling,, it earns only shall’s
more so. Miss Scott drew heavy
9
trio takes over from Chamiof
half
Hubby
response.
polite
a
palms from the diners and was
Carlos Ramirez, .Luts & Leonora please attitude, puts the former
“Blue Tango” and tov in the interlude spots. Newt
Martin
forced into half a dozen bows at Hank
eft i
radio warbler.' into the team clicks on
hitehouse, Guy
Minor
“E
Chopin’s
jaxzed-up
a
Jose
show caught.
winner’s circle; (See New Acts).
Line (5), Rene Touzet and
Waltz.” Duo smashes over “You
Boston
Meyer Balsom’s house crew Curbelo orchs ; $3.50 minimum.
Irving Fields Trio continues Can’t Take It With You” special
(HUB ROOM)
paces the show musically and the
through the* current casement,, rop- •routine, to get big house comBoston.
May 17.
Tic Toe Timers take care of the
huzza
hs.
peak
l
pletely on its side. Team encores
The Havana-Madrid is currently ing in the same
‘What-s
Newr with Elise
Burton.
customer dancing.
going through a programmatic Fields’ florid pianistics tantalise with its disclick, “My Happiness,” Rhodes , Hat Hackett, Billie Hayes
into
foot-tappings
table-sitters
and
metamorphosis. Spot is making a
which is strong.
Jack Marlin , Richard Goltra, Doris
Honsf* Chi
Comedian Dave Barry, a familiar Schmitt. Composed and produced
bid for the tall 'coin with this bill glass-plinking as he zips “Mambo
Jamb©” for opener. Followup Is face in L. A., wows them with new by
(EMPIRE ROOM!
via the booking of Carlos Ramirez,
Wilson Stone. Harry Marshard
Chicago. May 15
who has been a lure for the Latin much too involved for this room— monolog material. Particularly Orch (7 h, Ted Rolphe; $1 cover
At the a concertized “Gershwin Medley,” good, are impressions of British Mon to Thurs., $1.50 Fri.-Sat.
( with
Dorothy Shay
Russell wine trade, in the past.
in
Black), Bobby Winters, Merriel same time, boniface Gene Vogeler thickly virtuoso and requiring, thesps, Arthur Godfrey, a private Oval Room,
Abbott Dancers (8), Marshall Gill, is attempting to infuse some new much band brass. Inserts' a,, new eye, and a Chicago politico. A
Eddie O’Neal Orch (12); $3.50 life into Broadway showcasing keyboard etching, a 25-year piano routine on current politicos, now
Showcasing the talents of six
cavalcade. In this he harks back standard part of every comic’s
minimum, $1 couer.
with new talent and set Lupino
slick-looking youngsters, this capUrbina for this show. UnfortrH to Confrey, Lopez, Little Jack Lit- equipment, misfires somewhat as sule revue adds- up to lively, fresh
tle,
and
Duchin,
Waller,
Basie,
ankle
serito^>
Dorothy Shay, the city-wise nately, femme sprained an
house takes his sallies
entertainment with apparent encloses in with Carle, Cavallaro, Au- ously, hut he makes strong returns
country gal, is making her annual and couldn’t open. Juan Luis
thusiasm of kid* reflecting solidly
gust, Barclay Allan, and Del Woods. pay oft on his impresh of. Sen.
stand here, seventh since she was tenure (New Acts) subbed,
on
of first-nighters. While
Many receive mitts, but Fields’ in- Estes Kefauver, which brings top its reaction
first seen by Merriel Abbott, Hilneither sophisticated nor inRamirez has worked mahy top
ton Hotels entertainment director. ro0 ms in New York. He’s a class between gabi stops the progression yocks.
digo-tinged, the most hard-boiled
comedy -aero and jaded nitery habitue should
Bros.,
Whitson
Southern
miss
is
expensively baritone with highly cultivated and spoils entire effect. Should
gowned and full of pew special ma- p ipe S Q f concert calibre who brings keep fingers going on keys while team, miss all the way, with both enjoy the brightness purveyed by
chattering, or change conception
material anemic. the talented., youngsters
terial about the foibles of the sexes,
a thoroughly commercial sense to to let audience do. a bit of guess- their stunts arid
in the
but it’s still the earthy “Uncle cafe work. Repertoire in this inBilly Reilly Sc Bonnie Menzis dis- brief (40 minutes), well-balanced
Fud” that gets thq best response. stance is topped by “Granada” and ing. Winds up with his fancy “Oye play sharp precision and coordina- production.
Most of her new songs are in the there are subordinate works in- Negra,” with Henry Sargent’s bass tidn with top terping, 'Bob HoffTeeihg off In typical revue fashmore sophisticated vein and don’t cluding a newcomer, “Hipocrita.” orgies.
man’s pipes are powerful and ion, the cast, 'three gals and three
Les Bassis are another sock im- pleasing, and the Dorothy Dorben boys, prance around while
gather as many yocks as the tales This program proves okay for the
vocalizabout the mountain folk- which dinner trade, although for later port. Two guys and a gal undergo terpers are striking in three spec(Confinued on page- 53)
made het famous. Of the newies, showings he’ll have to- include the greatest caper in foot-juggling tacular production numbers.
“A Real Big Spender seems to some of his pashier note.s such as seen on, this nitery belt. ShowstopHal Derwin’s orch, backing the
have, the most appeal.
Chanteuse Beguine,” which is one of the top- ping act rivets every eye from first show and providing the dance mugets a real big mitt for her chatter pers in his catalog. Ramirez hits it pedal balances to flash finale. (See sic, does a capable job.
Evad.
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Acts).

Walter Long is -a polished hoofer in search of an act. Held over
into current cycle. Long is expanding his legmania, and should have
perfected a pretty fair routine by
close of his Vegas showcasing.
Every click and nuance are crystal
clear’ as he steps off to “Save Your
Sorrow” after a tossaway vocal.
Neat way of getting about and
and oversized garb, and it works
still making every tap count is reout fairly well:
vealed
in “Wilhemina,” reprise of
The Guy Martin-routined line is r
well costumed and numbers go off Long’s pie chore in “Wabash Avenue.”
What may develop into his
well. Rene Touzet does fine at the
showbacking chores and Jose Cur- best whirl is called, “39 Steps,”
utilizing
flashbacks into types of
bell o provides a lure for the rhumterps and accomping music. Leads
baddicts who frequent this spot.
into a leggy Charleston for solid
Jose.

departure here with
the booking of Hank Whitehouse, a
corn-rigged comic dancer. Mayhaps
it’s an attempt to get the peasant
parties that formerly hit the nearby Iceland, now' defunct. White
house does the comedy hoofing that
has been a staple for many years,
in the groove that goes with derby

HILTON

SISTERS
Wmrlti

FmmouS

Siamiii Twin*

C’lRRENTLY

RKO LYRIC

'

CINCINNATI, OHIO
Nr»«iol ManOgomont

ROSS FRISCO
St.
M«n,

100 kylitM

Mom.

.

SocA
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palms.

Montreal, May
Clark Dennis Raymond Chase
17.

,

Rita k Alan Farrell, Max Chamitov Orch (8) with Norma Hutton,
Dick Marshall Trio; $2.50 mini-

mum.

King Recording Artists
Wtatar ’En9#9*m*nt

THE RATIO, Palm

The standard formula for a cafe
show is offered this week in the
Normandie Room of the Mount
Royal Hotel. The vocal comer is
taken over by Clark Dennis who is
making his initial bow to Montreal.
Raymond Chase and his collection
of straight and gimmicked concertinas takes the novelty spot and the
ballroomology js cared for by Rita
Alan Farrell in average fashion.
Tenor Dennis, who recently
switched from Capitol to Decca,
has an unlimited repertoire and a
voice that is surefire for those who
want true piping without any of
the fake vocal calisthenics now
being displayed for bobbysox wails.
Arrangements for the most part are

above

ond'

GORMAN

Stfccocsfiil

average

and

guy handles

some eight numbers without
ing or straining.

A

forc-

at

laach

Booked by

HERBERT MARKS AGENCY
152 W.
400 Lincoln Id.

Now Tort

Miami leach

Grant's Riviera

Sc

Kathryn Duffy Dansations put
on some fetching haymow costumes for curtain-raiser, “Havin’
Any Fun.” Finale is carry-over
On the Town,” wnich had to be
dropped past two weeks because of
show length. Revival has Long inviting Thelma King, Anita and
Babs for a bit of schmoos. Johnny
O'Brien and Normandie Boys fill in
vocal gaps capably. A1 Jahns Orch
solid, with special kudos to 88’er
Fritz Becker.

\

Mt* Royal, Montreal

There’s a

1
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RfSTAUILAMT AND VAR
W. 44 St- New York LU 2-4411

OTHER* 8HOWBUBINESS MEETS

*

TALENT CONTEST *

MONDAY NIGHTS
Pmrot Prof•** Jon of feeofomonf
Om Cm« «t

ftofUaoto PrlzM Awortoo le

breezy version

Will'.

Hotel Nicollet* Mplg.
(FLAME ROOM)

MARK MEHR and ROY COOPER for headme at the,. SEVILLE THEATRE, Montreal."

"Thank*
lining

Minneapolis, May 17.
Stoner k Dennis, 'Lou Wills , Jr.,
Cecil Golly Orch (8) with Mildred
Stanley ; $2.50-$3.50 minimum.

Two acts traveling as a package
deliver satisfactorily to give this
smart bistro pleasing floor entertainment. Singing comedians Stoner Sc Dennis vigorously and effectively assault the risibilities and
somersaulting* dancer Lou Wills,
Jr., finds the range to provoke customer gasps.
Song, for the most part, is
Stoner and femme partner’s medium for amusing domestic bickering in their roles of the Joneses.

Losing no time in getting down
to spatting, they tee off with a
lively
and clever exchange of
melodic domestic repartee, “You
Do, I Don't.” They vary the vocal
pattern occasionally by tossing in
verbal brickbats about matrimony.
Stoner also breaks away from the
quarreling long enough to lampoon
a
borscht hotel circuit square
dance caller and deservedly lands
heavy laugh dividends.
Sensational spot front and back
somersaults
and
amazing fuiltwisting butterflies punctuate the
Lapping of personable Lou

KEN BARRY
THE MONTREAL STAR:
“KEN BARRY had the aadteace roaring”
GEFFOREY ARDENNE
THE HERALD:
“KEN BARRY, a fine yeung comic, sheald be m sleek for *» early return
date.

BRUCE TAYLOR.

Currently appearing at MCKI & HELLER'S
CAROUSEL, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Op*ns May 22— Casino Thaatr», Toronto

Wills, Jr. Versatile

performer also
demonstrates plenty of ability to
handle a song number and has a
knack for comedies. His Ray Bolger impression, acrobatic conversa-

Extremely Hkoable.*’

Direction:
41

W.

41tk Street,

New

PH1L-WEB ATTRACTIONS
York

FLgze 7-2280

—
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Smash Hi t
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at the

Ambassador
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Cocoanut. Grove
Los Angeles
•

"Frank Sinatra, making

his first local night

"Frank Sinatra made his

first local

Cocoanut Grove

i

cafe ap-

last night.

club appearance, should hold his old fans, win

pearance

some new

ones,

Perhaps his bobby-sox trade has strayed to

continue.

Singer

soft,

if

opening night impressions

was up

romantic ballads.

faster tunes

and

to his old best

However,

it

on the

was

Brought back for a beg-off, Sinatra

response.

closed his stint with 'September Song/

'Come

the

novelties that rated the' best

Rain,

and

in the

more hysterical appeal of mental wreck
Johnny Ray but Frankie won't miss them. His
Grove engagement must win him a whole new

the

audience.

Sinatra

A lot of them

Come Shine/"
DAILY VARIETY

was a tremendous

hit

•

.»

*

a relaxed and thoroughly delightful performer.

first,

all,

have come up

started with

Frank

is

the

Tommy

boy who's

since Frank Sinatra

Dorsey, but of them
really got it."
PAUL COATES,
L,

"Frank Sinatra

Grove

.

.

.

is

a

real click

A. Mirror

at the Cocoanut

nothing but sincere raves."
HARRISON CARROLL,
L.

A. Herald Express

"Frank Sinatra's smash success at Cocoanut

Grove waweeeel'
.EDITH
i.,‘

QWYNN,

A. MIrrtV

"Sinatra has put together a fine solo act
for his first tos Angeles nitery appearance.

the patrons are plenty enthusiastic in
There just isn't any crooner
their reception.
arbund that can bend a note like Frank, who

And

.

is stilf

the master of phrasing as far as we're

concerned.
vocalist
hits,

do

It's

really enjoyable to hear

justice to

some

a good

of the all-time song-

and when Frank does them— they are done

riaht
” *

HOWARD McCLAY,
L A. Daily News

GrayedsuCcessIfulane with a,display jbf smoothly suh^l

swoon tunes

that

were

/

excellently suited; t’6 the; js /

romantic decor of the famed spot.

In his usual

easy-flowing, friendly style of singing, he soon,
proved that he lost none of his showmanship
effectiveness."

Thanks Fellows

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER
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*

.
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RUDDY EBgEN
SAMBI LINN & BOD ALEX- him up

as a contender for such
bookings. Republic pic background

ANDER

went thata14 Mins.
v ways” goes a long .way in marking
Hotel Plawt, N. Y.
Allen as a good lure in many
Not since Marge & Go wer^ Cham- locales. For novelty, be might
pion stirred show biz with their even be a good draw on the Main

Dance

in their stable of *’he

1

vitality .and

imagination lias there Stem.
He’s goodlooking, friendly mannered, youthful, and togs himself
in the accepted fashion for cowboy
celgbs, with penchant running,, to
.

been a dance team with the youthful verve of Bsmbi Linn fc-JEtod
Alexander (Mr. and Mrs.), who are
making their first bigtime nitery
appearance currently at the Hotel

“designed’' outfits, holster, boots,
Vocally he’s not a
Plaza’s Persian Room. They are Stetson, etc.
somewhat rough in spots, but with- mark above the others mentioned,
in the next few months, with ad- but since requirements for such
ditional playing, they should reach ditties do not call for Met timbre,
their peak.
the Allen pipes will suffice.
Both Miss Linn and Alexander
Steps oft with “Plain Old Counmanifest ballet backgrounds, and try Boy” ancf “Tumblin’ Tumblethey have strong personalities to weeds,” both pops in the western
match. They’re expert on the pre- catalog. Palavers briefly about life
cision stuff, and their routines on the old ranch down in Phoenix,
show considerable Imagination in using such typical grazers as “We
the musicomedy idiom. 'Alexander had one old cow who- didn’t give
is the pair's choreographer.
any milk at all, so we sold him.”
They’re a goodlooking team,
Resumes with a yahoo of “Waneatly costumed, and 'their num- bash Cannonball” shoots off his 45s
bers reflect their versatility. They in midst of more recollections,
go all the way from straight terps leading into “Gotta Have My Baby
to ballet, including a syncopated Back.” Receives- accolades fromsatire on oldtime vaude, the vari- Texans present during “San Anous styles of musical shows, mam- tonio Rose,” then goes folksy with
bo, etc. They’re proficient in all “Streets of Laredo.”. Begoff tune,
the dance forms, though Alex- “Tuck Me to Sleep in My Old
ander shows one weakness, in the Kentucky Home,” ifc stomped with
v
lifts.
Dixieland beat for rousing returns
This duo can fit anywhere.
from tables.
Will.
*

Kahn.

’

24 Mins.
Thunderbird, Las Vegas
There is almost an echo of some
western plainters extant as Rex
Allen takes to his guitar and moans
the Tin Pan Alley ditties conceived
for the cbrnbelt. In the WakelyTennessee
Ernie-Araold-Williams
school, Alley's nitery debut sets

10 Mins.

J

like they’ve made too
concessions to commercial-

work looks

many

ism. Routines lack some of the
color of the more authentic prac~
°
titioners.

Their heel-clicking is okay, and
there are some’ colorful passages
Male’s solo, although vigorous, is
marred by a femme choreographic
conception. Team’s garb is authen
tic and their musical scoring makes
excellent listening since

it

includes

such faves as “Fire Dance,” “Malaguena” and “La Vide Breve.”
jose.

BACK PAGE

JEAN LEON DESTINE
Haitian Dancers

(6)

Dance
5 Mins.

and

JULIA
MARSHALL

JAY

No Connection
with

Jack Denton
or

Jay

Seiler

Roxy, N. Y.
Jean Leon Destine and his Haitian Dancers have "been imported
by 20th-Fox to hypo exploitation
on “Lydia Bailey” which opens
next at this houSe. They have made
tele appearances and show a concert style which could work out
well in class as well as mass

Management:

MARK LEDDY

Unfortunately, at show caught,
Destine and his cohorts were limited to one number, a colorful voodoo-tinged routine that gave only
an indication of the contingent’s
possibilities. Work looks like it’s
well disciplined and has authentic
background. The short space of
time wasn't sufficient to provide
enough variety to point up their
full potential. Since there’s enough
personnel in this, troupe, Roxy's
surrounding production obscured
team's full value.
Jose.
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male dancwith the femme line, catches
plenty of attention with his
incredibly nimble, free-wheeling
native terps. Eight coryphees
look
and spirited in colorful

pretty,

Ws

mm2

*

—

.

a homespun character,

as its former Bloody Mary singer
Chants a from, “South Pacific.”
spiced with comedies.
tune called “Alimony,” containing
There’s a real passionate Latin
chuckles, then calls for some “goo- flavor that goes further than mere
fus” music to back his clogs. Gets fanny-shaking.
Acts are adroitly
in some funny .hoof, licks, while routined in a contagiously highrounding the floor.
spirited- fiesta atmosphere that is
Getup i$ western, with incongru- made picturesque by hoofers’ un
ous note, of brown and white usually large wardrobe of flashy
sport shoes adding to his whimsical tropical costumes and constant
In production number swirl of feet flying in rhumba or
manner.
with line, dons striped blazer and mambo time.
topper
straw,
Miss Costello herself seems to
fyr ensemble soft
shoe, duo-terps with Joy Walker, be all over the hydraulic-rising
and bowout. ‘Charleston’ for big stage, changing costumes at least
Will,
mitts.
•fiVe times. This raven-haired, half
pint spitfire keeps thihgs hopping
with her amiably salty humor, her
SUNNY GALE
friendly kibitizing with ringsiders
Songs
and vivid showmanship in many
10 Mins.'
widely contrasting specialties.
Paramount, N. Y.
Doubling as an exuberant emcee,
Sunny Gale is another in the
long 'line of warblers who’ve hit she shifts from a sleek white evepersonal' appearance paydirt via a ning gown to the drab makeup of
click waxing. Current bigtime' spot- a squatty, homely-faced Tonkinese
ting comes on the heels of her crone from “South Pacific.” This
standout etching of “Wheel of :For- Bloody Mary transformation in the
tune” for the indie Derby label. fifth act is such a dramatic surAlthough rendition of the same prise lhat -her beautifully rendered
number here doesn’t hit with the “Bali H’ai” brings a rafteT-shaking
same sound excitement projected salvo of applause.
Grouping of four young inen is
on wax, Miss Gale displays a neat
visual-vocal appeal for good vaude-. just a bit self-conscious or hammy
for a few seconds, but star’s apTV results.
She’s a blonde with lots of pealing voice and Don Reynolds’
bounce, attacking each number warm tenoring of “Younger. Than
with a contagious ebullience. Her Springtime” in brief prolog sets
voice fits into current pop pattern, the scene most effectively. Line of
sounding at times like a mixture of eight exotic looking senoritas add
Johnnie Ray- and Dinah Washing- more atmospheric help by hula
ton. It’s big, tricky and emotional hipping around two gobs and GIs
and hits with impact. Belts Out in silvery fluorescent outfits.
Making another fast change, the
“Please Don’t Talk About Me
When I’m Gone,” “Out In The star bounces back an act later hi
Cold Again,” “Them There Eyes,” a black-and-white sequin gown to
“Wheel of Fortune” for solid re shout a Puerto Rican version of
“Be-Bop Rhumba.” She also does
sponse.
Her stage deportment is first an extravagant takeoff on Johnnie
rate but she should try to back Ray while doing her fiery “Babaaway from the mike when she hits lu,” before going dramatic again in
the big notes. Pipes* are strong a “mamma” song medley.
She
enough to carry across without this chants it with rich-toned, touching
intensity in-Latin, English and Yid'Gros.
mechanical cfrutch.
dish, for a sock finish in “Yiddishe
.

-

n

E. liberty. Pa., Spot

'Bought, by Tyro
Pittsburgh,

Duo

May

20.

Johnny Brown’s Club in East
Liberty has changed hands again,
with a couple of newcomers to the
nitery field taking it over this time.
They are Embry Neubauer, a for-

mer New York dentist who recently settled in Pittsburgh after being
mustered out of the Army, and

Anthony R. Syzmanski, a local man
whose father -Once ran a tavern on
Diamond St. They bought the spot
from Nat Moss and are changing
the name to t)ie Famous Door
when they begin operating it, end
of this month.
Johnny Brown, who had pre-

viously peddled the place to Moss,
refused to permit the continueduse of his name following the sale

Hm

.

WjL
0fTHE GUARDSMEN
•

JOHNNY CONRAD DANCERS

Momma.”-

(5)

Atlanta, Georgia

bSi‘

25 Mins.
Chez Paree, Montreal

Johnny Conrad and his four
pocket-sized dolls are a cinch to
bolster any big revue, and their
off-beat choreography and precision
hoofing should be an asset to visual
medium, particularly video.
Conrad, of course, takes all. the
solo spots and the obvious interplay between him and his deadpan
cuties, although based primarily on
the innovations of Jack Cole's cafe
efforts, maintains', ringside ^ attention at all. times. Following a
lengthy opening stint, Conrad returns midway to display his tap
-

talent with' affist interpretive number and then a soft-shoe version.

Guy has plenty of. terp. savvy but
can cut offerings considerably without losing effectiveness.
Their
final try to “Song of India” shows
the femme side of act to best
advantage.
Newt.
off

GAIL PALMER
Songs
15 Mins.

Chez Paree, Montreal
Gail Palmer, making her local
debut in current Chez Paree layout
shows definite possibilities as a pro-

p y and /'Them There
? of. number and
Eyes ??
kind
introduce a torchant or two.
Apparent nervousness and anxiety
to please on this
showing tend to
t rUsh 0ff stdde
and she
u
rushes ft
through
songs with hardly
whi <* destroys general
pacing.
Newt.

feu N?w \oi-)tN.Y.

uw
BLACK
and

.

Another phase of the fantastic
Costello personality emerges in a
rather spectacularly staged “Pea-

Dance

HENRY GRADY HOTEL
Opening May 22nd

1

*w*

^

‘

*

he’s okay. Leads off with a couple
of fair stories into soft show fling,

little

RETURN INGAGFMINT

“SUOAtt

act.

as

blond* partner pushes too hard
for
r
tjiem. as his assistant*

Created by Peggy Genders.
Vocals for them are- furnished by
Don Reynolds, whose clear, engag*
$1,50 weekends
ing tenor is not drowned out
durOh its opening night, Diosa ing all the hub-bub.
Sf u hdlng like Tony Martin at
Costello’s new revue ran close to
times ^ Reynolds is an extremely
90 minutes. That was too long
and it’s been tightened considerwhose
Old Black Magic,”
ably since then but- even in its chanting* of
original form the remarkably ver- “Begume” and others in his own
satile star, her fast-stepping dan- act are nicely sold.' Dave Ennis’
cers and their color-splashed num house orch, augmented by Miss
Costello’s personal music conducbers made the show zip, along.
After being doctored By Mervyn tor, has a lot of tricky rhythms
handle, but it comes through adto.
the
for
unit
Nelson, who produced
Frank Sennes agency, production mirably in the rhumba-samba-mambo
department.
explosive
being
as
pu
comes closer to

Last-minute booking had him
reach in his satchel for. a routine
which might suffice, only to. have
some of the ideas chopped upon
arrival. Not only did he undergo
the rigors o'f’ re-routining,, but .bad
the chore of emcee foisted upon
his burly shoulders.
He’s not a show skipper in any
sense of the word, lacking that
keep
effervescence '-needed ’to
things moving. In his own "depart-

duction or solo chirper, granted a
more experience and a more
relaxed manner around the mike.
Miss Palmer has a flair for clothes,
her figure is okay and trim appearance offsets a surprisingly big
voice Which registers easily in
all
corners of the room. Material being
used at the moment is suited only
to the big, brassy type
saloon. If
gal wants a crack at the
intimerles
will have to switch from
the

nv upua

WRW ORLEANS

sit-

uations.

•

,

.

..

Havana-Madrjd, N. Y.
-Juan Luis & Leonore are Cuban
imports who work out an expert set
of flamenco routines. At this point,

•

DARVAS

Diosa Costello's “Mardl Gras in
Rfo ” with. Miss Costello, Roberto
A Alicia, Lolit k Lita, Don Reynolds, Fabio, Line (8), Dabfs ’Ennis Orch; produced by Mervvn Net
son for Frank Sennes ; choreography, Peggy Genders; $1 cover,

.

ment

Mtrdi €Sr«« Im kilo
ALPINE VILLAGE, CLEVE.)
Cleveland, M*y

1

Dance

Songs

C

.

JUAN LUIS & LEONORE

REX ALLEN

*
12 Mins,
El Ranch* Vein*, Las Vega*
Buddy Ebsen has been around
f<y a long while dishing up his
drawling jokes, clod-hopping terps
and twangy ditties. Vet of musicals, pix, etc., humorist works on
a nitery floor in the same unhurried fashion that has. marked his
other, ventures. He’s almost a bit
too easygoing in bis El Rancho
Vegas stint, particularly as a prime

nut Vendor” closer, when headliner
goes tomboyish in white’ pedal
pushers to teach male ringsiders
how to rhumba in one quick lesson.
This is a throwback to the era when
she and Desi Arnaz heated up New
York's old Conga Club. She loads
the number with ‘bottom-waggling
noresplay, informal repartee of an
impudent sort, and leaves the
breathless visiting firemen convinced that .she’s a great personalGorny
may be, but deftly
ia
handled with .amusing mockery.
Roberto & Alicia in the trey spot
give it an -unusual vividness as
a
hep Spanish ballroom team. i)ashrcg flamenco rhythms
and fiery
gypsy dances are executed by this
handsome, youthful couple who
have fortunately escaped Broadways stylicizing influence. Their
graceful air of vitality and enjoyment seems to be as authentic as
their fascinating peasant
dances.
S a stl rk stuff is broadly delivi £
ered
by Lita, the wackier half of
the Lola-Lita novelty duo.
Skidding
around on ski-like shoes. holdng
up
baHet dancers and keeping
dozen dishes spinning, he is a halfan annt01 lm st of the r
°Bust old
Q(^,Sfi
h
Wh? ST&b S a satisfactory
ni,
number of? y 0C iks. His buxom

.
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A new

not* in

Glamor Comedy
currently
Thefttre Royal*

Sydney

Australia
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Leslie
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Th# Hoiri# of Show Folk

Somothing

N#w &

use*!, by It*
tliolr ‘poraoual

Ciotllea

from

Exciting

in rictnrcs
Yours
wardrobes.

Stere

«n<l

Custom Made and originals from top doalun*
Some New.
ors, 1/S rd of original prices.
Suits. Sporta-Weaf,
pr&xos, Formats, etc.

Ibressos,

WARDROBES
383. 5th

Coals,

CocUtall

From HOLLYWOOD
MU 8-2280. Rm. 1008

Ave. (3«th St.)

THANKS
TO ALL
MUSICIANS,

THE agents,

AND ALL OUR

producers,
FRIENDS

directors

EVERYWHERE

FOR MAKING IT POSSIBLE
FOR US TO CELEBRATl
OUR 4TH SUCCESSFUL YEAR IN HOLLYWOOD. Wl
LIKE

IT

at

fabulous savings.

HERE.

/Ji

Beckman

;

WeJnwlay, Wt.y 21, 1952
er with a selling style. Is playing a
return in the spot where she broke
in and the training by her husband, Axel Stordahl, arranger and
music director for Frank Sinatra,
is evidenced by improved artistry.
There’s pace and spirit to her singing and her pop styling suits well
the mood of this clientele. Special
material on her takeoff of Broadway musicals tops her repertoire
and gets her off to Resounding applause. Her warm personality and
bright gowning are a 1 pretty picture in the spotlight’s glare.
Fontaine is new to this nitery
set and shapes up as a comic of

Continued from page 59

W»xm 9 Boston

and production simple but efMusical backgrounding is
handled' by Marchard crew with
augmenting
Stone
at 88.
Ted
Rhodes and baritone Hal Hackett, Rolphe. keeps the customers
happy
who warble' “When I See Him.” A during Intermissions playing and
auick followup intros Billy Hayes, singing requests,
Elie,
a pint-sized, uninhibited blonde
who romps through "The Nation’s
Getting Giddy, over Video,” with
MocainIi« 9 1L. A.
Richard Goltra,, Jack Marlin and
Los Angeles, May 13.
EUse Rhodes postorlng as cowpoke,
June
Hutton, Frank Fontaine,
expert
as
wrestler and cooking
Eddie Oliver Orch
Felix
(6),
depicted via TV.- Jack Marlin Martinique Latin Band
(4); $2
solos with sesh of carbons of Laine, cover.
Eckstine, Vallee and a baritone
who’d spent nine years in cast of
An hour of pleasantly diverting
“Oklahoma," for nice results.
entertainment is on display at
Other ensemble bits include a Charlie Morrison’s Mo that should
serio “One for the Road” type well fill the wait until Joe E. Lewis
tabbed “Swell, Wasn’t It?”,^fea- moves in for a stand. Two singles
turing the chirps of Elise Rhodes comprise the full bill, June Hutand interpretive terping of Doris ton supplying the songs and Frank
Schmitt and a fast windup, “Back Fontaine the comedy.
Sans big
in the 'Old Routine,” \yith zany names, they overcome that with
Billie Hayes, in circa 1920 costume, palatable fare and satisfying reCharlestoning madly. Music, writ- sults.
Miss Hutton, a personable singten by Wilsoh Stone, is fairly tune-

Shepatom
W

.

ith fast segue to bit spotJng
attractive thrash Elise
lighting

ful

fective,

1

,

Montreal,

J

Vt.

.

-

>

Teeoff in .revue goes to Johnny
Conrad* and his handsome foursome of femme hoofers (New Acts)*
who .do two big numbers laced with
a solo session by Conrad, who clicks
‘

[with

.

some

*

.

*

nifty tap arrangements'.

Chirper Gail Palmer'* (New Acts)
makes her Montreal preem- in this
show and essayi a arousing group
?.
*6f songs that please.
House singer ‘Ricky Hale is-- adequale- In ‘the ‘Boots MtKenna rou-

*

-

-

Although heavy- on the dancing
the current layout at Chez
is one of the best in some,
time. Because of the seemingless
endless parade of guys who '-do
impresh stuff to records, there was
a sort of ho-hum attitude by the
crowd when the Merry Mutes (Phil
Erickson and Dick Van Dyke) made
their appearance on the floor and
announced they had a few platters
And
they thought might amuse.
amuse they did. F.or a solid 25 minutes, the team ran the gamut from
the inevitable “Baby, It’s Cold
Outside” to a hilarious takeoff on
Johnnie Ray which got them off to

side,

Farce

sharper.
His impressions of Arthur
Winston
Godfrey
and
Churchill provoke a good round of
laughs and he wins over the
packed room with his John L. C.
Siboneey. character from radio,

Red

May

Merry Mutes (2), Johnny Conrad & Dancers (5), Gail Palmer,
Ricky Hale, Boots McKenna Line
(7), Palm de Luca Orch (8),
Peter Barry Quartet with Maria
Blanco 85c admission.

undoubted talent.
He combines
monology with mimicry to .good
effect and would have come off
even better had his material been

imitatively close to

ties as Bin# Crosby, Hairy Martin
and. kelson Eddy are standout.

Montreal

Citeje

1

1

-

tines which arei-the most -ambitious
to date, -despite eonflictlon with the
outfit. Palm de Luca’s orch
steady with both the show and
dansapation stuff and Peter Barry’s
rhumba combo keeps the Latinright
inclined
patrons in the
Netvp.
groove.

Conrad

-

-

-

Is

S&tdhmp’s Detroit
Detroit,

Week

May

20.

Louis Armstrong and his Dixieconcert group will headbiggest reception of night. The land jazz
a Fox Theatre show beginning
line
Mutes have developed this particuweek’s
lar form of entertainment to it’s Decoration Day (30) for a
peak; they manage to twist the off- engagement.
Others on the bill will be Frari
the-cob stuff with some surprise
gimmicks that register solidly. Warren, Ben Beri, and Wells Sc
Their caricatures of such personali- the Four Fays,

Skelton’s

dopey bumpkin. He’ll be, coming
up on radio this summer in his
own CBS show, but TV would
show off his talents to much better
advantage.
Helm.

•
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lloxy, N, Y.
Georgia Gibbs, Jeau Leon Destine & Haitian Dancers (6), Jimmy
Jerry
Steve Coftdos
K'vvww
_•
vi<uViV)
Nelson,
AY
Tlr
rf
Brandow, Gae Foster Line, H.
Ash
Paul
Chorus,
Spitalny
Leopold

k

f

Orch;
current

*

c
Roxy’s progrtoming.Jot
AJUC J.VUAJ
The
J
.
’.

’-’to-"-

his.
;

session is predicated largely upon
the lure of- video. This batch of
talent set by booker Sammy Rauch
are tele staples, 'Apparently- theory
shows,
is that TV trailerizes the

l

|

k.Jris,

Tommy

'Hanlon, Jr.

(2),

Lent Lynn, Steve Evani, Bobby
Whaling k Yvette? Joe Lombardi
House Orch; “The Lion and the
Ul «v Horse**
ux male
.
Hollidays, team of
Three nomua^s,
mree
(WB),
„ ,.
reviewed
xn
ball
the
carries
Nat (King) -Cole
pre((i| Sion terper*, have a slick act
Variety March 26, ’52.
for this Paramount bUh lacing,
rates ar one. of best paceclosing
smash
a
up. a big score
weeks. Galher6 in
For the palace's second week of
>p
its vaudfilm renewal, booker Dan
1L- till
a‘ pKanf M>the bill
with
a “Top Friendly has assembled another
beginning
stepping,
bf
_
+
dished
petizer, but the^raain course aisnea
Hat „ tep pumber> then- on to a soft- winning layout, and Dave Bines
out by Cole is the big draw and ft. shoe routine, and winding up with has staged it with
crafty attendoesn tk
r
i-a
“choo choo” series of steps liv- tion to Valdes. A minor criticism
j
on
YYiinnf^*;
es
du manu
httle undei 30
runs a little
fluorescent costumes. is that it runs past 80 minutes, but
novel
cned
by
^ever lags and sends the.stubho
Lowe.
this is- something with which the
ers away happy.
house’s regulars won’t find fault.
tm of rhythm inBacked by; a- trio
While there’s no sock turn in the

m

^

,

m
n^e.fo^l^o

t

/

|

—

-*•

|

moves

its effect

That’*

_

in fast

My

which wraps up aud and

Casino, Toronto
Toronto, May

coupled these with
for an entertaining

Production

Ferdinand k Jerry, Ted Lester
3 C’hocolateert, Marilyn , Martinez

!

•

|

guests.

•

(Kiftp)

>

.

For example, Georgia Gibbs and
Jean Leon Destine (latter New
Acts) were on ‘'Toast of the Town’’
the preceding Sunday; Jimmy Nelson is a regular on the Milton to appreciate
Berle show and Steve Condos &
Jerry Brandow are frequent tele

>

the series.
Beat bet
I tickling.
TV.* V-*
J*?
wt™V+*v*.nfT«
inane
takeoffs bv Benson, and the
Dole J4L Sxwny by-play between -the two^ with the
Gate, *Alatt King, Johnny^poi^B-ug rational Mann- at the mike and the
case Orch (15); RanchoNoton* «x« e SCrappy comic off to the side
r
Variety
reviewed
u . U.I1.X A » am n aI v>at>nnvt /I « urlfK
ous (RKO),
T
Sans mike. Audience’ responds with
w^-u a »k.o.
Feb.
6, 52;
plenty enthusiasm.

r*r«pouii!

Hat

.

m

reviewed
“Kangaroo,
tee of Variety.

puts to sleep, three young males
from the audiehce'dhring one
routine, following this by prodiqjing from their mouths a series of
this
During
balls.
white
TTAixw ping Pong
rY
v
t
i. A ji,
_ ...fi
ftmnV
aHniit
ac t he makes a subtle crack about
stage hypnotism in th« H,K., Which
garners not unfriendly laffs,
Second half of Show is poorer in
quality, and the finale is a. bit of
an
on
tongs
letdown. Calvert
,
a ivvwunw.
«
7 -.
,
J
elephant mamed- Jumbo, introduces
up
brought
moppets
it to crippled
from auditorium, then lowers a
and
elephant uAiw
me ca^j^jaczaav
shows the
and snows
curtain
am ana
blinding
a ^blinding
shadow. There’s .a
is
curtain
white
the
bang,
a
flash,
raised and, presto, the pachyderm
Trick is donejso suddenly
i s gone.
there’s a little chance for audience

Favillon, Glasgow

,

Girl”
pace

x

Glasgow,

Tommy

sets,

May

eight-act -setup, every entry
pleaser.
»

14.

Productions

Morgan

is

a

comedy elements occupy
for a steady stream of mitt ap- presentation of “The Morgan Show
our niches and are well-spaced.
proval. His relaxed, stylized pipings 0 j iftjfc/' Production by Jeanette Steve Evans is around, in nextclick effectively as he belts out a
with Nicky Kidd, The Four to-closing, with his clicko drunk

The

.

16.

of rhythm, ballad and R entones, Jimmy Neih Noel Tal
The Four Lads, Larry Storch, mixture
novelty items. Cole tune troughGrace Calvert, Brogden Mil
C
:~ **„**.. “Unforgettable.
Walk-' terd
Tommy
-includes
Milne,
Margaret ^adelinr^UndeT,’ Jimmie CamBaek Home, ^ MoM
CampArchie Stone House Orch; ing ^..S^y?bung/^What^ Does- y oyJce Frank Parr, Irene
Ronnie
“TooCamer<m,„
Billy_
b u
<UA).
^UcaglcaXl^P
y
It Take To Make You Take To McCulloch, Betty Melville, Harp/
this house, being best remembered
Route
The
Roynon,
Arthur
Gankin,
tt
for her appearance withw Danny
Cn their own since February, MeV* "“Calypso Blues,

makes

acts
stanza. Miss Gibbs, whose Mercury
platter of “Kiss of Fire” is on the
bestseller lists, provides the ma]or
name value She is no stranger to

w

,

J

_

routine, surgery stuff and types of
audience yocksters. Tommy Han,
lon, Jr., starts almost negatively
with jokes but builds niftily via
his guillotine gadget and running
gag, on interrupted salesman yarn.
Genial comic’s aide, “Murphy,” is
a well-stacked femme who’s more
than a prop. Three Chocolateers
have weak entry patter but their
slapstick shenanigans and trick
comedy, Bert Bendon; twice night- terp session at finish save the day.
Fourth in thq laugh array are
ly.
Bobby Whaling k Yvette, bill's
,
This is a good vAude t well pro- closers. This is one of the best

M

i

in tne nnaie, sne ironw uic
cast for a
terping.

here butM 0 in the “Cry” oany ior
some cute a seven-week contract in New York, for .more as he closed,^

m

getaway

,,
this starting next week (28) with
Jimmy Nelson works as though teeoff at tbe Paramountf
uartet
he’s used to longer stretches of
Arnold, Con Codarini,
time. Style is leisurely, but ulti- Frank Busseri. Bernie Toorish)
mately this ventriloquist gets the J
on to a yousinj ovation that
crowd. His gab is bright, and he
packing in the jean^-teens, but
ftf ntlTftnilCS 1T1
i
...
i
^ ^M.
Akl.44«vA M'Mml akiaA

Q

.

.

*

M

&

Johnny* Coy’s ^speedy terp, disokay atart.
play gets show off to
His nlmhle footwork builds lota Of
num- duced
/.Opening
excitement in the
ber, but he fails to maintain pace Adie.
in the closer, a pretentious choreflil Pfi
lR TMiATlC*
**

Brandow '"
want more
aud who.
mesa jackets, open big fails to hold
m
^ V“ tartar
1. ^
«...>
A
in
throw
witb tbe j r bouncy “Shine” and go of his machine-gun tapwork.
Alan : King; a young comic of
a little instrumental work for sue- into cloudu-* nd “Wabash Cannoncomes, across
cessful results. They are fine tap- ball » to terrific applause from an borscht,, belt .styling,
11
1
pers and the it’ work is appreciated audJcnce that periodically, breaks excellently in the. trey. Kings
personality
genial
plus stage savvy and
by this house.
...
into tempo hand-cUpping
i* of
a bts s h o*ul dv have tb^
and the gab
M.ost
»av sock assets
va squeals fromr are
* n d/or
sighs nuv/
.
,
tUUav (JlKUO
Z
the
obviously
pegged
but
worked longer,
th down-fronters who, when thpy a personal nature

St eve Condos.... ^Jerry*—
are^ vigorous terpers who
•

X

.

.

S*.

. .

l

X.

.

J
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femmegger Jeanette trick and fancy -comedy bike acts
has pace, and brightness, in, the business, and Whaling’s
well, sprinkled With strong* na- panto-cycling plus' holding stunts
anil
CAA^nlii'
with Yvette are' high -scorers on
both the regulations and' one-

.

_

•'

-m

i

^
x..:_
v;milboyhood, his
of
- the pic, “Kangaroo,
about his
length
_
„
are not sitting through two or yarns
itated against stretching the vaude tbre
^salons,’ are Jamming the mother-in-law, his wife, his chil
*
The line routines
presentation.
drcn| etcM but it’s *11 bright stufl
come off well and the H. Leopold
Q n ^b c bouncy numbers, the and nabs solid yocks all. theisway.
reSpitany Chorus provides vocal
Songstress Sunny Gale
are bep witb the collegiate
Jose .
punctuation for the acts.
CO ncerto calisthenics, hut group viewed in New Acts. .Russ Case,
for the - more restrained “Turn, who fronts an orch comprised of
Back” written by Bemie Toorish. five reed, six brass and three
_
Empire,
Top request numbers, and the rhythm, opens, with _ a ’brassy
Glasgow, May 15.
ones the customers are waiting for, “Great Day” and then is relegated
John Calvert Productions presents are their trademarked “Sit Down, to nothing more than a backing
«*
starHnflf John Calvert, y ou ’re
Fantasy
Rockin’ the - Boat” and job. It’s handled adequately,
Grot.
and featuring Ann Cornell; seen their plaintive “Just Say I Love'
Studios; Ber.” Lads are on to salvo recepcry, Hollywood Scenic
Jacques,
costumes,
gowne, Adrian;
tion and carry this through, for.
Capitol,.
Gordon Rolf, musical director; somc 40 minutes of the 72-minute
twice nightly.
Washington, May 18.
stage package .to ovation begoff
’

GlMfgew

.

W*ih»

i,
^

by

It

whefelerS;
i* topflight.
the wardrobe
m
«
M V
J. _.*»
^
Is held together^ by the
Warm, friendly personality o f
Morgan,
a tall, • broadTommy.
«
_ -T
'a
t!
u _
who
Scotch comic
shouldered
wean outsize clo.thes and has been
featured at this, house for years.
He comics in a bluff Glasgow-accented -style, and is seen to advantage in several sketches; notably a$ a warden in a jailbird se
quence.
Morgan is well supported by
foils, who include a dumpy femme
named Margaret Milne (who speaks
in the beat Aberdeen dialect), vet
actor Tommy Yorke, and a breezy
Englishman, Frank Parr. His impersonation of Oliver Hardy, with
.Yorke as Stan Laurel, is x fine
piece of pantomine.
Morgan promotes his own shows
and, unusual for top artists, isn’t
M

Proceedings
are
opened by
Jerry, hand-to-hand
Ferdinand
specialists. Their teeter rolls provide a base for some neat gymnastics climaxed by f«et-to-shoulder
work and difficult. liffrf while seesawing. Deucer is silk-hatted Ted

A

_.

Show

,

Lester with: his schmaltzy tunes
on Undersized instruments which

he

from

draws’

inside

his

cape.

an

ambidextrous, musician
is a hotcha Clarinet.
In. fourth spot are ballroomologists Marilyn, Martinez k Iris, latter also on, vocals. Their butterfly
finish, with the male- holding,, wraps
up. an otherwise conventional terp

-He’s

*

whose best

turn.

.

Sole femme single is Leni Lynn,
a slim lass with a big. coloratura
soprano in muslcomedy style. She’s
better than okay on “Man I Love”

and

and “Cumbachero,”

and younger
performers .of promise.
One 0
an act for
DeMarco Sisters -(5), Benson k these is a youthful harmony group
Mann, Rudy Cardenas , Three Holli- the Four Kentones, three lads and

a

—

afraid to feature, new

solid

mittearner with encore first a soft
version of “Cry,” then the Johnnie
„
when caught Here is
Ray screamola edition. Her techni,
Six-footer John Calvert, Ameri- any uiedium.
cal equipment exceeds her salescan magician and film actor, preWhole surrounding bill is swift- days; “Red Ball Express** (17).
a lass. They are .sprightly in pop manship.
sents his one-man magico here, p aC ed on diversity, notably Larry
numbers, the femme member being
Joe Lombardi’s 'house orch cuts
glamloads
of
with assistance from
storch for his travesties on BBC
Trau.
This is an unusually solid line- particularly bright and chirpy,, hut the show fn fine style.
our gals and uslxiy considerable S p 0 rts announcers; Chuck Browil up>^with punch in every act* Crowd working her shoulders excessively
Show is & Eita for their comedy bar work; responds enthusiastically; coming while thrush Ing. She has a definite
audience participation.
ana causes Bobby. Clark for his clever puppet through with hefty mitt action for personality, how'ever, that centres
Chlca**, Chi
entertaming
fairly
much puzzlement among stubhol d- manipulations, complete with bal- each 0 f four acts.
Chicago, May 16.
interest on an act that’s smartly
#
ers, but is obviously drawn out to loon-blowlng and a clever stripFour Aces, Margaret Whiting
DeMarcos', bouncy quintet of dressed.
Wally. Brown,
with
Busch),
tease^ finale; Madeline & Linder ^ging sisters, rate their headline
Lou
Singing pianist Nicky Kidd has (
participation and finishes earner for
Louis Basil
terome in the Lat- b
or their clever terprag
t
wlth a near showstopping more star value, exuding a warm
biUing
flii n g with
warm. Harold k Wanda'rrBell,
f
^
QT> r at.tn s at0 , „ (WB).
/TTTD
N
ery
McStay.
Deaaline-U.
. A.
manner.
0
Orch;
,
routine of sings-with-motions. Gals personality in current numbers and
1
exHollywood
their
pdrring
over
result
his
show
of
songs
while
han™!St P
nrt/f
,
,
,
t
a
packmusical
Thfc*
pleasant
is
a
perience with more showmanship dling the ivories.
Singer, who
„5 SJ.
/?p w.
from the
a,
tv Y»
f
q
Apollo,
and a more highly stylized act than wears rimless specs, has lately* age that should pulL Show is well
J/^p to mtVre^
natrons
cuts,
usual
the
paced,
and
after
The
been boosted by
British radio
Louis Jordan k Tympany Five, •the one seen here last year. —
"1
»
«
^
n
AT, &
girls have youth, verve, and plenty songster Donald Peers and is now should run even better. While the
forced urocedure with a house not Willis Jaclcson Orch (11), Three
accent is on the mnsic end. there s
Dancers talent, so they can’t miss. Their recording -widely.
Shoareguard
vet warned HD
Throughout the Rockets.
u 1 -' comedy
J -.T.™,.h comedy running
nmnlne throughthrmichHomely'
comes from enough
?hnw hi? femmes Mkefreouent (4), Jackie Danis Trio. Bob Bailey, teamwork is flawless, san”s any
nshin g for place so often sseen in Jimmy Neil in a manner almost out to balance.
de^cents intone ™dltoriuS.?o Jortottes. (8); “Savage Splen- y
Foiir Ac<ss have done more than
reminiscent of the late Will Fyffe.
dor”
(RKO).
zwitnesses.
bring up young men as
Except for some feature work by Red-haired Scot, smooth and pol- lust grab quick dates while hot on
Thanks to gracious ways of the
records. Youngsters have worked
youngest
From ished in appearance,
in “Little Girl
is a V
__
Senian revue, sparked by the the
goodlookr
^
* 7
is not
v *i _ W
*1
< «
_ *ll_
_
A rtfMA
U
as
CA U<
gals, this persuasion
Little
Rock,” it’s an ensemble type ing youngster who appeals purely UP a good routine, with choreogra
music
antics
of
Louis
and
comedy
embarrassing as *it might ^^be to
.and whil«
manv in the audience Switch-on Jordan (reviewed at the Earlq The- of act. They add color to their by his naturalness. He tells homely Phy by Jon Gregor/, rough
spots,
tunes with some bellringing ar- Scottish stories in homely style, there ate still* some
of house lights and mustering of atre Fhilly, in last week’s Variety)
nan a
Rtuhholders for staee participation is °ue of the best layouts to hit rangements and their own unique sings a few Scotch numbers, and especially in overstylized
fresh and
look
way
of
adding
movements,
they
meaning
lyrto
the
thisHarlepi
some
time,
ends
flagship
in
with
monologs
about
simple
L frequently carried outwith It’S a fast-paoed bill that abounds ics with their line work. They’re a domestic things.
Artist has much sound ditto.
awkwardness and embarrassment
[fast and- flashy outfit, with the spe- native appeal, but would improve
in, rhythm, humor .and terps.
Lads tee off with a jump version
„
for a ii
“
a i appeal their Ingenious cos- act if he talked less rapid-fire pace, of “All of Me” and then beat up
Twenty-ohe scenes are run off,;
Jordan has sufropuded himself-'ci
>
+
which feaumes
looks
give
“Begin
the Beguir.e
them.
and
balancing
his
phrases
more.
that
fills
Hie
a
manipulation
in
production,
top
majority .with skillful
They sock across footlights with
Femme producer has concentra- tures the talents of, leader A1 Alby CalVJeft.^T’He produces lighted nonrJordan lulls with exuberance,
localized version of “I’m Late;” ted
strongly
on eye - catching berts. Current record release, I
cigarets by the* score, yards and He comes on in the closing spot
beat
yard§ of silk rtiaterial; makes a" with 'a ,flock of tunes which fea- then give that modem touch to the scenes,, especially in '“Maytime,” a Yours-’- is followed by another
sentimental oldie, “Pretty Baby.” pleasing stanza that's enchantingly tune, “Perfidia,” which has the mdance ture him in comedy vocals. Best Bring
borrow.ed handkerchief
forsome
down
through
the
rafters
with
dividuals
costumed.
going;
a
The Morgannettes
spook-style on the stage, and- pre- of the lot are “Junco Partner,”
Group
sents- “Halley’s Comet,” conjuring “My Baby’s a Sooner,” “Hold On” comic, lively adaptation of “Little dance well, and the principal terp- mations in the background.
curtain* response
Rock”
for
and
come
back
with
ing
“Kem
of
Billy
big
g^ts
a
Cameron
and Irene
memories of the late Howard and a Calypso item, “You’ll Always
Tell
closer and their bestseller,
Have a Friend.” Two imme war- tucky Babe.” Appearance is timed Campbell is an attraction;
Thurston.
A zany new comedy act, a la Me Why.”
Not nearly enough is seen of biers, Anne Bailey and Elaine Rob- to exploit Metro’s “Skirts Ahoy,”
undergoing
Margaret Whiting is
Calvert’s leading ladv, a sweet- inson, who were recently added to in which sisters are featured, due Donald O’Connor, is that of slim
smiling looker, Ann Cornell, who his outfit, hit with a risque “Na- here next week. Their stint should Lancashire lad Noel Talbot who a change of act, which is embeihypo interest in film.
does a standout impression of Car- lished with her husband and ccnhas one singing, spot though she tural Man.”
Juggler Rudy Cardenas vies with men Miranda.
Willis Jackson orch, comprised
This Is a useful ductor, Lou Busch. As it stands,
does appear in. other scenes. Her
ac“Celestial Melody” stint, in which of three rhythm, four brass and sisters in audience appeal, garner- com6diansinger whose versatility is there’s a little too much song
running accompaniment of of value in any production.*
cent at present, but with slicing
she. swings aloft on a moon cres- three reed plus the maestro on ing
turn
might
mitt
action
to
his
this
top-drawer act.
Laugh spot worth noting is smd re-rputining
cent, owes much to neat lighting, sax, belts out its driving rhythms
iv.
the production, to generate lots of excitement, This human version of perpetual “Home Again” in which Tpmmy out okay for vaude, cafe and ana
Throughout
skillful lighting plays a large part Jackson displays liis frenetic sax motion is sure fire b.Q.’ here, with Morgan
impersonates a British Singer is learning to unbend
gei.in adding to the deception. High- licks In a wild version of “Gator his gravity defying series of tricks soldier coming home from Korea mak6s a gracious appearance,
light is Calvert’s “Television Eye Trail.” Another rhythmic set by and his deft flair for showmanship, to find his wife, waiting for him. ting off well via some kiddmg_sj-sn c
Mystery,” in which he offers £ 1,000 the Jackie Davis Trio also clicks, The little Mexican is a near show- In an “Up Your Street” episode, sions with the stubholders.
ana
to anyone proving that secret as- Davis is at the Hammond organ stopper, and was called back four skit on the British radio- program, starts with a special- hello
t
n
tu
“Down Your- Way,” company is then does “Wheel of F o r
sistance is rendered him during and is backed by drums and gui- times at show caught.
Comics Benson & Mann do well given large opportunity for indiv- which, unfortunately, has" » *
Star
invites
presentation.
two tar for the three-swingy-tune ofJ
with an earthy line of gags, inter- idual talents as impressionists, and done in about same
gents up from audience who plaster fering.
Change of pace is supplied by spersed with a few songs and some a newcomer to vaude ranks, legit week herr for the past montn.
his eyes with adhesive tape. Then
L
he proceeds to identify articles the Three Rockets, excellent tap- terping. There are xaughs in con- player Hahy Hankin, offers a goes into a medley of her top P*^
held up by members of the audi- sters who purvey precision step- trast between the pair, the tall, clicko cameo as an Austrian talk- ters and audience gives her a
Well
As
i g h-t
ence. He succeeds with most of ping, and the Shoareguard Danc- goodlooking Mann and the pint- ing about football.
mitt for “It
ear
the articles, falling, pt show caught, ers (three guys and one femme), sized, sad-faced clown. They comMusical side is adequately at- Spring.” “Slipping Around
only with unfamiliar articles like who displays an interesting Bali- plement each other as straight man tended to by Brogden Millard, some seatholder reaction, dui
nese-styled routine. »The Jordan- and funster in a routine more var- Grace Calvert and accordionist registers best with h^^sual -oo\
marbles and pencil-sharpeners.
Daringly defying current public ettes (eight lookers) are okay in a led than most. Their hearing aid Ronnie McCulloch, whose Scotch* to her father, Dick Wmtlng, m
feeling against stage hypnotism in pair of production numbers. Bob gags impress as tasteless and likely airs on the squeezebox have the group pf his cleffings.
„ r r r)
Great Britain (following recent Bailey makes an affable emcee to offend the handicapped, though audience joining in. Betty Melville
Lou Busch (Joe “Fingers a
mishaps and Parliamentary debate), and scores nicely with a 4< KisS of customers’ seem to like it. On the does the soubrettc chores.
Is the surprise" of the shew
ob)
page
Gros.
oh
Calvert seemingly hypnotizes, or Fire” vocal.
whole, humor is harmless and rib-J
(Continued
Qord.
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Bourbon A Bain*
Zeb -Carver Ore
Pete Rublno

Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Ore

Ram

Villas*

Mila*

b«U

Pe«fy Norman
Bin Parker

Albion Hotel

Numtrxlt

conncctl*^^

In

utt*r m
(L) Loaw; CM)

House Reviews

»p«n.?n» day «f

Continued from

Helene Rejolr*
Jewel Box

Clilcitgtt, Clii
Francl* Russell
the conductor and composer takBobby La Marr
ing
over
the piano" to bat out some
Danny A Doe Rev
Loon A Eddie's
fine backroom ragtime and boogie.
Henny Youngmnn
Murray Swanson
However, it’s in the humor departTerry Swope
Eddie. Guertin
Alex Shey 3
ment that he shows off well and he
JXtklq Gordon
San Kanez Ore
Jackie King
gets chuckles quipping with his
Zig A Vivian Baker Chuckle -Fontaine,
frau. ' They. pair up to sock across
Clover Club
Gaby DeLane
Stan Nelson 3
Babe Baker Revue
“Down Yonder.”
Raul A Eva K<*yes
Shelbourne Hotel
Wally Brown continues to get
Selma Marlowe Lino Alan Kole Ore
laughs with his standard incom*
Woody Woodbury
Shore Club
Tony Lopez Oro
Haven. A Held
plete-sentence act, and even some
Gene Griffin
Sager Dancers
Arthur Warren Ore real yocks when he veers to the
Gaiety Club
Diamond Horseshoe tinged edges. Biggest response is
Tommy Raft
Johnny Morrison
on his middle-age finish t h a t’s
Mastine
UUIan Xe6
Louise Angel
rigged with blue stuff.
Tinkle DeCarlo
Olga Barrett
Harold & Wanda Bell are an exMargos
Lori Iris
Haveler Dors
Georgia Peech
cellent balancing turn with pretty
Barry Mills Ore
,-Che-Che
blonde executing some air somerSorrento Hotel
Lynn Clayton,
Mai Malkin Ore
saults to partner’s ’shoulder, Louis
Gaiety Girls
Vagabonds Club
Ernie Bell Oro
Basil does his usual competent job
Martinique Hotel
Vagabonds <4)
backing the revue.
Za be.
Joan Barton
Manolo A Ethel
Sam Bari
Bombay

Hotot
Nino Itlnaldo 3
Joe Harnell
Casablanca Hotol

show

mfndle*w

circuit. <PM> Fancbon Marco; <n IndoMndonh
(R) RKo; d) Stoll; nr) TWOII; fW) Warnsr;
<WR) Walter Rood#

Mom;

Wlvfl
Noble

Bob Lee

H1AMI-MIAMI BEACH

wax

week; .of

Sal

Para mount;

.

'

.

NEW YORK CITY
Music Hall

Elaine

Alan Carney
Mindy Carson

11

(I)

Tony Starmart
.

A

Hlppedrome

*

Bell

Earl* (W) 13

Wlnl Brown
Conway A Parks
4 Buddies
Jacquet Ore
Nixon (P) 14 Only

'White
Lee Davis
Prof Keller

If

(I)

Illinois

Empire

George Kirby
Mandalay Singers
McHarrls A Doloris Whitelcy Zio
Angels

Howard

WOLVERHAMPTON

Hippodrome (I) If
Roy Barbour Co

WOOD GREEN
Empire (S> If
Turner Layton
Hetty King

Bob Hulme
13

(I)

Wood A

Jimmy Tyler Ore
*

Chris Powell Co

Ryfford

Dagqnham

Girl

Pipers

Shane

.

Beachcombers

ASTON
Hippodrome

1*

(I)

Badlo Reveller*
Sheik Ben All
Terry O'Neill
Jackie Allen 41c
Barbara
Bingle Bros *

Brian Kent
Eileen Rogan Girls

EAST

Granada

HAM
(I)

if

Carole

B A K Rema

Metropolitan

IT

tl)

George Doonan

Karen

BIRMINGHAM

Eva May Wong
.

Hippodrome (M) IT
Winifred Atwell
Jack Jackson

•

Syd Jackson
Vicky Burn*

Nautilus Hotol

Guy Rennie

.

.

Royal (T) If

Lowe A Ladd
Bobby Limb
Bert Duke 3

Vlolette

Carls Ames
Los Briellos

Gaston

Gene Anderson

Pan Yue Jen Tp
Lloyd Martin

Babs Macklnnon

Karloffs

3 Glens
Celebrity Singers

Beth ChaUls
A 6 Reyes
Freddie Calo ,Oro
Robert Rlchttr H't'l
Don Lannlng
Roberta Sherwood
Charles Caste! 3
Roney Plaza Hotel

Gcorgo Hines Orp
Sans Soucl Hotel.
Eddie Snyder
Sacasns Ore
Hcrman-Magner
Dancers
Julio Quartet

'

Marquis A' Family
Wally Boag
Kpsita Alexander

Halama A Koriarski
Olgo Co

Nancy Miller
Francl*

Fayne A Evan*
3 Monarch*

Arne Barnett 3

A

SYDNEY
Royal (T) If
Black A Dundee

Marla Ncglia
Sherry FrontenaC
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Ore
Frank A Lita
Leonora A Stan

Steve Gainer

Empire' (I) If
Harry Shiels
Prince Nareda Co
Van Luln
Vera Demonte
William Greer
Rex Peering

ADELAIDE

Joe D1 LallU

Day A Alva

AUSTRALIA

Les Morellys
Rex A Bes*
Charruony 3

Jerry Colonna

The Townsmen (3)
Mary Peck
Johnny Conrad Dcrs
Mother Kelly's
Day* Dawn A Dusk Frank Llnalo Ore
The Melodair* (3)
Monte Carle

YORK

Savoy (l) if
Arthur -Lucan Co

Evy A Ey%rto
Rex Jameson
Annie A Ruddy

Renee

Keefe Bros
Annette

PORTSMOUTH
Royal (M) If
Bartlett A Ross
Kenne Lucas
Jones A Foss
SCUNTHORPE

BBITAIN

Sis.

Danny Yates Ore
Mary Joyce
Leonard Bde

Ginny Lowry

Georgle Wood
Albert Whelan
Dick Henderson
Marie Lloyd Jr

Rita Sheared

.

'

-

If

(I)

Harry -Tate
Garvan
Fc Jover A Jack
Billy Gray
Georges 4c Dorlna
Stone A Austin

Dizzy

Asia Boys

A
A

WALTHAMSTOW
Tex McLeod
Frank Formby

Mldlnettes

Georgia Kaye
4 Bartons

Kizma

El Voleros
Glorias Doga

NOTTINGHAM
Tommy
Empire <M) If
Dog A Pony Show Frank
Randle
UPPER DERBY (Pa) Gus Aubrey
Tower (P) 14 Only Kay Sothern
Texas Tommy
Roy
Dog A Pony Show Sonny
Peters Bros
WASHINGTON
3 Palmers
Capitol (L) 11
Stan Stafford
Park & Clifford
Sally Summers A
Ella Mae Morso

Tp
Ramon

i

Sonia

Peroy Pride

Derek Dene
Marie de Vere

Joanne
Alphonse Chnber
Jimmy Nelson
Georgia Gibbs
Warner CW) 13

Potter

Fountains

Texas

Paramount (P) II
Bliss Ca$e Ore
„
Nat King Cole & 3
Alan King
Johnny Coy
Sunny Gale
Boxy (I) 11
Jean Leon Destine

SUNDERLAND

Henry Behrens
Leonard Seamon

Barbara Ford
Jean Dene
Anita A Charles
Terry Stunt \x
Phyllis Fisher
Michael Ormond
Margot Austin
Bennie Humphrey

Co-ops

& Janet
A
A Wyman

Christian
Sylvia
Jackie Bright

,

Emplr* (M) It
„
Lester* Midgets
Coopers Festival

Jackson' Qls

NORWICH

Jimmy Gay

PHILADELPHIA

Jimmy Jemal

Haitian

W

H A

Palaco (R) 14
Oliver
A

W
,

Joe Finger* Carr
Wally Brown

Sym Ore

G

Billy Russell

J

.

Chicago (P) 13
Margaret Whiting

Rockettes _
Corps d« Ballet

A Ruby

Tony

CHICAGO

Hal Norman
Mickey Deems
Frank Molealne

Burton

'

Dunn

Del Breece

A

Saxony Hotel
Henri Rose
Val Olman Ore
Barry Douglas

Tano A Dee

Sea Gull Hot*!
Faith Condullo

*

Earl©, Pliillv
Philadelphia, May 17.
Pearl Bailey, Chris Powell &
Blue Flames *(6), Bobby Lucas,
Fox & White, The Dassies, Frank
Juele's House Orch (16); “ Finders
Keepers ” (UI). ,
•

Allison Hotel

Beachcombers

(4)

Pearl Bailey’s relaxed
stage
presence is the main event in the
new variety at the Earle.
Jackie Small
The
Chi-Chi Laverne
* highly individualistic songstressKitty O’Kelly
comedienne handles the stubholdJamie Lynn
ers in this 2,700-seat house with
Pat Pascal!
Kenny Lynn
the same ease that she manages
San Marine Hotel
the smaller and more intimate
Mac Pepper
Quintone* (5)
nitery crowds. Her skillfully simuJackie A Michael
lated off-the-cuff style gives each
Larry Seldin Dcrs
performance a fresh quality. The
President Madiion
adlibs, neatly set in her 'songs,
Stan Barrett
The Martins -(2)
seem .impromptu, and her laconic
Sandra Starr
description of a hassle with the
Brady A Barbara
manager over salary comes across
Bob Regent Ore
Five O'clock
so realistically that she is forced
Enrico

A

Tony

Novello

Pastor's

.

*-

Martha -Raye
Shecky Green
Russ Sobey w

deny it.
Audience keeps yelling fo^ old
and Miss Bailey doesn’t
get- off without her two best known
recitatives,
“Tired” and “That’s
Good Enough for Me.” In line with
later to

nostalgic sentiment is conjured up
for older stubholders * by song*
about little villages by the shore
and green fields in the glens of

“Quid Oireland.”
Proof that- ..there are Irish all
over the world is shown by gener*
ous and sympathetic audience reaction.
Entire
production, while
rough and earthy in parts, is the
genuine article from rural Eire,
and garners warm mittlng.
Irish dancing is well featured in
scenes devised by Pat McKay, a
neat and lithe stepper, and shows
to advantage the terping talents of

Jean

Elliott,

Giles

Jimmy Kennedy, Mai

blonde

fa

attractive

Irish

looker with an
brogue), Lillian

McEvoy, Pat McKay jind the Sham-

•

.

rocks.

‘Comedy in the Irish manner
comes ‘Slickly from Pave & Joe
O’Puffy, a genial duo from Belfast.
Latter cashes in neatly and humorously on his height of six feet six.
Pair have a friendly, pleasant
approach, dress cleanly, and deserve more vaude success. 9
The balladeer is George Daniells,
who renders songs and patter about
Ireland and extends his numbers
for as long as audience wishes. He
runs this homely family show, in
which his 74 -year -old father,
Bracey Daniells, and his wife,
Margo McLean, also take part.

'

.

Second half is devoted to melodrama, changing weekly. “Wearin*
the Green” is in nine scenes, and
describes the escape from the
military
of
Irish
hero Myles
O'Byrne (Georgfc Daniells) and his
love for Kathleen ; (Mai Giles).
Piece, while corny for modern
tastes, is acted;., with ‘spirit arid
verve, and holds! the attention. The
villainous Jacob Daly, played by
1

o’

.

*

vet actor Frank Howard, is so
offensive and miserable a characterization that, at show caught, he
was on receiving end- of ribald
*
BLACKPOOL
MELBOURNE
Tivoli (T) If
palace (I) IT
remarks from members of the*
Allen Bros A June
John Brownlee
Jimmy
Mitchell Choir
Hanley
Jose Moreno
her studied fatigue, songstress audience. Some actually stood up
Raymond Beatty
Christian
Jeanne
Deauville
Jim Gerald
G H Elliott
Mundy A Earle
Yvonne Mni-otta
settles down on piano bench
Wllh'emlna
Joe Mooney
.and unleashed their feelings. For
Rosemary Miller
Puposy Marionette*
Oxfords
Marla Tauber
Lora Barry
Hughie Barrett
why should I stand, everybody 1952 sophisticates this is a novel
Struthard Co
FINSBURY PARK Letty Craydon
John Dudley
Frolic Club
Delano Hotel
Margaret Roberts
2 Alfredos
Empire (M) If
Alan Coad
else is sitting”
and* does plaintive experience.
Davis
Myra
Gord.
Rita
Prlnzell
John Clifford
Andre Twins A
Barbara Wilson
Mills A Bellta
Jimmy Day
version of “Birth of the,, Blues.
Zina Reyes
Eddie
Revln Brennan
Terry-Thomas
John Young
Princess Tulano
Willie Hollander
More
in character is her -“TOot,
Nlcol A Kemble
Peter French
Angelos
Mario Collier
Tommy Nunez Ore Dojde Dale
June Lailscll
Billy Matchett
NaJ-mJ Opera
Wilson Keppel A
Toot, Tootsie, Gebdbye” in which
Mozelle
Johnln* Hotel
John Godfrey
Betty
Chora*
Tower Circus (I) IT
Schaw Pilppcts
Tony Matas
she recalls the frenetic dancing and
Charlie Calroli A 1 Paula Coutts
Freddie Daw Ore
Harry Taylor
song stylists of song’s period. SingWard
A A L
Smiths
ZEALAND
Joe Black
er opens with tho amusing “I Had
Knles .French.
Continued from page 40
CHICAGO
La E*terella
Horses
a Wonderful Time Last Night” and
WELLINGTON
Phillip
Tappln
GLASGOW
Oscar Konyots
Edgewater Beach
Blackhawk
Lane
are
St Jam« (T) If
Wim Do Jong
Cincinnati’s
closes with “Frankie and Johnny.” Wally
Empire (M) If
Lions *
(24)
Spitalny
Ore
P
Armand Pcrren
Jacques Cartaux
Kay Coulter
choices.
Vic Oliver
Gt Alexander Tp
With Evelyn, Rose It’s a class act all the way.
Jimmy Elder
Les Rayner A Betty 3 Fayes
Bowers
Kenny
Victor Julian A
Viola.
Marie,
Flames,
&
Blue
Chris’ Powell
Pat Gregory
Joe Whitchouse
Other representatives are Linda
Seatort A O’Dell
Eastham
Grant
Pets
Janet
Velma.
A
Herd Bjornstad
Cissy Trenholm
at the, Compton, Cleveland; Cal
2 Eddies
Enics Animals
Pat Carroll
Conrad Hilton Hotel with the leader doubling
Emmett,
Chribi
Terry Scanlon
Gall Kendal
drums and vocals, is a big fave Dallas; Tiny Grant, Denver; Harry
4 Richays
Arnold Shod*'
Marika Saary
Guus Brox A Myrna Dave LcGrant
Victor Seaforth
3 Lorando*
Phil Romayne
Barbara Cook
in this area. Combo is at its best
GRIMSBY
Borden and Lillian Palmer, -DeMars Tp
Terry Bfent
Erl Begley
from
Come
item,
“I
in
a
Calypso,
If
(I)
Palace
Arrigonis
Three Reporters
troit; Dave Workman, Kansas City;
Mariann D’Or
Neal A Newton
Jamaica,” that “builds rhythm- and
3 Houcs
Andrea Kckesy
Henry Brandon Ore Jay
Buddy -Walker, Miami Beach; The- ^
4 Musical Dereks
Jimmy Scott
Seiler
vocals in solid fashion. Powell also
Cabaret Bills
Flying Constellation Ford A Belmaro
Scotty Marsh
resh
Daly, Montreal; George McChez
Parse
scores with his wordy version of
Winters A Fielding
Little Jimmy
Boulve-dears (8)
Joe parley
Jane’ Froman with
Fm'In^the Mood for Iaoye,”' the Queen, New Orleans; Joe Campo
Annette*
Orrin Tucker O '*2)
Phil Lester
Burt Farber.
Palmer House
Circusettes
and
Frankie
Kichardsori, Philadelalready
platter edition of which is
Frederick Owen
Larry Thompson
Dorothy Shay
BOSCOMBR
getting strong play on local jukes phia; Lou De Paul, Pittsburgh; Pat
de Vere Gls
CITY
(One act to fill)
Bobby Winters
Hlppodrom* (I) IT MarieHACKNEY
Johnny
Martin
good
Kelly,
Song
.has
Merriel
*
Providence;
Abbott
and
deejay
shows.
Red Gordon, St.
Rhodes A Lane
Empire (S) 19
Richard D Bennett
Chez Adorables (G)
Dcrs (8)
BIrdland
Guy Eurldge
sight laugh with its response sung Louis;
Vince Silk and Jimmy
4 Graham Bros
Wally Cox
Brian Farnon O (0) Eddie O'Neal O (12)
Kai Winding
Glamourelte*
cojnbo,
member
of
Johhny
Echo,
by
Keller
Jamerson,
David
San , Francisco; Billy
Royce Wallace
Melody A Joy
Blue Ansel
Bertie Sellers
Clarence Williams
with remarkably femme pipes.
L03 ASGELES
Bishop, Seattle, and Joe Murphy,
John Baldwin
Eartha Kitt
Tommy Graye
Waldorf-Astoiia
Denwys Hackett
Stuart Ross
Bobby Liwas is well received in Toronto.
Joan Keen
A
Denise Darcel
Blltmore Hotel
Ambassador Hotel
Trio
Larkin
Ellis
Marche A Braun
a vocal fcpot. Singer has fine voice
Babs Douglas
Robert Maxwell
-Jon A Softdra
Andrews Sis (3)
Carolyn A Richard* Syd Jeffery
One of 'the odditiesmf the voting
Bon Solr
Nat Brandwynne O Eddie Bergman Qrc
Steele
but actions, and style are too remiSydney Glen Girl*
vS
Marie Orisetta Gls Mae Barnes
comes
from
the
union’s
Mlscha Borr Ore
Dave
'ave Barry
recently
or*
which
niscent of’ Billy Daniels,
Kirkwood A
BRADFORD
Irene Dickson
Sh«rry-N*th«rland
Whitson Bros (3)
Bar of Music
Goodman
gives his “Old "Black Magic” closer ganized Florida outdoor branch in
Alhambra ?M) IT
Peggy French
Dick Estes
Hal Derwin Ore
A Spider
Jimmy Daniel*
LEEDS
Fred Ferrari
Sarasota.
No
formal
nominations
Emil Coleman Ore Doodles
Lucas
appearance.
company
Cafe Gala
a road
Shcllah Barrett
Flames
Ken Morris
Empire <M) If
Fifi D'Orsay
Hotel Statler
Felix Decola
can come in strong enough with were made and elections were on
Norene Tate
Len MartenPhyllis Dixey
Noble A King
Paul Neighbor* Ore Benno Rublnyi
Garland Wilson
Cassandra*
his own, vpice and doesn’t need the basis of write-ins. There were
Gwen LIddle
Bill MacArthur
Hotel Taft
Bradford
Ore
Eddie
Downey A Daye
Jack Tracy
Chateau Madrid
the duplication. His numbers in- 61 write-in candidates and circus
Lopez
Vincent
Ore
CIro's
De Vcre Dancer*
2 Condons
B Gray's Bandbox
Harry Miirtmo
uatiil Quarter
Josephine Baker
clude “Zing Went the Strings of performer Karl
Wallehda and
Gordon A Colville
Morccambc A Wise Fclo A Bruno
DarVa* A Julia
Dick Stabile Oro
Billy Gray
My Heart,” “Be Anything” and down Emmett Kelly, each with 10
3 Saytons
Carlo But!
Ashton*
Royal
BRIGHTON
Bobby
Ramos
Ore
Patti
Moore
George Martin
H. Warrlngcr
of .Jericho.” votes, won the berths.
the
Battle
Fit
“Joshua
Lamar
Danielle
Kmplra
IT
Mocambf
"Ben
Lessy
(M)
„ Wall
Eddie Arnold
Max
Steeplechase
.Tunc Hutton
Copacabapa
Pepper Sis (3)
Other acts oii the bill' are -.yox
LEICESTER
Dick James
Jackie Kannon
Frank Fohtaine
Billy Daniels
Bob Durwood
Palace (S) If
& White, comedy dub Whose deBeryl Reid
Marilyn Ross
Eddie Oliver
Bill Howe
Benny Payne
Lc
A
Davies
Hedloy Ward 3
Collette Fleurlot
livery is superior -to their material,
Bobby Sargeant
Adams
Leslie
Marilyn Hightower
Page
Harbers A Dale
IAS VEGAS, NEVADA
and the DassieS, a clever and fastHassan Ben All Tp Street Singer*
Andre Philippe
Peter Hanley
moving pair of tumblers. Frank
3 Leroys
Jean Paul
Art Wancr Ore
Gil Johnson
Flamingo
Betty Johnson
„
Shorinan Fisher Gl* Case A Roberts
Juble’s house orch mounted on
Devlyn Girls
Colonna
Madills
Jerry
La'
Vie
En
Rose
ss; Continue d from. page I's;
Malcolm Thomas
Bob
Millar
Orch
Randolph
Ore
Durso
Isabel
M
Charlie
Farrell
stage, backs up all the acts.
BRISTOL
Betty Morton
Thundarblrd.
F Marti Ore
4 Step Bros
Jana Jones
Rmplr* (I) IT
Gagh.
and it Is. eoritracted for
Omaha
Bernard A Barry
Rex
Allen
Starlet*
Flamingo
Pat Morrlsey
Tanner Si*
El Chics*
Johns
Irving Fields Trio
by the broadcast networks.
Stewart Rose
Ken Barnes Sc
Eddie South Trio
Rosita Rios
Astra Sis
Les Bassis
Matty Malneck Ore
Van Smith Trio'
Jftanne
Ruth Vera
Metiropole,
Elizabeth Bozsl
Fight
will not be available to
Walter'
Long
Bobby Page Ore
Le Ruwan bleu
Maurice French
Ramonita y Leon
Florence Whitelcy
Johnny O'Brien
Desert Inn
Glasgow, May 12.
home video, a fact which is exRay Allen
Los Xey
Girl*
_ Ronnie Graham
K Duffy Dansatlons
Copa City Revue
Aristocrats
Enrique Vizcano O Ellen Hanley
presents
“Sprigs
Daniells
George
LIVERPOOL
increase materially the
pected
to
Normandie Boy*
Jack Carter
Julius Monk
Eduardo Roy
Empire <M) It
with George Dani- theatre grosses.
A1 Jahns Orch
Exhibitors, .per
of Shillelagh
Betty Reilly
„ brixton
Norman Pari* 3
Laurel A Hardy
Embers
impress (I) IT
El Rancho Vegas
Les Diagora*
Sc Mc- usual,
Douglas
Bros,,
ells,
O'
Eddie'*
Leon
A
Duffy
expected to have the
are
Lonsdale Sis
Eddie Hcjrwood
•Joe Stein
Buddy Ebsen
Copa Girls
Eddie Davis
Evoy Trio , Silvio , Noel D’Alton, choice of carrying the fight only
Louis Hayden
[Lorraine
Joe Bushkin
Celeste Holm
Carlton Hayes Ore
The
Rogers
Kenway*
Tih-Boult
avana-Madrid
Tlppu A Cobina
Mai Giles, Oolagh Herrietty, Frank on that night, or accompany it
Last Frontier
Mark Ste-wart
Max Carole
Saveen,
Sos Ramirez
Jerry Pedersen
Hank Williams
Bobby Ramsen
Howard, Bert Shaw, George Quinn, with a regular film program. On
Eric Lloyd
Clngalee
Rene Touzet
Joy Walker
Willie Shore
Oliver Dcrs
Elliott
Billy
Dunphy, Margo McLean, the basis of returns of most fights
Jimmie
Urblno
A
Luptno
El
Rancho
Girl*
Strlngbean
CHELSEA
No. I Fifth Ave
Mackenzie Reid A
Jose Curbclo Ore
Ted. Flo Rlto Qrc
Sally Devine, Pat Makcay, Jimmy
Ken Marvin
P«lace (I) If
Bibl Osterwald
„
Dorothy
Hotel Ambassador
Reg Varney
The provided theatres last year by TNT,
Bob Downey
Bracey Daniells
Kennedy
LONDON
Ore
Landc
Jules
El Granada* A
Harold Fonvllle
Shamrock Girls, Jack Masterson it’s anticipated that most of the
Palladium (M) IT
Hotel Blltmorb
Peter
Hazel Webster
DUrantc
Ore
Kent
Michael
Jirttmy,
orch; “ The Wearin’ o’ the Green,” theatres will hlkq their admission
Earl A Oscar
Old Roumanian
Hotel Edison.
Harrison A Fisher
Peter Dulay
Banks
historical Irish melodrama; twice scales, since that’s the only way In
Henry Jerome Ore Sadie
Pat Kirkwood
Ballet Montmartre
Melvin
Bob
which they can show a profit for
nightly.
Hotel New Yorker
Alan Clive
Michaelle Margot
Bobby Colt
Continued from page l
Teddy Powell Ore
Rob Murray
the evening.
De Vore Dancers
Lind
Monica
Rookie*
Evy A Everto
Des Cavaliers de
Nadya
Direct from the green hills of
Fact that the fight is being"
Adrian Rolllni Trio Joe LaPorte Ore
he’s well satisfied with DuMont
P Grant Ballet
Chanson
Nadine A Ray
Palladium Gilds
and that, since it was the latter Southern Ireland, this homespun staged on a Thursday night 4s beD’Aquila Oro
Schramm
CHISWICK
Skyrockets Ore
Park Sheraton
original gam- vaude company, normally used to lieved to have figured in TNT’s
took
the
which
Toro
web
Rmptre
Del
MANCHESTER
Manuel
(S)
IT
„
Irving Fields
Eire by closing a deal -for exclusive TV
Derek
Hotel Pierre
Roy
Hlppedrome (S) It
ble on him, he’ll stick with it. Since touring the villages of
Two Guitars
Evo Boswell
Ethel Smith
Anne Shelton
comes to this historic Scot rights. This necessarily excluded
Arena Bane
3 Falcon*
NBC would not be able to sell the caravan,
Fisher A Ross
Max A Harry
Elena A Anatole
Sir
Harry the bout from the Wednesday night
the
late
theatre
where
Downey A' Daye
Ore
Relll
Chico
Nesblli
bishop’s show if it succeeded in
Ell Spivak
ai le
Stanley Melba Ore
Lauder first trod the boards pro- fight series sponsored on CBS-TV
Jack Watson
® , ste Phen*
cK.
Mlscha Usdanoff
luring him away from DuMont, it’s
Shirley
Hotel Flax*
Williams
Benson Dulay
fessionally.
is pure native enter
It
Mlchon
Michel
W hiteley Girl*
Lisa Kirk
by Pabst Beer. Since the networks
Frinton & Willis
believed the web wants him for tainment,
Kostya Poliansky
as Irish as the accents
Bambi Linn
DERBY
Slim Rhydor
Uf
have their usual commercial comAt the same of its company,
prestige purposes.
Versailles
Hippodrome (•) IT Richard Sis
Rod Alexander
as honest and
Carmen Torres
Eddie Gray
time, however, it’s pointed out that genuine in its approach as the mitments for Thursday nights, they
Alan Kay A Gloria Mark Monte Ore
Beverlee Dennis
Arthur English
Dick LaSalle Ore
NEWCASTLE
would have been forced to preempt
Sheen has whittled some points off motives of the players.
P«ggy Powell
Arthur Maxwell
Hotel Roosevelt
Empire (M) If
Milton Berle’s Tuesday night ratGuy Lombardo Ore Constance Towers
Aston*
The green garb is everywhere. time from their sponsors if they
Donald Peers
Gene Rowlands
Butlin Dancer*
Hotel St. Refit
Cycle Bros
NBC
The stage is so Irish you expect wanted to carry it. TNT, as a re2 Playboy*
Two Shirts A Skirl ing, so pulling him over to
Roger Dann
Godfrey A Kcrby
Bill Norvoa A
would also help protect the Berle shamrocks to start sprouting on the sult. had almost a clear field in
Donovan A Hayes
Milt Shaw Ore
Ossie Noble
Upstarts
Vlktng 3 A
Ore
Diaz
Horace
Arthur Worsley
boards. Irish tunes abound, and tying down thr rights.
show.
Geo Hale Revue
Ylllas* Yanguard
Charmalne
Nino
Peter Raynor
Lamar
RAM
Jlmlny Wheeler

Peter

10 S Fisher Girls
Dick Collins

Celebrity Singers

Les

Palace (I) If
Carroll Levis Co
Peter Sinclair

TAG Durante

Jeanne Cameron
Eves Dancing Boy*

Nouvelle

Tivoli Adorable*-

Tivoli’, Ballet «
Tivoli (T) If'

•

v

Ben Yost 5
Len Dawson Ore
Harem Club
Charlie Page
Sherry Panay
Sea Itla Hotel
Lynn Starr
c
Frances Lager
Seymour Hoffman 0 Bobby Barton

Mae

Silva Dcr*
Norrftan Lester
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Gottke think* it j
ought to be expanded.
Chapman shrugs it off. “Noth“Sir Hening: new here;” he aays
ry Irvihg and Other hams- did. it in
the 18th century whenever they

believe it doe*,”

N, Y.

Drama

Continued

firtoa

when they constitute
the major portion of a season’s,
worthy items, well, the situation is
definitely unhealthy,”
The Morning Telegraph’s ’Whit"
ney'Bolton took * swipe at unions

theatre, hut

Critics

p***

Chapman, “swell”; Gabriel,

lent”;

got.

.

Present significance,

hungry.

whethAsked.' hisvpinion
er repertory at IT. V,!a City
was a**od
Center anfl
idea, .the Herald Tritame’s Walter F. Kerr snapped back with:
“What' do you mean ‘reperwould detory’? I wish
velop a first-rate and specially

ANTA

*

that people are hungry again.”
*
“I hope it (readings) continues
Atkinson,
writes
expands/’
apd
sense,
made
before,
least
year
it at
trained American Acting com“always, provided that the actors
but it has still to make history.”
pany' capable of doing some-,
Exthing. more than contemporary
Nathan complained that “except are able enough* tq do the job.
pensive* physical productions are
realism.
When we want to
in commenting that there’s need for 'Desire Under the Elms,’ the
no substitute. for a script and a
send a reputable company
of “a realization by the whole the- selections were highly -question
destroy
can
and
performance
Miss Colby called the seabroad, we- have tq send a balatre that in greed there is destruc- able,”
both.”
let company,
X would like
tion. If the theatrical unions would tries “uninspired, but serviceable.”
“It proves that people are wordsee
create a. genuine
realize that they are eating them- Kerr, calling the series “generally
advises* Sheaffer. “But
hungry,”
“the
conthat
thought
National
theatre
in this reselves out of work they- might very good,”*
someone hopes to. cash in by
spect.”
sober up and cut their ‘demands, tributions would, be greater if the if
film
or
the.atre
few
a
corralling
thus making enterprise and .pro- pieces revived were less recent and
names in an expensive ‘reading! of
ductiori easier and more frequent.” less familiar.”
a play, or script excerpts, that do it qn Broadway instead of at
The Journal-American’s John
Queried on whether repertory at
itself to such treat- Jamaica.”
McClain was annoyed at the “scar- city Center and ANTA was a good doesn't lend
ment, .he'll discover that: ‘Don
city of exciting new talent; even i (j ea>
\Nathan volunteered,- that **1116
Coleman answered, “Most- Juan’s' success doesn’t rest on the
to
come certainly. If ther# aren’t enough
most standbys failed
money has to be raised somehow,
that it happened along at the
through,” he said. As suggestion, go0(j new plays to go around, then fact
and. producers today are not as rich
right time and caught the public’s
he said, “Find * some new playas were .those of the past” “Unmust do revivals of good old passing fancy.”
wrights; get the established ones plays.
questionably. this is not a good,
In the days of our great
'Sorry Note'?
trend,” reported Dash, “but unto write. .Not one fresh and notable actor-managers,
such as Edwin
season!’?
in
whole
a
musical
Asked if they deemed it a “sorry fortunately, under the. present setBooth, Sothern ft Marlowe, etc.,
Surprisingly, two reviewers liked repertory was tremendously im note” that the best musical Broads up, there is no way of avoiding the
the season, the. Daily News* John portaut from both the artistic and way- could- whip up this season was pool of backers.” Barron doesn't
Chapman terming.it “not too bad” financial standpoints. How are the a revival (“Pal Joey”), critics an- see the theatre- hurt, although “a
and the AP’s Mart Barron qualify- small fry going to learn the great swered variously. '“I’m not dis^ show, today is often a community
project where the ones participatingly stating it was “excellent, ex- traditions of our theatre, our liter- turbed by a barren, season or two,
cept I think we need more begin- ature, unless we have repertories? advised Shipley; “I think there ing are gambling their prospective
ning playwrights who don’t go to How are our young actors going to should be more revivals of musi- salaries against their own show bemovies and television once they develop their techniques if they cals.” Nathan thinks that “the de- ing a hit.”
have a- Broadway hit.”
never get a crack at the classics? cline in musicals is probably only
“The new method of financing,”
But the season struck Cue mag’s The Metropolitan Opera Co. and a temporary one.” Dash thought says Coleman, “is harmful. For
Ballet Go. do it a mistake of the critics to award one thing, it forces producers to
Wells
Sadler’s
the
*
a
deadly
“with
Gabriel
Gilbert
repertories
a citation as year’s best musical budget productions at twice what
force as .the worst ever”; was okay with classical
“very weak” to Time mag’s Louis
Nathan thought that repertory’s to “Joey.” “If the purpose is -to they really cost.- In return for findKroncnberger, ‘.‘horrifyingly bad” success would depend on the kind encourage creative effort in the ing a script, a director, a cast and
to Bolton, “depressing” to Kerr, of plays and casting. Gabriel likes theatre,” he said, “that purpose is backing, the producers want and
“sad” to the Compass’ Arthur Pol- the repertory idea, but suggests defeated, by ignoring the new in many instances should get 50%.
of the take for their efforts. Rodglack, “feeble” to Miss Colby, “de- combining ANTA and City Center, works.”
Hammerstein, Leland Hay“Yep, it’s a sorry note,” reported ers
plorable” to McClain, “anything but Barron thinks the shows should be
“No talent today.” ward and a few other topflighters
impressive” tp the Mirror's Rob- moved over to Broadway theatres Chapman,
Leadput their own money .beNew
usually
The
(French
hits.
ert Coleman, and “louse”
if they prove
hind their shows. But they know
accented! to the Times’ Brooks At- er’s Joseph T. Shipley, said:, “I
encourage
they are good. Personally, we prekinson.
think ANTA should
,
* Oops, Sorry
fer the old method because it would
-$2 Top. Seats
other groups (including off-BroadY.
Drama
Critics
The
N,.
plays,:rather than
lower, by 50%, current exorbitant
In fact, the season made Atkin* way) to put on
jCircle. in, April, picked the
production costs. But those who
on
putting
son so giddy that when asked, for
“‘gal Joey” revival as the best
s *
don’t have big bankrolls must turn
advised:
berger
remedies,
he
suggestions
for
any
'musical play of the season on
to angels. And they are certainly
replied “Raise" everyone’s
airily
Broadway.
Asked what he
intentions ^and the
entitled
high
(I mean the* producers) to
sufficiently
ask
Stalin
to
pay, reduce taxes and
thought, of the idea of the
pash
a good part of the take for mainabandon Communism and disband judgment to lhatch them,
“best” musical being an oldie,
^ve
no
we
taining
office, auditioning janan
that
thought
his armies.” Chapman was just as.
the N. Y. Times’ Brook Atkinrevivals afgels, etc.”
'light-headed on the subject: “Get repertory theatre, these
son advised:
to see
opportunity
“Angels
are
a pain,” declared
only
the
ford
the national treasury back on the
“Since the April meeting of
other
Bolton. “Angels are a pest. And
lOQ-penny dollar and get pfches- some of the better plays of
the Circle the constitution has
a
plethora.”
no
longer
years.
tra seats back to a $2 top.”
been found. It provides that
Lecture Novelty
Aiigeb, P*or Dopes
A few other crix were a little
the annual citation must go to
Critics were asked their reacmore serious, as they chimed in
‘the best new musical of the
Chapman sees nothing wrong
lectureof
development
idea
cheaper
the
with Chapman’s
on
tions to
year’.”
with today's setup.
“The angels,
seats. “The public would frequent style theatre, a la “Don Juan in
the poor dopes, are keeping the
the theatre if the astronomic costs Hell” and Emlyn Williams’ Dicktheatre alive.” Atkinson disagrees.
“Shows like Emlyn Sheaffer, on the contrary, says, “I The backers’ situation is harmful,”
of production could, but some mira- cns readings.
cle, be reduced and seats were pop- Williams’ can only be novelties/” don’t think there is any cause for
he said, ’but I’m mot -expert enough
ular priced,” said Women’s Wear’s wrote Kronenberger, “but work mourning on this score.” “This to know how to improve it.” SheafThomas Dash. “With overhead in. susceptible of treatment like that is just arn'Otf-'year,” believes Cooke. fer, however, feels that “production
its 'current swollen state, little can in ‘Don Juan’ can have a real value, “I think that the musical equality
costs have become too high for one
Years or so is way
be -done to encourage managers or by” (1) reducing production costs of the past
or two men to underwrite them.”
producers to give -newcomers a on Broadway, and (2) making pos- above the average for the ’20s and
The reviewers were asked their
chance,” added Miss Colby.
with nothing early ’30s.” “Costs being what thinking
sible road tours that
on what looks like a mothey are/’ said Gaver, “there is
Coleman thinks the way to lure but the cast’s luggage' to move
nopoly “the
Wonder Boys of
customers back to the theatre "may can play profitable one-night stands too. little chance for new talent in
Broadway.” Variety thought “it’s
be to encourage more ex-legit play- in college towns and -other particu- the musical .show field to get a
so dominantly Rodgers ft Hammerhearing.”
i>rs to return from, Hollywood in larly literate communities.”
stein, or Lcland Hayward, or Lindgood vehicles, revivals or new
“Is the musical situation any
“I think,” said Kerr, Jthe- platsay A Crouse, that only occasionUnfortunately,” he 'added, form style is in itself a good {thing, different from the dramatic?” asks
ones.
ally do a Feuer ft Martin, or a
<i“too many Hollywood players come
“The impoverishment is
and I see no reason why it shouldn’t Kerr.
Levin & Smith, or a Subber ft
to us ill equipped for the stage.
crop up as a more or lessf regular, general, it seems to me. My own Ayers, break through.”
Gabriel
And too many of them want stage if minor, aspect of the theatre. notion is that old set forms have answered
that “the wonder boys
assignments to bolster their popuThe danger now is that* everybody now broken down, as they do about .are still all too few”;; that R&H and
larity and asking prices on the
every 30 or 40 years, and we’re
is going to rush into the act so hurLftC “do have the top layers nowCoast. We admire the courage of
waiting for a new impulse. So long
riedly and* so little prepared, that
adays, hut they deserve it. They
the former, but wish they were betas
we believe in certain established have
the form, legitimate enough in itthe taste, the talents, and a
ter prepared to help us in our time
methods of doing farce, meloself, will be killed off again.
genuine love of the 'theatre. Would
of need.. Judy Garland and Betty
drama, musicals, problem plays or
the
you
rather go back to Klaw & Eris more important
“What
Hutton are outstanding examples
whatever, the writer proceeds with,
langer?”
the audience)
Shipley isn’t worried
of what topflight, firstrate Holly- direct address (to
confidence. At the moment, the
wood stars cm* do at the boxoffice,” and the absence of heavy and im- writer seems to me to have lost about "monopoly.” He says “there'll
“The theatre,'.' advised Kerr,*“is mobile scenery should shock a lot confidence he’s poking gingerly be plenty, of musicals (good and
bad) by new names in the 50s.”
too self-conscious .about its intel- of people- into the realization that at the stuff, partly confused, part“The reason so few super-prolectual superiority to other forms a tremendous amount of regular ly hopeful as to what will work
ducing firms arise today,” says
of entertainment—this leads, to theatre can be done this way. Let’s but he isn’t sure. It’s a transitional
Coleman,
Shakespeare,
and
get
rid
“is probably that the
start
with
windiness, back-patting, moralizing,
time; we’re in the last gasps of one
standard of competence* is higher.
editorializing and pompous self- of all that junk. In any event, it cycle and Waiting, puzzled,
for the With competition from
loosen
theatre,
give
should
up
the
other media
indulgence.
It needs to rub. its
next one to turn up.”
what it is, it seems to us that the
nose in the dirt a little and try it some air and elbow-room.”
Bolton advised that “the fright calibre
of the newcomers is excelMcClain said he “would oppose ening and paralyzing costs
competing with’ the circus again.
of lent.
”
It has to be.
Many of the
the trend to reduce all production any kind of production,
It’s too frr away from its roots.
and* most producers who were
greats in. the
Critics themselves were taken to to an austerity basis. A good show, especially musical
production, are days of little or
no
competition,
task by a couple of reviewers. “We well mounted, still makes plenty such that -most producers,
libret- might easily be flops
today.
are not going to get better plays if of glue. Ask Lcland Hayward.”
You

"the only hope of the year” Kronenberger thought that “unlike the
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“Readings have never died out,
unscathed was Joseph
Miss Colby wondered claims Shipley. “They -are far from
how, “with costs so high, is any one a passing' fad.”, Gilbert agrees with
manager able to chance the speedy Shipley. But Barron doesn’t think
losses that have been meted out they’re theatre “in the Broadway
by the diverse reviews this sea- sense of the word.”
Coleman
son?” She feels that “papers can claims “this type of performance
harm, but not help a show.”
(readings) requires something re
At Variance on ANTA
sembling genius to click. It is not
Question on what the critics for neophytes or incompetents.”
thought of the ANTA Play Series, Pollack says “It’s a spur. I hope it
this year drew some' Interesting re- •presages resumption of the dramaplies^ ^Atkinson -termad it ‘‘excel- t list’s dominance— though » I don’t
to

escape

Kramm.

’

•

-

have to have intelligence, taste and

vision to succeed today. You have
to be something of a creator.
You
have to develop ideas and find exactly the right scripters for
them.
You can’t wait for profitable properties to fall into your lap.”
It s just too tough to
raise the
dough for one thing, as far as mu*
sicals
are
concerned,”
advised
and, Gaver.
The smart people lay off.
There aren t over five persons
ac-

u
“

consequently, get jobs.”

1952

21,

jtooffice.
ot*JTOg-«hows.

The aisle-sitters were asked tive with
musical production (prowhether Broadway angels outside ducers 1
mean) who know what it
money backing shows, instead of is all about.
And some of the inept
the producer’s coin, as formerly- are
veteran showmen. It is alarmhad hurt the theatre.
Gabriel ing and pathetic.”
agreed. “The worst thing about the
The wonder boys on Broadwav ”
present situation is the abundance wrote
Barron, “are in that category
of other people’s money (and usual because
they became experts
in
ly theatre-ignorant

—

people’s money) every field of the
business. They
is involved.”
Shipley dis- didnt try to remain
composers
agrees. “Most backers are gam- playwrights,
actors or In whatever
Mors/, anyhow,” he says... “Let them particular
field they started.

which

They.

»«y.

_”*<**«*?•

Wte

They learned
They learned
learned

xbout writing pUys and -musicals.
They, learned about producing and

how to book theatres. Even. Rus*
Sel Crouste, the world’s worst actor.
X think, could go on and pinch-hit
for Ethel Merman tonight If necesaery And to mid A© it because
he has studied every 'branch of
show business 3u£t as baVe Rodgers
ft Hammerstein, Leland
Hayward
and the other successful ones. The
wander boys weren’t content to he
merely Impresarios like the pro-

ducers of 20 years ago.' And that is
the difference between tbday and
the. 1920s on* Broadway.”
TTitdetplayinar

.

were also queried as to
the modern emphasis on naturalCritics

acting,

istic

“underplaying.”

-or

“Modern drama seldom calls for
so-called ‘acting in the grand manner’,” replied Nathan,
“Imagine
Robert B, Mantell in ‘Jane’.”
“I’m fop bravura acting in scripts
that require it,” advised Atkinson.
“But, I don’t think The Shrike’
could be acted in any style except
realism. There Is some mighty fat
acting in. ‘I)on Juan in Hell,’ and
thefe would .be no play if anyone
tried to underplay that romantic
,

“

declamation.”
“Let us hope to

God

that the

grand manner never comes back,”
said Bolton.
“X don’t see any
chance of acting in the. grand manner coming back,” wrote Cooke,
“but I do believe that a little more
ham will dp no harm. . ..The theatre needs blood.” “Underplaying
.

.

holds sway,” advises Chapman.
‘The only acting in the grand manner was done by Betty Hutton at
the Palace;.”
4
all for what might be described as ‘heroic’ style,” Kerr advises. “We’ve been scared to death
of ‘ham* for years and have diminished performance scale to the
point of almost psychopathic introversion. The actor has pretty much
curled up into his own private
v
world, and, as a result, been left
to it.
I suspect that the kind of
open, direct Vigor that Boyer and
Laughton have got into ‘Don Juan*
would bring, a lot of excited people
running back into the theatre.”
“I think the modem theatre is
drawn too fine,” says Coleman.
“That goes for writing as well as
acting. It’s become too dam Subtle.
It’s afraid to show a decent, honest
emotion. The solution would be to
recapture some of the vitality of
the past and still retain the presentstill

Tm

..

day

polish.*”

Closing

note

was sounded by

Shipley. “High prices mean that,
for sheer 'entertainment and noth-

ing else, more and more people will
turn' to television.
This may be
good for the theatre, forcing it to
respond to richer needs and deeper
values.
Entertainment, enlightenment, exaltation these will all

—

come from the

'effective -theatre,

no "other of the public

as

give them.”
*

arts can

1

With Kerampei Lineup

—

been
we do not encourage the younger The UP’s Jack Gaver saw “read- scared away to working in more
playwrights.” Tom Dash declared. ings” as “interesting in small and reasonable fields such
as films and
“I think that the critics have been expert doses. But Lord save us television. The
unions, probably,
too harsh with a number of promis- from a- deluge of such. Eventually are to be blamed for
the costs exing ones. The critics are not help- it will pass, at least from the isting today, and
which costs foring
to
encourage young play- Broadway scene.” Bolton, however, bid the production levels
of previwrights such as George Tabori, found it “a healthy thing and a ous seasons. The
only union that
Truman Capote, Sigmund Miller good thing
It makes the finest isn’t contributing
to this paralysis
and Irving Elman by helping to in theatre available, which is what is Equity. The actors,
as usual,
murder their plays. The only one is important.”
are pathetically eager to help

Umj

iJ.fr

About

.

F
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Olney,

Md M May

20.

in Olney Theatre’s subscription series plan is
best in several seasons, despite lift
in scale from $3 to $3,60 top, according to producer Evelyn Frey-

Advance interest

man. With an almost complete new
lineup, topped by NBC radio newscaster Kenneth Banghart, who has
joined Mrs. Freyman as partner
and co-producer, the strawhat has
teed off a stepped-up program of
exploitation.
The 15-week season will be
launched by Eva Gabor in a 10-day
run of “Cardboard Lover,” beginning June 6.
Joan Blondell in
“Come Back, Little Sheba” follows
June 17, with the Olney pattern of
Tuesday openings prevailing after
the preem.
Other attractions on the agenda
are Slavenska-Franklin Ballet, July
“The Man,” starring Dorothy
1;
Gish, July 15; Carol Bruce in “One
Touch of Venus,” July 29, and “The
High Road,” new play-with-music,
based on life of Scottish poet Robert Burns, Aug.. 26. Other shows
tentatively inked in with no dates
set,
include Walter Pidgeon in

“Second Threshold”; Constance
Bennett in “A Date With April
Faye Emerson, in a play to he selected, and Jackie Cooper in “Remains to Be Seen.”
;

takes over
with Robert O’Hearn, of the Brattle Thea-

Warren Munsell,

as

Jr.,

new house '’manager,

tre,

handling set ..design

-chores.

n
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Canton Show Shop Set For
12

Weeks Under Somerset ‘Affairs,’ ‘Wedding
Hartford,

Despite one open break in itsranks, the Stock Managers. Assn, is

apparently sticking to its threeactor limit on touring package
shows. Although- there are unconfirmed. reports of full-cast’ companies being: booked, at least one
new play being given a tryout tour
using, only three permanent
is

and numerous star revivals
are conforming to the rule.

players,

Resignation of Milton Stiefel last
SMA is figured primarily a protest against the three-

week from the
actor rule.

a letter to John

.In

Huntington* SMA president, announcing his. withdrawal, Stiefel
declared; “I am not leaving for
any one particular- reason. On the
contrary, there are several rea-

However, Stiefel is reportedly booking several full-cast tour“for his Ivoryton (Conn.)
shows
ing
Playhouse and is said to have been
sons.”

particularly critical of the threeplayer limitation.4

Richard Aldrich has scheduled at
least one full-cast show, a legit edition of the “Mama” television stanza, at his Cape Playhouse, Dennis,
Mass., although there’s a question
of whether^ that may technically
fall within the package rule. Simi-

May

Pay Off

Plenty,

20,.

Canton Show Shop, at nearby
Canton, gets, underway June 9 for
a 12-week season under the banner
of Joseph Somerset. Strawhatter

But

‘Aisle

Ends $26(000 in Red

will he Equity. Stanley Cobleigh,
t Last week’s six closings included
for several years operator of the
three on Broadway and three tourv
barn,
will
ing productions, Two of the shows
be
one
of
the
members
‘Foarposter’ Paid Profit
Terrell
Co.
of the resident cast, Vinnfe Rourke,
were big-money smashes, one had
w.k, character actor,, rejoins the
registered a Broadway run but.
company for t$ift summer.
represented a. hufee loss, and the
Payment of a $20,000 dividend
Opening play will be “Private
Because he was unable to get a others rate as boxoffice failures, allast week on. “Fourposter” brings Lives.” One or two hew plays may waiver for an, alien player to ap- though one is a prospect to clean
the total distributed profit to be tried out this sumhner, House pear in a contemplated revival of up on the road next season.
The throe Broadway closings
00% on the $40,000 venturey*7n is keeping to its formula of pre- “Fledermaus,” St. John Terrell has
switched to a non-legit bill for the were “Candida,” “Conscience” and
addition, the Playwrights Co. pro- sentlng well-known vehicles.
week
of
Sept. 23-28 at his Lambert- “Paris ’90.” The tourers were “Afduction has about $17,000 in asville (N. J.) Music Circus.
Alter- fairs of State,” “Member of the
sets', including approximately $10,nate show will bring Jose Greco’s Wedding” and VTwo on the Aisle.”
Deficit
'Joan';
OOC cash reserve and $7,000 in
Spanish dance troupe In the start The two hits represent a combined
bonds. The Jan de Hartog twoof a new U. S. tour. It will be the profit of about $430,000, while the
to
fire Loss
character comedy, currently in its
first non-lpgit offering for the spot four other entries, involving an
31st week at the Barrymore, N, Y.,
Terrell had previously sought to aggregate deficit or around $322,is netting around $5,00.0 on its $21,After Backer's Protest
star Rita Strfch, of the Berlin State 000;. include “Two on the Aisle;”
000-odd weekly, gross.
Although there’s little prospect Opera, ip? the “Fiedermaus” pror
a n d i d a,”
“Conscience” and
Jessica Tandy and Hume Cra- of thc revival being sent onjtour as
Auction for the closing bill, How- “Paris ’90 ”
nyn, co-starred in the play, with- origmally planned; the Theatre“Affaits/ which folded in Roever. Actors Equity refused todraw June 7 for a vacation, after Guild will either replace or pay for waive its alien rule on the ground chester, represents** a profit " ef **
which they will tour in a second the “Saint Joan” scenery, costumes that plenty of American singers are about $230,000 on an 'original
$50,—
edition, opening on the Coast late and props destroyed in the recent
Q00 investment. The Louis Veravailable for the assignment,
in. June; Betty Field and Burgess fire at the Kaj
Velden Studios,
neuil comedy, with Celeste Holm
Meredith -Will succeed as stars of Fort Lee, N.J.~ According to- Lawas initial star and June Havoc takthe Broadway production.
rence Langner, Guild co-director,
ing over during the 61 0-perf enh-

SkedsDance

on

$72,605

Pay

C

'

1

.

he and„Theresa Helburn, fils coir
eague, feel a “moral responsibility” in the matter, since they can-

the Westport (Conn.) CounPlayhouse will open its season
with the Brattle Theatre revival of
“Heartbreak House” and liter play
a tryout ojf the Clifford Goldsmith

r

went on the road last spring. At
that time there was about $34 QOO

celled the “floater” insurance on
the physical production when they
had it ‘placed in storage.
The Guild’s intention of making
good the loss of the “Joan” pro-

larly,

try

ance New York run, had distributed $206,000 profit „by the time it

‘Darkness’ Fades

k

in additional assets, but the Richard Krakeur-Fred Finklehoffe production: lost about $20,000 on tour.
If a suitable star can be obtained,,
the management plans to send the
show on tour again in the fall.
“Wedding,” which closed at the
Windsor, Bronx, N. Y., after a final
two weeks on the subway circuit,
also
representr about $230,000

“Darkness at Noon*' the ‘Playwrights Co. production of Sidney
Kingsley’s dramatization of the
Arthur Koestler novel; wound up
as a $25,300.51 loss, according to
an accounting sent to the backers
week.
Accompanying -the
last
statement was- a- $30, 000. capital re(Continued on page, 60)
turn, making a total of $70,000 repaid to the investors in the $100,000
venture. A balance of $4,699,49 is
being retained by the management
to cover possible future expenses,
The statement shows that tlie
’
anti-Communist drama had an unTaber Sect
To
even financial record fox* the last
weeks of its tour. For example,
Minneapolis, May-20,
it grossed $19,424.68 .for a profit of
Minneapolis, with a population
says. “But until Margaret Webster $717.88 the week ended April 5 in
of 520,000, may be without an operreturns from England we won’t Seattle; drew $10,388.50 for a loss
ator for its legitimate theatre,
be able to decide whether to re- of $2,189;83 for seven perfdrmhenceforth; and road attractions
place the production or pay for it ances ended Api'il 12 in Minneap*
desiring to play the city may have
and if the latter, how much the olis; got $8,829.50 for a los3 of to come in and..rent
the house or
payment should be.”
$2,310.27 the “week ended April 19 other premises
and themselves
The Guild official points out that between Minneapolis and Mil- handle the necessary
preliminary
the “Joan” revival was presented waukee; pulled $19,951.10 for a details which
a resident managerin partnership with Edward Choate profit of $945.78 the weak ended
ship looks after.
and George Ross,, using much of April 26 in Cincinnati, and played
After four seasons of unprofitathe physical production, rinclud- a one-nighter April 28 in Huntingble* operation, the Nederlanders of
ing nearly all the ^costumes and ton, W. Va., for a $3,500 guarantee
Detroit,
where they’re veteran
props, from the edition Miss Web- and a profit of $1,714.63, giving it’
operatoi's of the legit Shubert theaster had done in Woodstock, N. Y., a net loss of $1,121.81 for the 32-

‘Shrike’ in Fall

duction became known last week
after one of the show’s backers
had protested various matters confiected with the venture. Langner
explained that the decision to drop
the insurance policy op. the seenery and costumes when “Joap”
was put in storage atvthe close of
the New York run" last February
was in line with standard Guild
policy in such matters.
“When Miss Helburo and I
learned of the destruction of the
production, however, we;- agreed
that we had made a mistake, in
not continuing’ the insurance; 3b
we were morally responsible,” he

“The Shrike,” Jose Ferrer’s
production of the Joseph Kramm
psychological melodrama which
closes May 31 at the Cort,- N. Y.,
may be taken over by Shepard
Traube for reopening in* the fall.
Traube, whose, touring edition of
Bell, Book and Candle” has made
cleanup, figures on sending
featured players and Arthur Sir- Kramm’s Pulitzer Prize-winner on
conx as advance director, the star the road, perhaps after a limited
will pick up the. remaining cast tuneup engagement on Broadway.
members at each, stand. The tour;
There’s still no indication who
booked by Maynard Morris, of Muwould take over the leading male
sic Corp. of America} will open
and now being
role
created
June 2 at the Ann Arbor Drama
played by Ferrer, who also/ diFestival and then play single weeks
J
Various. Broadway and
rected.
Y.;
Fayetteville,
N.
HLj
at Hinsdale,
Hollywood names have heen sought
East Rochester,* N. Y.p Worcester,
for the assignment, and an undisMass.; Olney, Md.; Dennis, Mass.;
closed star reportedly planed in
Fitchburg, Mass.; Princeton, And
from the Coast over the weekend
over, N. J. t and Newport, R. I.
to see the show. But Traube is
Matters are apparently still at a confident of being able to get a
standstill in the controversy over suitable name. Ferrer, who prothe new Equity regulations cover- duced the play in association with
ing stock. *A few barns are sticking Milton Barort, is exiting for. a film
to their announced, determination assignment contracted last fall.
to remain dark, “but others particiPresumably at least partly due
pating in the recent ultimatum to to its Pulitzer citation, “Shrike”
(Continued on page 60)
the union are believed to be quiet- took a $4,000 boxoffice jump last
ly planning to reopen under Equity week, to a gross of about $24,000.
rules.
Several managers object Although the pace would probably
violently ter the new requirements taper off. a bit with the approach D.C/s Child Actor' Ban
about supplying board and lodging of hot weather, there’s apparently
Seen on
for actors; saying the setup is un- ample margin to insure the show’s
Out Soon
workable.
on
continuance.
Washington, \ir™
May 20.
..
T
,
The production has thus far
of
begmnmg
earned an estimated profit of about
Policy Mapped For
Be$30,000 on its $50,000 investment. to* move through Congress.
It has returned the original $5Q,000 cause Children under 14 have been
j
j _
Stock at Miami capitalization and has a cash re barred from appearing* sxich proserve of about $20,000, plus $9,260 ductions as “South Pacific,” “MemStill to come is the ber of the Wedding” and “King
in bonds.
Under Scott-Condos
show’s 4Q% Share of the $150,000 and I” cannot come into this city.
'Miami Be^ch, May 20.
Last week the House District
film sale.
Committee, which had conducted
Cameq Playhouse, newest legit
7
hearings earlier, voted an okay
venture, in this area, will inaugufor the bill of Rep.
rate a 10-week summer season beEmanuel
Celler (D.-, N. Y.). The bilH's slated
ginning June. 9, with. Franchot
to be voted in the House ore “May
Tone starred in “Petrified Forest.”
An identical bill, introduced
26.
Producers are Sandy Scott and
“Sweet Fire,” Lee Marion com in the Senate, won the .approval
Nick Condos. Plans also call for a
of
edy about the first femme actress a Senate District sub-eomihlttee
clicks
winter schedule of Broadway
and including Shakespeare as one last week, following heatings in
and several’ tryouts.
of the characters, has been acTheatre is located in heart of 'quired by Trying Jacobs and will which 14 witnesses appeared in
’
Miami Beach. Former gr.oups at- be tried out the week’ of July 28 support and. a few opposed.
There
appears
an excellent
tempting establishment of a legit at the Barter Theatre, Abingdon
chance
that
the
measure
will
behouse had to be content with out- Va. Margaret Perry will direct
come law within the next few
lying locations, militating agains
If the show is sufficiently promis
weeks.
sustained patronage.
ing, Jacobs plans to bring it to
earLineup of names involved is im Broadway late next winter or
New. Strawhat Venture
pressive, with Jed Harris advising, ly spring.
t>
tt*
Already on Jacobs' schedule for
Jean Dalrymple handling the book.(Jn mltO-JD.C. Highway
Firs
plays.
three
are
.season
next
ings and castings and Guy ThomaBaltimore, May 20.
jian directing, .plus in the negotl will be “Bernardine,” by Mary
A new entry to the strawhat picating
stage— John Garfield in Chase, author of “Harvey” and
“Mrs. McThing ” The show, to be ture here was announced this week
“Postman Always Ririgs Twice
is
McClintic,
for
location on Route 1, BaltimoreMae West in “Sextette,” Charles directed by Guthrie
Boyer in “Accent On Youth” (Sam- already capitalized at $60,000. Next Washington Highway, one mile
Wilof
south
Laurel,
Avondale
at
son Raphaelson revising the origi- will he “Preacher Boy,” by
nal);
Judy, HolKday in “Dream liam McDowell Stucky, to be Farms. Organized by Rudolph PuThe gliese, of the U. of Maryland
Girl”; Martha Raye in “Annie Get staged by David Alexander.
Your Gun,” and -Bette Davis in remaining item is “Monsieur Lau- Drama Dept.; Borah Z. Burman, of
trec,” Edward Chodorov’s drama same school with strawhat experi“Black Chiffon.”
the late French artist.
ence at Mt. Kisco and Saratoga unQameo Playhouse is. expected to about
der his belt, and J. Allen Bowers,
seat 1,050, once stage is enlarged
of Ohio State and Wisconsin, the
Dallas Civic Preem
ind dressing roOms built. It is part
group, to be known as the Pine
Dallas, May 20.
the Wometco filmhouse chain.
Tree Players, will use talent of
stage
a
will
Playhouse
Scott produced 10 weeks of summer
Civic
The
stock featuring top legit names at premiere next month with “Five some 50 universities in the east.
Set to open July 1, repertory
Copa City two seasons ago. Condos, Wives- Had Father,” a new threewith his wife Martha Raye, oper- act comedy by Ted Wynn, set for a will include Broadway hits, some
stuff, an original- manuscript
art
ates the Five" O’clock Club,
June 23-28 run. Wynn is a former
Winter season plans are being Detroit newspaper critic and RKO and a musical comedy possibility.
Theatre will seat 350.
formulated.
scripter in Hollywood.

comedy, “Then One Day,” both presumably* exceptions to the rule.
After protesting, the package
.limit, Constance Bennett is abiding
by it with her tour in a tryout of
the George Batson comedy, “Date
with April,”. Using Edmon Ryan
and Herhert Evers as permanent

.
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JACOBS AIMS TIRE FOR

TRYOUT WITH BARTER
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tre, are.

performance period.
Closing expenses to date are
$1,658.77, but there was $258.51
income from royalties. Although
the

project

represents

a

undecided whether

they’ll

lease the Lyceum here for another
season, according to Jimmy Nederlan^er, who has been the Lyceum
manager. Nobody else is remotely
sizable
in sight to take the house over.

loss on its Broadway run and road
tour, there’s still a possibility, of

^

gating into the black via a. film
sale and/or a British production.
Claude Rains starred in the show
Broadwav and E
tup iv«u»
road
AdEptOJC
on the
RoMnson
xvuuruouu uu
Kingsley staged it.

45G PROFIT SO FAR ON
TRAUBE’S 25G ‘CANDLE’

I

In view of the small number of
touring attractions available profitable operation of a legitimate
theatre is practically impossible,
[Nederlander says. The theatre was
losing money the past season as
jl whole, he said, while at least
three of Its attractions, “Guys and
Dolls/’ “South Pacific” and “Gen-^
tl email' Prefer
Blondes,” carted
away large profits- for their local

engagements.
“We had 16 legitimate shows and
20 weeks of them the past season,
more', than .the previous season,
which* had the fewest in the fouryear period’ WC'Ve been here,” said
Nederiander. * '‘But that’s not nearly enough to maintain a legitimate
theatre, even with an occasional

/‘Bell,. Book and Candle,” Shop« J rn
a
a/KF 1
Vi
of thq
touring edition
ard
Traube’s
jqhn van Druten comedy, reprearound
$45,000
S ents a profit of
thus far on its $25,000 investment;
it ha's distributed $18,000 in profits,
has approximately $17,000 in cash
reserve and about $10*000 in bonds, picture, outside rentals And conThe show, currently in its 13th cert attractions available and profweek at the Selwyn, Chicago, is itable.”
apparently due to .remain .there
through the summer. After taperi ng off recently, it" took a sizable
boxoffice jump last week in the
For Backers of ‘Kate’
downward
general
ofi
a
face
trend locally. The advance sale, reAnother $6,00d dividend was reportedly about $10,000, is said to cently paid by “Kiss Me, Kate/*
be building.
bringing
total
distributed
the
Joan Bennett and Zachary Scott profits on the 1948-49 musical to
have recently taken over as stars $1,038,000 thus far. As of April 30,
succeeding there was an additional $14,388.44
production,
the
of
Rosalind Russell and Dennis Price, in profits available for distribution.
played
parts
in
theout
went
who
Recent income on the Cole
by Rex Harrison and Lilli Palmer Porter-Sam and - Bella » Spewack
original
in Irene M. Selznick’s
show has included $1,784.88 royalBroadway production,
ty from the British production during February , $966.17 advance
royalty from the Australian comJarmel Out as Press
pany, $2,187.59 royalty from the
Of Columbia Artists Mgt. Swedish- edition for FebruaryDorle Jarmel has resigned as March, $120 for rental of a
head of the press department of celeste, $1,400 broadcast fee from
Columbia Artists Mgt. as of June 1. the “Railroad Hour” and $5,000
She’ll remain in charge of pub- for sale of scenery and props to
licity for the N, Y. Philharmonic- the San Diego Civic Light Opera
Symphony. Her husband is Dario Assn. There were also expenses
during
the
$4,021.92
Soria, president of Cetra-Soria Ree totalling
period.
ords, of .which she is veepee*
vi
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factor in the ultimate destifty of
Russia. 'Also, the references^ to the
Soviet, tortures of Christ prisoners
and the farcical presentation of a
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the escapist-minded of major credit for the overall proand supplies, a needed lift to the fessional approach (including a
waning. season. As the first appar- consulting voice in the- scenery
ent musical click in months, tt^s a and costumes), whiie Wchard Barcinch for a* healthy run, and may stow s choreography and staging of
cven refute the current credo that the .musical .numbers and John
teleykion ha S outmoded the Stage Beal’s, direction ef the sketches
.

distinguishes

“New Faces"

S p 0jled

wX
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niMefed ind

ujiil

has been staged with stunning effeet. The weaknesses are relatively
minor.
As with most revues, the material
is uneven, with the first half defAlso
second. xxj,ov
.the o^vuu,
vuttu.vuc
initely better
xiutcjiy
mvvvca than
characteristic of -the revue form,
xi
win
the greatest variability in tbe :P)aterial is in the sketches, which
..
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Plays will "be presented in a
uowan tent-area at Belmont Mansion, FairPark. Theron Bamberger,
mount
HeicifGSS*n
H
Ch*8?wayne
h
: 11
Broadway producer arid for the
Guyf
Aast 12 years associated with the
\fvV"
iie*ih*' Wallace last
$*& $S£fo£;y :
Vthea Murphy- Bucks County Playhouse, at New
Conmssm*n’* Wife,.. Genevieve, -FrfcxeU Hope, Pa.; will be the managing
?«*£«»*
producer. porrest
Forrpst Haring”"\rt5
Harin* *<hii
Sg«^::::::::::;::.i®ir»S5SS producer,
sen.rorte«.
business manager, and
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Gerald
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director.
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nearb y B°bin Hood Dell, al fresco
concert stadium in Fairmount Par*.
Dell group> Ied by Recreation Commissioner Fredric R.'Mann, was
long in opposition to 'city theatrlcal? in the nark which thev viewed
outdoor musical season.
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$2.40 for evening perform-
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sta|e after many years, and tion will be
also brings her back to the na- “Goodbye.
tional capital where she served
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-Arny Freeman
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dental music, supervised by Wilnam Brooks, is helpful. Hobe.
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banker scenting a lucrative deal.
oiuy a
Harry Homer, ^ho staged the Plot ana, wun
show. and designed the scenery, reonr^bnir
hair.
wrinkle or gray
veai s a broad approach with the
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"First Lady,” third' aiid last of
inveOTe and
sto^ht ingenue
defence
prese hce of straight
New project marks, the lutroan anachron- the N. Y. City Theatre Co. reoartfseems
seems anannehroujuvenile parts
potentiaUy the most en- duct ion here of theatre-ln-theyivais,
is potenuauy
vlvals,
and Raymond
5?mteese
days)
ism these days),
round.
Playhouse tent .will have a
oJLf.T.f t,.
»s a tertainlng of this laugh-packed
is properly suave as
Bramley

from; previous
Sillman ventures is its professional
Tovarich
Tovarlch
slickne.ss, verve and pace. As beCo> (G « 0 rge SchaeN Y City
fore, Sillman has rounded up a fer. artistic director) production of comfresh, handsome 'and talented cast. «d£in two act.
^hSwood!
But this time the material bas gt^'uta fu^n^Lupier Adier, Herbcx't
been, skillfully edited, the overall Berghof, Romney Btent. p*ui* Laurence.

this

June
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h
complete a virtuoso combination.
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The element that

"PhilsdnltihiJi

7iJ^288
Stamir No.i Parle for a- 10-week season of sumL.&
Wa»Wa«t»«, M.y u,

r?to

oharartpr Koraiiev x>iciiL kivco «
SC
?traight comedy portrayal of the SSSJ^ard^Sk
Addis o
9 n RiSSds
Edn* B«*‘t
^Hhjbard^'.V.V/. V.‘.
p arts banker perplexed to find him- 3Ss
.Hal cooper
empl oyer of -the nobility, Bieocker^
lf th
slapstick
uses
^ui
but p aula Laurence
\\
to get boff laughs as his wife. In 'Eisworth t. G*miin«... Howard Jwi«rum
the featured roles Pat Crowley and Jason Fleming

eyening for

revue.

May

19.
*v.
City Theatre Co. present*.

sfesS®f»ffl

part KuSl
for^Sie
Uta Halen has
and convlett on as the ?«*“'

But this alMeatured company Is
and ab$eAce of overr
rrtrroll
n
de primarily ^ an. .ensemble* -enterprise, eam^ s tness,
particularly hi the
iuSwt cTS! ^UnCo^oy.vi^Siii
cases
Luce, Michael Bomtaico, Attoe Ghosticy. with the individuals in most
C0lrie(jy moments when the impovoverall group £“£«[
r
subordinate
aristocrats are employed as
Sgffi, Kitf Toe Lautnesr, gSSTfiS
an ^ the material.
v
"*
household. Herranauvuswiviu.
**,*;*a. Paris
rence? Faui 'Lynde, Bui MuiiiWn. Carol
™;,n*.
m«w/i
the servants- in »•
h
Nelson, Rosemary O’Reilly, Jimmy
performance' as the
nroduction bert Berghof’s
cfXtitr
»nd nhvsfcal
'Roll.
S P
P
g
the play proas
*
Prince improves
scenerv
du
Bbis^s
Ra
x
presses, coming across as perhaps
? ul
This new (and fourth) edition of Sakel e^oqSently cMiriul ule'S the Urfitest and most diverting he
and
settings
relatlvefy ^simple
and lights and, with only a few excep- k a|
series is the best of the lot
&eu
Commissar
flS tne
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Luther Aaier, as
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„ .*..Romney
‘ .^Romne^^Brent
y Brent Jonepn
chari^Dmmn^’
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t
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0
BRu*, night house
Bedro Bloch,
twa act* by P*dro
drama in two
tidn^f .drama
Preston tidn^f.
e and final curtain ova- fl,? f
h0US
d Dy <•
idlptcfl
d
a
Vincent*
c «^*
T\.«« amI
P*f«v Uvandmi
truhslfttfid by
bv Claude^
Cliud6 V
i.1
thfi
StrAWn3.cS AHQ T,^oWv
DroDADiv star
Brandon translate^
peter
{b®
Georges ^Dupont...,,
were
audience,
the
tion
from
v r
a
C
UPOn
P3 ® her adaptation of a r^nil
.V.\\\\\V.\\willlam Hickey wiio^taged. Sets and lighting, Ralph Als- largely a tribute to her.
Con^erge
Bine..Elizabeth. Dinon wang. At Booth, n. Y., May if, o2i $ 4.80
Payton and
range from original .and incisiye to Mme. van Hcmert
Katharine
This
.Julli Adler top*
„
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This second production in the' Diversity^in tastee has a flue il-:
This «ne-char»cstimulating. N. Y. City Center's three-comedy, Justration here
in
however and there is an extraor- spring season is the latest revival 'ter drama, originally written
dinary amount of talent- and per- to' dramatize the already-apparent
South
in
runs
^cessful
s
en]oyed
playcontemporary
of
sonality in these new faces -on the infirmities
writing. It’s an enjoyable sort of America.andhas^enplaym
Broadway scene.
Rio de Janeiio for the last two
ThP novel
nneninff brings an in- expose, providing an entertaining
V
Here, in an adaptation by
touching show, years
f ecdouslv crlnnlngRonn v^Grediam and occasionally
gein from
succesacceptable
Canaan poet Aan
making
add
the revSe fagoln”
to
of Claude Vincent,
translation
the
to ton the* reoent trend tm,vard sor to the previous Male Animal,
adapta- the opus looks marked for a veiy
Sherwood
The
Robert
E
sma^-^as^smalLproduction^Shows
limited stay.
p
by dispensing with the entire ti°B 9^ ^ ac 9u es p9,va \ s sentimental
work brings Maurice Schwarrt,
troupe and physical setup, while Parisian original, first presented in
Eugenie
founder and star of the old Yidhe merely reads^ the script. “Faces” London in 1935 with
ally

proflei.5rt ^
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u wenf alongg it
iJcd Jp^bSmeasurably a S the
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Graham is a bop musician at a
Congressional hearing, offers a
laughable song by pint-sized Robert Clary as an oh-so-Frencli lover
with three, adoring femmes, and
then an eloquently understated
dramatic song, “Guess Who I Saw
Today,” sung by June Carroll.
Among the superior numbers

T QAnt-nul/iV,
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“Caesar” and “Antony” performance schedule iriixed up; a hilarious satirical song, “Boston Be-

ADDa ana oornimmcredit.' A luguorious, neavy
is an expertly tailored little an a
confused drama, it limits
an
romance, given an ingratiating per- Schwartz’s performance to
formance
thi§ pop-price, limited- equally heavy, old-fashioned one,
engagement revival. It’s not vig- for a dull evening in the theatre,
orous enough to rate as a candi^ strange vehicle, the opus is
date for takeover for a commer- ^he story of a man who believes
cial run, however.
himself neglected by his family,
*? n ow proseiited frankly as a
ims away with anotiier girl, and
billposter pro- after five years, deserted by the
p io piec e witb
fJ, 5
v 0 an^
v Idil
g ar
femme when his coin runs out, re?
f
*
,
0nt
11
The house is deturns home.
ff !?? }fi, a T« rri?fc
serted. Rummaging through some
papers, the man learnsi. that his.
tends; to give a rictional quality daughter has riiarried, his son has
a
to certain plot elements' that might died, and his wife has been loyal
otherwise stir criticism in the pres- f 0 b m all along. Alone with his
en
a
conscience after denouncing his
i,f/ ufii
EJiLUfS family all through the play, he
day,

m
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The other ‘woman is Edna Best through. June 7. Tne spot win
0 f an eiderly Supreme Court launch its regular strawhat schedand Miss Gaha'gan’s bitter- ule June 1^» continuing 15 .weeks,
J°e Heidt, Robert O- Byrne and
eS £ foe because she onCe stole the
chef of the Secretary of State. Matthew Harlib have supplied half,
j

Justice,

-

Mfss Best has ideas of ditching her of the $10,000 bankroll for their
husband, marrying a handsome proposed strawhat" -at the Casa
young western Senator and get- Maria, Teaneck, N. J„ and are rais.Beatrice
ting him elected President.
In ing the balance locally
order* to protect her husband’s in- Lillie is making a personal plea to
terests, Miss Gahagan inadvertent- the Equity council to grant a waiver
ly almost helps to win the nomina- to Reginald Gardiner, an alien, to
.tion for the Supreme Court Jus- appear in her touring musical
tice.
.However, there is a nice package. .The- Gretna Playhouse,
comedy twist and happy ending.
Mt. Gretna, Pa., will open June 12
Miss Gahagan was obviously for its eighth season under Gene
nervous during most of the long
Otto and Charles F. Coghlan,
first scene opening night.
This Ted Gress, “pressagent for the spot,
tended to slow up--.the entire cast, is currently on a writing and film
so that ordinarily good lines fell assignmfent in Germany.- - Quecmc
goes
Playing the man, Schwartz con- fl a t and didn’t get their laughs. Smith,, ondtimo musical comedy
ducts a sort of running (literally) However, toward the scene’s end, star, Will be on the Westport
monolog all eyemng, up and down Miss Gahagan began* to hit her (Conn.) Country Playhouse pubstage up sta irs and ® nto a bab stride and, by the second act she licity staff this summer; assisting
,
,
,,
cony, even into the audience, ImiT was ripping into her part with Ralph Lycett.
tating the other family-members spirit and authority.
The Dallas Civic Playhouse here
sometimes, he is, however, always
She muffed several lines, but re- will open a season' of summer
Paying -the one character—the covered quickly as the sympathetic theatre productions July 2,. with
m.an. S^Jaging is a little novel, audience seemed to give her a lift. Jack Reed managing director, Seawith Schwartz appealing to the
Miss Best, as the other woman, son will run for nine weeks,
and under- gives her role a completely bitchy
Si m patl
The Pocono Playhouse in MounL
i?
standing,
stepping and laugh-provoking reading which tainhome, Pa., will open its sixth
occasionally
d °wn into the audience to make a never falters.
When she’s on season June 13 with “A Tree Grows
point, ask a query -or present some stage
the
alienee is always In Brooklyn,” starring Lanny Ross.
token of evidence of his
mno- watching her. She provides an Playhouse' will be under manageMa
>ing accusations and endless variety of facial and body ment of Rowena Stevens again,
c nce
i
charges,
and appealing for our expressions, all of them delight- with productions directed by John
goodwill, Schwartz is somewhat ful.
*
O’Shaughnessy -and Richard Benoctl g w 1 c a * 41
sa
time
Peggy Ann Garner plays a tier. Dixie Lee is press rep.
!
?£
5 i )l
„ is i?
the whole
thing
strangely tin- southern belle niece of Miss GahaRichard Skinner, who was compioving and unconvincing.
Per- gan who winds up by getting en- pany manager with the “Moon Is
formance is versatile, sharply- gaged to the, handsome
youv
'Blue” No. 3 company, leaves Frikeyed and strong, but to littlp ef- Senator. Her portrayal makes
a da? <23) for Chi to take over same
le rt*
Kal P.n A-iswang s sets are warm, interesting girl of
what spot With the No. 2 troupe, spenasolid,
making the eyening still otherwise would be a type. Scott
ing the summer with them, and on
Beavier.
it s not for these times, McKay does equally
well as the tour thereafter. This, will mark the
hereabouts.
Bran.
young Senator.
first summer since 1924 that Skin(Closed Saturday after four perBackstopping this -capable quar- ner won’t be managing a strawhat.
,
J ormances).
tet are JDna Munson as secretary He was last with the Olney, Md.
to Miss Gahagan; Guy Spaull as her Playhouse. He hopes to finish his
77 77 77“7
7T7 77"
7T"
husband, the Secretary of State, book of reminiscences on the theaDorati to JDo Joela JoaiTOk
and Frederic Tozere as the Su- tre “Places Please.” this summer
/-w
Opera at Dutch Festivali preme Court Judge.
—
Lowe.
.
_
Barn Setup
New Illinois Bam
Minneapolis, May 20.
^
George
Wilmot has been apSt’.. Louis, May 20.
St.
Antal Dorati, conductor of the
ed acting manager of the Erp ointed
The Pandora Players, Decatur,
Minneapolis Svmphonv will sail pomt
lange 7’ Chicago ... John B. Com- 111., little theatre group, will stage
ju ne ?
June
Europe to do ’aa perform- langer
b to EuroS?
wel1 has taken over the assistant plays in the BlSe Mound, 111..
A° X°„P Bartok's
_,"i? " artoi * „ 0,? er,a stage manager’s post in the Chi- strawhat teeing off June 7. This
Sir?
Frinc
Bluebeards Castle,
in caga “Moon
is Blue” company, in- will bring legit there for the first
erJ“.
in English, at the s t ea d of Mike Lipton,
v
originally time in 13 years.
J?”?
Holland Festival in Schevemngen. named. Ernie Martin and Abe BurPolicy calls for four performSoloists will be Martha Lipton and rows looking over the Chicago ances on weekends, winding up
Ottokar Kraus.
“Guys and Dolls” company.
Aug. 31.
.
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in Love with Miss Logan,” sung
by Clary; an explorer-lecturer sa-

Plymouth, n. Y., Oct.

enacted by Paul Lynde; a
caustic song quartet titled “Conventiqn Bound”; a diverting travesty on Gian-Carlo Menotti, and
torchy
song,
a
“Monotonous,”
rousingly put over by Miss Kitt.^
There are no tunes in the show
that keep a patron humming after
he leaves the theatre, perhaps because the arrangements and staging aren’t calculated to plug the
tunes. On the other hand, in some
cases the performance of the songs
is memorable and/or the lyrics
are standout.
Although none of
the small company now has the
authority or personal impact of a
star, there are some notable tal-
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For although the former Imperial cavalry general Prince and
his Grand Duchess wife do turn
over to the Commissar the 4,000,-

vist).

000,000 francs that the late Czar
to their safekeeping,
ft is clear that they do so in the

had entrusted

longterm interest of Russia and
the Russian people rather than for
the Soviets, whom they have ample
reason to hate.
Moreover, after writing a check
for the funds, which are to be used.
for food for the Russian people
so that the. Soviet government will
not have to dispose of Ukrainian
t

obtain credits with
food, the emigre
effect, that neither
the Czarists nor" the Soviets are
likely to be more than a passing
oil

fields

which to

to

buy

Prince says, in
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Theatre, Nuangola, Pa., will open
ltc> 1 QfTv c-r.uc-.r-i Mnv 9.Q with “Folios

•

1

summer

Bucks County Playhouse, New
Hopo Pa. John ^ J. Crowley will
be assistant to producer
Theron Bamberger, with Robert
CaldweU doing most of the staging,
However, Ear. Stane will <hreet
"tbe tryout the week of June 23 of
"Count Your Blessings,” Carl and
P°rothy AUensworth comedy to
star Albert Dekket... The Grove

w fe
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be treasurers

will
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guine,” sung by Alice Ghostley; a
nice sentimental sketch? “Nanty
«
e
Puts Her Hair Up”; a satire by
wv?vn « T+
Graham of the Truman Capote ?,??.*?
*?
16
n&
literary boom; a sulphurous song,
iV,
J
“Bal Petit Bal,” by Eartha Kitt,
and a moderately funny “Death of
1c {f2
language ot that time, anti-noisnea Salesman” takeoff.
In the. *mildeiw second half, the
standouts Affi an Reusing spoof of
Orltflnial
the canasita^ and" kindred crazes; a
Gilbert Mirier production, staged by
poignant schoolboy number, “I’m Miller; designed by Raymond, sove? At

ents arid attractive personalities
present, and it .seems likely that
several of these oncomers will beinner hit
c-Hirrinm 7
fnrA long
ht* stardom.
fore
Graham, besides writing some of
the music, lyrics and sketches, is a
personable
comic Whose chief
need at the moment is to learn to
take things a little easier.. Miss
Ghostley combines a serviceable
voice with a terse comedy style
and a knack for characterization,
Clary has an artful way of putting
across comedy within an as-yet
limited orbit; Paul Lynde can reg-

... i

witn Marta

thereafter are a song, “Love Is a
Simple Thing.” with several singing combos and dance' teams; a
laughable jape of Laurence Olivier
and Vivien Leigh getting their

tire

fn trw» T^ntfllRh-

A-i-f

'.

£
f

Presidential
nomination.
party's
she, herself, had lived in the
White House as a young cb ild.
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Jast began to slip into the groove.
th e tirae “ First Lady” reaches
York ^
it should be much funbshed.
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TACIHC’ SMASH $48358

Engagement of Newbold Morris as special

AGAIN IN 4TH Pin WEEK

assistant to the president

a

I

of Actors Equity- li figured* as a move engineered largely by Ralph
Bellamy, who is due for election as the union** president at the forth-

May

Pittsburgh,

20.

There was no change in the
“South Pacific" standings for its

coming annual membership meeting. The star is regarded as a strong
advocate of the five-branch merger- plan and Morris will be primarily
a sort of super-negotiator with officials of other Associated Actors &
Artistes of America -affiliates on the one-big union of performers idea.
Although Morris’s salary isn’t revealed, a member of .the Equity council
indicated that it will he in the neighborhood of $25,000. “It's enough,”
he remarked, “to make Paul Dullzell (the union’* treasurer and a fanatic on economy) go right through the roof.”
:

fourth and final

week

at the Nixon,

Smash musical did' $48,358 again,
same as it got every stanza except
the first, when take was a few hundred dollars under that because oit
The overall business level re- Hayes). About $22,300 (previous
the pass list, It marked the most
successful engagement for a show mained'* about the same on Broad- week, $23,300).
way last we£k, with most shows
in Pittsburgh’s legit- history.
“New Faces/* Roy ale (1st wk)
Opened
In addition, “Pacific”, got an making sligfit-to-moderate gains, (R-$6; 1,035; $32,000).
,

•

:

’

•

Over' 400 Chicago theatre and newspaper, personalities turned outto honor the memory of Ashton Stevens at a luncheon Saturday (17)
sponsored by the friends of the Chicago .Public Library. The- occasion
came a little less than a year after the death of ihe Chicago newspaperman, who had become known as the dean pf American drama critics,
during a eaieer that spanned a half century. The tribute* from the
in-person guests and the messages from all parts of the country read
like a roll call of the -top show biz figures in the nation-.
Mrs. Kay
Ashton Stevens- and nephew George Stevens, film director, were guests
of honor at the affair, emceed by Herald- American sports columnist

extra $10,000 at a benefit .show a
week ago Sunday (11) for Red
Cross Flood . Relief. , House, currently has "Minsky’s Follies/** first
regular legit booking for this
nitery unit, and goes dark for a
week before “Call Me Madam”
comes in June 2 to end the regular season.

;

.

production,

manager of Katharine Cortouring “Constant Wife,” in
order to ready the summer season
at the
strawhat.
Keene Curtis
succeeded him . John Fearnley,
stage

nell's

•

•

.

&

.

entries.

Bill Pierson returned

Katharine Cornell will be guest
Estimates for Last Week
honor at a. reception-tea tossed
“Bagels and Yox,’*. Blackstone
“Stalag 17,” having played it in the by Hub women jeditors Friday (23)
(1st
wk)
Not bad
($4.40; 1,354).
Boston’s
Press
Club. Femmes
Paramount screen version of the -at.
The Shuberts will present Miss Cornell with a $18,000 for first nine performcomedy-meller
ances.
scroll,
signed’
all
by
local
distaff
are going ahead, with plans to accommending here for
“Bell, Book and Candle/* (Selquire the rights to- “Tree Grows in scribes,
Brooklyn” and send it on tour.- next “Winning and maintaining high wyn (12th wk) ($4.50; 1,000), HoldGertrude Macy, producer eminence in" her -own profession, ing to about $13; 700.
fall
.
of “I Am a Camera,” sails July 1 thereby bringing distinction and
“Guys and Dolls/* Shubert* (12th
for a four-week vacation in Europe honor to all professional women.” wk) ($6; 2,100). Hit' by the rains,
Margaret Sullivan, known as especially at the matinees; $49,100.
with her adopted son. .She’ll Include a five-day visit to London to “Sully” during her many years at
“Moon Is Blue,” Harris (55th
see the shows and discuss a pos- the switchboard of the Cornell-Mc- Wk)
Passable at
1,000).
($4.40;
sible British edition* of “Camera.” Clintic office, is back on a fill-in $ 10 /200
Walter Starcke, associate producer basis until next Saturday (24)
“Two On the Aisle/* Great
of the John van Drnten play, is due The Committee of Theatrical Prod- Northern (2d wk) ($6; 1,500). Light
in New York today (Wed.) after va- ucers may hold a. meeting during $24,500
forced closing SaturActress Cele McLaughlin, day (17).
cationing on the Coast, with a stop- 1952 .
off in San Antonio on his# way back. who sailed last week for a vacation
Maximilian Schulte, assistant to in Scotland and Ireland, will return
producer-director Otto Preminger, for strawhat commitments
’MADAM’ SETS ALL-TIME
received his final naturalization Maynard Morris, of the Music
papers Monday (19) in Federal Corp. of America legit department,
D.C, HIGH
$47,083
Court,' N.Y. At the same time, the planed Friday (16) to .Italy for a
Washington, May 20.
Vienna-born stager was given per- four-week vacation . * Stage manmission to change his last name to ager Bob Downing won the $2,000
“Call Me Madam,” with Ethel
Slater, that being the name of the first prize in the annual “Dr. Chris- Merman, hit the b.o. jackpot in its
southern roue played by Donald tian” script contest,- and his win- second stanza at the recentlyCook in “Moon Is Blue,” which ning entry, “Old Hundred,” will be reopened National, registering an
& aired on the show tonight (Wed.). all-time high of $47,083. Though
Preminger
staged ... “Porgy
Bess,” which opens a tryout June
The No. 3 company of “Moon Is the initial week, was also SRO,
9-22 in Dallas, will probably play a Blue,” which closed week before"’
opening night quota of press and
two-week stand at the National,. last -in Baltimore,' just about broke invitees bit into the take. Theatre
Washington, before coming to the even. The production, capitalized has a “no standee” policy* so -this
Metropolitan Opera House, N.Y., at $50,000, returned its investment is absolute capacity.
a six-week stand starting Sept. 3 about a month ago and had built
.Carol Channing in “Gentlemen
Robert Coleman, drama critic a reserve of about $8,000, but lost
Prefer Blondes” .opens a threeof the N. Y. Mirror, is not joining it on its final weeks’ operation
.
stand June 2, immediately
week
the Shubert publicity staff.
Ralph Bellamy, Slated to- be elected
after close of “Madam.” Since NaA1 Goldin is general manager president of Actors Equity at the tional is air-conditioned, prospects
for “New Faces,” with Arthur coining annual meeting, is so busy
for the newcomer, loom bright.
Barkow general stage manager, with television he hasn't time for
Gayety, dark for one week,; relit
The
Morty Halpern stage manager and luncheon engagements
Assn,
of
Theatre
Benefit
Agents has last night with. Helen .Gahagan
Clark Ranger assistant. Bill Doll,
Dick Williams and Robert TJllman voted Abe Baronoff/ pf the Hel- Douglas in “First Lady,” third .and
are pressagents on the show and linger, N. Y., the most cooperative last of the N. Y. City Theatre Co.
Meyer Davi* is .orchestra manager/ treasurer and Elias Welnstock, of revivals to try out here-.
the Shubert office, the-'most coop; Edward Haas is company manActors Equity
ager of the City Center’s “Tova- erative manager
rich” revival
Michael Winokur, has just published the 10th edi- ‘Affairs’ Pale $7,900
a U. of P, fine arts student, will be tion of its Players* Guide,
It’s
technical apprentice this summer edited by Paul L. JRoss.
In Bnffalo-Rochester
at the Saratoga (N. Y.) Spa TheaErik Rhodes will return to Dallas
.
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Rochester, May 20.
for the Summer Musicals, to play
the Tin Woodman in “The Wizard
“Affairs of State,” with Haila
of Oz.” Slated to do the Wizard is Stoddard in the starring part, drew
Joe E. Marks. Boh Breen is to a pale $7,900 last week in a split
stage the production.- pebble Rey- between Buffalo and here. Comnolds may play the role of Dorothy. edy got a modest $5,500 in five perMalcolm Atterbury and Ellen formances Monday-.Thursday (12Hardies, of the Albany, N, Y., Play- 15) at the Erianger, Buffalo, and
house, and Eunice Osborne, direc- added $2,400 in three shows here
tor of the Malden Bridge, N. Y:, Friday-Saturday (16-17). Bus strike
Summer Playhouse, are working in apparently crimped business here.
The Richard Krakeur-Fre.d Finka film in Albany which the New
York State Dept’s. Office of Public lehoffe production folded here, but
Health Education is making on il- is slated to be sent out again in
summer.
legal narcotics traffic, .under the the fall, probably with a .new cast.
Edna Be$t> co-starring with title of “Someone Is Watching.”
Helen Gahagan Douglas in the City Gene Soares, radio publicist for the
Center’s forthcoming “First Lady,* State Dept, of Commerce, former
‘Wedding’ 13{G, Bronx
will summer ^ori the Coast, but bit actor at the Playhouse and ex“Member of the Wedding” finally
plans to return east in the fall
.
announcer, also appears in
wound up its honeymoon Saturday
Tennessee Williams, whose “Sum- “Someone.”
night (17) with, a gross of $13,500
mer and Smoke” is current at the
at the Windsor, Bronx, N.Y. It was
Circle in the Square, N. Y., will
week of a fortnight’s
appear at the off-Broadway spot
‘Cocktail* 16 G, Toronto the second
spin oh the subway circuit.
next Sunday afternoon (25) -and
Toronto; May 20.
With the breakup of the cast,
Monday night (26) to give readings
from his poetry and unpublished
“Cocktail Party” grossed a good Ethel Waters leaves shortly for the
works
Windsor Lewis, who $16,000 at the Royal Alexandra, Coast to repeat her starring part
operates the Robin Hood Theatre, i,525-seater, scaled at $3.50 with in Stanley Kramer’s film edition of
the Carson McCullers drama.
Arden, Del.* withdrew last week as tax.

He worked last summer at the
County .Playhouse, New
Hope, Pa. He’s a son of Julius
Winokur, of the theatrical accounting firm Of Pinto, Winokur & Pagano
Lea Thomas; company
.
,
manager of the touring “Cocktail
Party,” which closed last week in
Toronto, is driving back to 'the
Coast with his ’daughter. The latter
came east with her mother, who is
Summering, in England. Thomas
will again be general manager of
the Actors Co. * La Jolla, Cal., this
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Thomas

gross for

of capacity.
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casting director for Rodgers
twovslow weeks.
“Por-. Hammerstein, will partner with
There’s nothing new in sight for
Franklin Gilbert as co-producer of
She; had previ- “Maggie,”
trait of a Lady,”
the musical version of the rest of the summer and “Stalag
17” will probably lead off the fall
ously planned to summer in Con- “What Every Woman Knows.”
east to start rehearsals in

total

73%

before last thc total for all 22
Show.* was. $550,900, or 73%,
representing a rise of 3% from
the week before.
A year ' ago fast week the
total for all 23 show* was
$618,800, or 78%, a rise of
‘Aisle’
from the preceding week.
Of the* new shows, “New Faces”
Chicago, May 20;
drew a generally enthusiastic press
Continual rains have put a and despite lack of an advance
damper on this city’s legit;, boxof- sale, was a sellout after the opengetting, standee' attendance
fice; Wednesday matinees were off, ing,
Saturday night (17). The managethe chief sufferer being “Guys and.
ment apparently outmaneuVered itDolls,” which while still highly self by opening the revue on a Friprofitable, fell below the $50,000 day night, as the reviews lost some
gross for the first time,. “Bagels of their impact in the low-circulaand Yox,”- which ppened May 11, tion Saturday papers and it may be
is
doing fair business, and the necessary to increase the ad budget
other two attractions, “Moon Is to register- critical endorsement
Blue” and “Bell, Book and Can- with the public. “Tovarich” drew
dle,” are getting by. “Two On the mildly favorable notices as the secAisle” closed {Saturday (17) after ond in the City Center’s spring

'

Hammond's

Tlie

shows last week was $540,600,
v

Irving Barnes, Pittsburgh radio and TV baritone who has also done
some opera Work there, was at first a little reluctant about signing for
the revival Of “Porgy and Bess,” in which he'll play a small role in
addition to understudying William Warfield dnd his. alternate,- LaVerne
Hutchinson; because it would mean being separated from his family for
the first time. When he mentioned. to- the management that his only
daughter wasn’t of school age yet, they told' Barnes to bring her to
New York so they could get a look at the child. Windup was that not
only did the youngster get a bit but so did Mrs. Barnes, thus permitting them all to be together for the long tour.

Olivia dc HnVUland* who closed
Saturday (17) in “Candida ” goes to
the Coast this week, to remain until mid-August, When she returns

•

or

Warren Brown,

legit Bits

but two taking sizeable drops. At*
tendance inclined to. be up a bit
early in the week, sagged somewhat in Jmidweek, but took a spurt
Conditions are
at the weekend.
expected tq' remain about the same
this week.

Friday night
astic

(1.6)

six enthusi-

to

(Atkinson,

notices

Times;

Chapman, News; Hawkins, WorldTelegram & Sun; Kerr, Herald
Tribune; McClain, Journal-American; Pollock, Compass), one mild
negative (Watts, Post) and one
straddle (Coleman, Mirror); first
three performances drew about
$10,000, plus $1,800 for a preview.
‘‘Of Thee I Sing/* JZiegfeld (2d
wk) (MC~$6; 1,628; $48,500) (Jack
Catson, Paul Hartman).
Nearly.
$33,300 (previous week, $33, 200
“Paint Your 'Wagon,” Shubert
(27th wk) (MC-$7.20; 1,3.61; $46 v 000)' (James Barton). About $30,300
(previous week, $29,200); Eddie
Dowling takes over as star June 2,
when Barton’s contract expires,
“Pal Joey/* Broadhurst (20th wk)
(MC-$6,60; 1,160; $39,602). As before, standees at all times; $40,100.
“Paris ’$0,” Golden Ulth Wk)
(MC-$4.80; 776; $19,195) (Cornelia.
.

•

Otis Skinner). Over $9,800 (previous week, $8,100); closed Saturday night (17) after 87 performances, at a loss of around $24,000
(details in separate story); will tour
itt the fall.’
“Point of No Return/* Alvin
(23d wk) (D-$4,80-$6; 1,331; $37,924) (Henry Fonda), Almost $2.7,but
series,
“Conscience”
was 500 (previous week, $30,500); will
panned and flopped out Saturday.
lay off five weeks beginning June
*
The schedule of cldsihgs is as
follows;
“Don juah in Hell” and
“Shrike/* Cort (18th wk) (Dpossibly one or two others, Satur- $4.80; 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer.
day (24); “Tovancli,”- Sunday (25); Judith Evelyn). Got a delayed but
“Gigi” and “Shrike/*. May 31; potent boost from the Pulitzer
“Stalag 17,” June 21, and “Point Prize award; almost $24,000 (preof No Return,” June 28.
vious week, $20,000); closing May
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Drama), 31, when Ferrer withdraws for a
^
CD (Comedy-Dtama), R (Revue), film commitment,
“South Pacific,” Majestic (161$t
(Musical Corned#),
/MusiWk) (MC-$6; 1.659; $50,186) (Marcal Drama).
Other parenthetic designations tha Wright, George' Britton),
Reached $40,700 (previous week,
refer, respectively, to top price;
..

.

.

'

MD

MC

,

number

of seats, capacity cross and
Price includes 20% amusement tar, but grosses dre net: i.e.,
exclusive of tax.
“Candida/* National (4th wk)
(CD-34.80; 1,172; $25,500) (Olivia
de Havllland), Over $6,000 (previous week, under $6,000); closed
Saturday night (17) after 31 performances. at a loss of about* $7,000 (details in separate story).
“Conscience,” Booth (1st wk)

•stars.

$40,000),

“Stalag 17,” 48th Si. (54th Wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $21,547). Neariw$12,900 (previous week, $12,000); clos^
ing June 21, to tour.
“Three Wishes for Jamie/* Hellinger (9th; wk) .(MC-$6.6Q; 1,527;
.

$51,300)

(Anne Jeffreys, John
week,

Rqitt). Over $24,000 (previous
$30,000)..-

“Top Banana/’ Winter Garden

(29th wk) (MC-$6.60~$7.20; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers), Nearly. $36,(D-$4.80; 900; $20,235) (Maurice 100 (previous week, $33,800),
“Tovarich,” City Center (1st wk)
Schwartz). One-man drama opened
Thursday night (15) to six pans <C-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Uta Hagen,
(Atkinson, Times; Coleman, Mir- Luther Adler, Herbert B e r g h o f,
ror; Kerr, Herald Tribune; Mc- Romney Brent* Paula Laurence).
Clain, Journal-American; Pollock, Opened a fortnight engagement
Compass; Witts, Post) and two in- Wednesday night (14) to six favordecisive (Chapman, News;- Haw- able notices (Atkinson, Times;
kins,
WoridrTelegram 3c Sun): Hawkins, World-Telegram
Sim;
closed Saturday night (17) after Kerr, Herald Tribune; McClain,
four performances, for a gross of Journal-American; Pollock, Comabout $3,000 and .a loss of around pass; Watts, Post) and two pans
$30;000 (details in separate story). (Chapman/ News; Coleman, Mir“Don Juan In Hell.” Plymouth ror); first eight
(7t.h wk) (CD-$4.80; 1.063: $31,000) through Sunday night (18) grossed
(Charles Laughton, Cedric Hnrd- over $18,400.
—
wicke, Agnes Moorehead).
Just
under $28,000 (previous week,
$27,400); closing Saturday night
(24): will tour again in the fall.
“Fourpefder,” Barrymore (30th
Wk): (C-$4;80: 1,012»- $27,000) (Jes-

&

•

'

,

performances

-

*

'Blondes $32,300,

Tandy,

Hume

Cronyn). Over*
$21,300 ..(previous week, $20,800):
Betty Field arfd Burgees 'Meredith
take, over as cO-stars Juh£ 9," with
the Cronyns set to do the play on
the road.
“Gigi/* Fulton (26th wkV(Csica

$4.80; 1,063; $23,228) (Audrey Hepburn).
Just under $14,000 (previous week, $12,800); closes May
31, to tour in the fall.
“Guys arid Dolls/* 46th St. (78th

wk) (MC-$6.60;

As

1.319; $43,904).

always, tbe standee limit at $44,400,

-

«'•

Am

a Camera/* Empire (25th
(CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,908)
Harris).
Almost $21,400
(previous week, $20,900).
'OKing and I/* St. James (60th
wk)
(MD-87.20;
1,571;
$51,717)
(Gertrude .Lawrence).
As usual,
absolute capacity; over $51,700.
“Male Animal/* Music. Box (3d
wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (El-

“I

wk)

(Julie

Hub

•Boston, May 20.
legit 'grinds to* a' standstill,

with “Constant Wife,” at the Plymouth,
and “Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes,” at the Shubert, winding
this
week., Only newcomer is
“Desire Under the Elms” at the
Brattle* with Hub legits apparently
shuttered fpr the season.
Estimates for Last Week
“Constant Wife /* Plymouth (2d

wk) (1,200; $4.20). Near $20,600.
“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,**
Shubert (4th wk) (1,700; $6 Fri.Sat., $4.80 others). Still okay at
$32,300. Final

week

current.

“Heartbreak House/' Brattle (3d
wk) (454; $3.60). Wound final week
with $2,400.

Nugent, Martha Scott. Robert
Preston).
Moved here Thursday ‘Roberts’ Good $16,200
(15) from the City Center; first
In Third Clere. Visit
four performances through Satur-

liot

day night

(17)

show started

drew nearly

$8,500:

the current 'week
with almost $2,300 for Sunday
night (18) performance.
“Moon Is Blue.” Miller (63d wk)
(C-$4.80; 920; $21,586)
(Barbara
Bel Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry
Nelson). Nearly $15,100 (previous
week, $13,800).
“Mrs. McThing/* Morosco (13th
Wk) (CD-14.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen

Cleveland, May 20.
Since this was the third Visit for
“Mister Roberts” here, its take of
$16,200 at $3.70 top (includfing tax)
in eight performances-at the Hanna
last week, was an extra-good showing for the nautical comedy.
Currently on tap is “South Pacific,” with Janet Blair and Webb
Tilton, here for two weeks, nearly
sold out in advance:

m
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Pittsburgh, May 20.
Although the regular leglt^seasbn at the Nixon ends June 7 when
J

StiUBKw Over

Beclouded Tax Status

*

With ending of the first longhair
season since Government, exemp.

up a tion, on the’ 20% ’admission tax,
engagement,- Gabe opera and orchestra organizations
is
week’s*
single
girl
who
career
so-called
\T vP
°K;,Lii»wtfv in Tibet his wife, a
the are relaxed -and happy on this
is #n aesthetic Rubin, owner and operator of
T^^x-nSstress is horfifi^d- to works for him. She
and ballet groups jure piu>
closing a V<>iat,
verge
SL.
the vcx
revelations type wlth^marked letoings towards pouse,
house is on me
*»v of v
L»,
'ffSlte
*Hwi!
Latter are mainly
zied or blue.
TomeW^'V.V.^iiir.SSiw^
members of the
•arisTnw and the company poetry;: > Some
in midsummer for a bon-proftt setups, similar to orchs
reopen
to
deal
plague^and
Strom
a
wlth the ep"« Svy have died
Mr. Pickwick.*
new “Porgy and and operas, and usually run into
vmp Leaver wish to orSred
Mr. Twm*ft ........
even if the national the four passengers have had hlood fortnight. of the

from "The Pickwick V*P*xi" by <•?«“*

Call

Me Madam"

winds

.

.•

claiming .that
hero-worship is based on a fraud, tests taken.
to
Throughout the first act the auit would prove an inspiration
enterprising youth throughout the tbors* make, their four characters
Occasionally
.*
a lot of talking.
do.
world;
,
f

Mr. Snodgrass .........
:
Mr. Wlrtkl*

‘

rr»««irv

^AuSlrd

”r wffi'::;::::::::

•

fig

.P*t«r^opiey

Mr. ’ Jinaie
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The tw0 fading, toles/aresu-

I

erudite,

it is

sometimes

witty,

Bess”

revival.

George

Gershwin

.the

red op their season’s operations

some Open time be- a $ do the others,. But "due to to
tween it$ windup on the Coast and ambiguity of last October’s Conteeoff in Washington, and Rubin sessional’ ruling, longhair terp
and is dickering to bring the show to troupes are beclouded.. Orchs,
operetta has

Pittsburgh July 2i through Aug. 2.
Its preem in the capital has been

operas, chautauquas, educational
organizations with regular faculties
or schools, and charitable organiset for Aug.
q^te~p6naerbu"s.' There is more
zations were specifically mentioned
womanT They :c"on vey with realistic
selling point for Rubin is
Oordon Littman sincerity the age-old loyalty of substance, dramawise, in the secSSpBoy
is air- in the exemption act, but not balworthlessness 0nd act when it is discovered that the fact that the Nixon
Mr. Petk^r
B*tt womeh blind, to the
keep lets.
jateen Moore, is one of the four is a carrier of the conditioned. He’s anxious to
of their men.
Terp troupes, early
the season,
possible,
m*x Brent
and attractive as the young plague and inevitably, will die. The house going as much as
Bailiff,’.’’
ram«r
of made inquiry in Washington for
...Brian
hooking
Prison Keeper;
as witness the current
whose- idolatry -Of her identity of the Vicltm is
rulings on their status. Ballet Thebeen
has
which
his
Pollies,”
for
responsible
“Minsky’s
is partly,
V ealed but this situation
_
«<,
a tricky
tricicv father
a
a atre, which toured all season, was
Condensing Dickens is
faU from a pedestal.. Michael
ore serious and constructive enlarged from a nitery unit into
turned down on the theory that it
business, which is hound to offend She
y add Richard Johnson, as disc ourse on life. Agafti there are legit attraction for this week only, played
of
in commercial houses, on a
to
some sections
executives, are sub- some fi ne incidents in the writing, Carrie Finnell and a couple of
-*n2^2SSiiv the twp
In this particj^r version,
y p rd |n at ed £0 the -women members but more than two hours ofS imre- others have been added for the percentage basis, where a commertried
in
has
Young
*<>
impressive
lieved ta lk can be a little too much local stand. Minsky package will fial. management shared in . the
JgJf; of the cast, but are
of all
The other
their limited spheres.
the most esoteric of au- revert to its regular statiis after take/ Treasury Dept, advised that
rnuch is omitted, he retains the widow * arc skillfully contrasted by di^ nces
Ballet Theatre would be tax-exempt
Pittsburgh for a four-week stand at
'
Beatrice Sane Mid
Taiox,
on a four-wall basis, (If it took the
Gladys
is substantial literary mer- Four Dukes in Detroit.
quart
Icters.. ’totting to
ly
Met Opera Hotlse in N. Y. on its
Ge
it
would
Mouth",
and
“Dragon's
itin
play
the
^!
,.
Into a pint Jar, however,
, modest
own for an engagement, for inreadbecomes. too episodic. The sketches
/^hfhfsoDhtcal scrinf writ' probably make outstanding
stance, this would apply.), Bailet
least.be
would
at
reader
The
right,
own
their
!»*•..
may be good , in
Theatre hopes to take advantage of
in the happy position of resting
hut the overall effect Is not wholly ,^ld
‘Affairs’
Clem,
te
ordigestive
this advice, in certain situations
mental
his
if
awhile
satisfying.
Continued from pace 57
during next season’s touring, as for
gans became saturated. The theThis London tryout, angeled by
solid
in
one
take
it
has
to
atregoer
example in Chicago.
to
Roger Stevens, was designed
profit at the moment. During its
dose.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo was
London, May 13.
test ‘its possibilities for Broadway.
/
501-performance Broadway run, also turned
^ot
four
End
^production
West
about
four
artists,
all
for
The
dowpf this past season
It is scheduled
Edward Dryhttrat
as star, the CarStow
iuthttf
atta by Arthur
tbre« j»tu
right, do an im- with. Ethel Waters
own
n
their
its request for exemption, beon
weeks at the Westminster Theatre, in threi
kfkrecitw
,
K*nt.
-r,
.i. Ji.t:
paid $150,000
drama
Griffith Jon®# ,m»*
.MoCullers
son
could
it
and
diction
Perfect
whether
peccable
doubtful
job.
cause it played commercial houses
and it’s
At savuic Th*style combine with profit on its $75,000 investment. on similar brisi* to Ballet Theatre.
w
„„ unfaltering
an
play an extended run at -another »tr*7 London, Max t, rsai sa^tjip
Gr
house. Unless drastically doctored, Th* *«jri of nawiiah..
Kent their renowned skill and polish to
Probability is that Ballet Russt
it looks like an uncertain propol.**iB«'ryi Machi* extract the utmost from every line.
Won’t get any concession for th«
^ank Ticw« The authors could not have been 40% share
the $75,000 filpa sTale condn season, although it hasn’t
aition. for New York.
htriV^*/.
t
g
Although labelled “The Tfial of xamun*
Myro.
better served
set its tow yet’
Aa
Mr. Pickwick/- Mr«, B»rdcll’ S
of xbout »3 t,m. Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo ConP*i(*
?am«»
not
does
...
suit
breach-of-promise
Corporal Murdoch...*
v
There will also be future income cert Co. which will tour the ComMonica CjJxn*
take place until the third act, and
film
the
of
from the percentage
munity Concerts, circuit for Columthe author has taken substantial J^outr
FeMon.V7.V.‘.V.V/wmiam Muor®
P
profits And, as in the case of “Af- bia Artists Mgt.; won’t be able to
JuiUn. Sowcra
liberties with -the original text. It,ff Offlc« ?/.
fairs,” from stock arid possibly benefit on' the tax, because of its
PcV the rest, Pickwick and his
57
Continued from pace
foreign rights.
on their ex;followed
cronies are
commercial sponsorship.
a"
t
curaloiis from London to the ,inn WWXvCn
“Two un the Aisle,” which
censor,t. already land with- her touring repertory
wr7SJ^ by^th^film
oy ine
The N. Y. City Ballet, only major
ty/j,
Vhn+fc.™
xirVi«v-«
XTri
Waller
is
^
n
^jUhatham. jvher^Mr. Welle^Js
a loss
heard on the radio. Had
company. So Miss Webster, as well] folded in Chicago, ’involves^
been
company which has its „own home
*“
"
"
*"*"
mine hq?t, add from. there to Mrs. ^
estimated at around $260,OoO. The (City Center; N,. Y*) .and its own
it beep,
been staged some 30 years ago, * s unoate
partici- ^
will parwex
rhohte
and
Ross
itoss,
ana
-u..
*
party.
garden
jaraen
Leo Hunter’s
„
{{
t have stood a chance of
it might
lt
revue, produced by Arthur Lesser school, has been retaining the 20%
:kens text is one of
decision about replao
Original Dickens
.
ca pfurmg public Interest. Tastes pato in the
co-starring Bert Lahr and .admission tab this season, on the
T
8
changed since,
hig or paying for the lost property. Doiores Gray, was capitalized at
have
AcUhg
theory that it comes under the head
^ttC^flow^^chuckle?
te 4y
To of Chautauqua, or educational inComplications Ensue
$175,000, plus 20% overcall*
high
ilso d e
ularly Peter Copley’s Mr. Jingle
Langner declares that a number coyer huge tryout losses in Phiia- stitution with sfchool attached, has
for cloak and dagger adand Geoffrey Bayldon’s Mr. §^ig- Yen ture The- two leading roles are of complications prevented the delphia, another $105,000 was bor- its own home, and has no comAnthony B. Farrell, mercial ties per se, similar to its
gins. These ^re the standout perstars Griffith Jones Guild from sending out an account- rowdd from
y ^d y
Tomance-s of a M/ cast, in which
opera setup*
Jean ^Cnt. On its merits it is ing covering the- last five weeks’ who had already supplied the ^8
and the. closing of 000 bond money and whose Heldefinitely dated, and its chances operation
Stli
1
d vfotnr
show.
the
performhoused
Y.,
N.
five
linger,
after
UU1X.^A WWAAVl-J
the
AAIC uncertainty
..“O'"- ,
-Similarly,
'OilKlirtA
AJT
“Joan.”
UtiU.
oc Sam Weller. slim (closed
/
1 11
Maddem scores as
an s
Despite generally favorable re- Nn TakfcrS IDT
.
as to the final decision regarding
S62S0H
Production is handicapped by the
^.
The .Cromwellian Buritan era ,°5 the destroyed ^production, made it views and ^a number of high-grossepisodic style of the piece, but
Roland ,Pym has done a smart j<bb 17th century England provides the impractical to inform the backers i n g weeks, “Aisle” never had a
strutting
Theatre
stern,
Of Pitt’s
contrast of the
Myro.
0 £ £]1(: status of the venture. An ac- r eal prospect of making a profit.
with the decor.
with the defeate
Ironside soldi
cou^tanFs statement dated April xt repaid Farrell $85,000 of his
Pittsburgh, May 20.
6
It begins to look as if the town’s
Fashion
(King’s execution. An old inn be- w „t. *>
4v>a.
rv
4ol
— _ n/
,
a.„
<*..
Is
the closing,
(
m/v IS
Mrnll the secret rendezvousora Fe b- 2, Including investors this- getting back any of its initial in- newest strawhat, B1U Green’s
the
to
276-perbeing
sent
its
one-seaup
winding
vestment,
Arena
Theatre, will, be a o
John Forbes •Sempiii production of new phantom patriot who strikes down
r
'
lay in three» *cts by Diana Morgan. fc r o
formance Broadway run with a son operation last season’s.
season s. Playeii's
soldiers
ldiers and saves the week.
s so
fcromw‘ell
S tars Sonia Dresdel. Valerie White. D1
According to the accounting, the deficit of about $230, 0Q0. It drew house tinder a. tent adjoining
rected by Reginald Tate. At Ambassa* hunted King’s men from capture
dors Theatre, London, May 8, *32; $2 top. and the gibbet.
Known as the venture now represents a deficit good notices on tour, but again Green’s nitery was opened by Sam
Sonia Dresdel
Lady Starcross
finally
daredevil is
0£ $63,701.91, plus $8,904,92 owed failed to draw at the b.o., dropping Handlesman just a summer ago
Valerie White Moonraker, this
Sibyl Emerson
James Trenchard
Michael Shepley cornered..
ad- another estimated $30,000.
with a policy of guest stars, and
to the Shuberts for
Richard Johnson
G*ot*e Phillips
Griffith Jones handles the elu- vanced to cover the theatre’s op“Paris ’90.” whose 87 perform- for a. new project didn’t do too
Eileen Moore
Christine Starcross
While it lost/ some 'money,
Cliloe G Wynne
Diana Morgan sive Cavalier with too flippant a erating loss during the final weeks ances was the longest run on rec- badly.
Mrs. Shipman
\ Gladys Tudor
Of «ie run. This latter »mbuat re- ora for a »olo-cast show, was it's understMd that Increased food
Mrs. yennin4C.....,......V.B«,trice K,»«
alternate
the
fashion
.tangible
for the cafe next
dnnk trade
Mrs. Benson
be repaid before the Cornelia Otis Skinner’s series of and
portedly
must
Cecily Waiper
*
Ctiintaf
w
VllikH
Tamm War.
AA/lf* Ar VQtlftTl
CfA O
VI rt
mtftlll JlT.lOTl«
t
^ Ja£ai4*
andrinfatuotion
.....................I :»i»
of avenge
moods
the deficit
madeL up i.L
toSr mi
Thati
b « .sent
kotches in- door
e
g
However, Handelsmam decided
added
to the usual rehearsal ex- spi’ed by the posted and drawings
d«^S“wgltsu
Although this play starts slowly,
P^ses and the cost of replacing 0 f Toulouse-Lautrec. Although the the operation wasn’t for him after
develops into an interesting Robert Hunterand JulianSomers.
it
the destroyed physical production, venture now represents a deficit that, and Green set out to find
witk realism
study, mainly of two women cling-* Beryl
*>•
j Machin depicts
miA/inAAlf*
flAlVI aKaj’IiP Alfiya
A
A 2 *i* appears +A
All
4
4*Ae* AAA
f A 1* 11 M
Trl A place,
Dl
prospects a(to rule out
of 0 fA about
$25,000, it may mop up somebody else to run the
Ing to the tarnished memory of the innkeeper’s wife terrified of
Green
a man they both loved. Skillful her husband's complicity with the going through with the original 0 n tour next season, not only on Fly in the ointment was that
a
only
out
manipulation by a good play doc- fugitive, and Monica Cairns makes tour plans, even if a dame player the star’s long-proven road draw was willing to parcel
tor could emphasize the dramatic the most of her small opportunities were available for the title role, but 0 n the promotional strength one-year lease on the Arena TheGensituations, and it could he profit- as a maid/ Terence de Marney
The statement shows that the re- of the New York reviews and run. atre. Hence, bo bidders.
ably adapted to the screen. Though directs the play with vigorous V£ Va ^ capitalized at $60,000, in- The show, involving a production eraT opinion is that it won t pe too
Clem.
not original in conception, theme efficiency.
volved a production cost of $49,- cost of about $16,000, earned a l° n £ before Green sells the enwr
theatre
builds up to a dramatic climax and
747.71 and lost $12,752.68 during profit of about $6,000 on its try- property, on which both
makes for good entertainment,
its twp-and-a-half-week tryout in out tour, but dropped about $7,- and nitefcy stand.
Dragon’#
with an even chance of success.
New Haven and Boston. It received 000, plus closing expense, on
London, May 14.
When a group of film executives
favorable
notices
in Broadway.
decide to make a picture of the
Helncmann Production*. Ltd., proBcn- generally
J. b. New York and did potent business
act*
by
two
in
drama
of
tatlon
Current
“Candida,” Thomas Hammond's,
last tragic expedition of a famous
the
eight weeks, although revival of the Shaw classic, with
explorer they get the necessary
Garden
(May 19-31)
earning, back only $7,611.74 of its Olivia de Havilland as star, inpermission from all the women- Theatre, London, May 13. '32. 92 top.
and Candle” (Joan
m wooland
4
+
*
* * «.
u *
« j
Wooland investment.
Norman
At
its Dest point, the volves a loss of around $7,000. The
folk of the five men who perished. Matthew
Selwyn,
Scott)
Gray
Bennett,
Zachary
Duicio
Jna
The widow of the- leader, Lady N
Michael Denison show still needed $54,053.62 to get venture, capitalized at $36,000, has Chi (19-31)*
stuart
.
Rosamund John mto the black,
Starcross (Sonia Dresdel) gives Ha"10 *
National,
Madam”
Me
“CaU
far
’returned
to
thus
the
$12,000
every assistance hut betrays a
PftRnltB a chart! flrnn in
Tf Aam«*r( nViAiii tJO ftOO Wash.
strange animosity against the fiancee of her husband’s chief as- drama
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The woman has been Juan
_ J.
T xtox»T'io<!+iAxf
traced to the south of France, and America last year,
B, Priestley,
unexpectedly shows up at the. Star- In collaboration with Jacquetta
cross home fully determined to Hawkes, has come up with a draprevent the making of the film.
matic quartet of his own. “Dragon’s
It develops that she and the exMouth,” a play in two acts without
plorer had been lovers, which the
costumes or sets, is to be produced
wife had always known, and blunt later this year in the U. S. by
home-truths are shuttled back and Charles Laughton. Warmly received by crix and the audience, at
best it has an even change of sue-

sistant.

EUROPEAN COMMISSIONS
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ja-pejfiuouauce new iorx. run. n
'Rnctnn
Boston
hn« ahnuf 117
000
»vaiiahiA (Carol Channlng)—-Shubert,
7,U
U
set avaliablc
(19-24): Ford’s. Balto (26-31).
J,
^,
/ ?f v
nex
t three weeks it for distribution to the backers.
AmeriF
“Good Nite Ladies”
* ki P3
a
n op<
“Conscience,” Maurice Schwartz’s can, St. Louis (19-31).
™r i
loss Of $8,900.69.
The en- one-man drama adapted by A.
“Guys and- Dolls’’—Shubert. Chi
f*
tire 18-week tun represented an Klein from
Claude Vincent’s (19-31).
v
.
,
operating loss of $808,15, plus adaptation of the Portuguese of
“Mister Robert*” ITod Andrews)
$393.37 closing expenses.
Pedro Bloch, represents a loss of —Ford's, Balto (19-24V
is
“Moon I* Bide” (2d Co.)—
Langner notes that the Guild about $30,000, Presented by the
(19-31).
d j d not eXercise flip provision for Shuberts, in association with Jo-o^mi^Vmnnic
on
overcall on the show, and is seph Klpnes* and Jack Small, it . 5 -f j* mST??
A «c*4 that this a 20
no pretense
assuming the $3,701.91 deficit. He was capitalized at $15,000, in- A
(Janet Blair,
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knowledc?(i And. 0XDeri61iC6 of the
theatre to ^achieve & dramatic effect
from this simplified form of presentation. There is no concession
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u / about $12,000 cost, lost fcbout $12,00Q on Its roRd
putt up
of tlie $60,000 investment, and that tryout and dropped an estimated
-“Two on the Aisle” (B.ert Lahr,
Choate and Ross also personally $5,000 on its four-performance Dolores Gray)— Great Northern,
Broadway
run.
supplied financing.
Chi (19-31).
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iteulle* JU.S.A.’ Series

New York Foot evening
io

readying

book

daily,

series of articles

it*

on

Confidential”
and its authors Jack Lait and I^ee
Mortimer, editor and nitery^columnist, respectively, of the N, Y.
Post anMirror , morning tab.
nounced the upcoming series at
the same time that, it reported
the

“U.S.A.

1

were suing it
a -libel action
Murray
columnist
Post
based on

Lait and Mortimer
for $1,000,000 in

Kempton's criticism of “U.S.A.’s”
labor chapter,
Lait : filed: in Federal Court,
charging the: Kempton article had
damaged his reputation for “accuracy and integrity as an, editor
and columnist,” Mortimer brought
his action in N. Y. Supreme Court.
and the
Lait-Mortimer
Post had exchanged letters, with
for
interview
ah
asking'
paper,
the
and Lait-Mortimer writing that the
post would be held “strictly accountable” should an .article- appear with errors of fact. ,The Mirror writers added, “No reference
is intended, to .any truthful statements or any expression in the. nature of comment and criticism.”
Post commented editorially, “We
think it reasonable to assume that,
the filing of their (Lait-Mortimer)
suits at this time is an attempt to
prevent publication of the arti-

'

team

%

Book-of-the-Month Hassle
Trade Commission
Federal
cracked down on the Book-of-theMonth Club last week with a cease
and desist' order barring use^of the
word “free” in connection with
Book club has been
advertising.
using the 'word to describe the
offers
as a* premium for
books it
joining up, and also the book divL
dends given to purchasers of each
two books.
Wood, Book-of-theMeredith
'

.

Month prexy, fired back an announcement that the order; would

He
be appealed to the courts.
pointed out that this was a reversal of the position taken by the
FTC both in 1940 and in 1947,
-

okaying u$e of the word “free”
used in the advertising.

New

Herlixig

Column

John Herling, expert on labormanagement relations and editorpublisher of John Sterling’s Labor
Letter, has been pacted' by the
Register and Tribune- -Syndicate
=

for a twice-a-week‘ labor column.

Cowles "group signed Herling
because of the success of a human
column he has been
doing thfij past year for The Minneapolis Star, part of the Cowles
empire. The. writer works out of
Washington.

interest .labor

1

‘Theatre Dictionary*
Theatre Dictionary,” by
Granville (Philosophical
Library, $5) is an odd, interesting
book containihg the technical, colloquial and slang speech current
in the American-tind British theatre, covering all branches of the
art. In many instances it. gives the
history of the terms.
Granville,
being an English actor and director,
leans a bit more to the English
terms,, but hasn’t neglected the
many American stage items.
There is a pip that I wish Granville would include in his future
editions.
It is known to the oidr
timers w£o trouped .with Hep and

“The

Wilfred

.

on albums and a
singles..
Will yet

6% royalty, on

his

It’s

expected that Lanza

come

into the Victor fold,

problems solved.
That doesn’t wean taking the
time to serve as’ president, but taking time .out to telephone or collar
possible candidates and put presr
sure on them to accept the job of
prez, or Co-prez.
And until there’s a president of
,

although the compromise terms
have not been discussed as yet.
Failure to ink Lanza on his own
terms Is a measure of the distance the triumvirate is established,
which the disk industry has COMPO will continue, at a virtual
travelled in less than two years. standstill. Since Arthur L. Mayer
In 1950, both Victor and Columbia left a couple weeks ago, it hasn’t
were still givlngmeavy guarantees even an exec v.p. as daily operatto name artists who were in a posi- ing head, Selection of a man for
tion to bargain for favorable terms. the post must await solution of the
In the last couple of years, how- presidency problem,
ever, the situation has changed so
Coyne .as V. Pf
radically that the diskers are* nowThere doesn’t seem to much
not only brushing guarantees but doubt now, however, that Robert
are actually seeking to pare their L. Coyne will get the exec v.p.
rosters, of name artists.
That, of post. He’s been serving as special
course, doesn’t apply to Lanza since counsel to COMPO and is currenthe still is' a potent factor in the ly its nominal operating chief. As
disk market
,a matter of fact, the Organization’s
Many other vet platter artists, entire staff consists only of Coyne,
chief
E.
Charles
however, have been laying bombs publicity
as far as sales are concerned. The McCarthy, and Lou Smith, who is
"new generation of platter buyers, coordinating the “Movietime” tours
the bulk of whom are between 12 on the Coast.
and 18 years of age, are not imUntil the -present situation is
pressed with the names and have clarified, COMPO can’t even put
been creating their own favorites into operation the fund-raising plan
among the newcomer vocalists. which was adopted at the memberThat has accounted for the domina- ship meeting in February, Salestion of the hit lists by the new faces men for the distribs are prepared
to make personal solicitation of exduring the past two years.
As pacts with the vet artists run hibs. for dues, and it is figured a
out in the next couple of years, it’s good bit of coin, can be raised
expected that Jihe deals will be cut quickly and efficiently that way. on
down drastically with guarantees the new payment scale.
Paradoxically, while distribution
becoming only a thing of the good
old "days. Disk execs have discov- and theatre execs seem unable to
ered that tljiey can make more find time* to devote to COMPO)
money more safely. with the new they are showing willingness to
royalty deals support it. with their money. Only
artists who -get
to start with rattier -than the 5% a few weeks ago the MPAA board,
commanded by veterans. Only a without a murmer, appropriated
shift of public tastes back to the $75,000 toward the “Movietime”
old names within the next period tours and $20,000 to COMPO itself
can stop the trend towards de-em- to bring its total, advances to the
organization to $104,000, equal to
phasis of veteran wax artists.
what e'xhibs have given.
Enthusiasm for COMPO ran. high
at the February session .in'" New
York and seemingly h$s. continued
Political Phonies
'

.

V&%

~

on that level despite /the farcical
situation over the presidency that
developed outx of that meeting; Ex-

Uncle Tom. shows and minstrels.
Continued Jrom page 1 n..ii'
called “Belvedering.” At- one
time a troupe had to buy at least traditional stunts as the so-called
25 railroad tickets to have its “pri- spontaneous
preactually
(Jbut
vate” car hitched to the train.
demonstrations will be able
These private cars -Usually con- staged)
to escape TV’s showing them up for
i

It is

perience with COMPO in' the past
18 months has apparently convinced the ihdustry that even on
the limping basis oh which it has
been forced to operate it can do
a pretty effective job at comparatively little cost. Thus the desire
to see it continue
if someone else
will worry about it.

tained a “possum belly” for extra
ballyhoojthey are.
baggage, or, as in the case of a the phony
Tom Show, to hide the dogs in
As one top TV network exec said
when company was, playing below this week, “there will be plenty of
the Mason
Dixon line ‘(because questions asked and soul searching
these shows were often stoned if done following this year’s conventhe southerners knew it was a tions, not only by the average voter
Tom Show). With the regular com- but by the party- leaders.” He
panies who had more than 25 peopointed out that the public viewple, four or five of the extras
traditionally has always been
would crawl into "the possum belly point
on newspaper
and lie on their stomachs till the based necessarily
of 'convention acnext stop, or until the conductor and radio reports
impossible, he said,
was
It
tivities.
finished counting up,
It wasn't
very comfortable, but it. saved a for the dailies, and radio to convey
in their stories whether such stunts
lot of money.
.'“Now,” he
“The Theatre Dictionary” is a were legit or phony.
all
fine work of research* and, belongs declared, “TV will strip away
on the bookshelf of anyone who that P. T. Earnum glamor and show
conventhe
when
has anything- to do .with Show biz. the public just
tion ‘show’ lapses from the real
i
Joe Laurie Jr.
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Judy’s 8-A-Week
7-1
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CHATTER
Sidelights on -’the recent Billy
Eckstine tour of the deep south in
the July Our World mag..
,

Pe Pe Romero’s new novel, “The

Story of a Mexican

into. the

phony.”

Video chief cited the “We Want
which
demonstration
Willkie”
spark-plugged the late Wendell L.
Rethe
as
nomination
Willkie’s
publican candidate of the Presidency Jn 1940, “I'm not saying

Jumping Bean,”
be published by" Putnam.
that that -demon strati o.n was
some smokedin
J.
Pefelman’s “The Great cooked up
Nosepiece,” profile on Jimmy' Du- fllled room below the conven-

will

s

*

Continued from page 1
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;

y

take in stich major stops as Chicago
for an indefinite run, and will play
some other stands before returning
to the Palace, N. Y.

*

,

j

tapped?”

I said.

,

*

•

What I’m saying was

“I should hate to think
'

A

tion’s

Continued from, page 1

Is

“Do you think'

suspicious character asked me,

limited to a public of one!”
I thought of 'this the other day while. I was sohriding off to a public
of one- {Beatrice Fisher), who is working' on the Delia O’Callahan story,
of the Cincinnati gal, who ran away 'from home far away and long
ago {Oct, 22, 1889) and didn’t stop running till she found peace and'
quiet at Flintridge Academy oh a hilltop above Pasadena 50 years
later.
fashionable school for girls, it is run by Dominican nuns,
and how the O’Call&han kid got there Is no mystery at all. She’s a
member of .their Third Order.
Now 80 and arthritic—a hard malady to. play for laughs—she’s. still
playing hookey from bed at least twice a week and making the raucu*
rounds among the vanishing herd that was once her army of friends’.
I suspect more people know this O’Callaharf kid as Trixie FHgtnz*.
than those who can tell you how to get from standard to daylight saving time and, what is more difficult, how to get back to it And yfet*
though Hollywood producers are within yodeling distance of that
Flintridgc hill and Trixie's story is dripping with, human juices, it still
is not in the cans.
In the cans? It isn’t even in the story departments#-^

ness or inability of industry leaders to. give sufficient of ‘their time
and energies to get the organiza-

,

«

Fr&nlc Scully

‘
'

published by Macmillan June 24. atres. chain In Boston and former
Tome, written by Lindsay Ander- prez of TOA.
Inability to get two co-prexies to
son, -describes every step of the
11 weeks’ lensing and Includes the serve with Trueman Reipbusch,
full shooting script by Thorold Allied’s choice, has been only, a
Dickinson and Wolfgang Wilhelm. symptom of COMPO’s troubles.
They are principally the 'unwilling-

DiskGuaranlees

By

f
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Hollywood,

your telephone.
“I hope so;”

Lawrence Stessin, Forbes maga- ceptable candidate for the job
zine labor columnist, to give course couldn’t be located,
.
in labor relations at New York U.,
Motion Picture Assn, of America
starting in’ the fall.
is stall casting about for its dele“Making a Film,” the story of
on the executive* threesome.
how the J. Arthur Rank pic, “Se- gate
Plnanskl is head of American Thecret People,” was made, will be

i

t

One day ah unduly

*

.

m
.

COMPO

Love

‘I!

*

!
*

’

•

•

“But since

a record of the Convention was delivered -to the public only by newspapers and radio, we’H never know.
What I am saying is that TV" will
show up. in a moment from now on
rante, in the June issue of Holiday, how
real such events are.”
out this week.
It’s been known that many dem“Chicago: The Second City,” by
onstrations have been Comprised alA. J, Liebling, with illustrations by
Saul Steinberg, to be published by most entirely of college kids, who
are paid in advance to break out
Alfred A. Knopf, June 23.
on the floor at the precise psychoMax Newton, production ed‘of logical
moment to stage their noisy
Weekend Picture Magazine of Canballyhoo.
Students were paid 'so
ada, and Vamigty’s Montreal inugg,
much
per
hour and, if they’ worked
was elected prez of the Montreal
Men’s Press Club for 1952-53 last overtime, often drew time-and-ahalf,
week.
This Week Magazine has purchased. Jimmy Savo’s article, “I
Love Nellie,” all about his dog, to
run in the 'June 15 issue. Mag
That
•
previously bought two other Savo
ssss Continued from pure 3 ==
articles.

-

cles.”

1

No deals, have been signed yet,
but the William. Morris Agency
is informally initiating talks with
various operators in an effort to
pick up the best deal.
Miss Garland, current at the
Philharmonic Auditorium, Los Anwhere she’s hitting top
geles,
money, will lay off following this
stand. She played the Palace this
past season for 19 weeks and it’s
conceded that she could have
stayed considerably longer.

“Can’t Understand It!”
had to explain to people who can’t understand these things tbat^
Hollywood is built on decomposed granite, and judgments are so relative that nobody wants to say out-and-out, ^This is good. We’ll take it
and make it;” On the contrary, he wants to be able to say “I don’t
understand it. The serial was a hit 'in Collier’s, Holt's sold 45,000
.

.

I

.

copies of the book, so how come our picture is a flop?” This ability to
refer to previous judgments cushions ayprodUcer’s disappointment and
possibly prolongs his job.
Not only on one hill Is Trixie Friganza, but two hours away at Laguna
Beach is Jack Norworth, who took Trixie out to many a bkll game, I.
recall he once confessed to our late and ever-beloved Ashton Stevens
Golly day, can it be 50 years since
that he almost married the gal.
the gayest caballero of his time sent those, long-stemmed roses to
Senorita O’ Callahan?
Trixie has confessed that she fell head, over heels in love with Jack
Norworth, and ‘he himself has admitted he was reeling plenty from*
direct exposure, to her charms. She first saw him when he sang “Honey
Boy” for the first time and stopped the. show in St. -Louis. Billed as'
“The Man- of Songs,” “Boy” was one Of his own, and it eventually sold
They watched each other from the wings all that'
2,000,000 copies.
week and from almost everywhere else for thfr next, two years.
In those days there were no keyhole correspondents, or if there were
their intelligence was carried on by word-of-mouth rather than by syn-,
dicated columpists. So what went on between Jacques- and Trixie was
"
\
their’ own private affair.
What was a matter of public record, however, was Norworth’s sue-':,
“{3marty”
and
cession of hits “Take Me Out To the Ball Game,”
“Shine On Harvest Moon.” His moonlight rides ‘With Trixie' through
Central Park in hansom cabs, their clambakes together at Coney Island;'
his flowers, candy and beautiful dolls, all ended quite conventionally.^
He proposed,. Was accepted, bought a home in Connecticut and a
limousine for commuting between there and Broadway* and left it ,to
Trixie to pick out the furniture that /was to adorn their love- nest# She
insisted on paying for the furniture, being well in the chips herself..
Put apparently that was where the trouble began. It seems fantastic
that two acts in the heyday of yaude should quarrel on an issue between Chippendale and Louis Quinze, but apparently this pair did.
One night after *furnishing the house was completed they drove out
to Connecticut to try the place for.jsize. Trixie thought, she’d make a.
dinner of pork -chops, mashed potatoes and peas. Jack wanted steaks,
salad and spinach. ‘They compromised on some h£an$ and home-made
biscuits. Trixie admits today that the biscuits turned put harder than"
a loanshark’s, .smile, r'
Jack built the. fire and nearly burned off a hand. While taking care
of him, Trixie’s dinner was burned. The whole affair blew up with
both-parties returning to Ne.w York, without speaking.
They tried their hand at patching up things later, put the patch only
resulted in a bigger blowout. The result was a decision to sell everything and.-, quit. Jack -would get his money back fox his house and
Trixie would get her’s back for her furniture.
•
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“Who’ll Bid Nothing?”

.

.

They called in Peter Lund, the 14th St. auctioneer, and the night
of the, auction it was raining buckets of tears. Trixie went alone to
see how much her furniture was going, to bring, and as she entered
Lund’s -auction parlor there was Jack Norworth sitting in the front
row. She took a- back seat;
The first thing that went on the block was a teddy bear. Trixie
loved the thing because when tilted it could say “Mama.” Some damedown front bid 50c. Trixie waS outraged. She herself in consequen’ce
bid $5, Norworth on hearing her Voice was amused. He bid $25. That
stopped all bidders dead. So -the teddy bear landed in Jack's prevT*
ously highly alluring lap for five to 50 times its worth.
The. auction went on like, this all evening. Norworth’s ridiculous
;
overbidding. started people; ahkling the joint under the suspicion that
they Were at an; auction, of the Vanderbilt Mansion in Newport, instead
of a routine disposal, plant on. 14th) St,.. .So the auction wound up with
Norworth haying .possession <?f a^l- Trixie had bought at double their,
cost,. Left practiqally to -themselves,- finally, Trixie walked up to Jackand asked, “What was the big idea?”
With that he put hig arms around her and kissed her.'
But it was only a paper dream, for shortly after 4hat she tried making an early talking picture at Edison’s at West Orange, N. J., and so
loused up Jack Norworth’s song hit, “Smarty,” that they threw everything at each other in the way of insults, and would have added the
furniture except that it was back in Connecticut,
Finally Norworth scrammed out into the night and kept going until
he was back on Broadway. And that closed the chapter in the lives
of Friganza and Norworth.
Their paths crossed many times after that, and they often had a lot
of fun recapping their narrow escape from each other.
I don’t know whether it was before or after the Bayes ballad had run
its melancholy course, but Jack had a pianist who found herself being
wound like a morning glory around the same old vine. She had learned
abput Jack’s old love affair with Trixie, and being a smart girl she'
wasn’t taking any chances on its being revived.
But bookers were as impervious to such nuances then as they are
now, and one week the headliners at Kelth’S-Hippodrome in Cleveland
were Trixie Friganza and Jack. Norworth. Emma kept her eye on both
of them and one afternoon moseyed into Trixie’s dressing room. Jack,sensing no good could come from that sort of huddle, moved within
'

;

'

earshot.

.

“Sure,” he heard Trixie saying, “I was nuts about Jack at one time*
but now I wouldn't have him on toast. I couldn’t stand his tobaccocheWing, mainly because he couldn’t hit' the cuspidor. I understand,
he's an expert now and never misses up to 10 feet; but the past remains like a Scar that will never heal. You’re luckier, Emma, for never)
having known that Jack Norworth.”
With that, they walked out of Trixie’s dressing room, arm In arm*
laughing all the way. Norworth didn't quite know what to make of it
and probably hasn’t found a solution to this day. But Hollywood hag
at least 175 script-teasers who could cue it into a song and let the
dance director take it from there.
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Brown’s spot, it’ll be renamed
.
head and actor at KNBC, new as- nual summer mardi gras, July 18.
Famous Door.
Accordionist
Radio
in
director
for
Galla-Rini .with
program
and
Mickey
Gross
sistant
BUI Saal
500-piece band and soloist achedfront Rep studio to steam up world Fret Asia.
the

McLain,” now shooting here.
New York columnist Ward Morehouse attracted attention at Hula
airport with hlf alive (but definitely!)
Himalayan bear, which he
bought in Bangkok for $35. Cub

Overseas
a new commercial short,
Run/’ In commemoration of
anniv. of Lindbergh night,
past
20th location crew in town
week to take shots of Marine Ba sa
in action for forthcondng
For
“Stars and Stripes

farm down biography,
in Georgia/' Morehoust promised. ever/'
will go to “wife's folks'
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N.X, May-18. She was on the
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MARRIAGES

stage in the 1890$, play-

Tin

v
Jr.,

to Laurence Price,
Hollywood, May 17. Bride is a

a

",

CaL
H Ml valO

Anne Francis

ink lending roles in such produc*

.

I tiofur as "Trilby’' and "Lady Wind1 emete’s .Fan,”'
fwm
3
.During her career 'she was as’soCarol McPhee to Earl King,
dated with the Ada Rehan and Edinburgh, May 6, She’s of Me- group of potential buyers;
v
Only
general managed He left Mirks Arnold 3Daly companies.
ALBERT BASSWMAfT
Phee Sisters.
point he has made definitely clear
Albert Basserman, 4& German- *n- 1931 to become the operating
Lynn
is that it does not include Harry
Stewart
to
Johnny
Fox,
n m legit-pix actor who had heed head Of the Standard and Educanr ay y^wv
Pittsburgh, May 17. Bride is a. Brandt, who was in lengthy negoof
*
featured to
Max Ley^rafSer.. oWner. of nitery dancer; groom is & singer.*
tiatidns more than .a .year ago to’
,
s
Bti mves,
JZtondh.
Wlie
w
died
..
the
Excel
1940,
Movie Products, died in
f
Patricia Harrigan to Vince -Gar- buy Hughes’, foldings in RICO Thearriving
Chicago
May
13.
Before
retiring.
rity,.
Chicago,
Y hear? attack
May 17. He’s a Chi atres. Syndicate 3s sbid to be, made
**
n.mv KANN
MAURICE
D. (BED)
six years ago he was engaged in
He had suffered a heairt
ABC sportscaster.
up of both film and non-film people.
the Zurich *uMaurice D. (Bed) Katin, 53, film the manufacture of home film
after alighting at
Ja Madison to Kenneth S.
Dsmbow was 4U0 the middleman
trade-paper
editor,
port.
died
of
a
heart
equipment
and
was
a
salesman Martin, Piedmont;
^
rr S^at
to
the
Cal.
came
u.
May
17,
Basserman
in the Brandt talks.
attack in Hollywood May 15. As. for distributing compahies in the
That deal
hostess on finally fell through on the same
vice president ol Qul*ley pabUc*^ 1620s.
the age of
Yrrwv- s n
untary exile^ S^wriimd, He left tions, Kann was in California to atSurvived by wife and daughter.
points that are /now causing diffi?
’
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Germany
e

S chffl, a Jewish’ aetr^i

Sf n movedwer

:

Over Burma," -“A
Son
vi° ™
Rh,itP« "
and

^«L

.

9

BIRTHS

years

“fi sa ss &.%s

* j?-,®
sf/srn-.w;

sif

— "**

!U»U4S,1SfSSJ!
company’s annual report
in the
wef!: ’

M

«
XT- ar,A
#
d
«“
May 11*
a ^,.^j0 e1^?0 ^’ daughte“
’:i
, J;r 'r
Local No. T
6 (AFL),
died May 8 in Mottoia Mildred Don, radirT ami
TV
singer*
St, Louis.' He had been retired for
eight years, his last assignment - Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Kfenson,
having been at the Henry W. Kiel daughter, Pittsburgh, May 9.
muny auditorium.
Mother is Jackie Sloan, Playhouse

Ag

Ta^ji^L

ie a

*

pntsbur?h

1

.

**

tliat

.

Harry Stair^ 56, veteran newspaJ T‘n .L,nw „ - „
nArm , n ,

to be the greatest of his time. It
was presented to Basserman after
death of Frederick Haase in 1908.
He began pis career as a volun-

Las^rucejfV
N NT^Hed ?n
His second was Tait-Zinkand, but KOBE L
El Pa^o Tpv Mpv 1
ffh’
tiS
both were destroyed in the 1906
managed
Sged Ya rad 0 statl °?
Gallup
fire-quake. Between 1906 and 1910. m

provincial theatres throughout Germany until he joined the Berlin
nine-year tenure
Theatre in 1895.
at the Deutsches Theatre followed

Richard Cowen Scaife, 69, sound
Harry Richman, Rudolph technician at ,20th-Fox, died May
He was past
Valentino; Paul Whiteman and 10 ¥* Hollywood,
Fanchon & Marco were all em- Prf sl dent of Hollywood Local 40,
ployed as entertainers there. Tait International Brotherhood of Elecclaimed to have the first restaurant tncal Workers.
dance floor in this country. He
quit the business in the early ’30s.
Arthur E. Rydberg, 49, died of
Survivors include a daughter and a heart attack May 10 while” op
two sons.
duty as engineer at the transmit“
ter of Des Moines’ WHO near

^

M

BKO

time were- amalgamated and
since have been, divorced.
dancer and actress.
Xt is
j
that HnghOs would also
understood
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Faris,
son, Hollywood, May 11. Father is take $6 a share. for his theatre holdiflgs.
They have been in trusteea cartoon film editor.
Mr. and Mrs. John Gaunt, ship sta ce divorcement, Jan. 1,
daughter, .Hollywood,
i
May 12.
Father is Red Skelton’s TV direcShould he obtain that, he’d have
I° r
- a neat profit, of course, which is
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Barron, twin said to .be a necessity in order for
son and daughter, Hollywood, May him to part with either picture10.
Father is makeup man for company or theatre stock.
He’s
Revue Productions.
never been known to lose coin on a
Mr. and Mrs. Patrick McGuirk, deal, and he is understood to bC dedaughter, San Francisco, May 12. termined that RKO wiU be no exFather is KCBS producer there.
ceptiou.
Mr. and Mrs. Jules Schermer,
Aside from insufficient cash, the
Father Brandt deal-suffered by the limited
y 17
onl?. T?
is a producer at 20th-Fox.
obligation he was wiHing to accept
Mr and Mrs Armand Archard, foVSayment of the notes He wantson, Hollywood, May 16. Father is
the notes to hinge on profitable
a
operation and reportedly was un;
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Fulfil^, willing to' pi edge the stock iissecurdzughter, 33erkeley, Cal., May 6. Xty. Dembow is now attempting to
rather is a TV director.
get Ids' syndicate to meet these reMr. and Mrs. Bob Lee, son, quirements of Hughes.
Hollywood, May 13. Mother .is
Janet Waldo, radio actress; father :yr m, r
ir.i^crscyyi
u:..,

_

-

last

the tost quarter of
bfen unprofitable.
1952
Hughes paid $9 a share In 1948
for the combined.stock of
Pictubes and HK.0 Theatres, which at

i

restaurant in Frisco in 1904.

first

"

SurvlTed by wife and brother.

.

.

and was Tor
Bros -B

^

.

a»
many

5

^

*

f

-

oSlvPniS M^mio

to

’

“E SPJ4*
m' ?

-

Dispatch SviV"'
“Kmitn ?lv l .trade mag, Boxoffice, from
From Reuters,'
1942 CUlU
and then
umu JICLUIUCU
returned to.
had »Un nrmparpd in l938 to J.*7TUJ,
Quigley as V
v.p.
tt* the InP and editor of
$}“
the British-made "The Red Shoes.” terlStmnfll
Mn?5nn^
ternational
onal Motl011
Motion Picture AlA3Basserman was one' of the fore- vv, n ij «Y
>«; and rrt
most actors in Germany and holder
Wi
w,f
tw0 brothers. survive.
Of the Iftland Bing. Latter, a symtot of greatness in the German
IjoilNTAIT
jimwtait
theatre, was named for Wilhelm
John Tait, 90, former San FranAugust Iffland in the nfid-lBOOs
and had been awarded successively fisco restaurateur, died May 10
J ose, Cal.
uui. Tait upcucu
wriiu promised ip San “wc,
opened his
German actor
dCi-Ul who
ms
the OrCilHoUl
to me

Aw

*

.

&!-Srs5SrS

g^Khts

Correspondent;' "Embezzled Heav-

Leila Louise to Dick Wendelken, Culty in present negotiations. It is
18,
1® s
u s a understood, however, that the cur*
comment ^ tor; be
syndicate is readi^ to offer conTV^riiv^iTZr
uc r
i’
siderably more cash than Brandt’s
,
f
~
Trans-Lux. chain held out for the
'
theatre stock.

s
SStHbSm® ^ WffWB
tend the exhih sessions at Metro at

?8 “x^tei^hfSeer with The

who

m

,

’

’

-

catered to the city’s cafe society of

A

which time he interpreted

during

,

that era.

,

lbs en, Strindberg, Hauptmann;
Schiller, Shakespeare and Goethe,
He was married to Miss Schltf .In
1908 and appeared with her until
they fled the country.
In 1947 he performed at the
Barbizon Theatre, N. Y„ in the
Mitchellville, Iowa.
JOHN D. EWING
.
John D. Ewing, 60, president of
Survived by wife and son.
Felix G. Gertsmah production of
*
'Faust.” Later the' Same company the’
International
Broadcasting
Master ^orp.
Corp. owners
presented
presentea
iDsens "The
Ibsen’s
xne jnasier
(owners and .operators.,
operators., of
Dan Harrison, 56, manager of
Builders.
KWKH, Shreveport.
Shreveport^
th* Hillman,
La.,
Win man a
q theatrical
f-hnotrinol hotel
Urttnl in
in
La.,^
and the
^^J^H^T
t
r 8s
fi ie<^ °I
Birmingham, and former manager
«
u
;^
a heart attack
May
17 aboard his_ of vaude acts and carnival attracWILL Von TILZEK
priva e p ne above Ruston, La. tions, died May 15 in Birmingham..
AVill von Tilzer, 68, v.eteran muf
^ e ditor and publisher
e
s
«
sic publisher, died .of a heart at- "L
9,
'
of
jhe Shreveport Times.
in
Yonkers,
14.
N.'
Y.,
May
tack
t Fran _._ rt Marfrt
Ewing had been editor of the j, c
Stroke came while he was riding
ass j 35 f 0r mer mm-, opera
tenor"
P
Shreveport Times and the Newsin an auto driven by his wife. Von
17 Tn Beverly Mass^ He
Monroe, La., since
Tilzer was prez of. the Broadway Star-World,
ma
de his Met1 °
debut
& 1 fm ‘‘SiaeSPagliacci
Music Corp., headquartering in 1J31, co-foundmg the latter in 1929. in ?S0
u3
New York, and was a founder, of He was prez of the Southern
the American Society of Compos- Newspaper Assn, in 1938-39.
iw
„ 50,
Krt
Charles
Charles
Massella,
stage techA
son
and
a
daughter
survive.
ers. Authors and Publishers.,
ers,
Publishers.
nician at the Strand Theatre, YonkHis family name was Gumm but
ers, N.
«•
Y.,.and
r ., ana former
tprmer
motion
picpicABRAHAM
NASSER
he adopted the Von Tilzer name
Yonkers
Abraham Nasser, 94, founder of ^Jf re Projectionist, died
after his brothers, Harry and AlMa
L ’*
^
the
Nasser
_Bros.
theatre
chain,
bert, became successful songwrit~
died in San Francisco May 12. He
ers undpr that name.
Fred Smith, 73, backstage doorThe late Harry Von Tilzer is was born in Lebanon, Syria. When
noted for "Wait Till The Sun he retired, his sons, George, James, man at the Roxy Theatre, N. Y.,
Shines, Nellie” and Albert wrote Theodore and Henry, assumed con- for 15 years, died of a heart atsuch tunes as "Take Me Out To trdl of the 12 Bay area theatres, tack May 16 in New York.
The Ball Game” and "You Made Nasser had built the present busi;
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ter.

cameraman.
Mr. and Mrs.
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Mr. and Mrs. Cy Hoffberg, son,
Hollywood, May 9. Father is a TV
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Bill Small, daugh- number of prints of each subject
ter, Chicago, May 7.
Father j s 20th is able to provide!
writer at WLS there.
Arrangement which 20th -is reMr. and Mrs. Joseph tngber/ :P°^ ed seeking would be very Simdaughter, New York, May 18. Fa- ilar to the*. XJniversal-Realart deal
ther is film buyer with Brandt of 1947. Under that agreement, U
Theatres.
gave Rea! art reissue rights to all
its product from the 1933-34 season
Mr. and Mrs. Alan
daughter, New York, May 16. Fa* to 1945-46,
ther is an NBC-TV director.
received $3,250,000, of which
was represented by
$1,500,000
notes. U also gets- 35% of Realart’s
ness from »n
Me LoveYcm.”
*Visqo
net on the pix. There .was a recoupM#ther
of
p
t
standley
He began publishing songs inde- nickelodeon..
ment arrangement by which the
French horn olaver with the PittsSurviving are his wife, a daugh- fcujSh
pendently in 1914 and for many
reissue outfit wasn't to begin paySymDhonv Orehestra ^died
CoMtbuied from page 1
other sons «rd* two
yearn he and Harry who Wa «>l S d
ing the percentages until it had
a publisher, Were friendly rivals, brothers.
„
budgets over too many years and recovered its front money.
7
Among the Songs published were
y
.
.
,
Month
U’s 104G
,
Gh "xlc *
Slo *b r^‘ veteran on su?h a long-range basis.
“Put Your Arms
MAURICE E. FITZGERALD
Around Me,+1
f
le Paiace Theatre,
Advance* was recouped .midway
Two
serious
Honey,” "Take Me* Out To The
Saturday
prob
-Maurice E. Fitzgerald, 52, legit
xP TT
H.
H., died
that
*n
began
-to get its
Ball Game,” "YoU Made Me Love actor, died in Philadelphia May 11.
smd
lems are thus for Columbia, the
*y 11
You,” and "I’ll Be With You Ih' Double pneumonia forced him to clty
^'1
mu
~ participations, which have proved
Other being j.u^
the failure
far
thus *
Apple Blossom Time.”
received
leave the cast of "Hook ’n Ladder”
j,y
lucrative.
has
ve
Xt
In addition' to his wife and his during the road tryout in that city.
Andrew Coe, 73, former mana- to. latch onto clients for the heavy- some payments of more than
brother, Albert,- a son and two
Fitzgerald, whose last Broadway ger of the Milbum Theatre, Spring- budgeted Jackie Gleason show. -It $100,000 a month, U also set a
other brothers survive.
role was in "Springtime Folly,” was field, N. J., died in Summit, N. J.,
ir
reat Britain for
also cues speculation -on Gleason
} ^,
active in summer stock and had ap- May 15.
approximately
which it received
4 v
.
„
k
u -M- ^ mu a x
jhheritmg,tiieJ8 ,to^9 ^atqrday sl9l.L .|626,00Q.
peared on several TV shows. He
,
JOSEPH
SACKS
L.
„
Joseph Leopold Sacks, 71, Lon-, also toured the country as an afMother of Margaret Collins, •gettipg him off the 9 44 iff "Showi s*- jpjoint on which<th^A^)^pn deal
don legit producer, ‘died May 19 in ter-dinner speaker.
cashier of Monogram’s St. L0ui4
L6ui4 ot Sub's?*7 ’ c<dnpetitiV<f «fi0Ok'' i(n4'. 'with- 20th fell iXmonghf and on
'
1
Wlfe and tw o sons survive.
Johannesburg, South Africa. Sacks
office, died May 7 in that city,
city.
moving in 'oui "kA„ already^stab- i'Wfilch- the numefohi ;pthet£ being
came to England. from South Af- “
r
TtTrtll
lished audience.
CHARLES McIVOR
nca after Starting in show biz as
WilliamPan-nil
Wni*n«
vr
on*
clear.
William
Denison;
AX .tbe ’Wppldrbe buyers
Carroll
con- ^1
71, coftm
Charles Mdvor, 59, longtime
a fruit peddler at
Gleason a Then and
a circus. He proNow Status clafin tliat
financing, is ho .problem.
distribution
manager
in
Tasmauia
fjeed many musicahi in the early
Under
me
pri.ee
.tag
set.
that
ritv^Lv
lfl’
$66,900
cuea
nat
city
In
t
May
10.
Distribution suitable to *20tli may
1900s, including "The Lilac Dom- for British Empire Films, died in
"•
Jackie
£he
next
fall’s
Gleason
too," which he
capital
on
show
city
of
be
the
hitch.
Aljpetson and all the
Hobart
May
9.
bought during one
of his trips
He was associated for a long span
Son, 29, of screen director Yic- by CBS-TV,' the comic must get an current .negotiators have had in
to the TJ.S.
Sacks, who was unable to read with the old Australasian Films’ tor Saville, was killed May lLin a
84 or better Nielscn rating in tlw
or write English once was known setup
under the late Stuart F. motor crash near San Diego.
ThatSuM
which his DuMont
24 markets
as "the Napoleon
numerous
jEtealart, Astor or
of London’s West Doyle, later joining BEF with the
End.” His initial venture there was fadeout of the former distribution
Mother of Joe Magee, of the show is now aired' in order to match other indies in the field,
Mothcr
e Cheers,” presented at the un£"..
William Morris Agency television the DuMont coverage.
_
.
.
He also
Alperson actually had a double
cu r5
,
Wife, son and daughter survive.
^haftesbuiy Theatre in 1916. Since
an(j legit department, died May 27
must hit some 10,000,000 homes, h* on -the deal. First is the fact
wen he had put on more than 20
in Texarkana, Ark.
„
that he- is associated with 20th
4*
shows, and as
ARLIE M. CHAMNESS
is
accomplishment
which
many as three new
j^ irou gj l a releasing arrangement
i0
ln * s «as,°°- Durin
Maria Petro-ma Domashev. 77, achieved to date by only one video be holds with the' company for his
a,s p.^t-inn
| P*e exlpb in southern Illmois,
„?. died
a e P r ession, Sacks hit a run of
v j
actress
died
’Mav
17 show, CBS-TV’s "X Love Lucy."
dCd
May
aCtreSV
indie-made product. Second is his
luck, going bankrupt four in Evansville, 111., May 1. He .bad
S,Smnv™d.
De“ 8r*aumes.
Gleason’s "Cavalcade- of Stars,” experience in reissue operations,
built and operated theatres in
since he was one of the founders
i n i dn i
tiflftnn
Carrier Mills, Eldorado, Kamak,
,
v
.
and
which
a
talent
has
pro$18,000
of
classics. Company started
Mother, 89, of Laura Arnold,
New Haven and Cairo, ELL, but had
WILLIAM
disposed of *11 of them over a fatft agent, died May 14 in Yonk- duction nut on DuMont, had a 21.4 in- the reissue field, going into the
„
X
**•
distribution
of /new product when
and
in
the
ratings
Nielsen
latest
Jehd of the Warner Bros; music
*
His wife s urvives.
Music Foblishers Holding
played to 2,573,000 homes, which J^cph Bernhard bought out Alper^
Warners studio
Corrfi L
y
e
in
es
s
^°^
y
^
to
technicifcrVed May 13 in,Bur- represents about 72.9% Of all* TV
1TALO MONTEMEZZI
Ne\v°York May ^^^Wieinann
.It is believed likely that Chemiu
iu
- CBS price tag
is
homes. Su?ce the
j^d specialized in ^the educational
Xtalo Montemczri, 76 XtaHan op- bank, Ctol.
Barik fc Trust, N. Y„ may
7—“
wusic field and is credited with eratic composer-conductor, died In
four times as high as the DuMont participate in the financing if a
Father of Merrill E. Joels, radio- budget, he' would have to hit four satisfactory deal can be put toWnovating the publication of semi- Verona May 14.
<
Peekskill, NX,
P°P musif for educational use.
His operatic works include ‘‘Gi- TV actor, .died
times as many homes to equal his gether.
Chemical provided the
' Hellera,_
- May 20.
Gallurese,_
L
ovanm
began his career in
DuMont rating. If CBS cannot line coin for Film Classics' start. Bank,
show biz, after
L* Nave,
a brief fling as a Amore del Tre Re,"
which
in
more
24
up
than
the
cities
however, is insisting on a full
anFather. 82, of Dick Lane,
as a stage manager k<X di- and "La Notte .di Zoralma;’
Gleason -package being, sei up,. including a
is
aired,
Hollywood. "Cavalcade”
*
0T A f t er
nouncer, died May 15
roadshowing silent
r\fl
.would need to -play in -7,500,000 firm commitment with 20th and a
Pictures for
CHAFPELLE
MARION
_
...
KJLBY
7*
several '-years, he
j
ed E * B.;
Theodore
H. Ilcnkcl, 64, musicalv homes via CBS to par- his DuMont raii^fctory distribution 'ariangeMarks Music as a ; Mrs. Marion Kilby Chappclle, 90,
salo
b ef
i
will
tto p ^
,« A
desman, rising.,. to .the- post of .retired legit, actress* died -in .Cam- director, died May-fl in Hollywood. eoverage.
.
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"fit

my

to see

lifetime I don't expect

a greater dance team
*

O

than Darvas

/

& Julia,

the Irene

t

and Vernon

Castle of today/'
EAJRL WILSON

e d W**Hy Jit 154 We it 4#th Street, New York !M/ N» Y.» by Vvitty,
,
Entered ** second
matter December
1905, «t the Poet Office at
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PRICE

Expensive ‘Room’
Hollywood, May 27.
Highest price tag ever, put on
nitery material was fixed by Joe E.
Lewis, who announced he was
planning to file a $1,000,000 suit
against Universal-International.

Nitery comic claims the current

“No Room for the Groom” was
lifted
from his special-material

,

;

because of illness,
'smash revival, from
^,,.1940-41 season, has been a
itinaee-limit
draw since early'
/ (Continued on page 60)

the
•

•

cast

“Fal* Joey/’

'

Hollywood,

a.\half-dozen top show

Hhe
ony

Ritz Bros.,

May

27.'

names

biz

Jimmy

Durante,

Danny Thomas, Mar-

Martin,

—

rV* Lewis, and Harry James- are
eyeing
a
Hollywood
wery,:$ite which .they
would take
and operate as an outlet for
bjf.,

%entiy

.

.

“feir.

own

talents.
Idea Is for the
headliners to have
e ,^ ase for their operations,

i!nPftW

1

he their
^00tmaarea
and
*

J !!
n.fj;

homes

in the
prefer to cut

k'/voling dates to a

being

u

minimum.

considered

is

a

'fe** the Strip.

above
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At' a period in his life, when most
successful men are thinking of retiring,' Irving Berlin is, instead,
looking forward to next- year as his
top one in show biz. He will have
three new tune pix in release by
the end of 1953.
The films are
“There’s No Business Like Show
Business” and “Call Me Madam,”
both for. 2Qth-Fox, and “White
Christmas” for Paramount.
Final arrangements have just
been made for Par’s filming of
“White Christmas,” whose title has
become Berlin’s alltime bestseller
ever since it emerged from another
Berlin-Par musical, “Holiday Inn,”
over a -decade ago. The Par“Christmas” film has been in the
works for several years, but delay
was caused by, the fact that the
sought-for stars were unavailable.
Bing Crosby and Fred Astaire are
now set, and dickers are on for

Agility with which top baseball
stars steal, bases .apparently haar*
nothing on the facility of indie television package firms in stealing
ideas from one another to sell their
shows Jo networks and' agencies.
Veiled charges of plagiarism have
hit a new peak during recent weeks
in the rush to pitch shows as
summer replacements and have
reached the point where some
pa. kagers are pleading for; thO creation of an indie organization,
similar to Hollywood’s Society of
Independent Motion Picture Producers, through which theyrcould
protect' themselves from one an-

Jessel Eyes Deal

To TV-Thesp Plus

1-Pic-a-Yr* Prod.

.

B.O.-O’Connor

Near

See

TV Deal With NBC

at 20th.

-after years in lesser-key assignhas two aims regarding ments.
is that he be on a flexible
In N. Y. for location shooting of
One of the most prized show biz basics so that he doesn’t have to Metro’s “I Love Melvin,” in which
properties of modern times “Life make more than one a year and he’s teamed with Debbie Reynolds,
can turn out even fewer if he O'Connor said his TV appearances,
Ginger Rogers to play the femme With Father” looks headed for thinks his script and
package including shots on the “Colgate
lead. Berlin’s deal on “Christmas” TV via NBC.
(Continued on page 41)
(Continued on page 41)
(Continued on page 41)
Negotiations are now under way
among the network, Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse, and counNewest Gab Loop Swing
sel for Mrs. Clarence Day, who as
widow of the author of the original
To D.C. Scribes; Election “Father” series holds the rights.
It’s long been felt that “Father”
Factor in Foreign Nix would be a natural for TV,- with
Chicago
practically everybody at one time
There’s been 'a tremendous deor another making a stab for the
mand lately in the lecture field for TV rights. Until now, however,
ProucHy Presents
It’s
Washington correspondents.
L & C and Mrs. Day have held
not the foreign correspondent,
any
all overtures.
from
and
aloof
which was the old story.They were
her
VIOLIN
As a stage play written by Lindthe rage soon after the war and
more importantly for the first few say and Crouse from Day’s New
“Father”
established
series,
Yorker
months after Korean hostilities
Subsea Broadway run record.
broke out.
But. it’s the D. C, boys now. who quently it was filmed by Warners.
-h'licfy '-NRO inaughkVe' \ '£j0hdt^Ieteiy/4bVer- A!- few ,‘ise
^hhdowed the foreign scribes, as far urate da xXdiW ,'^eriea?w|th William
CHOIR
ALL GIRL ORCHESTRA
4^/$ixe gabber circuit is /cpncpfhed. Powell’ as pfeixVWhicfr 'bhtfc' such a
resemblance, \tb/" ‘FaLH’^’ fhat, un•iii’en'd has been back to national
Direction of "Pill- Spitalny
the
Under
4
der
AfithLrs for a while, even' before
Now the network withdrew it. Powell
the recent elections hypo.
the trend is becoming more evi- starred in the film version of
f and through JUNE
Starting
“Father” while Lindsay originated
approachthe
dramatized
by
dent,
the legit title role.
ing elections.
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CENTS

song of that title. Lewis says he
wired producer Ted Richmond advising him suit would be filed immediately unless- the title of the
Tony Curtis-Piper Laurie pic was other.
changed.
To date, none of the steal
charges has hit the courts. Some
packagers have consulted their attorneys and 'may. file suit in the
Immediate future.
General consensus, though, ig that no way has
yet been found to prove that a
package idea was swiped, except
for a record of prior usage and
proof of performance/ And since
a number of the shows under question. have been pitched around but
have never been given an on-thebecause of' circumstances which
air tryout, the packagers realize
yielding
to
find
the Groaner
(Continued on -page 41)
George Jessel, when he leaves
Coke’s terms for a multiple showcasing on TV.
his 20th-Fox -producer berth in
Edgar Bergen was dropped by September, is aiming for an arCoca-Co^p but nobody's ventured rangement which will permit him
forth yet to express interest in to work in both films and TV.
picking him up for next season. He’d like to make a _deal to proHeinz has dropped Ozzie & Harriet duce one picture a year and do
on ABC. Thus far they’re unsold about 10 tele performances.
The vet actor-producer’s plans
(Continued on page 38)
were indicated in talks he had with
Donald O’Connor’s greatly
CBS execs in New York last Fri- hanced rating as a film playerenis
day (23). He was also slated to attributed by the young comedian
huddle with NBC toppers yester- largely to television. TV, he said,
‘Father’
day (Tues.) but was forced to plane was definitely part of the combiback to the Coast Monday night, nation of factors which brought
since he has two pix. in production about
his
current
prominence

&

Berlin Sees 1953

25

SELL 'EM,' Swiping of TV Package Ideas Cues
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Significant factor of the 195 1-52
Btoadway season was the increasBy GEORGE ROSEN
ji^ tjoriiinaii ce of musical shows
Strip ‘Concert’
The
network radio' jitters are beEspecially
notplays.
-straight
Over
Minneapolis, May 27.
coming intensified. The outlook for
tWV aspect of the trend this seaNew
type
of
one-woman
“consecondary
relatively
ion was the
next fall, executives concede, was
cert” is evolving as exotic dancerjpiaiity of the musical crop. Nowastripper Evelyn West inaugurates never more bleak. The anticipated
days, any season in which Rodgerscancellation of major personalities
Hmmerstein, living Berlin, Cole a “strip concert” theatre tour of 20
has borne fruit, leaving wide-open
Porter and Frank Loesser are .;in- American cities with a fortnight
engagement’ at the local Alvin, gaps in cream time segments.
jctive is likely to be slim for mu-'
Bob Hope has been dropped by
hcsls, JSo- 1951^52 had.'*to :rely on home of regular burlesque.
Present tour was inspired by the Chesterfield and this week Pet
the scrub, team td hold the edge
vec straight drama, (detailed sea- success of the one-woman and one- Milk notified NBC it was dropping
Molly,” marking
man shows of Cornelia Otis. Skin- “Fibber McGee
iieiial roundup in. legit section).
ner and Charles Laughton, and the the first time in 15 years “The
JSyen without any really smash
productionless “First Drama Quar- McGees” have been without a
new musicals this season, the prinbankrolled -(Pet Milk instead has
cipal ticket demand has been, for
bought Ralph Edwards’ “Truth or
the’time shows. Moreover, with not
Consequences,” saving itself $3,000
I ?Ipgie straight play able to maina week on programming.)
tain solid sellout status
over any
What distresses the networks is
extended
period, -the
holdover
their inability thus far to resell
and Dolls’* never failed to.
these
bigleague artists, despite
go clean and continued to be a
wholesale trimming of- -budgets,
ihot ticket at -the brokers.
“Kink
Hope, one. of the’ major kilocycle
land. I," also a holdover, remained
attractions through the best years
the, top-demand
ticket* although
of radio, is still being peddled
the' show failed
to hit capacity
without any takers. Bing Crosby,
ieveral weeks when Gertrude Lawalso dropped by Chesterfield, looks
fence, the star, and Yul Bryhner,
set for Coca-Cola next season, but
featured male lead, were out of
:

~
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Concurring opinion of Justice Felix Frankfurter in -'The Miracle"
decision Monday (26) takes a slap at “lack of courage”, of film cmducers who let themselves be pushed around by pressure and
fear of religious groups. Frankfurter wrote;
“To stop short of proscribing all subjects that might conceivablv
be interpreted to be religious inevitably creates a situation whereby the censor bans only that against which-there is a substantial
outcry from a religious group. And that is tile fair inference to
be drawn, as a matter of experience, from .what has been haDDen
<
ing under the New York censorship.
“Consequently, the film industry> normally not guided by creative art|st|fr and cautious in putting large capita^ to the hazards of
courage, would be covered by its notions of the feelings likely to
be aroused by diverse religious sects, certainly, the powerful ones
“The effect of such demands upon 'art and .upon those whose
function is to enhance the culture of a society need not be labored ”
»

*

'Hollywood*

f

May 27.

4

American Legion's probe of “UnAmerican” elements in the enter*,
industry is continuing,
Legion’s director of publications,
James F. O’Neil, revealed during
Edinburgh* May> 20;
a quick tHp here, Legit, radio and
Katharine Hepburn got -rave bn*
television execs will soon be sup*
plied With a list of suspected per- tices here .for her “briUiariU/at?
sonnel; Film industry execs now
Shaw’s.
^formance °*
of *
tac * la
are carefully checking p.list, of picCrix
hfilhonairess.
lure people which was submitted comedy ,Tf||
by the Legion several .weeks ago. unanimously agreed it was a tour
(Further Red probe stories on d e force*,

tainment
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.
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Shaw himself asked Miss Hepburn to appear In this play 10 years
commitments preclined to divulge What the sources ago, but other
The Legion, he added, vented her from accepting offer,
were.
information
the
forwarded
merely
She enactg the role of Epifania

Paff-JJ-

UaA

QHARLES SANFORD
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
“YOUR SHOW OF SHOWS'”

.

Now Looking to ‘Pinky’ Decision

WNBY'

the studios. A similar proce- Qrgisanti di Farerga, daughter of
dure will be followed .in the other a millionaire, who made her promindustries.
ise that whenever a man asked
Work is being done under the her to marry him, she would not
commander
accept unless he could turn $450
direction of Legion
Donald Wilson, who is carrying out into $150,000 within, six months,
a directive of the national conven- Robert Helpman and Cyril Ritchtion of last October. At that time, ard head the supporting tast.
Play goes on to "King’s* Theatre
members voted for compilation of
run
a list of the entertainment Indus- in Glasgow following its week’s
The Legion has no plans, here. Production is by Michael
try.
activities
Benthall.
O’Neil said, to extend its
into defense plants or any other

t<x

*

Washington, .May 27*

.

Heartened by the clear-cut

'Miracle Decision

Vic-

here, it is riot necessary for us
decide, for example, whether
state

may

to

a

censor

motion pictures
tory in “The Miracle” case, With
under a clearly ’drawn statute der
the U. S. Supreme Court ruling
signed and. applied to prevent the
yesterday; (Mon.) that a film canshowing of obscene films. That is a
not be censored on “sacrilegious”
very different question from the
grounds, the film industry this week
one now before us. We hold only
looked forward hopefully to *
that .under the First and 14th
“Pinky”
the
on
verdict
Court
High
Amendments
« state may not ban a
case. A favorable decision on the
film on the basis of a censor’s
latter, it’s felt, would eliminate
conclusion
that it is ‘sacrilegious’.’’
any and all censorship of motion
Majority of the court ruled on
industry.
U. S. Supreme CoUrt decision pictures and place films fully in
fairly
broad
grounds which left the
radio,
and
press
Mirof
“The
category
on
tire
ban
removing the
Legion- exec arrived here late 'Guilty by Association’
way- open to a- test of any and all
Y. was in itself sig<acle” in
Court has not yet given an inlast week for a series of talks with
censorship
of
pictures.
it
to the extent that
studio execs, apparently in connec<3ica tion whether or not it will hear
Opera nificant only
Rimsky-Korsakov
However,- Justice Felix Frankdan serve to restrain any religious
...
“pinky” appeal. However, "in
tion with the list which had been
from imposing its opinion
Rg^t 0 f Monday’s 9-0 decision furter wrote a‘ Concurring opinion
forwarded to studios. He leaves
Ronnail
mail Air group otiHi'a
wll vflllflUIUll
DdllUCU nit
mntinri Viic.ttlrc
audl- on .“The
<<rpv. .. iftmAin “ industryites.
picture audifeel in which /he niled on narrow; leon an entire, motion
Miracle,” in^nd-nrHAc fppl
today (Tues.) after talking with
ence, according to Ephraim Lon- such action, appears more likely galistic groUnd affecting only the
Toronto, May 27.
“less* than a majority’* of the top
argued
who
The industry, generally issue of “sacrilege.” He was joined
now.
Industry people, but Robert Pitkin,
In a swift.deci^ion to “keep clear don, N. Y. attorney,
in .his concurring opinion by Jusassociate editof of the * Legion of the Communistic propaganda for the film in behalf of Joseph
matices Robert S.. JACkson and Harold
magazine, will remain oh the Coast fine,” officials of the Canadian Burstyn, distributor. But tHte
tribunal
Burton. Burton, also put his name
top
the
the
deplined
to
cancelled
opinion
O’Neil
jority
by
Corp.
Broadcasting
for some time.
Decision Explained
on the court’s main opinion, indireveal the theme or results Of his scheduled two-hour production of is of .“primary importance for it
*
- with
27.
deMay
Washington,
cating that he felt “The Miracle"
later
for
a
industry
“May
opera,
foundation
film
is the
conversations
the Rimsky-Korsakov
decision could be based on both
Attorneys here familiar with
execs, declaring that he must first Time,” rehearsed for two weeks termination' that censorship of film
ofoperation
Court
unconstitutional,”
grounds.
Supreme
submit his report to Commander a nd set for the cultural “Wednes- licensing is
New York State censors withfered today (Tues.) what they
underlined.
Wilson.
day Night Program.”
of
explanation
drew, a license previously given
claimed was an
London gave this interpretation
Decision to cancel the program
O’Neil: denied previous reports
in
practical
contradictions
the
and
Joseph Burstyn film, “Ways of
when
seeming
background
the
officials
the
CBC
of
taken
by
that the list of blames submitted to was
Love,” after Catholic protests that
program was effect of the ruling:
the “Miracle” decision. Justice
the studios ran as high as -300. He they learned that the
which
opinion,
Supreme
the
part,
of the picture was “sacrilethe
Clark’s
possible
of
by
Tom
“Whenever
advantage
estimated that there were “probab- “being taken
gious.” Protest was aimed at “The
means of Court decides a case on narrow rawas frequently couched in
ly closer to' 100” names on the list. Communists to use this
freedom
'
on
constitutional
based
RussianMiracle,”
terms
one of three short films
...
broad
ther than on broad
advancing the idea of
i
n h
S
which had been put together to
of speech and press, almost as
Ukrainian unanimity.” Scheduled grounds: You must bear that in
*
Jii ari i tn h av^ theL^eion
and
the
backtracked
make the feature-length “Ways of
frequently
^fnriv
^n^wpr^Thmitted teethe for the program were the3394-man mind properly to understand
-voice majority
opinion in ‘The Miracle’
Love.” Action of the censors was
narrowed down the issue to
Toronto Symphony, a
J
various studios by persons whose _.
•upheld by the courts of N. Y. State.
Although we asked the
“sacrilege.”
nd
xed cho
cas e>
year
argued,
last
appeal
was
“The Miracle,” made by Roberto
the
presented
when
Previously
court,
to
according
Explanation,
„
Rossellini in Italy, tells the ktory
y the British Broadcasting Corp., to declare movie licensing statutes
JfL
lawyers, is that Clark originalon^the
the b
vide an opportunity to those on
„^ ay Time „ wag directed here by unconsti tutional, the court did not ly
of
a simple-minded peasant womwrote his decision in the
list who are freelancing or have no
an, portrayed by Anna Magnanl,
Stefan Kozakevich, formerly male do so because it was possible to
broad terms, only to find that
direct studio affiliation and would
Opera
who is seduced by a stranger she
solo lead with the San Carlo
determine the controversy on a
conservatives on the bench,
not therefore, be queried indiShe
believes to be St. Joseph.
Co., who sang the same role in narrower “ground.
such as Harold Burton, refused
vidually.
imagines 'that her child is miracuSan Fyancisco -last season, this
“Since ‘The Miracle’ was banned
to accept it on that wide a
Legion submitted the list to the
backed
the San Francisco Sym- as a sacrilegious film, the court
lously
conceived.
by
get
Thus in order to
basis.
studios following a Washington
Coming here from New limited its determination to a
Authority* for all state and locd
unanimity, Clark inserted addimeeting April 1 ^between Wilson phony.
York, Kozakevich was later told holding that the censorship of a
censorship is based upon a 1915
' tional
paragraphs to carve
and Eric Johnston, prexy of the
the program had been cancelled, film because it is thought sacriler
Supreme
Court ruling in the cas
scope.
down the
Motion Picture Assn, of America.
but he was given a singing pro- gious is unconstitutional. But the
of the Mutual Film Corp. Higt
Originally, O’Neil added, Wilson
gram
as compensation for the“May majority opinion did state that mothe authority of aij
court
upheld
had planned to come to the Coast
Time” cancellation. Decision of tion pictures are a medium of com-» speaking, stayed away from “The .Ohio statute requiring prior apin January and discuss the situaHowever, it is vir- proval by censors before a film
officials followed their munication entitled to the protec- Miracle” case.
CBC
the
tion ‘with studio heads. The Washsecuring from the U. of Toronto of tion .of the Constitution against tually solidly behind the appeal could be- exhibited publicly in that
ington meeting was set up after he
'
the opera.
improper interference froffi govern- from the ruling -that “Pinky” could state.
was forced to call of his Coast trek. an English' text of
On the trans-Canada scheduled ment agencies. The court refused not play in Marshall, Texas,
Supreme Court wrote then: il
the
broadcast, program was replaced to say whether it considered liParticularly encouraging to film- cannot be put out of view that
Wilder
Original
with a lengthy performance of censing statutes an improper in ites is a section of “The Miracle” exhibition of moving pictures is a
originatunemployed
with
music,
terference, but the majority indi- decision discussing the New York business pure and simple,
Yarn for Brynner Pic Elgar’s
soloists settling for half of the cated that, when the question is censorship law.
The cqurt adds ed and conducted for profit,
Billy Wilder, who produced and union scale, the members of the presented in a case
where the is- “The statute involved here does other spectacles, not to be regard
directed “Stalag 17” for Paramount mixed-voice cnoii Demjjj pEid lull sue cennot be Avoided, it
dj
will prob~ *v
uunisli as a *psfet of* ed, or intended to be regarded
not seek to ±f
...1 A.. J!11a a11.
am i VI
-LI
J
_ ^
... «
i
ft#
before sailing for Europe last Sat- scale;
a:
ditto all musicians, on in- ably strike down such laws. Thaf. is
the Ohio constitution, we think,
urday (24), plans to do an original sistence of the union. Presentation the primary importance of the de- fense, speech, or writing falling
18)
page
(Continued on
within the permissible, scope of
script for a pic to star Yul Brynner, of “May Time” was taken by CBC cision.
On the
subsequent punishment.'
currently in the Rodgers & Ham- officials to be a pitch toward Cancontrary, New York requires that
merstein Broadway musical, “King ada’s Ukrainian population as a
permission to communicate ideas
and I.” Brynner is under contract*! means of “advancing the idea of Burstyn Lining
Johnston Hopeful
be obtained in advance from state
to Par.
Russian-Ukrainian unanimity,” acTheatre for ‘Miracle’ officials vwho judge the content, of
Wilder has mapped out a three- cording to a CBC spokesman, beOf State, Local Exit Of
the words and pictures sought to
month tour of Germany, Austria cause the CBC might appear to be decision and assurance
from
the be communicated. This court recand Italy for his stay abroad. He’ll
N. Y. State Education Department ognfeed many years ago that such
Picture Censorshi|
look in on Venice especially as a versy within a Section of Canada’s that his
license would be reinstat- a previous restraint is a form of inWashington, May 27.
possible background for his story population.
i
ed, Joseph Burstyn, distributor of fringement upon freedom of exSupreme Court’s decision
The Miracle.” said he Vvould try to pression to be particularly con- “The Miracle” case was welcome
”
tn
show the picture as soon as pos- demned
3/28
by Eric Johnston, prexy of
sible.
Pic would be presented
This paragraph of the court’s Motion ’Picture Assn, of
as soon as a theater is lined up, opinion is expected to form a large
that
hope
the
expressed
who
j
part of the argument basis if and tribunal will go the rest of w
i
J
Ephraim
London, Burstyn’s at* when the court decides' to hear
Enclosed find check for $
Way in the near future and cs
torney, who prepared and argued the “Pinky” appeal,
pletely eliminate local and
the case before the High Court,
Please send
for
its crux is the reference to “pre- censorship of pix.
...w
»
said he had received the verbal vious restraint,”
which, if fully es
“We are delighted,” he said,M
okay
from
Albany
yesterday tablisfied in reference to films
e
To
U.
S. Supreme Court in T £ n „
(Tues.) morning that the film’s li- would
(Picas# Print Nam«)
outlaw all pre-censorship cle’ decision says that motion P
cense would be reinstated.
® ss
boards.
tures, as a part of the P r
Street
In “The Miracle” decision the entitled to the free speech
Goldwyn Folds Brit. Setup
court said, in effect, it was vir- free press guarantee of the
London, May 27.
City.
Zone i • • • State
tually impossible to censor a film stitution.
''
„v .
For ecor.c. v reasons, Sam Gold- as “sacrilegious”
under our con“The court’s opinion jnarKs
wyn is shuvtering his British stitution.
re
step Torward toward
giant
organization here, which was set
First Amendment Protection
mg all the shackles of censorsn
Regular Subscription Rates
up about 12 years ago,-The- offices
'.tribunal found, .alpp , that •from the j screen. The 'decisio
in Londom are to iClo&e, mumedw JlifiS feom'e
One Year $10.00
*
Years—411.00
'under the^full protec- couragesvutf tb^hhpe that the
ately and Goldwyn & interests' Will;* tfonof ’the
Pits! Ambndmen& ffe^ in -a subsequent-’ case, will log
n
Canada and Foreign $1 Additional per Year
Ure, bfr ^^d-by.the.RfCO expr'essiom
raw
ana
lah’guage^dV tfren’Wenb go the rest of' the'-way*
h
f
'
hC«f?A
er
re *
t0 dUute.this .sweeping reversal unmistakably clear that the
who has been °?
of the 1915 Mutual film decision tion picture, like its Sister m
”
Inc.
in charge of the office, terminates by adding*
^e
the press, cannot under
154 West 44th Street
his association with Goldwyn, with
York 35, M. Y.
“Since the term ‘sacrilegious’ is tution -be censored anywh
his future plans still undecided.
the sole standard under attack oqr country.”

Portends Censors’
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Unproved Attacks
“We'll

know' by the attitude and;
American Legion,

actions of the
present
after

Oyer

industry loyalty,
questionnaires are completed and
discussed with .Legion officials,
whether the organisation is honestly interested- in getting rid of
subversives or is latching on to
Hollywood for the usual purposes
”
publicity
sensationalism

pr.obe into the political
backgrounds o$ more than 200

present

American Legion

overall industry effort' to establish
arbitration, system for handling
exhib^distrib disputes.

is threatening to publicize as alleged sub-

an

versives. „
.

wood

loyalties.

“Instead of fighting Vague generalities,” explained the pic exec,

“we at least
charges and
them. It was
come out into
of so-called

now have definite
definite replies to
to make the Legion

Under the

plari^

any exhibs who

are operating at a deficit will be
invited to a “conciliation” session
on -the local level. If. the theatre
operators are not satisfied with the
rental
payment results accomplished at the local huddles, -they
thereupon will be invited to take
their grievances to the sales manager on appeal.
Levy Discloses Platt
Disclosure of the conciliation ap-

i

Agnew as MPAA

proach wds made’ this week by Herman Levy,, general counsel for the
Theatre Owners of America. He
Neil Agnew is favored by reps also has been functioning as chair(Contlnued on page 63)
-of Yank film companies hefe for
the post of Continental rep of the
Motion Picture Assn, of America.
However,, Eric- Johnston, MPAA
prez, has proposed Ted- Smith, of
Paris,

May

Stress Older Folk

it

For B.O. Upbeat

.

i

New

the

55 Closings

teens to

reps, except

*

»

*

Ist-Run Oil Well*
Washington, May 27.

A

possibility

Texas theatre operator
recently settled an antitrust suit against Paramount
was asked by United Paramount Theatres counsel Duke
Patrick yesterday (Mon,) at an

.

FCC hearing whether he had
besides, that
other, income
from his theatre.
Witness, Robert Leverette,
of Overton, replied that he
had three farms. “There are 50
oil wells on one of them,” he
added.

Rank

Rackmii would have been
prexy of the combined companies.
Daff, who is >now on the Coast
for sales and production huddles, Is
slated to hold a confab in New*
York later this week with Rackmii.
Latter planes to the Coast Sunday
(1), where he'll join in talks with
U prexy Nate J. Blumberg and production chiefs Leo Spitz and William Goetz.
Biumberg went out
over, the weekend from New York*
.

Daff,, now v.p. of the company
in charge of worldwide sales, is understood slated for advancement to
a post that will give him considerable power over -the studio operation as well as distribution.
He

may

,

Detroit,.

May

carry -some such title as
exec v.p.
Rackrml, with. Decca, principal
shareholder In U, has been anxious
(Continued on page 16)
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Large, group of Detroit theatre
operators appears on the verge of
dropping double-feature policies in
favor of offering the public only
one “A” film, with the program
rounded out With newsreels and
short subjects. The city’s first-run
houses, which have been on the
twin-bill policy for years; and subsequent spots as well may make
the switch.
Some key exhibs in the area
have made recent hops to N, Y, to
discuss with distributors the projected elimination of the second
feature on programs.
Important
(Continued on page 27)

H wood Mayhem May Not
Be

.

Art, But

Paris,

AFTER

N.Y. BD.

;

Herbert j. Yates, prez of liepublic, who’s been in New York
for the past 10 days, will likely return to the Coast at the end of
this »week. While east he finalized
a joint production deal with Wilcox-Neagie. Productions- and also
presided, at a board meeting yesterday (Tues.).
-

—

i

new Esther Williams musical being

contemplating a European trip some time this summer
to survey the continental market.
He’ll probably leave in August.
William Saal, executive assistant
to Yates, who came in from the
Coast with him, will stop off on
his way to the Coast to attend the
world preem„ of “I Dream of
Jeannle” at the Fulton, Pittsburgh,
next Wednesday (4).
Yates

;

sluggish to drab.
Leadership currently is being
grabbed by “Skirts Ahoy” (M-G),

is

through the slow, cornball product
(Continued on page 12)

weekend prior

to taking off on a
business jaunt to Europe.,

He is expected to remain in New
York for about a week Tor confabs
with homeoffice execs.
FOUNDED

Day;

‘Skirts*

Ahoy* No.

VARIRTY, INC
Erichs, President
46th St.
New York 36. N. 1
Hollywood 21
6311 Yucca Street
Wash Ins ton 4
1292 National Press Building
Hat-old

1W West
1,

Chicago 11
612 No. Michigan Ave.

London WCJt
8 St. Martin's

“Walk East On Beacon”
which opens this week at
N. Y. Victoria, is smash in Philly

Annual

.

$10

.

Foreign
$11
25 Cents

ABEL GREEN,

World” (UA) lodms good in Montreal and average in Detroit. “Half
Breed” (RKO) is not so good this

Editor
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INDEX

round,
“Outcast of ’Islands” (UA), which
is
starting out around country
soon, continues strong at one N. Y.
house but- is mild at N,. Y. Astor.

most important key best showings this week. “Anything
To Coast on Finance playdates.
Can Happen” (Par), okay in Cincy
Elia Kazan is slaved to take off
Nicholas M. Schenck, president
“Man In White Suit” (U) again and K. C., is good in St. Louis.
tomorrow (Thurs.) for London,
“Valley of Eagles” (Lip) looms
where he’ll meet playwright Robert of Loew’s, and Charles C. Mosk6- is eighth as last week, while
“Deadline^-U.S.A.” (20th) rounds fair in Frisco. “Tomorrow Is Tod
E. Sherwood. (Pair will confer mi,
*ivltzj >.p .-treasurer, arc planning a
out-top nine list.- “San FrahOispo Late” (Indie) is smash in Boston.
a possible picture deal.
Culver ‘City shortly to -look Story”
“Encore”
(Par),
(WB),
“The Well” (UA) looks staunch
Nature pf, the story or the per- trek
“Battle
Apache
Cleveland.
sonnel involved wore not revealed,) ,iH op studio economics and. the up-* “Pride of St Louis” (20th), “My in
but it’s anticipated that, if an ar** -coming production* Sked.
Son, John” (Par) are the runner-up Pass” (U) is fast in St. Louis.
“Enand
films, With only “Pride”
“Greatest Show” (Par) is big in
rangement is concluded, the pic
Moskowitz returned over the core” presenting a solid front.
wdl be made under the banner, of
Chi.
New fare shapes promising.
on
( Complete Boxoffice Reports
20th-Fox, where Kazan has been past weekend from, his annual
1 “Ivory
Hunter” (U) looms sturdy Pages 8-9).
Working.
Miami vacation.
completed

Trafalgar Set

Single Copies

but disappointing in Providence.
“Models, Inc.” (Indie) shapes good
in Frisco arid fine in N. Y. “Strange
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appointing this session. “Outcasts
of Poker Flat” (20th), okay in Buffalo and Cleveland, is tepid or
worse in three other keys. “Wild
spotty. “About Face” (WB),- also
North” (M-G), which has been lagnew this session, is showing enough ging, is rated big in Portland and
to take sixth place. “Singin’ In
Toronto.
Rain” (M-G), No. I in standings last
“Red Mountain” (Par) is fair in
month, is finishing seventh, having Indianapolis and Cleveland for its

Nick Schenck, Moskowitz

PI.,

SUBSCRIPTION

(Col),

“Carbine Williams” (M-G) is
landing fourth spot, with “Girl in
White” (M-G), fifth. Both pix are

Kazan, Sherwood Huddle

SIME SILVERMAN

Published Weekly by

launched this week. It not only is
top coingetter but is okay even on
“Macao” (RKO), okay in 'Chij is
its wdrst date, “Red Ball Express”
mainly light to fair currently.
(U), champ last week, is holding
“Belles on Toes" (20th) is fine in
“Marwhile
position
second
to
up
rying Kind” (Col), long up among Washington but not elsewhere.
“Mara Maru” (WB) shapes disthird.
the leaders, Is finishing

(Continued on page 24)
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of this backhand plug was Warner
Bros.* “Highway .301,” whiqb'Svriters said was a plenty pleasant
switch
after
hours of sitting

Goetz Due in N.Y.
William F. Goetz, Universal’s
production topper, arrives in New
York from the Coast over this

and most exhibitors are marking N. Y.
time until they can bring in fresh,
stronger fare. Result is one of slowest weeks this year, with economic
conditions, generally mild product,
and plethora, of extended-runs
bringing down overall total. Showings of even some of better pix are

MEET

May

Critics here, looking back without enthusiasm on the quality of
product at the recent Cannes film
festival, have, come to the conclusion that Hollywood gangster pix
may not be art, but they can certainly be a welcome relief. Object

•

YATES BACK TO COAST

Welcome

It’s

Cannes Pic Fest

Relief at

‘Express* 2d, ‘Marrying Kind/ ‘Carbine* Next
This is the we&k before usual on its preem’ date in L. A„ while
Memorial Day weekend upbeat, “High Treason” (Indie) is big in

t

Decca

with’

.

National Boxoffice Survey

conventional theatre was constructed during the past five' years as
compared to nine ozoners, resulting
in a total addition of 17,400 seats.
During the same -five-year period,
T3 conventional theatres were
closed
down, eliminating 6,734
seats, giving the Twin. Cities the
following scorecard: net loss in
theatres, 3; net gain in seats, 11,666.
No drive-ins have ever shuttered either in ‘the Twin Cities or
throughout the territory.
Despite the increase in the nunor
her of theatres and seats in the territory, unsatisfactory economic conditions and other factors have reTaksulted in declining grosses.
ing are far off from the years,
with the Twin Cities showing
the greatest b.o. drop.
Video enters the picture in the MinneapolisSt.
Paul area the cities themselves and the towns Within a 70mile radius where the b.o. damage
has been heavy. Sole TV Stations
in the territory are both located in

merger

of

now, but will see Milton R. Rackmil take, over •‘the U prt»sidency.
Switch in plans was worked out in
recent talks by Rackmii, Decca
prez, in London with J, Arthur

who

mid-20s,. tapering

off
Mark Spiegel,- of Ger- sharply the
after the age of 30. Howmany, who is ill, are here for
ever, the most recent U. S, census
meetings
this
with
John
week
G.
In Minn.-Dak.-Wisc.
McCarthy, director of the organi- figures reveal that older people
Minneapolis, May 27.
will dominate the U. S. population
zation’s 0 iritemational
division.
Offsetting the- closing of 55 theThey include Gene Van Dee (Italy), more and more, and that it -will
atres arid the resultant loss of 15,988
take a generation for. the war baCarl Yorke Scandinavia) and Louis
seats in the territory comprising
bies to catch up in number.
Kanturek (Eastern Europe).
Minnesota, North and South DaIn the light of these revelations,
McCarthy has just “• returned
kota and’ western Wisconsin, from
(Continued on page 25)
June, 1950, to date, the region dur- from Spain, where he has been
ing this period saw the building trying to get into operation the
of 66 new theatres, of which 46 are agreement between Madrid and
ozoners.
This meant a total gain U. S. companies that he worked
out last fall. He is optimistic that
of 11 theatres and 59,857 seats.
Theatre statistics for Minneap- a number of stumbling blocks that Trade Sags Pre-Memorial
developed can be hurdled.
one
olis and St. Paul disclose that

Offset

*

Alfred E. Daff will move up .still
another notch in the Universal
management hierarchy as part of
the compromise that has ended any

*

27.

the open with its list
subversives and to
produce specific allegations the Association’s foreign office in
against eabh person that- we in- New York, and a decision has been
vited its. officials to submit the
delayed.
names which we are now invesNeglect of older people in story
The 'post has been open for a
tigating.”
Legion has provided a list to year, following resignation of Ger- themes and promotional pitches
has
been offered -by some filmites
each studio of the people it ald Mayer, now with the U. S. Emas a factor which may ‘be conceivclaims were members of ques- bassy here.
Agnew, who has a ably "contributing to the downbqat
(Continued on page 20)
French wife and has spent much b.o.
It is a well-known statistic that
time here, is former sales chief
for Paramount and David O. Selz- youth makes* up the bulk of the
film
audience and that screen at66
Theatres
nick.
All of
MPAA’s European tendance is highest from the mid-

make

o

-losing

memories. The measure was adopted by thie companies within the

.

'

are

leged rtq .pay .only bargain rates
for their film product under a new
plan agreed to "by the 'film companies, At least, that’s, the way
the setup appears on. the surface.
It’s the first instance
of any
such collective djstrib action designed to help exhibs in distress,
according to observers with long

300 Holly woodites .whom the
*

wh6.

rrfkCVflllnl*u

money ;in 0petation (and presumably c approveWill be privi-

problem of Communists in
Hollywood and resultant attacks on the industry.
Motion .Picture Assn.# of
America prexy refused to .comment otherwise on the current
probe by the industry of political backgrounds of more than

That was part of* the explanation
offered by a top film exec in New
York this .week for the industry’s

workers alleged by the
studio
Legion to be possibly subversive.
Exec who commented on Legion
attitude was" one' of those instrumental in setting dp arrangements
for the intra-dridustry probe. He
refused to allow use of his name.’
Widespread criticism of Hollywood for knuckling under to the
Legion by delving into private lives
of employees on “unprovdd” allegations of the veterans-’ organization
was called ‘'unfair'* by the industry topper. He said that it was not
only “something we- have to go
through in times like these,” hut
was felt would prove very useful
in combattifig attacks on Holly-

Theatremen-

Red Hump?

Eric Johnston last week expressed the opinion that “we
are over the hump” on the

and

of

tlie

A

I

Kackmil to Assum

(Published in Hollywood by
Dally Variety. Ltd.)
$10 a Year. $20 Foreign

*

Ncnur

l*>52

1
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Trier of top horaeoffieo brass of
Warner Bros, .^turned to New
Ydik from the Cokst this week following' confabs with prexy Harry
M. Warner and production' topper
Jack L. Warner.
.

.

Returning execs included Major
Albert Warner, veepee Sapi Schneider and theatre chief Harry BaiLegion Condemns ‘Julie’
Sales topper Ben Kalmenrn ine.
'
“Mian Julie, ” Swedish film dis- son is slated to return on Friday
tributed in the U. S. by Trans- (30).
Global Pictures, was “condemned”
by the National Legion of Decency
last week. This picture, the Cathasserted,
reviewing group
olic
“condones Illicit actions. Moreover,
in treatment it seriously offends
Christian and traditional, standards
of morality and decency.”
At the same time the Legion also
placed four Hollywood films in its
Class B (Morally Objectionable in
Part for All) category. They, are
“No Boom for the Greem” (U-J,),
Story”
CWB),
Francisco
“San
and
(Lippert).
Face”
“Stolen
Pallas, May 27,
“Strange World” (UA). Objections
Three-day meeting to further the
primarily concerned “suggestive seidea of total showmanship, set for
quences and costuming.”
June 9-lf here, has taken on the
dimensions’ of a full-scale national
conclave.
Reps from all. theatre

Inclusion of grassroots exhibs on-f

a more active basis in the film

in-

battle against a waning
b.o. and other presses, 'including
the Communist charges, was urged
this week by Madrlce Bergmah,

dustry’s

-

Universal's director o£ public rela-exec'recently retimed to
tlofts.

U

N. Y. from a speaking tour, of Ohio
on behalf of the Council of Motion

He adPicture Organizations,
dressed Botary and Kiwanis clubs,
an American Legion chapter, * college group, and the convention of
the Independent Theatre Owners
.

of Ohio,

support

Variety that the
COMPO gets from the

field

in

Bergman
is,

told

many

more

instances,

important than that from New York
"“The grassroots
to Hollywood.
theatremen” he emphasized, ‘are
ready and able to become an important entity in the fight against
any pressures facing the industry,
and that includes the inroads of TV
as well as the Communist charges.
Significant, according to Bergman, was the new theme in evidence at the ITOO convention,
which was more concerned with

COMPO Most Gel

discussions on methods to improve

the

than in rapping

b.o.

To Root of Issues,

*

-

i

t

,

bring industry

Growing Support That

COMPO

Should Not Die

ture

Organizations

continues

to

limp along without a directing
head and, resultantly, without any
coining in to replenish its
treasury, it is g etting a surprising
amount of vocal supp

coin

!

.

cn it ls In the current bulletin
of Independent Exhibitors of New
England. In addition to the association’s own endorsement for continuing COMPO, it prints a letter
from Meyer Stanzler, president of
the Independent Theatre Owners
of Rhode Island. Stanzler" stated,

in part:
“If will be

most regrettable,

cost-

into

COMPO.

While

it’s still

istence, let’s support it
it alive.”

in ex-

and keep

who, in such projects as

Motion Picture Organizations.
Entire convention is designed to
whip up excitement about pix and
stir showmanship in Texas.
R. J,
O’Donnell, prominent figure in
Theatre Owners of America, and
Col. H. A. .Cole, head of Allied
Spates in this area, are .among the
key Texans sponsoring the session.

men

Program arrangements set so far
include -addresses and m.c. chores
by Ronald Reagan, O’Donnell, Cole,
George Murphy, William McCraw
and Dore Schary. Evangelist Billy
Graham is on the slate as keynote
speaker.

Acceptances are now pouring in
to the extent that total attendance
together in a

effort

NT

To

'

’

,

we

(or -other groups) are caricatures of the thing

hate in Com-

munist despotism. They are artists in. uniform who ’no longer
even claim to. call their souls their own.”
Nadel’s p^ece in the Columbus Citizen termed the Legion’s efCommunism frequently Ineffectual, He pointed put
that the picketing of “Salesman,” while aimed at Arthur Miller,
author of the play from which the film was adapted, “will only
hurt the people who' made and acted in the film, and the local
theatre personnel who are showing it And these folk are no more
Communistic than the Franklin County Council of the American
Legion.” Miller, the writer noted, was probably paid a flat sum
for the film rights and picketing could not harm, him .financially.
“Picketing of ‘Death of a Salesman’,”
a<tel wrote, ‘‘will show
that the Legion is opposed to Communism, but everybody knows
It will give a false impression, in, that there is
that, anyway.
nothing Communistic whatsoever about the Miller playr which won
a Pulitzer Prize, nor about the motion picture. \
Nadel suggests that the Legioil devote Its time to more effective
public service activities, such as giving blood for American fighting men in Korea, organizing classes devoted to the study of the
Constitution' of the United States and the Bible. ^ Latter, Nadel said,
“is a wonderful book, from which much can be learned, about the
V
fellowship of man.”

forts against

N

*,

'

Par Nixes Free Films

To Charity Groups

FCG HOW

In

Deferring to Exhibs
Paramount

Week put a

this

vir-

tual nix on service of its short and
feature pix to charitable organizations on a gratis basis.
Company
feels that contributions of its product for-free means financial burWashington, May 27.
dens for itself and exhibitors who
Three more public witnesses yesparticipate in the special showings
terday (Mon.) told the Federal
of pix for the benevolent outfits.
Commission of
A. W. Schwalberg, Par’s sales Communications
difficulties in getting product for
chief, told all branch managers in
a special letter that there may be their theatres,, because of power of
some requests of “outstanding Paramount Pictures*, affiliates in
Testifying at
merit” for prints. These few, he heir communities.
Par antitrust hearings before exsaid, may be considered, but under
no circumstance are the films to be aminer Leo Resnick, Mrs. J. M.
served without approval from the Anderson related that she and' her
atd husband had to take inferior
homeofflee.
Schwalberg declared that if the product for their Princess Theatre
and
pay more for it after A. H.
majority of requests for pix were
Blank opened the Rialto in 1918
granted, the. company

BLANK IN IA.

'

Screen Producers
Form Speakers Group
Hollywood, May 27.

—

WB,

Meet

Whenever we
Sales Practices have been approached, we have
taken the position and you should,
111., May 27.
Both Warners and Paramount too aside from the effect -on our
were blasted for their sales prac- own revenue, we also have an oblithis'

On

Peoria,

tices at a special

contribution.

Alfred Christie
James A. FitzPatriek

—

—

Paul Gregory
Audrey Hepburn
Basil Holden

meeting of Mid- gation to protect the theatreowner.

Central Allied held here last week.
Some of 70% of the theatres represented at the conclave. It was
j-said, weren't using. Warner product
due to terms and “unfair” clearances, while Par was condemned
for allegedly “indulging in several
film-selling abuses.”
a
Lack of authority vested in distributor

salesmen also drew disapproval of the theatremen from,
smaller situations. They charged
that this fault results in “procrastination and delay” in meeting conditions in small houses, to the detriment of both distributor and exhibitor.
Among other things

rapped by the membership were
advanced admission pictures which
were branded as one of the chief

Sol. C. Siegel, Screen Producers destroyers of regular theatre paGuild prexy, announced the for- tronage.
mation of a Speakers Bureau to
Hollywood, May 27.
Robert Arthur is taking a two* keep the public in. touch with the
N» Y, to
month vacation after obtaining his problems of the film industry.
Bureau, with William Pine as
Yvonne De Carlo
release from his producing contract
chairman
and
Julian.
Blausteln
as
Nanette Fabray
at Warners. He had moved to the
Glenn Ford
Burbank studio about two years advisor, will arrange a college lecClarence Greene
ago from U-I and produced “Star- ture series and assign speakers to
clubs and COMPO tours to correct
George Jessel
lift” and “The Story of Will Rogerroneous impressions about the
•Gene Lockhart
ers” under the WB banner.
Vera Ralston
Studio now is mulling reassign- motion picture business.
Volunteers for the bureau inDebbie Reynold*/
ment of six pix, “The Helen
clude
Buddy
Arthur,
“The
Sea
Chase,”
Adler,
Robert
'Story,”
Gale Robbins
Morgan
Russell Rouse
“Getting -Mother Married,” “Here Collier Young, Lewis -RaCkmil,
’52,”
William Saal
Leon Gordon, Pete Smith, Philip
Come the Girls,” “Marriage
David Tannenbaum
Frank McCarthy
and
and “Handle With Care,” which Dunne,
Herbert J. Yates
Harry Tugond.had been on Arthur’s agenda.

Arthur Ankles

“Not a movie voice has been raised to queitioi the proceedings,” the Post ’'says.. “Just ms It was fashionable in many Hollywood places to be redder than the rose back in the 1030s, now the
prevailing style' is to be more Republican than Taft, The results
are gruesome.”
*
’
Any American, the Host editorial continues, has "the obligation
in this time of national peril to expose Communists engaged in
“But the notion that
activities harmful to our national security,
Hollywood is the heart of our defense effort or that subversion
is ’sneaking into our scenarios is nonsensical,” the paper says.
“Nothing could make life easier for a Soviet atomic spy than the
continuing preoccupation of the Legion and other groups with alleged political * sin in Hollywood. The truth is that Hollywood’s
few surviving Communists are a beaten, bedraggled lot, influencing
nobody.
“The producers who bow so feebly to the pressure of the Legion

k

far reaching if COMPO is
permitted to lag or pass out of the
picture. The motion- picture industry, always a leader and a chamand COMPO’s role
pion, should continue to champion undertaken
He
its champion, the Council of Mo- should -be that of coordinator.
believes the Industry outfit could
tion Picture Organizations.
foster
far
confabs
among
reps
is
so
work
of
the
great
“COMPO’s
reaching and effective that its re- various segments of the business.
sults won’t show until the time There Hiould be exchanges of views
COMPO won’t exist,. Heaven for- and then possibly some full-scale
research project embarked upon.
bid.
“The Movietime U.S.A.,” last
COMPO also could help bring
year, was put on at a time when about more harmonious relations
the industry was on its knees. It within the trade*. Pinanski conwas put on in a manner that tends., He believes Metro should
showed this industry could fight, be congratulated for its sponsorif organized, against knockers, pho- ship of the recent exhib' junket to
ney critics, alleged foreseers of the Coast to see new M-G pix.
gloom and wise guys.
“This helped to create a greater
“This is a most important factor
amount of confidence in the future,
in our business In these stressing
and other film outfits should .be
times. It will be regrettable to see
encouraged to do the same,” he
a repetition' of the doors locked
feels.
after the stolen horse. Great effort, expense and ingenuity was put
ly, and.

COMPO

*

'City.

of several hundred or more is anto correct- what’s ticipated.
On hand will he sales
wrong with the business.”
chiefs and pub-ad heads of most
The Boston circuit operator told of the major, companies.
Variety that the film industry is
clinging to the same ancient business habits,f whereas in other fields
Shares
new approaches to the public con- 2,769,486
s tantly are being tried,
Get Big Bd. listing
“perhaps,” he opined, “there’s
need for SQme overhauling of dis^N. Y. Stock Exchange 'disclosed
tributiqn procedures, some re 5huf- this week that 2,769,486 shares of
fling of clearances. Maybe there’s National Theatres common stock,
a new way of giving the public a $1 par value, have been authorized
greater selection of pictures.
for listing on the Exchange’s big
“We don’t really know if our board.
advertising and publicity opera“would be n
Dealings will commence when
Boone, la. Mrs. Anderson said
tions are effective. Perhaps we’re National, now
a 20th-Fox subsid, plagued with many more of similar the Princess had. to pay $125 for
using the wrong media. Perhaps begins independent
character.’-*
Toy
this reason, he
operation upon
pix
In the “Blondie” series while
there are new technological ad- divorcement.
Before that time, said, “better control” must be Blank paid $30 to $40. She added
vances to be made in projecting there may be some trading
established.
v
of the
'(Continued bn page 16)
screen entertainment.”
He further clarified Par’s posistqck on a “when issued” basis.
tion this way: “We have taxes to
Need Much Probing
consider
and
salaries,
also
any
Pinanski thus believes there’s an
other expenses involved in making
N. Y. to Europe
abundance of investigation to be
Par Hit by

common

While the Council of Motion Pic-

by
Showmen. Group
comprises exhibs and distribs in

Texax

of

booking and buying where the adJob ahead for the Council of
vertising and publicity are dissipated by the time a picture arrives Motion Picture Organizations is
The
one of getting to the roots of the
in the smaller communities.
feeling is, Bergman noted, that trade’s problems and seeking out
with the proper advertising sup- solutions via intensive, research and
port, biz in a town of'30,000 or less
experimental departures 'iroirT traincreased.
„
can be appreciably
“In these communities eVeti. out- ditional practices. That’s how Sam
standing pictures aren't dohig^as Pinanskr sums it up
” Bergman
^
well as they used ‘to
“COMPCV itself should,*. not go
and
said. “Fan interest is waning
Into
prethe
matter
of
trade
practices,”
a
the people no longer have
sold idea on pictures. They re not said Pinanski, just appointed a
member of COMPO’s thr«d*man
(Continued on page —24)
board of governors, “But it should
-

.at-

the three-day huddle, operate independently of the National Council

Bergman said exhibs were unhappy about the present system of

.

and

tendance at’ the conference.
Conclave Is being hosted

this area

distrib^

practices.

.

organizations, distribs, studios
Hollywood guilds will he in

In an editorial fitted *Holly#0©4 «a Hi Knits;* Tbs New York
Post Saturday (24) tapped ABnttti lor bowteg rfeabjy* to pressures
In addition, it was
of the American Legion and other groups.
revealed this week that ail article in the Scripps-Howard ColumNorman
critic,
Nadel,
aided in prebus (O.) Citizen, by Its film
venting the Legion from picketing “Death of a Salesman” in that
‘

WB

.

.

*

Junior- Jackson

In the final analysis, the exhibitor
does have to pay salary, rent, taxes

Robert Kane
Milton Katims

and film rental. Once this policy
has been established in the field,
and adhered to, it becomes a matter of common knowledge and, in
most instances, is accepted.” *

Danny Kaye
Elia Kazan
Alexander Kirkland
Albert Lewin
Alex Lucachevltch

Marvin Marx
Jane Morgan

L. A. to N. Y.

Eileen Peel

Harry Ackerman

Barron Polan d
Sydell Robbins

Irving Berlin

Richard Carlson
Claude Dauphin

Artur. Rubinstein
Fred Sessler

Rock Hudson

.

Nat Sommers

George Jessel
Harry Kalmlne

Yma Sumac
John Vari

Reuben Kaufman
Danny Kaye

Richard Watts, Jr.
Billy Wilder
John C. Wilson
•

Nick Keesely
Frank King

Herman King

Eurojrc to N. Y.
Don Appell

Maurice King

Lennen
Marion Marshall
Ray McDonald
George Montgomery

Phil

Sammy

Irwin Corey
Cheryl Crawford
Lorraine Cugat

.

Prager.

Yvonne DeCarlo
Gloria DeHaven

Otto Preminger
Peggy Ryan

Sam

Alfred

Schneider..

Dinah Shore
George* Simon

•

Kay

•*...
Starr-.
John van -Drutfcn

Jean Wallace
Major Albert Warner
Cornel Wilde
Jane Wyatt
•

.

De

Liagre, Jr.

Angna Enters
Dwight Fiske

»

;

.

.'Abel Green'
"Mike*NidOrf

’

•

.
r

"

•

.

John' Ford’

^
«•.

Phil Reisman

Harold J. Salemson
Jo Stafford
Paul Weston

'

•

fl

'M***’ w
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Department believes

Tustice

it

well over the

is

HCTWttfw

*

hump

S

$

of antitrust

in the motion picture industry, on the basis of an order to
Philip Marcus, who has specialized
this coming weekend.
antitrust •division him work for nearly four years, has
rJelusively
ordered back into the general pool of antitrust lawyers and will

litigation

take effect

m

Hollywood,

been

be replacedi
time in about 14 years, the Justice Department’s
Thus, for the -first
will not have an individual motion picture specialist.
antitrust division
will be split up in routine fashion. Any litigawork
future.
the
Instead,
be assigned- to whoever happens to be free in the litigation
tion will
will he divided, and^argely given to the
matters
Other
section.
This move will have no effect upon trebleconsent decree section;

not

damage suits. Those are private actions brought by individuals who
suffered damages in violation of the Sherman Act.
believe they have,
The Justice Department does not step into, these cases.
Arnold, then assistant attorney general in charge
Thurman
1938,
In
division, began the big anti-monopoly action against, the
of the antitrust
Robert Wright, an attorney in the division, to
assigned
and
majors
Wright remained with the beat
work on the case on a fulltime basis.
years.
After the Supreme Court ruled against the
for more than 10
majors, Wright entered private law practice, and Philip Marcus, Who
had aided in some of the motion picture work, succeeded as the film
industry specialist.
V.

N.Y.

or D.C. Possible (or Anglo Talks,

Instead o( London; Brit

Curb Vs. U.S.?

Bitter opposition to the subsidy
provisions in the- proposals for a.
new U. S.. French film agreement;
was expressed; to the State -Dept,

ture Producers. A. violent, split between SIMPP.and the Motion Picture Assn, of America may be ex-

ed at a session with State Dept,
execs called to inform them of what
transpired at the U. S.-French film
negotiating sessions in Paris two

weeks ago. *
Department has a direct interest since

L.A. Indies Look

understood from authoritasources that the British will
make three demands:
1. A quota on the number of imports, which are now unlimited.
2. A reduction in the $17,000,000
per year
base' sum which the
American industry is now permitted to take out of England.
3. A
serious reduction in the
Hollywood, May 27.
number of uses to which frozen
atti“uncooperative”
Blasting
sterling balances may be put, with
emphasis on production in Britain tude by both producer-distributors
as the only important way in which
and the Department of Justice,
Yank companies can employ their smaller exhibs in the Los Angeles
deep freeze currency.
exchange area are taking tradeBritish negotiating team, if there practice complaints directly to the
is final agreement bn its coming to
small business committee of the
the U. S., will be led by Sir Frank Senate, House and. F-ederal Trade
Commission for relief.
(Continued on page 16)

tive

To Congress, FTC

For Distrib Relief

Twenty-two page report listing
woes since Paramount antitrust decree were revealed at a tradepress

How Gan You Keep

.

M’s 50c Div

confab today (Tues.) Aims are to
re-establish blockbooking and uniform zoning-clearance system, as‘The Thief’ Silent If
serting they are the only ways
smaller exhibs can stay in biz.
Pic?
Are in the
Theatre
California
Southern
With production of his how-off- Owners Assn, charges the Departheat-can-you-get? indie pic, “The ment of Justice, Eric Johnston and
Thief,”, about two-thirds completdistribs have brushed off their
ed, producer Clarence Greene is
complaints and pleas for relief.
more than ever convinced that it
Declares the decree, instead of
would have been a mistake to use
providing relief, removes all respoken dialog in .getting the story
straint from distribs and destroys
told.
The rushes make it clear, orderly distribution system to detsaid the film-maker, that
any ya-ta- riment of small exhibs.
a by the players
would have been
Association is asking that dissuperfluous.”
He claims there’s
continued on page 55)
a constant
flow of action, and the
audience will always be hep to
what’s going on._
Pearl River (N.¥.) Exhib
As a matter of fact,” Greene
Asks 3 Million Damages
related, “some of the people who
saw the rushes said they actually
Ireb Theatre CJorp.* oWher-opWeren’t aware of the absence of erator
of the Uentral Theatre,
Jialog.” He and his pard, Rus- Pearl River, N. Y., filed a $3,000,antitrust suit
triple-damage,
000
0USe w h°’ s directing the film,
*mii
Federal Court
S ^ en *
le story li,ne * n last week in N. Y.
-

last
50c. divi-

dend for the second quarter of the
current year came as a happy surprise. Observers both in N. Y. and
on the Coa^t,. and even some of
highly-placed

personnel,

had expressed fear that the
divvy would be passed because of
downbeat earnings.
Company’s- net profit, while now
showing some improvement, .still
•

will fall short of the divvy payments of a total of $1 for- the first
six months of 1952.

Twentieth thus has maintained
impressive record of payoffs to
investors. There’s been a melon
for the stockholders to split .consistently since 1942, when $1.25
high of $4 was paid in
was paid.
1946. This was. reduced to $3 the
following year and in 1948 the $2

its

A

per year rate was begun.
Also on the upbeat, prexy Spyros
P. Skouras told the annual stockholders’ meeting in N. Y. last week
that thfe board will continue to be
“dividend-minded” following divorcement this year: He said he
hopes the new film company will
(Continued on page 24)

Women

|,

5

’

on

^

Thief”
Rouse and Greene returned to
ieCoast yesterday. (Tues.) to complete the film,
following the location shooting in.N. Y. and Washington. Ray Milland, star of the

P^headed west

last

weekend.

.

>

*

The producer-director team- has
jwo more
productions to lens under
yeir present
contract with Harry
*opkln.
Their output is released
through United
Artists under his
Last they made was “The

5

anv kind has been made.
Tevlin

said

that

RKO

topper

Howard Hughes had had conversaon the subject with 20th
prexy Spyros Skouras and eastern
studio rep Joseph Moskowitz at the
time that Hughes sold his interest
in “The Robe” to 20th.
tions

Inspiration for the talks apparently was the fact that RKO has
a very limited backlog of pix and**
has had the studio all but shut
down for a number of months. It
will thus undoubtedly be in need
of product to fill out its release
slate next fall and winter.
Twentieth, on the other hand,
has one of the most substantial
supplies of completed pix in the
vaults of any company in Hollywood. As of its year-end report, it
had an inventory of $22,550,000 in
completed pix (second only to
Metro) and $11,194;000. in pix in
production (also second only to
Metro).

Hughes has been holding down
production at the insistence of his

Jack Byrne, Metro’s eastern sales hankers that he reduce* the studio’s
(Continued on page 16)
manager since 1946, is expected to
be upped shortly to the post of as-

manager un-

der distribution v.p. Charles M. Over $4,259,000 Pic
Reagan. It has been hinted that
Reagan will announce the promoRental* on ‘Show’ In
tion at the final of a series -of five
regional sales meetings in N. Y, to305 Bookings So Far
(Wed.).
day
It’s believed likely that Herman
While the film industry generally
Ripps, who has been Byrne’s as- jg in the throes of a severe seasistant, headquartering at the N. Y. sonal slump, and the talk about
exchange, will move up to the east- business is all downbeat, figures
ern division chief’s job.
show that Cecil B. DeMille’s “The
Unaffected by the shuffle will be Greatest Show on Earth” has
E. M. Saunders, who has bee»*an chalked up over $4,250,000 In film
assistant general sales manager the rentals for Paramount in its first
Change simply 305 dates so far. Tfie .circus epic
past nine years.
means there will he two assistant has substantially outgrossed “Samtoppers. Company had two jnen in son and Delilah,” DeMille’s previthat role until five years ago, when ous big winner, in almost all spots
Edwin W. Aar&n bowed- out to where comparisons could be made,
Phenomenal take for “Greatest
.join* 20th-Fox and was not replaced. Moveup of Byrne was seen Show” to date now indicates that
number
of
increasing
the rentals total for the pre-release
reflecting the
and regular playoff of the film
(Continued on page 20)
likely will go over $14,000,000. It
goes into regular release in July?
The first 305 engagements were
Kerr in ‘Caesar’
for the most part in key houses
where the pic played unusually
Hollywood, May 27.
Deborah Kerr will play the long runs. It’s understood that Par
femme lead in “Julius Caesar/ drew close .to $500,000 from the
which John Houseman will produce 11-week run at Radio City Music
at Metro in August. Actress now Hali, N. Y.
DeMiJle left N! Y. for Hollywood
is working in “Prisoner of Zenda”
Sunday (25) after a month-long
at the studio.
James Mason and Louis Calhern lecture tour across the country,
previously had been' set for the plus numerous radio and televiappearances, all in connection
One top male role remains
film.
with Greatest Show.” At a press
h<» fillprf
meeting in Gotham, he announced
that his next pie likely will be
/

.

Nominees Appear Certain

Despite some veiled Wall St. talk
Impending management
an
change in RKO Pictures, there appeared this week to be no move
to elect even one outside member
to the board, let alone challenge
Howard Hughes’ control. It appears certain that Hughes’ five
nominees, all of them incumbents,
will be returned to the directorate
at the annual meeting in Dover,
Del., next Wednesday (4).
Hughes’ sharp denial last week
of reports that he is willing to sell
his controlling interest in the company on receipt of a proper offer
had little effect in dampening the
crop of rumors regarding RKO
Pictures in both Wall St. and film
of

against the eight majors.- Skouras
Theatres, Nyros Amus. Corp., Suffern Theatres Operating Corp. and
Modern Playhouses,. Inc.
Action charges that since 1938
the defendants conspired to monopolize the distribution - of pic- 'Circles.
The RKO topper said' that- he is
tures under a system of preferensteps to learn .the source
tial runs and clearances which dis- taking
the rumors with a view to takof
criminated against independent exappropriate action against the
ing
couldn't
-it
claims
Ireb
hibitors.
He declared he believed
get fila? until 90 days after a parties.
to be inspired, by perBroadvsfcy opening and 14 days the stories
sons “who are displeased with the
after the Skouras loop.
**

‘

RKO

Of Returning to RKO Pix Directorate

•

•

Tevlin,
studio head, that
talks had been held but there is
nothing concrete hrtd no deal of

.

“The Ten Commandments.”

Hughes

27.

.

A Big Surprise

?0th’s
earlier

As Byrne Boosted
sistant general sales

Twentieth-Fox board action

week declaring a regular

among

Asst. Sales Mgrs.

were

non-commital at Monday’s
session but promised to transmit
their views on the new proposals
(Continued on page 63)

May

Reports that KKO might buy
some completed films from 20thFox to bolster its release schedule
brought the explanation from C, J,

.

was* signatory to the

at the recent sessions in Paris and
probably will he signing the new
deal.
The Government officials

*

It is

it

French agreement in 1945, had reps

.

tions.

ducers.

Metro and 20th-Fox, among
the majors, are avidly against
ceilings ort imports in two of
the proposals, while some of
the other companies' are expected to balk at paying subsidies, which are contained in
other of the suggested deals.

Mulvey called subsidies by the
American industry for support of
“blackmail,”
French
production
“graft” and “discrimination against
Hollywood.” Views were express-'

-

Britain.

dependent Motion Picture Pro*

clauses.

•

and the. lasting crisis
film-makers are
British
combining to cause the Churchill
government to seek greater restric-

MPAA

meeting in

possibility. .exists. that

condition

in addition to the strong opposition to the proposed deals
expressed by the Society of In-

hoard at its
if the
New York today (Wed.)
agrees to accept any of the„-three
subsidy
proposals
containing

pected

Split

Motion Picture Assn, of
America at its New York
board meeting today (Wed.) on
the new French film agreement will find no unanimity
among its own members. That’s

in, Washington
Monday (26> by
James A. Mulvey on behalf of the
Society of Independent Motion Pic-

the 4negotiations on a.new Anglo-U. S."‘
film agreement will' Jake place in
Sid Myers’ C.S. Trip
New York or Washington in AuLondon, May 27.
gust, rather than in London' as in
Sidney
A. Myers, assistant manwould
the. past. Eric Johnston, who
aging director of British Lion, the
be the leader of the American deleunderstood to .have distributing company which hanis
gation,
broached the i,dea to the British dles all the Korda output, planes
and to have received a -tentatively to America Friday (30) on his annual looksee in New York and
favorable response.
He plans to be away
At the same, time there are Hollywood.
/
about a month.
British
the
that
strong indications
During his visit Myers will prowill seek hefty restrictions to remote
"distribution
of the
of
some
duce materially advantages that
the Yank industry holds in the cur- company’? British product and will
acquiring
rent pact, which expires Sept. 30. also eye the prospects of
Britain’s continued weak economic American films for distribution in
Good

MPAA’* French

He

scrapped plans to do “Helen of
Troy” because of a title conflict
with Warners. The film-maker reported a new distribution deal has
yet to be set with Par but indicated one is in the offing.

policy I have put into operation
studio.”
recently at the
Hunt, DeSchuItkss Buy
Pic and financial execs familiar
with the efforts of Sam Dembow,
Par Black-White Lab
Jr., to set up r. syndicate for purHollywood, May 27.
chase of Hughes’ 1,013,420 shares
make
G. Carleton Hunt, former head
were at a loss to
of
his denials fit in with well-sub- of RKO’s editorial department, and
stantiated reports that Hughes had Hans DeSchulthess have purchased
at least partially financed Dem- the Paramount laboratory and will
take it over in 30 days, opening it
bow’s endeavors.
Neither Wall Streeters por in- for business within another 30
dustryites have shown the slightest days.
Paramount shuttered its lab of
inclination to get. into a proxy
battle with Hughes such as that many years last month when studio
which recently resulted in two swung into a heavy color program.
Theatres board At that time it announced blackseals on the
going to dissidents. Feeling is that white .production was so negligible
the fight would be too’ costly and it didn’t pay to maintain lab facilities.
offered too little chance of
Hunt >and DeSchulthess, partC6SS>
Conceivably, the David J. Greene nered .in Unicorn Theatres, Inc.,
Thea- with headquarters In Frisco/bought
group, which led the
tres battle, could win one of the the lah with N. Y. coin. Robert
five picture company seats with- Hunter handled the deal for Para-

RKO

RKO

RKO

RKO

A

Greene
out too big a fight.
(Continued on page 16)

mount. Certain 16m equipment will

be Installed before the lab opens.

r

M«y

M
I

'

-
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'
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*
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Hollywood, May 27.
While Leonard Goldstein may be off the Universal-International
the result of last week’s split, there will be no shortage
on the company’s release slate. Among 15 of his
of Goldstein pix
pix now in the,.can are two in the- “Ma and PR Kettle” and two in
Jhe “Francis” series .Since .they're released at the rate of one a
.

1

k

ure

slated for 1953*
Other Goldstein product in the vaults includes “Son of Ali Baba”
(Tony Curtis and Piper Laurie), “Treasure of Franchard” (William
Powell), “Hear No Evil” (Tony Curtis and “Jan Sterling), “Just
-Across the Street” (Ann Sheridan and John Lund), “The Untamed”
(Joseph COtteii and Shelley Winters), “Duel at Silver Creek”
(Audie Murphy and Faith Domergue), “Scarlet Angel” (Yvonne
De Carlo), “Willie and Joe Back at the Front” (Tom Ewell),
“Cattle Kate” (Maureen O’Hara), “It Grows on Trees” (Irene
Dunne) and “-Sally and St. Ann” (Ann Blyth and' Edmund Gwenn).
Goldstein has turned out 60 pix for U-I in his five years on the
He made 19 Of the studio’s 32 last year.
lot.

new economies ranging from

Notice has been posted at the
Paramount homeoffice that expense vouchers covering items
other than those which are absolutely necessary will be disallowed.
Spyros P. Skouras, president of
20th, is on the record with a prom-,
ise to stockholders, that substantial
new savings in overhead will be

will

He

this week reportedly decided on an overhauling of its three
contract approval units at the
homeoffice. Total of about 27 persons were said tp have been
dropped from the payroll as much
Of the statistical work in the contract-okay operation was shifted to
exchanges in the field.
Samuel Goldwyn office space in
the
Bldg., N.Y., may be. cut
in half under current economy
plans.
Metro’s top brass is expected to huddle " at the studio
shortly to delve into the possibilities of making more pix at lesser
Warners is eyeing its thecosts.
atre operations with the aim of Saving coin. Apparent
plan is to
effect consolidations of its various
zones, that is, having one field office take on the work of other

Newsreel Pitch Pays Off

cali-

Promotional drive of news-

causing plentiful confusion
in the relationship between theatre'owners and Local 306 of the
projectionists union, International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-

reel
is

the

union classifies as “deluxe,”
have a higher pay scale and under
bocal 306 pacts require the use of
* specified number of inert to operate the projection 'booths, the
union contends that the off-Broadway houses should function under
Bimilar conditions if they are dayand-dating a pic with a Stem theatre.
Latter stipulation, according
to the union, is contained in pacts
with the arty ops.-

paying

off,.

New York

Carol Reed’s

“Outcast of the
1,300-seat Astor
on Broadway and the 468-^seat Fine
Arts, east side art house.
•Since Main Stem houses, which

outfits

'

lure

Batch of new

contracts for newsreel programs are pouring into the

.

at

to

strayed
•customers back into the fold

Situation came to light this wefek
as a result of the. day-and-date run
Islands”

,

RKO

sales offices,

Warner, Pathe News already
has 1,000 new customers on its
rolls.
Paramount News, which
launched a sales campaign several

months

•

.

ago,, reportedly

obtained 1,800 signatures.

WB

the

Goldstein, Ex-UI,

^

'

5 At Fine Arts
As a result, the union has required the Fine Arts Theatre to
increase its booth power from three
to five men and to. pay Broadway
rates, hiking the salaries from $95
to $102.09 for each man. Basic number of men required at the Astor
is seven,
but the -union pointed
out that the allowance of five men
qt the Fine Arts was a compromise.
When “Outcast” completes its run
on Broadway, Fine Arts can revert
t.o a three-man
crew. Astor is now
operating with 10 men, the three
extra, a union official explained,
being because of overtime work
at the theatre
and the union’s deContinued on page 49)

branches with personnel at the

(

Exhibs

May Ask

Cut in No. of
In

Men

Booth Pact Talks

Zanucks Return
Hollywood,

May

27.

Leonard Goldstein, who obtained
his release from Universal-International over the weekend, is understood definitely going to 20th-Fox
to head a production unit there.
Only holding up the deal now, it
is reported, is the working out of.
some tax angles and a wait on the
return x>f Darryl F. Zanuck from

Europe.
Goldstein will top a unit which
will turn out the bulk of 20th’s “A”
product. His deal calls for a profit
participation) which is causing the
delays in attorneys getting

up most advantageously from

set
a tax

it

standpoint.

number

of
men manning the interests.”
Expectations are that no
Parting becomes effective
tequests will be' made for pay
Saturday (31), but Goldstein
slices.
lot for another 10
E.ridb in all probability will base stay on the
to clear up odds and ends.
lr Pitch
for a manpower cut on
;,
leaving 16 completed scripts.
the downbeat
b.o.
Union, on the
ntner hand,
may ask for a salary
booths.

citing

the’

cost-of-living

next
will

days
He’s

in-

and pointing out that the
had not received a
Pjy boost in four
years. Union, it
Jjjttcipated, will also note that ay*
pny for a projectionist is approximately $67 weekly for a 30*

M-G LAUNCHES HEFTY

projectionists

^

(Continued on page 63)

lat-

packages which execs
are not completely right and
are not likely to result in profits.
While the- new scheme was Implemented at recent' huddles by
.prexy Barney "Jalaban, production
execs Y. Frank Freeman and Don
Hartman,
and other company
officials, it actually has been in
the making for several years. Before it could become effective a
backlog of finished product Was
required which would be large
enough to permit regularity in revlease schedules despite possible
sporadic production,
With about $25,000,000 worth of
completed film in the vaults, Par
ekecs feel they have reached the
point where the hew scheme can
•

.

color an'd'tfyo in Anscolor.

.

'

•

be made fully effective. They hope
under it to make .about 25, films
a year, but will permit no pressure
to lens, that many if the packages

seem

don’t

right.

•

“We’ve come to the conclusion/’
explained one top Par exec in New
York this week, “that we can’t
make more than 25 a year. We
can’t make the 40 that Metro and
20th-Fox
are
announcing
and
we’re not sure they -can, either.”
An inevitable corollary to the
In addition to the distribution
neW production plan is further

For 3-a-Mo.;

—

42 Pix Slated

program disclosed by Arthur R. elimination of studio -workers, parr
Krim, president of United Artists, ticularly on the creative side) the
as already set, the company still Par official admitted, The ideajtn
eliminating producers who aren’t
is on the prowl for additional prodproducing, direetprs who aren’t diuct with the. aim of eventually lin- recting and writers who: ^aren’t
ing up three pix per month.' Krlm writing is to bring down standing
(Continued on .page 1$)
now is on the Coast for further
.

talks with indie film-makers.

While -Harry Popkin. has only
Factor which has company heads one film, “The Thief,” listed on the
UA' releasing sked froni now
through the 'Whole of 1953, ‘it’s
generally figured he may have, two
more added to the lineup.
Continuing as a possibility is the
United Artists, put it this way: projected deal" with Music Corp. bf
“WeTe startled by how. high busi- America whereby six or seven
ness can go and. startled by how
top-name performer clients
low it can be. The former boun- each would make one film per year
daries at which business leveled on a profits participation basis, UA
off seem to have disappeared.”
will distribute if the arrangement
The new economies are, in ef- ever becomes filially set.
fect, designed as at least a partial
42 Films Announced
cushion to ease the blow of the
Releasing sked of 42 films over
heavy losses with the short-ofIn any event it’s the 18-month period commencing
standard pix.
announced last Friday
clear that the majority of film out- July 1 was
Krlm. It’s clearly the greatest
fits have become intensely econ- by
program in years for
distribution
omy-minded.
UA from the standpoint, of pix
numerically and the extended time

worried, and scurrying about for
new' Ways to pare expenditures, is
that when a film misses out at the
boxoffice the loss is abnormally
great.
Arthur, Krlm, president of

'

MCA

Wilcox-Neagle,

Rep

InProd.-Distrib Deal;

6 Pix Set for Britain

A

production-distribution agree-

ment between Wileox-Neagle Productions and Republic Pictures
was disclosed in New York last
in a joint statement issued
by both firms. Deal covers no
specific time period or number of
films but. It’s understood that at

week

least six will be

madp by

British

producer Herbert Wilcox and his
actress-wife, Anna Neagle.
All subjects will be filmed in
color, produced in England, with

Republic handling worldwide

The

dis-

Wilscheduled to roll
in September with Miss Neagle coinvolved.
starring with John Wayne in an
Par Sneaking Pix for Crix
The prez, who hopped to the untitled original. Among other
a- properties in the joint program are
following
immediately
Coast
As 'Audience Preview’ “progress report” .to reporters, dis- Daphne du Maurier’s “The King’s
General” and Joseph Conrad’s
continued on page 25)
Seen Key to Reaction
“Laughing Anne.”
Discussions regarding the arParamount this week", swings
had been underway
rangement
its
into a new policy of “sneaking”
FIGHT ‘EMASCULATION’
some time, but were finalized remusical and comedy product so
cently at a meeting between Wilthat the professional critics may
cox and Republic pre*y Herbert
J. Yates. Slanted toward the interHollywood, May 27.
“preview the audience.”
Fight to the finish against a
(Continued on page 24)
Par contends that numerous of
threatened rewriting of the Caliits past pix which were downbeatfornia Unemployment Insurance
ed by the reviewers clicked nicely Act was urged by the Hollywood
Expand Grassroots
with the ticket buyers/ Conclusion AFL Film Council, composed of
which the outfit draws is that the AFL unions and guilds representBally at Universal
in
press inditers simply were calling ing more than 25,000 workers
asked
Expanded promotional effort on
their shots wrong, to the detriment the film industry. Council
to
grassroots
level is being launched
state
a
the
in
all labor groups
of the b.o.
which would by Universal. Plans were devised
Remedial measure decided upon join the campaign
workers
the
weekend
over
at homeoffice
“deprive thousands of film
is to bring the crix to the unconfabs, presided over by Charles
insurance,”
heralded screenings before the of all unemployment
Present wording of the law Simonelli, eastern pub-ad topper,
general public at nabc theatres. In
and attended by the company's
(Continued on page 25)
this way the reviewer gets an onfield exploitation reps and N. Y.
reaction.
audience
Of
the-spot view
pub-ad
staffers.
It’s been done “before by various
New policy calls for the setting
Crawford’s ‘Killing’
of the film distfihs-'but never on
an
advance promotional planup
of
Hollywood, May 27.
the continuing basis which is
York, with U’s
Broderick Crawford will make ning unit in New
planned by Par.
Kiling Me” at War- field men participating as mentr
Policy will bp launched tonight “Stop, You're
Unit,
.to SimOnr
bers.
according
N, Y,, ners as hi$ first outside picture
.CWecU liat'Loew’s Lexington*
elli, will
provide TTs field reps
*
J a$cs,’ r Dean under his new Columbia contract,
ivi(er«.‘' “JurtiI>ihg
with
opportunity
to
an
launch Rapicture annually
•Martin* Terry Lewis comedy, will which permits one
tional campaigns from a local level.
studio.
be thrown on the screen. Par is away from... the
Film, to be produced by Lou Pub-ad exec noted that* unit will
reserving only 50“ seats for fan- and
on “A Slight permit exhibs and local conditions
national mAg reps and some home- Edelman, is based
of Murder,” which Edward to exert greater influence on .proCase
audience
the
thus
office observers;
Robinson made at the Burbank motional planning for a particular
for the most part will not be the G.
.territory.
lot in 1938.
(Continued on page 25)
tribution..

qox revealed,

initial venture,

Is

.

OF UNEMPLOYMENT LAW

.

.

'

Start of

program
week.
Pdrppse of the. 30* .oiTan hrnbitioiij/lO-vife^k
r
u ktort ‘mairttmns,- is to at.Metf-Q’Witlra tdteil'ttf ilTWilr^s
Sn?
becameras
pread the work
among as many slated to go before the
0n
_ .
possible. Of a membership fore Aug. 1. *
hf1 o
TechnisOOO, about
Six of these will be in
members of
300

man

cameras

know

.

HbHyWbodV M*J) 27/
“The-Nakhd Srtiftf ttfed

nour

^

to

production

policy, recently set at Coast huddles and quite revolutionary for t
major studio, is to turn out no
predetermined number of pix. Aim
is to avoid being trapped by. a
schedule into’ putting before the

.

Goldstein’s pact with Universal
had options for four more years.
Inside on the surprise break appears to be that he was demanding
more coin and a generally better
deal from U. He laid down an ultimatum. and when, despite his
long record of successful pix, com-

pany toppers refused to meet it,
With the contract talks slated to they agreed to free him.
Eet underway in
September beIssue was evident in the antween N. Y. metropolitan area cirnouncement by U-I prexy Nate J.
cuit operators
and the projection- Blumberg of Goldstein’s release:
ists union,
Local 306 of the Inter- “Our studio heads, Leo Spitz and
national
Alliance of Theatrical William Goetz, agreed that we
ytage Employees, there has been
could not asTc Mr. Goldstein to resome indication ‘that the theatremain under arrangements which he
then will ask for
a reduction in the felt were not conducive to his best

ntease

men

ter eliminated.

3 to

'

group for fewer

the booths than a competitor,
frequently use the difference
in labor costs to outbid rivals
for a picture.

RKO

bre, is

of-

:

In addition, union contends
it causes jockeying for position
among exhibs who use projectionists as a competitive item.
As an example of the latter,
union says art 'house ops, who
have pacts' with the labor

reduced.

‘

ployees.

said that

some persons
be terminated and some sal-

aries, including payoffs to importantly placed personnel, will be

on Boothiiien Union
Broadway

boothmen.

‘

effected this year.
the employment of

of

a

'

sonnel.

'

deemed

Rap at system of bidding for.
pix came from a new quarter
this week. N. Y. projectionists
union, Local 306, International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage
Employees, charged that bidding raised the total overhead
of theatres,
coin
diverting
which could epneeivabiy gorto

wholesale lopping of expense accounts to cutting of salaries on .the
exec level and elimination of per-

;

product

Boothmen’f Rup at Bids

further tightening of pursestrings
on production budgets, some distrib toppers are now demanding

is

Changing pattern of art house 4
operation in downtown New York,
whereby the arties' are exhibiting

Paramount

Basic

Film industry in a large measis adopting still another austerity program.
In. addition to a

over to 1954;
One “Ma and-Pa” is now in release and “Ma and Pa Go to Paris”
at
Waikiki” are waiting. “Francis Goes to West
Pa.
and
“Ma
and
point” is set for this summer and “Francis Covers the Big Town”
-

,

7

On Prod.; Will Make ’Em as It Sees ’Em

year, they’ll -carry

'

*

.f.<PT

,

.

lot as
*

R VM

ncrnuBi

I- jr <Bn*

«*'

i»sa

,

-
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riCTCll CMOSSKS

s

Rail Clips Del But
Lean 9G,

Louisville,

$23,000,

Paces

blame lessening of
tions,

-

Estimated Total Gross
$351,600
This Week

'

(Based on 25 cities 221 theatre*. ehteflv first runs, include
liip

—

Big Gusher

(Loew’s)

May

Cleveland,

rated okay at the Palms
"Strange World” is shaping an

.

(2,756; 1,757; 2,344; 70-$1.10)

Have, Have Not” (WB) and
(reissues). Slim
Last week, "SanFrancisC0 Story” (WB), $16,900.
Loew’* State, Egyptian (UATC)
"Carbine
(2,404; 1.538; 70-$1.10)
Williams (M-G) and "Love Better
days).
(2d
wk-5
(M-G)
Ever”
Than
Down to $13,400. Last week, nice

$15,000.

Estimates for This

—

’

$23 OOC.
(2,752;

"Six Convicts”
2,8K; 70-$1.10)
'(Col) and "Brave Warrior” (Col)
(2d wk). Oke $19,000. Last week,
$30,400.
Orpheum, Beverly Hills (Metropolitan-WB) (2,213; 1,612; 85-$1.50)
—“Greatest Show” (Par) (14th wk).
Oke $9,500. Last week, $9,300.

_

Week

Allen (Warner) (3,000; 55-80)—
“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th).
Average $9,000. Last week, “San
Francisco Story” (WB), $10,000.
Hipp (Scheftel-Burger) (3,700
55-80) "The Well” (UA). Fast $15,500. Last week, “Red Ball Express”

Fox (Fox-Detrolt) (5,000; 70-95)—
“Outcasts of Poker Flat” (20th)
"Loan Shark" (Lip). Poor
$17,060.
Last week, “African
Queen” (UA) and “Rose Cimarron”

PlnHy

Kid Monk Baroni”

(WB)

Kind”

Dull

and

(Col)

wk-5
Palma (UD)

(Col) (2d

days), $10,000.
(2,900;

70-95)—“Red

Ball Express” (U) and “Rodeo”
(Mono).
Okay $11,000 or near.
Last week, “Sniper” (Col) and
“Aaron Slick” (Par), $13,000.

Madia** (UD) (1,900; 70-95)—.
“Strange World” (UA) and “One
to 12” (UA).
Average
$8,000. Last week, “Frankenstein”
(Indie), and Dracula” (Indie) (re*

Minute

issues), $7,000.

50-99)—

(2,360-

(Lip).

week, "Marrying
“Sound Off”

Last

$14,000,

United Artist* (UA)

"Belles on Toes” (20th) (2d Wk).
Flat $6,000. Last week, $10,000.

70*

(1,900;

95)—“Skirt* Ahoy” (M-G) and
“Young Man Ideas” (MrG). Fancy
Earle (WB) (2,700; 50-99)—"Talk $14,000. Last week,
“Carbine WilAbout Stranger” (M-G) plus Illi- liams” (M-G) and “When in Rome”
Brown onstage,

Skirts’-Vaude

—

..

(20th) (3d wJk), $16,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000*
7 0-9 5>—"Red Mountain” (Par) and

Philadelphia, May 27.
Weekend rain and ball game
cancellation helped action houses
but bit generally is sour here, Personal by Esther Williams is helping "Skirts Ahoy” -to solid sessionat the Randolph. But biggest
smash currently is “Walk East on
Beacon” at the smaller Goldman
Theatre. "About Face” is. faltering but "Okinawa” shapes fine at
Stanton.
Estimates fer Thi* Week

Beyd

Madison,
fancy at

looms

and

‘Beacon Boffo
$18,000,

the

£***»
SS!?*
’Skirt*
Ahoy”

United Artists*
Estimate* fer This Week

theatre*.)

54^75)--

27.

i*

N.. Y-.)

Total Orem Same Week
Last Tear ...,,..$2^9,000
(Based on 25 ctties, and 210

Carbine Williams” (M-G) and
“Corky Gasoline Alley” (Col).
Modest $9,000. Last week. "Red
Ball Express” (U) and "Just This
Once” (M-G), fancy $12,000.
54-75>—
(1,200;
Strand (FA)
“Frankenstein” .(Indie) and "DracLooking
(reissues).
ula”' (Indie)
for nice $4,500. Last week, “Brave
Warrior” (Col) and "Yank in Indochina” (Col), $3,500

27.

Flock of Westerns at key houses
are not making much clatter this
week which is a sluggish canto all
around. “Red Mountain” at State
“The Well” at Hipp
is only fair.
looks like the week’s real gusher.

High Sierra” (WB)

(3,000;

May

A rainy weekend is. blamed for
P uJ*uiga further damper on Detroit bix which has been off for
the
last few week*.
“Outcasts of
Poker Flat” looks .slow at the Fox
while "Red Mountain” is dull at
the Michigan. “Red Ball Express”

(people’s) (1,200;

(Col).
Sheet”
San
Good $5,000. Last week,
Francisco Story” (WB),
_
(3,000;
Avenue)
RlalU (Fourth
54-75) “Macao” (RKO) and “Narrow Margin” (RKO). Mild $9,000.
Last week, "My Son, John” (Par)
and "Aladdin and Lamp” (h$ono),
$ 11 000.

State

—“To

—

Mary Andenion

In Geve, $15,500

Estimates for This Week
Los Angeles* Chinese, Uptown,
Loyola (FWC) (2,097; 2.048;, 1,719;
1,248; 70-$l. 10)—"Tales of Hoffmann” (UA) and "One Big Affair’
Last week,
(UA). Thin $14,500.
“Belles on Toes” (20th) and "Wild
Stallion” (Mono), $19,400.
Hollywood, Bowtown, Wiltern

Pantages (RKO)

Key tity Grosses

2

_

‘Well’

•

Hillstreet,

is

downtown

54«75)!_j"Scandal

“High Sierra,” two reissues, looms
light $15,000 in four spots. "Dracula” and ^Frankenstein ” also oldies,
look only mild $8,000 in three locaHoldovers are spotty curtions.

1

it

All

—“Flesh and Fury” (U) and Underworld Story” (U). Okay ,$4,000.
Last week, "Belles on Toes” (20th)

(Based on 20 theatres)
$545,800
Last Tear
( Bated on 20 theatres )

14G
Detroit,

nice takings.
Estimates for This Week
..Kentucky (Switow) (1,000; 75-54)

Broadway Grosses

in three theatres. "Ivory Hunter.”
playing its preem date in the U. S.,
shapes sturdy $10,000 or near at
the Wilshire with upped scales.
"Tales of Hoffmann” looks only
thin $14,500 on popscale date, four
houses. "To Have, Have Not” and

(WB)

drop-off.

$14,000;

usual

Scandal
biz houses are way off.
Sheet” is good while "Flesh and
Fury” is okay. Reissues of Frankenstein” and "Dracula” are pulling

this

rently.

2T,

credit, restric-

others say that

summer

Los Angelas, May 27,
Most first-runs are marking time
frame waiting foir coming holiday weekend and new bills. Best
of current crop of films is combo
of "Redball Express” and "Bronco
Buster.” which looks solid $23,000

May

Bis on maid stem currently u
mostly In the doldrums. Some

Hunter

City,

Fancy

‘Sprits’

Oke 4G

‘Flesb’

nois Jacquet, Wini
(M-G), $10,600.
dull $13,000. Last week, "Finders
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 70-95)—
Keepers” (IJ) plus Pearl Bailey, “Belles on Toes” (20th) (2d
wk),
onFlames
Blue
Chris
Powell
and
“Hong Kong”
Down
to $4,00Q. Last week, mild
stage, 112,000.
Last week, “Wild; North” (M-G)
Washington, May 27..
$6 , 000 ,
50-99)—
“Dead
Fox:
(20th)
(2,250;
(m.o.), same.
This is a dullish session, brightline-U.S.A.” (20th) (2d wk), off to
Palace (RKO) (3,300; 55-80)— ened by a single standout, “Skirts
$10,000. Last week, okay $15,000.
Louis Still Mild;
“Half Breed” (RKO). Thin $8,000. Ahoy” plus vaude, at Loew’s CapiGoldman (Goldman) (£200; 50preem
by
a
launched
Latter,
tol.
Last week, “Sniper” (Col), $11,500,
99)
"Walk East on Beacon” (Col).
State (Leew’s) (3,450; 55-80)— featuring the stage appearance of
’Carbine’
Solid $13,000,
'
"San Smash $18,000. Last week, “Battle
Williams,

(U), fine $13,000.

Ohio

Hefty 25G, D.C.

(1,244; 55-80)
(Par). Peppy $5,000.

(Loew’s)

St

—

is brisk.
“Red Mountain” (Par). Fair $11,- Esther
United Artists, Hollywood Para- 000. Last week, "Carbine Williams” Francisco Story” is only fair, at
the Warner while “Half-Breed” at
mount, Bits (UATC-F&M-FWC) (M-G), $9,50Q.
(2,100; 1,430; 1,370; 70-$1.10)
Stillman (Loew’s) (2,700; 55-80) RKO Keith’s shapes okay. “En“Red Ball Express” (U) and —“Carbine Williams” (M-G) (m.o.). core” continues sturdy in its sec“Bronco Buster” (U). Solid $23,- Moderate $5,000. Last week, “Girl ond session at the Trans-Lux.
000, Last week, UA and Hollywood in White” (M-G), $7,000.
Estimate* for Thi* Week
Par, “Sniper” (Col) and “Apache
Capitol (Loew’s) (3,434; 55-95)
Country” (Col) (UA only) (10 days).
Ahoy” (M-G) plus vaude.

—

Apache Pass” (U), $13,000.
Masibaum (WB) (4,360; 50-99)—
"Macao” (RKO) (2d wk). Blah $7,-

at

000.

‘About Face’ Good 10G
May

St, Louis,

Last week, $13,000.

27.

Bix continues surprisingly mild
Midtown (Goldman) (1,000; 50in White” (M-G) (2d here although rain- and low tem-

99)—"Girl

'

wk). Nice $4,500 in 5 days. Last peratures for third successive Sunday curtailed, outdoor opposition.
week, $10,000.
Randolph (Goldman) (2,500; 50- "Carbine Williams” is best of new
Hefty $25,000. Last week, "Red 99)—“Skirts Ahoy” (M-G). Solid films while "About Face” shapes
Ball Express” (U) plus vaude, $20,- $23,000. Last week "Singin* in up good, "Battle at Apache Pass”
000.
Rain” (M-G) (6th wk), oke $8,500 Is rated neat on moreover to AmSkirts

^Hawaii (GAS)

(1,106;

60-$1.10)—

Not first-run this week. Last week,
“Denver & Rio Grande” (Par) and

‘ExprCSS*
r

I

1

III
Ofay
J $7,000
T

Prov^

-

KG 8G

’Beacon’
Hills” (Mono)
(2d wk), slow $1,400.
Providence, May 27.
Fine Art* (FWC) (679; 80-$1,20)
Rain on Sunday gave the main
Son, John” (Par) (5th wk). stemmers here a bit of a break.
Good $2,500. Last week, $2,800.
Even this didn’t help much and
80-$1.50)
(FWC)
Wilshire
(2,296;
most houses are again crying the
—“Ivory Hunter” (U). Sturdy $10,- blues. Best bet looks to be "Red
000 or near. Last week, “African Ball Express” at Majestic.. "Walk
Queen” (UA)) (21st wk-9 days), East on Beacon” at Loew’s State
$3,500.
is rated poor.
Four Star (UATC) (900; 85-$1.20)
Estimate* for This Week
“Encore” (Par) (4th wk). Nice
$4,500, Last week, $5,000.
Albee (RKO) (2,200; 44-65)—

“Man From Black

—“My

|

Dupont (Lopert)

50-85)

(372;

bassador.

in 5 days.

“Anything Happen” (Par) (5th wk).
Continues lively at $3,500 for second consecutive week. Stays
through June 3.
Keith’* (RKO) (1,939; 50-85)—
“Half-Breed” (RKO). Satisfactory
$9,000. Last week, “Bronco Buster^
(U) (4 days) and “Winchester 73”
(U) plus "Tombstone” (U) (reis

Stanley (WB) (2,900; 50-99)—
"About Face” (WB). Drab $7,000

Estimates for This

Ambassador (F&M)

Week
(3,000;

GO-

or near. Last week, ’’Carbine Wil- 75)—’“Battle at Apache Pass” (U)
liams” (M-G) (2d wk), $8,000.
and “Five Fingers” (20th). Neat
Stanton (WB) (1,473; 50-99)— $10,000. Last week, "Belles On
"Okinawa” (Col). Fine $9,000. Last Their Toes” (20th> and "Big Trees”
week, "San Francisco Story” (WB), (WB), $10,500.

Fox

$7,500.

Trans-Lux (TL)

(500;

(F&M)

85-$1.20)— "Mara Maru”

(5,000;

60-75)—

(WB) and "Dark

sues) (3 days), $7,000 with pair of "Son John” (Par) (4th wk). Neat Command” (Hep)*- Opened today
oldies outdistancing the newcomer. $4,500. Last week, $6,000.
(Tues.). Last week, "DeadlineMetropolitan (Warner) (1,200
Studio (Goldberg) (500; 55-99)— U.S.A.” (20th) and "Here Comes
Canon (ABC) (520; $1.20)—“The “Cimarron Kid” (U) and “Native 50-80)—"Sound Off” (Col). Aver- "Man in White Suit” (U) (3d wk). Marines” (Mono), fine $13,000.
Prize” (Indie). Mode#t $2,500. Last Son” (Indie). So-so $6,500. Last age $5,000. Last week, "Thief of Hefty $4,800 or over. Last week,
Loew’s (Loew) (3,172; 50-75)—
$5,300.
week, “Bashamon” (RKO) (10th week, “Macao” (RKO) and “Storm- Damascus” (Col), $4,500.
“Carbine Williams” (M-G). Solid
Ontario
(K-B)
44-74)
(1,424;
Wk), $1,400.
(Mann)
(500; 50-99)— $13,000
over. Last week, "Six
bound” (Rep), $7,000.
"My Son, John” (Par) (3d wk). Oke "Passion for Life” (Indie) (2d wk). Convicts’^or (Col) and "Thief of DaVogue (FWC) (885; 90-$1.20)
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 44-65)—
“Quo Vadls” (M-G) (6th wk). Fair "Red Ball Express” (U) and "No $4,000. Holds again. Last week Weak $2,500 after $3,200 opener. mascus” (Col). $11,000.
$7,000.$3,300. Last week, $4,000.
Lyn (Indie) (1,000; 75-90)—
Room for Groom” (U). Okay $7>
Palace (Loew’s) (2,370; 50-80)
Globe, Iris, El Bey (FWC) (782; 000 or near.
“Never Take No For Answer” (Ind).
Last week, “Mara "Belles On Toes” (20th) (2d
wk). ’RAIN'
814; 861; 70-90)—“Dracula” (Indie) Maru”
week, "Red
Neat $5,500.
$16,000,
“Oklahoma Pleasant $10,000 after fine
and
.(WB)
$18,000
and “Frankenstein” (Indie) (re- Annie” (Rep), $6,000.
Shoes” (UA), $4,000.
locf siroalr
issues). Mild $8,000. Last week,
(F8cM)
(3,500; 60-75)—
Missouri
44-65)—
State
(Loew) (3,200;
Playhouse (Lopert) (485; 50-$l)
“Captive City” (UA) and “Kansas
“About Face” (WB) and “No Room
“Deadline-U.S.A.” (20th) (4th
Territory” (Mono), at Ritz, Globe, “Walk East on. Beacon” (Col) and
Toronto, May 27.
(U). Good $10,000.
for
„
“When in Rome” (M-G). Poor wk). Steady $3,500 after nice $4,with, biz otherwise spotty, "Sing- Last week, "Wait ’til Sun Shines*
Iris, $6,000.
Last week, “Belles on 000 last week.
$8,500.
in’ in Rain,” "Pride of St Louis”
of Texan
(20th). and
Toes” (20th) and “Talk About
(WB) (2,174; 50-80)— and "Wild North” are the big first- (20th), $9,000.
Stranger” (M-G), $9,000.
“San Francisco Story” (WB). Weak run grossers here this week. Most
’Rain’ Sockero $10,000,
Pageant
(St. L. Amus.) (l.OOOj
Strand (Silverman) (2,200; 44-65) $10,000. Last week, "Paula” (Col), other product is sagging.
i
ii«
»
75-90)— "Anything Can Happen
Mounti,ln ”
(Par)
and same.
Estimates for This Week
(Par) (2d wk).. Held at. $3,000 after
Deadline
Opened
Trans-Lux (T-L) (654; 60-$l)—
'Brave Warrior” (Col).
Crest,
Downtown,
Glendale, nice $4,000 opening session.
Monday (26). Last week, ‘Aaron "Encore” (Par) (2d wk). Sock $9,- Mayfair, Scarboro, State (Taylor)
Omaha, May 27*
.Shady Oak (St. L. Amus.) (800;
000 after $11,000 last week.
Continued storms, the races and Slick” (Par), meek $3,500.
(863; 1,059; 955; 470; 698; 694; 35Happen
60)—"Sound Off” (Col) and. "Pace 75-90) "Anything Can
opening of parks are hurting film
(Par) (2d wk). Good $3,500 followThat Thrills” (RKO). Nice $14,000. ing
trade. “Singin’ In the Rain” at
$4,500 initial frame.
State is easily best grosser in town
Last week, "Scandal Sheet” (Col)
"Deadlinewith smash session.
and "Maltese Falcon” (WB) (reisU.S.A.” at Orpheum is only just
sue), $15,000.
The Brandeis looms nice
okay.
Etftotoa (FP) (1,080 40-80)— Tride’ Torrid $22,000,
Anything Can Happen” (Par) (2d
with “Mara Maru.” Ak-Sar-Ben
races are getting from 7,500 to 10,Weak $5,000. Last week,
^J).
Denrer; ‘Uprising’ 12G
000 people daily cutting into box$6,500.

—

World

—

BRISK

Last

i

.

TORONTO; TRIDE’ 14G

—

Groom”

.

,

,

"Return

Warner-

a
Omaha;

i

9GL;?«i

—

Cincy NSG; Yaude

To

office

7G, ‘Story

Tills 'Chained/

Oke

somewhat.

Estimate* for This Week
State (Goldberg) (865; 25-75)—
“Singin’ In Rain” (M-G). .Smash
$10,000 in line with record-holders
here. Last week, “African Queen”
(UA) (4th wk), $2,800 in 3 days.

Cincinnati, May 27.
Biz generally is holding to seasonal level for fourth consecutive
round which is far from good.
Flagship Albee is current coin
leader with “Carbine Williams” in
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 16- mild stride. Trailing closely are
70)—"Deadline-U.S.A.” (20th) and “San Francisco Story,” okay at
“Rose of Cimarron” (20th). Okay Palace, and “Anything Can HapLast week, “Just This pen” in
“Deadline
$9,000.
Capitol.
Once” (M-G) and Pee Wee King U.S.A.” looks fairish at Keith’s.
stage revue, disappointing $16,000 Lyric has the Hilton Sisters, first
vaude booking in quarter of a cenat 25-90c scale.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,100; 16-70) tury, linked with. "Chained for
r-“Thief of Damascus” (Col) and Life.”
Combo shapes good.
“The First Time” (Col). Fair $6/
Estimates for This Week
000. Last week, "Love Better Than
Albee (RKO) fe.lOQ^ 55-75)—

—

Ever” (M-G) and "Young Man With "Carbine Williams” (M-G). Mild
Last week, "Red MounIdeas” (M-G), $7,500.
$10,000.
BrandeU (RKO) (1,500; 16-70)— tain” (Par), same.
“Mara Maru” (WB). Neat $6,000.
Capitol (Mid-States) (2,000; 55"Anything Can Happen”
Last week, “Six Convicts” (Col), 75)
Okay $8,000. Last week,
•(Par).
$5,500.

—

9G, ‘Carbine 10G

Denver, May 27.
Aerial (FP) (3,373; 40-80)—
Red Mountain” (Par) (2d wk)
Start of fishing season is being
Mild $9,000. -Last week, $15,000
blamed this round for drop nj
Loew s (Loew) (2,743; 40-80)— first-run film biz, with estimated
Grand (RKO) (1,400; 55-75)—
streams
"To Have, Have Not” (WB) and Smgm’ in Rain” (M-G). Big $16,- 100,000 fishermen out on Sunday.
°
°
last
"High Sierra” (WB) (reissues). t T°A\ £8?
/‘£ frican Queen” and lakes opening day
"Strange World” looms fine
Modest $4,000. Last week, "Thief (UA) (4th wk), $8,000.
of Damascus” (Col) and “Brave <lr.Udcon (Rank) (2,390; 50-90)— world preem at Rialto.
in two
” (20th).
Warrior” (Col), $5,000.
Big St. Louis” is rated fine
°| S/* Louis
$14,000. Last week, "Laura” (20th) houses while "David and Batfl
Keith’s (Mid-States) (1,542; 55(reissue), $10,000.
sheba” and "Indian Uprising
75)
"Deadline U.S.A.” (20th).
s e
(FP) (2,386; 40-80)—"Ma- shape as good.
Fairish $6,000.
Last week "Red A £ £*
Li£ht
$8,Q00.
^ Estimate* for This Week
Last
Ball Express’ (U), about same.
week, Death of Salesman” (Col),
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; f3-85) r"
Lyric (RKO)- (.1,400; 55.75)—
*»
\J
J
V
Mi
-and Bathsheba” <20tW
“David
“Chained .for, Life*’ (Indie), and
Tivoli, University (FP) (1 43ft*
day-date with Tabor, Webber.
Hilton Sisters heading stageshofy.
40.80)-VMy Son! John' $7,500* Last Week, “A|rican Queen
HRtons the magnet for a go*d‘ $7,- (Par >WAJ
Mediocre. -.$10,000.
Lust (UA)"and “Royal Journey”
000 orneaiv /Last*. week, “Macao”
B
oa
«°th > <24 (2d wk), $7,000*
n 40(RKO), $4,000 in- 6 days.
(1.200,
,
wkf«0 0M*
Broadway (Wolf berg)
Palace (RKO) (2,600; 55-75)—
"Girl In White” <M-G)
85)
$9.5U“
"San Francisco Story” (WB). Oke
week,
wk). Fair $8,500. Last
40-85,
or
$9,000
close.
Last
week,
°£
^ " (M- G > Denham (CockriU) <1,750;
"Sniper” (Col), ditto.
(Continued on page 25)

"Belles on Toes”

(2d wk),

(20th)

$6,500.
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WB’s
Three of Warner Bros, top Latin
American execs are expected in

•

New York

Pix Prod.;

4%

Frankfurt,'

May

next Week for confabs
with Wolfe Cohen, international

B.O.
-f

Coin trouble still figures as the
greatest problem facing the Ger-,
man film industry. Lack of money
and fear of government ownership
are the chief reasons, producers
say, that few pictures were considered outstanding last year. Hpwever, now a tax on the theatre
grosses is looked on as a solution
of the current production headache.
The Nazi regime and the war
got rid of many top producers, diMost of the
rectors and- actors.
films made last year and since' the
escapist
purely
been
war have

Sets

Pact
Monogram
now product

division head, with headin Mexico City,* Peter
Caribbean division chief, opof Havana, and Ary
erating'
out
for Philippines
Atlantic division topper,
and 'Allied Artists Lima,
based in Rio de Janeirq.
in the Philippines

New

quarters

Distrib

prez of Monogram International.
Frieder formerly was Republic’s licensee in that territory. Although
Frieder will now distribute fresh

:

between cinema and TV should be
as iwd interdependent

regulated,
activities.

Some

instability,

there are no longterm actor or director cohtracts and a chahee- to
build up talent. Such 'favorites here
as Hans Albers, Marika Rokk, Vere

Dublin,

May

Ballet group founded at

20.

The
Cork by should

Molnar and Gertrude Kuckelmann
has found
sign up often with a different pro- Joan Penyse Moriarty
knitwear
ducer, director or even studio each a sponsor in nylon and
j

I

manufacturer Declan Dwyer of the
Sunbeam-Wolsey Co. Group, currently all amateur in status, took
over the Cork Opera^ House this
week, with Dwyer agreeing to pick
up the tab. Aloys Fleischmann,
Professor of Music at University
schools now starting up again or College, Cork, held baton for the
wait for someone good to show up. 70-piece orch which he gathered.
Since there, is no money for screen Some professional, others amateurs.
tests, a new actor has little chance. As enough professional musicians
All of the big companies, in- were not available in the area,
cluding Allianz, Herzog, Schorcht there was no union squawk.
and Gloria, favor independence as ^Show caught proved higher than
opposed to nationalization. Because average amateur- standard in reperof opposition from the German in- toire of classics and newly-choredustry itself, it is now believed bgraphed work by Miss Moriarty
that federal government’s plan for based on.J. M. Synge’s Abbey play,
a tax on all first showings of films "The Singer.” Some of the dancwill fall through! The money was ers taught by Miss. Moriarty are
to have gone to a “risk fund*-’ for equal to professional standard, and
better German pix, but the indus- effort is seen here as major step to
try is afraid of too much govern- founding an Irish Ballet. Critics
from major newspapers went south
ment interference.
Instead of the tax plan, local film to. Cork to gander the show, and
heads favor a voluntary “Selbst- were followed by top show biz folk
hilfe” form of tax whereby every when they heard something fresh
picture shown would give 4% of its was in the way. up. Group .may be
take at the boxoffice to a genera invited, to stage ballets here later
fund. This would then cut out gov- this season.
ernment subsidies and possibly nec
essary bank credits. It is figured
to put each of producing firm on its

time.

New Talent Has Small Chance
Talent scouts are unknown, and
It remains for an alert producer or
director to watch the legitimate
stage, the one or two dramatic

'

film industry believes it
participate in the proposed
organizing for TV programs. Also
programs
that transmissions of
to public places such as hotels,
clubs, etc., should be subject to
the same legal and fiscal requirements as- cinema theatres. The pic
biz seeks collaboration with RAI
on future programs for private
transmissions as well.
Adriatica
Televisione,
backed by a group of northern
financiers, has asked permission to
install a TV station in Milan and
has presented a project involving
the installation of transmitters in
Rome, Venice, Turin, Bologna,

TV

Film

Florence, Naples, Genoa, Bari and
Palermo. This group says that it
is not asking any financial assistance welcomes competition, would
charge no rental fees and commercials would be short.
The only
other TV setup here is in Vatican

on Terms

One help given recently by the
federal government was the lifting
of admission prices, set by law over
20 years ago. Now the theatre can
charge what it wants. Since the
distributor gets 40% of all intake,
part of the increased prices would
go to the producers.

In Florence Fest

L0WENTHAL TO RESUME

The N. Y. City

.

its

Italy,

big success
week stay

Henry

educational films, amateur films,
feature films, 16m television, soundfilm production and technical problems plaguing people working in
16m: field.
Oh the ‘Congress docket are
showings by various types of projectors, awarding of prizes for top
16m reels, and possibly an organization of international federation
for dealing with 16m celluloid prob-

on managers of the Teatro Libertad, local vaude-revue ho.use, for
presenting bouts of girl wrestlers

between

acts.

Femme

rassling

were

shows

without the association’s nod. The
managers explained they merely
presented femme wrestlers as a

means of hypoing biz. The association claimed there were enough
halls for such shows without using
theatres.

Islanders’ Cops

.

Arg. Film ‘Oscar’

almost since the beginning of
cuit’s

cir.

formation.

be recalled that back >’n
1934 Stanley Crick, then chief
of
20th-Fox here, and Charles Munro
at the time topper of Hoyts’
Australia* cinema loop, completed
a
deal whereby the former bought a
50% holding in Amalgamated, biggest deal in the film biz up to that
The Crick-Munro deal in.time.
sured .a product outlet for 20thRox in the New Zealand territory.
Some years later Joe Moodabe,
brother of Mike Moodabe, decided
to sell his stock in Amalgamated
It will

to 20th-Fox, thus giving this U. S,
distributor, what amounted to a
75% stork sayso in the loop. There
were some political outcries about
American fifin interests taking a

strangle-hold on the New Zealand
field, but these soon died

cinema
Buenos Aires, May 20.
The Argentina Academy of Mo- down.

Despite the major sayso in the
& Sciences has
its annual awards, and loop by 20th-Fox, the management
expected the San Miguel Stu- is still retained by the Moodabe
dios’’ "Los Isleros” (The Islanders) Bros., Mike and Joe. Product hanwas named the best picture of 1951. dled by Amalgamated is 20th-Fox,
This picture also won thr'ee other RKO, Columbia as well as sharing
awards: one to Lucas Demare for the Warner fare with the Kerridgeand London Filmshis* direction of the fiim; another to Rank, loop,
Tita Merello, as the best actress, Korda.
Opposition to Amalgamated is
and a diploma to novelist Ernesto
equally powerful KerridgeCastro, who wrote the original book the
from which the pic was taken. A Rank cinema chain, handling Paraspecial "Distinguished Service to mount, Metro, Universal and the
the Screen” Plaque and Diploma J. Arthur Rank product plus a
also went to Demare.
share of the Warner pix.

tion Picture Arts

announced
as

-

Mario Scoffici got the best actor
"Oscar” (a bronze eagle) for his
ii\"Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde,”
made by Argentina Sono Film. No

work

.awards were made in the best supporting actress and actor sections,
although special diplomas were
given to Malvina Pastorino for
"Shadows on the Frontier” (Interamericana), to Santiago Gomez
Cou for "The Orchid,” and to moppet Miriam Jones for her wotfk in
the short, "Let Us Dream,” which
also got a mention.
Best original film story award

Korda, Jarratt Set Deal

Sokal.

Chevalier's ‘Full Fire’

Hottest Thing in Paris,

Grossing $30,000 Weekly
Paris,

The

new

May

Maurice

20.

Chevalier

("Fireworks”), elaborate Eric Charrel-Suzy Delair revue, closed after
six weeks at the Marigny, a big
loser.

‘Earnest’ to

Launch

London, May 27,
Alexander Korda and Sir
Arthur Jarratt, on behalf of London Films and British Lion, have
concluded a new deal with Carol

New

Sir

Odeon Theatre, June 2
London,

May

20.

termission.

•

Liberal hatchet-work has cut run r
ning time of many acts including
Chevalier's. He is now on half-anhour' to 40 minutes and much of
his material has been revised.
Some of the new songs, introduced
at opening and frowned on by crix
as not up to the standard of the
oldies, are out. Act now includes

a pot-pourri of American numbers
and imitations of A1 Jolson and
other U. S. performers. This bid

American tourists clicks.
Lengthy explanations prefacing'
songs also are missing, and he now
goes into numbers without pre'
amble.
.

Other cuts have been made
the Ben Yost Singers repertory,

m

an

over-long Chaplin ballet and the
Bastille

Day

in

prepping a subject with a Tangier
background which goes into early
production.

They also are dickering for a
new series by David Lean, whose

“Sound Barrier,” is ready
early pr^em. They are also

latest,

for
after distribution of Herbert
Wilcox’s "Beggar’s Opera” for

which

Laurence Olivier has 'been inked
as star.

,

j

to 11:50 p.m.,' with 15-minute- in-

Reed for the production of a series big finale showing
of films. The director is currently
Paris.

Production

]

Since opening, "Full Fire” has
surgery.
of
plenty
undergone
Premiere ran from 9:15 to 12:45
p.m.,' with a 20-minute break for
Under the new
intermission.
schedule, the show runs from 8:50

to

World preem of the J. Arthur Rank British pic, "The Importance of Being Earnest” is to
Unit Prepping Yidpix be the initial attraction at the new
Jersey (Channel Islands) Odeon on
Tel Aviv, May 20.
June 2. This is the first theatre of
A new production company, mak- the organization to be built
since
ing shorts principally for television the war. Theatre
will be officially
showing abroad, has been set up opened by Lieutenant-Governor
here. It is Chazon, Ltd., under Sir A. E. Grassett
and preem promanagement of Joseph Troupin.
ceeds will be given to the island’s
Pix, in color, are Bible subjects appeal for the
British Empire
made on their actual historical Cancer Campaign. After opening
locations.
Initialer is "Isaac and nigtyt, house will
.operate on threeRebecca,” now being filmed in the a-day policy.
vicinity of Beersheba. Ben OyserDirected by Anthony Asquith,
mann is the director. Ballfet scenes this film stars Michael Denison,
are performed by Rena Nicova,' and Edith Evans, Joan
Greenwood,
r layers of the I-Iabimah, Chamber! Miles Mallcson, Michael
Redgrave,
and Ob el repertory troupes are Margaret Rutherford and
Dorothy
taking part.
Tutin.
Israeli

with Columbia and RKO on
prod,
throughout
Mexico uct terms. As
Theatres
a result,
must be strictly for theatrical fight looms. Amalgamated a bitter
is headshows when they are opep .for busi- ed by Mike Moodabe.
RKO has
ness, the National Actors Assn.'] been associated
with Amalgamated
has made it clear.
clamped down

With Reed on Pix Prod.

nightly sellouts.

New

ersttng top New Zealand
houses
currently is not seeing eye-to-ev*

‘

16m

Congress is slated to start here
concurrently V/ith Berlin Film FesInitiated by the Italian 16m
tival.
Film Assn., an organization supported by the Italian government,
the Congress will serve as forum
for the many-nation discussion of

20.

lensing in ''Berlin shortly.
He is Sono Film),
A special award was made to vet
slated to leave about Sunday (1)
producer Federico Valle for outfor Germany after* stops In N. Y.
standing
achievements over the
and Hollywood on his way from
years for the screen.
Mexico overseas.
Argentina
Sono Film, which won
Lowenthal has a deal with a
German -outfit, Berliner Synchron, the most awards, curiously did not
to make two films’ within, the next have productions which were winyean One will- be all German and ners at the boxoffice. This comthe second, "Traveler’s Check,” pany's stockholders are ,now mullmay be bilingual. It would be ing over a company reorganization,
made with frozen marks as a co to increase their capital and adjust
production with an American com book values of properties.
The Academy’s Annual Award
pany.
Producer also has set a deal ’for Dinner is June 2 at the deluxe San
release in -Germany of two of his Martin restaurant, operated by Eva
seven Mex pix and release of two Peron (cover charge $20). AttendGerman films in Mexico. His films ance at this junket is a "must” for
Last
are a Spanish-language remake of all ambitious screen talent.
“Maedchen in Uniform” and "Ran- year, all were required to sign procor of the Earth.” The Reich ex- Peron pledges before entering.
change pix are "Dr. Holl,” produced by Frederick Mainz, and
"The White Sleep,” produced by

scored a
when it opened a twoat the Teatro ComGerman producers feel that the
locaji cithenry is still not far away munale here Sunday (18), as part
enough from its own problems to of the Florence Festival. This will
see anything but escape pix, de- be the only Italian stop for the
spite the success of such American troupe, which just completed a
pix as "Streetcar” and "A Place in three-week engagement in BarceAllianz Films, among the lona and a week in Paris, latter
Sun.”
best financially, is now easing into under sponsorship of the Cultural
the problem field with "Toxi,” a Festival. Troupe goes back to Paris
“Toxi” from here for a two-week stay
film now in production.
is a half-Negro, half-German child, under their own auspices.
George Balanchine, troupe’s art
a role played by 5V£-year-old Elfie
Fiegert, chosen from 400 “misch- Istic director, revealed here that
had received an offer from the
he
lings.”
Gran Teatro de Liceo, Barcelona’s
opera house, for a four-year contract to build a ballet troupe there.
Troupe’s stay there April 16 to
Film Congress
Int’l
May 7 proved a huge success, with

Set for Berlin in June
Berlin, May 20.
Six-day International 16m Film

May

.

Bow;

Ballet Cb., in

appearance in

City,

PRODUCING

Balanchine's Iberian Bid
Florence, May 20,
first

'

Pix Houses

Rassliitg in
Mexico

Bans

show, "Plein Feu” ("Full Fire”),
City.
which opened at the Empire, April
24, is packing this big house to the
tune of $30,000 weekly at a $4 top,
the biggest ‘gross of any current
went to "It Happened in My Town” Paris show. Folies Bergere new
(Artistas- Argentinos Asociados),
revue is its chief’ rival. Casino de
IN BERLIN written by Sixto Pondal Rios and £aris show is an oldie, a holdover
Carlos. Olivari.
Antonio
Merayo
Rudolph Lowqnthal, former Gerfrom last year. ABC show, "Autre
was singled out for his camera
man film i$oducer, who has been work
Chose’V (“Something Else”), is not
in "Native Son” (Argentina
making pix in Mexico, will resume
in the running. "Feu d’ Artifice’

N.Y. City Ballet Co. Sock

feet.

Actors Assn.

feel that establishment of

a government monopoly threatens
future cinematic activities. Cinema
heads insjpt that the pic industry
be given basic fundamental guarantee as to what part they will play
in the Italian TV industry of the
future.

bank.

basis.

Will Control TV;

&

tres (the Schlesiriger interests).

Mex

It

Who

Film Biz Puts in Bid
pictures, the company’s
older pix will continue to be reRome, May 20.
leased through the Monogram Film
New to Italy, television is al^Exchange, Inc.’, Manila, headed by ready in an uproar over who is
William Brown.
going to control it in the future.
Ritchey, incidentally, also inked The Italian government granted a
an arrangement with the Interna- TV monopoly to RAJ (Radio AudiTheatrical Agency zione Italiani),^and since then the
tional Variety
covering bis firm's product in the protests have been coming in. The
South African market. IVTA is the International Federation of Prorep for Consolidated African Thea- ducers has agreed- that relations

The remaining 20% comes
from the producer. If the film does
not pay off, it is the' city subsidy
which makes up the loss tp the

lems on a permanent

Uproar Over

Mono-AA

'

financial

.

Colli,

be handled by Frleder Films,
Inc., of Manila, under a deal recently closed by Norton V. Ritchey, Italy in

At present each of the 60 or 70

With such

Trucios,

will

films made annually in Germany
is a serious financial gamblp. Ordinarily half of the film’s budget is
put up by the distributor on bank
credit while. 30% is put up by. the
city in which studios are located in
order to stimulate the local industry.

Armando

are'

Pacific

Mono

films.

i Col

chief.

They
20.

Balrytyple,
f

’vho.is

Lag

in Public Interest
Hits Mexico's Com’l
Mexico

May

TV
20.

TV

stations are striving
Mexican
oi
to unravel the strangling knot
sponsors now, reluctant to spena
more for spots and program shou
inas well as the lack of public

joining, terest in tele

organization as an ekec
producer is working on ail adaptation of Richard Hilary’s
“LasfEhemy. Ludovic Kennedy, who
has
joined the literary department
of
London Films, is writing an origi-

City,

programs.

improve
Stations are trying, to
programs so afc tb prod the publ
r
better
and
into buying* jfibre
thereby increasing
ceivers,
*
is
which
number of listeners
inve
pected to induce sponsors to
more in TV.

*VAftliTY'r LdMlMMI

wriei

f t*. NUrfW'a H*c»,rr*fel»ar

BBC

Coronation Plans

London, May 20,
Radio toppers from seven Com-

monwealth countries are coming

British

film'

London,

May

industry

is.

-

on the

disaster unless the
fcrink of quick
Government continues to protect
Hi subsidize it, according to a
Political and
SJdv prepared by the
Economic Planning Organization.
solution,
permanent.
5, lt1 the only
warns, is. for British
the report
out
pictures
filmmakers to turn
public will acwhich the British
readily than' Hollywood
cept more
-

*

product.

exhaustive review of the
the report stresses that
must the government
"not only
industry indefinitely
protect the
it -financially for as
but also aid
can be seen." Howas
ahead
far
pointed out, even this
ever it was
In an

situation,

will

assistance

merely "postpone

disaster.” Failure to cultivate

final

for their product in the ap-

a taste

—

4

27.

to Londorj for a

cuss

London Arts Theatre
Ends Clas&JProd. Plan

edly.

the four-year stretch from
through 1950.
Moreover, the report emphareasons desizes, “broad political
mand that the British government
it
necessary,
itself,
concern
should
with the preservation of the film
also
questions
Survey
industry."
why British production should be
in a parlous state when British exhibitors net around $300,000,000
loss in

1946

May

London,

20.

Having shown a loss of around
$3,000 on its first two productions,
the Arts Theatre Club has abandoned for the time being the policy
of bringing class productions to a
wider public.
It launched such
program three months ago at the
Winter Carden, teeing off with a
production of Christopher Fry’s

"The First Born,”

Subsequently
followed with “A Constant
Couple." Each production ran six
weeks.
Having finished in the red with
its first two efforts, Alec Clunes,
director of the Arts Theatre Glub
and star of both productions, considers it unwise to continue this
policy in the coming summer sea-

ATO

"However, he intends to rein the fall.
Project was limited by the policy
of keeping admissions at a popular
level. Of the 1,600 seats, 500 were
available at 20c while the top was

sume

$1.50.

Wolfit

Smack

for preparation of the
was taken by the
Film Institute which contributed a substantial sum towards
its cost.- But all research was done
Initiative

Old Vic Setup
May

London,

27.

Allegations by Donald Wolfit
of in-,
are that the Old Vic was a "monstrous
pretense of a national theaboiled down into three categories:
tre" were characterized as "untrue
predominance of American films,
and
mischief-making"
by Sir Bronthe limited home market for Britson Albery, director of the Old Vic
ish production and the heavy burTrust.
den of the entertainment duty.
Woifit, who quit thre Old Vic Co.
In analyzing financial aid, which
last season, mad® his charges at a
the government fiiS extended Britluncheon of the Society for Indiish .filmmakers,
particularly the
vidual Freedom.
He challenged
Eady levy, the report explains Why
thy wisdom of shipping "Othello"
this method Was initiated ii\ prefto South Africa> in view of the raerence to a rebate on the admission
cial friction; accused the managetax.
It’s pointed out that if the
ment of withdrawing successful
tax were
by 1,000,000 plays to make way for unsuccesspounds ($2,800,000) British proful ones; and assessed the Old Vic’s
ducers would receive only about
losses at about $85,000 each season.

PEPO team

by the regular
vestigators. Industry's

.

woes

;

reduced

pounds whereas Hollywood
In his reply, Albery explained
would benefit by two and a
half tiipes that total. Balance would that before final decision was made
go to the remainder .of the in-/ in regard to "Othello,” assurances
were received from John Schlesdiistry.
60,000
pix

under whose aegis the comwill perforin In South Africa,
in turn had raised the matter
with the. Minister of the Interior.

inger,

pany

who

OUTLET OKAY

They were assured there was no

ASKED BY SCOTTISH U.
Andrews, Scotland, May 20.
A bombshell was thrown into
British radio here today when the
British
Postmaster-General was
asked for a license to operate a
radio station at the ancient St. AnSt.

drews University.

Move was made

John Coatman, former controlof the north region of the British Broadcasting Corp.
and now director of the Social Science dept,
of St. Andrews
University.
“If we can break the BBC monop-

cause for concern.
The charge of withdrawing plays
was described as nonsense and Albery declared the. program was
agreed on at the beginning of the
season.
He agreed' there were
losses but nothing like the scale
suggested.
-

^

.

by

Coatman, “we will have
Andrews, and if we

station in St.

nobody in the area will listen
to the BBC
any more.’ 1,
Coatman says he has studied the
tele-communications act, and there
s n °thing
in it to prevent him
I
uom making application for a
ucense to operate
a broadcasting
station on a high
frequency. Such
“ station
would have a limited
range of about
Iff miles.
He has in mind the broadcasting
do,

oi

a lively local

news service from
farming and
and broadcasting of
piays and
concerts from theatres in
“^unty. Science students could
C0un .ty

fiot-

Fife,*

suing views,

and run the. station without

rXf.
k

*

c °llege.

?.

No comment

forthcoming from the
lr
om

BBC

or

the British Postoffice.
Pei^ lng in Edinburgh earlier,
TfA
oa nlan called for a separate
^
as ^ n g corporation for Scot],j,
a free from
English domination.
>

British

Yaude

Artists

Approve Korean Treks
London,

May

27.

A

party of prominent variety araddressed a private meeting of
MPs in the House of Commons last
Thursday (22) to clear up a misunderstanding which had arisen over
entertain
willingness
to
their
Deputation introops in Korea.
Russell,
92-year-old
Fred
cluded
Georgie Wood, Pat Kirkwood, Nor-

tists

man Wisdom and Jewel

&

Warriss.

Meeting was a closed session.
Subsequently it was announced
that the war secretary is to be
asked to receive a deputation of
three reps of the theatrical profession and three MPs from both sides
of the House. This deputation, it
was stated, would outline the profession’s willingness to assist in the
entertainment of troops in every

possible way.

to Tour Austria
In Prize-Winning Play
*
Vienna, May 20.

Thimig

Helene Thimig, widow of theatDelfont Setting TV Revue
rical producer Max ‘Reinhardt, will
play the leading part in the drama,
London, May 20.
T.
ard Delfoqt js lining up a “The. Street to Cavarcere," by
new re
r1 ue
“Television Varieties," Harald ZUjSanek, jwltli which a
y

S

3

thk

,

,

,

*

tV
4

short
bort

.

.

.

sch eduled to .open here
.N

.WIU probably play

a.

provincial tryout jru,n before
c °m
mg to the West End'
in ^is revue, Delfont has

group, .galled the ~XJ. S, Touripg
Xrioa^e^ih’gojing, to tour the .Austrian provinces thisL

summer.

Opus is the prize-winning play
of the competition arranged by
«
Setty Dri ver, who recently the American-owned, German-lanKed on her
guage daily, Kurier.
own TV program.

clioKvj

gest

i

nosedive of the year.

big-

The

weekend, with high temperatures
for here, saw a general exodus
from London. Grosses as a consequence were below average generally in the West End:
Ironically, the one picture to
stand up to the weather is the
1

longest of the holdovers. It is "Quo
Vadis," which wound its 16th week
at the Ritz with a substantial $4,-

The

boxoffice
explanation,

tl\e

900.

loo Bridge"
in

according to
partment, is that Spanish produc- $3,300 at the Warner, while "Lydia
tion considerably improved its qual- Bailey" hit only a modest
$2,200
ity and Whipped up public interest. in three days at the Plaza. *
Estimates for Last Week
Carlton (Par) (1,128; 70-$2.15)—
"Cry, Beloved Country" (BL) (3d

Buenos Aires, May 27.
of riots and disorders ac-

companying Argentine preems of
and stage shows is inspired by American Catholic missionaries, government officials here
several film

D. S.

charged, in line .with the church’s
campaign to censor "objectionable"
material.
Opening of EFA Stu-

Top Export

wk).

Poor $2,300. Holds one more

week

with "Mourning
Electra” (RKO) (reissue)
-Mffcy 23

Becomes
opening

”

Mkt. for

Mex

Empire (M-G)

Pix

55-$1.70)—
"Waterloo Bridge” (M-G) (reissue)*
Moderate
in
$4,600
initial
4 days.
Washington, May 27.
The TJ. S. now represents the Finishes this frame and is being
dents.
followed
by
"Star
Said
No"
(M-G)
Prior to the Met unveiling, the largest export market for Mexican and "Brandy for Parson" (ABFD),
same picture provoked a riot two films, reports the films section of May 22,
the
TJ. S. Commerce Department.
weeks ago at the ecclesiastical and
Gaumont (CMA) (1,500; 50-$1.70)
In 1950, this country acounted for
university city of Cordoba.
“Down Among Sheltering Palms"
Although approved by the censors as 40% of all export biz done by the X20th) and "Return of Texan"
"suitable for any age," the film was Mexican studios while last year the, 120th) (2d wk), Disappointing with
greeted at the Gran Bex Theatre figure climbed to 42%,
just over $2,000 for second weekAbout 500 theatres in the United end after $3,500 for opening round.
by a chorus of student cat-calls',
States show Mexican films, serving, "Family Secret" (Cdl) and "Silent
whistles and stench bombs.
an audience of about 3,750,000 Voice” (Col) opening May 22,.
„ A musical revue presented at the
Leicester Square Theatre (CMA)
Alberdi Theatre in San Miguel de Spanish-speaking persons. Bulk of
southwest part of ( 1.753 50-$1.70) "Emergency Call"
Tucuman was markedJyy a demon- this biz is in the
the country. ” The 1951 Mexican (Indie) and "Fort Defiance"
CUA).
stration In whiph. small groups in
film export brought that country Also succumbed to weather,
modest
the audience tossed acid bombs,
about $802,000.
$2,400 in first 4 days. Stays.
stones and flaming matches on the
Last year, the Mexican studios
London Pavilion (UA) (1,217; 50stage.
Police halted the disorder.
Story"
The show had been branded as produced 101 pictures, a decline $1.70) "San' Francisco
"immoral for Catholics" by the from the total of 123 completed in (WB) (2d wk.) Dipped to very poor
Catholic Vi cat- at San Miguel* Dio- 1950. Commerce Department says $1,100 in second Weekend after
the industry there is reported "in modest opening week at $4,500.
cese.
a critical state” and that. this- ^ap- "§ix..Convlcts" (Col) opens May 23.
Ever since entertainment censorparently due to the inferior qualOdeon, Leicester Square (CMA)
ship was centralized in the Enterity of product, competition in for- (2.200;
50-$1.70)
"Hi£h
Noon"
tainment Board, some clerical aseign markets from television and (UA) (3d wk).
Holding well at
sociations have been organizing
from imports in the domestic mar- around $3,200
in
last 5 days.
their Youth Groups into squads
ket and unfavorable local and for- "Deadline". (20th) in from May 22,
entrusted with unofficial blue-pen- eign
distribution.
Odeon, Marble Arch (CMA) (2,cilling via the catcall system. Pos200; 5O-$l.T0)—"Gurtain Up” (QFD)
ters are also affixed on doors of
and "Battle at Apache Pass" (U)
Roman Catholic churches asking
(2d wk).
Likely to finish this
members to withhold patronage Dolores del Rio, Cordoba
frame at $4,100 after sturdy $7,000
"objectionable”
films
or
from
opening round. "Woman Is DanYouth squads are much
shows.
Top
Film Players gerous" (WB) follows.
more violent in their disapproval
Plaza (Par) (1,902; 70-$1.70)—
Mexico TJity, May 20.
than prelates of their church who
Another
Dolores del Rio and Arturo Cor- «Lydla Bailey" (20th).
often have shown themseives more
victim
of weather with modest $2,doba
Were honored as the top Mextolerant in entertainment censorHolds.
ican pic players of 1951' by the 200 for first 3 days.
ship than municipal bluenosers.
B/’tz (M-G) (432: 90-S2.15)—“Quo
Mexican Academy of Cinemato"Barbara Atomica" concerns the
Still dographic Arts and Sciences at a Vadis" (M-G) (16th wk).
effect of Cuban dancer, Blanca
ing
'excellent biz at $4,900 this
gratis fiesta at the Palace of Fine
chorus
gals
a
and
her
on
Amaro,
Arts (National Theatre) here to- stanza. Continues indef.
male audience. It follows the style day
Warner (WB) (1,735: 50-S1.70)—
(20).
"In. the Palm of Thy
of a risque, musical-farce, .along
Hand" Was acclaimed the ace film "Man of Bronze" (WB). Opening
weekend
(4 days) was modest $3,the lines of. the Pa^is Folies Berof the year.
It also copped most
300.
Stays a second week with
geres, but much less pretentious.
of the "Oscars.” De. Cordoba won
(BL) opening on
There are at least six legit shows his
"Derby
Day"
for his work in that pic. Miss
Derby Day (28).
currently running here which are
del Rio Won on her performance in
lewdly presented and based upon “Paradise
Robbed.”
“Cantinflas”
lewd themes. In some instances dMario Moreno), a comedy
favorthey are called “musical revues," ite here, won
a special award.
GET
in others labeled "sainetes" (burAn
American, Charles Kimball,
lesque). But in all cases, the humor
won
an editor award for "Palm.”
TELE SETUP
is salacious and there’s no attempt
"Palm” was the top Mexican boxto disguise the bawdiness under a
•
London, May 20.
office pic of 1951.
Other prizes
layer of "double entendre.”
Short film producers who have
Went to Roberto Gavaldon for direction, Luis Spota for scripting been left out in the cold in the
and Luis Aceves Castaneda and British Broadcasting Corp. TV feaGuadalupe del Castillo as support- ture, "Current Release," are now
Lunt-Fontanne to Open
angling to get an occasional proing players.
gram of their own. Laurence Par_______
Legit in Scotland
kef, secretary of the Assn, of Spe%
Glasgow, May 20.
cialized Film Producers, has had
Sets
Air Force
preliminary talks with BBC execs.
Alfred Lunt and Lynn Fontanne
47 Dates in Europe
In the four months since the
are set to play two weeks at Kings’
of "Current Release,"
launching
Theatre here Aug. 11 in the new
Frankfurt, May 20.
Noel Coward play "Quadrille.”
U. S. Air Force Band, which after the feature has grown in interest
and now draws estiappeal
Terence
and
here
in
last
They were
its last tour was described by pubRattigan’s "Love in Idleness,” pre- lic German officials as “the best mated audience of 4,000,000 for the
fortnightly
programs.
The ASFP
sented in the U. S. as "O Mistress ambassador America has ever s~nt
Mine.”
to Germany," has scheduled 47 felt that it would be wrong to musBig crop of U. S. legit names concerts in Germany and other cle in on a program obviously designed for feature product, but was
are set for Scotland this summer. (European coutries beginning June
The band will go to France, convinced it was entitled to get
Katharine Hepburn opened this 4.
some
share of this free publicity.
week in G. B. Shaw's "The Mil- Portugal, French Morocco, Libya,
lionairess” at King’s Theatre, Edin- Turkey, Greece, Yugoslavia, TriLoesser, Tubbs in Crash
burgh, and comes here next week. este, Germany, Denmark, Belgium,
Sonny Tufts played Glasgow last Austria and Berlin.
Rome, May 27.
week in new thrillet, "Shadow of a
Last year the band played for
Songwriter Frank Loesser- and'
Man." "Kiss Me 'Kate" Is set for more than 400, 0P0 people in Eu- actor William Tubbs, along with
King’s Theatre here June 9; and rope!
More than. 130,000 people their respective wives, escaped inwill go 'two weeks.'
in Berlin alone attended a concert, jury when the auto in which they
Members'* of the band have been were riding crashed into a truck
drawn from 20 symphony orches- near here.
Other Foreign News
tras and 16 name dance bands. Col.
Mrs. Tubbs is Helen McGill, lo12-13/
George S. Howard has been con- cal Variety correspondent. Their
Pages
On
ductor since 1944.
car was wrecked.
(3,099;

>
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Mex

’

ler

said

20.
last

The Empire’s reissue of "Waterwas moderate $4,600
first four days.
In the same
the Commerce De- period, "Man of Bronze" grossed
Yet

features in 1950.
was 20% higher.

On Church by Peronists
A wave

May

London,

As the thermometer soared
week the boxoffice took its

.

British

a

British

"Barbara Atomica" (Atomic
Explosion)
at
the Metropolitan
Theatre here last week touched off
a scrap between police and stu-

annually.

oly,”

The

dio’s

300-page report

RADIO

conference to displans for next

Broadcasting Corp. will play host
to execs from South Africa, 'India,
Pakistan, Australia, Canada, New
Zealand and Ceylon.
Apart from special sound coverage, the BBC is planning countrywide TV reportage, with mobile U.S. Pix Stai High In
units to be sent to key provincial
Spain But Lose Ground
centres. Special tele films will be
Washington, May 27.
made and these will be available
U. S. films continue to win the
to overseas territories. The newsreel unit is expected to make a bulk of playing time and grosses in
complete pictorial record’ of the Spain, reports the Department of
Commerce, but Spanish made prodcoronation.
uct is rapidly gaining ground as its
quality improves. A survey of the
two large cities, Madrid and BarRioting Vs. StageshowSj
celona, discloses that only 299 features were exhibited in the two
Films in Arg. Is Blamed towns in 1951, compared- with 422

of British fllmgoers reportcost the industry a $39,200,000 ‘ son.

petite

production

summer’s coronation.
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LoNDdH OFFICE

XONDON
{Week ending May 30
Orlfure* indicate week* of rmi)
My F»*hlort/" Airtba#*adors
VAnd
to Bod," Strand (33).

"Aftor

U

"»•* Your Llfo/' Hippodrome

By

TOM

VAN.

DYCKE

Paris,

The European

May

Excerpt From ‘Madam’

20.

press on the. cur-

rent Paris, musical festival, -Masterpieces oi the 20th Century,”
suddenly switched from music and
<Lrama columns to front and .editorii.1 pages as result of a Louisville Courier-Journal editorial of
May 7. Piece was written by Barry
Bingham, who did a stint with the
ECA here

On BBC’s

Show

'Light’

London, May 20.
Excerpt from Jack Hylton's London
production
“Call
of
Mo
Madam" *s to be broadcast on the

waTSHsminutcl

"Mortimer Touch," Duke of, York
"Mr. Pickwick," Westminster (2).

"Much Ado Nothin*," .Phoenix

^

.

_

,

,

"Penny

^

wa

and it*?

Feeling exists here, even by local
sponsors, that Louisville's editorialist led with his -chin on more than
one .count, First, talent like the

Boston Symphony, and

A1 *a

Pave 11
r “J 5 Off
V

1 (l£

"Rendezvous," Comedy

Honolulu.

New York wound up

season

:

without

City Ballet must likewise be con- deficit for .the first time in its 51aidered “interpreters.” On the po- year history. Additionally; the orlitical score, European crlx insist chestra managed tp pay off an inmush, be herited. prior deficit of $10,000.
that , “Masterpieces”
Factors responsible are claimed
judged as “political,” coming as
it does under sponsorship of the to be the. orchestra's shoeing unCongress for Cultural Freedom,” dor George. Baratl, .young conduc
angled by Julius Fleischmann.
tor who has built up strong followConductor Artur Rodzinski got in lug; abolition of 20% Federal
the rhubarb from Florence, attack- amusement tax, which the' syming "the sponsoring committee’s se- phony retained; sale of terrltorylections, and pointing out -that Kat- wide broadcasts of major concerts
chaturian and Kabalevsky of Rus- to local business firms, and excel
rla, Szymanowski of Poland and lent press and radio assists.
Last; year's special symph6hy
Janacek of Czechoslovakia have
not been included, while other fund drive was headed by execs of
the
Hawaiian Pineapple Co., largest
composers he refrained from namIng were deemed unworthy of se- pineapple growing and canning
firm in the isles. This year’s drive,
lection.
He wound up by saying “Real just ended, netted $30,000 under
musical masterpieces do not heed leadership of execs of one of the
big sugar agencies,
to be promoted or financed by anyBarat ls ’bolstering major conbody. May I 'humbly suggest that
instead of (or in addition to) or- certs with guest artists. Some of
season's soloists came from
gala
social
and
musical
ganizlng
events that cost between' $500,000 Jfcpan and the Philippines—thus
increasinginterest in longhair muto
better
and $750,000, it might be‘
immortallze Fleischminn’s Gin and sic here.
Orchestra
consists or pros and
Yeast and any other sponsor there
may be ... by creating a musical amateurs, civilians and servicemen,
with
BarAtt
mixing moderns and’
foundation to help creative artists
while they are still alive, thus classics.
preventing a recurrence of the
Bela Bartok case.” (It was RodzinUSING
sld’s contention that Bartok, fa
*

^

(13),

(3).

(OPENING THIS WEEK)
preem dates)

I

19)

.

Sydney,

•

"Poop Show," Royal, Sydney.

enth

Hungarian

New York

composer who
had to

in 1945,

have his musical friends pass the
hat to pay his- hospital and burial

(Week ending April 2«)
"Amant do Mmo, VIdal>" Antoine,

bills.)

1

gold.

The

battle wages furiously, with
lots of printers ink spilled. French
are
burned at the fact that
crix
they rate but a single ducat apiece,
and that in all 25 seats were allotted to the press and radio of
Real griping is exthe world.
pressed at fact that embassies,
brass, and other VIPs seem to have
all

they nted.

It

was underwater

(

Desire,"

17)
Arts,

in. the*

bay

here 364 years ago. In 1950, *the
of Argyll enlisted Admiralty
aid in seeking to salvage her
Divers brought to the .surface
enough evidence to convince experts that the treasure ship really
does lie in the water near here.
*hf

follpw

Negotiations pending between Bernard Delfont and Val
Parnell to star, Laurel Sc Hardy in
British pantomime at the London
Palladium next Christmas. Title
of panto will he “Dick Whittington, with L A: H to play the Captain and Mate
Playwright Charlotte' Frances to make one of her
rare stage appearances in new Robert Munro comedy, “Pardon My
Claws,” which is being tried out at
the “Q” Theatre June 2. She will
co-star
with Sonnie Hale and
Charles Heslop, with William Kendall, John Deverell, Charles Lamb
an fi Jean St. Clair supporting;
The Donald Wolfits grabbing a

Bel-

Keith, top spieler for local station
and head of the National
Champs Elysees was clean two Radio Announcers Assn. Keith deweeks in advance and scale upped mands that future announcers
to 4,020 francs (roughy $14) for “have a solid culture, the knowledge of at least two languages
down front pews. His “Oedipus a full sense of responsibility.” and
He
Rex,” an opera-oratorio, written indicated that at present about the
originally
in
1927 in medieval only thing demanded of a radio
Latin by Jean Cocteau, was given a announcer in Mexico is that he

magnificent new production (19),
with composer waving the baton.

Current show is lush with startling
sets and costumes designed by Cocteau, who likewise declaimed the
narration in French.

XEW

"ThW.m
Th«

BUENOS AIDES
dVcch onding May 24)
Mother-In-Law Is a Fury" (Mi f>uesra es Una Fiera), Apolo.
l&grimas tamhis
blen. se sccan), Atenco.
Spain" (Do Espana Llego
,
U4>a
Cancion), Argentlno.
“^ h#n c hesfs Hunt Partridge" (Cuando
i
J
.

talk klibly and distinctly,
The association also seeks to el-

evate radio announcing throughout
the Americas. It has obtained
President Miguel Aleman’s approval for a meeting here during June
at dates convenient to the dele-

Cervantes.
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taining.

Most of the looking-backward
column^ indicated disappointment
in the lack of pfx with stature

at

the fest.
All talked about the
turgid atmosphere due to low quality of films and the generally letdown feeling in spite of the many
cocktail parties, receptions and big
personalities present.
Crix are
still smarting over the poor French

.showing and blaming

it

on

the

commission that picks the films,
They claim that two of the best
Gallic potentials were passed over,
They are Jacque Becker’s “Casque
d’Or”
add Rene Clement's “Jeux
LI*-

.

.

.

P

£

‘

|

Pu-

.

-

’

.

‘° JM Llonos

TU

.

3

of Egypt, India and many other
countries, including France itself.
One film coluitfhldt went so far
as to ‘admit that, he now realizes
What the public, sees in a wellmade piece of cinematic mayhem
that is not arty, but just enter-

•

s. s

Bugcnla).

Relief

1

" rombr “ «“ ml

'»»"•»

Cannes

Sumac

Prlma esta Loc *>>
IB »“ aa

n

VId“? Sm?,r“

paign..

’

"Medea," Nuevo.

‘

V

;

MEXICO CITY

^

gates.

M

as

week's vacation in Paris
beth Webb, currently featured in Interdite,” both of which wert
Gay s the Word,” now touring the ••hown out of competition for gen'
provinces after a lengthy West End erally top audience reaction.
run, planes to London every SunPhil Reisman, RKO’s foreign
day to do a special BBC recording
the
he/ weekly radio feature. “Home chief, told Variety his views on
°f
Importance
of the fests in view of
at Eight.”
Jack de JLeort arranged with prestige and commercial impact.
Peter Cotes to direct his Amerl- He firmly believes that the U.S.
‘^ exas Nightingale,” should make a more -wholehearted
which he is trying out at the “Q” entry into these national manifese re
Leopoldine Constan- tations. Reisman believes that fests
«« fl
tin
too
u) play the role she
played in are still a bit too touristy, with
America
Curt Goetz to play the much emphasis on the chi-chi asJack Hulbcrt role in the
ana
German pects rather than the technical
version of "The White
Sheep of esthetic ends/ He believes that the
the Fahiily, which is
being staged fests should be a place for artists
Enc
lass
who Pro- and technicians of all countries to
moted^if* h
L re has »
disposed. of meet and exchange views. New
0 £ /iUnd
Scandtoavl *. discoveries and technical advances
Itfly and Spain
should be* shown and discussed.
Also that the other art fof ™
to
s 3 Scot Dates
should also be an Integral part
bring up the level and interest.
Glas gow, May 20.
unroll
Vrvio
c
which
The Venice fest,
Sumac ’. Peruvian songS
under the aegis of a fullscale an
S Set f0r three
dates in
Scotl anH opening
keeping
Scotiand,
in St. Andrew’s festival, is more in
talk with Antoni
aSg ° W
4 She Allows his ideds. A
Fn
on wi?h
n ni hter at the iant Petrucci, head of the Venice
^
Caird Hnii°
n ?
Fest, revealed that Venice waS
Nail, Dundee,
June
and
5,
ihin
plans*
j
"* h#r HaI,> Edin' ing, ahead with these
burgh, June's
Venice Fest requests specific nim
from every country and scr| ens pn4
Co-featuring with her
will be
^
George Melachrino and
pix before they are accepted as
his orch.
that the a
lt 'v 11 cont ib ute
J
the first half of’ tries. Petrucci stated
to un e !L
each program. Miss
nJ
Sumac is sup- of a fest should be in all^ co
advances
b
lght of her own musi- exciting new
to
f
cians for
tries and points with pride
her songs.
Japan,
year’s revelation of the
^
The comw
film in “R&shomon”.
Opuls to Direct Giovanni
Pie
stateside
fest will have as
L
® n don, .May 2Q.
^
a i Wh0
“Lunelig
I
Chaplin’s
directtcI '-“La Charles
Ronde
Pe
J
1 ned by Josef with Chaplin to attend
Carrie
o make ! ?
snaftel to
his color odus William Wyler's “Sister
based on Don Giovanni
Back- (Par), John Ford’s “The

S?

MV,po.

* d " ,Mi

.

.

M

’*

“Current Release”

a regular video feature is the one
surviving monument to the British
industry's Better Business Cam-

’i

Duendeo Cazan Perdices), Astral.
lt * m,ni ' °Dona Vit
amlnns)» Buenos i?res
“Wrong Lov." (El Mai Amor). Casino.

los

tJ?,

but

.

^

dcs

.

.

’

Theatre

ties arisen.

^

London, May 20.
guest-starring in reSomerset Maugham’*
of
“Rain” at the New Theatre, Bromley, May. 26, with extensive tour’ to

l

1.900-seat

all

^t fij^s t it was feared that there
would be a tussle with some music
companies to get clearance for
background recordings, but Only
in a very, few cases have difficul-

th«

vival

,

the

at

London Legit Bits

very high cultural level, with only Mexico Would Elevate
r
' e *" ,DC '* Chacra
one omelet to date. Boston Symal"&a™S, com.co*
Standards of Mikemen
phony, New York City fiallet,
,EI Diabi ° an
Suisse Romande Orchestra, and
Mexico City/ May 20.
“F-B." (F.B.), El National.
soloists have been extraordinarily
Higher culture for radio an;;^ry«r*ity" (Perversidad), Empire.
well received. But if any one in- nouncers is demanded as a prime
r
(Ladronclto do mi
AinP^ Grand Splendid.
dividual may be said to have stolen requisite for examining candidates Alma),
the show, it would be Igor Strav- for mikemen's licenses bj the comfE
cn daval) Sa n Martin.
Y, ,
Je*eb*l
(Jezebel), LasaUe.
insky. No fewer than nine of his mission now revamping the comA " V *" ,E1
compositions have been given. On munications laws. The regulation Estnr'vivo/, u«„”.
was
made
by
Guillermo
A
Nunez
eW,P * Per " <0ran D ”
the two occasions he led an orchestra,

inception

“La Ronde”

stanza

Wanda Roth

Mlichlaf," Alhambra, Glas-

arlo'f'orlcrKj

its

.Continue* from pare

Shillelagh," Metropolis, Glasgow.
® rId •'" King’s, Glasgow.
Millionairess," King’s, Edinburgh.

My

is

fourteenth

its

Savoy here.

SCOTLAND
s

Beware”

“Sailor

(20th),

Sock foreign pic
in

(Week ending May 24)

JN** Day

Since

the

pro!
indefinitely.

(RKO).

A

fiOW(

gram should continue

(Par) and “Payment on Demand!"

televi

Duke

However, in all fairness, the programs themselves have been on "a

.

Lake”

TomA Grou P' Belfast.
Opera House,
Cork.
d$ nd
v*KM. Observed," Gate,Abbey, Dublin.
"Venus
Dublin.

sion which identified the lost submarine Affray.

The Florencia sank

Named

WB

.

Week ending May

'Streetcar
fUt.

^

because of legal aspects.

weekend were

last

*

ICELAND

SCOT TREASURE HUNT

Replying to Rodzinski, organization director Nicolas Nobokov, Russian-born American composer-director, stated that it was not possible
to give a complete picture of the
evolution of music in the past 50
years, and regretted the omission ish Armada treasure ship Florenof Szymanowski, Bloch, Rachman- cia was gunk.
Reportedly it carinoff,
Elgar, Schmitt and many ried millions of dollars worth of
others.

Street," Fontaine.
"Caprlcos do Vlchnou," Etolle.
"£• *#,r * temerkond," Renaissance.
"Chkntovr do Mexico," Chatelet.
"Cengrea.de Clermont," Potlnlere.
"CuUlne d»s An*#*," Ambaaaadeurs.
"Dernlers Outrage*," Vieux Colomble.
"Den d'Adefe," Wagranl.
"Eternal Marl," Gaite Montparnasse,
"Etranges Camaradea," Montceau. ^
"Orande Roue," St. Georges, .
"Her I tie re," Mathurins.
"Jeaus la collie," Gramont.
"J'Y Sols j'y Reate," Gymnase.
"Lk PeUille do Ylgn#,"' Madeleine.
"Uelaona D#«g#r#us#«," Gaston Bity.
Larsgue I'Infant Paralt," Nouveautes.
( Men^Marl at Tel," Capucines.
Mlchodlere.
‘ Mult dot Reis,"
Amblgu.
"OcCupo Minimum," Palais Royal.
"Ombre Cher#," Edouard VH.
“2" "* velt pas le* Coaurs," Rochefort
rl
i'SrV
*,rV
V" G * lt * Lyrique.
"Plain Feu,"
Empire.
^'Profahateur/' Hebertot.
"Ouerento at buatre," Michel.
"Reau reaction daa Corps," Oeuvre.
,,?*vu2 tlbortlno," Casino do Paris.
*yr Torre Commo Clol," Alhenee.
''Tote des Autres," Atelier.
F*«r elles," BoufEes.
Mousnuetelre*," Porte St. Mart.
"Valso Toreador*," Comedio C-E.
UV J eye use," Mogador.
“X* v?
"Un
Vrale Fella," Follea Bergere.

TV ON

Tobermory* Scotland, May 20.
Television' may be roped in to
help the hunt for Scot .treasure
buried In the sea near here. The
deep-sea diving ship/ H.M.S. Reclaim,
will
leave
Portsmouth
equipped with long-range underwater TV. It will anchor in this
quiet Scots harbor Where the Span-

“Lavender

Ealing's

.

“Desert Fox” (20th),. “Browning
Version” (U), “Battle at Apache
Pass” (U) and “Mr. Drake’s Duck”
( Eros )
Healthy lineup currently includes “People Will Talk” (20th),
“Sirocco” ( Col ) , “Starlift” (
)
“The Enforcer” (20th), .“Convict

"back

.

exec s next

nate Wednesdays, regarded
as the
ewin « spot Re!
eently
both the film industry,

one
0
'^oh (fifth week), and the of the major companies have
same studio’s “Where No Vultures agreed to collaborate. Only paraFly” iiTits eighth week at Odeon, mount. now U outside the scheme

Newcomers

L

died in

week)

3,000 000

which originally sponsored
are idea, and the BBC agreed the

Melbourne.

1

Release"

at' least

Hill

PABIS

•

mous

27,
in a

strong winter season here
Metro’s “American in Paris” (sev-

-

1

PLAN

May

leaders

boxoffice

Virile

"Kiwis," Umpire, Sydney,
"Don Olovannl," Tivoli, Sydney.
"The Father," Mercury, Sydney.
"Kle* Me r Kate," Majesty's, Melbourne.
Seagulls Ovor Sorrento/' Comedy, Melbourne. '
“*wan Loko," Princess, Melbourne.
"Ho Tree* In Street," Tivoli, Melbourne,

*

watched by

people each fortnight.

July
to alter!

AO.; Aonde’. Foreign Ace

(Week ending May

Is

*

AUSTRALIA

.

•

I

-

Pace Aussie’s

'Vultures’

<

•

‘Lavender Hill/

‘In Paris,'

.

•

•

m

.

(32).

(Figures denote

'27.

Symphony Orchestra
its

(0).

"Meet Celjaghen/t Garrick (27).
"Tlmen of Athens," Old Vic (28).
"Up Oarden Path," New Boltons (28).
"Murder In Motley," Fortune (30).
"Cold Turkey," Comedy (29).

Dpfirif
WIltH

May

‘

presentation
with shooting to .start- at
c ® “°nly regarded
as
s an
Elstree late in June. Harold French, off-time for tele.
will direct. ABP.C's other pic, due
Survey conducted by
'Choir
titled
to start next month, is
Britl.h
Broadcasting Corp. viewer
Practice."
It will be' directed by
search experts has confirmed r?
Gilbert Gunn . . . Georgie Haft's
nfe
r
prts of the
starrer for Eros Films (Hyams
Popularity
Bros.) is titled “The Black Swan,” of the program. Since the e x£?
sion of TV to Scotland,
it £ SS
estimated that “Current

Wolfit,

(CLOSED LAST WEEK)

•

Honolulu,

.New

Klliabeth,"

Red L.Her Day," Garrick

w

'

m

'

’

.

^

(7),

.

.

'

(4),

"South Pacific," Drury Lane (30).
"Sweet Madpeic," Vaudeville (1).
"Under Sycamore Treo," Aldwych (5).
Moon," Haymarket- (50).
Wfter*
,
"WMte
jheop Family," Piccadilly (33).
"Winter Journey," St. James'* (9).

"Youn*

its

London, May 20.
Because of her success in Mario
” ings/is to ije lelevated
ZarapL'g “Laughter in Paradise
?0 a
Eleanor Suriunerfleld, wife of actor viewing date starting in Julv p
Leonard Sachs, has been given a gram kicked off at the beriml^
big part in ABPC’s '‘Father Knows of the year with screenings Sf™
“Uncle every other Thursday. Tln/s.S"
Best.'"
formerly
called
Willie and the Bicycle.” The film night on which the Sunday
cvcnl^
stars Cecil Parker and Donald
,^ as its repeat

Plain," St. Martin (48).

"Zip Oees a Million," Palace

survi
run the TV feature «n d
Release," which,
bltk
trial

£

'

-

^

.

London Fijm Notes

"Relative Value," Savoy (25).
"Reluctant Here**," WhltehaU (00).
"Seagull* Over SOrfOnto," Apollo (09).

.

Slot After Tryout
Run
+
London, May
20
w
„
Having successfully
-»»4*

,

(20).

"Pari* to Plceodllly," Prince Wales

British-.,.

?

Cream Time

"Other Heart/' Old Vic. (6).

Broadcasting Corp. com?
mentator Brian Johnston will be
at the Coliseum to set the scene for
listeners. The excerpt will include
,*
the hit songs, “Marrying for Love,"
_
Kentuclp gazette's
thesis was to .. The
ocarina,” "It’s a Lovely Day
—
effect .that whereas Russians have Today”
and “Best Thing for. You
been sending ballet troupes and Would Be Me.” Show stars Billie
performers to other than Iron Cur- Worth and Anton Walbr /dk who
tain countries, litter have been wbll
heard on the radio presen
•‘interpreters rather than creators.”
Editorial goes pn to state that “Soviets have been smart about play- Tf
«, .
•
ni i
n
I
ing the artistic game in Europe. tlODOlUlU $Ymph ID DlaCK
r
They .have sent Soviet performers
t
gr
lnt0 Germany Aus '
First Time
51 Years,
”
,

(3).

(14),

/'blue for »*y," t H«r Majtsty'* (78).
"Call. Me Madame/' Colisaeum (11).
"Peep B(Oe fea," Duchess (12).
burtt Draper. Criterion (1).
"•xclfemeht," Casino (12),
"KnleMa ef Maditeis," Ylo Palace (115).
"UtfTe Hut," lyric (8«).
"London Loughs," Adelphl (7),
"Love of 4 Colon#!*," Wynham (54).
"Lyric Revue," Globe (35). "
('Merry Widow," Stoll (6). • -

(Week ending M*y

,

*

"WhSr

Ln

Sens," Caracal.
Colon

,n
w ° Ur,n * vTalk
£

24)
*

About," Ideal.
w. Complex**."
Has
Chopin.
H*v**wx
Mollcrc.

•

m

-

SlSi
ground

^

shots

will

be tensed, in

balsburg this summer.

Man”
man”

(Rep) and “Death of
(Col).

^
W

a

» alc

j

I.

•VAfclitYV UNJMP! ewittf
liMtnkii JptfeM, Xr*f*l«* tv Square

INTERNATIONAL

IS

New BFPA Plan Dropped
London,

May

A

on Theatre
May

London,

TV

27,

s Leaders of, tb<* three principal Cotes Plans
Play
trade group* In Ltfndon, repro&nt.
For London Next Fall
ing distributor*, exhibitor* and
meeting today
are,
London, May 20.
producers,
_
„ ± whose
Peter Cotes,
production of
(Tues.) to begin the formulation
“Come Back Little Sheba” starring
pf. a considered reply to the gov* Hartley Power and
Joan Miller, Is
eminent'* thought* on theatrical playing an extended provincial tour
TV, as outlined; in the recent before coming to town, is planning

New

.

i

.

be made avallahle^Tt was also pro-,
posed that r , subject to; appropriate
safeguards, \ facilities should he
made available' for. big screen TV,
These proposals will t>e debated
in both JEfouses of Parliament next
month in order to permit the introduction of the new BBC charter
by July l.
.

.

.

.

;

change of programs with the. BBC,
Every section of the, picture bis
gave the thumbs-down tdthat suggestion and now' the new 'government is ready to offer a compromise. In. return for any concession,
however,, they, rare Advocating a
supply of :41ms /for. "use on the
BBC's., tele programs: They also
'

suggest that, public/ spectacles and
sporting events with an overwhelming public: interest should be equally available to both parties.

The White paper concluded With
an invitation to the Industry

'to

reexamine .the position and submit
,

scheme for consideraTV Advisory Commit-

a detailed
tion by the
tee.

.

Today**: confabs will

be the
toward* complying with
'

first .step

that ‘request/

Aussie Censor Pusses

'

‘Streetcar’

May Be

.-Made;

of the balcony .seats at the Central
Cinemotagrafica circuit’s Gran Rex
and* Monumental as a reprisal for
Brit. Pix Frod/Crisis
having Refused! an., earlier release
London, May' 20,
of the Firpo opus.
_
-The full weight of the trade
The film*iSo disappointed the
Union movement may be brought public at the proem that; there were
to‘ bear in support o£ the " studio some vbcal. protest*; For the. secunions' agitation to check the crisis ond -day, the theatre ,wAjh packed
in British' .production. At their with state employees and’ detecmeeting, May 28“,the general coun- tives ‘ready to arrest similar crix
cil of the Trades Union' Congress •in the audience. This plan fell be-will consider a recommendation cause few from -the general public
from its economic committee for attended; so nobody could be ardirect representations to"theBoard rested;
Trade prexy Peter ThorneycrOft.
Film distributors here still have
Recommendation of the. TUC to cope with’ long, drawn-out -deeconomic, committee comes as 'a se- lays' before- they can release their
quel to a discussion with a seven- films,’ release permits beings doled
union delegation of the hew crisis nut oyer’ very long intervals,.,Then
developments' which have been •there is- a struggle to, get the Cenbrought into the limelight by the sorship Board .to view the film*,
recent sale of studio properties for then pass on them and finally to
approve their, release. This -.also
purposes other than film-making.
involves getting every all items of
Fivjt of. the unions
those who
s
publicity material' translated,
are in membership of the Film Instamped’ and approved, with the
dustry Employees' Council
also
classification for age. groups. The
reiterated their
appeal for a’
degree of success or failure destronger government attitude: in
Chiefly bn how touch perthe forthcoming- negotiations on pends
sonal sympathy the company’s staff
Their
Jhe- Anglo-American pact.
can muster with .the Entertainment
three-point policy in this

Started to Aid

•

:

'

•

.

.

.

•

'
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•
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‘Romeo

& Juliet’ Phoned

By

Castdlani as Pic
... Rome, May 27.

,

;

’

.

.

1
production /will be Shakespeare’s
“Romeo arid Juliet,”' in the Italian
version oniy. Film will be made
in Ferrahicolor, the Ttaliah color
film process. Shooting starts in
June* All exteriors will be done
in Verona, the real story setting
Of the Capulet* and the Montagues.
Castellani, who -is the recent cowinner of the first prize at the
Cannes Festival with his “Due
Soldi di Speranza” (“Two Pennies'
Worth of Hope”), Is Currently
searching a youthful actress' for
the leading part. -He wants two
young thespians like- Pier Angeli
and John Barfymore, Jr. Both* of
these have existing contracts with
Metro, and RKO respectively. Cas. tellani intends- to deviate from the
method of transferring the stage
production to the screen, » mainly
Suit
by using mostly outdoor scenes.

^

>

j

’

'

.

Compagnie

‘

Renaud-Barrault

’

Premiere dancer will be
Specialty acts ’will- Rossellini Defendant In
Betty Malim
include Lotus and Josie, Ronnie
Italo Plagiarism
Brody and Captain Younghusof baritt’s Rangers.
Milan, May 27.

Mac.

starring and directed by
Jean-Louis Barrault, with inciParis,

Roberto Rossellini, film producer-director,- was named defend•

Set for Glasgow
dental music by. Arthur Honegger
ant in a plagiarism suit brought
and “Macbeth” in Italian,* done by
Glasgow, May 27.
last week in a local court by novelthe Piccolo TCatro della Citta di
Jack Benny is inked to play at ist Giuseppe -Marotta,
Milano.
\
Action claims Rossellini pirated
Scotland’s leading vaudery, the EmLikely his film, “La Macchina Ammazzapire’ here, this summer.
will open July 14. Benny and Cattivi” (The Machine That Kills
Scots
at Native
company 'will pay a return visit to Evil People)., from a Ipook authored
this season ^and for th*e by Marotta;
Video London
Sluffoffs
first time will make a'short tour of
Glasgow, May 20.
leading cities outside London.
Scots Swing to Sun. Pix
Beef that Scots are not seeing
Frankie Laine also is set for the
enough of their own country's ac- Empire, the week of Sept. 8.
Glasgow, May 20.
tivities on TV is made here by
U. S. pix are being screened in
J- Calderwood
Leader, Turns
Miller, prexy of the
more Scottish, locations Sunday
Scottish Radio Retailers Assn. He
London, May 27.
afternoons and nights. The tradisays there- has been no big feature
is
Stapleton
Cyril
Band leader
tional Sabbath ban on film shows
program from Scotland on TV, only turning Impresario. He tees off
relaxed here.
one play telecast, and only a few Monday (2) with a jaza; concert at is gradually being
Whithorn, south Scotland town and
individual Scot vaude artists.
the Albert Hall and has also lined ancient home* of Christianity, reMiller says the trade doesn’t ad T up a series of Sunday out-of-town cently approved Sunday pix folvocate Items of parochial interest, dates for Frankie Laine, following lowing a public poll, But authoriout points out there ate events in his forthcoming Palladium engage- ties In Greenock/ populous indusScotland ju?t as important as shots ment,
trial .Clyde .toyra*, have mixed SabMotherWfell,
farming. methbds in M.exico and
Negotiations are also?, uttder way. bath screeniiig»‘ ‘‘Ih
the flooding; i^f’.a j5rench‘ Village.
pi'ov- Lanarkshire, fiSpvefneffif^ have been
the
concerts
in
-Sunday
for
>
of
opening?
Sunday
for
started,
A spokesman' for- the British
‘HdriW/at the contheatres.
Broadcastmg^'CJorpi.j “Mid Rmfta:: 1 •cluslbh'o'f 'her Palladium stint.
3
f
tions are imposed hyriack Of- re- --By bbarichihg^out in- this way,
Amfeh^irf^inls are favored over
sources, This summer more Scot Stapleton is following in the foot- British at the Sunday night shows,
programs will be televised, he said, steps of other band leaders who managers explaining this by citing
deluding events at the Edinburgh turned managers, notably Jack Hyl- the demand for greater action
Festival.
found, Ju<(golJy v£op$ urpdupt.
Payne, >;
ton, HepfxJHgH

Benny

-

.

Beef

London Legit Bits
London, May 20.
Jack de Leon has acquired a
new farce by Robert Monro, titled
“Pardon My Claws,” which he’ll
try out at his “Q” theatre June 2.
will star Sonnie
It
Hale and
Charles Heslop. De Leon expects
It to the West End, with
Sydney Box, the film producer,
having taken an option on the film

on

Mgr,

Band

'

.

1

.

,

*

(

tunes. Later he branched ..qut a* A
straight singer on disks for Teca.
He resumes radio work after re-

turning from Europe, where he is

slated to makevtwo films in Spain
for Benito Perojo, While doubling
the Villarpsa nitery near Madrid.
in
Producer-director Renato CastelComedian Luis Sandrihi is due in
lan!. has announced that his next

-

‘

*

.

,

•

-

•

,

London

"

-

'

Revue

,

.

t

•

.

.

‘

,
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one Of

Manufacture of raw stock locally
has been held up by internecine
strife in Lumiton, which had a part

:i

June

Morell in the title role. It will be
presented
in.
Zurich July 24,
Schauspielhaus
has scheduled
‘Hamlet” in French, done by the

J2, while JEFA only
the* 10 contemplated.’

-

.

regard,
••-•.
Board -executives. '
20.
outlined .* week ago, calls for tightEndless trouble has been .experiFesti- ening of remittances and a limitaenced*
,in the cases oL films like
val has its official opening this tion on permitted uses of distrib
’“Stromboli,” “Joan of Arc” and
year on June 3 at Tonhalle with coin.
“Streetcar 'Named Desire.” The
music by the Zurich Philharmonic
companies concerned had to re-,
Orch. ..Highlight of the festival is
trim to the attack repeatedly, makthe first Swiss appearance atStadt- Pertwee's Western Ice,
ing
changes to fall in line with the
theatre of thie New York City BalBoard’s.ideas and cajoling officials
let, directed by George Balanchine
Stage
for
to
review
‘the films after alterawith Leon,.Barzin at the baton.!
tion.. All this involves great tact
London, May 20.
Starring Maria Tailchief, Nora
in
being
.persuasive
with first one
Jon Peftwee, who returned last
Kaye, Andre Eglevsky and Jerome
Robbins, it will appear two nights. week from an Australian tour, has official .then, another.’
Altlfbugh distributors find that
Stadttheatre also will present a been inked ftfr the lead in “Ranch
revised version of Paul Hinde- in the Rockies,” a western musi- eventually they- win out in obtainmith’s opera,. “Cardillac,” done by cal on stage and ice which opens at ing release .permits, it is a battle
of wits and a wearing process
its own ensemble jvjlth two guest the Empress Hall June 5, with a
singers from Germany, ‘.and Rich- royal gala attendance* by the Duch- scarcely worth- the effort when' it.
1
is
realized they' have failed to get
ess of Kent.
ard Wagner * “Die Walkure."
Also signed for the production any blocked funds released. UnFete* performances at Schauless ’.frozen funds are released soon,
spielhaus include productions of are Maurice Bacquet, French come- some
companies may close up shop
Barbara Shptter, Gordon
“Tiriion of Athens’.' by the Old Vic dian;
\
here.
Company, London, produced by Needham, Alice Farrar and Jimmy
Tyrone, Guthrie, starring' Andre Carter, Lucille Gaye t and Anna

Zurich,

Zurich's traditional

planned

.

.

M

made

Argentina-So'no-Film

11 out of 15 pix planned and General Belgr.ano three out of seven.
Lumiton made only five of a

ownership, in Delta, the local raw
stock factory. Lumiton president.
Dr, Nestor Mabel Crespo, has concluded negotiations with the other
stockholders, which leaves them- in
Charge of Operation <o£ Delta, and
hopes: to step up production*
As a Consequence of the year's
dim prospects, local film talent is
features per year to satisfy its re- scouting '.around for new' avenues
quiremenh- La^t year about 250 of of* activity, particularly work with
these were American.
However, foreign studios, Stage work, TV
most of the coin fell ‘to the 52 op radio jobs also are sought. ActorEgyptian-made features .‘because director Hugo del Carril is leaving
the domestic product gets more for Columbia, under contract to
play dates and is much more popu- make a film for Colombian banklar over the natiori generally. Only rollers.
Photographer Jose Maria
about 15% of Egypt’s 315 theatres Beltran’ and cameraman. Ignacio
bother to; show any. imported pic- Souto wilLgo along. On hi* return
tures at all.
Del Carril -will direct “Teresa BaHpwever’ American pix are mak- quin” adapted from an Emile Zola
L
-w
ing a profit and Getting ^ome of classic.
Comedian Pepe Tgleslas launchthis coin out of the country. ’In
1950, Ur S. distributors were given ed a new trend for film talent last
about $200,000 in foreign exchange year when he cut some disks for
or 50% of -their profits. Last year Tec* Recording outfit (Kraft Pubthey received $150,000, represent* lishers), whistling, the background
for. some of Brazilian composer
ing only 35% .of their earnings.
Waldir
de Azeyedo’s, popular

Washington, .May 27,
Although a majority of. the films
being shown in Egypt, aye made in
AmericIT, no less than 80% of boxoffice receipts come from Egyptian
Arabic pix, the U. S. Department
of Commerce^ reports^
‘Country mlist gejt from 35d to 400-

v

—

Set for Zurich Fete

at date of shuttering this year, including the only color picture

made.

.

two weeks at ’the first-rqn Monumental with very poor grosses.
This film which caused sealing-off

on More

13.

Production in Argentine film studios is in such low gear, as a result of the raw stock shortage and
financial collapse of major studios,
that this year’s production is estimated at around only 25 pictures.
Last year’s total was 54 films, compared, to peak production, of. 57 in
1950 and 56 in 1942.
Most studios actually made only
a small proportion of the films they
had planned. Emelco, for instance,
now in bankruptcy, had counted on
making 18 films, two in color, Ae*
tually the studio completed only
seven, leaving four still unfinished

-

'

N.Y. City Ballet, Old Vic

Sans Cuts

.

,

•

(

When the Beveridge Commission
reported to Parliament more than
a year ago they nixed the Idea of
theatrical .TV unless the Industry
was agreeable to % complete inter-

Buenos Aires, May

Revised constitution* was first
suggested when it was felt that increasing ^membership was making
the council unwieldy. For months
a sub-committee has been propping
an alternative. Just as a plan was

Sydney, May 20,
Chief Commonwealth Film Centhe’ Alexander
evolved,
Korda sor Jack Alexander has given the
group quit the* BFPA, and upset greenlight. without cub to Warneris
the arrangements.
“Streetcar Nisipied Desire,” Censor’s classification carries the' tag
production of a new play in the
“suitable only for., adults,’’ Tag,fall with Bernard Braden In the
Arg.-Made Fiqm Film
however, does not bar children
lead. This veriture. will play four
from viewing the pic. “Streetcar”
weeks o» an out-of-town tryout.
Will, be given a sock exploitation
B.O. Flop; Protectionist
The producer is also contemplatcampaign, Key release will ‘be via
ing *N revival of Dalton TrumbO’s
the. Hoyts', with. proem set for the
“The Biggest Thief In Town,”
Regent soon.
which' he presented in. the West
Buenos Aires, May 20.
Norman Louden is in charge of
End last season. Power, who played
Although Argentine Entertain- exploitation.
the lead originally, would again fill ment Board of ficlais "recently did
that foie. In its limited West End their beat to insure added ‘protecseason starring part- underwent tion forHhe Luis Angel Firpo film,
four changes.
“A Champion. is Bbm,” the public
failed to support It. Pic held only
.

White Paper,.
government's' proposals,
The
which recommend^ the status quo
for the British Broadcasting Corp.
on sound radio and TV, also suggest the introduction of sponsored
video when adequate materials can

20.

plan to. introduce a streamlined constitution- for the British
Film Producer* Assn,, with a small,
elected executive board, has now
turned cold. The project may be
revived after the summer.

to bring

rights.

Spain next September, where he
-

will make a picture fpr Interamei>
icana. Meanwhile, he has .to wind
up his legit season here and has
purchased the film rights to “When

Ghosts Hunt Partridge,” the play
which has been his /legit- vehicle
for a -record four years. Eduardo
Cuitino, outstanding* heavy of local
films, having finished “The Idol”
in Chile,- is taking a flyer in Chilean
legit.

Alberto Clpsas is being sought
for a technicolor version of the

“Robinson Crusoe” story, which
U, S. and Latin-American

joint

bankrollers under Jaimes Prades'
promotion, plan producing,. Px'ades
was responsible for production of
the pic “Native Son.”
Other film talent stakes Its hopes
on the German-Argentine plan to
make “Tower of Babel” here and
partly in Germany.
The plan is
backed by Super Film Verleis of
Frankfort and Karl Ritter Productions of Buenos Aires. Apart from
this film people do riot lose hopes
of U. S. producers. repeating 20thFox’s experiment of filming in Argentina as a means of thawing
frozen coin. Fox encountered plenty
of snags making “Way of a Gaucho” (primary object of absorbing
around $300,000 in frozen coin was
achieved), and there seems no
eagerness to repeat here.

,

Hugh Hastings' current Apollo
theatre hit, “Seagulls Over Sorrento,” in its second year under
aegis of George & Alfred Black and
H. M* Tennent, has been sold for
production in Norway and will
open at the Folketearatret Theatre, Oslo.

*

*

'

*

3dLComlTV

Station
Started in Mex City
Mexico City, May 20.
There are now three commercial

TV

stations here.

Newest

is

XHGC,

channel 5/owjwd-pperated by Guillermo Gonzalez Camareria, radio
FELIX ‘CLEOPATRA3 PIC
engineer and video process inventor. Station is said to be the
Madrid, May 20.
Maria Felix, at present filming only one entirely equipped with
in' Buenos Aires, will go to Rome Mexico-made materials/ all Camain the- summer to star in “Cleo-*’ rena’s patented inventions.
Other, local stations are XH<CV,
pa,fra,” under direction of Carmine
‘the pioneer, which is ‘nearly thro
Gallonel
Pi*c is a Spanisb-ltalian joint year? ril'd, owne’d-ojperated by Noproduction, with Madrid producer vedades, a daily newspaper, and
Cesareo Gonzales, who has Miss XEWTV, channel 2, which the
Felix under contract, providing Emilio Azcarraga syndicate owns
/

'

part of the coin.

and operates at Televtcentro.
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Inside Stuff-Pictures
Continued from page

London,

May

27.

4"

An all-out blast against the Film
Industry Employees’ Council (from
•which his union had withdrawn its
affiliation) fm playing anti-Amer-

O'Keefe for ‘Periscope’
Hollywood, May 27.

top candidate for the starring role
in “Down Periscope” after Cornel
Wilde turned down an Allied
Artists, bid to topline on a profit
basis.
participation
the restoration of the distributors
“Periscope,” ^produced by Lmdsbi-anorganization’s
his
quota at
ley Parsons, is slated to go before
nual Relegate conference last week. the cameras Junp 30,
O’Brien singled out for attack on
two of the unions in- the federathe
tion, British Actors Equity and
Assn, of Cine Technicians, who he
charged with playing a very dangerous and stupid game in trying
to further their policies through

.Studios

the mouths of distinguish members. He referred partj®arly to
Olivier^ charge
Laurence
Sir
at

exhibitors

against

last

London, May 27.
As British studios are disappear-

year’s

asserted O'Brien,

it

W4» bad trade

unionism.
Alleging that the FIEC was rid
died with communists, the NATKE
topper suggested ‘it was only concerned with using the difficulties
of British film production to jump
on the anti-American bandwagon.
Cessation of American film imports
would mean the closure of British
theatres* but would not result in
one extra British film being shown

'

Purchase by one studio of another’s completed pix is not entirely unheard of. Hughes, as a matter
of fact, bought “Montana Belle,”
_
now on the RKO. release schedule,
that
in
reason
His
Republic.
irom
case, however,- was that the pic
stars Jane Russell, who is under
contract to him, and he wanted
,

-

maximum

continues at a steady level, there
now a demand for studio space.
Some producers Will have to wait
until fall before they Can put their
productions Dn the floor; The situation * is now comparable, in - a
modest way, to the lush filming
days o£ 1946-47 when all available
studios were* jammed and there was
-a waiting list of producers.
In the intervening years the production Slump darkened many stuSeveral which were operatdios.
ing at capacity in 1946 are now
being used for other purposes. The
first to fall by the wayside were the

•

Tyrone Power started his freelance career by reporting for U-I’s
“Mississippi Gambler” exactly 20 years to the day from the time he
made his film debut—on the same lot. Actor got $75 in May, 1932, for
a sma n ro i e in “Tom Brown at-Culver.” Billed above him in that opus
werc star Tom Brown and featured players H. B. Warner, Richard
^j romwe ll, Slim Summerville, Betty Blythe and Atidy Devine. In those
He’s doing
dftyfi> incidentally, he was known as Tyrone Power, Jr.
prop- “Gambler” on a straight 50% profit-sharing deal,

protection of hia
‘

erty.

RKO will release “Overseas Run/’ polor film on the progress of
Paramount when its release slate trans-Atlantic aviation since Lindbergh'* 1927 solo hop, to theatres for
months only. After that the film, in 16m, will be available to
six
overstocked,
was
Par'
and
was bare
service ’clubs, churches and non-profit groups on a free loan basis.
Picture was produced by RKO-Pathe for Trans World Airlines, it
starts with newsreels of Lindbergh’s takeoff and winds with shots of
the current TWA overnight hops to London and Paris.

bought*! d^zenfinishedpbe from

’

•

|

RKO Sees 500G

Wyndham’s Theatre meeting, and ing from the production scene
Anthony Asquith’s attack on quota while the volume of production
condefaulters at the ACT annual
The usd of these personally
fab.
ties might be good publicity but

last

buy. of

until its final release.

Dennis O’Keefe remains as the

ican pro-Commie game was made
by Tom O’Brien, M.P., general secretary of the National Assn, of
Theatrical and Kine .Employers
when moving a resolution urging

Some 661 manufacturers in 23 countries are using Walt Disnev
characters to help sell their products, according to' statistics disclosed
week by the Character Merchandising Division of Walt Disnev
Productions, Everything from children's vests to perfume bottles is
being made by 73 licensees in England, while 69 licensed manufacturer* irt France list string puppets, basque berets and silk scarves
among their Disney, merchandise. Then’s a total of 448 licensees
abroad compared to 213 in the U. S. and Canada. Accredited firms in
the latter two countries make more than 2,000 products and sell an
estimated $100,000,000 worth of Disney merchandise annually.

5

An
inventory.
negatives from another company
would solve his problem in that
he would get quick turnover of the
investment, rather than the long
wait from inception of a new film
outright

Hollywood yas a jump ahead of the headlines again In connection
with the decision of British business to pull out of Red China. Colum“Tafget Hong Kong,” scripted by Herbert Purdum is pegged on
just such a circumstance and carries through story-wise to a Communist attempt to take over Hong Kong. Producer Wallace MacDonald,
of the Robert; Cohn unit, is now rushing production plans to take advantage of the news ‘break,

bia’s

is

'

Although started
ne ur
f

10n

,/
^
dearth

L

as

J!

^

wilf conHn^/the

i

a

studlOT-made

poHcTotV^"*

and distributing foreign

pix.

“Murder,” which wilt be rJean Simmons’ next starrer at RKO, was
purchased by the studio from Sam Baerwitz, who had planned making
it as an j fld j^ for rkO release; Studio decided to buy it and produce
expres3ed lnterest
th« roI«th * piCtUre itself a£tW *h * “ftre

^

“

Althe

acknowledging that
ingualers will not result in senreturns, eXecs are. concoffers can
vinced thaf the
on British screens.
Continue* from pajre 4.
by .at least $590,000
enriched
be
The resolution to which O’Brien
Lime
studios
at
Rank
Arthur
J-.
yearly by the distribution of^-four
was speaking condemned the facGrove and Islington.. The former or five of these pix through art that westerns which cost Blank $15 began last week with appearances
tiohs wltnln the industry, which
of Arthur Saas, who" has interests
cos t '-the Princess $40.
is now the main production h.q. for
houses
advocated the abolition of the dis:
/
(Blank’s Tri-State circuit later =“* th ? Alamo and other houses in
British TV. In more recent months
tributor’s quota and requested the
Chicago, and* Charles Wald-er, a
last
the
of
Paramount
within
and
subsidiary
a
closed,,
became
Welwyn
of* t]
the "offbeat nrriduct puts ho *xgovernment to amend the appropri0
The- Miami .exhibitor. Other witnesses
few weeks the disposal of Teddingexpense or ^ Pressure on the and part of United Paramount
ate international agreements to
il
e" called durm * the next tw0
by
followed
was
decree
Isleworth
under the consent
bales staff. Furthermore, it’s noted atres
permit its restoration. Its abandon- ton and
reported sale of .Denham.
Blank is a director of UPT, whose weexs.
that the pix can frequently be
ment was put forward as the pri- the
Denham the only dark
the Amerimary cause of the decline in Brit- Apart fromthe British National lot ’picked up at low cost and that a proposed merger with is
an issue
•studio is
modest $300,000 or $400*000 *return can Broadcasting Co.
ish production and the loss to the
at Elstree.
n the proceedings.)
can result in neat profits.
industry of thousands of skilled
/
Daff
Most other studios are working
Under questioning (by CommisAcquisition of the lingualers is
personnel.
Opening the convention, Mrs. at full capacity, and the demand headed by Leonard S. Gruenberg, sion* Counsel Benito Gaguine, Mrs.
Continued from pare 3
.lean Currier, the retiring union or space will increase If several RKO’s metropolitan N. Y. district Anderson testified that in 1936
Blank’s son, Myron, offered the An- to merge the record and film comprexy, recalled that five years ago projects for the production of TV manager.
Gruenberg says there is suffi- dersons, in presence Of a witness, panies. He has been opposed by*
their studio membership was over films for America materialize in
cient offbeat product around to $8,000 for the Princess and gave Bank, second largest stockholder,
10 000 and this had dropped to the next few months.
The loss of
Rackmil went to London in the
slightly under 4,000.
keep him in a screening room 10 them 15 minutes to decide; other6.000 studio members was greater
hours a day seven days a week, -wise, Blank would build a competi- .hope of winning Rank over, but
than the entire membership of
However, he pointed out that most tive house. When the offor was failed to do sO. Rank agreed, howsome unions in the industry. She
of it is not appropriate for the. rejected, she said, Blank built the ever, to vote in support of Rackthought they had touched bottom,
'U. S. market'.
mil’s taking the
presidency pro*
Boone Theatre.
Continued from page 3
and that if some of the stupidiTo date RKO has had spotty reGacuine brought out that the vided Daff was also moved up. Latties by other imipns in production Lee, permanent undersecretary of suits from the distribution of offAnde?sons so id the Princess ‘to the ter proviso offered no stumbling
ceased, there was a sporting chance the Board of Trade. He has been beat and foreign films, Kon-Tiki
mank interests in 1939 f or $30,- block, since Rackmil has been as
of the industry consolidating its the factotum in previous negotia- was a marked success, grossing
000 after a prior offer was made loud in his praise of Daff as have
present position, and a hope for tions in London, being a civil service about $800,000. “Rashomon,” the
execs and Rank,
by a New York group reputedly been other
progress in the future.
expert held over by the present Japanese import, had a long run headed by Mort Singer of RKO.
Daff, 49-year-old Australian, has
government from the former At- in New York, but the out-of-town After acquiring the Princess, the been with
since 1920. Rank has
tlee administration, under which b.o, has varied. “Faithful City,” the
Blanks closed the Boone, witnesses been one of his strongest backers
Israeli film, opened poorly in its
the earlier Anglo-U. S. film agree
in recent years and it was partly
testified.
Production
ments were drawn. Lee was in New York preem engagement, but
Carl Knudsen, who operates the through his voting power that
Washington last year to sign the RKO execs feel biz will pick up
management were
changes in
Continued from page 7 ;
in the subSequent-runS. Pic has Rivoli in Seward, Neb., testified he
present deal after it had been lie
the
opened
a theatre in Watertown, made in 1950 to put Daff into
been
for
22
set
nabes
in
the
N.
Y.
costs that force the studio Into gotiated in London.
post.
worldwide
distribution
S. D., in 1932, but couldn’t get
metropolitan area for early June.
Mulvey Would Participate
putting pix into work merely to
Minnewho
sell
to
to
prexy,
had
apd
product,
Nate
J.
Blumberg,
American*, have always been anxkeep jobholders busy and to avoid
sota Amus. Co., Par affiliate, in sold his stock holdings in the comious to negotiate here rather than
non-allocated overhead.
1936 for about one-fourth to one- pany to Decca last November, is
abroad, for psychological reasons
It’s not all quite so simple as
inees
of value of house,
slated to become chairman of the
tfyird
of
comfort
and
well
those
as
it sounds, however, the Par biggie as
Forced To Run Oldies
board under the new setup. Rackexplained, since there's a nice mat- convenience. In addition, holding
Continued from page
ISO 3 „
KnudGaguine,
by
Questioned
mil win resign as operating head
make
ter of “balance” eptailed. That lies the sessions in the U. S. will
spokesihan indicated this week, sen said he had to run four to five0 f Decca.
in keeping together an efficient certain that James A. Mulvey will however, that the group didn’t
year-old films which were so butorganization with know-how .and be able to participate on behalf of
Exec changes will possibly be
think obtaining one seat was worth dated that what were supposed to
experience so it is available when the Society 6 f Independent Motion the trouble.
made at the direc tors’ meeting folthe
regarded
by
were
tragedies
be
you need It and, at the same time, Picture Producers. 0
lowing the aanua i stockholders’
Sn re
a
<?
audience as comedies.
™' ueu '' i In those
auQlen
Tnlw n
Mulvey, a powerful negotiator
not letting that organization eat
proxy
Proxy statement
8.
“‘S' session July
tal ofT3«05?®votes to get two
with a tremendous background of
you up.
for the sitockj
out of six 'seats on the theatre mms as Ane worm s worst, out n°w being printed up
There’s also the problem of keep- industry knowledge and experi- h rard
holders’ conclave, incidentally, wiu
.
Since
mort of tne
the iarg
lar^e
a
nce most
® people, came because they wanted mate no chances in the present dl*
ing the studio sufficiently and ence, has been an important factor
iil ij
,
u
P
8
Stockholders own equal numbers of to see the indie buck the chain.
evenly occupied so that heavy costs in the U. S. coming off with fairly
Robert Leverette testified *he
don’t accrue through long, idle pe- good deals in previous sessions
P bably
Rackmil, however, w I nrn
**
~
,
look over an indie house in Overriods. There’s less danger in that, He was not able to. get to France
p oara,
vorcement), it is conceivable that ton, Tex but was unable to get have to have a P lace
however, the company exec ex- a few weeks ago for the meetings
„
ar
g
n
bse
some
and
s
about
similar
a
number
of
dissi- product.
He brought suit against
plained, than in being forced by there and it was uncertain whether
®f
be made for
dent votes could .be attracted to p ar a fter the consent decree and 'likely will ^
a schedule to put a pic into work he’d be able to get to London.
directors to resign to make room
made a settlement in 1951.Insistence by the British on an the pic company board balloting.
just because you’re afraid of the
William J. Ge
Even half the numbers of theaLeverette, under questioning by tor him.
standing costs of an empty sound import quota will be to assuage the
to
t"
11
domestic industry there. Shrinking tre votes would probably give an Commission Counsel Donald Berke- cently resigned fop ].
stage.
w
for Dan in w
place
oaake
a
opposition
group
one
director
unrelated
originalof
meyer.
there
were
of
uses
frozen
coin
to force
“As soon as you have to rush
have
r
to
appears
Pictu es’ cumulative bal- ly, two theatres in Overton, both obviously
a picture into production to meet further 'American production in der
However, Hughes p ar houses, and that when one prelude to Daff s
a deadline,” Par declared, “you England is to help the studio work- loting system.
have to put on extra manpower. ers, who have been having an in- has been buying up pic shares dur- burned' down, a Par affiliate, Jef- portant position in the comparing
the
past
year-and
owns a lit- ferson Amuse. Co., would not reWith Decca owning about 26/*
Thaf immediately pushes up costs; creasingly difficult time finding
tie
more than he does theatre place it. Local citizenry joined to of U’s outstanding shares, Rackm
The deadline also reduces quality jobs on British films.
shares,
which
would
stiffen opposi
While a quota is .favored on one
since you’re tempted to get the
build a second house but had to of course, would have n ° difficui yas
take inferior film. It was then that placing himself and several
production in front Of the cameras hand in the hope that it will stimu- tion problems somewhat.
He holds 1,013,420 in the pic Leverette took over with the same dates on the board untler
despite the fact you know all of late domestic picture-making, Tom
w
company
and
929,020
in
system.
the
theatre
O’Brien,
leader
voting
elements
are
not
of
the
Assn,
your
of The
result.
right. So
cumulative
you have a picture that’s not only atrical and Kine Employees, admit- company. There are 3,914,913 outPar later built a second first- ever, since all the directors wn
ted in an address to the group standing in both companies and run house in Leverette, Berke- he would replace are frlendiy
lousy, but expensive.”
Likewise, trying to keep a sched- last week that it could also make one-fifth that number is required meyer brought out.
apparently fee»
him,' he
ule got the studio into turning out matters worse. If American imports for the election of each pic comFCC is bringing theatre witness- there’d be no point in $ubstitu
“ill-conceived”
pictures,
it
was are curtailed, he said, it might lead pany director.
es from all bver theV^ountty t 9 less expenehced men, for these
Hughes’ slate includes himself, testify 'm deals in whi:cH*they>-.gave ..soned directors* //o;
stated.
Idea of them could be to closing hr.lf the houses in Brit,
J ,
Noah Dietrich, his principal
wrong from a potential, profit ain.
lieu
Par subsidiaries, ptfor 'fo. .divorce^
The DedCa-U mdrifo? idea has
standpoint from the very start, but
“The gruesome fact is,” O’Brien tenant in all his activities; RKO ment, stock intere^/br. cuts, in been cancelled-, /only shelved,
the necessity of getting something said, “that most of the cinema prexy Ned E. Depinet,
gen- profits in order ta*' get Nearly run undeTStdod that Rahk has agree
as
anything before the cameras going public prefers to see Ameri eral counsel J. Miller Walker and product.
take it under consideration
led studio execs to accept the sub- can films to British films. I am Francis J. O’Hara, Jr., Washington
Testimony on this phase of the prior to next year’s annual st
standard.
sorry about it,”
lawyer.
hearings on Par anti-trust issues holders’ meeting.
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FCC Hears Par Favored Blank
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High Court ai Theatre?

I

U, S. Supreme Court will
look more like a theatre than
a legal chamber if it takes
literally Justice Stanley Heed’s
words in his concurring opinion In the “Miracle" case.
After stating that the principal
opinion does not outlaw film

'Miracle’ Victory Heartens Industry
(com pag*

$

doctrine end profoundly cherish
But to tmr such pictorial discussion'
Is to subject nomcohformists to
few exthe rule of sect* .% ,
amples suffice to Show th£ difficulties facing a conscientious censor
or motion picture producer or disAmendment. The Supreme Court tributor in determining what the
N.
-Y. statute condemn* a* sacrireferred to this yesterday, adding:
legious; A, motion picture portray,
“That principle lias been fol- ing Christ, as divine fpr- example,
lowed and reaffirmed to the presmovie showing medieval church
ent day. Since this series of deci- art would offend; the. religious
sions came after the Mutual deci- opinions of the members, of several
sion, the present case is the first Protestant denominations; who do,
to present squarely to' us “the ques- not believe in the trinity, as well
tion whether motion 'pictures are as those of a non-Christian faith.
within the ambit of protection Conversely, one showing Chrfst as
Amendment, ‘merely an ethical teacher could
First
which
the
through the 14th, secures to* any not offend millions^ of Christians
form of speech or the press.
of many denominations. Which is
“It cannot be doubted that mo- ‘sacrilegious’?"
tion pictures are a significant medium for the communication of
ideas. They may affect public attitudes and behavior in a variety
ways, ranging from direct
of
espousal of a political or social
doctrine to the subtle shaping of
thoughtvwhieh characterizes all artistic expression.
Higher-quality product will be
“The importance of motion pictures as an organ of public opinion turned out by the Italian film inis not lessened by the fact that dustry, according to Jona* Rosen^
they are designed to entertain As field, Jr„ Italian Films Export
(IFE) publicity chief. Just returned
well as to inform.
“It has been urged that motion from a six-week tour of Italian
pictures does not fall within the studios, he asserted in New York
First Amendment's aegis because last week that native producers
their production, distribution, and will, make about 100 full-length
exhibition is a large-scale business features this year on* generally
conducted for private profit. We higher budgets.
Rosepfield attributed the quality
cannot agree. That books, newspapers and magazines are published hike to a bqxoffice boom coupled
and sold for profit does not pre- with a steady rise in the income
vent them from being a form 6f of Italian films domestically, which
expression whose, liberty is safe- has brought greater financial staguarded by the First Amendment, bility to thejndustry. The b.o im“We fail to see why ‘operation* provement. he said, is comparrble
for profit should have any different to'; the .admissions spurt in the U. S.
effect in the case of motion pic- during the war. years.
While Italian films commanded
lures
“It is further urged that motion only 5% of their domestic market
pictures possess a greater capacity five years ago, Rosepfield asserted,
for evil, -particularly among the they have 17% today. Moreover,
youth of a community, than other he added, trade observers predict
modes of expression. Even if one a .rise to 22% by *the end of the,
were to accept this hypothesis, it year. Statistics arte unavailable on
does not follow that mfition pic- what part of the market is domitures should be disqualified from nated by Hollywood product, but
If unofficial estimates place it- be
First Amendment protection.
there be capacity for evil it may tween 75% and 80%.
Meantime, IFE is readying “Italhe relevant in determining the
permissible scope of community ian Film* Week," which will be held
A comcontrol, but it does not authorize in New York Oct. 5-12.
substantially unbridled censorship mittee of top cultural and educa*
tional figures is being formed to
such as we have here.
“For the foregoing reasons, we set up the event, in which leading
conclude that expression by means Italian film stars will participate.
of motion pictures is included with- Plans also called for nightly prein the free speech and free press vues of seven of the best Italian
guaranty of the First and 14th pictures.

part of the press of the country or
as organs of public opinion/'”
after the
Beginning in 1925
Mutual Film- “decision. < .the Su*
preme Court acted in a number of
cases to broaden the guarantees of
liberty and speech under the First

—

it.

'

“Our duty requires us

Loew’s

RKO
RKO

time a license is
applicant can appeal to the
Court, which must view the^
film to determine “in each
case” whether it comes within
the protective powers of the
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Theatres
Republic
Rep., pfd
20th-Fox....;
Un, Par. Th

refused, the

;

Du Mont

“The Miracle" was screened
by the Court, the first pic
ever officially shown in the
Chamber.

italo Films

V. Industrial Commission, Supra,
Is out of harmony with the views
here set forth, we no longer adhere

Monogram

.

..

48
40

Technicolor

...

16

...

Opinion then says this doesn’t
totally uncontrolled right to
exhibit films. It points out that
there are controls on other media
of communications and should be
for plx.
Getting specifically into the field
Involved,, in the present case, the
High Codrt declared:

Upped

(

Made in Europe
Quality of foreign films is much
better now than in the past, according, to Jean Goldwurm, an Ameri-.
can distributor-exhibitor of overseas product, who returned to Ntew
York last week after a four-month
hunt for fresh features in Europe#*
He saw decided improvement es-

German

in Italian,
films.
.

French

-
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‘
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and

Goldwurm, who operates the LitCarnegie, World and Bryant

3%

all-inclusive
definitions
of
‘sacrilegious’ given by the N, Y.
courts, the censor is set adrift upon
a boundless sea amid a myriad

3%

*

.

.

Quotations furnished

3%
1
4%
6%
by Dreyfus &

Ask

.

Theatres in' New York, in partnership with George Schwartz, feels
that although the “majority of new
Italian pictures is above average,
none is sufficiently outstanding to
be called of highest quality.” However, he was impressed with “Due
Soldi di Speranza" (Two Cents of
Hope), “Don Camillo," “Umberto
D" and ‘II Cappotto."
“German films are worth being
Goldwurm holds, Rifle."
reconsidered,”
“and I predict that within three
Academy Award winner Karl
years, if not earlier, we may have Malden set for a top. role in “Ruby
from
pictures
great
Germany Gentry," which costars Jennifer
again." In his ©pinion the native Jones and Charlton Heston
.
“Film Week" will probably have industry has benefited from joint Technicians
began
constructing
an overall sponsorship consisting production of Hollywood pix there, the 17 acres of Erie Canal locks
of an Italo-American cultural so- studios now have modern
equip- for “The Farmer Takes a Wife”
ciety, various big names, etc. FesMetro
ment and financing sources are on 20th-Fox’s backlot
tivities will be marked by a major
more willing to consider film pro- assigned Vera-Ellen to the guest
ball at the Hotel Waldorf-Astoria,
roster
for
“I
Love
Melvin,"
along
duction as a risk than in the past.
in addition to other social activGoldwurm acquired a number of with Robert Taylor and Howard
Keel . RKO bought “The Murities.
pictures while abroad for U. S. disder,"
an original by Chester
Giulio Andreotti, undersecretary tribution through his
Times Film Erskine and announced it as
Jean
to the office of the president of
Corp. Among the imports are the Simmons' next starring
vehicle .
the Italian government, is expected Swedish entry
at the Cannes Film Contract of Audrey Dalton, one
of
to lead, a delegation of prominent
Festival, “She Only Danced One three British
actresses brought
personalities who will participate
Summer." Critics at the festival here for Paramount’s “Pleasure
in the event. It’s also hoped to
called the picture a “beautiful story Island," was approved in Superior
have a number of Hollywood stars of a young
love that runs its course Court .
Tony Christians drew a
on hand.
in -spite of bigotry and misunder- role in Republic’s “Thunderbirds.”
John Mclntire drew a top role
standing of the country commu“Mississippi
Gambler," the
nity."
Given Okay For
Asked if he anticipates any dif- Tyrone Power starrer at UI . .
Valerie Bettis, who choreographed
ficulty with either U,-S. Customs or
Minot, N. D., House, Sets the N. Y. State Censor, Goldwurm Rita Hayworth’s dances in “Affair
Trinidad" will return to Columdeclared “if they understand the bia
for a similar chore
the acRevamp of Old Theatre picture they must release it with- tress’ next, “Salome, theonDance
of
out cuts." Highlight of “Summer" the
Seven Veils"
.
Lindsley
Minneapolis, May 27.
is a nude scene between the two Parsons
postponed
production
Minnesota Amus. Col has an- lovers.
plans on “Timber Wolf" at Mononounced that it will reconstruct its
gram to put “Down Periscope” beState Theatre in Minot, N. D./addJune 17 under
ing enough seats to boost the ca- PAR’S $1,355,000
the Allied. Artists banner
Hans
pacity to 1*400. Modernization and
Conned planed to Honolulu to
improvements will cost $200,000.
’52 FIRST QTR. join the cast of John Wayne's “Big
J*™ McLain"
National Production Authority perJoseph Mell
Paramount yesterday (Tues.) dis- i££ te< rom fcstt t0 a film role in
mission was granted to MAC for
i,f
e G1 S Wal1 ” indie in which
the- construction of another $240,- closed consolidated net earnings of
,
000 theatre in the past week. This $1,355,000 for the first quarter of Vittorio Gassman makes his U. S.
William Talman drew
house must have Department of the current* year, ended March 29, debut . .
equal to 58c per share on the 2,- the featured lead in “Split SecJustice consent decree approval.
which Edmund Grainger
342,104 shares of common stock ond
Minot, which is a community of
star ts at RKO next month.
outstanding. It’s a slight drop from
A
20,000, has. one other conventional
20th-Fox inked Helen Wood to
the take for the corresponding petheatre which MAC relinquished
a long-term contract effective
with
riod of 1951, when a nejt profit of.
the end of her run-of-the-play
under the consent decree and one
$1,411,000, or. 61c per share on. stint
in
independent driye-in.
Joey" on Broadway
2,302,760 shares, was racked up.
.
Hal Wallis picked up .his opTed Mann, local circuit owner,
Par’s
share
of
undistributed
9 n Charlton Heston and set
and his partner, Donald Guttman, earnings of partially-owned,
non- him for “Route 66" following a
formerly of Minneapolis, have sold consolidated' companies
amounted loanout chore in “Ruby .Gentry"
their
last
remaining California to $169,000 for the first
Bryan Foy signed a new longquarter of
ozoner to the Pacific Drive-In The- '52.
This was listed at $205,000 term producing contract at Waratres circuit for an undisclosed for the corresponding
s
*
Bob Crosby will make a
'51 quarter.
JJ5 I
sum. Previously they had given up
Film outfit also disclosed that a Sagguestappearance
in “Road to
their
Compton, Calif., drive-in. regular 50c dividend for the
with brother
secBing, Bob Hope and
Mann is still left with his profit- ond quarter of 16
Dorothy Laable first-run World here' and"
Budd Boetticher will dV
a has" b«n Se'cla^ed! CheckTao^
1
Duluth. Minn., ozoner. but plans on June ',3 to stockholders
3t Ul as his first
of rec stint after
SS? 1!?
A
a ?
long contractual
gradually quitting theatre biz.
laylord June 9.
off .. . Hal
Roach, Jr., signed
•

53,4

7%

.
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Top B.0. Names

Justify Big Budgets,

"Sez Harriet Parsons
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Although there

!

•

.

.

is

a definite

fort to bring production costs

ef-

down

in Hollywood, the expenditure of

more on a pic is juson certain typo of pictures,

$1,000,000 or
tified

Harriet

1

Parsons,

declared- last

RKO

week

in

producer,

New

York.

Miss Parsons, whose last film was
“Clash By Night” for Wald-Krasna,
pointed out that necessity for top-

draw
ture’s

b.o.

names

acceptance

to assure a picby both exhibs

and the public frequently resulted
in upped budgets. She noted that
it was all part of the vicious cycle
that, exist* in today’* market.

On

one hand, she said, theatremen
clamor for new faces, but won’t
buy pix without' name values. “The
only way you can gamble on new
faces," she declared, “is on lowbudget pictures/*
that
Miss
revealed
Parsons
“Clash" was brought in for a little
more than $1,060,000. Film stars
Barbara "Stanwyck, Paul Douglas,
Robert $yan and Marilyn Monrqe.
Miss Parsons asserted that although she was under contract to

RKO, which

releasing “Clash,’

is

under indefinite loanout to
W-K, now under Jerry Wald’s control. While east,- she will devote
some time on research and talent
she

is

quests for “Size -12',” Wald’s next
for RKO. Wald,-' Ahe •pointed out,
has realized the value of pictures
that appeal 'to wointien. “Cla$h” ana

the previous Wald-Krasr.a pic, “The
Bine.. Yell,”, aye .in that,; category,
she noted, as will be the upcoming
“Exclusive Model,” “Size 12" and
.

.

•.

•

j

.

.

in Pix
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1%
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1
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4%
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+ %

21%

Bid
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MAC,

of conflicting currents of religious
views, with no charts hut those
provided by the most vocal and
powerful orthodoxies.
“N. Y. cannot vest such unlimited restraining control over
motion pictures in a censor. Under
such a standard the most careful
and tolerant censor would find it
virtually impossible to avoid favoring one religion over another,
and* he would be. subject to an
inevitable tendency to ban the expression of unpopular sentiments
sacred to a religious minority.
“It is not the business of government in our nation to. suppress
real or imagined, attacks upon a
particular
religious
doctrine,
whether they appear in publications,
speeches, or motion pictures."
Justice Frankfurter’s concurring
opinion gives a long history of
“sacrilege," pointing out the vagueness of its definitions in various

4

.

Hollywood, May 27.
William Tracy and Joe Sawyer for
U-l signed John and Gwen Bagni two of the four, comedies he’ll
make for distribution by Lippert.
to script “Law and Order," initial
Samuel
Goldwyn
completed
production chore for John Rogers leasing of “Hans Christian AnderMonogram-Allied Artists will sen” after four months of shoot.
Laurie
drew the
have .a record six, pix on location ing... Piper
femme lead opposite Tyrone Power
next month, “Hiawatha," “Yukon in
“Mississippi Gambler," which
Gold," “Battle Zone,” “Gun Smoke rolls June 10 at UI...Ruth Hall
Range," “Guns Along the Border" signed for a featured role in “The
and “Down Periscope” \ . , Qscar Farmer Takes a Wife" at 20th-Fox
.Metro purchased “The Long,
Levant appears in a straight role
Long Trail,” romantic comedy by
in the “Ransom of Red Chief" epi- Clinton Twiss, and assigned it to
sode in 20th-Fox’s “Bagdad on the Pandro S. Berman for production
He teams with Fred Dick. Powell will shift from acting
Subway."
to directing with “Breakaway,” at
Alldn and Lee, Aakcr in the seRKQ. .Walter Wanger signed Edquence . . Jonie Taps signed Dick mund O’Brien to star in “Battle
Haymes to play the romantic lead Zone," which launches Wanger’s
in “All Ashore," Mickey Rooney program for Allied Artists.
Walt
starrer which goes before the cam- Disney
cast
Glynis Johns' and
eras at Columbia on June 9
.
.
Richard Todd in “When KnightWarners set Wltlon Graff for a hood Was in Flower," which he’ll'
featured
role
in
“Springfield make in England this summer.

.
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Amendments.,
“To the extent that language *in
the opinion in Mutqgl Film Corp.

9

N. Y. Curb Exchange

Amendment,

First

Net.

Change
for

41
26
13
14
15
127
155
79
52
194
100
107
17
6
120
410

•

.

,

-

«

;

RCA

have been honored." Reed then
/goes on to say?- that he finds
“The Miracle^ protected by
the amendment.
Lawyers regard the Justice’s
opinion as meaning that every

’

laws and in dictionaries, and also
the constant Change with what is
sacrilegious in one year being regarded as proper in the next. At
one point he wrote:
-To criticize or assail religious
doctrine may wound to the quick
those vho are attached t« the

.

Paramount
Philco

.

'

...
...
...
...

Decca
Eastman Kodak

to

Amendment

ciples of the First

• •

,

examine the facts of thC refusal of a license in each case
fo* determine whether the prin-

;

For

CBS, “A”
. .
CBS, “B” ............ .
Col. Pic

,

.

-

N. Y. Stock Exchange
ABC...:..’.,.,
...

licensing statutes, Refed, sin his
five-line concurrence, writes:

—

—

100 *

,

A

—

Weekly Weekly Weekly Tues.
Vol. in
High
Low Close
Eliding Tuesday (27)

Week

(For the

“Strike a Match.”
This Is Miss Parson’s first trip
New York in four years and
she said she expected to spend considerable time seeing plays, looking for story ideas and interviewing talent.
to

•

«
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Working
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THE BLACKBURN TWINS

wm, roland winters
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Raymond sreenleaf

MILNE Produced twWILUAM lltllS

Screen Play by PETER

Musical Numbers Staged and Directed by
teRoy Prlrtz • Musical Direction Ray Heindorf
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Press Hughes,

H’mrood 'Knuckling’ to Legion
C<mtinu«4 Iron pe*# I

Anti-Red

group* or Who ' h*4 lent 5th Amendment, This is very diffi,
Hollywood, May It-'
tbtfr matfaa^ or otfet^wiac lam pull; fog a layman to understand.
Guild; •yfnvir* Asaoclatad With leftlxt activities. .But there is one principle
tt.rttartr.'
that I
the. re- go .Understand
wheimingfy adopted, an Uitl-Cao- Tha Rita were prorldeV
1 am not willing
y
ift the
raunlst resolution at a regular sult 'ct a a^lMg^ =,skSofi ^«i4*
bring bad
Membership meeting that ifjtfttnd Waatfuftou, ifiufch. '31 liy £tfc
in wy p«t
In a rt-affirmatioii ofy tta Guild** XolMbn, president of .the Motion aasutftfion with them; were com.
tfooed

.

*

•

-

Drive-in
tertainment. stmtittp &
small users ofttetf ^aluminum and.
copper got a. " virtually ^iniited
greenlight last we'«k;:h* to ahead
and build all thkyWlah. I t was ^included in a ^owl^‘-; <i!ttni!ito^ctlon
relaxation order Untied pj^ the National Production Authority. However, theatre* and "" other Marge
roofed structures 'Will benefit yCry
little since the amounts of metal j
released will be too rtnall for them*
entertainment
Heretofore,^' all
and recreation construction, was
i

*

,

barred'* except,

where

special

NP

approval could be obtained, 'generally on. hardship grounds. Under
the new Order, .effective July 1,
limited ‘amounts' /of critical- material are okayed for entertainment

>

*
.

•

.

xt.

•.

,

Joseph C/Behtf-ijtfBm
elected prexy of the
tion Manager^ GuUjfl
up, that includes wide yeprebfnt*r
pi a subpoexja on write*.
tion from bdth motion picture and
telefilm fields. Other* named are** EdwardHuehneh for an appeatanoe
Ruby Rosenberg, of, Doii Sharpa *3S*f tha *?*t
’Television Production, rflritf.ime.pfd> tb«,House Un-American ;AcU|ttfof
.

*

,

Kenneth Hand, Parafoil*, *«? Committee.: .'W/M
Vote on the "anU-Rea ^resoliitJKm
ond veeped; Nate Kd wards,' Repub-,
p.

treasurer, and Fttwart J; Jltfph,
secretary.
^
Hoard of directors, by addition

lie,

to .the top officers, includes Leh-

181-J8. Resdltttidix stated that
the Guild “reiterates dtsMatoric
stand against ConMntfhlpat , and.
Communists * within add ' without;

,of
Guild, We‘ are pretetf*" tH*
” Wooistenhulme,
Thurman Arnold case; to eftfUik
U-I;
for. tho**' Innqeeliit:* of
Gertsman,
protection
Jack
Paramount;
Fred Fleck, RKO, afid Dan jReefe Communist belief or affiliation who
and reereation projects .without and D’Estell Iszard> indies*
may be carelessly or inaccurately
specific government; approval.
Identified as beipg^ln top C*Wr
iV
This portioh of the new order
niunlst camp/’;
revokes "the ban.oti entertainment
^Blacklist smA'. instituted after

man Kate and Al Shenberg
Metro;

-

Charles

.

.

r

construction. ‘iitjp^rthits *a project
to proceed without specific yermission which abet j not 'require more,
than five tons" of carbon steel, of
which no more than two tons shall
he in structural shapes; and 200
pounds of copper and 250 pounds
of aluminum*; No, more than these
amounts may fee*Osed in any quarter beginning july .l, execept with
‘permission;
specific
y
Another* portion of the new order ^provides that, commencing
Oct. 1, general commercial construction may hie 25 torts olcarbon
steel, 750 pekmefs of copper and

the
was- upheld by- a -Vpte' OtH63-i3*.

,

.

PitfHri Aasq^ tf America, and^sev- pletely ,innocent of any- talk or any
eappimy toppers With Donald action Jh$t was disloyal or sub.
WilaoW, hatkmal comibsdnr of the vextfve. To hurt innocent people
whom I knew years ago in order
O’Neil,
Lsctoii,: an#’ Jiines
national commander* knd now edi-\] to save myself is, to me, unhuman,
indecent and dishonorable. ...
Mag.
Legion
'Anmt^an
of thh
“I am prepared to waive the privarliege against selfrincrimination and
Tbls session grew out of an
Matthews, former In- to tell you anything you wish to
rie by
yestigator ior, the ’House Un-Amer- knoWcabout my views or* actions if
ican Activities Committee, in the your; jCommittee will agree t'o re.
peoember Issue of the Legion mag: frain from asking me to name other
He listed, films in which he said people. If the committee is unwill.
Communists' or fellow-travelers had ii}g to give me this assurance, I
a hand/ and threatened to. make will h* forced to plead the privilege
Holly- of the 5th Amendment.”
;public; .names of ^mapy
woodltos ntf mentioned to date by
Committee chairman John S.
'Was
Meeting
arprobers.
.vstfous
Ga.) told her:
ranged-tO<head' off fuftber attacks
<4
The committee can’t be placed
j-.
and picketing*
.
ini the attitude of trading with the
Ul»e v
j Tip' gxecs in. ..the Firing
The committee cannot
withesaes.
•/. Each
has. one or two ,top

eral

.

m

.

...

"

,

:

•

;

.

’

*.

studio

'witnesses to set forth the
the peraMf
term* under which they will tes-

exe^ now* quesMining-fhoSe on
agrytf-uhptiblieised

Legion

’/llsis^

SWG resolution. plattiiy stated;; GonspahiM feel, that this is advanhowever, that “we aTe hot- Cohdutf- tageous ih that’ it Will; give them a
ing thi# suit to aid, defend" or* In chance .to get rid of any farther.
any way protect those who hive workerS 'who, are really felt* to be
clearly.-, and publicly identified In Subversive -and to -provide definite
t^timdi>y ;gWen under oath ^before kefutatloii to the* Legion of allega*
the Hotise Committee on Hh-Amer- tions coneerning the others.
Ican Activities or any other, naSince the hidustry^has so freairhsiv
governmental
body
tional'
quently been used by all sort* ofgeneral economy ing Communist affiliation.”
group* for;,their own self-promov
‘

.

tify.

’

versive.

-

!

‘

As

part of
giove in theatre- opjergtlon, many
exhiba ace; curtailing ofc'.ippinpUteiy
"eliminating short* from ’ffcetr film
.

of Principle

-

v

tion, lnduftryiteS familiar with.,

But their contributions

to

the party helped those who were
.engaged in subversive activity.'
Any persons identified by you
Would be' accorded the privilege of
appearing before this committee.”

'

Mat^r

.

V

.'“Many persons who were mem*
bern of the Communist Party at
one' time didn’t believe it was sub-

'
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.
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t

,
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Vote |o appeid tethe^ujvtfV Current/ hush-hush internal proh^
Court ;ipr a reversal of twp lower Mgs feel that, they .will test the
.

programs.'. ; If thf treii4''b>ngnties,
validity of the' Legion’s intent. If
250 pounds of aluminum without major film companies fearuthat they court decisions in the.Guilii’s batthe organization insists on going;
specific permtesion.. So far this will have to reappraise their two- 1 tle to force RKO to arbitrate the
question of, screen credits for Paul, ahead and publicizing the. names
does not include* the category of reeler programs.
1
described as a matter of people- whose disloyalty Ji subentertainment and recreation strucProduction-distrih. outfits agree .JarricU was
ject’’ to
serious
doubt
thus
tures. However, it is expected that unanimously that exhlbs who at- of principal. Gordon Stulberg, fepchancing severe economic harm to
if the metal situation continues to tempt to save, coin by cutting down ping the Guild’s law firm of Pacht,
innocei^
people
and
the
to
induswill
the
meetalso
told
Ross,
Tannenbaum
&
entertainment
ease up, all
on program value are shortsighted.
try—it is felt the. Legion’s, aims
get the benefit of the Oct. 1 reg- Tn the long ruh, they note, the ex- ing that the appeal would be taken
Will have proved to be doubtful.
ulation.
hlbs will lose more than they Can to the S.upmne Court without
In that case- a decision Will have"
the
Guild
.because
charge
to
the
gain, by thef small savings obtained
to be* made on whether tq attempt
by dro{fping shorts. Distribs con- firm, feels the principal involved further,
“appeasement” of the Leunionism.
trade
important
to
is
so
Pacific Drive-In Bay
tend that theatregoeM will recogRKO studio topper has/refused, gion or to make* a stand on every
nize that they are being*, presented
front.
A
considerable body, "of
credits
the
question
arbitrate
of
to
Of Three More Ozoners with a truncated program apd not foy Jarrico, who refused to‘ testify industry opinion—although
admitreceiving their full money’s-worth.
tedly most of it not at top^echelon,
before
Congressional
Red
probers.
Meanwhile, distribs are runnings)
contends that -this refusal is levels—is that the time has already
into strong resistance in the sale of Guild
Violation of the basic agreement, come to draw a line and make a
Hollywood, May 27.
shorts. In the New York metropoli- a
stand.
acPacific Drive-In Theatres
tan area, the Skouras circuit has which provides for arbitration in
bring
to
ozoners
more
quired three
shorts,
including Credit disputes.
all
New holdings are eliminated
prexy
Mary
McCall,
SWG
Jr.,
its total to 18.
Latter is
the animated features.
Lillian Heilman Won’t
part of the expansion plan begun
the last of the added at- chairing the meeting, expressed rewhen William Formari took over usually
gret that politics had been injected *
Incriminate Others
Sol tractions to be dropped. Policy of
the outdoor circuit, locally,
into what the Guild considers to be
Washington, May 27,
Lesser and Mike Rosenberg recent- dropping the shorts program, ac- strictly^ a labor matter.
House Un-American Activities
ly acquired interests in the Circuit. cording to distrtbs, is more prevaMiss' McCall also read the meet- Committee
lent
among
the
Pedro
small
indies
rather
San
'wound up another
Pacific purchased the
ing a letter from Thurman Arnold chapter in its
from Guttman and Mann and the thaij the large chains.
long continuing series
Prices for shorts, usually sold at reporting that the “blacklist” trial o$ hearings on Hollywood Reds last
Studio in Culver City. It also acquired full title to the Compton in fiat rehtals, have hit rock bottom. probably will be held in September Wednesday 121) when heard
LUwhich it previously had held a 50% Selling' them is frequently tied in by deposition. She quoted Arnold liai^Hellman, testify that she
is not
interest.
with the peddling of the feature as saying that the SWG case had now a- Communist and hasn’t been
been
strerightened
by
a
deposition
pix.
a party member for .two years.
from Eric John$ton stating that the However, the
Houston Boys' Club Launched
playwright declined
Houston, May 27.
blacklist was passed by the produc- .to
discuss any earlier period, claimDespite heavy rain, some 300
ers as a matter of public relations. ing
the protection of the 5th
people turned out for the opening Expensive Facelifting
Letter also said’ the blacklist was Amendment
because the answers
of the new Variety Boys’ Club
vague In its standards and impos- might
tend to incriminate me.”
here. Built at a cost of $200,000,
sible of definition; that it was not
Eor
Downtown
Par
She
was
oft
the stand about an
roster
the club will accommodate a
confined to Communists and that
witness in the sessions
of 2,000. Project is sponsored by
no action for the protection of the which Ifrt
had
Tent 34.
lasted
Despite Sluggish Biz innocent was-suggested.
for three days
with Clifford Odets and Hollywood
Los Angeles; May 27.
Demands Recount
screen writers Isobel Lennart
and
are
at
Exhib
aghast
circles here
Recount of voting In last week’s Stanley Roberts testifying
Geo. Sidney Renamed
at the
the big money United Paramount is SWG meeting has been demanded beginning
of the week.
throwing into refurbishing its by Adele Buffington, who alleged
Miss Heilman was
SDG Prez; Other Execs downtown
Paramount Theatre in an the results and procedure were ille- cuss her own past willing- to dispolitical affiliaHollywood, May 27.
area where business has been slip- gal.
SWG
board replied there lions, she said, but would
do so
George Sidney was unanimously ping for ajl types of commercial would be no
recount save on the only if she were not then
required
reelected prexy of the Screen Di- enterprises because of the trend to1% assessment measure which It to name or discuss any others.
rectors Guild of America at annual wards decentralization in the .outly- conceded
had bad a mistake in committee rejected the offer, The
exelection meeting last night (MonJ. ing sections of this sprawling me- count.
plaining that It does not make
deals
Lesley Selander was named first tropolis.
Additionally, the downMiss Buffington contended, “if with witnesses. Miss
Heilman was
v.p.; George Seaton, second v.p.; town Paramount has had a poor
vote was wrong on one issue, it’s named as a Communist
in HollyFred Zinnemann, secretary, and grossing record for several years. wrong on others.”
wood in ie37, during testimony on
George Marshall, treasurer.
Theatre, to be under the superShe was concerned with votes on ibe West Coast last fall
by Martin
Election of officers came after vision of Jerry Zigmond, Coast
dues in addition to decisions on Berkeley. She wrote
a letter to the
eight new two-year members to the division manager for UPT, has the
RKO and blacklist cases, all of committee in which she
board of directors, had been select- been completely stripped inside which she
explained
opposed. However, Paul her willingness to testify
within the
ed. Upped to the board were David and its old capacity of 3,398 seats
Gangelin, who withdrew as plain- limits that she set
forth. It said in
Butler^ Delmer Daves, Joseph L. will be reduced to approximately tiff
in the blacklist suit, remarked, part:
Mankiewicz, Leo McCarey, H* C. 3,200 under a new plan. House
“If there were miscalculations, it
VI am most willing to answer all
Potter, Mark Robson, Selander and will have downstair loges'for the
certainly wasn’t deliberate. MajorShout my Se i f.
Zinnemann.
i have
first time, circuit installing 300 ity was so great it
wouldn’t have nothing to hide from your
commitrocking chair seats. An entire neW changed the result.”
toe and there is nothing in my
life
front and lobby are being built, the
Meanwhile, Harry Tugend, one of which T am
ashamed.
Tourneur Exits 20th
old marquee is being done away of the original SWG plaintiffs in
I have been advised by
counsel
Hollywood, May- 27.
with in favor of huge comer signs the blacklist suit, said he’d withthat, under the 5th
Amendment, I
Jacques Tourneur checked off visible to traffic from several direc- draw if the AMPP' would Issue
have a
Outside Of the Paramount new statement saying it would re- decline constitutional privilege to
the 20th-Fox lot after completing tions.
to answer any questions
his directorial assignment on “Way Theatre Building is being given a fuse -to hire proven Communists.
about my political opinions, activiof the Gaucho.” He will freelance. modern appearance, complete with Tugend charged the present state- ties
and associations, on the ground
He’s one of several meggers being [.enormous neon decorations.
ment is too “vague” and makes of self-incrimination.
I do not
for “Desert Legidn,”
While a number of prelim talks conciliation impossible, “Only rea- wish to
r considered
claim this privilege.
upcoming Alan L^dd*starrer at U-I. have been had on name talent for son there is such a suit today,” he
* am
®4visea.*by counsel
Tourneur originally went to 20th the house, the only actual- booking said, “is that the producer decides that
r
ylf / ‘I ans-to^tlm committee’s
on a one-picture deal for “Anne made is for Xavier Cugat Aug. 14. who is a- Communist the way the .questions
about mys
must also
He drew an ex- Other deals are on the fire and it -secret blacklist is now constituted/’ answer the
of the Indies.”
questions' ‘about* ’othdr
clusive studio contract when it was seems likely that Martin & Lewis He suggested the MPIC petition people
and that, if I refuse to do
completed and worked on “Gau- will be one of the name acts to play Congress to abolish the Commu- so, I can
cited for contempt.
cho” with producer Philip Dunne the house.
A gala reopening is nist party so the Industry and My counselbetells
me that if I anfrom the time of the film’s* in- slated for Memorial Day and the labor would have “legitimate pow swer questions
about myself, I will
ception.
film bill is “Red Mountain.”
er to police and purge their ranks.’ have waived
my rights under the

Sngar Ray

,
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Continued from pago 1
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extra-curricular show biz stint. As
head of the Yuval Concert Corp.,
Amidor has imported such talent
as Meftuhin, Heifetz, and Hazel
Scott- and
presently has Lena
Horne on an Israeli concert tour.
Israeli government, which origi-

—

.

!

/

nally incepted the Robinson fight,
turned auspices find handling over
to*- YuVal, because of its show biz

•

;

experience.

Robinson, who was induced by
and former publisher
attorney
Bartley Crum to make the trip and
appearance, will fight for $1, plus
transportation and only incidental
expenses. He’ll go from Israel to
Europe, for a series of exhibition
bouts in Italy, France, Switzerland
and Germany, but the Israeli meet
will be his only fight on this trip.
Crunl is working on film and TV
rights for the* Israeli bout, and

.

.

*

_

Robinson has nrOmised his share

of

films to the ‘War Veterans
Fund of Israel, headed by Mrs.
Chaim Weizmann, wife of the Is-

these

presidepL
Deal was set last Friday (23) in
N. Y. by Amidor and George Gainford, Robinson’s manager, with official signing of the pact due next
Sunday (lT at Robinson’s training
camp at Pompton Lakes, N. J.,
where the fighter is getting into
shape for his bout against Joey
Maxim at the Yankee Stadium*
June 23 for Maxim’s world lightraeli

LA’s

heavyweight

title.

ment officials will
the ceremonies.

Israeli governbe present for

-

_,-

Rnagan Assts.
CwtUnci from

SS

topper.

The N. Y. sales huddle got
way Monday (26) at the

underHotel

Astor with homeoffice reps and 38
branch managers, salesmen and exploiteers from the six exchanges in
the eastern area attending.^ Similar
sessions were held earlier this

month

»

I

page *

matters which' Dow require topReagan
echelon sales attention.
can now unburden himself of a
obsked,
part, of his heavy work
viously, by handing over assignComments to Byrne' aftd' Saunders.
petitive bidding and the fact that
.virtually each film now requires individual sales attention have -resulted in the added duties and responsibilities for the distribution

-

4

1

in

San Francisco,

b4rgV*liarson ; it)iEf^een the legal and
diitrtbfdion -departments; Henderson M. Richey, exhibitor relations
head; M. L. Simons, Richey’s assistant; William B. Zoellner, shorts
and newsreel sales head, and Dan
S. Terrell, exploitation manager.
l

;

Cincinnati,

Washington and Chicago.
Reagan has presided at all five
confab*, and homeoffice execs who
have ^qopnpipa,ftied him at the meetings, inclu4eii Saunders, Jay Eisen-
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Is a film you’ll like

Spence and Kate
Are simply great!

And

no

it’s

fib

Their funniest

# •

hit

Since Adam’s Rib

* Katharine Hepburn as Pat in "PAT AND MIKE’' • co-starring
Babe Didrikson Zaharias * Don
AldOvRay « *With. William Ching > and Sports Stars'. Gussie Moran
v AU& Marble? * prartk Parker • BettyHicks Beverly Hanson * Helen Dettweilcr * Written by
/. /Budge
RutSh'G6xdoVi<^/Gai‘ipii.B^in/* vl^ire ctcd by George. Cukor * Produced by Lawrence Weingarten

M-G-M presents Spencer Tracy as Mike

'
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,

.

>
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•
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.

wishing a change in duet in a Romeo-Jullet-like subnW
their Bowery henclimen this time a prostitute
while others in large cast give abto
still another needs the
find themselves in the Marines. profession;
colonel job- to survive with her un employed., support* lulien Puvivier’s direction
Hill, through a flulc£
stoaightforward ‘and devoid
etc.
husband;
a
ser0?
,
knew his father), is made
Camera work
Several tale*, are f ollow ed its usual tricks
geant, '’and a$,» 'whistlerhappy*. *a«k
mostly location, is good. Toneuis
to
a. conclusion of sort*,
through
training
the
-makes
sack non-com
life of his friends thoroughly; misgala preem at Grimm**’* Chinese erable. In addition to the iusual
m0 '
training and barrack room epL.
TT
moots*
Hatolc.
^J3§§2lt endow* the rode of the sodes, there 'is a side’, plot, with reetlou, lacking' its usual flamboy*
agent wlih a vcl*&i<\mte*P vet attorn the Boys,, despite the vamping of ahee, opens the?, pic strongly* H*
£im«!rg«ss«y
*• the a sexy, blonde Myrna Pell; uncov- draws his' characters sharply
Juan
(BRITISH)
toupee Ti charged With a ering the activities/. of a crooked throughout* moving ably from story
ostentation and conde- gambling joint. A change in .com- to story. Performances are keyed
wca
British bloed bank melier okay
scensloit dn Ifceping with; the pub- mand leads to Hall’s demotion and to fit the mood*
Lfe* PadoV*ni stands -out in* the
tor same U. Sr. fiualers.
ii c s popular conception of a Hob*
Gorcey takes over; the sergeant?
”
-meaty prostie idle, Lucia Bose and
lywod jao*uL Tracey Robert* stripe*.
*
breezily handles her duties r characterization of Gorcey, Hall Baf VgUone are effective partners:
London, May 20
Francia appealsM. Tas
Grazia
^hether they be secretarial pjf
and the other Bowery Boy* are Maria
v
v«
^
wyofcf^.Anthon?, steel
j^ttle Miss Hecht’* part a* familiar, - Hanley Stafford plays a the girl Who dies; while P-aoi 0
g J^
writer obviously, marine colonel that the corps would Stow>*;.***l4tMs Strondar
t^ e precocious
?m
WllkJ® Cooper:
can^ .for her to make herself a* not tolerate for a. second,’ .Mis* ther of one ofrthe girls. Technical- t*wi» uua«Mi
music,- Wilfred
She sue-, Pell is okay, f-and Paul Maxey if credits are excellent, and the rtair
possible.
a*
£bnoiiou*
?*iuare Theatre,
„
a
^
.Hawk*
Admirably; She-is, incidental- convincing as the -gambling joint Collapse is;. Well staged.
Ttmdott, Runnlna-’maM*;*** MINS.
Bane v. «
daughter ot Bcn Hecht.
ack Warner
operator, direction and lensing are
ly
, V*>kv.;i,.'
y
* * .fli'XtM Kf
“Ac- standard*
.^Anthony Steel
J*r»
Hoik
Interdits
£ jswtoKulle* production,modest
Laura Wages! i'». *«
J oy Shelton
/.
tors and Sin-* -reflect* i
Danny ISarka^.
(Eerbldden <GaiHes)
.Sidney Janies
of fee
Tim Mahoney
......Freddie MUls
budget.
(FRENCH)Nfglit nul**r*
Ueo*T« »®glnao».
Earl Cameron
Garmee is proficient as are George
Cannes, May 20.
Ludwigs
Corona release of Silver Films produce
AntheU >* score and “Otto
•

^

fLwmMm* Territory

'

'
thely rtioney. Salmis 6” A***1 with.
Elliott's past offering*
^

** Ttot.Mw**. .**£

also ahthoted orlgUjM *toiy, is
soundly premised, and shows ElUott
returning- to Kansas to avenge
death of a brother, he remembers
as hiving been, a fine lad. J^de#Byvelops that the brother
thing but that^ a card cheat an out-

^

*

’

.

'

known *.• Keelage

of stirring fights* realistic gunplay,
chases and mounting suspense.
Elliott is up tmhis usual excel-

handling both ms mns and

guns with equal facility. Be gets,.
good' support ‘from House; Peters,

,

-

C

.

•

etH ting.

lead; S. an

Jolley, saloon-owner; Lane ^ Bradford, out to get Elliott and Lyle
Talbot father of Miss Stewart, as
a cripple since the brother shot
*

him.
;
,
__
Vincent M. Fennelly accorded
film his usual top production val-

C&S.S- d^Uon*
WOtk by Emest Mil-

ler is particular' standout, Wiut.

Actors and Sin

/-.v,

,

-.Wltoeir

4

*^v.”sdL*W!r ,ar3tkeif

western.'

*

Stolen Faej*

Screenplay* Francois 'Boyer, Jean AVcamera., -Robert
renche, Fierro
Flerr* Boat; _ camera.

|

Jariuon

MouoiUw xd«u« of SUverml** PJf*- Juillard: editor, Royer Dwyre^ At Cannes
ductUn '(Vincent M, Fonnoily).- SU^# Film Festival, Cannes. Running time,
Tom VoncoU, Tmuy
WIUp WUwttb
mins.
Arttaorton.
Knlsm.. BittcUd l*y
Brisette Fomey
ScTMnpUr. Maurice Tombra gel; eomera* Faulett*^........,.
r
G
Erneet MUlerr editor. SamTWdii At Ssi-1
*LifS;. »S!S
New York Theetre, N. Y.» May 11*
Mo th«V..'
Rinmnn. Conui
dual. Running time* ST MtoSGeorser. ................ . Jacque* Morm.

Program drama, filmed in Eng-,
land, with m»ly mild chances
despite names »f Paul Hen-

As

May

Whip...,

23.

Pusan

Jim.

Bodkins-.
BS£ .Cherokee
Taibot
H»rvey;
sheriff

*»»«». W»lter

Berk*Wyr.
tor,

Ma’uric* .Re*te*

^53*

A\lfiblR|t tlWIfi 7 1

wlth

5r!'

’*

r-

.

er5* £xptxt

2

Ay

.i,

Tom

S

.,

*

J

•“

Si

ransacking, Wilson learns that the
raids are being led by the local
saloon keeper, an ex-con Who had
served time'for a $15,000 train rob-

1$

-

•,

;

,

Sh< does « ot
u
i

^

wv
k

V

VA

JT

VUUE KH i«
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lam tor more than 12- years.
To develop the theme, the

.

oes

^
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gh*
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another of the cooperative British productions- that LjpAlice Key
Rick Roman pert Pictures is distrtbuUng doPeter Brocco mestically* As in previous entries

Elizabeth Root

v?n ed
kill

\re

Monogram.

from
1

Bcajun *nt

2

1

to investigate a series of myateritl* ous nightbraids pi a gul n g some
kr ranchers. Peculiarly, the? raiders
do. not stoal anything during the. JSjI?

.

0«tT

inula western

|

.

.

w

_

^- "“‘.“V
weateu- by tneiT names. submitted
‘T
to the medico m.^dir^tion clud e a. Negro, seaman about to

RWWy mands

uauu mmu
and
r
marshals, Wilson
Alexis nance
Federal
cuer«u iiuu.sn.tii>,
.john Buii' fits aide,
Farrell, are called. in

ACTOR’S BLOOD
This

J ,

.

SUSidwoSS
^J5ac«a wofJU

§2tt£ standard ingredients of sagebrush
Burnell sagas are presented competently in
.‘.‘.‘.V.'.’.V.Janey
Grace Gavin this latest Whip Wilson adventure

time. *5 MINS-

Maurice TUlayou.. .Edward G. Robinson
Marsha Hunt
Marola TUlayou
Dan O'Horilhy
Alfred O'Shea
Rudolph Anders
Otto Lachslcy

-

Roy Butler

*

11

Diana

this indie

* •tar<*y profit. Story, strikes
.
«v origtuU not. and the idea is
neatly exploited in the script. Lack

«‘Niaht

Dr. Jack

Lady Harringay
United Artists release of Sid KuUer
(Sen Hecht) production. Stars Edward Maggie
G. Roblnsbn, Eddie Albert. Mamba Hunt; Nurse
features Alan Reed* Dan O’Herlihy, Tra- Pete Snipe....
cey Robots. Directed by Hecht. Screenplay. Hecht; camera* Lee Garmes; editor, Mrs Emmett..
Otto Ludwig; mu*ie. George Anthell. Cha'riM Emmett
Txadeshown N. Y„ May 22, '52. Running

,

offering should wind un

BtdWs
of international names may be a
handicap, to it in America. It has
a moving, poetic idyll of sufficient merit to justify a place

l*Ji

,.**.Kary M*cKenzl»-

£*o»rey H1 g^J

_

war on. two mop- On a dualer.
of
§£S thef eftert
Bone with taste and an inManriuU Reed pets*
The yam pivots around the desBradford teresting offbeat theme this looks
perate attempt of a-hospital to find
Eyoa^Cedy
-

wu#«n. - * ’ ‘ *
*
Rus«u!t,ir.^r.*;I^rAmoi4

Is

.

.Lane

M|NI*
MCardUnt....

Film

,

Iron

e01-

i.£EM£
L&SSit

T.niy (Ai...*

.

aH

Previewed Kay 22* BUlr...

*

an

itiw

_

.

v

,

modest budgeter,

a.

British

.

Hollywood,

relea«*. of Anthojur TexasPicture*
Llppert
*
HenreW, Laura Davis... .......... v<
F*ul .Henrew*
Star#- JP*ul
Stiur#
fflnrifc production.
Andr« Mj>*au,
u^b*th sc«tt;
W««a» SWAK
John^
MacJConzl*.
Mary

.

_

•

reid, Lixabetk Scott.

art houses.

Joe Meu
Irene Martin
Herb Bernard
Bob Carson

Whip

Okay

..Gtlb.

•

D^id
Two-part film okay only tor

.

deux

Camerawork

*

Clyde Veering
Mr. Herbert
Mrs. Herbert *
George Murry.....

...

m

-

was a star -in- -silent fgys;

Tommy

•

.

-

fast

.*

'

-

Jr,, the, attorney,, who is as persuasive as his ’father once was when

5£ «nd
Camera

••

•

‘

when an unlcnown

FeggrfitomH, femme

-

I

.

,

latter

.

.

put a leaden end to his career*
In his trackdown of the filler*
who turns out tojbe tlbelt owttU awyer who has befriended, him, ElUott
finds himself also the target ofun-

fence,

•

'

»

,

who had what was

law* a killer,
coming to him,

*

fix

a

to
^ refused
showin the

when

sell out

£ight and
wS? aman
with n
’

.

'

ls shacerely directed and a
strong local cast make a worthstrained while contoibution. Jack Warner, as

^

ch ld

ff°lg.L i

to die a hero.

are obvious dramatic angles

which are effectively handled, and
some lighter moments,

f

Th p

on

wanted
«
couple of bullets in

V^temSg

his chest

6
There
tLS? ^* w^SJhS? hA+Siiw
be wecn

fiuiSfn*

story

At three distinct tangents,

ojff

nder" overcoming the oppositi6n of the
seaman, -getting the boxer out of a

uching coun- a Scotland Yard man, Anthony
meanderings steel as the medico, and- Joy Shelmother, ably head
ton the
local
raids
is
to
get
the
pose
of
the
/
SIN
WOMAN' OF
c *rt. Freddie Mills, a top name
Pacing, is laborious though Paul sheriff, to reveal the hiding place
T
Eddie Albert Henreid and Lizabeth Scott; sup- 0 f the loot. The sheriff, it appears,
plays the boxer
Orlando Hlggens
ring,
in
the'
here
lmn n p^ii?hA
Alan Reed
J. B. Cobb
Henreid, a v had taken part in the train roblittle self consciously, but gives
hl-iri
Tracey Roberts ply some substance.
?!^
Miss Flannigan
Sidney James,
exhibition.
vivid
*
Paul Gutlfoyle plastic surgeon, ahd Miss Scott, a bery and had escaped with the
Mr. Blue
bAarfutf
Doug EVuns concert pianist, meet and fall in money. After the usual hard ridHope
Mr. Devlin.
«S. Sydney Tafler and VidaMyro.
Jody Gilbert
Mrs. Egclhofer.
roles.
lesser
in
out
stand
George Baxter
Mr. Brown..
y
h
unconcerned crowd callinc! the
.i.
T
ftl. rt’r.
1
^
if
1
*
—
she’s
However*
Keymns
George
inn.
Producer.
_ nTY1 _
lish country
heavies are brought to justice and Wj
u uAUlC#
AllnFA the'
fViA" Vi Av*/>
An Va
nnAfViAn ad
nJ
Toni Carroll
Movie Star
her manager, Andre
hero rides on
to another
Tot# .* Color!
John Crawford committed to
Movlt; Hero
Rene Clement's direction is exand after a week of venture:
Miss Wright..
Kathleen Mulquecn Morell,
(Toto in Color)
Morlarity
Alan Mendez romance bids Henreid farewell* To
Wilson, an old hand at this sort
SONGS)
(ITALIAN—
hrnm>iS?v
Joseph Danello
Sam Rosen
(COLOR)
Jenny Hecht fill the vacant spot, Henreid re- of. stuff, handles the. role of the
Daisy Marcher
^StoSSiSiT th?
makes the scarred face of Mary western hero with his usual aplomb. nv£. th
Genoa, May 20.
MacKenzie, a girl with a long crim- Farrell and Fuzzy Knight are okay far g
Lux Film release of Golden-Humnniias
SiS”
Directed W
Written, produced and directed inal record, into the likeness of as Wilson’s sidekicks, hnd Teny
Stars Toto.
production.
prpf1
P
Steno. Camera (color), Tonlno delli Colli.
by Ben Hecht, “Actors and Sin Miss Scott, and then marries her Frost and. Marshall Reed make
Po^imhPaw»
Geo _ e ? Pqujouly
are brilliantly sets, Piero Fillppone; music, ColtellBoci.
is an overall title for two stories to further carry out the' illusion of standard western heavies. Howard Runn,ng tme
handled, and give an air of spon- &||j£ 6tor* ^enos
separately tagged “Actor’s. Blood” having the one he loves.
Bretherton'S direction keeps the **
to* rotes. Lensing is Amt<ml(> Scan„»satu
Tot.
and “Woman of Sin.” First is a
Scheme backfires when the girl film moving, and Ernest Miller's A bit list but
editing
Isa Barzlzza
is
2
fin€
ns*
Simon6ttA
creaky yarn while the second is a doesn’t reform under the kindly camera work is on the plus side,
F
set Adult, roles, are good with
racy, tradey satire on Hollywood treatment and embarrasses Henvrier!
Holl.
Lucien Hubert as the exasperated ?oido S CoUEda
Gaieazio Vnti
Picture has no mass audience ap- reid with her old companions and
*****_
father a standout.
—
Mosk.
peal and its b.o. prospects appear shoplifting. Melodrama is further
11
to lie primarily in the art houses. complicated when Miss Scott re
A. routine Toto comedy, made up
(It Happened in Rome)
Camxllo
“Actor’s Blood” is one of those turns to tell Henreid she couldn't
principally, of his best-known vaude
(FRENCH-ITALIAN)
(FRENCH-ITALIAN)
musty, out-of-the-trunk tales which go through .with the marriage to
routines, this film has a loose plot
Genoa, May 20.
Gen6a, May 20.
largely wastes the talents of Ed- Morell.
Matters are finally reand is notable mainly as the first
RKO release of Transcontinental-TltaDear Film release of an Amnto-Rizzoli......
...
fhe local
in
ward G. Robinson and Marsha solved when Henreid’s wife falls nus (Paul Graetz) production. Stars Lucia Francinex
Italian feature film
production. Stars Fernandel, J
Lea Padovani, Raf Vallone, Paolo
t
-i
VZnlLlnr!
1U* (FerraniaCOlOD. Tta
Hunt, who have the principal parts. from a speeding train during a Bose,
Glno
Cervi;
Color
process,
features
Franco
Intcrlenghi,
Stoppa, Grazia Francia; Directed by Gib
Vera
Talqui.
Directed
by Julien Duvivier. ian process, successfully tested preAt the peak of her stage career, drunken spree,
leaving
_ clear seppe Dfe Santis. Story and screenplay,
_ things
_
Duvlvies, Giovanni Guareschl, triAiielv
wrc.
rfnoiimentaries,
c/>tr#irnl OOCUmen
Miss Hunt is shown slipping down- for the rCal love to have a chance. De Santis, Ccsare Zavattlni, B. Francnlna, Screenplay,
VIOUSiy
several
CM1
storiea by Guareschl; camera. NlcR Sonego, Gianni Puccini; camera. Otello from
IV/Ticc O/w-v* f Das
n ouai assignment,
accionmont Marteli;
ward on a rope of poor plays, an
olas Hager; music. Alessandro Cigogrtlnt. shows fair t(> good values unaei
MISS SCOtt Hoe a
Dogall,
~
-music, Nasclmbene. At
11 13
Genota
Running time, pressure of studio feature produo*uneven temperament and a variety taking over Miss MacKenzie s role Genoa.
Running lime, 101 MINS.
Lucia Bose 95 mPns
of pointless affairs with male ac- when the plastic surgery is com- Rich Girl
Luciana
Carla Del Poggio
quaintances.
pleted, and she is capable enough Cornelia
‘“t =tm is
Maria Grazia Francia
Marlolino
Lea Padovani /*!•*«
Franco ••Interlenghl
Spread
over a full-length piC.
Eventually the onetime star in both, considering the heavy- Caterina
*
tTU 1 . iXI
_
_
Angelina
Delia Scala Gina Filettl
Vera Talqui and color supervision is experirealizes she's at the bottom so- handed, slow direction by Terence Adriana
Elena Varzi
cially and professionally.
mental at best,
Where- Fisher. Henreid tries hard and Nando
Massimo Girotti
Topical, humorous, and heartPaolo Stoppa
upon she suicides- But Robinson, occasionally succeeds, in making A Father
Title combination, promising a
Armando Francloll warming, this conciliatory pic, tinted Toto, will draw strongly m
Miss Mac Repairman
her doting father and an actor of his role acceptable.
based
on Giovanni Guareschi’s Italy. Elsewhere it is strictly an
the old school, takes revenge upon Kenzie is- good and the others
Based on an actual happening In best-selling stories, comes opportu- Italian languages Film’s various
those who have cast his daughter adequate.
aside by making her death appear
The Anthony Hinds production Rome two years ago, elaborated on nely at a moment when local sketches include a good take-off on
as murder.
provides the story with suitable by co-scripter Cesare Zavattini and church vs. Communist struggles Capri existentialist life, a living
With such material, director physical furbishlngs, and technical others, Giuseppe DeSantis’ latest resume after winter’s respite, puppet number ahd the comedian s
directorial effort will take heavy
b0 0 el * mei s should see it encounter with a lady pickpocket
Hecht is unable to punch it up. credits are okay.
Brog.
£°(2
i
S
selling abroad where RKO is dis- safely into
top S
brackets locally. (isa Barzizza) in a train sleeping
Miss Hunt moves through her lines
tributing.
Strictly downbeat and French market should prove strong,
with a mechanical grace while Robcompartment. Songs are undistinthe
and
in
elsewhere
structure,
Hawk
the
pic
film’s
looks a good art guished
inson evokes audience sympathy,
« mwieu
many assets, including a large and house bet.
not so much tor the manner in
Mildly diverting programmer;
colorful
Rambling,
cast,
will
need
strong
pushepisodic
script
which he portrays his part but for
con£1 Time!
Bowery Boys series.
ing to put it across either in art cerns the struggles of two basically
the fact that he deserves some(The Tunnel)
houses or in general release spots. good friends, Fernandel and Comthing better.
Monogram release of Jerry Thomas Unrelenting in its Indictment of munist mayor, Gino
(ARGENTINE)
Cervi for
“Woman of Sin” is a genuinely, production.
tlon.
Stars Leo Gorcey, Huntz
Buenos Aires, May b.
amusing burlesque of prewar Hoi Hall. Directed by William Beaudine. society and the unemployment leadership of a small Po vallev
a
lUn
>f
Screenplay, Tim Ryan, Jack Crutcher: which it claims is the sole cause of village. Sue in large part to the
carlo*
lywood. Sophisticates and urban camera,
‘LaS’S lSdffi.
#t«S
«
r
Marcel LePicard. At New York
filmgoers Will get a bang out of Theatre, N. Y., May 21, '52, dual. Run- the tragedy, the pic too often for- formers down-to-earth, often un- Thompson; with. Santiago ®? mof,*cada,
clerical
the
human
gets
angle for the social
tactics, the battle is liberalit However, smalltown patronage 4-ning time, 6£ MINS.
niSirt! Misuei
Slip
Leo Gorcey one.
may find It beyond them.
JMtfpktoi with Uughs: Weakness ffiS?
Sach
Huntz HoU
Over 200 girls line up in an of- for fisticuffs finally brings 'about his D-om his adaptation of novel_ by Erne on
Suave and worldly, agent Eddie Chhck.
David Condon
tonl
.Benhic Barlett fice building stairway in answer to transfer to another village but at Sabatp. Camor**
Albert brushes off writer Jenny Butch
?i
g del
GU Stratton a single want ad for a stenogra- departure he is feted
Hecht. But when studio chief Alan Junior...
thl
Louie
Bernard Gorcey
mins.
Reed expresses interest in .-her Colonel Brown. ......... .Hanley 'Stafford pher. When an argument develop,, itodf and npn^Comrnies, and indi*- Airfts,
script, “Wdman of Sin,” Albert Corp. Stacey.,.,*.. ....... .Murray Alper a near-riot starts and 'the stairway c%ons aro be’im‘back?
Ibda g
Cant. Miller....,...,...* ..Arthur Space gives way under the excess weight.
easily g e t s across its
>ThS. teaming of Laura
hunts her down only to discover Lulu
*
Myrna Dell
Mae,
two of
the author is a nine-year-old child. Jolly Joe
Paul Maxey Many are hurt and one girl dies. conciliatory, message, coated with Ahd Gartos Thompson,
Tim Ryan Pic proceeds to background the warmth and humor. Fernandel in standing .film dhtooyertfs
Balance of the footage is de- Sheriff........
>this Jictu
family lives and the causes which LA change .of Pace,. role, is ,/yery, .mst
voted to, Albert's attempts to hike
A mildly diverting programmer have brought the women In search effective as the battling cleric, and good boxofAce returns at thestaru
the price of the script, conceal the
to c*
identity of the writer and keep all in Monogram's low-budget Bowery of this job. One is a rich girl seek- gets able opposition from Gino However, it faffs to- live _ub
ing independence from her family Cervi as the mayor. Franco Inter- pectations or the promises o
the participants on friendly terms Boys series.
Leo Gorcey* Huntz Hall and to live with a poor painter; another lenghi and Vera Talqui are the
with one another down to “Sin’s”
(Continued on page Z4)
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after he tells her he is dropping
her because he foiind, out the moth*
Centime* i»m. ***« |
er was a pro, lack dramatic punch.
talking about movies as they
once
Film also ha* too much talk, allow*
did.”
ing some salty dialog to hog down
Coin and Manpower
the action for Us own sake.
Is the "warm,
Pic’s main, asset
otily
*
the

We

Continue# front pr.£« tt

El

sure belief, Events leading to the
murder of her lover by the girl,

lit He picks up a girl on the road
that night, which leads . to *a
rous adventure; She j,s
drag
with a hijack crowd and they
His
the truckdriver. into it
resolved,
forgives him when all is
eviwith the girl turning state s
hack
dence to clear him, He goes
to roam.
never
life,
tranquil
his
to
Hans Albers is a bit too suave
for th« role’ of the
depth end
does not give it the
Js
character it needs; Miss -Neff

Tow* I^«
Awwaaiw*

J*™
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Canties, May 13,
stressed.
the choice of novelist ErUlveif?
gives
UGC production. F** fine as the goodhearted floozy who whose virtuoso performance
Is with coin and manpower. He said
AGDC ttUtm ol
nesto Sabato’s controversial best.charac^lp«tr^*ym«td
the
to
Mouloudjl,
credence
of_,weird psy turer F*ul Fr*nk«ur, Directed by Andre shows her love for Albers by sav- depth and,
about a killer
the
that
*eUer *«“*
4250,000
yearly
r'-'”
budget
MT this
fKiw U Wnbi.
has r* ter of the mother. Henri Vilbert,
£*ymtUi sereenpUy. Chariern Sp*»k, c*y: lUtf him. Marius
Goring **•»
jvuinus uuiuig
chology, crazed by jeAlousy,
allotted to £OMPO was a mere
roll.
to bring betterj.asanv*
att4t) camera, j*»p»
at .first effort
v
ot
jw
tendency to mug. Ws heavy
iv> a
iiu
li i*tc.MwiA*_ rflnt Fctu^i’
i
the man who deserted her, is
fe
ba*
pittance
compared
to
and
the
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millions
min*.
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ip too
Direction is
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other industries shelled out to
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do€ ? not help to inject the character
influence customers. The flow of
movsky has treated -it wlftmelo;
JLmwt "W:;:::.............. reu«*rin
.Raymond
ofl
of
the new*' about the. industry must
«#
Gin*.
dramatic overtones reminiscent
the yarn, Lensmg is fine, ^e role. Jeanne Moreau, as
advance
be
tjjn
too ex* carried on a continuing and nathe Theda Bara era,. which #ouse
V.y.J, p, Grenier with editing lingering too l°n #
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p
tlgftt-Upped daughter, is
and blunting
scenes aim
audience laughter in the wrong
v£C..
the .scenes
many of tne
doesn’t tional level, he. Aaid, What is reDirection
Mosk.
the edge of the drama.
Kditto* il quired, Beriman asserted, is an
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r^ssIWe ta*tbe' whole* tedious*#* Thi, copped a special Jury prise
organisation, coin to -back that or*
Mosk.
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Film
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minutes.
the
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ganlrafion, manpower and the will
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Yarn is about a painter CCarlos p » c ig a tirade about the evils 'of
(Eneottnter)
to win the battle.
Thompson) of surrealist tendencies cap ital punishment. Although the
AMERICAN)
(ITALIANContrary to the general view,
a
Genoa, May 20but no talent, to, judge by the can- g ub je<;t matter is dynamic and
Ward)
(Emergency
Bergman Said that “small-town ex*
vases he’s shown working on. H« dramatic, the film is much too
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(ARGENTINE)
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do work on exploitation.
cold, r«ni (Adolfo- lUlocthi)
a Cold,
and it becomes SI
loves and is loved by Miss Hidalgo,
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o.il for
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fKp otherfe char*c-'
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except budget
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’dream sequences and odd
Jilted as subversive_.by
ganizations
effort,
this
for
producer
,
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and
who
cost
Corsican
wise, where relatively low
angles, and there is overstfessed ters. Here is a
The
Tulio Demicheli has done an ex-* the Department of Justice.
and repetitious narration through- killed in a vendetta, a doctor who proportionately good production cellent job of direction, turning question of proof did not enter in
put. Possibly the best feature of insists on his innocence to the end. values, can pay off satisfactorily,
of
out
questions.”
come
their
to
picture
best
the
story concerns the efforts -of out
the production is Alejandro Gu- and a man who has killed his child
an Argentine studio in a very long
Bergman said he Was particularly
tierrez del Barrio’s musical score, because it would not let him sleep.- Muni to stow away on a ship' leavThe hbspital jbackground heartened by the attitude of the
time.
Which though inharmonious, has
Life in the cell is realistically, ing Italy. In trying to raise sufflcounlry
trrn ^ 1 ^m bc encountered. He
the
of
part
this
original facets for
painted and gives a medieval.!^
f
„ ,inweU
found them .extremely
The film has no interest toe Gallic penal system. Prisoners sage and satisfy his hunger, he acworld.
t
^it
medictoe
meG
c
essay
men
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the
woman,
a
beyond
up
audiences
is
suffocates
time
cidentally
fdrmed about the film industry and
for U. S.
are not toldwhen their
^
in
mere physical presence of Thomp- ,nd the nurd, sne.k up to the Ese.ping, he i, joined hy another
cognixant of the many problems it
0 J”XiiSio,
son, which is pleasing -tor femmes cell and. then rush in to grab the tatftSve from .the, poUcei.j, boy **££(
“The, are the attitud^.
face,.
Nia,
of any part of the world.
wretch before he can panic and who’s stolen a bottle of milk,
maker,
of tomorrow,” he sald "and
direction.
The two. team up. beccme a step in theis right
cause trouble; This leads to some
it Is this new generation which may
together
held
loosely
yam
The
eerie scenes and drives home the friends, are temporarily hidden by
an undefined romance between be of great importance to us.”
Casque
production’s point. Also rupg in a servant girl (Joan Lorring), un- by
an interne (Carlos Thompson) and
(Golden Helmet)
are a killer, who is transformed by til Muni, cornered on a rooftop, is
a nurse (Elisa Galve), to highlight
>
(FRENCH)
t
>
1
a series of typical episodes in
!,
Paris, May 6,
the °Kui'j "broriur 'by hi? s’tany’
Thompson
Piscina .release of Spcva-Pwlfc Film* eyed young lawyer. Pic ends on a of boy and fugitive, the former hospital s daily life.
ft’s Divvy
reduction. Star* Simone Slfnoret, SerSe
does a good thesping 30b in his
Manunta
the
Vittorio
nicely played by
of challenge because
_teggianl, Claude Dauphin; feature* Hay, note
CoethuMi irom page 8
Galve
Miss
role.
mottd Busrlero*, Haul AzaU, Gaatoh Mo- audience never knows whether the (“Never Take No for An Answer ). most important
out as toe nurse, wnu
dot, Pierre Guja*. Directed by Jacque* killer got his reprieve from soeiety, A still deeper, warmer treatment stands
pay $1 per year to shareBecker; screenplay. Jacque* Campaneez.
Diana Maggl plays an excellent be able to
Becker; camera, Robert Lefebvre; editor.
Monloudil gives the Proper de- of the friendship would have enAt Balzac. Faria. oXnt note to the role ^f the hanced the film’s values, throwing comedy role with verve and skill. owhers.
Marguerite Renoir.
prospective
Rbunins time, 15 MINS.
a
a
If the new theatre outfit does
fooUge a«*nt further away trom Mario.
Simon* Slgnoret d^h!que^”kiil«r with Haymmad its more conventional moments, in- father hoping for a noy, is also
Mario
the same. Investors obviously still
Sergo Reggiani Pellearin and Balpetre adequate
Iftmda
gpod
particularly
in
a
outstanding
rooftop finale.
qiaudo Dauphin as his cellmates. Paul Frankeur
ILeca
FrSkeur eluding the rooitop
will collect the same $2 per year
Raymond Buaaierea
Raymond........
The coincidental angle is over- cast,
Paul AzaU adds a touch of humanity to his
Raul
At last local productiop seems total since they’ll receive one share
disPierre Guia* difficult role as the head guard worked, and there are story
Georges
on
hit
-- have
.. ,toe type of story, of stock in each of the two com,
whose job it is to get the men crepancies of minor nature; Yet to
,
too-, ^hl^ it should devdop. But good
«»” s«speus_eful
^
'
AJUJUl this , pic
CiUUUC Laydu
ICUC«WU« ready
IMUJ AVU.
?
Film
£11111 lb
is itLL
excellent recreation
for ixopution. Claude
an CAUCAICUL
JT*'- ta»_
,
i-V.*
1+ 1_
n.nnnt panies for each single share they
satisfying
a
unfolds
and
ments
give
an,
to
too
starry-eyed
much
of a colorful French period. Brisk is
the parent Corporation.
stand up to competition in foreign now own in
in style .and full of pictorial In- adequate portrayal of a dedicated manner. Muni s experience carries
•» Idf
At the annual meeting, all 10
TjOlTlH f£ markets.
4>xmm n4< ji x.aWk tel h* -ma
M /nWt /M«ri <*pAi*M 1V I fcfclMkAM
4*V\ A
XripVlIl'l B
Wlli]B Joan
jTflglTl
UlRrjCCtSl
Lotting
while
vehicle,
the
terest, it soberly recounts a famous young lawyer.
members of toe board were retum-of-the-century love affair. This
Andre Cayatte h„ -directed ?»»*• ft*
Sft c.°“lc;
elected for another year’s term.
love, which ends in murder and the tightly and gotten some hair-raising tion. Luisa Rossi is okay as toe
phodirectorate in turn reelected
Aleken’s
Henri
The
mother.
guillotine, takes, place in the Gallic moments from toe proceedings, but boy’s
Skouras as prex and all other ofgangster apache milieu. It has fine on toe whole, the accusation is too tography is fine and other techHctwk.
measure
credits
up,
nical
ficers, including William C. Michel,
atmospheric quality, brilliant thes- pat to be moving and exciting.
Continued from page 7
executive v.p.; Darryl F. Zanuck,
ping and topflight production and Lensing is fine and editing good.
production; Murtechnical values. Film would need Sets are a bit stagey and dispel
Vie
national market, the series will v.p. in charge of
slotting in a specialized house some of the death cell atmosphere.
Silveratone, V-P- and foreign
ray
(Man of My Life)
utilize top stars of both Britain
stateside for best results. Word-of- Pic will probably get attention on
(FRANCO-IT ALLAN)
topper; Joseph H. Moskowitz, v.p.,
and Hollywood.
v.p.
mouth and crix should build ft good theme and follow its successful
"
At the same time it’s believed S. Charles Einfeld, ad-ptib
Paris, May 6.
rep for the pic among the art house predecessor, “Justice Is Done,” for
Victory Films release of Cite-Farla that Republic will take on three
Also, Donald Henderson, secreset. It has good exploitation Value top b.o. results here.
Mosk,
Film* production. Star* Madeleine- Rob- other Wilcox pictures for world- tary-treasurer; Wilfred J. Eadie,
inson; feature* Henri Vilbert, Jeanne Moon theme and period.
treasurreau, Jeanne Marken, Jean GlorL Direct- wide distribution. Already complet- comptroller and assistant
Based on a true story, it recounts
ed by
Le franc; screenplay, Henri ed, the trio includes “Lady With er; Francis T. Kelly, assistant
Strasseh Jeanson,Guyadapted
by Michel Audiard;
the love of apache moll Marie for Nachts Aiif
asslstMetzler,
a
Lamp,”
which
costars Miss Nea- treasurer; Fred L.
camera, Robert Calci; editor, Gaudin. At
(Detour)
the honest, direct and sympathetic
Olympia. Pari*. Running time, 94 MINS. gle with Michael Wilding: “Derby ant treasurer; C. Elwood McCartManda. The affair is spiked by the
(GERMAN)
Madeleine
.Madeleine Robinson Day,” another Neagle-WIlding pic, ney, assistant comptroller; J. Harsly, brutal Leca, head of the mob,
Suzanne
*
Jeanne Moreau
Paris, May 20.
“Trent’s Last Case,” with old Lang, Norman B. Steinberg and
Martha
who wants Marie for himself.
.Jeanne Marken and
Intercontinental release of Eric PomHenri Vilbert Wilding and Margaret Lockwood in William Werner, assistant secreManda, following the apache code, mer production. Star*- Hanar Albers, HU* ilAon
Albero
.......Jean Glorl top roles.
taries*
Is forced to kill a rival to gain his dezard Neff; features Lucie- Mannheim.
Gorins. Directed by Rudolph JuHowever, no distribution deal
Marie. Leca has him hauled off to MariusSert; screenplay, Helmut Kaeutn^r, Fritz
Film seems to be the second in has been set as yet for “The Begprison on a frame. Manda escapes, Rotter; camera, Vaclav Vich; editor,. Fritz
At Cannes Film Feat, Canand finding that Marie has given Stapenhorst.
gar’s Opera,” which Wilcox curnes. May 10, *32. Running time, 111MINS. a series utilizing the fine thesp
herself to Leca to help get him
Theatres
Heinrich
Han* Alber* talents of Madeleine Robinson in rently has before the cameras in
free, tracks down Leca to kill him Lelschen
association
HUdegard Neff
with
Sir
Laurence
*
3
In a police station before the Anna
Lucie Mannheim the role of a good-hearted, noble Olivier. Film, of course, is
Continued from
based
Brother
Marius
Gorin*
startled gendarmes.
|.prostitute.
Surprisingly like the upon the John Gay classic. ProoperatCities. One hasl been
Though there is brutality and a
first one, “The "Wild Boy,” which Is ducer, along with Miss Neagle, ar- Twin
other
bedroom scene, this shouldn’t have
ing about three years and the
This is Eric Pommer’s first post- undergoing censorship difficulties rived in Britain Monday (26) folcensorship problems, for it is part
been
here, this may well have the same lowing their departure from New more than two, and there has
in
Germany.
war
production
It
has
of the locale and character of the
than a
troubles. However, even If it gets York iast Wednesday on the Queen
the coaxial cable for more
film without any suggestive over- two .of the top German stars that
P* c h a s a limited appeal, due Elizabeth.
will make- it a go for Germany, but J
tones.
year.
to its essentially talky aspects and
Jacques Becker’s direction is per- film Is too slow-paced and familiar
characterization. For the
TV is getting most of the blame
•Bcrtar-s Opera’ Not Included
fectly controlled and free of arti in theme to -give this any stateside
U.
S.
it
may
do
for
special
situaLondon, May 27.
for the present sick b.o. here.
fice.
He makes his characters art house* chances. Theme of the tions on
Not included in Republic’s deal realized that high living costs. hign
human and moving. The enticing honest, hearty worker who sud- second exploitation value, or for
runs and dualers.
with Herbert Wilcox last week is taxes and installment payments on
period costuming, 'Biting language denly gives way to temptation late
In this one, Miss Robinson is a
and social pattern of the group in life, only to be redeemed by a
The Beggar’s Opera,” which Wil- autos, homes, refrigerators,
1^
aren’t overdone. Simone Signoret faithful wife, is not given any fresh woman who had bden deserted in cox will produce in association with
have cut drastically the enterta
gives Marie a cynical, sensual ex- or deeper treatment and as a result her youth by her lover while she Sir Laurence Olivier.
That’s
power.
Film
is a ment purchasing
emerges
prosaic
film
fare.
Film
was
as
pregnant.
After the birth she big Technicolor
citing appeal that makes this a
musical in which why families are taking th e ir e
standout role.. Serge Reggiani is is overlong and can use some hefty sends her daughter to all the best Olivier win
sing and which will tainment from TY, it’s pointed
excellent as the forthright Manda shearing on toe repetitious se- girl’s schools on her earnings, and feature
either
ballerinas .Margot
°
Shutter
.who follows his. passion to the guil- quences at the end. At best this 'sees her only fleetingly once a yeVCr.
if-v: Fottr StoaUiHetwe*
ril.
ah
aiify for nabe language Film concerns the homecoming Of
lotine; Claude Datiphin is perfect could qualify
th
dualers on name of Hil- the girl, her disillusionment and
^r, £ir
jfymr .theatoes
/as thq oily Leca who poses as an spots or afF
^1^LakeI
upward
the eventual ensuing, tragedy,
? *
honest-wine merchant while cheer- degard Neff,
have
T-;- T nr«
^.v
t
e
fully masterminding his band of
Story has an aging truck driver * F/hn follows the Stella Dallas soihe previous Wilcox and OHvier 'C6kat itotf 'WaHdM;
iniv
hut Korda is A stocIcfioTder in ihg’it q(iits. ’They are the only
Lensiug is tops and who has just married off his daugh- pattern as the mother unsuccesscutthroats.
editing gives fine tempo. “Casqe ter finding a wad of coin at toe fully tries to win the stuffy girl’s the Olivier-Vlvien Leigh produc- theatres in communities of ‘
D’Or” is the gang name for Marie, scene of a wreck. He takes the affection. Pic loses credibility due tion unit which is associated with 1,000, with average seating cap*
who wears her golden mane like an coin, and when he finds out it is to the reaction of daughter, which Wilcox in the venture. Director ity of 350. They are all m
®ld Spanish helmet.
Mosfc.
smuggled money,, decides to keep isn’t sufficiently motivated to in- will be Peter Brook,
Twin Cities’ TY belt.
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ened the Palace? poor business

that

others.
Insufficient patronage also shuttered the In -cal- Paramount and

I

J
4

NEW YORK
Munio

associated
and. Max
the
last
Gruen for
J8 years in

JenWowfek

wl th

'W

Sd

Film Exchange,
In the house and
outstanding stock
exchange. Some 300
of the film
German-language -pictures are held
fe
Slid his interest
Sought all Of the

Outfit of which 80
by The dist&r
have not yet. been released** in the
.**

•*

.

S

Tj

Kenneth "Hohhelly is new house
manager for PxiidShtiatts Gables in
Merrick,

Producers Representatives, headSeymtfUr -Poe - and Irving

ed by

Lesser, turned over distribution
rights to the African documentary,
"Latuko,” in .-four midwest terriDeal intories to Aibfelrt Dezel,
•

Chicago, Milwaukee and Thdianapolis exchange
the Detroit,

volves

’

areas.

Jack Stevenson,
sales
salesman to

from
manager at

paramount’s San Francisco exchange. His salesman’s post goes

Andy Anderson, who has been
manager at the branch.
James Merry moves from Los An-

to
office

.

gles booker spot to Frisco office
manager.
Albert Howson, Warner Bros,
director of censorship and eastern
story topper, begin* bis 28th year
with company this week,
.

_
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ton,

PITTSBURGH
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LOS ANGELES

MINNEAPOLIS
in St
Paul• now,
the situation':
U A. n
W
*
«
^

If

*

.

upped

7

Royal for the warm months.
Two .new drive-ins near Nellisoperated by- Don Hallenbeck,
of
the Indian Ladder,. New Salem,
number is at least* three too many,
and Cliff Hall, Dolgeville, respecin trade leaders’ opinion.
In 138 suits pending against UniHere to help publicize “The Win- tively, and a third ozoner soon to
ning Team/’ Mrs. Grover Cleve- be opened by Bob Matuszaek, outversal and co-defendants, alleging
land Alexander, widow of the ail- side Lowville, partially counterHayworth
to Greonsboro
violation of the Federal anti-trust
time baseball pitching great, was balance the shutterings.
Greensboro, N. G, May 27.
•laws, approximately $238,625,000 is
introduced at ball park and interGarland W. Hayworth assumed being sought in
viewed over radio and on TV.
treble damages, the
managership of the National here.
Baseball writers gave her and film
V. L. (Doc) Wadkins named chief- With the company for 14 years, he company disclosed in a prospectus
lots of space.
booker
and
buyer
is
for
Manos
the
moving
filed
here
with
from
the
Securities & ExAshcborb,
Returned to him by lessee Ray
Lehrman, James B. Gottleib has circuit; succeeds the late George •where he was manager of the Car- change Commission last week. In
M.
Purcell,
who
olina,
died
a
month
ago.
James
Burrell,
A,
former
turned over operation of nabe Wadkins has been
with Manos for National manager, transferred to 20 other spits for damages, injuncNorthtown to the Berger Amuse.
over 16 years.
Lexington as manager of the com- tions, or both, five have been tried.
Co.
Hill Theatre, nabe house pany’s Carolina there.
Squirrel
Reel Fellow club of film salesIn one a judgment was rendered
WB started a successful art
men had record turnout for annual which
for all the defendants, and the
policy several months ago, has gone
dinner-dance.
into a new summer policy of no
judgment is now^on appeal.
Local RKO branch in fifth place
matinees.
nationally in Ned Deplnet sales
Detroit Duals
Two cases have been submitted
Roscoe, Pa„ theatre transferred
drive with only six more weeks to
from Leon Reichblum to Carl 7 - ~ Continued from l»*lfO 5 -t t;,'"- to judges before whom they were
go.
*
tried
without juries, and decision?
Schoch, who managed the house
Disposing of all theatre interfor long time while operated by factor is that all theatremen’ in have not yet been handed down.
ests, Ralph Green sold his Moneach area must go along with the In two other suits, judgments for
Reichblum
dovi, Wis„ house.
Associated Drive-In Theatres, change; there’s fear that if some money
damages were entered
S. -D. Kane reappointed North
headed by Norbert Stern,, opened exhibs refuse to adopt the new against Universal and Its co-deCentral Allied executive counsel.
idea they’d have a competitive
new
Rose
ozoner.
Construction
fendants,
and these judgments are
When Mr, and Mrs. R. J. Nolop shortly on
advantage over those who take
two more.
now being appealed.
took over the new Grand, Dawaway
the second pic from the pubJames
Jaffurs
turned
back
his
son; "Minn., they figured that the
Report submitted to the .SEC
lease on the Star in Glassport to lic.
best way to become acquainted
indicated that 'U has an authorized
Stella Gouris, who owns the
Despite expectation of such inwas to invite everybody to be their Mrs.
debenture of $3,278,000, of which
house.
equities if the change isn’t made
guests gratis at the opening of the
Anthony Iarussi’s operation of on a uniform basis, substantial $3,038,000 Is outstanding. Notes
house under their management. the
payable to banks total $2,800,000.
Folly in Erie didn’t last long.
opinion here is that audiences now
That’s what* they did but to take
He’s out of house after only Couple
Company also reported to the- SEC
care of everybody they had to put
prefer one feature on * program.
of months but continues with the
it was. authorized to issue 2,that
on- an additional show.
The thought is that very often the ooo.ooo
shares of common stock,
Town council of Golden Valley, Lyric in Erie,.
supporting film is not strongly
of
which
060,000 were outstanding
Minneapolis suburb, is considerstacked with entertainment Values
addition to 218,809 warrants,
in
ing proposals to revoke a law and
and, with television at home for
which
are
exercisable from the
change the ^zoning ait order to perWhen the downtown Paramount free, the ticket-buyer can get along date of issuance and are for the
mit construction of a drive-in. Air opens
Thursday (20} night after without It.
purchase of a like number of
though there now are nine ojsonfers $250,000 facelifting,
it will offer
Another Important consideration
in the Twin Cities area and the free parking
and free transporta- is that of operating expenses fori shares of common stock !on or beweather, the short .summer operat- tion. Deaf has
been set for system the theatreowner, Even second fea- fore April 1, lp56, at $10 per share.
ing season and TV’s continued in- of auto parks for theatre
valida- tures .must be paid for,- and any If all the outstanding warrants are
roads make the venture more of a: tion. Also when
p atrons-show item which can be lopped off op- •exercised, the number of outstandgamble than ordinarily, three are transportation transfers
ing shares would be increased t©
they will
seeking a license to build the be given tokens good for a ride, crating expanse without hurting 1,179,307, the report noted.
the
b.o. would be welcome; it’s
ozoner there.
home.
Universal’s domestic and total
In a move to help improve showJack Stevenson upped to San reasoned.
earnings for the years 1947 and
manship, North Central Allied di* Francisco branch sales manager by
Unemployment here has been at
1951, the report discloses, are com-*
rectors have appointed a special Paramount’s western division
chief a peak level, and theatre business
committee to preview all pictures George A. Smith. James Merry, has suffered plenty in consequence. paratively equal while the interand issue reports to members, giv- booker in Los Angeles, takes over Some exhibs complain that condi-. vening years of 1948, 1949 and
1950, showed a considerable downing advice- oh promotions. Reports as office manager In San Francisco tioris
have grown so tough that
also will analyze films from stand- with Andy
Anderson vacating that they’d be willing to try almost beat. Domestic income for 1947
points of boxoffiee, audience ap- position to become
$42,309,728' as compared t©
was
salesman.
H.
a
anything as a means of staying in
peal, merit and fairness of rental Neal East
$42,107,349 for 1951* Overall gross
is Frisco branch man-, business:.
terms.
for 1947 was $64,958,405 as com*
ager.
In any event, it’s a certainty
Monogram’s L.A. Branch Man- that theatremen across, the country pared to $65,t72;580 fbr 1951. Figager M. J, E. McCarthy reported will be
watching the Detroit test ure? for the fhtetyening years were
that 75 of the 81 drive-ins in the
follows: Domestic: ,1948* $38^
The new Strand .reopened after area have booked Mono product of single features with a great as
deal more than routine interest. 581,160; 1949, $37,365,304; 1950,
being shuttered four weeks.
for screening during annual NaOverall total: 1948,
$36,815,050,
It’s
generally
accepted
Hearings in the Towne Theatre- tional Monogram Drive-In Week.
in the trade
United Artists stock suit were con- More than B0 pix including two that 70% of all theatres In the’ $57,989,307; 1949, $56,738,355; T950,
V; ...
cluded before- master-in-chancery new releases, “Wild Stallion” and country operate on <a dtmblerbill $55,591,085.
;
William. Saltiel last week, with “Here Come Marines,”, were made'j policy,. If the Detroiter? produce
Inconje from Great Britain, the
case possibly going before Chicago available to ozoners for the week, upbeat results with their departure report reveals, dropped .from $8,.federal district court in Sept.
from the two-for-one shows, it ap- 028,952 In, .1947 to $4,722,031 in
Crown, Essaness West Side
pears obvious that exhibs in other .1951 while the take from Canada
house, installed theatre TV last
cities,
similarly situated,
might Increased r to' $2,73JU9Q9 in 1951
“Movietime-U.S.A.” caravan ap- consider following suit.
J
Week.
^from $1, 782,282 in. 1947,
Theatre janitors got a 10c. cost- pearing in this exchange area in-
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enough first-run theatre outlets for
present amount jof film producWith the St. Paul loop firsttion.
runs Strand and Tower dosed since
the

December and not
1

last

likely to re-

open soon, if -ever, there are only
,

Paul downtown first-rims
consequence, unplayed
first-run
product it piling up
alarmingly there. |n order to help
relieve the situation somewhat, orn*
Paramount theatrei the Riviera, is
going from a full.week to split-week
four St,

In

left.

policy.

In Minneapolis with one firstrun house- (the- Aster) shuttered,
perhaps permanently, there are
still eight downtown first-run the-

two of them sureseaters,

atres,

still

!
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'
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CHICAGO

•

’

operating.
Unless the boxoffiee
trend reverses itself sharply, this

.

.

,

;

.PHILADELPHIA

‘

“MHO

CITT IIJIC

Mil

-

Ci(mr

Rocfr WVO cf

“LOVELY TO LOOK AT"
*

KATHRYN

R£l

*,

.

“ melto* r
mmt IBWRttM
M-G-M
Color

piy*

by

•

An

NO^ARB

Rena and Queen houses closed Don DeFore.
Stanley-Warner chain
week; while this week Regent
lo s e d
three more houses, the' Forum, .the
and Oneida shuttered.
Colney and the Northeastern. The
Felton has resumed full-time oper-

last

keel
flchtrt

snxn&um snugmnHunoH

U

.

ALBANY

H

orne1
Vern Gettier, former
manager for Warners, resigned to
take post of Kingston city manager
for Walter R^ade.< Reade operates
two standard nouses and a drivein there. William Connally, one-

FOR SALE

ation, but the closing notice has
been posted. The Aldine, Warner’s

midtown

summer.
Hugh McKenzie,

agent,

5t,4U-% Shares

firsb-run, is slated to shut-

ter for the

switched

Ralph Banghart

is

1

RKO

(20% of Hi* Ch*t

press,
and

replacing him.

Floyd Henniger,
Friedman, long-time War- here, resigned.
Frank
Newman;
ner chief buyer and booker in up-

OUTDOOR
front

I

Capet

ti’Cwi
*vcry4 Canary

SPORTSfRVlCf
i^OOlSlBy

j

,

.

assumed management of the two former Warner
state zone, recently

Refreshment
fervke for
DRIVE - IN
THEATRES

SERVICE

theatres in Wellsviile.

He

took over

lease!

Recent

closings inand Lincoln.
clude the
Utica; the Lincoln and P a 1 a c e,
Schenectady; the Palace, Troy, all
fire darklikely for the summer.

CCQ-

.

out-of-city

Family

A

last

and horse country

ef Virginia at

Hume,

and Warrenton, covers about 800 acres. Now operating
and sheep farm, (jlie stock Is nit included in the sale), with small
and. corn in lh* process of. planting. An excellent manager now super-

hstweeri Middlefcurty
*>»

a

cattie

O'oln

v i»es the
ojMtrptien'ahd

The main

by Chief

fa**'
a
a ^idr'ir k
<l

a farmer

is in

Efit .-a.-lfo

M

du*

w «Jhlr»iWn
T»l.:

...

|,

u.

DUpont 920 B

.

THEATRES
10©
New
New
Verk anti

in the
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right is reserved to reject any or all offers No offer
to purchase less than all of such shares will be considered.
Inquiries for additional information and offers to purchase
.

should be addressed

"is

SHARP

hiM

Feusultr C»unty, Va.
Mietdeburs 2291 Cf 2292

Tel.}.

NX

FOR SALE
too SHARES (33-1/3%)

v.p. Morton Gerber elevated to president; Seymour

Hoffman

Freedman
named veepees; Eugene Kramer
and

3

iiirHujlniffw

board chairman;

Robert

•IHm stock *f UUS, Inc,

Fritz D.

Offer* or* InytfMl for riw
fidfts, Inc*

PORTLAND, ORE.
-

Three amusement parks and the
Portland Meadows, which opened
this weekr hit film biz.
Martin Fox took over as city
manage*- for Hamrick Theatres.
'

'

*

management

of Disrict Theatres,
largest Negro film chain in area,
resulted in following lineup: Harry
Freedman upped from prez to

.

lenWj: Hevyrs.

to:

T. F. 0’C*nnrffTVic*.Fr**W*n»
KK0 KEITH-ORMftUM THEATRES, J*.
1220 Av«. of If* AMwfcat, ji»w Y«k 20#

Hoffman,

-•& Jr*

Jersey areas

Th§

N. Idaho and Alaska, added
to its" roster in th^

elected veepee-secretary;
Sr., treasurer.

residence.

yti.
•909

stock of Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc* which
has an interest in more than.

WASHINGTON

by lerd. Fairfax around 1750 and added to about 1800
^«Rnificien» view
A f •ff’xLA

sales rep

General reshuffling of top spots
in

Fauquier County, Virginia
Th« farm, fecafetf in the famous cattle

RKO
Jr.,

two weeks.

AN OUTSTANDING INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY

Inc

Offers or# invited for the' purchase of this

members

50

MANOR

;

METR0P0 LITAN PUHTHOIISES,

of Bagdad,
Ballard district, Seattle, out of
hospital after an operation.
Jack Pearl, central Washington
theatre operator, completed his
new drive-in at. Prosser.
John Lee is building a new drivein at Moses Lake, and just completed another at Ephrata.
Broadening its membership base,
Theatre Owners Assn, of Washington,

HISTORICAL LEEDS

Stofck)

1

SEATTLE

replace Gettier.

Max

A

to Boston

time Schine employee, transferred

by Zone Manager Charles A. Smakwitz from Wellsviile to Homell, to

REFRESHMENT,

•

of-living raise last week plus a 3c cludes Harriet Parsons, Ella
hike to the pension fund. New Raines, Vanessa Brown, Charlton
Carpenter, William Campbell and
scale is $1.43Vfj per hour.

Arnold Marks and Herb Larsen,

local

drama

Paramount’s

Grande”

crix off to

“Denver

in Denver.

preem of
and “Rio
'

porchOM of thl> stock of

which eperetes under a lease

THE TIMES THEATRE *
;%'£/

'•*

V .&.
reserved fa rejfi# nnf
than ail of such shares

The

.

right

is

+

.

;'i :\

Hjr

h,

^
motion and offers to purchase should he addrks&d ter"
T. ft. OttMwr, Vka-frwM**, *KO MIOWKT CO*rO*ATK>H
'

Itn

AvtfHf* *f IS* Amtfhfft,

•>

N*w Y*»fc
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TV-ntMS

28

May 28

U

Sees

UNITED WORLD FILMS

Market

S.

Lesser,Poe Distrib

SETS ’FIGHTING MAN’
‘Fabiola’ Stressed
There’s no reason why the mass
American market won’t accept a
foreign*film dubbed in English, according to Harold Sugarman, formerly an exec with the internation-

4
Hollywood, May 27.
Local 47’s dander is up 47 ways

*nd the Coast wing

of

xucr

American

Federation of Musicians wants to
haul down the red dag that has
’

been waved

at

them by

j

,

Lud

involved

Giuskin, the net’s music director in
Hollywood. Maestro wajs called on
the carpet and told point-blank
that if he engaged in such an “unfriendly act*’ he could he liable to

Italian
made the
g
spectacle, “Fabiola,” a b.o. suepess,
•while the Lippert organization ’also

!

‘

as of Friday*

series June 1.
Assistant Director: Joe Boyle
Production Sup,: Raoul Paffel

.

hail.
telepix series bo-

©AN©"

series

•

^

.

Plymouth

Klnff
Director:

against

the Alliance of Television Film Producers if its demands for residual
rights for actors are not met in
current negotiations for a new contract. Such a walkout could paralyze vldfilm productions here.
In conformity with the TaftHartley act, the SAG served the
ATFP with a 60-day strike notice,
which pav&s the way legally for a
strike a month after the current
pact expires June 24. It’s understood that the Guild and producers
are in general agreement on minimums, but are far apart on the
thorny subject of residuals. SAG
is adamant for reissue coin, but
the producers claim this is not economically feasible.

'

1

Hollywood, May 27.
Kauffman, ousted as
'

prexy of Snader fifales, is joining
with W. Lee Wilder in forming a

television production-distribution company, and is Setting up
sales offices in Chicago and N, Y.
Kaufman early last week handed
in his resignation as Snader proxy,
but the board of directors refused
to accept it, and terminated his
working arrangement. Owner of
25To of stock, he’s still on the
board, but Louis D. Snader said
the board meeting will be called

set

Producer: Jack Chcrtok
Associate Producer: Harry Poppe.

Producer: Gayle -Gitterman

ROY ROGERS^ PRODUCTIONS
Goldwyn

BING CROSBY ENTERPRISES
RKO-Pathe. Culver City
series

of

half

hour adult dramas sponsored by Packard
Motor Car Corp.
Executive producer: Basil Grlllo
Producer: Bernard Girard
Director: B. Girard
Half hour series of adult drama films

]

"CROWN THEATRE"

shooting.
Producers: Richard Dorso. Bernard Girard,

I

LOVE LUCY"

half-hour

for CBS-TV, sponsored
Morris. Shoots to June.

comedy

.

Hollywood

:

4.

,

NBC-TV.

Producer: Roy Rogers
Associate producer: Jack Lacey

Bob Walker

Charles Winninger has lead

in

Bing Crosby Enterprises’ new vidpix series, “Those Were the Days”
John Agar in “The Next to
.

.

.

SCREEN GEMS

.

,

-

•

-

.

.

.

.

.

by

i

1

.

Philip

HOUR GLASS PRODS.

Producer:

Wanda Tuchock

Director: George

deNormand
Culver City

tk«:

Bernard Girard. Richard Dorso.

"CORNY JOHNSON"

comedy pjx now

series of half hour
shooting.

Producer-director: Bernard Girard

stu dros. North Hollywood
half-

to bo shot to June.

Producer: Harold E. Knox.

12.

Produce/

nald

t:

^
G. w?i
Wilson

r

&gJTord'
5

Lew Landers

la -

°° W

Sydney Mason, Lewis

set leads with general parts

to do cast.
Producer-director: Adrian Weiss
Assistant director: Bob Farfan

™ EATRE

Studios:

adult

.

.

.

.

Stephen
eral Service studios
Lord sold yarn, “Dial H-e-a-v-e*n,
Jeffer“Thomas
.
to TeeVee Co.'.
.

.

.

.

ol

FRANK WISBAR PRODS.
7

.

.

.

Ca

Dan Duryea hour

PHILLIPS LORD PRODS.

.•

.

.

"THE AFFAIRS OF

roll In June.

Edward Lewis
Production manager: William Stevens

Director:

666 N. Robertson

177 S. Beverly Dr., Beverly Hills
Resume shooting telescrlptions featuring different artists each week June.
Producer: Louis D. Snader

Picture Center. Hollywood

Karn

JDOUGFAIR CORP.

<

EDWARD LEWIS PRCDS.
Motion
starred.
Produce!’:

.

Don Sharpe gabbing
studios
with NBC execs in Gotham on Tv
Deal
plans for Dougfair Corp..
for 13 “Double Play” vidpix, with
Laraine Day,
ADRIAN WEISS 'PRODS. , Leo Durochcr. andwhich
optioned
closed by KNBH,
.055 N. Fairfax; Hollywood
KENNEDY-CRIMINOLOG1ST" 13 more
Al Simon Productions
hour naif hour scries of second 13 adventure shooting Joan Davis show at Genteleplx shooting to June

"THOSE WERE THE DAYS" half
telepix scries now shooting. Producers:

Series of 52 vidpix.

ASSIGNMENT"

SNADER TELES CRIPTIONS

6525 Sunset: Hollywood
Shooting "MAN OF TOMORROW" series

of 15-minute telepix.

CHINA SMITH"

hour adventure scries starring Brian
Donlevy shooting two films a week, 32

.

.

LANCER .PRODUCTIONS

DONLEVY CORP.

Director: Bill

.

.

Inc.,,

Hollywood

Studio.

shooting oater
Vidpix are half-hour *ach
Evans .topline, Pat
Brady in support. General western pv*ts
to fill. Sponsored by General F.oods for

June

Director:

'

sc-

Dts * Arnax; set leads
with William Frawley, Vivian Vance in
support. No parts to fill.
Producer: Jess Oppenheimer
Director: Marc Daniels
Writers:
Jess
Oppenheimer,
Madelyn
Pugh, Bob Carrol]

DANGEROUS

‘

indie TV film distrib
outfit, has signed to handle product
of Film Vision Corp., Specialty TV
Filjns and Explorers Pictures Corp.
Baldwin,.

Crash,” “Fireside Theatre” telepic
1302 N. GoWer, Hollywood
rolling *at Eagle-Lion studios
SAMUEL MORSE" naif-hour drama Mrs. Pat McVey joins hubby in
JOHN GUEDEl/ PRODS,
shooting for DuPont's -"CAVALCADE OF
’
Billy Grayf
600 Taft Bldg.. Hollywood
cast Of “Big'Yown”
AMERICA" series.
Art Llnkletter starring in a series of Producer-director: Jules Brickcn
H, set for role in “Annie Oakley
104 15-minute vidpix titled "LINKLETTER Assistant director: Eddie Seat*
Show be.
. Pilot of Judy Canova
AND THE KIDS."
in
Producer-director: Maxwell Shano'
SCREEN TELEVIDEO PRODS. ing sent to NBC-TV toppers
Associate producer: Irvin Atkins
“Rebound
N. Y. . . . Six more
Eaelc Lion. Studio*. Hollywood
y,
June
beginning
roll
telepix
EATM"
"CAVALCADE
Sljy 5„™
HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION
OF" AMERICA"
scries of half hour drama BCE v.p. Basil Grlllo reports
teleplx shooting resumes end of May.
SERVICE
Phantom
“The
starrer,
Bob
.Stack
Producer: Gil Ralston
Republic Studios. North Hollywood
Catalina,
at
shooting
Pirate,”
^"COMMANDO CODY-SKY MARSHAL
SHOWCASE PRODUCTIONS
OF THE UNIVERSE" series of 39 halfFrank McDonald directing for Bill
to
hour scientiflctlon tclepix now shooting.
signed
ach
st
udlos,
Storm
Culver City*
Gale
Broidy
#„»?2lL5S
Judd Holdren, Aline Towno head cast
r ck BT
SQUAD" series resume star with Charles Farrell in My
,
£ half hour
with William Schallert in support.
snooting
teleplx scries June 2.
replacesummer
Producer: Franklin Adreon
Producer: Hal Roach, Jr.; Carroll Case
Little Margie,”
Director: Fred Brannon
Director: Jim Tinling
ment for “I Love Lucy.” VidP^
series now rolling at Hal Roacn

DESILU PRODS.,- INC.
General Service Studios, Hollywood
rlcs

.David R, Williams
Productions
lias resigned as an account exec
Ted
with United TV Programs

ROY ROOERS resumes

teleplx

Director: E. A. Dupont.

1

Producer-director: Jerry Courneya
Supervising film editor; Jimmy Moore

"REBOUND"

of

•

Studio

Shootinff “Noah Beery, Jr. Adventure
Series/' 26 l3*mlnute teleplx.
Cast: Noah Beery, Jr., Ann Savllle. Jack
Harris, Norma Fenton.

Shooting

It Be Done,” first, in a series
"Hand and Seal” TV films being
produced in N.Y. by Raush-Starr

“Let

.

COURNEYA PRODUCTIONS
Producers

•

.

Gross and Philip N.

J.

Krasne

Service Studios, Hollywood
"LONE RANGER" half hour series Of 62
videoaters now shootinff. John Hart, Jay
Silverheels set leads.

United

leads.

Producers: Jack

JACK CHERTOK PRODS.

for

General Service Studios: Hollywood
Now Shooting "Rl© TOWN" series of 26
half hour teleplx sponsored by Lever
Brothers. Patrick McVey and Jane Nigh

Hugh

Bailey,

'

Roy Rogers, Dale

GROSS-KRASNE, INC.

Frank McDonald

General

i

new

Supervisors:' Freeman Gosdeny 'Charles
Correll, Sidney Van Xeuren
Director: Charles Barton'
Production executive: James Fonda
Assistant director: Emmett Emerson
Series of full hour dramatic shows,
each in four segments, with Fay Baintec,
as continuing star of series, now shooting.
Executive producer: Hal E. Roach

.

Producer: Wesley Barry
Associate producers: Bob

Lite,

Horace Stewart.

series of 3d. half

BROIDY

teleplx now shootinff exteriors at Catalina Island. Robert Stack
heads cast with parts to fill.
Executive producer: William F. Broidy.

•

Wade, Johnny

Childress, Ernestine

sponsorinff.

"THE ICKKkSONl"

1

Hollywood, May 27.
Screen Actors Guild, has served

•

-

•

.

Looms on Coast

TV Film

Council luncheon today
8451 Melrose, Hollywood
"AMOS 'N' ANDY", series of character (Wed,), at the*- Hotel. Warwick.
ORO.UcHO MARX starred in 30 half-hour comedy teleplx* now shooting. Sponsored Jay Jostyn,' radio-TV’s “Mr. D.A.,”
by
Blatx
Beer for CBS-TV.
audience participation film productions, to
be made once a week 4or NBC. DeSoto- Cast: Tim Moore, Spencer Williams, Alvin inked to play Abraliam Lincoln in
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City

,

WILLIAM

gressional Racket” at the National

HAL ROACH PRODUCTIONS

FILMCRAFT PRODS.

A PRODUCTIONS

Reuben

:

•

hour comedy teleplx to beffln shootinff
General Service Studioi: .Hollywood
May 2*. Phil Rapp Is writer-director.
series of 26 half hour
Producer: John Guedel
telepix to beffln shootinff June IS; LocaFilm producer: I. Llndenbaum
tion shots to be Aimed in British East
Directors: Bob Dwan, Bernle Smith
Martha Hyer heads oast, parts to fill.
FLYING
Producer-director: Breakston-Stahl
Associate producer: Irene Breakatoir
6920 Sunset Blvd., .Hollywood
Technical executive: John R, Carter
"ANNIE OAKLEY" hew series of 62
.
half-hour videoaters befflns shootinff April
22,
Gail
F.
,PRdDS. to All. Davis. Billy Gray head cast. Parts
Sunset Studios, Hollywood
Producer: Louis Gray
“The
Phantom
Pirate"
series
of half Director: Wallace Fox
,
hour adventure

Residual Gripe

'

-

cast.

Ptoducer-director: Frahk Ferrin
Associate .producer: Ralph Ferrin
Assistant director: Don Olsen

BREAKSTON-STAHL PRODS.

Threat to Vidpix As

.

t-

now shoot-

Ed McConneU, Nino -Marcel head

"SAFARI' BILL"

later.

.

.

Maxxuca

Caftinff: Virginia

ckst.

Producer: Hal Roach
Director: Hal Yates

632ft^un*et Blvd., Hollywood

"SMILIN' ID'S

Producer-director: Clifford San/orth
Associate producer:' Al Westen
Assistant director: -Nate Barraffer
Writer: Howard .Laurence Field

This is expected to be resolved next Monday (2) when toppers of 47 meet with the executive
board pf AFM here prior to the union’s annual convention in Santa

•.:BterHng; .)I*yden' inked by Hafner-Halperin as star of the upcoming “Kerry Drake” vidfilm series.
He’s to do 26 'half-hour shows
REVUE PRODUCTIONS
Max Gllforfi, special counyearly
Eagle Lion Studios: Hollywood
Half-hour series of adult draimx tel*" sel' fo^ bftitibhal Society of TV
pix now shooting for Xevue Prodff,
Producers in Hollywood, slated to
Producer: Revue Production*
Director: Richard Irving, Norman Llpyd. discuss '“TV* Films-— the New Con-

head

Charles Farrell and Gale Storpl
Philip Morris sponsors.

FRANK FERRIN PRODUCTIONS
N
inff.

'

/Fl0WrYrtrk

May 23

ATM"

ARROW PRODUCTIONS

a
XTTV Studios, Bollywood
"Kama* of thi junhi'' 2e

1

TV Firm

j

<;

Films in Production
m

may be elimination of the Welfare
Fund bite on telefilmed commer-

Joins Wilder in

:

.

'

Kaufinan, Axed by Snader,

y

;

Three series of 13 chapter plays each
would be used.
Opening "SON
OP ROSIN HOOD" skedded to bewedge in such a show of good faith ffin Shootinff latter pert of June.

strike

•

*

tracks

will

Series

Hollywood, May- 27,

WTAM-WNBK

.

it

MTP gbes into business with
four features, 'each of, which carried an original negative cost of approximately $1,000,000. These include “Our Town,” “The Red

'

hour junglo advtnturo
the same jobs,
ffin shooting JMfcy ai, Producers: Horry- S.
AFM Coast local had indicated Rothschild, Leon Froittkess.
Frojucer: Rudolph Flothow
that the 5% tap on live musjc for Film
Director: Wolly Fox
telefilms might well be rescinded if
the union is assured by TV proATHENA PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Californio Studios: Hollywood
ducers that no more foreign music

that

New ‘Saint’
*

EKO

against any. member
who “aids or abets*’ in the recording of foreign music tracks. Previous infractions, when caught up
with, resulted in stiff fines and temporary suspension.
..Fisher, and Local 47 are aware
that another network “loaded up.”
on foreign music track but were
powerless to prevent it Saving on
or t-of-country recordings is said to
be half of the domestic s.cale
for
’

notice

Sanville.

^Signed as
head of the ylrieo,, distrib branch
of KLAC-TV^LosVArigeles station,
to; join the new. company, will
also
establish branch offices in Chicago
and Atlanta.

,

recommended

«

studio facilities will .be used.
Four other series of programs
will' be leased this, summer,, two of
which will be supervised by Boylan and the other two by Richard

Leslie Charteris’ character. The House,”
“That TJncertain Feeling”
Saint, will return to the screen and
.“Three’s, a Family.”. In addiunder a new deal signed by the tion, the outfit -has
nine Bobby
novelist and producer Julian LesBreen shorts for TV release, and
ser for a series of six films. Series 14
western features starring Richsummer
this
London
tee
offin
will
ard Arlen, Ricardo Cortez, Paul
with “Target for the Saint:”
KteUy or George O’Brien. For films
for distribution abroad.
Lesser’s deal calls for t\yo..films
made
Jr.,
^Specially for TV, MTP has
William
Dix,.
P.
Cleveland—
Another exponent of dubbing is annually for the next three. eats.
form er assistant sales manager Jean
Itfs a {Sinall World”- a. series of
Goldwurm, foreign film disproduced eight “Sahn” p,rjt
mannamed
sales
has
been
26 half-hour .shows, filmed by BurWCBS,
with Ldufs Hayager of WTAM;. according to Ham- tributor and associated with George several years ago,
ton Holmcstj. arid another series of
general Schwartz in operating several, N.Y. ward, George Sanders .^n’d Torn 2$ “Thrilling iBiblq Dramas,”
ilton -Shea,
prorolethe
title'
art
houses.
It’s
handling
Conway
opinion
at
In his
manager. Before joining WCBS,'
duced by* Cathedral
Releasing Or'
cast:ttm
Dix had been with the Katz Agency merely a question of educating the different times. Lesser will
y
ganization.
public to accept dubbed pictures. film shortly.
and with ABC.

•

Strike

S

colm Stuart Boylan

*

1

SAG

Clark in the top roles, Mal- mg Lesser and Seymour Poe in
will supervise eorporated Major TV Productions"
&c. Maurie breshim has
production.
named sales manager for the firm
It’s stressed that the TV. operation will he ..entirely apart from the
W1U °Pe&te from Rocked
r
company !s 'standard, pic production, feUer ..Center Nw Y„ w^th Coast
and that ho U name players will headquarters, to be established at
be employed. However, U’s regular the HKO-Pathe ^tudios in Culver

.Cliff

•

pprely sabbatical.
Aroused by the growing^ practice
of recording iu'MexIco, France arid
England,' Fisher urged the board
of local 47. to enter a strong protest
to the federation So punitive action
may be taken against offending
.members of the* union. Expulsion
^ jfrom the union has been strongly

Barbara one week

New

.

summer

clals.

asserted in

.

he has dismissed it and promised
that his European trek would he
.

^

,

1

expulsion from the union. If there
was .such a project in his annual
pilgrimage' to France this

lish dubbing, he
York this week,

did well with a dubbed version of
“S. O. S. Submarine,” an Italian
documentary;
watched
which will' probably be
closely by both TV and pix indusDubbed pix have a double martry, plans to include negatives of ket in that they have both a theatwo or three video shows already
tre and TV potential. Sugarman
televiewed, hv the film. It* would
be first, time negative shot for and pointed out.
Of course, Sugarman added, art
seen on TV would be seen theaDesilu spokesman says house patronage, accustomed to
trically.
payoff to guilds where necessary hearing Fernandel speak in his nafor using negative theatrically is tive French or. Anna Magnani in
planned.
Italian, would likely reject dubJess Oppenheimer is handling bing. But the commercial theatre
production reins of film, as he does trade, which seldom sees a foreign
on “Lucy,” 'and Edward Sedgwick picture, will readily accept dubis directing the opening and clos- bing, as have French, Italian,. Spaning. sequences, middle shots and ish and German audiences for more
than 20 .years. Hollywood prodbridges,
uct, he noted, inyariably is dubbed

Last week Phil Fisher, vcepee of
the local, got wind of a project
by CBS to assemble in France a
library 'of music for teevee and
reportedly

departments of Universal, United Artists and Paramount. Engal

USED IN FEATURE FILM

television

.

which

Universal subsid, United World
Films, gets under -way with its program of film production for television at the U studio on June 2.
Another entr^ into the televM«„
First project will be a series of
26-minute pix .titled “lighting film ’distribution business was se t
thta
week, VtUn Producers
Man/’ with George Blaire directing, and with Mort Thompson and sentatives^oi N. Y., headed by

,

I

- Hollywood, May 27.
producers. It has been a source of
much annoyance to the union that
Desilu Productions has begun''
video packagers have moved off the
shooting interlocking sequences of
continent to record music tracks
but nothing, could be done' about it theatrical film based on “I Love
Lucy,” arid in precedcrttal move?,
where no member was involved.

’

1953

,

•

Hollywood

“ series of half*

dlamas resume shooting

July
Producer-director: Frank Wisbar
Associate producer: Sidney Smith

son,” for DuPont's “Cavalcade
America” series, shot by Scieen
Gems, with Barbara Wooden,
Brandon Rhodes* Raymond GreenRandolph and John

in

leaf,

Don

Hamilton in cast

femme
Good Turn”

.

lead

has

Ftita J°Ur»s
Ti

-

.

BCEs

in

Roland Reed Pi?
WRATHER TELEVISON PRODS., ductions shooting five more R dC J
Jones, Space Ranger” tele Pj.xlcrtn
INC.
Wilson
lf r
tUdjio s
the Roach lot. with Warren
Plywood
^nvi? series
"BOss °LLADY"
of half hour scripting \
Michael Luciano s
S lca
comedies now shooting.
mm*
r°^?
r
three
Cast: Lynn Bari. Glenn Lahgan,
editor on
s, film
Richard
.

.

.

*

,

,

.

.

Blvd.: Hollywood
within two weeks to remove Kauf0 on "TERRY
,r,Ci2alg
Kennedy^ Criminology »
AND THE PIRATES"June
man from the position.
26 half-hour advenROLAND REED PRODS.
'Nicholas Joy.
Weiss
ture telepix.
.Vidpix, gunned, by Adrian
Hal Roach Studios: Culver City
^ooas
^
Kaufman’s new company plans C
h Ba cr Mar B^ncbard, William
6l? 00t
with. Donald
studips,
.KT-TV
"BEULAH"
scries of 30Tv\,«,? ni
'o
i
-.ft
+
l?*
16-minute comedy series, “Gal5
minute
Saunders,
situation
Jack
Kxuacben.
comedies.
starring,
ZIV TV
p.-niw
Producer:
Dougfalr
^
Corp.
Lo
C
eRV
lagher’s Travels;” 15-minute fairy Director:
*
Ernlc Whitman,
J
n,;K V
v..?,
CHhtdn St.» Hollvwdc/d'
Dick Irving.
D avid Bruce, Jano
Four In UNEXPECTED"
tales, “Adventures in- Storvlnnd ”
Frazee, Stuffy Singer.
Jeleshour tclepix shoot In May. scries of halfProducer: Tom McK night
and a series tagged “Musical
JERRY FAIRBANKS
Salt Lake City—Eugene
Seven
"CISCO
KID"
half-hour tclenix nik, musical director of KUYL a
Director: Abby Berlin
6052 Sunset Blvd.. Hollywood
Americana.”
scheduled for May shooting.
"MY LITTLE MARGIE" series of half D
pop
Resume shooting "HOLLYWOOD' TH8conducted
1 Laudrcs
Eddi * Davis. So- KDYL-TV here,
hour comedy telcpix now shooting,
Uta
beyMkrtff
concert Friday (23) at U. of
•
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St. Louis’
been a cat-and-mouse game going on ail season among St,
Louis Home^berthed sponsors competing with one another on opIt’s

Pet Milk' and; Kellogg, coposition bet-work television shows.
sponsor^ of the Saturday night “All Star Revue” on NBC-TV,
flag. So does Anheuser-Busch (BUdweiser beer),
sponsots'bf the competing Ken Murray show on CBS-TV.
It’^' aiyiiys-'i)OSed a sensitive problem for KSD, St. Loo's lone TV
station,; ob programming the brace of shows.
Until a few months
ago, sUtidm picked up the Murray show live, cueing unhappiness
a mo rig" the Pet. Milk-Kellogg hierarchy, who wanted hometown
idehtiflbatibn.
NBC finally persuaded the station, a basic NBC
affiliate, to kine the Murray stanza and carry "All Star” live.
Budweiser isn’t eifcected back on CBS next season in view of
the Murray., hassle with- the web. NBC is reported pitching for
the account for "All Star”. In the event of -the latter, it would
give '.the ‘/All Star” program 'the unique distinction of having all
three ^bankfollers from, the same town.

wave the S€ Louis

f

On the heels of its recent encounter with Americwr" Tobacco
Co. over sale of the TV version
of “Our Miss Brooks” to General
Foods, with American Tobacco accusing CBS of "high-handedness In

,

1

,

r

an option, the
network has run into another cigfalling to respect

.

gie snarl.

x

The “Brooks” incident added up
to

bum” and

an "overnight

sparked

a distaste on the part of the client for "handshake deals” in lieu
signatured agreements.
The
new impasse, on the other hand,
may have far more explosive repercussions in testing via the courts
network powers' over sponsors.
The most recent flareup is the
The;, "only really effective pro-f*
direct result of CBS-TV yanking
gram to sell radio at its true value”.,
the P. Lorillard-sponsored “Web”
is beinfiT stepped' up by Broadcast
program out of the Wednesday
‘Down
Go’ Goes
Advertising Bureau, its new board
night 9:30 period in order to clear
.Old Gold is dropping sponsorchairman, Charles C, Caley, dethe time fox' the rival Camel-sponclared Monday (26). Announcing ship of the DuMont "Down You sored "Man Against Crime” whothat as of June 1 the radio-promo- Go” show, a Louis G. CoWan pack- dunit.
"Man” has been berthed
tion bqdy aWould jhsve a budget of age, originating ‘out of Chicago.
in the Thursday at 9 segment, but
Client exits in July, but, DuMont,
$601,Oob, ^ley -revealed that BAB
on a lend-lcase basis pending
has ( 1 ) allotted $50,000 fpr ’news- which has a firm contract on the American Tobacco’s moving in on
paper and^trade press, advertising package, 'will continue with the the time, the latter having decided
to supplement, -.an on-the-alr .pro- program on a sustaining basis, un- only last week to, exercise
a longdrive; and (2) allocated $15,- less another client is” found.
standing option on the period.
000, subject tb the television inCBS^was obligated to find a favordustry's putting up apother $10,able niche for Camel’s "Man” mys000, for: the. Advertising Research
terioso show, with a- resultant fallFoundation to make a study of
ing of the axe ojn "Web,” which
rating service techniques.
Lorillard sponsors on behalf of its
Queried whether *BAB is trying
Embassy cigaret.
to forestall a 'rate cut by the netThreatens Test Suit
works,
Caley said the bureau
CBS says jfr will find a pew time
"wishes it knew” what the netperiod for "Web,” but Lorillard
works are planning. -Re added -that
is resisting the
changeover and
BAB "isn’t trying to stop a rate
threatens a court injunction to test
cut, blit is- trying to promote radio
the network’s right to .dispossess
in a positive Vuay.”
Cancellation of Show Crop on it.
Although CBS contractually
"If another rate cut happens,”
Caley said, "it might retard our the NBC-TV. Saturday night "All stipulates that it has the right to
work, setting us„bgck a couple of Star Revue” as one of the three program its own network >nd
years. I hope the networks don’t participating' sponsors leaves Pet make changes as if sees fit, the
take any such’ action until we have Milk and Kellogg holding the $5,- Lorillard company -feels that It’s
000, 0(>0 annual timer-and-talent bag, getting an arbitrary pushing'
(Continued on page 41)
with the network Unsuccessful thus around in order to satisfy a rival
far in latching onto nr new bank- ciggie client that has a bigger stake
roller. Ken Murray’s scheduled de- in CBSl programming.’
Whether
parture’ from the opposition time or 'not the courts have the legal
on CBS-TV, however, is expected right to Intervene is debatable, but
tq ease the NBC sales boys’ efforts Lorillard
feels', that
something
to snare a successor client to Snow should be done about if.
Crop.
The Lorillard people maintain
Hurried trip of the George Frey^ that the yanking. of one crime show
‘All
NBC’s tele sales veepee, to St. to make, room for another is inNBC-TV’s Saturday night "All Louis over the weekend was seen dicative of the fact that, in this inStar Revue” gets a complete new linked to the likelihood of Bud- stance, only the intent to keep
personality facelift next season, weiser cancelling out ’of CBS in peace with the Camel (R, J. Reyand if negotiations currently under the wake of the Murray situation, nolds) family is involved, rather
way by the network bear fruition, with NBC making a' stab for the than any desire, to overhaul the
added starters to the hour variety brewery’s latching on to "All Star program structure.
For time and talent it
stanza during the '52-53 cycle will Revue.”
JBy capturing the Wednesday
include Maurice Chevalier and would cost Budweiser $1,600,000.
segment, "Man Against Crime”
NBC’s new commercial plan for falls heir to a 28-live station hookHarold Lloyd. In addition to Tallulah Bankhead, a filmed video "All Star” next season puts a $00,- up, whereas it only has had 16 on
version of Ed Gardner’s "Duffy’s 000 price tag on the hour show, Thursday nights.
Lorillard feels
Tavern/’ Phil Harris and the Ritz divided. up among the three clients, a grave injustice is being done,
Bros, are set.
(Latter made their in addition to the $49,000 weekly since its sponsorship of "Web” over
initial entry on ."All Star” a couple hour- time charge.
a two-year stretch (representing
weeks back and "Duffy’s” preems
the only major advertising thrust
next month as* "All Star’s” season
on behalf of Embassy pigs) was refinale.)
sponsible. for developing the time
Missing from next season's rossegment into such an acceptance.
ter will be Ed /Wynn and Jack CarFINALIZED
son.
Tentative program schedule
calls for nine shows by Jimmy
As was anticipated some weeks
Durante, 11 by Danny Thomas, 11
back, Red Skelton has finalized
by Martha Raye, one -"combined
the
all-star
CLIENTS
made his deal with NBC whereby
plus

BAB’s 600G War Chest to Preserve

.
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Radio’s Bigness; Set All-Out Drive

•

You

*
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•

They Like Ike
Television stations around
the country are finding unexpected coin is to be had tot
the selling in connection with
the current Presidential campaigning.
WCBS-TV, key
CBS video - outlet in’N, Y.,
for example, rthls week sold
three spots either before or
after the speech which Gen.

Dwight D, Eisenhowpt will
make June 4 on his:, homecomSpot
ing at Abilene, Kan.
sales add $2,000 to Nthe station’s coffers.

Schaefer Beer and Bulova
bought spots immediately preceding the speech, which Is, to
be carried by most webs that
date from. 7 to 7:30 p.m. Spot
immediately following Eisenhower’s address was picked up
by.

Bromo- Seltzer.

'

.

.

.

$1,600,000 Shy In

'

•

.

*

Chevalier, Lloyd’s

'

Star Facelift

.

:

.

*

up

show”

10.

new

entries.

of the

GODFREY TIME NOW
Possibly pointing up the present
state of radio, CBS as of Monday
(26) had an open quarter- hour in
the Arthur .Godfrey morning show,
representing the “first time in years
that the eross-the-board airer has
not been completely SRO.
Available segment is the half of
strip,
Chesterfield’s
30-minute
which the ciggie firm gave up in
its

recent reshuffling of

sponsorship ooinl

radio-

its

CBS' £ntlcln
v

finding a
hew 'bankrdller, nfid“Claiihs tbe situation is still not to*' be* 'viewed
with alarm: since It has turned
down several interested, clients on
the grounds that it didn’t like their
Products.
Fact remains, however,
that the segment is now available.
pat’ed

-littlfe

difficulty*- in’

'

,

•

ME’ GETS

SUMMER, FALL

.others

YOU CM EVEN BUY

TV

WS TO

comic moves 'into the Sunday at 7
TV spot for Procter and Gamble,
with the network also inheriting
the comic from CBS for radio.
Under the deal, the Russel
Seeds agency, of Chicago, which
has a stake in Skelton’s career,
gets the 7:30 TV time and it’s
planned to install a situation comedy starring Eddie Mayehoff.

Femme

B’casters Elect

Alcoa previously had decided to
bankroll "Drirtv to Win,” a cartoon

.American quiz show, as the summer fill-in
Women in Radio & TV elected new for "See It Now.” But, when that
.New .prez is program failed to show much promofficers., last week.ise in a trial run Tuesday nights
dif*Dilflcaii MafcDanald; .MmtCn’s
on'fGBS, the .sponsor -ditched in
.tqttqribf DjiMont web: ; ;. / ;
favor of “News- to Me.” Latter, a
Other' <tffic**a>are: Dorothy Kefn- Goodson-^odin'pn, package starring
hlev Mutuals, .'first v;p.; Barbara John Daly, -is now bankrolled FriWelles, WOR, N. Y„ second v.p.; day nights by GF, but Will be
Helen Whyte, British Information dropped with the sponsor picking
Service, secretary; and Alma Graef, up the new "Our Miss Brooks”
Y.

chapter

of

.

’

•

*

<

MBS,

treasurer.

instead.

'

broadcasting. With the termination of the Parks-GF identification, It will mark the first time in
perhaps a score of years that. Jello
has not been represented in radio
or TV with a major showcase of its
cial’

own.
With, the exception of use of
spots in
and TV and participation buying, as in "Breakfast Club”
on ABC radio, Jello for the first
time has failed “"to earmark top
budget program coin. Only a month
ago GF revealed that it was exiting
from another major Jello-TV entry
—the Sunday evening "Mr. Bob-

AM

.

NBC.

when
was riding wide and handsome with Jack Benny, “Aldrich

Family,” et al., it’s understood that
the present thinking among the
GF hierarchy is to channel much
of the radio-TV coin into newspapers and magazines. On the
other hand, Young Be Rubicam,
agency on the Jello aoount, feels
confident that before the new seaWarner Bros. has proposed to son preems Jello
be back in
NBC that it buy the Warner (ex- the TV sweepstakeswillin a big way.
Strand)
Theatre on Broadway,
near 47th St., N. Y.-, as a major
video showcase. NBC is taking it
under advisement.
The network has been on the
prowl fqr additional properties in
Manhattan for 'some time^ v due to
its video eastern-origination, programming expansion. However,
the awareness that the conversion
of the Warner house into a major
Colgate«wili show up next Fall
TV studio would probably entail with one Of the heaviest TV budgan expenditure of $800,000 to
ets in the commercial program
$1,000,000, over and above the
amount being asked for the prop- sweepstakes, a£>„a result of its decierty, may stymie any negotiations. sion over tile past weekend to buy
Otherwise NBC recognizes that the the TV version of "Mr. and Mrs.
2,700-seater smack in 'the heart of North.” That gives Colgate acTimes Square activity would pro- quisition of both the
attd video
vide an ideal showcase for the net- properties, which are packaged by
work.
Bernard L.- Schubert. TV version is
That Warners, has been afixious a film series and is scheduled to
to unload’ the house isn’t a trade preem when the fall season opens.
secret. It’s been recognized as Network or time have not been desomething of a white elephant, with termined:
frequent changes in policy failing
While no definite decision has
to stimulate boxoffice response. It’s
been made yet as to renewing on
scheduled to shutter for the sumthe $6,000,000 (time and talent)
mer.
budgeted "Comedy Hour” Sunday
couple seasons back Warners
series on NBC-TV, expectations
also disposed of its Hellinger (exare that Colgate will go along for
Warner) theatre a few blocks away
'52-53. ride. In .addition, the
on Broadway. It was acquired by the
company sponsors "Strike It Rich”
Anthony B. Farrell, who has conon both radio 'and TV; "Big .’Payverted it into, a legit house.

As NBC’s B’way

'

Version of ‘North’

AM

A

on TV: a participation in
“Howdy Doody” on TV; Louella
Parsons on radio,
"Our Miss
Brooks” on radio and the "Bob and
Ray” strip on radio.

off”

mK A

CAMEL
SUB FOR BOB HAWK
MILE’

“Walk a Mile,” a new audience
participation quiz show featuring
Elliott as emcee, has been set
by the Esty agency as summer replacement fqr Camel cigarets’ Bob
Hawk show*. "Mile” takes over for
a 13-week ride in the 10 p.m. slot
on CBS Radio, starting next Mon-

‘GUIDING LIGHT' IN

Win

TV VERSION FOR P&G

"Guiding Light,” longtime tenant on CBS Radio’s daytime soap
opera roster, doubles into television starting next month, with
day (2).
Ralph Paul will serve as assist- Procter & 'Gamble having decided
to renew its 2:30 to 2:45 p.m. strip
ant to Elliott, with Fred Feibel
handling ojrgan music.
Wendell on CBS-TV for that purpose. Time
Adams produces, with Arlene is now occupied by "First 100
Years,” which is being cancelled.
Lunny directing.
Benton & Bowles handles "Years,”
but “Light” will be repped by the.

•

N.

tity, the cancellations has almost
"milestone” overtones in regard
to Jello’s long career id commer-

Jello

CBS-TV’s "It’s News to Me,”
which was earmarked for the video
graveyard as a result of General
Food’s dropping it, may be around
for some time to come. Aluminum
Corp. of America (Alcoa) this week
pacted to use it as a summer replacement for Ed Murrow’s "See
It Now” and Simmons Mattress has
bought it alternate weeks in the
fall for a Friday night at 10:30 Gillette
ride.

cancelling out

In contrast to the years

SKELTON’S NBC DEAL.

FOR AM-TV

is

show
on CBS-TV upon expiration of the
current . cycle. Oyer and above
CBS’ loss of the GF billings on
behalf of Jello,. and the lopoff of
a valuable afternoon program en-

bins” show on

.

AM

General Foods

of the afternoon Bert Parks

Reprising

Compton agency

P&G

for

a

different

product.

Irna Phillips, who writes and proAll-Star Baseball duces the AM version, will ditto
up the on TV. Show is to be aired live
tab for the annual All-Star base- from N. Y., and Compton is now
ball game on Mutual July 8, from casting it. Tentative starting date
1:15 p. m. to conclusion. It’s the has been set* for June 30, but
seventh consecutive year Gillette that may be moved back a few
has backed the diamond classic, days. In first -announcing Jits decibetween top men of* the American sion tp* axe •"Years’'., incidentally,
and National Leagues, over MBS, P&G* picked* up a : 'quartet-hour
strip of NBC-TV’s "Welcome Travvia the Maxon agency.
Game will originate from Shibe elers” show. Thus, the new buy of
Park, Philadelphia. Event is regu- "Light” marks an expansion of the
Gillette razors is picking

larly held

on £ Tuesday*

sponsor’s

TV

ad budget.

—

—y
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Don Roberts

Sunday

poet

Baseball
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Chicago, May 27
the /toughest sport’to
* opinion
of Don

televise,/’ is ,tlie

Cook, WGtf-TVfr director of reNew .central division exec has
mbte operations'. « And he should
fot the past two years'*. been yeepee
know.
SulT
,T
he^ .broke,
Since
•jkrp.vdw* into video
^
^
v
%
viUuO
ih charge of new business for
(l
,
in iruc
1946 ...il
Bayles
hack I.,
when t-l> e helped pi Kansas City, May 27.
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liyan, Stauffer, Colw.ell
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diamond telecasts in these
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broad- neer diamond'
j**# agency.
waa westMissouri breadjug was
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that
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protect
-protect
to
Prior
Rnor
to
to
Bill
agencyou-’riae
snusic-as-y
chief at
Chica- (® as terS from, libel shits resulting.. /parts, via WBKB, when there were
upped
to the post of press
p
sales, manager for CBS’.
ern.
Decision is expected to spur
some 300 sets sprinkled
g the resignation go headquarters for eight years £rom political campaign' speeches only
tuaj foUo
stations to expand
last week of Dick Dorrance, .who and before .that stint, was an ac“miS
jes.
made a law-, by Gpv. Forrest around .the city. Cook ha^ shot
some 2u cl
public* vehicles
,
public relationspractically evep ?port extant, from
as
Gotham
the
out
in
of
NBC
provisions
with
exec
Under
count
Smi [b(
for r^umpIt also opens, the wav
formation director to set
vrnavc Wa has also -sold
no station will be liable for billiards to water nolo.
tlon of
TO ^rvlce in up hls own promotion firm.
damages for statements made
Q
>vi M » me arways present
&’ Co. will specialize
Ah object&r mvk
- Dorrance
political broadcasts.
about ?00 other markets, ‘including
al- possibility of .simultaneous action at
planning and writto any statements will' have the
New York* Los Angeles and Cleve- in promotion
widely separated points on the diapresenwho
person
mall,
the
direct
suing
Including
of
®
tentative
tag,
land All In all. It’s considered
^Ond, andrthe smallness of the ball
ad copy, etc., -and
,
makes the statement.
Me break for FM, which has been tatlons, manuals,clients,
Ingest of
Sen/ itself, hasdball coverage puts video
Bill was introduced by
fifing into FCC trouble to eilorts Has Inked six
thrpugh it^ stirfest test. "Plays like
1
Richard J. ,Chamier, Moherly, and
tT?a"se revenue through "beep" which 1«
a dodtye steal with two runners
6 * tf
supported by the Missouri Broadoperations.
’
Mufirst discov- on the go, or the squeeze bunt with
which
n
Assn.,
casters
"
i
Ben Strouse, veepee of station JJBnen
followed
Smith
e
a
951
$? d
ered the libel loophole. Go v.
in Washington whose
—
bill, man converging on the ball while
res lgn ed after.
j — at first considered vetoing the
court
sprints
operation precl^tatei
batter
the
to
first and the
presS department
since it might encourage what he
now m*vv J
base runner dashes toward the
test, *$aid that TR -can
Continuing its recent billing^
manv years. From 1940-42 Dore d “character assassination”
rt
»»
.assume
and
forward
plateau* the kind Of excitement
"
rScewLgenerM manager nf
splurge, WCBS-TV, the CBS video on^he air
a
that makes the button-pusher in the
station web’s N. Y. flagship, wrapped up
Broadcasters; Inc., first
Fadt tbat T y and radi6 stations
Hatton has e quton>ent to trade a ssociation
truck- yfen momentarily for
remote
this week
inbankrolled
such
in
more
three
protectedare no t
450 of the Capital’s 1,100 trolleys
for either program buys or parregulations of the FCC the simple studio life, Cook says,

yesterday (Mon,) by.
dethe Supreme Court- in a 7-l
constitutioncision holding that no

bill of health
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has been appointed

central .division director for ABCs
radio network, the web’s AM? V.p.
Charles Ayres, announced yesterday (Tues.). Roberts takes over the

Washington, May- 27/ +'
Transit Radio was given a- clean
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and busses and

is

aiming at 100%

by

ticipations. New deals marked the
first sale of the station’s new 45%

installation.

Franklin Poliak, Washington ' atMar*
torney, who joined with Guy

'another lawyer, in representfighting Transit Riders Assn, in
ultiing “forced listening/' saw an
mate victory fot objecting passen1
decision.
court
gers despite the
Justice
.believe,” he said, “that
he
time
in
Douglas’ dissent will
Justice
the law, as so many of

led tbe g overndr to
law<

discount structure for spot advertisers and also the first sale in

Thrower

the

—
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i

protection afforded ..to the liberty'
of the individual by the Fifth
Amendment against the action of
the Federal Government does not
go that far. The liberty of each
individual in a public vehicle or
public place is subject to reasonable limitations in relation to the
rights of others.”

Show

whibh

is

a Louis G.

Cowan

package,

was recently signed to an
TV contract by ’CBS.

1

exclusive

g 0 j d holdout in the summer
j s Budweiser, which has been
unable to set its immediate spon-,
sors hip plana because of CBS’ curline-

Wp

rant contract collapse with Ken
Murray, star of the Saturday night
Court emphasized that it was ex- show which the beer bankrolls.
Budweiser had -planned to replace
39)
(Continued on page
Murray this summer with feature
filmland' then probably switch to
ah alternate Week deal in the fall.
In achieving its r(>sy summer* picture, CBS has continued partially
•

e

the concessions which it instituted
for advertisers last year. Regular
sponsors who stay on through the
traditional hiatus period, in addition to getting the standard 52Philadelphia, May 27.
week discount rate, also get a 25%
More than 300 guests, headed by program cost contribution by the
and
top
FCC
the
from
delegation
web. NBC-TV, on the other hand,
a
brass of CBS attended luncheon is offering no budget contributions
today
ceremonies
this year.
and dedication
A
(27) which formally opened the
Radio and Television
new
Center, located in the suburban
’s:
section of City Line and Monu-

Radio-TV Center

5

WCAU

TV’s 3

R

requirements
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Series, Syndication

W 19^^^?
—

ta^^^the^Nationa^Assn/for'toe,
s the *pair of cameras
*--People, overall
^ If
Advancement of Colored *7^1.
jbeague both parks
tne League
orgknization of
or Ve
0Vdra ll organization
has
t
j
at., ji
fPnntlmiAil
exclusive nnmrflofccontractan #orr»mKivft
signed fln
39)
has uifmpn
(Continued on page 39)
be linked in the discussions.
for radio with WLIB, N. Y. Morris p arj e
y w jll be attended by repNovik’ consultant and prexy of rese ntatives of all the guilds and
WLIB, will syndicate the quarter- b a delegation from the Coast,
hour weekly stanza to other staTV jurisdiction at present is
tions beaming to the Negro market. held by the ALA S Na ti 0 nal TeleWhite will be heard Mondays at vision Committee, which includes
8 p.m., starting June 2. Stanza will 13 eastern and 13 Coast reps and
include guests, principally from the covering all the component guilds,
in Profit
political field. Mrs. Eleanor Roose- NTC has been in negotiations with
velt and Sen. Hubert Humphreys the television chains for about a
****' Night,” the“Music
4TAV4UAV Through the
have already been taped. Inciden- year and has wrapped up almost
slmwai
tally, White’s wife, Poppy Cannon, all items except the question of all-night ^ssical music
x
does a Saturday morning women’s money. No. official announcement seven nights weekly by WPJBu,
n
flagship,
interest series on the Gotham in- has been made yet on terms gen- NBC web’s N. Y.
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^
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Melody

'

die.

broken- into the black. Show, on
now
the basis of four spot sales, is
weekly
$2,000
about
grossing
which, because .'of the low budget
pront
involved, swings it onto the
side of the ledger.
to
not only the lines, but also key
available
has no rating
*
words and nonsensical associa- ugrcrmine
uaicuv.u the
many listeners
how xniuiy
determine now
each
tions? Spiewak answered that hav- midnighf-to-dawn Show gets
ing training and system makes it n bt but said this week that it is
jg
easier to remember the words, drawing some 12,000 letters week
frees the actor to concentrate on i
That the show is grabbing off
y
the Emoting and gives him con- a sizeable audience was' pointed up
fidence, the best guarantee against by the interest being shown by rectheir
boners,
ord distributors in having
CC
In cases where a line deals with ? ew albums P^oem- on
who
n S ‘?5[: Y
abstractions, the rememberer has in£ to B
the
T
product ’in
”
to invent a tangible thing to pic- handle RCA Vidtor
ug_
ture in his mind. For example, the metropolitan ar a v a
f
ir s t 0 res
memory doctors said, to recall the tomers are coming Into th
word Venetian one might concen- asking for disks which t y
'
trate on the image of a Venetian PJayed on tlm show.

erally agreed upon,

Readings Reciting, Recall

“the
in
lazy
man’s
Donald A. Thornburgh, president
and general manager of the WCAU performers to memorize lines in method.*
According
to
the
Loraynestations, welcomed the visiting dig- jig time is sending thespers back
Spiewak hypothesis, to etch a
natories and guests. The new air- to school to learn tlyree new R’s
series pf lines on an actor’s mind
with
its
structure
conditioned
recall.*
Of
reciting
and
reading,
requires the “link system.” A key
100,000 square feet of floor space
double the area in course, devices such as cue-cards word is picked in each line, and
(virtually
WCAU’s midtown building) was and Teleprompter have been used then the problem is linking the
To do this,
called by Thornburgh “the most successfully to help actors speak key words in order.
complete radio and TV center in their pieces as scripted, but now Lorayne told Variety, a “ridicuSchool
reports
lous
new
Memory-Aid
association”
must
be
made beFollowing
the
world.”
the
luncheon, the visitors were taken an influx of video folk trying to tween the two words.
mihds
without
those
master
their
“Let’s
say
that
the
two key
on a conducted tour of the Center’s
words are shoe and cigaret,” the
three TV and four radio studios. mechanical memory-joggers.
memory
school
run
The
is
by
memory-tamer
gaid.
“Don't try fo
The television studios, all 60 by 80
two show bizites, Harry Lorayne, use a logical connection like ‘I
feet, are two stories in height.
On the dais were FCC Commis- who is also a magician specializing stepped on a cigaret with my shoe.’
sioners Rosel Hyde, Robert Jones in mental gymnastics, and Leslie Use an illogical picture, such as T
and George Sterling, William S. Spiewak, a sax-clarinet man who was smoking a shoe.’ That you’ll
Paley, CBS board chairman, Justin triples as arranger. The profs, whpn never forget.”
Is there a possibility that in the
Miller, president of National Assn, never went to college and who say
of Radio and Television Broad- .you don’t need a degree to learn to midst of a tragic scene the actor
casters; William Ryan, president remember, expound the theory that trying to remember that key linp
Advertising
Bureau; there’s no such thing as a bad will fluff and say “Won’t you smoke
Broadcast
Robert and William McLean, presi- memory, only an untrained mem- a .shoe?” Lorayne explained, fhat
“The more you use your this -won’t happen because any per-]
dent and v.p. of the Philadelphia ory.
Evening Bulletin (which operates mind, the more you remember and son using the L-S system is vitally
the WCAU stations); J. L. Van the more you can remember,” they interested in remembering, and
Volkenburg, president of CBS-TV, stress. "Remembering is based on this interest prevents him from
and Adrian Murphy, president association, and we teach how to making such errors.
CBS-Radio.
make conscious associations. We
Is it tougher trying to remember
Television’s

diamond

WGN-TV

^

^

cameras

1948 parlays experience and teamwork. to such' a degree that the
||ir|Cfj|rhnVI remote chief figures it’s a bad seaf||l
vll I f Jill IvlUvlIUII son if he blows 10 plays all year.
.
Cook spent the ’1947 season at
...
Conference on reorganization 01 kyRgju when the indie carried the
the Authors League of America is full 77_gatne home schedule of the
schemed to take place in New Chi cag0 cubs. Switching to WGNYork on the weekend of June 13- T y the' following year, he worked
15 This parley, which has been
tire slate 0 f Cubs and White
th
the works for six .months, will deal
embracing 154 games.
c^ nt |s
W-lt
Same schedule- was held during
^
vision jurisdiction ir*
1949, but the following year he was
.fjj
of
work of a general realignment
assistant,
hy his present assistant,joined
0 j ned by
j
Dick Liesendahl, who now shares
is
n7° lv a ls
facets
acets involved
of the f
One -of
0ne
and
in
1950,
Also
duties.
cueing
^
Z
that Screen Writers Guild has a since", the Sox nixed TV for their
semi-autonomous relationship to
vy
Until
unui WBKB
night games.
lx 20
of
diftertag from that ;of
the League, differingdronned out of the baseball picture
„
Authors Guild, Dramatists this
the
season giving the Tribune staseason,
Guild
Guild.
Writers
Cuild and Radio
Guild
windw ntv
tion exclusivity at both Windy City
The Television Writers Group, ballyards, the Cubs games were
which is only a couple of years shared
the two outlets. (WENRby
old, has the status of a “group”
TV also beamed the -Cubs in 1948.)
rather than that of a “guild,” and
Now after five years of trial and
its^totore existeneeand tole will
er r;’cook is 'stiilusicg basically
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single-lens

evolyed Into a pretty stable pattern?’ Fact that Cook still has practically the same camera- brews as
in
when he broke in at

^
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the

ar,

Report,” cross-the-board quarteris picking
**vvu program. Sunkist
hour
ft*
trr j
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early-day

by the multiple-lens image orthicons and the addition of the Zoom-

|,the

.up Leonard on Mondays, T/Vednesm
Holmes’ dissents have become law.
1
ys
Cone,
-Fairfax ^one,
,
In what may make a prophet
I agree with what .Fainax
e stoUng^uMto? SMe^kes
one of the country s. outstanding ou t of CBS-TV sales veepee _Fred t
those three
on
gj^o
S |10W
conThrower, the web revealed this
advertising men, said on this
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0 ther sponsors
P
-- the Interha- week thatj
. a single<?--- except on,
«.««>,, withj,iuvciojr last July to
opening
troversy
y*™
'! previously signea f
u*e ujjcauums
r
ior
0 the
to
present roster of Class
Advertising Conference in
its entire jpresjnt
HolJtional Advertising
Hell. mi
Don
by/
nu
t e newscast by
mInute
ve
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1Jg
London: ‘Just as advertising ^ .an A eve ni n g sponsors has signed
ck and the closing five-minute
instrument of a free-choice society, on to ride through the summer.
jvfeany.
by
^om
sbow
t
offer fre.edQ ™ Thrower predicted ^several months
it should of itself
™bng advantage of the 45%
it or
that 100% of the web’s bankaf,
of choice: to see it. or hear
rollers would stay on the air thls
not.’ ”
.
buy 12 or more per we€k
who
^
Court rejected the contention or summer.
Best Foods pacted Tor 10 daytime
mu«uivc.ouiusumwmwi the p.jC.
iu the lucrativewaruii, which
aaaiuon to
i n addition
and Martin,
Poliak ana
PoliaK
soots
to ad £ t0 the tw0 r now
tg
Court of Appeals upheld, that the ^er business, CBS^s also pushing ,
nn WCBS-TV ’s “Late Show.”
right of a minority of passengers for ward on the fall front. Latest ^onat A Bonat manufacturers of
not to listen should prevail over to be p acte d for the start of the he a u4 Products signed for one- nuew.
a .majority of
of «
season' in the fall is Cat’s Paw
ew. ne»uu
preference ua
the preiereuuc
snots
minute spots
0 “ Tuesdays and Thurscole®), which signed
(heels and
end soles),
?^
ers.
ridere.
“TTovac
o J/SStodJ’
Unlimited ” which
agree with that con- this
tins week
uut «5*vv
W ccn. to bankroll “Quiz Kids’
We
VY C uv
do not
cross-the-board from 12:45
Unn." the decision, delivered by alternate Sunday afternoon in the
tention,”
Contract is effective
1*30
pm
“The 4 to 4:30 slot starting Sept. .14.
<.
Justice Burton, declared.
Ti
fnr 13 weeks
June

-

But actually, thanks to improved
equipment such as replacement of

Ernie Kovacs show.
Topping the list, however, is
Sunkist, which opened for three
nights weekly on the Bill Leonard
segment of the station’s “6 O’clock

tin,

ment Avenue.

Stage Pattern

make the bill' a

for specialize
”

WNBC

'

™

‘

Spot adverse]
The Shakespearean play
U V
could thus be mentally translated inc.lude
v -naiw°News

blind.

into

w

.

“The' Merchant of Venetian and

tion,

Blinds”*

5

is
.RCA w

’

In addiivt « 13-

wLginfora
buying, m

week saturation campaign on s
In addition to tele talent, the n^w lpnghair albums it’s releasing
Memory-Aid .schppl bps bpen
witfijn ,the .next,, tew .weeks.
mg people. from njther phases of are confined -to station breaks
show biz, including, hijtery pei;- the.,a?onr an'd-.h^hopr markers
formers, an<J ,a?v
er? .Singer., a, ,09t to.totefere. WJtb .the
They ve also had maitre d’s and Entire show, is bundled by a sl ” e j
.
h0
bartenders, whose income increases engineer and one. announcer,
in direct proportion to their ability doubles as newscaster .on me
midmgm
to remember faces, names and news spots aired at
.

gratuities.
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Amount 'ofiVoiti' being poured
programming

off

by‘ Chesterfield into a single day’s
radio and television is believed to set a new high

•1 *

•a

mark.
multiple Wednesday showcases, which gives
The fclggW'^binpany’s
k
Cheste^fieja an almost staggering lineup of programs, have occalWtle
no'
eyebrow-raising
within the trade, with many quessioned
tioniftgHhA Wisdom of pouring so many program eggs into a single
day's jja^kett'
Here's th^1 Chesterfield Wednesday* lineup as it currently exists:
Arthur '^odfifey, CBS Radio, in the morning.
NeW; YbrlK^iaiits: baseball games (locally) in the afternoon.
Perry’ C6nio, CBS-TV, in. the 7:45-8 'evening period.
Arthur Godfrey, CBS-TV, in the 8:30 to 9 (last half) segment,
*
Bing;;,CrO^by ^CEjS Radio, in the 10 p.m. stretch.
'

Philip 'Morris is bowing out of
Deal, is currently under way for.
daytime radio at the end of its curthe William Morris Agency to diToni
$2,000,000
rent cycle of three shows on ABO.
vest itself of production and packIt’s a move which also clips Cecil
aging, indicating agency’s return
Biz to Weiss
Geller Sc Presbrey agency, which has
to the original province of selling.
been
Success of the step at the Morris
Chicago, May 27.
handling the daytime radio billings
office is felt will be the forerunWeiss & Geller ad agency is in*
exclusively,
for
about
$1,800,000
ner. of -further divestiture of other heriting a new account exec and
The Blow agency hanactivities from percenteries.
Toni’s Prom Home Permanent bill- annually.
Negotiations are current between ings running close to $2,000,000. dles the major PM advertising
the Morris office and Rosenberg Sc Don Nathanson, Toni ad manager, budget and will now have more
coin to play with.
White to take over the packaging is leaving the post to (Join
to
The chief reason for the exit
and production chores of the Mor- handle the account which accents
ris office. Admittedly,
makes radio and TV. Exact date of the from daytime radio is mounting
television costs. The ciggle sponsor
a lot of coin, on .these deals in switchover has not been set.
season, but whether the black ink
The Prom bookings are currently has two successful vldpic proper*
predominates on the ledger on a being handled by FOote, Cone and ties—“I Lover Lucy” (which is ridyear-round basis has been open to Belding which also books the' origi- ing the. top of the rating lists) and
argument. Another argument that nal Toni home wave biz.* To keep “Racket Squad” (with about a 33.5
Nielsen).
Escalator clause, which
has been forwarded in shedding it- the
two
products
competitive,
self of outside activities is the fact FC&B was notified some weeks ago the Lucille Ball-Desi Arnaz show
that some of the top salesmen are by the -Toni firm that it -.would have presumably has, its extensive station lineup and other TY cost fac*
tied up in servicing and can do to give up the Prom account.
tors dictated a realiocation of the
little creative work.
PM ad dollars, with daytime radio
The Morris office has its own
taking it on the chin to provide
packaging subsidiary, Stellar. Atmore coin for the tele layouts.
tractions. However, Stellar retains
no package ownership. Feeling on Gillette
The three shows affected are
that point is that since most of
“Against the Storm,” the John
their packages revolve around the
Gibbs soaper, which is beamed
top star, ownership of that unit is
cross-the-board at 10:45 a. m.; “Rovested with the star. Sfiould the
mance of Evelyn Winters,” aired in
main attraction leave, tften the
the 3:45 p. m. spot: and "Break the
package is valueless.
Bank,” which PM backs in the
Under this setup, agency costs
ll:30-to-noon period on Tuesday
have skyrocketed. Morris office has
and Thursday: Bristol-Myers has
had to provide percenters to servthe Monday-Wednesday - F.r i d a y
ice the acts, and has set up costly
Philadelphia, May 27.
half-hours.
bookkeeping procedures to keep
TV rights to the Jersey Joe
Cancellation of “Winters” has
track of the package.
expected, since it has hit only
been
Agency has found that it has sev- Walcott-Ezzard Charles champion- about
“Storm” has
a 1.0 rating.
ship
heavyweight
bout
the
Muat
eral departments which are kept
been doing better, around a 3.3,
extremely
busy during season nicipal Stadium here June 5 have against the 6.5 of CBS’s Arthur
when its top shows are being tele- been sold to NBC for Gillette spon- Godfrey and the 6.2 of “Double or
vised. However, with the summer
“Bank” has
sorship, for $175,000.
Nothing” on NBC.
layoffs, agency finds it has a big
Announcement of the sale of the been delivering well, with a 5.4,
department on its hands with little
expects to come up with
and
ABC
television rights was made by profor them to do.
a bankroller for the two segments.
Further necessity of trimming moter Herman Taylor after negoC&P has been handling the
agency sails came with the demand tiations between the web, Jim
daytime b.ilHngs for some years and
for sponsors for lower priced packtrend
ages.
Multiple sponsorship and Norris, president of the Inter- is credited with starting the
withdrawal of bankrollers from national Boxing Club, and Felix of making a pitch via daytime radio
by
several expensive packages further Bocchicchio, manager of Champion for housewives to buy smokes
It is an
lessens the chances of getting out Walcott, had almost reached break- the carton at. grocer?.
brought
and
clicked
that
approach
down.
from under on the packaging-proother ciggie firms into the daytime
duction deals.
Bocchicchio wanted a higer cut
Recently, however, there
Furthermore, c Morris office lias on royalties for the champion and ether.
had to buy, talent from other per- the Ezzard Charles management has been a reversal of the trend,
having cut back
Chesterfield
with
centeries for its own packages. £feld out just as strongly for an
GodThere again it’s seen that there’s even split. Under the terms of the from a half-hour of Arthur
Old
strip.
quarter-hour
a
to
frey
a considerable expense in buying contract agreed upon, Walcott and
has a quarter-hour daily on
Gold
without getting any return.
Charles both get 30% of all profor a Day.”
“Queen
Mutual’s
Contemplated return
to
the ceeds,
gate receipts, television
original' function of selling follows right and film royalties.
cloSely an attempt to trim payrolls
Chances of film TV have been
around the Morris agency. There mocked out, according to Norris,
was no major shakeup, but some
>ecause time is now too short to'
of the minor help was let out and
irrange for a cable hookup to theathere was a general reassignment
res around the country. The- bout
so that payrolls could be tightened,
be televised nationally by
vill
Whether any. other agencies will IBC, but the web’s local station
follow the lead of the Morris, office
VPTZ will be excluded -and Philin divesting itself of most functions
With J. Glen Taylor elected a
idelphia will be blacked out.
other than booking and selling, reEnterOriginal plan of the promoters veepee of Thomas S, Lee
mains to be seen.
'reported that
it’s
Inc.,
prises,
The television business in J;he vas to pipe .the bout to theatres Theodore C. Streibert. prexy of
and
States
Mountain
Rocky
the
n
agencies
was originally
talent
and WOR-TV, N. Y.. will
maintained at a loss, then followed lown to the midsouth. These film
also move into Thomas F. O'Neil’s
an era of tremendous profits and heatres had a total capacity of Lee setup in an executive capacity,
.00,000 out of which the promoters
expansion. Currently, percenteries
matvould have gotten 90c. a person, concentrating on monetary
are undergoing a tightening up
Of
ncluding standees. The plan, stood ters. This raises the question
process, .and divestiture of producspot.
the
fill
will
who
o bring them close to $100,000.
tion and packaging functions at the
posTaylor will be general executive
Morris office is the most drastic yhich with another $25,000 or
libly $50,000* .for home TV rights in the coordination of the O’Neil
cut yet taken.
n the Deep South and the West radio and tele ooerations. The
Doast would have enabled the bout Thomas S. Lee outfit is a subsido go on without any TV competl- iary of the General Tire & Rubber
MUSIC’
‘B’FAST
Co. and is the parent company of
ion in the East.

Prom
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W&G

WM

Chi

BMI

Clinic;

Damm

Chicago, May 27.
Eagerness with which television
applicants are searching for tips
on video operation was highlighted
at the two-day stopover here last
week of the Broadcast Music; Inc.,

Cites Angles

.

,

TV program

clinic.

The

Allen’s

NBC-TV Quizzer

Now Filming on Coast
Mark Goodson-Bill Todm.an outfit, which *js packaging the new
Fred Allen TV quiz show for NBC,

fact-

pacted briefings' provided by the
roster of yidep "elder statesmen’'

had the 14Qro4<i TV-hopeful broad- was forced to shift scene of operacasters .taldflg notes like a group tions to the Coast this week ‘when
the N. Y. Fire Dept, turned thumbs
of schoolboys. .
was Walter Pamra, major down on shooting of 35m pix in a
It
theatre. (Continued ban on praclucrative
domo of ‘the m highly
WTMJ-TV singlerstation operation tice, it’s argued, may result in the
in Milwaukee^ who gave the most Coast getting all filmed TV attracdetailed accounting of the angles tions.)
Allen
“Two For the
show,
involved in launching a video station and projecting same onto the Money,” is being film-piloted for
While on the
black side of the ledger. He hit NBC. this week.
hard on the point that- rate cards Coast, Allen is also involved in a
should include only basic time film commitment.
charges, and that all extras such
as rehearsal time and additional
services should be priced separately. He pointed out that WTMJTV saved $90,000 last year by this
practice.
Many of the services
used by a station, such as music
,

.

.

;

Sat. Night

and rating

licensing fees

Poses

Three*. CBS-TV

services,

with the
byout of
kept
are
product activities
the basic rate structure.
Damm also urged the use of the
same rate for both local and naCBS has, the Saturday night distional biz, but indicated, the adtress signal up in television. Colvantages in setting up a higher
lapse of the Ken Murray negotianetwork rate than the hometown
tions for a new contract throws the
charge. WTMJ-TY’s local Class A
entire Saturday night 8 to 11 schedweb
its
while
hour fee is $800,
ule into a state of confusion.
rate is $1,100.
commercial,
Here’s
the
(or
Damm admitted, however, that rather,
in its present state, nonhe’s currently operating in a nonthe
scorecard
on
commercial)
competitive situation and that the
three-hour cream time segment
modus operand! must be kept fluid
that’s pitted against such NBC-TV
to meet changing conditions.
ammunition as “All-Star Revue,”
Heinemann’s Philosophy
“Show of Shows” and Lucky Strike
Also coming in for a lot of at“Hit Parade.”
tention was Chi NBC program manWithout Murray in the Saturday
outare ratecard price-pegged,

resultant

savings

when the

Sponsor Toughie

’

ager George

Heinemann, who
programming phil- 8

to 9 spot, there’s little expectation of Budweiser renewing its contract (brewery was planning to return on an alternate week basis).
As for 9 to 9:30, Pepsi Cola, after
the Faye Emerson cancellation, is

lined the local
osophy at

WNBQ. He

spelled out
his theories on "basic concepts,”

“grammar with the camera” and
“activity periods."

Heinemann suggested that every
the remaining weeks
show should have a basic running out
contract with the Mike and
premise targeted at a specific goal. of its
and it's reported that
His “camera grammar" technique Buff Show,
the Pepsi
was exemplified- on a news show, NBC-TV ffiay grab off
next season.
with different camera angles used business for
CBS-TV
on
The 9 to 10 period
(Continued on page 40)
has been reserved for the Jackie
Gleason shew, which CBS is offering on a participating sponsorship
However, there are no
basis.
takers as yet.
“Songs for Sale” goes into the
10 to 11 stretch. It’s been playing
sustaining time all season, despite
some impressive ratings, favorable
audience reaction and low budgeted accoutrements.
of
CBS Radio, in the midst

local

Lever Cancels Out

On

AM ‘Big Town’

wrapping up some summer replacement biz, also suffered a major
casualty this week when Lever
Sheldon Leaving Y&R;
Bros, decided to axe its “Big Town*
after
the June 25th broadcast.
To Direct Cox-Teepers’
Sponsor, through Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell & BaylCs, is giving up
James Sheldon has been set as
the Wednesday night at 8 slot on director of “Mr. Peepers,” the
CBS, where the* show has been Wally Cox starrer which fills the
aired for several years.
James Melton 9:30 p. m. spot
While Lever has expanded the Thursdays on NBC-TV, with Bernie
TV version of “Big Town’’ recently Green to do the music. Permanent
to ‘film* prcK:
Auction,* the ‘decision- to’ Jettison the*
radio show represents ” a- clitb’ackV
since the twxj •pl'ogl’h'n’is' -have b^eb'
bankrolled-’ -by*’ ‘'different
Levdr
Products.
’Lifebuoy was plugged
°n the
version', while the TV
a '.switdll 'frditt' live*

’

1

'

AM

show plugs Rlnso, through Ruthraulf & Ryan.

1

•

1

•

I

Ez-Walcott Bout;

•

Philly Blacked

Out

.

.

PM

•

Into Lee Berth?

WOR

WOR

WITH

WNBT’S

5.1

APPETIZER

Pointing up the way* in which

“Today”
early-bird
show is paying off in extra plusspoint
anchor
an
as
serving
by
es

NBC - TV’s

early-morning programming.
“Breakfast With Masic,” which follows immediately after “Today” on
WNBT, the web’s N. Y. flagship,
has risen from an 0.7 rating to
an average 5.1. That, according to
WNBT execs, makes it the highestrated local show in N. Y.
for

“Breakfast,” which features Morey Amsterdam, Francey Lane,
and
>mOmbers- ‘Of the; cfc&ti 'pla'yihg 'teach- Milt deLugg and his ortih
the station four
ers at a* high'* schdql/’ will ‘be J6e' others, preemed ‘on
with no sponsors. At
F6tey, Norina- Crane, Betty St months ago
time ‘it -has 17 participating
Cldir, 'DaVicf TyrelTand' Helen Wag- this
bdnkrollers each week. Amsteriter;'
click with any
Sheldon leaves Young & Rubi- dam, who failed to
degree of success in previous TY
as
years
4V&
after
cam Friday (29),
being eyed
reportedly
is
ventures,
staff director, and will vacation
now by NBC for a network spread.
during June.
1

-

‘

s 175G Gets

NBC

and

tcceptance
itating

TV

WOR. WOR-TV.

Gillette put heat on
of $175,000 offer by
rights would mean

the

Yankee and

the majority
(58%) stockholder of the Mutual

Don Lee networks and

lothing to sponsor unless there
vas some advance time to plug the

chain.

;how.

an

of Taylor is viewed as
indication that the consolidaand Mutuah which
of
previously have been operated as
ABC Gets Radio Rights
(rather than as
entities
separate
Gillette safety razor has bought
network and Gotham key), will be
le ABC radio network for the
who has been
Taylor,
up.
speeded
zzard Charles- Jersey Joe Walcott
eavyweight title bout on Thurs- with General Tire for past J2
its director
as
years, most recently
ay, June 5.
in WashABC network veepee Charles T. of government operations
has been studying the efyres wrapped up the deal yester- ington,
those
qf
integration
fieient
ay (Tues.), with the chain candepartments whieivQvqr^
elling its shows after 10 p.m. .to and
lap.
lake way for the’ fights. Sponsorto
>is moving under thi
addition
Sfnee
in
is
fray
hip of this
rillette’s regular 10 -p.m. Friday [Mutual wing (instead of ’being- on*
most influential
fistithe
chain’s
of
Sports”
ight “Cavalcade of
stockholder stations, as it was preuffs on the chain.
that an exit’s
figured
viously).
Full ABC radio network will be
(Continued on page 40)
sed. Agency for Gillette is Maxon. |
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Sets

Cti$ Radio, continuing ttj mystery programming lineup on Thursday nights, will' air & new half-hour
meller, titled “The Judge,” in the

Thursday at 9:30
'

Keynote of ABC's coverage of
Republican and Democratic

conventions. next July will be the

“humanized” touch, Thomas

‘Velot-

ABC v.p. supervising the web’s
convention-election operation,* told

June

VjUWKry

this week,

“Overall coverage from the convention floor is only a facet of the
feels,
Velotta
job,”
, Important
questions, which are in the public's
mind are: What happens in those
What's go•‘smoke-filled rooms”?
ing on in the candidates', headquarr
think
bellhop
What 'does "a
ters?
pf the office-seekers in his hotel?.
How are tKo nominees reacting to
last-minut,e developments? “These
•re some of the human aspects
radio and tele correspondents will
1

have

to deal with,” -Velotta said.

In line with human-interest angles, the web has inked. Roger
Price to look for the humorous
side, and its Walter Kiernan will
•Iso specialize in the lighter facets
-

of the big show,

A sparkplug of the ABC “humanized” approach is expected to
be, Paul W. White, who will serve
•s “managing editor” of the chain's
reporting of the parleys and polls.
The webs have to live up to the
deep-rooted American tradition of

*

presenting the facts honestly, without bias and as soon as they happen, Velotta feels. For this reason,

ABC

commentators and analysts
•re being supplemented by magazine and newspaper writers and
syndicated columnists. These include writers such as Raymond
Moley, Ernest K. Lindley, Kenneth
G. Crawford, Samuel Shaffer and
Very Clay, of the Newsweek staff;
Jack Steele, Richard Tobin and
Frank Kelley of the New York

Herald Tribune staff, and David
manager for
bureau
Sentner,
Hearst newspapers in Washington,
May Craig, Washington correspondent for Gannett papers; Doris Fleeson of the Bell Syndicate, and Ray
Tucker, columnist for the McClure
Syndicate,

who

etc.,

will,

enlarge

the scope of ABC's “gavel-to-gavel”
coverage and special programs.

On

the technical side,

AM

and

TV

have

its

the

International

ABC

will
at

newsroom

Amphitheatre,

where the conventions will be held,
interconnected by telephone, radio
and TV with other news-originating
spots in Chicago, as will the other

Shortwave channels will allow the chain’s gabbers to move
freely on the floor and keep in
touch with the nerve centre by

Webs,

walkie-talkie.
UiC.
AAUVti the
Hilton Hotel
Conrad 11AAVV1I
WAUAU
studios and
will have two
tele studio, which will be able

tilC
At the
Xll

web
one

Toronto,

5.

Show will replace “Mr. Keen;
KDYL-TV
TIE
VIA
Tracer of Lost Persons,” which 5-STATION
moves back to the Thursday at 8
GROCERS' QUIZ
IKE’S ABILENE
period, with, the first 15 minutes
being sponsored this summer by
Kansas City, May 27.
Salt take City, May 27.
KDYL-TV kicked off the juiciest American Chicle. “FBI in Peace
Technical plans to pick up the
at 8:30, under
follows
and
War”
deal ever closed With grocers in
June 4 address of Gen. Dwight
sponsorship for
this area with the preem of “Movie American Tobacco
Eiserthower from Abilene, Kans.,
Quick Quiz” yesterday (Mon.). IGA the summer, and “Mr. Chameleon” have been changed to set up a fivefood stores .are picking up the tab continues at 9.
station microwave relay circuit to
“Judge,” which will be aired sus- Kansas City. American Telephone
the
across-the-board' series
for
deals
with
Coast,
the
taining
from
aired at 11 a.m M with Featherstone
& Telegraph earlier .announced
Advertising ihkfhg the pact for the a retired jurist who is called in by that it* -circuit would cohnect dicrimes
him
solve
help
to
grocers and E. M, Drucker.for the the police
rectly with Omaha, the western end
on the basis of his long experience of the coaxial cable.
station.
Kansas City, however, is only 135
Setup ties in some 45 retail out- with the law and with criminals.
miles from Abilene, and is on a colets, largest number ever wrapped
axial from Omaha. Cable facilities
up in one package, and calls for
to Kansas ^City from Omaha, 212
award of three $25 bonds daily to
miles, *up to now have beeh only
those coming up with’ the right anone way, but the cable is being
swer via $hone. To hypo store
adapted to use for both sending
traffic, each retail outlet will post
and receiving.
the answers to questions the day
This setup will make WDAF-TV
before they’re asked. In addition
here the feeder to the nets, which
to the' number of stores being tops,
are tentatively listing the telecast
the geographical spread is wider
National executive committee of
for 5 p. m. CST. Radio nets are
than anything yet attempted, and
includes IGA food sellers in the the Radio Writers Guild, Which expected to carry the address by
complete video coverage area in meets very infrequently, will hold delayed transcription at night.
The Abilene hookup will set a
three counties.
a meeting In Hollywood next weekremote record for this area. The
end (May 30-June 1). .High on the longest previous remote is a pickup
agenda will be the potential strike of a basketball game by WDAF-TV
situation at CBS, NBC and ABC re- from the U. of Kansas Hoch Audi
garding staff scripters. TV juris- torium at Lawrence, Kans., a dis
tance spanned by microwave relay
diction and the upcoming reorganifor about 40 miles.

HOT

DEAL

Strike Fear Alerts

RWG Exec Board

AM-TV’ers Born

,

conference of the RWG’s
parent body, Authors League of
America, are also expected to get

National exec committee consists
of the three regional veepees and
the national prexy. Taking, part in
Chicago, May 27.
the Coast confab will be prez MilDecision of the City Council to
v.p. Tom Koch,
ban radio and television coverage ton Merlin, midwest
eastern v.p. Ira Marion and Coast
of the public hearings of its antiv.p, Larry Marks.
crime committee has the electronic
Since the Screen Writers Guild
news men doing a fast burn. William Ray, Chi NBC news director, is headquartered on the Coast, it’s
will utilize this
promptly blasted the ban as a move likely that the
to forestall a full probing of the meeting to engage in informal talks
Although there has
liaison between crime and politics with SWG.
been some bad blood between the
hereabouts.
been
The council’s anti-crime group two unions, lately they have
showing signs of working together.
kicked off its hearings yesterday
There
Is a joint RWG-SWG com(Mon.) complete with subpoenaed
mittee in L. A. working on the tele
witnesses and a special counsel, a
situation.
la the Kefauver Senate crime inThe radio strike threat stems
vestigation.
The aldermen last
week voted to keep out the radio- from the fight over "RWG’s demand
TV crews, after the police asso- for commercial fees for staff news
writers.
ciations
protested
the
possible
lensing of the cops slated to ap
pear under subpoena. The council stated it was basing the nix
Has a Change Of
on the recent resolution passed by
J.L. pi

RWG

A?

*D

^

A

t
ar As ®n -» which
opposed
e .televising of such hearings as
j

Heart, Abandons Plan

,

”l

emen *
* be witnesses*
to cover the candidates’ headquari,
?f
Clv11
ters and the lobby, or switch to any
The formation of the specia
other remote point. Additionally,
the chain will use four mobile council crime investigation unit
units,
and its owned stations, was the outgrowth of city-wide inand WENR-TV, which will dignation over the current status
of Windy City law enforcement.
originate some convention airers.
“The challenge radio and TV Because of the red hot public interest
in the situation, Ray and
face in this election year,” Velotta
declared, “is to make its way Chuck Wiley, Chi CBS special
through the mass of news and ma- events chief, have been taking the
chines,' transcend the gags and lead in seeking permission to cover
gadgetry, and come out with a the affair with mikes and camAlso they feel there is an
clear, concise report and interpre- eras.
tation
of
American democratic important
principle
involved
namely,
principles in action.”
that if the press Is allowed to cover the testimony, radio
and TV have the same right.
It was only last December
that
radio and TV were given
access
to regular council sessions,
climaxin

On TV Newsreel Setup

,

WENR

,

Ivy’ Too Costly,

Schlitz Plans Exit

Decision of the Associated* Press

abandon

to

its

recently-created tel-

evision newsreel service indicates
the AP’s johnny-come-lately entry
into TV was too late. Most of the

109 video stations around the counhad previously pacted with
other .newsreel services for their
film footage. As a result, the AP
found it impossible to crack the
market and, with new stations to
be authorized by the FCC not expected to take the air in any quantity for at least two years, the AP
try

suspended

AP

its

operations.

was being financed
by some $200,000 of Wall Street
coin.
How
much
of this must be
mg a two-year battle spearheaded written off as a loss
has not been
by the NBC news qxec. This latrevealed. Production outfit set up
est turndown on what shapes
up to produce the reel, known as Spot
as one of the
hottest local

service

three

wtth
first

weSnlToZ

Toronto *nd Montreal
“be
.in- a projected
tranc

teeoffs

Canada state-operated web.
This
was the announcement of
Davidson

Dunton, chairman, board
of go
t! e Canadian
Broadcast
;
ing Corp. to
the Canadian Assn
convention here*
°/. Advertisers’
attended by top radio
sponsors’
whose annual budget is around
ound
'

$50,000,000.

CBC

rate cards in the.

TV

Hacci

ficatioii

will not be officially
released foor a fortnight, but
Dunton after pressuring, told the
advertising men and sponsors
that
the basic rate lor the Toronto
station will be *1,600 an hour;
$960
for a half-hour; $640 for 15
minutes.
The irate for the Montreal
area. will be $500 an hour; $300
for
30 minute* (this because there are
fewer TV sets in the Montreal
5

area). Rates apply to either live
or

kinescope.

The CBC commercial setup will
be different than that in the United States, said Dunton. Quality and
not quantity will be the Canadian
aim; and TV service in this country will be basically all-Canadian,
though a number of “good” programs will be brought in from
American sources. .CBC will- also
The network connection between
Toronto

Rebroadcast Edict

Hearing Staffs

•

27

il

accept spots.

zation

an airing.

4

May

will definitely
have
mestic television early n

TALK

FOR

.

AM

Canada

RELAY

SHOW

ta,

Seen Cue for Web

and Montreal will also
with Buffalo. CBS-TV staff
be all-Ganadian, with no imported experts, though staffers for
the past year have been studying
TV aspects with the U. S. networks
and the BBC in London. The chief
Canadian problems wili be a 14,link

will

000,000 population whose concentrations are divided by great geographical distances, said Dunton,
plus the two-language (French and
Washington, May 27.
FCC was told yesterday (Mon.) English) complication. This also
its recent relaxation of rebroadcast involves the high cost of producrules will result In a campaign by tion and distribution per head.

Program Control

networks “to monopolize and con- (CBC recommendation is that TV
program rights, even after the setowners in Canada be taxed an
programs are sold to sponsors, in annual $15.)
an effort to further block the eco“Despite commercial revenue,
nomic freedom of network affiliates we cannot get away from the fact
trol

as a result of rebroadcsting.”
In a letter to *Commission Chair-

man Paul

Walker, Gordon Brown,
prexy of WSAY in Rochester, N. Y.,

new ^policy of requiring explanations by stations
for refusing to allow rebroadcasts
of sponsored programs confronts
the- nets with a major problem.
“For the first time,” said Brown,
said the agency’s

that the cost of television in Can-

ada will be high per home,” said
Dunton. “Those basic problems are
(Continued on page 40)

CBS Summer AM

“the network affiliates will have a
bargaining position at contract renewal time, or at network rate cut-

Roster Goes Coml

ting time.

“The

affiliates

can

now demand

a fair return of their rate card for
the best time on their stations,
which is optioned by the networks.
If the networks refuse and
deprive
them of .their affiliation, these stations still can sell a large quantity
of their radio time to sponsors
at a
high percentage return of their
rate card.
If the affiliate decides to
again
accept a renewal of his affiliation,
the rebroadcast rule will still let
fiim sell rebroadcasts on a spot
basis through his st^ion
representative. This will not injure
the
network or the affiliate revenue in
any way, since the sponsor must
use the networks for the
first
broadcast of his programs. In fact,
it will encourage
further use of
network broadcasting.”

CBS Radio added another link to
Sunday night sponsor lineup for
the summer, when Rexall picked
up the web’s Doris Day show, now
aired Friday nights, as the replacement for “Amos ’n’ Andy.” With
Philip Morris already pacted to
hold down its Sunday night spot all
summer and American Tobacco
buying, a Thursday night half-hour
in place of the Sunday night Jack
Benny “show, several of the web’s
Sunday night sponsors will be on
during the dog days.
its

Miss

Day’s

show,

originating

from the Coast, had been aired Friday nights at 9, as part of the music
programming block on that night.

Show

elicited little sponsor inter-

however, and the web reportedly had been almost ready to jettison it until Rexall stepped in for
est,

news News Productions, however, will
Brown has been waging a long
Ray continue in business. Jack Tobin,
reportedly is
who left Telenews Production to battle for rights to rebroadcast its summer buy. CBS Rexall.
broadest
making concessions to
spoi^ored programs.
nflni S
head
up
Spot
News,
said this week
that miS
J° mbe
l rs do
night
Ne
w
Poiicy,
Sunday
if administered
To wrap up its
in
™f of * be not that the outfit will have its future ,,
ub c bl t eres ii Brown advised, lineup for the summer, the web
1 airin
tie_ plans ready to announce within the :.„?
?
£
UD betwiw^H
wili afford
Gn crlme an< Politics in next few weeks.
more benefits to the will have “December Bride,” a sitNumber of Tele”
caiman
g0
news staffers who ankled that firm radio industry as a whole, as well uation comedy featuring' Spring
replacas to the general public,
to go to* Spot News with Tobin will
than any Byington, in at 7 o’clock,
decision which your
reportedly be dropped.
Commission ing Jack Benny. With Luckies hayhas had to make- for soipe
“FBI in
Sponsor Drops
still for any drastic cut. Colmans
time.” ing decided to bankroll
AP was the third of the major Action,
he added, should bring in Peace and War” Thursday nights,
are also against working for less.
wire
services
to
enter
the TV news- millions °f dollars
‘Nancy Dixon Show’
of revenue to though, this one will be sustainSchlitz will keep time, but buy
reel business.
International News
d and independent radio ing. Doris Day, for Rexall, goes at
Cleveland, May 27
cheaper show if “Ivy” doesn’t
Service was first in, and is now and rSj? 4
The
TV
ailcy
Di
stations
xon”
“by
show,
affording spon- 7:30, and the new Frank Fontaine
star- servicing
cling.
.J2?
a number of stations sors a
ring Gillian Maas, is being
sustain*
lower cost per listener
tem- with either a daily or
for show will go in at 8 on a
weekly reel, their advertising.”
porarily dropped by Cluett,
lng basis, replacing the Coca-Cou
Pea- as well as its
International News
body & Co. Inc. in what Is
DuPont’s Ad Post
being
half-hour.
PM continues at 8
Hollywood, May 27.
Schlitz is dropping “Halls of
Ivy” unless NBC shaves the price
from the current $10,000. Brewcry is unhappy with show’s rating
but would renew it around $7,000.
Understood that Nat Wolf, who
has interest in show with NBC, and
scripter Don Quinn, won’t hold

:

lot, starting

•

the

Dallas,

Lawrence

E.

May

27.

DuPont has been

year

*

,?

has

Iiar£ ed

*fft

that the
suspicion

*

PW*

described as “a review of
the
broadcasting market in Cleveland.”

—

The . cross-the-board 15-minute
radio - television
direc,
tor for Rogers
Smith Advertising ® bow bas bee n aired over
Agency here. He replaces Edward by Miss Maas since 1946 with anil. Kash who is being transferred
nouncer Tom Field assisting in a
to the agency’s Chicago office. Du- rundown of shopping hints
in sevn
° giam director
01 downtown de Partment

named

&

*

£r WFAA-TThere

stores™^

WTAM

Photos. United Press joined forces
with Fox Movietone earlier this
Columbus— Charles R. Kinney
year for a TV reel service, In ad- formerly with
and WTVN
ditmn to Telencws, which services
r
na
d
neral manager of
£v -j?®
ff
web an£l a number of WT
Ene .fa.,
5000-watt ABC
jSK*
individual stations, NBC-TV has
e
enlly pur hased by Edits
ward Lamb,
T nmh owner
own newsreel service and some in- waid
of WTVN here.
e stations also do business
as ormerly a member
of
on toe
f“
(
their own, such as the N. Y.
d re e rch department
Dailv
y S!th? Cint innati
^ i
News’ WPiX.
Enquirer and of

WVKO

but Its replacement for “Playhouse
on Broadway” has not been determined.
.

To replace Miss Day’s show

>

<r

.

™w

<w

the&taff of

WLW,

Cincinnati.

day

nights,

CBS

will

-Fri-

expand
»

now in the
“Musicland, U. S. A.
8:30 spot, to a full hour. George
B’.du.
Price’s “Big Time,” ndw in at
do
will move back to the 9 o
to

spot, replacing

Miss Day.

)

Wednf*aay,

May

28,
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TV’s impact on US. Economy
Washington, May 27.
the lifting of the TV freeze mean to the American
Here is what the Senate Commerce Committee told
- economy?
the Senate Appropriations Committee last week in urging special
funds for the FCC to handle an imminent rush of TV applications:
^Applicants for TV stations in the year 1953 stand ready to
invest upwards of $250,000,000 in building and equipping those staTen million people will be clamoring to invest upwards of
tions.
$2,000,000,000 in TV sets. Multiplied thousands of people will be
employed by the television manufacturers to build these sets and
related equipment. Add to them the hundreds of television jobbers, wholesalers, and retailers and repairmen.
Also .the vast
ambunt of advertising that will be necessary and we "can begin to
understand the tremendous impact on our economy the lifting of
the freeze will have if Congress mikes it effective now. By an
appropriation of $800,000, Congress can set in motion a chain
reaction which in two years' time will create three billion dollars
These figures are ultra conservative.
.in business.
“At present, it is estimated, that the average investment in each
of the 108 TV stations on the air is in excess of $480,000, or a
total of approximately $51,000,000.
According to the Commission, the investments in TV receivers and the servicing of them
since 1948 has been in the neighborhood of $6,000,000,000.”

OF TALENT

What does

Or Next, Sez Webster; 200 Hearings

in

Plea for

Com

A

BEACON WAX BUYS TV

of TV applications expected
'GOLDBERGS’ SEGMENT flood
by July. 1 was given the Indiana
Beacon Wax has bought the Fri- Broadcasters Assn, here Friday
day night segment of NBC-TV’s (?3) in an address by Comr. E* M.
“The Goldbergs” for the ^une 6- Webster. On the basis of the .presJuly 4 period* via Simon agency. ent Commission personnel, WebWax outfit is buying the show to ster said he would not be surprised
test video, and may enter the me- if not more than 80 or 70 initial
dium in a big way with a fullscale decisions are handed out duHng
purchase of the “Goldbergs” if Jit, the next year oh contested applicapays off.'
tions.
Since it takes anywhere
Beacon is filling the spot va- from six months to two years for
initial decisions to reach the stage
geles locals, AFRA’s two largest cated by Necchl sewing machines.
of final decisions, Webster’iJ progchapters, withnessed so large an
v
nostications indicated that few if
exodus :of artists from radio that
any peripits will result from heareach lost one representative on the
ing
cases
this year or even next
national board.
The Pittsburgh
year.
branch lost one of its two delegates. Washington and Cincinnati,
Although he expressed “hope for
however, bucked the tide and each
the best” for the required approgained a member.
priations from an economy«minde,d
Congress to give the FCC additionIn the New York production cenal' staff, Webster told the broadter, AFRA showed a decline of

Federation of Radio Artists earned
less than $2,000 from their
work last year, and the local lost
about 12Vf?% of its members in a
year, according to the union’s membership report.
The data, supplied by the performers themselves as part of their
dues computations, points up the
bleak picture in the radio field.
Perhaps the most significant trend
is that the' Gotham and- Los An-

AM

'

FCC

•

:

to Hire

20 Examiners in Expediting

TV

267 paid-up members in the- year
ending last February. That represents a loss of about 1214% in the
Pittsburgh, May 27.
12-month span, with the biggest
FCC Commissioner Robert F,
retreat taking place in the actors’
category.
Of the Gotham unit’s Jones, speaking before the Pitts2,115 paid-up members, 1,227 are burgh Radio and Television Club
actors, 557 singers, 320 announcers last week, painted a very gloomy

Washington, May 27. 4
The Senate Appropriations Committee was warned last week that
Hats Campaign
unless sizable appropriations are
Adam Hats, which has been abgiven the FCC to expand its operations to process TV applications sent from radio-TV sponsor cirafter July 1, “nothing will happen” cles for a number of months, will
as a result of the lifting of the sink $15,000 Into a single week’s
saturation campaign via WNBT,
freeze.
The warning came in the form key NBC-TV outlet in N. Y., to
of an unusual action by the Senate plug its products in advance of
Interstate Commerce Committee, Father’s Day.

Adam

and 11 sound

»

The

.

to

fall-off

casters the outlook “does not ap-

pear bright” and the Industry may
as well face It. He made no reference to efforts of the Senate Interstate

picture for. this city’s TV future.
men.
undoubtedly due Jones insisted it would be another

four or five years before this single-channel market gets another

the slimmer pickings in radio,

impact of television, flight of

many

station.

DuMont Goes As

Par Goes-But To

examiners will be needed to hear

on approximately 500 applications.
“This many conflicting applications will probably involve 200 or
'

more

dent

Offices Appropriations that
“it will not cost the government
any more to hear these cases during the next two years than it
would cost to string them out over
a period of 10 years. However, the
cost to the applicants for the 10year delay which some of them

which top Par’s future

(Continued on page 40)

NBC

video

web’s

Y. flagship, may be the first
station in the metropolitan N. Y.
area to go in for all-night pro-

N.

Since we have only
seven examiners, this means that
they can take care of only 84

mulling the possibility of giving the 24-hour operation a pilot
run on Friday nights within the
next few weeks. If it pays off in
sufficient sponsor and audience interest, then he’ll extend it to other
nights in the week.
Idea has been markedly successful on DuMont’s WDTV, Pittsburgh, which has been in the black

FCC, in consistently maintaining
that Par’s interest of 29% in Dugives it control over the company, has indicated it will okay no
further station grants for either
firm (under its no-more-than-fivestations-to-a-single-customer edict
until they can prove otherwise. By
filing for the same two cities in

Mont

it started its all-film show
from midnight to 7 a.m. Cott said
he would buy the same Motion
Pictures for Television package
that forms the program content of

since

WDTV

it.

has o.&o. stations in
Pittsburgh and Washington.
While these three, plus Boston and
St. Louis, are all considered key
markets, some top DuMont execs
had been arguing that the web
would be wiser to use its money in
an attempt to buy stations in Chi
and L. A., which, with N. Y„ represent the three best markets. Web
now has a primary affiliation pact
with the Chicago Tribune’s WGNTV but stands to lose this when
and if Tom O’Neill’s General Tire
firm goes through with its plans to
establish its own TV web. There’s
an interlocking directorate between

ters.

Lux Saves Bux
In Filler Deal
Lever Bros., which had originally planned to take a 13-week hiatus
this summer on “Lux Theatre” via

CBS Radio, has decided to lay off
for only eight weeks. But, in doing
the bankroller will sub two in-

so,

made.
General opinion until Jones came
to Pittsburgh was that Pittsburgh
Bobbin.”
would have at least one more sta•That got Campbell’s riled, since tion in operation sometime in 1953.
in buying “Aldrich” it had assumed Doesn't look that way now.
that the writing team and Kelk
would be included in the package.
Now the shoe is on the other foot
Brown-Manson Gabfest
for General Foods, with it having
Dick Brown and Charlotte Mangrabbed off a show and not having
son launch a Mr.-and-Mrs. chatter
access to the scripting team.
Colgate had had an automatic show on WJZ, N. Y., Monday (2).
option on the vidversion, but didn’t Show will be beamed cross-thepresent board at 4-4:30 p.m., with “Dean
its
disrupt
to
want
Van Horn)
(Arthur
disposition of AM and TV proper- Cameron”
it
dropping back to 4:30-5 p.m.
gives
contract
its
ties. However,
Brown was for four years vocalright to exclusivity on the “Brooks”
writers, and it wants them to con- ist on “Stop the Music” and Mrs. its summer saturation ride on the
web. “L jx” returns in September.
Brown is a radio actress.
centrate on the radio program.
|

i

I

;

I

\

j

i

!

!

expensive CBS house packages for
the final five weeks of the current
cycle, starting next Monday night
(2), thereby effecting a heavy savings on program costs.
Instead of “Lux Theatre” for
the next live Monday nights. Lever
sponsor “Broadway Is My
will
Beat” and “Romance” In the 9 to
1C slot. Two shows are in the $4,000 price bracket, as compared
with the approximate $13,000 weekly talent and production outlay on
“Lux Theatre.” Latter show, incidentally, moved back into the
No. 1 spot on the national Nielsens
this week.
Deal points up the long mileage
which CBS is getting out of many
of its house package perennials,
which appear sporadically on the
air when they are needed for fillWrigJey’s, for example, is
ers.
utilizing those same two shows,
along with four others, as part of
*

’

writers, Norman Tokar and Ed
Jurist, aiid the “Homer,” Jackie
Kelk, for a new series, “Young Mr.

f

the
operation. He pointed
out, though, the situation in N. Y.
niay be different, since Pitt is a
single-station market and thus can
draw trade from the TV-conscious
advertisers who have been frozen
out of the regular program hours.
Cott said he’s selected Friday as
the test night, since it’s been
WOR-TV and WGN-TV.
proved that more people stay, up O’Neill's
DuMont also has an affiliation
late then than on any other night
pact in L. A.,
in the week.

But worse, Webster pointed out,
two examiners will be tied up for
some time on non-broadcast mat-

,

DuMont now

N. Y.

“.Using 200 cases as a basis, and
think it is a fair one, 84 examiner
decisions won’t do much toward reducing the backlog of hearings.”
I

AM

they will get their best chance to
bring the entire situation into the
open via the anticipated competitive hearings for those cities and
so prove that Par actually does not
control

cases yearly.

'

gramming. Veepee-station manager which Par has shown an interest,
Ted Cott revealed this week that DuMont execs reportedly think
he’s

has

New Unhappiness

plans.

so doing, DuMont is abandoning
its original plan of filing for Cincinnati and Cleveland and also
faces the danger of losing out on
the all-important Chicago market.

All-Nite Video
the

TV

Experience

good average.

‘Brooks’ Brooks

By

WNBT Planning
WNBT,

Washington, May 27.
In an all-out attempt to prove
that Paramount does not have a
controlling interest in the company,
DuMont is preparing to file fpr
new television stations in Boston
and St. Louis, the same two cities

hearings.

shown that our examiners are able
to issue around. 12 initial decisions
each year. And this is a rather

,

Prove Autonomy

.

(see

contested cases, Webster analyzed
the situation as follows: “Assuming that wo will have on file by
July 1, 1952, 1,000 TV applications,
u
I think It Is fair to concludef oh
the basis of prior experience, that
approximately' half of them will be
placed in hearing due to requests
outnumbering available channels
in many areas.
So, we will undoubtedly be faced with hearings

Jones, a strong dissenter from
the FCC majority on the latest
table of allocations which would
give Pittsburgh only one more
commercial channel in the present
VHF band, picked as his subject
“Was Pittsburgh TV Sold Down
the River?” He left no doubt in
the minds of the big crowd that it
had been.
The basis of Jones’ dark forecast
concerning the prospects for teevee
here is the FCC decision to space
“That's
stations 250 miles apart.
the reason,” he said, “your city
will get only one more VHJT comThe other chanmercial station.
nels are being used up in cities
within a distance of 250 miles of
Jones would sepaPittsburgh.”
Breakdown for actors was: un- rate stations by only 150 miles and
der
$2-5,000, regulate antenna height and power
69.33%;
$2,000,
input to prevent interference. Ac(Continued on page 40)
cording to Jones,, this plan would
permit 2.7 times as many stations
on the air.
The long delay predicted by
Jones in even getting the one more
station in operation here is due to
the FCC schedule of priorities on
Pittsburgh will be
the hearings.
the last city in Pennsylvania to
bring its case before the commisAs a follow-up to CBS' head- sion and is No. 1,237 on the naaches anent the American Tobacco tional list.
pique over General Foods’ grabCommenting on the new UHF
bing off the video version of “Our
band, on which Pittsburgh has
Miss Brooks,” it’s been learned that
allotted three channels, Jones
been
GF is now miffed because the tele declared:
“There is little to recomedition will not have the same
ultra -high frequency in
original.
The mend the
scripters as the
The terrain is 'defiPittsburgh.
reason is that Colgate, which banknitely not suited for it.”
rolls the radip airer, won’t release
Of the two additional stations
A1 Lewis and Lee Loeb for the
slotted locally on VHF, one has
video stint.
This means that GF isn’t getting been earmarked for educational
Only channel here at
exactly the stanza it had expected. purposes.
By a strange ironic twist, GF is present is WDTV, owned and opJones thinks
DuMont.
erated
by
now in a position that’s a reverse
of the coup it pulled last year. At the 4 to 5-year estimate is a conthat time, having dropped “Aldrich servative one because he foresees
Family” (which was then picked plenty of appeals and additional
up by Campbell’s soup), GF and court hearings by losing applicants
Young & Ru bicam grabbed off the even after the final allocations are

-

Commerce Committee

separate story) to obtain 20 teams
of examiners for the Commission
other than to say, “the Senate how
has the matter (House cut in FCC
as well as orher agency budgets)
under consideration.”
Pointing out that “many”, new

effects
is

bankrollers from the medium, cut
Hat outfit has bought three in production budgets, smaller
which unanimously adopted a resolution requesting tjie Appropria- quarter-hour shows featuring Bill number of over-scale jobs, use of
tions ' group to earmark $800,000 Stern, which will be programmed smaller casts, replacement of live
for the FCC for the employment especially for the deal, as well as shows with plattered programs,
of 20 teams of examiners to hear a number of TV participations quizzers subbing for dramas, and
contested TV applications during and 25 spots on WNBC, the sister similar cut backs. Some of these
the next fiscal year.
radio station. Agency is Hirshon- people leaving the radio field undoubtedly have moved over into
Each team would consist of an Garfield.
television, but in video, too, there
examiner, an attorney, an engineer,
isn’t enough work«to go around.
an accountant, and two clerkWide Income Spread
stenographers. Travel expenses of
Gotham local's earnings report,
$4,000 would be allotted each team
as
the past, reveals a wide
to hold hearings in the field. The
spread in performers' income. It
Committee estimated these teams
listed 63% of the total jnembercould handle between 200 and 300
ship making under $2,000 in ’51;
hearings a year and would need
12.61% made between $2-5,000;
two years to handle 500 applica11% made $5-10,000; 7.74%, $10tions exDected to be ready for hearand
$20-50, Q00,
20,000;
4.38%,
ing around July 1.
over $50,000.
1.18%
The
informed Chair-

Committee
man Burnet R. Maybank (D.-S.C.)
of the Subcommittee on Indepen-

Indianapolis, May 27.
cold realistic picture of the inability of the Federal Communications Commission to handle the

"

By BERT BR1LLER
Over 63% of the performers in
the New York local of American

j

I

TEUKV1SMN imnsws

Wednesday, Mmf 28, 19$2

night (23) in a pointedly important
half-hour. After presenting totals
0 n the detegates Already pledged
to either Sep, Robett A- Taft or
Gen. DWight D, Eisenhower,- the
show then demonstrated JjoW the
still-unpledged delegation of either
Michigan or4 Pennsylvania—and
especially the latter State—can toss
the Republican nomination either
way and so, conceivably, elect the
next President,
Apparent point of the show was
to underline bossism and the fact
that a few men (and in this case,
Pennsylvania’s governor, John S.
pt ne ) might control the destiny of
graphically
It was
the nation.
po i nt e d out that Eisenhower had
Republican
Pennsylvania
the
won
primaries- hands down and yet is
no t assured that the delegation will
Show ranged from
back him.

Replacement of Vivian Blaine by soccer and the brass playing polo,
Martha Stewart on' “Those Two" the sentry at his outpost guard
(NBC, 7:15 p.m.,- Mon., Wed. and pacing in the night and some* canFri.) doesn’t change the character d d KinlingeSaue comments by a
of this l£minuie strip appreciably.
soldS f*au,
,
footAs presently consisted with Pinky
pr0g
ro g ram ope ned with some
*
5 *
Lee as the male lead, the series
a dav ^ith W, Averell
i

'

-

looks like a ^aste of good talent.Whether the series will improve
with the substitution cannot be

determined at this point. However,
there’s one possibility. With change
of one..of the leads, the personality
of the show will have to undergo
some change and there s a chartte

might be for the better.
Miss Stewart, who has been in
films and has traversed the cafe
and .theatre route and at one time

it

showing hifc campaignDemocratic nomination,
such as his gabbing
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was stagey. This was
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Thomas E. Dewey’s farm in
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Dewey
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presence,

camera

exhibited
pointing
a- paint

’

«ut his silo (which needs

from
a paper weight madeprison,

doorknob at the old Tombs chair,
and an antique cockfight^
who reiterated that he
showed
doesn't choose to. run,
commentPolitical shrewdness in
earlier fij ms 0 f a traditional smoke-filled
p *
s
Hartiman
on democrat
tpTmence at the Alfred E. Smith room to a man-in-the street intergetting in a view to a dinner going on at that
development,
housing
were b
time in
Initial episode under the revised plug that the houses
acgis of tile _Reoistr ation.
Hotel
_
lineup, Monday (26), was primarily under a GOP a ml
mid
publican Womens Club of PennThere was an excellent
a scene-setting sequence. It’s exshowing
of an inattempts
where
sylvania,
Alcoa,
for
plained that Lee’s partner, Miss commercial
trh - terviewer to elicit some comment
Blaine, has gone on.. tour and Lee * new automatic automobile
by-east
£
Pennsylvania
two
the
from
Fine,
developed
and
was
is now starting a solo career
mission
Bril.
Senators and other GOP .leaders
is answering an ad to work in a it from aluminum.
To
resulted in h no coiniticiit,
Wa meets
tviApts Miss
M5 rr
hill-country hotel. He
cap the argument, the .show told of
Stewart on the way;
Martha Raye gave every evi- measures currently pending
BeStar
at
the
“All
hand
that
a
firm
It seems
NBC-TV
e
top can resuscitate this show and “f“$ {£. Saturday (24) that she Congress lor Congressional control
ol the 'primaries, which would
give it some purpose. Consequentnno
n t r a» above the script. Other
of the
ly, even "Those Two” can happen. J™ tcs with sub-par material might make certain that the voice
c
people would actually elect a
tut
Jose.
glamour;
manne? or
d
-rresiaent.
— ——
endowed,
Miss Raye is not so;
Witti tiie combined facilities, of
“Colgate Comedy Hour” via When the cavernous-mouthed gal/'
ox Life mag, March of Time and TV
NBC-TV Sunday (25) gave Ben went in for straight slapstick
best; itself, the ^ow was simHar to Ed
her
at
was
she
Blue his first starring opportunity shenanigans,
Murrqw s manner of presentation
and the yeteran comic rose to the not so with weak dialog and.
occasion with expert pantomine line where her forte as* a fatceuse on See It Now and, besides underand sprightly routines that attested was afforded no proper showcase, scoring the situation for a necessary public service pitch, also made
to his long stage experience. He
The presence of Arthur Treacher
previously had appeared on the as an English butler whom she in- for good viewing. Life, which has
show twice before, in skits with herited along with a mess of money endorsed Eisenhowers candidacy,
stepped put on a limb slightly at
Donald O’Connor.
was no help The b ig fellow has
Opening scene had Blue partici- been typed beyond the breaking one point by piesentmg the leader
of the Eisenhower forces m Loui^ipating in a carnival sequence
and it’s about time he
flanked by assorted sideshow char- Shanged course. Miss Raye showed J na wh o stated his views on how
to crack the “solid south.” But
a
acters. It made for a light touch
in a long sequence on
which paved the way for the terp fuL escape where she sought but there was na answer from any Taft
representative. Aside from that,
following
of the Four Step Bros. At- n€V er found sleep. The
tired in the familiar top hats and SSSrated commercial on Kellogg’s the show was strictly impartial and
represented another of Life mags
ofinvite
tails, the Negro quartet sock-ed
was so elongated as to

a lithe pernicely, reads
to be
attempts
lines well aiid
pleasant. It seems that this should
on
the
series
,to
put
sufficient
be
the plus side. However, much will
depend on the writing.

was a band vocalist,
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standout jobs of informing the
Public in the current election year.

their unison stepping -and clicked fi c i ai inquiry. The star’s essayship
'
in the challenge stuff.
a final? song, “Summertime,”
Hollywood star Ann Sheridan was i u st as poor done straight as
worked neatly with Blue in a bou- jt was good when shot with rhythm
doir bit in which both were dress- beat interpolations.
ing for the opera. A TV set in the
M5 p ave j s showing a tendency
*
room was good fern laughs as she
th^ identifying character
insisted upon tuning
The ContiJ nf j errv Lewis Joe E. Brown,
nental” while he was partial to “The
tnd iA a minor way!
Hutto?
Betty
Lone Ranger. There also was muFor a
j ac iri e Gleason
J
tual confusion as both struggled to
of her stature; it’s bad
^former
don their garb despite stuck zip- ? y
J udt men t
pers, etc.
Tt e ski+1 s ; n a finishing school
Blue, who s been doing his “dyshe went to learn protocol
ing swan
routine for over 25 w
her newly found riches
i; ne with 1
or
wVre^devSd "5
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NBC-TV’s
“Goodyear
Playhouse” not only presented another
good original play Sunday night
on

which

Miss

Rave’s

couldn

exuberance
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film

firsf

use

camera de-

makes

possible the long-
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Venations
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new

of a

looked for universal focus. Lens,
used on the* first commercial,
brought into sharp view both the
foreground and background of- several scenes, with the clarity of

^e

.“n

TV

velopment, labeled the Hoge lens,

.

the
role B }u e
pantomimed bis way through the save the^our from almost
bankruD*cv
Wlth

but also, marked the
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Known, me lens nasn t Deen
adapted to live TV cameras but its
as is
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total

for

implications

2 rare
is^aimed that TV writers,
senle^of
For the finale Blue Jinineri “ThA etc -» do not receive sufficient credit
work The senpters for
for
their
Regimental Choral Ca vaHprs"tn
mugg UD things in general^ thJ this one were Na t Hiken and
with Leo Morgan
Friedberg,
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until the political coni
ventions in July, expanded on the UP rapidly after that to sustain full
hig. standard nitery tunes
r ongstress Peggy Lee. spotted current Time mag story on the Interest,
delegation
lineup
last
Friday
GOP
.Paul
Langton
and Neva Patterm’dway in the show, was wasted in
“
Ul
a bit which called for her to warble
only two numbers. They were.
/T
is a Tramp
and “Where .r

was concerned^ although tliis-is one the People”
of

•

1

1

1

mi

n

whom

a young artist whom
most succeeded in destroying,
topped a Standout supporting cast.
Fred Coe’s .production and Delbert Mann’s direction were up to

Langton

••

“TdeV1SI0H

Unusual deal has Wes Fesler, U. of Minnesota football coach, signed
a contract with Dayton’s, city’s biggest department store, for as
long as he's at the Gopher’s gridiron helm. It reveals what a source
of sizable incomg TV can be. for a college sports mentor.
Show, which had its successful inaugural last September, is believed
to be the costliest ever sponsored on TV or radio by any localite, nicking Dayton’s to the tune of $35,000 for three months. For his 10 Monday night one-hour each appearances on WTCN-TV, Fesler received
from Dayton’s $7,500, the largest sum ever paid a Univ. if Minnesota
football coach or any athletic figure here for such an ether activity.
picture. The British position was The $7,500 supplements Fester’s salary received as football coach, ungiven in talks with the commander derstood to be around $14,000 a year, and any other income which he
of its forces, several enlisted men, might have.
two wives of English soldiers in the
ifbrritory, etc. Cairo’s point of view
Scripter Arnold Sliulman has packaged a tele stanza of tune-plays
was compressed in statements from woven around the songs of top American cleffers Two of the scripts
the Egyptian premier, a business- were sold earlier this year to Schlitz’ “Playhouse of
One,
man and a student. Correspondent wrapped around numbers by Vernon Duke, is “Autumn inStars.”
New York,”
Ned Calmer and cameraman Bill anc^ the other is “Haunted Heart,” which featured the
music of Arthur
McClure operated ‘under 'difficult
political apd 'military' censorship,'
Pto^cted ; s^rki* ‘laflfe'ti
Theatr.e^' .wp.uld 'have each halfnut this was' hot hientibnCd On the
'''*•
h'our.'.edUioii.’jinfegr^^'thp music' of. one composer with a simple story
V
ail*.
Nevertheless,Mt blade ’aif inter-’ Jhn.e,4*the empha^Sxhe\ng' placed .bn. the .tunes and the characterization.
e;tfng' segment. With the’ ships Package iS being! handfea by £,nscil(a (Morgan* of the Liebling-Wood
plying the canal, the French head office. Shulman, who has written for TV and films, won the Arts of
of the Suez Co. reporting on the the Theatre Foundation award for “A Thousand Guys Named Mac,”
commercial aspects of the water- and had his “My Fiddle Has Three Strings,” staged by the Theatre
way, the enlisted men playing Guild at Westport, Conn., two seasons back.
to
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Stal,

style.

their carefully
worked
C
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polished; every-gesture-counts kind

of dance. humor (his face, particularly, can get a ybek with a minute

raising of the eyebrow) and on last
week’s edition they clicked with
delightful pantomimicry of circus
'

wire-walkers.

Caesar-Coca opened with a standout item .of a wife’s breaking the
of a wrecked car to her motorphile hubby, and went on from
there with a succession of turns up
to their usual standards. Other regulars—Billy Williams Quartet, Carl
Reiner, Bill Hayes, et al.
were

news
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TTJNE INN
“Prologue to Glory,” E. P. With Phil Wentworth, Patty Rowe,
Conkle’s Vignette on the young
Ted Anthony
Abe Lincoln which hit Broadway Writer - producer -'director: Bruce
as a WPA-Federal Theatre Project
Stauderman
offering in the waning depression 15 Mins:; Mon.-W*d.-Fri.
days (1938), received an .indifferent' WXEL, Cleveland
and mostly dull treatment by the
A delightful 15 minutes of song
usually reliable “Kraft Television and chatter pegged to the teenTheatre” on NBC last Wednesday agers, and featuring singers Phil
Over-folksy and drawn out, Wentworth and Patty Rowe, is the
(21).
it related to Lincoln’s clerkship in novel bit 'bf programming offered
New Salem, Ill„ his first attempt at on “Tune Inn.” Housed in a makepoliticking, and his romance with believe inn, the- stanza caught (15)
Ann Rutledge and the grief which had a bit of nostalgic throwback to
gripped him at her death. The Queen Elizabeth’s days featuring
Rutledge tragedy finally inspired songstress Rowe as the hostess who
him to go to Springfield to take visions herself as queen, and host
the bar examinations.
Phil Wentworth as a top court aide
Playing Lincoln, Thomas Coley Duo did a nice song pitch on
was physically suitable for the role “Won’t Dance, Can’t Jdake Me.”
but otherwise off the course in
Teenage pitch came near the
developing its facets under the end, when duo interviewed group
wooden, slow paced direction. As of Lakewood High School pupils.
Ann Rutledge, Pat Breslin was Theme of talk was takeoff on fact
attractive,
plus
being properly that Miss Rowe was to attend a
persuasive in pushing young Abe Women's League function at invite
on to his future greatness. Una of League’s president. It turned
-O’Connor as the girl’s grandmother out all that was wanted was a
gave significance to her small role, baby-sitter.
and other parts were played caScripting and general handling
pably by William Lee and young of the 15-jninute pitch are tops.
Butch Cavell. Not much to hold Even the Trend spot, commercial
viewers here for an hour.
All
has better-than-usual flair.
Ttau.
adds up to tuneful tea-time tidbit:
Mark.
WOR-TV’s “Broadway TV Theatre” came up with a dud last week FAMILY FUN
Kenny Burt,
(19-23) in its resurrection of the With Cliff Engle,
Nancy Harp
Guy Bolton -Max Marcin 1921
mystery-comedy “The Nightcap.” Producer; Richard Dinsmore
Vintage plotting and soap-operaish Director; Robin Adair
dialog hampered all of the thesps 30 Mins., Thurs., 8:30 p.m.
and even the comedy efforts of CECIL WHITEBONE MOTORS
vets Edward Everett Horton and KGO-TV, San Francisco
Meltzer)
Melville Cooper couldn’t put this
( Richard
one across.
Cliff Engle, silver-toned radio
Drama dealt with a bank prez veteran, and Kenny Burt, piano
who appropriated $500,000 of _his comic of the Normandie Restaubank’s funds and in order to protect rant, throw their frustrated all into
his ward and his colleagues, ar- this, but it’s not enough.
ranges to have himself killed so
Program, with varying formats
that his life insurance may save and
kicked
personalities,
has
the bank. There’s a murder, of around town for a couple of years.
course, but the victim was one of Newly housed at KGO-TV, it is
his
colleagues
instead.
Script merely a series of phone calls
moved in a plodding fashion and from viewers who answ'er simple
interest waned long before the questions to win small prizes bemurderer was uncovered.
tween cruelly' loud and long comHorton and Cooper, with a slight mercials personally barked by the
assist from Erik Rhodes, got w*hat sponsor.
they could opt of their comedy
Engle, smooth as velvet in his
lines but for the most part it was phone
ad libs, is making his TV
a futile attempt and a waste of debut on
this show.
Kenny Burt
talent. Supporting players, headed
noodles the piano, pantomimes
by Gavin Gordon, Lola Montez, question clues.
But the oyerall
Wendy Drew and William Post, Jr., vehicle is too weighty for the talent
on the other hand, never seemed to lift off the,
ground.
sure of whether they were playing
Singer Nancy Harp has a musical
their roles for comedy or drama.
name
and
may
develop a musical
It created a mishmash effect.
Static voice
Newt.
given time.
direction and unimaginative camerawork didn’t help either.
.
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Max Liebman

Producer

followpolicy on NBC-TV’s
“Your Show of Shows” in calling
on some of the revue’s regulars to
“
st ar of the week”
spotlight.
It’s
giving viewers a
more intimate relationship with the
program’s stabie. Marguerite Piaz-

ing

—

vW^

view of fact that the slick Nelle
Fisher-Jerry Ross duo, the
winsome Hamilton Trio and the deft
Coca-James Starbuck teamup also
kid. the hoofers on the same sericc
Mat* & Hart offer an extremely

the usual top-drawer standards set
for this show. With the Hoge lens
starring in the first Goodyear
blurb, Durward Kirby handled the
second one in his usual sincere also up to par.

Stuff
CBS-TV’s “See It Now” devoted
the last half its edition on Sunday
(25) to a film report on the situation in Suez. It got across the importance of this vital strip of water
the fact that 12,000 ships a year
fraverse the canal in a troubled
area where three continents join
and the interests of several international forces clash. Nevertheless,
It didn’t add up to an objective

al-

U
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Play, titled “The Lantern Copy”
and scripted by David Shaw, told
in realistic fashion of the moral
breakdown of a man under the
S of
producing and Ezra Stone staging, combined drives of greed and venvoices contribbed surh v »°r?
tunes as “Chloe” and "wSSa a r?t»g Pete Ba rnum and Hal Kemp super- geance. Told against the backvise the series for the network.
ground of comic-book publishing,
aret Was Bnrnintr”
Trnu
was sharply reahstic, with tfe
com ie undoubtedly was ^good in s
Jf AS
‘h
an
that
....
SS n
n
n

W'J&h.O*

^

tribute to

.

.

r?’

son topped the cast, with Langton
scoring impressively ^ as the. onetime idealist who abandoned ,liis
ethics, entirely under the conviction that a “dog-eat-dog” theory
was the only, way to success. Miss
Patterson wis fine as the girl who
wanted to marry him but tossed
in the towel when her love turned,
to pity. Royal Real, as the hardhearted bossr Georgianne Johnson,,
Langton
as his daughter
played in an attempt to get back
at her father, and Mark Daniels, as

za

a

and

is

wise

Bill

With Patt

situatlons-that-arise

smooth Iy—as

corrected a mistaken an-

Sc

Barbara Barnes

Director; Arthur Ashley
15 Mins,, Mon.-thru-Fri., 2:30 P-m.

WOR-TV, New York
Fact that “Barnes Family Album”
and daughter
team (Patt Barnes and daughter
Barbara) on video isn’t enough to
single it out from the dozens of
offers the only father

gab-guest

Hayes have been among being

those tapped for the emcee chores
last Saturday (24) it- was
the
turn of chirper Judy Johnson.
Latter handled the assignment
in
an experienced manner (in the
past
shes introed individual numbers
when a guestar was otherwise occupied) and handled the inevitable

and

when she

BARNES FAMILY ALBUM

also

show£‘ already

styled

aired.

The Barneses, who

conduct a radio

session

on

WOR,

are pleasant people and
should be able to pick up new fans
via their video outlet. v
In addition to the inevitable
guesters,
series will also offer
prizes to viewers whose picture the
Barnses flash on the sereen. ‘It’s a
cute stunt and should help to personalize the stanzas.
On preem

nouncement or when the audience
show
started to
catching

a

laugh prematurely at
glimpse of the Sid

Caesar-Imogene Coca team ahead

(26), the guests were George
Shelton (Howard &) and news anaAfter
lyst
H. V. Kaltenborn.
Shelton’s brief good luck Wish,

tune department, Kaltenborn
solid
cam£ on for’
P U I over a warm interpretation gab
bit.
bobby-sox lament. “The Bov
quarter
The
the
Barneses*
kdptNext Door ” with an effective recihour/moving at-'a neat pace but
tative section.
the camera, for -thte1 most part,’ was
should be made slow in switching from speaker to
of the Mata & Hari dance
team
It’s
a minor wrinkle
whose appearances on the stanza speaker.
which'll probably be ironed out
could be more frequent. That’s
a after a few more shows.
Gros.
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TELEVISION REVIEWS

rAinbo
Bill

COSI FAN TUTTI

NAVY
with Betty Gray DeWittc, Freda With
Jerry Coe, Blue Jacket Choir,
Russeir Hedger,
Gt. Lake* Navy ButdL, others;
Alain Gullloton, Mitz BornwasWalt Newton, announcer
aer, William Pickett
Producer: M. Glen Miller
Producer: Moritz Bombard
Director: Don Cook
Director: Burton

H.miltoa

Reducer: Jack Pare

Director: Boat Gabrieli*
«0 Miww Men.* t P.m.

HERE’S YOtJIt

,

SHOW

BILL HARRINGTON
Director: Ray Abel

IS

SIX O’CLOCK REPORT
With Den Hollenbeck,

70 Mins,; Mo^Fri,, 5:30 pan,
Participating

ard, Tea*

Leon-

Bill

Meany

Director: Vince Walter*
WJZ-TV, New York
5 Min*,; Mon.-thru-Fri., € p.m.
PONTIAC DEALERS
®
Gotham
key of ABC-TV is re-, Participating
Chicago
Blackwell
WENK-TV,
0 Mins.; Thurs., 3:30 p.m.
versing
in
afterthe
late
field
this
WCBS-TV,
N. Y.
(Gross)
60 Mins.; Tliurs. (22), 10 p.m.
LLINOIS BELL
noon block by going after bobby
Taking its cue from accepted
fans
Sustaining
fight
are
now
City
Windy
WGN-TV, Chicago
soxers and housewives with a ro- methods of film" theatre programnetting four weekly boxing -tele- WAVE-TV, Louisville
There was only one thing wrong mantic baritone instead of peddling
Mozart opera, which had previcasts beamed their way. Latest is
with this variety beaming direct pinto pix for the fllm-mncfed mop- ming, WCBS-TV, the CBS video
the Monday night feature bout ously been given an al fresco per- from the Gt Lakes Naval Training pets. It’s a counterpoint program- web’s N. Y. flagship, has set a “15a member of formance on the Barry Bingham
from Rainbo Arena,
4
Centre, featuring gob talent. It ming gambit that should work, es- minute news, feature and sports
he international Boxing Club’s estate, was televised in a con- was only a one-time go. Unless pecially since the airer is obvi- roundup
to serve as a lead-in newsRainbo
is used densed version over WAVE-TV
Since
system.
farm
“llinois Bell, the tab lifter on the ously very inexpensively budgeted.
stone toward «the* last week. While a sizable portion
reel to its “Early Show” series of
as a stepping
one-shot, or some other big-thinkMajor outlay appears to be the 'eature pix. Show is divided
into
IBC’s bigtime cards, the neighbor-, of the pictee was cut, result was ing local bankroller comes through
cost of the Snader telescriptions,
hood club showcases some pretty still a dragged, out affair. English with a continuation of the idea, hose three-minute tufte-pix which five-minute 'Segments, under the
youngsters now and th,en. was the language used to convey they’ll be
title of “Six O’clock Report,” with
fair
bypassing a TV natural. translate the phono record concept
Don. Hollenbeck
handling
Chances look good, therefore, for the story of two constant lovers, The public relations payoffs "-would
the
nto the video medium. As its straight news, Bill
Leonard on the
this WENR-TV venture to grab off and the small cast struggled man- be sock, not only for the sponsor,
ilmusical jockey, Bill Harrington,
set-side
fight
the
fully
of
to
put
some
chunk
life
into the but for the service
'eature. stories and .Tom Meany
a big
itself and should prove a god bet for WJZarm
ancient vehicle.
(associate editor of Collier’s) on
clientele.
ratings should be sizable.’
TV. Young vocalist has pleasing sports.
While the Mozart musical is clasVideo setup follows the estabAs displayed on this showcase pipes, good camera presence, plays
Triple parlay is not new to video
lished pattern, with two cameras sified in the ’Tight” category, piece (15), the elements are all there. A a nice piano (with a solid jazz style
angling ddwn on the ring and with, came out of the 17 inch screen as pool of surprisingly strong talent on the beat number* and a sensfc*' but the WCBS-TV trio gave if a
gabber Jac& Drees seated at the pointless, particularly to an audi- was” bulwarked by .the excellent ive approach for the ballads) and neat sendoff on the. preem Monday
(26), auguring well for that $ta-s®
left-hand corner. Since the main ence accustomed to quiz shows, Blue Jacket Choir and the Gt. doubles- well on the accordion.
tiejn’s; version. While five minutes,
and
variety
hours.
go is only an eight-rounder, a dramatics,
akes hand. Most of the vocalists
Harrington, who first attracted
four-round prelim bout is also While many tries have been made and instrumentals were of big lea- attention when he replaced Frank when 'the time is taken off for a
shown. Card viewed (12)' featured to put over the idea -of opera in gue calibre, and even the weakest Sinatra on the “Hit Parade” a few couple of commercials, doesn’t
give much chance to deliver the
heavyweights John Holman and English, public has been apathetic. were a large notch above the usual
years back, handles his stint in reRalph Schneider, who looked to be Maybe it’s because they couldn’t video amateur. In Jerry Coe the axed manner. Besides screening news, Hollenbeck wrapped up the
Drees,
home.
place
but
understand
headline
the
stories in interesting and
English
no
lyrics
any
going
affair was graced with a strictly about 12 .of the Snider brief ies on
who has done most of his sports better than the French or Italian. pro emcee who did himself proud each show, he has occasional concise style on the initialer. In
a
view
displayed
Impression
of
the world situation, he
radio,,
gained
from
this
effort
on
calling
as comic - turned - seaman.
Then guests, mostly from the musical might
have given a few seconds too
tendency to overtalk the fight. is that the old piece is creaky, there was the intangible plus in field
singers, cleffers; pluggers,
Once he downdrafts his enthusi- needs a belly laugh or so, and the watching the uniformed guys and etc. They don’t perform, but gab much to the Johnnie Ray nuptials
asm more in line with 'the actual music while abounding in .duets, gals doing their turns for a half- about recording celebs, trends in but, from the way the N. Y. dailies
played that story, it’s apparently
calibre of the bout and lets the quartets, and the like, lacks some hour of discreet yet effective flag' pops and
similar subjects that
what the public wanted,
cameras tell the -story, he’ll do fine, solid tunes that can be remem- waving.
should appeal to the nighschool
bered.
Drees
Leonard devoted his feature to
shared
by'
are
duties
Blurb
Session moved at double time and housework set.
Burt Blackwell, WAVE-TV di- empo with host Coe merely doing
and Bill Hamilton, using rather
The Snader segments, (.some fea- the day spent by Gen; Matthefa B.
plugs.
Ridgway
the
of
fn N. Y., prior to his leavsome
rector,
handled
singers
for
the
with
films
a
(King)
an opening intro and closing wrap- uring names such as Nat
routine
Dave.
professional grip, and actors got up (plus a midway standup gag Cole, Peggy Lee, the Harmonicats, ing to assume his new NATO post
on and off withdpt any apparent routine, winding with a Barry Fitz- etc., lend variety of pace and in Paris. With some up-to-the-minconfusion. Camera work was top gerald impression that had some style and give Harrington the nec- ute film clips of the general’s rethe news
notch, and switches were made punchy Navy targeted lines.) Other essary b r e a t her s,- He’s cut a ception at the United Nations
With Leo W. O’Brien
judiciously and for best effect. segments followed each other di- healthy slice of work out for him*- headquarters that afternoon, Leon15 Mins.; Sat., 5:30 p.m.
Sound was spotty, at times the rectly, using a screen name line self— beaming 85 minutes twice a ard presented a well-rounded proVEEDOL
&
TYDOL
voices Were picked up with nice "or the idents. It was a smart week, 70 minutes on two. days and file of the military leader. He InWRGB, Schenectady.
balance, and at others some were switch from the usual “And now one hour on Fridays. Some more dulged in some pro-Ridgway ediThis program is believed to be on mike, while other characters here comes
wave-on.
production would help strengthen torializing but, since his wasn’t a
Especially tops were the tenor this stanza, and this presumably straight news- presentation, he was
the only one regularly featuring a were weak. Cast, made up of local
Louisville
from
U.
of
tyros
the
soloists in the Choir’s “Swing Low” will be done as more participating well within his rights.
commentary by a member of ConMeany, making his video debut,
buy in. Harrington,
gress, Leo W, O’Brien, longtime School of Music, was hardly ade- warmup and the baritone in the bankrollers
Both
Mozart
the
score.
quate
for
Albany,
closing “Lord’s Prayer.” Special- incidentally, does an acceptable served up an interesting fiv$ minchief of the INS bureau in
utes, of sports. With Only two ball
had been doing a similar show for singing and acting were on the ists in the big band also clicked job on the live commercials.
Brit
games played in the Big Leagues
another sponsor before his recent amateur side. Most of the vocal- with their singleton rides.. Another
Monday afternoon, he based most
election to the House of Repre- ists singing the Mozart roles are young trainee scored with a jpicedconsidersingers,
but
local
church
the
Posiof his segment on a history of night
treatment
“Accent
up,
of
presents
who
sentatives. O’Brien,
ALL-AMERICAN SPORTS REVUE baseball,
be com- ive.” Distaff side was ably repretying it in with the
a telephoned commentary across ing limitations, should
With Frank' Sobrero; guest*
efforts.
for
their
mended
who
Dodger-Giant game scheduled for
Wave
looker
sented
by
a
fills
Albany,
WPTR,
via
the board
Producer: Bruce Sedley
Production was in charge of thrushed “All of Me” and a be- 15 Mins.; Wednesday*, 6:45 p.ra. or Monday evening. It made for inthe video date on weekend trips
teresting and Informative viewing,
Moritz Bomhard, who conducted wigged mimic who disposed for
home.
/•
8 p.m.
far better than some radio sporter&i
the opera from the piano. He’s on laughs to the “Man in the White E. B. WELLS MOTORS
Format has remained unchanged, the
casters who flounder in repetitive
of Louisville Music School Coat” disk.
U.
Francisco
KPIX, San
but the veteran newspaperman
news of the scores when there’s
heading the Opera Dept.
staff,
Telephone company’s midpoint
(Bruce Sedley )
now includes references to and Burt Blackwell directed the tech- reference was. a model of what the
nothing
else to talk about.
UniverSobrero,
former
Frank
Confirst-hand observations' on
WCBS-TV Is selling the show on
nical end, and turned in his usual hfep institutional blurb should be.,] sity of Santa Clara gridiron great,
gress. The angle is kept non-parthe Considering it was a first-timer
supervising
a participating basis and has alof
job
sharp
to
make
good
good
chance
a
has
a
How- WAVE-TV technical crew.
tisan and non-confidential.
WGN-TV’s remote gang under Don thing with this package. Using ready lined up a number of bankever, attendance and participation
Wied.
Stal.
Cook’s cues did a neat job in wrap- film clips from yesteryear’s sport- rollers.
in the Washington 'picture should
ping up the attraction videowise. ing events, he narrates the action,
gradually give O’Brien’s nationala shipshape production, refers to his sports album, conducts
It
was
INDIANS
CLEVELAND
nointernational interpretations a
TEMPEST TOSSED
earning credit for all concerned.'’ an interview per show.
ticeably authoritative note. Most With Bob Neal, Red Jones
With Robert W. Watt, Ed Tucker,
Dave
Clay Dopp
Sohrero takes easily to the air
interesting point, on videocasts Producer-director:
Dinu Alimantsteanu
games
home
voicthanks to previous experience
viewed, was the similarity between 120 Mins., all
Producer: Watt
CALIFORNIA NOTEBOOK
ing a sports show on KROW, Oak- Director: Borer Bower
the constitution of the United PFEIFFER BEER
guests
vigCleveland
Burke;
strong,
Robert
E.
delivery
is
Dr.
land.
His
With
,
4 ,
States and one proposed for Porto WXEL,
30 Mins.; Tues., 11 p.m.
He speaks with Spstaininr
orous, Confident.
One of the best baseball tele- Producer-Writer: David Kasavan
Rico as noted by O’Brien in combeing realized, Director: Randy Larson
punch and hustle.
WOR-TV, N. Y.
mittee sessions attended. The em- vision coverages
four-camera crew 15 Mins,; Tqes.-Thurs,, 10 a.m.
On his opener (21), Sobrero
WOR-TV has a good idea for
phasis on remembering the boys^ probably, is the
Jones voice duo* KRON-TV, San Francisco
lensed shots of Clark Shaughnes- public service^programnilng in this
in Korea and in other service areas,' and Bob Neal-Red
StaCleveland
Show is minor league contribu- sy’s first Stanford T-formation new ,sertes, which is designed to
and on the welfare of the country operating at the
WXEL. This marks the tion from a big league university. team, its first 1940 victory over USF present the stories of refugees from
as paramount to that of any presi- dium for
that Neal and Jones have Still timid about television, the and the -Rose Bowl win over Ne- behind the Iron Curtain. But the
dential candidate pr party, is first year
mike. Together they University of California loans this braska. He showed action films of show 'is sadly in need’ of production
the
at
been
timely.
make a neat pair, with Neal carry- program historical data—-pictures, Pete Kmetovic, “the little fellow values, Even though the refugee’s
O’Brien, who refers only occa- ing the play-by-play, while Jones bdbks, diaries, documents and facts from San Jose who turned the ball
tale may be extremely interesting,
sionally to note.s, is articulate,
and little else.
game Inside out,” then brought the idea of having the cameras cena former American League umforceful afid direct. Ernie Tetrault pire, chimes in with his experiAttempt is made to recreate Pete on camera to tell the inside tered for almost 30 minutes on two
delivers the live commercials; Bill ences of the past to spell Neal.
of California’s romantic story 11 years after.
stories
men talking across a table can get
Jaco.
Slater, a filmed spiel.
Clay
past.
Pro'duction-wise,
It .falls far short 6f radio
Show is smartly timed for the boring and so militate against the
utilizes . four cameras and a crew standards* on the same theme, popu- sports crowd, preceding or follow- story;
ocThere is seldom an
lar here for years.
ing the Pabst fights on alternate
of nine.
ARMED FORCES
Basic idea of the show is conDwit.
Dr. Robert E. Burke, historian weeks,
casion when Dopp is not on top
iWith Capt. Sherman Bowen, Mai.
tained in the title, which is part of
the play. Use of his cameras gives of the University’s Bancroft liDennis
James Magnus, .Capt.
tired” inscripthe viewer maximum coverage. brary, reads textbook-style copy CHIEF HALFTOWN’S STAR PER- the “Give me your
Haughquist, others
tion on the Statue of Liberty. Watt,’*
Camera one, over the visitor’s dug^ as the camera reproduces still life
FORMERS
Producer-director: George Anderhimself a counter-espionage agent
out, covers the Indian dugout and pictures illustrating his topics. He Director: Milton Most
son
for this country during the* last
picks up the announcers in the follows narrative with prepared 30 Mins.; Sat., II a.ra,
30 Mins.; Sat. (17), 2:30 p.m.
war, is supposedly a newspaper or
press box; camera two, equipped interviews with a top authority.
CO.
Sustaining
magazine writer on the prowl for
general
handles
lively,
from
dull
to
Zoomar,
Talks
range
with a
Philadelphia
WFIL-TV,
WTCN-TV, Minneapolis
story.
He visits a restuarant
setup on all plays, and with cam- depending on the interviewee.
This newest teenage talent show, where the headwaiter, Ed Tucker,
This WTCN-TV public service
behind
just
the
misses
located
slow-paced,
Show
is
is
three
era
are several already conducts him to a table which seats
there
which
of
gives
contribution to Armed Forces Day, home plate.
Camera three
popular viewing target by a wide
in Philadelphia, uses super-market someone Watts would supposedly
Dwit.
in cooperation with the U. S. Ma- greatest concentration on pitchers margin.
parking lots as the happy hunting be interested in. Lead-in gimmick
closeups and covers the
rine Reserve Corps here, proved a and batter
grounds for new. acts. Al fresco is naive, hut could still get by if
while camera fo ur
auditions are held by Chief Half- something happened from there.
commendable patriotic gesture. In scoreboard, between home and first TRICKS OF THE TRADES
Lee
Giroux; guests
With
(Seneca Indian), and the
bringing the^ defense plans into suspended
town
grandstand, picks up Producer-Director: Dick Dinsmore
On the initialer last Tuesday
clear and vivid perspective under- in the lower
switch to different stores for each
dugvisitor’s
batters,
night (20), Watt interviewed Dina
15
Mins.; Mon., 10:15 p.m.
should prove a great gimaudition
standable to the average layman, right-handed
a Romanian who
Alimanisteanu,
play behind third base. BANK OF AMERICA
the
and
out
the show was rewarding to set
mick for stores and sponsor.
used only three KPIX, San Francisco
escaped from the Reds in a stolen
At opener, the general level of
owners. It also served a purpose Last year,
His story of fighting
airplane.
cameras.
Stuart
Charles
the
regu(
)
featuring
of acquainting the public with
talent was good,
Nazis in the Romanian
Dopp is fortunate in that he is
Lee Giroux, local TV Academy lar assortment of juve acrobats, against the
Marine training prbcedure here
working with cameramen who champ, shuffled an old idea with a tap dancers, singers and an accor- underground during the war, the
and the corps’ work.
have had at least two years back- new budget and proved (12) that dionist. The studied- gestures of replacement of the Nazi dictatorShow had Capt. Sherman Bowen ground experience in covering
ship by the Communists, his draan interview show could be an in- most of these contestants marked matic escape when. he learned his
addressing the air audience while baseball telecasts.
teresting one if properly produced them as veterans of other shows..
sitting at a table in his narrator
life was in danger and, finally, his
Neal and Jones form a contrast and rehearsed.
asked
are
members)
(tribal
Viewers
role as he esyplained the illustrated
cogent remarks on the difference
ing pair that mix well; Neal doing
His gimmick is to ferret out unu- to write in votes for faves, who win between the Nazi and Communist
views of the procedure that the the glib spieling while Jones nugand a $25
Marines will follow if enemy get-in-the-rough accounting help- sual occupations (deep sea diving a place on the next show
ideologies, were highly interesting
sofne
includes
planes ever converge locally. Mem- ing to offset the somewhat loqua- glass blowing, auctioneering, wig bond. Chief Halftown
and Watt, aside from steering
and induce these guest to redskin lore, relating to obtaining some questions, wisely let him tell*;
bers of the corps were shown at cious Neal.
Neal went into TV making)
aparrow,
and
explain and demonstrate the slick meat with a bow
the radar installations which made with an outstanding record
But the show cried out
it himself.
parently not as easy as buying
possible the mock interception of sports, and there’s no question but tricks of their art.
for eyen some stock film shots,
First subject was the jade trade franks, which he later shows how
the foe’s bombers. Actual air corn- that he’ll soon chart a similar path
have gotten the lenses
which
would
fire on a willow
hat clips, sandwiched into the in baseball telecasting. He seldom with Richard Gump and Martin to roast over a
away from the two men.
viewers to branch.
proceedings, made for realism and loses account of the play, although Rosenblatt teletre.atmg
publicservice venture, the
a
Sponsor’s product gets plenty
fascinating facts on the finding
thrills.
he has not yet worked out a forma cutting and marketing of the expen- plugs, by presenting each hop£M sty?w nat.urally is* not up for sale.
In addition to .Capt. Bowen that offsets a tendency to over
A$.
it should be, able*
*a.sustained,.,
Film’s are tised with a package of frankfurters at
sive green stuff.
several other Marine reserve offic- describe routine, every-pitch de
end of tile tuftt. * Halftown* has fc to carry through on its format with
when helpful.
es also appeared before the cam- tail.
Given
nq
interference.
outside
..
no
,
warm, pjeasaht' personality, with'
In’ presenting this show to
Commercials are short, well pre hitherto reluctant TV spdnsor, Lee Whoopihg If dpi Theihfe song, 'Which some added, sight values, it stands
era and told further of the flying
as
and ground corps* activities. They sented and not annoying. Overal
on,
catching
good
chance
of
“a
presuma
developed an integrated commer- kids seem to relish, has
also invited recruits.
handling - of commercials is
long as Watt's list of refugees
cial idea with the star guest doing ably Indian lyric, and is the same
As producer and director; George credit to good production. Cute the actual sales pitch with persona? one used on the Chief’s 5 o’clock holds up. Program formerly was
Anderson, WTCN-TV staffer, did a tie-in is Pfeiffer’s “best location
aired from WATV, Newark. Stal.
Gagh.
“TV Teepee.”
Ted.
Mark- 1 experience conviction.
blurb.
praise-worthy job.
Rees.
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With ArU»e Frincb, ;i)#r*liiy
galleit,

John.

Kil-

Hal Black; Bennett Cert;
moderator;' Don
Daly,

A LITTLE NIGHT MUSIC

BUSINESS

TODAY’S

u

.

With Henry Glad* tone

With KVi Gabor

Producer-Director: Gladstone
5 Mins.;- Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:15 P«wu

WriUr-pruducer-di rector: BUI Kal
land
25 Mina.; ll&5rinldttigki, Tue«.»

BACHE a

CO.
BUI WOR, New York

announcer
Producer!; Mark Goodsou,
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WNEW, ’N.Y.

Albert. Frank-Guenthep Law)
haar come up with a
Production coordinator: Boh Bach
In keeping with the friend toward
slick 25-minute late-night, interval
$0 Mina., Tueg_“10 pan,
greater use of radio and TV as ad- on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in a
PHILIP MORRIS
vertising media by financial “glamor
segment
disk
jockey”
NBC, from N.Y.
(Bioto)
houses, the brokerage firin of tagged “A Little Night Music/’ It
Going into the vacated Eddie Bache
Co, is picking up the tab has, Eva Gabor calling the turns,
establishing the mood, etc., with an
Cantor, show NBC period on a
on “Today’s Business,” a fivetempqrary lend-lease deal from minute summary of market and aura of sophistication hovering
CBS, this new radio version of the business reports which preemed around the words and music. It’s
a less offensive approach to “bedpopular TV show is wellnigh as on
WOR, N. Y., Monday (26).
room programming” than the
funny as its. tele counterpart, and
cross-the-board
Conductor
of
the
as
“Lonely Gal”-Continental comePresented
alter.
a surefire
a fresh, live show (not a soundtrack program is Henry Gladstone, One hither verbiage, and this is all to
from TV, as with some other pro- of the station’s news ,c6mmenta- the good. Miss Gabor is simply
grams), the airer follows the video tors, he reads his text at a rapid trying to quiet you down to a Kosformat of persons whose appear- but authoritative Space. Material telanetz-type “In Old. Manhattan”
ances belie their vocations being on the opener dealt with the con- platter, or an Ellington “Creole
questioned by panelists in attempt dition of the market, contained Love Call,” She has a winning way
to identify their calling. There 1 st closing ’price* of major issues and in doing it.
Rightly,
should expand it
also a mystery guest (the panel be- gave capsule reports on industry
and corporation activities.
to, five nights a week. Gabor at the
ing blindfolded foi* this item).
of
Gladapproaching
speed,
However,
the
witching
hour is pleas
panel
In the radio version, the
gives a brief, thumbnail physical stone’s delivery is too fast for the ant to take. Lends itself to .i
description of the guest (for the listener to absorb the import of glamor-type commercial, too.
Rose .
benefit of the listening audience) what’s being said. This fault, of
before they start to work on guess- course, could- be’ easily corrected

Todman

»'

WNEW

WNEW

,

.

.

.

writing a series of articles on- scholarships and college
football. .. After five years of scripting, ^Second Mrs. Burton,” p r k.
cjlla Kent Rothschild resigns as writer ‘hi the end of June; she’s
just
become the mother of a son, Donald,.-. .Lee J; Cobh will do the title
role in a radio edition of Samson Raphaelson’s “Jason” on WNEW’s

Jack Llghtcap

.

(

CITY

“Meet the Press” to celebrate Its seventh anni Monday (2) with
a
political supper at Marik* Rountree’* D. C. hpm’e. . .
CBS’ Dwight
Cooke kudosed by American Transit Assn.* for his safety plugs
ABC’s" “Tills Is Your FBI” pays, tyihute io 16 FBI men who lost their
lives -in the line of duty on Friday (<D)_ edition. ..WINS sports
chief

&

AM

NEW XORK

17V

is-

.

•

American Theatre Wing program; Lou Dropkin is producing and Art
Hanna directs. .. .BIr Joe Kosenfleld (WYNJ) placqued by Assn, of
Mental 'Hospitals. .. .Wallach’s men’s stores* buying into’ Bert BachaCpl. Budd Arthur, ex-William
tach’s Mutual co-op show on WOR
'

Morris agency, now with army* public relations at Camp San Luis
Arthur Kohl, J<K?k MacGregor and Billy Green have
Obispo, Cal
joined “Front Page Farrell” .... Michael Dreyfusa and Gavin Gordon
.Flora Campbell added to “Backstage
are with -“Lorenzo Jones”
Wife” .... Caroline. Burke, NBC-TV producer, to address annual awards
dinner of the American University Radio-TV Guild at National Press
Club in Washington today (28) on “Your Future in Television.”
SO FAR AWAY
With Burt Blackwell, Livingston
John DerT, CBS Radio sports director, will be in Dallas for the web’s
Gilbert, Ann Hubert, Ben Ewing, coverage of, the Ben Hogan tourney and on the way back
will visit
Shirley Mahoney, Dick Turpin, another Dallas (N, C.) to deliver the graduation day
address at his
and Ellen -Norman
.Francine Petruai of the WMGM
alma mater, Dallas High School
Producer-writer: Bob Elverman
flackery elected a director, of the Columbia U, journalism school alumni
Technical Director: Louis Lau
(

.

.

by trimming gome of- the less important news .out of the* script.
Gladstone even had to rush
through the commercial. This mes-

ing his occupation, and someone
also whispers the actual occupation
to the radio audience without the
panel hearing it. There is also 'a
studio audience, whose excitement
and reaction are favorable guide to
the radio listener.
Paced by the smooth, d,eft handling of John- Dalyv as moderator;,
and buttressed by the. -keen jhinds
of Dorothy Kilgglleh^ Arlene Fran-

.

.

.

spotlighted the fact that
. .
Co. has six sample portfolios tailored, to the potential inbrochure
vestor’s pocketbook.'
federation; incidentally, Gloria Gordon is a new face in the indie’s
Narrator: Bob Kay
is available for the asking. Sponpress department. . .WHLI launches its special summer services (traf39 Mina., Thurs. (22) 9:30 p.m.
bankrolls only
[*or,- incidentally,
fic reports, weather and tide bulletins,. etc.) on Memorial Day. .. .Stan
WAVE, Louisville
three or the five stanzas. Withal,
Dramatization by cast of staff Burns, formerly with WPAT, Paterson, added to the WINS announcery
this show will probably tap a good
thesps, as a public service in- the .... Ronald Dawson, actor-writer-director, marks his 25th anni in radio
cis, Bennett Cerf, and. Hal Block;
slice of -the .investing public, espeaccount exec and 'golf champ
Irving S. Raskin,
the opener last Tuesday (20) went cially those who may have missed interest of local Community Chest, next week
and depicting a day in the life of of the AldecresS- course* addresses Veritans Club in. Paterson Wednesoff very well' for a lot m pf fun,
tfieir lafe. afternoon paper. Gilb.
a couple GI’s, one a former resi- day (4).
Block’s chief .contribution,, to be
*
*
dent of Louisville, in Korea, pointsure, was his Jedding of the. guests
Under directive of
prexy- Joseph H, McConnell, Bill McAndrew
ed up in. telling fashion -the part
and even* the studio audience, but SURPRISE'
have complete charge of the Chicago political conventions for the
ith Ed. Viehman, Gov. C. E. the USO plays in bringing enter- will
it wasn’t overdone, was all in good
network,
both
radio
and
T,V....Tony
Provost’s (WBAL) “Preakness
Earl
Aiiderson
Wilkey,
tainment to the lads defending our
taste, with some neat gags evolvN Gene
Party” still the talk of Baltimore
Lop Frankel, newly-appointed
Brannon, freedom and liberties in Korea.
Gimmohs,' Charles
ing.
radio-TV
director
in
Harriraan-for-President
campaign, on" trek to Coast
1
others'
Play, an original by Boh ElverThe panel, -Itselfi. was prett3 hep.
?
man, bridged from the two GI’s to set up air engagements.
Miss Balgallen's penetrating queried Producer; BoV Mcgiimey
Jim
Bonn
Direfctor^rlter:
win
dug
in
'forward
positions in Korea,
generally led- the pack' -but; Miss
discussing home, and why they 11V
Francis wasn't; fan oehlpid inieogent 25 Mins;; flies. (20), 9:05 p.m.
were over there. Also brought in
questioning, the two gals guessing Sustaining
Knox Manning and Sam Hajre#, two of the town’s veteran newswas a simulated
show, with
the three contestants’ occupations. WCCO, Minneapolis
This surprise salute to Larry Monica Lewis recordings,
Cerf came through on guessing the
casters, changed networks last week but found themselves smack up
mystery contestant, who happened Haeg on his 10th anniversary as bursts, and an assortment of sound against each other. Manning moved from CBS to
and Hayes
farm director, coming on effects which made the show realto be Marlene..Dietrich. ...
.the eve ml a fortnight* Mutual
for a morning Strip on Don Lee
lengthy dissertation anent wound up* 13 years on
Art
Guests were cleverly chosen, Security Agency European - tour, istic.
the many services of the Commu- Baker, another Coast radio vet, was told by his medico to slow
down
comprising, a man V/hp makes false proved
impressive indeed in bring- nity Chest Red Feather agencies,
riteeth, a femme department store
after
a
mild
heart
attack and had to cancel a flve-a-week morning strip
listeners the made a strong pitch for support of
ing home' to,
detective, and’ a garbage collector, high esteem and regard in which
Harry Babbitt turned over .his CBS' daytime show to Jack Owens
fund raising effort, and this
Some innocent questions led to a he is held’ not, only by his radio the
and took to the hospital for surgery on hi* 'back. . .CBS shipped Tom
show
should
be
effective
in
keepharrage oflaughs,-‘to. make a very station, -confreres, but also in gov
Hanlon to Indianapolis for feature broadcasts from the speedway
funny show* Don 'Briggs handled ernmental gpd radio circle general- ing the Fund before listeners, .al- Guy -della
Cioppa, CBS radio programming veepee, was hospitalized
though the drive Is not scheduled
the Philip Morris* commercials ly aiid/Ih
theJield in which he does until early fall.
for one day to remove a cyst from his eye. .. .Adrian Murphy, CBS
smoothly, briefly; and in good tasttj. his i
experting. It must have been
Transition from Korea, to home radio prez, here for a series of pep talks, aided ahd abetted by Lester
Brbn.
la source of .much pride and satis- town of the GI’s was nicely han- Gottlieb .... Harry Maizlish had
the call letters of
changed to
faction for. Haeg himself.
dled, and by localizing the story, KFWB-FM. . .Emmett McGaughey, veepee at Erwin,
Wasey, was named
'
ROSS
particlp&ted'in by the Minnesota instead of highlighting the charac- to L.A. board of police.commissioners. He was formerly with FBI
With Rpss and WOR, N. Y. house governor, the U. S. agricultural ters as residents of just any place Benny Rubin
proved his right to the protean crown by playing 11 difband
secretary and other notables, it in the U.S.A. was an effective de- ferent characters
in the past month.
Producer-Director; MelBalley
.was; a fdrcelul demonstration of vice sure to hit home to viewers.
10 Mins.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 7:20 p.ri fsiricere appreciation for the servWied.
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a pleasant, lO-tnlnute filler of
music and song. Transcribed stanza
has tenor Ross warbling several
numbers accompanied by a sextet
conducted alternately by
staff
musicians AI FanelU and Milton

f~

Daye.
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progress.

Fri.,

‘

11:15 p.m. to Sat., 5 *.m.

woven together by di- KYW, Philadelphia
rector-writer Jim Bormann and
More than 500 telephone
given an expert Bob McKinney quiries were drawn by KYW’s
‘Skillfully-

•

KGO-TV

&

The first radio venture by the
Blue Cross and Blue Shield to
'promote its hospital and surgical
care program, in association with
the Albany County Medical Society,
made a slightly slow start, but gave
indications at the first week’s end
of gaining
follow.-

momentum

in the 12 to

Covering the span from

fir

biography “One Hundred Years

erans’ Auditorium

June 27. Last year’s 21%-hour' marathon starred
Webb and Lee Giroux, netted $162,000 in pledges. .Arthur Hull
Hayes (KCBS) named director local ad club
Paul We*t, Seattle
voicer of Housewives Protective League shows, due here (26) to replace
Lewis Martin, on KCBS. Martin becomes an HPL associate editor ....
KNBC dropped (25) Jack Fina’s dance remotes from the Mural Room,
leaving only one live dancerie in this area, John Wolohan’s El Patio
band on KFRC, Saturdays
Wanda Ramey (19) took over the daily
Betty Baker” strip on KRO.W
KE
classical music station,
moved to new quarters in Laurel Towers, San Mateo, and applied to
increase power from present 1,0.00 watts to 10,000 watts.
.Jack Campbell, KSFO sales manager for eight years,
shifted to KJBS and was
replaced by Gary Garland, formerly of KJBS
Other sales department changes; Bill Shea to KSFO; Frank Beazley from KGO to KJBS
v Barbara Stanwyck here for “Clash By Night” at the Gate (26) was
live interviewed at the train by KYA’s
Katherine Kerry and at Fisherman’s Wharf by KSFO’s Marjorie Trumbull.
.

KYW

A

i

W

bany Visiting Nurse* Assn, director,
and one of its field nurses, guested
on second shot.
Dr. Thomas -O.
Gamble, professor of obstetrics at
Albany Medical College and chief
(Continued on page 41)

found

ffl&sk.4
game. Fundamentally a baseball
man, Graney should be able to
keep on top ,of the game at all
times, but when the action gets
heaviest he has a tendency to lose
control of his verbal account of the
jam-packed event.
Mark.

tl

h ° urs b
-For

'

followers
of
the
gam
Baseball Talkathon” is a natura
and
received much favorabl
comment. Although no plans hav
been made for a repeat gabfes
station is almost certain to put or
on again.
Gagh.

KYW

.

.

‘

.

.

•

NBC

Clifton Utley, Chi
of the

Hyde Park

newsman, named

to the

board of

director!

anti-crime committee

A. C. Nielsen nosecountinj
firm has signed KDKA, Pittsburgh,
as a subscriber. .. .Scripter Bill
Bell has shiften from
to -the McCann-Ericksori ad shop?. .Gene
Autry sending out his CBS Sunday airer from
this week while
town for a p.a. at the Oriental Theatre
Louie Quinn taking «
month hiatus from his deejay chores to. visit both coasts....?^
ee ance fiabber, joined the U. of Detroit as press, radic
,,
«
\
V director
Paul Fry, prexy and general manager of KBON
rw>if a Mu1;Ual visitor
last week.
.Chi NBC news director Bill Raj
mi
Downs subbing on hisv 7<55 a.m. news strip
ii
inds up his Chi ABC program manager duties this week
hm new assignment with KTTV, Los Angeles. .Irv Kupr a, r
column set to ride through the summer on WBBM
mith t,,
u
ii
h01S
tl g the tab
-WGN farm director Norm Kraeft fead speaker at. the Central Retail
Feed Assn, conclave next Tuesdaj
fof®

WBBM

.

WBBM

m

.
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Smgers Louise King and Lon Saxon launched
Tii
a c/i
^
luesday
and Thursday
musical quarter hour on WBBM.
•

*

;

.

<

Baseball,” answered the questioi
which ranged from this year
pennant races to away back whe;
Moderating the show was Jez
Shepherd,
deejay, who co]
ducted a similar all-night baseba
BASEBALL
With Jimmy Dudley, Jack Graney, gab session with Allen when tl
pair were working for a Cincinna
A1 Hoeglcr
station.
180 Mins.; Daily
Former staffer on Sportir
STANDARD BREWING CO.
News and one-time publicity d
WERE, Cleveland
rector for the Cincinnati Red
(Gerst) &
Alle
.Now in their sixth' year as the on ? bas two nightly sportscas
KYW. Coupled with Sawye
broadcasters of Cleveland Indians
the pair answered every type que
ball games, Jimmy Dudley and
tion from field' strategy to
sue
Jack Graney are continuing to
bring to radio audiences a blue- matters as “Where does the woi
ribbon package of baseball report- bullpen’ come from?” and “Whj
pitcher committed the most balks':
ing.
In the past several years the
Physical setup included a ba
Dudley-Graney duo have matured
tery of four operators who toe
•to
the fullness expected of acdown questions and passed thei
complished reporters

pre-natal to terminal, the program presents physicians and
other authorities in discussions
and Dudley, on to
of their respective fields with fortunately,
has been able to dis- quizzed Shepherd, who in tur
Elaine Drooz, WROW. director of cover he
the experts. Informed an
can get along without the
informal, Sawyer and Allen ga\
women’s programs. Miss Drooz, use of several threadbare
cliches.
answers fully and to the best <
daughter of a doctor, also handles
former .outfielder' for the their ability. They were
the advertising.
stumpe
Indians, Graney brings an intimate Very seldom.
Complete discussio
--‘,bl*tetrwal; dep«3Wiebtt .w
off the serib's.. Mis^ vfiazel Reed, Al-

.’

Jack

*

BLUE CROSS, BLUE SHIELD &
ALBANY COUNTY MEDICAL
SOCIETY
WROW, Albany

.

.

stages Its second annual Cerebral Palsy benefit in the Vet-

.

i

producing jpb, with taped portions “Baseball Talkathon,” a session
d
intertwined into the live show, the signed for listeners who
wou
highly Capable narrator Ed., Vieh- rather hear baseball talk tin
man's recital .of Haeg accomplish sleep, which the station put c
ments ahd the distinguished guests’ Friday (23) at 11:15 p.m. and co]
tributes were; calculated to engage tinned until 5 a.m. While
the pr
the attention and hold the interest ponderance of the callscame fro:
of Haeg’s army of farm listeners. the Philadelphia area, there
we]
As far as they were concerned, the long-distance queries from poin
show enlightened them regarding as far off as Marquette, Mich., ar
some intimate personal life aspects Toronto.
and career details of the man whose
Eddie Sawyer, manager of tl
words over the ether waves and Philadelphia Phillies, and Lee A
at meetings carry such weight with len, historian of the
game and ai
them. It also made them -realize thor of the sport’s only
mai<

For the initialer Ross struck a
nostalgic note in the form of a
“birthday patty”, for the late A1
Jolson.
He crooned “Rainbow
Round My Shoulder,” ‘‘Anniversary
Song” and other tunes associated
with Jolson. Voice,, of “the master
himself” sang. “Mammy” via a recording. There are' no pretentibus
aspects to “The Lanny Ross Show,”
but dialers in search of- quiet
melody will find it to their taste'. he is regarded as a topnotch
expert,
Gilb
and, in doing this, it performed,
too, a service for WCCO, his employer,
enhancing the
latter’s
MIRACLE OF LIFE
prestige.
With Elaine Drooz, Others
Rees.
15 Mins.; Mon., Wed.
Fri., 9:30
a.m.
CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO

IN

Haeg has performed' over the

air and otherwise for agriculture,
“The Lanny Ross Show,” which contributing heavily to its welfare BASEBALL TALKATHON
started an across-the-board seg- and aiding substantially in its With Eddie Sawyer, Lee Alle
Jean Shepherd
ment Monday (26) via WOR,
:
Y,

/JY

WASHINGTON

.

.

b

.

Margaret Truman reported to be
planning an all radio-TV schedule
sans any concert tour. .. .Washington correspondenl
Twfty 3 US * back, from covering a Korean airlifl
assignment*
r n ® wspa P er
radio (21 stations) syndicates, re*
nnrHn? nn
0
88
battlea
u
e
ground inhirv ?? return .^^ 'h4 4‘. soldier from .(‘minute, dLbiS curren

“Mi«

S t0
th a

hom^^WTO^M^

beauty contest.

.Mrs. Estes Kehuver, wife ol
Presidential nomination, guested on suburban
smtkfn
el
Ernie ” ™ppet show past week....
Markel
tw rk and
femme broadcaster, profiled in
June jcc,,p
S?
?
d 3 0k
a azi ne.Gene Kievan, WTOP-CBS humor1st disk fnrti/fl rs
J ? adl
i" B
°-TV personality to cop award for “resource.
J
ful use nf
of ti,7',/
the lens”
from local Society of Cinematographers.

a^irLt^fn?

wr

n

WWDC
•

•

Hf
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COMMERCIAL
It takes

men who know how to sell with film

commercials that get results!

Men who,

,

,

for

,

to produce

more than
k

i

thirty years, have produced short, punchy, sales-pulling

advertising films

. .

.

and created the

trick-effects,

,

the eye-

and-ear-appealing formula ... that today, packs a full,
hard-hitting advertising message into

10 to 60 seconds of

powerful salesmanship!

That’s why, every day,
ers, are

more .agencies, and more

advertis-

turning to National Screen Service ... for TV-film

commercials
appeal that

.

.

.

with the showmanship and sales

filled

made NSS

ture industry ... and

the

is

PRIZE

BABY of the motion pic-

winning new laurels in Television!

National Screen Service
For almost one-third of a century,

has produced nothing but

ADVERTISING!
%

Isn’t that

what you’re looking for?

THI ADVERTISER
Lehn & Fink Product#,

Inc*

THE AGENCY
McCann-Erick*on, Incorporated

THE PRODUCER
National Screen Service

^

Wed„«»d. y, M.y 28, 1952

RAM^THtBVlSION
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™

*

Ctrl Schrocdtr doing the
Hollywood gossip * . Public, serv-

tfess,

Inside Stuff-Radio

.

teed

ice show, “First-time Voters,

on KNBH, with Paul Pierce as
moderator T. Bob Hope, Jack Webb
The composing “ham” is coming out of some WQXtt, N, Y., nonand Joe E, Brown emceed all-star performing personnel, who will have their 6wti compositions and armarathon - telethon for Cerebral rangements performed on the longhair mn$ic i,ndUe MOndgy (2) at 9:05
P
*Fred Grunfeld, who conducts the outlet’? “Music Magazine,” discovmany of the staffers at ope time or another had tried to create
» y Eck- ered thatAmong
Horsey, Billy
?w*>r
Cantor * Tommy Dorsey,
those whose opusses will be aire.d are station manager
music
g
gme, Bob Crosby^ K y
E. Kovach (once with Fred Warlng’s Pennsylvanians), continuity
James
Dale Evans,
Jack scripter Jack Ringgold, director Alfred Simon, Grunfeld, Marilyn
Dorothy La- Parrish and Eleanor Williams. They’ll each, get * few minutes at the
mike to intro their own work.
in,
Wb«ac” Marilyn MaLell,
Sour
nm«r, Liberace,
or
An» Sheridan^
0l
Alan Shulman, NBC Symphony Orchestra ’cellist-composer, comf?^ To*y jviirtin? Bed Nichols, pleted
’
April 28, and got some
a new work for orchestra, “Prelude,
Piuza Lillian Both, Frank fast action on it. On May 14 he showed it to Bafael Kubelik, con|S atra R^ dy y aitoe7 “Time for
Symphony, a few hours before the latter left for
Chicago
the
of
ductor
Beany”*
V cast Tom Harmon, Connie Europe. Kubelik cased the score and promptly okayed it for its preem
^ee Martin and
es, p
orch. Same day, Chappell & Co. agreed to
HarnS^ Mart Bay Noble, next season with his Chi
ud publish the opus.
A1
aa
aljries;
Buggies,
Charlie
Marie Wils on.
,
With the Frederic W, Ziv Co.'s production; gradually having been
shifted to the Coast, Jeanne Harrison, AM-TV producer-director head-

Television Chatter

.

Hew York

Man,”„ flackery in N. Y.
Fred Waring
and his entire CBS-TV crew make
Mansfield, gets cover treatment in their first N. Y. concert appear.-Now ance June 16, via a Lewisohn Stathe July issue of Esqu re.

and

“Irving

profile of

Cave

the

^

.

.

,

Irving

CBS-TV producer
.

.

for the Harlem
benefit
that he’s finished lensing the pilot dium
Jackie Bobfilm on "his “Fti Mahchu” viflpix branch of the
event
series, Herbert-®. Swope, Jr., has inson is co-chairman for the
after
paydirt
NBCon
hit
producer
Rogers
G aby
taken over as
.
TV’s “Royal Showcase.’ He re- her feature role recently on NBCIs
ll
been.
She
s
show.
who
Bigelow,
Montgomery
Robert
places Joe
sent to the Coast by the web. Show star on “Kraft Theatre” July 2 + in
end
Fire
the
at
Sweet
air
the
of
off
tryout
the
will check
Barter Theatre, Abingdon, Va.,
of the present cycle, July 8.
Ed Sullivan celebrating the fourth j uly 28; she’s received an offer
for a ro i e in Lester Cowan’s upanni of his “Toast of the Town
Street to
via CBS-TV with a two-part tribute coming film, “From
June
Broadway"; shtfs being tested by
to composer Bichard Rodgers,
opposite
with
play
tie
may
also
and
Dates
20th-Fox,
and
22,
15
n ext p ran chot Tone in a strawhat edibirthday
50th
Rodgers’
mordh and Sullivan himself will tion of “Petrified Forest’ ...
. Producer
jester Lewis Associates has rebe 50 in September,
Don Sharpe back from a sene* of ce ivc d renewals on both HpUyFairbanks,
Douglak
wood Screen Test,” aired via ABC,
huddles with
Jr. in LOndon, and meeting this and "noise Salutes the Stars on
on
N;Y,
in
brass
*wpix. Ironrite is taking an eightweek with NBC
eek hiatus, however, on “Screen
the three series of vidplx FairihnrvW Dougfair Corp. is now lens- Test ”
Coast
Marcella Disney, of CBS-TV diing. Sharpe returns to the
next week. ... In preparation for rec torial staff, off for three-week
Don Appell,
a concerted selling drive in the European vacation
men quondam producer-director of the
fall WPIX has added three
Mai“Vaughn Monroe- Show” and “Stop
to its sales staff, including
colm O’Hara, William H. Rich and the Music,” back from European
Nolan
and Kreisler,
. Masland
Philip Cohen. . . * Ltoyd
j un ket
hack to the Coast to celebrate fiis alternating sponsors on George
on
Tomorrow”
family,
hi#
with
’‘Tales
ol
Foley’s
19th wedding anni
after doing his list role as. NBC’S ABC-TV, have renewed through
year...
last
the
Eye”
of
Private
.remainder
the
“Martin Kane,
Thursday (22). Lee Tracy takes Tommy Henrfch’s sports show on
over the show starting tomorrow WJZ-TV expands to five-times
night (Thurs.). . . , Cpl. Laurattce weekly at 7:15 p.m. this week;
bankrolling
is
Winkler, formerly .associate direc- sdcony-Vacuum
AI‘ Schacht guests
tor for DuMont’s WABD, now on thrice-weekly
duty with the Office of Public and on jinx Falkenbnrg^ McCrary's

YMCA

.

.

.

.

*r

off

.

Mam

m

&y^
ok

>

’

*

’

.

r
rritcO

ingup

-

;

the transcription firm’s eastern production, .has resigned. Miss

daytime Harrison wasr to have joined the outfit’s Hollywood headquarters as a
shows to rexRed studios in
producer, but decided to reinain in the east.
Since
downtown Radio City
She handled some of Ziv's top open-end shows, including “Boston
Director
Art
move is temporary.
“Philo Vance,” “Guy Lombardo Show” and sevEd Smlth^yolved elaborate casing Blackie,” “Cisco Kid,”
others.
eral
touch
won
t
gndwork
so electrical
W
or damage walls and ceilings
Previously all KGO-TV shows
Western Union strike proved an expensive proposition for Minnewere beamed from the Mount apolis radio station WLOL and WMIN which broadcast the Minneapolis
Sutro_ transmitter ^ site, ayailab
and St. Paul away-from-home baseball games pjay ty play, including
only by auto or taxi ... KPIX with balls and strikes.
tower atop the Mark Hopkins, will
Instead of reconstructing the contests from the wire reports, as ordimove its transmitter to the Sutro narily, the radio stations got them over the long distance telephone
site and build new tower adjacent
a member of the sports staff of one of., the radio stations in the
from
Chef
Carto the KGO-TV shaft
where the game was being played.
dlni, the TV daytime cook •opened city
lines had been tied up for as long as three hours a night.
Telephone
Oakat
his
lounge
a new cocktail
Dr. DJ°y,d The toll charges have run exceedingly high, being much' larger, of
land restaurant
Luckman of City College to mod- course, than when the running account of the game is telegraphed.
round
crate a new pre-election
series (28) on KPIX
table
World Broadcasting System has made a deal with All-Canada Radio
BAETA, local group seeking TV Facilities, Inc., *for the latter to provide programming material and to
educational station on Channel 9,
World’s library service in Canada. Move was made to give
.distribute
selected Chesley M. Walter as atWorld the benefit of the Canadian outfit’s aid in tailoring its output
Information at Fort WNBT show, plugging USO Camp torney and R. A. Isberg as con- for Canadian audiences and to get its sales help in the northern market.
Technlcal
Marvin suiting engineer.
Negro thesp shows Friday (30)
Monmouth, N. J.
ACRF owns* and operates several Canadian stations and represents
Floyd Ennis is reprising his origl- Marx, writer on Jackie Gleasons
many others, and is a large supplier of program material to Canadian
.
nal role as the dishwasher in “The show, leaving June 4 for summer
It has been representing the Frederic W. Ziv Co., World’s
outlefs.
Chicago
i n Europe.
Box Kid” on CBS’ “Danger”
rdpCJL JJVA
Paper
parent outfit, in Canada for several years;
T“
Marnext Tuesday night (3). ... M*
With Ernie. Simon .and Balaban
directorial
CBS’
W. Friedheim, who set the deal, said that it will result in
Robert
of
exclur
i
Sc Katz parting ways on an
cella Cisney,
n
ilOllyWOOa
staff, flying to Paris this week to
give management pact, comic-em- World adding Canadian talent and new features aimed at that market;
Arts.
^
of
inFestival
is
Paris
$130,000
nightly
WBKB
the
off
his
attend
Approximately
cee- bowed
Edward vcdved j n deal whereby Alka “Curbstone Cutup” stint. Show has
Returns in mid-June.
’’Newspaper of the Air been one of the longest consecuK. (Ted) Price, formerly, on WPIX s
assoan
weeks be- tively sponsored shows on the local
engineering staff, named
g oes on KHJ-TV for 52
ciaj:e director for the station. +
*
ginning June 30, .after having been TV ether, running for nearly five
Rtrthrauff & Ryan, which has hau- on KNBH r. ’ Lloyd^Nolan skied years. Simon is reportedly talking
— -p.".--—
= Continued from page 1
adyerauv C1 - j n from. Gotham; alter
out an exclusive deal witn
radio-TV
v
Dowing oui
after bowing
WUW-TV
with WGN-TV
died Motorola's raaio-x
rP\7"
....'j
ennna nilllW (fg in
m u-b *
it.
vr
a
ill
X^
tislng, also assigned space billings of “Martin Kane, Private Eye” TV
Jerry Allan has moved to for the ’52-’53 ride. For the first is the No. 1 best-buy medium in
for the account, succeeding the and am series for NBC . Danny WFBM-TV, Indianapolis, to emcee time in several years NBC is forced existence.
Gourf ain-Cobb agency of Chicago. Thomax in from Toledo to prep “This Is the Story” v i d p i x
the
summer NBC
to
sustain
The networks respond, in effect.
Jerry Vernon, ABC’s
New biz for R&R will total about
nBC-TV “All Star Revue” of series
.
Vincent Price central division TV sales topper, Symphony season as the replace- “who’s kidding who?”
$2,000,000 yearlyjn billings v
season June 7
Steel’s
“Theatre
fQr
S.
ment
U.
Lee Dennem set for a role on CBS to’N. Y. for video guesting
vacationing in New England
“Man Against Crime” tomorrow H aIry James and bis orch go. off air p a t Gerarlity has replaced Betty
Pittsburgh—Jay Michael leaving
A1 Ostrander, who served j or summer after 20 weekly shows Jordan as WBKB’s femme weather S.™,™ /hitS
night.
to become WCAE's deejay.
for * CBS
designer
scenic
as
WNBQ sportscaster in for the summer sponsorship WPITspj
KNBH, and hit the road
prophet
n platters daily for three
before
Stars”
new
“Schlitz Playhouse
Aggravating-the situation was hours
Tom Duggan hitting the knife and
Marjorie Held is hostess for
At WPIT>
tl£ afternoon
the show switched from live to show, “Come Into the Kitchen,” fork circuit, guestspeaking last U. S. Steel s non-committal attitude j an Andree takes over Michael’s
freelancing
now
Carey
to
presentation,
Macdonald
film
night (Tues.) at the Leteermen’s toward resuming in the fall with 5 30-8 p.m. session while Alan
on KTTV ...
via his own office. He was respon- Gotham for video guesting
club banquet at the Leyden high “Theatre Guild on the Air” but Black, in addition to his daily hour
sible for the novel ferry-boat ef- popular Home Furniture Co. picks school
Don Herbert’s ‘-‘Mr. NBC heaved a sigh of relief when Polka Party, will play records, for
feet on “Autumn in N. Y.,’ staged up
on Monday night swingshift Wizard” beamed on NBC-TV notified yesterday that Steel was two
hours every afternoon. .Jim
Laura Scudder from here returns to its hometown
two weeks ago on the Schlitz pi x on KTTV
returning in the
fall
for 39 Hughes has just started his 26th
series.
’Foods, which with O’Keefe & Mer- on a ii ve basis after getting a kine
as program director of WJAS
Danny O’Neil weeks. A definite bowout would year
Gloria Stevens and Bob Hamil- rltt bowed off Eddie Albert show ride qn WNBQ
have left NBC with more Sun- .. .Jim Murray, manager of KQV,
ton, two-thirds of the Hamilton on KLAG-TV several weeks ago takes over this week as permanent
Achievement
received
National
Trio on NBC’s “Show of Shows,” after being hit by pressure groups host of WBKB’s nightly “Musical day night sustaining hours than Club’s
certificate of merit ... Stork
it
cares to contemplate, since.
for’ remarks made by Dr. Harold Nightcaps”
aired at
10:30
married June 6
getting
s v s
f^
Charles Robinson, films and legit .‘Story ggainst Dr. James Fifield George Heinemann has resumed the dropping of the 6:30 to,
J, ^..t°
(WDTV) director
Smiths.
writer, has joined CBS-TV as a and his Freedom Clubs, has re- his program manager duties at 8 “Big Show” creates a 90-minute
program .... KNBH wNBQ after a two-week refresher non-commercial gap. Only the 8
to
Robin- turned
producer-director-writer.
-[
Na- to 8:30 Alice Faye-Phil Harris
son
produced the web’s “Big launched new show, “Hollywood with the Navy Air Corps
as hos- tional Cdllegiate Athletic Assn, set show (RCA) of all the
Town” when it preemed ... Hour,” with Anita >Louise
Sunday
1111
"*' '
to announce its final gridiron TV night NBC entries would have replans for next season later this mained in the commercial columns,
week
WENR-TV is putting its giving the NBC Sabbath roster
m
Saturday night viewers on a strict
\#
much the same status as CBS’
I
I
i
celluloid diet, slotting three suc<jf
cessivp features from 7:30 to sign- long-standing Friday lineup of sus#
tained clear through the night.
off

KGO-TV
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Sales opportunity

Cedric

Benny An Exception
Eddie Cantor has- been dropped
by Philip Morris. Jack Benny is
one of the exceptions, settling for

Adams Expanded

As Radie Harris

p

Exits*

a new season for Lucky Strike in
the CBS Sunday at 7 time, but with
considerable budgetary lopoff.

With CBS Radio dropping- thee a
Radie Harris five-minute interview

Rexall

strip after this Friday’s (30) broad-cast.

the

web

expanding thee

is

Cedric Adams strip from five to0
10
minutes as a replacement.
Adams takes over the 3:50 to 4 p.m.
cross-the-board
period
starting
g
.

’*

'

resumes

with

w

Amos

,igure

The network execs

’n’

r* 1 !

H1HTAII

Eileen

BARTON

budget

are frankly

bewildered by what’s been happen-

.Op«nin*

May 24

CAPITOL THEATRE

ing. It’s practically conceded that
a 40 to 50% rate reduction will be
inaugurated in the fall, with all

WASH.,

D.- C.

Artist
Ktcordmg ArtlST
networks participating, and they're
Monday (2).
Direction: MCA
hoping that this will stem the tide.
Adams has been sponsored froma They’ve seen magazines recover ”
t SS.
3:40 to 3:45 by Pillsbury. Art Link-' from a slump and
*
shoot into new 7
letter’s “House Party” also expands
s highs in revenue,
with, for exI
an extra five minutes starting Moniample, an ad-packed Saturday Eveday, with Pillsbury taking over thatt ning Post hitting the
p*r Copy
3c p«r Pago
Peg* par
200-page mark
time. As a result, Adams will be
e consistently.
The networks have
Scenario*, TV Plays,
Scenarios,
Play», Dialog***
sustaining unless CBS wraps a new
N gimmicked-up their- sales
loontlfMlIy
Cutting Continuities
Contlniiitloc leawtifnlly
formulas
sponsor for him.
with merchandising, promotion and
$t*nogr«ph*r
Prac****d by Ceert
Processed
Court Stenographer
other supplementary values to the
SA NS
BE. 3-3381

C A A
AD TQ
3
COPIES
50

•

Salt

Lake City

NBC

— KDYL,

outlet, will wind
months of preparatory

A M — BE.3-33S1
SANSOM

local
•

’

^week^w^thxi^WILof all production
lficiliti#* ,4Cojn/i|loWntowix- offices to
the transmitter. Transmitter building was 'enlarged and will house
1

,

everythirfg Uftder programming, including writers, producers, traffic
and announcers, as well as all en-

gineering facilities.
stay in town.

1

up three^ via Jl a AM.MA «’J 1 _
work this radto spread today

Sales staff will

UlitWUlA,

J1

gets back an
additional $500,000 in exploitation
and other plusses. But nobody’s
biting.

The affiliate station operators
say that the networks, in inviting
new rate cuts, are giving up too
easily and are hastening
radio's
demise by not fighting back with
proof positive” showing that radio
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HARPO MARX
NBC-TV
RCA-VICTOR
Mgt.: GUMMO MARX

»•

,
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M*y

28,
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RAJftlO-TELEVISION
Crosley Research Appt.
Cincinnati, May .27,

Baseball

Dodgers Games Unless

.

as

Hamms beer, joint bankrollers on
WGN-TV diamond package.

That means, of course, that the the

Pittsburgh Baseball Club would
put up a battle if Dodgers games
with the Pirates, whenever the
local entry was at Ebbets Field,
were aired over WMCK. National
League entry here sold radio rights
to Sealtest, Atlantic Refining and
Hamburg Bros,, RCA Victor .distributors, and they're done live

Same

shots at the Cubs field are
handled by one of the grandstand

J.

Anderson, former

since discarded
those trick super shots designed to

'

WMCK

WMGM

•

WMCK
’

—

-

- Continued from

pressing no opinion as to the “desirability” of radio programs in a
Other newscomers are Byron K.
Harris, former traffic manager for public vehicle, saying that this was
WCPO-TV. Cincy as WLW-T sales- a matter for determination between
man, and James Burgess as 'Sales transit companies and local regulatory bodies. “The situation,” the
executive of WLW-C, Columbus.
court observed, “is not unlike that
which arises when a utility makes
DuMont’s ‘Who, Me?’ Beef a change in its running schedules
or in the locations oi its stops in
the interests of the majority of the
In CBS-TV’s Reference,
passengers, but against the vigorous protests of the few who are
To a 'Minor Network’ inconvenienced by the change.”
,

DuMont web

Cook has long

—

politi-

cal science and marketing professor at Cornell University, as research director.

week

Trick Shots in Disoard

’

WMGM

James

cameras.

catch the man on Base and the batter in the same frame. Since the
from Forbes Field and recreated supers require a partially masked
when the Bucs are on the road lens, thus tying, up the camera for
and a regional net- other kimfs of shots, he figures the
over
work.
effect isn’t worth the effort. Also,
affiliation
an
with he’s had to eliminate the centerThrough
in New York,
had field and first-base line camera locacontracted to air all of the Dod- tions winch angled Into the sun—
gers’ games this year, but volun- too much glare.
tarily decided to drop the airings
The remote director is the first
oil the days the Pirates were at
to admit that Brickhouse, who hanhome. Week before last, first time dles the play-by-play commentary,
Pirates were in Brooklyn,
the
is a key figure in the WGN-TV baseWMCK was notified by
ball unit, not only in the final prodthat unless permission were obuct seen and heard by the viewtained from the Pirate manageers, but in the actual operation.
ment, the game could not be
Besides the three cameras always
c.rried over the McKeesport statrained on the field, Brickhouse
tion. For 10 days, the static n tried
serves as another pair of eyes for
get
a statement from
the
to
the director stationed at the truck
Pirates’ biggies and the “anything
monitors.
Gabber has an off-theyou please, as. long as it doesn’t
air. line which he uses to cue the
involve the Pirates” was the final
director for. color angle shots out
result.
of regular camera range.
hasn’t
broadcast any
Then, .too, Brickhouse has his onDodgers baseball games of any
the-air patter adeptly tailored to
kind since then, but hopes to get
video. He doesn’t try to compete
back on the “Brooklyn Network”
with the cameras in describing the
shortly. Whether the McKeesport
plays, but rather fills out the picstation will at that time, when and
ture with background details. Like
if, be so considerate of the Pirates
Cook, he’s a TV pioneer himself,
in not airing Brooklyn games when
with over 600 baseball telecasts
the local club is at home, remains
notched to date. His WGN-TV acto be seen now.
tivities have projected him into the
top circle of sportscasters, earning
Louisville
Stuart Snyder new the World Series nod in 1950 and
addition to WHAS-AM radio staff the regular All-Star game assignas scripter.
ment.

WWSW

Transit Radio Upheld

Crosley Broadcasting Corp. added

Continued from page 30

Pitt Pirates Involved spotted up in the grandstand along
Pittsburgh, May 27.
the third-base line that gets most
Officials of WMCK in McKees- of the action calls.
Third camera
port finally- got an answer, but at both diamonds is locjded back
tbe
one,
from
Pittspartial
of
home
plate
a
in
the
first row of
only
burgh Pirates on their stand re-, box seats. At Sox park there is a
warding broadcasts on the station fourth camera to train on- anDodgers games.
of the Brooklyn
nouncers Jack Brickhouse and
The answer was in effect: “Broad- Harry Creighton for the
commerplease, so long
you
cast anything
cial spiels for Chesterfields and
it doesn’t involve the Pirates.”

against

up in arms

is

CBS-TV

this

the

for

brochure put out by the latter network in plugging its upcoming
Jackie Gleason show.
In talking
about Gleason’s record on DuMont's “Cavalcade of Stars,” his
present showcasing, the CBS brochure refers to DuMont as “a
minor network,” “a weak network”
and “not a major network.” In a
letter of# dissent mailed to major
agencies, DuMont points out that
.

CBS

is indirectly injuring itself
with such labels, since 13 of the
24 markets carrying “Cavalcade”

pair* 3*

«===

views or propaganda would be a violation.
Justice Frankfurter* took himself
out of case because he did not feel
he was sufficiently ^“disinterested”
to judge it as “dispassionately'*
he should.
“My feelings, ” he wrote in expublic

speeches,

*

plaining his non-participation, “are
so strongly engaged as a victim of
the practice in controversy; that I
had better not participate in judicial

judgment upon

it.”

Frankfurter indicated strong diswhen
Lower court's ruling that music* favor toward Transit Radio
argued before the
as-you-ride invades the constitu- the case was

tional right of privacy, was regarded as improper. “This position,”
the decision stated, “wrongly assumes that the Fifth Amendment
secures to each passenger on a
public vehicle ... a right of privacy to which he is entitled in, his
home. However complete his right
of privacy may be at home, it is
substantially limited by the rights
of others when its possessor travels on a public thoroughfare or
rides in a public conveyance.”

Justice

Douglas, in dissenting,
arc CBS affiliates.
felt the question at issue comes
Referring to the fact that CBS down to the meaning of “liberty”
has priced the Gleason package at as used in the Constitution, and he
$66,175 for talent and production thought it should include privacy
costs, as compared with DuMont’s as well as freedom from unlawful
$16,000 budget on “Cavalcade,” the Government restraint. “The right'
DuMont letter adds: “There is to be let alone,*’ he held, “is infurther reference in the brochure, deed the beginning of all freedom.”
evidently in an attempt to justify
Constitutional guarantees of freethe high cost-, of the program, that dom arid religion and speech, Dougon DuMont, .‘Cavalcade’ has no las asserted, “give more than the
sponsored lead-iq show. This com- privilege to worship, to write to
pletely baffles us. It is interesting speak as one chooses; they give
to notice that in 14 of the 24 ‘Cav- freedom not to. do nor to act as
alcade’ markets, sponsored shows the Government* chooses. The First
originating from all four networks Amendment, in its respect for the
are the lead-in shows
and conscience of the individual, hon.
.
28.6% of these lead-in shows orig- ors 'the sanctity of thought and beinate from the network that makes lief.
To think as one chooses, to
that statement.”
believe what one wishes; are imLarry Storch takes over as star portant aspects of the constitutionof “Cavalcade” in July, when Glea- al right to be let atone.”
son ankles DuMont. Despite CBS
Justice Black, in a separate opinclaims that Gleason is taking most ion, agreed that no constitutional
of the talent and production crews violation was involved in use of
from DuMont with him, the latter TR in Washington. However, he
web insists that “it is only Gleason expressed belief that subjecting
that is being changed.”
passengers to broadcasts of news,

court.

Business Skew
May 27,

WJBK-TV

Detroit,

The Henry Koltys advertising
agency will sponsor, Detroit’s first
half-hour television program dedicated to business and industry,

WJBK-TV

announced.

Sunday program, titled
“Business Forum,” will feature
discussions on different management problems, First show will be
on the topic “Partnership ’or Corporation?” Panelists will be James

The

.

council for
the Michigan Bell Telephone Co,,
and Gerald G. Schroeder, director
of the. Michigan Assn, of Certified
Guest mod-,
Public Accountants.
erator will be Bruce C. Forbes, of
Forbes magazine.

Morgan Smith, general

.

.

.

.

Minneapolis

WCCO

<

—

Larry

farm director,

off

week European jaunt

for
He’ll

H.aeg,
on twoMutual

advise
Agency.
farm* radio
regarding
in.
employed
techniques
broadcast
Two year* old
this
country .

Security

abroad

.

.

picket line around

TV

technicians

KSTP

radio and-

maintained by striking

station,
,

who claim

they’re

Am

Hubbard, station president: .“We
don’t

care—we’ve

got a sense of

humor.”

WALT FRAMER
presents

THE FOUR
An

exciting

new approach

to

TV

selling

1

&

packaging — complete

service to

production - personal

creative

P

ublicity - our

own

promotion -top

agency or network,

programming.

Public Relations staff

notch prize procurement

HERE'S THE PROOF!

"STRIKE

IT

headed by

Vogel.
V

headed by

I

RICH" -CBS-TV and NBC-Radio-4 years old.
Top rated on daytime TV end among
1st fifteen

Wed.

nites.

"THE BIG PAYOFF" -NBC-TV's highest-rated daytime show.
and

SUMMER - REPLACING COLGATE COMEDY HOUR STARTING 4UNE
WALT FRAMER PRODUCT!'
WEST 44+h STREET
New York 36, H;
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PLoza 7-0800

now

locked out, enlivened by donkeyStub-,^
wearing sign reading* “I
Commented S. DilPWf
born, Too.”

22nd!

*

_

,
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BMI
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Cauda TV
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A pact bctwe«i the* DaMont re.ltad and must be wrestled, with.
general manager of WFII^TV, Televisi(m network and officials of TV in Canada will not only be a
he
that
interjected
Philadelphia,
Municipal Zoo was selling medium, but a medium of
the st
no longer deals for a pic package r ai(,u,iias t week and a weekly entertainment and instruction that
to
insights and unfirst,
option
unless he gets an
telecast of’ animal acts irom the will contribute to
sUrt about Aug. 1. derstandings " toward our developcamera effects, thus spoiling the give him time to roun4 UP a sponk
practibasic effect. Hi* “activity "periods” “i\
George Vierheller, Zoo director, ment as a nation, plus our
our commercial
Legal ramifications of video were
theory is based on the notion that
id somfe 0 $ tbe -programs would cal problems; ana
from that basis ”
when a station .Is on all day, it blueprinted by Walter Emerson,
llve -telecasts originating here problem will stem
its sched
Chi ABC counsel. Emerson stressed and others would be on film.
must attempt to
Dependence will be placed on
.
- pattern
ule With the work habits of the. the importance of keeping abreast
w w be presented on a Canadian sponsors and a great deal
housewife. By programming some with all the legislative changes ef- s u5 t a i n « n2 basis, 1>ut in the event a; of material will be offered, this giv~
“
”*
content
telecasting.
audio
fecting
heavy
shows with a
\
found the* Zoo will Lag rise to the difficult problem of
’found
bankroller is
a
Tfi^ CBC
Each of the four sessions was . t
The
which does not require set-bound
'selection, said Dunton.
1
ine
he income
SIjare in t
questiongood-shed
can
a
house
by
followed
viewing, the lady of the
will abide by the suitability of the
wind up her housework while still and-answer period. Keen interest
TV pattern now developing in Can-t
in learning as, much as possible
keeping her set on,
ada—and a lot of submitted prowas about, video on the part of the at- Mikemen’s Income Hit
grams will not .*be accepted. The
Public service programming
**
Wallace, tendees from all over the midwest,
CBC is also extremely anxious to
Bruce
described
over
50
that
fact
the
by
shown
was
advertisers associate themPitt’s Suds Strike;
WTMJ-TV pub-service manager. of them stayed after school Thursrewith
with programs produced and
r
r)
selves
swamped
**
n
is
,
Because TV
*
(22) for an informal
quests for cuffo beamings to a de- day night bull
Is rector developed in Canada.
lklkcry
session.
three-hour
radio;
"gree far exceeding those of
With the atate-operated CBC
Pittsburgh May 27
station
Bounding out the speakers’
...
no
he urged that the future
Continuation of thi brewery «*tevfa*on,..
operators set up definite, selective roster were members of the Clinic’s
independents to be.grantwouid-be
here
sixa week
s
delegation
who were strike, now to its
traveling
they
channel licenses, though
‘V ‘f“ havoc not
present at the New York meeting, is continuing
are prepared to put up millldns
‘5J?„
£v
Cro»*“the-Board
They were Hoger Clipp; Bobert D. only with radio and TV time and gamble—the CBS will have to
of
a
incomes
with
also
Orleans; sales, but
Chicago, May 27.
Swezey, WDSU, New
undertake actual TV production
Philip Lasky, KPIX, San Francis- flock of the local milkmen. Beer itself because it controls the limEugene P. O’Eallon, owner
adco; Charles F. Holden, ABC,- New people are probably the biggest
of KEEL, Denver, is going allited facilities. However, the CBC
York; Harold C. Lund and Dono- vertisersHm both mediums in and
out to get started off on the
anxious to meet and carry out
around Pittsburgh, and they’ve cut is
van Faust, WDTV, Pittsburgh.
right fpot 'when and if he gets
the wishes and intentions of CanaHosting io* BMI were prexy Carl right down to the hone since the
a television channel for, his
advertisers as these fit in
dian
Haverlin, Glenn Dolberg and Burt walkout began.
hometown, the largest city in
with the CBC overall pattern, said
Squire.
the country still TV-less. The
One of the hardest hit is . Bob
For the French-lang*iage
Dunton.
^ A
broadcaster, a radio pioneer,
Prince, veteran sportscaster, whose serv j ce ou 0f Montreal, more than
has been attending all of the
regular paycheck has been slashed
0£ yie programs will he In
cross-country Broadcast 5^uby at least 75% as a result Prince s Frenct
Chi Late-Night Chatter
sic, Inc., TV program Clinics,
daily quarter-hour of sports on
starting with the New York
WJAS “has been on a sustaining
Ant nt ac DdbA
Rarlr tn
Iw pAalr
1 CdIV
AcIIIUIva
session, the Chi meet, and the
basis since the strike teed off; noremphasize andf punctuate the
commentator's remarks. He cautioned that the tendency by neophytes is to use too many trick

Radio Thu TV, Sez Stark
*

Wilbur Stark, packager who has
five stanzas on
and two on TV.
Stark feels that network radio

wm

.

AM

,

.

marked upbeat, this fall,
while the. video webs will experi-

^

will see a

^'

m

,

——

I

'

—

by

By

oVM

^

I

fw

Better Pickings Ii

Indie packagers can do better
this year
by concentrating
y
on radio
radi«
son
...
.
rather than .television^ according to

to

^re m

1952

I

' nce *. c
. Bidie
packager heUeves that tele won t offer much
mitsirt* nsfY-ao*
for outside
package houses; because advertisers are running into
multiple problems In TV. These
include the difficulties of getting

station clearances, lack of desirable
time slots, sponsors relatively poor
bargaining position vis-a-vis talent,
chains and one-station markets,
etc*

By

comparison, radio offers *

more

The skeins are
for new, experimental
Mess .nd .re willing to lend .n
ear to puts de program-developers.
They’re willing
to go afield for a
.
...
,
show if it looks like it will sell
mer
chandise, Stark says,
fertile field.

prowling

-

.-.

'

.

.

,

,

(-

R

windup Los Angeles

get-to-

Level in

gethers.

O’Fallon had with him at
the Windy City clinic two of
the staffers currently training
at his
set up

TV

workshop he has
Denver. Fourteen

at

trainees

studying at the

arte

workshop, practicing with a
complete 'camera chain and
dry running actual shows, in
preparation for the day KFEL-

TV
.

gets the

FCC

go-ahead.

standards. For instance, at WTMJall requests are screened on
the basis of their overall public
interest and their adaptability to

MTV

the medium.
Walter Preston,

WBKB

sales-

man, recommended that the new
stations rely at first chiefly on
film fare, and gradually build up
’

a strong stable of local personalHe told the “students” not
to worry too much about ratings
because for the local advertiser,
it’s the sales results that really
count.
The trials and tribulations of
ities.

film

buying were underlined by

Jay T’araghan, WGN-TV program
director.
He warned that feature
film prices are 'being driven up by
clients who have been doing their

own

buying.

He

said

a

station

needs its own basic film library,
but warned against going overboard in stocking up on high-priced
plx.

Along

this line,

Roger Clipp,

New Switches

Chicago, May 27.
a
has' seen days
— —
Past
* «•»*• several
"
wholesale realignment of late-evenlng chatter remotes from night
here. Just when It looked as
i£ the
b
.,
!
ii,*”;
petus, what with the Shangri-La
dropping Eddie and Jackie Hubnightly show and the
bard’s
Crossroads
Cafe pulling Louie
Quinn’s WCFL wire, a couple of
late entries have brought the lineup back to a peak level.
bounced back into the field
last week with Roy Topper hosting
a post-midnight half-hour nightly
show from the north side Cairo restaurant under the auspices of Nelson Bros. Furniture.
The Hubberth got a reprieve
bards’
after signing a remote deal which
’

.

Beer^ Prince got in with another
barrel, too. .There's’ a bakery strike
as well, and he was
bi Pittsburgh
1

^SV
we^y

i.

—T

-

..

.

TV sDS
spm

W

.

I

_

^1ii
J a u j.
i.

-r>
V W

_ i_-l
1 Ml*

the BraiS
with toe
Braim
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FCC

in Plea

Continued from p age 33

’

Because he banks on. a

revitali-

zation of radio, Stark is investing
in personalities and properties for AM.
air “Escape

He

already has on the

and “Hollywood Love

Story’’
.

spell, he’s also cutting audition^ on
r
on
with the bakers still out, Finer
. ,
,
The Committee gave to the Ap- some othei properties and has four
the shelf and the Pirates flounderplatters being considered by the
“considered
propriations
body
its
ing hopelessly in the cellar, it’s
WENR
we & s
doubtful if the “Braun people will judgment and strong opinion” that
be interested in going back at all, the 20 teams are necessary if the
freeze-lift is to be “meaningful.”
when and if.
Cleveland
Pannv Hnwarrf
In most cases, radio stations as
western hillbilly, is now doing a
Committee warned. Congress must daily Monday-thru-Friday
well as WDTV, the only television
hour
terrible and deejay pitch, WORC;
a daily hourchannel here, are keeping the bear; the brunt of. a
*° a thousand long
Monday-thru-Friday
brewery times open, looking to the
r
pitch and a Saturday half-hour TV
day Mien they can resume again. in«iY^ua * s
T.Y
Although some of tifieir spots have J/200 communities eligible for sta- stmt on TOWS. With the excepati
an)
s under al
n °f
« «*“*-week
*
been sold, newcomers have bought
?*
;
,
r£
live W«m»nce^ll hw Programs
WENE
with the understanding that they’ll TV freeze anhoughUfted wi 11
are
recorded.
WERE
documerel
remain
600-page
and AFRA
a
y
have to y
yield when the suds facment gathering dust in the archives have signed .a contract
started this week from Esbell’s torfes are back in business.
^
as
extended
its
“Chain
Lightning”
speof the Commission unless this
Rush St. eatery. Also new is Peter
program into adjacent ,S u m i t
cific appropriation is voted.”
Lucas’ WENR show from ‘the
County with Acme Stores of Akron
...
Streamliner Cafe.
The public welfare and not the initiating the move that gives the
Future status of night gabber
happiness of the FCC is at stake, station a total of 389 sto *es in 21
Quinn on WCFL is still undeterthe Committee asserted, pointing counties
Twelve disc jockeys,
Continued from page 33
mined, but it’s believed a new loout that .television “belongs to the representing all stations, will emcation will be found.
peaple” and should be available to cee the Tony Bennett show at the
12.55%; $5-10,000, 8.56%;
Meanwhile, Jack Eigen continues 20,000, 6.73%; $20-50,000,
2.08%, them “now and not tomorrow.” Hollenden. Each disker will take
to hold forth nightly from, the Chez and over
Although Congress had nothing to a night’s show. Participants in$50,000, .75%.
Paree, via WMAQ. Station has also
Breakdown for singers was: un- do with the Imposition of the elude Joe Mulvihill, NBC; Hal Morventured into the daytime hours
freeze, said the Committee, “it has gau, WGAR; Tom Edwards and Bill
219
,0
5
with an out-of-the-studio interview
»5ll0,O06
6:65%?' ’$1010.08%f
Chrii^MiUe^
session worked during the lunch
000 3 °2%>
Gene “d.^StoOK; Moon
hour at the Park Row restaurant and
and^er
tenMO^aw’
over $50,000,
.81%.
Mullins, WJMO; Jack Clifton and
in the Conrad Hiltoh Hotel by
Breakdown for announcers, who
Soupy Hines; WJW.
Dorothy and Tony Weitzel.
generally do better than the other
categories,
was;
under $2,000,
Slreibert
18.13%; $2-5,000, 16.87%; $5-10,000,
27.50%; $10-20,000, 18.75%; $20MR
Continued from page 31
50,000, 15.31%, and over $50,000,
wt *ff«r
3.44%.
ecutive as highly paid as StreiLooking at the percentage fig- bert (about $60,000 annually) isn’t
Abort Black
ures alone, it would appear that necessary for the operation. At the
those reporting did slightly better same time, because of Streibert’s
Productions
than in the previous ^ear, Thus, of familiarity with the Mutual setup
INC
the total membership in 1950, there (be was board chairman for sevwere 65% earning less than $2,000, eral years until O’Neil himself
COMMON STOCK
while in 1951 the percentage earn- l°°b that post), it’s expected that
ing under $2,000 dipped to 63.p6%. Streibert will switch to the Lee
Offmrtng Frlc#
In. the $10-20,000 bracket the per- Enterprises.
15 Ctitfs p#r Share
in 50 and c im bed
Incidentally, name of the latter
^
?
to 1].% In ol.
will be changed to General TeleHowever, the explanation for this Radio. That was the name of the
•btmlnahl* from
Ottf.lrtg Circuhr
seeming boom is probably to be
yvr #wif bc+kf f Hit
Corporation when wholly
found in the oyer 250 N. Y. Afrans owned by R. H. Macy’s
departwho powdered AM. Since those ment -store, and since
General
SECURITIES
leaving radio are those at the hot- Tire, by coincidence,
has the same
CORPOKATIOH
tom of the income scale, it has the moniker, Lee Enterprises
will be
effect of raising the percentage of renamed,
Now York 4
92 Irtad y
the membership reported in the
TolupteorMN WHituteoR 4-1 3?4
upper-income brackets. Total income figures, while not available,
DuMont’s ’52 Net Slump
would undoubtedly show a drop
Allen B. DuMont Labs, which
and an intensification of what the
J
^
U. S. Dept, of Labor survey in 1947 s ^ s l a I rie d a hefty loss during 1951,
showed
a continuing slump in net
termed “a serious problem of unemployment” among actors and P rofits for the first quarter this
year, > as compared to the same
singers.
While the statistics may seem P eid °d in 1951. For the 12 weeks
cold and impersonal, they add up ended March 23, DuMont this
to one of the reasons why various Week reported a net of $114,000, as
members of the Associated Actors a 2 a inst $1,022,000 earned during
^ rst 12 weeks of 1951.
,& Artistes of America are pressing
for, a. merger-of talent unions.
A This year’s net was based on
large ‘proportion of members earn- sales of $15,960,000 for
tho three
ing small sums from- their prof es- months, as compared
with $13sion find it, ‘/an economic drain to 851,000 lasts year.
Earnings for C u»«*
IP*
?v
nay dues 'to several unions, and the quarter just ended
represented
therefore are urging a “one-card” 35c per share, as against
Chka^a
San FranrisCA
42c in
J
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ROBERT MEEKER ASSOCIATES
To* Angelas

WTAM
m

’

w

Ntw York

on

NBC. Looking forward to a busy
woui d be enormous September and October AM buying

ROYAL

by

price

now

WOR

Repr*s±nt*<4

AM

adjusted

and the lower

tags on programs will make for a
good '52-’53 season, the packager
says. Although prices on outside
programs are lower than a few
years back, and lower than TV's,
the indies can still make a buck if
they come up with ideas that are
.suited to the day’s needs,

With Me,” “The Big
Hand” and “Newsstand Theatre,”
multimum- all
au. _on
uu ajdo,>juiu
ABC, .and “Anybody
Any IX) civ Home”
no

ixi tv
wuuiu j.un
would
wuiuu buutu
suffer would
run into
plied millions and the dissatisfao*
tion disappointment and loss suf-

fcred by them
and ruinous,”

the

Additiqnally,
rate- structure

1951.

Rincfitn:

OAC

M

"

'

nr«dn«a>r*

May

.

1952

28,
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WRIGLEY WON’T CHEW
Headed for TV and Same

TV’ED

Continued from' page 2»

‘LUIGI’

Minneapolis, .May 27'.'
Kept out of TV by an exclusive
longterm contract with WCCO,
local CBS radio station, which has
been without television, Cedric
Adams, top Minneapolis radio personality, whose ether earnings have
been estimated up to- $150,000 annually, is having the stage set for
an income as great or larger from
the newer medium,
Adams will get his shot at TV as
soon as the FCC approves the merger of WCCO and. WTCN-TV, and
his popularity on the air, large
locaL following and personality are
expected by Gene Wilkey, WCCO
general manager, to permit him to
cash in on television the same as
he has been doing on radio.

.

.

'

AM

networks and, as associate members, several station reps. Outfit is
growing at the rate ofJ -“a station

CBS-TV Northwest Edge

Seen; Tie With KING-TV

a day,” Caley said.
50G For Frlnt Ads
Hypo Seattle Video
The $50,000 for ads In newsCBS-TV, by jumping .the gun on
On his part, Adams, who also is papers in N, Y, and Chicago and rival
networks in co-underwriting
the area’s principal newspaper col- trade publications will be handled
Minneapolis by a committee to be headed by the opening of networking facilithe
(with
umnist
ties to Seattle in time for the politiirked
been
hasn’t
Star), reportedly
Lou Hausman, CBS promotion
contract chief. Mats will be prepared -for cal conventions in July, is expected
by the fact that his
to have a longtime edge on its comhas "kept him out of TV. He has so stations to use in placing in papers
getting its shows^ into
petitors
many radio shows that every min- across the country.
the Pacific Northwest. Web ^sharute t>f his available time is conEd Kobak, Caley’s predecessor ing the costs with its convention
Accordingly, there’ll be
sumed.
and now chairman of the BAB ex- sponsor, Westinghouse, to bring
the problem -of working out a divi- ecutive committee, is also the new
the pickups to KING-TV, its Seatand
TV,
radio
sion of time between
head of Advertising Research
affiliate.
and a portion of the present income Foundation, a group which includes tle
While KJNG-TV, as a single-stafrom the former source undoubted- advertisers, agencies and all media
Seattle,
ly will have Jto be foregone, Wilkey and therefore crin have an objec- tion market operation In
now takes shows via kine from all
points out.
tive view on certain trade probit’s expected that it $ilj
four
webs,
So far Adams has appeared only lems. ARF Is planning the study
naturally favor live CBS programon one TV show, and that wasn’t a of research techniques- in .broad- ming following the conventions,
local one. Several summers ago he casting “to end the confusion”
since that web will be entitled to
on
Godfrey
pinch-hit for Arthur
which many people feel exists in greatest use of the single microthe latter’s CBS-TV talent show, the rating .field. Kobak said. TV
And with other
channel*
relay
planing to New York for the stint Industry’s $10,000 contribution will
cities in the Northwest expected to
every weekend. He now .has one probably come from the video dithe
next year or
within
open
up
CBS .network radio show and an- vision of the NARTB.
so, now that the freeze has been
BAB is adding personnel and lifted,
other is being planned for him, conCBS
will, he first In line to
tingent upon arranging his time so will, increase its staff from 21 to
service them also.
30 by July 1, Caley announced.
that It can be fitted in.
Work Is starting immediately to
William B. Ryan, BAB prexy, retie KING-TV to the transcontinenported that the bureau Is opening
tal microwave system, and it’s exa national sales office in Chi, simipected the station will he ready
lar to one in N. Y., to contact
Irving Berlin
the live network by July 6,
agencies and spenders on the vital- to join
a day before the Republican conContinued from page 1
ity of radio. He stressed that BAB’s
vention opens in Chicago. KINGefforts to sell radio in general were
is for $250,000 plus a third ownservices 144,200 sets. Sta-.
national spot TV now
ership in the picture. Film will a help to local and
tion, incidentally, has. also leased
have two or three old Berlin tunes, AM’ business as well as to the net- the municipal auditorium in Portworks,* while special campaigns to
and the rest will be new,
the conventions on a
chain stores and co-op bankrollers land, to show
“No Biz Like Show Biz” will were of particular value to the closed circuit basis, and introduce
probably go into production early local broadcasters.
TV to potential Portland set-buyers.
next year, with Lamar Trotfi doing
Kevin Sweeney, BAB v.p., said
the screenplay. The pic will com- that BAB had made offers to sevprise mostly old Berlin tunes, plus eral chains of stores that “any
lipped B.0.
four or five new ones. Berlin’s deal time they want to make a scientific
on this one is a flat $500,000. check of the relative value of the
Continued from P*f« 1

To

.

Radio Reviews

VIA CBS

The video version of “Life With
a chance to establish ourselves as Luigi,” which joins the roster of
a unified industry,”
CBS-built situation comedies in
Caley forecast that by Jan. 1 •the fall, has been thrown into the
the organization would have about open market as result of Wrigley
750 members with a budget of this week waiving it* “first refusal”
$700,000. In March, 1951, when it rights.
Gum company was given
was first set up as a separate the first refusal in view of its longbureau independent of the NARTB, time sponsorship of the radio edithe bureau had a chest of only tion.
$157,000. Last April 1 its pocketWrigley currently, bankrolls the
book hit $468,000. However, coin- Gene Autry- series on CBS-TV, and
won’t have as much as indicated to the web it was happy
wise,
the newspaper industry’s Bureau with its present layout.
of Advertising, which spends about
$1,250,000 yearly. Today BAB has
622 member stations, plus the four

Big Coin >s From Radio

Continued from page 31

Albany Hospital, straight roundup of scores and
appeared on the third.
batteries for each day’s games.
Plugs for the motor oil sponDr. Gamble’s talk on “natural
birth” had the most warmth and sor are also handled by Frisch in
adequate
style.
Hem.
probably held th6 most listener
appeal on the three broadcasts
caught.
He apparently used a
script, and a well written jtme. The
Radio Followip
exchanges with Dr. Hale and Miss
Reed presumably were ad lib.
I frM 8 4
-4-F+
Miss Drooz, Intelligent and ai>
ticulate, hit her best stride with
Margaret Truman tried her hand
Dr. Gamble. Would seem that the at a new chore Sunday (25) when
opener should have contained a she took her first *crack at femceestatement of the community’s ing. She proved herself an amihealth assets, facilities and needs. able, charming mistress of CereAdvertising messages, including monies on NBC’s “Stars In Khaki
emphasis on* medical-health accom- *n’ Blue,” subbing for regular
plishments “under the free enter- hostess Arlene Francis. As the
prise system,” are frequent, though “honorary first sergeant” gabbing
not too long, during this significant, with the talent from the service*;'
obstetrician for

’

*

aptly titled series.

Jaco.

,

WCCO

CEILIDH
With Burl

H-UMlMfm

M

Of
effectively.
she registered
course, it was strictly from script
and some of the GIs seemed stiff,
remembering that they were pa-

Junior lavering with the comminder-inAgnes chief’s daughter.
Nevertheless,
writer Bob Condon provided a
Producer: Archie P. Lee
breezy script and the show made
30 Ming.
some pleasant listening.
*
BBC, from Glasgow
This is a kind of ’JSergeant
Cute idea of the producer to Bowes” airer, in which the “champs
of
the camps” vie for Benru*
U.
team up
S. folk singer Burl
Ives with a group of Scottish girl watches, RCA Victor phono combinations and records, and a chance
singers, already w.k. on radio here. (for three-time winners)
to audition
The gals met the bearded Ameri- for RCA records and a guest shot
can while both acts were being in- oh an NBC program. On the editerviewed on a recent “In Town tion caught the winner was a tenor
Tonight” magazine program, and who warbled “Mother Machree,”
decided to’ meet again. This 90- and other acts included an instruminute stapza in the Glasgow mental-vocal trio and a fine 35studio of the British Broadcasting volce choir from a navy school. On
Corp. was the happy result.
the serious side, Miss Truman inShow is titled “Ceilidh,” which is terviewed a Korea vet who had
won
several decorations.
BriL
the Scottish Highland word for a
.“singing party.”
Informal party
atmosphere was Well maintained,
though spoiled by too much confused chatter and laughter from
Swiping
the Junior Singers between songs.
Centiaucg from page 1
Burl and the gals exchanged folk
songs, program being mainly a me- they stand little chance of provdium for the former with the
young Scot singers adding the tar- ing their contentions in court,
tan and choral effects,
One indie packager, claiming to
Ives revealed a happy, carefree be caught in the middle of a steal
approach, giving numbers like “Sit- squeeze, asserts that a new Tv*
ting by the Roadside,” “Cute Little network daytime show is based on
Window” (taught him, he said; by an idea he originated in radio soma
his
Scot grandmother), “Sugar 18 years ago. Web execs claim that,
Candy Mountains,” “Row Down” while, he might own .title to the
and ‘“Billy Bpy.
Gals obliged idea on. radio, their show is on TV
with “Wee Cooper o’ Fife” and
and so they are not to blame. Pack“The Skye Bpat Song.”
ager, burned at this reactloh, comShow was pleasant and easy mented that “if radio and TV are
listening, apart from linking talkieVideo
so different, they can use the idea
talkie which aimed at being so infor TV. But let them turn off the
formal It wasn’t easily audible.
audio, since that represents my raGord.
Comedy Hour” (NBC, Sunday
dio version.”
nights), caused him to “reach” a
Several of the indies who believe
which
public
the
of
portion
large
ROYAL
TRITON
BASEBALL
they
might be able tp win their
virtually was unaware of his exROUNDUP
point in court are. reluctant to file
his
gave
course,
of
istence. This,
With Frankie Frisch
suit,
on
the theory that any such
name greater marquee meaning for 5 Mina.; Mon.-thru-Fri., 5:56 n.m.
legalistics gives the entire industbiGRjtrcs*
UNION OIL
try a bad name In the eyes of the
Star related he had talks with ABC, from N, V.
public. But the feeling is mountincluding
exhibitors,
.numerous
(Foote, Cone dr Belding)
many who were on the Coast for
Former baseball star Frankie ing that some measures must be
taken
to protect a show idea front
the Metro “Seeing I* Believing” Frisch, who handled the play-byjunket, and they all agreed that play gab fpr the N. Y. Giants being stolen. Most of the plagiarism
charges,
incidentally, .revolve
some TV work builds the name games a couple of years ago, is
value of talent. This is in obvious back "before the mike in a daily about audience participation forSpot doesn’t mats, which apparently are easier
addition to an appearance in a five-minute stanza.
cllcko film; O’Connor’s lead in permit much time for any inside to adapt to different shows than
“Francis” also was stuff and Frisch is limited to a other types of formats.
Universal’s
partly responsible for the big upbeat in his career.
An overdose of TV, O’Connor
told Variety, can produce the opIves,

Scottish

conducted

Singer*,

by

Duncan

m

.

“Christmas” will follow.

“Madam,” which
In the

role

different ad media in producing
BAB stands ready to contribute funds to finance the proj-

probably sales,

will

Merman

with Ethel

start this July,

in

she. created

the

ect.”

Broadway legit version, was bought
by 20th on a straight $250,000 sale
by the producers. Also to be starred
fire George Sanders, Donald O’Connor and V era-Ellen; *It' would

Jessel Eyes

*

Continued from page 1
be the first of Berlin’s musical -trio
to be released in *53, around Easter, weren’t ready for the cameras. His
Labor
following
Biz”
with “Show
second is that he have a profit parDay and “Christmas” around the ticipation.
Yule tide.
Producer has no desire to get
into a complete indie setup, such
as available at United Artists, but
would father stick to a major lot,
where he wouldn’t face financing
and production problems. There’s
even some possibility that he might
make some such arrangement at
20th, where he has worked for the posite
•

N«w starrlnf m NBC't
AU. ITAk KIVU!
Saturday'*

M

-y.m.,

SUIT

WANTKP
«uinrvltlnB
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TV Mm*.

•t.,

R«ptl*c will b*

H4M

Jolson servicemen's canteen.

ingratiate himself with the public.

Huntingdon, W. Va.—Coley Cowan, staff announcer for WSAZ
here, has been upped to the post
C. Bosof production manager.
worth Johnson, formerly with
WAJR, Morgantown, W. Va., joins

ft*

W«IC

48th

Jr

IMx 92752, YRrltty, 134
Ntw Y*rk 38,

show.”

WSAZ

the

staff as

an announcer.

the big success of their pictures
at the same time they were showing up on TV every once in a
while. The public in this way gets
a sample of what the actors have
to offer on TV, and if they like
what they see they’ll by theatre
tickets for more.”

O’Connor winds up his M-G
commitments with “Melvin.” He

IORED WITH THE STORYBOARD?
. • ,

we've got ideas!

W

e offer you our cerebellum
for ideas to visually tell 'em
Your story-boord's story
.

this with
‘

Film

Wot

PrwiMtItN D*R*rtm»Rt,
•ft

mind.

Lewis proved

"6emerclo!fthdt really

also has non-exclusive deals with

Paramount and Universal for one
film each per year.

—

*

Philadelphia Three new men
have been added -to .the .WFIL Sta-

/ all oflts^lory:

and
Edward .P*- Deyeimey
has been named to. .the* promotion
tions’ special events-, publicity,

will sell 'em!

writing

CafrlLort 5-Z34Q

staff.

and publicity department, ;• Arnold
H: Katinsky, formerly guest rela-

,

.

GEORGE BLAKE PRODUCTIONS,
270 Pork Avoiwo,

Now

"The finest

York

In film

Inc.

17, N. Y.

NBC,

•

’s

the

Rave Wave

much

of the talent involved for free that
they’d be disinclined to pay at
theatres for more of the same. This
is particularly true .with, coipedy
performers whose big problem is
developing fresh material for each

8c

TV

series, for

example, “gives the public so

Martin

EXPERIENCED FILM PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR tar Kiftitn |tl*tur«
C*p«Mf

weekly

past nine years.
As for TV, he told CBS officials
he does not waht an exec or production berth. .He wants to be a
performer, which would probably
mean emceeing a variety show.
That’s the idea that CBS has in

O’Connor continued: “But one TV
Jessel came east Friday (23). He
worked a Madison Square Garden show every four or five weeks as
benefit Monday night for the A1 on Colgate can help a performer

William MarrU Atancy

t

A

effect.

.

Says Broadcast Measurement
Bureau’s latest survey: fourfifths of Philadelphia radio

own-

ers regularly set their dials to
WFIL at 560 kilocycles.

That means when you schedule WFlt } 1,400,000 people are
listening in the city alone. That
means people with $3, 6$2,770, 000
in disposable cash hear your pitch.

And

if

you want to spread

around a bit, count the ears lent
to WFIL outside the city— tm all
the 14-Oounty Retail Trading

AfyC

,%re>, tfc* fcugj
v
,
why
bonusVek heybhd' .C
,

special events director.

ule

at

joins

the

staff, and announcer Lorin
Zissman has been appointed assistant to James L. Rubenstone,

inquirer Station

WFIL.

Affiliate

Fiht o^lht fiigl

•

And,
2
< *«

kc.

Cf)c $!ittabripf)ta

an?the£ $8 buljipn
in buying power;

writing

division

360

prosjWfit&y'

go on? Just remember, you’re
first on the dial in America’s
third market when you sched-

tions

w

Best 4/6 buy in philly these
days isn’t 90 proof. It’s WFIL’s
share of the city's radio audience
—and It's 100 per cent, proved!
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(Week ending May-

10)

•

May

London,

CAPITOL

20.

Bourne
F.D.&H.
Cry
.Dash
Ay-round The Corner.

Dolores Gray: “Dancing on the
Grapes’ V'DUmond Mine in Madagascar” (Dectia). “Dancing on the
Grapes” cdulff be the summer hit
th A music biz is waiting, for. As
delivered by Dolores'- Gray with a

tween harmonica

i

plenty of attention. Reverse, is a
traditional rhythm and blues numher which gets an interesting treatment.
-j,
.
tv

;

spirited

Tell

Me Why.**

2.

.

I

Morris'

Do You

.

Wheel

-(M-G-M).

standout- slice 'that should garner “Do-Ypu Ever "Think- Of Me, \
big returns ori all levels. Exciting! lilting ballad item, gets a standout,
gypsy flavor of the melody is cap- ri<le on this slice ,via Danny Davis
ture,d by Miss Gray who belts out warm vocal workover and rich
with impact Reverse, a pleasant trumpet solo* His easy treatment
novelty, shows off her smooth D f the lyric and his trumpet licks,
piping style and rates occasional [which are reminiscent of the Harry
spins.
James style, should get this platBurt Taylor: “More or Less”- ter plenty of spinning action. Re“There’s Doubt in My Mind” (Co- verse is a pleasant etching hut has
lumbia). Burt Taylor, who’s been on less commercial potential.
Vaughn Monroe Orch: “Marionw the brink of a big one, has a good
"^chance to break through with this ette”-“Califorriia Rose” (Victor),
coupling. “Less” is a. class ballad Vaughn Monroe’s due for a breakwhich he works over' in a warmly away platter -and his workover of
effective manner. Neat blending of p “Marionette” could he it.
It’s an
melody and lyric should keep it. effective ballad blending of melody
moving on the jock and juke pa- and lyri c giving Monroe one of his
rade. “In My Mind,” a combelt- U,est opportunities in some time,
vintaged item, is given a charming will ge t strong spins on jock and
Taylor treatment that should pay * uke i evei s
Reverse is a so-so
off with lots of spins.
ballad from the forthcoming ParaFour Aces: “Wanted”-“Too Much mount pic, “Son of Paleface.’
in Love” (Merlon). This coupling Won’t mean much on the market
which was cut before the Pour especially since its mate will capAces moved over to Decca, will ture all the play.
probably ride on the momentum
Jerry Wald Orch: “Cherokee
of their recent Decca clicks. Both “You’re the Cream in My Coffee
pacted
who
harmonizing
Wald,
group’s
sides show the
(Decca). Jerry
technique off to advantage but the with Decca on basis of these slices
numbers are only moderate fare at which he cut on his own, looms as
best. “Wanted” has a bit more meat ^ big commercial orch bet for the
to it than the reverse and should diskery.
On .“Cherokee,” Wald
sound via the
play.
-- the. *
get most of
an exciting
up
whips
,t
jr --—
v- ,
„
Steve Lawrence: “Poinciana”superimposition of his clarinet
“Never Leave Me” (King). Steve ii Cks. It gives number an ear-apvocalist, pealing beat that’ll nab plays. His
16-year-old.
Lawrence,
makes a solid impresh on his King workover of another oldie, “You re
label preem. Lawrence has a big the Cream in My Coffee,” is in the
set of pipes which he handles for straight waxing groove and it, too,
results.
top results. He’s got plenty of 'comes across for big
shellac savvy and looms as an im- Thrush Chris Connors’ topdrawer
portant entry in the male vocalist vocal gives slice an. important lift,
wax sweeps. He hits hard on the
r>l ..

*

of

v

Fortune

... .
. .Sterling
*Slow Co&cit.
Fields
Saturday Rag .V
Blacksmith Blues .... Chappell
There’s Pawnshop Clnephonic

I

.

•

.

.

3

Second 12
White Cloud.

.;

At' Last

Mistakes

Always Our House
Wanna Say Hello.
Please Mister Sun
Anytime

I

.

.

.

WALKIN’ MY BABY BACK HOME.
GIVE ME TIME
DELICADO
FESTIVAL

U

.

2.

.Lennox
Pickwick
Wright
Connelly

3.

.

4.

6.

Chappell
Victoria

.

/Ball

.

,

.

f

along the comeback trail. It’s a
sock commercial side which’ll get
a long ride with the jocks and
oukes. There’s more of the Law-,
rence “big-treatment” on the reverse and .Jt rates plays. Dewey
Bergman orch supplies a lush back-

Blind Blake’s Baa
hamian songs have been put toge ther on a standout long play
Vido
pi atter by Art Records
Musse Sextet has an exciting jazz
slice of “Cuttin’ the -Nut” on thfe
The Dave
indie Galaxy label
Brubeck Quartet offers a smash
jazz interpretation, of “Mam’selle”
Bill
on the indie Fantasy label

'

ing.

.

.

.

'

Helen O'Connell: “Farewell”“Star Eyes” (Capitol). Although Kenny has an effective religioso
Helen O’Connell is in top form on disk in “The Hand of God” (Dec*
these sides it's doubtful if the ca) , Lee Bennett and Jan Garcoupling will mean much in the her have a fair side in “Hindustan ’
market. Numbers are easy on the (Capitol)
Art Mooney hits neatear and are tastefully produced but ly on “I May Hate Myself in the
fail to generate the kind of excite- Morning” (M-G-M) .
Jeri Southment necessary to btick current em continues to purvey her warm
platter trend.
“Farewell,” sub- styling
on “A Mighty Pretty
titled
“The Tahitian Goodbye Waltz” (Decca)
Les Baxter has”
“T
1,J
wiT1Q
solid side in “Lonely Wine’
Song,” gets across the romantic ~a ~~
Eddie Fisher’s workflavor of a P.acific island melody (Capitol)
via Miss O’Connell’s silky delivery. over of “I Remember When” on
Her workover of the oldie “Star the Victor label rates spins
Eyes,” lacks the spark §he gave it Bob Eberly’s “Isn’t This a Night
when she vocalled with the Jimmy for Love” on Capitol is fair,
Standout western, folk, polka,
Dorsey orch, hut the tune holds up
nicely aid should get' its "share of blues, rhythm, religious, etc:;" MerJockey spins. Harold Mooney orch rto Shriner, “Your Heart Is_Too
Crowded” (Decca) ... The Spirit
assists with a neat backing job.
Quartet, “That Awful
Tony Martin-Dinah Shore; “No of
~ ayMemphis
The Sunshine
(King)
Day”
Other Girl For Me”-“If Someone
“If You Believe Me” (Decca)
Boys,
Told
Me”
Had
(Victor). Solid har“I’m
Not LookMainer,
Wade
monizing technique of the Tony
Martin-Dinah sitore tandem gets
(King).
Aged
and
Mellow
a good showcasing on this coupling
.

,

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

tunes

from the

Warner

pic,

“About Face,” but uninspiring
quality of the material will keep

from moving out on the spinning
Plea.sant lilt to “Someone” which Martin aiid Miss Shore

it

parade.

dish

out Jieatly

•

gives

it

better

chance than its mate, an average
item "that neVer gets off the ground,
Henri Rene orch gives sides fine
support.

Evelyn Knight: “Pretty Bride”Best. We
Say Good-bye”

“It’s

“Pretty Bride,” a Yid(Decca).
dish tune which has been clicking on the French disk market, gets
a genteel workover by Evelyn
Knight who handles the English
lyric adaptation ' in her familiar
easygoing manner. It's a charming item and Miss Knight’s treatment gives the side a good spinning potential. On “It’s Best We
Say Goodbye,” a fair ballad, Miss
Knight again shows off her smooth
styling for excellent results.
It
rates spins.

Sonny Terry Trio: “HQotin’
Blues”-“Dangerous Woman” (Gra-

••a-

mercy). The new indie Gramercy
label has jumped right into the
“new sound” groove with its preem
release of th.e Sonny Terry Trio.
Combo, which inchides Terry on

harmonica, Arewhie MoGkcc on
guitar, and, Coyal’ MbhJfaho 11 on
jpupV^ys
an
uhusual
maracas,
rhythmic frenzy th a .could pay off.
Their style is glveir'a* top display
on "Hootin’ Blues” with Terry’s
standout harmonica work setting
the pace. Side’s sound quality is
heightened by Terry’s wild hoots
and howls which he belts out be,

'

.

t

ij

;

1

1

3.

Decision of
4.

immigration officials at Detroit
when they barred the sextet. This
followed a similar action at Buf-

5.

f ai 0 where it was said that the
entry of the s f x was “detrimental

the interests
„
c

t
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”*.

the

of

„
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^Toronto
Tor l °
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international
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BLUE TANGO
BELLE OF THE BALL
DELICADO
KISS OF FIRE
KISS OF FIRE
I’LL WALK ALONE
BLUE TANGO
AT LAST AT LAST
I’M YOURS
I UNDERSTAND

....Leroy Anderson

Guy Lombardo
Louis Armstrong

.Guy Lombardo
Four Aces

KISS OF FIRE

Georgia Gibbs

.

2.

3.

4.

5.

BE ANYTHING
SHE TOOK
JUNCO PARTNER

Eddy Howard
Richard Hayes

SUMMERTIME
HERE IN MY HEART
TOMORROW NEVER COMES
RUTZA RUTZA
I’M SORRY

SO PEEP

£

3.

Artists l

4.

M-G-M Pacts Flock
Of

New Pop

MOM

^g’m +
week pacted a flock
of artists. Billy Bowen & His Butt
terball Four were inked to fill hole
"
left when the Billy Williams Quar°^t h-k'**!!
blues rosters
2«Uun_and
.

Records

5.

last

tet ankled the diskery a couple of
Mercury
ontl s ag
to si n
\
!?
£
f

Records. Bowen is a former member of the Ink Spots.
rt
tv*
•
Diskery also pacted folk singer
1
P
Jack Hart and Los Musicos, an inl^raD
oatt
J
S
group. Bill Krenz, pistrumental
«
t 1 f
n
^e>n radio
Concert; Future Indef a " ist ° n
p° n
,
show, has also been set for M-G-M
.San Diego, May 27
distribution with the di$kery’s purSan Diego philharmonic wiU chase of eight masters etched by
annual maintenance con him. The Krenz sides will be regive its
_
,
^ ,
cert Sunday (1) in Balboa Park leased as singles and in album
Bowl with a pop program under f orm
baton of Dr. Leslie Hodge, newlysigned leader of Phoenix. Symphony.
Pluggers,
Confab
After working without pay for
the last twn seasons. Dr. Hodge rePension Plan
cently left his San Diego post for
With most of the wrinkles in the
Phoenix. Local music scene has
been divided, with one faction Music Publishers Contact Empension plan all ironed
ployees’
backing the imported Los Angeles'
Philharmonic winter series, the out, union’s pension committee
huddled
with
Robert
Burton,
other supporting San Diego musicians. At this writing, the future Broadcast Music, Inc., rep., Mon(26)
finalize
day
to
plans
for
a getof San Diego Philharmonic is intogether between MPCE execs and
definite.
BMI firms on June 12.
-

YOU TAKE

Symphony manage- t M-G-M
the :: 1. KISS OF FIRE
NEVER LIKE THIS
board of the union.
l Z. AFTER GRADUATION

:

n
,
'

l

Ames Bros.
STARDUST
CRAZY ’CAUSE I LOVE YOU
GONNA GET ALONG WITHOUT YA NOW.. Teresa Brewer «f
ROLL THEM ROLY POLY EYES
Alan Dale f
HERE IN MY HEART
*
I’M SORRY

Vic Damone

Bobby Wayne

M

;;

DAY

MY LOVE

Cindy Lord

HARLEM NOCTURNE
David Rose Orch
ON A LITTLE COUNTRY ROAD
YOU’LL NEVER BE MINE
Alan Dean
DO YOU CARE
A GIRL, A FELLA, A BEACH UMBRELLA. .Blue Barron
A MIGHTY PRETTY WALTZ
'

.

.

RCA VICTOR
YOURS

1.

I’M

k.

JUST A LITTLE LOVIN’
THAT’S THE CHANCE YOU TAKE
FORGIVE ME

3.

4.

5.

"

Billy Eckstine

7.

now bring
^

Cornell

.Don Cornell

muskians
d iSsed musicians
Thee dismissed

n
»ent.
will

.

Don

A LASTING THING

c
Ernest
of Sir
MacMillan, the 94-piece Toronto
Symphony has several American
concert commitments, hence the
justification for .dropping the six.
On appeal of dismissal, the six
^ ave been notified by the executive 0 f the Canadian Musical Protective Association, AFL, that they
sutmort the action of

Under the baton

Mitchell-M. Miller

MERCURY

United

.

.

of

Communist

John Elton, manager °f 'the Toronto Symphony, followed that of-

1

.

2.

or

affiliations

suspected sympathies.

,

.

,

alleged

.

.

.

1.

c s
^.

‘

-f

DECCA

27.

L

L«

of

flock

May

have
been
members
Six
droDoed
bv th Toronto Symphony
r dp
lt have their an ai C onn°

r latter rqlilicr*

oldie, “Poinciana,” giving it a revitalizing spark that’ll shoot 'it

6.

Bars Their Entry
Toronto,

Guy

YOURS

THAT’S THE CHANCE

4.

6 Alleged Reds After

-

HALF AS MUCH
POOR WHIP POORWILL
YOU’LL NEVER BE MINE
THE DAY OF JUBILO

Rosemary Clooney ±

MY MOTHER’S PEARLS
I’LL WALK ALONE

2.

Toronto Symph Sacks

.

.

Doris Day-F. Laine

I’M

1.

'

—

SUGAR BUSH

CORAL

.

3.

U.S.

Percy Faith L

*

4-

Disney
.Leeds
Grosvenor
My Concerto
Chappell
At End of Day
Some En’td Eve. ..Williamson

Gandy Dancers’
Domino

Johnnie Ray

.

HOW LOVELY COOKS THE MEAT

.Sterling

.

.

X

. .

I

L?ttle

Starr

COLUMBIA

.

.

,

Kay

-

Victoria

.

.
. .

WANNA LOVE YOU

.

l

,

-Les Paul-Mary Ford

I WAITED A. LITTLE TOO LONG. M .. v ....... .Kay Starr t
3.
ME TOO
.7
BLACKSMITH BLUES
Ella Mae Morse f
LOVE ME OR LEAVE ME
Ella Mae Morse
& OAKIE BOOGIE
LOVE YA’ LIKE MAD

.

.

CARIOCA
WHEEL OF FORTUNE

4.

Won’t Live in Castle Connelly
F .D. 3c U .
Never
Be Life’s Companion. .Morris

•

.

0 £*Me”-“Almbst

s A Think-

,it

,

Danny Dnvk?.

r

Camarata backing;

,

Should get

licks.

ARTI$T

I’M CONFESSIN’

1.

.Unforgettable

By MIKE GROSS

Eddie Fisher
Eddie Fisher

ANYTIME
TRUST IN ME

Eddie Fisher

WHY DID YOU LEAVE ME

Perry Como

LONESOME THAT’S ALL
BLUE TANGO

Hugo

THE GYPSY TRAIL

Winterhalter

,

BMI
On New

Pension, which calls for a 3%
assessment of a $100 weekly wage
from both contactman and publishToledo, May 27.
Name bands will be booked at er, has been in the talking stage
for almost a year. With Burthe Moonlight Terrace, outdoor now
ton’s support in lining up BMI
shell-type ballroom at Sandy Beach

Toledo**

New Baud

Spot

the palaver,
Park, Indian Lake, O., operated by number fir.ms for
PauKSpor. First attraction Hvas Union '’expels to finally get the
plan
soiling.
RAy ‘Anxnony’s’ Uana/ opening the
v
season' May 28.
"
’Others booked foil* the -Summer
Civid Drama 'Guild of New York’s
include those "Of 'Buddy 'Morrow, touring company of “Brigadoon”
Billy May, Stan Kenton, Vaughn booked into Unity House, Forest
Monroe, Tommy Dorsey, and Ralph Park, Pa., for Saturday (31). HerFlanagan. Max Finch heads the man Fialkoff set the deal with Alhouse band.
fred A. Taxin* Unity’s manager.
,

1

1

‘

*

*

’

-

•

Set 5 Guest Maestros

For Cleve. Symph Season

Symph Orch Mjrs.
Annual Meet

Cleveland, May 27.
Five guest-conductors will be
used by the' Cleveland Summer
Symphony Orchestra during its
coming season of pop concerts, as

to Hold

in

Denver

Annual meeting of major symphony orchestra managers will be
held in Denver June 3-5, at the
Park Lane Hotel, with Helen Black,
manager of the Denver Symphony,
a result of the resignation of Dr. as chairman of the conference.
Rudolph Ringwall, ordered by his Arthur Judson, co-manager of the

doctor to take a long rest to avoid N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony, and
a breakdown. Ringwall, who had Boris Sokoloff, assistant manager,
directed the annual series for 12 will rep the Gotham orch at the
years, is being replaced by Louis meet.
Lane who is personal assistant to
Managers will include visits to
George Szell, top batoneer of the Red Rocks, where open-air conCleveland symph.
Hot weather certs are given, and to Central
pops will open June 11 and 14 with City, opera festival centre, during
Robert Zeller, who recently did a their stay.
two-year engagement as guest conductor of Sadler’s Wells Ballet.
A1 Cassel as Rouse Band
Other guest-directors signed are
£aii Diego. May 27.
Howard Barlow, for July 2; Lorin
Maazel in an all-Gershwin proOperator 3Sd4ie; Wakeli»> Has
gram, July 9 and 12; Franz Allerp, .signed A1 Cassql’s local band as
July 16 and 19; Alexander Smal- “house” outfit at*the,Trianpn Balllens, July 31 and Aug. 2. Louis room for the-summer season.
Lane will conduct three programs
Cassel will make way for occa*'
June 7, 28 and July 26. Series is sional name bands, first of
again. being held in 10,000-capacity will be Earl Hines on Saturday
civic auditorium.
r

•

x
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Jack Mills Decries Win
Hits,

o’ the

Urges Building of Catalogs
+

music publishings
condition would be a lot healthier

The

if

Fewer Jobs for Tooters in Radio

Wisp’

overall

new

the

would put

crop
as.

publishers

of

much

effort

Along

Dorothy CoDlns, Decca

into

Sign Longterm Pact
building catalogs as they do intryLatching onto video personaliing to nab that nebulous, hit song
—according to Jack Mills, veteran ties for additions to it* artists roster, Decca Records has inked Doroprez of Mills Music. Mills, who's thy Collins vt# a longterm pact.
currently riding high with the in- Miss Collins is featured '.on the
strumental pop hit, "Blue Tango,”, NBQ-TV "Your Hit Parade” $how.
contends that although most pubs
Joe Glaser, Associated Booking
now need a" hit to keep them going, Corp. chief,
is setting Miss Collins
the music industry is not built on
fpr a personal appearance tour.
hits alone.

According to Mills, the next few
years will see a change in the pattern of pubbery procedure, rubbers are beginning to realize, he
said, that they can't continue a
successful operation by waiting for
the big song and that they’ve got
to take advantage of the other
facets of the music biz from which
Meeting- of the American Society
they can derive an income. An
increasing number of publishing of Composers, Authors tc Publishfirms, he reported, are beginning
ers board today (Wed.) will have
to move in to the educational muthe election of new officers topping,
sic picture; The field, is wide open
and the market offers pubs plenty the agenda but naming of a new
of opportunity to build a solid firm prexy is not expected at this conthat cAn operate in the black even clave' due to disagreement on the
though it doesn't have a pop best board.
A writer group on the
seller.'
board, which has veto power due
Since the- inception of his firm to its control of one-third of the
33 years, ago. Mills has been a votes, is reportedly ready to block
strong* believer that a publisher all efforts to rescind the resolution
should not limit' his output to pop limiting ASCAP prexies to two consongs alone. Although his firm has secutive / one-year terms.
This
developed a .strong standard cata- group’s aim is to prevent the relog, it also has published such edu- election of Otto A. Harbach.
cational material as marches, bookHarbach, however, will continue
lets on how to play musical instru- to serve until a ‘new president Is
ments, songs for moppets, songs for named. Most board members disreligious sects, folios, etc. And it’s like giving Harbach this "lame
However, added Mills, duck” status and would prefer votpaid off.
there’s plenty of untapped sources ng him in for another year’s term.
and lots of room- for creativeness The opposition writer group, howand imagination in this field. For ever, is pitching for a new presithe most part, he added, the educa- dent around the slogan of bringing
tional material cannot match the
young blood” to the ASCAP fore-

New Prez Waits

.

with the gross record
for 1951 hitting, the $156,400,000 mark, the slow-speed systems, both 45 rpm and 33 rpm,
continued to make substantial inroads Into the total market picture for last year.
Whereas the
slow speeds in 1950 accounted for
32% of the total sales, last year
they climbed to nearly 35% of the
Total retail value of disks
gross.
sold: In 1950 was $151,000,000.
Equally significant- in the breakdown of. disk sales for the past two
years, compiled by the American
Federation of Musicians, was the
fact that the
45 rpm platters
forged ahead of the 33< rpm sales
for the first time. A gross of $28,400,000 of the 45’s were sold last
year as compared to slightly over
$25,000^000- for the long-play 33’s,
In 1950, the 33’s accounted for
$24,100,000 as against $23,900,000
for the 45’s.
It must be noted
that the 33’s figure for both years
does not take into account several
(Continued on page 49)
sales

At ASCAP Election

•

pops in sales but if it’s good it’ll front.
bring in a profit and when the pop
hit does come along, it’ll be all
gravy.
Mills also stressed the importance of directing and nurturing
new writers. The young crop of
pubs have fallen down here because they’re not thinking of the
talented writer, if he’s
future.
properly guided, can develop into
a strong money maker for the firm.
As an example. Mills cited Leroy
composer of "Blue
Anderson,
Tango.” Anderson, who originally
came to Mills as an arranger-composer for the standard and -educational departments, was steered
into the pop field by Mills. Anderson has come up with a flock of

Pubs Now Look Everywhere
Except Tin Pan Alley For

To RCA
Building

Artists List

its artists*’

new names, RCA

of

the

-

roster' with

Victor has added

Sunny Gale

.

New

Victor Tries

Band Promotion

**

Diskers Digging

For

New Albums

-

Wax

in Offbeat

Kick

•

for

!

DECCA TO RELEASE

sions.

Big click of Anthony’s workover
of "At Last,” in which he used a
choral backing, necessitated the
Anthony has
orch revamping,
picked up sidemen who can also
handle choral work and has added
two permanent sopranos to his
outfit so that the wax sound could
be- duplicated on the in-person
dates.
He’s also been using two
which are' strategically
mikes,
placed in the ballroom, to get the
With
snirie echo chamber effect
restyled orch Anthony claims that
he can now whip out "live” versions of his choral-instrumental
styled platters without disappoint..

.

ing

his fans.

Several

other

bandmen,

how-

ever, assert that its safer to stick
to straight waxings to avoid re-

They point
vamping headaches.
that In some instances it’s
BRITANNICA SET ON LP out
commercially unsound to try to
sions.
Making them available for over- duplicate a wax sound in a ballMeantime, Art Records, an indie
the-counter sale for the first time room.
In recent months some
firm, released a second volume of
Records will release the En- leaders who’ve added a string secDecca
last
tunes
own
his
singing
Blake
six-album
Britannica’s
cyclopedia
tion for their wax sessions have
The first volume hit the
week.
America in found that they can’t afford to
"Historical
series*
market last fall.
recorded
Ives
Burl
Song,” which
travel with .the strings on a perma-

In an unusual record promotion

Mercury Records is tying up its
artists to hypo Eastern premiere
of the Ralph Marterie orchestra.
Band, which opens at Meadowtonight (27) will also

have Jerry Murad's Harmonicats,
with whom Marterie has cut seY
oral sides, Ray Cura, vocalist, and
More Tango* at
harmonicist.
Richard
Heyman,
Latching on to the current tango
Marterie is paying for part of the
splurge in the pop market. Southtab.'Harmonicats will do the Perry
ern Music last week nabbed the
Como and Ed Sullivan teevee rights to a Swedish composition,
shows while there and the others "Tango Pizzicato.”
expect; to pull some dates.
Tune, which was composed by
Art ^almadge, Mercury *&
Gosta- esterberjf, lias- been given
veep,- says that; if plan hypos bus!
an English lyric by Marco and

Work

'

.

*

•

W

ness ether solo Mercury talent will
play with the Orchestra on other
location’ stands; Taftnadge believes
that the. promotional Impact of all
the stable with disk ‘jockeys and
juke operators shoyld make the
stunt pay off in fine fashion.

member

remains chronically bad,, there
was a continuing shrinkage of job
opportunities in radio during 1950,
according to an AFM survey. Although the reduction of tooter salaries from 1950 xyas'slight* the dtfc
from the $21,200,000 figure of 1949
to a $20,130,000 total for last year
is seen representing a downward,
still

to its stable with a
ong-term pact. Songstress recently
broke through with her launching
of the "Wheel of Fortune” number
for the indie Derby Records label.
trend for the radio industry,
Victor has also inked Bill ShepThe video broadcasters during
hard, a Cleveland product.
the 1950 shrvey year helped provide an , additional $2,870,000 salaries for musicians but many AFM
execs are dissatisfied with ratio of
musicians salaries on T.V to the
gross revenue in the new media.
They feel It is far below the ratio
for the radio end of the industry
due to the widespread use of transcr bed music on dramatic shows.
Latching on the current band Video film producers, incidentally,
upsurge on wax* RCA Victor I* paid out $94,000 foe. musicians in
1950.
priming a new orch for a buildup
During 1950, a total of 2,519 musimilar to the orte it had given the
sicians, conducted by at least 124
Ralph Flanagan and Buddy Mor- leaders played for 12,700 broadrow orchs. Diskery’a hypo of the casts sponsored by 194 agencies or
Morrow crews companies: Los Angeles was the
Flanagan
and
sparked good returns for the orchs top city for single engagements
with $2,625,000 in tooter salaries as
on platters and in b.o. receipts.
$1,670,000 for New York.
New orch is being formed by against
Decline of Chicago in the broadEddie Sauter, former arranger for
cast
picture
is spotlighted by the
Benny .Goodman, and Bill Finnefact that only $36,700 was paid to
gan, arranger for the late Glenn
in that city, or about
radio
tooters
Miller. The name of the. band has
$10,000 less than San Francisco.
not ,yet been determined.
Staff musicians during tho survey
Orch’s initial releases are due year amounted to 2,212 men who
Capitol Records, which has been in the summer. Willard Alexander
received $12,940,000 in wages. tj
dominating the recording of orig- will handle the band’s bookings.
if.
N. Y. Way Ahead
inal Broadway jeast albums of legit
musicals this seAson, is now latching
New York was way ahead of all
other cities* in the video field, as
on to' the waxing of fave oldie
far as musician employment was
legituners. Initial release in Cap’s Ray Anthony Revamps.
concerned, with $1,600,000 shelled
legituner series will be Jerome
out as against $490,000 for Los AnKern’s "Roberta.”
Orch for Delivery Of
geles.
Chicago also made a
Produced under the aegis of Walt
Heebner, diskery’s production suSounds on One-Niters healthy showing in this field with
a $290,000 wage bill for musicians.
pervisor* on the Coast, album will
In an attempt to deliver the
feature Gordon MacRae, Lucille
The platter field is far behind
he’s
Norman and Anne Triolo. Inci- same sound on road trips asCapithe- broadcast industry as a job
on current
dentally, an M-G-M soundtrack al- been belting out
for musicians. In 1951, the
arena
Ray Anthony
bum of the Metro filmusical, "Love tol Records releases,
disk labels paid out $2,450,000 to
recently revamped his orch to
ly to .Look At,” which is based on has
both
leaders
and sidemen with the
duplication need.
"Roberta,” also will hit the market fit the sound
electrical transcription field adding
With terp fans and ballroom opshortly.
another $2,145,000 to the wage bill.
Move toward diskery production erators increasingly demanding
sound versions of orch’s The Music Performance Trust
of fave Broadway musicals was exact
Fund, incidentally, received almost
is exmove
Anthony's
disclicks,
spearheaded last year by Goddard
followed by orchmen $1,800,000 from both the disk and
Lieberson, Columbia Records v.p. pected to be
dishing out big choral e.t. field in 1951. The wage bill
Lieberson kicked off a payoff string who’ve been
for musicians In the disk and e.t.
backings or electronically gimof show albums with "Pal Joey,
their platter ses- industries fell considerably below
"The Bandwagon” and "Anything micked sounds at

In the continuing global search
offbeat tunes, pubs are now
digging into the West Indies and
the Bahamas for indigenous songs
that can be adapted for pop market values. Trend follows the same Goes.” "Joey” starred Harold Lang
lanes as the pubs’ scramble for and Vivienne Segal, who, incidentIsraeli and cornbelt items last year
ally, also are appearing in, the curand the more recent New Orleans rent Broadway revival of the must
Bayou beat kick.
cal, while the latter two starred
Out in front in the Bahamas Mary Martin. So far this year Lieclicks and his "Blue Tango” etchis Howie Richmond, who re- berson has come up with waxed
prowl
pass
to
ing for Decca is skedded
on to the world revivals of "Girl Crazy” and "Babes
the 1,000,000 mark. Last year his cently latched
rights to a flock of melodies of in Arms,” both starring Miss Mar
big hit was "JSyncopated Clock.”
Tunes, which tin.
Bahamian origin.
With more firms going in for the were penned by Blind Blake, NasOf the musicals offered during
writer-development angle as well sau folk sinker, are owned by
the 1951-52 season, vCap has already
as widening thejr publishing acNassau
Inc.,
Islands,
the
of
Songs
"Three
"Top Banana,”
issued
tivities, Mills sees a retufn of the
firm headed by Charles Freeman Wishes for Jamie” and "Pal Joey/’
publishers to the position they held and. Dave Sumner.
Richmond, Diskery is currently prepping re
important
in the 1920s and ‘30s as
who’s placing the tunes with his lease of "Of Thee I Sing,” which
music biz entities.
Hollis Music firm, is currently was cut Sunday (25). *RCA Victor
propping a folio of the- folk songs was repped in. the current legituner
V.
as well as launching a recording scramble with "Paint Your Wagon/'
Woody Herman is already
drive.
Merc Parlays Other
set to etch one of the tunes, “Jump
in the Line/-’ for M-G-M Records
IVES
Artists With Marterie and the Weavers are skedding a
Chicago, May 27.
couple for their future Decca ses-

J.,

average

American Federation of Musician*

<

Numbers

A

brook, N.

Sunny Gale Added

•

.

While the employment situation
for the

nent basis, while others who’ve
Set has been selling In a re- been using the electronic superstricted market to schools, colleges imposition technique haye been
and universities only, for integra- stymied by the fact that they
tion with history, geography, mu- would have to add 10 to 12 addisic and literature courses. Decca’s tional sidemen to- duplicate the
arrangement with the Britannica. wax version.
grew out of. pop interest in what

last year.
.

*

had been regarded as an academic
venture by theft,'./. AudiO/visual

*

,

I

Gross .earnings for staff musicians from the eight major film
producers rose slightly in 1951. As „
against the wage bill jo f 52,600,000
in 1950, last year 'the musicians
earned $2,741,000 from the major

Non-contract musicians hi
the major studios also gained from
a gross earnings of $1,117,000 in
1950 to $1,312,Q00 Jast year. Indie
producers provided $322,090 to
tOoter salaries in 10-51 as against
$324,000 .the previous year.

studios.

Total theatrical employment, for
musicians,
including
vaudeville,
legit, opera, ballet -and burlesque
amounted to $6,561,000 last year
as against $7,000,000 for the pre-

ceding year. Number of men employed also fell from 4,085 in 1950

•

to 3,784 in 1961.

Woody Herman Package
9
ulls Big 6G in Pitt
Pittsburgh,

May

‘

27.

Big advance and heavy window
sale lifted the Woody HermanMills Brothers-Dinah WashingtonTommy Edwards - Herkie Styles «
package into the winner's circle at
Syria Mosque last Friday night (23).
Show grossed nearly $6,000, putting
around 3,000 customers into the
big' 3,390-seat auditorium. *
,

1

df .now ’the attraction

**

Cioiut
Aids to Education division.
Mitch Miller/ Columbia,. Record^
.Sylvia Rosales.
Decca version will be edited to artist* and repertoire chief, 'planed
narration-]
—
eliminate some .o£
to* the Coast last week for waxing
by Ives and some of the songs he
with .the diskery’s Holly
Irene Gallagher, exec secretary h.riilrendy waxed for that diskory
Music
woou arwsw.
to Max Dreyfus, Chappell
and will be released on LP and
.head, hospitalised last week in
Hell be back in* two weeks.
45 ipm,
N. Y. due to ah appendectomy.
>

the $5,500,000 figure for the previous year*

.*•

•

sdudenl^' tan be found
in’ ;the ’fact; ,that/.49* hours 'J&efore
the dne-fiighter, there was less than
$1,500 in the till arid it looked
pretty muqh like a washout. They
came storming in at the last mindaifgfit fire
!

.

ute,

however.
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Scoreboard
As Jazz Invades Reich

OF

Kultur

Frankfurt, May 20.
German jazzophiles are bringing
to
Germany
not
only- a knowledge
Billy
Pulls 2,300
of jars but some of the greatest
performers in the field.
Customer sisPitt Date
Last month, under the auspice*
Pittsburgh, May 27,
of the Hot Club of Frankfurt, Ella
Billy May, local boy, proved at Fitzgerald
in one of the largWest View Park .last week that he est theatres to SRO. Dizzy Gilmust have been partially responsi- lespie is scheduled for sometime
ble for the big bin here recently of this summer, and Louis Armstrong
the Patti Page-Frankie ^Lalne-May comes in September.
package when on its own the May
Such performances, as well a*
band drew more than 2,300 paid ad- those of Big Bill Rroolzy, accommissions to the amusement center’s panied by Blind John Davis, and
Danceland. May was the first name Graeme Bell’s
Australian
jazz
of the summer season to play there combo, are always filled to capacity,
and set a mark for the others to mostly by American soldiers and
shoot at.
civilians. Prices range from 75c.
A few nights later, West View to
with scalpers' prices- up to
played Stan Kenton and he drew about $10. But lesser shows by
900 less than May. Kenton had a German jazz combos are usually
had, rainy night to contend with. sellouts, in both large and small
West View has flock of names cities, where farm youths are just
booked booked for one-nighters as vociferous in appreciation as
this summer, bn about an every- students and city workers.
other-week basis.
Considering- that, jazz was completely forbidden during the wax',
Dixieland rhythms and even bebop have come a long way here.
Because Nazi music arbiters decided that jazz was the music of
"Negroes and Je^s,” for ahyone
caught listening' to it on radio or
-

TOP TALENT AND TUNES
Compiled fcotn

May

Wg

Reports of Distribution

Statistical

Encompassing the Three Major Outlets

Com

Machines

Retail bisks
'

Music

Retail Sheet

'l

4

as Published in %he Current Issue

for

WEEK ENDING MAY 24 =^======

T—.

.

NOTE: The

current comparative sale* strength of the Artists and Tunes listed Jtereunder is
arrived at under a statistical system comprising each of the three major sales outlets enumerated above. 'These findings are correlated .with data from wider sources , which are exclusive
with VAHimr. The positions resulting from these findings denote the OVERALL IMPACT d«,
veloped from the ratio, of points scored: two ways in the case of talent {disks, coin machines ),
and three ways in the case of. panes {disks, coin machines, sheet music).

-

TALENT

Disk Biz Slump

POSITIONS
Last
This
week* week.

'

ARTIST AND LABEL

DON CORNELL
3

4

TUNE

(Coral)

J*’

5

EDDIE FISHER

4

11

^alk Mone

9

8

6

{rm^Youre*
Chance You Take

Delicado
Blacksmith Blues
Walkin’ My^Bahy Home
A Guy Is a Guy

songs won’t make any money on
mechanicals even if they climb to
the top of the bestseller lists.
In a move to meet the business
slide, which has been more severe
than previous late spring dips, the
major dfskers are cuttihg down on
the number of Weekly releases. Columbia Records is only issuing a
couple of platters per week, aside
from special etchings,, with the
other majors following the same
cutback policy. Columbia, incidentally, has been issuing the least

'

DAY

DORIS

10

a late summer or fall release. Sales
slack has hit across the board with
even the hits falling way below
their normal weekly turnover. As
a resdlt, publishers feel that their

.'

’.

(Columbia)

;

/

TUNES
POSITIONS
This
Last
week. week.
*

1,

1

2

3

3

2

4

4

5

•

•

6

6

7

8

5
7

9

10

10

8

publisher

XUNE

BLUE TANGO ......
KISS OF FIRE
WHEEL OF FORTUNE
I’Ll WALK ALONE
HEBE IN MY HEART
A GUY IS A GUY
BLACKSMITH BLUES
I’M YOURS
BE ANYTHING
PITTSBURGH PENNSYLVANIA

Mills

Duchess
Laurel
Mayfair
•'••••

I

it

jail

meant certain arrest
sentence. Reichsmusik
in origins,

though, and while allowing before
the war Duke Ellington, Frankie

Trambauer, Armstrong and Benny
Goodman records -to be sold and
Disk business ha* fallen to such
played, George Gershwin and Irving
a low ebb in, the last couple of
Berlin Were strictly forbidden.
weeks that publisher* are holding
Gestapo Into the Act
back tune* with the aim of getting

Here in My Heart
(Anytime

PERCY HAITH (Columbia)
ELLA MAE MORSE (Capitol)
JOHNNIE BAY (Columbia)

9

Pubs on Releases

Kiss of Fire
of Fortune

Wheel

(Victor)

records,

and a

Chambre got mixed up

Blue Tango

[That’s

7

Cues Holdoff 0(

Jim Yours

LEROY ANDERSON (Decca)
GEORGIA GIBBS (Mercury)
KAY STARR (Capitol)
AL MARTINO (B?S)

2
5
3

2

'

’

One pf those who went, to prison
for listening to the verboten music
was later a founder of the Hot
Club of Frankfurt. Gunther Boas,
medical student at Jena, used to
listen to the Armed Forces Radio
Service with friends who whistled
a
signal the opening bars of
"Bugle Call Rag.” One night it was
whistled by a friend too many
a^
member of the Gestapo. Boas*
landed in pxdson in 1944 at Kahla,
factory prison holding Inmates or
several European countries, the inmates coming under the Buchenwald administration. He Stayed
there hntil liberation in ’45, when
he. made his way from the Russian
to the American zone.
Two days* before the Russians

—

—

of platters weekly ever
came in Boas packed up his 1,000
since the first of the year.
similar business kayo has been records, which included almost all
the
original Bessie Smith disks, and
end
of
given to the sheet music
the industry. Hit tunes that should made his way to Frankfurt. He still
has
the records. On July 1 of the
'be going at a 40,000 weekly clip
have tapered oft 'to slightly more same year he met Joe Lippmann,
cafe
owner, who also had been
than half that amount. One factor
jailed, and, with Dr. Jung, young
in. the slump, according to trade
wine
factory
owner at Rudesheim,
execs, has been the midwestern
flopds which cut into the best copy- formed the Hot Club of Frankfurt.
It wasn’t long before Boas, who
selling area in the nation.
plays a hot piano; Carlo Bolander,

amount

A

Mellin

Ludlow
Hill-R

Algonquin
Shapiro-B

Oxford

trumpet; and Hans Podehl, drum-

Week ®f May 24

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

mer,, started the Two-Beat Stomp-

NEW HIT IN

DECCA’S

I

1.

2.

BLUE TANGO
KISS OF FIRE

J

(14) (Mills).

(

|

X4>

Kay

4.

HERE IN MY HEART

5.

I’M

YOURS

(3)

(Mellin),

(1)

(Algonquin),

(

Don

/

6.

•<

He now plays every
night as part of an Army Special
Jenkins again backgroundServices orchestra, and acts as
Released last. week, side has
ing.
"editor” for an American Forces
stirred a strong initial impact with
Network show, "Blues on Monday”
initial orders topping the* 100,000
with Johnny Yrotsijs announcing.
He has been made an honorary
Decca Is shooting to make the
member of the New Orleans Jazz
sales bell-

Starr

j

with

H »
*

•<

Cornell . .
Eddie Fisher . .
Don Cornell .
Eddie Fisher ..

H

.

FORGIVE ME

(Advanced)

(5)

9.

Ella

10.,

'

^

number

H
H

Johnnie Ray
Doris Day

8.

.

.

its

summer

wether via an

1

1

all-out

drive.

* »

Mae Morse
*

promotion Club.
Boas admits that jazz had«a hard,
start here, as Germans found it
hard to understand. Cool jazz is

DeVoI Wants Court

Second Group

OK

.

Eddy Howard

BE ANYTHING (4) (Shapiro-B)
.DELICADO (Witmark)

ANYTIME

PERFIDIA* (5) (Peer)....

AT LAST (6) (Feist)..’
AY-ROUND THE CORNER

Hollywood,

.

H

..

*

RaV Anthony

*

(Frank)

Capitol

Columbia
Jo Stafford
Frankie Laine ........ Columbia
Columbia
Frank Sinatra

....

*

GANDY DANCERS BALL. (Disney)
I HEAR a RHAPSODY (Broadcast)

:

»

.

May

27.

GLD

Enterprises
is seeking court approval of sevenyear deal with thrush Jaye P. Morgan who’s with DeVol orch. Gal,

Frank DeVol’s

-<

Percy Faith .... *..... Columbia
Eddie Fisher
...Victor
Decca
Four Ace* .....

.....

(Hill-R).....

(14)

Of Band Thrush Pact

Mitchell-M. Miller Columbia

Eddie Fisher

H

i whose

real

name

is

Maiy Morgan,

*1

is 20.

"

Pact starts her at $125 weekly,
graduating to $1,000 over seven
years. Deal calls for her services
in radio, television, films and nit-

- -

eries.

TELL ME

WHY

(lfi)

(Signet)

.

.

.

.

*

.

|

WANNA LOVE YOU (Finburgh)
TENDERLY (E. H. Morris)
BE MY LIFE'S COMPANION <l),(Morris>

*••••}

*

•

BROKENiaiARTED
t
*

+

>

> t

M

Figures

f t

ttt

+

irt

,

(5)

.

..

(

.

Kay

Victor

::

Capitol -

Starr

Rosemary Clooney .-..Columbia
Rosemary Clooney ....Columbia

.•‘•{Mill* Bros

(DcSylva-BAH)

parentheses indicate

ttttt

..

Eddie Fifher’.’.V.' .*.*.*

......

V.

number
t l

of

+

Ray Draws

3,300

In Albany Benefit
Albany, May 27.
Johnnie Ray, in a cuffo appearance for the Albany Cerebral

Palsy, (tenter building fund,
; Chappell’s Flackery;;
an £stita&#d 3,3Q0 people* * At * $8
Chappell- A^utsiq has jSj’tAip, ajjie*w £cale fo/^6 207 tjb. Anti-Aircraft
publicity department with Judy*. Regimemf Armory ^Saturday night
the ( 24 ).
"The sihgeri pianist did a
Seiner, Crichidn. in .charge,- of
n ' p'
characteristically yigorbW 25-minoperation.
Miss Crichton was formerly as- ute ytint.
Francis Murphy’s orch accomsociated with the Lynn Farnol pub.

'

’

Johnnie Ray ......... Columbia
weiks song has been in the Top 103
J

tfHtUttt t t t HttM f H OHtMtH

fcasy to

1

"T

.^ccd

:

M tttttt-fttt i ft ‘t

coolly received, but Dixieland
understand and is steadgrowing. in influence, even with
frequent and vituperative verbal assaults from an older generation
which finds it ah attack on German
"kultur.” But to Boas and fellow
club members, “jazz: is a real part
of democracy. You will find no militarists in jazz. Neither is a jazz man
'
ever intolerant.”
still

is

ily

H

Guy

comer from

Decca has come up with its biggest potential hit since the Weavers-Gordon Jenkins cut. of "Goodnight Irene” a couple of year* ago
without Boas.
in the Peggy Lee slice ,of "Lover”

h

MGM

..

Al Martino ....
Tony Bennett .

f

)

*

H

.

(Billy Eckstine

3.

7.

Leroy Anderson *•»**•••« Decca
Les Baxter
Georgia Gibbs

which gained some fame first
Lippmann’s cafe, around the
the former location
of the IT. S. Press Club, and later
playing at German Youth Activities
concerts. Eventually the combo enlarged and is still going strong, but
ers
at

PEGGY LEE’S lOVER’

licity office.

panied him.

OBCIKSTIAS-Mim
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W^dnesdayy Hay 28, iggg

Ah VEGA TRIO

M-G-M

workover of “Bubbles In My Beer"
and “The. Beer That I Left Behind
Me."

of Paleface".

Me

Forgive

Frank

«

• .

Goody Goody

*

Walk Alone—t“With a Song In

—t“Soundoff

Lady Love

My

H$art’\.». Mayfair

Duchess
Cromwell
Peer
Oxford
Weiss4®
Robbins

”

Perfidia
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. ...

Please Mr, Sun.V
Singin* In the Bain

r

—t“Slngiu'

Summer Is A*Comin'
How It Goes

In the Rain"

In

.

Harms

You Take.
To Be Loved By You

Paxton

Up and Down

Marabo.

.

My

Walkin’

Wheel

Friday (23) in favor of Northern
by Judge Sylvester Ryan.
Trial involved tupes, “Tonight
He Sailed Again, ^ by* Guy Wood
and Sol Marcus, and *T Love You,
of
Yes I Do,’’ by Sally Nix and Henry

.

Baby Back Home

Second Group

At Last

Rose— t“Son

California

.* .’

; i

Gandy Dancers'
Here In

Okeh

My

.

— f’Clash

Duchess
;

^

.
,

Told

Me

Witmark

n

.Bourne

Algonquin

To Tell a Lie
Dreqm of Lilac

Sin

It’s a

Jeannine

Broadcast
Feist
Von Tilzer

’.

I’m Confessin’
I’m Yours

ready had etched the- former tune,
Irwin pucker, Coral Records for. King. Northern alleged that
Eastern disk jockey promotion Glover, who had been Millind’er’s
staffer, is
heading for Europe arranger, copied the song -in penJune 10 for a three-month trip. ning “I Love You." Northern’s
He’ll rep several U. S. firms claim
was for ah unspecified
abroad.
amount.

Mellin
Shapiro-B

By Night”

(I

.

.

.

BVC

;

.

were filed in the New
Jersey and Ohio Federal courts,

Leeds
.Witmark
Sheldon
Robbins

•

•

ants t Suits

Time). ................ Feist

One Little Candle
Piano Bass and Drums
Rutza Rutza
Saturday Rag
What Good Is a Gal

Bertgil Music chartered to conduct a music publishing business in
York.
Capital stock is 200
shares, no par value.

New

Miller

*

Brace Of

•

Disney
;

Hear a Rhapsody

I

.V.

Ball

I Understand
I Want a Girl
If Someone Had

dis-

couple of copyright infringealleging performances
licenses, were filed by
American Society of Composers.
Authors Sc Publishers members
last week in Federal courts.
First
involved the James E. Strates Carnival and Chappell, Gotham
and
Santly-Joy music firms. Latter
charged the carnival outfit with
giving unlicensed performances of
their tunes In South Plainfield,
N. J. They are asking for an injunction and statutory damages.
Other case involved The Tropics,
a Youngstown nitery, with Harms
and Witmark firms as' complain-

Simon
Bourne

Heart

Homing Pigeon
I Don’t Mind

allows

Infringement Suits

A

.Remick

Festival

Cheek”
and com Posed

without

Famous

of Paleface"

*

.

ASCAP Kies

^^

Feist

i i

Delicado
JSv’rytime

to

Mambo” which

Vega plenty of opportunity to
play his pianistic agility.

#

1

who had redues," By tradition, the administra- Glcver, Judge Ryan,
served his decision at. trial’s wind,
tion does not open up with its camfound that the “Northern tune,
paign until late' in the fall.
“Sailed Again,
was* an. original
piece of music and that the songs
were similar. He also found th$t
to
the King people had access to
Red Rodney Sextet has been “Sailed Again,’’
pacted by Okeh Records, Columbia
At the trial, Northern had
subsid. Rodney is a former trumpeter with the Benny Goodman claimed that “I Love You’’ was an
infringement of “Sailed Again’’
and Woody Herman orchs.
which Millinder was skedded to
Initial platters are expected to
wax for Decca until it was disbe released in late June.
covered that Bullmoose Jackson al-

“Cheek

»*

DeSylva-B-H

My

Love-rt“Robin Hood"
You’ll Never Walk Alone

“an enormous deficit in spite'
the’ recent high-handed increase in

mental

/

fi?®

Laurel
Disney
Williamson

of Fortune

..Whistle

on Latino rhythms^ acceded
°b?

Zitano S bongo beating. Tn
Trio’s
}
brief existence,
boys have polished
several group vocal numbers
such
E es ’” “Somebody
Loves Me. etched a couple of
sides
for Prestige Records,' the
instn,

Reraick
Life

. .

:

.

hfckKroundmg to Vega’s keyboard
ing with combo especially^

TnJ*S

.Essex

-That's

That’s the Chance

Lucky Mlllinder, Sally
Nix and Henry Glover, which
wound up in N. Y. Federal Cpurt
in early M;.rch, was handed down
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Kiss of Fire
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Fundamentally a rhythmic groun
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Northern Wins Verdict

his playing ranging

Shapiro-B
Morris
r.

S

st?l es in
from bon Ij

more commercial “society”
As a single he’s long been brand
« the addition of " ?0 mle
of sidemen conceivably
widen q
° f activities and
CortuSi?
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.Hill
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.the flashl
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.Famous
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paced by

of the maestro who has Inna8 ?
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en
intermission pianist at this
Domfi
spot.
While nit
Stylist, Vega js versatile
and
corporates many different
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Blue Tango
For the Very .First Time.

.

Red Rodney

exciting,

in ccue of ties), based on
Index & Audience Trend Index,-

;

.Blacksmith Blues

•

On I

beat the administration candidates,
as the Blue Ticket, unless
there is one united opposition slate.
The Unity group opened fire for
the' first time Monday night (26) at
a meeting’ whefe. the administration Was flayed for alleged “waste
and mismanagement of the union's
funds and affairs" and for piling up

18

more

Anytime ......?
Ay-Round the Comer
Be Anything (But Be Mine)
Be My Life’s Companion

Unity" group. Administration execs
tove Yon’ Number
are betting that this coalition will
Decision in .the infringement
split up long before the elections
over the question of dividing the suit brought by Northern Music,
posts. In any case, however, all Deqcn. Records /ubisid, against King
groups in the union have learned Records, Lois Music, Key? Music,
in recent years that they cannot
RCA Victor, Broadcast Music, Inc.,

knowh

(

*

A Guy Is a Guy
Am I In Love—t“Son

•

buck the incumbents, headed' by
prexy Sam Suber.
*
Both Manuti and Feinberg, who'
ran under separate tickets a couple of years ago and were defeated,
have apparently settled their differences and have .formed a “New

week

of

copyrighted Audience Coverage
Published by Office of Research, I«c„ Dr. John Gray Peatman,
Director. Alphabetically * listed,

Despite the fact that .elections*
for new officers of New York Lopal
Vallee to
802, American Federation of MusiAfter- a y,loMi£ layoff on wax, Rudy
cians, will not fake place before
Vattee hasbeen packed by M-G-M
December*
opposition
elements Records to etph
a flock of drinking
hatfe already made a bid to wrest
songs.control of the biggest AFM local
Initial platter, which’U be refrom the administration. Two lead- leased in Jtme, includes Valleev s
ers of* opposition groups, A1 Manuti and William Feinberg, have
already made a united front to

May

Survey Week Of

.

The fop 30 songs

Ht-Hat, Boston
Recently Organized, the
A1 Veega
Pfl
Trio shapes as one of th*
i

Top 10 Songs On TV

A

Guy Is a Guy
Be Anything (But Be Mine)
Blacksmith Blues

Ludlow
Hill .&

.

Busybody

R

Alamo
Too Long

I Waited.a Little
I ni Yours

,V.
®

..........
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Kiss Of Fire
Pittsburgh Pennsylvania
Singin’ In the Rain
Wheel of Fortune,
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-
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;
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MERCURY ARTIST

-Algonquin
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FIVE. TOP

Duchess
Oxford
Robbins

.Laurel

STANDARDS

Glow Worm.
One Of Those Things

Marks
H&rms

,

Just

Love

A

Shaplro-B

:

Sweeping the Country
’S Wonderful.
When the Red Red Robin

New World

Is

Harms
Bourne

FilmusicaL

t

Inside Orchestras-fflusic

and

Recent release of the Les Paul-Mary Ford etching of the oldie,
“I’m
Confessin’" on Capitol Records is sparking the third
big. push on
the tune since 1930

workover

is

when

it

originally

was

written.

The Paul-Ford

currently topping Cap’s best -seller list and- has
pushed
up to the 5,000 copies a week mark.

Song, which was penned by A1 J. Neiburg and the late Ellis
Reynolds,
was kicked off in 1930 via Rudy Vallee’s waxing on the Durium
label.
Disk, which was peddled at 15c, went over the
1,000,000 mark. In 1945
Periy Como’s RCA-Victor version spearheaded the tune
on its first
comeback spree. Como’s waxing passed the. 400,000 mark.
General
Music published the song originally but it was sold to
Bourne Music

BILL

POST
SING
THE

I

several years ago.

Wish W« W&r®
Swttfhtaris

The

newly revised edition of “The ASCAP Biographical
Dictionary
of Composers, Authors and Publishers” (Crowell*
$5) is a complete
reference work -covering the biogs and writing
credits of a, 171 writermembers of ASCAP-, -including the works of deceased
writers whose
works are still licensed through the Soeiety* Edited
-
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Fo?'.^‘firsMime,

RCA

Victor is making slogleq
.available from a
pop
by tha Ralph Flanagan orch. Set, another in
the label’s
senes, will be issued in albuzfi ‘.form
ohly' 6n 33 rpm and
4o rpm platters but singles will be soldon. 78’s.- Policy switch was
caused by the Victor execs’ belief that
a couple of numbers in the set
may break for a hit

mmcuv

JERRY MURAD'S

HARMONICAT
Singing Star

RAY CURA
and talnntnd

RICHARD HAYMANa
(.

appearing in ptrson In
Frank Daifey's Miedow*
brook e €®dar Grov®, N. J*
all

Current releases:
Ralph Marforit

"STREET SCENE 80
"PERSIAN MARKET”
Harmonicati

•

Aside from the straight alphabetical listing of
writers, the book also
divides the members by place and date
of birth and their current
.

M'G'M

hit orcttifra

appearing with

•

tune’s sheet sales

DOREE and

is

.

"HOOTIN' BLUES"
"NIGHT TRAIN"
Ray Cura
"BLUE BOY 80 /
"DESIRE

8*

Richard

Haymgn

*8

NQ STRINGS ATTACHED"

"LOST LOYE"

.
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'Broadway

Classics’ Rate

WVdiiW.y, M»r

Spot on ‘Battle-Weary’

was

27.

A

$100,000 Mien^tion of affection
Clyde (Red) Foley, folk
singer and one of Grand Ole Opry
headliners, in night club dehut at

Pfiftmfr

.

note in a
the com-,
plaint of ttie fiuluth impresario
who voiced a ^rl^e on the type of
concert programs audiences are receiving from the leading exponents
of the longhair field today, i*
inttftesting; to

Astor Roof/ Ni Y>, yesterday (May

issuj$.;46l-:^AW9t!Vir

retail sheet music
based on reports obtained
from leading storea in 12 cifie*
and showing comparative sales

Survey 0/

settled* opt of court last
attorneys: for Foley andfor music publisher Frank B. Kelton, plaintiff in the suit. Terms of
‘

26), -.Was

'

the settlement were not divulged
but one of Kelton’s attorneys
One singer, at least, Muriel called the sum involved a “sizable”
Hahn, whom I manage, recognized one.
this fact some seasons ago, and has
The country music star was rebeen actively carryttfg out her con- cently released from Vanderbilt
victions in her programs all along. hospital here, where he had been
She includes songs from Broadway admitted April 29 suffering from
which she labels “Broadway Class- what his physician called an overics,” and tells why she thinks they- dose of sedatives.
deserve a place on the concert
stages today
Composers like Menotti, Weill, Canadian Music

a

rating for this and last week.

.|

Britten,
arfe

al.,

Rating

This Last
wk.
wk.

Blue Tango”!

“Anytime”

.

her

they’ll entertain the wounded at
“courage” in programming the
hospital in.Kure, 18-hour
works on an otherwise' straight le- an army

11

9

12

13

gitimate concert.
One stated the
Camipie Howard, -Ottawa dance
gal’s “point was well taken that
orchestra leader, Sold the idea to
today’s lyric stage cah occasionally
Brading’s Brewejies xm basis of his
send fresh reinforcements to the
personal services free. Others will
battle-weary concert repertoire,”
BB will pick up tab on 'all
The other headlined. “Varied Song be paid.
but transportation, quarters and
Repertoire Wins Fa'vor” and furrations in the- field, taken care of
ther stated that the Broadway
by the Canadian Army.
“classics” “proved by far the most
successful portion of the program.”

13

11

14

12

train ride south of Tokyo.
,
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manufacture

chartered to

records

15

New York
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Symphony

Christi

and tran-

who

shares, no par value.

ences with the -board

of,

directors.

Zito disbanded his orch

Brown crew

join the Les

to’

trumpet man. .Billy Eckstine into
the Copacabana, N, Y., June 5...
Lionel Hampton orch opens at the
Apollo Theatre^ N. Y., Friday (30)
.

.

.

.

.

'day

(Wed.)

.

.

King

Mack

Clark,
Records publicity topper, in Memphis, Tenn., 'on a promotion stint
Alan Dean, stays at the Breakers, Rochester, N. Y., until June 1
Ella Fitzgerald opens at the
Birdland, N. Y., June 5
Illinois
Jacquet orch into the Harlem Theatre, Washington, May 30... Freddy
Martin orch plays a one-niter at
the Club Sevenoaks, San Antortio,
June 9. .New members of the Erroll Gamer Trio are Rodney Richardson, bass, and Joe Harrison,
drums/. .Nat (King) Cole opens at
the Three Rivers Club, Syracuse,
N. Y., Friday (30)
George Shearing into Angelo’s, Omaha, tomorrow (Thurs.) .Fran Warren into
the Flame, Akron, Ohio, for three
.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"DISK,

0

SORRY {Algonquin)

—

"An exciting piece of wax,"
say? Cash Box, rating the Bobby Wayne-Jan August
(MerV)-and the Alan Dale (Coral) versions "DISK
OF THE WEEK. " Billboard calls Dale a "strong potential" arid Judges the Dick Hqymes -Andrews Sisters
disk "a top contender,"

I'M

k k k

0

"IEST

»ET

it

k

*

k

.

Philadelphia,

Blues) Morse (Cop.) "has a healthy follow-up in
this swingy opus" soys Billboard Naturally it<s a
"PICK."

k
R|

k

k

k

k

VANESSA (Meridian 1—'Hugo Winterhalter
•;

•

-

(ViO* j glVes
this musically rich instrumen'tal. Hate* a^'D.dpk Jockey Pick" in Billboard and an
h
-eXc e lient * ( B -f- ) in Cash Box.
a classia.tibucl 1

.t

-

.

)

5

.

0

"5ULLSEYE"

.

days beginning June 6...Eddie
Heywood Trio booked into the
Embers, N. Y., June 6 ..Sarah
Vaughan opens at the Harlem Club,

June

6.

Chicago

k k k k k
DON'T EYER TAKE THE RIBBONS FROM YOUR HAIR

—

(Acuff-Rose) Eddy Arnold (Voc.)‘ lands a Cash Box
"BULLSEYE OF THE WEEK" for "a powerful side."
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.

is
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.
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.
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8

3

5

5

5

8
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^

STRONG

k

k k k

THE WORLD HAS A PROMISE (Fonmar)— Dinah Shore
(Vic. )*and Dolores Gray (-Dec. each have a strong
entry here. Billboard rates Dinah in the "excellent"
class. Cash Box cites Dolores for "a potential!*, "
Tune has charming folk flavor.

ENTRIES

)

•

£

HOT

HOOTIN' B^UES (Gotham) — Sonny Terry Trio (Gramercy)
comes from left field with a hot novelty. Picked
as "SLEEPER OF THE WEEK" by Cash Box.

"SLEEPER"

k
^

0

HIGHLY

COMMENDED

k

(Col.) turns up with
one of those slow, melodic tunes which are his
forte. Both Cash Box and Billboard commend the disk
highly.
*

k
’"VERY

*OOD"

,

k

*

*
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•

’

-

BROADCAST MUSIC,
!80 riFTH
AVENUE
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6
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season
Storeyville winds sea.
.
son June 1 with Ella Fitzgerald
Sabby Lewis doubling as
maestro at Sugar-Hill and WBMS
deejay
Harry Marshard taking
his band to Rolling Rock Club,
Ligonier, Pa., May 30 and set for
Spring Ball at Chevy Chase,
Washington, D. C. the following
night
Paul
Clement Trio
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

moved from Darbury Room to
Show Bar with EIHs-Carter Trio
back to the Darbury
Bros,
ciety.
.

.

,

.

.

.

MCA booked Blue Barron band
.

.

Carroll and Gorman back at
Eddys’ Restaurant, a followup on
their date here 'last fall. They're
due for a fortnight at the Park
Lane Hotel, Denver, set by Ray
Lyte. Later they gb into Yeaman’s,
Detroit, opening July 28 for six
weeks ... Five Scamps back in
town after area dates and playing
at the Half a Hill.
.

.

.

.

•

Selvin

Zarde

quartet into Cafe SoHotel Fensgate, for summer

for Harvard Seniqr Spread, June
16
Ruth Allen, pianist-v.ocalist
.
into the new Saxony
Michael
Ventre and his six piece rhumba
group slated to open the Frolic
Roof, Revere, June 1.

B*ck

to N.Y.

-Ben Selvin, general

manager

Riley, with Casino season

an end, is augmenting his pit
band by three men for a 10-day
engagement at tHe Vogue Terrace.
Following that, he goes back to a
five-piece outfit again for a summer run at the Famous Door, formerly Jphnny Brown’s Club in
East Liberty, beginning June 6
Leo Zollo orch, out of Philadelphia, booked for Duquesne Univer-

Biggtr Than Ev*r

at

.

DEAN MARTIN’S
Capitol Recording of

“PRETTY AS A

.

sity’s

Mosque

.

PICTURE”
*

1

,

MILESTONE MUSIC CO.
652(‘S«Ima Av«., Hollywood 25

...

.

•

.

.

-

.

NEW SOCK NOVELTY!

THE

.

•

Ken Harris comes in for a week
... Vine Gardens resumed
dance
music after dropping stage shows
three
months ago
George
Brunis rejoins Johnny Lane’s band
at the ll-ll Jazz Club
Ferry
et f ° r the Chlcaso Thea
^i
July°25
.

.

.

,

.

Dallas

.

S^a ^ e

'

Boston
Wilson

ers>

various
Quartet,

with

triimpter Harold- >BaJcer -currently
at Hi-Hat fob 'wbek’ir engagement

R

Freddy Martin band booked
into
Showland for a one-nighter
on
June 1. Martin is current
at the
Shamrock Hotel, Houston
Frankie Yankovich due in at
Showland on June 20
Clyde McCoy
.

Teddy

.

.

.

d

ar

l
army and

.

* 0r a serieS Of
appearance at
air force bas6s.

Kansas City

Don Reid orch jnoves into
Barkgri* New Orleans
Terrace
group at Savoy until spot shutters Grill of Hotel Muehlebach this
Sometimei in
.f .
week
fob three-week stand,
Wilson
his an~
1

'
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JESSE GREER
Program Todqy YMtarday
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Lewis, pianist out of action for
61
h re
e re Places Joy
several weeks due to jamming Cayler
Cavler Sh?
+ t
who takes
her all-girl orch
finger in cab door, back at the 88
n
one *nl Shters in
at Eddie Davis’ Steak House . . . area
. . , Muehlebach
*

?

is

readying

of

Southern Music, who’s been on a
six-week junket in Europe, returns
to his New York desk- June 2.
Selvin’s picked up several Italian
pop tunes which he expects to intro
in the U. S. market after they’ve
been given an English lyric.

Pittsburgh
Luke

•

•

«

4
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A
CO

Tom

k k k

GIVE ME TIME (Regent )-nAnother Johnnie Ray .(Col *.}
Vehicle rated "VERY GOOD "-by Cash Box.

s

L

U1

.

.

k k

k

MY GIRL (Ludlow)—Frank Sinatra
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George Horwood trio returns to its new room, Cafe Picardy, probDreamwold Inn May 29 for fourth ably for a June opening with music

.

.

CD

T

PQ

2

Graduation Ball at Syria
June 6 .Ray Anthony
plays a one-nighter at Sunset ‘Ballbringing in Al Conte grohp
Hal Otis Trio returns to the Cel- room in Carrolltown Saturday (31')
Lenny Martin crew, playing for
tic
Room, Sherman Hotel
Marble Club is throwing a Dixie- weekend dancing last several
months
at Anchorage, picked up
series every Sunday with
for the
Wally Wendor Quintet
Bobby foursomesummer... Jimmy Spaniel
into William Penn TavWayne and Sunny Gale combine
for Capitol Theatre, Washington, ern s Dream Room until Lou Lavelle
quartet
returns end of June
date June 12
Tito Guizar has
Sara Carson is a newcomer
lined up two summer symphony
my Carlyn’s sax sectioA to
dates, first July 3-5 at Evansville,
Vaughn Monroe' one-nights at
Ind., and second, July 7-12 in
New K e nnywood
Orleans
Park tomorrow
Jeri Southern has been
JThurs.)... Royal Ballroom has cut
set for Angelo’s, Omaha, June
19 out its
Thursday night dances for
for two frames.
the,
summer and will run only on
Claridge Hotel, Memphis, extending Russ Morgan’s stay another Saturdays ... Joy K a y I 0 r all-girl
b6°° ked f °r V ° gUe Terrace
week which has the band in from
Aug. 1 through 14. Henry Busse June l
follows for two more and then
policy after a year’s lapse and

c

•

t

8

.

Sheraton Hotel resumes music

.

D.J.

.

OAKIE BOOGIE (Hill & Range)— Ella Mae (Blacksmith

"PICK"

PICK

.

.

.

earns Billboard "PICK" honors for this "bright new’
tune, sold with warmth and feeling." Cash Box
labels it a "BEST BET" and "a warm reading of a
spright waltz ditty that's folk flavored."

k

0

k

TATTERED AND TORN (Morftauk)—Dolores Gray (Dec.
..

BILLBOARD

k

as a

Tony Acquaviva now managing
singer Al Martino
Josh White
opens at the Blue Angel, N. Y., to-

<'(»*'(/

V,.

Jimmy

Orchestra.

Vajda replaces C. BUrdette Wolfe
recently resigned due to differ-

scriptions, with capital stock of 200

OFTHI

;

“Be My Life’s Companion” (Morris)
“I Hear a Rhapsody” (Broadcast)
“Whispering Winds” (Lear),

.

Vajda New C.C. jSymph Maestro
Corpus Christi, Tex., May 27.
Frederick Vajda has been named
new conductor of the Corpus

(Hill-R)

“Pittsburgh Penn” (Oxford)
“Here In My Heart” (Mellin)
“I’m Yours” (Algonquin)...^
“Forgive Me” (Advanced)
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41
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“I’ll

8
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Walk Alone” (Mayfair)..
“Blacksmith Blues” (Hill-R)
“Be Anything” (Shapiro-B)-.
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(Mills)

“Wheel of Fortune” (Laurel)
“A Guy Is a Guy” (Ludlow)

.

Dick Campbell.
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“Kiss of Fire” (Duchess)
’

2
4

Brahms, etc., of our time. Lyricists
like Hammerstein, Hart, Hughes, entertain soldiers in Korea leaves
Dietz, et al., ditto. Why wait until June 4 for a month in the Faxthey’re
dead to perform their East. Five men and a girl will, play
works? Besides, the audiences of behind the front lines, flying from
here to Vancouver, B. C. and thence
our time want to hear them.
to Tokyo via commercial, lines, then
Critics on two L. A. dailies who
by army shuttle service to Seoul.
covered a concert there by Miss
After covering the combat area
came out’ strong for
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Ottawa, May 27.
First Canadian musical troupe to

the Mozarts, Handels, Scarlattis,

Week Ending
May 24
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RETAIL SHEET BEST SELLEHS

Sait Oat of Court
Nashville,

28, 1952

*

Foley, jKelton Settle

Longhair Pgms., Sez Mgr.
New York.
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ORCHESTl iAS-MUSIC
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MUSIC, INC.
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Wedu«W(«y, M*y 2B, 1952
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RETAIL DISK BEST stunts
o

O

Survey of retail disk beat
based on reports obtained from leading stores in
12 cities and showing com-

©
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sellers,
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parative sales rating for this
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This Last
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Artist, Label, Titl«

«

LER6Y ANDERSON

(Decca)
Tan*o”^-40220 ...........

“Blue

GEORGIA GIBBS

(Mercury)

10

AL MARTINO (BBS)
My Heart”—101
KAY STARR (Capitol)

“Here In

of

DON CORNELL
‘Til

DON CORNELL

12

1..

7

8

4

6

6

..

2

3

. .

7

1

5.

8

2

7

2

.

..

5

4

2

9

.,
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ARTISTS!

1

. .

5

3

SMASH HIT!
TWO GREAT

39

4

8

69....

(Coral)

Yours”—60659

2

ELLA MAE MORSE

EDDIE FISHER

5

1

..

..

(Capitol)

“Blacksmith Bines”— 1922
G. MITCHELL-M. MILLER (Col)
“Pittsburrh, Penn.”—39663
JOHNNIE RAY (Columbia)
“Walking: My Baby Home”—39750
DORIS DAY (Columbia)
“A Guy Is a Guy”—39673
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(Victor)

Yours”—20-4680

“I'm

|

ho

(Coral)

Walk Alone”—60659

“I'm

on

J
i

4

!

Fortune”— 1964
PERCY .FAITH
FAITH (Columbia)
“Delicado”—
lo”—39708
397

“Wheel

3

1

^

Fire”—5823

“Kiss' of

3
I

DECCA da&
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Week Ending
May 24

National
Katin*

w

*
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week,

last

~
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BILLY ECKSTINE (M-G-M)
“Kiss of Fire”— 11225

TONY MARTIN

1

(Victor)

“Kiss of Fire”— 20-4671

HUGO WINTERHALTER
“Blue

EDDY HOWARD
15B 16

(Victor)

Tango”—20-4518

1

8

(Mercury)

“Be Anything:”—5813

JANE FROMAN
‘Tit

(Capitol)

Walk Alone”—2044

ROSEMARY CLOONEY

(Col)

Much”—39710
FOUR ACES (Decca)
“Half as

“Perftdia”—27987

EDDIE FISHER

7

6

..

(Victor)

Me”—20-4574

“Forgive

10

2
WITH A SONG

1

SINGIN' IN THE

FIVE TOP

MY

RAIN

ALBUMS

ALBUM
Columbia
CO-6199
C2-88

Jan* Fro man

Hollywood Cast

•>*

M-G-M

Capitol

M-G-M-113

BDN-309
KDF-309

K-113
E-113

Arty Boothmen Issue
7

--

Broadway Coot

Decca
DA-825

E-93
K-93

9-203

.

DLP-8036

M-93

Little Carnegie, Normandie, Sutton, Trans-Lux 57th St. and 60th
Union says it is cognizant of
St.
biz conditions and frequently gives
an exhib a break to get started.

—

-

8

..

GUYS AND DOLLS

M-G-M

B-2-88

L-309

Continued from page

AMERICAN IN
PARIS
Hollywood Cat!

JOHNNIE RAY

HEART

..

:nt among the sureseaters, but an attempt is
spread employment
as many men as possible.
being made to bring about a conUnion’s ruling ups the Fine Arts’ sistent and unified scale. Main'difout $250, ficulty, according to the union, is
weekly expense by about

sire to

9

•

t

which includes a

5%

contribution
ntribution
d. Union’s
to the union's welfare fund.
position is that it can’t afford a
an booths
practice where the 10-man
jopardized
on Broadway will be jeopardized
manpower,
by booths with smaller manpower.
The union has no set policy for
lo ^
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Sensational

ductions and therefore
licensed by the AFM.

.

tepra
Record

iQAr

ELLA MAE MORSE

'

Capitol 'Recording
g of

IlfF

I

talks,

“LOVE YA LIKE
111 Ei

’

MAD”
BULL'S-EYE MUSIC, INC.
rood 28
4524 Selma Ave., Hollywood

is

no uniform,

1

not

.

that the union
clear-cut policy.
According to* the uqion, it has
asked the art house ops on several
occasions to sit down for joint

Beef of exhibs

i

are

conventional 78 rpm shellac records are due to play an important
factor for some years to come and
counters the belief of some trade
execs that they are slated for an
early disappearance. In both years,
the shellacs topped the $102,000,000 mark, representing more than
two-thirds of the total market. Although the growth of the slowspeed systems has been spectacular since they were introduced
four years ago, their advance from
now on is expected to be steady
but slow..
One important factor in the
stability of the 78 rpm market is
the type of phonograph machines
It’s estimated that
in circulation.
nearly 75% of the 20,000,000 machines in use are equipped only
All new mafor the old speed.
chines, however, are rigged for the
slower speeds as well but that is
slated to have only a longterm impact on the business from now on.
In the 45 rpm field, the advance

of factors are involved
determination on a
specified theatre.
policy for a
Among th%se are type of house,
location, seating capacity, product
and run. Even in the large Broadway houses there is a variance in
the number of men required to
man a booth. Broadway policy applies to the Bijou and Golden Thehouses occasionally
legit
atres,
used for the showing of pix. They
are re(lu i re d under the union rules
to employ seven projectionists for
a co n tinuous-run pic, “eight and a
half” for a roadshow attraction,
and pay the Broadway rate although their seating capacities are
considerably below those of the
larger Stem theatres.
lias

Scores Again With Her

"

Comparison between the 1950
and ’51 figures reveals that the

in the union’s

0 0

51 Disk Gross

Continued from pas* 43

companies who deal exindie
clusively in foreign longhair pro-

a number

1

MILLS MUSIC,

I

the type of
the uncertainty
product these theatres are booking.
Originally a policy had been established for foreign and offbeiat films,
With arties booking top American
product on occasion, the union said
it
was difficult to arrive at an
“everlasting” policy.
Other Factors
in

of this system is explained in
but has been turned down, large measure by the conversion
of many jukebox operators to the

resulting in negotiations on an individual basis. As an example of
the degree of conformity being established, a union official pointed

out that the Paris and Park Ave.
Theatres were operating under
similar union rules as were the

America's Fastest

45’s.

Breakdown of unit sales during
1951 reveals that theTe were 127,970.000 shellacs sold as against
34.590.000 for the 45’s and 6,570,1

“ Selling

Records!

000 for the 33’s.

£>

1

2

•

;

WedncWUy,

VAflNWlXE

so

Hotel Aster Hoof,

IV-

V*

fore World War II which proved to
be her .afctRpipg stone, to cabaret
ahe hai epme back to
stardom,

Opry,” toith 1U&
" Grand
Naw
Foley, Minnie Pearl, Duke&f Padu- receive acclaim from the public
cah, Jordanaires (5), Martha Cat- which applauded her talent when
Alan
J« cates. But, a ,l*uglv,is a laugh, no son, Eddie Hill Orch .(8);covers. she was virtually unknown here.
K&lyfcra, Ft*
matter who gets the' pie in the kiss- Holmes Orch (J5); *141.25
Needless, to. say, It was a trium
Ritz Bros, .($) r M&uteen Cannon,
and there’s certainly no denying
phant return. The chantoosey from
..
Shaller Bros, (-2 )> Art 'Johnson, er,
„ j. .
hardworked
the
ever
comics
any
that
Following
Milwaukee-,. drew a large and disCabots (3), Walter Wye's and Plipi
laugh than the Ritz
a tt n
for her ope,v
hed
Campo's Orchjt, Line; $5 minimum, er to ' get a
ISPySS.
pa
t°cowle
Bros.
s
e
?H
*
*
since her last
Perhaps ,the- mceties, of modern hai hit the_ folkways trail via.^this
t
the
Don't look now, but there's a
but a peek booking of the p WSM-Nashvme L d
date ( s h e played the Savoy
huttdcaufc lashing the New York comedy atfe’ lacking,
the “£rand Ole Opry”- troupe into the
?he thrush appears, if any*reai these days, from out of the through the haze and mist of
for the summer, This thing to have improved her techRoof
Astor
night
given
any
SiShorfe'
on*
Jersey
west, and it's called the’Ritz Bros.
showmanship is still
Her
Only this is the kind of hurricane bears ample testimony why the is undiluted
which should draw the visit- .*
vivacity permeates the
h
that a roadhouse operator like Bill blase skeptics, casting a jaundiced ment
mountain folk as weld as a
her hep rSSine with its
Miller welcomes for the modla it's eye on the Ritzes’ inanities, are to ing.
New Yoi eig,
constant change of mood and style
bringing to his big Jersey jernt just be discounted. The Riviera is turn- paasel of
hayseed. Its a good
George Washington ing ’em away these nights, and. hankering for warm weathet trade reflects her -sparkling personality
across
the
the
for
pitch
as
answer
best
that’s
probably
the
wjj 0j c pa ttern ,pf the act has
Bridge from Manhattan. The Ritz
hotel
to what’s commercial in this day of and could work as an offbeat
toeen changed with the exception
Bros, have never, been breezier.
offering.
spots,
night
folding
gimmick with the roses, and
the
of
Coming on the heels of their
Even the decor of the Astor Roof the uttle sp i e i that accompanies
sock TV show for NBC, in which
The Ritz Bros, are super-salesthey established themselves as an men of the kind of comedy that ha been countrified to make this the i r distribution to fave customers
item to be reckoned with in the still sells if sold by the Ritz Bros. room into an uptown version of an(j ringsiders is an integral and
in Green- entertaining part of the show,
TV comedy sweepstakes, the Ritzes There is a certain tinge, corny the Village Barn located bandstand
Hildegarde holds . the stage for
still have the uncanny faculty of style, or whatever you want 'to call wlch Village. The roof’s
dishing out an entertainment that it, that is •'acceptable With them, has been repanelled,. with a rustic a solid hour and her glossy act empleases most tastes. The passing but with hardly anyone else. There, pine veneer for a silo effect. Two braces her now familiar routine of
years have failed to slow their re- is hardly a doubt, too, that they ir.urals on the side walls have a contrasting vocals plus selected
only
flexes, nor the zaniness with which wear down your resistance after an cornhusking motif and the
p i eces a t the Steinway. More than
thing lacking is a barefoot maitre d . a dozen songs make up her reperthey have been associated for
hour on the floor.
quarter of a century.
The entertainment iflatches. It’s toire, and each is a click. From
There isn’t much of anything they
By current-day standards, there ilon’t do.^ They clown, sing, dance a twangy clambake of backwoods her opener “You Can’t Have
Red Everything,” she segues deftly into
Is much that Harry, A1 and Jimjny
and generally go at Such a break- fiddling, singing and .comedy.
Ritz do that is off the cob.
They neck pace that a Virtual state of Foley toplines the layout with a ail Afrikaans number, All Will
are certainly not for the sophistinumbers as Come Right,” from the British mu
emergency exists. Harry Ritz, the brace of current folk
hinter- sical, “Golden City,” which she
youngest of the trio, is the fulcrum well as a rundown of all the
times, from picked up on her last London trip.
for the comedy, as usual, with a land hits of recent
“Chattato
One of the brightest songs in her
Waltz”
“Tennessee
rubbery kisser and pieces of physi* nA
and
Shine Boy.” It’s a selection is “Merrily,
_
_ Merrily,”
cal business that have been widely noogie Shoe
potent comedy she whams with
turn.
for
vocal
straight
gooff
there
are
copied over the years. If
Abe
by
her
for
written
trilogy
Do-si-do comedy patter is han- a
still those who would dwell on the
Burrows. And so through a sucoldie of “the one in the middle dled by Minnie ‘Pearl and the Duke
cession of hits to her traditional
(Harry) being the talented one;” of Paducah (Whitey Ford), so
songs, “The Last Time 1 Saw Paris”
Miss
show.
radio
on
the
billed
the
lie
give
Jimmy
brothers A1 and
Held Over 5th Week
and “Darling, Je Vous Aime Beauto this with an. expert straighting Pearl, in outlandish rural; garb, is
coup,” before winding in smart
that only the hepsters can acknowl- a raucous femme version of Bob
fashion
with “By Strauss” and
Burns even unto the stories about
York City
edge
She “The Parrott.”
Sometimes the Ritzes slither off her cousins and her uncle.
she needs piano accomWhen
genre
and
a good style for the
into the drainpools, but -only oc- has
appeals with her infectiously en- paniment other than her own, Salcasionally. Their TV show certain
vatore
Gioe
is on hand to do his
exan
also
She’s
delivery.
ly showed that they don’t need ergetic
yodeler. The Duke of Padu- usual first-class job, while the enthis type of material. Here at the cellent
backgrounded
is
expertly
tire
show
for
even
corny
too
is
however,
Riviera they are doing a takeoff on cah,
His gags are either old- by Sydney Simone’s aggregation,
a fea-leaves reader, played by this bill'.
The last time she saw the Cafe
and- he failed to
off-color
hat
or
Harry with his brothers as aides;
customers on opening de Paris she was just plain Hildetheir standard takeoff on Conti- hold the
garde. .Her ovation on this occanental singers (Chevalier, Sablon night (28).
implied that she deserves the
MATERIAL
Additional vocal numbers are de- sion
and Brisson) etc. Their walkoff, in
Myro. .
‘incomparable” label.
For All ftranchaa of Thaolricafa
male
the old, .sauntering dance style livered by the Jordanaires, a
• ILLY
across a repertory
who
sock
crew
popular
vaude’s
used
to
be
in
that
CLASON't
Hotel,
D.
Sliorclutin
C.
particularly
is
heydfty, is still something to watch, of spirituals.. Combo
The original show sir gag him
(BLUE ROOM)
both for the oldsters and the effective on the standards; such as
CTha Sarvlca of fha Stars)
Jericho.”
ob
Washington,
May
22.
Battle
The
Fit
newer generation. It’s a nostalgic "Joshua
31 ISSUES % IS
Jeanne Sc Walter La Mae, Hope
First 13 Flloi *7.1
All 35 Issuos $ 25.00
touch that helps make the Ritz Still another chirp turn is handled
Singly: $1.05 Eacl IN SEQUENCE Only
by Martha Carson who works over Zee, Billie Sc Gene Lambart,
Bros, what they are.'
(Boglnnlng with No. 1 -No Skipping)
..Boogie” in adequate Barnee-Lowe Orch (10) with Mar“Shot-Gun.
The
rest
of
the
bill
comprises
3
Bki.
PARODIES
par
book
$10 •
•
Maureen Cannon’s strident lyriciz- style, and. band’s femme trio who jorie Brett; 50c cover, $1' Sat.
• MINSTREL BUDGET
$15 •
• 4 BLACKOUT BKS.,aa. bk. $15 •
on “Down Home.” The
hit; well
HOW TO, MASTER THE CEREMONIES ing 'of standard^ in ‘musicomedy
Blue Room comes in with one of
fashion; the Shaller Bros.’ stock Eddie Hill orch, comprised of gui(rotssuo), $ 3.00
GIANT CLASSIFIED ENCYCLOPEDIA
trampolinlng, plus the holdover tars, accordions and fiddles, supply the liveliest shows it has offered in
OF GAGS, $300. Worth ovor a thousand
the right kind of background for some time. Solid biz is indicated
Cabots
and
their
interpretative
NO C.O.D.'S
until it closes down at month’s end
dancing.
There are a couple of this type of show.
PAULA SMITH
Back in the more normal Broad- when hotel reopens „ its outdoor
production numbers notable for
200 W. 54 St., New York 1 9 Dobt. V
the lush costuming, and Art John- way groove, Alan Holmes quintet Terrace Room for the summer,
C|rclo 7-1130
son handles the intros and the fills in between shows with smart
The La Maes are an adagio team
roduction singing acceptably. The society syncopations in a variety of -with a considerable amount Of
pri
styles from waltzes to tricky and semi-acro stuff' which
'alter Nye and Pupi Campo bands musical
W«
do a nifty job on the music, for rhumbas but nq hillbilly music.
sets their act off as different
Herm.
both dancing and show.
Kahn .
style than most such.
Gal is an
RESTAURANT, AND BAR
attractive redhead who may be the
Paris,
Cafe
fie
only
adagio
dancer
in
the
business
Bradna’s 83d Birthday
1 58 W. 44 St.. Now York
LU 2-4488
wearing
London, May 20.
_ her hair in a ,pony tail
Fred Bradna, equestrian director
WHERE SHOWBUSINESS MEETS
Hildegarde with Salvatore Gioe Strongest parts of the act are the
emeritus. of Ringling Bros.-Barnum Sydney Simone and Winston Lee twirling and other acrobatic por*
*
& Bitiley Circus, celebrates his 83d orchs ; $6 minimum.
tions.
birthday today (Wed.) in Saratoga
Hope Zee (New Acts) is the bill’s
“Big Top,” Bradna’s autobiogFor Hildegarde this engagement solo singer.
Prizei frol*iiwno( Engagiminf
raphy
written
with
Hartzel is in the nature of a sentimental
The Lambarts are an acrobatic
Spence, will be published by Simon journey. It was her performance team of better-than-average stature
Ouplloate Prlxaa Awardad la hw Cbm al Nat
'
8c Schuster Oct. 1.
here at the Cafe de Paris just be-. in which the girls does full work
and is not merely a stooge for her
male partner. Act has some good
tumbling and unusual balancing
feats done on a small metal table.
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CHI
May

23.

Tane Froman with Andrew Acker is Joel Gray with Hal Kantor
Larry Thompson. Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables U), Brian Famon
-

Orch

minimum,

43,50

(.8).;

cover.

$i
v

Jane, Froman Is the first of
a
of top name attractions this
for the midwest’s No l

•series

summer

supper, club. As the starter, it will
be hard for the rest of the incoming herd to offer more in the
wav
of showmanship than this miss
does. Riding the crest of phenora!
enal publicity, singer doesn’t try
to cash- in on the press stuff
except to mention the recent picture

about her

life.

There are a

raft of picture goers
opening night*

evidenced by
who applaud like
as

mad when each
number is introduced. Chanteuse
gets p standing three-minute ovation as she walks on the floor to
strains of “TH Walk Alone.”
S1 e has
e
.«^ ? TT
» P PPy opening with
“Get Happy”
and when she wraps
herself around “I’ll Walk Alone,”
it’s so quiet seatholders can hear
the clash of silverware way back
in the kitchen. Grabbing a hand(jContlnued on page 52)
-
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MOMINTS OP MELODY

.

_

.

HARBERS
COPACABANA

Hew

and

ANDRA

JOM

CARLTON and KARROL
OpMlaf May

J*tN

HUNTER AIRPORCE IASI

QALE

OFFICERS CLUB. SAVANNAH. GA.
“A- GREAT MUSICAL ACT”

.

LEW

COMEDY

BLACK

FUN-MASTER
r

.

PAT

DUNDEE

,

I

I

‘

—

Grant’s Riviera

A

(ttiutymnd
th ImmI)
n«vs not*

In

Glamor Camody
mtTMtly
Thcatrt RayaU
Sydney A«»tralla
Direct!**

Lew

LmIU

*.

.

Ltd.

Gjrnda,

FOSTER AGENCY, LONDON,
prtttitls

m

London

.

_

.

TALENT CONTEST
MONDAY NIGHTS

How

•

Antwerp, Belgium

'

Team

MARINO SISTERS
OPENING

is

handsomely costumed and

very well -received. It seems the
land* of turn which would do even
better on a vaude stage.
Lowe.

WM. MORRIS AGENCY
TAVEL-MAROUANI AGENCY, PARIS

Amarican Rap.

Available for a Vacation

JAY SEILER
CARROLL

MAY 29

Wk—Marrlal

20th

H Ilf or

Conrad

GORMAN

ORIENTAL THEATRE, Chicago

—Chicago

King Recording

Artists

BILL

.

.

HARRY

.

.

critk* *ald:

Kansas

Levy, Sr.

City,

.

May 23

—Grant

.

»

W*

and ERNEST
JAKE)

DIRECTION:

MAX

Naw
Missouri

to Juni 5

for any

TOM, DICK and
GEORGE and FRANK
funny my name*

pl*a*«i ovary

Eddys’ Restaurant

Sam

Abbot R«vu«

Hotsl

and

What thY

Thanks to Gene Autry and

Appearing

ANCIENNE BELGIQUE

York
Chicago
Far

Rockaway

i,

NOVELLE
SIDNEY PAGE
SAL AMI

Uookod by

RAY
205

S.

Mv.rly

LYTE

AGENCY

Drivo, Bevorly Hills. Cal.

WHEN

Just Concluded

TOWN

FOX THEATRE,

CASINO, Buffalo

BUD and CECE

Detroit

»

I

»

*

*

*

0;recf/'<in— LARRY

j

ROBINSON
KHYTHM

«

»
'

.

the

HOTEL AVERY
Avtry

*

v

LUX AND PAUL MARK
*

203 North Wabash Avenue, Chicago

1

•

*

u

*

1, Illinois

on a

The

ft

Washington

Home

of

Sf*.

Show

Folk

RAMPAGE'

JACK DENTON

Currently

PARAMOUNT,
Dir.:

BOSTON

IN
It's

M.C.A.

N. Y.

WORLD'S GREATEST COMEDIAN
9

l

Publicity:

JAY MARSHALL

Mmy

Wtdnt*4*y,

Niteries

28, 1952

Ponder Problems

May

Chicago,*'

m Chi, Hub,

St Loo; Tax, Fraud, Etc.

Ohio, E.

Philly;

VAU1KV1ULE

bistro owners were hanlast week when the Friars Frolic Pulls Peak
Illinois Supreme Court ruled the
state had the right to collect sales
. JlijOOO atN.Y. Latin Q.
Jt ordered
taxes from, niteries.
The Friars .Frolic at the Latin
seven Chicago spots to give back
'Quarter,
N. Y., last Friday (23)
$91,912 in tax that was refunded
grossed
$11,000 for the organiza1948.
tp them in
tion, a record for the event. About
Ruling was the last effort of 550 attended. It was the
third
clubs which have been fighting Friars show to
be held at that cafer
since 1941 to avoid tariff on sale of
Aside from the regular show
In December,
food and drink.
which was integrated into the bits
1951, the outgoing state attorney prepared
b£ the Friars, guest pergeneral allowed 28 niteries $331,- formers
included Milton Berle,
100 in refunds. In November, 1949, organization’s Abbot; Kay Armen,
Court
ruled that the Johnnie’
the Supreme
Ray, Mary Beth Hughes,
clubs were liable. for the tax, but Robert Alda, Billy Daniels,
Denise
riiade no ruling as to the return of
Darcel and Lisa Kirk.
the refunds.
Admissions were scaled at $15,
Court's decision last week upset $20 and $25.
a ruling that Judge Harry Fisher
of Cook County circuit cburt made
Involved in the new
'last year.
judgment is the Rhumba Casino,
no longer operating; Brass Rail,
Capitol Lounge »and several- indiThere are similar suits
viduals.
in Cook
for $240,000* pending
"
Illinois

blow

dled a

Yvette 1st of Toppers

See AfiVAKiDk

For San Antonio Spot
San Antonio, May 27.
Yvette, singer, will be the* first
in a series of top

two-week stands

Room

27.

of the

here, opening

performers for
the Peraux
Anthony Hotel

in

St.

June

American Guild of Variety Artists is slated to make another at-*
tempt*
to eliminate major agents*
Pitt Cafes Sked
associations at; its convention in
Los Angeles June 9. For the second
After
Kegler Kick time in three years, it’s anticipated
Pittsburgh, May*.. 271
that a resolution will be introduced
With monthlong bowling, league to permit the union tp issue agency
franchises
at no. cost to all who
banquet season over, cafes are hitting the name belt again for June. qualify.
Jackie Heller’s Carousel* has a
Under present regulations
strong lineup beginning next Mon- AGVA charges individual agents
day (2), with Victor Borge, and $50 for a license. Agents who are
Sally Rand,’ Jerry Colonna and members of an association get their
possibly
Dorothy Dandridge franchise through the organization
-

3.

Hotel’s Anacacho Room is to be
closed for remodeling and the
smaller spot is to be used.- Bill
McCune orch is booked for the

Names

bow.

•

.

Martin

& Lewis

•

'

Given to June 1

at no cost. The afinual association
bringing back Will Mas- dues are generally $50, same cost
on Monday' for two weeks. of. applying directly to AGVA for
Act played Lenny Litman’s room the permit. Theory is that it’s
couple of months ago and set a cheaper for the union to have the
new attendance record, during organisations,, such as Artists Representatives Assn, and Associated
Holy Week at that.
Three Suns opened last night Agents of America, police their
(Mon.) for a fortnight at Bill members and see that they live up
Green’s and Ankara installs a new to union regulations.
edition of George Arnold’s ice reHowever, it is now felt that it
vue, also next Monday.
may be better for the union to take
Carousel, which normally closes over the job of policing percenters..
down for several weeks each sum- In this way> the union can nix apy
mer, will try to make a go of it agent that fails consistently to live"
up to union regulations.
straight through this year.
Several years ago the AGVA
following.

Copa

*

Long Weekend

1

County/

*"

Crackdown* on Sex
Boston,

catering

May

Of Borscht Biz

27.

-‘undesirable

to

Show Time and St. Moritz. Dewar on bistros "where it is

apparent that ^homosexuality is the
principal attraction to patrons,"
Hynes also recommended that the
licensing board, in control of weekday entertainment licenses, follow
suit and revoke permits, of offend-,

understood that at least a
half dozen other spots are under
surveillance witH license suspensions .due. -However, most of them
employ vjery few pro entertainers,
relying mostly on pianists or jukeIt's

•

•

v

Lynch, Others Arrested
Philadelphia,

May

27;

Jack Lynch and 13 others were
arrested early Saturday morning
(24) in a series of surprise police
raids on three of the city's top private clubs.
The raiders were led
personally by the new police commissioner, Thomas J. Gibbons.

Insurance Exit
Hollywood, May 27.
Coast membership of the American Guild of Variety Artists is expected to lead two important movements at thp union’s convention
here June 9-12. These are (1) to
institute
a three-union merger
within the Associated Actors and
Artist* of America and (2) to drop

FOR

.

and the Dagmar
clubs. All those arrested were held
•in bail for further hearings and
charged with selling liquor to nonmembers and operating after
hours.

In Philadelphia

Mike Hammer Dies in N.Y.

Dean Martin
will

May

and' Jerry

27.

Lewis

head a variety revue as the

Mike Hammer, -the vet agent who
Tmd throughout died in New York/ Saturday (24)

feature attraction of the State Fair

here next Oct. 4-i0, according to
James H. Stewart, exec veepeegeneral manager of the expo, and
Charles R. Meeker,. Jr., managing
(The
director of the auditorium.
negotiations were reported by Variety last February,)
Comic will give 24 performances in 16 days. Same schedule
for "South Pacific," here in ’50,
drew a $320,000 gross, while last
year's "Guys and Dolls" pulled a
$269,000 b.o.

j

‘

j

Pennsylvania, closing hour for li- at the age of 73, was regarded in
censed bars and cafes is 2 a.m. the Industry as the “father of the
weekdays and midnight on Satur- borscht belt." He was credited with
days. Private clubs are permitted having started and developed ento sell intoxicants to members only, tertainment In the mountain, re-'
and to no one after 3 a.m.
sorts of New York State which now
Capt. Howard Leary charged approximates $3,000,000 in annual
that on Sunday (18) he was ad- bookings.
Vet, date-diggers recall that more
mitted without a membership card
to the Cambridge, and drank there than 40 years ago Hammer spent
until 4:45 a.m.
formers in video would be encomHe said Lynch, lo- a vacation in an obscure hill counh:
passed.-.
cal nitery figure and former opera- try hotel. He became so bored that
,7 "V,
100G Against
he organised entertainment among
(Continued on page 53 V
Hollywood, May 27.
'
the guests. Idea caught on and he
t
Martin & Lewis will get a re- Mainland Talent
became a social director* Shortly
against
agency
guarantee
an
ported
$100,000
started
he
afterward,
AGVA’s ‘Breach of Faith’
which specialized in sending en- percentage for their 16-day stand
Honolulu Nitery Grosses
at Texas State Fair in Dallas next
tertainers to the mountains.
Honolulu, May 27'.
that self- October. They’ll bring their own
found
soon
was
It
Tag Ys. Ringling Circus
There’s lots of activity in niteries
entertainment hasn’t sufficient and show but haven’t yet lined up
American^ Guild
Variety professional acts had to be bought facts.
of
here*, especially with new influx of
Artists’
administrative at occasional periods. Other hotels
national
Lew Wasserman, prexy of Music mainland talent.
secretary Jack Irving last week
picked up this innovation, and the Corp. of America, closed the deal
Topnotchers are at South Seas
charged management of the Ring- entertaihment industry was exand the Four Jokers at Lau Yee
for duo.
ling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey
most
Today,
panded considerably.
Chai, two of Waikiki’s top grossers,
Circus with a breach of faith, allegperformers around New York rely
both- getting heavy armed forces
ing that circus officials refused to
play.
on mountain bookings to tide them N.J. Riviera’s July
permit union organizers to write
over the generally slack summer.
Art McCue and A1 Arriola, piano
up membership applications from
Riviera, Ft. Lee, N. J., has signed
was also regarded as a
Hammer
are
duo,
working Maundrell’s
Will Mastin Trio with Sammy
among the performers.
pioneer in radio station artist buWaikiki, while, JHelen Boice is augGeorMostel
and
Zero
Jr.,
Davis,
Irving claimed that agreement reaus. He founded one for WMCA,
menting
Wells and Dixieland
Ted
calls for granting of membership N. Y., when that station was vir- gia Gibbs to bead the July 2 show.
troupe at the midtown Zebra Room.
cards, which the performers will tually a one-room enterprise. He
Spot currently has Ritz Bros,
Downtown Brown" Derby has
be permitted to keep. Irving de- originally helped develop Arthur headlining.
Tony Martin and
brought in a troupe en route home
clared that since union regulations Tracy, "The Street Singer."
Jack E. Leonard follow June 5.
six-month engagement 4n
from
call for applications to be filed
Hammer also had served as techJapan and the Philippines, Includbefore a card can be granted, fail- nical advisor on the indie-produced
ing Harry Wagner, baritone; Dee
ure to permit application^ to go pic, "Catskill Honeymoon," which
Tijuana's 15-Peelcr Bill
Morell, Marion Gay and Pat Sullithrough ’normal channels’ consti- had a borscht belt background. In
Tijuana, Mex., May 27.
Bobby Libonati,
dancers;
van,
tutes a breach of faith.
later years he was -supplanted* as , Muulin Rouge, newest nitery on marimba; Rene Zendejas.
Just what action will be taken the top borscht belt booker by Aveuida Revolucion (this city’s
It’s biggest number of stateside
by the uriiom hasn’t been deter- other firras./JBte' was in moderate BroAdway
Strip ),
Sunset
and
L-apt? here 4n some time.
*
» »
mined as yet. ^ ; * *7
circumstances at his death.
opened Wednesday (21) to f*ft j*
* *
*'* t *
— *
crowd; mostly wide-eyed sailors.
Betty Clooney, sister of RoseLou Weiss, of the William MorHeadliner in girlie show is Jen- mary, and Roy Steven* orch open
Copacabana, N. V., show startdepartment, un- nie Lee, stripper. Fourteen other at the Cat and Fiddle, near Troy,
ing June 5 will be headed by ris Agency cafe
at peelers plus Mary de Pina, tabasco N. Y., tomorrow (Wed.) for five
Billy Eckstine', Blackburn Twins derwent a hernia operation
-days.
« Pam
Doctors Hospital, N. Y., last week. singer, fill out show.
i
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Names

.
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Cavan, and Kean Sisters.

.

.

'-?

*~'

doing.

the AGVA insurance plan.
Feeling of the Coast member- U.S. Advancing
ship on the insurance Is that 'the
performers’ are griping over the
To Return 30-People
entire plan because on the theory
that the cost of the premium Is
Unit from S. A. Fiasco
already taken out of the act’s
Cast of "Water Capers," which
salary because of pre-pact haggling.
has been stuck in Montevideo, UruIt’s also their stand that the inback to
surance premium reduces the num- guay, Will be transported
ber bf jobs available to entertain- America by the U. S. Government.
transportation
that
expected
It’s
ers. Money spent on the premium,
costs for the '30 members of the
it’s felt, might be used to hire
troupe will be around*$15,000. The
another act.
Guild of Variety Artists,
On question of the merger, some American
which has ten in communication
of the Coast membership declare
with the U. S. consul in Monteit would be impossible to effect a
video, expects producer “Noel Sherfive-card
amalgamation by the man to make good the transportaJuly 1 deadline which was adopted
tion costs advanced by the Governby the 4A’s. Consequently, it ment.
would be better to work on a weldThe Sherman show has been in
ing of AGVA with Television
Authority and the American Fed- difficulty for sometjme during the
American tour. Sherman,
South
eration of Radio Artists.- AGVA
has been favoring the five-card prior to departure, put up a $4,500
the union.
bond
with
merger.
from
Transportation
It’s felt that the three-card link
could be started immediately and Beach, where the troupe assemto have been
was
to
Bogota,
bled,
could be accomplished by the deadline. It’s also believed that with covered by $1,000 of the bond.
been
haVe
retained
Balance
was
to
the three-card merger of AGVA.
AFRA- and ‘TVA*, 80% of the per: fbr salary. Bond covered return
‘

j

At 73; Pioneer Borschter

.

.

STATE

Dallas,

Two-Four

convention Vpted free franchises,
but this was later -rescinded and
union started to work pn a new set
regulations.
The*#
of
agency
haven’t ^been completed as yet,.
Issuance of free franchises would
mean that the agency associations
would lose considerable strength,
-inasmuch as they would have /to
tax members for expenses to run
the group. There would be no
financial benefit or even parity by
membership.* At the same time, issuance of free franchises could be
construed' as voiding union’s recognition of the associations. Thu*
AGVA could revoke an agent's
franchise for cause without notifying the association of wh&t it wan

15G

MARTIN & LEWIS SET

The raided spots were the Cambridge
Club, launched recently
with Lynch named as the steward;
the

3-Union Merger,

-

ing spots.

r

Cues

;

.

.

'

AGVA

M&L

claring

boxes.

Coast

t

and; suspended the
characters"
Sunday entertainment licenses/ of'

,

*

As Harbinger

Mayor John B. Hynes has ordered another crackdown -on night
spots

Dean Martin Sc Jerry Lewis have
been given until Jupe 1 to formulate a reply to the Copacabana,
N. Y., as to whether they will give

that spot a playdate this year. The
N. Y. board of the American Guild
of Variety Artists has wired the
comedy duo to that effect. Disregard of the deadline will put the
comics on the union’s unfair list.
Should that occur, it’s probable
they will be prohibited from working any other shbw biz field, inasmuch as the other branches of the
Memorial Day weekend (30-1) is Asssociated Actors and Artiste?, of
again expected to provide an indi- America will recognize.
AGVA’s
cation of the condition of summer listing.
business at the mountain resorts in
Dispute stems from the Copa’s
New York State. Reservations, it’s insistance
that
honor a conreported, are somewhat below that
tract they signed last year to play
of last season, but given a good
break in the vveather, bookers and that spbt for four weeks at $6,per. They were to have begun
hoteliers anticipate better takes 000
than last season. Previous summer their date May 1, but now Copa is
seeking
their promise of a later
was considerably below that of
1950.
Only the larger spots such date. Copa claims that at the time
pacting, Lewis was adof
the
as. Grossinger’s, Ferndale, and the
Concord, Klamesha Lake, did con- vanced $10,000. Comics now presistent capacity.
Most inns were fer not’ to play because of commitments to film producer Hal Wallis.
spotty.
Bookers, according to the hotel- They are willing to pay the Copa
men,* feel that New Yorkers accus- the face amount of theft contract
tomed .to spending mountain vaca- plus the $10,000 owed the cafe, but
tion? will not stay away two years the Copa prefers to have the duo
They anticipate a re- work the nitery.
in a row.
Jules Podell Sc Jack * Entratter,
turn of the regulars.
The hotel?, bookers say, will con- spot’s operators, feel that pay or
tinue to budget entertainment on play pacts are inadequate in view
same level as previously. Even if of the coin that they can. make
the ‘Decoration Day holiday doesn’t when the comedians work at $6,shape up well, the talent-inkers 000 per week.
feel that the resort operators would
gladly increase talent budgets on
the gamble that it might mean increased grosses. Many would like
to* buy names, but there aren’t
FAIR*
TEX.
enough to go around.
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Miami
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Sherman previously underwrote
a European- tour for a water show
headed by Johnny Weissmuller.
This jaunt also was a financial
*

dud.

Ritter’*

•

'

*

London Rodeo

London, May 20.
Tex Ritter headlines in "Texas,”
Tom Arnold rodeo which opens
at Harriugay Arena July 26.
All
the

arrangements for the production
were completed by Arnold on his
return from' America with Francis
S. Gently.
The cast includes Buff Brady,
Betty Brady, Teddie & Betty Lamb,
the Sons of the Saddle Cowboy
Band, Tex McLeod and Cal McCord. There will also be a lineup
of western novelty acts.
4

Pitt's

Long-Run Line
Pittsburgh,

May

27.

Longest nitery run for a line of
dancing girls in local history will
come to a close at the end of this
month when the Miriam Sage
group winds up a two-year stay at
Lenny Litmap’s Copa. However,
it'll’ only* be the chorus and not the
Sage label going out.
LItman has signed Miss Sage to
put together another ensemble to
go into the Copa around the first
of July.

.
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Cir#*i**
,May' 24.
Hollywood,
e-tDfjc *EeWitt

gamte

Night Chib RerieMs
coMtiaued ir&M j>**e

a,
•

it’ll

'Kamos Rhumhpnd

(5)

cover,

$$<

down wfth

fore, settling

a sock nov-

sub-billed George DeWitt, in a

^
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h

^

^

Sweeping

w^

to

4

-

—

to

-

H

1
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leaves them wanting with a
natural closer, “With A Song in
Heart."
Joel Gray is making his. first
#vi
nnmin
comic
nitery appearance although
has appeared in‘ "Borscht Capades,"
Alpicture.
s
TV, and recently in
*
*

She

“

'

•

1

Sw.

combination of Jerry Lewis and
and jSSfc,*
hither ana
skipping miner
Cantor, SKippmg
JUUaie uanior,
Eddie
yon for more than five minutek be-

newlto
months

of

SK & K,

'

®t.?yr come back.
BeWitt, vastly
his last outing here, is

girisareob-

samvHSkSS
lacking the
Brian Fa rn n
also

some

d W
f52
and ooei
Joel 'uray,
Grav
Miss £ roman ana
ists Af
of Tvn^
Andrew Ackers arid Hal Kantor,
Zabe.

May

|

New

hoiteS of Paris where they have
been clicking heavily with the cafe
set for the past couple years, Les
Freres Jacques look to establish
themselves solidly with the local
French trade. That Montreal should
have been their first port of call
on this side of the Atlantic is evident from the songalog currently

I

no cover

MARSHALL

.

"What * Wrong
with
69

Television
FORD mtrtSTIVAL

M«y

(TimrMfoy,

|

29th!

Afar which he resumes
his career

black leotards, bright, long-sleeved
shirts of various colors, topped by
either derby or opera hats and a
collection of handlebar mustaches
"Shuffle Along” surrounded by
which they change with the differ- nitery
production
trappings.
ent numbers. Their miming and Tabbed
"Hot Chocolates” produrii!
0
Plenty
dp
and
aitoough
to goCT^oa^'^t times, h
UHcVcIl U1 spots
SPOtS &t 0]P&mil^ p6T“
nvt J
r*\ n r* ia ma!
is not unlike
staging
effective, and
forrhance, a couple of nights^ of
Les Compagnons deVla Chanson. break-in and
it
should compare
However, unlike any other group favorably
with its predecessor, for
of this kind, they stay well away the
talent is definitely there.
from any straight or serious numGrabbing feature spot is Bill
ber and because of this, overall Bailey (exShuffle Along ’), Pearl’s
The minido is inclined to , drag.
Gras xne
tempo
danci
?8 brother, who has temelusion of something other than
suspended his preaching
broad comedy would bSeak to

en the

stage.

MARK LEDDY

and

give

wider

Act

To Quote^

PAMAHASIKA'S STUDIO
T*l.

St..

their zenith with the

Fhll«. 40. Pa.

SAOmmw

Oatlneim

a f ® w bucks.
strange to
cin 1 ere »
?.

^

ad-

femme

2-1534

team

Joe Saxe gives his.. Gatineau
Club customers, one of. the most
Satisfactory shows he’s ever had in
to current bookings; Every act is
okay working .smpothly an
nd faiilt-

m§

-

nesj?

SISTERS

and freshness.
topped by Stan Kramer’s

Bill is

•

World Famous
Siamese Twins

N*w
>

Romantic Singing Sensation

CURRENTLY

AMBASSADOR THEATRE

PEGGY NORMAN

.

and

ROSS FRISCO

BILL PARKER
Now ii( 4th.
Now York.

"Youre,"

and
"I’ll
Remember
While they’re okay, from
aud reaction her forte appears to
be more sophisticated stuff.
Spotted are Two Zephyrs, zany
male duo of terpsters who score
with deadpan panto bit of a couple
of fueding crap shooters. Also include solo and duet terping for
nice results. ' Mable Lee, a hipswinging vocalist, grabs two spots
first vocalizing "Got Nobody
to
Love" and "That’s Who" and later
appearing with chorines in sesh of
free-wheeling bumps.
Lind gals cavort through three

100 a.ylitM

Is,

very graciously offered to step aside.

We

make It known
having Jimmy with

also wish to

great pleasure

In

that

We

us at the

my

looking forward with

Ches within the next

Wall.

Latter’s

comedy

less.

six

Management

HERBERT MARK?
152 W. 54th
New York

>

HARBERS

AGENCY
400 Lincoln Rd.
Miami Beach

St.

3rd Rafurh Engagement
„

l

.
.
,
ant* D
BorI«*k
M0ST of ,h® BEST

u
book w,t 1
com.dy^mat.rial-^S
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Writing Enterprises
I
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Once again, Jimmy,

thanks

a
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lib ® rt y Str«*t
'

birthplace of

I

stint

ANOTHER GREAT 5INOING WEEK

CHUBBY'S
CAMDEN,. M.
Television

Reno,

Joe

E.
Lewis,
iversid
-side .Scarlets

1

4 *

*

4
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22.

Kallen,
(12), Bill Clip
Kitty

cover or minimum.
**•

^

*'*J5e E. Lewis seems to be selling
his risque material to Riversideliners without too
effort

CHEZ PAREE, Chicago

much

Nevertheless,
,

the

theatre

restau.-

'japLJs*naLjLLsed*tp*.to lyrics' of

r

\

::s

.

1
-

Troy, N. Y.

Show Bh

1

Elie.

Here's hoping you enjoy

million.

COPACABANA
Htw York

COMEDY

!

months.

nothing but the best.

Mon.

f

Catherine

and efforts to tie production together are below par, with tightento . indicated for best results.
Sabby Lewis orch showbacks acceptably but presentation band
number is overlong and meaning-

are deeply grateful.

we are

featuring

Davidson and Conrad Pringle with
entire production emceed by Jim-

•»«•»«.

Hold oyer indofihifoly.

Exclusive

.

numbers

St.

month of VHIago Bcrh;

’

show business things son happen which are embarrassing either to a performer or to a cafe, in this instance, due to e
conflict in bookings, Jimmy Husson was Inconvenienced by the management of the Chez Paree at a time when he was scheduled to open an
engagement there commencing May 23. When it was discovered previous commitments had been made, Jimmy, being a swell guy that he

INDIANAPOLIS
r.lioital. Mpnag. in»nt

April.

$e«nstfmfts In

HILTON

,

lessly with clicko. material, eager-

is

adding

'Currently

EMPIRE THEATRE

23.

Stan Kramer & Co. (3), Sheldon
Burnett, Alex and Galina, Harry
Pozy Orch (8); 75c cover, $1 Sat.

sultry type. "Come Rain or Shine"
her topper. Also included in her
songology are "Mean to Me,"

half

a few hurley
touches <for obvious attention and
Newt.
male appreciation.
of

-

AMBASSADORS
'

Ottawa
May

2-

&

may seem

e e

€lnl»$
Ottawa,

Another "Shuffle" -alumna is.
work the <acro tricks for plaudits;
Roy Douglas gathers yocks for his thrush Barbara Jai, a local gal,
with looks and pipes to make it
nifty ventro routines with a dummy
eventually.
However, her choice
called Eddie Echo, and Lao 8c La
Minerva mix the Latin twisters to of songs is ill advised for she’s the

FAMOUS ACTING I11DS
LAROE WHITE COCKATOOS, MACAWS
Gaarg# I. Robtrtc

ringsMe sing-

1

®
solidly with his off-the-cuff quips and
neat terping a la Bill Robinson.

necessary other than to
ditional time. Laine & Crawford

PAMAHASIKA’S

exit, -she cruises

I

£! I p$r‘
J
SjJ J® ea1 .i-^y^Bcks

-

make

It

r

Remainder of revue backing Les
seems rather unFreres Jacques'
4
'
»

-

1504 N. 9th

an

£

I

similarity
appeal.’

m
01

A

•

Mcma^etNant:

Ethel

more standard pop tunes would
brighten her stanza greatly. For

^ minimum,

I

1

Avrnuis at Sheridan Read
LOnibtaeh 1-2100

"Show Business" a
Merman; Lena Home and

ing "Honey Bun," wearing -a sailor
hat and dancing a bit. It’s a weak
Following* on heels of successful
With her looks, the
four-week stint of Larry Steele’s closing.
keep waiting for a ballad
“Smart Affairs of 1958," Sugar Hill tablers
or two, and some good arrange
bonifaces are continuing the forMark.
u; LS,
mat,* with current layout featuring
a couple of members of defunct

at

Xef

t»Ni

In

sell.

ir
SPECIAL

professional
RATES

Ella Logan.
Miss Kallen’s voice is pleasant
few
but seems lost on novelty;

Conrad

Wall,.

short takeoff doesn’t

la

Pringle, Catherine Davidson, Sabby
Lews drch
Orch (6), Billy Shiflet Trio;
Levns

|

JAY

Boston

Mill,

Mable Lee ; Jimmy

•

comedy angles

HOTEL

this she sings

Boston, May 24.
"Hot Chocolates of 1952," with
Bill Bailey, Barbara Jai, Zephyrs,

,

iinguh1 localites.
Stressing the

NEW LAWRENCE

—

Sugar

.

M***i!*t
Otmtt

Chicago's

wun

A

being offered. Everything, with the
exception of two numbers in the
in
Is
stint,
present 45-minute
__ „
reception
N. Y.
Their
ieir
French.
had*they
tave been greater had’they
would have
played here first and broken in
more Anglo-Gallic songs on the bi-

1ARON LONG
hXrryi.walsh

He begins
after parody.
us weakness
concerning* his
a bit
Die concerning
gambling, especially horses.
"Why Don’t British Pictures Have
English Titles?" brings, the crowd-

.parody

crowd- for

His timing and delivery
^ave improved and while he’s still
’
^
lot
of familiar material, into action. Lew’
a
»d»S
it,g novr spiced with newer stuff once in a while
..
.
i ni , tf i,e
Tntonivc fast' dance steps but mostly the
Takeoffs
that wins easier laughs.
on teleshows rate highly, bm> he action consists of dragging around
All the conversadoes best with some rapid-fire iml- a floor mike.
tations of w.k’s singing "I Can’t tional material Is built on gamGive You Anything But Love.” bling and drinking.^
Mimicry isn’t confined strictly to
Only other, act in this show is
singers but includes such people Kitty Kallen, She’s bright and
as Peter Lorre, Lionel Barrymore,''.pretty in beautiful gowns but
Humphrey Bogart and James, spends almost her entire stint with
she
material. In one jshow
Cagney and derives its appeal as special
*
’
much from the unusual treatment does a new song, "What Good. Is a
pop
only
Guy?,"
the
Without
a
Gal
general
high
the
standard
as from
tune in her repertoire. The closest
of accuracy.
Dick Stabile and Bobby Kamos she gets to standard numbers is
crews share terp chores, with the "Glocca Morta.” ~.
Her special material is all novStabile men backing the show
while the batoneer emcees. Latter elty, the best of which is "Please
is his weakest facet and he’d do Take Me Home This Moment." -She
better to play it straight or get supplements this with "I Wish I
Uwr*M» & Km mw*
Had a Daddy in the White House.” Chkae*
some writers.
Kap.
44, tlllMla
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Montreal for the first
York) from the
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ston.

Coming
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21.

Les Freres Jacques (4), Roy
Douglas,- Laine & Crawford, \Lao &
La Minerva, Johnny Di Mario Orch
(7), Bill Moody Trio; 85c admis -

time

—

-

.

Continent*!* Montreal
Montreal,

.
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nice 10 ana, oi course, capitalizes on his youth. He’s a frantic

-

if

i

more

&

spotted in the midshow. As top attraca S
tion, however, the six-minute gyra^loffbafis Indian tions leave much to be desired. Not
he
sa
t°n
;?„£?
ineres
ito wands, There’s
clubs, hoops
that to gal is inexpert in her bandling of the wiggling dance ,form,
,,
^of^is
it is
mucnoi
bufmuch
out
candies,
tween
R the f,
irn is lackin
lacking in subtlety
turn
But
with" the' crowded roSm* al- and showmanship anu
and invites inthe
from tne
mitt irom
it JeK *
a big
mg miu
comparison
earns
evitable com
p aris on with carny
cooch dancers: More than a hand°* ringsiders at the opening
r
t.
wi1 h
ls emceeing and proshow would have Preferred to see
the ChS Ador-

S

.

My

m •

-

,

Somoson has an amusing more potent
Me" and "Tea For Two" which ,MLarry
on
wrfctae on
woricmg
0I a big
winds up in a community sing. act, with tne juggler

i

•

elty tune about the memories, a la .
<jatc at this Sunset Strip
mike, she tours the room, with an Sophie Tutor, of five yemsago. J1 e ;tirn
of this
Baving
t
upbeat selection, Ringin' in the Lad has a- closer winch brings nutch stars highly touted
the the Danny l^ye in him, a Yiddish“Love is
ia Oamal, the Egyptian beltfwhile it might
Country” and "Night-, and Day."' iype foi thne, but audience, it s (j atncer> Torso tosser may be the
peasants
|avorite c f iJngs, but
Vibrant chirper even manages to register wth half
other half.
the
unintelligible
to
0 £ the Coast are more than a mite
sell several special-material nummaterial asJus. memory disappointed*:
bers, which in the hands of' a lesser With mope
arid a sbdng up
presented at Ciro’s, Miss
personality wopld be more or less’ stint, less abandon,
Gray could be Gamal’s publicized turn is merely
humdrum. She returns to a more of the coverees,
...
,
hA>.a
here.
fare
steady
"Embrace
familiar medium with
* sP ec
ty act that could, have been

HaW'

fS

c^r^

$1,50, $2

,

.
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u
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such thihg* at ‘'She His the Big-' marionette*. Assisted by his n^u,
*rkn& father* -backstage and 82*
handsome- youth exhibit?
e
Pac **'
1
showmanship
«d*tS whether
Sr?*®
?
hi* amazing
dolls are on
j^ eri0 ^ ejj shudder through it all.
the miniature stage or working
SS
It’s been nientiohed numerous
he club floor In fluorescent light
Following his dolls via a
^InJtXthat^mo^uXn^s panto
bofi
of JOhnnie Bay, stan
ben
unreachable They ott
remarkably
rka
are r
frequently after introducing
°£^^
*g£ critical
are prim,
ana. unqemon parents, who
work larger dolls ”?
itrative. It's this type of onlooker a
spectacular "Southern Belle"
that. Lewis is playing to during the routine on
the .floor.
week. Weekends are beginning to
Bobby
Sheldon, who m.c.’s th®
oflt
with
and
tourists
fill up with
works
smartly with June
of town trade, Joe E. does welL
in a music and comedy
GeOrge Moro stages an elaborate
the en-’ routine that has the slickness and
with
buildup for the comic
%»2
1J ^
heft of a bigger production numtire string of Riverside Starlets.
Th e chorus does a “Show Biz” roto ber. Their okay material is diverthem
all
of
with
opening
sified and Sheldon is on solo
ttoe
with
wa Urine' about reading Variety. a Danny Kaye
impression to music.
Theytfke off on, various* personaliAlex
&
Galina
mix
aero, terps
ties Qi the past-^Theda Bara, Clara
plus some ancl music with grace and origg ow Mary Pickford
stars like the Andrews Siscurrent
*
nality, closing with Galina
headiw
t ers and Carmen Miranda. Then,
mwoauce standing on her partner’s scalp
they introduce
fanfare, iney
much taniare,
with muen
witn
the "real star in show business," while she plays a concertina and
he a guitar.
Joe E. Lewis.
Gorm
Between post times, in which he
he
piano,
does
the
off
takes drinks

J.

i

|

and

DALE

!

Witteerfay,

M*y
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Aimv’s “Show

m

prise Raid’ Stunt

Niteries Ponder
Continued from page 51

Gives Break to Hundreds of Act
Frankfurt,

May

20,

Vaudeville and variety acts in
Europe in the last three years
have received their biggest shot in
the. arm. since the end of the war
through the aid of the U. S. Army’s
Services
Entertainment
Special
Branch generally hut more specifically through “Showcase.” Latter is
the idea of Capt, Michael J. Ellis,
Special Services entertainment officer here. Ellis came here in
March, 1949, and almost immediately set up his branch’s unique

way

of auditioning entertainers.
All entertainers of any nationwho come to his offices are
given an addition.
ality

“Showcase” performers cash in
on a real tryout, with the possibility of immediate bookings throughout the command, Capt, Ellis estimates that he has seen at least
3,000 performers, from individual
dance, song, magic, juggling or
comic acts, to entire bands.- Performers are picked from every
country in the world, including
China, .Siam, Hawaii, and DP’S from
Russia. Ellis has never turned anybody away without a hearing; Those
who are good may be referred to
an Army-approved Allied or German agency for further handling.
If performers make the “Showcase” grade, they immediately get
bookings of from ohe to two years.
It take's six months to tour the
command, and frequently many of
them are rebooked. Angel’s Aces,

agcnted by Canadian-born Don
Angel, started, in 1950 and is
booked through to January, 1953.
Performers get a fair salary and
living expenses can be kept to a
a

minimum.
Sometimes performers have already made names fof* themselves
•before
coming here, like Rod
Strong, formerly playing at the
Lido in Paris. Strong is now dancing. in N.Y., and his wife, Dale
Strong, whd appeared here with
bimj is how appearing at the Latin
Quarter in N, Y. Chax Chase, Senor
Carlos (Carl Fried) and Roscoe
Ates were among the most popular

tor

the Walton Roof, Zodiac
was present during this

of

Room,

with the troops. Circus acts in parNew York branch of the Amerticular have gone on. to better
ican Guild of Variety Artists staged
Upcoming Freeze Ruling
things, many of them signing with
a'- surprise
series of spot inspecRingling Bros.-Bamum & Bailey
Columbus, 0„ May 27.
In the U. S.
Ohio Supreme Court will again tions around the area Saturday
Ellis,
who formerly handled be asked to rule on the right of (24) and came up with a number of
bands, has been working indirectly the Ohio State Liquor Board to violations. All were corrected on
for the Army’s Special Services freeze liquor permits' at any point the spot with the net results being
branch- since 1942. He returns to below the statutory number. The that the union collected a considerthe U. S. soon for assignment. case will be that of James Tsan- able amount of money in dues and
“Showcase” will be continued here* tles, Fostoria hotelman, who has initiation fees, and several agents
by Lt. Roy Freeman, former radio been trying to get a nitery permit. were notified that infractions, such
script writer in Hollywood.
The state court currently has as hiring performers not in good
under advisement the question of standing with the union, might lead
the freeze on liquor licenses first to more serious punishment other
Saranac Lake
presented in a case submitted by than the reprimand that they reJoseph Mandalla, Akron, who at- ceived.
By Happy Benway
Agents-called the sudden inspectacked the- freeze order on the
Saranac Lake, N. Y. f May 27.
Bob Hall, backstage electrician grounds there is room for a nitery tion a raid and felt that the step
taken
under the direction of the
of the ApoLto, Theatre, N. Y^ reg- license in Akron on a population
union’s eastern regional topper,
basis.
istered as a new guest..
Dolly Gallagher, ex-Varietyite
The court ruled the Liquor Dept, Jimmy Lyons, was unfair. Several
ozoner, in to summer in the down- must receive and process Mandal- percenters declared that advance
town colony, just as a matter of la’s application for a permit, but warning ->f such procedure should
precaution.
She is the daughter did not order the department to have been givep.
of Marie <WB) Gallagher, who also issue it. It appears the question of
Raids marked the first time in
heat the rap here.
issuing the Mandalla permit will many years' that the union had undertaken
spot inspections, although
Peter Loehrer, Melbourne, Via., be covered in’ the Tsantles case.
such procedure is regarded as
boniface, will open the shuttered
historical nitery, the Swiss Chalet,
standard in other theatrical unions.
Guilty in Liquor Frauds
on Decoration Day.
Union was gunning for agents who
St. Louis, May 27.
Were not certifying that acts beEllen Muske shot in from N. Y.
J. Fred Koenig, owner of the longed to AGVA before sending
for a chat* with Grace' (ABC) Davidson and found her all pepped Playdium, highly patronized nitery them nut on the job. Union’s orup.
in downtown East St. Louis, across ganizers were told to report to
Theresa Loomis, staffer from the? the Mississippi from here, his wife, AGVA headquarters Saturday and
N. Y. office of. Columbia Pictures', Grace, and manager, Blrney T, from
that
point
organizers
in for the observation routine.
Harvey, Jr., last week were found, branched out.
Sgt. Tom Powers in from Cali- guilty of violating internal revenue
Spots covered included hotel
fornia to see his brother, George* laws via liquor frauds
by a jury in club dates in the Astor, Waldorf(Elephants) Powers, whose progU. S. District Judge Fred L. Astoria, Statler, New Yorker, Essex
ress is tops.
city.
House, .Park
Sheraton,
Plaza’,
Juna Payne in from Boonton, Wham’s court in that
The trio was charged with un- Pierre, Henry Hudson, Riverside
N. J., for a look-see of her daughter, Patricia, of the Switow circuit,. lawfully re-using whiskey bottles Plaza, 'Theresa, Bilhnore, RooseLouisville.
and of selling inferior grades of velt, Capitol, Commodore, Belmont
Jack (Guy Bros.) Casson, accom- iquor from bottles- carrying the Plaza, St, George (latter in Brookpanied by Ray Collett and Art labels of hlgher-.prlced brands. lyn),, and Manhattan Center, Palm
Harris, took time-out from the'Ro- They were acquitted of a conspir- Gardens and the Fraternal Clubtarian. convention at Lake Placid to acy count in the indictment. Judge house.
chat, with this mugg about old Wham said sentence would be proAccording to Lyons, comparatimes—30 years since our last nounced this week.
tively small number of violations
meeting.
Louis'
Indicates
that union policing, ip
Koenig is a former St.
New officers for the new rehabilitation facilities at the Saranac Republican .politician who in 1944 the New York area is practically
One member, who
Lake Study & Craft Guild are pleaded guilty to black market complete.
headed by our own house medico, liquor operations in St. Louis. He claimed to be a member of the Los
was placed on probation for 18 Angeles branch, gave the union a
Dr. Homer McCreary.
Check for $100 until her credentials
months.
Write to those who are ill.

A New Star in

Spots

itions in N.Y.

etc.,

time.

could be .checked. In another spot,
a club-date agent paid arrears for

an eight-girl line in ordex* to permit them to complete theft date.
Most frequent violation uncovered was failure to -cariy an AGVA
card.
Some had. a member of the
family bring the ticket so that they
could appear.
Lyons said that other raids will
be staged, but declined to say
when. He indicated that he’ll use.
this means to keep both Agents and
performers in line,

.

N.Y. Copa’s Midnite Tryout

Of Joel Gray Sends Comic

'

n

"

Off on Chi Cbez Booking
Booking »of Joel Gray into the
Chez Paree, Chicago, last’ week
was marked by an unusual set of
circumstances.
Comic, who’s the
son of bandleader-comedlart Mickey
Katz, auditioned in New York at
the Copacabana last Wednesday >at
midnight (21); and \i ppm conclusion,
of his tum, '‘his handlers, the Whliam Morris Agency, called Chicago
and said “the kid” wa$ ready..' Chez
tbpper Dave Halper took the word
of Sam Braipson of the" Morris office, and bought him.
At the same time/ the Copa
quickie served a$ V "showcasing for
Gray with Jules PodeU and dack

1

1

I

|

I

'

.

.

..

.

Entratter, of that hospice, aiid k
deal will be Worked out,. ,
Gray made a Thursday morning
plane out of New York and took the
ride in with Jade Froman, headlin.

.

.

,

1

•

'

:

ing the Che? show, aiid George
Wood, of the Morris' office.
The incident has one aftermath.
Because of the uncertainty prior to,,
Gray’s booking, Halper had been
dickering with comic Jimmy Hus.

1

son. Chez complained that 'through
a misunderstanding/ Husson reported for rehearsals and was told
that no deal had been consummated. Hiisson’s caseds to be aired
by the American Guild of Variety

,

,

"

Artists.

.

;
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THANKS. THE CRITIC
“Eartha Kitt not only looks incendiary but can
panics the customers
.

flames

M
.

,

.

.

'.

•

make

•

a song burst into

—BROOKS ATKINSON,

.

.

•

.

N. Y. Times

Eartha Kitt drew blistering palm beats ...”

—ROBERT COLEMAN,

N. Y. Daily Mirror
A

to choose favorites, I’d pick
‘Monotonous.’ ”

had

“If I

.

.

.

Eartha Kitt for her singing of

—JOHN CHAPMAN,

N. Y. Daily

News

“There should be more of Eartha Kitt ... she has a violent feline quality,
on stage.”
—WILLIAM HAWKINS, N. Y. World -Telegram & Sun
’

striking tenseness

«

,

.

.

Eartha Kitt, catlike songstress

the second act.”

.

.

.

drives

home ‘Monotonous’

-^WALTER KERR,

nref erred Eartha Kitt, particularly
“I r

with her

‘Bal, Petit

BaT number.”

,

N. Y. Journal- American

—JOHN McCLAIN,

“If

to top

N. Y. Herald Tribune

I would nominate Eartha
and authority.”

asked to propose candidates for success ...

Kitt as being of most

interest*'.

.

.

force
*

,

Now

appearing:

“NEW FACES OF

Comin’g: ED SULLIVAN'S
Direction:

*—RICHARD

WATTS,

JR., N. Y. Post
*

1952" • Nightly: THE BLUE ANGEL

“TOAST OF tHE

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY, INC.

TOWN"

tress:

June

1

VIRGINIA WICKS

.

—

1

,

u
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*
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Garson, Almt. Cafnei/,1
Eugene Baxtef, Elaine. Dunn, The
Beachcombers (4), The 3 Aria
Boys; "About face”. (WB) ^.reviewed' in Vahikty April 16, ’52.

Mind#

;

May

y*dttt*dfcy,

Hamlet, An
routinegarner* few laughs and is.
lacking ln tiste. Wins hactgaller»* with -wiihii' Tou-re Staffing"
a
and
tew- good-humored gags and
»d a
« iew-gooa-numorea
liberate
walks off to fine appreciation
a
wi
(CIVIC ADD,, PASADENA)
patk & clifforn click with
International' Artists, Ltd.,- prenovel type
p of aero act. They combine tJ ir ba i anc i ng feats with sents concert starring Liber ace; 22music for sock effect, ‘Though piece orch conducted by George
Liberace/At Pasadena Civic Aud..

Maurice, Again th* comedian eon_
Jimmv
duct*, a novfl feature which garGeorpe ic A'jm
Sulvia
ners warm ihitting,
{«£«*.
vigorously
nriM Wvma»
Second half is opened
i
7
Ke11hy two agile gals, Seaton & 0 Dell, •*
°/nmhardi
Lombam
in" rapid tumbling which require*
efs WiU Animals, ^ 0
Inc.
some skill, 'They're billed' as the Bouse Orch; Models,
Tomboys” and add up die), reviewed in Yaiuety May
“Tumbling
to a promising act.
52.
^
Impressionist V
^ iSeaforth is
1
solid as Charles
1

m‘7To*
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overlong psychiatrist

m

I

Current stage show at the Warner adds up to a conventional but
pleasing layout that runs off at a
No one turn delivers
nice clip.
*52. $4.2D top.
ofNotie Dam
PP ... .ud w «j*iv rhAAKd the barber-shop May 22,
an» eight acter,
with any^ sock impact, but the Hunchback
'
./*
Churchill t
package is neatly balanced for hut n.s.g. as^Winston
b
a growing fave hereLiberace,
confab,
a DN
consistent entertainment values.
M™*"
''SmSfHearted
Qt
a
T?/ off wlh
Montgomery, Stalin
abouts .via TV, has embarked on a
In the topline spot, Mindy Car- thony Eden,
profitable new series of concerts
Attlee. Latter act is
son, RCA Victor canary, registers and Clement
-a?
that are sock boxoffice. Only local
doesnt end slickly
well-selected slow -and
a
in
appealingly
slowdown. They dates are planned for the immeany
without
paces
rd.
Go
satiswell
enough,
^tome'S
are
well and customers a^
songalog. Miss Carson has a good
in the diate future, but 88’er will
IT v*wv.—
receive a warming*
T* M*****Mfi welcome
A_J
move
_
straightforward style and an Alleast later in the year and there
Seville, Montreal
Such a course, however, doesn’t,
American type of personality with
tern team of fa- seems to be little doubt of a sucal
W
Montreal, May 24.
which to charm the customers.
da.
ther, mooter aid^hracc of daughcessful reception.
effective
particularly
She’s
Barry Paths Sc Betty Garrett, the°Ukefihood that°b?lls ultimately ters, offer their today and yester^ on
th e „ eood new
Pasadena concert, second in the
such rhythm numbers as “What George Hall, Paula Bane, Rudenko
of tapology with
versions
year
scarcest
t„ « noi
r:»iv»» nr»H
w
°
1
the
v
of
uj.
one
stili
series, was sold out three weeks in
is sun
talent^s
talent
Br p S (2) r hen Howard P
verve and s tyi e . r>o very well with advance, achieving a gross
commodities.
of
“Ho Hum/’ and also does com- "Mask of the Dragon’* (Lip).
en..
d ^ nn eustomms, who sense fluartet
Total nut for the date was
on the ballads, ‘Tm
petently
with them S7,940.
In the ao- joy thelrjork and stick
$2,140.
Yours’’ and “All the Things You
Not s j nce Johnnie Ray packed OUver, taf rollerskating tricks
are throughout,
Are/’
Two-and-one-half hour concert is
'em in has the Seville seen any- cepted manner. Their
^
and they work
-j
Vet Alan Carney fills the com- thing 11 jCe the ovation that greeted well projected
if
a slick job of selling pop, clasedy spot adequately. Caraey has L arry Parks and Betty Garrett rapidly.' ''Topper has the' femme
sical and semi-classical musical
glass
a
Circus Review
a spotty routine in which the ma- wben they stepped on the stage back-bending to. empty
audience. Its
to
a .‘diversified
terial sometimes gets on the- blue for their ^rst appearance at Mon- through a straw. It warms. -up the
Is
basis/ of course.
LIberace’s
He clicks treal’s only vauder. The juves and house handily.
tand tiresome side.
effective keyboarding.
But it is
,
, .
Jimmy Jimaje, assisted hy an unstrongly, however, with his stand- their elders, already a cinch for
Circus
Wlrth
jdso smartly staged and cleverly
Frank
magico
the
works
For
ard soapbox speech parody.
Larry Parks as a film fave, went billed femme,
appeal
to <11 tastes. And
paced,
OTTAWA)
to
(AUDITORIUM,
of
Manipulations
*.» vvw « v
his current stand, he shares the Qyg^oard for the* socko showman- route
i^uvo smoothly.
--v
presented, in the folksy style
it
Mrin-pni
Ottawa, May 23,
stage with Eugene Baxter, who also ship and all-around" stage savvy .of l cards is on the extremely s*™*1
Frank Wirth presentx Will’s the' pianist has popularized and
” --* *’
nr *'
handles the emcee chores. Baxter -his wife, Betty Garrett;
side and. dgaret tricks ^are
King
which, has popularized him on
ia p^iesVBiliy Barton, Mickey
vvl
*
and Carney clown, through a series
_ 0^;
inherent talent of both performers sented with^ no e y
Bears video;
ee ^ e t Hollywood Bears,
BeeW*
KinlcoV Q
....
k*
of Hollywood personality impres- i s evident throughout act. Combin- record
w
A
/V 4
Copt.
Kaye Sc Kaye, Ridolas (2),
Where practical, Liberace preto this .turn nicely.
-takes
sions with okay resolts.
tbeir fresh, easygoing perin g
“
*
”
pieces with an
classical
cedes
In the No. 3 slot, Elaine Dunn gonalitles, this r
anecdote about the composer and
hits with a neat terpmg routine. bave W orked out
maintains
steady patter
a
he
She also shows a set of okay pipes mal set of routines that are astute- Has tne luncuon oi
Wonder Seals, Billy through the evening that is caremale makes a CPSume[ zac^Tiebor's
in warbling *n opening number, J y timed, seldom larded and never while
rj . .Av^». r
Wnv*tf» 4irfrt’
the
with
programming.
tied*
in
fully
but stresses her smooth hoofing loaded
From a musical standpoint, he
style in a costume that showcases
t0
from
a 22-piece
backing
.gets
good
figure.
her lithesome
ture
/; » yacking that is stockr
^
orch although brother George is
.
'Sylvia Sc Christian hit a good
The Beachcombers, comprising in-trade with the Johnny-comerth snows ok y h
wl
Frank
half-a-beat
behind
with
sometimes
Male
hallroomoloKy.
diminutive
and
a
with
males
three
stride
i,telie5 cumn tly on the circuit.
mansnipm assemDimKiu&ii
the baton, and hie knows how to
Oriental-locking gal, are a smart
warmup still seems a executes a senes of excellent lifw
Initial
^
s knitted some fate arts.
get the most, out. of his arrangeVocal combo who add lift to their Utire ioose (on show c.ught ?Lfo and spins. Ante become a bit
,
ments. It’s the showmanship that
pre- bad a touch of laryngitis), but startling when its considered that With
turn with, some quaSi-ballet
a
keeps the' house attentive, however.
Crew blend* excel- wben team get into* impresh of a the femme is somewhat larger and wi^b a
«f
cision antic*.
elastic
show,
ing
than
The ever-present candelabra and
lent harmonies on such numbers Hollywood preem
everything is \consequently more statuesque
P
ot spotlights are
the judicious
o?dlnary-nm o£ ballroom^
as “Sins Hallelujah" and "te 2ca?^Ung ThSr •"o^n byShe
acts
two
terete
once
are
.rl
^mo.^Onw'on/e
Only
cramped.
with
borrowed from- hls nitery appearcomes
waiian War Chant/' latter being old Mill Stream” draws hefty mltAnother novelty
particularly standout.
They close ^ng Miss Garrett’s own tune Jackie Bright, who gives thihgs on at the same time and this is ances and fib in well.
Programming ranges from GershWith a tricky do si-dd version of ‘xfeka^daisy day,” dicks neatly and away entertainingly with an auc;
dTv^dfng win to Gounod And back and
line the whole show without uiviaing
“Skip to My. Lou.
their Vincent Youmans croup is tloneer act; Bright has a fast
I
n
W
g
person.hty
an occasional vocal, as on
includes
»nd
good
The Three AsU Bays get the sUndoht Drtng *
*
ch.tter
«-m£ute of
V“S,'Sv no
So ‘sto
«rt in "September Song.”
star act
There s.actually
Pianist has
show off to a good start with their stint without Parks once touching which .should make him •eligible
aero stunts. Three men work on on anything from his Jolson pix. for other media. He works this the setup, although Aida, tiny wisely included.. many semi-longhis Italian lass, finales with a spectac- hair faves but mixes them up
a table with the pivot member of t?am
off to a rousing ?ecem house effectively, even though
the Moon routine. cannily
the team balancing the other two +j on
even to following, the
ad libs appear studied, and comes ular Lady
the haunting “Clair de Lune” with
in various difficult body arrangePreceding layout is solid from off with a warm mitting,
Herm.
ments.
Wyman Sc White have a legit chased by a screaming, thundering “Cement Mixer” to get the full
anclpt;
all
The Rudenko Bros
and smoke-belching jet plane hang- measure of humor. It’s spiced with
wham over their lugeling® for son* turn. Their voices are finely
their harmonics are ing from the other end of the stuff to show off his expert fingerPiau” ts for a fin. op“hSI act- developed
Empire, Glasgow
avena-top *PPafat«s. The JW** ing, with boogie variations mixed
has
_selertlon
song
George Hall is capable in both *o?d »nd the
Glasgow,
May 20.„r> emcee
have with such items as the little-played
e and
n comedv soots particu- universal appeal. In addition> they Zacchinis, on the other hahd,
Olvic Productions presents ‘So i ari v bf« clincher ^ a ^tirical ier both " make^^a fresh appearance, no spectacle but turn out the “Tritsch-Trotsch Polka” for best
This Is Show Business," with Vjc
v
Kap.
They St it' nicely with^a^medley show’s finest aerial work!
results*’
on
the
Old
Mother
Hubbtrd
Tamara Gray Eduardo t l
Oliver,
Will’s ponies and dogs open the
a £ gfonde Paula Bane last s^n from “Call Me Madam” and femme.
Asquez, Sylvia, Campbell, Maureen
an overture by Mickey
h
^
*
t he cafe whM
stlls her reaches her peak with a rendition show after
Power, Barrie Gosney Janice Pat
of “Jewel Song” from “Faust.” Act Sullivan’s circus band. Billy Barton
nek 2 Eddies Audrey Smith Jnd smoothly on her vocal ability is well appreciated.
follows with aerial stunting - and
of
Lee Davis, gets along well with. Mickey KiUg^s dantfeviltry is fine
contrortions HoSe ^rch undefLen
K^McFariane vS£r ?eaforih Ho
^
thrill stuff.
His
Unes
material.
backs entire show in satis- hackneyed
S^tL & u
O’DcIl
Gail itenaat,
Kendal
ieaton
yeu, uau
Kmko, contortionist, with hiS HOPE ZEE
haven’t changed much from each
Newt
KmiP Brooks,
Rrnnkf? Les
t.p* Rayner
nmmpr Sc
t Betty;
Rettw factory manner<
Ernie
appearance at this house. But he toy-size auto and bending act, gets SojnfS
musical direction, Jack Walker;
heavy palming. Beebe’s Hollywood 14 Mins.
does
get by here.
Apollo, N. y;
dances and ensemble staged by
Closer' is George Keller’s Wild Bears go through the smooth bi
Shoreham Hotel, D. C.
or
Michel de Lutry produced by Vic
The 19-year-old Hope Zee shapes
tJu„z¥' Arthurl Prysock, The Animals, comprising an assortment cycle riding and roller skating.
Johnson,
Oliver
for Kay.e
turn
trampoline
Kaye,
act,
and
0 f io big cats. It’s a good
up as a definite comer, with a
_
Y
mi
.14 V
14
(1
this-house. Keller has a mixed cast Three Zacs, balancing,, share the clean, hoydenish style reminiscent
J2),
This is a fairly bright revue
including lions, mountain •,-lions, floor to good effect. A- new twist of a younger Betty Hutton. Doing
J White
wus??
J?
r itnh.r ” (ii 4 K'
W n.lt.P ; 4,"b
H.P.n.
/
a
i
^
*_
_ a
i. _v
n
Light
Red
(UA).
though very patchy in spots. It’s &
tiger, jaguar, and leopards in the in balancing ig shown by the Monte a nitery single, for the first time,
a medium for the musical clownsame cage. It’s good shovhnanship de Ocas. The girl springs from a she has a lot more stuff on the ball
ing of Vic Oliver, who’s seldom
Harlem’s flagship
this
week
of
“
l/AVAA
and
MAAV(
makes
4*4MAkVV
for
AWA
some
attention-comH
U
VVA1
VVAA*
miniature
MttUtUbUA
V
VAMAUMyAALiU
*
trampoline V
A* t
onto
the than might be expected from one
ll
off the stage and who makes much fers a spirited stanza of varied pelling entertainment, JCeller, as- man’s hands and
shoulders.
of her limited experience.
If nil m a
n/.rn
O Ann* mm m 1« ak Jia m a J
«
«
*
mm «
_
_ _
by way of laffs from his musical vaude
acts. Session ,is headlined sisted by two men who stand guard
Ridolas, using a ladder, table
Gal is pert, blopde, and wears
talents, which are very real; he’s by the Buddy Johnson, orch, fea- outside the cage, puts, in a good, and chairs* have a
fast and clean jeune fille costumes
which acno hani musician.
turing Arthur Prysock and the corny bit of humor. That hand- comedy-acro act that gets
plenty centuate .her youthful freshness.
Title, “So This Is Show Busi- maestro’s sister, Ella,
shake with an assistant prior to guffaws. Class entry is Capt. Wil- She shows’ plenty of self-confiness,” is taken from comedian’s
Prysock, who’s been with the Keller entering the cage has the liam Heyer and his glistening
black dence and delivers her numbers in
own TV series and provides a peg J ohnson aggregation for eight “goodbye old pal” touch.
horse; Starless Night, With a flaw- a full, dear voice which permits
for an all-embracing but clumsy years, strikes out on his own folJo Lombardi and house orch less display of equine training. the customers to 'get the lyrics
framework covering all branches lowing the current Apollo engage back capably.
Jose ... First half .closes with a highwire without difficulty.
of show biz. Program is thus sec- ment. He’s a hefty, handsome lad
routine by the Great Arturo, one ~ Best number is “Sing You Sintionalized into revue, music-hall, with an ingratiating mike* manner.
of the show’s top numbers.
ners/’ in which, she shows sock
Capitol, Wash.
films, radio, opera, circus, satire, His style is similar to Billy EckSecond stanza tees off with the delivery and has the audience
ballet, cabaret, sport, pantomime stine’s although he lacks the latclapping hands in rhythmic unison.
£!la
and' music. Under each heading ter’s vocal power.
Kaye.
However, he
S
For Variety, her offering includes
various' acts perform, none being scores neatly with "You Brtterl The. Bartons (4), Park & Clifford;. Bni
?
Busch£>m
y
s
Lftertv
HorS"
such -songs as* a hillbilly piece,
of standout quality. Oliver him- Change Your W,ay,” “I Hear a “ Skirts Ahoy " (M,G>.
aU te™tifulW
“Why Don’t You Love Me?”; an
self makes frequent appearances Rhapsody” and “My Aching Heart.”
tacularlv trained inlnmiWS
cl imitation- of Helen Kane doing
between the acts.
Mi£s Johnson,, who employs a
Jukebox fave headlines a solid up^thering before
lively
Aida’s
plo^ff
very
*
“Boop-a-Doop”;
g
a
g
'
Prolog about show biz, spoken deadpan style of .vocalizing, re- lineup, which is nicely varied and spec
“Goody-Goody” and a smooth
by Barrie Gosney, is contrived and ceives a fair mitt for “Till My paced. Stubholders seem to like
Clown’s are on often hut
bU
opener, “Lovely Day.” She works
artificial.
In between narration, Baby Comes Back to Me” and throughout, though there’s no Show- lethargic*
Show suffer«? Ju^Mvi inMance steps between choruses.
figures are spotlighted on the stage “Jump in the River.”
Johnson stopper.
,
gom lack of wild a a
Up to now, her experience has
engaged in the various aspects of crew, comprised of seven brass,
Ella Mae Morse, who has sky- 0 f Canada
by foot and^moSth- consisted of singing with bands
theatre activity. A musical opening five reed, three rhythm and maes- rocketed via Capitol disk, “Black- disease
outbreak in the^est whVS And working in two N. Y. musicals.
would register better.
tro at piano, gets the proceedings smith Blues,” shows pleasing footshuttered border to Dossihll
cam- Thus she has quite a bit to learn
p °ssible ^52?
Comedy balancing comes expert- underway with a pair of lively light personality and a keen sense ers 01
of ine
the Viruf
virus
about, handling h'erself and the
Gorm.
ly from the Two Eddies, who bal- tunes, “X 13” and “Root Man of showmanship. Her style is
audience when working solo on a
ance (literally) on each other’s Blues.”
marked by the husky tones and
^
floor as large as that in the Shoreheads and pjay instruments. Their
The Wongs, talented Chinese jivey tempo so well known to her
WOOCl blOIW Editors
ham’s
Blue Room. Booked in for
physical prowess is better than aero troupe, provide some amazing fans. She skips the usual throw-p
a single week, management held
their verbal activity, and they’d be hand-to-hand balancing, gymnas- away and goes right into a fast,
Ixeiman Irlay her
over for a second after watchwell advised to drop all conversa- tics and contortion routines. The bright version of “Oogie Boogie
A German play now makincr th*> ing her work for a couple of
tion and concentrate on action.
Hot Shots succeed in combining Blues.” Sticks close to type with rounds of the studios
has attracted nights.
Lowe.
Oliver has a very humorous line their
precision
terpology
with. .“Black Magic,” “Cow-Cow Boogie” considerable attention
from
° m film
of patter, his comedy style setting some comedies. Score nicely in the and, of course, “Blacksmith Blues”
story
It IS
^ tUlo*
At
^ editors
Ion rrli department
rlnr\ni<fmanf when
«t?Vi nn
4
A av«
milK an
am effective
mCCm i.. A ...
_
certain sections of the audience laugh
with
they
coraudience-clapping
Burley to Nitery
11
titters.
Talking rapidly in Con- ral a lad from the audience and motif. She wisely hits her stride F rau Mueller” bv
wS
n Essen last November.
tinental English, he praises his “"list him m a terping routine.
Dayton, O., May 27.
early and stays with it, avoiding
yL™*
L? *
*
arn
concerns
a<couple kids who
own genius and adopts so humorous
The Martells & Mignon, ofay the common error of venturing
Mayfair Theatre, former burup cough medicine with a lesque house, will become a nitery,
a smirk it’s difficult not to laugh. act of three men and a femme, win into too deep water just for varipoison at a party and with some rows of seats 'being reAt times he becomes really serious, the audience with some unusual ety’s sake. Crowd gives her a b °tfl e
*
tlieir subsequent efforts
and descends to the pit to conduct ballroomesque acrobatics. Lads, hefty sendoff.
a mixture placed by tables.
the augmented orch. He does this garbed in tails, toss, the shapely
of
humor and suspense to get the
Comic Georgie Kaye impresses
The Mayfair was originally
for the Barcarolle from. “The Tales arid* scantily. cliid gal through the as'-a' somewhat Sbotty performer; poison back before it
1$ admin- known as Gel$h$rt 's Opera House,
of Hoffmann*/’ a scene included in a' with the. greatest of ease and with a '.reliable' flair for comedy istered lor the cough
syrup. Hans became ther National, and then the
the films compartment of the revue come up. with settle catches that but questionable taste in some of. Bartsch is the
U. S. agent ’for iho Lyric, before getting the present
and, in second ‘half, for the ballet', would
please
a., majbt" league his material j.. His fpist-llne of. gags, play,
tag.
“The Devil ahd ’Innocence.”
manager.
Coniedy d'epattment is rhythmiq.,- recital of the woes of
r
Opera is represented by the handled by Foxx & White, whose man, and his takeoffs on four
Contactman Max Schnll iTcf
Buddy Morris, E. H. Morris
“Miserere” from Verdi’s “II Tro- patter, though occasionally of, the femmes splitting a lunch check are week
ankled his Dost at (WriS Music
vatore,” with Tamara Gray as vintage type, and sight gags earn surefire comedy. So too is
head,
sailing back to the
a Zany Simon
Music to dIu* fn?
U. S. from Europe June*. 4 after a
Leonora and Eduardo Asquez as them a good mitt.
Holl.
version of Humphrey Bogart as Christopher Music firm
three-week trip.
,
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H«M Gaby DeLane
A Ethel
Babe Baker Revue
Danny Vate* Ore
ShtlbourtW Hefei
Joyce
Mary
Alga Koi* ore
Leonard Boo.
Shore Club
Mother Kelly**
Haven A Held
Day, Dawn A Dusk Sager- Dancer*
Joe D1 Lalla
Arthur Warren Ore
Ginny Lowry
Diamond Horteshee
The Melodairs (3)
Johnny Morrison
"
Mente Carle
Lillian Le*
Steve Gainer
Tinkle DeCarlo
Day A Alva
Margo
Marllnlw*

Maiyolo

•

.

WEEK OF MAT
Numgrilt

28

co^nccHra with bill* b«low Indicate tuning VMY
day 9T
«? ,nsw
shew
whafhar full or split wMk
Indicate* circuit. (PM) Fanchon Mirui th inttassHitan*,
(L)Loow; (M) Mess; (P)
SHU; (T> Tivoli; <W> Earner;
In

NEW YORK

CITY

CHICAGO

Music Hall (I) If
Mario ife Elorta

Chicago

f

39

<p)

Fayne A Evan*
3 Monarch*
Peter Raynor

R i E

Rockettes
Corps de Ballet
Sym Ore
Falac* (It) 39
Gilbert St Bussell

Mary Kaye 3
„ Oriental (|) 30
Gone Autry with
Champion

T

Pat Buttram
Cass County Boys

Johns
Maurice Keary
Astra Sis
Rita Pago
Harmonica Hotshots Elizabeth Bozzl

Reyes
Jay Lawrence
Buddy Baer

Rayney
Honey Bro*

Lee Marx
Bruce Howard
Buster Shaver

'

it

Harry Savoy

Buddy Shaw O (12)
PHILADELPHIA

Sc • Asliour

Ken Whltmcr

Dockys Basketball
Doga
paramount (P) 31

Earl* (W) 30

Harold King
Ravens

Johnnie Kay

Harris Sc Moreland
Arnett Cobb Ore

Gary Morton
4 Ladds.
B it C Robinson
Billy May. Ore
Boxy (I) 30
Alan Hale
Plorian Zabach

Dinah Washington

WASHINGTON

BAB

F

Saxony Hotel
Henri Rose
Val Olman Ore

YORK
(1) 24
WOLVERHAMPTON NealEmpire
A Newton
Hippodrome (1) 24 4 Musical
Dereks
Western Bros
Ford A Belmaro

Rhoda Diane

Delys

(|)

Boult
Joe Stien
Louis Hayden
Max Carole

Tibi

.

ADELAIDE

BIRMINGHAM

Hippodrome (M) 24

Morecambq

(I)

Royal a) 24

Max Miller
Clayton Sc Ward
Gwen liiddle *

Worth

•

Co

Nlberco Bros
Peter Sinclair

24

(1)

Doonan

Cardew Robinson
Cyclo Bros
Girls

DERBY
(S)

24

Silver Chords
A1 Shaw
Marie de Vere Gls

Water Goons
Aqua Maids
Granada

24

(I)

Eleanor 8
Eddie Reindeer
Stuart

Courtney
Joan Hinde
Sc

Don Carlos

Metropolitan (I) 24
Doreen Haris
Eddie Reindeer
Bobble Collin*
Allen Sc Lee
Grimaldis
Skating Clorados
Palace (1) 24

Jimmy Gay

Barbara Ford.
Jsan Dene
Derek Dene
Anita Sc Charles
Marie de Vere
-

Midinettes
Duo Musicale
Terry Stunt
Michael Ormond
Les Neus

De Camp Sc Dodge
Bashful Boys

GLASGOW
Empire (M) 24
Billy
Mills

Cotton

Bd

Belita

Sc

Arthur Dowlcr
Jose

Moreno

Freddie Sales
3 Saytpna
Frances Duncan

GRIMSBY

„
Kadlo

(I)

24

.Revellers

Taro Naito

S * R Rema
a " olt

lmZ£n
Ford

Lenner
Karen

Sc
Ivizma Sc

hackney

Empire (S) 24
Tcsslc O'Shea
Fraser’s Harmonica

Co

"fcl

Shearer

24

-

HORWjiH
Hlppodftrtie

(I)

24

Johnny- Dennis
Vogelbelns
Bears

Lyndons
George E Beck
Bob Nelson.
Texan Belles
'

NOTTINGHAM
Empire (M) 24
Fred Ferrari

Ken Morris
Len Marten
Cassinidras

Downey A Dayo
De Vere Dancers

A Colville
PORTSMOUTH

Gordon-

Royal (M) 24

Derek Roy
Eve Boswell
3 Falcons

.

Downey A Daye

Charles Stephens
Shirley Williams

Whiteley Girls

SHEPHERDS BUSH
Empire

(S)

Marie, Viola,

Velma A Janet

Spitalny Ore (24)

Romaybe

O

(12)

ChK#

Monk
O Norman Paris 3
Leon A Eddie's
Julius

’

’

Eddie 'Davis
Sherry .Britten
Mark Stewart

Bobby Ramsen

*

Hotel Ambassador
Jules Lande Ore
Hotel RlltniOre

OllVet-

Dcrs

No. 1 Fifth Av*
Bibi OsterwAld

Bob Downey
Harold Fonvill*
Hazel .Webster

Old Roumanian
Michael Kent Ore
Sadie Banks
Hotel Edison
Henry Jerome Ore Jackie- Phillips
Larry
Marvin
Hotel New Yorker
Joe-LaPorte Pro
Teddy Powell Ore
D'AqXdla Ore
Rookies
Sheraton
Park
Adrian Rollinl Trio
Irving Fields
Nadipe A, Ray
*

Schramm
Manuel Del Toro
Hotel Pierre
Ethel Smith
Fisher A Ross
Chico RelU Ore*
Stanley Melba Oro
Hotel PlaX*
.

Two Guitars
Arena- Rane
Elena A. Anatole
Spivak
Mischa Usdanoff
Eli

Michel MIchon
Kostya Poliansky
Versailles

Lisa Kirk

Carmen Torres
Beverlee Dennis

Hotel Roosevelt

Guy Lombardo

-Ore

Regis

Arthur Maxwell
Constance Towers

Gene Rowlands

Two

Shirts

Bill

Norvos

A
A

Skirt

Upstarts

Roger Dann
Milt Shaw Ore
Horace Diaz Oro
Ylllag* Barn

Geo Hale Revue
Bourbon & Baine
Zeb Carver Ore

Miles Bell

Emile Petti Ore
Panchito Oro
WIvel
Sal Noble

Peggy Norman
Bill Parker
Village Vanguard
Wally Cox

Pete Itubino

Bob Lee

mim-mAm
Albion Hotel

Syd Jeffery

Nino Rinaldo 3
Joe Harncll
Casablanca Hotel

Crlssctia Girls

SUNDERLAND
Empire (M) 24
Winifred Atwell
Jack Jackson

to Hollywood from
Broadway where he appeared in

':

/-Giro's

,

beach

Hotftl

Henny Youngman

GaJetv Club
Raft
Mastlne
Louise Angel
Olga Barrett
Lori Iris
Georgia Peech

Tommy

Che-Chc
Terry Swope
Lynn Clayton
Alex Shcy 3
Gaiety Girls
San Kanez Ore
Zlg A Vivian Baker Ernie Bell Ore

Stringbfcgn

Ken Marvin

•

several

plays

homa.”

He was

Skin.”

He

also

starred

.

m

*

dan,”- “The
able. You.”

Well,”

He

and “Embrace--

recently returned

from Europe where he had appeared in Metro’s “Devil Makes
Three.” Last week he starred in
.

“Comey Johnson,” for
Bing Crosby Enterprises.
His father survives.

tiie vidfilm,

MAX BLOOM

Max Bloom. 75, assistant manager
of the Oriental Theatre, Chicago,
died in Chicago May 22. He was the
comedy lead in the tab, ‘^unnyside
of Broadway,” from
1911
through 1921, but his first lead role
was in “Belle of New York” In
1903.

“The Breaking Point” and “Under

My

1

company

Rings

Rancho Girls
Ted Flo Rito Ore
El

•

Monica Hos-

including
“Oklain the Chicago
of “Born Yesterday.” He
made, his jpie debut in “Call Northside 777”
1947; Other pic credits
include
“Anri 1
Showers,”
“Weep For the Virgins.? He had “Smart' Girl? Don’t Talk,” “Fathbeen a member of the Group. The- er’s Little dividend,” “Thelma Jor-

Noble A King
Eddie Bradford Ore Jimmie- Ames

Benno Rubinyi

in

“Body and Soul,” “Force of Evil”
Bloom owned “Sunnyside,” which
and- “He Ran All The Way” for his was a tremendous money-maker in
own indie firm. “Ran” was his last the midwest and south. After that
i. A. Indies
x
film, v
he teamed with hte wife, Alice
Garfield returned to Broadway ,Scher who survives, in a comedy
Continued from page 3
for a short run in “Heavenly Ex- ski* which played the major vay.de
and houses for the next 20 years. He
tribs be permitted to sell a year’s press” during the 1940 season
product in advance, with exhib then went back to the Coast for had been assistant manager of film
left houses since his retirement from
In
he
eight-year
stay.
1948
an
having 20% elimination right, to
commitment to appear the stage.
competitive bidding a major pic
theatre not .in

A

"

'’

with the Experimental Theatre in
daughter also survives,
New York. The next season he
played in Clifford Odets’ “The Big
GEORGE LARCHET
Knife” and* In 1951 starred for
George Larchet, 65, actor and
ANTA in Ibsen’S “Peer Gynt.”
director of the Wilson Barrett repSurviving are his wife,«»a son, a ertory company, died in Glasgow
daughter and a brother. Another May 18. He had been ill since May
daughter, Katharine, 5, died in 7 when he collapsed after an eve-Hollywood in 1945.
ning performance of “Waggonload
o*
Monkeys,” at the Alhambra
Theatre there.
FULTON OURSLRR
Larchet
began his stage career
Fulton Oursler, 59, author, mag
editor and playwright, died of a in his native Ireland with a small
touring
company.
He was with the
24.
May
heart attack In New York
He was the author of the best-sell- Macdona Players and also Abbey
ing “The Greatest Story Ever Told” T ieatre in Dublin. He had also
and “The Gfeatest Book Ever been a music-hall performer. He
Written,” encompassing the New had been with the Wilson Barrett
and Old Testaments, respectively. company since its preem produc“Greatest Story” originally was a tion in 1939.
series of radio broadcasts relating
Lewis b. sponsler
It
episodes in the life of Jesus.

Exhib must request bidding in writing, bids to go out to
all competitors simultaneously and
be publicly opened. Bid providing
most revenue to distrib in shortest
Award
period must be accepted.
must be, made at least 14 .days prior
situation.

-

1

to availability.

zoning - clearance,
Regarding
SCTOA wants availability based
on admission as established by ex.

Bambi Linn
Rod Alexander
Mark Monte Oro
Dick LaSalle Ore

Tommy

Gray©
Joan Keen
Babs Douglas

Fill

died' in Santa

and bruises.
Rober came

•

,

Cafe Gala
D'Orsay

-

Sam Bari
Bombay

Bertie Sellers

Steele

He

Actress Norma Bratton,
a passenger in his car, was
hospitalized with rib injuries, cuts

Me A

Irene .Dickson

Peggy French

Felix Decola

fo<*.

pital.

Who was

•

'

Rene Tpuzet
Lupino A TJrbino
Jose CUrbelo OrC

$t.

Spider

received when his
car crashed off an embankment
near Topanga Canyon in the. San
Fernando Val}ey during a dense
Cal., of injuries

.

Ruth Vera
Ramonlta y Leon
Los Xey
Enrique Vlzcano
Eduardo Roy
Embers

Hotel

A

RICHARD ROBER
Richard Rober, 46, legit and film
May 26 in Santa Monica,

actor, died

0

Sondra

Dave Barry
Whitson Bros (3)
Hal Derwin Ore

Judy Clark

management.)

B Gray's Bandbox Samla GOmal
Sherrv-Netherland
Billy Gray
George DeWitjt
Dick Estes
Dick Stabile Qrc
Patti Moore
Emil Coleman Ore •Ben Lessy
Bobby Ra’nios! Oro
Mecambf
Pepper Si* (3)
Hotel Statier
Jane Harvey
Paul Neighbors Ore :Boh D.urwood
Eddie Oliver
Bill Howe
Hotel Tuff
atre.
Vincent Lopez Ore
After making his pic debut inzatin Quarter
IAS VEGAS,
Darva* A JullR“Four Daughters,” he -appeared in
Royal Ashton*
Gil Johnson
Flamingo
“Blackwell’s Island,” “They Made
Dovlyn -Girls
Danielle -Lamar
Jerry. 'Colonna
Criminal,” '“Castle on The
Bob Millar Orch
Steeplechase
Isabel Randolph
Thwnderbtrd
Jackie Kannon
4 Step Brp*
River” and “East of the River,”
Reg Allen
Marilyn Ross
Flamingo Starlet*
Warners. Other pix in
all
for
Irving Fields Trio
Collette Flcurlot
Stewart Rose
which he appeared for Warners as
Les Bassls
Marilyn' .Hightower
Matty Malneuk Ore
Walter Long
Andre Philippe
Bobby- Page Ore
well as other studios were “Juarez,”
Johnny O’Brfen
Art Waner 'Qrp
Desert Inn
K Duffy Dansations “Saturday’s Children,” “The Sea
Copa City Revue
La Vie En Row
Normandie Boys
Wolf,” ’Out Of The Fog,” “Tortilla
Jack Carter
Charlie Farrell
A1 Jahns Orch
.Reilly
Betty
Janp Jorics
Flat,” “Air Force,” “Fallen SparEl Rancho Ye***
DiagorA*
Les
Pat Morrisey
row,” “Destination Tokyo,” “Pride
Buddy
Ebscn
Copa
Girls
Eddie South Trio
Celeste Holm
Carlton Hayes Ore
of the Marines,” “Humoresque,”
Van Smith. Trio
Tlppu A Cobina
Last Frontier
"The Postman Always
Le Ruvan Bleu
Jerry Pedersen
Hank Williams
Ronnie Graham
Twice,”
“Gentlemen’s Agreement,”
Walker
Joy.
Willie Shoro
Ellen Hanley

24

4 Graham Bros
David KcJlcr

O

Doodles

A

cent years with Fabian),^Binghamton, Catskill and Yonkers. Florida
property was also in his holdings.
He is survived by two sons, six
daughters, a sister and 15 grandchildren. (One daughter died five
days later in Albany.
Her late
husband, Frank W. Hutton, was associated with her father in theatre

skyrocketed

Hollywood. Several seasons ago he
turned down a lucrative pic contract to return to Broadway in an
Experimental Theatre production
of “Skipper Next To God” at $80
a week.
A native of Brooklyn, Garfield
(ne Jules Garflnkel became an
actor with the aid of child psychologist, Dr, Angelo Patri, who
steered him into a thesping career.
He. debuted with the N.-' Y. Civic
Repertory ’Theatre after studying
at the Heckscher Foundation Dra*
•matic
School and the Maria
Ouspenskaya School. He appeared
in such Broadway plays as the
original* production of “Golden
Boy” (he had a minor role In
this presentation), “Counsellor-AtLaw,” “Haying Wonderful Time,”
“Awake and
“Waiting .For
“Johnny Johnson” and
Lefty,”

Blltmore Hot*l

Jon

Garfield

films after a striking screen
debut in “4 Daughters” <WB) in
1938, he considered himself primarily of the stage. ' He often asserted that he was not a pic actor
Only a theatre actor who went to

•

Carlos Ramirez

Joe Lawman'
Miriam Pearse
Davis
Billy 'Bartholomew
Slim Rhydcr
Nelvilic Williams
Jay Robbins

MAS

•

-

Whiteley Zlo
Angels
<l)

Although

Dcrs (8)
Eddie O'Neal

derry, Farley developed film row,

thesps,

via

.

Eddie Heywood
Joe Bushkin.
Havana-Madrid

Mandalay Singers

’

2 Simpsons

Felo A Bruno
Carlo But!

Roslt*. Rib*
Ss

Pipers

NEW

Ore

Phil

other

NEVADA

Durso Ore
F Mayti Ore

NORTHAMPTON

EAST HAM

,

M

Bob Hulme
Rita

Flame*

Garland Wilson
CJjtateau Madrid
Harry .Mlmmo

Madlils

Kay Sothern
Sonny. Roy
Peter*. Bros
3 Palmers
Stan Stafford

Wood: A liuiford
Dagenham Girl

Betty Slade
Trio Robert!

Daniel*

Benny. Payne
Bobby Sargeant
Harbcrs A Dale
Peter Hanley
Betty Johnson

NEWCASTLE

Sally Summers
Dizzy.

Schaw Puppets

Terry Brent
Three Reporter*
Andrea Kekesy
Jay Seiler

three

.

;

Billy Daniel*

-

Gladys Morgan Co
M Mitchell Trio

Hippodrome

tc

Empire (M) 24
Frank Randle
Gus Aubrey

CHISWICK
Empire (S> 24
Eddie Calvert

Bon loir

Freddy Alonso
Copecebana

Iris

10 S Fisher Girls

.

Nat Brandwynn*
Mischa Borlr Ore

-Norene Tata

Les Poupees 3

Gene Anderton

-

Orson Bean

3.

Ore

2 Angelos
Archie Glen
Lester Sherpe

,

Earths Kitt
Josh. White
Lita Terri*

Jimmy

MANCHESTER

Vicky Bums
Eva May Wong
Syd Jackson

Tom Moss

Ballet
Palladium Girls

Hippodrome (S) 24
5 Smith Bros^
Peter Cavangh
'
S Sc M Harrison

CHELSEA

incidentally,

hib, clearance in direct proportion
to difference in admission price
and revenue paid distribs by competing theatres. Availability after

'

should not be more than
21 days after opening, and subsequent clearance is to be in sevenday steps.
SCTOA hoped report will cause
FTC investfgation and reopening was aired in 1947.
Oursler began his writing career
of consent decree so relief can be
as, a newspaperman, turned to muhad. Matter a i so i s being taken up
sic .and drama, criticism and sub*,
on state level -with the Calif.omia
se.quently penned mystery stories;,
attorney general to see if; laws, here
first-run

Lewis B. Sponsler, 59, manager
Fox Midwest Theatres in Fort
and one of the area’s
vetofan theatre men, died in Fort
Scott, May 17.' He began his .exhib
career, th 'Kansas City in 1920 as
head ‘of the New. '.Center Theatre.
He joined Fox Midwest Theatres
of

Scott, Kan.,

novels,* plays and' edited several.
•*
ma„'s including Liberty. He was a
predicts shuttered ntho-‘ seriio'r editor, df Readers Digest ,at;
utres this territory will reach 250' the time of his death.
in 1929 as manager of K. C.’s
Also asserts 80% of the
His first newspaper job was with Waldo Theatre, and later managed
)y July.
louses now open are operating at the Baltimore American in 1910, houses for the circuit in Trenton,
(Continued on page 63)
to the posts of music and
1 rising
loss.

apply,

1

which he moved his offices in
who had been investigated for to
1950.
alleged Red affiliation, had died
•In addition to owning four exsuddenly. They were Mady Chrischange buildings, Farley had thetians, Canada Lee and J. Edward
atres<dn Schenectady (pooled in reBromberg.

Princess Tulane
Doric Dale
Mozello

Conrad Hilton Hotel
Arnold Shoda

Ambassador Hotel
Frank Sinatra
Eddie Bergman Ore
Bar of Music

;

Clarence' Williams J:
Wa|dorf-Astp;la
Che,VaLs de Espana
Trini Reyes

Kirkwood A
Goodman:

P Grant

Skyrockets

Moxham Bros
Rlcd Twins

.

’

Jimmy Day

Daw

In addition to his freelance and
assignments, O u r s 1 e r

editorial

wrote radio scripts and motion pic

He testified before the former chairman of the DemoHouse Un - American Activities cratic State Committee, died in
Albany May 21. His first Albany
Committee
“cooperative
a
as
witness” last year, stating that theatre venture was building the
Capitol (now the Playhouse), on
although his name been used by
the site of a church. This was a
various front organizations, he had
legit house, later operated on lease
never been a member of the Comby
Shubert and Erianger, In the
munist Party or of any of its front
1920s, with the late P. W. Mulorganizations. In recent months,

Jeanne Christian
Wilhemina
Lora Barry
Frolic Club
Myra Davis

Freddie

1931 and was named vicepresident
and editorial director of Macfad*
den Publications in 1941.
He
joined the Reader’s Digest in 1944,

physically*.

,

Harry Belafonte
Royce Wallace

Mae Borne*

Rob Murray
Evy Si EVerto.

24

Puposy Marionettes

Don Baker

24

Harrison St Fisher
Pat Kirkwood

Alan Clive

BRIXTON

L Gordon

<M)

O'clock

Martha Raye
Shccky Green
Russ Sobey
Ben Yost 5
Len Dawson Ore
Harem Club
Sherry Panay

LOS ANGELES

London

Palladium

(2)

Sandra Starr
Brady A Barbara

Bob Regent Ore

Barbara Cook
Ed Begley
Marlann D’Or

P

KEW TOBK.CXTT

Jimmy Durante

Stan Barrett

Hem-y Brandon Ore Scotty
Marsh
Boulve-dear* (0)
Chez Pare*
Orrin Tucker O 72)
Cissy Tfreriholm
Joel
Gray
Terry Scanlon
Palmer Heuse'
Guus Brox A Myrna Johnny Martin
Chez Adorables (8)
Dorothy Shay
Brian Famon O (8) Bobby Winters
Mcrrlel Abbott
Edscwater Reach

.

Richards
Sydney Glen Girls

Palaco

.

Page
Hassan -Ben All Tp
llrdland
Jean Paul
Kai Winding
Shermah Fisher Gls
Bide Angel

Braun

San Marine Hotel

Mac Popper

Quintone.s (B)
Jackie A Michael
Larry Seldin Dcrs
President Madlyon

The Martin*

critic on that paper#
He
started freelancing mag stories in
1918.
Three years later, he was
named editor-in-chief of the Metropolitan Magazine. ° He took over
the editorial post- at Liberty in

scenarios. In 1941, he collaborated
He also had appeared on on a play, “The Walking GentleBroadway recently in the seven- men,” with his' wife, Grace Peiv
week revival of “Golden Boy,” kins.
In addition to his wife, two sons
which was sponsored by the American National Theatre & Academy, and two daughters survive.
During the last two years, GarWILLIAM W. FARLEY
field’s name was frequently, menWilliam W. Farley, 78, lawyer*
tioned during the investigations of
Communist activities in Hollywood, realtor, developer of Albany’s film
The. investigation was said to have row, a theatre owner, one-time
excise
commissioner and
disturbed him mentally as well as state

Pat Pascall

Kenny Lynn

Duve LeGrant

.

PAP.

Sc

3 Karloffs

Tappln

<4)

Novell©
Pastor's

With Evelyn, Rose

Pat Carroll

Wira De Jong
Jacques Cartaux
Jimmy Elder
Joe Whltchouse

A

Tony

Blackhawk

‘

Glamourettcs
Melody Sc Joy
John Baldwin
Denwys Hackett

Carroll Levis

Kay Coulter
Kenny Bowers
Grant Eastham

Phillip

Marika Saary

.

Guy Eurldge

Enrico

CHICAGO

l

Chorus

3 Fayes
Pat Gregory
Gerd Bjornstad
Chribi

Dick James
Beryl Reid
Hedley Ward 3

Empire (M) 24
Rhodes Sc Lane

(I)

Marie Collier

Chuckle Fontaine

Dcerirtg

.

BRIGHTON

Eddie's

Jackie King

National Opera

24

Francis Russel^

Yvonne Marotta
Maria Tauber
John Dudley
Alan Coad
Barbara Wilson
John Young

LIVERPOOL
Empire (M) 24
Max Wall

2 Condons
Volants

Empress

(T)

fall.

Allison Hotel

Beachcombers

Lynn Starr
Bobby Barton

Eddie Guertin
Jackie Gordon

Raymond Beatty

William Greer

Rex

Paula Coutts
Clifford Stanton

George

Harfy Shield*
Prince Nareda Co
Van Luin
Vera Demonte
:

,

(M)

&

LINCOLN

Rose

BRIGHTON

Jam**

Ore
Johnina Hotel

Harry Taylor
Helene Rejoire
Jewel Box

Murray Swanson

John Brownlee

WELLINGTON
St

Armand Pcrren

Tommy Nunez

Tony Matas

.Leon A

NEW ZEALAND

2 Sterlings

24

24

(T)

Jimmy Hanley
Jim Gerald
Rosemary Miller
Craydon

Wise

Dandy Mery

EOSCOMBK

Jack Lewis

Sc-

Les Marchlslo
Claud Williams

Sc

Beryl

Tivoli

Jnmlo Lynn

,

Five

Delano Hotel
Rita Prinzcll
Zina Reyes
Willie Hollander

Bobby La Marr
Danny A Doe Rev

Tivoli (T) 24

Margaret Roberts
John Clifford
Kevin Brennan
Peter French
June Lanscll
Jojm Godfrey

Palace (S) 24
Dorothy Squiros
Anton’ Karas

Peggy Cavell
Nino
St Denis Bros

Celebrity Singers

.

-Letty

LEICESTER

Josef Locke
Rex it Bessie
Billy Russell

Carolyn

Royal (T) 24
Black A. Dundee

MELBOURNE

Empire (M) 24
Bartlett & Ross
Kenne Lucas
Jones Sc Foss

Fred Sloan
Eric Lloyd

Marche

Joe Mooney
Hughie Barrett

SYDNEY

Royal (T) 24

drama

Jackie Small
Chi-Chi Lavcrne
Kilty O’Kelly

Haveler Dcr*
Barry Mills Oro
Sorrento Hotel
M«1 Malkin Ore
Sherry Frentenae
Lee Kobrin
San Kanez Oro
Frank A Lita
Leonora A Stan

*

Jeanne Cameron
Xe* Nouvelle Eves Dancing Boys
Tivoli Adorables
Tivoli Ballet

LEEDS

Roy Walker

Charlie Pago
Sea Isle Hof#I

Frances Lager

Celebrity Singer*

Merle St Marie
Vic Leonard
Cynthia Sc Gladyi
Harry Benet

24

Mae Silva Dcrs
Norman Lester

Seymour Hoffmari O

AUSTRALIA.

Amazing Briton

Hippodrome

llarry

Frederick Owen
M De Vere girls

Austin
Whiteley Girls

p

ASTON

it

Phil Lester

A

Manley

•Barry Douglas
Tano’ A Dee
_ Sea Gull Hotel
Faith Condullo

Winters A Fielding
Joe Harley

Leslie Sarony
Stanolli

Peter

Dawkes

Del Breech

Whiteley Girls

Lowe a Ladd
Howard (I) 30
Bobby Limb
Marquis A Family
Illinois Jacqnet Ore Bert Duke 3
Wally Bong
Eddie Heywood 3
Hal&ma A .Konarskl Rosita Alexander A
Dusty .Fletcher
Olgo- Co
VIoictte
Chubby Newsome
Carl* Arne*
Pan Yue Jen Tp
Tatali Sis
Los Brlellos
Lloyd Martin
Berry Hhyhtm Boys Babs Mackinnon
3 Glens

Dunn

Hlppodromo

Betty Mortoft

Deauville

BRITAIN

.

Roberts

Malcolm Thomas

Vic Silver

Archie Robbins
Helene & Howard

Alan Carney
Mindy Carson

.

Charles Castel 3

Roney Plaza Hotel
George Hines Ore
Sans Soucl Hotel
Eddie Snyder
Sacasas Ore
Hertnan-Magner
Dancers
Julio Quartet

Eileen’ Barton

Beachcombers

.

Don banning
Roberta Sherwood

Ossie Morris

Madcaps

Dtmhill*)

A

Case

.

Empire (Mh24 N

Capitol (L) 2t

Martin Bros
Marionettes
Warnor (W) 23
Asia Boys
Elaine

a Durante

A.

Nautilus Hotel
Freddie Caio Oro
Robert Richter H'tT

Leslie Adams
Street Singers
3 Leroys

SWANSEA

Jemez Indians (4)
Marino Sis (3)

Olive

Marilyn

RAM Lamar
Jimmy Wheeler
•

Arne Barnett 3

WOOD green
E mpire (S) 34
Davies A Lee

Patricia

JOHN GARFIELD
John Garfield, 39,. stage and
screen actor, died of a heart attack
in New York May 21, Garfield had
suffered his first attack on the
Coast in 1949, collapsing after
extending himself playing tennis.
In recent months, however, he had
appeared to be in good health and
had been making plans for a series
of summer stock appearances in
a 'new drama, “The Fragile Fox,”
which he planned to produce, direct
and star in on Broadway in the

.
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Producer Bite* Critic
Leonard Slllman, producer

on

Faces/' gUested

of

Pittsburgh legit critic* who covered “Minsky’s Follies" last week at
the Nixop and gave it a. lambasting, wer* pleasantly surprised a couni a
of days.-later to receive apologetic letters, from -Frank. Sennes, an agent
and listed ** co-producer with H a rold Minsky of tKe show. Sennei
explained to them that “Follies" was strictly a nitery unit and had
originally been booked into the Nixon in that Torn! to run on a grind
policy with a picture, but was hastily expanded into an entertainment
the theatre management
more than two hours long at request
Sennes said it had been almost impossible^ to be in any kind of shan*
opening night,, with the quick addition of several girls and a few new
“Minsky's Follies", immediately after reverted to its cafe status
acts.
for a four-week stand beginning Friday (9a) at Four Dukes in Detroit

Journal of Commerce drama
critic Ethel Colby’s TV, DuMont spot last Friday (23)*
Without warning, he turned

Only 13 Negro actor* were em-4*
ployed in the 4ft Broadway producB<L Okays Filnd Use
tions during the- period from last i).C,
The 13 Far theatre, Opera House
Sept. 1 to March 15*
amounted to- less than; 2% of the
Washington, - May' 2?.
total of 593 players used in the 4ft
Plan to use. the $1,250,000 fund
shows. Moreover, only two of the
in thr account of the
remaining
*11
13 Negroes had speaking parts—
Capital Seaquicentennial
the others being hits, extras or su- National
Commission toward construction of
pers. None had a principal role.
the
The gloomy picture of Negro em- a theatre and opera house, got
ployment in legit is revealed in a nod last week from the IX C.
Commissioners.
bf
Board
'"week
report, being published this
Action was. taken after Rep, Car
in the new issue of the Actors
introduced
Equity magazine, by Frederick roll t>. Kearns^ (R;,Pa.)
to have the
hill In the House
a
of
the
member
and
actor
an
O’Neal,
that purJoint Equity-League of N. Y. Thea- money transferred for
Under the measure, the
tres-Dramatlsts Guild Committee I*>se.
on Integration of Negroes in Legt- opera house and theatre, would be
v>r^ r memorial,
timate Theatre.. The study shows *
that of the 49 shows over the Sept.
1-March 15 span, only seven used
One, "The Toronto Melody Fair Set
any Negroes at all.
Shrike," jsed four, including a
small speaking part played by
For June 23 Teeoff With
Leigh Whipper. The other non-bit
<UK
role was Muriel' R aim’s singing
V V W « «<• T
spot in “Come of Age,"
^
According to O’Neal's report, the'
Toronto,; May *27*
the
is
in
equally poor
situation
Greeted on arrival with a $25,000
It’s
other- entertainment fields.
advance, via their first newspaper
noted that onlv about 31 . Negro advertisement, and opening night
players are employed out of an es- already sold out, Leighton Brill,
each week on
timated 0 620
^ ro ducer, and Ben Kamsler, dithe approximately 5 j 2 hours of rector? p i ail ed in from the Coast
telecasting ovr** the seven. New over the weekend to launch their
York stat'om What s more, that r second summer season of Melody
includes filmed shows originating F air Opener, at $3 40 top, is “The
in other cities, so the 31 figure in- Merry Widow," starring Irra Petina,
dudes such parts as Amos & Andy, Robert Shafer and Lois Hunt. DeBeulah, etc., played by Negro ac- 1 sp ite fact that boxoffice does not
tors on the Coast.
o P en until June 9, kitty's take is
*
Radio Nil
already ‘over 10% of last season's
Although no overall employment $200,000. gross for the 1,640-seater

his.

.

and

you

all

face .Into the camera
just wanted

said,.

to know that Ethel and I did
a vaudeville act together 25
year* ago. I did the dancing
and she th^:* songs;"
Mis* Colby' broke in with:
“We both still look- young;

‘

'

Holm's One-Act Tribute

don't date us,"

To

New play by John van Druten,
“I've Got Sixpence,” will be produced hi the. early fall by Gertrude Macy and Walter Starcke,
presenters of the same author's
current hit, “I Am a Camera". .A

Gaylord Farm Gets

Preem by Yale Thesps
New

Haven,

May

27,

Up in the nearby hills .of Waluntitled Bonn W. Levy comedy will be tried -out the week of lingford, Saturday (24), there was
Theatre,
planted
a theatrical acorn that can
Bermudiana
June 9 at the
.

Booking Concerts

new

Bermuda, with Coiutance Cum- well turn into a dramatic oak.
mings (Mrs. Levy) and Peter FlemOccasion was. the Golden Jubilee
ing co-starred and the author directing. The play is set for Lon- of the' Gaylord Farm Tuberculosis
don presentation next fall... Paul Sanatorium, and the specific theatrical contribution to the daying business manager for artists. Gregory andr'CharlexLaughton
planed Monday (26) to London to. long program was a one-act play
for
the
packages
He'll also prep
J. B. Priestley hit,. highlighting the half century histhe
new,
see
concert and TY fields.
“Dragon's Mouth," a four-charac- tory of the Institution.
Feeling is that decliiyp in concert
ter drama without scenery, which
Written by John Cecil Holm, who
takes the past couple of seasons, Gregory plans to produce on Broadspent some four months in reincreased road costs and especially way next fall.
and writing, the singlesearch
competition from the two big conTruman Capote, currently in
cert bureaus that spread-eagle the Sicily, is working- on a new play stanza opus, tagged “Golden Harvest,"
emerged
as the nucleus of
field—Columbia Artists. Mgt, and with music, to be titled “House or
National Concert & Artists Corp.— Flowers," and scheduled for fall, an interesting biographical play
(with
an
even
better
piopic potenare responsible for Davidson's de- production by Saint-Subber, with
cision. Columbia and NCAC, be- Alice Pearce in a leading role. The tial) tracing the career, of Dr. Datween them, control concerts in author’s dramatization of his own vid R. Lyman, who started the
about. 2,BOO cities via their Com- novel, “Grass Harp," was recently sanatorium with six patients and
$92 In cash, and built it to national
munity and Civic circuits, in addi- presented by SaintrSubber
Gypsies Wore High Hats,” Joseph recognition through, among other
tion to their- strong position among
Kramm's dramatization of Sylvia things, successfully treating 16 doclocal managers in all the big cities.
Golden's novel, “Neighbors Needn’t tors,
who, themselves, became
Davidson, for his final ’52-’53
Know,” will be produced on Broad- heads of other sanatoriums.
figures are erlveu/the report po*nts theatre-in-the-round ' tent
setup season, will he booking Margaret
in the fall by Richard Aldrich,
way
out that five Negroes, including here.
Truman, Brian Sullivan and the and Richard Myers, in association
Inherent in a possible expanded
several Ihadln" artists, work in
Financially backed last summer Shaw Chorale for concerts, 'etc.,
with Julius FleUchmann. It will script is a wealth of material
New York grand opera, but It as- by R. S. (Monty) Lampard, socialite- and Jerome Hines solely for AM- be
aifound some of the
tested this summer at Aldrich's revolving
serts that th's is a “very minute broker and six of his wealthy pals, TV. In the hooking field for about two Mass. Cape Strawhats and then “names” who classify themselves
nujnber of the total jobs available." some $75,000 was tossed into the .seven, year* (prior to that he was have a short pre-Broadway tuneup as “alumni" of Gaylord. (They reIt adds that a similar situation ex- investment,
this
including real biz manager for concert artists), tour
Local 802, American Fed- fer to the institution as “the camists in the variety field, and that estate lease, the $7,500 tent, 1,640 Davidson has handled Helen Trau- eration of Musicians, has backed pus".) Author Holm is a former
Negro employment in* radio is vir-J arm-rest seats, etc. On last sum- bel, Lauritz Melchior, Eleanor down on Its demand that producer patient/ as. is artist Stevan Dohatually nil. It suggests, that condi- mer's 12-week season of operettas Steber, Mimi Benzell, Claudio Ar- John Golden hire four additional nos, Who designed the Jubilee antions are much the same in films,, and musical comedies, the operat- rau, Jennie Tourel, Morton Gould men because a phonograph record nouncement. Eugene O'Neill, Kyle
ing profit was just under $15,000, and others* He also booked the is played onstage in “Male Ani- McDonnell, Peggy Wood's son,
but offers no supporting data.
As of March 15, the report re- this being considered very unusual- Rodgers Ac Hammerstein Nights mal." A special choral arrange- from show biz; Albie Booth, from
ment of the tune was made when the sports world,., and similar ceveals. legit employed no Negro di- of first year's operation of a tent troupe*
the James Thurber-Elliott Nugent
rectors, stage managers, authors, show.
comedy was transferred from the lebs have been restored to activity
“Merry
Widow" teeoff on June
composers, choreographers, musical
In their fields a* a result of soN. Y. City Center.
directors,
pressagents,
casting 23 will be followed by a- series of Malden Bridge Playhouse
journs at Gaylord.
sgents, company managers, stage- musical comedies and operettas
Chick Chandler set for "Robert Jt"
As presented at the Jubilee, play
hands,
photographers, 'boxoffice using top Broadway leads. Schedule
and “The Firefly,” August offerings
Set for 10-Week Season of the Lewis Sc Young Music Cir- was necessarily sketchy in conmen, ticket brokers or theatre par- is “Kiss Me, Kate,"* June 30, with
cus in Sacramento. .Henry Hart is densing -50 years of history into
ty agents, although there are quail- Martha Etrole and Ted Scott;
Malden Bridge, N* Y., May 27.
fied Negroes available for all these j “Great Waltz," July 7, Irra Petina,
The Malden Bridge Playhouse rehearsing the Ralph Bellamy role approximately 50 minutes of runLawrence Brooks and Lois Hunt; will open Wednesday, July 2, for a in the Houston (Texas) Playhouse ning time, done in nine scenes.
(Continued on page 61>
“Red Mill". July 14. Buster West, 10-week season, with a new play production of “Detective Story," Despite’ its. condensation, however,
Pat Rooney,. Jr.;- “Finian's Rain- each week, instead, of the two-week opening, June 11. Joe Olney, gen- script managed to eject enough
bow," July 21, Kaye Connor, runs las't year. Producer and man eral production stage manager of drama, comedy and nostalgia to
Mitchell Agrcss, Fred .Thomas, ager this summer will be Paul “Of Thee I Sing," has joined the give a good Indication of what
-Baum-Newborn agency as an asPLAYS
FBR PITT
SFA5!ftN Andrew Gainey; “Carousel" July Bressoud, who has been with the sociate legit-TV talent agent. .The might be done with further devel1
LrtlO Fdm
III I sMifVvVni
28> k orothy MacNeil, Jack Kilty; Malden Bridge strawhatter since
opment.
John
C* Wilson-Alfred de Liagre,
Pittsburgh, May 27.
“Where's Charley?,” Aug. 4, Gil 1948 and-, who was associated with
Capably staged by Frank McWhite Barn Theatre, the No. 1 Lamb; “Naughty Marietta," Aug. a Florida theatre this winter. Bres- Jr., production .of Terence RattL
gan’s current London hit, “Deep Mull'an, of the Yale Drama Dept.,
strawhat in this district, located 11, Maria D’Attiii, Dorothy Keller, soud was on the Albany Playhouse
Blue Sea," wtih Margaret Sullavan and efficiently designed by Don
near Irwin, about 15 miles from Iggie Wolfington; “Wizard of Oz
staff in 1950-51.
He took a truck in the
memdowntown, is going to give the Aug. 18, Jean Rogers, Danny Dan- company of 'actors as far west as tioned Peggy Ashcroft part, is men-* Tirrell and Bob Drumheller, gave
as a tenant for the Morosco, bers of the Eli thesp school
city a number of plays during iels, Iggie Wolfington, Gean Green- Nebraska
in the spring of 1951.
N. Y., opening in October.
the
of
an absorbing interpretation
the summer that have never been W^ll; “New Moon," Aug. ‘25, Ann
Walter Wood and Eunice' Oswork. -Ably topping the cast were
seen before.
Co-producers Clay Ayars, Clifford Harvuot, Iggie Wol- borne (Mrs. Wood) operated the
Thomas Hill and Mary BlattspielFlagg and Carl Low have sched- fington; “Annie Get Your Gun,” barn setup for several seasons, the
er, with support coming from D.
uled one of them for their opener (two weeks) Sept 1-13, with Mary- latter as director. They
own the Melody Fair Shifts Its
William Duel!, Ron Weyand, Bob
June 7, “Glad Tidings," which lin Day, Earl Covert.
Playhouse, which was originally an
Goldsby,. Forrest Compton, KenMelvyn Douglas and Signe Hasso
Bert Yarborough has been inked upstairs theatre known as the Nell
Ground at Danbury Site neth
Sleeper* Henry Giskin, Dorodid on Broadway. It never got to as director for the 12-week season, Gwynn (before World War n).
Danbury, Conn., May 27.
thy Pierson, Leo Lavandero, Jnu
Pittsburgh.
Arthur Lief as musical batoneer,
Melody
Fair,
musical
tent
Carr,
to
Marion Villani, Arthur C.
be
Others on the White Earn list and Bettina Rosay as choreograoperated this summer by James Hartling, Anne Knoll, Bayard B.
and, new ta tlris city are “Remains pher and ballerina. Troupe also Cincy Music Drama Guild
Westerfield
and
Stephen
Rose,
Leary,
Bro. Herrod, Julian M.
will
To Be Saeft" and “To Dorothy, A includes 18 in the dance ensembles;
Shows Switch Over to Cox be at a new location opposite the Kaufman and Howard M. Bossa.
Son.”
On the strength of the ditto for chorus.
White
Bone.
Turkey
Inn
on Route 7,
Cincinnati, May 27.
N. Y. City Center revival smash
Cincinnati Music Drama Guild about three miles out of town, inof “The Male, Animal," the James
stead
of
the
old spot at the local
will switch from the U. of CincinThurber-Elliott
Nugent comedy
nati’s Wilson Auditorium to the Fair Grounds. The 12-week season
has also 'been scheduled. It was New Publicity Setup Due
TO LAUNCH
ST. LOO
1,300-seat Cox Theatre downtown will open July 1.
done a few years ago by the PittsWesterfield will direct, with Rose
burgh Playhouse.
For. Columbia Artists Mgt next season for four productions.
151G IN TILL
SKED
Contract was signed by Noah serving as producer, Don Fisher
Hale McKern, who has directed
Columbia Artists Mgt. will take
Schechter, resident manager for designer, Boris Kogan musical diWhite Barn chows for the last two its time about
May 27.
Louis,
St.
hiring a successor to
the Shubert interests, and J. Ralph rector, Dolly Niggemeyer choreseasons, will be back again this
Dorle Jarmel as publicity head
With $151 775 in the till, proCorbett, Guild’s board chairman ographer, Harding Dorn assistant
summer.
the
guarantors,
Latter quit last week, as of June 1,
and Helen Richard pressagent. vided by 1,312
and includes agreement with
.

James A. Davidson, one of the
few indie managers in. the longhair
field, will quilt the booking of concerts at end of the '52-’53 season,
and thereafter concentrate on be-
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WITH

Two

to devote full time to press duties
of the N. Y* Philharmonic Sym-

Jersey Strawhats

Prep Openings in June
Clinton, N. J., May 27.
The Music Hall in Clinton, N. J.,
under new management of Kal Kirby Productions of New York, will

phony, which she shared heretofore with Columbia's. It may also
develop that Columbia won’t have
an overall press head, with members of different divisions also serving as publicity men for those

open June 16 with “Hit Parade.” branches.
For instance, Humphrey DouOtto Simctti will be director and
lens has been handling press work
general manager.
for
the Coppicus, Schang Sc Brown
Grist Mill Playhouse at Andover,
N. J., plans to open for the third division; Tate Irvine has been
season in the middle of June, again working part time on Parmclce
under director Robert E. Perry. branch publicity, and Chase Ad
“Kiss Me, Kate," “Three to One" ams on Merten* Sc Weinhold press
and “Tree Grows in Brooklyn" are duties. Successor to Mis* Jahrmel
among musicals scheduled for the will ultimately be picked by. the
reason. Booked there are Miriam Jqdson, 0!Neill Jfc Judd division,
Hopkins, Ccnstance Bennett, Mel- and probably will be assigned to
vyn Douglas, Ilka Chase, Joseph the latter branch,, devoting major
Gotten, Joan Caulfield and Lisbeth time to it, in addition in the over.

Scott.

all

bureau duties.

Loca;

1,

AFL

man

Musicians Union, for a

12-

pit crew*

Presentations will be “The Con

week of Oct. 13; “Connect!
cut Yankee,” Dec. 15; “The Pear
Fishers,” March 16, and “Beggars

sul,"

Opera,”

day

May

4.

Tuesday, Wednes
performances

and Thursday

wilb be for subscribers and others
will be for tagging by organiza
tions.

Singers set for appearances In- Municipal Theatre Assn, is readyclude John Shaffer, Audrey G*rd ing for the teeoff of its 34th season
Ernest Sarracino, Kirby Smith, in the al fresco playhouse in Forest
Lo*s Hunt, Kaye Connor, Jim Haw- Park June 5 with an 11-night frame
thorne, Emile Renan a'nd Dorothv of “Show Boat."
McNeil.
*
This is the fourth successive season in which record sums have
been subscribed to the guarantee

McElhone to Star In
Lake Hopatcong ‘Ghost’

Lake Hopatcong, N. J., May 27.
Legit house was rented this seaEloise McElhone has been
son for the first time by Stage,
signed
by Harold E. Lawrence, producerInc., civic theatre group, for three
night -performances of “Goodbye, director of the Lakeside Summer
Theatre, Lake Hopatcong, N. J.,
My Fatocyi'"
for
an
appearance
in
“Gramercy
Fiamlft Artur Rubinstein, flew Ghost, week of July 1.
“The Happiest Years," co-starlastiFridky (23) to Brussels, to act
as one of the judges of the Queen ring Anita Lawrence and Eddie
Elizabeth
international
musical Iiyans, resident character leads,
competition which began Monday will open the 10-week season Tuesday, June 24
(26).
•

funds by local -individual and business firms. Last year a total of
total
1,250 guarantors subscribed a
of $140,425.

The coin is raised annually to*
protect the enterprise front P os
sible financial loss. It has been
used- on but two occasions 19 iy
and 1930 and on both occasions

—

—

fro”J
repaid
-were
profits of subsequent seasons,
*
the subscribed coin, 50% I s co1

guarantors-

lected

and

working

*

used

capital.

collected only

if

*

for

pre-season

The balance
needed.

i»

—6

,1

;

TTmUmiI. j. May

UKannunt

1949-50

Number of Shows.....
Straight Plays.

New

....

*

Revival*
Adaptations
Importations

>

59
28
22
0

‘Juan’ 100G

4
»
2

Return Engagements
Musicals
,

By HOBE MORRISON
.

way season turned up about the usu-

3.5

New

13

Revivals
Adaptations
Importations

2

Return Engagement*

0

al

1

Barn Mgrs. Riled at Equity Claim;
t

.

•

Charge Brushoffs on Confab Bids
With Actors Equity apparently*
smaller

bams which

threatened to

stay dark this summer or go nonunion are now reportedly planning
to open as usual under an Equity
policy. However, virtually all the;
spots, both large and small, are
opposing the union's new
still
board-and-lodging regulation and
figuring ways to circumvent it.
Members of the Stock Managers
Assn, contradict almost in its entirety a statement issued last week
by Angus Duncan, Equity's acting
executive secretary, denying reports of managerial opposition to
the new union regulations. They
particularly insist that, although a
group of managers met several

Kerr Click

For

u Reviewer

NX Herald Trib Held

One of Year’s

Highlights

Clide of Walter P. Kerr as drama
critic of the N. Y. Herald Tribune

regarded in Broadway circles as
one of the notable developments
of the .1951-52 season. His read-

is

and

ability

obvidtis authority,

SMA

SMA

-

STOCK FOR HUB COPLEY

PLANNED-BY SHUBERTS

May Do

As

before the vote, Celler explained;
“Washington is the capital of our
nation and should be the capital
of our cultural lives as Well.
“The fact that we do not permit
children to appear on the stage has
made it impossible for us to see innumerable plays written and acted
by some of our greatest artists. To
name just a few there are ‘Mem
her of the Wedding,* ‘Peter Pan,
‘King and
‘South Pacific,* ‘The
Innocents,* ‘Grass Harp,* ‘The Happy Time* and ‘Mrs. McThlngV*

—

V

and Walter Pidgeon and Dana Andrews in a play to be selected.
Donald Wolin and attorney Harold Schiff will return for their second season as producers, with Philippa Hastings as stage manager,
Mitch Grower as treasurer, Wyman
Kane as designer, Merle Debuskey
as pressagent and Txicia Hurst
production secretary. The spot will
probably open „June 21, with a
$3.60 top and capacity of about
$10,400.

Sacandagx Park Bam
Albany, May 27.
Eddie Rich, of New York, will
open a season of summer stock,
with guest stars, June 30 at the reff

’

1

'

1

modeled Sacaridaga Park Theatre,
a

new

link in the strawhat- chain.

The bouse, in this one-time popular
amusement park, is being enlarged.

A

critics into raptures or ignite spec-j
ulation about casting the road company, it Was a -relatively satisfactory year for that seemingly vanishing breed, the investor*.
Not only were there about the
usual ratio of payoff shows and
ones that just missed breaking even
but there were relatively few spectacular floppolas involving staggering deficits. On the other hand,
neither ’were there any apparent
bonanzas destined to. go on mopping up grosses and dishing out
dividends for season after season.
Of the hits, “Pal Joey,” <Topj
Banana,” “Fourposter,” ““I
a

Usually Check

Composer-producer Richard
Rodgers, queried last week
about a rumor that he and Oscar Hammerstein 2d were buying the .Strand Theatre, N. Y.,

“We

replied,

need

don’t

a

garage.”
Still in a whimsical mood,
he remarked, “You can always
check stories with us. We’ll always answer questions and

—

usually

the truth.”

tell

Named

Ralph BeDan?
Equity

Prez;

Write-Ins

Am

Biggest

« Record

Ralph Bellamy
was elected
“Mrs. McThing” and
“Point of No Return” are continu- president of Actors Equity and the
ing indefinitely, in Some eases with
entire regular ticket was voted inbrief summer layoffs. “Don Juan
in HeH,” the Dickens Readings by to office in the union’s annual
Emlyn Williams and “Constant election Monday (26). Although
Wife” have closed, and' ^Shrike” no independent slate was entered
shutters this week.
and there appeared to be no orOf the productions whofee status ganized write-in campaign, it is
the
significant that
is not yet clearly indicated. “Paint considered
Your Wagon” has about $70,000 to largest number of write-in votes
get back, but is still earning an op- were recorded in Equity history
erating profit; “Gigi” has an esti- 373 out of 835 ballot*.
mated $25,000 to go, but closes this
Besides Bellamy, those elected
were Maurice Evans, first vice
(Continued on page 58)
president; Raymond Massey, second v.p.; Frederick O’Neal, third
Margalo Gillmore, fourth
v.p.;
v.p.; Paul Dullzell, treasurer, and
John Effrat, recording secretary,
Camera,”

‘

it’s

generally acknowledged, quickly
established Kerr as one of the top
legit reviewers, bringing a stimulating new viewpoint to the New
*
York Theatre.
The general feeling is that Kerr
provided a challenge to the en-r
times with a few Equity officials, renched dominance of
Brooks Atthe union has steadfastly refused kinson, of the Times,
for a healthy
to recognize the
as bargain- influence on Broadway,
besides giving agent for the. bams or engage ing a needed
hypo to the Herald
in anything resembling negotia- Tribune’s entire
amusement sections.
tion, A professional playwright and
'“The chairman of the Equity director, Kerr’*
knowledge of stage
stock committee has never been technique
won him an immediate
present at a single meeting, and following in the trade
and, with his
most of the other members have at- other critical assets, is
reportedly
tended only once or twice," a. lead- building readership
in the general
ing
member asserted. “But public.
Duncan and one or two other union
Already the critic for Commonemployees have talked to us, with- weal when he joined
the Trib, Kerr
out ever indicating any sympathy has retained
the spot for the Cath
or even genuine interest in our olic magazine.
His contract with
problems. Then' the Equity coun- the HT also
gives him the right
cil,
on "the basis of Duncan's to take a leave of
absence for legit
presentation of the situation, has writing and
directing assignments,
(Continued on page 59)
and he is continuing his lecture appearances. Until about three years
ago Kerr was head of the Cathplic
U. drama department. His most recent Broadway author-stager credit
Is “Touch and Go,” a revue which
he wrote in collaboration with his
Lee Shubert has been trying to wife, Jean Kerr, and directed un
interest various young talent and der George Abbott’s management,
managers in New York In the idea during the 1949-50 season.
of launching a stock company at
the Shubert-owned Copley in Boston. House, at one time a leading
Shuberts
‘Hollow’
stock spot in the Hub and last regularly occupied three seasons ago
Matunuck Barn Try
by the Boston Repertory Co., has
recently acquired a new entrance
“The Hollow,” Agatha Christie’s
on Boylston St. in place of the old recent London success, may be tried
one on Stuart St.
out at the Theatre-by-the-Sea, MaShubert has reportedly intimated tunuck, R. I., for the Shuberts,
a willingness to invest in a stock or who hold' the American rightg
repertory
group
leasing
the Other bills tentatively scheduled
property*
for the strawhat include Mae West
in a tryout of “Sextette,” Franchot
Tone in “Petrified Forest,” Veronica Lake In “Gramercy Ghost,”
House Passes Celler Bill
Claude Rains in a tryout of the
Playwrights Co. production of RobOkaying Kids on D.C. Stage ert Nathan’s “Jezebel’s Husband,”

Washington, May 27.
House of Representatives yestei>
day (Mon.), passed the bill of Rep.
EmanueL Celler (D„ N. Y.), permitting children of seven years
and older to appear on stage in
legit, vaude, professional travelling
production or musical recital. Measure is waiting Senate action.
Under the present law, no children may appear who are not at
least 14.
In speaking on the bill

quota of boxoflice- bits. If there

were no new shows to send the

5

determined to try to enforce its
new strawhat rules, most of the

W«

Despite an admittedly -subnormal

level of quality, the 1,951-52 Broad-

There were four closings last
week, two on Broadway and two

‘Wagon’ Needs

out of town. They included three
hits and one, a non-commercial
offering, a critical success.
The
Broadway closer* were “Don Juan
In Hell” and “Tovarich,” while the
tourer* were “Mister Roberts” and

“Constant Wife.”

“Don Juan in Hell,” which
wound up a 64-performance limited
engagement at the Plymouth, N, Y.,
reported to have made a profit
around $7,500 on the stepd*
bringing the total net to producer
Paul Gregory to about $100 <000
thus far on the Shaw excerpt. The
lecture-style presentation will tour
again next fall with Charles Boyer,
Charles Laughton, Cedric Hardwicke and Agnes Moorehead continuing as starsfj
is

of

“Tovarich,” the City Center reSherwood’s 193637 adaptation of Jacques Deyal’S
Parisian original, represented a

vival of Robert E.

loss of .about $15,000, including an
-approximately $6,000 deficit on its

Washington

tryout.

The show drew

moderately favorable reviews and
is being booked for strawhat dates,
on which the City Center will not
share, however* Uta Hagen, Luther
Adler, Herbert Berghof, Romney
Brent and Paula Laurence were
Starred in the reyival.

“Mister Roberts,” which closed
In Baltimore, earned nearly $44,000
profit on Its third season’s tour.

The Leland Hayward production of
the Thomas Heggen-Joshua Logan
play, a hit of the 1947-48 Broadway

season, now has an estimated $72r
000 in. undistributed profits, of
serve three years.
which $50,000 Is due for distribuThose named to. regular council tion soon. That
will bring the disposts, to serve five years, were tributed
profit to $1,300,000 on the
John Drew Uevereaux, John For- $100,000 investment. The
show 3$
sythe, Marjorie Gateson, Richard slated to
go on the road again in
Gordon, Juanita. Hall, Katherine the fall, perhaps with Tod
Andrews
Meskill, Claudia Morgan, Elliott again as star.
Nugent, Kent Smith and Frederic
“Constant Wife,” Katharine CorTozere; council replacements, to
nell’s reyival of the W. Somerset
serve three years, George Britton Maugham
1926-27 hit, closed in
and Rusty Lane, and for two years, Boston with
a reported profit of
Dort Clark.
about $20,000 on its six-week tour.
That brought the net to approximately $44,000 thus far on the $40,000 production, which had a 139Clere. Guild, Press Club
performance run on Broadway before going
‘Front Page’ slated to goonon tour. The show is
Stage
the road again in
the fall with Miss Cornell again
Cleveland. May 27.
The Cleveland Newspaper Guild in the title part, but replacements
for co-stars Brian Aherne and v
and Press Club teamed up to stage Grace George.
all to

'

Your

“Paint

Wagon”

earned

$10,784' In operating profits for the
three weeks ended May 3 at the

Shubert, N. Y. That brought the
operating net. on the Cheryl Crawford production to $108,697.59 on
a total gross of $999,991.62 for 203
performances as of that date. Adding $2,495 from the advance on
sheet music royalties and the
show’s $71,850 share of the $200,000 film sale, that brought ‘the total earnings in the venture to $183,-

.|

048.59. It left $73,021.29 still to be
recouped on the $247,500 invest-

ment.

How

the production’s operating

Owi

hookup has been scaled down is
indicated by the fact that the Alan “The Front Page”
Jay Lerner-Frederick Loewe musical earned an operating profit of
$1,717.40 on a gross of only $29,071 for the week ended May 3. The
net was $5,639 on a gross of $39,400 the Tyeek ended April 19, and

of

Members of
Al Henderson

One

in Studio
"

WHK.

the

N
cast

(Hildy),

included

NBC;

400G BOOKINGS IN FOR

Bill

Barrett (Bums), Press; Milt Wid-

POWER-MASSEY'S ‘BODY’

der (Louie), Press; Marion Yezbak
on a gross of $36,200 the
(Molly), Press Club; Rachel Miller
week ended April 26.
The show is currently in its 29th (Jennie), Press Club; Steve French
week on Broadway.
(Mayor), 'Press; Bud Dunbar ^Sheriff
Press Club; Joe Bova (WilBERLIN DANCE
SET liams), WTAM; reporters Bill Gannon (WHK), Charles Thobaben
Robert Kehoe
(Central
Press),
FOR 1ST AMERICAN
Liselotte
Koestet* and Jockel (News), Wayne Schakel (WHK),
Stahl, premiere dancers of the Frank
(Auburn
News),
Fatsie

Hollywood, May 27.
Paul Gregory signed Raymond
to play Abraham Lincoln in
'“John. Brown’s Body,” dramatic
oratorio based on the Stephen Vincent
Benet' book-length
poem,
which starts a nationwide Chautuaqua circuit tour Nov. 1. Tyrone
Power will star. Charles Laughton,

$3^427.21

DUO

.

TOUR

Deutsches Opernhaus, Berlin, will
make their first U. S. tour next season, under management of National Concert Ac Artists Corp.
Duo (husband and wife) will
tour for six weeks in *53, beginning
latter part of February in N. Y. and
covering east and midwest. Pair
have givefl four Berlin recitals and
made several tours through Central “Europe since the war.

Kaycee Starlight Sets
Second Season- Prelims
.

Kansas

City,

May

27.

Second season of the Starlight
Theatre here is being propped by
Richard H. Berger, director, who
came in from New York last week.
Brenda Lewis, pLthe.-M^rppdUr
tan Opera, has been signedjfor the
Countess Olga role in “The Great
Waltz.” -Edward Roecker.wiMi do
Francois -.ViUon in “The, Vagabond
King” "and roleS in “Carousel,”
“Robin Hood” and “East Wind.”
Boxoffice sale will begin June
9. The season of 10 musicals opens

different play will be presented
each week during July and August. June

-

,

23.

Massey

who ’will

adapt, will direct.
Trek will roughly fallow the circuit established with “Don Juan
in Hell,” and cover 77 perform-

Charles Staley (Press), Milt Dolinger (UP), Jack Sheridan (Wooden- ances, with appearance in N. Y.
shoes), News; Mary Dunn (Mrs. set around Feb. 1. Gregory reports
Schlosser), Press; Margaret Dun- $400,000 in confirmed booidngs
woodie (Peggy), News; Mrs. Hap thus far.

Adamson (Mrs. Grant),
James Nolan (Pincus),

freelance;
freelance,

and the two deputies were John ‘Banana’
Hedenberg and Robert O’Neill, of

Hopeful Of

the Press Club.
Rose Marie Slaying
In turnabout, the three drama
Producers
Stone
and
Paula
critics turned their columns over
to visiting critics for opening night Michael Sloane are still hopeful of
(22) with Prof. Barclay Leatham, retaining Rose Marie as the comeWestern Reserve doing the Bill dienne lead in Broadway's “Top
McDermott Plain Dealer stint; Banana,” starring Phil Silvers.
Fred McConnell, Play House di- Rose Marie had given her notice to
rector, pinchhitting for Omar Ran- leave the show May 31, but conney of the Press, and Janis Paige, sented to remain a couple of extra
hometown actress on tour here, weeks until the management could
taking -over the Art Spaeth Cleve- get a replacement
Gale Robbins was set to replace
land New$ 3 ob. ‘The -critics' wet
“kind/’
\ When *RbSd Marie gfve her notice
editor,
follo’tyih^ explication of lier year’s
Stan Atfderiori, radio^rV
The' Press’; and president of the contract,' but* the management was
Press Club, said Lopes are high on a spot when Miss Robbins fell
to make the presentation of A play though, with the result that Rose
an annual event, “so Cleveland au- Marie agreed to remain while
diences can appreciate the legiti- Stone-SIoane -scurried around for
another performer.
mate.”
.
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Wednesday May

Over

New Group T*kes
Ft.

Wayne light Operas

Port Wayne, May 27,
hoard of directors has been
i

New

organized to take over the Fort
Wayne Light Opera Festival, with
permission of the previous group,
which produced musical comedies
in the News-Sentinel Outdoor Theatre in Franke .Patrfcan .ld5d and
This latter -group earlier
1951.
-

.

Chicago,

May

+

27,

Although there' is igreat deal of
talk about expansion of strawhat

OStT Stadium Theatre Ups
Summer Sked of Dramas

•

had announceed it Would not offer
Columbus, May 27.
any outdoor musicals in 1952.
Ohio* State ‘U.'S Stadium, TheaNeW group, is headed by Dalton
and bidding for attractions for the re, which has operated at nearc. McAlister,, president; Lou Culp,
oncoming season? With the except capacity in the last two seasons.
president and business manvice
tion of the two repertory groups, has increased its schedule of plays
ager;*Jacic Morey,- treasurer; Sally
one a musical tent, most of the star from six to eight for the 1952 suminf.
secretary and choreographer,
Z
featuring groups have only two or mer season. Each drama will, open
and Grace Drummond, assistant
three plays definitely lined up. It’s on Tuesday and run for five nights.
secretary-treasurer and assistant
not a money problem, either, with The list includes “Papa Is All, July
business manager. First 1952 proseveral of the silo operators offer* 1; “The Traitor,”' July 8; “Walls
duction will be “The Desert Song,"
ing fantastic sums for even fading Rise Up" (musical' by George Seseither late June or early July.
Part of the blame is due sions Perry written especially for in
lights.
A1 Germanson continues as diwarmother
to the rash of the
arena staging), July 15; “Charley's. rector.
which are Aunt," July 22; “Elizabeth the
operations
weather
Springing up all over the country, Queen,” July 29; “The Petrified
and the desire of many of the stars Forest," Aug. 5;-“The. Happy Time,"
to stay near New York, especially Aug. 12, and “The Admirable
’51 -’62
in August, so as not to miss the Crichton," Aug. 19!
Upcoming TY shows for fall.
Continued from pstffe 57
Dr. Charles J. McGaw will serve

f acilities a^roupd these parts, there
Is also a. great deal of confusion

to parenthetical designations:

^

"Don Juan

Season

making as theatre supervisor, and. Dr. Roy
„e . n . n in the
to reopen
early pleas for subscriptions, with Bowen, Dr. Everett E.. Schreck and week, ^probably
Male
seasons running from 10 to 12 John Hallauer Will direct, with faUr
£ building,
^dineand is
Weeks in most cases. The Music Frank. McMullen, of Yale U/sl$10,000_to recover*
started fast but
Theatre tees off "The Desert Song drama department, imported to “New Faces", has
“Three
and
go,
to
way
long
a
has
June 13 for 10 days, and follows stage “Charley’s Aunt."
I
Most of the

siloers are

.

.

Wishes for Jamie" and “Of Thee
Sing" must-be. rated as doubtful
payoff prospects. “Sunday Breakfast," opening tonight (Wed.), is
also an unknown quantity.
“Cleo? Anomalies

.

with “Fledermaus," “High Button
Shoes/' “Fhffan’s Rainbow," “Ca-

rousel," “Annie Get Your Gun," Hartford’s New Parsons
*
“Mikado," “Brlgadoon," “Bloomer
Girl," “Kiss Me,. Kate," and an
Maps Hypoed Fall Sked;
Round
oddity, “The Drunkard."
operation will use stars, and David
To Raise 30G New Coin
Thimar is the new director.
Hartford, May 27.
Herb Rogers has given up the
stock
rotating
idea 'of having a
The New Parsons Theatre, recompany in Milwaukee and High- opened as a legit house last season
land Park, 111., and is concentrat- by Philip Langner, Charles. Bowing oh the latter. Michael Farrell den and Nancy Stem, is expected
•

Tet.urns to 'direct the fifth year with to

Marian Walters, Bernard Hughes,
Helen Stenborg, Gertrude Kimmel,
Tim O'Connor, George Womack
and Ed Matousek, all returning,
Tenthoqse Theatre Will pretoo,
sent a 16-week season, starting
June 6 with “Happy Time.”
Bennett Tryout

•

Since Variety's classification of
a hit is simply based on whether or
not a show pays’ off on. the. -Broad-

way

have a heavily-booked schedule
it relights early in Sepfem-

when

.

Additional indications are
ber.
that the subscription list will be

several prestige pre-Broadway tryouts, Including .three N. Y. City
Theatre Co, revivals and the ANTA
production of “Mrs. McThing,"
standing Helen Hayes.
The three
producers, who personally supplied
most of the capital to launch the
enterprise last year, plan to raise
$30,000 in new financing this summer for additional renovations to
the theatre.
Tentatively set thus „ far for the
second season are the first and
third Theatre Guild productions,
probably William Inge's “Picnic,
being presented in partnership
with Leland Hayward and Joshua

Hinsdale, .111. On June 12 he brings
in a new play, George Bascom's “A
Date With April,” with Constance
Bennett, for 10 days, and the Dorothy Gish stars- in “The Man."
There s a gap of a .week, at present
and “First Lady,” with Ilka Chase
arrives at the same time as the
Republican convention in Chicago
Eugene’ O’Sullivan returns as director, with Jerry Fritz and Sonny
?

on its commercial
Laurence Olivier-

is,

Outcome, the
ctra" reVivien Leigh twin “Cleopatra
failures
vivals must be rated as fail
They failed to earn sufficient operating profits during their limited
engagement to amortize the mvestment required to bring them from

considerably expanded,, with Ralph
Lycett again in charge.
Largely on the basis of its sublong-dark
setup,
the
scription
house made an impressive start unlast seader
the
management
new
will
season
Secbttd starter of the
Migatz’s Salt Creek in son, doing healthy business with

be Marshall

run, that

as stage managers, and
King Page as business manager.
Drury Lane, on the far southside of town, is going Into a two
week policy, and brings in Ilona
Massey in “Paris" as the first attraction. June 23. Helmut Dantlne
and Louise Albritton are starred in
“Happy Time," beginning July 7,
and Signe Hasso has the lad in
“Love From a Stranger," beginning band/’

Adams

'

.

starring

Claude

tion.

Rains;

Despite the prevailing belief that
Chase
by Irving the escape-minded public prefers
comedies
to serious plays, only 30
and “Jane," tlje Guild’s
of Phil Tyrrell, has the most elabotouring, edition of the recently- of the former were produced (inIt
rate plans for the summer.
revivals),
cluding
compared to 24
closed Behrman dramatization of a
moves from an Inside location to Somerset Maugham
dramas and six comedy-dramas.
story.
a, tent near by, which it is claimed
That, presumably, was not so much
will seat more than ljOOO persons.
because managers preferred serious
Robert Q. Lewis in “Charley’s
works, but that supply of acceptAunt" will start the season there, $534,051 Earned Net
able comedy scripts continues to be
With Joanne Dru and John Ireland
On 200G 'Blondes’ Show not be 'sicnificar
paired in “John Loves Mary" folsignificant that of the 10
lowing.
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes" hits, there were four comedies, one
drama,
Shores,
three comedy-dramas and
Michiana
addition,
In
earned $9,583.47 profit for the two
nearby, turns Equity this. Summer weeks ended last April 26, bring- two musical comedies.
and
Novelty Flurries
.direction,
under Don Boland’s
ing the total net to $534,051.35 as
Aside from the matter of produc
Shady Lane, the oldest Equity of that date. The Herman Levintion
statistics,
there were numergroup in the midwest, at Marengo, Oliver Smith production has dis111., resumes operations.
tributed $460,000 profits thus far ous significant and/or interesting
developments on Broadway during
on its $200,000 investment.
Of especial importance
For the week ended April 19, its 1951-52.
finale in Philadelphia, where it was the fact that production and
Williams Play in U.S. Bow
operating costs continued to rise,
“Bernardine,"

July 21.

comedy
Chevy Chase, under the direction Jacobs,

new

Mary

to be presented

4

I

j

.

At Chagrin
Chagrin

Falls, 0.,

Falls,

originally tried out, the musical
had a net of $7,922.77 on a gross of
$45,818, and for the week ended
April 26, its first in Boston, it
netted $1,660.70 on a $39,476 gross.

Barn

0„ May

American premiere of Emlyn
Williams’ “The Wind of Heaven"
will open the 1952 season for the
Chagrin Falls Stock Co. June 24.
Paul Marlin and William Van
Sleet will produce 10 plays this
season. Herbert Patterson will be
the director.
Actors Who will be back this
season include Irene Cowan, Michael Egan, Margaret Bannerman
and William Darrid, all seen on
network TV shows during the
winter. Plays will run Tuesdays
through Sundays.
Play*j to be presented^in .or^r.
are ^Personal Appearance',"- “Come/
Back, Littlp. Sheba/’ '(Yes,* Jjy<
Daughter,"
Darling
“Goodbye
“Candlelight,"
Again,"
“Blithe
'

'

'

.

thereby reducing

by-now

’

27.

.

narrow

still

further the

margin

between

break-even and gross.

The

flurry of novelty shows, such

The show completed its Hub en- as the lecture-type “Don Juan in
gagement last week, is currently in Hell," the solo-cast “Paris ’00" and
Baltimore, then opens June 2 at “Conscience" and the two-character “Fourposter," drew consider
the National, Washington, for a
three-week stand as the season able comment. So did Jose Ferwindup.

A

somewhat

production will go on tour again next fall
with a replacement for Carol Channing, who leaves to play the same
part in Jack Hylton’s London
simplified

•

edition.

.iAngha

Wk ^rpm/Eurppel

rer’s remarkable parlay, including
a
j
a ^ear ^our productions
( Twentleth Century," “Stalag 17," “Shrike"
and “Chase"), five directorial as
signments (the above four, plus

“Fourposter") and two co-starring appearances (“Century" and

flhait/w nn
^asonj fits fouV prbduc-

.

n
jtfr'

*ncf lira °

Join C^ecSejc^arD1

A

for a two-monfh European sta^l
Broadway actor, lie’s interested in
a film deal in Germany; she’s head
Spirit," “Papa Is All,"
“Angel of the Theatre Guild bookkeeping
Street" and “Second Man."
department.

VK VCtear

*****
Cand^

lopping

An 4

all other auand, in at least two of the
i

shows, adding ehormous royalties
to his estate. Eugene O’Neill also

(Drama)

MD

CD

(Musical

(C).

"Male Animal"

"New

Faces".

"Of Thee

-

(C).

(It).

J Sing"

"Paint Your Wagon** (MC).
••'Sunday • Breakfast" (D).

FAILURES
‘

(521

"Anna

*

Christie’* (D).
.

’

'•*flumlier
.

_

"Remains to Be Seen"
"Saint Joan" (D).
"Seventeen" CMC).
"ShuRle Along" (MC).

.

.

"Gertie" (C).
"Glad Tidings" (O.

(C).

(C).

"Sleep’ pf Prisoners" (D).

"To Be Continued" (C).
"To Dorothy, a Son” (C)
"Twilight Walk" (D).
"Two on the Aisle" (R),
"Venus Observed" (C).

.

(D).
*

"Victim"

•Women

(C).

rr
(D>.

"One- Bright Day* (D>.
.O.ut. West of Eighth"
"Paris *90" (MC).
"Rehearsal" (C).

Time" (MC).
"Dark Legend" (D).
"Dear Barbarians" (O.
Under
the Elms” (D).
"Desire
"Dinosaur Wharf" (D).
"Faithfully Yours" (C>.
..
"Fancy Meeting You Again” (C).
"Flight Into Egypt" (D).
"Four Saints in Three Acts .(O).

"Jane"

Petticoat" (D).

-

rv^w'

"Courtin'

"Grand Tour" (CD).
"Grass Harp" (CD).
"Hook *n Ladder” (C).

Her

-"Dace -on

"Legend .of Lovers" (D).
"Lo' and Behold" (C).
"L-ohr Watch" tt».
"Love, and .Let Love"
"Much Ado About Nothing" (©.
"Mvfsic ’In' ’the ‘Air” (OP),
•"Never Say -Never"- (C).
...
"Nina" (C).
v

"Antony- and Cleopatra* (D),
"Barefoot in Athens" (D),
"Brass Ring" CD).
"Buy. Me Bme Jllbbons” (C).
"Caesar and Cleopatra” (C).
"Candida" (CD).
"Chase" (D).
"Collector’s Item" (C).
"Conscience" (D).

"Golden Boy"

Wishes. for. Jamie" (MO.

".’Three

(MO

m

•

(D).

'

(1 )

"Gigi"

<P>-

STATUS INDEFINITE

’

f

(D).

of Twilight" (D).

ADDITIONAL
(4)

(City Center)

"Come
"First

Age" (D).
Lady" (C).

"Tovarich"

of

(C).

"Wild Duck" (D).

RETURN ENGAGEMENTS
(3)

"Diamond LU" (C).

"Don duap

*

in Hell" (CD).

"Kiss Me, Kate" (MC).

CLOSED OUT OF TOWN
"Child of the Morning”
"Curtain Going Up” Ut).
"For Crying Out Loud”

(D).

"Modern .Primitive"

(C).

“Moiith of Sundays” (MO.
"Salt of the Earth” (C).

(C).

"Little Evil” (C).

HOLDOVERS WHOSE STATUS WAS UNDECIDED AT END OF
LAST SEASON, BUT SINCE CLARIFIED
HITS
'King and I" (MD).

"StalAg 17” (CD).

FAILURES
"Darkness at Noon (D).
"Flahooley" (MC).
"Make a Wish” (MC).

"Rose Tattoo” <D).
VTree Grows in Brooklyn** (MO.

^

.

SW*

!

,

D&ndon. The shows drew generally
favorable reviews and’ did huge
business, however, so they qualify had- a “comeback" season, with reas critical and popular successes vivals of “Desire Under the Elms"
despite their financial failure
and “Anna Christie." As usual,
In somewhat similar way, Cor- Shakespeare was represented, too,
90
nelia Otis Skinner’s 'Pans
this time with two revivals-.
was a commercial failure, although
Early curtains, long agitated as
its generally enthusiastic press and a bid for commuter and- early-riser
87-performance run, a record for patronage, were finally given a
a solo show, will be valuable as pro trial at “South Pacific," wtih other
motion for next season’s tour, as shows following suit and the likelithe star figured in advance. But hood that a once-weekly schedule

in the case of the other failures,
there were few, if any, such qualifrmg factors. As always, it was
generally a matter of dismal disappointment of high hopes.
In production volume, the season’s 73 shows fell behind last year,
which had 83, but easily topped
the 1949-50 total of 59. In line with
managerial desire to rely on tested
material, there were again a comLogan, and a new S. N. Behrman paratively large number of recomedy. Also pencilled in are the vivals, 19, including 15 plays and
Playwrights
Co,
production
of four musicals. And the 10 Imports
Robert Nathan’s “Jezebel's Hus- continued the trend in that direc-

D

(10)
"Mrs. McThing" (C).
“Pal Joey’MMC).
Point of No Return"
J

,

in Hell'* (CD>.

"Fourposter” (©.
,
"I Am a Camera*' (CD).

'

-

(Comedy),

CJ

HITS

"Constant Wife" (C)
Dickens Readings (CD).

.

-

.

Key

(Comedy-Drama)? R (Revue), MO .(Musical Comedy),
Drama), O (Opera), -OP (Operetta!.

,

,
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tions

in

Of Thee

various cities for their
I -Sing” revival.

Assorted Squabbles
The season was marked by an
extehded squabble in the administration of the American National
Theatre Jk Academy, resulting in
the exit of Robert Breen as executive secretary

and

the' reorganiza-

tion of the constitutional setup. A
may become general next Season. happier development for the organTelevision, widely regarded as a ization, however, was the success
threat' to the legit boxoffice, was of the second season of the ANTA
figured a direct factor in the quick Play Series, under the managing
closing of “Anna Christie’* after it directorship of producer Robert
was taken
over for a commercial Whitehead.
'
run.
On the ticket front, the Leblang
Slim Guild Season
agency got a brushoff from producers
when it offered a new cutLeland Hayward, with the click
of “Point of No Return," continued rate distribution arrangement for
his hot pace as a producer of hits, moderate grossing shows. During
but the Theatre Guild had another the season, also, two-for-ones again
slim season financially with “Saint failed to be effective, except in the
Joan," "Lo and Behold," “Legend case of <? Rpse Tattoo/’ The only
of Lovers," “Jane" and “Venus other notable Incident in the realm
Observed." The Playwrights Co., of tickets was tMfe unsuccessful
which hadn’t had a. money-maker legal attempt by Sylvia Siegler, as
in years, fumbled again with two president
of
Show-of-the-Month
of its own members’ scripts Max- Club, to Compel the Shuberts to
well
Anderson’s
“Barefoot
in sell her tickets to shows in their
Athens" and Elmer Rice’s “Grand theatres.
The Shuberts brought a legal
Tour" but got a break when its
new member, Roger L. Stevens, test case during the season that
brought it the lucrative “Four- may have extensive, future reperposter."
Herman Shumlin, in a cussions. The action, against the

—

’

—

burst of production activity, re1
versed his customary field with the
presentation of three comedies, but
with unfortunate results. (He also
missed as director of Thomas HamQiond’s revival of “Candida," starring Olivia de Havilland.)
Richard Rodgers and Oscar Ham
merstein 2d, after a fabulously suc-

various New York dailies, charges
monopolistic conspiracy in the pub-

lishers’ refusal to sell
space to the plaintiffs,
owner.
If ultimately
such a suit might bring

advertising
as theatre
successful,
substantial

savings in theatrical ad costs and
could perhaps even affect the
whole setup of advertising acceptcessful composer-lyricist collabora- ance and rate classification. Incition and production partnership, dentally, the Government’s antiengaged in what was regarded as a trust suit against the Shuberts
friendly rivalry with the revivals themselves and the United Booking
of “Music In the Air" and “Pal Office, fs still pending.
Joey," It turned out to be no conIn the union field, there was the
test, however, as “Joey," a 1940-41 usual amount of
turmoil during the
musical comedy on which Rodgers season.
Actors Equity won out
had collaborated with the late Lo- over the American Guild of Musirenz Hart, surprised the skeptics cal Artists in a bitter jurisdictional
by turning Into the season top box- row over “Fledermaus."
Equity
office smash, while “Music," a 1932- also went through
a hectic internal
33 success by Hammerstein and the tussle leading to the exit of Louis
late Jerome Kern, failed to
M. Simon as executive secretary.
go.
With the volume of production The Assn, of Theatrical Press
decreasing, the Shuberts apparent- Agents & Managers battled with
ly decided to take more
vigorous the League of N. Y. Theatres over
action toward getting tenants
for a raise In the minimum scales; with
their numerous theatres. So
they Shumlin over application of the
in the productions “new blood" clause; with George
of other managements on
an un- Brandt over the terms for his subC
11
^ s alc
up about way circuit, and with Equity over
55n
/Svf if
£
$00,000
directly, plus undisclosed organization of the strawhat field.
amdUftlK in the form of guarantees The unions apparently defeated
shared Operating the Theatre Guild’s move to cut
j « it
deficits of current shdws.
building
Another production
by
costs
financial angle of the season
was scenery at its studio in Westport,
the Innovation worked out
bY nro- Conn,, and scrap between the
ducors Chandler Cowles and
Ben scenic artists and the League oi
Begal, in holding investor
audi- N. Y. Theatres is. still simmering.
’

,

’

.
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‘
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Current Road Shows
May 26-Jime 7)

Vl

(

Candle’ Bright $15,960, ‘Moon’ $12,600
Chicago, May 27.
In contrast to the local picture
house boxoffice, which continues on
‘Roberts’
Balto
its downward trend, legit houses
here took an upward swing last
This
also
in
spite
of rainy
week.
"M,
,
weather most of the week.
turn visit to Ford’s here last week,
like the legit scene winding up with $14,500.
It looks
In currently, .at a top of $5.43, Is
will remain unchanged for the
summer, with “Moon Is -Blue,”, “Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,” star‘‘Bell, Book and Candle” and “Guys ring. Carol Channing.
and Polls” set,
Estimates for This Week
“Bell, Book and Candle,” Selwyn Star-Light Opera Preps
.
-

14$,

-

(13th week) ($4,50; 1,000).
Swung
"
*
up to $15,900;
“Guys and Polls,” Shubert C13th
week) ($6; $2,100)‘. Also jumped

back, to $51,700.
“Moon Is Blue,”

week)

($4.40;

some group

Harris

For 7th SanDiego Season;

“Bell, Book, and Candle” (Joan
Zachary Scott)—Selwyn,
Chi '(26-31).

Bennett,

Me Madam” (Ethel
— National,
Wash.

“Call

man)

—

—

(56th

—

31);

shows

Attendance of 150,000 for the
Helped by
1952 Star-Light Opera summer seaokay $12,600.

son here was predicted last week
by Robert J. Sullivan, president of
the San Diego Civic Light Opera
Assn. Attendance last year at*five
musicals reached 126,000.
Five
musicals are to .be- produced this
summer iq, Ford Bowl in Balboa
Park.
Season will begin July 3 with
“Show Boat.” Other productions
Boston, May 27. * will be “Kiss Me, Kate,” “Student
“Desire Under/ the Elms,” at the Prince,” “Bittersweet” and “CarouBrattle; Cambridge, constitutes the sel.”
sole legit fare here this stanza,]
Scenery for “Kiss Me, Kate,”
with all Hub legits shuttered and
which will run from July 31 to Aug.
nothing on the horizon until the
10, was recently purchased, the
strawhat season tees off the latter
part of June. Cambridge police-] first time sets have been bought
women viewed the opening per- outright for a Star-Light Opera
The scenery, which
formance of “Elms” and gave the production.
play the greenlight, although city crammed a 50-foot freight car to
officials would not approve a Sun- capacity, was purchased for $5,day license. Consequently, Brattle 000 from the New Tork production.
will present the play pn Mondays; Show will be the most elaborate
ordinarily an off-night, and bypass ever attempted by Star-Light.
the- Sunday performance.
Now preparing for it* seventh
Estimates* for Last Week
season as a civic' venture; Star“Constant Wife ” Plymouth (3d Light Opera Was started by Sullifinal van, a San Diego, lumber dealer
Wk) (1,200; $4.20).
week with nice $21,500.
whose hobby is music; Charlie Can“Desire Under the Elms,” Brat- non,* a singer and actor, and Bill
tle 1st wk) (454; $3). Pulled neat Dean,
* retired concert singer
$2,900 for five' performances.
whose father was with the Met for
-“Gentlemen Prefer Blondes;”
years.
25
Shubert (5th -wk) (1,700; $6 Fri,Financial trouble* have plagued
Sat.; $4.80 rest of week), Wound
profitable five-week stand with the group, but last season net receipts totaled more than 23% more
near $33,800.
than 1950 and,, attendance was up
by 11%. Total cost of the five- productions was $171,000, almost half
‘Madam’ Almost $47,100; going for payroll. “Annie Get'
Your Gun” drew 30,768 persons,
lady’ Fine $15,000, D.C. paying $45;349 for a Star-Light record, but “Annie” was not so profitWashington, May 27.
“Call Me Madam” has once more able as others because of producgrabbed the brass ring, boxoffice- tion expenses.
Strictly a hometown operation,
wise, for its third week at the
National Theatre, with a near Star-Light employs only San Diego
$47,100 take. Musical is slated to talent. Members of chorus are paid
do even better in its fourth and $60 a show for up to 20 rehearsal
final week, because an extra mati- nights and eight performances in„a
nee has been worked in.
two-week run. Lead* get up to .three
Gayety Theatre wound up its times the chorus Salary.
1951-52 season last week with a
handsome $15,000 take for “First
Lady,” final play of the N. Y. City
Theatre Co', trio of tryouts. The ‘PACIFIC’ FINE $38,800
three comedies have played to a
low $3 scale, with an even lower
IN FIRST
rate for anyone taking a subscription for the trio.
Cleveland, May 27.

‘Blondes’ $33,800,

21%G, Hub

.

•

•

I

Wound

—

CLEVL WEEK

“South Pacific” hit a grand $38,-.
Gayety management is now
working on plans for reopening 600 at $4.95 top in eight performnext September, but will not an- ances at the Hanna last week.
nounce attractions for about two Touring company headed by Janet
Blair and Webb Tilton were here
months.
*

for their second Cleveland date.

On

last

paratively,

production coordinator* Maurice
Edward*. At President* N. Y., May 26. '32;
•3.60.

...Woodrow Parfrey

Lightning
Stagekeeper
Physician

I

Annual San Diego Rente
Opening Month's Ron
San. Diego, May 27T

...Charlotte

—

.

.

:

first

With songs, dances, and comedy
skits by local talent, “Caught in
James Madison
’52” will open tonight
Nolan the Act
Don Koll (Tues.) for a run through June
.William Meyers
Diego Community
The
San
21.
Gentleman Usher ...... Chari**. Campbell
Richard Allen Theatre’s newest version of the an1st King
2nd King
....MaUrlce RdwiStd* nual, revue will be offered in the
Prince Prettyman
Antony Vorno
Cloris
Anna Leonard Globe Theatre in Balboa Park.
Soldier ....... ..
Tom Turner
Craig Noel will direct Last
Cordclio
Don KoU
Amaryllis
Rene* Taylor year’s composer, J. Gilbert WarnJack Clay er, has returned with most of the
Volsciur
Parthenop* ........... .Norma L*e Clark songs in this year’s “Caught.
Pallas
Jan* McArthur
Luna
.Marian Lawrence Sharon Kirk, who 'sings in the
Orbis'
P«pi Hamilton show, collaborated with Warner on
Sol
Ben Garber
«
four songs. Warner also teamed
with John. Clark on six other
There's really no excuse for song*, and with Roberta Rothel on
It's the limit. another.
“The. Rehearsal.”
Musical dlreptpr Ross Hastings
For the record, then* this indiscontributed two song*. , Margie
cretion. was reviewed in Variety,
.Whitlpwe, also' in the cast, -comMay 7, '52, as an Equity Library posed the remaining two songs.
Theatre revival. The notice was a > Lillie Mae Barr will take the
pan, but it turns out to have been featured spot in .revue* Male headliner will be Bill Talbot,
Hobe,
generous.
Jack Creley
.....James Doohan

Thunder

,

1,500-capacity
stanza .of a two-

at -the

Hanna on the
week stand.

The Rel»e*r*»I

liam*;

show played thp

Public Music Hall, a 3,000-seater,
but did just as handsomely com-

Play on B’way

David Kom production of comedy in
two act* by G*ors* Villier*, Duke of
DuckJtngham* and other*. Directed by
Rosa EUovichj choreography* Robin Gregory; anusical arrangement*. Freda Miller;
original *ong«, Mi** Miller and Van Wil-

visit,

'

$4.80;: 1,056; $27,700) (Jose Ferrer,
jufdlthi Evelyn). Over $23,600 (prevliniir week, $24,000); closing Sat*
urday (31) because Ferrer has *

total gross Tor all 20
last week was $537,900,

or 74% of capacity. Week before last the total for all 23
shows was $540,600, or 73%,
the same as the previous week.
A year are last week the
total for all 22 shows was
596,700, or 78% of capacity,
the same as the preceding

Barn Mgrs*

a

Bay**
Johnson
Smith

—

Tilton) Hanna, Cleve. (26- soon.
Keith’s, Dayton (2-7).
The

RKO

1,000).

sales to

•Wife’

—

'

Webb
N.Y. ‘Kate’ Sets Purchased
San Diego, May 27.

‘Faces’ Brisk $27,700, ‘Sing’ $27,100,

Mer-

(26-31);

Nixon, Pitt. (2,7).
“Constant Wife” (Katharine Cornell)
Plymouth, Boston’ (26-31).
“Gentlemen
Prefer
Blondes”
Business was. somewhat. -spotty* .000) (James Barton).' About $29,300
(Carol Channing)-v-Ford’s, Balto
again last week on Broadway, but (previous week, $30,300); Eddie
(26-31).
the general level improved a little. Dowling takes over as’ star June 9.
“Good Nite Ladies” American, Trade was fairly brisk the early
“Pal Joey,” Broadhurst (21st wk)
St. Louis v (26-31).
part of the week, eased a bit in (MC-$6.60; 1,160; $39,602). As
usual,
“Gyy* and Dolls” Shubert, Chi midweek' and then spurted on the over $40,000.
weekend.
For the most part,
(26-7).
“Point of No Return,” Alvin*
surgrosses
holding
up
have
been
“Moon Is Blue” (2d Co,)—Harris,
prisingly well for this period of (24th wk) (D-$4.80-$6; 1,331; $37,Chi (26-7).
the season, but the feeling in mana- 924) (Henry Fonda). Nearly $25 y
“Song of Norway”
Philhar- gerial circles is that there’s little 500 (previous week, $27,500); shutmonic Aud., L.A, (26-7).
solid strength in conditions- and tering June 28 for five-week layoff.
“Shrike ” Co’rt <19th wk) (D“South .Pacific” (Janet Blair, that the seasonal slump is due

Continued from pare 57

-

passed whatever rules it sees fit.
“We’ve been given no real hearing before a responsible commitweek.
tee, no chance to explain our situaOf the recent openings, “New
tion to the council, and have ho Faces” had a healthy first full week
way of appealing against actions and,, although it failed to sell out,
which we regard as arbitrary, un- is reportedly building an advance.
fair and unrealistic. Duncan’s as- “The
Rehdkrsal,”
transplanted
Theatre
show,
sertion that no new rules have been Equity ‘Library
inserted in the Equity contract opened Monday night (26) to harsh
without comment or warning is- reviews and Is- an obvious flop.
misleading. The rule requiring the “Three Wishes for Jamie” moved
management to provide lodging last night (Tues.) from the HelwaS proposed and, in the face of linger to the smaller Plymouth.
The .schedule of closings is as
our opposition, we thought it had
“Gigi” and “Shrike,”
been dropped. We never heard of follows;
Saturday (31); “First Lady,” June
the rule covering board. We pro‘‘Stalag 17,” June 21; “Point of
8;
tested about lodgings when it was
No Return” and “Mrs. McThing,”
mentioned, and now we protest June
28, but both slated to reopen.
about board a’nd lodgings both.”
Estimates for Last Week
Dickinson Speaks Up
C (Comedy), D (Drama),
Don Dicidnson, informed that CDKeys:
( Comedy-Drama ) , R (Revue),
Duncan had said that hi* decision
(Musical Comedy ),
(Musinot to’ reopen hi*’ Hayloft Play- cal Drama), O (Operetta),
house; Allentown, Pa., had been
parenthetic
Other
designations
made before the- new Equity rule*
refer respectively,- to top price
were devised,, contradicted it. /’indicate! using two-for-ones) /
he
absolutely untrue;”
“That’s
number
of seats , capacity gross and
claim*. “I don't know where' DunPrice includes 20% amusestars.
can got such, an idea, hut it’s with- ment tax, but grosses are net: i.e.,
out foundation. 1 was negotiating exclusive of tax.
for plays and actors until the new

700).

“Stalag 17,” 48th St. (65th wk)
(C-$4.80; 912; $?1,547). Over $12,-*

400 (previous week, $12,900); closing June 21, to tour.

“Three Wishes fpr Jamie,” Hellinger (10th wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,527;
$51,300) (Anne Jeffreys, iobn
Raitt), Over $23,700 (previous

.

moved last night
(Tues.) to the 1,000-seat Plymouth,
will be about
$33,950).

week, $24,000);

•

where the capacity

“Top Banana,” Winter Garden
(30th wk) (MC-$d.60~$7.2O; 1,519;
$51,881) (Phil Silvers). Over $33.500 (previous week, $36,100).
“Tovarich,” City Center (2d wk)
(C-$3; 3,090; $38,000) (Uta Hagen,
Luther Adler. Herbert Berghof,
Romney Brent; Paula Laurence),
Over. $16,900 <preyious week, $18,400); closed;
night (25)
after 16 performances, at a loss of
about $15,000.

Sunday

.

MD

MC

OPENING THIS WEEK

“Firs* Lady,” City Center (C3,Q90; $38,000) (Helen Gahagan,
Best, Peg^r Ann Garner,

%
Edna

,

,

.

commitment.

film

“South Pacific,” Majestic (I62d
wk) <MC-$6; 1,659; $50,186) (Martha Wright,. George Britton), Almost $41,100 (previous 'week* $40,-

Frederic To*er« Scott McKay),
N. Y, City Theatre Co, revival of
Katharine Dayton- George S. Kaufman’s 1935-36 hit; production cost
“Don Juan In Hell,” Plymouth about $50, 000 (including two weeks*
(8th wk) <CD-$4.80; 1,063; $31,000) operation; the tryout about broke
(Charles Laughton, Cedric Hard- even); opens tonight (Wed.).
“Rehearsal/’ President (C»$3.60;
Over
wicke-, Agnes. Moorehead),
$7,000).' David. Rloss presenta$30,800 (previous week, $28,000); 300;
closed limited engagement Satur- tion of an Equity Library Theatre
reviyaj
of the Restoration farce;
day night (24) after 64 .performprqdurtioh cost an estimated $4,ances; will tour again in the fall.
;

'

.

-

rules became known, and various,
agents can verify It” He confirmed
that he has since leased his theatre to a local amateur group and
has signed for the ‘summer as stage
Gardens,.
manager at Elitch’s

Denver.

.

Equity’s- claim that the raise in

“Fourposter,” Barrymore (31st
stock minimum from $50 to $55 wk) (C-$4.80; >1,012; $27,000) (Jessiis in line with the increased cost ca Tandy, Hume Cronyn). Just under $22,000 (previous week, $21,of living, -.Is brushed off, by
“Our expenses have 300; Betty Field and Burgess Meremembers.
dith
take over June 9 in place, of
gone up too,” one bam operator
declared. “The point* is, however, the Cronyns, who will star ^in a
touring
edition.
that the wage boost won’t affect
“Gig!” Fulton (27th wk) (Cthe more prosperous spots, which
already generally pay over stale, $4.80); 1,063; $23;228) (Audrey HepAlmost $14,000 (previous
hut will be prohibitive to the small burn).
week, $14,000); closing Saturday
places, many of which already just
(31), but announced to reopen, in
about get by, or even operate^ at a
the fall before going on tour.
small loss.”
its

SMA

000;

.

opened Monday

flight (26) to

unanimous: pans.'
'

“Sunday Breakfast ” Coronet (D-

ANTA

Play
$4.80; 1,0*7; $23,000).
Series- production of play by Emery
Rubio-MIriam Balf; production cost
$20,000 and can
even at
around $7,500; opens tonight (Wed.)
and Is scheduled for at least two

break

weeks.

‘MINSKY’S FOLLIES’ 8|G

PITT BO

W AS LEGIT

IN
Dolls,” Fulton (27th
'Strange Featherbedfellows*
wk) (MC-$6.60; 1,319; $43,904). As
•
Pittsburgh,. May 27.
The strawhatters were equally Visual, $44,400.
First joust with legit for “Minsky’s
*
Scornful about the Equity state“I
a Camera,” Empire (26th FollieS,” normally a nitery unit, at
ment regarding, the $5 fee for job- Wk) (CD-$4.80-$6; 1,082; $24,90$) the Nixon last Week, wasn’t too hot.
Nearly $20,400 Playing at a $3.25 top, revue did
bers and the 30% non-professional (Julie Harris).
limit. As for the claim that the $5 (previous week, $21,400); Barbara around $8,500, more than half of
fee is in line with “standard union Baxley 'takes over the femme lead that coming, in the last three permember re- in a week or so, as substitute for formances. Show got away slowly
practice,” one
of Miss Harris, who is talcing w leave and drew a- miserable set of notices,
kind
“That’s .. the
marked,
euphemism that can cover th^ of absence for a film commitment. but towards the end of the stand
“King and I,” St, James (61st wk) started to pick up a bit nevertheabuses of an assortment of strange
(MD-$7.20; 1,571; $51,717) (Ger- less.
featherbedfellows.”
trude Lawrence).
OVer $51,700
Couple of acts add several
.The statement that “prominent
*
chorus girl* Were addisd' for the
resigned from the again.
“Guy* and

Am

SMA

.

.

managers” have

“Male Animal,” Music Box (4th
in protest against its Equity
stand drew. a laugh from one bam wk) (C-$4.80; 1,012; $27,000) (Elliot
Nugent,
Martha Scott, Robert PresMilton
how
operator. “I wonder
ton). Almost $15,600 (previous
Stlefel feels to he nominated as
week,
$8,500 for four performthe champion ofr poor, abused
ances).
Equity/’ he suggested. “His exit
“Moon
Is Blue,” Miller (64th wk)
from the organization is based al920; $21,586) (Barbara Bel
most entirely on his desire to hook (C-$4.80;
Geddes, Donald Cook, Barry Nelfull-company package shows this son). Over
$14,600 (previous week,
summer at Ivoryton, Conn. That’s $15,100); Maggie McNamara, ’from
how. I see it, Duncan’s opinion the Chicago company, takes over
notwithstanding. Anyway, who’re the femme lead next Monday (2),
the other ‘prominent managers’ succeeding Miss Bel Geddes, who
he’s talking about?”
starts a two-month vacation.

SMA

.

SMA

members, commenting on

the Equity refusal to budge from
its new rules or to bargain with
the managerial group, claim that
the union never even gave an answer to the principal SMA proposal thia -.spring. That was the
suggestion that a clause should he
inserted in the Equity contract
stating, that the actor-signatory “is
a member pf Actors Equity ip- good
standing.”. That, the. strawhatters
Acgue, would prevent recurrence of

“Mr*. McThing,” Morosco (14th
wk) (CD-$4.80; 912; $26,800) (Helen
Hayes).

Over

(previous

$21,600

week, $22,300); will iay off five or
six weeks, probably starting June
28, while the show plays a Central
City (Col.)

'

engagement

“New Faoes ” Royale (2d wk)
(H-$6; 1,035; $32,000). Over $27,700
for first full week (previous week,
'
$10,000 for fitst ’three petformarices, plus $1,800 for a preViCy);
'

1

“Of Thee X Sfrg” Ziegfeld (3d
incidents like .last season?* Marga- WK) (M(>$6; 1,62$; $4,8, £00). (Jack
ret O’Brien and John Barrymore, Carson, Paul Hartman). Nearly
Jr., contract walkouts, when Equity $27,100 (previous week, $32,300).
forced managements to pay off con“Paint Your Wagon,” Shubert
(28th' wk) <MC-$7.20; 1,361; $46,1 tracted supporting players.
.

Pittsburgh engagement, and the
hasty assembling job of stretching
the “Follies” into a two-and-a-half
hour entertainment was too much,
a ragged preem giving the reviewers plenty to go on. They went at
it with both barrels.
Nixon is currently dark, relighting Monday (2) with “Call Me

Madam.”
That was to have
dropped the curtain on the season,
but “Good Night, Ladies” has been
booked in to follow it. House then
goes dark, to reopen July *21 just
for couple of weeks with the
“Porgy and Bess” revival.

‘Ladies* $12,200 ,St.

Loo

Louis May 27.
Jules Pfeiffer brought his “Good
Nite Ladies” company to St. Louis
for an 11-night frame, but after a
swell b.o. record $12,200 at a cut
rate, and SRO biz, stand ha* .been
extended for two., mqre weeks.
Crix were unanimous lb nixing the
piece ^nd'Cast, but the’ natives are
jfemmipg the 'American Theatre,
St.

iVhere it’s beifig presented.
Piece, after successes in Kansas
City and Minneapolis, moves to
Pittsburgh for a two-wcek frame
after the local engagement.
1

.

.

*

iiattMfii
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Sweet Madness
^
,
London, May; 22.
Jack de Leon (associated with Minster
Productions) presentation of light comedy
in three acts t>y Peter Jonesi Stars RichDirected by Jack
ard Attenborough.
Minster* At Vaudeville Theatre* Lonuon*
.

May

21, *$2; $2- top.

.

t

coping with other people’s phobias.
This is an excellent character study
by Martin. Miller.
Geraldine McEwan, acclaimed
last year aS‘a refreshing new personality, plays the -selected mate
with delicious spontaneity. Robin
Bailey enacts the man-about-town
with an easy naturalness that is
shared by Sheila Burrell as a decorative and piquante old flame who
is a house guest for no apparent
reason, Laurence Nalsmith is the
perfect epitome of aristocratic past
as the manservant. Jack Minster
directs the piece with commendable

...

Valentine Crisp... Richard Attenborough
Janet Andrews ........ Geraldine MeEwan
.Sheila Burrell
Linda Codpter ...» *
Robin Bailey
Henry Winter
Laurence. Nalsmlth
Arrowsmith a
Martin Miller
Hans Klein
.

. .

.

0

As a

light Offering for the

two friends. She, tikes. the sudden
blow with surprising calm, and de-.
parts for a: holiday* $he is an air
hostess by profession, and comes
opening, when the harassed little over as a' good-looking femme with
efficient coolness and much charm.
dactoi; confesses his own mind has
come close to submersion through The character, which should be a

sum-

central one, is quite incredible.
What mystery there is may be
said to deepen when a friendly de*

*

"

and says the husband’s body must be held for a
postmortem, this after he’s well
buried. Foul play is suspected.
Big, genial and. friendly Sonny

tective turns up.

.

Tufts,

on his

makes a

first .legit excursion,

fairish job, acting .largely

.

FOR FOUR IN ST

Dark as Angels

May

St. Louis,

27.

Hollywood,

.

Flit

May

Laguna Summer theatre

Off
27

PlayH. Y, Metropolitan Opera,. in its
visit here in several years, house may be dark for the first
seven years, following the
grabbed a sock $95*000 for four
performances at the Henry W. Kiel flitting away of angels five weeks
(Municipal) Auditorium last week, before the season Was due to open
with “Aida,”. “La Traviata,” “Car- June 24,. with “Soldier’s Wife"
starring xjoan Evans?,
men” and “La Boheme.”
Producers Ken ; Britton
Visit drew 31,500 payees, with
and
house scaled from $1.20 to $10. Joseph Paul said they’re ankling
because two-thirds' of the coin
needed wasn’t forthcoming, due to
change in minds of .eastern angels
Barn Notes
Producers are out $1,000 in adStephen Slane will be general vance rent and blurbing opening
manager, Hans Busch stage direc- production.
tor, William Parsons music direc.

first

-

1

with his hands. He is the’ American songwriter paying a return
visit to England to stay with his
former Royal Air Force colleague
improbable story that can only be
and finding he has so suddenly tor and Gene Bayliss choreograclassed as amiable entertainment.
zeal.
Clem,
died.
At show caught, Tufts pher this summer at the. South
Management For
It may attract film patrons on the
Mqsic Circus, Cohasset,
fluffed his lines somewhat but Shore
merits
star’s reputation, but on its
otherwise did not do so badly. He Mass. .... Glenn Jordan will be
Sole Montreal Barn
Eiscn preSsagent
of a
is largely Sonny Tufts and achieves director arid Max'
it should not carry much weight.
Montreal, May 27.
for the Neptune Music Circus, Aslittle sense of characterization.
Glasgow, May 20.
It stands no chance for the U. S.
Montreal’s
only strawhatter, the
George LipJ.
John C. Mather and W, H. Williams
With a minimum of surprises, bury Park, N.stager at the Sacra- Mountain Playhouse, atop
Bichard Attenborough has a production
ton
be
will
Mount
of drama in. three acts by Paul
fussy, restless role similar to his Erickson. Directed by ErlclcSon. At King's the piece ambles on to a phoney mento (Cal.) Music Circus, to be Royal, opens June 16 under new
climax in which there are two in*
last one in “To Dorothy, a Son.” Theatre,- Glasgow.
operated
for the- second season by management of Norma Springford.
Seaton
Brenda Hogan credible confessions before the real
He rushes about in running shorts, .Cnvol
Howard Young Joy Thomson, of the Canadian
Norman ForreU
Henry MoUlson killer is unmasked. There are so Russell Lewis and
Yoga and bares his Linda
practises
Norwich (Conn.) Playhouse Art Theatre, who established this
Bryant
Iris Russell
murky characters onstage that
bachelor soul to a psychiatrist. Inspector Gates..
.Robert Raglan few
will open June 23 for its sixth summer, theatre two years ago,
pin
not
difficult
to
down
the
it
is
Sonny Tufts
Convinced he cannot achieve a Gene Landers
season, with Hank Kaplan as di- hows out because of ill health.
guilty man.
happy marriage unless thoroughly
rector, Jeff Brown designer, NorMiss Springford is a Montrealer
Iris Russell, who is well-known man Hall production stage ^manaattuned, he accepts his medico’s
This new play opens promisingin Scotland, fills the role of the' ger and Randy Gunter consultant and in the past flas- been associated
recommendation as to a suitable
ly, but deteriorates through com- widowed Linda adequately.
with
the McGill -Players Club and
Her
mate. The girl arrives for secreLyric Circus
v 0 Finger Lakes
other local theatre groups. She’ll
tarial duties which gives each an plete lack of surprise and tension. friend, Carol Seaton, is nicely done opens June
17 at Skaneateles,
be
assisted
by Bruce Raymond,
opportunity to test each other’s Production seems set for a very by little Brenda Hogan. The re- N. Y., with Walter Davis as stager,
jected suitor is played with suit- George Hirst musical director, from. Ottawa’s Canadian Repertory
His timid approach, modest
reactions.
run.
It’s
a* moderate
Henry
able
polish
by
Mollison,
balked by her wide-eyed direct
designer and Aida Theatre. A minimum of three prothriller,
with the entire action while Robert Raglan’s detective-in- Dick Fontaine
simplicity lands them no place.
Ben ductions is planned for the season.
Alvarez choreographer
,
When his friend turns up and taking place in a young widow’s spector might have been less Janney will return this summer as
employs his experienced technique flat in Brighton, England. She is friendly.
production stage manager at VinPiece shapes up as having the cent Y. Bowdbtch’s Barn Stages,
the girl shows plenty of the widowed just before the story
minimum of possibilities. Author Nantucket Island, Mass.
requisite reciprocation, but gets
Paul
starts, her husband dying suddenly
himself must take a major share Gilmore to run a strawhat, the
switched safely back to her employer's arms. Most of the laughter In an adjoining bedroom after a of the responsibility for the failure. Comedy Theatre, at Duluth, Minn.,
Continue# from pace l
Gord.
comes at the end after a tepid wild night out with Ills wife and
this summer.

mer season, this comedy might
make the grade despite a muddled,

New
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Tune Shows

.

January and is also a premium
agency item. Even “Top Banana,”
which was a near-capacity click
for some weeks but has recently
been in the ifiore moderate brackets, has been in greater demand
than any of the dramatic hits.

Your Wagon,” another

“Paint

in-

termediate-demand musical, has
also been a more popular ticket
than all but the top straight-play
entries*

No

‘Roberts*

Sub

There hasn’t been a

demand

really-hot
since

straight-play ticket

“Mister Roberts.” There was plenty
of advance call for the twin
“Cleopatra” productions of Laurence Olivier and Vivien Leigh, and

comparable interest in “Don Juan
with the name lineup of
Charles Boyer, Charles Laughton,
Cedric
Hardwicke
Agnes
and
Moorehead an obvious factor. But
even those were limited chiefly to
advance orders.
Dramatic clicks like “Point of

in Hell,”

No Return,”

“Fourposter,” “I

Am

a Camera,” “Shrike,” “Gigi,” “Mrs.
McTbing* and the holdover “Moon
Is Blue” have a steady call at the
brokers, but no garment district

expense accounts are being, hocked
to get "tickets to them.
And although such .memorable dramatic
smashes as “Death of a Salesman”
and “Streetcar Named Desire” involved lively trade in, “house seats”
for a while, they never brought on
a
municipal investigation into
ticket scalping, as “South Pacific”
did.

For anyone with general access
to “house seats,” there’s comparatively little problem about straight
plays, even such hopped-up attractions as Olivler-Leigh and the
four-star VDon Juan.” But everyone who Can think up an anniversary or has a visiting relative expects to get tickets for “King and
I,” “Guys ahd Dolls ” “Pal Joey,”
and still occasionally, “South Pacific.”

WANTED
Ploy director with following of advanced
Students who aro able to. appear in produeHope within 175 mils ftdlui el. Chicago. To
direct
seml-prepopular,
w«ll-est*blUhod
fejalonal group. In first letter state age, experience, references, and lowest salary expected.
Write Bex B20, Variety, 612 North
Michigan,

Chisago

II,

Illinois.

ACTORS WORK
Now Forming

Unit

NEW YORK AREA
Co-operative Basie

Writ® t* lex #27*7, Variety,

154 Went 44th
HI

FREDD WAYNE
AS
LUTHER BILLIS

|

MODEL

“SOUTH PACIFIC”

ST*

In

New

Street,
1

Coatrf

—

an#

I

.

— Small
Hmb

York 36
1

).

*

Slxt 12

Sxa*ri«»«ii
Suite

HARRY FRECHTEl

DRURY LANE, LONDON

205 West 3tth Str««*
Naw York City

—
B5*'

MBaett*'*
'
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Best Plays* Schedule
For Granite State Bam

Shirty** Si*ri#' Car*
Ken W* Purdy, editor of True,
ind authority on automobile*. Is
author of “Kin* of the Bead”,
Atlantic), pub{Little, Brown

i

A

$hed Monday (26).
"Book concern* the great

,

sports

the past 50 years.

cars of

Ruppell’* Collier Exit Anxiety over declining circulation is said to have^ cued the decision of the Crowell-Collier exec
toard to part company with Louis
jtuppell a* editor of Collier’s. Ruppell held the post for the past three
years. At one time he was chief of
press information for CBS.
Pending further action, Ed Anthony, publisher, took over the editorial reins of the mag.

Ingtoad of the usual strawfiat assortment of contemporary comedies, with
emphasis on recent
Broadway hits, the Barnstormers
Theatre, Tamworth, N. H.,will present a “best plays” schedule this
summer^ The- eight-week season,
the 22d under the management
of Francis Cleveland, will open
July 8.
Opening bill at the Equitybonded bam will be S. N, Behrman’s “No Time for Comedy/*
with subsequent revivals including

* stirring account of a woman’s
undivided devotion for 30 years to
a great artist. Writer is an embittered woman, bitter at the world,
at various governments, at fellow
artists, whom she claim* balked her
husband’s attempts at recovery, or
at least let him down. She belabors
U. Si and British writers for belittling her husband; she claims the
whole dance world was filled with
his enemies.
Nijinsky went insane in 1919;
Guardsman,” “Anna Christie”
now Romola. Nijinsky admits that “The
and “Pygmalion.” Cleveland will
locking him tip, in solitary confinement, was her .greatest mistake. l again direct. The 300-seat house
Freedom of movement would have will have a $2.40 top and play a
cleared his mind up, she believes. Tuesday-Saturday schedule.
There’s an interesting chapter on
her encounter with a Soviet ballet
troupe, which she states is ably upholding the traditions of great Rus- Big Facelift Job Set
mg*
]•
sian dance art. Altogether, an abp
sorbing, controversial book.
FOr Minneapolis I*ani
Bron.
«7
,
MflV 27.
Minneapolis,
May
Old Log,
Post’s ‘Squelch’ and ‘Judge’
located
strawhatter.
locate a
oearuy
at nearhv
Two regular Satevepost short Lake Minnetonka, is getting an ex-:
features, “The Perfect Squelch” tensive facelifting job, including
and “You Be The Judge,” have the construction of a new 24x40
been issued in book form, sepa- foot rear addition to house a, more
rately, under those titles, by A. S.
Barnes & Co., at $1 each. Each is flexible stage, new flooring and
edited by Ashley Halsey, Jr., Post seats, modern plumbing and better
associate ed, who’s in charge of
*Fourteen-wee]/ season
Post short features.
These two departments will be June 11, with Don Stolz as prothe only ones which Barnes will is- ducer-director, for the seventh
sue in book form this season, al- consecutive season.
though others are planned for next
year. “Judge” contains 121 legal
less

yam on both the Republican and
Democratic nominating clambakes
to be held in July.
4
The Kids, who range in age from
four to 15, will be assigned “heats”
St the International Amphitheatre
convention site and the Conrad Hil1

ton

UP

Hotel.
will service the
Ur their regular clients.
.

stories

‘Grand Ole Opry’ Tome
“Grand Ole Opry/? story of the
WSM, Nashville program that has
been an NBC attraction for over
25 year*, is being published by
Greenberg in July. Tome is by William E. McDaniel and Harold Seligman and will be published in
paper ($1) and cloth ($2) editions.

Babe Rum,

rich

etc.

'

Loves of Dobie Gillis,”
adapted from- his published collection of short stories, the screen
treatment of which Jie .recently
completed. Earlier in the year at
Hollywood Shulman dld4he screenplay, “Steaks for Connie,” from an
original story -co-authored by him

CHATTER

—

1

•

and Herman Wouk.
Donald Freeman, Variety San
Billy Wilder has asked Shulman to
come to Hollywood in September Diego mugg, has yarn in June
to collaborate with him
on a Police Gazette titled “Les Paul
6
screenplay- in which Yul Bry finer and His Miracle Guitar.”
,

,

John Mason Brown

his film debut.

tb cover the

drunk-diving.

The ’more moderate drinkers among his guests were glad they were
not lushes like him. They figured that their temperate habits would
carry them all the way to Acapulco, Mex„ and back to Wilmington,
Cal., the Los Angeles port where private yachts dock.*
But as this particular yacht turned north from Acapulco for the long
voyage home, one of the more temperate drinkers spotted the owner
ing
only
tan»«»a °ve r the dde, but. eases of fine liquor as

I

I

^

I

56

seems that when the yacht-owner had had enough he decided
everybody had enough. His revulsion for liquor was so overwhelming
that he didn’t leave a drop on board.
The result was that all the temperate drinkers found themselves on
the return voyage, parched and dehydrated, with their tongues hanging
out like cactus plants. For hundreds of miles they had to endure a
thirst brought on by this friend’s remorse. Many of them to this day
look like Coleridge’s “Ancient Mariner” and tell ithe story to any wed*
ding guest who so much as sits on a neighboring stone.
On one of the Hawaiian cruises a cabinet officer on a junket away
from Washington found himself invited to dine aboard a Hollywood
yacht. As
the wine went in the truth came out. After the second
_
zombie the cabinet’ officer found himself at the receiving end of insults
of increasing, malice, Short of swimming,, there was no way for him
to leave till midnight. By the time he was poured ashore the air was
,

productions of “Shuffle Along” and
“Four Saints in Three Acts/* both
done since March 15, but observesthat there are no Negro- producers,
1
only onfi Negro’.attomey, one scefiic. blue with blasphemies from both parties.
designer and one Negro in Concert
The next morning the Hollywood skipper kept asking everybody
management;
what made him act like that the night before? ' “That cousin I insisted
Committee*; Busy
the cabinet officer insulted isn’t that close to: me,” he confessed. “Why
must be spiked
Besides
the. Equity- League- * haven’t even qeenthe guy in 30 years! Those. zombies
*’
*
Dramatists committee, groups "with peptic ulcers/*
These things happened in a day when Hollywood take-home pay held
working on the problem, include
the Coordinating Council for Ne- no hidden taxes and income taxes themselves were practically* nil. It
gro Performers; Committee for the was no mark of swank in those days for many guys to own a $300,000
Negro in the Arts,’ Committee of yacht. But the tax structure has practically driven ^Hollywood mariners
Twelve, Congressman Powell’s Har- from the. $ea,
Beading over Lieut. Col. Sir R. Lambert* Playfair’s “Hafidbobktto the
lem Committee on' Unemployment
in Television,- besides committees Mediterranean” (for the use of general travelers and’ yachtsmen), pub60-odd years ago. I’m tempted to hire the rowboat rotting over
Uslied
renrefcentinir the" American Guild
of Variety Artists, American- Fed- ’at. Par, since it won an Academy Award for “A PlAce In the Sun,” tie
eration of Radio Artists Television a lavalier of hot rocks around my neck and dive into * Pacific undertow.
It m plain Playfair’s dreamy days are gone forever, in the lleut.
Authority and Radio Writers Guild.
statement’ by -the Equity- col- s day Riley really had a life, if he. owned, a yacht and he could
one fpr less than a foreign car, say * Bugatti, costS-a picture star
own
League-Dramatists committee, alsq
.

1

*

*

*

'

'

l

•

.

•

.

,

^

A

to be published ‘in the Equity mag,
calls for greater Negro employment
in leeit urtrinv “the fiortraval of

the Negro as a more general part
of the scheme of our society,*for
example as. postmen, policemen,
clerks,

.

secretaries,

government

Workers, doctors and teachers,
without the” necessity of emphasis

on race,”

_

It adds, “This has been dOne sue
cessfullv* irf
*D elective store’

.

today.
Sailing yachts Were cheaper than 'steam yachts, bpt required larger
crews than steamers. Moreover, the wear and tear oh pails Was terrific,
The maln thing, then as now, when shopping for a yacht, was to avoid
£eittg done.
Yachts, Uke horsey were best around three years old.
They could be bought for $100 a ton, or $20,000 for a 200-ton steam
yacht. Or you could* rent them for $1,000 a month, crew and supplies
.included.
crew for one of those smaller craft meant a captain, mate, two
stewards, two cooks and six seamen. Captains got $750 a year, and
two uniforms. Seamen earned $6 a week, but had to pay fpr their
°wn food, which if it wasn’t hay at those price* should have been,
,

•

.

.

A

Sea ^

Cooks got '$7.50 a week and beer money,
the ship’s articles it was smart for an .owner to list himself a*
Nevro oolieeS was Mrt Of the
drama without problem connpta- caPtain Otherwise he might find the skipper tossing him in the brig
his
OWQ yacht.
Of
pan
'ppfflF
tfni'ii?* in
For those planning an 18-month cruise to take advantage of Dept.
children were cast aiomr with
Interna
1 Revenue^ current income tax loophole I have no figures.
Pf
Xer child^S,
In “on the
figures
Town," ‘Instcle U.S.A * ‘Out of This but L ieut. Col. Sir B . Lambert Playfair bequeathed
an. eight-month cruise he took in 1872. The party consisted of
TVorld’ and others, where colored
ladies and two gentlemen (which I hope they were), a ladies
®
singers and .dancers were simply
set for fall publication.
of %the *naid an d a crew of 12.
^ comment hart 0f
Tony Gray, who recently joined and without
Wages for the long cruise nicked my knight for $2,800. Stores
Photoplay mag as managing editor, ensemble
(supplies) and wines ran to $1,000; steward’s market book (eats), $880;
**Tn tiW lndtancAfi tw*
upped to editor, replacing Adele
ship’s washing, pilotage, etc:, $470; captain’s book for stores, oil, rope,
been no* violations of the' naturalWhitely Fletcher.
<»!“>.
IS**. $720; clothes toe crew. $275; *ow tat crew, $35;
Curt Gowdy, WHDH, Boston istlc tradluottof the ffiSTto oilskins, $50; Insurance, $570. ,
.
sportscaster, "has been appointed the contest re^sML^IbeSfSlSe
sports editor and consultant for
the mag See. Gowdy for past two
1
$8 365
years has covered the home and
'aboutslKhu^ per^em pS'karandTer’?^'
away games .of the Boston Red Sox excitement to tne presentations.
supplies taken on this cruise would stagger even a Pentagonian.
The
for the Hub indie.
‘Vitalimjp Force
I listed 126 separate items and that was net because^! counted puru
Seymour Stern, biographer of
If writers, producers, directors chases of 36 six-lb, cans of American cornea beef, ag on!y one item,
the late David Wark Griffith, and casting agents would consider Cans of roast partridge, pheasant, duck, chicken, pate de fobs, beef
on
reviews
of
book
series
started a
the Negrp ^artist primarily as an an(j mutton abounded. The wine included everything from 36 bottles
tomes dealing with the film indus- artist, to be. given consideration
0 £ champagne and 80 bottles of Curacao to quantities of hock, rum
try ul the L. A. Daily News.
for casting in any roles which his an(j beer. In eight months, 250 lbs. of Danish butter went the way of
Edna Woolman Chase, editor of ability permits, it would be a vl- an Danes, and 89 lbs. of jams and 18 jars of blackberries, currants,
Vogue,, is propping her memoirs talking force in the theatre. Congooseberries, cherries and plums were piled on that butter,
with the help of actress-author sider Juanita Hall playing Bloody
To those who would like the complete list of supplies I’ll send it,
daughter Ilka Chase. Tome, which Mary in South Pacific, Frank
Doubleday is publishing, will also Silvera portraying many non- provided they enclose a self-addressed stamped envelope and $10 to
CO
ver the cost of copying the list, because every time I look at it I’m
20th
chronicle
^
profile Vogue and
segregated roles in motion pictures driven to hunting out the best restaurant in town and choosing a meal
century fashion.
and radio, Lawrence winters and to match Playfair's offshore dinners. None ever quite does.
Wynn Mace’s “Tennis Tdch Camilla Williams in leading roles
niques Illustrated” due from Barnes in various operas, Janet Collins
presses June 15.
chosen by the Metropolitan Opera comedy and servant rotes. This in such roles, an inbalance results,
Ted Hartman cargo-shipped Fri- as its prima ballerina, all without policy, well-meant though it may and their Integration in American
day (23) for Europe and Middle racial limitations,
be, is unrealistic and has seriously life is improperly set before the
East and will do a tome on sailing
**'
“In the recent past, a well- curtailed the employment of the world.
V'*’
by freighter. Also on the Nor- intentioned but ill-directed sensi- Negro artist.
“We call; fipon
brands 'Of
wegian ship is Ray Brock, author of
“While
caricature and-stereotype the theatre* to correct' this situaworked
has
this
problem
to.,
tivity,
“Blood, Oil and $and/*
f
harm to the Negro are always to be condemned, there tion, not by eliminating, the Negro
Mats dnadv&tefit
Chapter, “Daughter
is nothing inherently wrong in artist, but by enlarging 4iis scope
‘aitirts* Apprehensive of doing inHari,” of Kurt ^Singer’s ' book,
citizens and comedy or servant rotes when they and participation in all types of
Women justice to the Negro writers
Greatest
30
“World’s
and ®re part of an honest living pres- roles and in all forms of American
offending humanity,
Spies,” has been bought by Ed
com- entation. However, when the Negro entertainment^—just as in AmeriSmall for filming, to be released by prodqeers have tended to
life.”
pletely eliminate the Negro in citizens are presented exclusively can
United Artists.

politico conventions in Chi for Saturday Review.
Chas. L. Knirht Awards
Charles. L. Knight 'awards for
Marie Seton, former eastern Euoutstanding public service by Ohio rope correspondent for Theatre
daily and weekly papers and news- Arts Monthly and the Manchester
papermen have been set up in cop-» Guardian, writing a biog on the
junction -with the Ohio Newspaper late Russian film director, Sergei
Assn., and first awards will be pre- Eisenstein, which
A. Wyn has
.

are.

Newport* one of the few protected harbors on the west coast, and
Ensanada, a dream beach a hundred miles south of the border.
Years ago a Hollywood yacht owner used to invite his friends on
these coastwise -cruises. Everybody wanted to go, because his ship was
loaded with the best liquor this side of Irish and Scotch distilleries.
The skipper himself set the drinking pace. By the time the yacht
had reached Mexican waters the rum-soaked skipper felt*the ship was
pitching even when all around him was as idle as a painted ship upon
a painted ocean. Dolphins coming up for air would get one whiff of
leanln 6 over the side and find themselves being charged with

-

The. July issue of Holiday mag
will be an all-travel issue devoted
completely to different phases of
shrineS, food
U. S. tourism
weather, liquor “map/
hotels,
dozen favorite tours, and all
types amusements.

you

What reminds me tfiat it’s time to do something about the subject
is that each year we have a yacht race in which Hollywood characters
like Errol Flynn and Humphrey Bogart take- part. The race jused to
carry these part-time skippers as far as Honolulu, but more recently
the Barnacle Derby has been cut down to a coastwise cruise between

It notes that, numerous Negroes were involved
olvec in the

.

make

fore I get around to writing the piece, spring comes, lap-dissolves into
summer, which in turn gives way’ to the melancholy autumnal rains,
and then it’s winter, which is no time to be on a yacht no matter how

categories.

Fairchild Pub* Election
National Labor Relations
Artie Shaw’s ‘Trouble’
Board election requested by the
Artie
Shaw’s autoblog, “The
Newspaper Guild of N.Y., Local 3, Trouble With Cinderella”. (Farrar,
ANG-CIO, to be certified as col- Straus Sc Young, $3.75), gives an
lective bargaining agent for edi- account of the jazzman’s fight with
torial and commercial employes of commercialism, his surrender to
Fairchild publications, has been set $ucce$$ 'and his ultimate rejection
for June II. About 850 workers at of the band business. Except for
the firm's N.Y.- office and out-of- some pretentious philosophising,
town bureaus are involved.
via quotes from the literary greats,
Guild began an organizing drive this Is an interesting rags-to-riches
at Fairchild last November. Among saga of a New York east side boy
Fairchild’s publications^ am Wom- who rose to multi-million dollar
en’s Wear Daily, Daily News Rec- heights, only 'to find that he didn’t
ord, Retailing Daily, Footwear like where he was.
News, Men’s Wear and SupermarAlthough there are some passket News.
ing references to Shaw’s experiences with women, the book gives
Shulman’s Coast Stint
no details about his multi-faceted
Max Shulman is back in Holly- marital career. The book, inciwood for a second time 'this year dentally, is subtitled “An Outline
Hem.
and again it’s a Metro assignment
of Identity.”
the writing of the screenplay, “The

Many

from page

Hollywood.

*

.

For years I have been gathering data on yacht*, planning to release
some of it ea^h spring so that the Hollywood barnacles who belong
to the sea-going set could get the' benefit of all this research. But be-

Negro
Continaeif

A

will

FraStfe Scully
’
.

.

decisions on all sorts of subjects
and law problems. “The Perfect
Squelch” has 90 short retorts by or
about Eddie Cantor, Bob Hope, and
other show biz names, as well as
Will Rogers, Winston Churchill,

'
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n
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“Quiz Kids” Politico Column
Latest to get on the Chi political
convention 'bandwagon are the
“Quiz Kids” who have beeti signed
by United Press to pen a daily
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sented in 1953.

Awards are sponsored by John
S. Knight, publisher of Knight
•Newspapers, including the Akron
Beacon Journal, in memory of his
father, former editor and publisher
of the Beacon-Journal. The awards
will be for the most outstanding
public service by a newspaper during the year, the most outstanding
public service reporting by individuals on a newspaper, and the best
editorial

on a

Controversial Nijinsky
“The Last Years of Nijinsky*
(Simon Sc Schuster* $3*50), by the
,

1

dancer’s wife, Romola Nijinis * followup of her earlier
piog published in ,1934. bringing
the reader' tip to 'date.' Mainly, it
concerns -the odyssey of -the Nijihskys' before, during and, after the
second World War. and the-pathetic
attempt to finda haven for ’the insane dancer- somewhere.
A sentimental, opinionated, onesided Story, the book is neverthe.
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Crosby, Mayer, Rice Tomes
“Out of Print,” collection of
John Crosby’s radio-TV columns
in the N. Y. Herald Tribune, will
be published by Simon & Schuster
In the fall.
S&S will also bring otit, in October, Arthur Mayer’s informal history of motion pictures* “Merely
Colossal,” and in late fall Craig
Bice’s anthology, of newspaper accounts of crimes, “45 Murderers.”
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into Hill District's Flamingo
Hotel for that spot's sixth anni.

Moore

Thompson, ptayhoUi^g
Sada
X^ey/iM taking a week
off
“Peg O' My Heart," gpeF to N. Ys W***
Wows opening at the Mocambo
next week for Metro screen test.
Billiard champ Willie
Mosconi

iidental manager).
here includMet
Lena Horne ptofeam .Will* be
flock of ^.Jtitoltei
John- broadcast from the Palladium on
ing Clark Gable, Gene Kelly,
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ny Green. Loew s theatre teepee
*
Joe .Vogel is due In goon,
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«C
the
Georges - Simenon, Belgian myS"
Began,
MoM*
major tery scribe, no^ living in U. S.,
itaff, back ather desk after
seyen stories to Paris film consold
gurgery.
the cerns during recent visit here.
Irving Berlin bachr from
P'Bssai h*fe trying to
Cinema
returni
then
Cpant for dental work,
the
track down all' hot prints
yftii ibf the summer;
film, "La Passion
Dreyer
Cart
1928
actor.Kirkland,
obtained
Alexander
it
since
Arc,
on Pe Jeanne P’
Wrlter> dew to* Baris last week
rights to the pix teUsue,
gome Writing assignments.
Irwin Shaw In confab with Apa“Uncle Henry" fterUnghoff of tole Litvak. on film of Alfred Hayes
public^
Agency
Morris
William
novel, "Girl on Via Flaminia.
the
birthday Background will be moved from
ity dept., marked his 81st
,
(23).
Rome to Perils, Shaw also is workFriday
Maurice Segal, Paramount home- ing on revision of new play.

'

(7)*
Eleanor Schano named official due in to npike a Pete Smith
short.
James E. Perkins, Paramount hostess here for world preem of
Music pubhsher George Simon
topper here, tossed’ a reception for “I Dream’ of Jeannie" at Fulton.
selling his home and moving encf
MarWilliam Holden and’ Brenda
David Parry, soh of ex-critic^
Jljn Mahoney back
the
shall.
columnist .Florence ’Fisher P**rY» flackery after 18 months’ service
in
phony. Orch has rejoined Lynn Farnol in N. V. Korea.
The Boston Schwarts
playe<i the Royal Festival Hall last
Sammy
boy
Local
.Steve Broidy prepplng a speech
followhome
foonday and left for
signed through June, 1953, to un- for the Texas COMPO conference
ing d *y.
derstudy Sam Levene in “Guys and June 9.
conG p- A. Burgess, wartime partClarence Brown flies to London
Dolls/'
„
troller of Mica, -nppototed
Karl Kritz in town for summer June “19 to' Reduce “Never Let
time director of the National Film opera season after flying back from Me <Go/’
Corp.
,
Harry Babbitt underwent a
conducting engagement at; Munich
fcyth Draper opened a six-week State Opera House,
spinal operation following a fall in
season last week at the Criterion;
his home.
received
j^er one woman' show
Stepin Fetchit returned from a
warm ovation/
.
,
,
two-month tour through Texas and
up.his
play,
headed
polishing
company,
Howard
nuwfiu
Vic
vie
Claire
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old
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me
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Oklahoma.
office publicist, and
.comedyRochelle “The Prime of Life,"
By Helen McGill Tubbs
by irene Worth, sailed for South
Masquers presented the George
will be married in New
drama of Hollywood life, for N. X. Africa last week and Tyrone GuthMrs. Jean Renoir recovering iSpelvln Award to Rosetta & ViOtt June 15.
productlon under his own banner rie wlR follow by plane,
her recent illness.
Tanncn
from
Duncan.
David
vian
attorney
Coast
Arthur Blake; who just cornon next fall; Writer is completing a
The Sol Lessers here for a week,
Lady Sylvia Ashley auctioned off
baum in since Sunday
Europe. pitted cabaret Stint st Churchills, will vacation in Capri and the R(vbl*. script for a pic to be shot in
other
furnishings
of her Santa Monthe
and.
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and wants to do a film in Rome.
opens daytdate. at Palladium and jiA|*a
ica beach home.
Leaves tonight (Wed.).
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Gabriel Pascal is huddling with
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Don
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make
a writer Geza Herczeg, on a film to
Publicists' Guild will
J. Arthur Rank chartering
of the Academy of Motion Picture
annual weekend heglra to Bernie
plane to fly a party, of stars and be made in India.
Reno
Sciences.
Arts
and
in
Club
Kamber's Wayne Country
trade press editors for the openGreek actress Irene Pappas,
Paul Keast back in town after
Jan August plays at the Top of ing of his new Odeo'n at Jersey.
Pennsylvania June 27.
planed out for Athens after several a pair of San Francisco dates in
British weeks at Cannes and here.
ch*
Asnpnage, jsrmsju
-Noel
Noel Ashbridge,
.Sir
Gene Tierney due iniromlhe Mape?.
"Boat” revivals.
"Show
Cal Neva books songsters Johnny director of
Miguel da Miguel, film. exhibitor
Coast June 8, sailing onthe JJberte
Eddie Cailtor resumes his oneGeorge
George.
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retiring next of Barcelona’ and Madrid, looking man allow for. the Red Cross Blood
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negotiating ABC
Hew Golden
hionth after 26 years of service.
to appear in Metro s NeVet Let
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Metro
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,Rlalto Cinema doing good biz Springs weekend party for his
Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
Rory Calhoun In town while wife
.program on TV with Italian pictures; such as "Open sidemen and their spouses.
ducer, will stayon in Gptbatn an- Llta Baton dances in Ma^es Sky- Qafe (Continental
last Saturday, Also featured were City," "Under Roman Sun," "Shoe
Dick Nordt, dancer in "Hans
other two Weeks, He s. doing
Shine,” and "Angelina."
Christian Andersen,” broke his
liminary work on his nex pic. Retrouble from the tranquil
No
Eckmin^Jr., Metrochiefin
William, and Brenda Marshall right foot .doing a tour jete.
mains to be Seen."
Its handling Lon(jon, presented prizes to the
River.
Tiiickee
Holden left for Paris to meet the
Francis D. Lyon, prexy of AmeriActor Ronald Reagan due east runoff nicely.
first two winners in the -third an- Billy Wilders and motor through can Cinema Editors, back after a
early next week to address ConCarson City wUl get world prexine-Metro showmanship con- Europe including the Scandinavian four-mbnth visit to Australia.
ference; of Newspaper PubUshers miere of pic of same name starring Jjg
Tp^st seven prizes were countries.
Speed Kendall, 20th-Fox publiin Hartford June 4; topic being Randolph Scott, In June. nabbed by ABC managers.
cist, at, Hollywpod Hospital for obHollywood'sp press relations.
Polly Bergen added to Golden
Fisher to play the
Harrison
&
servatibn due to heart condition.
opening
Martin S, Davis, Who higds pro- 0 pe n i n g May 28.- ^dso bo.oked are Sav0y
cabaret,
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Goldstein
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still
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pack
Judge
Cannes
June 7.
Although heavy .snow
John Huston skipped the
Engagement is for two weeks, after
Six Paramount western division
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fest visit in order to speed up- Ids
which they play
ay Sweden the month'
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branch managers returned to their
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Warner
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(Wed.) for a stay .of' several weeks Hollywood to try to line up concert
Cosy Morley, currently at Cira’s, raise money for a landslide catasto discuss release deal for some of bookings for next season.
stars WilEx0ti6 dancer-stripper Evelyn opens for summer, at Eddie Suez’s trophe in Menton. U.S.
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Where he set promotion plans for h*s comedienne Jane Dulo , irnd
"Outcast of the Island,” in town
Richard Conte will be guest of
“Encounter,” Paul Muni starrer dancers Tonya Sc Biagi for six honor at Cancer Crusade Victory
^TfatkmaLTheatt’e's collections for
which the indie production outfit nights, preceding annual ali-sum- Luncheon tomorrow (Wed.).
were
mer Dorothy Lewis ice show.
Westport, Conn.
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Scotland
Nathan Golden here to sit in on
The Royal Guards in at Amato’s
Franco-Americah pic talks as a nabe owned by Charles Goldman, Jackie Heller.
Sinclair Sc Alda coming home for Supper Club for' two weeks.
By Gordon Xrvlng his firs t
and the* Maffitt, St. Louis Amus.
government observer.
a week at .the Colonial Manor beEnrico Cocozza dolng
Jack Lawler took over manageEmmerich Kalman, seriously ill Co. unit, shuttered for summer,
ment of the Tropios last week.
Sound pic, "The P* astlcc ? ayc0 mic,
The Okaw Drive-In Corp., Mat- ginning June 9.
for a long time, greatly improved
Harold
Lund,
boss
.of
1952”
WDTV,
off
Tommy Morgan, ScotPavilion,
"Ice
Follies
of
for
13
set
toon,
lighted
new
ozoner
111.,
its
fj ^
at his home near Paris.
stint at
Arthur Freed confabbing' with near Tuscola 111. Thomas Falk and to Chicago and Los Angeles for days at Portland Arena starting doing supfmer
BMI
television
clinics.
June
2.
G
Jack
Taylor
pix
are
the
principal
forthcoming
on
seetog
Gene Kelly
Bill (Goldie) Goldstein, owher
Jimmy Dorsey orch played
LofSan, Scot comic
owners.
to be produced in England.
1
Donald JBL Telliver, Cisn£, 111., of Blue Ridge, imderwent- surgery Jantzen Beach. Ballroom last week the stage imd radio shows
Frankie* Loesser Seeking atmoson
(23-24).
...
doh While
..
musical of who recently sold his Ritz ib that at MtOntefloreL hospital*
holding
phere for projected
ute hoiarns
f
British Film Insti
Dancer Louise Carroll,- Wife of
First-run theatre biz is in a deftown, also has disposed of his
Pagnol pic, ‘The Baker's Wife.”
1 "1
Mrs. Baron Elliott bassist, Emil Brenkus, inite slump here due to poor pix summer school on A
Anita Loos, having* finished the Louise, in Louisville, 111.,
and hot weather.
tion in Glasgow Att*
in
book for the musical, "Montpar- Nell Morris; will devote his» time had her appendix out,
Principal iri
•LuciUe Graham,
Walter Long signed by summer
Allan Sc Dale and Carmen Lopez
nasse,” wants Michel Emer to com- to an ozoner near Carmi, 111., recently purchased from B. P. Wil- opera company for Jack Whiting in at Clover Club for two weeks. Glasgow
enterpose score.
xrirl to
Tommy Cartuthers has joined the inked as first Britishinglri^o^.
The Leopold Friedmans (Loew’s, liam* and S. R. Stanley, Green- role in "High Button Shoes.”
Ma y
tain troops fighting
Delores
Parker and Melvin nitery band.
Inc., veepee), houseguesting with viile, UL

horn*.
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Other countries, he asserted, would
certainly make similar demands.
Three of the four proposals
brought back from France call fojr
subsidies to- the French industry.
££ Continued from pig# J‘
They would be used to help fihance
production and probably, like the man of a special lawyer** commitItalian coin, for setting up a pro- tee assigned to work out in detail’
the 'broad arbitration program demotional agency, in the XT.’ S.
Most-favored proposal, by MPAA cided upon at. (he all-industry
companies is "Number Two,” which meeting ln N. Y. Iast mOnih.
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ttyutiaued from ipifi
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Marilyn Morrison to Johnnie
Bride is
[Ray, N, Y., May 25,
daughter of Charlie Morrison, operator of Hollywood's Mocambo;

groom

is

’

v

the singer-composer.

Ho.; Beatrice, Neb. r and Wichita, ing show. He opened the Eagle,
Laurie Cleeton to Gabrielle Muir,
one of the first film houses in St.
Kan,
.England, May 13, Both
He had suffered a stroke on May Louis, and later added two others* Chelsea,
are members of the Four In Asurvives.
wife
conscious
His
regained
15 and never
Chord, singing. group now in strawxess.
hat revue at Royaly Glasgow.
CHARLES MAHACEY
Patsy Lee Ortega to H 1 h a r d
RICHARD H. GILLESPIE
Charles Mahacey, Sr.,. 46, hand James Lifvendable Berkeley, Cal.,
_
Richard Henry Gillespie, 73, leader, trumpeter and former exec May 24. -Bride; is former singing
British vaude booker and former of PhiUy Local *77
(musicians star of Bon McNeill's "Breakfast
chairman of Moss Empires, Ltd., union), died in Philadelphia May Club.'’
theatre chain, died in. London May 23. In recent years, Mahacey had
Evelyn Newiriart to Allan (Bill)
Gillespie, who was in show bix
to front
'

...

.

‘

C H‘

*>wthbl«r*.fan4

«

H, ChtoKi.

time the chain owned 24 theatres
and managed or had hooking agree-

gS^ST*

firm there.

The .conciliation plan .appeared
as an* effort to compromise differences .with Altfe# stales- Assn, over
the inclusion of rentals in the arbitration system in prospect. The
distribs are persisting in their nix
on arbitrating rentals, as such, and
are offering the new plan apparently ay a gesture to soothe Allied’s

,

calls for a subsidy of |2O0 ,$0O. The
two' others provide 16r subsidies
that
would amount to About
$500,000 annually^ film m«’n figure,
The. fourth proposal,' while minus
a Subsidy, puts a ceiling on both
convertibility of earnings and number of imports and is disliked for
those .reasons. ,
Under proposal "Number Two,**
tlie $200,000
subsidy would permit
Importation into France of 121 pix
(same as at present) and free convertibility of earnings up to $4^
.

.

'

wounds. Allied toppers have-been
be consid-

ter survive.
Constance Goldberg to Samuel
ments with 10 others.
Grad, Brooklyn, iMay 25, He’s son
Gillespie booked Sophie; Tucker,
WILLIAM
J. DUFFY*
Maurice Grad, short subjects
of
many
orch
Whiteman's
and
Paul
59, sales manager' for Columbia PicWilliam J* .4 (Big Bill) Duffy,
other American acts into London
.
tures.
during
Prosons.
restaurateur
New
His
wife,
two
York
1920s.
in the
500,000 yearly.
hibition days and boxer Primo
and a daughter survive.
Another proposal
Camera's American, manager, died
‘

.

LON CHASSY

*«

.

.

.

in Lynbrook, L.

i

1

1

_

1|'

May

I.,

J.

*

part owner of Duffy’s
Lon Chassy, 56, musieal director
for orch leader Meyer Davis, with Tavern and at one time had an inthe
Silver Slipper nitery.
terest
in
whose organisation he. had been associated for more than 25 years,
22.
May
Philadelphia
died in
J, A* BASHA
Chassy had been, musical director
J. A. Basha, owner of the Palace
of the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel,
Brook, NewfoundComer
Theatftb,
-phiUv fnn a n nmh*r
died recently in Miami. Basha
had
been wintering
family
*nd.his
mus^ll dfrector st the Arlinrton
in Hollywood, Fla.
Hotel
Sorintt Ark #
j
and
~
"Ht, »
funjW^
five
!

there.

W,.

brothers and

a.

m **

'

ROY

Rudolf Sieczynsld, 73, Viennese
composer and Author,' died in
Vienna May 11, "Wien, Wien,- Nur casino

Du

?**
-

Sieczynski, .‘a
state employee, wrote several books
of which "History of Old -Viennese

1IV JCj*5L pi,.

ISABEL JMERSON MANSON
Mrs* Isabel Merson Manson, 68,
former legit -Jsictress, died in New
York May 19, Mrs, Manson toured

&

of

fon4

who

my Door

R,

friVnd,

1947

free convertibility

is

4

The other subsidy proposal

716% on
and 17%

the

first

-

.

.1

.

Immediate impression generally
Was .that small, indie theatreown-

vertibility.

reasoned.

ers, such as comprise a. .Urge part
The no-subsidy plan 'would re- of Allied’s membenhip,. .will Welduce imports' from 121 to 100 and come the Idea without teservatibh.
put a., ceiling of $1,200;000 on con- What do they have : to lose, it’s
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Nleman.
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Continued from page 5

advertising agencies.
Wife, son and daughter- survive.

H. EMERY
James Herbert Emery, 90, managing director and treasurer of the

JAMES

^
George

Wife of

t

.

_
nn u
Leverett, 20th.

,

.

in Santa Monica, Cal. Son, Win
ston> also is a sound engineer at
the studio.
’

Evelyn Dockson, 64, veteran film
Old Castle Square Theatre, Boston, character actress who toured with
50 years ago, died in Hyannis, the Hilton Twins in vaude for many
connected
Mass., May'J23. He was
years, died in Burbank, Cal., May
with stock companies at the turn
of cancer.
20,
•
of the century and had been credited with introducing full orchestras
Gregory, 67, specialist in
Tom
the
displacing
circuit,
on the Keith
circus advertising, died May 16 in
single piano player.
Lakewood, O. Wife and two
.

His wife survives.

L. PAUL
Edmund L. Paul, 78, playwright,
died May 13 in Kansas City* Mo.
He was for many years director of

EDMUND

Mamie Sheriden Welford
the
Stock Co., named after his wife
and which- headquartered in Kansas City and played the midwest
area several years ago. His wife
died 13 years ago.
Survived by a brother and four
sisters;

CHARLES LE REI
Charles Le Rei, 75, member

4

IATSE* for 53

of
years, died

in St.- Louis May 17. He was employed in roany theatres there, the
being the. Fox where he
last
’w6rked^.from: its opening in 1929
until two years ago when illness
forced his retirement.
His Wife; Sdh and daughter sur;
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L.

1

Joyce

MPAA.

Peanuts Bohn

Ben Reuben
%

Brown

Kid Chapntan

v.p. of the
Dept.., delegation

O’Hara*

State

was headed by Harold Linder* undersecretary for economic affairs.
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Bob Ripa
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Roy Rognan

Chandler Christy

Jack Ross

Joseph DeSantis

LT^netRoyce

Harold Diamond

Al Sabath

MPAA

Ruth Donor
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.Coburn Goodwin
-

.

KPOT

advancement

Renee

~ Norma

SIMPP*

distribution committee of
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Jean Blackburn
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the Italian deal was -a mistake
Wife of Louis TtickVdd,' 'talent which SIMPP reluctantly went
-Frank L. Root; -7tf, a' pioneer moagent, died May 21 in New York.
along with, and to accept-a simition .picture theatre owner in
May
lar French proposaUwould just be
St. Louis, died in .that city
•Father of Bobby Jule, juggler,
21. Root began- his theatrical- caproviding further bad precedent.
Pittsburgh May 19.
'

Maxine March

*

'

.

>

•

-rf

Johiiston presented* to Linder
and his aides the four alternate
proposals worked- out in Paris.
Upon adoption of one of these or
a combination of parts of them by
daughters survive.
and SIMPP, a final deal
the
Bert J. Chipman, 85, retired cir- is to he negotiated with the
agent,
theatrical
French.
cus manager and
Defends Proposals
died in Los Angeles May 19.
topper defended the
son survives.
The
by implication
only
proposals'
and
pianist
Shulgin,
55,
Paul
growing out of the fact he helped
choral and orch director* died in negotiate them.
He admitted he,]
Palo Alto, Cal., May 25.
hajj been against subsidies when
the Italian deal was negotiated last
Guy Bennett, 71, veteran vaude year and he was out of the
performer, died May 16 in Koon leave of absence for governkomo, Ind.. Wife survives.
ment service. It’s much easier to
when you can
Mother, 82, of Jimmy Borelli, object, he implied,
theoretically than
veteran Pittsburgh pianist, died in view subsidies
when you’re actually involved in
that city May 17.
negotiations and trying to extract
John Richter, 65, a film studio maximum coin.
Hollywood
Mulvey, prez of Samuel Gold-',
utility worker, died in
wyn Productions. and, cbeirmap of
May 20.
$ktnb.utiph '.-committee,
Son, 8; of -Ralph'' Wheelwright:, said th^.,/ SQCiftty * would, 'fight; .ths
Metro studio exec, died.'MaY 25, in subsidy, proposals "withreV^rything^
Boston,
rat <0Ur! itohmiand^’^H^'saidf he. felV
w

Billy Berry
;

New York conclave.
today's
— J:
j J J!Xf
At Monday’s meeting, in addition
^ ^Mulvey and Johnston, were Alfred Crown, who repped SIMPP
at the Pans negotiations; Leo Samuels, sales chief for Walt Disney
and a .member with MulJey of the

|

„

Georg# Mack
)

MPAA prez, prior

to Kric Johnston,

1

had been associated
& Rubicam -and Buchanan

Elmer Raldus

French Squawk

I

6.

reached on arbitrating complaints
centered On run, clearance, viola-

Kodinskv a’d acencv there
Continued from page 7
M? and Mr?. John Haldl, son,is
tion of contract, conditioning the
Father
Columbus, JMay 18.
306 are currently unem- sale of* one pic oh the sale of
WBNS-TV production director Local
others, discrlmirtatioh>in the award
ployed.
thcrtk
Most recent gain obtained by the of' pix in competitive bidding and
and Mrs. Gene Badger,
Air.
May 19. union was two years ago, when it overbuying and overbidding, in orColumbus,
daughter,
Father is .with WBNS-TV motion received a 5% welfare fund which, der to deprive A rival .exhib of
it’s figured; exhibs will claim upped product*
picture department there.
William Connolly, their operating costs/although coin
Mr.
Slated for farther discussion are
~v, and ,,Mrs.
*><>
v 1, **
daughter, Burbank, May 22. Moth- did not go to the individual em- the possibilities of establishing a
Gloria Patrice, actress- ployees.
er
is
uniform system of bidding? a posdahcer.
Loew’s and RJCQ houses in the sible "rules of the. game” for bidMr. and Mrs. Leon Chooluck, New York metropolitan
circumstances
under
region cur- ding, the
Father
son, Hollywood, May 21.
rently ^raploy six boothmen.
At which damages may be awarded by
is an assistant director.
"abuses”
panels,
other
arbiter
and
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Regan, son, Century, Skouras, Randforce, etc.,
bidding which exhibs may want
Hollywood, May 8, Father is an the number of men employed in
varies, depending on the location arbitrable.
actor and brother of Phil Regan.
and
type
of
theatre.
Grind
houses
Next all-trade meeting on the
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Audette, son,
by five op- projected system is set for June 16
San Antonio, May 22. Father is on 42d St. are manned
"
erators.
in NV Y,
member of WQAI-TV technical

Andy), died May 23 in Santa
54, director Monica, Cal.
of advertising* publicity .and promotion' for Paramount Television^
John M. “Jack” Yoshell, Sr., 69,
Productions, Inc,, died in New former assistant production manYork May 26.
ager at Paramount, died in Hollywifh
WlUl
J tlf-.. Ofl rPi»A
OM/1
h
1
l0
May 22. Two daughters and
D.?f™ SmJ since
.Tno. tMa
and prev,^
nrevi- wood
1948 ana^
Paramount
with a sQn survlve .

Local

agreement has been

date,

»

RALPH ROCKAFELLOW

'

1

:

To

Booth Pact

Date

to

'

,

Ralph Rockafellow,

•

bitration fold.

.

In recent years she had been a
dramatic coach.

ciusly

for

•

1

films.

Young

is

70 pix- imported

on- all remaining imports.
It permits free imports and free
convertibility.

mvrv

-

b

m

and Mrs. James

There

-

otherwise.
»

Anthony (Tony) Comeriato, 49,
co-owner of the Ohio Theatre, staff there.
Mr,
and Mrs- John Lawrence,
^
Cuyahoga Falls, O., died recently
Albany, May 22 Father
while on a trip .to Canada. Wife, daughter,
wnlTn there.
director of WQKO
is
sports
son and two daughters survive.
Mr. and Mrs. Tony Bomba, son,
‘
18. Father is
Cal.,
May
Oakland,
Lawrence J, Ward, 52, plant engineer in charge of all permanent KPIX cameraman there.
Fiedler,
Arthur
Mrs.
Mr.
and
co'n s t ructi0 n ar Ul for the last six
A nri
-tr^n TnifAn/1 TVjYqxt
soil, Boston, May 19. Father is Bosy ears died in Hollywood May 20.
maestro,
Orchestra
"Pops”
ton
survive.
children
an ^ two
_Mr. & Mrs. Leonard Gaines,
May 3. MothSidney Gardiner, former busi- daughter, New York,
sings with 4 Chicks & a Chuck;
er
ness manager for Freeman Gosden
father
is music arranger.
(Amos
'n'
Correll
Charles
and

JERRY VOGEL

m

23 after- a brief

Titus.

film.

-\

nff

section.

,

fhB--U. S. in the early 1920s as
leading actress with the Ben Greet
Players, specializing in .Shakesp earean rples. She appeared on BroadThe Little Poor
1925
way
acted in several
Man” and had aMWI

iu,f uicva

MIKE HAMMER

WINN
%

di«d Juno

U«un,

Mike Hammer, 73, vet vaude,
cafe ahd mountain resort booker,
died in New York May 24.
Further details in Vaudeville

*'

EDWARD

SbUn!

Jack Russell, 64, tab show comic,
died in New York May 16 after a
long illness.
He also played vaude being part
of Russell & Lenning and Russell

.

lii

May

ln*d

JACK RUSSELL

president, of the Austrian ,-AKM
(equivalent of the U. S. ASCAP).

4

^

BOWMAN

ing the swank spot since 1948,
His wife and a son survive.

languages.

Comedians” was a bestseller.
He was .for many years vice

.

A.

0>

«"»*- City
Allein,” one of his more than in that

several

MB

sister*

RUDOLF SIECZYNSKI

T2^%

Mr. and Mrs.' Norman Alien, son,
Child is
Hollywood, May 19.
Howard of the
«
grandson v*
w.«uu^a
of Mbe
Three Stooges.
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Macfarlane,
son. May 16, Chicago. Father is a
WON commentator there;
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Y. Cammack,
Father is
son, Dallas, May. 23.
southwestern district manager for

5

Hm

Levy refrained from any comment .on the acceptability of the
proposal, other than explaining
U>at the local conciliation and appeal to the distrib brass will be
available to exhibs on the wrong
end of profifs-and-loss statements.
So far as the distribs were concerned, it appeared as the final
extent tw which they’d go ih their
effort to win Allied into the ar-

calls for a subsidy of
of everything, remitted to the D. S, and allows free
Mr. and Mrs. William Kusack, importation ot
pix with a guarandaughter. May 17, Chicago. Father
teed minimum subsidy on each
is en^neer at TV station WBKB.
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